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A.
Page.

Abies inverla 215
" Williumsonii (i5, 187

Ai-hiniiiies, Their Culture lOlJ

AnaM:tochiUisstriatus ](;l

Ananassa saliva variegata liil

Asphalt Walks (jl

B.
Bates' Plant Protector 373
Jielle Lucrative, or Fondantc d'Automne Pear... 6
Belmont Apple 189
Billy Barker Apple 314

C.
Caladium argy rites Kil

" bicolor splendens 161
" Chantini lt;i

Calceolaria pinnata SC
Chanupbalia foliosa 248
Charcoal as a Blanch for Celery. (2 cuts.; 70
Cheap Dibble 2:57

Clapp's Favorite :;:ilj

Cocculus carolinus :!75

Cox"s Orange Pippin Apple 1S9
Cranberry ]:JS

Crockitt's Late White Peach 335

D.
Description of a New Seedling Apple fNcd) 121
Design for a Gardener's Cottage, or Tenant

House. (2 cuts.) 99
Design for a Place of Twenty Acres IK!
Dianthus chinensis lacinatus 216

E.
Egyptian Belle Apple
Krrors in Designing Flower-Bcds

.

Espaliers

F.
Farfugium grande
Flower-Stand and Fountain. (2 cuts.)

Foreign Correspondence—2 cuts
" 3 cuts
" Scuts 127,

G.
Gardener's Cottage or Tenant-House
Grafting the Vine

" " Grape
Gracey Apple
Groat Ini])roveincnt in Lawn-Mowing Machines,
Greenhouse and Vinery

" " of Stephen Oliver, Esq.,

Lynn, Mass

33(1

25

310

257
10
125
121",

254

97
347
37

379
243
53

H.
Handsome Greenhouses.
Have we any Gardens amongst us? .

Heating by Hot Water. ('."> cuts.;..

How to Detect the Sex in Eggs
Hydrangea variegata

I.

Improvements in Watering-Pots. f2 cuts.) ...,

Instruments for Trimming Trees, Hedges, &c.

,

Interior of a llot-Houso

33

211

275
49
157
266

1S3

2.32

119

P.\OK.

Knight's Monarch Pear 142

Kohlenkamp Plum 313
Krauscr Apple 121

Labe Grape.
L.

M.
Machine for Root-Grafting 47

Moveable Greenhouses. (3 cuts.) 15^

N.
National Botanic Garden and Conservatory,

Washington, D. C 174, 175

Nectar 314

Neviusia Alabcmensis 259

New Holland Pitcher-Plant 115

New Apple Ladder 371

New Improvements in Propagating 242
Newtown Pippin 28

Nuttall, Thomas, Portrait of 1

o.
Olive Apple 314

Orchid Culture 207
Ouvirandrafencstralis 123

P.
Pampas Grass 225
Pear, Louis Bonne de Printcmps 57

Philodendron pcrtuosum 345

Plan of a Rural Cottage 167

Plum, Oberly's Greenwood 12(4

Preservation of Large Flower-Pots 340

Prinz Apple 155

Progress of Horticulture in Hingham, Mass 196

R.
Ray Peach 18S

Robert Bruce 315

Robey's Root-Grafting Machine 340

Roof- Gardening 1-4

Rustic Adornments—2 cuts 132
" " 2 cuts 133
" ', 2 cuts 338
" Belvidere 321
" Kiosk, Boat and Bath-IIouse 321

" Pavillions and Belvidercs 321

Scarlet-Fruited Egg-Plant
Sclby Belinower
Shading Plants in Summer
Shcphard Seedling

Simple Arrrans^ement for Tightening Wire
Sketches of Philadelphia Botanists. (2 cuts.)..

Solanuiu atropurpureum
Sonerilla niargaritacea

Spergula pilifera....

29
ISS
1S4
379
277
271
56
161

182

V.
View of the Winter Garden of E. H. Krelage &

Son, at Haarlem, Holland
Vineries and Forcing-Houses

W.

289

Wine-Making around Cincinnati. (3 cuts.) .

Wizard of the North Strawberry

Yohe's Eagle Plum

.

199

193

334

651
5
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A.
Abl.^s Wniiaiiisuuli, 87
Al.iuilou, 23)
Aliips iuverlii. 215
Acoru Coffee, 337
AchiiLieiieH, lu4

Their Culture
Ac.icia, li35

' Drummon(Iii.2$;i
Acid verMUs Wm. Bright,

tiiric, 333
Acer japoutcum atro-purpuro-

iim, lit

Accurately, quote, /»'), IIS
AilviTtlsers, To. 2ti

AdviiDCor (Jlacleunsl, 159
Ailvorliseiiients, 245
Adi)ruments for O.irdons and
Wuysidos, Rusiic, 112

Adoru'menlrt. Uustic. 131, 33S
Adurumeul, I'lniits ft)r, 315
yK^^chyiuuuthus cordifoHas, 57
Agricultural Society, State, 39

" Society, I'hilada., 243
" Jouruals, The, 214
*' Lectures, Yale, 3S4

Ageratum, 2;i5

Air, Victoria liegia, Flowering
io the opea, 302

Air, Victoria Kegia, Flowering
in the open, 325

Alys.sum saxutile, 217
Aloes for insect.s, 72

" ai.'ainst insects, 111
Alocasiit metallica, 2S3
Albion While Blackberry, 2S5
American Pomological Society,

14S, 222, 243, 2.55, 319, 320>i,
351

American Pomological Society,
Discussions and Transactions
of the Eighth Session of the,
303

American Seedling Gooseberry,
ISS

American Wine Growers Associ-
ation, 12S, 28S

Americau Weeping Willow, Ele-
agnus Parviflora and, 343

American Botanists, Sketches of,

342
Ani'iiryllis, 235
Amateur or Cornelius Propagat-

ing Pot, 241. 3(12, 309
Allen Raspberry, The, 366
Amaryllis Symoull, 122
Another ^'ew English Straw-

berry, 313
Apples, Identical, 113, 167,
' 8 , 27fi, 342

Apples, to keep, 337
" And Strawberries, Hvbrid,

273
'• Parisian Mode of Roasting,

3S1
" in the South, Northern,

302, 368.
" New Southern, 314
" Pickling Sweet, 337
" for Eastern Pennsylvania,

349
" for Wisconsin, 3S4

Apple, 150, 249
*' Buckingham, 370
*' Chenango Strawberry, 371
" Gracey, 379
" Ladder. New, 371
' Pie, Melon, 3S1
" Trees, Insects on, 377
" Olive, 314
'• Egyptian Belle. 336
" Chenango Strawberry, 342
" The Emperor, 120
" The Prinz, 155
" Belmont, 18S
" Cox's Oi-ange Pippin, 189
" Grosh. 1S9
" Keswick Codlin, 190
*' Townshend or Seager, 218
" The Water, 27
*' Description of a new Seed-

ling, 120
" Trees, Pruning. 90

Aphis on, 244

Aqnariiim MiuiLmi-iiu'iit, Artirl-

cial Hri'cding of I'ish aud, 27S
ArdiMlH.235
Artlflciiil Breeding of Fifth, and
Ai^uarium Managemimt, 27S

Arnuigi'ment of Greeuhousos,
Interiur, 307

Artesian Well«, Water from, 54
ArtiQrial Parasitic Plant.", 2.52

Association, American Wino
Growers, 12S. 2S3

Association, Conn. Grape Grow-
ers, 61

Asparagus. To Cook, 190
Asphalt Walks, 60
Ashes, leached, 311
AHpleuKim glaberrinum, 2S4
Azalea, Si-edliug, 150
Azaleas, 235

B.
Basket Willows, 27, 2S2
Basket Plants, Lavender, 4c.,

140, 316
Biirtram, Portrait of John, 276
Baltimore Park, 285, 3.')0

Baskets, &c., for Decorations of
Greenhouses. The employ-
ment of Creepers in Hanging
Vases, 36'i

Bates' Pl.ant Protector, 373
Begonia blonda, 284

" Frigida, 12t
" Marshallii, 124

Beironia, Treatment of, 2.'J9

Beilflower, Selby, 18S
Relmont, Apple, ISS

Belle Apple, Ei;yptian, 336
Bedding Plants, &c, Cannas,
U9

Beans and Corn in Winter Green,
an

Beans Preserving Dwarf, 349
Biographical Sketch of the late
Thomas Xuttall, 21

Bidwell's Seedling, 2IS
Billy Barker, 314
Blackberries, Native. .54

Blackberry, The Albion, 2;10

" Albioa White, 2S5
" Newman's Thornless,

281
" Wine, an

Black Hamburg Grape, True, 116
Bland or Powell Grape, 273
Bloom Grape, .309

Blum Plum, 337
Books, 310
Books and Catalogues, Jan. 19,

Feb'y .5.0, March SS, April 119,
May 1.50, June 1S6. July 214,
Aug. 247, Sept. 282, Oct. 311,
Nov. .343. Dec 377

Botanical Names, 45
" Traveller in Africa.

Death of Dr. Vogel
the. 12.5

Botanists, Sketches of Distin-
guished, 225

Botanists^ketches of Philadel-
phia, 2n, 293, 323, 360

BotanistB, Sketches of American,
342

Botanic Garden, Regents Park,
London, New Plants Exhibited
at the, 2S4

Borer, Peach, 137
" Remedy for the peach, 37
" Coal Tar far the Locust, 47

Box-Edging, Substitute for, l.'iS

Borders, Vine, 110, 139
Boiler, Weathered and Chere-
voy's,Ul

Bowood Muscat Grape, 250
Boston, Horticulture in, 115

New Plants at, 346
" Lady Currants, The, 250

Browallia viscosa. 19
BryophvUnm proliferum, 57
Branches, To Make, 58
Branch Splitting, To Prevent,

SS
Brocoli, New Branching, 124
Bradford Water Melon, 155

II.
Acid von!itii;Iit, Tarluric

Win.. 333
Bri^ht'd Method of Pruning the
Gnipo, 294

Buckingham Apple, 370
Bulkley's Seedling, 3S2
Bullitt Grai>e, 119

** *' History of the, 63
'* *' Taylor's, 163

Budding with La.-it Scaaon's
Wood, 9S

Buddiug Knives, Fuller's, 230
The Grape, 29S

"
.
" " Vino, 2-.0

*' Overman's Plan of, 295
Budded Roses, 169

Buffalo Berry, 212
Burchaidt's Amber Cluster, 218
Bug'^, ».)pinion for Siiuash, 219
Burning Fluid, As u Remedy for

Mealy Bug. 174

Burchella capeusis, 235
Bulbs from Loaves, Propagating,

350

Apple Pie Melon in Maine. ITS
i

Brindle grape, 21S
Apricot Blossoms, Retarding Bright on Grape Growing. Re-
Peacn and, 156 : ply to Mr. Wm., 291

Cattle, Cut feed for, 38
Calceolaria piunata, ^'iG

'* Floxuosa, 122
Cattleya Schilleriana, 66
Cabbage,' vV, 58

" from Caterpillars, To
Prutect, 270

" from Caterpillars on,
246

Pickling, 337
California Wiue, 58

" Grapes for, 212
Carnations, S9

" Twelve First-rate Tree
217

Camellia Sasanqna, 122
*' Japonica, a Hardy

Plant in California,

The, 218
'* Japonica, 235
*' Countess of Derby, 346
** in the Parlor or Draw-

ing Room, Culture
of the, 350

Camellias. Diseased, 376
Cahithea fasciata, 122
Cannas Bedding Plants, &c., 149
Calaram Pea, Lady or, 212
Carpenter, G. W., Obituary on,

220
Caterpillars, on Cabbage, 246

'* To Protect Cabbage
from, 278

Canada, On the Progress of fruit
Culture in, 142

Cassia, 235
Calla Ethiopica, 235
Callixene polyphvlla, 233
Catsup, Tomato, 286
Catalogue of the Flowering
Plants and Ferns of New
Castle County, Delaware, :U3
Caladium Neumannii, 346
Cauliflowers, Accelerating the
Maturity of, 371

Calliandra haimatocephala, 346
Celery Disease, 50

•* Incomparable, 159
" New, 217
'• 235
" To cook, 349
" Charcoal as a Blanch for,

69
" Sauce, 381

Ceanothus Vietchianus, 56
Cereus trinitalensis, 122

*' olivaceus. 122
Chinese Jam. The Dioscorea, or

the. 45
Chapter, A Grape, 47
Cherry, Cumberland, Heart, 118

" Graft-s 150
•' Grafting the Wild, 195

Cherries on the Plum. 2.33
' on Kentish Stock, 278

Chamcebatia foliolosa. 24S
Chara»tia foliolosa, 123
Cheap Labels, 184
Chrysanthemums. Best, 217

" Improved Nefr, 2.S4
" Culture of the, 382

China RofeR, Hardiness of, 69
Charcoal as it Blanch for Celery,
Cheap and DsHlrable Label, 99

** Dibble, A, 237
** Mower, A, 2)3
" Greenhouse Chimneys, 319

Chorozena rarinm, 2:Vi

Chenango Strawberry Apple, 342,
.371

Chimneys, Clieap Oreenhoune,
349

Changes in Species, 349
Civllla Nobilis, 1 4.'», 162
Cincinnati,WittoMakiug around,

liiS

Cineraria, 23>
Cider-making without pressing,
337

Cider Wine, To Make, 3.37

Cider from Fermenting. To Keep,
107

Cities, Shade Trees in, 343
Climate of Oregon. 41

'* in Ohio, 112
Clematis viticella, v. venosa, 123
Clerudendron Burgei, 261
Climber.s 316
Clarkia pulchella, 305
Clapp's Favorite, 33 J

Coal Tar for the Locust Borer,
47

Codlin Apple, Keswick, 190
Cochliastema ordoratissinium,

122
Coculns carolinns, 374
Coffee, Acorn, 337
Cold in Virginia, 98

" Water, Watering with, ISO,

IM
Communications, Jan. 4, Feb'y

34, March 6S, April 9S, May
130, June 162, July 195, Aug.
225, Sept. 25S, Oct. 291, Nyv.
321,347, Dec, .300

Conn. Grape Grower's Associa-
tion, 64

Conservatism, Horticultural,
101, 169

Couser\'atism, Horticultural,
Crocking, 234

Conservatism, Crocking, Horti-
cultural, 296

Conservatory, at the President's
House, 20t;, 232

Compte de Flandre, 231
Conifera, Hai*diue.ss of, 341
Cook Celery, To, 349
Cope's Grape Essay, Mr., 312
Cornwell Pear, The, 121
Cottager's Kale, 117, 159
Correction, 54, 5S. 212, 281
Count Cavour, 154
Cow Pea, Ro^es, &c., 184
Countess of Chiche?iter. 187
C-ox's Orange Pippin Apple, 1S9
Corn Green, 251
" in winter. Green Beans and

251
Correspondent's, Notice to, SO,

114
Correa, 335
Cornelius Propagating Pot, The,
283

Cornelius Propagating Pot, Ama-
teur or, 3'i2

Cordylioe erythorachis, 305
Cottage Gardener, The, 305
Countess of Derby, Camellia,
310

Cranberry, Culture of the, 46
The, 138

Creeping Weeds, 53
Creejters in Hangiug Vase-':, Bas-

kets, ic, for Decoration of
GreenbouseSjThe Employment
of, 365

Crocking, Horticultural Conserv-
atism, 234, 296

Crockitfs Late White Peach, 335
Crystal Palace at Sydenham, 143
Cuyahoga Grapes, The, 17

Cucumber Vinegar, 30
New Forcing, 125

Cucumbers for Winter Use, To

6' ttingB ach, The"FangU8*'of

^KJ-
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Cuuings, LftDtana, SO
*' Osaye Oi-unge. S9
•• FuDgiis among. U7
" Vrop.gatioz, IIS

Striking, 273
2Sl

" Hooting. 377

Caltnre of ihe Cranberry. 46

Orchid, S.\ '2n7. 149
" of the Camellia in the

Parlor or Drawing
Kooin, 3.W

" of tbe Clirysanthe-
mum, 3S2

CarcuUo, 214
Remedies. 109

Currants, Mr. W. K. Prince on;

Currant, The Boston Lady, 2.'i0

" Juice, Preserving, 2.">1

*• Jelly, Easy Mode of
Making, 211

Carini? Green BeauH for Winter
Use." Another Way of, 2.12

Cutler's Seedling Strawberry,
2s.T

Cyrtodeira Cupreatea 346.

Datura arbirea, 70
" chlorantha, 123
" Wrightii, 122

Dahlias, 100
" New, 217
'* and their Treatment, S3

Daphne, 236
Decoration of Greenhonses, The
employment of Creepers in

Hanging Vases. Baskets, &c.,

for, 36

J

Deiidrometer, 270, S.'JO

Design for a Gardener's Cottage,

or Tenant House, 99
Design for a Place of Twenty

Acres, 115
Design of Fern Hill Grounda, 90
Dendroraeron ritridum, 133

Deiby, Camellia, Countess of, 346

Delaware Grape, Growth of the,

206
Delaware Grape, 176, 213

" " Origin of the,

26, 117
Delaware, Catalogue of the

Flowering, Plants and Ferns
of New Castle County. 3t3

Death of Dr. Vogel the Botani-

cal Traveller in Africa, 125

Delphinnms, 217
Dew on Producing Kot and Mil-

dew. Effects of. 294
Demncr.ll Pear, 309

Dibble, A Cheap, 2.37

Discovery of the True Theory of

Propai^xtlng, Hints towards
the, 269

Discussions and Transactions of

the Eighth Ses.«ion of the

American Pomolugical Society,

SOS
DioKcorea, The, or the Chinese
Yam. 45

Dioscorea. 54
Disease, Celery. f>f*

*' Grape, 241. 2S0
" in the Norway Spmce,

244
Dianlhu8 Hcddewigli, .W

" VersrbaireUii,57
Dif-sotls Irviuffianrt, .'J6

Dielytra cucullaria, .'i7

" spectabiltP, S9

Disinfectant, McDougall's, IIS,

I'.O

Diana Grape, The. 209
'* " History of the, 246

Dipteracanthus Herbstii, 122
Diiiymocarpua primnlaefoHa,
124

Dirca palustris. 209
Dianthus Chiuensls laclnMoB,
216

Downer's Proliflc Strawberry.
S4

*mj

Domestic lutelligence, Jan.,

2S. Feb., .'iS. Mar, .Apr.,
. May, 156. June, 190.

July, 21S, Aug., 250. Sept.,
2^5. Oct., . Nov., 347.

Dec, 3S1.

Drying Vegetable?, 305.

Drain Tile-s 7S
Dr I'hler's Plan of Restoring
Heat in Hotbeds. 137

Drills. Ac, Markini:, 26J
Dwarf Pears. 40. 311, 3GS

" Beans. Prescrvinp, 319
Duchess d'Angouleme Pear, 355
Dan's Seedling, 382
Dikeman, .3S2

Diseased Camellias, 376
Dover, 3S2

E.
Early Vegetables, 3S

" Peach, Extra, 3.37

Eagle Plum, Yohe'-^, 334
Easy Mode of Making Currant

Jelly. 211

Eastern Pennsylvania, Apples
fnr, 349

Echinocactus Buckii. 1^2
Echinopsis Pentlaudii, 57
Economically, Heating Green-

houses, 298
Effects of Dew on Producing Rot
and Mildew, 294

Egg-Plaut, Scarlet Fruited, 29
New While, 304

Eges, How to Delect the Sex in,

157
Eggs, Sex of, 1S6, 244
Egyptian Belle Apple. 336
" Epypt." From, 77

Eighth Session of the American
Pomological Society, Discus-
sions and Transactions of the,

3('S

Eleagnn* Parvifolia, and Ameri-
can Weeping Willow, 343

Elizabeth Gntpe, 2S5
Elizabeth Gnipe, The, 378
Eleganlissima, 1S7
Employment of Creepers in

Hanging Vases, Baskets, &c.,

for Decoration of Greenhouses,
The, 365

Embothrinra coccinenra, 346
Emperor Apj'le, The, 120
Entomological Essay, 299, 326,
356

Enierprize, Nursery, 319
Ends, Odds and, 43
Enlargement. 1.^7

English Strawberry, Another
New, 313

EDgli^h Pears, What are con-
sidered the beiit. 191

English Black Raspberry. 218
Enemy of the I'ear Tree, An,

191

Epacris, 236

Ernst, A. H., Obituary on, 350
Eranthpinum, 236
Kriowtemon. 236
Erratum. 277
Erriginn, Mr. Robert, Obituary

on, 350 [Sn6

E.'^say, Entomological. 2J)9, 326
Essay. Mr. Rathvon's, .307

Essay, Mr. Kalhvou's. 373
" " Cope's Grape, 312

Essex Rival. (Maclean's,) 159
Espaliers. 310
Euphorbia Jacqninfeflora, 54
Eugene Appert, 57

European Silver Fire, Fine, 339
Eupatorinm, 2^6
Evergreens, Native, 2S0

20
Extra Early Peach, 337

Experience of a Fruit Grower,
77,101

Experience of a Novice la Vinery
Management, 370

FarfuKium grande, 122, 277
Favorite Cla'pp's, 336

Farm, A fine Fruit, 317
Fatal Etfectsof the Past Winter,

171

Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,
278

Ferns, 195, 317
" New Garden. 1?7
*' of New Castle County.

Delaware, Catalogue of the
Flowering Plants and, 343

Fern, N.^w. 19. 316
" Hill Grounds, Design of, 90

Feed for Cattle, Cut. 3S
Fish and Aquarhtm Manage-
ment, Artificial Breeding of,

'

278
I

Fish, Artiflrial Breeding of, 209
!

Fine Foliage, 317 i

" European Silver Firs, 339
Fillmore Strawberry, 54
Firs. Fine European Silver. .339

Flciwers. List ofa Few Superior
Florists. 3->0

Flowers in their Natural Forms
and Colors, How to preserve,
59

Flowers Drying, 90
Flowers In their Natural State,

Preserving. US
Flower Pots, Gelling Worms out

of, 119
Flower Pots, Preservation of

Large. 340
Flower Stand and Fountain, 14

" Beds, Errors in Design-
ing. 25

Flower Pit for Winter, S9
Flower Garden and Pleasure

Ground. Hints for Jan. 1.

Feb.; 33. Mar. 65. Apr. 97.

May, 129. June, 161. Julv.
193. Aug., 225. gept.. 2f>7.

Oct.. 2S9. Nov.. 322. Dec. 3>3.

Flowering Plants and Ferns of
Newcastle Countv, Delaware,
Catalogue ofthe.'343

Florist's Flowers, List of a Few
Superior. 3i0

Flora <.f the Southern U. S., 311
Fleming's Prince, 218
Fluid, A Permanent Writing,

219
Foreign Strawberries. 231

" Gooseberries, 282
" Grapes New, 21S
" Grape Synonyms. 252
" Correspondence, Jan. 50.

Feb., 60. Mar. . Apr.,
125. May, 159. June. .

Julv. 220. Aug. 2.1.3. Sept.,
'-. Oct., 315. Nov., .

Dec,
Forcing, Lettuce. 156

Peas. 349
" Strawberry, 2S6

Foliage. Fine, 317
Fonntain, Flower Staad, 14
Foreign Int'-IIigt'nce. Jan., 29.

Feb., 59. Mar . . Apr.. 124.

Mav, 157. June, 191. Julv,
220'. Aug. 252. Sept., 2S6.

Oct., . Nov., 350. Dec,
382

Forcing Houses, Hints for Jan..
3. Feb. . Mar., . Apr.
Mar, . Juno,. . July

Aug. . Sept.

Oct. . Nov. . Dec.
Fox Moadow, Visit to, 360
Fruit, Expensive, 2.50

" Gatherer. A Simple. 46
" Trws. Whitewashing the
Stem of. 54

Fruit Trees, Manureing, 150
" " Pruning 169
'* '* In Hanging Baskets,
34S

Frait Preserver's Manual, 312
" Farm. A Fine. 347
" Book. New, 156
" Seed. Plant. 133
" Grower, Experience of a,

77
Fruit Garden, Hints for Jan.^—

Feb., . March, 67. Apr.,

97. May, . June, 161,
July. 194. Aug., 225. Sept.,
Oct.. 291. Nov., 321. Dec.

Flora of Japan. 3S1
F^x Grape Jelly, 381
Frost on the Quality of Fruit,

Action of. 374
Fruits, Action of Frost on tbe
Quality of, .374

Fruit Grower's Society, of East-
ern Pennsvlrania, 2.'>, 5?, 93,
147. 222, 261, 2.SS, 320. 330
Columbus, Ohio. 32
Western ^ew York, 62. 2'i5

Wilmington, Del., 64, 12S
Mis-^onri, 64
Oregon. 64
Delaware, 160

French Raspberry, 333
French, B. V., Obituary on, 191
Frogmoie Forcing Cauliflower.
or New Early Mammoth, l.'i9

Fruits, &c., in Southern Illinois,

184
Fruits, Ripening of, 190
" Improvements of, 44
" of the Hours of Idleness,
237

Fruits in Cans, Preserving, 2.")0

"
, Hybridizing, 214

Fuchsia, 2:16

Double. 217
Fuchsias, New. 154

" Pansies, 4c., 279
"Fungus." The. of the Cutting
Bench. 34, 102

"Fungus," among Cuttings. 117
Fuller's Budding- Knives. 2>o
Furrow Roof, The Ridge and,
324

Gardener'.* Progressive Societv,
Philadelphia. 12S

Gardener's Cottage, or Tenant
House, Design for, 99

Gard'r's Monthly Tomatoes, 210
The, 276

Gardener, The Cottage. 3ti5

Gardening for Ladie-s. 135
Subarbao, 210

'* Landscape, 329
Gardens amongst us? Have we
any, 274

Gardens and Waysides, Rustic
Adornments for, 112

Garden aud Conservatory,
Washington, D. C, National
Botanic. 174

Garden. The Pope's, 159
" Ferns, New, 187

Gas Lime, 1S5
Gardenia, 236
Garabaldi, 154
Geranium, New Scarlet, 217

" Meteor, 284
General Havelock Strawberrv,
27

Georgia, Pomological Societv of,

32»
Georgia, The Sea«on and Grapes

in, 263
Genus Tritoraa, Remarks on the,

172
Glorie de Dijon, 163
Gladiolus Brenchleyensis, 2it2

Glass to Resist Uail-Stoncs, Best
biied. 241

Gooseberry, Honghton^s Seed-
ling. .349

Gooseberrv, .Vmerican Seedling,

181

Gooseberry, Seedling, 281

Gooseberries. Foreign. 282

Gopher, R;ivages of the, 150

Gordon's Pinelum, 212

Orapes, Inarching Wild, 161

1.-.6, 1S4. 268, .309,

•• under Glass, 139
" Effects of Dew on, 3'^2.

** Nectarines, Peaches,

and. '275

Grapes in Georgia, The Season

and, 263



fi^^
S^hq hardener's (gloiilhlg.

Ornpea and Slrawlierrips, 140
" Seedless >'ultve, 33o,
" aud Koses, 12
" Colored Pl.ites of, S9,
'* Propagating. Si),

" for California, 212
" Non-Flowering of, 213
" Now Foreign, 21S
" —Uebecca Popular, 200
" and other Frmla by
Crossintr. Improving, 101

Gnipes. llrbridizin*:, 1''*'*

Grapo Houses, Applying Sulphur
to, 119

Grape versus Tartar, Yinons
Property of the, 303

Grape, Pauline, 2So
•• Klirabelh, 2W,
" Hartford Prolific, 2S.%
" Bloom, 306,
" Dland or Powell, 273,
•* Bowood Muscat, 200,
" Miles, .S13,

" Pittsburg Seedling, 337,
" The Labe, 12,
*' " Cuyahoga, 17,
" " Long, 3S.
" " Diana, 20!),

" Lenoir and Ohio, 27,
*' Scuppernong, 2S,
" The Franklin, 90,
" True Black Hamburgh,
lis

Grape, Massachtisetts 'WhUe,
103

Grape, Taylor's Bullitt, 163
119

" Brindle 21$,
" Delaware, 176, 213,
** JIaxatawny, S-'i, l.'io,

" Rebecca, 130, 292,
" Culture, 100, 292
** " at Hammonds-
port, 216

Grape Culture, Bright on, 151
'* " on Kelly's Island,
Ohio, 294

Grape Cuttings, Planting, loO
*' Nativity of the Isabella,

156
Grape Vine Beetle. 212
" " Renewal System
of Training the, 312, 344

Grape Experiments, 118
" Chapter, A, 47
"

, Grafting the, 37
'*

, Origin of the Delaware,
26. 117

Grape, Mr. Ottand the Delaware,
13

Grape Question, Both Sides of

the, 214
Grape, History of the Bullitt,

68
Grape, Bright's Method of Prun-

ing the. 294
Grape, Growth of the Delaware,
266

Grape, Ori^n of the Lincoln,
and Isabella, 265

Grape? Is Tartar essential to

the Vinous Properly of the,

261
Grape-Growing, Reply to Mr.
Wm. Bright on, 29

Grape-Juice, 228
Grape, Tartaric Acid and Pot-
ash in, 361

Grape Rot, 230
" Insect, 227
•' The Worm on the, 233
" Layering the, 103
" Disease 244, 2S0
" Budding the, 2;i.S

" History of the Diana, 246
'* Vine.s, Budding,

2.'>0J
*' Fever, For those affected
with, 2.50

Grape Synonyms, Foreign, 252
" Manures, 2.^2

" Essay, Mr. Cope's, 312
" Growers Association,
Conn., 61

Grafting Machine, Robey's
Root, 310

Orafllng the Vine, 347
" Wax. 109
" Twine, 173
" Hints about, 172,
" the Wild Cherry, 19i

New Method of, S13
" Curiou" fact in, 30
" the Crape. 37
*' Machine for Root, 47,

Grafts, Waxing, 36, 131
•• Cherrv, l.''>0,

" Cutting, 118,

Griffith Peach, The, 27
Ground Trenching, 39, 90
Grass, Dwarf Pears in. 117

'* The Pampas, 121,
Oro«h Apple. ISO

Green Beans and Corn in, Win-
ter, 2.il

Greon Beans for Winter Tse,
Another Way of Cnrini:, 2')2

Growth, Troubles of Luxurious,
310

Growth of the Delaware Grape,
266

Graces. Household, 240
Great Improvements in Lawn
Mowing Machines, 243 I

Ground 'Trenching. 107
Grammatophyllum speciosum,

123
Greenhouse Plants in Sum-
mer, 79

Greenhouse Plants, 234
'* *' Jfanagement

and Selection of, 1.^5

Greenhouse Chimneys, Cheap,
319

Greenhouse aud Vinery of Ste-

I phen Oliver, Jr., Lvnn,
Mass.. r>2

[
Greenhouse Staging, 88
Greenhouses, 89

Shading, 21
" Movcible, 1.55
" Handsome, 211
" New Plan for,

105
Greenhouses Economically, Hea-

ting, 298
Greenhouses, Interior arrange-
ment of. 307

Guterrezia gvmnospermoides,
122

Gynerium argentum. 249
Greenhouses, The employment

of Creepers in Hanging Vases,
Ba-skets, &c., for Decorations
in. .365

Gracey .^pple, 379
Grape, The Elizabeth, 379
" Jelly, Fox, 3S1

Grapes from Central New York,
377

Grapes, Imperiale and Muscat
Calibae, 380

Ilorbariura Lines to ^ly, 2.>0

Health aud Medicine, Home
Book of, 217

Heliotrope Tree, 252
Hedges, 73
" Native Plants for, 133

Hints for Jan., 1 ; Feb'y, 33

;

March, 65; April, 97; May,
129; Juno, 161; July, 193
Aug., 22-. ; Sept., 2.57 ; Oct. , 289

;

MOV..323: Dec, 3.'.3

Hints .\bont Grafting, 172
*' towards the Discovery of

the True Theory of Pro-
pagating, 269

" for Horticultnral Societies,
2'22

Hickory Pear, 311

History of the Diana Grape, 216
" " Bullitt Grape, 68

Hillsides, Orchards on Steep,

321
Ilorse-Radish. Culture of, 17
Horticulture in Illinois, 36

" and the Ma-i'ies, 13
" "Pays," How, 51
" in Boston, 115
" in Hini,'ham, Mass.,

Progress of, 196
Horticultural Societies, Jan'v,

32: Feb'y, 62; March, 93; .\pM, I

127; May, ICO; June, 191;
.Tnly, 221; Aug., 2-4; Sept.,

287; Oct., 318; Nov., 301;
Dec, 3S3

Hort. Soc's. Brooklyn. 222, 301
California State, 32

" Chester County, 160,
206

" Cincinnati, 32, 96, 128,

287, 320 [206
" College Hill, Ohio, 96.
" Frankford Working-

man's. 3-2. 288. 381
" Gene.see Valley, 255
" Hartford, .320

" Hints for, 222
" Hingham, Slass., Agri-

cultural aud, 352
" Indianapolis. .320, 351
" Kentucky. 222
" London, 211

Hot Water, Heating by a Tank
of, 26

Hot Water for Insects, S40, .301
" Houses, Ventilating, 219
" House, Interior of a, 147
*' Beds, Spent Hops for, 246
" " Dr. I'hlers Plan of Re-

storing Heat in, 137, 246
Hop Tree, 1 84
House Propagating, 185, 244
Houses, Peach, 282
Household Graces, 210
Hours of Idleness, Fruits of the,

237
Houghton's Seedling Gooseberry,

»)9
Hovey Pear, 57
Hoya Cumingiana, 56
Hyacinths, 85
Hybrid Apples and Strawberries,

273
Hybridizing Fniits, 214

' the Peach with
Plum, i:n

Hydrangea Variegala, 265
" cyanea, 285

the

H.
Hardy Plant in California, The
Camellia Japonica a, 218

Hardy Raspberries. 309
" Herbaceous Plants, 81
" Shrub, New. 217

Hammondsport, Grape Culture
at, 216

Haods( me Greenhouses, 211
Habrotbamus, 236
Have we any Gardeners amongst
us '271

Hail-Storms, Best Sized Glass to
resist, 211

Hartford Prolific Grape, 285
Hardiness of Conifera, 311
Hanging Baskets, Fruit trees in,

318
Hanging Vases, Baskets, &c., for
Decoration of Greenhouses,
The Emplopment of Creepeis
in, 365

Heating by Hot Water, 49
" Greenhouses Economi-

cally, 298
Heart Cherrv, Cumberland, 118
Herbarium, to My, 219

Ice, Making. 371
Identical -Apples, 1C7
Isrne.scons, 187

Illinois, Horticulture in, 30
'' PeachL-s in, 291

Improved New Chrysauthemums,
284

Improvements of Fruits. 14
" in Watering Pots, 183
" in Northern New Jer-

sey. 107
*' in Propagating, New,

242
" 279

Imperiale and Muscat CalibK
Grapes, 380

Improving Grapes and other

Fruits by Crossing, 104

Incomparable Celery, 159

Inerani. Charles S., Obituary
on. 191

Insects on Apple Trees, 377

Insect Trap, 209

Management of, 103
I ,

'' GfaP"' ^^ ,„
Meeting of Secretaries Insects, Aloes for, 72

f oil " " against. Ill

Merimac,62
\ [\

Hot Water for, 24.), 361

Massachusetts Reports
j „ ^ ". , „ .. . ,_

of for 1859 2*''' Interior of a Hothouse. 14i

Montreal, 191 '
" " Arrangement of G rccn-

Morrissania. N. T.,28S' ^ houses, 309

North Essex. Mass., 62 Instrument for 'TnDiniing Trees,

Notices of, 222
Pennsylvania, 128, 160,

191, 222, 287, 318,
301, 383

Royal of Brussels, 64
St. 'Louis, 62
St. Paul. Min.,'25fi

Societe Royal De Flore
De Bru'xelles, 222

Toronto. 128
Toledo. Ohio, 351
Union of, 30
Union Agricultural

and, of Trumans-
burg, N. T.. 63

Tonkers. '2.06, 351

Hedges, Ac, 232

Inarching Wild Grapes, 169
Inga pulcherrima, '236

Interest. Plants of Peculiar, 316

Iris xiphioides. Remarks on the,

7, 110
Irregularities, Post-otlice, 183
Isabella GrapcNativity of the.156

'* " Origin of the Lin-

coln and. 266
Ixora jucunda, 346

Japan, Flora of, 381

Plum, 119, 178

„ , .
Jacqucmfmtia violacea, 19

Horticultural Exhibition, Pans,
; .Telly. Ft>x Grape, 381

220 .Tnn..J' .^nn V1<.wer_ SC
Horticultural Building in the
World, The Largest, 252

Horticnlturat Conservatism,
Crocking. 231, 2.96

Horticultural Con.servatism, 101,
169

Honolula Nectarine Squash, 54,
88

Honey Dew. 157
Hollyhock Culture, 220
Hot and Greenhouse Hints for.

Jan., 3 ; Feb'y. — : Mirch. 67
;

April. — ; May, 130; June,
162; July, — ; Ang,— , Sept.,

2.58; Oct., 290; Nov. 322;
Dec, 353

Jones' Sun Flower, 89, 194
" J. W.. Obituary on, 191

Juniper, Seedling, 89

E.
Kale. Cottagcr'e, 117, 159
Kennedyia expan^o, 236
Kentish' Stock. Cherries on. 27S

KeIHy"s Island, Ohio, Grape Cul-

ture on. 294
Keep Apple?. To, 337
Keswirk Cofllin Apple, 190
Kcyaor. E. W., Obituary on, 91
Knitrht'fl Monarch Pear, 142
Kolilenkamp Plum, 313
Krauscr. 121
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L.
LahcU, InJellible Writing Ink

fi.»r Zinc. .»4

LabeU bv Machinery, 90
Cheap. 1H4

I.juMer. >'i'w Aj.ple, 371
L;ulv Pea, Is-t

<ir Calavan, 212
Lantana Cnttings. 99
Large PutaliK-s. ;;22

*• Waternn-lon "Patch." 285
" Peach Orchard. 2S,j

" Flower- I'ots, i'resorvation

of. 34IJ

Lavcn.ler. <ir,. B;t«ket Plants, 14f>

Lnto White Peach. Crockitt's, 335
Layering the Oraiie. 103
La* Heine. 2;n

Lichenalia pendula. 236
L'm(iscai)e-G:inletiinsr. ;i20

LaHies. CJanlenin'; f"r. UiS

Lailyfinger Strawberry. iiSl

L:twns. ^*'i4, 2^17, 2o9. 277

Lawn, The^ 181
•* Mowing Machines, Great
Improvi-mcnt in. 243

Lawn Plants. Spergnla pilifem,
an<i other, 325

Lettuce, Forcing, 156
Leachetl Awhes. 311
Lectures at ^'ew Haven, Pomo-

logical. 91
Lectures at Xew Haven, 94

'' The " 86
" on Rural Affairs, 52

"Lead 113 not into Temptation,"
362

Lcraon Pie out of Turnips, To
Make. 2'*6

Leaves, Propagating Bulbs from,
350

Lenoir and Ohio Qrape. 27

Linum grandiflorum rabrum, 68
Livingstone, Dr.. 154

Linria macruura pplendens, 305
Lincoln and I.'iabeUa Grape, Origin

of the, 27 5

Liliums. S^il for, 2S0

Lima Bean9,New Method ofTrain-
ing. 113

Lime Gas, 1S5
" Stono Qnery. 244

Lists of a Few Sujierior Florists'

Fiowerf*. ;i50

Liwt of Officers of nurtirnltural
and-PoraoIogical Societies, Jan.
— ; Feb., — : March, — ; April,

127; May.lGO; June, 191; July.
221; Augu-it. 254; Sept., see
page 28 Adv't; Oct., p. 17 Advt;
Nov.,—: Dec, —

.

Llavea ci>rdir)lia, 124.

Lombardv Poplar, Introduction
of the. 377

Longfellow, 1.54

L'lnp Grape. The. 38
Locust Borer. Coal Tar for the, 47

Trees in the West, ^49
Lord Macaulay. 154
" KIcho. 305

London Hurt. Society. 211
" New Plants Exhibited at

the Ikttanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, 284

Lurline, 187
Luxurious Growth, Trouble of,

3U)
Lychnis Ilaagena, 122

ra.
Machine f.-r R<«it-<,Jrafting, 47

" Robey'8 " 340
" for Weaving Mfttts, 90

Machinery, LabcN by. i»0

(Macleans) .\dvancer, 159
" Essex Rival, 159
*' Mignon, 159
" Prolific. I.i9

Magnolia gliuicns. Fine, 250
Magnificent I'e.ant, .'142

Mabf-rnia oflonita, 122
236

Maine, Apple Pie Melon in, 118

Jelly, Easy New

of

I

Slaking Currant
I Mode of. 211

;
Making Ice. 371
Management and Selection
(Jreenliouw Plant**, 1S5 '

Management of Hort. .Si»c«.. 103
|

Manuring. Surface. lOJ, 2>2, 373
Manures. Grape, 252 1

Manual. Fruit I*re-server '8, 312 (

Manetti Rose Stock, VM
Markets in Paris. The New, 191
Marking Drills, Ac, 2)5
Misses, Ilnrticulturc and the, 42
Ma-*9achnsetts White Gmpe, 106
MaxatawQv Grape, 85, 155
May Pink. 117
Mealy Bug, Burning-Fluid as a

U.-m.-dv for, 174
Meth-Ki of Grafting. New, 213

" Pruninj; the Grape,
Brichfs. 294

*' Constructing Vinerios,
New, U

Metrosideros, 236
Meeting of Secretaries of Horti-

cultural Societies, 244
Melon, Apple-Pie, 381
Mercer, 382
Mildew, Rope, .54, 156

•* 149. 363
*' Effects of Dew on Pro-

ducing Rot and, 294
Mice and Moles, To Poison, 124
Michigan, Nurseries at Coldwa-

ter. 286
Mignon. (Maclean's,) 159
Minnie Bank^. 305
Miles Grape. 313
Mississippi Riyer,TrePsof the,230
Mode of Roasting Apples, Paris-

ian, 3S1
Molasses, Watermelon, 377
Moss, Rooting in, 376
Mower, A Cheap, 2*)2

Morocco Prince, 218
Moveable Greenhouses, 158
Moles, To Poison Mice and, 124
.Mount Vernon, Superintendent

of, .58

Monarch Pear. Knight's. 142
Monthly. The Gardener's. 276
Molasses. Watermelon, 2S5, 343
Muffin-*. Potato. 190
Mulchinc. Sawdust. 209
Muscat Caliba* Grapes, Imperiale
and, 380

N.
Names of Plants. 246, 2S1, 2S2,

310. ni^.-u.^. .t76

Names of. Botanical. 45
Native Evergreens, 280
" Grapes. Seedless, 335
" Waters. Victoria regia in

its. 252
" Plants for Hedges, 133

National Botanic Garden, and
Conservatory, Washington, D.
C. 174

Newman's Thornless Blackberry,
281

Neviusia Alabamensis, 240
Necessity of Oxygen to the Roots

of Plants, 349
Nectarines, Peaches, and Grapes,
275

Negro, 305
Nectar. 314
New Apple Ladder, 371
New Castle County, Delaware,
Catalogue of the Flowering
Plants and Ferns of. 343

New Celery. 217
|

" Chrysanthemums, Im
proved, 294

'• Dahlia*, 217
" English Strawberry,

Fruity Jan., 27, Feb...*)?;

Mitch. — : ApriL 12-1;

Miv, 1'.5; June. ISS;
July. 217; August, 249:
Sept.. 2S5; Oct., 313;
Nov.. 334: Dec.,

—

Haven.PomoIogicalLectores
at. 91

*' Lectures, 94
Improvementa in Propaga-

ting, 242
Method of Training Lima

Beans. 113
Method of Grafting, 213
Mode of Propagating. 206

" " The. 263
Markets in Paris, The, 191
Potato. A. 2)9
Perenni.al Spinach. 159
Plan for Grevnhons**. 105
Plants Exhibited at tb* Bo-

tanic Garden'<, Regent's
Park. London. 284

" at Boston. 31G
" Jan., 19: Feb.. 56; M'ch.— : April. 122; May.

154; Jnnc. 187; 'July,
215; Aug., 2+S; Sept.,
28.3: Oct-, .305; Nov.,
345. Dec., 378

Rose!). 90

I

" Scarlet Geranium. 217
" Strawberry, Still Another,

250
" Strawberries, 246
" Southern Apples, 314
" Thermometer. A, 209
" Vegetable. 331
« Ve-etal.le«. 190. 285
" White K2:K-Plant, 304

New York, Peaches in. 1S4
Northern New Jersey, Improve-
ments in. 167

Northern Apples in the South,
302, 368

Norway Spruce, Disease in the,
244

Nosegay, Derivation ofthe Word.

6

Notes (in the Sulv-Genus Tydoea.
304

Notes on the Peach. 130
" from the South, 177
" Travelling. 34

North CarolJna.The Woody Plants
of. 282

Notice to Correspondent^ 86, 114
26

Notices of Horticultural Socie-
ties, 222

Non-Flowering of Grapes, 213
Nursery Enterprise. .349

* * Partner Wanted. 277
Nurseries. A Trip to New York, 8

" Subterranean. 28
" at Coldwater, Mich..

286
Nurserymen. T<i. 243
Nuttall, Bioirraphicril Sketch of
the late Thomiis. 21

other. 313

Oak, Antidote to the Poison, 59
Oberlv's Greenwood Phim. 120
Obituary. 91, 157, 191, 220,350,
382

Odda'and Ends. 43
Ohi<.>, Climate in. 112
" Sucgestions forPeach-Grow-

ing in. 228
" Grape. Lenoir and. 27
" " Culture on Kel]y*e

I«lnnd. 294
Pomological Society, 124

Olive Apple. .314

j

Olea iticifolia, 122
An- Oncidiuni longipes, 283

L

I
Opium for Squash-Bugs. 219

Early Mammoth. Frngmore
i Onen Air, Victoria regia in the,

Ft>rcmg Caulinower, or, 305
'^^ Open Air. Victoria regia In the,

Fern. 346 Flowerinj;, 302
Jorm, The, 20 Ornamental Foliage, Planta with,
Forcipn Grapes, 218 j^o

Garden Ferns. 187
|

». Gra-i'<f» I'M
Hardy .Shnib. 217 1

Orch&nl, Large Peach, 2S5
Hou^e, The. 151

" Hon-^es. 191
" An Oregonian, 219
" House of G. G. Hul>

bard.Esq..Cambrid;:e,
Miss., 250

Orchards, Seeding-down Young,
28

" on Steep Hillsides. 324
Orcliid Culture. 85. 149. 2i^7

Origmum sipyU-um. 122
Oregon, Climate of. 41
Oregonian Orchanl. An, 219
Origin of the Lincoln and Isa-

bella Grape. 265
Oninge Pippin Apple, Cox's, 189
Osjige Orange Cuttings, 89
Oscar Strawberry, 2^0

" " The. 302
Ouvirandra fenestralis, 123
Oy.rman's Plan of Budding, 295
Oxalis, 236
Oyster, or Salsify, Vegetable, 380

Parisian Mode of Roasting Ap-
ples. 381

Pjeonia arborea "frcderika ap-
pellias," 19

Pansie-s 89
" Seedling. 150
" and Fuchsias. 279

Parasite, Vegetable. 117
Parasitic Plants. Artificial, 252
Pampas Grass, The, 124
Parker, Alexander, Obituary on,

191
Paris. The New Markets in, 191

'• Horticultural Exhibition,
220

Park, Philadelphia, Fairmount,
278

" Baltimore. 2S5, 3.'i0

Patent Office Report, 247
Past Winter, Fatal Effects of the,

171

Partner Wanted, Nursery. 277
Parlor or Dniwing-room, Culture
of the Camellia, 300

Pauline Grape, 285
Pears. 376
Peach Blow. 3S2
Peach and Apricot Blossoms, Re-

tarded. 156
'* Biirer. Remedy for the. 37,
•' '* 137
•' " Preventiveoffhe.113
" " Tobacco Leaves

against the, —
•* Crop in Siilem, Ohi(\ US
" Crockitt's Late White, 335
'• Extra Early, 337
" Forcing. 349
" The Griffith. 27
" Growing in Ohio, Sugges-

tions for. 228
" Growing, Suggestions for,

297
" Houses, 282
" Notes on the, 130
" Orchard, Large, 285
" Pie. .301

" with the Plum, Hvbrid-
izincthe, 231

" Ray, 188
" Susquehanna, 42. 49
" Tree, Yellows in the, 117
" Trees. 2'.>3

" Wearing out of, 253
** Worms, 27
" Yellows in the, 1.37

Peaches, and Grapes, Nectarines,

275
Peaches in Illinois, 291

" New York. 184
" Preser^'inp, 286
« Roses. Ac, 308
" Sale of. 285

Pear, Tlie Bt^-lle Lucrative, or
Fondante d'Automne. 6

Pear, The CromM-ell. 121
« Culturist, The Illustrated.

1.50

" DenvH-rat. 309 i(ko



M^ ^ardfnfr's <|^onthlB.

Pear Ptirboss irAng<nilome, 355
•• lIirk"rv,:tH
" KliiRlifa Slonnrch. 142
'* 1j*>uw Boiino do I'rintemps,

57
" Nnrao of tlio, 88
" RuvenHWiXvi. 2S0
' Trof. All Kniiiiv of the, 191
" Trcos, Ac, Tho' Red Spider

on. 341
Poare, 2S5

•• Dwarf. -10. 341, 36S
" Fine C.lleclion. 100
" in l_iriv*A. Dwnrf, 117
" Miifniificent, 342
" SoliHJt, 250
" in the Soutli-wcBt, 204, 226
" What are Considered the

Best Englisli, 191
Poa,Ladv. 1.'4

Peelini- Willow-i. .37

Pflarjronium. 2;IG

Pentupteryf^uni rnpnsnm, 346
PonnsylTOnia, Apples for Eastern.

:U9
" Botnnie Garden,

The. 115
Perennial Pliloxe?, 82

" Spinach, New, 159
Personal. 342
Perpetual Raapberriei^. 297

" Strawberries, 232. 280
Phalrenopsls Schilleriana. 154
Philadelphia Botanista, Sketches

of. 197, 271, 293,
3-2.3. 360

" Agricultural Soci-
ety, 243

" Fairmount Park.
278

" Gardeners'Propres-
eive Sticiety, 128

Philadendrnn pertuosum,'345
Phloxea, Perennial. 82
Piekles. The Best Tomato, 2S6
Pickling Plums, .iO.">

" Sweet Apples, 337
" Cabbage. 337

Pie llelon. Apple. 3S1 [286.
Pie of Tnrni ps. To make a Lemon,
Pie. Peach. 281
Pink. May. 117
Pinks. "Winter-Blooming, 240
Pine Seed. 150

" Seedling, Raising 'Vni!t€,308
Pinns insignis, 212
Pippin Apple, Cox's Orange, isg
Pitcher Plant, The Xew Holland,

115
Pittsburg Seedling Grape. 337
Plan of a Rural Cottage, 167

" Budding. Overman's, 295
Plant Fruit Seed. 1.33

" Protector. Bates', 373
Plants, Xames of, 376

Artiticial Parasitic. 252
'• for Adornment. 31.5
" at Boston. New, 336
" Basket, 316
" English Names of, 90
''" and Fem.s of New Castle

County, Del.aware, Ga-
tiilogue of the Flower-
ing. 343

" Greenhou-e. 234
" Hot Water for. 119'
" Hardy Herbaceous. 81
" Necessity of Oxygen to

the Roots of, 349
" Names ot 246, 281, 282,

310. 311, .343

" with Ornamented Foliage.
182

'•' of Peculiar Interest. 316
" in Summer, Greenhouse.

79
" Spergula pilifera, and

other Lawn, 325
" Taricpited, 212, 317

Planting Shallow, 90
" Right " Planting vs., 71
" of Trees, Shallow, 79,

107
" Terbenas, 113

Plum, Blnm. 337

Plum Cherries on the. 2.33

*' Hvbridizing the Peach with
tiie, 231

" Japan. 1 19. 176
" Knots on the. 16
" Trees. Black Knot on, 107
*' Kolenkanip. 313
" Olierlv'sGreenwixxi, 120
" Yoke's Eagle, 334
" Pickling, 336

Poet's Corner. 376
Pomological Convention. Speak-

ers at the, 377
Poplar. Introduction of the Lom-

bardv, .377

Potato,' Salad. 380
Potatoes. 3S2

" Large. ,375

Polystichum aculeattun corymbi-
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for Trimmini:, 232
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176
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79, 107
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Vilmorin. M. Louis, Obituary

on, 191
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231
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Mr. Brights, 117,

156
Vine, Grafting the, 317

• Growers of the U. S., To
the, 191
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I
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( 219
! Vinous Property of the Grape

j

versus Tartar, 302

I Vinous Property of the Grape *

Is Tartar essential to the. 261
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I
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w.
Water Apple, The, 27

" Heating by llot, 49
" from Artesian Wells, 54
' Tanks. Brick Hot, 54
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Native, '2.12

, 12s,

Watering with Cold Water, ISO,
184

Watering Transplanted Trees,
176

Watering Pots, Improvement in,
183

Watermelon. Bradford, 155
" "Patch," Large,

285
Watermelon Molasses, 285, 343,

Wax. Grafting, 109
Waxing Grafts, 36, 131

Wanted, Nursery Partner, 277
Washington, Extreme Cold at,

145
Washingtonia, Sequoia, vs., 75
Wearing Out of Peach Trees, 2.13

Well Water. Watering with, 149
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ler, 141
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Parvifolia and American, 343

West. Locust Trees in the, 349
Wellingtonia Sequoia, i13
White Esg-Plant, New, 3 14

" Pine Seedlings, Raising,
.308 (335

White Peach, Crockilt's Late,
What kind shall I plant ? 306
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Wisconsin Apple for, 381

Willows, Basket, 28, 283
" Peeling, .37

Wine Growers Association
•2SS

Wine Making around Cincinnati,
19S

Wine Making in Tennessee, 53
" Stock of, 156
" Blackberry, 251
•' To Make Cider, 337

Winding Walk, 89

Winter, Flower Pit for, 89
" Growth of Roots, lis
" Green Beans and Corn
in, 2i!l
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for, .305
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Tightening, 277
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"
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Winans, Esq., Baltimore, Town
and Country Residence of
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219

Worm on the Grape, The, 233
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on Street Trees, 258
Silk, 1«4

Woodbnrn, Illinois, 156
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lina, The, 282

X, N, 27
X.
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Yam. The Dioscorea, or the

Chinese, 4.1
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den, 372
"YaLarie Fevre," lOS

Yellows, 349

Young Creation, The, 10
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FLOWER PLEASUREGARDEN AND
GROUND.

There is very liUle to be done in this department

of the j'ear, except prepare for the busy season soon

to approach. Hedges that have not had their winter

dressing, should be attended to. If the remarks wc
have before made on hedges have been attended to

through the summer, there will be very little now to

do. We have said that pruning in summer weakens

a plant, while pruning in winter strengthens it; and

so, as hedges naturally get spoiled by growing vigor-

ously at the top, and weakly at the sides, they should

be severely summer pruned at the apex, and winter

pruned near the base. Now will be the time to see

to the latter, taking care not to make it too narrow.

A good hedge should be nearly four feet wide at the

base, and be cut into a point at the top.

Mice are very destructive to some osage orange

hedges when newly planted. They should be

watched occasionally, and some of the many well

known methods of destroying them, employed.

Weeds and rubbish, when suffered to lie about the

roots of a hedge, often induce mice to harbor, and

many good hedge growers believe that they are never

troublesome except under such circumstances. At

any rate cleanliness is much in the hedges favor.

The remarks on pruning hedges arc applicable to

all kinds of trees and shrubs. Wherever any part of

a tree does not grow freely, pruning of such weak

growth, at this season, will induce it to push more

freely next year. All scars made by pruning oflf large

branches, should be painted or tarred over, to keep

out the rain. Many fruit trees become hollow or fall

into premature decay, through the rain penetrating

through old saw cuts made in pruning. Also the

branches shonld be cut off close to the trunk, so that

no dead stumps shall be produced on the tree, and the

bark will readily grow over. Many persons cut off

branches of trees in midsummer, in order that the re-

turning sap may speedily clothe the wound with new
bark, but the loss of so much foliage in the summer
injures the tree, and besides, painting the scar re-

moves all danger of rotting at the wound.

The manure heap is one of those items that can

receive attention at (his season to advantage. With-

out a good pile of rich compost, very little success can

be hoped for in any kind of gardening alTairs. Leaves

and litter of every description should be collected

whenever possible, and stored in suitable places

where they will not be offensive by their littery ap-

pearance. For flowers, generally leaf mould from the

woods is very acceptable ; not the half rotted loaves

that are immediately on the surface, but such as

has been powdered by age, and amongst which the

roots of the trees have already penetrated, and

rendered of a spongy consistence. We like all ma-
nures to be thoroughly decomposed before using, if

the garden soil is already light and friable, and to this

purpose the manure heap should be occasionally

turned over and lightened to assist fermentation.

This also is aided by watering the heap with a solu-

tion of potash, and which also gives additional value

to the manure.

It is a very good practice to cover lawns with ma-

nure at this season. Two good results flow from this

course. The frost is prevented from penetrating so

deeply, and the ground being warmed much sooner in

spring, is green and cheerful some time before unpro-

tected lawns, and then the grass itself is strengthened,

and its color brightened by the operation. But stable

manure has the objection of introducing many coarse

kinds of weeds that would not otherwise exist on the

lawn, and so, where the grass grows poorly, and

strength and luxuriousness is desired, guano and the

phosphates are preferred. Many use bone dust, ashes,

etc., but the mowers are apt to feel somewhat indig-

nant in mowing-time, through this material taking

the edge off their scythes.

Manure for flower beds, borders, etc., may be

hauled convenient to where it is likely to be wanted

in spring ; many spread it on at once ; but if the soil
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is frozen very thick, it prevents the early thawing of

the soil in the spring, and so, no time is gained.

Very snail plants in borders or on the lawn,

or larger plants that may have been set out the past

season, should be mulched with anything that will

prevent the ground thawing, and so, the plant " draw-

ing out." Most readers have done this in the

fiill, but there is good to be done by it yet by those

who have neglected it till now. Keep a sharp look-

out for mice under the Utter, however, where it is

wise from the value of the specimen to run no risks;

brown paper, afterwards tarred, may be wrapped

around the stems as far as the litter covers them.

A great deal of trenching and subsoiling can be

done through the winter if manure be thrown over

the surface before it is frozen too deep ; a little snow

even, dug in will not injure the operation, as we
find in our own experience.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Beyond what we have said in our flower garden

hints, there is little that can be added to this depart-

ment. It is customary to advise at this time to look

after tools, implements, poles, sticks, and everything

likely to be wanted when the busy season arrives,

and to arrange a method and system for everything
;

amd this we are sure no one of our readers will

neglect.

Towards the latter end of the month, however, in

the Southern States, there will be little time for

study; spring will be opening, and hard work will be

the order of the day. Peas and potatoes must be

planted as early as the season will admit. Even here

in Pennsylvania we have planted peas to advantage

during a favorable "spell" in the first week in Feb-

ruary. In sowing peas, a common error is to sow

them too thick: each pea should be nearly two

inches apart if the soil is rich, in order to have a very

satisfactory crop of large pods. We hate to see the

best half of mankind, namely, womankind, imposed

upon by those gardeners who grow plenty of pods

with no peas in them for the dear creatures to

"shell."

Asparagus beds may have the soil raked off them a

little, if it was thrown up from the alley way in the

fall. It allows the sun to get to the roots earlier,

and the crop is forwarded thereby. If the beds are

poor they may have a dressing of guano, or super-

phosphate, whicli has been found very beneficial to

this crop. It has become almost a stereotyped recom-

mendation to have " salt applied," but there is a good

deal of the humbug about it. In dry, sandy soils it

does a little good, and a little in whatever manure is

applied is acceptable to them, but more has been made

of the salt theory with asparagus than it deserves.

Asparagus beds may be got ready as soon as the

ground is sufficicutly dry to admit of working. A
deep soil is all important, two feet at least, and a
situation should be chosen that is warm, and yet, not

too dry. The roots should be set about four inches

under the surface, t-.vcnty inches or two feet from each

other, and the rows, eighteen or tw^enty inches apart.

Large, fine asparagus cannot be obtained by crowding
the plants; strong two and three year old plants arc

the best; although in good rich soil, one year old

plants will often bear a good crop the year after

planting. The length of time asparagus requires to

come into bearing depends much on the soil. It is

useless to attempt raising it in poor ground.

Rhubarb also is one of the roots requiring early

attention, and requires a very rich and deep soil, of

a clayey nature to bring it to perfection. They need

be set but a few inches under the surface, and should

have a clear space of about two feet each way to dc-

velope themselves properly. There have been so

many improvements made in the varieties of rhubarb

now, that there can be a good selection of kinds for

different circumstances

:

Prince Albert and Tobolsk for earliness; Magnum
bonura, Victoria, and Gaboon's Mammoth, for size and
productiveness; Linnieus, for size and quality; and
Prince of Wales, and Crimson Perfection for beauty

of color, are amongst the most popular. In planting,

use off-setts ; seedlings do not reproduce the same
kinds.

WINDOW PLANTS.
These suffer much at this season from the high and

dry temperatures at which it is necessary for human
comfort to keep our dwellings. Air can seldom be

admitted from the lowness of the external tempera-

ture. Saucers of water under the plants do much to

remedy the aridity from which room plants suffer.

In such cases, however, so much water must not be

given to the plants as to those without saucers. The
water is drawn up into the soil by attraction, and

though the surface will appear dry, they will be wet

enough just beneath. The more freely a plant is

growing, the more water will it require; and the

more it grows, the more sun and light will it need.

In all cases, those which seem to grow the fastest

should be placed nearest the light. The best aspect for

room plants is the south-cast. They seem like ani-

mals in their affection for the morning sun. The
first morning ray is worth a dozen in the evening.

Should any of our fair readers find her plants, by

some unlucky miscalculation, frozen in the morning,

do not remove them at once to a warm place, but dip

them in cold water, and set them in a dark spot,

where they will barely escape freezing; sun light

will only help the frost's destructive powers.

@^^
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GREENHOUSE.
' In many greenhouses, we have noted lately, more

attempts at a tasteful rrrangcment of the plants, than

used formerly to prevail, when the only object of a

greenhouse seemed to be a mere store-place for border

flowers during winter. This is very commendable,

and might be much more improved on. Every

few weeks the plants may be reset, and the houses

made to appear quite different. In the end where

the lowest plants once were set, now the taller ones

may be placed; here a convex group, and there pre-

senting a concave appearance. Drooping plants on

elevated shelves, and hanging baskets from the roof,

make little paradises of variety in what was once

unbearable monotony. Gardeners often wish to know

the secret of maintaining a continued interest on the

part of their emploj-ers, ia their handiwork, and this

is one of the most potent—continued change and

variety in the appearance of everything. Beautiful

flowers, graceful forms, elegant combinations, all de-

veloping themselves with a healthy luxuriousness,

and everchanging endlessness, will wake up an inte-

rest in the most indifferent breast. «

The temperature of the greenhouse at this season

should be maintained at about 503, allowing it rise 10

or 15^ under the full sun, and sinking 103 or so, in

the night. Though many of our practical brethren

differ from us, men, for some of whose opinions we
entertain the highest respect, we do not recommend

a very great difference between night and day tem-

perature, we think 103 ample allowance. It is fol-

lowing nature, no doubt; but we would rather strive

to beat nature. She can not make the specimens we
do, nor flower them so beautifully or profusely, and

in many other respeets we think the practical gar-

dener can much improve on her red tape notions, and

old fashioned courses.

Many plants will seem to be full of roots, and the

temptation to repot will be very great, but if a plant

is desired to flower freely, the fuller of roots the pot

is the better. Continual pot-lering is the bane of

plant culture. If the soil is so very much exhausted

that the flowers are likely to be small and poor, a

half inch of the old soil in the pot, on the surface,

may be replaced by a top dressing of rich compost.

But watchfulness must be afterwards exercised, or

the plant will get over dry, as the loose soil on the

top will often appear wet, when in reality all below

is as dry as a powder horn.

This, by the way, is often the cause of the flower

buds of Camellias falling off. The little dribblings of

the water pot, they daily receive, do not penetrate far

beneath the surface ; the roots at the bottom do not

get enough, and the buds drop. Camellias ought to

be in such a part of the house, as not to be liable to

become often dry ; such a spot, for instance, as will

admit of one good thorough watering being enough to

last for a week.

How we pity the lover of flowers who, at this

season, has not a greenhouse. Wo would not he

without the luxury, for all the gold in California;

and now thiit the principles of construction has been

so simpliiicd that one hundred dollars will do the

work of three hundred in times gone by; there is

little excuse on the score of expense.

VINESIY AND FORCING HOUSES.
About the first of January, those who have the

luxury of forcing houses, will have tlicir slumbers

disturbed by visions of early fruit, and will rise in

the morning with the determination to begin at once

and go right ahead. Those, of course, who are

blessed with superior skill and knowledge, have

already commenced, and are now under way. At the

start it is best to go slowly, or the plants will be like

a good pacer, who has not turned his wind in the

race. For Strawberries, 553 will be a good point to

start with, and indeed, at no time do they require a

much higher temperature than GoO. They arc the

easiest of all fruit to force. They require plenty of

water, saucers under them do well; like plenty of

light, must be near the glass, and must be carefully

watched for the red spider. They well repay the cost

and trouble of forcing. All other kinds of fruit may
be started at the same temperature, rising it as the

buds begin to burst, and the branches proceed to

develop themselves. As the flowers expand they

must be carefully guarded against excess of moisture,

or from becoming too dry. In either case the buds

will fall off. Sudden changes of temperature will also

produce the same effect, as well as sudden transitions

from a moist to a dry atmosphere. There is less

danger from a moist atmosphere than a dry one, and

water should be strewn plentifully about the paths

and shelves, and before giving air, when much of the

moisture in the house will escape, as the upper sashes

are opened.

While keeping an eye on the success of this year's

crop, a glance must occasionally be bestowed on the

season that is to follow after, and if any shoot seems

to be starting away stronger or more vigorously than

the others, pinch it out as soon as such a monstrous

tendency is fairly discernible.

Above all things in forcing take care of the leaves;

never suffer one to be in the slightest degree injured,

if possible to prevent it. Sudden bursts of sun,

insects, escape of gas from the flues, very low or high

temperature, too much or too little water, any one of

them, will come unexpectedly, like a thief in the

night, and rob you of all your anticipated fruit, if you

only allow them the least chance of a foothold on the

leaves.

g
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SHALLOW PLANTINQ OF TREES :

MERITS OF THE PRACTICE.
BY WM. MKIGUT, l.OUAN >LHSERV, PHILADELPHIA.

It has been our custom, for many years, in plant-

ing trees of all kinds—evergreens, ornamental and

fruit trees—to set them as near the surface of the

ground as possible, often exciting much alarm for the

safety of the trees in the minds of anxious amateurs,

and much contempt on the part of incipient gardeners,

for the seeming absurdity of the practice. But

having somehow got the idea into our head that this

method of planting trees was the true nalural method,

we obstinately persevered in it, and now, after more

than ten years' experience in the practice, it has

grown into a settled system with us, and we have

begun to find out the reasons why it is really the

best and most judicious plan of planting trees.

In transplanting good specimens of evergreens, we
usually endeavor to lift them with a ball of earth

attached to the roots, fifteen or eighteen inches deep,

and two feet or more in diameter. For such a tree,

we make a hole only four inches deep, setting it, in

fact, almost on the surface of the ground. Then we

throw about it, one or two cart loads of good loam,

working it up into a sort of mound, of a concave or

cresent form, sloping off to a distance of six feet from

the tree on all sides. After this we mulch the whole

mound very heavily with leaf mould, or old litter,

and keep it so mulched, winter and summer, for two

years. The mulch must be heavy enough to keep

the mound constantly moist in summer, and to keep

out frost in winter.

Deciduous trees we plant in the same way, as near

the surface as possible, and rarely dig a hole over

four to six inches deep. If the bottom roots are too

long, we shorten them. In setting the tree, we
spread out the roots, on every side, so as to form a

natural support to the tree, in the same way that the

ropes or guys support a derrick. The same rule of

planting we apply, as nearly as possible, to fruit trees,

though it is often difficult to do this with some of the

stock obtained from the common nurseries. A great

mistake is made by some nurserymen in working the

pear on the quince; they almost always work them too

high on the stem. If budded .as low as they ought to

be, (right down on the crown of the quince root,

J

they could be planted shallow much more success-

fully ; it would enable us to cover the bud with two

or three inches of soil, without being compelled to

plunge the roots deep into the cold and sterile sub-

soil.

And here let us say, that in setting out deciduous

ornamental trees, and standard fruit trees, after the

method here described, it is necessary to pay particular

attention to the fact that \i\e roots must be spread out

horizontally, at right angles to the tree, no matter

how tough they may be, or how difficult it may seem

to do this. If the tree be set with the roots extend-

ing perpendicularly downward, as they usually come
from the nursery, it will be impossible to plant in

shallow holes, as the tree would project too far out

of the ground. The tree must not be set in the soil

like a broom, but rather with its roots spread out

precisely like a chicken's foot with the toes extended

at right angles from the leg. In this position it must

be held firmly down till it be covered heavily with

soil, when it will remain in place. The roots will

then have the right direction for extending into the

adjacent top soil.

For all kinds of trees we like to have the soil

thoroughly and deeply ploughed and subsoiled; but

the method of planting here recommended, renders

deep trenching, and heavy manuring, and underdrain-

ing, in a majority of instances, quite unnecessary.

Iljdeed, if we were to plant a fruit garden and lawn

for ourselves, to-day, we would rather have all the

trees set only two to four inches deep, in the decently

good loam of a tolerably porous soil, (say a fair corn

fieldj which had been subsoiled fifteen inches deep,

without a particle of manure, than to have a field

trenched three feet deep, and manured at the rate of

two hundred horse-loads of manure to the .acre, if the

trees were to be set in the usual way, in deep holes

dug for the purpose, so as to force or invite the main

roots two or three feet downwards into the ungenial

subsoil.

Our chief reasons for this shallow planting are

these: it is nature's own method of growing trees,

and experience has proved to us that it is the best

ever devised by man. In the forest and field, whcre-

ever trees grow naturally, j'ou will alw.ays find the

largest number of roots just under the surface of the

earth, in the top soil. Few or no roots, except the

tap roots, extend downwards very deeply, but in the

forest they run along for an immense distance just

under the mulching of leaves, which both feed and pro-

tect them. A common loamy soil is only about six

or eight inches deep, and this is all the material there

really is in a field in a condition to furnish food for

trees. Now, if you set a tree very near the surface

of the ground, the roots will extend r.apidly, freely

and widely in the good fop soil, and there they find

their appropriate nutriment. If the light is excluded

by mulching, as is done in the forest by leaves, you

have all the conditions necessary for chemical

changes in the soil, and root feeding, viz. : he.af,

moisture and darkness ; and no crude, cold, sour, un-

congenial particles of matter to obstruct or poison the

^mrs,c^
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roots. Decomposition is constantly going on in the

surface soil, and this is matcriallj' aided by plant-life,

which 'vegetable physiologists tell us acts like a fer-

ment in dough, or like lime in muck, setting up

chemical changes in the soil, which go on afterwards

to an almost unlimited extent.

A surface-planted tree is placed in its natural ele-

ment, a well decomposed and rapidly changing soil.

Its roots get plenty of air, and if well mulched, are

always moist; they become like the body and

branches of the tree itself, accustomed to changes of

temperature, and in the fall ripen and harden off their

wood almost in the same w.ay that a grape vine does

its branches. But still the rotits of a well mulched

tree are never so liable to be affected by frost as even

a deeply planted tree, for you will frequently find in

the forest, under a heavy covering of leaves, in

winter, that the frost has only penetrated to the

depth of two inches, when in exposed ground the soil

is frosted to the depth of four feet.

A surface-planted tree, immediately fed with one

or two cart-loads of good loam, placed around the cut

ends of its roots, and well mulched, is in a much more

favorable condition to live and thrive, than a tree

plunged deeply down into a cold, dank cistern of a

hole, even if supplied with abundance of manure,

and all sorts of special fertilizers. The surface-

planted tree can and will send out its roots far and

wide in the adjacent surface-soil; but the deeply

planted tree finds nothing congenial or inviting in the

soil around its roots, even if that soil be so well

trenched or sub-soiled that it is able to penetrate it.

A very large proportion of all the failures which have

been made in growing fruit trees, and especially the

pear, are to be attributed, in our opinion, to deep

planting and excessive manuring. Nature shows us

plainly what to do:—plant shallow, give all manures

in light and frequent doses, and protect the roots from

sun and frost by mulching.

As evidence of the practical merit of the plan of

surface-planting which we advocate, we will take the

liberty to refer to the magnificent specimens of Nor-

way Spruce, Austrian Pine, and other evergreens, or

the Lawn of J. S. Lovering, Esq., of Oak Hill, on
Old York Road, near Philadelphia, which we planted

upon this .'system. These fine trees were about four

feet, and four feet six inches high when planted.

They were taken up with balls of earth about eight-

teen inches deep and two feet in diameter, and set on

the surface of the lawn in cavities not more than

three or four inches deep ; mounds were formed

around them with good loam, and they were mulched

for two years as before described. They never met

with any check or injury; the foliage never suffered

in the least; and they are now, when only six years

planted, the finest of specimen trees, upwards of

eighteen and twenty feet high, the admiration of every

beholder competent to judge of their excellence and

beauty.

The same may be said of the evergreens which we
planted five years ago on the grounds of J. Swikt,

Esq., half a mile north of Mr. Lovering, on the York

Road, in a very exposed, bleak situation. Here,

where the white Pino deeply planted, turned brown

and lost its foliage in winter, the Austrians, shallow-

planted, not only endured the fierce north-westers

without injury, but always made a fine growth, and

retained, under all circumstances, their rich native

luxuriance.

There are other lawns in our immediate vicinity,

where we have planted evergreens, and all sorts of

delicate deciduous trees, in September and November,

upon this system of shallow beds, with mounds and

mulching, without losing one tree in a thousand, and

with a degree of success in the growth and beauty of

the trees, which rarely results from the common
method of digging holes.

We have now partially under our care, a pear

orchard of upwards of one thousand dwarf and stan-

dard trees, planted shallow and well mulched, one

year ago, according to our advice and direction, with-

out a particle of stable manure under or about them,

with a loss of only two trees in a thousand; and a

finer pear orchard of the same age and size, we feel

assured, has never been seen in Pennsylvania. When
this orchard gets into bearing, we intend to give a full

description of our entire system of planting, manu-

ring and pruning. We have, this fall, planted in

this same orchard, nearly three thousand more pear

trees, as shallow as possible, in no instance thrusting

the spade in digging the holes for them, into the i.ub-

soil. The field has been thoroughly subsoiled, but not

trenched or underdrained. The soil is, however, a

good one, and the subsoil is gravelly and porous.

As to the propriety, and even necessity of shallow

planting in setting out trees, in all cases, to insure

the highest degree of success, we have no particle of

doubt. We believe it is the only true and natural

method.

And now, my dear amateur fruit grower, if you

have a poor, sickly, unthrifty tree, deeply planted,

which looks stunted and blighly, let me beg of you

to try an experiment with it:—^just dig the unfortu-

nate tree out of the cold, rank grave in which you

planted it, at once ; lift it up gently with a large ball

of earth attached to its roots, and place it on the good

warm, sweet surface soil, in a cavity which you can

make with your foot, say two inces deep ; throw

around it a little good loam, mound up to it and mulch

it heavily, cut back the top freely in proportion to

the loss of roots, and our word for it, you will see a

change in the health and fruitfulness of your tree, in

O)
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a few months, which will delight and astonish yon.

Subsoil plowing, shallow planting, heavy malcbing

and surface manuring are the cardinal points in fruit

culture. Underdraining may sometines be necessary

in heavy, wet soil, but with shallow planting, this

expense, and also that of trenching, may be often

avoided. As to the proper manures for fruit trees,

grape vines, &c., wc shall probably consider these

subjects soon, in the pages of the Gardener's Uortihly,

if agreeable to the editor.

[We believe one of the first, if not the very first

article we ever wrote, at the suggestion of Mr. A. J.

Downing for his Horiiculltirist, many years ago, was

on the same subject, and presenting similar views as

we have now the pleasure of inserting from the pen

of Mr. Bright, and it is therefore needless to say how
cordially we agree with him. We are at all times

pleased to hear from Mr. Bright on any subject.

—

Ed.]

DERIVATION OF THE WORD
"NOSEGAY."

BY MISS E.

Mr. Mcehan:—The following notice may possibly

interest some of the young readers of your Monthly.

If j-ou think so, pray give it a corner.

I found in an old book of queer things, the "Origin

of the word 'Nosegay,' and of the 'Judge's Nose-

gay.' "

"As to the latter part of the word Noser^y, it is so

transformed in sight and signification, that only such

a judicious writer and etymologist as Cleland would

have traced it to its original. In his Celtic vocabu-

lary, page 2, he says:—"gay, applied to nosegay,

comes from the Erse tongue, in which, gcach signifies

a boiKjh or bunch of flowers, which might be held to

the nose.

Every judge, every councellor, every sherifT, had

his wand, bough, stafT, or rod of office, which varied

in their forms according to the ditTcrcnce of functions.

The nosegay, now alTectcd by the judges, is not, as is

vulgarly supposed, a mere preservative against the

closeness and ill effect of a crowded court, it is the

relic of that primitive and ancient custom of the

judges holding the bowjh or sceptre of justice in his

hand.

It was formerly called boughei or little bouyh, whence
the French word bouquet for nosegay."

m

THE BELLE LUCRATIVE. OR FONDANTE
D'AUTOMNE PEAR.

nv JOHN B. EATON.
Bt'FFAi-o, i^orerober 2u(l, IWD.

In a former number of your Monthly, Mr. Editor, I

find an article upon this pear, intended to show that

there are two distinct varieties cultivated, under the

same name ; of which, the one most commonly grown

should properly be called Fondante du Bois, and

giving, in proof, two dissimilar outlines and descrip-

tions.

Of the latter, as a distinct variety, I have no per-

sonal knowledge, having always been accustomed to

consider it a synonym, either of the Flemish Beauty,

or of another variety, under which it is also placed

by Downing.

The Belle Lucrative is my favorite pear, and I have

observed its habits and characteristics, with consi-

derable attention. I find that its form varies in the

most extraordinary manner, and it is not uncommon
to find specimens the most dissimilar, upon the same

tree, and which, a person not well acquainted with

the variety and its vagaries, would not suspect it to

belong to the same sort until tested.

I send several copies of outlines traced from speci-

mens grown by myself, of the unmistakably genuine

Belle Lucrative, some of which you will find to vary

quite as much as the two accompanying the article in

question, and each of which might pass for that of a

distinct variety.

I think that a comparatively small proportion of

specimens are so much elongated as the outline given

by Downing, the more roundish form predominating.
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and that the figure given by Hovcy approaches more

nearly to the average shape of the variety.

The Belle Lucrative is not alone in this habit; I

could instance several other pears which evince a re-

markable fondness for changing their shape. That

various forms arc assumed by the White Doyenne is

well known, but it has the peculiarity that, usually

there is a strong resemblance between all the fruits

on any one tree, although, of course, there are excep-

tions, to which is partly owing, the fact that it had

so frequent!}' been brought out as a new sort With

the Belle Lucrative, Duchesse d'Angouleme, and

some others, on the contrary, it is not unfrequently

the' case, that many dissimilar forms may be found

upon the same tree, if not the same branch.

The former more clearly defined class of variations

may arise from various conditions of soil, climate or

culture, but the latter would seem to be governed by

no fixed laws, and to depend upon influences affecting

individual specimens.

For a season or two, I took pains to draw outlines

from specimens of an abnormal shape, of several of

the varieties which I had the best opportunitj' of ob-

serving, and made quite an extensive collection,

which I have preserved as a matter of curiosity, but

have not of late, enlarged. Some pages of my book

embrace, under the same name, enough diverse forms

to constitute a half dozen distinct sorts.

In regard to the color of the Belle Lucrative, I find

that neither the green nor yellow tint is constant.

The greenish hue is the most common, but I have had

specimens of the roundish form quite as j'ellow as the

more elongated ones. It is our present impression

that they show more color when not gathered earlyi

although the quality may not be so good.

I am not persuaded of the correctness of the theory

advanced. If there really are two varieties, distinct

in form, flavor, color and habit, grown under the

name of Belle Lucrative, or Fondante d'Antomne, I

should be much gratified b)' an opportunity of making

apersonal investigation of their points of difference,

and shall, at all events, require some testimony on

this side of the Atlantic to convince me that, of the

thousands who have, for years, had this pear under

cultivation in this country, no one would have, ere

this time discovered that there were two sorts under

one name, if such were really the case.

BEMARKS ON THE IRIS XIPHIOIDES.
BV DAXIEL BARKER, WEST JIESIDEX, CONN".

Many of the Iris are extremely hand some, and de-

serve to be much more generally cultivated in our

flower gardens than they are. There is an .almost

infinite diversity of color and markings amongst them,

and few herbaceous plants are more attractive.

In an old English Herbal, by Dr. Turner, published

in 15C8, the Iris of the present day is called the

Flower de Luce, and he says " there be many kinds,"

and adds—"our London gardens are very even stored

with every one of them. The Turkish Flower dc

Luce came from Constantinople, and doth prosper

well in my garden, being not planted in over wet

gpound."

The kind which the European Florists have taken

under their special care, and which they cultivate

with so much success, is called the English Iris; and

by those who are skilled in the art of hybridization,

many very beautiful varieties have been raised,

named and exhibited at the grand horticultural exhi-

bitions in France and England, and have received, not

only first certificates of merit, but high enconiums

from the first florists of the day.

The flowers of the English Iris are much larger

and altogether more beautiful than those of the Per-

sian or Spanish varieties. I say varieties, as, after

minutelj' examining a number of the so-called species,

and comparing them with these authenticated va-

rieties, I am inclined to consider the greater part of

them nothing more than garden varieties; more

especially after having been successful in raising a

quantity by cross impregnation; and finding that dis-

tinctions much more palpable than in many of the

kinds published as distinct species occur.

Though we now have many very fine and beautiful

varieties of the Iris Xiphioides ; many of them extra-

ordinary and beautiful colors, the day is not far

distant when the persevering hybridist will produce

varieties much finer inform, size and color than any we

yet possess.

The cultivation of the English Iris differs from the

herbaceous or fibrous rooted kinds ; the latter are

even adapted for the mixed flower borders, where

they should occupy a conspicuous position. The
Ei'glish varieties are bulbous plants, and for effect

should be grown in masses. The cultivation is very

simple; as, in any light, rich soil they will grow and

flower to perfection. They should be planted one

foot apart, and about four inches deep ; where they

may remain from three to four years without being

removed; covering them in winter with about six

inches of old tan bark, or rotten manure, which

should be removed the first or second week in April,

according to location, &c.

The hybridizing, saving the seed, and raising new
varieties must form the subject for another paper,

should it be deemed of sulEcient interest for the

columns of the Gardener's Monthly.

[The Iris is a beautiful tribe of plants. Mr.

Barker's excellent article will draw attention to them

which they richly deserve. The promised article will

be very welcome.

—

Ed.] m
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THE LABE GRAPE.
Amongst several new varieties of grapes that have come before us this year, and seemed to afford indica-

tions of "promising well," the present is one that impressed us favorably. It is a large berry, of a very

deep black color; the bunch is oblong, and in shape very distinct from many of the Isabella section, to

which it belongs. The flavor is rather sharp, but combined with a peculiar pleasant sweetness.

Understanding that it originated about Lebanon, we wrote to Mr. S. Miller for any account of its history

he mig-ht possess, and have received the following note :

Friend Meehan

:

—Some ten years ago, a man by name of Hamilton, was passing along an alley in Lebanon,

when he observed a grape vine lying among some weeds and trash over which wagons and carts had bsen

passing. It had been thrown out of a garden, the owner of which, of cour.se, thought it a worthliss fox or

frost grape seedling. Hamilton handed it over to Mr. Labe, his son-in-law, pressing upon him to plant it,

saying he had no place for it. Labe has the vine now; says he has never known any rot or mildew on it,

but every year a fine crop ; says they are not near so fine this year as sometimes. The above is the

account as I get it from the man who owns the original vine.

Caluuale, October 29ih, 1559.

A TRIP TO THE NEW TORE NURSERIES.

From Philadelphia to Rochester, via New York Citj-, and back by way of Elmira, Williamsporl, and

Reading. That was the route.

At Klizabethtown, New Jersey, wo stopped to see Willia.m Rkid's Nursery, which justly deserves

the reputation it enjoys, of being one of the "best kept" establishment of the kind in the Union. It

is, indeed, a model of neatness and systematic be.iuty. Why should nurserymen, whose business it is to

dress off other people's places, permit their own (as they sometimes do) to become models of shabbiness?

A well-shaped, elegantly dres-^ed tailor, is a walking advertisement of his shop; and a clean, neatly

arranged, picturesque nursery is certainly a better card for the proprietor than many advertisements in

the newspapers. Indeed, flaming advertisements so often herald ragged and vacant grounds, that it is

with some misgivings th.it we p.ay our first visit to a place of this kind, made famous by the great art of

advertising. But at William Reid's you find such admirable order, neatness and elegance in the arrange-

ment, decoration, and keeping of the grounds, that it is really refreshing to get out of a disorderly world,

for a short time, into such an Eden of rural perfection. It was the last week in October. Mr. Reid

was as busy as a militia major on review day, getting out and shipping his stock. Wc wanted some pear

^t¥ ^^^.
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trees. Everybody seemed to bo wanting pear trees.

The anti-pear writers do not appear to have destroyed

the public faith in the pear, or diminished the trade

in trees. Here was Mr. Keid marching about amidst

files, companies, regiments, and battalions of pear

trees, standing ''heeled in," in all parts of the grounds,

ready for moving off, in numbers truly astonish-

ing. Fine, strong, handsome, healthy "stuff" (in

gardener's phrase) it is too. Nobody we think, grows

any better pear trees than does Wm. Rcid. Few pro-

duce them of such uniform excellence. In fact, uni-

form and universal excellence is the characteristic of

the place. We left with the firm determination to

make our own little place look better—next year.

From Elizabcthtown to New York City. Cars full

of 3'oung villains, armed with rifles, styled the "Red
Rovers," returning from a pretended target excursion.

Sanguinary fellows, in scarlet flannel shirts, with eye-

lids mostly of the same hue as their garments. What
a contrast between the serene beauty of William

Reid's garden, and this scene of ruffian rowdyism.

Went up the banks of the Hudson by railroad;

stopped at Peekskill ; found the eminent cultivator of

new Native Gr.-ipes, Dr. C. W. Gr.\xt, of lona, at

the Depot. Boat just ready to start for the Island; only

wailing for the Doctor's private mail bag, which is

large enough for a respectable country village, and
came well filled.

The Doctor is a genial enthusiast in grape growing
and fruit culture, full of pleasant gossip and shrewd
philosophy. Two stout fellows, "regular wafer dogs,"

the Doctor said, rowed us over to the Island where
his Vineyards and propagating houses are located—

a

rough, romantic spot near the west bank of the Hud-
son, in a sort of gorge of mountains, the queerest

spot imaginable for a commercial nursery, but full

of interest to a stranger, and no doubt quite the thing

after all, for the purpose, as we shall see after going

over it. Thirty minutes steady rowing brings us to

the Island, and five minutes more to the Doctor's

house. Pleasant cottage—signs of taste and comfort
—interesting family—the Doctor's wife, an artist in

fruits and flowers, as all fruitgrowers know who have
seen his catalogue and colored plates. The Island

contains about three hundred acres. Dr. Grant, his

family, and workmen are the only residents. If Rob-
ison Crusoe had turned grape grower he might have
made just such an establishment as this, that is, pro-
vided he had been furnished with the materials. In
the midst of little sunny sheltered clearings, here and
there, cut right out of the forest, afe the Doctor's grape
houses, vineyards, orchards, &o. No fences are

needed, for the neighbors' cows, and the neighbors'

boys, never intrude hero. Six or eight propagating
houses, fifty or sixty feet long, with span roofs, and
more going up, first meet the eye. All are brim full

of grape vines in pots. How many hundred thousand

Delawares, Dianas, Concords, Annas, and Prolifics of

all sorts there are, we dare not undertake to say ; but

not more than the people will want, nor more than

the Doctor deserves to make sale of at good prices,

in return for his unwearied and hopeful labors to im-

prove our native grapes. Large patches of Delawares,

Dianas, &c., grpwn from layers, and fine, strong, well-

ripened wood they are, too,—none better in the coun-

try, we are sure. Further on, back through the

woods, you come to clearings filled with fruiting vines,

pear and apple orchards in bearing. The soil is

gravelly, naturally rather poor, but dry, and made
rich by deep trenching and heavy dressings of peat

compost, and manure. The Doctor has a mine of

peat, muck, and alluvial matter, rich, brown, leafy,

rooty, unctions material twenty feet deep ; acres of it,

which it would glad the heart of an amateur compost-

maker to look upon. AVe saw piles of it, five hun-

dred horse loads in a pile, which had been three years

composted. The Doctor is a good student in chemis-

try, geology, and common sense, and knows how to

use his "humus" as well as the best of us, and hence

the piles of " carbon and salts," which he is now pre-

pared to sell us in the shape of good Delaware vines

at $3.00 apiece. If this is not a good specimen of

modern alchemy, Cturning an uninhabited island and

old peat bogs into moneyj we know not what is.

Now go into the Doctor's business office and li-

brary, and see the shelves loaded with costly scien-

tific works, full files of the " Gardener's Chronicle,"

for ten years past, &c. &c. ; a library equal to the

Philadelphia Horticultural Society—see the American

horticultural papers and magazines—see the clerk at

work—and you will discover that all this is the re-

sult of books, advertising and brains.

We taste the new grapes, and a specimen of wine
from the Delaware grape, of delicate and richly-

peculiar flavor; leave a small order for vines, and

take boat again for the main land.

Sleeping cars for Syracuse ; a capital invention,

worth the extra price it costs, to get free of foul air,

and neck-breaking efforts to sleep in the common
night cars.

Syracuse. Visited Smith & Hanchett's Nur-

sery, two or three hundred acres in extent, in search

of Pear trees. Found what we wanted, good young

stock, budded low, well cut back, and grown on good,

strong natural soil, well drained, not forced in old

garden soil with stimulating manures. Saw tree agents

and customers from all parts of the country. Scores

of men digging and packing trees. Everything quite

up to Rochester. Prices moderate. Messrs. Smith

&. Hanchott, are intelligent working men. You may

look to see them in the foremost rank among tree

^m^4^,.i
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dealers, and the first among prize takers at the Horti-

cultural fairs.

Cars for Rochester; the chief market for Fruit

Trees

:

Visited Ellwanger & Barry, the most extensive

and most successful Nurserymen in the Union. A truly

magnificent establishment, in all respects. Elegant

buildings, and ornamental grounds; marvellous

quantity of stock; hundreds of men at work digging

and packing trees, ; Mr. Barry, too busy to speak to

you, almost, yet polite and attentive as he can be;

Mr. Ell wangcr checking off the orders as they go out;

clerks recording the business ; tree agents and custom-

ers plenty, looking over catalogues and price lists,

making out orders, &c. This is Rochester in the

fall shipping season. Nurseries lighted up at night
to get off the stock, and even some work must be done
on Sunday. One agent shipped thirteen car loads of

nursery stock in a single day, so says the Rochester

Dcmorrut.

Visited Bisseli. & Salter, well known propagators

of the new native grapes. Intelligent, enterprising

men, perfectly posted up, in respect to the quality of

all the grapes of any value yet presented to the pub-
lic. They have genuine stock, from original sources,

of Delaware, Diana, and all other desirable grapes.

Possess practical and scientific skill, and best business

qualities. Bought a few layers from the original

Delaware Vino. Tasted all sorts of grapes, from
worst foxy to "bags of wine," and got much infor-

mation.

Looking in at Mr. Hooker's, Mr. Frost's, and others.

Nurserymen all busy. Wonderful amount of trade.

Called at Mr. Dewey's book store, and got an assort-

ment of his beautiful colored plates of fruits, flowers,

and ornamental shrubbery. Tree agents everywhere
;

just returned from all parts of the country to attend

to shipping stock.

Took the cars for Corning, Elmira, Williamsport,

Reading, and home; arrived, all right, much edified

by the trip.

PuiUDELPillA, Novembov, IS-'O.

THE YOUNG CHEATION.
II.

BY JOS. AMR.\.M.

Mr. Editor, and fellow readers in the Monthly,

assembled —Hero I am before you, conjured up once

more. If, in resuming my task, I feel a little aspen-

poplarly, I assure you it is no wonder, for there rises

to my memory what I felt when, for the first time in

life, I saw myself in print in the November Monthly.

Guilelessly taking up that number, there stared at

me out of its pages, my own ghost. I saw myself in

(he paper, in the spirit, and 011/ of the paper I looked

at myself in the flesh: a second sight; an idem ego—

a literary egg. But no matter. I m.irch on, and
you, if you please, you follow me into my plantation

of deciduous trees. You admire those trees, dotted

about on the lawn
;
grouped here in social knots,

there in solemn meeting; yonder a pair of exquisite

shape, lovingly intertwined, in that corner there a

young family circle. " How in the world (1 hear

voices behind me asking,) can you make trees grow
so finely?" Precious little of my doing about it, sir.

All I do is

—

I plant them young. One, two, three years

old, according to kind, picked carefully from the

nursery, taken out with all the roots, rootlets and

fibres ; a thing easily done with trees so young, some-

times with a "ball," and put in at the right time;

some in fall, some in spring, into a bed made large

enough for a tree of five times the age, and with an ej'o

to light and air. Then they grow according to their

nature's full bent and to your heart's desire. My
single trees, (the French garden books call them
"solitaires,") such as oaks, lindens, chestnuts, etc.,

gracefully droop their lowest branches towards their

mother earth, often sweeping the ground and forming

natural bowers, whilst their trunks boldly aspire

heavenwards. My beeches, virgin beauties, grow

like erergreens from near the ground and so remain.

Can you get older trees to grow the same way?
Folly to try it. To make them live at all, you have,

when planting, to lop and cut, and mutilate and

cripple. "Trimming," some people call that. Trim-

ming, indeed! says Growler, my man.

As a consequence of the age of those "fine big trees"

of yours, there die the extremities of important

branches, often a whole forking br.anch and what be-

longs to it, and as a rule, those lowermost branches;

in fact, there dies the natural form and beauty of the

tree.

You want instances, my fellow readers. Will you

please go to the trouble and pay a visit to a known
good specimen of tree, say to a good mountain ash,

and see how it forks low down near the ground, how
fountain-like it rears its branches, there is the joyous-

ness and grace of a young girl in it. Or to a good

horse chestnut ; look up into it and see the pillared

arch of a leafy calhedr.1l. And then please to go and

look at your neighbor's mountain ash and horse chest-

nut. You do not find there the fountain and the

gothie arch ? Be sure that "fine big trees" were put

in, and that those branches which, in the order of

nature, build the arch and throw the jet, have suc-

cumbed to frosts and heat.

As a consequence of your trimming, you may h.ive

saved some limbs, but you have sacrificed the head

of the tree. And as a substitute for the lopped off

members you started—admirable ingenuity of man!

—you started a belter skelter growth, an awkward,

stubby, unnatural, violent growth, which makes the

k*iw .^
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Dryads Hush. Could you but hear their cries of

anguish !

*' Des cioux hi tonnorro fouilroyuato he iuvites

to full un your nuddly head,"

says Dclvillc, whom I hare not got handy, somewhere

iu his "complete works."

Do I fancy somebody saying there :
" mij trees were

put in large, and you should come and sec them in

the month of June." 2

In the leafy month of June, forsooth? Well, at

eighteen, they say, all the girls are pretty, but I do

not believe it. Besides, the older they get, the less

pretty they get, fthe girlsj naturally; whilst trees,

the older they get, the finer should they become. And
neither all the girls nor your trees will bear looking

at closely even in their month of June. A fine tree

is fine at all seasons: in spring, when making toilet

for the year; in summer, when full dressed ; in fall,

when unrobing, and in winter, when nude.
'• But, saj-s somebody else there, what am I to do.

I have building lots for country residences, two by

four, and not a tree on them. Small stuff wont do

for me."

I know it, Mr. Somebody Else, you want large

stuff, and no nonsense. As you can not get Chinese

umbrellas to plant, grafted on ten-foot sticks, which

would indeed make fine shade, and can be let down iu

rainy weather, so you take large coltonwoods, silver

maples, etc., top them, and stick them in plentifully.

Then comes your citizen, as green as the country he

seeks, and you do him as he wants to be done, (not by.)

You do not want my advice.

No, Fellow Readers of the Gardener^ Monthly, and
I put my whole soul into this No, do not plant

large trees. What satisfaction in young trees ! some
will even look interesting as babies, just like you and
I did, when they will look nothing of the sort when
grown up. I instance red cedars, which have been
created for the distance, and are the prettiest things

when young. Again, the paper mulberry, which had
better staid at home in Japan, but as a baby, shows
you a most remarkable diversity of leaf, and interests

you sufficiently by that. Nearly all evergreens look
charming when young, and you can create effects

with them
; garden scenes, when treated shrubwise,

which you can never do when well up, because, then
you cannot look down on them. Moreover, the

youngest evergreen is as perfect as the oldest; no-
thing changes with age but the dimensions. Am I

right, fellow readers >.

You assent, and I get bold and tell you that the

beauty of the details of trees can be seen only when
they are young, and not above your own height. Go to

the young horse chestnut, see how its buds are wrapt
up for the winter, and you study Divinity, though not

Theology. Go to the same horse chestnut next

spring, and see, day by day, hour by hour, how that

bud unfolds, what growing, everchanging beauty,

—

and fall down, student of Divinity, on your knees to

worship Ilim who gave you this delight. Go when
the sun has buried his fice under the horizon, and

the twilight comes at that hour, go and see the

accacias going to sleep, a most touching sight, even

for a blacksmith. Turn to the tulip tree, and see the

transparent nest of leaves, each starting from its pre-

decessor ; or in spring time to the black oak to see its

wonderful velvet leaves, or to any of those wonders

which only young trees will show and teach you.

And these same young trees will grow up and thank

you. Those standing isolated will be each a feast to

the eyes, heroes and nymphs. Those growing in

groups will harmoniously and affectionately bend to-

wards and grow into each other. The wind will agi-

tate their foliage and their trunks, and will but re-

veal new beauties of form to your enraptured eye.

And when winter does come, you will admire them

not a whit the less for their showing you their forms

unadorned.

But the cry for shade pursues me ! Shade, cries the

speculator; shade, cries the new country residencer;

shade, cries the maid, washing in the sun ; shade

sounds from all corners.

I cannot give you shade, crying public, I can only

give you counsel. Keep cool and wait, and with shade

comes beauty too. Or lose patience, stick in " fine

big trees," and be shaded. For the washing maid;

who is entirely innocent of your perversity to squat

on a shadeless spot—it took you, refined citizen, to

do that—for her the trellis, the creepers, and the

vines.

Amongst those who take to "country seats," there

are a few whose minds bear too deep an impression

of the long wielded yard stick, and these few cannot

be convinced by the force of beauty, they want figures

to go by. Let these country sitters compare trees of

same kind, planted under same circumstances, one 5,

the other 10 years old, and after a four years' growth

let them see how comparatively little time there is

saved in the rapid growth of a young tree, and the

sluggish progress of an older one, and they too will

be satisfied rather to set out young trees.

Finally, and with a deep breath, knowing what pre-

judices I have run counter to, I appeal, before this

august audience, to you, Mr. Editor, as to authority.

Our community of the Gardener's Monthly will thank

you, when you speak and our eyes are on you. You
have spoken about the old, speak now about the

young creation. Jos. Ambam.
[Mr. A., looking upon the readers of the Gardener's

MorUhlyas a community and an audience, should have

challenged anyone in the meeting to get up and refute

his doctrine before he appeals to us in our " awful

"
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capacity. And we would rather first let our readers

sit on tliis case, and hope the light man will take up

the glove.

—

Ed.]

GRAPES AND ROSES.
BY CHEMIST.

PHiLAutii.PuiA, NuTember 9th, 1Sj9.

Dear Sir:—We have queer association of ideas,

and in your work you must often have had. When
reading your account of the confab on native grapes,

poor Kilvington's bouquets came into my mind, and

the wisdom displayed in the argument thereon, which,

by the by has never been decided for our edification
;

but in one way it has, by taking the premium from

the right owner. But this grape discussion—it ends

in the same unsatisfactory way. And no man wanting

to buy grape vines could choose which to have from it;

he should buy all or stick to the Catawba and Isabella,

which still stand No. 1. for all general purposes. I

asked you to give us an article from your self. I

know, if you do, it will be a reliable one, and the re-

sult of your own experience and judgment—oppor-

tunities you have had for determining; what we
want is hardiness, flavor, and productiveness ; with

these qualities, white or red, is immaterial, and size

of berry is also desirable. A native grape, with all

these good qualities has not yet been exhibited, but

there is some leaning thereto. Not being a smoker

or chewcr, I think my taste is rather free from im-

purities and I have tried some or most of those on ex-

hibition, and if you think it worth anything, I give

you my opinion. I would certainly put first the

Diana: the bunches are pretty in shape and color,

and look handsome on a dish ; it is sweet, juicy, and
an agreeable aroma, very free from fox and a good

grower and prolific and desirable for wine or table.

Concord—a pleasant distinct flavor, good color and
size; a desirable grape to make one of a collection,

not very prolific, so said.

Ilerbemont—a small juicy grape, sweet; keeps

well on the vine; good color for dark wine, and for

wine none better; ripens early.

Delaware—musky, (some would call a liltle foxy,)

a good grape, but to my taste too much praised as to

goodness and price, $3 ; why?
Powel—a large dark grape, good for table but only

preferable to Isabella, if earlier; said not very prolific.

Catawissa—a fair, white kind, worth a trial as the

color is scarce. (I)

Clara—if native and, hardy promises to give satis-

faction as a white variety.

Rebecca—of good promise, a very handsome table

grape ; its golden shady hue has an inviting look, and

reminds one of the foreign kinds. No doubt but it

will be a favorite when we know its other qualities

better
;
plants are selling at a reasonable price. (2J

Union Village—of great promise and being an early

ripener, must make way; it has many desirable

qualities and a large berry with bloom; sweet, juicy,

and brisk; fine for wine and table ; very prolific and

said hardy. (3)

Brinckle—must not be given up yet, and Mr. John

Brook's seedlings from Isabella are of great promise

towards an advance to the right thing that we want

—

productiveness, hardiness, large berry, full flavor,

sweet, juicy and good color for all purposes.

There is one more still which seems in the back-

ground, and why? Because those in whose hands it is

in are too modest to blazon it forth as a ne plus ultra,

but are letting it bide its time. One draw back, it is

a late grape, as late as the Catawba; but it hangs

well and bears our early frost; as for wine, it cannot

be excelled. Its flavor is not foxy, but as near the

Muscat as we have come yet. The bunches are

small, but numerous, and may be said to be very pro-

lific; grown in a good situation it can not be beat.

But to bring it fairlj- forward it must get into active

hands. The Doctor has it now several j'ears, but we
all know he is no quack ; and I believe our friend

Robert Kilvingfon has had it also, and he, dear quiet

man ! makes no fuss about it. Now, the name of this

wonder is Dr. ArroWs Seedling; a white grape. What
do you think of it? (4J

Now I am done with grapes, and intend planting

for my own private use, all the above, and giving

them a fair trial. Some one will see and eat the fruit

off of them in a couple of years, if I or you do not.

I thiuk I said I would give you something on roses,

hut will not until spring. All I shall say, that those

who want good flowers next year, should plant their

hybrid perpetuals and other hardy ones now while

the season is fine, or as early as possible in spring,

not waiting to sec the flowers. If they buy from a

reliable grower, they will not be disappointed. Hoses

in pots and forced under glass for market sales, seldom,

if ever, give satisfaction; always tardy, twisted roots,

and if not well planted, not one of the hy. per. will

give fine flower in the whole j-car after. Plant those

now on their own roots if you can ; spread the roots

in good rich soil and cover over with leaves or coarse

litter, prune low in spring and you will have fine

flowers in profusion, (o)

Many have a prejudice to budded roses, but get them

early in spring, set below the bud, prune properly,

and no fear you will have the worth of the money.

Do 'not wait for market flowers; rather wait to sec

the first bloom in your own garden. In England,

they seldom bloom their perpetuals in spring, they

wail until autumn for these, and prune close. Daily

and Bourbons, &c., fill their gardens with abundance

of bloom until august comes, when the others blaze

forth, covered from, as we may say, stem to stern.

^^
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Try it on a few, it is worth the trouble and

pnticncc. But I have done for this time. C.

[(1) The Catawissa is a bine grape we believe, and

from the only opportunity we ever had of testing it,

formed no high opinion of its quality.

(2) The flavor is svperb; but our vines mildew a

little.

(3) A foreign variety, though raised in Philadelphia,

does not mildew, and seems, so far, to stand well.

The fruit is very fine, and a correspondent tells us,

makes excellent raisins.

(4) It is a very abundant bearer, and most of our

pomologists speak highly of it as being a very superior

wine grape. But we have never tested the wine, and

whenever wo have tasted the grapes they never

seemed ripe enough to warrant a good opinion.

(5) Excellent advice.J

MR. OTT AND THE DELAWARE
GRAPE.

We have been inundated with letters in reference

to Mr. Ott's article in our November number, the gist

of them all being that that gentleman must have heen

deceived in his idea of having the true Delaware

grape. We had prepared a digest of all the matter

sent us, and, indeed, had one or two articles in type,

when we received the following letter of recantation

from Mr. Ott, himself:

" Dear Sin—Your allusion to (he Rufi" Grape, in

the note to my article in the November number of

the Monthly as being the true Delaware, led me to

take a trip to the place where it grows, and I find I

have been sadly deceived in the identity of mine,

though they resemble each other so much that it

would take a close examination to detect the differ-

ence from sight alone. Mine has quite a strong foxy

odor, and is the worthless grape I have described it

to be. The Ruff Grape I find to be sweet and good.

Finding that I have made a grave error, I have

been ridin» about the country for the past two weeks

in atonement, determined to learn all I could res-

pecting it, and also determined, if possible, to find

out where the first vine stood, and will communicate

all I can find. The oldest person that I met with in

my trip that has the true Delaware, or " French

fruit," as he called it, is about eighty years old. He
got the Delaware (and another blue grape, which be

thinks as good,J from New Jersey, a great many
years ago, by the name of French Grape. I then

visited the original place in New Jersey, but the old

gentleman being deceased, his son told me that his

father had twenty-five varieties of grapes, but of

these the Delaware is the only one that is now alive,

and that it was there as long as he could remember,

which is about twenty-five or thirty years ago.

Nearly all the vines that I visited through the

country arc in very poor condition, through neglect.

They arc nearly all growing over currant bushes,

garden fences, or anything they can get hold of.

Those on trees, some twenty or thirty feet high, look

best. I saw one vine that is about four or five inches

in diameter three inches from the ground. The in-

variable report is that they were great bearers, and
not subject to mildew. One old lady remarked, they

made very good pics while green, as the skins were
so tender. No one praised it for cooking when ripe,

as they wore too sweet. Another told me that they

grew so close in the bunches that if there were a

rotten one, she had to use a knife to get it out.

Those persons that have their grapes on trees get

very few, as the birds are too wide awake for them."
Mr. Ott encloses also, some other matter in refer-

ence to his success in fijiding the Delaware grape, for

our advertisement columns, which v;ill be found in

its proper place.

We were before struck with the singularity of Mr.
Ott's remarks, and took the opportnnity to state that

his experience, supposing his vine to be correct, was
" quite exceptional." Mr. Ott's present letter con-

firms us in our views then expressed, that there are
many forms and varieties of grape, all refcrrable to

one type, of which the Delaware is the popular repre-

sentative, and which abound in the particuLir region

we have named.

Anotlier very important fact now appears for the

first time ; namely, that there are grapes in existence

resembling Delaware, but comparatively worthless,

and yet can be readily mistaken for them. This
should indicate great caution, aiad we should be afraid

to purchasii any vine unless we knew it had been

produced from vines that had fruited under the hands
of some experienced pomologist.

One of our valued friends writes us that in his

opinion Mr. Ott's letter should never been published.

We hold different views. When, a correspondent

makes a statement of facts, or of bis impressians,

under his proper name and address, he is entitled to

a hearing, no matter if all the world is against him.

If he is mistaken, we have no fear of the facts being

smothered in our paper. Moreover, the result shows

we were right. The Delaware comes out of the

skirmish victorious, and with a highe-r character than

ever. Mr. 0. was rather sharp, without, we are sure,

intending to be personal in his employment of the

term "humbug," but his acknowledgement that he

was the party " humbugged," is full atonement.

From two of the communications we have received,

we make extracts, as they contain additional informa-

tion not before recorded in our columns. The first

from Mr. Campbell, of Delaware, Ohio.

"It was brought to this neighborhood, perhaps
7
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twenty years ago, from New Jersey, by persons who
believed it to hare been originally brought from

France; but they called it the Italian Wine Grape.

I found, however, upon making close inquiry, that

there was a discrepancy in the statements of different

persons; some claiming that the Delaware was of

larger size, and differing in flavor from the " Wine

Grape." I formed the opinion, from the appearance,

growth, and hardiness of the vine, that it must be a

native; and I thought it most probable that it was a

hybrid, produced by seed of some native variety, fer-

tilized by pollen from this "Italian Wine Grape."

Your idea, that the variations in the bunches arise

from different sources, point to different seedling ori-

gins, is probably correct; and the differences in habit

of growth, productiveness, and even in quality, may
also be accounted for in the same manner. And upon

this supposition, your correspondent, Mr. Ott, may
have a grape resembling the Delaware in some gene-

ral characteristics, but as he himself argues, worth-

less on account of inferior quality and non-produc

tiveness.

I sincerely hope, Mr. Editor, that you will, as oc-

casion presents, pursue your investigations as to the

origin of the Delaware grape. If it is a true and un-

mixed native, and there are vines in various locali-

ties bearing all its high characteristics, so much the

better. And let those who are satisfied that they

have it true, increase it as rapidly as possible, that

it may be placed within the reach of " the million,"

and thereby do a real service to the cause of horti-

culture. This, in my judgment, would be much

more sensible than crying " humbug," or offering

cart-loads of cuttings of worthless varieties."

Mr. A. Thomson, the gentleman to whom the com-

munity is indebted for first bringing the grape into

public notice, in addition to similar views above ex-

pressed by Mr. Campbell, says:

"It is an extraordinary fact, Mr. Editor, that such

a grape as the Delaware—a fruit that has received the

unqualified commendation of everj- prominent horti-

culturist in the country—passed the ordeal of all the

pomological varieties and committees with flying

colors—that has by almost unanimous consent been

assigned the proud position offirst and best of American

grapes,—which from its surpassing excellence, would

anywhere, or under any circumstances, at once attract

the attention of the merest Tyro in the most unculti-

vated taste. It is, I say, extraordinary that such a

fruit should, for the space of thirty years or more, be

grown in the vicinity of Philadelphia—a city noted

for the number of her intelligent and discriminating

horticulturists, and remains unnoticed and unappre-

ciated."******
" Is there any person who has purchased a Dela-

ware, (not a Red Chasselas, Truminer, or the "Swiss "

variety,) but a true and genuine Delaware, even at the

highest price it has ever commanded, and grown it

long enough to sec and taste the fruit, who would

acknowledge himself humbugged? If such a man
exist, I have not heard of him, nor do I believe any

other person has."******
" I repeat, I do not assert that the vines referred to,

as growing in Chester county and elsewhere in that

region are not the Delaware, though I have as j-et had

no proof to satisfy mc that such is the fact. But I do

insist that such discovery (if really made) docs not

make the grape an inferior one."

"Any ray of light on the subject, from what-

ever source it may emanate, will be received with

pleasure and thankfulness by the brethren in this

region, who, while they do not claim the Dela-

ware as theirs by virtue of birth-right, do think they

can safely and fairly claim, that by adoption, acclima-

tion and naturalization, they possess much interest in

it, and are entitled to the exercise of such guardian

care over it as will warrant them in defending it

against unmerited assaults, from whatever source the}'

may come."******
We may here observe that Mr. A. Thomson is

mistaken as to the locality where the Delaware is

so common as to be almost wild, (if not quite,j being

in the vicinity of " Philadelphia Pomologists." Mr.

Ott's is perhaps forty miles from Philadelphia, in

Bucks, and not in Chester county, and in a country

which, until the opening of the North Pennsylvania

Railroad, two or three years ago, was not so much
known to Philadelphians as the remotest village in

Ohio; fully accounting for their ignorance of the

grape's existence there.

Flowering of the Chinese Potato.—A corres-

pendcnt of the Southern Planter, writes of flowering

this plant, and describes it as having " white blos-

soms, succeeded by podsjilled u-ilAfine seeds."

If this is not a mistake, it is propably the first in-

stance on record, as the plant is dioicous, and has

hitherto proved barren.

[Tr.Tnslatcd for tlie Gardener's Monllily.]

FLOWER STAND AND FOUNTAIN.
BV A. y., PITTSBURG, PA.

The desire to furnish the refreshing foliage and the

charming flowers of the vegetable kingdom, during

the tiuie of year when wc are compelled to remain

within doors, has led to the construction, for a great

^fi
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length of time, of stands for flowers, and lately

fountains have be added to enliven these ddighsful

ornaments.

The fountains are always supplied by water from

an elevated reservoir, and are attached to one spot, or

can only by removed to a short distance by extension

of the supply pipes and other alterations. Besides

the great expense of this arrangement, the space re-

quired is a great inconvenience, especially for a dwel-

ling. This difficulty, which has occupied my atten-

tion for a long time, I have now overcome, and dis-

covered a plan for making a fountain by means of

pressure of air; and flower stands arranged on this

principle can be removed, at pleasure, from one place

to another without stopping the jet for a moment.

The accompanying cut, figure 1, is a design of this

kind, suitable for diflercnt materials, wood or iron,

the form and size of which can be varied according

to the taste to be suited and the skill employed, from

the most simple and cheap, to the most elaborate and

luxurious.

Firj. 1. Fountain by air pressure in a cast-iron

stand.

Fiff. 2 represents, in section, this simple contri-

vance.

The water apparatus consists of two zinc reser-

voirs, japanned to prevent rust, (e. and/. J of equal

size, one of them placed in the upper and the other

in the lower part of the stand. Both are connected

by means of two pipes, c. and d., which are inserted

in the leg of the stand, and all except the ends of the

pipes, closed water-tight. Care must be taken that

the pipes are arranged properly, or it will not be suc-

cessful. The upper pipe c. must reach down low

enough in the lower reservoir to allow the water to

flow, but no air to run backwards. The pipe d,

through which the compressed air travels from the

under to the upper reservoir, should be inserted in

the upper side of the lower reservoir and project

almost to the top of the upper one, so that no water

can pass through this pipe.

The upper reservoir has an addition, in the form of

a basin, in the bottom of which, on a little elevation,

is a hole, closed by a screw, where water can be

poured in with a funnel. The short pipe in the

middle of the basin, from which the jet proceeds)

must be inserted close to the bottom of the upper

reservoir.

When the upper reservoir has been filled with water,

theTiole is closed with the screw, and the same fluid

is poured into the basin until it flows through the dis-

charge pipe into the lower reservoir. As soon as

the stream has begun, the fountain commences to

play. The water accumulating in the lower reservoir,

drives the air therein through the pipe d, into the
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reservoir c, compresses it there with a pressure equal

to the weight of the column of water in the pipe e,

upon the air in the lower reservoir, and in this way

the water is forced through the small nozzle of the

basin pipe, into the atmosphere above, and fall again

in the basin, whence it flows into the lower reservoir

and continues to do so until the contents of the upper

reservoir are expelled.

The larger the reservoir, and the smaller the

nozzle, so much longer will the fountain continue to

play with uninterrupted force. The jet ceases as soon

as all of the water has been ejected from the upper

reservoir, when that in the lower reservoir can be

withdrawn by the small stop-cock d, in a convenient

vessel, and the upper one refilled, and the same circu-

lation takes place again.

The above I have translated from C. Schicklcr's

Bulb Catalogue, Stuttgart, for 1859, thinking it might

possibly aid some of our readers to adorn their parlors

by an easy and ingenious method. The apparatus,

which could be made at a low price, of galvanized

iron, to prevent rusting, could be fitted to a marine

aquarium, and supply a desideratum for aerating the

water which has been felt by those having this object

of pleasure, and at the same time increase its beauty

without much additional expense. A. F,

PnT.-^BL'RO, November 20th, lSj9.

KNOTS ON THE FLUKI TREE.

BY HORTUS, GALESBURG, ILL.

flfr. Editor:—Permit me, through the columns of

the Monthly, Xo make a few remarks on this "Knotty"

question.

It seems to be an opinion in some quarters, that

these knots are caused by the sting of the curculio,

and I notice in this connection an article in the

November Horticulturist, from which the following is

an extract;

"A number of branches, with their knots, were

placed under a bell gliiss, the 10th of July, and on

the 2nd of August, twelve perfect beetles arose from

the earth, and returned to the branches on which

they had fed while in the grub state, &c." Again,

" On a further examination of the trees on the 23d of

August, I found new swellings on the branches, and

on opening some of them, found the the half grown

larva of the Plum Curculio, (R. Neiuphar,) feeding

as their parents had done in June."

The Curculio, it is more than probable, will attempt

to deposit its larva either in the plum itself, the

young and tender green shoots, or the knot when in

its incipient state. Marks might be apparent all over

the shoots, and yet I think not cause the plum knot,

for the following reasons.

I have been a cultivator and close observer of the

Plum in a variety of soils and situations, for many
years. I have frequently noticed two trees together,

with their branches, in some instances, interlacing

—

the one covered with knots, and the other smooth,

clean and healthy. Is the "little turk" so discrimi-

nating in its taste as to prefer one tree to another,

when it will not make the same distinction as to the

plums from those trees i I think not.

But this supposition approaches nearer to a cer-

tainty if we proceed to carefully dig up the trees.

Then wc shall find the plums bearing the knots to

have also few or scarcely any surface roots, but only

a very few, perhaps but one, top root running straight

down into the subsoil, and not only this, but also

beariiKj knots ulomj their length to the depth of \S incites to

two feel. On the tree bearing no knots in the branches,

we find the roots full, healthy, numerous and fibrous,

all on the surface, no top roots and no knots.

The Curculio cannot, of course, dig down two feet

into the earth to deposit its eggs amongst the roots,

to cause those knots, and we have to look to other

causes for their appearance.

My own idea is that the roots become unhealthy

by penetrating into a cold un,;ongenial subsoil. By
July and August the work is done, the sour s-ip has

been brought up and disseminated through the system,

and like animals when fed on improper food, produce

bad blood, and have " breakings out" on the skin, so

in like manner the " bad s.-ip " breaks out into knots,

forming, even when very young, as good amidus and

pabulum for the larvie, as the plum fruit itself.

I have transplanted a great many trees that were

subject to knots, and in every instance where the soil

was deep and rich, after the first or second year they

become smooth (cutting off the knots as they appear^)

and so remained as long as the roots kepi near the sur-

face. Some soils will not grow healthy trees without

a great deal of labor, owing to its being too cold and

sour. A plum tree requires a rich, warm soil, and

plenty of decomposed manure forked in about the

roots. A very judicious plan for those who plant

orchards, would be to buy trees one year from the

bud, and transplant the next and following spring,

(the object being to destroy the tap, and obtain

fibrous roots, J then plant in the orchard, and unless

the soil is very wet and clayey, smooth wood will be

the result.

[In the South of England it is a very common

practice with the peasantry to plant an earthenware

milk pan under their plum and walnut trees, to keep,

as they say, the "roots from going down." As

friend Longworth tells us sometimes, we may learn

a great deal from " ignorant market-women ;
" and on

other subjects besides " strawberries."

—

Ed.]

m^ ®ia
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SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES, &C.

BY R. P. n., yuiNCY, lur,.

Mr. Editor:— I want to tell you the resvilt of a

strawberry I raised two years ago, last spring. No-

thing wonderful perhaps; a first attempt at hybridiz-

ing with me. I took Lon^worlh's Prolific and crossed

it with a Pine strawberry and got twelve plants.

This was about 180 miles above Milwaukic, Wiscon-

sin. I took them up, brought them here, and on the

Mth of June, I picked berries that were 3i inches in

circumference, and nearly 2 inches long, the shape of

a pine apple. They stood out, unprotected, all last

winter, in latitude about 44>. I have transplanted

about -IfrtlO of these, this fall, 3^ feet by 2 feet. I

have the Triomphe de Gand, the Early Scarlet, the

Marilandioa, and another. I did not give these

plants a particle of manure last season.

I see, Mr. Editor, that there are a great many straw-

berries, and almost every one has its advocate ; some

may think this is singular, but I presume it is alto-

gether owing to the climate, soil, situation, and the

manner of culture. What does well under one treat-

ment of culture, situation and climate, fails under

another. I am just beginning to prepare a Utile

home of 2J acres, just out of the cily limits, (of this

Quincy.J If I thought it would be at all interesting

to your readers, I would send you a sketch of it.

The situation is beautiful, but bare of trees, which I

lament. Still, I can plant them; then the pleasure

of seeing them grow almost pays for being destitute of

large ones at first. There is nothing that I know of

that affords so much pleasure, united with anxiety

and interest as the growing of trees. Let a man
plant out a grove, in which he takes an interest, and

you will find that there is no other one thing that

will bind him to his home like his grove. It becomes

as a part of his family, and it is the next thing to his

family. There is nothing that adds to home so much

life, spirit, and gaiety as more or less trees, as the

place demands.

CULTURE OF HORSE RADISH.
CV PETER IIENDERSOy.

Jersey City, If. J., November 20th, 1SJ3.

Mr. Editor:—In your issue of last month, is a com-

munication on this subject, which may be suitable

enough when a few dozen roots are wanted, but which

would hardly, I think, be a "paying" crop even at

" 10 and 12 cents each," if so much labor w.is neces-

sary to produce them. Horse radish, as we grow it

in our market gardens in this district, is the most pro-

fitable of all second crops which we raise, simply be-

cause it requires a peculiarity of soil to grow it well;

namely, a deep, highly enriched sandy loam.

Our mode of culture is very simple ; the setts are

procured when trimming off the marketable roots in

winter; varying in length from six to nine inches
;

they are tied in bundles of fifty or si-ity and buried

until spring. Immediately after finishing our plant-

ing of Early Cabbage in March or April, we begin the

planting of horse-radish t>ctwecn the rows of Cabbage,

fwhich are planted 2 feet apart, and H feet between

the plants.) Holes are made with a light crowbar, 9

or 12 inches deep, and the setts of horse-radish

planted perpendicularly, from 2 to 3 inches under the

surface, same distance apart as the cabbage.

Being thus planted under the surface, it makes no

growth of any consequence until the cabbage crop is

cut off, when all the further labor required until it is

dug in December, is merely to keep it clear of weeds,

which is done wholly by the plough. Our roots, by

this treatment, will average about three quarters of a

pound each, which, at 5 cents per pound, gives a re-

turn of between $350 and $400 per acre.

It is principally sold to parties making a special

business of grinding it and bottling it up in vinegar,

in which state immense quantities are sold. The

party that I sold to last season, informed mc that he

had purchased nearly twenty tons.

THE CUYAHOGA GRAPE.
BY DR. EDW.VRD TAVI-OR, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Thomas Meehan, Esq:

Dear Sir:—The favorable notice you gave of this

grape, which only corresponds with the opinion of

many of the most distinguished pomologists of the

country, to whom samples were sent, has brought me
a large number of letters of inquiry in regard to it,

and applications for cuttings and vines. My brother

nurserymen will readily excuse me for not replying,

promptly to a large correspondence at this busy sea-

son; and you, sir, would greatly relieve me if you
would publish the Report of the Committee of our

Horticultural Society, in regard to ils history, char-

acter, etc., as it would meet many inquiries in regard

to it. I would also beg, through you, to sa)' to many
who have addressed me on the subject, that the few

vines that were of it, have been secured by C. H.

Robinson, Esq., of this, who intends propagating it,

and will have it for sale in another season. He
would not dispose of any of the cuttings. It might

bo well to state that some Eastern men have had the

neighborhood thoroughly canvassed and have pro-

bably supplied themselves with cuttings of some

kind that will be offered as the genuine.

Yours very truly, Edward Taylor.

CLEVELAND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Adjourned meeting, October ]0th, 1859, Joseph

Perkins' Rooms, Public Square, Dr. E. Taylor, Presi-

dent, in the Chair.

^
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REPORT ON c. II. Robinson's grape "cutahoga."
The committeo to whom was referred the grape

presented by C. H. Robinson, would report, that they

have visited Mr. Wemple, a gentleman whom we
believe to be worthy of the highest confidence, who
gave us the following information in regard to it:

About ten years since, he was sitting in the door of

a store, in the town of Euclid, and observed between

the steps a small seedling grape vine one or two

inches high. He look it up carefully, and planted it

near his residence, where it soon grew up and bore

fruit that he was much pleased with. He soon

afterward sold his farm, but had made a layer which

he took up and planted at the West end of his present

residence, where he found it growing. He says it

has been there about five years, and it is now a

strong, healthy vine ; some of the branches have

grown about twenty feet this season. It is in a deep,

sandy loam, but has evidently had no extra culture.

The foliage and growth much resemble the Isabella.

He states that he has never given it any protection

—

that the wood has never been damaged by the severe

winters—that it has never shown any disposition to

mildew or rot, which the Isabellas, close by, have;

and that it has uniformly borne a good crop of fruit,

equal in amount to the Isabella, and matures one or

two weeks earlier. The bunches are about as large,

but not so compact, and the berries, about the same

size and shape as the Catawba, under the same culti-

vation. The color is a light transparent green, with

a thick white bloom—very little pulp, with a brisk,

agreeable flavor.

There has been so much crying of " Lo here ! and

le. there I
" in regard to new grapes, that we feel

much hesitancy in recommending another to public

attention; but we have a strong confidence that (his

will prove to be well worthy of a place among our

choicest varieties of hardy grapes.

Edwaro Taylor, )

H. B. 1Iitrliu:t, > Committee.
Joseph Perkins. )

[We also learn from a private source that Mr.

Robinson, not being engaged in the nursery trade,

will not offer them for sale himself, but proposes to

propagate them and place them in the hands of a

nurseryman of character, (probably our friend Dr.

Taylor,) who will receive orders for them, for him at

$3 each, and supply them as they arc propagated, in

the order the applii-alions are received.

I

STRAWBERRIES.
HY R. reeves, kevsburg, Kentucky.

Mr. Editor: — There has been much said about

Strawberries, and many new and valuable varieties

arc advertised ; what has been written shows great

interest and improvement in strawberry culture. So

far as I have seen here, Wilson's Albany Seedling

Strawberry stands preeminent. I have been experi-

menting, myself, with raising seedling strawberries,

and have several distinct varieties of great merit, one

of which has equalled the best crop of Alb.any seed-

ling that I have seen any account of, viz: 28 quarts

to sixty square feet of ground. Last June a year, I

planted, of my seedling, a row thirty feet long, ("about

twenty vines,) and allowed the runners to grow and

set a space of about two feet wide, from which I

gathered twenty-eight quarts of fine berries; the

largest about 14 inch in diameter. The land was

what would be called thin; I dug it one spade deep,

and planted without manure, making no elTort for a

large crop. The berry is a beautiful scarlet, with a

fine neck and is easily capped. Flavor, good. 1 re-

gard it one of the best berries I ever saw.

I have another fine berry which I call Long Stem,

from the length of the scape, of which I have

measured and found some to be sixteen inches long.

The berry is large and fine, and the plant very vigor-

ous. I have several other seedlings, but mention

only those which I think posses great excellence. I

am aiming to produce a few new ones every year and

may, after due trial and strict examination, offer to

the public, some as good as can be produced.

[Happy to hear of your enthusiasm, and hope you

will continue to persevere. However, good straw-

berries are easily raised, even so good that they may
be considered of the "highest excellence;" and this

very fact renders the production of a superior straw-

berry a very dilTicuU thing to accomplish, to what it

W.1S a few years ago, when good kinds were scarce.

—Ed.]

ROSA CANINA.—ITS FRUIT.
HV A LADY.

Mr. Editor:—Having seen the discussion in your

paper about Champagne Rhubarb, or Rhubarb Cham-
p.igne, I do not know which is correct, also the

recipes for Currant wine ; I feel encouraged to say a

word about Haijebiillcn, as we call them in Germany.

It is the fruit of wild roses growing along our

hedges, which, when pulled ripe, are most excellent

for stewing. Sometimes we mix a few raisins with

them. As a jelly or sauce, it is the nicest thing to

pour over farinaceous puddings, such as corn-starch,

farina, etc. The enclosed recipe is at your disposal

if you deem it worth a corner of your valued

periodical. With respects, Mr. Editor,

Helf.ne K.

[We are sorry not to find the enclosed "recipe."

Will the Lady bo good enough to supply it? We
have, years ago, tasted the dish and found it an ex-

cellent one. English boys eat the " hips and haws "

since time immemorial.

—

Ed.]

>«)<
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GCRMANTOWN SEEDLING
STRAWBERRY.

BY A. W. H.

Ny Dear Sir:— I enclose a leaf of the Germanlown

Seciiling Strawberry from one of a hundred plants

obtained last year from Mr. Younj. With me it has

proved a very distinct sort from the llovcy or any

other kind.

In habit it more resembles the Peabody, having

long footstalks, large oblong leaves, a loose open

head, the crown rather vpeak, not firmly bedded in

.the soil, and the lower leaves turning brown during

any moderate drought. The blossom is larger than

Hovey's and hermaphrodite. The fruit resembles

Hovey's in sh.ape and size though much more uni-

form,—color light crimson, nearly scarlet,—and the

apex of the berry is covered with a pearly bloom,

such as we often see on decaying fruit of other kinds.

In .conversation, last summer, with a distinguished

horticulturist and member of the Pennsylvania Horti-

cultural Society, I mentioned the Germantown Seed-

ling approvingly, to which he replied "That is the

Hovey." At his request, I sent him a plant in fruit,

which I had potted for the purpose.—He pronounced

it a distinct plant, and I am informed, that, at the

ensuing meeting- of the Society, a premium was

awarded to A. L. Felten, for the "best Germantown

Seedling Strawberries." I have seen the plants in

fruit, in a market garden, near by, bearing most

abundant crops, of large size, and fine flavor. Mr.

Young, also, assures me that he picked, year before

last, from 3-16lhs of an acre, 1200 quarts. He ma-

nures heavily, I believe, with night soil. This plant

should be grown in stools and have the highest cul-

ture.

My own bed consists of 100 plants received from

Mr. Y'oung late in the Spring of 1858, long after my
other plantations were completed, so that no mixture

of sorts, or error in nomencliiture, could have taken

place on my grounds.

I think I have proved that, if any one is in the

wrong, it is not A. W. H.

[Leaves of A. W. H.'s Germantown and Hovey,

separately accompanied the communication, and

proved their distinctness. We have noticed that some

strawberries bear pistillate and herm.iphrodite flowers

on the same root stock ; McAvoy's Extra Red for in-

stance; and in that case, the fruit from each kind of

flower is different from the other in shape and ap-

pearance ; so much so that they might readily pass

for different varieties. We suspected something an-

alogous with this kind, but from the present evidence,

and from what we have observed ourselves this sea-

son, we are compelled to believe there is, after all, a

"Germantown Seedling" Strawberry. Mr. Young

has probably sent out spurious ones himself.

—

Ed.]
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G. W. Campbell, Delaware, Ohio. Catalogue of

Grape Vines, with descriptions of kinds offered.

Horr Sf Bcbce, Dubuque, Iowa. Fruit and Ornamen-
tals ; including the Kilby and other grapes.

Franklin Mmanack for 18(50. B. F. Sanford, Cin-

cinnati, of the Ohio Valley Farmer, and "like that

useful publication, one that will not fail to interest

whoever reads.

Address of Sydney G. Fisher at the Montgomery
County (Pa.) Agricultural Socictj', wchave read with

a great deal of pleasure.

Buisl's Almanac and Garden Manual, Philadelphia,

for gratuitous circulation, we arc pleased to welcome.

Besides the full Catalogue of Garden Seeds offered

for sale, it is filled with full particulars for raising

each kind, and crop ; besides other chapters on Hot-

beds, Manures, Window-Gardening, Growing Mush-
rooms, Fruit Culture, &.c. Gratuitous information is

frequently undervalued, a fate which we arc certain

will not befall this little pamphlet.

/. W. Jones, Charleston, S. C. Roses, Camellias,

&c. This is by a long way the handsomest Catalogue

we have received this year. We have a passion for

beaut}-, from handsome women down to mushrooms
and fungi, and Mr. Jones' Catalogue has given us

great pleasure. The matter, ,ilso, is as entertaining and
as novel as the execution.

Jlpfa OP Plarp JPIanh.

New Fern. — Lyeopodium Selaginella rubricaulis,

has just been introduced into England. Its stems are

coral-red, its leaves small, and of a shining variable

green. In habit it resembles some elegant little Thuja,

Libocedrus, or allies.

New plants noticed in the Deutschcs Magazin:

Jacquemontia violacea. A native of Porto Rico.

A very pretty climber of theMorning-Glory or Con-
volvulus section ; the sky-blue flowers and the fiesh,

green leaves forming a very pretty contrast.

Browallia viscosa. Praised as a very pretty

bloomer. Description answers to the B. elala already

in cultivation here, and inclines us to think that there

is but a change of name without distinction.

Acer japoniccm atko-pcrpureum. A blood-

leaved Maple from Japan. Small tree, said to be

pretty.

P-EONiA arborea "frederika APPELins." The
latest and showiest of its kind. A real " bouncer,"

if one may thus speak horticulturally.

\2>^
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THE NEW FORM.
Wc have recently received frequent letters from our

subscribers, urging us to adopt, in the second volume,

the octavo form, as lieing more convenient for use and

binding. The quarto size was adopted principally

from motives of economy, and also that this form

appeared to possess some advantages as an adverti-

zing sheet, but as the present large circulation of the

paper seems to w.irrant a further expenditure on if, the

publisher has concluded to accede to what he believes

to be the wish of the majority of its readers, and he

now lays before them the result, with the confident

hope that the change will be generally approved of.

The form adopted, it is believed, is new in this

country, and combines the advantages of both the

quarto and octavo form, and well adapted to adver-

tisements, and as it is believed to be the most con-

venient form for all practical purposes, the sub-

scribers may rest assured that it will not be changed

hereafter, on any consideration.

With but few exceptions our subscriptions com-

menced with the First of January last, but to those

few subscribers who commenced on the Fiftt of July,

the back numbers to complete the first volume will be

furnished at the low rate of (if cents per copy.

The change of form and the increase of size has in-

volved the expenditure of a large sum, which the pub-

lisher hopes will be appreciated, and be the means of

adding greatly to the circulation.

l^'The subscriptions for the ensuing year are now

due, and unless paid before the First of February, we
shall be compelled to discontinue mailing.

Bound copies of the first volume can be furnished

in neat and substantial style, for one dollar and a

half.

EVERGREENS.
If it is hard " to lend fresh interest to a twice told

talc," how shall we be able to get the spirit of our

readers to go with us into a subject that has been so

often discussed and so continually talked on, and

written about ( liut in truth too much cannot be said

of it, especially at this season.

For winter is, of all seasons of the year, the one in

which Evergreens appeal the most alTectionately to our

feelings; and after the joyousncss of summer flowers

has departed, and Autumn has stored her rijiened

fruits partly into the lap of mother earth, and partly

into our cellars and fruit rooms, wc almost with im-

patience look for the advent of winter, that wc may
enjoy the vigorous beauty of the Evergreen tree.

Nature knew better than to color the Holly berry

at midsummer, for even the rich and noble leaves of

the Maynolia grandijlora are forgotten in the delicious

fragrance and spotless purity of its glorious blossoms

at that season.

No one loves Evergreens in summer. The Con-

noisseur, to be sure, admires them, and he who appro- -

ciatcs their winter beauty cannot, of course, pass them

at any season without a certain feeling of respect

;

but to love them while the rose is blooming—while

the verbena is dazzling you with her brilliant beauty,

or while the honeysuckle kisses your cheek as you

sit beneath your arbor's shade, and bcwitchingly woos

you with its charming fragrance, we say, to love

them under these circumstances requires a degree of

constancy and fidelity few of us can claim.

But what of all this! Simply, dear reader, to

suggest to you the fitting places for your Evergreens

to occupy. Those parts of your ground that you

would devote to gorgeousnessand gaiety, should have

Evergreens sparingly introduced to it. A few are

allowable; nay more, are all right and proper, for

even as in our most prosperous and happy times, a

slight reminder of sorrow to come, serves as a chas-

tencr of our pleasures; so do a few Evergreens, here

and there interspersed with gay flowers and summer

luxuriousness, serve to soften down whatever of

grossness they may suggest, and give them a refined

and cultivated appearance, which no other race cf

plants can bestow.

In the main, Evergreens should be planted where

they will most cheer by the winter view; where they

can be easily seen from the drawing or sitting room;

or enjoyed from some cosy nook where we, in a win-

ter's day, may bid defiance to the cold north wind.

Wc were speaking of Evergreens as an object of

beauty. We must say a word for their utilitarian

purposes also; and first and foremost, as a screen and

shelter for all the rest of the ground. Wherever

there are unsightly objects to be hidden, or buildings

or tender trees and plants to be protected. Ever-

greens arc invaluable; and in this respect, no one

who has not experienced their good uses can imagine

their importance. Shelter from the cold quarter by a

belt or mass of Evergreens should be as much a part

of a well designed place, as the kitchen garden or

pleasure ground. Another use to which they are

of all things the most fitting to be employed, is to

plant along the boundaries ; to hide the limits of our

little lots; and to encourage the innocent ileceplion in

our own breasts, that our twenty acre lot, so called.

^^>T-
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is in reality, forty or more, the figures and Surveyor's

"plans to the contrary notwithstanding."

The following is a list of the Evergreens of the

larijisl yrowth that arc hardy in most parts of the

United States : Spkices—Norway, Hemlock, White,

Black, Eastern {A. orientalis,) Mcnzies, Morinda,

(though injured a little when yoOng.) The Abies

lasiocarpa is also said to be very hardy. Fiks—Bal-

sam, Silver (injured a little while young,) Cephalo-

nian, ,^7nabilis, Nordmann's, Nobilh, Grandis, Pichta,

Pindrow and Pinsapo. Pi.nes—Austrian, Corsican,

Himalayan (cxcetsa,) Russian (Pallasiana,) pondcrosa,

pyrenean, white or Weymouth, Scotch, paluslris,

Benthams, Lamberts, JefFrys, Ked Pine (mills,)

Washington Tree (U'cllinglonia.) Trees of smaller

growth that arc generally hardy, we may name

—

Hudson Fir, {Picca Hudsonica,) Frazer's Fir, Cem-
bran Pine, Pinus mops, Pinus pungeiis, Mugho Pine

(P. montana and pumilio.) Auborvit.es— Chinese,

Glauca, Weeping, American, Blue Spruce, (Mies cc2r-

ulesccTis,) Red Cedar.

Shrubs or very low growing trees, Dwarf Scotch

Pine, Golden Arborvits, Tartarian, Siberian, Upright

(stricta,) CephaloUucus Forlunii,WhH.eCcda.t, (cupressus

ihuyoides,') Juniperus oblonga pcndula, also, /. Sqiiamala,

J. Bcdfordiana, Common, Chinese, Irish, Sweedish,

Heath-leaved, prostrate and Savin. Tree box of all

kinds. Thujiopsis borealis, English Yew, Weeping
Yew, Kalmia latifolia, Rhododendron maximum.

The following shrubs and trees usually do well at

Philadelphia and southward.

—

Abies Douglassii, Cedar

of Lebanon, Deodar Cedar, Cryptomeria japonica,

American and English Holly, Canadian Yew, Colone-

asler microphylla, Pyracantha, Japan Euonymus, Rho-

dodendron Catawbicnse, Mahonia aquifolia, and the

Japan species, Cunninghatnia sinensis, Abies Brunoniana,

Auracaria excelaa, Ccphalotaxus adpressa, Cupressus

funcbris, (South of AVashington,) Cupressus torulosa,

Pinus paluslris, Aleppo Pine, Sea Pine, Stone Pine,

Pinaster, insifjnis, Pinus nivea.

Some of the above are still scarce, but as their

hardiness for the specified localities, we have verified;

they will doubtless soon become common.

Wc shall be glad if any of our correspondents will

from time to time add to the list such as they may
find to do very well with them.

n.

SHADING GREENHOCSES.
M. BouTix, in the last number of La Revue Horti-

cole recommends common tallow for this purpose. It

should be slightly heated in an earthen vessel, and
applied with a cotton rag to the glass when in an

unctuous state, neither cold nor warm. We appre-

hend that, on a very hot summer day, the tallow

would become fluid, and drip down on the plants.

Perhaps Spermaceti or Stearine might answer better.

v^

Some of our nurserymen who do not care for appear-

ances, have used for this purpose, plastering latha

nailed on the upper side of the rafters above the sash,

leaving openings of about an inch between the laths.

One advantage about this mode of shading is that it

answers even when the sash is lowered. Where
neatness is desired, nothing looks so well, and is at

the same time so efficient and durable as sugar of lead

ground in oil. It can be procured at almost any

color shop, and resembles white lead. It should bo

greatly diluted with spirits of turpentine, and put on

very thin with a brush. In putting it on, the brush

should be kept very dry, and but little of the material

should be used; in this way it is more evenly distri-

buted over the glass. This is the material used by

painters to produce the effect of ground glass.

«•!
BIOGRAPHICAL SEETCH OF THE I.AT J

THOMAS NDTTALL.
{For Portrait see Frontispiece.]

Mr. Thomas Nuttall, was born at Settle, in

Yorkshire, England, in 1784. His parents were

what is termed in England respectable, but in mode-
rate circumstances, and Nuttall received but the

common rudiments of an English education. He
was apprenticed to a printer, as a matter of his own
choice, and so improved his time as to acquire a

thorough knowledge of the Greek and Latin lan-

guages. In the pursuit of his calling he emigrated

to the United States, when at the age of 22, and was

employed for a time at his business in Philadelphia.

He always had a taste for Natural History, and at-

tended all lectures on scientific subjects; and, having

obtained a'n introduction to Dr. Barton, the Botanist,

at the conclusion of one of his lectures, he was refer-

red for further information to the celebrated William

Bartram, and to the kindness and attention he re-

ceived from him, whom he often refers to in his

works as " his venerable friend," the world is in-

debted for the sealing of those scientific proclivities

which have since made his name famous.

Perhaps the first "little thing" that induced his

early attendance on these lectures, he many years

after related to his friend Dr. Pickering. The morn-

ing after his arrival in Philadelphia, he took a walk
beyond the Schuylkill, and seeing a Synitiix climbing

a tree, said to himself—" Egad ! there's a passion

flower!" Returning, he inquired for a "Botany
Book," and was told that a Dr. Barton had written

one, but he could not find it at any of the stores, and
so sought an introduction eventually to the Doctor

himself. This was in 1808. From this time forward

his progress in botanical science was very rapid,

gathering his knowledge as he had done his past edu-

cation, by his own efforts alone. His botanical trips

were repeated and arduous, one of his earliest being
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to investigate thoroughly the peninsula formed by

the Delaware and the Chesapeake. As his know-

ledge of things "at home" became more perfect, ho

thirsted for more information, and boldly penetrated,

usually alone, many hundreds of miles into the in-

terior, making friends even of the most savage child-

ren of the forest. On one of these excursions, five

hundred miles beyond the pale of civilization, he was

taken sick. Entirely alone, and after every remedy

had failed, he composed himself to die. He was found

by an Indian, who placed him in a canoe and rowed

him down a river to the region of the white man.

Mr. N. seems to have been much attached to the In-

dian races. From his peculiar (to themj habits of gath-

ering plants, he was called by them, " the pale-face

medicine man," and throughout his whole works he

seldom misses an opportunity to record his generous

feelings towards them. Knowing their proclivities

for whiskey, Mr. N. used to supply himself with this

novel pacificator for cases of emergency, but never

employed it when any other agent would answer as

well. Mr. N. used often to say, to the amusement of

his friends, that amongst the provoking annoyances

that he would at times be subjected to, one w.is the

drainage of his spirit bottles by some stealthy In

dian; leaving his snakes and lizards dry!

The result of his trips and studies was, in 1818, the

production of the Genera of North American Plants,

which at once placed him on a footing with the high-

est in the scientific world, and the work is still

received as a standard authority. The cost of these

journeys, one of which extended to the Rocky Moun-

tains, was borne by friends he had made in Phila-

delphia—generous friends of science; amongst whom
may be mentioned L' abbe Correa de Scrra, to whom
he dedicated this work; Zaccheus Collins, in whose

memory he dedicated the Collinsia; Dr. Barton and

Reuben Haines. During the preparation of his work

he spent nearly two years at the Academy of Natural

Sciences in Philadelphia, studying and identifying

his plants, often remaining up all night, and when

tired lying down under the bones of the great

Mastodon for repose.

One great characteristic of the man was his readi-

ness to listen to suggestions from any quarter respect-

ing his favorite science, and much of his success was,

doubtless, owing to this modesty of his nature. At

the suggestion of Dr. Darlington, he properly re-

moved the genus Obularia from the Ijinnea;n class

Didynamia to that of Tetrandria, after the same sug-

gestion had been inefTectually made to other authors.

He was in fact, emphatically, a listener. Though

frequently an honored guest at thefiishionable Wistar

and other Parties of Savans in Philadelphia, he had

never anything to say, until "brought out;" but when

once the ice of a first introduction was broken, he

was very communicative and free with his observa-

tions and knowledge.

After he had finished his "Genera," he determined

to explore the region of country watered by the

Arkansas River, and on the 18th of October, 1818,

started alone on his perilous trip. He went the whole

distance from Lancaster to Pittsburg on foot, and

taking a small skilTat the latter place, was joined by

a young stranger, and the two went alone down the

river, arriving at the mouth of the Arkansas, after

many perils and hair-breadth escapes, on the 16th of

January, 1819. He was a whole year employed in

this trip, returning to New Orleans on the 18th of

December, having a second time nearly lost his life

by fever and disease. It was on this trip that he dis-

covered the Collinsia, at Fort Lee; we believe also

the Madura, and many other things. For the means

to prosecute this trip, in addition to the names before

given, W. McClure ("to whom he dedicated the

Madura) and John Vaughan, largely contributed.

The journal of his travels here was published in

1S21, and filled with highly interesting matter, but

unfortunately was a poor speculation to his printer,

through the absence of all anecdote and lightness,

which, contrary to the strong advice of his friends, he

would not admit. This was one marked trait in his

character. He hated everything that savored of

vanity or needless show, always aiming at the real

and substantial. He was, however, well aware that

such a course did not please the public, and often de-

plored that " he lived in an age that no longer tole-

rated the plain, unvarnished tale." He carried this

habit of simplicity always with him. His dress,

though always neat, was chosen with a view to ser-

vice ; sometimes on his journeys, made of leather, and

fitted to his person ; and probably in no event of his

life did pecuniary considerations influence him. His

income was mainly derived from lectures, given in

Germantown and Philadelphia, and the private sale

of his collections and specimens. Often his new

plants would get into Nurserymen's hands, who
would allow him something for them. We remem-

ber particularly Diplacus puniceus, on which Mr.

Buist gave him half the proceeds of the sale. His

lectures were the means of inducing many young men

to turn their attention to scientific pursuits; making

handsome fortunes for some of them, by the know-

ledge gained. Indeed, one of our most prominent

millionaires makes no secret of the influence which

the example, assistance, and friendship of Nutlall,had

in encouraging in him the study of the sciences of

Mineralogy and Chemistry, from which his first suc-

cess in life began.

Soon after the publication of his .\rkansas travels,

he was in 1822 appointed Professor of Natural History

at Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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AVhile in Boston, he engaged closely in the study

of other branches of Natural history, and in 1827 his

Introduction to Syslematic and PhysiotorfiaU Boliiny ap-

peared, and in 1S3'2, his well-known work in Orni-

thology. He obtained much popularity at Cambridge

as a lecturer on Botany and Materia Mcdica, and did

much towards dilTusing amongst apothecaries a know-

ledge of the drugs they dealt in, many of which he

showed were obtained from other plants than they

were popularly supposed to be.

He never, however, felt at home in his professor-

ship ; his active mind yearned for sterner occupations

in the field of nature, and he used to describe himself

to his friends as mcrelj' " vegetating," and " doing

nothing for science."

In 1833 became again to Philadelphia, determined,

as he said, to resign his professorship, as the College

authorities would not grant him leave of absence, and

he then made arrangements for his great journey to

the Pacific Coast. He wrote to the Governor of the

Hudson Bay Company for protection and hospitality

in case he should visit any of their posts, but received

a very unsatisfactory reply, which Nuttall said was

not much more than he expected, as the subordinates,

in such cases, he had always found to sympathize

with his objects more than the officials.

The owners of the vessel that brought him home
from the Pacific, Messrs. Sturgis and Brj-ant, of

Boston, to their honor be it said, would not take a

cent of passage money from him, "as," said they,

"you travel for the benefit of mankind."

In Danas' " Two Years Before the Mast," an

amusing anecdote is told of Nuttall on this voyage,

who wanted the Captain to put him ashore at Cape

Horn, during- a violent storm, that he might study the

plants of the Cape. On this expedition he was ac-

companied by Thomas Say, the celebrated entomo-

logist, and twenty others interested in various de-

partments of Science, and it was perhaps the most

valuable one for American interests ever under-

taken.

On his return, he at once commenced on his additions

to Michaux's Sylca, bringing up the three volumes

of that splendidly illustrated work on American trees

to six, and before the work was scarcely completed, in

18-12, he was recalled to England by the death of his

uncle, who bequeathed him his property, worth only

about $5000; and who, out of good feeling for his

nephew, as he thought, fearing that in some of his

dangerous journeys he would come to an untimely

end, hampered the legacy with the condition that he

should reside for nine months in each year in Eng-

land. Poor Nuttall! his heart and soul were in the

noble forests and boundless prairies of this country,

and with the kind friends he had fonnd here ; and he

could not but feel his uncle's condition a cruel one.

But he had no choice. Relying on this bequest years

before, he had sacrificed all his means to science ; and

having nothing laid by for the future, he had to ac-

quiesce.

In 1852 he got the idea that by taking the last three

months in one year and the first three in the next, he

might still enjoy the society of his friends here again,

and so he tempted the waters of the Atlantic once

more, and when he again found himself at his old

haunts at the Academy, he could with diffii:ulty bring

his mind to tear himself away from them. Even
during this short time he made some important dis-

coveries in the structure of the anthers of the Mistle-

to, never before noticed.

Since then, Mr. Nuttall has lived on this small

estate at Rainhill, in England ; devoting, as is well

known to horticulturists, his time to experimenting

on flowers, and especially with the Rhododendron
;

an accident connected with his favorite pursuit, in-

deed in some measure hastening his death. Mr.

Nuttall's sister was married to a Mr. Booth, who
soon afterwards was drowned in the Irish Channel.

The only child from this union, Mr. N. had adopted

and treated as his own ; and the scientific spirit of

his uncle has fallen on him. He has been, for some

years past, exploring the Mountains of the East

Indies, and many new and valuable plants have been

the result. The Rhododendrons from the Himalayas

in particular, were Mr. Nuttall's favorites. Late

last fall, Mr. N.'s gardener became insane and had to

be suddenly removed, and just about that time a case

of plants arrived from Mr. Booth. In his anxiety to

open the case, he unfortunately overstrained himself,

and from the time of his injury gradually sunk—he

died, aged 75.

Mr. Nuttall's attachment to America was particu-

larly strong. Though so near the continent of

Europe, he never visited it ; and beyond a single trip

to Ireland, never left England after his last visit to

the United States.

We have been rather lengthy in our notice for our

journal, but looking on Nuttall, as one of the most dis-

tinguished patriarchs of Botany and Arboriculture our

country has produced, we were anxious to render our

tribute to his memory. It will remain for our Scientific

Societies to do it full justice, as we are sure they will.

His name will be perpetuated amongst the vota-

ries of science, not only by his labors and discoveries,

but also by a beautiful genus of Rosaceas called in

honor of him "Nuttallia." The portrait with which

this notice is accompanied, has been pronounced by

several of his old friends as a most faithful one. Its

resemblance to most of the portraits of Sir Walter

Scott is qaite striking.
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_ TRAVELLING NOTES.
Mr. IC. Reid, Elizabclhlown, New Jersey. We had

prepared some Notes of Mr. Reid's beautiful Nursery,

but a correspondent in another column has stepped

in before us. Wo were about, therefore, dismissing

the topic by saying that we fully endorse what he

says; but we must not neglect the opportunity to

say that Mr. R. has m.idc one of the prettiest Ever-

green hedges in his grounds, out of the While Cedar

of the swamps, Cupressus Ihuyoides, and that his

Wellingtonia or Sequoia gigantca is perhaps the

prettiest in the Union. It is perfectly hardy. It was

about six feet thick. We saw a Libocedrus Chilo-

ensis 6 feet high, protected in winter. There is a

fine Weeping Beech in the grounds, about 25 feet

high. Mr. R. has hedges of everything that will do.

They are about 3 feet wide at the base, curving to a

point in the centre ; and even beautiful as he keeps

them, he ridicules the idea that they cost as much

even as a post and rail fence. The place altogether

occupies about thirty-five acres, and demands the

services, on the average, of twelve men, and it is safe

to say that under Mr. R.'s sys'em of management he

raises as much as some places of three times the ex-

tent. The numbers of acres is a poor measure of

business. At Princeton, New Jersey, we called at—

•

Woodlawn, the residence of R. S. Field, Esg.

Every one has heard of this beautiful place, and fine

Evergreens. The second best Cedar of Lebanon in

the Union is here. A fine Deodar, 8 feet high. Picea

pichta, a beautiful specimen, 7 feet. A very fine

ThujiopsisborealiSj provingquite hardy and extremely

beautiful. JuniperuS squamata, from which more

beautiful effects can be produced than perhaps from

any other dwarf evergreen. Retinospora ericoides, a

very hardy and distinct small evergreen, 3 feet. A
beautiful Wellingtonia, about 5 feet high and 4 feet

thick. A Biota pendula, or weeping arborvits, about

8 feet high. Perhaps one of the finest specimens of

common Juniper is here, being about 12 feet high and

36 feet in circumference; with so much attention as

is now given to compact dense forms of trees, it is a

treat once in a while to see specimens like these,

commanding admiration for rugged beauty. In the

same idea some specimens of Juniperus prostrata,

trailing in patches of 20 feet or more in diameter over

the lawn, impressed us with their beauty. A Weep-
ing Sophora here has grown with great vigor and

luxuriousness, and forms a striking object. One of

the prettiest things, to our mind, was a hedge of

Chinese Arborvitw, which, in a somewhat sheltered

situation, seemed perfection itself. Mr. Field's place

is quite extensive, and in the various departments of

Arboretum, Pleasure Ground, Forcing Houses,

f,
I Graperies, Plant houses, Fruit and Vegetable garden,

/^ afforded us a rich treat which we shall long remember.

Mr. Noice, the worthy gardener, has been here nearly

twenty years, a fact which it gives us great pleasure

to record, knowing how much it is to to the benefit of

the gardens at any rate, to have as few changes as

possible in their cultivator.^. In Princeton, at the

suggestion of our neighbour .Mr. W. Saunders, whom
wc fortunately met here, engaged in his profession of

Landscape Gardener, we made a call on

—

Mr. Vandevenler, who has a Dwarf Pear Orchard of

several acres, in the rear of his city store, and we
certainly were more than amply repaid. They were
principally Louise Bonne de Jersey, although there

were individual specimens of many other kinds. No-
thing could excel the heallh, beauty and productive-

ness of these trees. If we remember right, Mr. V.

told us these trees were 15 years planted, and were

annually in fruit, as we then saw them. The soil

was what we liave always recommended for dwarf

Pears, namely : warm, with a naturally damp subsoil.

At the foot of the grounds, which have very little fiiU,

a fish pond exists, showing how low is the garden

ground. To judicious thinning of the fruit, however,

does Mr. V. attribute his great success. He thinks

that more dwarf pears have been killed by overbear-

ing when young, than by any other cause ; an opinion

in which we entirely coincide. At Bloomingdale,

near Bristol, Penna. , about twenty miles trom Phila.,

is the immense Seed Farm of

Mr. David Landreth. Messrs. Landreth's is pro-

bably the oldest existing house in the United States,

having been started over seventy years ago. Their

large and constantly incre.ising Seed business caused

them, some years ago, to devote their undivided at-

tention to the seed department, abandoning entirely

their nursery trade. But with the business, Mr.

Landreth has not evidently giveu up the love of trees

and flowers, for his grounds contain some of the finest

and handsomest specimens of many rare kinds, wo

have yet seen. Particularly fine are the White

Spruces (JIbies .ilba,) one of them, perhaps not more

th.in 25 feet high, measured 60 feet around the

branches, with which it w-as clothed to the ground.

Many of the rare pines were so large as to be bearing

cones freely. We noticed this in particular with

Abies Morinda, the Himalayan Spruce, and Picea

Cephalonica, the latter especially, which was nearly

15 feet hiffh. One of the Morindas we noticed, about

8 feet, and very perfect in appearance. An Abies

Menziesii—California White Spruce, about 10 feet

high, was truly beautiful, and we have no word left

that can fullj' express our admiration of a Picea

pichta, about 8 feet high. We think no kind, rare or

old, excels this in beauty. Its foli.ige is so feathery,

and of such a pleasing groon, that in these respects at

least, it has no superior.

Mr. Landreth has been very successful with Rhodo

^•'K^
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dendrons. One thing was conclusive from his experi-

ments, that although they do best under the shade of

trees, they must bo kept away from their roots; a

very dry soil, such as tree roots effect is fatal to suc-

cess. The Dwarf Pear Orchard was loaded with

pears, and all classes of fruit seciucd thriving in wild

luxuriousncss.

About three miles south of Mr. Landreth's is the

Nursery of Mr. John S/icrwuoil, one of those bene-

factors to the horticultural communily who grow

plants for their own amusement and gratification, as

well as for the money to be made of them. Though

but a few years since Mr. S. changed to his present

location, he has already managed to surround himself

with many rare and beautiful things. A Pinus Sab-

iniana, about 5 feet high, was conspicuous for its

glaucous hue, and distinct appearance, and amongst

other hardy evergreens, good specimens of Cupressus

religiosa, Weeping American Arborvitae, Juniperus

daurica, Callitris glaucescens, Juniperus recurva-

densis, a strong grower and weeper, and Cupressus

elegans. In the flower borders the beautiful herba-

ceous plant Lobelia aurea was in bloom; also Spiroea

Billardii, a pink flowered shrub, valuable for continu-

ing in bloom from July till frost. Amongst the rare

deciduous trees, Quercus fastigiata, a variety of Eng-

lish Oak, growing upright like a Lombardy poplar,

specimen about 8 feet high ; and Ulmus sempervirens

with very small leaves were striking.

Mr. S. pays great attention to Evergreens, most of

them being frequently transplanted, and set out with

plenty of space for each to develope themselves.

The Nursery occupies but twelve acres, but yet so

carefully cultivated and well stocked, that an " out-

sider"' would wonder where the produce was allgrown,

and so great is the variety cultivated that we fancy

it would be difEcult to enquire for a fruit or tree in

common cultivation that could not be supplied.

FRUIT GROWERS SOCIETT OF EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA.

The first meeting of this new association, will be

held on the second Wednesday of February—this time

at Lancaster, Pa.

It is impossible to over estimate the advantages

likely to ensue from its efforts, and we earnestly hope

it will receive the support of all practical men—by
their attendance where practicable ; but, where that

is not possible, by forwarding specimens of the fruits

of their region,—Eastern Pennsylvania, and north of

Maryland and Delaware—and also notes of their ex-

perience with various fruits, in their qualities, modes

of culture, diseases &.c. Anything loft at the office of

the Monthly, we will with pleasure hand over to the

proper authorities Dr. Eshleman of Downingtown,
is President, and Thos. N. Harvey, Jennerville, Sec-

retary, from whom we presume any information de-

sired can bo obtained.

ERRORS IN DESIGNING FLOWER BEDS.
A correspondent in Can.ida sends us the annexed

sketch of a flower bed he has designed, intending it

to represent a maple leaf. He thinks it ha-; a pretty

effect, and asks our opinion. We thought at first to

simply say by a few lines under the hc.id of Inquiries

and Answers, that we did not altogether approve of

the idea, but we thought we could make it answer a

good purpose by engraving it, and show wherein its

defects lie. To teach what errors to avoid, is often

more useful than to teach what objects to encompass.

In laying out flower beds, it is very common to

make the form of the beds the first consideration. In

the following note our correspondent falls in with the

general idea.

"Above is a rough sketch of a flowerbed suggested

by the form of a maple leaf. If you think there is

any merit in it, please insert it in the Monthly. Many
fine forms for beds and garden ornaments might be

taken from the outlines of natural objects, as most of

them are simple, and therefore beautiful."

All this has to be reversed. When a flower bed is

set out oa the lawn, and especially when it is filled

with flowers the eye seldom rests on its shape, but on

that of the larger object which it is set to adorn,

namely the lawn itself.

This is more especially the case with belts of shrub-

bery and long borders. In striking out a bed or belt,

therefore, the idea should be to note what kind of an

outline it will give to the grass or grounds surround-

m'^
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ing it. A very ugly bed will often make the lawn

look pretty, and the contrary with pretty ones. By
turning to our correspondent's plan, it will be found

very objectionable in this respect. The walks here

are the real objects seen. It is their outlines, and not

the outlines of the beds that the eye takes in. Not

only the eye, but the feel also rebel against the idea;

and in turning the sharp corners, will with difficulty

be restrained from injuring them. A walk should be

always leading ; encouraging and inviting us by their

smoothness and freedom of outline.

When a set flower bed is to be looked down on

from an elevation, the outline of the whole will then

be an object; but even (hen care must be taken not

to adopt forms that will render the outlines of the

ground view repulsive. In this respect, the oval form

of our correspondent's plan is good, and few errors

can be made with either ovals or circles. They ac-

cord with almost any other part of the ground.

NOTICE.
Our excellent correspondent, Mr. William Bright

of the Logan Nursery, left this city on the 8th of

December last, on a trip to England, where he in-

tends to spend several weeks in visiting the principal

horticultural establishments and Government gar-

dens, and has promised us some Notes of his excur-

sion for publication. Mr. Bright is a keen observer,

and possesses the faculty of telling what he sees, arid

we hope for some interesting and useful matter from
his pen on the progress of horticulture in England.

TO ADVERTISERS.
Wc wish to urge upon our advertisers the import-

ance of writing their advertisements very plainly and

carefully. As a proof of the importance of this, we
will cite an instance of recent occurrence. Our
friends, J. L. Darlington & Co., of West Chester,

Penna., prepared an advertisement for our November
number, and after it was written, altered one of the

prices, and in folding up the letter, blotted it. It was
received at the office just as the paper was going to

press, and was inserted so as to read

—

imuld sell good

strong plants of Hybrid Perpetual Roses for $5 per 100!

instead of S15. This error proved a very serious

matter to our friends, as will .appear from the follow-

ing extract of a letter received from thorn:

*'Wo have been fairly over-run with orders for Ro?es; and what
ts tlie worst of all is lli.it wo received several letters frnm our

brother nurioryraen. reprimanding us severely, not only for under-

itetling them, btit for selling an article far below the actual cost of

raising it. These letters have all to be answered, and you can

imagine the trouble it has given us."

We will merely add th«t knowing the importance

of correctness in this department, wo have exercised

great care in reading proof, and arc pleased to find

that this is the only mistake of any consequence that

has occured during the past year, and even this is not,

under the circumstances, wholly chargeable to us.

We hope most sincerely that our friends will not be

the looscrs by it in the end, as even the price, as cor-

rected, strikes us as being remarkably low.

<!^uFsiions enb SSnstDprs.

Heating by a Tank of Hot-Water— /. S.

Lippincotl.—Your idea is quite practical, indeed, our

Propagating-house is provided with just such a con-

trivance for obtaining bottom heat. AVe shall revert

to the subject further with your article next month.

Very much obliged by your kind postscript.

Origin of the Del.^ware Gr.\pe.—The sugges-

tion we made in our November number, from reasons

there stated, that many varieties of grape existed on

the Delaware, forming a class of their own, of which

the kind in cultivation as Delaware is the type, has

created some attention. The Hortieulturist, and

Germanlou-n Telegraph announced broadly that the

Delaware had been " found wild in the woods of

Pennsylvania." Dr. Grant defies them to produce

any evidence to prove the statement, and so far we
think he is right.

A Correspondent of the Rural New Yorker is also

considerably exercised. Though we made no refer-

ence to Mr. Ott's article, except to express surprise

that he should give so bad an i ccount of his grape,

which, by the way, we have never seen; he fancies

we "in part endorsed" the article, and that some
" ulterior motives " have been brought to bear on

Mr. Ott, and which he intimates to be "some dream"

of the Editor's. Some men's olfactories arc more acute

than their understandings.

This " smelling of rats," may bo the right step to

an antidote in an infested btiilding, but it is the bane

of horticultural discussions. The Editor of the Rural

is more impartial, though he seems to suppose that

because we said, in all probability "the Delaware's

home," alluding, as our whole .article did, to its

origin, " is on the banks of the Delaware," we must

necessarily mean the Delaware grape, so called, itself.

Wo thought our own qualification of "similar va-

rieties'' would be sufficient to prevent any misunder-

standing. But it is probably an oversight of tho

Editor of the Rural.

We are glad that wo have called the attention of

pomologists to this subject. There are but few ques-

tions in which some individuals may not find an

opportunity to indulge in personalities and ill feeling

if they are so disposed, and this one will be no excep-

tion. The fact of four bunches of grapes from four
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different localities along- the Delaware, all differing

in size and shape of bunch and berry, and yet so

nearly approaching in general character, that a com-

mittee composed of the principal pomologists of tho

Philadelphia Society, pronounced (hem all "Dela-

ware," is a fad, and one of itself suggestive, as we
have stated, of different origins, and which is still

more suggestive when we remember that bunches

from the original Ohio vines are now produced all

over the country with singular uniformitj- of char-

acter. We make no assertion that they are from

different origins, but think the inference is not forced

that they are quite likely to be.

We hope our friends will continue their investiga-

tions. With Jefferson, we believe, that " error is

harmless when truth is left free to combat it," and

our columns are open, without reference to the result

to which our correspondent's discoveries may lead.

Baskkt Willows.— George Jiliey.

The Salir Russelliana is the kind of willow gene-

rally grown around Philadelphia for osier work, and

is the same as usually employed by nurserymen for

tying. They are mostly grown on swampy ground

in rows, 8 feet by 2. A crop, sometimes two, of hay

is also cut off per annum, and enters into the calcu-

lation of profit from the plantation. The crop is not

worth much till the third year, when it will produce

about SI5 per acre. About five or six years after

planting, they are in their prime, and will afford from

15 to 20 pounds from each stack, and bring prices

ranging from 4 to 5 cents per pound when cleaned

The willows are cut just before the buds burst in

spring, and must be kept moist till cleaned, which lat-

ter is done either by a hand scraper, or what is called a

horse, which any blacksmith and ingenious carpenter

together can make. There is no regular machine of

any consequence employed that we know.

As to whether the willow will be as good raised in

Louisiana as here, we would not like to advise you.

Usually the more climate or soil favors a luxuriant

vegetation, the more brittle any given wood becomes;

but we apprehend there would be no material differ-

ence in the willow. That, however, should be tested

before going into it extensively.

Peach Worms.—John, Lynchburg, Va.

We have little faith in baring the roots for the

winter to kill the worm. Rather run a wire into

their holes; or better still cut them out with a jack-

knife, and then tar the stem two inches under the

soil, and a half inch or so above. We never found

any injury from tar, but some report they have. Tar

may at times vary in strength. To be safe, a piece

of muslin may be wrapped around first, and Uuxl

tarred. Dwarf pears require the same looking after.

The bone dust you refer to will benefit both the pears

and grape vines, sprinkled on the surface and raked

in. One year Catawba grapes we would rather plant

in spring than fall.

X. N., St. Charles, Illinois.—We cannot name var-

ieties of Strawberries by their leaves alone. Some-

times we can tell what a kind is 7ioi by its leaves, but

never certainly what // is. Gooseberry Seed should

be rubbed out in sand as soon as the fruit is ripe, and

sown at once without drying it; the pot or box of

seed should then be placed in a cellar or any dark

place till spring, or they show sign of germination,

when they should at once have light and warmth.

The soil must never be allowed to get drj- after the

seed is sown. There are many varieties of grapes,

some with a buff rust under the leaves, some pale

green; some leathery and some thin; some with

leaves deeply lobed, and some with regular margins.

Nothing can be guessed as to the value of your seed-

lings by any of these characters, but persevere, some

good ones may be among them for all. Much obliged

by your very kind letter which has been handed to

the publisher.

Co.MaMuxicatioxs and other favors received from

G. R. and others.

BpIh enb ^erp fvnih.

General Havelock Strawberry—is described

in the English journals as being the earliest of the

known kinds. It ripens as early as the Black Prince.

The berries are as large as Keen's Seedling, very firm,

and red throughout, first-rate flavor, and very heavy

cropper, and will color well in the most unfavorable

weather. It comes in a fortnight earlier than Jllice

Maude, Keens' Seedling, Prince of Wales, or any of

the larger sorts.

Lenoir and Ohio Grape.—At page 173 we no-

tice the opinion of the Horticultural Editor of the

Southern Cultivator, that "these grapes were nearly, if

not altogether, the same. Mr. W. rs. White corrects

this in a recent number.

The Griffith Peach.—Can any of our corres-

pondents point out wherein this kind differs from the

Susquehanna? We have not seen the fruit ourselves,

but find an opinion prevailing that they are " nearly,

if not altogether, the same."

The Water Apple.—We have frequently heard

the Germans of the interior of Pennsylvania, speak

in high terms of their Water Apple; and we, last

Summer, wrote to Mr. Youngken, of Richlandtown,
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to favor us with specimens, if possible, in due sea-

son, and some time ago had the pleasure of receiving

a box from him.

There is nothing in the appearance of the apple to

recommend it, beinf; less inviting, if possible, than a

Newtown Pippin. In eating, it is very suggestive of

Smith's Cider, and may originally be a seedling from

that valuable variety. To our taste it is not first

rate, but so many differ from us, that we almost hesi-

tate to say so. The following is the description from

the specimen before us

:

Oblong ovate, tapering a little towards the apex.

Skin pale yellowish white, sparsely strewn with

blackish dots on the sunny side, with a slight blush

cheek; calyx small, rather deeply set ; stalk slender,

not projecting beyond the fruit. Flesh very white,

crisp, juicy and very tender, delicate, so much so as

to be easily crushed ; flavor very good. Dec. 1st.

Since writing the above, another friend, dating

from Bucks County, Pa., says in a private letter;

—

" I look upon the " Water" the same as I do upon

the Bartlett among the pears, taking all things into

consideration. I think it is the best apple I have out

of about two hundred varieties; its bearing qualities,

the beautiful habit of the tree, and the quality of the

fruit, I think, has no superior. It is a first-rate

eating apple, and second to none for baking. It

never becomes mealy like other apples, but will ripen

like a pear; the longer you keep them the better they

get.

Bompsfir InfFlIigpnrp.

ScuppERNONO Grape.—Mr. Van Buren, in the

HorlicuUuriU, says that the impression of many that

there is a white and black variety, identical in every

respect but color, is erroneous. The true Scupper-

nong is a seedling from the Southern Muscadine or

Bullet grape, and is white. The wild (bl.ick) one

has imperfect flowers ; this has not. Some class it ,is

a fox grape, Mr. B. says it has nothing in common.

It belongs to Vilis Velpina, and not V. Labrusca.

He thinks it cannot be excelled as a wine grape for

the South.

Seeding Down Young ORtH.\RDS.—Our calendar

writer does not arrogate to himself all the practical

knowledge in the country, and is rather pleased than

otherwise with respectful criticism from those whose

experience is equal at least to his own. We there-

fore cheerfully insert the following remarks of the

"Couniry GenlUman."

" The Gardener's Monthly is an excxjilcnt practical

paper, and we are therefore surprised to sec in the

la-;t number a recommendation to seed down a young

orchard the next spring after planting, with orchard

grass. This recommendation is the more extraordi-

nary as it immediately follows directions for the

management of dwarf pears. All wc ask the editor

is, to try this mode alongside the practice of keeping

up a system of broadcast cultivation by horse labor.

We have seen both ways tried so often, with such in-

variable and striking results, that we supposed the

matter settled long ago with all intelligent culti-

vators."

In this instance we think still we are right. Wo
are aware that " the matter has been settled long ago

with many intelligent cultivators." But we think it

is one that will not stay " settled." That fruit trees

grow better, and seem more thriving for the first ten

yeajs under the system of tearing-up the fibrous

surface roots, we admit; but that they are perma-

nently injured, we believe to be the fact.

Cultivators arc only now beginning to understand

the importance of taking care of the surface fibres by

shallow planting, surface manuring, and by every

means encour.iging the growth of the feeding roots

at the surface of the ground. The old-school illustra-

tion of the wise man who "dug about the roots of his

trees," cutting of their best fibres in order to "admit

the air to them," we think will soon be blotted from

the records of good culture. Our readers will not

forget that to the recommendation criticised by our

friends of the Country Gentleman, we added " under

the trees in an orchard so l.iid down in grass, the sur-

face should every second year receive a good top-dres-

sing of manure or guano."

SunTERRANEAN NuRSEHiES. — An enterprising

Frenchman in Newark has started an establishment

for the raising of mushrooms and truffles for the table.
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SCARLET-FRUITED XGG PLANT.
This variety of the Solanum tribe has been raised in the vicinity of Paris, from seed obtained from

Portugal. The plant attains the height of about a metre, ("39 inches^ and the leaves are generally 6 inches

long. In its general appearance, the plant closely resembles the common variety of the S. Melongcna.

The fruit is about the size of a hen's egg, of a beautiful scarlet color and shaped as in the cut annexed.

In the vicinity of Paris the fruit is rather tasteless when cooked, but in a warmer climate it is doubtless

better. As an ornamental plant, nothing is prettier than this plant when in fruit.

—

Revue Horticole.

Tritoxia aurea.—This old, but now rejuvenated and beautiful bulb, is beginning to attr.ict universal

attention. The following, from the Collage Gardener, is the best mode of treating it:

The old bulbs, with the travelling suckers attached, should be taken up and potted, and kept a little

moist all the winter, and in February the suckers should be taken off and potted like cuttings round a pot,

and be kept growing on all the spring, and bo planted out by the end of May. If the old roots have any

fresh leaves in February, keep them watered also ; if not, they may be let to rest for six weeks. We treat

this plant as an evergreen, and have it in bloom till December.

f i
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Cucumber Vinegar.—This is excellent for using

with salad and culd meat. Put fifteen large Cucum-

bers, paired and sliced thin, into a jar with three pints

of vinegar, four onions sliced, three shallots, a little

garlic, two large spoonfuls of salt, three tea-spoonfuls

of pepper, and half a tea-spoonful of Cayenne pep-

per. Let these stand four days, give the whole aboil,

then strain and filter the liquor into bottles for use.

—

Collage Gardener.

Union of Hobticulti.rai. Societies.—We no-

tice in the Revue Horticole, that the various Horticul-

tural Societies of Belgium have united into one con-

federation. An idea we think worthy of considera-

tion with those of out own counlry.

Spkrgula pilifeba, the new substitute for grass,

is now sold by Henderson's of London, at four shil-

lings or one dollar a dozen. Its home is Corsica.

Curious fact in Grafting—The Rerue Horlicole

says that the thorny Cralcerius rliiji/na losses its thorns

when grafted on C. oxyacantha.

The Madras Radish is a kind grown for its pods.

It is praised in the Collage Gardener. We saw it re-

cently at jMr. Buchanan's, Astoria, N Y.

yoPFign (Jorppxponbpnrp*

From our Regular Euglish Correspondent.

It is pleasant to notice the great change which is

taking place a nongst our people. The love of gar-

dening and flowers is seizing all classes from the

highest to the poorest; and hundreds who once re-

sorted to the tavern, the ring, or to dog fights for

amusement, now find greater pleasure in their homes

their flowers, and their gardens.

In the Manchester Botanical Gardens, this season,

an experiment has been tried to entice the working

classes from the town and its pollutions, to nature's

domain ; and most gratifying have been the results.

The Gardens were thrown open at the charge of six-

pence. All the plants then in flower in tlie Gardens

were collected together in the large exhibition house,

and tastefully arranged b)' the curator, (Mr. Bruce

Findlay,) so as to make quite a display. These were

posted as "Exhibitio»s for the People," and gave

them the highest satisfaction, and as there was no

award of prize money, the profits to the Gardens

would be considerable. We learn that these exhibi-

tions are to be continued with improvements; the

plants will be arranged according to their class and

order, so as to impart Botanical knowledge as well as

pleasant and innocent amusement. We trust other

Public Gardens will imitate this excellent practice,

for from it good must spring.

j

The exhibitions throughout the country, in towns

and villages are not without their results on multi-

tudes, and those grand gatherings at "The Crystal

Palace," with the increasing number of visitors who
now must see the shows there, is cheering to think

about and to see. This is not all : other gardens are

spoken of as "soon lobe;" of noble dimensions, in

great attractiveness, while down in the North of

Yorkshire there is talk of a country village having

its park, pleasure ground, and gardens. And we arc

proud and pleased to see and hear of our brethren

across the Atlantic, stirring themselves on this im-

portant matter, for we know if our neighbors begin

in earnest, they will do the thing handsomely. An-
other important feature we must notice in this hasty

sketch, is the nurseries, the seed grounds, and manu-
factories, where millions of plants are annually

created and circulated. Let any one who can remem-

ber the imlilut'on called a nursery as it existed twenty

years ago, and then with the picture of this primitive

abortion in his mind, with its dirt and disorder, let

him visit some of those princely places, which we
could easily enumerate by the dozen, and while look-

ing at the neat and clean and orderly arrangements

that are in force both in doors and out, and then look

at the superior skill manifested in the propagation

and cultivation of plants which at one time was

thought impossible to be kept alive, and then consider

the vivlue of some of these plants, the great cost at

which they are procured and kept by clever men at

home, and indefatigable men abroad, and it will be

seen there has been the work of a century's improve-

ment condensed into the space of twenty years. In

short, every indication points clearly to a greatl)- im-

proving and increasing fondness for floriculture and

horticulture.

The potato disease has again, this season, visited

us with unabated virulence, and seems .as if it would

drive the pctato out of cultivation.

A malady, something similar to the potato disease

has made its appearance amongst the turnips, and for

the last few years it has been spreading. These

scourges are creating a very uneasy feeling amongst

many of our principal cultivators; the cause seems

wrapped in obscurity, and many careful experiments

give no satisfactory result.

The "Cottager's Kale" has been very extensively

planted, and has proved itself a very desirable and

useful vegetable, being a decided improvement on the

"Cabbage Sprout," the "Savoy," or the " Brusscl

Sprout." When well cooked the vegetable is ex-

tremely tender, and as far as we can learn, very di-

gestible. It is, moreover, very hardy and very pro-
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lific, and as it follows the early potatoes, fin planting

after them,) the rotation of cropping is advanta-

geously carried out. Wc find it the best policy to

plant plenty of early potatoes, which wo use when

ready, and find we can get a greater proportion of

good tubers from this method than by depending on

the winter crop, which wc think best to buy in.

Groat attention is now bestowed on "Hhubarb,"

amongst us, and wc have some very excellent sorts

for forcing, principally the early scarlet kinds, pro-

bably the demand for this fine antiscorbutic vegetable

may induce some of our wealthy speculators to grow

it for the million at a cheaper rate. Large quanti-

ties of wine is yearly made from some of the later

kinds, such as the "Victoria," etc., and in a season

like the present, where apples are scarce, v has been

greedily used for preserves.

In fruit growing, the "Golden Hamburg" grape,

and the " Bowood Muscat" are generally well liked,

and have kept well up this season. The grape crops

have been good this year; we have had a fine dry

summer, with plenty of sunshine, which in many

situations, is very desirable for the perfection of the

crop. So many failures have occurred at various

times in .ittcmpting to grow such fruits as the Peach

on open walls, that people think it advisable to make

what are called glass walls, as a protection. These

are heated by artificial means, and a crop is secured

with far greater certainty than by trusting to the

accident of a suitable season ; we have lately seen

several of these structures at Wortlcy, the seat of

Lord Wharncliffe, and were informed by Mr. Law,

the gardener there, that they were built quite as

cheaply as if a flucd wall had been built instead on

the old principle, and judging from the clean and

healthy appearance of the trees, and the fine, well-

ripened condition of the wood, there seems every

probability of an excellent crop. A number of these

places may be heated by one boiler; this is a great

convenience to those who have the management, in

some cases where fined walls were used, and ten sepa-

rate fires required to heat them by the substitution of

the one boiler system ; the work h.is been better done,

of course cheaper, so far as fuel is concerned, and

much labor economized, and the nuisance of the large

quantities of smoke avoided. Another contrivance

for fruit growing is the orchard house ; these arrange-

ments are pretty popular, particularly among.'^t the

amateurs. In several instances surprising crops of

fruit have been produced on Liliputian trees ; in other

cases there has been great disappointment.

We prefer the glass wall as being cheaper and better

and more certain ; we have seen some very creditable

Black Ilambro' grapes produced under the shelter of

these glass walls, and for the cultivation of some of

our beautiful climbers these structures are very suit-

able. Wo have seen Rynchospermum jasminoides,

Ceanothusdentatus, and several of the passion flowers,

with many others in very fine'condition ; they were

planted out in suitable borders with trellis at the

back. I do not wish to be understood as saying that

the peach and climbers dj well together, only that

the structure is suitable for either purpose and can be

profitably or pleasantly employed, as the case may be.

Glass is now so cheap, and so much of it can be

heated by one fire, and the urgent demand for early

vegetables and more fruit so pressing, that we confi-

dently expect to see ground covered by the acre with

artificial means of producing these requisites.

We believe it would be impossible to grow Mush-

rooms enough to supply the demand for them, and

the charge for them is sometimes very high, yet they

meet with a ready sale. This season there has been

an unusually large supply of Field Mushrooms, prin-

cipally a strong, large, coarse variety of the ^garicus

campesiris, not possessing the smell or flavor of the

true variety; these were freely purchased, and in

quick time.

Amongst the now common incidents of horticul-

tural progressiveness, is the demand which exists for

such articles as Sea Kale and Asparagus. Some

3'ears since, amongst even respectable society, such

things were hardly known to exist, while now they

are looked for just as peas are expected in June. We
have tried an experiment on the forcing of Sea Kale,

as follows: in the middle of the winter, in a very

warm chamber or cellar which holds a large number

of hot water pipes, (the heat cannot be less than 903

night and day. it is moreover, what we gardeners call

dry air, the place is perfectly dark,J we took up some

good, strong three year old roots, and introduced some
soil for the purpose of planting them in; when this

was done they were covered over with pots, as is

usually done, watered and left. In eighteen days I

was agreeably surprised to find the pots filled with

abundance of the very finest Sea Kale I had ever

seen. Unfortunately, this could not be cooked to the

satisfaction of my employer, although the cook tried

several methods with it; it was stringy and of a

strong flavor. The experiment was not entirely satis-

factory, yet I think it worth recording for it may bo

suggestive to others, and it proves the possibility of,

at least producing the vegetable in quick time. I

intend to " try again," the next time to keep it more
air-tight and moist.

We might show, if our space permitted, how
astonishingly the supply of plants, (forced plantsj

have increased in the market, certainly forty percent,

over twenty years ago. Thousands of Camellias are

purchased by window gardeners—cottagers, in fact

—

so with Hyacinths, untold numbers of these are

creditably grown; large quantities of Mignionette

m^
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and of musk plants are purchased by othera, and few

plants are more durable for window decoration than

Mignionette, and when suspended in those liltle terra

cotta vases they seem to bloom better than in pots,

more particularly if permitted to droop over the rim

and hang down. We observe lots of the beautiful

Jasminum grandiflorum in bloom, in small pots; a

most charming plant, with a scent as sweet as the

orange blossom, and a flower much larger; these arc

sold remarkably cheap, and judging from the nuniber

of buds which cluster on each plant, we should sup-

pose, under proper care, they would continue in

bloom nearly the whole of the winter.

Daphnes in small pots, with blossoms upon them,

and plants of the Poinsetlia pulcherrima ; these are

kept quite dwarf and are extremely gay and desirable

and sell vcrj- well. Cyclamens, too, are in request,

and no wonder, for when properly managed they are

most beautiful.

^orfiruffuPBl ^odFfips.

[Our space Tvill not gcnprally allow of our giving a full list of
premiums iiwardcd by our Societies, and we shall usually couliuo
ourselves to giving the names uf those who obtain the Fik.st and
L.\U'.ii;?T I'reniiams]

CINCINNATI HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY.
KOVEMBEU 19th.

rreVulent Has<-Itino in the Ch^ir.
The ((uestioii for discussion of the d^y—the time and manner of

api'!yin;a: miinnres—having boon caIled,'Dr. J. A. Warder observed
Ihiit i« bouefit growing crops, electricity and h«^rtt were the chief
Kiimiihints. and Ihc mode of applicaiiun would depend very much
upon Iho kind of crops cultivated. Vor clay so. Is he preferred
groen manure, as it decomposed more slowly ih;in mere humus.
He rw.mmended composting various iugrcdienis, and the saving
of the di-ainai,'e to apply as manure-water to the land.

Mr. Hnchanan manured at all sea.sous, but midsummer rubbish
of every kind he cullects in a well to rot. Mostly manures in fall,

but with the idea mainly of saving spring work.
Mr MoUier agreed with the two la.st.'*peiikers. Compost for light

Boils—fresh manure for clay. Mixes soil with his manure lo ab-
sorb the gases.

l)r. Mo^he^ spread his manure, and plowed it in in the spring.
Mr. 1). li, Piersim's experience corroboraled that of the former

speaker. He advocated surface-manuring, and the preservation of
the rootlets.

Mr. Addis found it more profitable to keep stock, and cultivate
manure, than to haul it fn>m cities. Advocated uuderdrainiug in
clayey soil.s, and the application of li<iuid manure.

Mr. Price opposed surface-manuring. It lost by evaporation.
D. B. Picrson considered that the evaporaiiea does no harm. The

salt vats which evaporate simply remove the watery parts. Guano
remains on the islands strong for thousand^* of years. If yuu stir

guano it will make your eyes smart like pepper. The ammonia
Kiill exists, even under the equator. Xaturo has provided that the
chief volatile parts should descend into the earth, particulariy with
rain^i, and the watery portions ascend.
Mr. Sanford disagreed with the last speaker. Sheltering manure

was an admitteil advantage.
Mr. Mnller sheltere.l his manure, but. for all, thought a load of

fresh manure, spread on the surface, did more good than four if

old.

I>r. Warder observed that Sulphate of Lime would prevent the
loss of ammonia in fermentation.

Mr. Kelly wonld plow manure slightly under the surface.
Moved by Mr. Addis, and residved, that a cnmmitleeboappointed

to agree upon a snitable design for tlie cmtemplated niDnument to
tho'ie who have distinguished themselves for their eminence in,
and pri>motion of the canxe of Horticulture, to bo erected ou a lot
in Spring fJrove Cemetery,
Accordingly the f»>Ilowing gentlemen were appointed a commit-

tee, viz: Messrs, UoiTner, Buchanan, Foote, Hearer and Strauch.

"^cr

Among the fruit exhibited Kovember 9th, the committee re-
ported :

TearSicdling from the farm of George Hoadley, of Cleveland,
*^hio, named Lycurgns, small rnsset, bearing some resemblance to
the St.'ckel, jncy, and rather sweet and buttery—specimens appar-
ently gathered premature. Anrl on the 10th It. F. Sanford p^e^elJted
from W. H. McKinney, of Morrow, Ohio, a seedling, a mate-red
striped apple, of medium size, flesh yellow, crisp, sub-acid, rich
-^nd aromatic, very good—not known, and we propose the name
of Governor Morrow.

Pears—Mr. Gregg exhibited the Anderson's Favorite, a favorite
with those who want a good bearer of a pear that bakea well, bean
well, and is barelv eatable at <,'hrisimas.

N0VEMnER2tith.
President Ilaseltine in the chair.
5Ir. J. S. Cook objected to unfcrmented manure from its intro-

duction of weeds. Major Milliken thought it was more important
to apply manure in its best stale, (namely green,) than to care for
weeds it induced.

Mr. Haseltiue thought the last speakers remarks might weigh
with the farmer, but not with the nicer operations of the horticul-
turist.

Mr. Mullet took this view; as also did Mr. Addis.
Mr. S. Koberts spoke of the value of calcined bones, prepared by

him.
Mr. Heaver said it required to be mixed with earth and manure

in three eqvial proportions, when it was excellent.
Mr. J. R. Gruen found it good for corn, and agreed wtth Mr.

Heaver as to its strength, and the necessity of composting it.

Dr. Warder praised it, and considered it worth two cents per lb.

Several other members referred to it, all agreeing as to its value
on tlie various crops they had tried it on.
Amongst many fruits reported on, were:
From E. J. Hooper, for Mr. Giltnore, SpringSeld, Illinois, Biltl-

raore red, conical, red. striped aud mixed, flesh whitish yellow,
tender, sweet, handsome and rather good.
From J. D. Park, for .1. Crain, Burkville, Illinois, the Holman, a

large, good keeping apple ; Limbertwig, agood keeper, rather large
for this variety.

Mr. Charles Parnell. gardener at College Hill, exhibited two va-
rieties of Celery—Symes' Victoria aud Cole's I.ate Ked—all very
gigantic, solid, of One form, and of excellent flavor ; but, by the
majority of those who tasted them. Cole's Late Kod obta'.ned the
preference. One of Symes' Victoria weighed four pounds aud a
half.

FRUIT GROWERS' OF COLUMBUS; OHIO.
Tlie ni'tic of th-' Fruil Growers' Meeting at Columbus, tthjo, on

the Till, ult.. did not reach us till Pecember 1st, or we would have
cheerfully announced it for the society.

CALIFORNIA STATE HORTICULTUEAL
SOCIETY.

Tlie Third Annual Fair .--eems to have been very successful, and
we are really astonished to find by the report how great is the
Horticultural resources of the (Jolden Slate. Aearly every kind of
fl.iwer. fruit, aud vegetable known in the older slates, was compe-
ted for. Mr. Wadsworth. the Editor of that excellent work the
<'ti/i/ornia CtiltnriM, delivered a beautiful address, studded with
many gems of original thought. Mr. W. denies that Hurticulturo
was roan's first employment, though it was so intended. }lo

thinks the S-^winf/ Mnffiine makers have a prior claim over us in

the patronage of our first parents. Our publisher also finds a fond
connection between horticulture and sewing machines.

FRANKFORD WORKINGMANS HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIEIY.

Dear Sir—Our Celery show camo otf on the 7th of October. We
had many exhibitors not only of Celery, but of other vecetables.

The early frost injured us; but having decorated the room, made
the alT.iir pleasini;, and our friends congratulate ns on the re'iuU.

I cannoi think of oc>-upying your vatnable space with giving the
name and weight of each, suthce it to say, that the specimens
ranged. White Solid. fr<im T'^' to 1 >-,' pounds . for Ked Solid, from
6'.( to l.V^ pound. The winuers were for While, first, Andrew
Walsh, second James Threlfall. third Thomas Nuttal; For the Ked,
first James Threfull, second Thomas >'ultal, third James S. Lord.

Si>ecial premiums wero also awarded to Kichard ScoH, for best

White Cabbage, and plate of !>alad ; James Tlirefall for best Ketl

Cabbage; Andrew Walsh for best Beel ; Wm. Fairhurst for Pars-

nips. As regards the growth of our Celery, we have come to the

conclnsiou that it requires a little salt which tends to kill insects

around the plant; and that it blanches best in saw dust, with a
little siilt mixed with the earth wlt4to earthing it up.

Wishing, as a society, success to your valuable publication,

I remain yours, Ac, Tuomas Hargeeavbs, Sec.

Frnnkford, Nov. 10. ]^r,^.

[We are much pleased to learn that yonr useful society has been
so successful, and hope it will stimulate the formation of similar

associations in other sections.—Eu.]
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FLOWER GARDEiM AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

No 1" hat the physical season of the Gardener's

year isi rcpl.acing the mental, all winter work should

be speedily got through with. Pruning especially

must be finished up. Some kinds of flowering shrubs

as Allhasas, Coluteas, Hypericums and otha-s that

flower from the new growth, should be severely

pruned. Others, as the Lilac, Pyrus Japonlca, and

such that flower from wood ripened last year, should

merely have their weak growth thinned out in

pruning.

In preparing to plant small places, arrange to em-

ploj' plenty of shrubbery ; nothing gives them so great

an air of completeness and finish as these. Our re-

marks last month are still applicable.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
There is nothing so acceptable as early vegetables,

and one of the most useful aids to this is a hotbed.

Every amateur should have one, as every well regu-

lated horticultural establishment regards it as one of

its most essential features. Not only is h.eat gene-

rated by manure more favorable to vegetation than that

from aty other kind of heat u.sually applied, but the

manure itself, after being so employed, seems better

than that preserved any other way. We would
sooner have one load of hotbed manure for horticul-

tural purposes, especially for pot plants generally,

than two of the same kind of manure that had not

been so employed.

The sashes for hotbeds are usually six feet long,

and about three feet wide; costing from S1.50 to $2

when glazed and finished. Most of the cost of sash

is in the work, the material costing little; so that,

where strong glass can be employed, glass fifteen

inches wide can be used. We have some made this

way, costing only eighty-seven cents each, completely

glazed. The constant jariing of sash, however, finds

out the weak places in the glass, and it is as well to

have a few sashes, adapted for six-inch glass, in order

to use up the pieces that occasionally offer from the

larger sash. The frame should be about 2} feet high

at back, and 1 in the front—steeper at the back, if

anything.

To make a hotbed, long stable manure should be

employed, and if it can be turned a couple of times,

before heating violently each time, before per-

manently using, the more regular will be the heat in

the bed and the longer will it last.

A south-eastern aspect is best for a hotbed and it

should be well sheltered from winds on the cold

quarter.

If the ground is dry, the soil may be dug out about

a foot in depth, but for very early forcing it is best

to have the whole above ground, as when sunk, the

cold rains or thawing snow collects in the pit and

cools the materials.

The foundation for the hotbed should be about

eighteen inches wider than the frame to be set on it

when finished, and the manure regularly laid on till

about the height of three feet has been obtained,

when the frame may be set on. It is not well to

tramp the manure too heavily, or the heat will be

too violent. Sometimes the manure is very "strawy,"

in which case it should be watered with drainage from

the manure heap, or the heat will be " a good lime

coming," when it would be very inconvenient to

" wait a little longer."

When the manure and frame are both fixed, a half

inch of soil should be thrown over the manure under

the sash to absorb the gross gases that would else be

too strong. For a few days after, the heat will be

too violent, but when the thermometer indicates a

tempei'ature of 90^, operations may begin ; but the

usual aim is 70'^. When the bed shows signs of

getting below this, linings of stable manure must be

applied round the frames, one and a half feet thick,

and if boards, shutters, mats, or any similar material

can be spread over these linings, the heat will be

maintained much longer.

Having secured the hotbed, Dahlias, Annuals, Cu-

^^
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cumbers, Tomatoes, Peppers, Egg-plants, and many
other interesting things can be started, by which we

may get several weeks ahead of our neighbors in the

enjoyment of vegetable luxuries, and when done with

the bed in May, it will be the very place for gloxinias

achimenes, and many other beautiful house plants

which delight in a warm moist heat.

There is so little to be said in February that wc
have not said in our January issue, or what it will

be time enough for us to say in March, that our hints

arc necessarily brief this month ; but by the beauti-

ful law of compensation, which seems to influence

the Monthly, as well as the other more perfect parts

of the universe, our other departments are so com-

pletely inundated by a flood of highly interesting

correspondence, that it will be a relief to our readers

to be allowed for once to flow easily and gracefully

over the bar which our hints usually present to them

at entrance of our monthly channel of in(elligence.

THE "FUNGUS" OF THE CUTTING BENCH.
BY PETKR HKNDtRSON, JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Mr. Editor:—I presume that few practical garden-

ers but have had experience of this pest, and in no-

ticing the subject it is with the hope that some from

among your readers may give some remedy for its

prevention, or if not, some solution of the manner of

its production. The pest alluded to is the white spider-

web-like appearance that wc designate by the conveni-

ent term of " Fungus." As your practical readers are

aware, a few hours contact of this substance with

young cutlings of a soft nature is certain destruction;

its course defying all the ordinary nostrums, of sul-

phur, lime, soot, ic.

In making experiments this fall to avoid this trou-

blesome customer, 1 satisfied myself that its origin

was wholly atmospheric.

The sand for our cutting Bench was carefully dug

from three or four feet below the surface, and placed

on the slates which had been previously thoroughly

cleansed and washed with hot lime. Yet with all

these precautions, in three days, the cuttings, or por-

tions of them became aflected with the "Fungus,"
even a portion of the sand, which had intentionally

been left without cuttings, was here and there spotted

with it. The atmosphere at the time was dense and

foSgy> which seems to be the state necessary to its de-

velopment: for on* persevering with our experiments

we found, on the weather becoming bright and clear,

that under the ssaroe circumstances wc were entirely

clear from it. Now if this annoyance is as we pre-

sume, wholly caused by a particular state of the at-

mosphere, to us a remedy seems out of the question.

But this belief once decided upon as fact, it would be

the meaiis of preventing many of the futile attempts

to remedy it now in constant practice.

[By w.iy of experiment this season we had a one

light frame set under a willow tree, placing two inches

of river sand on the bottom as a bed for cuttings. The
idea wa-s that the fungus originated from some " sour"

(a convenient expression to a gardener) matter in

the sand, which the vigorous fibres of the willow

might feed on and eradicate. The frame was filled

with cuttings of Azaleas, Pittosporums, and other

things that usually sufTer from the fungus. It was
vcr}' successful. On cnc occasion only was it observed

to make its appearance; but a light warm shower
soon after occuring the sash was left ofT, exposing the

cuttings to its influence, and the fungus from that

time forward did not appear. We shall be glad if

some other of our practical men will second Mr.
Henderson's call for information.

—

Ed.]

NEW METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING
VINERIES

;

DETACHED AXD DIVIDED B'll:i)KUS. ESTIRBLY IlfSIDK
THE HOrSE.

BY WM. BRIGHT, LOGAN NL'RSERV, PHIL ADEM'H I A.

We have. for a long time been of opinion that the

common method of constructing Vineries, with the

Border partly outside of the house, was not only un-

necessary but absolutely injurious to the health and

fruiting capacity of the Vines. The success which
we have attained in growing grapes in eleven inch

pots, producing a large crop of the finest fruit with-

out allowing the roots to extend beyond the limits of

the pot, convinced us that borders of the size usually

made were quite unnecessary. A moment's reflec-

tion upon the position of a vine, with part of its

roots and all its wood in a Hot-house, and its main
roots out of doors, would suffice to impress any one

at all familiar with grape culture, with the evi-

dent absurdity of the practice. Those who have had
any experience in the matter, know how much we
are at the mercy of the elements when vines are so

planted, how little we can control the heat or mois-

ture of the border, and what sad attacks the frost

makes upon the roots of the vines after all our care

in mulching, &c.

To break away from an old custom, so hoary and rev-

erend as this, is almost impossible; but we determined

to do it, and now present for the consideration of gar-

deners a Vinery constructed with the Border not only

entirely inside the house, but detached from the front

wall by an air chamber four inches wide, separated also

from the bottom soil by concrete and air chambers, and

from the earth inside the house by similar air cham-

bers, and then divided into sections two feet wide by

brick work so that the roots of one vine cannot min-

gle with the others, but each must remain as separate
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and distinct as if grown in a pot. This wc call a de-

tached and divided inside Border, and we might add

a suspended border, also, for the Border is abso-

lutely suspended in air, and nowhere do the sides

of the border tourh the adjacent soil or wall of the

hoasc. Under this arrangement, we attain a perfect

drainage, and have entire control over the tempera-

ture and moisture of the border, and we think it will

work admirably in practice.

Wc have just built aeold Vinery for Dr. J. S. Holgh-

TON, of this city, on this plan, one hundred feet long,

with a fixed roof, and a new method of ventilation,

by means of numerous front and back shutters, which,

in our vanity wc are pleased to think is a mo-

del of cheapness, beauty, and efficient working

capacity. The house is a lean-to, seventeen feet

wide, built in the best manner, and cost, with a back

wall of concrete, sixteen inches thick, solid as stone,

only about S450.

Without illustrations we can scarcely give a work-

ing plan of the house, but we may present such a

description of the Border as will serve to convey a

pretty good idea of it

:

The box or pit, into which the soil is placed, is

constructed of brick-work, resting upon a concrete

bottom. This concrete bottom is so bevelled as to

throw the drainage into a channel constructed on one

side, to carry off excess of water. Bricks are then set

on edge, eight and a half inches apart, running in

lines from the front of the house towards the back,

and commencing four inches from the front wall,

forming a set of piers, as it were, for the bottom of the

pit to rest upon, and also forming tubes, or air chambers

under the pit for air to pass freely. The bottom of the

pit is now laid with dry brick-work upon these lines

or piers of brick, set on edge, being just the length or

one brick apart. As soon as the bottom of the pit was

thus laid, we built a wall of brick four inches thick

(the width of one brickj, four inches from the front

wall of the house, to the hcighth of two feet. We
then divided the pit into sections of two feet, by

erecting walls of brick set on edge, from the front to

the back of the pit, of the same heighth as the front

wall, making fifty sections or divisions in one hun-

dred feet. After this, we finished the inside of the pit

with boards, leaving a passage of four inches open to

the air chambers below, so that the atmosphere of the

house may circulate entirely under the border with-

out obstruction.

This completes the detached and divided border.

It consists, in fact, of a huge brick pit, separated

from the front, bottom, and inside of the house by air

chambers four inches wide, and divided into sections,

or large pots or tubs, by brick walls. Each section

or division is two feet wide, three feet long, and two

feet deep, and will contain soil enough to grow and

fruit a vine fifteen feet long fwilh the addition of

manures and special fertilizers, by top-dressing), for

many years.

Now what are the advantages of such a border?

AVe answer the roots of the vines are placed entirely

beyond the reach of frost and rain ; and we have the

most perfect control over the temperature and mois-

ture of the whole border, at top and bottom. The
border does not even touch the front wall of the

house, which in cold weather must be a constant con-

ductor of heat away from the border, doing im-

mense mischief, especially in a forcing-house. We
can keep the border perfectly dry as long as we please

in the spring, and we can dry it oflf as soon and
and as completely as we please in the fall. The bot-

tom of the border must always have an atmosphere

about it of the same temperature as the top soil, or

nearly so. We avoid the expense and care of a lar^e

border, which we are convinced is not only entirely

unnecessary, but often highly injurious to the health

and fruitfulness of the vines.

Again, with the regard to the divisions into sec-

tions or large pots, we can discover numerous and

important advantages. It enables us to grow, in im-

mediate proximity, vines of different degrees of vig-

or, which cannot be so grown in a common border,

where the roots mingle together, without injury to

the weaker kinds. It gives us an opportunity to

water or to stimulate one vine without aflfecting an-

other, or to withhold water from one without dimin-

ishing the growth of its neighbor. It permits us to

try experiments with different fertilizing agents on
single vines, and thus much may be learned, by com-
parison, of the value of different fertilizers, which
cannot be done in a common border, with the same
ease and precision. In the divided border, wc can

take out and put in vines at pleasure, without inju-

ry to the roots of other vines, and without breaking

up a large portion of the border. If any vine proves
too weak, or of a poor quality, wc may remove it at

once, and replace it with another vine of a better

character, with the greatest ease, and the young vine
so introduced, having a section of the pit all to itself,

will receive no check from the roots of other vines.

This is an important advantage. There is no reason

why we should be so much hampered by the impos-
sibility of changing the stock of a Vinery, without

grafting, inarching, &c. By the plan here described,

all this difficulty is avoided, and we may change the

vines in a house as easily as we change the stock in

our pots ; removing unprofitable vines, and substitu- •

ting fresh ones, well grown, from pots, ready for

fruiting in a single year, whenever we choose, with-

out dilficulty, or without injury to the balance of the

house.

This border, you will say, remains to be tried.

"OW
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This is true ; but if we can fruit a vine wilh success

and profit in an eleven inch pot, containing only

about half a cubic foot of soil, can wc not fruit a lon-

ger cane as successfully in twelve or fifteen cubic

feet of soil, in the detached border i

Then, again, this border may easily be extended, if

found necessary, to six feet or more long, with very

little trouble and expense, though we doubt whether

this will be required for many years. Or, the border

may be made wider at first. But we think we prefer

to have the inside of the house for other purposes

(at least for a year or two), say for a propagating

bed, or for a row of figs, or any thing else you

please. We shall of course expect to top-dress the

border, very freely, with liquid manure, and special

fertilizers ; and we much prefer this method of

growing grapes, where every part of the culture is

under perfect control, to having large, cumbrous,

sodden, sour, useless borders, exposed to rain and

frost, over which we have little or no control.

The house in question, which we have just com-

pleted, is somewhat new in its construction, in other

respects than those alluded to. It is set upon a ter-

race two feet high, to prevent it from looking too

low, but the front sash and ventilator is only eigh-

teen inches wide, and hence the roof is brought within

two feet of the border, and the house is nowhere

more than six feet and a half high, and has such a

pitch to the roof that the grapes, when formed, must

hang down, inside of the house, under and clear of

the foliage, which, wc think, adds much to the beauty

of the sight which a house in full fruiting condition

exhibits to the spectator.

This house will contiin fifty vines, which most

grape growers will no doubt think too many for the

length of it ; but we will now merely say that they

will be trained upon a new system, which requires

double the number of vines usually permitted in a

grapery. This system we have now no opportunity

to describe ; but we shall do so very soon, in the

columns of the Gardcmr's MonlUly, if permitted by

the Editor, and shall also present it very fully in our

forthcoming work on the Cir.ipc, whicli will be pub-

lished early next spring.

In the meantime, we invite our friends and any one

interested in the subject to call upon us and inspect

this new border, and criticise its merits.

WASING GRAFTS.
BY A. MATTISON.

I'ADCoAii, Ky. Decorabor 4, IS.^9.

Dear Sir:—As the season ofgrafting is near at hand, I

think that all interested should exchange their expe-

rience on the best mode of doing it, and as I am an

old hand of 25 years' standing; and noticing a com-

munication in the Monthly irom Mr. Kelscy, of Miami

County, Indiana, relating to bandages, I will just say

that I consider bandages as very "old fogy affairs,"

and have long abandoned them. I spend three or

four months every year, grafting in various ways,

and I never use a bandage. I lose very few, as my
nursery will show. I graft Apple, Peach, Pear,

Plum, Cherry, and if needed, Quinces, Roses, &c.,

but use no baud.agcs. I use for root grafts common
rosin mixed with a little lard, a little beeswax added

would be better. It is harder than shoemaker's wax

when cold. I warm it a little when using, pick a little

piece off, press it a little flat, then wrap it round the

grafted place. It entirely prevents all water or wind

from injuring it; it binds like a hoop of iron, but

when it becomes warm enough for the graft to grow,

it will expand sufficiently. For out-door grafting, I

use the common composition of rosin, one-eighth of

beeswax and lard or oil ; not much of the latter, just

enough to make it so that when it is cold, it will not

break. I put it on, in all cases, with greasy fingers.

I can put on one thousand bands of wax per day, out

of doors, more of inside grafting. I think it is much
the easiest, prettiest, and safest way.

[Our grafters will, we hope, reciprocate Mr.

Mattison's favor with their experience. We saw,

we think in the Scienliflc Artisan, last year that

melted rosin poured in alcohol, and kept in a closely

corked vessel, made a composition that would keep

for any length of time, so as to be used at a moment's

notice. We have found it excellent, never getting

entirely hard, but remaining air and water tight.

The grafts have, however, been tied with bast pre-

vious to being coated with the composition, and we
cannot say whether it would be a sufficient bandage

for root grafts, though it is probable, as root grafted

roses are often neither waxed nor tied.]

HORTICULTUKE IN ILLINOIS.
(liXTRACT FROM A PRIVAIE LETTER.)

Ottawa, Illinois, Xov. lOtli, IS.W,

Knowing that anything pertaining to the culture

of Flowers and gardening generallj-, will be appreci-

ated b}' you, I have concluded to drop you a lino

from this city which is located in one of the most

densely populated counties of the State, and enjoys

one of the finest localities iu the West, both for

natural scenery and richness of soil. There arc in

the vicinity of Ottawa quite a number of nurseries,

and fruit growing, though much neglected in this

part of the State, seems to have of late years taken

quite a start, and at the recent county fair I witnessed

as fine a display of fruit as I have ever seen at any

similar exhibition in any of the older states. There

are also several very superior greenhouses in this

section of the State ; one of the best is located in this

•'W- ==^^
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city, known as "The Bucna Visla Gardens." This

establishment is owned by Hon. W. H. W. Cushman,

and is managed by Mr. William Chalmers, formerly

of your city, who, from his skill as a gardener, taste

and general knowledge of the business, has few

superiors in the country.

As I was fortunate enough to be here at the time

the La Salle County Agricultural Fair was held, I of

course, availed myself of the opportunity of giving

the grounds a fair inspection. All departments were

well represented, and considering the unfavorable

-

ness of the season, I think the show was highly com-

plimentary to the country, and satisfied me that the

soil of Northern Illinois will produce better crops,

under all varieties of seasons, than any other state I

have ever visited.

GRAFTING THE GRAPE.
BY S. MILLER, CALMDALE, PA.

As early in the Spring as the ground can be got

away from the stock to be grafted upon, clean away

around the stem two or three inches deep, saw or cut

off the vine smooth ; then prepare your graft, Cwhich

should have been cut from the vine in the early part

of the winter,) as shown in figure 1.

If your stock is thick, say one inch or more in dia-

meter, cut out a wedge, see figure 2,

GR/\FT

ROOT

3

to correspond with the wedge on graft fig. 1 ; if the

stock be less than | of an inch in diameter, then

merely split down clean, as in the usual way of cleft

grafting, but if the graft be not held firmly, it is well

to tie around the split with a bit of matting or strong

thread; which will rot off before doing any damage.

When you have inserted the graft, draw the earth in

and press firmly around the joint where operated

upon, and up to and barely exposing the bud, filling

in with dry mould if the earth be wet. Use no

cement whatever; I believe it is a great evil.

Be sure to cover your graft with loose straw or

some kind of rubbish that will not pack tight ; this is

to keep the frost from hoisting out the graft, in case

freezing occurs afterwards, which frequently is the

case, as I have grafted in February Bometimes, as

well as to shade the bud and keep the air off some-

what—a necessary precaution. When the graft

begins to grow, the natural or stock suckers must be

kept down or they will soon rob the graft. I have

usually succeeded in this w.ay with about 80 per cent.,

while I hear universal complaints of failure. For

root grafting in the house my best success has been

obtained when done in the saddle mode. And this

done late in the Spring when the vines begin to grow.

In fig. 3 I give a rough sketch of my mode of root

grafting, many of which, in one season, when sot out

in May, attain a growth of six feet. My impression

is that if a vine is transplanted in the Spring, you

m.ay graft pretty succcssfullj' at any time that same

Spring.

By the former mode I could, a few weeks ago, have

shown you Logan, Delaware, North America, Pauline,

New Hanover and others from 8 to 15 feet growth,

set last spring in ordinary stocks.

One important part has almost been overlooked •

you must select stocks of as near similar wood; for

instance, Delaware will hardly take at all on a rank

fox, while upon Clinton and our wild frost grape it

takes very freely. Almost anj' kind will take upon
Isabella. Yours truly, S. BI.

[So many parties complain of failing to graft grape

vines successfully, that we cannot but regard this first

contribution of Mr. Miller to our pages as a very

valuable one, and hope he will continue to favor us

with his valuable experience, which, in matlers ap-

pertaining to out-door grape culture, is so extensive.

—Ed.]

REMEDY FOR THE PEACH BORER.
nr E. KELLY, BRIGHTON, N. V.

Like "John," ("Lynchburg, Va.,) I have been

troubled with the borers. I have tried baring the

roots of the peach tree in order to stop the borer, with

no better success. I have also tried wood and coal

ashes, which proved a failure. Chamber-ley is parti-

ally succesful, but I consider it dangerous. The most

effectual remedy I have yet tried is to use the knife

first to dislodge the borer, then to fill the scar with

pulverized sulphur. Peach Growers and Amateurs,

try it. Edm'd Ivelly.

[And we would add, afterwards keep them out with

tarred paper.

—

Ed.]

FEELING WILLOWS.
BY A. MATTISON, PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.

As the subject of the basket willow is now claiming

attention, I may say that I think the best method of

peeling them is not generally known. When I was

a young gardener, about the garden sheds we used to

make a great many baskets, and the best way

W^
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might du tlic work of many .a day's scraping, and as

Mr. M.'s expcricin'c would indicate, without injury

to the willows.

—

Ed.]

knew to get off the bark of the willows was to boil

them in some kind of an old pot; it is a very easy

way, and very simple.

[This excellent hint might be improved on in the

extensive preparation of the willow. Long troughs,

through which hot water or steam could be forced.

CUT FEED FOR CATTLE.
BY B. P. R.

Qcjxiv, Illinois, Den. Slh, 1S50.

Friend Meehan:

Hearing of scarcity of fodder in the state of New
York, I thought I would state how I managed one

winter, some fourteen years ago while living in

Western| Reserve, Ohio. A June frost destroyed our

wheat, hay, Sec, but our coin gave us a fair crop.

Being then in the practice of medicine, and poor, I

had but one cow and two horses. I bought 4 cwt. of

hay at one dollar per 100 pounds, and about 5 cwt. of

straw, and thirty bushels of ears of corn. I had the

corn ground, cob and all ; I took my axe, cut my hay

and straw as line as I could, being too poor to buy a

steam cutter. I put the straw and hay after it was

cut, into a tight box, sprinkled on some of the meal,

then poured on boiling water and let it stand until

the next feeding. The result was, I had to buy 12

bushels more of corn, and I never had my horses look

better in the Spring, and my cow gave us a fine mess

of rich milk daily and looked as well as my horses

did. I presume the hot water steamed the straw,

which added to it more nutriment which I should not

have got without it.

I am satisfied that, as a general thing, fanners feed

twice the quantity of feed to their stock that they

need to do. A farmer can make as much in saving

his fodder, as he can in raising it. Some object to

feeding cob meal—think it dangerous—but I have

seen it fed in the lumber regions, month after month,

without the least sign of injury. We are too apt to

feel as though it were too much trouble to cut and

steam our fodder, but it pays well.

EARLY VEGETABLES.
Br F. H. I.., MomUSANIA, N. Y.

To save labor and time, in our short Springs, every

hour gained counts considerably. I take any piece of

ground that can be dug in Fall, and dig and let it lay

roughly to freeze through winter; and in Spring, only

loosen the place where I plant; and after the crops

get l';\irly started, 1 fork the ground deep after the

licavy Spring rains have ceased, the ground keeps

y^ louse and porous all summer. The crops I treat this

way arc Potatoes, Melons, Watermelons, Cucumbers,

Squash, Corn, Peas, Tomatoes, Egg-plants and Pep-

pers.

Potatoes I plant no deeper than I would Bush

beans; cover well wilh half decayed manure, and

this with earth. I find they bear abundantly, arc

earlier and do not rot so badly as those planted

deeper. When they want their first hoeing, I fork

them up well.

Peas I plant four feet apart., the row as wide as a

hoe will make it by drawing it along the line, and for

tlic earliest crop I dig along the line and put a good

deal of long fresh manure in; by keeping the ground

loose and warm this way, they come earlier. In one

of last year's numbers you gave as a rule, to manure
just before planting. I beg to make an exception for

Cauliflowers and Cabbage; for these I trench in

the Fall, after the subsoil is loosened, deep. I put in

a good coat of manure, and then the topsoil rough,

and have seldom club-footed, useless plants.

The small seeds I always start till they sprout.

Mix in a pot or box, a layer of sand and another of

seed. Put them for two or three days in a moderate

hotbed, or from four to six days in a room, and gain,

I am sure, ten or twelve days of what is often delayed

by the heavy spring rains.

[In a private note our correspondent says that he

docs not suppose his hints contain any thing new,

and are perhaps not worth publishing. But what is

well known to a few, is news to the many, and such

articles as these are the very enes we value most.

Friend F. H. L., pray continue your excellent notes.

—Ed]

THE LONG GRAPE.
[by w. n. white, .vtiiens, geo.

The December number of the Gardener's Monthly

contains, I see, a very correct illustration of the Long

Grape. Having, I believe, furnished the vine to Mr.

Downing, from which Mr. Miller's bud was taken, I

feel enough inlorcst in that cluster of grapes to give

you a few brief notes on the history and quality of

this variety, to which I will add a word or two on

other grapes.

The original vine was discovered in the woods of

the adjoining county of Madison, about thirty-five

years since, by the late Col. James Long, on his own
plantation near Daniclsville. My own vines are from

cuttings obtained from his son. It is one of the va-

rieties of V'itis cvslinilis, and the form of the leaf is

strikingly like those of the Lenoir, but it is easily

distinguished by the tips and leaflets of the young

shoots being hoary with down, while those of Lenoir

aro but slightly downy and have a more yellowish

tint in the green of the young leaves. When Dr.

^Yr
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Grant was here, in lS."i7, he learned thus to dis-

tinguish young vines of the two as soon as these dif-

ferences were pointed out.

Col. Long removed the original vine to his garden,

and I am told, one year, a barr.el of fine sparkling

wine was made from it. It is a profuse bearer, if

pruned long, and the clusters are very attractive as

they approach maturity; when fully ripe, the berries

arc a very dark brown, nearly black, with a blueish

bloom, very much darker in color than the Delaware,

to which you compare it. This grape ripens with the

Warren, (or as you call it, the Herbemont) and will

hardly become fully ripe north of your city. As to

its quality, my wife, who has been commenting on

your illustration while I am writing, hits it exactly:

"The Long Grape '." "the figure looks very natural.

It always hangs in such beautiful clusters, but it is a

poor grape to eat. They are too full of seeds and

taste too much like the wild grape." "You know
we never use them when we have the other grapes."

And indeed, we never do.

As a wine grape, I doubt if it will do. The last

two s?asons I intended lr3^ing it, but while leaving it

on the vines to mature fully, in both cases when I

had determined it was about ready, within a day or

two, quite a large proportion of the berries decayed

and I gave up the intention. The Lenoir or Warren
neither trouble us in this way. Warren often rots

when half grown, but the berries that mature will

remain sound on the vines for weeks.

The Long Grape cannot then be recommended as a

table grape, and is of doubtful value for wine. Messrs.

Peters, Harden & Co., wrote me, last summer, they

intended to graft their vines of this sort with other

varieties, the coming Spring. They obtained it in

this country, under the name of Whitlon.

The Warren, properly managed, is a most desirable

grape, but no grape that you have yet received from

the South is so well suited to your climate as Lenoir.

In quality it equals the Herbemont; its wood ripens

in the Fall, and the fruit ripens with the Delaware, or

scarcely if at all, later ; and it alwaj-s bears a good, not

ane normous crop, which keeps well on the vines when
ripe, if protected from bees and birds, and it never

rots before maturity. Where Lenoirs and Warrens
are alundant, verj- few Catawbas and Isabellas are

used for the table, both of which are superior to the

Long,

I hope your nurserymen will take up this grape

and give your readers a chance to obtain it. If you

would like, I will, with pleasure, send you a vine or

two by express. I have no cuttings left. Peters,

Harden & Co., of Atlanta, and Mr, Berckman's, of

Augusta, have, however, a stock of the vines. Dr.

C. W. Grant also has it raised from cuttings I sent

him two years since. The Herbemont and Lenoir,

found in most Northern nurseries, are hi>th the true

Warren, and identical ; some few, however, have the

true Lcuoir. Yours respectfully,

W.M. N. White.

STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
UV DB, J, K, E,, DOWNINGTOWN, I'A,

With your permission, Mr. Editor, some objections

to the horticultural department of this Society will

be made.

The custom generally prevalent, and indulged

in extensively by some of your cotemporaries,

of lavishing panegyric upon officers, marshalls and

everything connected with the exhibition, may be

well enough; but to point out defects is a thankless

task.

Would it not be of more, at least equal importance

to know what were the best six Fall varieties of

Apples; second best do, third do, and so of all the

best of the fruit, than to know by whom exhibited?

We might have both. For Isabella grapes, premiums

amounting to S12.00 are awarded; for Catawbas, the

same ; then, for the encouragement of experi-

menters to hybridize, sow seed, and cultivate for

years, "For the best bunch of New Hardy variety,

superior to the above," One Dollar!— marvellous

liberality! Six times less than offered for "foreign-

grown out-doors." An operation not ever likely to be

popular or profitable. We have yet to learn what

was that new hardy variety. Might not the official

report have informed many anxious to hear?

J. K. E.

[We have a communication on hand which we shall

give in our next, from one who has been intimately

connected with horticultural exhibitions for over

twenty years, and whose suggestions we can, from

our own observations in a great measure endorse, and

which communication we think will cover all the

points our correspondent suggests to us, and be well

worthy the attention of all interested in the improve-

ment of horticulture.

—

Ed.]

TRENCHING GROUND.
BY "digging fork," CENTRE COCNTY, PA.

"Keep the surface to the surface." This principle

is advocated and acted upon by some of the most suc-

cessful soil culturists, but the general practice is di-

rectly the reverse. In our heavy loam we find the

best growth everywhere and very decidedly, where

the surface is dark with its natural and original coat-

ing- of humus. In an experiment made here by Mr.

J. S. Read, embracing various applications of dilferent

manures to potatoes; the compartment to which yard

manure was applied on the surface has decidedly the

best show of tubers. Melons have grown best, be-

m^s>^
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yond comparison, on a rich sod, neilher dug nor plowed

nor hoed, but merely covered with three or four

inches of chip mould. Among the amateur fspaded)

lots, those hare been most successful which have been

worked with forks, and least inverted.

It is well known that, if old pasture lands be

plowed deeply, inverting the sod, the natural grasses

do not recover their free and luxuriant grovvlh for

years; not until a favorable open surface has again

been formed by the decay of vegetable matter.

And it is seen everywhere that nature is uniformly

successful in the growth of trees and plants by the

sole and simple process of surface mulching and

manuring, added to the annual heaving and loosening

by the agency of frost.

Do the advantages and conveniences of the upside

down practice overbalance its disadvantages in any

case, excepting in the plowing of sod ! Even in that

case it is best to turn a shallow furrow, and deepen

with a subsoiler. Digging Fork.

[The above, from the pen of the author of one of

our best practical horticultural works, we welcome

as an excellent contribution to a subject which the

Gardener's Monthly has so prominently brought up

the past year, and which, we think, is proving one

of the most interesting questions to the cultivator

ever introduced.

—

Ed.]

DWARF PEARS.
BY DR. GEO. P. NORRIS, WILJIINGTON, DEL.

Dear Sir:—As you are good enough to invite con-

tributions from all persons who feel an interest in

Fruit culture, I take the liberty of sending you a few

lines on a subject in which I tiike a deep interest,

viz :—the Culture of Dwarf Pears.

Six years ago I commenced with some dozen dwarf

trees. I have yearly added to their number, and am
well satisfied that Ihey will pay, either as a profit.able

investment for the market gardener, or as one of the

greatest of pleasures to the amaleur. I also contend

that, with ordinary care and attention, they will am-

ply repay the cultivator for his time and labor,

neither do they need " as much care as an infant,''

as I once heard a cultivator say, when speaking of a

dwarf pear tree.

Your able and intelligent correspondent, Mr.

Bright, of the Logan Nursery, Philadelphia, has hit

on the true secret, and any one who follows his direc-

tions in his article on Dwarfs, published in the Gar-

dener's Monthly, will have line fruit with little labor

and expense. My views are only a reiteration of his

sentiments, and I fear, not as well expressed; however,

as every one should add his mite to to the general in-

formation fund, I will give mine, and commence with

How Dwarf Pear Trees will pay:—First, lot the

ground be carefully trenched, and let not the cultiva-

tor fall into the sad error that some of your corres-

pondents have committed, namely, of burying their

good soil two feet below the surface. Let the subsoil

still be subsoil. Trench two feet deep, throwing out

the first spit of the top soil by itself, to be returned

in the other end of the border. If the ground is low,

or retentive of moisture, underdraining is absolutely

necessary. I have no underdrains, and yet I have

the finest pears ; but my ground is naturally dry, and

a few hours after the heaviest rains, the ground is in

working condition.

Let the two feet of subsoil be thoroughly incorpo-

rated with a compost made of one-third well-rotted

stable-manure, and the remainder, the top surface of

an old pasture field, a few hmdfuls of ground bones,

and a peck of wood ashes, to each wheelbarrow load

of the compost, will be an improvement, but is not

absolutely necessary. The trees should be carefully

selected, if possible, by the purchaser in person, two

years old from the graft. Now, as to kind. I am well

aware that I shall be found fault with, but intend to

give you my experience, be it worth much or little,

it is my honest conviction. The Bartlett is the pear

for the Quince ; not only is it finer flavored and of

much larger size than when on the pear stock, but it

is always a certain bearer. Many will say, the Bart-

lett should not be worked on the Quince, as it is apt

to slur off. This I deny. Only plant rightly, i. e.

by planting deep enough to cover the point of union

on the Quince stock, and it will stand as firm as a

rock, and as hardy as an oak tree. This is no theo-

retical observation. My Bartlctts have stood on one

of the highest and most exposed hill-sides in Dela-

ware, during the last six years, and have been sub-

jected to some blows only little short of hurricanes,

not one of them has given way at the graft. I have

had limbs blown off, heavy with fruit, but not one

has parted at its junction with the quince. Now, so

much do I think of the Bartlett that I do not think

it possible that it can be too highly extolled; and if

I were about to plant .^00 dwarfs /or pro/it, 4.'jl) should

be Bartlett, Make a note of that, Mr. Editor. This

is not only my own experience, but that of some of

my neighbors. Such Bartlctts as I fruited this last

summer, hand-picked and house-ripened, would

readily have brought from 10 to 15 cents, if exposed

in Vansant's window. Tenth and Chestnut Streets.

But I am getting prolix. Taking it for granted that

you have planted thirty two year old Bartletfs, ("the

point of junction with the quince about j an inch

below the surface,) in such a border as I have des-

cribed, with a sharp knife in the latter part of the

month of November, (before winter sots in severe.J

cut back one half of last summer's wood, prune them

pretty severely, cutting back the leader until about

^^^m
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four inches of the point of starting the previous

Spring.

I do not believe that )-ou, Mr. Editor, could do the

Dwarf growing community a greater favor than to

publish Mr. Yeoman's Sketch, " How to prune Dwarf
Pear trees;"—it is accompanied with a cut by which

more can be shown on a half a minute's inspection,

than in half a dozen sheets of foolscap. But I fear

you will lose all patience with such a wordy corre-

spondent, and I will conclude by saying that if the

Bartlott borders are surrounded every Autumn with

a coat of stable manure at the rate of twenty two-

horse cart loads to an acre, and this workcd-in in the

Spring: the trees kept well pruned; the ground be

kept free from grass or weeds ; the proprietor occasion-

ally on the look out for insects. Should any happen

to annoy him, a good dose of Friend Paschall Morris'

Whale Oil Soap, with a common hand scrub applied

some fine warm October dayj—if with this attention

the proprietor is not amply repaid with an abundance

of rich, luscious fruit; if, I say, he is not amply re-

paid, then will I confess that I am in error, and

Dwarfs are a humbug.

Mr. Editor, my communication has reached such an

unwarrantable length that I hardly dare hope to see

it ever in the Gardener's Monlhly. If, however, you

think it would be of the slightest service in promoting

the culture of the Dwarf, do to it what I so strongly

recommend to the tree

—

prnne it severely.

Though personally unknown to you, yet I feel that

to one who has furnished me with so much pleasure

and so much profit during the past twelve months,

for the trifling sum of one dollar, I feel such a sense

of indebtedness that I could not conclude this hastily

written article without returning to you ray sincere

thanks for the obligations that you have put me, as

well as man5' Delawarian readers, by the establish-

ment of such a truly useful publication as the Gar-

dener's Monthly. Geo. Pepper Norhis.

[Pruning and thinning the fruit, regulating thereby

the demand on the limited space the quince root, from

its nature, is compelled to occupy, cannot be too fully

dwelt on in Dwarf Pear management. We had laid

aside Mr. Yeoman's excellent Treatise for republi:a-

tion in our paper; but as we recommended it so strong-

ly in our notice of it , supposed all our readers inte-

rested would procure it direct from Mr. Yeoman's,

which they probably have done. Much injury has

been done to Dwarf Pear culture by loo free lauda-

tion of its merits ; and on the other hand, a too indis-

criminate censure. We have endeavoured to report

circumstantially, failures and successes equally, and

think the result in the community is a returningcon-

fidence in their value when their wants are under-

ood.

—

Ed.]

CLIMATE OF OREGON.
DV P. W. GILI.ETT,

I

ASTOKIA, November 4th, ISSD.

Editor of the Gardener's Monthly:

Our climate is unlike any other with which I am
ac^quainted. Winter at Astoria (463 N. Lat.J is

about as mild as the same season in N. Lat. 33° on

the Atlantic coast; while our summer goes on

!
the other extreme—invariably cool and pleasant.

I Persons coming here from very warm climates,

I

at first think our summer weather almost too

! cool. Such a thing as a "hot night" never was

i, known at Astoria. No people enjoy better health

than we do here. You may form some idea of our

climate by its effect upon the ripening of fruits, &c.

I In Southern Ohio, (my old home,) the Baldwin

[
was a Fall Apple, here it is an excellent winter fruit,

and keeps well until Spring. Here the Talman

I Sweeting, Rambo, Fall Pippin, &c., are early Fall

Apples, when they keep until mid-winter, the Fall

• Pippin later. There the Roxbury Russet grew very

large, skin neai-ly covered with bright russet; the

tree did not bear until it had attained considerable

age, and refused to bear full crops until about eight

years old. Here the fruit is of medium size, with a

brown-red cheek in the sun, and green in the shade;

skin slightly russet. The tree bears at 3 years old,

with full crops thereon. Some sorts that bear only

alternate years there, bear every year here , while

the size and colour of some are increased, of others

diminished.

It is wonderful to mark the effect of climate upon

fruit, even the form of many varieties is materially

changed.

We are just about through with gathering our

winter apples, ("Nov. 4th.) We have about forty va-

rieties, all of which promise well. My Catawba

grapes are just now ripening, although, upon the

south wall of my house, I doubt whether they will

ever attain their natural flavor.

The early Peaches ripen here about the first or

middle of October, but they lack sweetness and can-

not be grown to any advantage in this part of Oregon.

The interior of the state has warmer summers, while

Peaches and Grapes succeed better. Apples, Pears,

Plums, Cherries and small fruits produce v,'ell, and

are of the finest flavor. Wild fruits, berries, &c.,

abound here. The Native Strawberry is abundant,

and the sweetest I ever saw. Cranberries are

plentiful quite in the marshes, of fair size and good

quality. There are four varieties of the Whortle-

berry; the red is best and bears abundantly, and is

nearly as good as the red currant. The ivory-green

Whortleberry is an evergreen shrub of unrivalled

beauty. Sallalberry, an excellent fruit. Salmon-

^ i^'iS



berry, a raspbcrrj- of great beauty, but not as highly

flavored as many others; its color is bright orange;

the eanes of this sort do not die annually, but live

and hear many years.

We have also the Black Raspberry, Blackberry,

Thiml)lebcrry, Serviceberr}-, Wild Crab Apple, kc.

I regard Oregon as one of the best fruit growing

districts of the United States.

Yours truly, P. AV. Gillett.

[Hope our correspondent will continue his reports

from this distant section of our horticultural parish.

—Ed.]

account of the origin of the two names. Synonyms

are great evils to the buying portion of the public,

and a name once given to a fruit ought to be rigidly

adhered to. Had Dr. Brinckle understood previously

to his naming it, that it had been distributed under

another name, we are well a.ssured he would not hare

sent it out as "Susquehanna."—Ed.]

SUSQUEHANNA PEACH.
BY D. MILLER, CARLISLE, PA.

On page 27 of January number of Gard. Monthly.

you ask whether any ditFercnee exists between Grif-

fith and Susquehanna? I venture the assertion, yws-

itively, to say, there does not.

One of Griffith's sons picked the seed, or pulled up

the young tree after germination, from the hank of the

Susquehanna River, at Harrisburg. It was called

Griffith, Griifith's Mammoth, Griffith's Mammoth
Melacoton, Griffith's Melacoton, &c., by every one

about Harrisburg, and is yet 1 believe. I had settled

on the name of Griffiths Mammoth Melacoton^ (too

long for convenience,) and put it out in a Catalogue,

issued for 1819-50, under that name. Afterwards,

in some correspondence between Dr. W. D. Brinckle.

of Philadelphia, and myself, he proposed Susque-

hanna as _niore appropriate, to which I objected;

stating that I had distributed it under my name and

did not feel justifiable in altering it. Unfortunately,

he had also sent out buds of it under his name Sus-

quehanna, and wished it should stand. I yielded,

and in my next issue of Catalogue, put down Susque-

hanna, with G. M. M. as a synonyme. Was I justi-

fiable ! I think so at least.

Myself and some Harrisburg people put it out

under several names, and others under Susquehanna.

Although it is very popular, and one of the most

magnificent of Peaches when in perfection. I find,

and regret to have to say it, that it is not so certain

in its crops as some others here, unless in a suitable

soil. It has, however, proven itself of superior

quality and excellence in more southern localities.

Hoping this will in part answer your query,

I am &c., yours, David Miller, Jr.

P. S.—You are right in saying the Water Apple of

Bucks county is only second-rate. I consider it not

any more, having received specimens of it this Au-

tumn. But, as they say, its prolificacy, lender flesh,

with abundance of juice, will no doubt make it a

favorite with many. Yours, D. M.

[We are very much obliged to Mr. Miller for the

HORTICULTURE AND THE MASSES.
nv J. E. DRASSIER, BROOKLVN, N". Y.

It remains a fine task for some competent historian

to give us a history of the human race, to be narrated,

not by lists of kings, battles, and the customary land-

marks, but by the ebbs and tides of the heart and

the mind of nations. Wc shall then get a clearer

knowledge of what the human race has been capable

of; and in consequence, we shall be able better to

deduce the future from the past.

Our future, that is the point. P.Iadc up, as it is, of

every passing minute of our never present present;

we cannot do better, at the beginning of a new year,

than take stock, like good business men, and ascertain

our standing; and we find immediately that there is

but one idea fills this century

—

Money. The word is

harsh, but it is true, nevertheless. If we justly

blush, we also perceive at the same time, that Provi-

dence uses the means we use for obtaining money in

her own way, uses them as mighty levers for our pro-

gress and ennoblement. As there has been a heathen

era, a religious one, a chivalrous one, etc., so is ours

the industrial one. Trade and mechanics now have

their turn to bring mankind nearer to perfection.

But whilst they develope the ingenuity of the human

mind, they also rouse the human heart, for we are

ever unconsciously striving for humanization. Thus,

professed religion strives to merge into practised one,

and the hard %vorkiiig head and hand stops the wheel

it turns to take up the higher and the lesser arts.

Amongst the latter wc count horticulture, though

from its influence on man we might look for it

amongst the higher arts.

Shall we now take an inventory of the state of

horticulture in these United States? No; that would

be a thankless job. Your readers know well what

has been done, how very little, comparatively, there

is doing, and how much there remains to be done.

I would not now, if I could, tire them with dry

statistics and long-winded homilies. Rather will I

present them to-day a new way how to get to know

ourselves. Lite in speculum,—"like looking into a

looking glass," let us go and see ourselves in

—

the

French Nation. Reader, do not startle ; however

different you deem yourself from a Frenchman, read

the following extracts from a discoursive article in a

French gardening paper;—till then suspend judgment.

" Whoever is a friend of horticulture is very much
Iit)
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interested in those associations whose mission it is

to further, not only round larger cities, but into the

most isolated villages the taste for and the cultiva-

tion of flowers, trees, fruit and kitchen gardens, and

the study of plants. Judging from the reports iu the

papers, the matter progresses and the circle widens.

Looking however, closely, we can not help to find the

work going on but slowly. Go to the villages and

the farms, away from the large cities, and you vainly

look for the smallest flower bed, or for something

like a hot bed ; the fruit trees run wild for the want

of cultivation, and as to ornamental trees they are a

thing unknown; the old forest trees fall, one by one,

under the woodman's axe."

Can wc not fancy the writer speaks of any state

you please in our own country rather than of his?

"And what do our Societies do to prevent this de-

cline? Premiums are given to rare plants, mostly to

greenhouse and stove plants. Standard of merit is

—

novelt}' and variety. The names )'ou hear are none

but Latin ones, .ibominable Latin, jaw-breaking, and

the ear does not keep them. Useful things, and such

as are everywhere fine, arc not much made of.

Things are not brought down to the people. Exhibi-

tions should be tables of instruction, such as every-

body should be able to fluently read."

Still, the good cause progresses both in Europe and

America ; our aim only should be to fire up and bring

more life into the tardy pace.

t will conclude with the words of the same writer

:

" It is certainly desirable that the windows of the

attics in city houses should transform themselves into

gardens, even in the sombrest streets : better, how-
ever, will it be if every cottage in the land had its

garden plot and its 'square' of good vegetables and
good fruit."

[There is much that is well worthy of our reflec-

tion in the suggestive article of our correspondent.

—Ed.]

ODDS AND ENDS.
BY SCHUYLKILL.

In paring a visit recently to the establishment of

Peter Raabe, in your city, I noticed that he makes
considerable use of oiled paper as a substitute for

glass, over his cutting-boxes in his prop.-igating de-

partment. This is no new idea; but too little prac-

ticed ; it is more economical and better than glass.

Mr. Raabe uses thin white newspaper, saturated with
any kind of oil. He puts his cuttings in shallow

wooden boxes, half filled with earth or sand, and then
merely throws a sheet of this paper over them.

A lady friend of mine describes an ' extemporane-

ous " fern case, for a drawing-room, as follows :

—

Procure four panes of glass, of any size, and bind

each pane with broad black linen tape, this is done

by sewing the tape at each corner and stretching it

very tightly. After each pane is bound around with

the tape, they are arc then sewed at the upper and

lower edges together, forming a glass box without

top or bottom. The plants are planted in a wood or

tin box, and this glass case placed over them, and the

top of the case covered with a loose pane of glass.

This case can be made square or octiigonal.

A pretty way of ornamenting a hearth, during the

summer, where wood is used as fuel during the win-

ter, is a mode much practiced by the farmer's wives

in Delaware and Maryland :—Branches of any kind

of evergreen are dipped in ordinary whitewash,

and when dry placed in a large vase or flower-pot.

They would be taken for beautiful specimens of sea-

weed or coral. The)' will keep a long time.

One of your correspondents has recently been sug-

gesting several substitutes for box edging. In a

kitchen garden, where horse labor is not introduced,

nothing can take the place of box; but it is desirable

frequently to have flower-borders around the differ-

ent compartments, of the width of .about three or four

feet, and nothing forms a better background or back-

edging for this border than the common large blue or

white fl.ag. In this latitude it is an evergreen, and

is but very slightly aflfected by the hardest frosts.

When iu flower it is verj' gay and beautiful. I have

used it in this way for a long time, and have some

two thousand feet of it, which gives us no other trou-

ble than occasionally to thin it out, which can be

done by pulling it up by the roots. Where box can-

not be had, I would have no hesitation in recom-

mending it for the edging of the walks of a kitchen

garden. I am not sure that north of this latitude it

will keep green in winter, if it does not, it will not,

of course, answer.

Whilst paying a vist recently to the neatly kept

plant-houses of Jlr. Faiinestock, in your city, I was

much pleased with the beauty of the moss-covered

side walls of his orchid-house. They are formed, I

believe, as follows :—Strips of wood, about an inch

square, are nailed on the w.ills at about eighteen in-

ches distance from each other, and in them small lath

nails are driven about an inch apart with their heads

projecting about a quarter of an inch from the strip.

Small wire (copper is the best) is then stretched from

one of these nails to another and secured ; and so on,

until the whole wall is covered with a kind of net-

work. Common moss or sphagnum is then stuffed in

behind the wire, and then the surface is planted with

Sdayinella (formerly Lycopodium) dcnsa or derdicula-

lum and kept well syringed. Over this beautiful

green velvety surface. Mr. Sutherland, the skillful

gardener, had trained a plant of the curious Ficus

barbatus, a creeping plant, with leaves in pairs at right

i^
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angles with the stem. It presented the appearance

of a huge green centipede crawling up the wall. It

adheres as tenaciously as a Virginia creeper. Mr.

Sutherland, I observed, made use of a kind of orchid

stand, that was new to me, and may be to your read-

ers. It was simply a section of a round stem or branch

of a tree, with the bark on with a cavity chi.selled

out of the wood ivt one end.

Having been long convinced that most of our green

and hot houses, in their general arrangements, are

unnecessarily stifTand formal, I endeavored to intro-

duce intoone of my houses a more natural arrangement

of the interior. Instead of the ordinary centre sl.age, I

built up roughly two side walls of stone, and turiicda

rough arch over it, using hydraulic cement instead of

lime mortar. The stones used were generally large and

mossy. This formed a grotto orcave, in which I have a

shallow tank, which is useful for waterirg the plants,

and which is supplied from a pipe concealed in thereof

of the grotto, and which falls or trickles from the

stone. Against the outside of the side walls of this

cave are piled up large stones, selected for thicr shape

and mossiness. In piling them up, care must be taken

to leave as many interstices and oifsetts for setting

pots on, and planting ferns and trailing plants in as

possible. After the stones arc arranged to your mind,

fill in all the crevices with leaf mould from the woods

and plant every hole with rock and trailing plants,

ferns, ivy, periwinkle, sclaginclla, cymbcllaria, &c.

If you have not room enough for plants in pots insert

some rooting slates into the crevices, and they will

form excellent shelves. The front of the house is

arranged with stone, in the same way as the centre,

only that on the top I have long strips of bark on

edge, to conceal the rows of pots, which would have

too stilTan appearance. Up the rafters and on wires

crossing the house, I h.ave trained passifloras, bigno-

nias, Cissus discolor, Ipomeas, and a variety of clim-

bers. To correspond with the rockwork, the paths

should be flagged with common rough flag-stooe, not

laid in regular square courses, but irregularly, so as

to fit into the nooks of the rockwork. I was but a

little over a week getting my house arranged, and in

a month you would have thought it as old as the old

red sandstone formation.

In a recent article in the new English periodical

" Once a Week," entitled " London Roof-Gardening,"

the writer suggests that dwellings should be built in

squares or blocks of uniform height and with flat,

metal or asphaltum roofs, and that flowers, shrubs,

trailing plants, &c., should be planted in tubs or boxes.

Accompanying the article is a very pretty illustra-

tion showing the appearance that such a roof-garden

could bo made to present with arcades of creeping

'l vines, beds of flowers, and even neat, pretty groen-

(f^\\
houses. This is all very well in theory and on paper

but our London friends have a formidable difliculty

to contend with, viz. : the smoke. To get rid of this,

the writer suggests that the smoke consuming ap-

paratus should be brought into universal use. In this

country we are, in this respect, more favorably cir-

cumstanced, and I see no difficulty in carrying out

such an arrangement. A friend of mine, who resides

in the north-western part of Philadelphia, informs me
that he occupies a house with a flat roof covered with

asphaltum, and that they find it a most delightful

place to sit, on a fine summer evening.

Many of our city residences, with but little or no
ground to them, could be made much more attractive

than they are by carrying out the above suggestion,

and by having in front light ornamental iron ver-

andahs covered with vines, or at least by enclosing

a small space on the street with an iron railing, and
planting a few shrubs and ivy, or Virginia creeper to

grow up the front of the house. I have often met
with these plants growing up the sides of houses, but

do not recollei-t a single instance where they have

been planted on the front.

No tribe of plants are more beautiful or better

adapted to the purpose of room decoration than the

dififerent tribes of mosses, such as the Lycopods,

Selaginellas, Hcpaticas, Lichens, &c. If small speci-

mens are planted in thumb pots, and these pots

plunged in white sand and covered with a bellg-lass

or shade, and occasionally watered, the mosses will

keep in perfect health and at the same time present a

very beautiful and interesting appearance.

Few persons are aware of the great variety of

mosses that arc found in this country, and if to these

are added the many beautiful exotic varieties, a col-

lection might be formed that for beauty and interest

could not be surpassed.

The Waltonian Case or Plantarium has been found

to be well adapted to their growth. At a recent meet-

ing of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, a very

beautiful rustic vase, decorated with the cones of the

larch and filled with specimens of indigenous mosses,

was very much admired. As, I believe, we have no

name for such a collection, allow me to suggest that

of the Muscarium, or Mossanj.

But I fear I am occupying too much of your valu-

able space, and must conclude.

IiaPROVEMENTS OF FRUITS.
BV "WILLIK."

Philadelphia, December 12, 1S.)9.

Dear Sir:—I wish I could impress particularly on

the young renders of the Monthly, the importance of

remembering that all our most valuable fruits and

vegetables have originally been derived from coarse,

weedy, and austere fruits; even the wheat, "the stalT

of life " has been improved from a coarse grass to

m^
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what it now is. The young, with a life-time before

them, and with the knowledge and improvements

that have been made before them, might do much for

themselves and the world.

Great improvements have been made in the quality

of fruits, of late, by new varieties; yet notwith-

standing that, the extension in their culture has not

progressed in proportion to the growth of our country

and increase of our population ; our markets arc

more scantily supplied than they were twenty years

ago; but the right spirit is rising, and in th'j right

place. The Gardener's Monthly tells us of a conven-

tion having lately been held iu the City of Lancaster,

in this Stale, with the view of improving and extend-

ing the culture of tree fruits and grapes, and they

will go through with it, as they arc a most skilful

and enterprizing class of Farmers, and their example

will be followed by others until our nation will be-

come the great fruit garden and orchard of the world.

Willie Delver.

BOTANICAL NAMES.
DV J. S. L.

In your October number, Mr. B. F. Transou in-

quired what work on flowers, trees and plants you

would recommend him to procure in order to acquire

a knowledge of the botanical names of plants.

You replj' that you do not know of any that would

help him. This is discouraging. Permit me to re-

commend him to purchase " Wood's Class-Book of

Botany," to be had at almost any well supplied book

store in our cities; Henderson's, for instance. Arch
Street, near Sixth, Philadelphia.

This work contains the elements of Botanical Sci-

ence, as well as a Flora of the Northern, Middle and

Western States. It includes many commonly known
introduced and cultivated plants, and would answer

his purpose better than Gray's Text-Book, or Flora.

[Mr. Transou's inquiry was for common names

—

English names—not Botanical.

—

Ed.]

THE DIOSCOREA, OR THE CHINESE YARI.
The two following communications will be read

with much interest. The first, from an intelligent

amateur at Beverly, New Jersey; the other from our

friend Oliver Taylor, Loudon, Va.

You do not often hear from Jersey, and as most

folks (probably yourself among the number) seem to

be impressed with the idea that "nothing good can

come out of it," I should like to remove such an

impression, to some extent, by stating that I have

raised in eighteen months, roots of the Dioscorea,

measuring from twenty-four to thirty-seven inches

in length and weighing from two pounds to three

pounds five ounces each.

About the 10th of Ma)', 1858, I planted a hundred

sections of roots, each about a j of an inch in thick-

ness, and ^ in diameter, in a light sandy loam, the

surface soil being scarcely a foot deep with a subsoil

of pure sand, and in the beginning of last month

took up a few roots as above described; the balance

I intend to leave for another year. There had been

no more care taken in preparing the ground than is

customarj' in drilling potatoes; the subsoil having

never been disturbed, and what seems most strange

is that the whole thick portion of the root is produced

in the subsoil ; the upper part of the root, for twelve

or fourteen inches in length being only for a J- inch to

§ in diameter. Mine were in the ground all winter

and suffered no injury from frost. Are you aware

if they have done bettter in any other Stale !

G. R.

The Dioscorea I have now had four years, and for

two months past we have been testing its value every

way. I have attended three Fairs during the Fall,

viz:—Maryland State Fair; Winchester Valley Fair,

held at Winchester, and Loudon County Fair; and I

had specimens cooked of it at each place, and gave,

not less than one thousand persons a taste of it, and

not one but pronounced it superior in quality to the

best Irish potato.

J. D. Richardson of Buckeyestown, exhibited roots

at the State Fair, Maryland, grown from one root,

which he said weighed less than one-half a pound,

and which, he said, yielded this Fall, twelve pounds

of roots. When cooked, it is just as good to eat cold

as hot, as it does not get that peculiar taste common
to the Irish Potato when cooked for several hours.

In color, no fastidious cook could desire a handsomer

dish, and in texture, those who have no teeth to eat

it can easily "gum" it up.

In culture there is much to learn, and that so dif-

ferent from the usual routine of growing vegetables,

that it is difficult to get the new beginner in the right

way.. Our experience leads us to prefer the seed

tubers which grow profusely on the vines for planting,

and put in the ground just as soon as possible in the

Spring, though the upper part of the roots will g-row

if cut in very small pieces, yet they sometimes fail,

no doubt, from being cut and placed in a cold, damp

soil where they rot before they have heat enough to

start them.

They seem to grow well in all kinds of soil but

should only be grown in such as will allow them to

swell easily, or the roots will be much crooked. One

foot apart each way seems to give them room enough.

They should not be dug until two season's growth if

seed tubers are planted, or small pieces of the roots,

as the yield will not justify digging so deep the first

year. They stand any degree of cold under

ground, and when left in the ground all winter, of

-We),
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course they start stronger and earlier in the Spring.

Fresli manure docs not suit them, though well

rotted manure or ashes, well mixed with the soil is

not ol)je<'lional)lc. The yield with us is about one

pound per square foot, or twenty tons per ac're.

The great trouble of growing this vegetable is the

digging the crop; though this would not be objected

to by any good cultivator, as the moving of the soil

so deep would pay for the labor in the advanced value

of the ground thus dug up. The elegance of its

quality, the small space it requires, and the length of

time in use, will, no doubt, soon place it in every

well furnished garden, and when the steam plow

stirs our tenacious clays deep enough, and proper

plows are constructed to raise them from their down-

ward course, they will, no doubt, drive the Irish

potato entirely out of use.

We intend trying various experiments on them

next year, such as planting in raised beds, muh-hing

with various substances, and should we find advan-

tage from any such plans, will make it public.

As ever, Oliver Taylor.

A SIMPLE FRUIT GATHERER.
II V .1. S. L.

I have had a simple and quite an efficient one in

use for years, for gathering Washington Plums from

a height of twenty feet or more, and have found it to

answer admirably. It is merely a section of old tin

spout pipe, 3, 5, fi or 8 inches long, as may be deemed

proper, depending upou the quantit}' to be gathered

at each elfort. Attaih this piece of tin pipe to the

end of a pole, or close the bottom of the section with

a plug of wood and insert the end of the pole in a

hole in this plug and your instrument is complete.

One advantage this simple apparatus possess over

any other I have seen is that the fruit can be very

easily detached from the branch by the cutting edge

of the tin; no brushing or jerking being required;

and the delicate plum orother fruit drops gently into

the cup without a bruise.

So simple a coiitrivamc scarcely needs an illustra-

tion, and though seemingly of trifling importance,

may be found by some of your readers, of muchjValue,

should you deem a description of it worthy a place

in the Monthly. J. S. L.

CULTURE OF THE CRANBERRY.
DY " ( llAMlKHin ,"' llAN(l\i:il irilNACK, N. J.

The great consumption of, and consequent demand
for the Cranberry, has induced man}- persons to turn

their attention to its cultivation.

The high price the berries comm.ind in the market,

varying from three and a half to five dollars per

bushel. Their great productiveness and certain yield

and the comparatively easy cultivation of the plant,

render them objects of no mean importance, supplying,

as thcj' do, in a measure, the void created by the

falling-otF of the fruit crop; which, year by year,

dwindles and becomes "beautifully less."

My attention was drawn particularly to the cran-

berry (Orycoccij? 7;iacrocar;)Ks,) during a recent excur-

sion into Burlington County, New Jersey, where I

was induced to visit a number of piitrhes; some large,

but most of them small, where they haye been under

cultivation for a few years, and in every instance I

found their owners so well satisfied with the results

obtained, that they have determined to enter into

the cultivation the coming season to a much greater

extent.

In the region of the Pines there seem to be very

many natural bogs in which this berry is found grow-

ing in a wild state, and in some places so thickly that

they have been known to yield at the rate of two

hundred and fifty bushels to the acre. These bogs

producing so heavily are most of them leased on im-

proving leases; but I saw many hundreds of acres

which required but a little draining, and the neces-

sary planting to make them very productive.

One young man, whom I found at work on a ditch

by which he intended to drain an acre or two, told

me that he had sold his crop of wild berries for S3J5

cash, and that when he once had his bit of a bog in

good condition, it would, with scarcely anything

more than the labor of picking his crop, yield him

more per annum than a good hundred acre farm.

With the taste and qualities of this berry we arc

all sulficicntly well acquainted, but at their present

prices they are beyond the reach of any save those

who have theii purses tolerably well filled. But

with the increase of the cultivation, they must in a

few years be so very much reduced in price as to be

within the means of all classes.

The manner of cultivation seemed to be very rough,

and the vines set out were in all cases the wild

growth of neighbouring bogs: proving, at least, that

they arc indigenous, and that if improved sorts were

planted, and common attention paid, with a soil so

suitable, immense crops might be raised.

I call attention to the Cranberry, and the induce-

ments it holds out to young men of industrous habits

and small means, from the fact that so many are in

ducod to emigrate to the West and South at a very

considerable expense, and oflcn precarious prospects,

when they might find profitable employment so much

nearer home, and at the same time, enjoy the peculiar

benefits and privileges of an older settled com-

munity. CnANDF.RIlY.

[With Cranberries "dearer than ever" this season,

our friend's communication is well timed, and h
"m

^:
11P>
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promised continuation of the subject, in all its practi-

cal details, will be very acceptable. Unlike most

farm crops, this one needs no manure, and will grow

where little else will, and with a moderate amount

of labor, and it is not surprising that general atten-

tion should be growing vigorously towards it.

—

Ed.]

MACHINE FOR ROOT GRAFTING.
BY B. L. RVDER, WEST KRANKLIN NURSERIES,

LOCDON, FRANKLIN COUNTV, PA.

Agreeably to your inquiries and requests, I send

you to-day a model of my grafting shears.

The long shear blade is intended to trim the side

roots, the other for cutting the roots, &c. to the

proper length, and the knife which cuts on the con-

cave bed, for splitting, which is done much bctler

than can be done by hand, always making a smooth,

clean split, no difference how twisted or crooked the

stock is. Last season I had an attachment for point-

ing or cutting the wedge on the graft, or sloping the

stock and scion in splice grafting, but have adopted

this plan as better, ("intending to make the other part

in a separate machine shortly.) The advantages of

this implement will be obvious to every one experi-

enced in root grafting. It being fastened on a bench

or table, it operates very fast and docs its work in a

very superior manner^ and can be worked by any

novice.

wholly of iron, and will be of tlie best material and

workmanship.

P. S.—The blade is cast steel and can be taken off

and ground, being fastened with screws on the hand

piece.

[Anxious to present real improvements to our

readers, we give Mr. Ryder the benefit of the free

advertisement his excellent machine so justly merits.

The model sent us is of wood, except the blade,

which is of shear steel. The base has a flange, not

shown in the engraving, by which it is screwed to a

bench.

—

Ed.]

I do not claim to be the inventor of the original

idea, this being a modification of the grafting shears

long in use, but I claim it as a decided improvement.

I am now prepared to furnish the machines to all

desiring them, at short notice. The machine is made

COAL TAR FOR THE LOCUST BORER.
BY E. K., DRIGHTOiV, N. Y.

I have tried the use of Coal Tar on the Locust, in

order to stop the Locust Borer, and find it works well.

I used as follows :—First, open the holes at the

mouth, then fill with warm Coal Tar; the pest will

soon make his appearance and fall to the ground. I

have found a very good remedy, though not always

effectual, to destroy the knot on the plum—I first cut

out the spot, then apply common tar. I have exam-

ined the black knot closely for several years, and en-

dorse, in the main, the remarks of Hortus, (Gales-

burg, Illinois.) E. K.
an>i

A GRAFE CHAPTER.
Our Correspondents have got so interested in

grapes that we have to limit the space their favors

would otherwise occupy. In condensing their com-

munications, we have endeavored to retain all their

ideas so far as practicable. First, we have a letter

from Mr. E. Hopkins, of Trumansburg, N. Y., on

—

The Delaware Grape. Mr. H. spent some weeks on

the Delaware, last August, and found a vine in the

garden of a friend; curiosity being excited, he spent

several weeks, and found great quantities in other

places, many miles apart, but on careful inquiry,

found in every possible trace that they all originally

came from the Prevost vines. As to our remarks on

the varied forms of bunch and berry, he says he has

seen them all on the same vine. Mr. Prevost, he

says, was a native of Switzerland and an officer in the

French army at the time of the French Revolution,

and at its termination, barely had time to escape with

his life to this country, rendering it improbable that

he brought grapes with him. One of Mr. P.'s grand-

sons thinks his father received it from a Swiss gar-

dener of Mr. Powell, of Philadelphia, who subse-

quently worked for Mr. Prevost.

On the same grape, J. L. T., Lambertville, N. J.,

writes,—" Mr. A. G. M. Prevost thinks his grand-

father obtained this amongst others received from

Hare Powell of Philadelphia. He further said that
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they railed it the Powell grape." Mr. T. also

says that the fruit is very variable on neglected vines.

Some vines have the fruit just ripening when the

others are gone. lie thinks the Delaware, uncarcd

for, tends backwards to wildness to a remarkable de-

gree.

Mr. K. Miller believes the Delaware a foreign grape,

and can detect no signs of a native odor.

"Orchis" wonders why the small size and high

price of the Dclawaie should make it a worthless

grape, and the dealers in it rogues and humbugs, as

some journals intimate. He thinks he would sooner

eat a Scckel Pear than a Pound pear, notwithstand-

ing its small size, and that the demand for any article

of trade regulates its price.

Synonyms of Grapes. "Orchis" writes,—"It has

been clearly ascertained that the Canby's August

came from Wilmington, Delaware; the Baldwin

sprang up in a yard in Westchester, Pa. ; the York

Madeira, according to W. C. Waring, (most excellent

authority by the way,) is a native of York county,

Pa., and the Hyde's Eliza, I think from Troy, N. Y.

Now, that they are all natives of diiferent localities,

and notwithstanding this, so partic-ularly alike as to be

almost instinctively taken for one and the same grape,

what inference would this peculiarity lead us to?

—

simply this: that among our grapes, as is the case

with plants of all kinds, there are true botanical va-

rieties, and these varieties perpetuate their kind, no

matter where the seed may germinate. Upon exam-

ining the wood, foliage and fruit, as well as the shape

of the inflorescence of the foregoing kinds, we find

them minutely alike, and all showing the general

characteristics of their parent or species—viz : 17(18

Labrusca, L."

Mr. Downing says, the Hyde's Eliza has rather

larger bunches and berries than York Madeira.

The Venango Grape. H. writes,—"The County of

Venango, Pennsylvania, has long been noted for its

paternity of good wild grapes—among them the

"Venango," erroneously "Minor's Seedling." It

originated on or near the grounds of the old French

Fort at Franklin, in Venango county, at the junction

of French Creek with the Allegheny River, and was

formerly supposed to have originated from seed of

foreign grapes introduced by the French. I have had

the Venango for ten years, and do not consider It

worthy of dissemination.

The Franklin Grape. II. also writes that it was

found in the vicinity of the Venango, and removed to

Mcadville, Crawford county, and freely disseminated

by the present liberal owner. He says, Venango,

Clarion, Mercer, and Lawrence counties, Penna.,

abound with good wild grapes, many of which are

being cultivated and called Franklin by the inhabi-

tants. The Franklin wc find to have remarkably

large stipules on the young shoots, and many prove

to belong to a distinct species from any yet described.

Grape Experiments. Mr. 0. T. Hobbs, Randolph,

Pa., writes that he has been for some time experi-

menting with seedling grapes, and finds that in a

hundred seedlings from the Fninklin, all, with one

single exception, are different from the parent. He
cannot identify the species to which the Franklin

belongs, but will send specimens of the leaves to any

one interested.

Foreign Grapes. Friend John, our spirit liketh not

the tenor of thy communication. We advise thee,

as thou art a man of peace, to lay aside the vitriol

bottle, which may burn thy " esteeuicd friends," and

turn their anger upon thee. Use good, cheerful and

pleasant black ink in thy epistles, and fur thy pen

employ the directorship of a loving disposition. If

thou "care not to know whether the Delaware be a

foreigner or a native, so long as it is hardy and good

to eat;" so well and good. If thou carest not to

know whether the world is round so long as thee can

go whither thee wishes about it. Or whether the moon

is inhabited, so that she gives thee her pale light, we

shall not quarrel with thee; then why wilt thou

quarrel with others for the same cause?

It is the business of science, friend John, to colled

/acls. The cui bono, or "what good" comes after-

wards, just as in business, Friend John, thee gets thy

money first, bcfoi'e thee plans out how thee shall

spend it. So in gardening, we do not know what

good a fact may be till wc get it. If we know it to

have some relation to the subject we look after it.

The Hansleretio Grape. A correspondent recently

called for its history. The following from our friend

Col. R. Carr, formerly of the liartram Botanic Gar-

dens, settles that point.

"About the year 1820, I received from Zerbst, in

Prussia, a box of grape vines, containing twenty-five

species of European grapes, which my friend Mr.

Kalisky, ("who procured them for me) believed would

thrive in this climate. They were carefully culti-

vated, and many of them produced large and delicious

grapes, for two or three seasons, but the severity and

changeable weather of our winters proved too severe

for them, and most of them perished in a few years.

One of them bore fruit very nearly resembling the

Bland grape in size, color and flavor. Another of

them, the Hanslerello, was equal to the Black Ham-
burg, and more hardy. I believe there is one of this

species now in the garden of the late James Laws."

Labe Grape. Mr. S. Miller sa}-s our figure of this

is not more than half the size it frequently grows,

and that the specimen sent was merely for a taste.

It is a good fault to underrate a fruit in exciting

times.
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Corrections. In conclusion, wc insert the following

from Mr. A. Thomson :

" In speaking of the quality and appearance of the

Delaware, I said :
—

' which from its surpassing excel-

lence, would anywhere, or under any circumstances,

at once attract the at'ention of the merest tyro in

horlicullure, and captivate the most uncultivated taste.'

The italicized words were omitted by the compositor.

In the same paragraph I spoke of its having passed

the ordeal of " pomological societies and committees,"

instead of "varieties," as the type make nie say. In

the last paragraph quoted 'much interest' was

written such interest. Several typographical errors,

as "Truminer" for " Traminer," "remains" for

"remain," Sec, will be obvious to the reader."

THE SUSQUEHANNA PEACH.
BY DR. W. D. BRINCKLE.

At page 27 of the nuuiber just received, I perceive

an inquiry is made in regard to the Griffith and Sus-

quehanna Peach.

They are identical. The original tree, now dead,

stood in the garden of the late Mr. Griffith, at Harris-

burg, and was placed there by his little son who found

it growing on the banks of the Susquehanna, pulled

it up and planted it in his father's garden. The name
Susquehanna was given to it several years ago by

myself.

[Dr. B. has our best thanks for the information

which Mr. Miller has also given us. We have letters

to the same effect from four other friends, who will

please accept our acknowledgment.

—

Ed.]

HEATING BT HOT WATER.
BY A. B. C.

A correspondent sends us a plan of heating by hot

water flowing through a wooden tank, heated by a

barrel boiler.

Fig. 1 is a section of the elevation.

r/a./

The figures 7, 3 and 16, are (he measure in feet of

the several surfaces of the roof; 20 the number of

feet wide, and that section, and 14, the depth of the

upright pillar.

Of the heating part of the arrangement,

.4. Is barrel steamer, with stove extending through it.

B. Tank, 5 feet wide, and 32 feet long, (i inches

deep.

C Earth, &c., above tank.

D. End of brick flue for smoke, extending along the

front across (he back, and returning half way to mid-

dle of front of grapery, and then across it to the

chimney.

E. Warm water pipe.

F. Cold return pipe.

Fig. 2 is the ground plan of the tank, 6 inches deep;

FIG.Q

the arrows show the course of the circulating water.

Fig. 3 is a vertical section of

the tank, and earth bed, on an

enlarged scale.

In connection with the above,

our correspondent sends the fol-

lowing queries, to which we
annex notes in reply:

1. How much rise should a boiler or farnace have

before reaching the flue in order to produce sufficient

momentum to create a motion in the horizontal pipe

of upwards of 70 feet before reaching the upright

chimney ? (1)

2. Have wooden tanks, heated by circulating water,

been used in this country, and arc they admissable

when covered with loose hoards and brick rubbish, or

should they be tightly covered with boards or slate,

with openings by means of tubes, etc. to regulate the

heat and moisture? (2)

3. Are not pit sash at 202 inclination sufficiently

high for all practical purposes? (3)

4. Should the tanks be more than six inches deep,

and how great depth of soil should cover them for

growth of tomato plants, cabbage, etc., etc.? ('4)

5. Do you think the plan of heating as proposed,

and the tank arrangement promises to be successful

and an economical method? {b)

[f 1^ None of our flues have any rise ; their draught

is perfect; we think the popular idea of the necessity

of a rise is fallacious.

('2) We have a tank made of white pine boards,

thirty feet in length, connected by four feet of one-

inch lead pipe to a cast iron boiler holding two quarts

of water. The tank is four inches deep, but only two

inches depth of water is kept in the tank, which is
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rovercd with half-inch weathcrboarding. With aslight

fire sufficient to keep the house (which is very warmly
built) at 60" when the outside temperature is 30-J,

the water in the flow end of the tank is 112^, and

720 at the return after travelling sixty feet. Sand

four inches deep is placed directly on the weather-

boarding, and a regular temperature of 70^ maintained,

in which most cuttings easily root in three weeks.

The whole contrivance cost less than twenty dollars,

and we would not be without it for two hundred

dollars. Slate would have been better than weather-

board to cover, and three-inch pipe better than one-

inch for the flow and return ; a cast-iron water pipe

would do, the elbow in the fire. The size of the

boiler, we believe to be of little importance in tauk

heating.

(3) For early forcing, the steeper the pitch, the

better is it found in practice; 40i is not too much.

(A) Two inches of water is enough, and the tank

need be but little deeper. The more water to be heated,

the lower will be the temperature attained. Four

inches of rich soil is plenty on a tank for your pur-

pose.

(5) We have before answered in the affirmative, as

far as the tank is concerned, but think our own plan

of a small boiler, costing about five dollars, or even

a water pipe preferable to the barrel boiler, though

we have not seen the latter tried.]

Two Crops of Grapes in- one Horsi:. I. R.

wishes to know whether by keeping half his vines

out of the house, forcing the balance, and some
months after bringing in the former, whether it would
be successful? We think not.

Mr. Thomas Meehan i My Dear Sir.—Can you
inform the readers of the Monlhly what result fol-

lowed Dr. Uhler's experiments with aloes upon the

Plum Curculio? Also, whether Mr. Bright's book,

—see pp 106,—is yet issued, and if so, the price and
publisher. I want a copy. Will Mr. Bright favor

your readers with an article on Saltpetre as a manure^

when to use, quantity, what it should cost to enable

one to use it profitably, &c., &c. ; I have never seen

it used and would be glad of some information on the

subject, though Mr. Bright seems to think, pp 66, that

it needs no explanation.—D. W. B., Si. Catharine's,

C. W., Jan. 4, 1859.

[Will our kind correspondents please reply.

—

Ed. J

CELERY DISEASE.
BY N. H. 1!., SI'R1NGFIKI.I>, ILL.

Our Celery crops here are much injured every sea-

son by great numbers of very small flies, which attack

the young leaves of the plants, causing them to wilt

and die. I think they arc the same which attack the '

Japan Sophora, Bludder Senna, etc. They remain
[

about the celery until we have a sharp frost, prevent-

ing its growth. I do not notice that they do any

other injury than to the leaves. They are very small

and have the appearance of gnats.

We have another insect (it may be the same} which

lays eggs in tlie young shoots of the celery, which

hatch into small white worms, and which descend to

the heart of the plant and greatly injure it.

I have tried various means of driving ofTthe insect

first mentioned, but without success. I do not think

any odor will allcct them. If j-ou will inform us in

the Monlhly how to get rid of them, you will oblige

all the Celery growers here.

[The last described insect is the common Celery

Fly; they usually work in the night. The only

remedy is to trap them. Long strips of canvass,

coated with molasses, and stretched along the rows,

would, we think, entice and rid you of great numbers.

-Kd.I

Vine Borders.—D. F. Kinney has a cold grapery

fsKing south, a "lean-to" structure. If another

building were erected north, making a sort of span

roof; would it do to cover with boards instead of

glass? The present building is 1-1 feet wide, the pur-

posed addition 8 feet; would it be warm enough with

the present back taken out?

This is how we understand the question. It would
be warm, but not light enough; wc should use glass.

Should the vine border be made only outside the

house, or also under it ? We prefer the last.

Vitriol and Fence Posts.—Of the many methods

of preserving fence posts from decay, none is per-

haps more simple and cheap than the one of soaking

them in blue vitriol.

—

Ex.

Cooking Apple-Pie Melon—Cut and pare as

you would pumpkins. Stew until thoroughly done,

and if there is too much water in them, turn them
into something to drain, and when dry enough use

them just as you would stewed apples, adding sharp

vinegar or tartaric acid to give the tart.

The Apple-Pic Melon is one of the most valuable

acquisitions to the list of vegetables in the west, that

has been made for a long time, as they grow finely

and produce wonderfully. I planted fifty seeds

—

thirty came up, and the frost on the -Ith June left me
fifteen vines. About one hundred melons set, and

about forty of them were cut short by the 1st Sept.

My largest one weighed fifty pounds, and one of my
neighbors to whom I gave seed, raised one weighing

^3 pounds. They are made valuable here because

fruit is scarce—where fruit is plenty they must be of

less value. Saml. M. Dveb, East Dcsmoines Iowa,

in Country Gentleman.

^'W
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HOW HORTICULTURE "PATS."
It is gratifying to every lover of pure and rational

pleasures to note the increased importance given to

horticultural pursuits, and the increased influence

obtained by horticulture and horticulturists in public

aflairs.

Poets have sung of the pleasures of a garden, and

pliilosophers have taught the actual necessity of a

love of natural beautj- in the mind, in order to insure

a healthy development of the mental faculties.

Gardens and flowers are inseparably connected

with virtue and morality, and happiness flows from

them, as from a natural fountain and source. Not by

any means that all horticulturists are paragons of

excellence, for the serpent will creep into the happiest

paradise; but that the pursuit forms the most natural

and most protective hedge against the intrusions of

misery and vice that exists amongst men.

The world acknowledges all this, hut it is one

thing to believe and another to practise, and yet it Is

the increasing practice of horticulture we see around

us which inspires our present theme.

We recently passed a beautiful little school-house

in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, built after a

design of great t.iste and beauty. The grounds about

it were of small extent, but the beautiful lawn, kept

neatly mowed ; the flowering shrubs, and handsome
trees, and delicate vines trained on graceful trellises,

showed conclusively that if the directors of that school

cared for these lilies of the field, how much more
cared they for the human flowers within. And then

the neat, clean and happy children, in themselves,

exhibited the influence this horticultural taste was
exerting over them, and we only wished there could

be competition in public schools, as in other branches

of business. " We know," thought we, '•' to which
school our own little treasures should be sent."

Coming nearer home, passing, in fact, but a few
miles from our own door, we came to a beautiful

country church, recently built in a pleasing spot ; and

there, too, were the pulpit and the pruning knife

linked hand to hand in the endeavor to make man-

kind the happier for the union. For once, though^

we, that marriage is a happy one, and fancied we saw

written over the portals of its mansion, "Peace be

with all who enter here." A beautiful winding walk

led to the church door, and branch paths and bright

evergreens and rich dumps of choice shrubs invited

the feet of the stranger about them, it is to be hoped,

to a better purpose than the soft grass did to the feet

of Bunyan's Pilgrim. Whatever may be said for or

against the monks of the middle ages, they at least

did wonders for gardening, and labored immensely

to influence the masses in its behalf; and unquestion-

ably, one of the great secrets of the hold these insti-

tutions had at one time of the world's history, on

the popular mind, was the recognition of the principle

that the beauties of nature and art had an inseparable

connection with the theological principles they pro-

fessed.

Proceeding from the pursuit of the Philosopher

the school and the pulpit, to the rostrum, we find

horticulture still leaving its footprints on the sand of

current events. Lectures on horticulture are be-

coming fashionable in various parts of the country,

adding a warmth and a brilliancy to the happy sun-

shine of life in large cities, bringing out large audi-

ences to enjoy its loveliness, and laying in rich stores

of golden grain to gladden the hearts of the lecturers.

We see that at New Haven, Marshall P. Wilder,

Dr. Grant, Emerson the arboriculturist, Barry, L.

F. Allen, Pardee, and Johnson, all eminent horti-

culturists, are engaged to lecture this month, (Feb.)

and while we are now writing, could we be amongst

them " who have gone down into Egypt," we should

probably find Drs. Warder and Kennicott, Hon. M.
L. Dunlap and others, enlightening the natives of

Tamaroa on horticultural pursuits.

And the public press,—that great mirror of popular

sentiment, not only reflects the horticultural ideas of

public leclures to the fullest extent ; but is beginning

to take in their importance in an every day sense. So

great is the passion for horticulture, and the benefits

the training of the horticulturist is capable of con-

ferring on practical science generally, that the Cin-

cinnati Scientific Artisan, one of the best papers of its

class in the country, will in future have a regular

horticultural column.

After all, horticulture, like all other worldly occu-

pations, has its vices, which, when indulged in,

materially detracts from its real pleasures. Not one

of the least of these is the lowering of the whole pur-

suit to a sort of commercial speculation, in which,

"beware of humbugs," or "will it pay?" compose

the chief slock in trade. So great is the din at times

created, that an outsider would certainly believe that

market gardeners and nurserymen constituted the

whole horticultural community. But horticulture,

as one of the fine arts, has no more to do with profit

than a piano or stylish carriage. It is a luxury to be

indulged in ; a mental, moral, and bodily recreation,

to be pursued at a loss of cash, to the profit of the man

^1^
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He who follows it for a living is to be pitied. Speak-

ing of a leading nurseryman, said a lady friend to us

recently, " I felt sorry for Mr. , when at his place,

though he wants, I know, to love his flowers, I felt

that he could not feel that passionate admiration for

them that I did. He would part with them for money,

and I would not. That made the difference." We en-

vied that lady's feelings, even ourselves—and a few

moments after, when a noted merchant said to us, " I

have grown out of conceit of raising my own flowers

and vegetables, I find I can buy them cheaper in the

market;" we did not envy him at all.

To obtain pleasure from a garden, calculations of

profit must not enter; keep within your means, of

course, and do not spend a dollar on what can be as

well accomplished for a less sum. So shall the pure

love of horticulture spread, and the horticulturists

become a power for good in the stale, and an honor

and credit to the humanity that claims him.

LECTURES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

At New Haven, from February the First to Febru-

ary the Twenty-fifth. The following is the part of

the programme in which our readers will be the most

interested.

SECOND WEEK—POMOLOGY, &.c.

Pear Culture Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
American Pomology—the best method of promoting

it; with practical suggestions on the cultivation of

the pear.

Grapes Dr. C. W. Grant.
Lecture 1. Preparation of the soil, and propagation

of the vine. Lee. 2. Culture of native varieties, with

account of diiTerent varieties and their qualities.

Lee. 3. Foreign varieties; culture and treatment.

Berries R. G. Pardee, Esg.

Lecture 1. Strawberries, Raspberries and Black-

berries—soil, cultivation, varieties. Lee. 2. Currants,

Gooseberries, Cranberries and Whortleberries—soil,

cultivation, varieties.

Fri IT Trees P. Barry, Esq.

Lecture 1. Propagation and treatment of Fruit Trees

in the Nursery. Lrc. 2. Transplanting and manage-

ment of trees in the orchard and garden.

Fruits Lewis F. Allen, Esq.

Lectures 1 S( 2. The Apple. Lee. 3. Uses of Fruits

economically considered; profits as farm crops; their

consumption as food for man ; as food for stock; value

for exportation.

Arboriculture Geo. B. Emerson, Esq.

Lecture 1. Character of various Forest Trees, as

found growing in the forests of Europe and America.
Value for various purposes. Forest culture. Lrc.'Z.

Shade and Ornamental Trees; modes of cultivation.

Agricultural Che.mistrv, continued. Prof. S. W.
Johnson.

Lecture 5. The soil: its chemical and physical

character. Lee. 6. The mechanical improvement of

the soil by tillage, fallow and amendments. Lee. 7.

The Chemical and Mechanical improvement of the

soil by manures. Lee. 8. The conversion of Vege-

table into Animal produce. The Chemistry and

Physiology of Feeding.

During the first week, the following Sciences will

be lectured on in their application to husbandry.

—

Chemistry Prof. S. W. Johnson.

Meteorology Prof. B. Silli.man, Jr.

Entomology Dr. Asa Fitch.

Vegetable Physiology. ...Daniel C. Eaton.

Wc hope our friends will have a " good time."!
GREENHOUSE AND VINERT

OF STEPHEN OLIVER. Jit., E,-.i.. LY.N'X, .MASsACUUSETTS.

(See Frontispiece.)

We have frequently heard Mr. Oliver's houses

spoken of as combining utility with beauty to a re-

markable degree, and at ourrequest, he has furnished

us with a photograph, (from which our illustration

has been copied) and also a ground plan and descrip-

tion of the internal arrangements. It has often struck

us as being strange that persons who have the

means do not expend a trifle more in ornamenting

the exterior of their plant houses so as to prevent their

being, as is too frequently the case, a positive blemish

in the appearance of their grounds. We think our

readers will agree with us that Mr. O. has obtained

a very good etTect by the judicious expenditure of but

a. small additional sum. We annex a description of

the ground plan ;

.^. Slatted walks, from underneath which heat arises

from smoke flues.

D. Flower stands.

C. Chimney, rising directly under cupola; passing

through and from out of which smoke passes

through small copper pipes placed all around

the top of same.

D. Coal bins, in basement.

E. Boiler.

F. Smoke Flue.

G. Water Cistern; water conducted from roof.

H. Small Cistern, opening into room above for water-

ing plants.

/. Hot water pipes from Boiler.

/. Water tank to feed Boiler.

K. Windows for lighting Basement and taking in coal.

L. Grape Borders.

M. Cellar way. Trap door.

Ik
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N. Semi-circular trellises for training fruit trees.

Centre and main body of house used fur a Vinery and Flower house, heated by hot water pipes and flues.

East wing for Vinery, hivs pipes and can be used at option. West wing, cold Vinery.

t:^
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Whitewashing the Stems op Froit Trees—
C, Delaware County, Pa.—Mr. Editor, can you not

find a corner for a word or two, condemnatory of the

barbarous practice of whitewashing the trunks of fruit

trees, not only rendering them unsightly, but causing

much injury by closing the pores of the bark. It pre-

vails extensively in this section.

[It is not injurious, rather beneficial, killing moss

and insects, and prevents sun-scorching in severe

winters. The outer bark has lost its vitality, and has

no pores to get injured. When the tree grows, the

trunk swells, and the old bark cracks, through white-

wash and all, and no injury results. As to the un-

iiijhUiness of it, we have not a word to say in its favor.

—Ed.]

DioscoREA

—

R. p. /?., Quincy, HI.—This is also

called the Chinese Yam, and was introduced into

France from Japan, eight years ago. It was intro-

duced here five years since, and so very much more

claimed for it than the result has confirmed, that its

real merits arc looked on with suspicion. It is an

excellent vegetable, and will, no doubt, become a

standard garden crop.

Native Blackberries.—A friend fromCynthiana,

Ky., writes describing four different kinds of Black-

berries growing wild there. The Blackberry varies

very much; wo have in our collection, dried speci-

mens of over 50 forms, collected within an area of

three hundred miles in width. We have no doubt,

however, but that varieties equalling and perhaps

excelling, in some respects, the New Rochelle, might

be found by perseverance, and we hope what we have

said will not dampen the ardor of our correspondent

in his observations.

Rose Mildew— Tyro, Lynchburtj, Va., writes of a

white creeping fungus, growing up out of the soil

in his rose pots, and covering the whole surface of

the soil very rapidly. It appears amongst the roses

in his greenhouse, and he fears it will attack the roses

themselves. Almost all this kind of fungi spring

from decayed vegetable matter in the soil, and are

readily destroyed by lime water. But without know-

ing exactly the kind our correspondent complains of,

wc cannot advise him confidently.

Honolulu Nectarine Squash. From M. T.

Briggs, West Macedon, N. Y. Specimens of the

dried fruit. We arc usually suspicious of " rare

sciuashcs," finding them generally to possess a " dis-

tinction " without a "difTerencc." This, we arc bound

to say, however, is good—decidedly so, and wc arc

confirmed in the opinion by a beloved voice over our

shoulder, exclaiming as we write—"0 do get some

seed of it to plant for ourselves." Is it more than an

improved variety of Apple-pic Melon?

Water from Artesian Wells—W. C. T. Wash-
ington, Miss.—" My Artesian Well is 400 feet deep,

and brings to the surface 105 gallons per minute, at

a temperature of 680. It contains a large amount of

iron and potass and a little acid. Will it injure my
plants in the greenhouse I propose to erect 1"

[We think you will find no injury unless the water

is largely impregnated with these substances.]

Fillmore Strawberry—W. C. T., Washington,

Miss.—We know of our oicn cx/)fn'«nce, only what we
have already stated in our paper, and cannot advise

any one either to purchase or not to purchase this, or

anything noticed by us. We endeavor to collect all

the information we can on any subject, after which,

our duties as a journalist ceases.

EupHORBi.4 Jacquin^flora—A Subscriber.

—

" Can you give me any information about growing

the Euphorbia Jacquina-flora? The leaves have all

fallen oflfin the stove."

[It requires a rich soil, warm atmosphere, (750)

&nd plenty of Jrainaije in the pots; in the last of which

items we fear you have been deficient.

Indelible Writing Ink for Zinc Labels. We
have received from Mr. White, of Buffalo, a bottle of

M.athews' writing ink, and samples of zinc labels

marked as being in use from 1S55 to 1859. This

material has been employed for the past fifteen years

in some of the principal horticultural establishments,

but has never become popular—the oxidization of the

zinc obliterating the writing. These specimens in-

dicate an improvement, and we think it well worthy

extensive trial.

Correction. Dear Sir—On seeing the plan for a

garden I sent you, in December number, I notice the

figures marked in it as itsdimensions belong to another

plan. Its proper size should h.ave been 200 x 240, or

double that marked. Will you please correct this in

a future number, and oblige, Y'ours truly,

J. C. Sidney.

Brick Hot Water Tanks. W. H. B., Cleveland,

Ohio.—We do not think brick tanks, lined with any

kind of cement, can be made to resist hot water for

any length of time successfully. Wooden tanks,

made by a carpenter who has a good eye; the " tonguc-

ing" made by employing hoop iron for the tongue,

and then braced with iron seldom leaks, and if while-

^^^ ^^r<&'M
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washed before using, with a oomposilion of bullcr-

milk and lime, will last a long time.

A Subscriber. Forest Home, Ky.—Will find in

another part of our paper an answer to his inquiry in

regard to the vine treatise.

DiANTHus Keddewigii. J. F. D., Providence,

R. I.—In the November number, wc notice an article

upon the " Dianthus Chincnsis Heddewigii," copied

from the Gardeners Chronicle. Could we procure the

seeds here, and if so, what will they cost, a small

quantity ?

[Most of the principal seedsmen who import annu-

ally from Europe, and advertise in our columns, will

doubtless have it for sale in the Spring. We have

recently seen colored figures in Neubert's Deulsches

Magazin, which confirm the beautiful character the

Chronicle gave of them.]

QroTE Accurately.—We had occasion recently

to complain that when we suggested that "similar

varieties" to a certain grape might be found growing

wild, a contemporary should say—unintentionally we
are sure—that wc said the gr.ipe itself.

Another writer, equally unintentionally we know,
said that, in writing of the grape from Cleveland, we
said "all the members of the horticultural society

thought as we did," when we only said " all of them
who tasted it." A diflference equal to a dozen or two
against several hundred.

In the last Hovey's Magazine we are made to say

that the Delaware grape " is abundant in Delaware,"

when we only said " varieties of Isabella abound in

Delaware."

Will our friends please be more accurate?

This, by the way, we think one of the best numbers

of Hovei/s Magazine we have received for a long time,

and are pleased to find the oldest horticultural maga-

zine in the country sustaining itself so usefully.

•Poofe, (JflfaJoguFS, ^r.

The Horticulturist makes its New Year's bow under

the direction of Mr. Peter B. Mead, of Brooklyn; a

distinguished horticulturist. Mr. J. Jay Smith, under

whose management it has been so popular the past

four years, retiring.

The Homestead, of Hartford, and the Valley Farmer,

of St. Louis, have, like ourselves, severally put on a

new dress, fully aware that if " good manners " and

an " engaging appearance " "make the man," thej-

have no meaner influence in making

periodical.

a successful

Dr. Cloud's Cutlon Planter has also been enlarged,

and raised to a $2 magazine.

The Country Gentleman has also dressed up a little,

presenting a portrait of Mr. A. J. Downing on its

horticultural breastpin.

Though these are all prupcrly agricultural period-

icals, they usually contain horticultural articles of the

highest excellence.

Jlffk'ck's Southern Rural Jllinanue, published at Bren-

ham, Texas, we hope will find a reader in every one

interested in Southern horticulture. To say it is an

excellent production is but simple justice.

DESCRIPTrVE CAT.\LOGUES.

To those anxious to know the rapid progress horti-

culture is making on the American continent, the

catalogues of the nurserymen arc very instructive.

In a very few months after a new fruit, flower or vege-

table has been announced as new in Europe, wc find

it spread over many of the States of our own country.

The following firms have published catalogues, copies

of which are now on our table.

T. E. Cook § Sons, Bendersville, Pa.

/. S. Cook, Walnut Hill, Ohio.

James McGowan, Lynchburg, Va.

R. If'. Hunt^ Co., Galesburg, 111.

Haines 4- Hacker, Cheltenham, Philada.

J. A. Mendenhall <§ Bro., Richmond, Ind.

Ncalley Bros. Sj Bock, Burlington, Iowa.

Fleming ^ Nelson, Augusta, Ga.

J'an Pelt £f Heyer, Dubuque, Iowa.

David J. Griscom, Woodbury, N. J.

/. McLaen, Roadstown, N. J.

Chester Clark, Covington, Ind.

S. Thompson, Suscol Ferry, California.

Hooker, Farley ^ Co., Rochester, N- Y.

C. C. Langdon, Mobile, Ala.

Gibson. ^ Sons, MuUica Hill, N. J.

SEEDS.

X M. Thorburn (§• Co. Tree and shrubs, containing

many rare things not often to be obtained. Also, from

the same. Vegetable and Agricultural Seed List.

WHOLESALE LISTS.

B. F. Transou, Wellwood, Tcun.

X. C. Lishy, Nashville, Tenn.

X ir. Manning, Reading, Mass.

W. Tompkins, Germantown, N. Y.

Uri Manly, Marshall, 111.

F. Prentice, Toledo, Ohio.

W. H. Starr, East New London, Conn.

Asher Hance 4r Son, Red Bank, N. J.

John Ruttcr, West Chester, Pa.

^V. Parry, Cinnaminson, N. J.

X W. Jones, Chatham 4 Corners, N. Y.

ROSES.

John Saul, Washington, D. C. Selected

newer kinds.
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cmcnLARS.

J.W. Jones Sf Sons. Dwarf, double flowering Hcli-

anthus. The public would have better understood, if

it had been stated, that this was but an improved

variety of Sunflower ; as it is, it reads as if it might

be a new species.

T. G. Yeomans, Walworth, N. Y. Pruning dwarf

pears, with nursery catalogue. We have before

spokon approvingly of this useful circular.

Sullivun Bates, Bellingham, Mass. Culture of the

Cranberry.

JQpto OP Siarp JPIenh.

Calceolaria pinnata.—This is not a new plant

by any means, for it is described by Loudon as having

been introduced to cultivation from Peru, in 1773
;

but it is quite rare. For the past two seasons we
have seen it in two or three amateur's gardens, and

we were quite surprised by its perfect adaptation to

our climate. It commences to bloom in the open bor-

der in May, and continues till frost, making it oi

great value as a bedding plant.

The flowers are of a pale lemon yellow, produced

in the greatest abundance, and the plant has a dense

bushy habit, growing about one foot high. The seeds

grow readily in Spring, in a hotbed, or treated as

other hardy annuals.

SoLANiM ATROPURPUHEI-M, (Schrauk^—Remark-
able for the spininess of all its parts, and the purple

color of its stems. The flowers are yellow, and borne

in bunches from the young branches. The fruit is

white, striped with green ; towards autumn tinted

with orange.

The Revue Horlicote, from which we take the above,

praises it for the beautiful purple of its stems. We
give the engraving, in the hope some of our cultiva-

tors will introduce it, and try it for its fruit, as so

many of the Solanums give luxuries for our table, this

may add another.

It is a native of St. Paul, in South Brazil,

sketch is one fourth the natural size.

The

HovA Ci'MiNGiANA.—A yellow flowered kind,

from Singapore or Borneo. Smaller than our com-

mon " Wax plant," yet much stronger than //. bella.

DissoTis Ihvingiana.—A pink-flowered melasto-

maceous plant from the Niger expedition. The flow-

ers are about thico inches long and narrow. Pretty,

but not among the handsomest of the tribe.

Cattleya Sciiilleriana. One of the finest of

this splendid tribe of orchidaceous plants from Brazil,

Flowers large, and of a rich, purple shaded crimson.

—

Bot. Mag.

Ckaxothus ViETCHiAxrs.—Native of California

and Mexico. A shrub three or four feet high, having

clusters of flowers resembling our C .Ainericanus, a

little smaller, and of a light blue. Probably scarcely

hardy in the Northern States.

—

Ibid.

eshr-
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Eugene Appert—New French Rose, figured in

Horlicultcur Praticien, in form and color, as well as

in habit and foliage, much resembles Lord Raglan.

EcHiNOpsis Pentlandii—The flowers arc very

fine, having three rows of petals of a tender rose color,

but variable in this respect, as it is sometimes red or

scarlet The flowers, as in all Echinopsis, have a

long tube and are deliciously fragrant. It was intro-

duced in 1857, from Chili, by M. Versehafrelt.— /6irf.

DiELVTBA cccuLLARiA—The Hort. Prat, has a

delightful notice of this, of which it says, " S' il est

une charmante et gracieuse plante;" but as it grows

freely in most of our northern woods, our readers

should examine it practically, and we arc sure will

find it worthy of all the praise the French journal be-

stows on it.

Rose I.mperatrice Eugenie—White, delicately

tinted within the centre with rose; we believe it is

remontant, though not so described in Horl. Prat.

DiANTuns Verschaffeltii—A hybrid Chinese

pink, with single white flowers, with a rich purple

throat, arranged in large clusters. It is very dwarf,

and recommended for borders and bouquets.

—

Ibid.

iEscHYNASTHCs coRDiFOLius.—This tribe is get-

ting as numerous as Achimenes. They are stove

epiphytes, of easy culture, and very showy. They

have a great general resemblance,—the present spe-

cies has heart-shaped leaves, on pendulous shoots, and

crimson flowers with a short tube.

Rhododendron Nuttallii.—Native of Bhotan,

growing on trees in that region of India. This is the

finest of all the Rhododendrons, the flowers being

nearly six inches across
;
pinkish white with a yel-

low throat. The leaves are one foot long.

—

Bol. Mag.

Bryophyllum proliferum. — A crassnlaceous

plant, similar to the old B. calycinum, but the green-

ish flowers are tipped with pink. It is a stove plant

from Madagascar, and, from the figure in Bot. Maga-

zine, not particularly handsome.

&.M anb flSLapp yruih.

Pear, Louis Bonne de Printemps.—Brought to notice

in 1857, by M. Boisbunel, of Rouen, France. The
color is pale green, becoming deep yellow at maturity,

spotted with gray on the whole surface and with a

bright red color on the sunny side and with a little

gray russet about the insertion of the stem. It ripens

towards the end of winter, sometimes continuing till

April. The flesh is white, delicate, melting and

buttery, abounding with a sweet juice, and having a

fine perfume.

Mr. Boisbunel believes it to be a seedling from the

Louise Bonne, and finds it to do particularly well on

the dwarf stock. It is praised very highly by M.
Depuis,thc celebrated French pomologist in the Revue

Horticole, and as the parent does so well and is so

popular with our pomologists for growing on dwarfs,

we recommend our importers to be on the look out

for its introduction.

HovEY Pear.—From Hovcy & Co., Boston, Mass.

About the size of the Seckel, and with much the same
general appearance. In flavor it reminds us strongly

of the Passe Colmar, from which we strongly suspect

it to be a seedling. If it do not prove one of our

most popular pears, we shall be very much mistaken.

Since writing the above we have received the follow-

ing from Dr. Brinckle :

—

"I have not received the specimen of the Hovey
pear you kindly sent me; which I regret, as I have

never seen a specimen of the fruit. My friend, Mr.
Berckmans, who has tasted it, remarked to me last

week, that it was quite equal to the Seckel, if not

superior to it."
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Planting Vineyards. A Mr. Haraszthy pro-

poses to plant Vineyards in the Sonoma Valley, Cal-

ifornia, and to lake care of the vines for three years,

at the rate of S210 per acre.

—

Mta Cali/ornian.

Sui'KRiNTENnF.NT OK MouNT Vehnon.—Mr. Thor-

burn will probably, says the Boston Journal, soon be

called to Mount Vernon, to superintend the restora-

tion of those hallowed grounds laid out by Wash-

ington.

Still larger Mammolh Seijuuiaa have been discov-

ered. In the more recently discovered grove a tree

was found measuring one hundred and fourteen feet

in circumference. The grove contains six hundred of

these monsters, none others of them, perhaps, quite

so large, but all them of approximate proportions.

These trees grow on the south forlc of the Merced

river, about thirty miles southeast of the town of

Mariposa. One of the trees, one hundred feet from

the ground, has a circumference of sixty-six feet, and

a branch measuring eighteen feet in circumference.

California Paper.

To Make Branches where none exists, in his

fruit or other trees, Mr. J. C. Thompson, in the Vir-

ginia Fanners' Journal, says :
— " I passed a knife

through the bark and a little into the wood just over

the eye or " knerl," where the branch should have

pushed, or where it had pushed out when young, and

had been rubbed off by accident. A careful exami-

nation will show plenty of dormant eyes or knerls

(that appear like the knuckle on the human hand.)

The sap has only to be arrested at this point to bring

these dormant eyes into life.

In passing the knife into the wood over the eye, it

should be passed partly around the tree so as to form

a slit or gash over the eye from a half to an inch long,

according to the size of the tree; and be sure that

you press it through the inner bark and into the

wood." The result was very satisfactory.

Paper from Sorgiiim, of an excellent quality, has

been manufactured from the stalks.

A Cabbage!—We recently saw a picture of a

"Humbug Cabb.ige"in the American jigricuUurisl;

but friend Judd had belter be careful, or the facts will

beat him yet. Witness the following:—"There is

now growing in Dr. Hepburn's garden, .Mokelumne

Hill, a cabb.age tree, which iu five years, from an

ordinary cabbage plant, has grown to be some nine

feet high in the main stalk, and when its full branches

were on, a month ago, near fifteen feet high. The
stalk has become hard as wood, and it bore this year^

'^1^^

about fifty or sixty heads of cabbage. The doctor in-

tends to keep it growing, and thinks that, in a few

years more, he will be able to boast the possession of

the most profitable tree in the country; for, besides

great quantities of green cabbage and krout that it

produces, he every season gathers many papers of

seed, and hundreds of plants that spring up spon-

t^incously beneath its boughs." So says the San And-

reas Independent.

Correction.—The figure ("3) in our note to the

article of C. in our last, got under the head of Union

Village Grape, instead of under Brinckle, as was in-

tended. The mistake was so palpable that the good

sense of the reader, of course, corrected it.

Wine Making in Tennessee.—There was at the

Fair a fine display of grapes from the vineyard of

Boyce & Severin,and 1 understand that l.otIO gallons

of wine were obtained from 3 acres of that vineyard.

—Southern Homestead.

Fruit Growers' Association of Eastern Penn-
sylvania..—The announcement made in our last

though not official, was made on information from an

ofHcer of the Society. We were misinformed as to

the time of meeting. It should have been the first

Wednesday. It will be held at the Cooper Hotel,

Lancaster, and we hope will be well attended.

Creeping Weeds.—A correspondent of the Home-

stead destroys these by smothering them with a board

or other substance; an excellent idea on a small scale.

California Wine.—California bids fair to excel

Ohio in the production of native wine. Most of the

wine made there is consumed in the State, and hence

very little of it is seen in this quarter, but one of

the San Francisco papers gives a list of twenty-six

various brands, the principal native wine dealers

bcingSainsevain Brothers; Kohler, Frohling & Bauck;

Jacoby & Brcmerman ; Newhaus Brothers; N. B.

Jacobs v<: Co., and K. I.arrain. The first of these h.as

a stock of one thousand gallons, the second eighty

thousand gallons, the third thirty thousand gallons.

The sale of California wines in San Francisco this

year will amount to half a million of dollars.

—

Ledger.

Height of American Trees.—' The tallest trees

are found in California, where is the giant redwood

—

the Sequoia gigunlea of Torrey, or the WeUinijtonia

gigantea of Hooker—which attains the prodigious

height of four hundred and fifty feet from the ground,

about half as high again as Trinity Church steeple.

The yellow fir, or .ibies grandis, which grows in

^\
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Oregon, is also a very respectable tree, often reaching

the height of two hundred and fifty feet. In Massa-

chusetts they have tlic whitcwood poplar, of one

hundred and forty feet in height, and the same State

has also a Zanthoxylum Jlmerkanum, which is more

familiarly known as the toothache tree. In New
Jersey there may be found a species of white birch,

one hundred and twenty feet high. After these it-is

quite a contrast to descend to a prickly pear tree of

Mexico, which, though rejoicing in the gorgeous title

of Opunlitt jlcanlhocarpa, is but six feet high. The

Prunus subcordaia, a kind of plum tree, is another

sylvan dwarf, and the Junipcrus paclnjphca is also

an arboreous pigmy; neither of those Mexican trees

being over ten feet in height."

—

Smithsonian Trans.

Antidote to the Poison Oak.—Dr. Colbert

Canfield says, in the Vera Cruz Sentinel, " that

Grindclia hirsulula, and G. robusla, by being bruised

and freshly applied is a sovereign remedy; the

Grindelia is used also by the people of the country

as a remedy for other cutaneous diseases that are

characterized by heat and itching ; such as nettle-

rash, salt rheum, etc., but I have no other means

of knowing its effects in these diseases."

yoppign InhlligFnr?.

HOW TO PRESERVE FLOWERS IN THEIR
NATURAL FORMS AND COLORS.

Of late, an entirely new article of trade has arisen

in Germany, in the shape of dried flowers. Erfurt,

the city of nurserymen and florists, excels in manu-

facturing bouquets, wreaths, floral decorations for

rooms, dinner tables, etc., made of such flowers. We
are glad that we are enabled to lay before our readers,

the modus operandi, by translating for them the fol-

lowing article from the Deulsches Marjazinfur Garten

und Blumenkunde. In return, we should like to hear

of any professional or amateur gardeners who try

their hand at it, how they have succeeded.

First condition : get a lot of fine sand, wash it till

all the soluble particles are gone—you can test it by

pouring the water off till it looks quite clear; when
you are quite sure of the fact, pour the sand on stones

or boards placed aslant, so Ihat the water can run off,

and let it get dry either by sun or fire—dry, perfectly

dry. Then pass the sand through a seive, so that

all dusty particles disappear from it, as there will be

such, which washing and drying will not have re-

moved. Then pass through a coarse seive so as to

get rid of too large grains. When that is done your

sand should be a mass of fine particles of nearly equal

size, as is for instance the so-called silver sand, used

for writing. Keep the sand in a very dry, if possible

also in a warm place, that no vitalizing quality may
remain in it.

Now for tlie flowers—cut Dicm in a fully developed

state, taking care that they arc neither wut nor moist

by dew, rain, etc. If you cannot obtain them in any

other condition, which is to be regretted, then the

following troublesome proceeding will render them
dry. Take one or two flowers at a time and put them

into ag-Iass, into wliich pour just enough water that

the ends can stand in it ; flie flower will then dry

and still suck up water enough not to fade.

Next, get a box or a pot, or anything large enough

to receive your flower or flowers
;
pour sand enougli

into it that they will stand by themselves, their

stems embedded in the sand. And now for that job

which calls upon your whole skill and your most deli-

delicate fingering; don't be afraid though, practice

renders that too a comparativelj' easy matter. You
have to fill up the box above the level of the flowers

with sand so that the flowers are completely embedded

in it. By moans of a tube or a funnel or a seive, just

accordingly, you can do it in such a way that every

particle of the flower rests in sand, and that your

filling up shall not have crumpled or displaced the

smallest petal. Of course, such a thing can be done

only in a very slow way by a beginner.

And now take care not to shake your box, else the

flower inside might get hurt. Carry it to a place

both dry and warm that all the moisture in the flower

may pass into the sand, which being porous, is in turn

acted upon and will let the moisture pass entirely out

and get evaporated. Avoid, however, positive heat

or the colors of the flower will fade, whilst at too low

a temperature the moisture in the flower will not dry

quickly enough and so rot it. The warmth should,

as a general thing, never exceed 100^.

When you are sure that your flowers have fully

dried—a thing a very little practice in touching the

box will teach you—the thing is done. Open the box

and by holding it in a slanting direction, let so much

sand run out that you can lift the flower by the stem ;

by turning it upside down, shaking it gently, and if

necessar)', blowing on it, all the sand will be removed,

and 3'ou have the flower in its most perfect form. A
little brittle, to be sure, in such a dry state as this,

and therefore requiring careful handling. But a few

days' exposure to the atmosphere will have imparted

moisture enough to the flower to make it considerably

less brittle.

You now see why we cannot do with the larger

grains of sand; they would press unequally and spoil

the flower, which for ever retains all the marks of

such pressure; nor with the dusty particles of the

sand, because thej', as well as the soluble particles

which we have removed by washing, would adhere to

the hairy and velvety parts of the flower, would never

t<S^^
^y^
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be got rid of, and would materially impair the original

beauty.

For the same reason, glabrous flcwers are no fit

"subjects." The very newest feature, however,

about this business is that this discovery, how to pre-

serve flowers in their natural state, is quite an old

affair, long forgotten, and solely resuscitated by the

increasing demand for bouquets.

The Dahlia.—In planting out, I think a few
cautions necessary. Always take care to have the

ground well-worked and well-manured, and in a shel-

tered situation. If wet, it should be thoroughly

drained, and the beds in such a situation should be

raised considerably above the general level. If the

soil is dry and shallow, it should have a larger quan-

tity of rich soil and manure added to it. Then the

distance from plant to plant should be sufficient to

allow room for the the side-stakes—nothing is gained

by planting too thick. As a general rule, I would re-

commend six feet from row to row, and five feet from
plant to plant in the row.

When I plant Dahl.as out to grow for exhibition, I

first drive stakes firmly down just where each plant

is to be placed. Then I plant them out; the tall ones

in aback row, and lesser ones next, with the lowest

growers in front. I book the names of the kinds as

they occur in each row, so that no mistake can possi-

bly occur afterwards. When they have made consid-

erable growth, I lay round each plant a mulching of

half-rotted dung. This keeps the soil cool and moist;

and, when rain falls, or watering is necessary, enrich-

ing material is carried into the soil.— Coltaf'e Gardener.

BouvARDiA LoxGiFLORA.—This lovcly plant pro-

duces, at the end of the shoots, a corymb of pure

white tubular flowers, with a spreading border to

each; and very sweet scented, almost as much so as

the common white Jasmine. It grows about a foot

high; and produces, when strong, five or six heads of

flowers, which last a considerable lime in bloom.

Like many other plants, when first introduced, it was

thought ditficult to cultivate, and was treated too ten-

derly. In fact, it was killed with mistaken kindness.

During my travels last summer, I met with it exceed-

ingly well grown, and blooming profusely. I first

saw it so managed at the large nursery establishment

of Messrs. Fisher & Holmes, at Handsworth, near

Sheffield. There (he plai:ts were in six-inch pots,

and set out of doors on coal ashes, near a hedge,

amongst other hardy greenhouse plants, in consider-

able numbers. Each plant was covered with blooms,

and as healthy and robust as possible. No particu-

lar treatment was given to it any further than water-

ing, when dry, in the ordinary way. I saw it, also,

/~N, at an horticultural exhibition at Worksop, equally

well grown, and even better flowered. From these

facts I have drawn the conclusion, that a more free

exposure to light and air is all that it requires. The
soil for it consists of a compost of sandy peat, fibry

loam, and leaf mould, in equal parts. It is easily

propagated by cuttings of half-ripened wood, in sand,

under a frame of bell-glass, in gentle heat. May or

June is a good time to put the cuttings in. After

roots are emitted, pot them ofTinto small pots, shade

till they are established, and then gradually harden

them off, and place them out of doors till October,

stopping once or twice to make them bushy. Then
place them on a shelf in the greenhouse through the

winter. In March, repot them into four-inch pots,

and put them into a cold frame, protecting them from

spring frosts. As soon as the weather will permit,

place them out of doors, but do not allow them to

flower that season. House them at the proper time;

and, in March following, repot them into six-inch

pots, stopping them in severely. Then, when the

frosts are over, set them out of doors again, and every

plant will flower profusely. They may then be brought

into the greenhouse or conservatory, to display their

beauty, and emit their grateful perfume, to reward

the cultivator for the pains and care he has bestowed

upon them. After that season they may be potted

again into larger pots, and treated hardily as before;

and will then become handsome specimens for deco-

ration or exhibiting purposes.—T. Aptlebv, Collate

Gardener.

From our English Correspondent,
Canso.n Ham., ^"c•ar Sheffield, Eng,, December, lSo9.

ASPHALT WALES.
The prejudice which heretofore existed against this

kind of walks is now fast passing away, and many of

the objections which were urged against them have

been so thoroughly exploded, that even where they

have not been adopted, they are admitted as desirable.

Whoever has been under the yrarel dispensation, with

its unlimited and everlasting weed-producing proper-

ties; its hoeing, raking, and wheeling, and cost, both

of labor and material, and of keeping, or, at least, at-

tempting to keep it clean ; and then the annoyance

experienced in damp weather, and in the frost, when

it is all but impossible to walk on it. After a con-

tinued dry time comes a heavy shower, and away is

swept the gravel—not on the walks merely, but on

the grass—and then the labor of again replacing and

again levelling for the next shower, which, in all

probability, will produce the same result, not forget-

ting the perpetual roller, with its cost and labor.

When all these grievances are carefully weighed, and

it is known that walks can be made perfectly free
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from nearly all these objections, we feel quite sure

that our progressive brethren will, if only for their

own sakes; give the AsphiJt a trial.

I must say I was disposed to make some little ob-

jection to these walks myself, when we commenced

making them, about eight years ago, but experience

has proved that most of these objections are imagina-

ry. I thought the first sharp frost would upheave this

covering and spoil our work, causing us fresh ex-

pense ; but, although we have had some very severe

frosts during that time, there has not been one square

yard, out of many hundred j-ards of walks, which has

been in the least cracked or disturbed by that agent.

One of our walks, round a pond and nearly on the

level of the water, seems to resist the frost quite as

well as others. I supposed that in frosty weather

these would be like glass : slippery and unsafe to walk

on; but I found them as safe as oti.cr walks under

similar circumstances, with the advantage of keeping

al all limes and seasons, a uniform solid surface, and

after rain, it matters not how much, in an incredibly

short space of time it evaporates, because it cannot

soak in, and the walks are perfectly dry. I have seen

in the Sheffield Botanic Gardens, on promenade days,

the company driven into the house for shelter by

some sudden shower, and in less than half an hour

after the occurrence, I have seen the same party en-

joying themselves just as if no shower had fiUlcn
;

this is no small advantage to ladies and gentlemen

who wish to take exercises on their own grounds,

also to those who have to do the work. These walks

may be wheeled on, when perfectly set, without any

disadvantage. We have carted two tons weight on

them without damage. Weeds will not grow upon

them, and they destroy all worms and snails which

happen to get on the surface. The only disadvantage

I have found (after eight years' trial) is the unpleas-

ant smell which arises from the gas tar used in form-

ing the walks. This gradually passes away and leaves

the walks free from smell. Judging from the present

appearance of our walks, and from others (some

of them in the public streets), I should say when
properly made, they will last from fifteen to twenty

years. Perhaps once in three 3-ears, where they are

required to be kept in high ornamental order, it may
be found desirable to swim the surface over with gas

tar, and then to sprinkle it, when wet, with " spar,"

and rolled a few times ; this dressing keeps the sur-

face in order, and preserves the crust from decay.

No definite price can well be laid down for making

these walks, as the material differs in cost in dilTer-

ent places ; with us they can be made more cheaply

than gravel walks, having at the same time all the

jj
advantages I have heretofore enumerated. The only

I possible disadvantage that I can conceive of in re-

commending Asphalt in your country, is the possi-

bilily of your peculiar winters breaking up the surface;

but this event can hardly happen, if the method of

forming these as given in the subjoined practical re-

marks be strictly followed out.

Thorough draining, is of course, the first consider-

ation, and one that must be well done, in making new
walks. When the breadth of walk is decided on, two

drains should be cut as represented at E, in the rough

sketch, the depth of two feet is found generally desi-

rable, as the water cannot penetrate through llie

walk, it must be conducted from the surface, either

into one or two drains. If one drain is deemed suffi-

cient, the walk must be made to incline, or dip

towards it, so as to throw the water into the drain.

We cannot of course give any but general instructions

respecting the depth, width or number of drains re-

quired, these must be, and at once will be determined

by anj' practical gardener, who knows anything of his

average surface and fall, and underground water. We
use iron plates, about two feet long and eighteen

inches wide, for taking the surface water. When the

drains are cut and completed, some rough, durable

material can be used for filling up, (see B in cutj to

the level of the drains, supposing that all the founda-

tion soil is removed ; over this, about six or eight

inches of rough stones, about the size of a large

apple, should be spread at C in cut, and beaten down
by some heavy instrument, so as to render the ma-

terial as solid as may be. When this is done, a still

finer layer at D must be provided; with us, in the

neighborhood of Sheffield, we generally use cinders,

broken in pieces somewhere about the size of wal-

nuts; stone is also often used for the same purpose:

these must have a large quantity of gas tar thrown

over them and mixed or turned over, so as to cover

the entire surface of all the pieces ; when this is done

they mast be spread three or four inches deep and

levelled with a rake, just the same as if gravel was

being spread, this must then have a good rolling with

a heavy iron roller
;
perhaps I may say it is quite im-

possible to roll it too often or too much ; when this is

done, the drain grates must be laid in their places,

allowing a lew inches for the next dressings, which is

still finer than any of the others, and is either made

up of fine gravel, riddled, (to take out the lar»e

stones,J or ashes and small cinders mixed. I know

33
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nothing preferable to the latter, and have seen some

fine walks made with them. When this material is

ready for being spread, it may be laid on in the same

manner as the former, having been saturated pre-

viously with the gas tar. Care must be taken to

keep the form of the walk well rounded in the centre

(to throw oil" the water.J A considerable depth of

this dressing should be used for this purpose, say four

or five inches in the centre, to two at the sides; the

grates should be about half an inch below this layer,

then the roller again must have a long continued ex-

ercise on this; in fact, with us, when we are laying

down these walks, we have several rollers and men,

who do nothing else but work them from morning till

night. If the walks were now to be left, they would

be Asphalt walks, but their appearance would not

be handsome to look at, their color would be black,

and in bright sunshine the heat would be unpleasant.

The day after the last dressing, when rolled and level-

led, it will, if properly done, be soft enough to take

the ini))ression of the foot without showing any of the

tar on the surface. When too much lar is used, it is

a long time before if sets well. Then we take a basket

of Derbyshi-e Spar, a white, crystalized, glassy-look-

ing sort of marble; this is broken quite small, (about

the size of melon seed, is considered a nice size ;) this

is taken and sown broad-cast over the walks, just as

a sower sows wheat—backwards and forwards until

the surface is as light a color as is desired; this must

have another good rolling to sink it in and fasten it

there so that it may not be washed or swept awa}-;

these rollings should be continued after this last dres-

sing, daily passing the roller over them.

Yours Respectfully, W. P.

[A dry, durable and easily kept garden walk is a

matter of great importance to residents in the

country, and the subject on which our correspondent

writes will therefore possess much interest. Can any

of our readers give us any information as to the

adaptability of gas tar to the purpose in this country?

We apprehend that the great fluctuations of tem-

perature in our climate would be a difiiculfy; al-

though we understand that the City authorities of

Memphis, Tenn., are making use of a similar kind of

pavement for a roadway. It is described as follows,

by the Cincinnati Scicniijic .Artisan:

"A bed of screened gravel is first laid down, and it

is tlien saturated for several inches in depth with coal

tar from the gas works; then the whole is covered

with fine sand, which mixes with the far and gravel,

and as it indurates, the surface becomes firm and hard

as a rock. As far as the experiment has been made,

it has proved eminently satisfactory, and the new
pavement is being extended to other streets. From
lil'ty to sixty barrels of tar are required for a block of

throe hundred feet."

Gas tar is inexpensive, only about a dollar a

barrel in this city. There is another material called

Asphaltum, which is much used for roofing purposes,

and which we should suppose would be less affected

by heat and cold. It is made, we understand, by eva-

porating the watery particles from the coal tar by

continued boiling. It is sold here for about l> or 7

dollars a barrel.

—

Ed.]

J^orHruHural jSoripfips.

[Tlio trifliug sums awarded as prt^minm.'^ at most liorticulluial
cxliibitions are amongst the least inducements to exhilntors; the
main-spring is the liouur achipved by successful competition. But
tlio liiinor is a very trifling one, if none Imt the few at (he exhi-
bition be aware of the fact. It is but justice to the competitors
that the widest publicity should be riven to the awards, and all
horticultural societies »hould look upon it as one of the e-^sentials
to their success. The Gurdrjitv'^ Monthly, anxious to aid the
horticultural societies in their jtraisewortli'y efforts to encourage
the popular taste, will rheerfully devote space to their premium
awards, if they will furnish with their repuits, the h</?/I("» «/ //i«

fmccesuful khnU of p/nntti, fruits or r^gtinhUs, for the benefit of
the general public. If it interests .Tohu Smith to read in print that
ho received the first prize for the best hardy perpetual ro-K-e, it inte-
rests the public to know that that ro^e was Lord Kaglau, or IJac-
chus, or what not, and both parlies jire served.
In/tUure we shall he. vumpc.lltd to omit all portionn of nxtnirds

u-}ierc Iht' Uftt of ktiuitt tjliVtitid ar^ not furnished its, eitlut hi/ the
officn-s of the mrirfy or tlu- exhibitors themselves^ and in most cnsts
the first pz-emiunm unb/.]

A CoRnKspoNrniNT at Allontown, Missouri, writes—" Our Society
has now been organized a year, and is in a very prosperous condi-
tion.''

HORT. SOCIETY OF NORTH ESSEX, MASS.
We have received a re|>iirt by wliich we are pK'aseJ to see that

tliis .si.cieiy i^ in a very iTiisprT.ai-- iM'iuii(ii'n.

MEREMAO HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Til is society, located in the extreme western township of St. Louis

Cuuniy, RlisMuiri, lias nt)w p.ist one month of its second year. It

is a little the oldest horticultural snoioly in the slate; has steadily
increased from its beginning to the pietieut, in numbers, interest,
imd usefulness, and m;iy certainly be regarded as a model institu-
tion of its kind, in a comparatively now country.
The Olllcers for the current year are as follows:

—

Presid-^nt, Dr.
A. W. Mfriierson. Vi'v PrfJtidfut, Charlei Paffatb. Chrrr-vpond'
iny iSerrdnry, Edward Vaughan. litroi-iliuff Secrftari/, William
Muir. l^ntr^unr, Williani Harris. Stunding Ki'trntirf Cum-
viittic. Dr. L. D. Morso, T. K. Allen, Herman Stit'ies. Jan. rj, iStJO.

ST. LOUIS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
At the Annual Alectiug of this society, ou Saturday, December

nth, the folb'wing gentlemen were elected ofilcers for the ensuing
year, viz:

—

Pr'sidnit, \\'n\. (Jlasgow, Jr. Vic'- Prt-jtid ruts, W. (,'.

VVoddsou, E Mallinkrodt. .Iiio. II. Tice. Corrrspttiidinff S crdnry,
Cavew Sanders. R vordiny Stcrdm-y, John MoCurdy. Treasurer,
Xi>rmuu .1. ('(.dmau.

Tbi- regular ni«'eiii'gs of this society are held on the second and
fiMinh Saturdays of each mouth, at 'Z o'clock, p. m., at the oIKce of
the I'ltliry I'urimr. ( AKf.w S.vMnais. Tor. St-r.

FRUIT GROWERS SOCIETY OF WESTERN
NEW YORK.

The Fifth Annual Mpi-ting ui this Society was held at Roche^ster'

on 4tb of January, IStJO. The June meeting will bo hold at Buf-
bilo, and the feeptemter meeting at Geneva.
The Ottieers are -.—Prexidt nt~. Col B. llodge, Buffalo. Vicr Presi.

tlfnts, J. J. Thomas, Macedou; W. B. Smith, Syracuse; W. U.
Coppork, Buftalo. Trtnsvnr, W. P. Townsend, Lockport. .Vc-

rttnry, 0. 1*. Hiasell, Uochestor.
The President's address was of more than «<nal merit and will

be pviblislied with the procee'lings of the society, reports of com-
mittees, etc. Our report of the discussions is necessarily briet.

"Is the Dwarf Pear a humbug?" Mr. Plnnoy, of Monroe Co.,

.^>Tr
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knew one kind which c(»rtftinly wtis not n hnmbug; Louise Bonne
do Jersey will boar two bushels to ihe tree; bears belter on Dwiirl"

Ihiiu on Stan(l;inl: Oi' inn iicrox of pours, I would sot hiilf DwurfM.
Town^end, of Niagiirn Co.—My crops from Louise Honue do Jer-

sey dwiirf trees have been Ihrtn- to one of any other sort; wero I to

comineuce phmting i>eiir trees again I would not plant any but
dtrarf lives, rows rj feet apart and ti to S feel in row.
Sainael Juy, of Yates ('ouuty.—In all fruit culture we need a

thorough stirring of (ho whole surface of the ground; a fruit

orchard should bo a fi'uil ^'urdeu, no portion to weeds or grass.

Mr. Coppock, of Erie County, would endorse all that the friends

hero have siiid. Don't dig or plow too near a dwarf tree; use only
a horse cultivator between the rows and a fork near tho tree".

Mr. Headle, of C»nada.—Uelle Lucnitivo as a dwarf has invari-

ably borno very large fruit and lino crops.

3ir. Frost, of >ronroeCo.— Ducliesse de Angoulemo is pr-culiarly

good as a dwarf, bearing from two bushels to three and a lialf

busheU per tree.

Mr. Brooks, of Wyoming Co.—Farmers have their minds set on
their potato and grain fluids, aud they wont attend to rlieir orch-

ards, wont v'o throngh with cultivator onco in two months. If

dwarf pear trees need such good cultivation, don't send thorn to us
farmers.
Mr. Smith, of Onondago Co.—The gentleman miirht as well ad-

vise us not to sell Durliams aud other duo brecd.s of cattle to far-

mers because they thrive better under care and because cattle

sometimes die; yet when cattle are well treated tliey generally do
well, aud when dwarf pear trees are well treated they also do well.

Mr. Brooks,—Some gentlemen here have advised that every far-

mer have al least a few pear trees in his garden, ^'ow what we
in the country call a garden, is a place back of the house, where
we throw the dishwater, and raise any quantity of pig weeds and
a few hills of potatoes. (Laugliicr.)

Mr. Aiusworth, of Ontario Co.—Had in previous meetings said
something against dwarf pear trees, but now allowed that some
sorts did belier, as dwarfs; Louise Bonne de Jersey, for instance,
bears double the crop ou same land, llavor better, fruit larger and
ripens every year. Vicar of ^Vink(ield bears well and ripens well
on dwarf, but on standard is not worth anything. .My soil is a
good wheat soil, and is well stirred all over once each week with
a horse cultivator.

Mr. Yeomans, of Monroe Co., spoke of one-third of an acre of
Puchesse d' Angouleme dwarf pear trees, eight years old last

Spring, which bore last Summer thirty barrels of pears and nntied
$.iiX). Four acres of orchard are kept clean as easily as one acre of
potatoes.

Mr. Barry, of Monroe Co.—Bwarf bears far earlier than tho
stanilard : aged people can plant dwarf trees and eat the fruit from
them; is easily removed, not one in a hundred need fail; not
liable to any more diseases than the standards; wouy uot advise
farmers to plant a great many varieties ; some kinds arc as easily
cultivated as a hill of corn.
Question Second: Best protection of fruit trees from the effects of

severe winters—shelter—underdraining, etc., and the hardiest
sorts uf a]»ples and pears:

J. J. Thomas, of Wayne Co.—In Illinois, the farmers feel the
necessity of shelter from severe wintry winds; the more trees are
protected from violent winds the better they stand the winter.
Mr Barry.—In pear cultivation especially, shelter is of conse-

quence, .shielding the trees iu winter and spring aud in autumn
preventing the fruit from being blown off. There are plenty of
evergreen hedL,'e^, larch, spruce, etc.. which will grow as fast as
your trees do aud mixke an A. Ko. 1 shelter; mentioned case of two
wheat fields, side by side, the protected one had enough better
crop to more than pay for its hedge.

Mr. Beadle.—In Canada, the farmers are planting belts of tiees at
the west sides of their farms; wheat crops improved, cattle pro-
tected. Norway Spruce is a good hedge.
Queetion Third. Grape culture— propagation^graftinj—and

market value,
Mr. C. P. Bissell.—Grafting the vine during the full (low of the

sap isaditticult matter.but there isan old process called inarching,
by which nearly all ri^ks aro removed with a skilful operator;
Koot-trrafting the grape is not difficult; we "saddle-graft'' all our
siugle eyes as to "growth." Iu 1S.>S we started our vines in pots,
in spring of lS,j9. after buyers had cho-^en all tbey w^inted, (and
they did not select the poorest.) we set out the balance in the
ntirsory and not one of 700 Dianas died ; some of them even bore
a little fruit; can a layer bear quicker?

Mr. Hoag. of Niagara Co., likes pot plants better than layers; in
1S.')6 set out little Dianas from pots and they averaged 40 clusters
in three years.

Mr. EUwanger, of Monroe Co., waits until rine has made a fair
start in spriug, then grafts on level with soil, heaps earth around
the junction, covering all the scion except one bud.

Mr. Ainsworth.—Grape grafted in winter like the apple. The
advantage of pot vines is that the buyer has every fibre of the
r-^-it, while from layers many must be cut off or broken ofl"; the
piit vine has only to keep on Rowing, while the layer has to go to
work and send out new roofs, etc. Delawares which in spring of
l>l-')0 were only si^e of knitting needle, made fifteen feet of growth
in summer, have ten limes as many fibrous roots as the layers have.

L. D. LongWorlhy, of Monroe Co.—The first Clinton gnipe in this

country I grafted upon an old vino hero, waitlni? until the sap had
pre'iy well run in the spring; have grafted upon wild vine.i aiid
had the scions bi ar fruit in two years.

Mr. I'eck, of Ontario Co.. thinkM that It pays (o lay down our
gnipe vines and slightly cover Ihem with enrih earh winter. A
neighbor, whoso vines stand In u sheltered situation, gath.-red
;JW10 pounds from 10()0 vines as the first crop. Another neighbor
who left his vines exposed, would have saved one dollar per vine
by covering them.
Mr. Ainsworth laid down his vines each year and has full crop

,

a neighbor who docs not protect his vines lias partially lost his
crop each year. Catawbas are nut the grapes to cultivate here

—

not early enough.
jMr. Barry.—On east or south wide of a board fence fruit will

ripen better than on trellis or stake; not in danger from mildew if

the frame bo a little away from the feuce; lolaware, last season,
grew fifteen to eighteen feet in height.

H. B. Miner, of Monroe Co., never had a really ripe Isabella or
Catawba on an ojjcn trellis, while ou east or south sides of house,
both ripen well. Diana ripens well on open trollis,

J. J. Thomas, spoke of Dr. Farley's vineyard—First, it was
thoroughly tile-drained ; second, plowed and subsoiled ; third,

lake mud carted ou and worked into the soil; consequences—In
Is.jD, when under ordinary circumstances, I did not see a ripe
Isabella, Dr. Fiirley's were fully ripe, rows running north aud
south, ton feet apart and vinos twelve feet apart iu the row, trained
to wire trellis seven feet high, according to the renewal system ; I

never saw a sight equal to it.

Cumparrifivt: )neritf<, nil thingn ron/tidfred, of Pears, Apples and
Small Ffuks for eatf^nsive market culicaiion by

skilful cnHivatorx.
Mr. Sharpe, of Niagara Co.—As soon as farmers in our county aro

convinced that tliere is money to be made iu cultivating dwarf
pears they will lake good care of Ihe trees.

Mr. Brooks.—The day will come when every holder of land,
great or t-mall, shall be considered disgraced if he does not sujiply
his lamiiy Ireely with such luxuries as we see here before us,

(waving his hand toward the loaded tables,) and they are the
greatest under lieaven.

Jlr. Barry.—Nt-ar large cities, small fruits will be most profit-

able; where the crop must be packed aud sent by railroad, the
pears and apples will be best. The apple crop of Niagara county
alone was ^'lOO.OOO. There are risks in pear trees, but just think
of $1S and ^'20 per barrel iu New Y'ork Cily. To the skilful culti-
vator the pear offers the greatest inducements. Thinks the pear
crop is uniformly more certain than the apple; if tree dies from
bli^'ht, replace it from a reserve which you have ready.

Mr. Smith.—The taste of the people is being cultivated, and they
are willioL' to pay for good fruit

;
fpears that, a few yours ago, sold

in Syracuse for $1.00 and ^l.'2.'i per bushel, now bring $4.00 per
bushel. In planting I would not care to plant any but dwarfs.
EUwanger.—Twenty-five years ago there were not 1"0 pear trees

in this city: It was in 1S3.5 that I bought llic first dwarf pear
trees; requires skill and care to grow pear.^

; farmers will, one by
one, go into pear culture as fast as they can get the needful infor-
mation.
Valw, of Sujierphosphatf. of Litiie and other special maiiures for

Frit if Trefi^ and Vinos.
All who spoke seemed to think that the same money spent in

stable manure would produce greater results. The per centago of
years that the Peach tree bears iu the various portions of Western
New York, and what places are best for it ?

Mr. Yeomans had not more than three or four failures of his crop
in ;10 years. An acre of trees, only six years old, hore270 bushels.
Peach needs underdrained soil; each year cuts out about one-third
of the top, and gives increased vigor to tho centre of the tree.

Mr. Hodge and others.—Near the Lakes the crop scarcely ever
fails.

Wliot is the hpst man ntr nfpreparing ground for orchards?
Mr. Smith.—First, underdrain, especially if it be a strong soil.

Second, subsoil to at least twenty inches deep. Third, make it

rich enough to be suitable for corn.
Mr. Barry has looked at land a good deal this summer; had

hardly seen an acre suitable for a nursery without tile draining;
tile dt'-aius, :i feet deep and (j feet apart, cost about ^30 per acre.

Whfii is the hrM manner of prej/aring rtnd planting trees?
Mr. Y'eomans.—Before the tree is planted cut off all the branches

so as to restore balance between top and roots; new branches will
be thrown out in abundance; apples should be pruned, so that
lower limbs are full five feet from ground; plant the tree forty feet

apart each way, and tlto peach trees alternately in rows,
Mr. Barry.—In planting dwarf pear trees, best to cover the stock

as high as the union of the pear with the quince; trees with low
heads are best whether here or on the prairies; no tall trunks for
leverage.

B. Fish.—In planting my orcliard, found that those which I cut
back most in plantiug. came on best and made the best trees.

Langwortby.—Some gentlemen advise plowing in orchards; I

never plowed except I heard the roots crack; would never advise
anything heavier than a common cultivator.

What is the most suitable agefor planting fruit trees?
Hodge.—Peach one year from tho bud is belter than older.

Chen*y, two years from bud and only 4 to 6 feet high. Pear,
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dwarf, Iwo ypars from bad. Pear, standard, from 6 feet in height*
Apple. ,T lu 4 years from graft and about iJ feet high. In smaller
tree« we are mure apt to gel all the root-fibres, the spougioles which
do the real nonrishiug to the roois and tree.

Luuirworihy.—Danger in huyini; a peach tree older than a year-
ling is that they may have the borer in, while the yearlioifs never
do. If you have not got the borer you need not have them—only
do not buy them.

Js Spring or Fall Plnnting prefernhU in dn/ /toil/

Mr. Frost—Apple, l*ear, Plum and Cherry idant in fall. Peach,
in spring. Planter has whole season to get ground rcadv fur fall
planting.

Mr. Blo-ss, of Monroe Co.—The jilternations of heal and cold are
80 sudden and violent in the spring that the .season is not to he de.
pended upon. A tree plantod in the fall jjets fixed and ground well'
settled and ready to grow in spring almost like an old tree.

J. ,1. Thomas.—One advantage of spring pliuitiu^' is thai the
pround has recently been stirred; cultivators who never cultivate
had better " plant iu the spring "

A Committee was appointed, who brought forward appropriate
re.'iolutions as to the death of David Thomas, the botauibt, the
pomologisi and the Christian gentleman.
The Society adjourned to meet iu Uuffalo, in June next.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONN. GRAPE
G-xOWER'S ASSOCIATION.

The EMOciation met at 7', o'clock, iu the City Court Room.
David Clark, Esq., President, read his annual address, which

spoke of the importance of the grape culture, &.*-. A marked im-
provement in the tiualiiy of native wines wa.'^ noticed at the last
State Fair, bui rauth wine was spoiled by the addition of sugar,
and became simply cordial. He concluded by referring to the past
success of the society, and hoping for still greater results in the
future.

M. C. Weld, of the Homefttead, read a paper on Grapes. The
Diana, Isabella, Hartford, Prolific and Concord are tho^e recom-
mended by the Associaii.m. Of the Hartford Prolific he spoke
highly. The Catharine is a native of this city. A number of
Connecticut seedlings were found to be worthy of cultivation.
A grape had been brought from El Paso, the clusters of which
sometimes weighed 20 pi.iuuds, had been brought to domesticate
in this climate.

Kev. Mr. Loveland. of Granby.—Think it is not well to manufac-
tuie wine from Fox gnipes without sugar. With cultivated grapes
wine had been made without sug:ir which was of good flavor and
improved with age. Theinioxicatingriuality i8posses-*cd in a great
degree by the best native sweet wines. By using pure native
wiues, we drive out the poisitnou*;, injurious liquor.

S. B. Case, of Canton—Gave his experience in making wine.
Fir«t used four pounds sugar to the gallon—found it too much, and
gradually came down to nn suirar at all. Made 60 barrels last
year. To a keg of pure juice I added 1 f^ Ibt. sugar and three
giillnnsof wattr—it made a very cootl "<lry wine." From culti-
vated grapes, fully ripe. I think wine may Vie made without sugar.
Wild grapes do not generally mature perfectly, aud some sugar is
noed.d. His "Crystal Wtiite Grape" was found wild in a swamp.
and cultivated. It is white and transparent.

Col. Dewey spoke of the fruitai:e of the Itebecca.—He had
but one year's experience, but the fruitaire was satisfactorv.
and it promi-ied to be prolific, ll groxvs slowly at first, but
afierward bec«tnn-s very thrifty. Noticed the same fart with re-
gard to the Delaware grape. Both were proved to be hardy vines.

E. A. Holcomb, of (Jraiiby.—Kept grapes in good condition verv
late iu the season, by packing in layers with newspajiers between.
Sawdust is next best, and cotton third. Kei»t in cold chamber, as
he would apples.

Mr. Dyer's opinion was that they should not be packed in any
thing of an absorbent nature.

T. A. Mead, of Greenwich.—Had a friend who kept grapes very
late—till New Years. A cool temperament was very important.
Had kept apples in the same way mouths after maturity.
Mr. Loveland.— It is important to avoid the gathering of mois-

ture amoni; the fruit. Laid down in dry cotton they kept well.
David Clark.—Adopted two m.-thod-— fir.st by laying in altern-

ate layers of dry cork dust, second by similar layers of cotton
batting; the crk dust proved best. Grapes kept verv plump as
late an April. A neighbor of his had kept them v^ry fresh till the
htst ..f ,\pril, in cotton battiug. Grapes and packing must be per-
fectly dry.

Mr. Weld moved that the four grapes recommended by the asso-
ciation lA.st year, should be adopu-d for this year, in the same
order—Diana, Isabella. Hartford Prolific and ('oncord.

A vote on ihequcHtion chants'ed theorder. asfoUows: lot, Diana-
2d. Hartford Prolific: ;td. Isabella; 4th. Concord.
The Association then proceeded to the choice of officers—Mr.

Clark declining a re-election— with the following result:
Prfjtvifnt—i:^y\. D. S. Dewey.
Vicf Prrjtidfnts—C. S. Middlebrookof Bridgo[K>rt and E. A. Hol-

comb of Granby.
fifcrrfary—M. C. Weld.

Trea»nr*T—Richard H. Phelps.
The following resolution, among others, was discussed and

adopted

;

R'golrrd, That the samples of wine exhibited at this meeting
show a decided superiority over Ihose of the last year.

MEETING OF FRUIT GROWERS AT
WILMINGTON, DEL.

\ Meetingof person^ inl.-rp-lfd iu Fruit culture, was held at the
oflTice of Dr. Norris. on Wednesday evening'. December 7lh, 1SJ*>,

when, on motion of Dr. Asken, Hon. John Wales was called to the
Chair, and Di. Xorris appointed Secretary pro tern.

The Pre>-ident, in a few remark* stated the object of the meeting
to bo the formation of an association, with a view to the eucour-
aGi*ment of the culture of fruit. He. In his usual happy manner,
alluded to the mutual advantage accruing to mrmbers from a dis-

cns-ion of the different varieties of fruits, and the great benefit

to be derived from a comparison of views, and the advantages to

be derived from a society where the members wen- practical men,
would be very great. Other gentlemen present concurred in the
views expressed by the president. After quite animated discus-
sions, the meeting adjourned to meet at the same time and place,

on Wednesday, December 21st. Geo. Pkppfr Xorris, S'rretarjf.

Adjourned meeting held at Dr. Norris', December 22d. 1S.'»9. Ou
motioa of Mr. Taylor, it was resolved that a society for the promt»-

tion of fruit culture be organized. Edward Bringhurst presented
samples of Pears—Glout Morceau, Bourre d' Aremberg and Wim^r
Xelis; last was very large and fine, without skin, most equal to
Bartlett—well kept. Mr. Taylor asked if he should plough an old
orchard. Ploughing and top-dressing with well rotted manure, in
fall, recommended by E. Briughurst and Dr. Norris, Wood ashes
strongly, by E. TatuatI, had applied at rate of -fm bushels to the
acre. Tantruy thought plowing would do no harm even if roots
were slightly injured, root pruning increases productiveness, Mr.
Sayers related his success with Scckel pears. Dr. Bush knew
some kinds improved with oxide of iron. Ely's pear trees were
in iron soil, and no smother barked trees or better apples were pro-
duced in Delaware.

CanJPears be grown for market on Dwarf?
E. Tatnall said it was too early to tell. Dr. Beech knew first

dwarfs here, fifteen years ago; they fruit annually and show no
symptoms of decay.
Grapes—Delaware. Dr. Banks', no growth. Dr. Norris thouclit

they would pay with proper culture. Tatnall's, sixteen feel.

Diana—universally agreed to recommend. Kelu-cca—doubtful;
Taylor's had made good growth. Tauguy's had all died.

Strawberries, etc.—A few words about strawberries terminated
the remark* for the evening — Wilson's Albany, McAvoy and
Horey, all had admirers. Mr. Tatnall alluded to a very pr.'inising
Wilmiogton seedling, whose merits have not yet beeumadc known
to the horticnltura! public.

MISSOURI FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOC'N.
This Association held tls Second Annual Meeting, at Jofll'erson

City, on the 29lh and 30th of December last. The interest in the
Association continues undiminished. Grape culture is rapidly be-
coming a matter of paramount interest, to Central and Sonthern
Missouri especially. The Oflicers elected for this year are as
follows:

—

PrfxitUnt, Norman J. Colman. Vicf Prrjtident9, Dr. \.
W. McPher-son; Prof Geo. C. Swallow ; Gen. .M. Horner; Dr. Mc
Guire; W. C. Price; E. Burden, John Dedrick. (^irrffei*onding
Srt-r'inrif, Dr. L. D. Morse, Allentown. Mo Keconting fi/Cirtnry^
William Muir. Trensttrtr, Dr. C. W. Spalding. L. D. M.
January .'ilh, 1S60.

OREGON FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.
The second annual meetiiiL- of the "Oregou Fruit Growers As-

sociation" wa.s held at Salem, Oct. ."Vth and 6th.
The display of fruit was universally conceded to be very fine

and very extensive.
The collections of the different exhibitors mostly comprised

specimens of all the leading varieties grown in the State. On the
stand of Mr. T. B. Ricky, we noticed a Uliu- Penrmain, measur-
ing 1.1 inches in circumference, and on Mr. Wm. Cox's stand a
Hitinho, H Vj inches in circumference. The largest Peach on exhi-
bition by Mr. J. L. Parrish, measured 9>^ inches in circumference,
of good flavor. Of grapes, J. W. Ladd. of Yamhill, had the larg-
est and choicest collection, comprising the Royal JUKsradiiif,
Diana, Iital*r I la, Sic. Among the really niVv things, was a bouquet,
ci>mprising rtt> varieties of Dahlias, presented by Mrs. Philip Kiiz,
of Benton County.

HORT. SOCIETY ROYAL OF BRUSSELS.
At llie hi^t crand exhibilinn tliore were twelve species of .\n'CC-

torhilus exhibited. and splendid collectionsof leaf plants; amongot
the newer kinds oot already named In our pages, were Bo^hmeria
argentea, Aristolochia leucoDcura, Tradescantia cupreata. The
Uoees in pots are spoken of as splendid objects.
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FLOWEH GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

Pruning of Roses and other flowering shrubs will

be the first operation in order. In the "summer"'

roses, or those which bloom only once in the season,

the rule is to thin out the weak shoots and leave

the stronger ones, merely shortening their tops. If

pruned severely in the usual shortening style, they

will not bloom freely. The hybrid perpetual roses,

if wanted for early flowering, should alrio be served

much in the same way ; but as their chief value is as

fall flowerers, a severe pruning now produces a

vigorous autumn growth, bearing large and luxurious

blooms. The Tea, China, Bourbon and Noisette

roses which flower best on young wood, should be

well cut in.

Paeonies, Dicentras, and other hardy herbaceous

plants that have been two years in one situation,

should be taken up, divided and reset in new soil, if

the finest flowers are desired. There is a growing

revival of the taste for beautiful lierbaceous plants,

which the Frenchy fashion of growing a few kinds in

masses for mere gaudy display, had well nigh anni-

hilated. Herbaceous plants take a little more tying

and fixing through the summer, but make up for it by

varietj' and peculiar interest.

The edges of walks, beds and borders, should have

their annual edging—not cut deeply down like a wall,

but as neatly and shallow as possible; a good eye is

necessary to avoid harsh lines; and a very sharp

spade, or what is better, an edging iron made for the

purpose, employed. Walks should be forked up with

a drag or fork hoe, and an additional fine coat put on

the gravel where needed, and then rolled over. The

wetter the gravel, the better for the rolling operation,

provided it is notVet enough to adhere to the roller.

It is bad policy to have more than half an inch of sand

on the stone bed of a carriage road, as it cuts in too

deeply in wet or frosty weather. In foot walks it is

not so important, as the rounding of the centre

throws olF the water to the sides, and it soon dries

hard after a rain.

Where box edging is employed, it often becomes

too large and thick after having remained some years

in the one place—now is the time to take it up and

relay it. After digging up, the lower roofs are cut

off with a hatchet, and the young top shoots squared

with a sharp knife. The border is then tramped

hard and firm, made level or plane on the surface, a

smooth cut down three or four inches into the soil,

made with a sharp spade along the face of a line

stretched on the surface for a guide, and then the box

set in with the hand, neat and level, finishes the pro-

cess. The surplus box can be sold or exchanged

with the nurseryman, or employed elsewhere in the

ground. Laying of turf and sodding should be for-

warded at the earliest opportunity after the frost is

out of the ground; the earlier it is done, the better

will it be during the season following.

It used to be the universal practice to dig up

amongst shrubbery clumps at this season of the year,

" to let in the air about the roots," but a light dres-

sing of well rotted manure, raked in with a coarse

rake over the surface is now preferred by all the

principal European gardeners, and will no doubt prove

as good here.

In the more favored latitudes, where cold wintry

winds are not likely to occur again this season,

planting may at once commence ; but otherwise wait

awhile. A bitter north-easter coming soon after a

tree has been transplanted, leaves it but a poor chance

for its life; evergreens especially, from the great

amount of evaporating surface their leaves expose,

are particularly to have attention in this respect;

hence, in this latitude, few good planters remove

evergreens until April, and many not till May ; when,

if the roots are healthy and the plants vigorous and

thrifty, they often do better than at any period of

the year.

Nothing adds so much to the beauty of a place as

plenty of shrubbery. This is the season for putting

in cuttings; many kinds growing easily so. The

^3
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pieces arc cut to about six inches in length usually,

and inserted about two-thirds of their length in

the soil—much left out of the ground exposes too

great a surface to the atmosphere, and if the cutting

does not dry up altogether, it is a long time rooting.

Chrysanthemums are now indispensable for autumn

decoration of the flower garden. Now is the time to

procure a supply. They do well in any rich garden

soil that is not too dry. The Lilliputian, or Pompone

class are still popular for conservatory or pot culture,

but the large flowering kinds still remain the gems of

the open ground.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Liliums, and other hardy bulbs

set out in the fall, and covered through the winter,

should be occasionally examined, and when they show

signs of active growth, must be uncovered ; in this

latitude this ia not safe until towards the end of the

month.

Whenever it is prudent to accomplish the last feat,

hardy annuals may also be sown; the earlier they

can be started, the finer they flower. Sometimes,

after sowing, cold wet weather ensues, when the

seed, if it is started at all, is liable to rot. It is best

to save a few seeds in each packet, and in two or

three weeks after sowing, go over and scatter in the

places where the other portion was sown. Every

place where seed is put in should be marked, and

with the kind; when the border plants are then set

out, the annuals will not be disturbed. A change of

soil occasionally is beneficial to the flower border.

With some kinds of flowers, the Verbena for instance,

a new soil is a great luxury, for which they will be

very grateful to you. The first two inches of the

surface soil of an old pasture, mixed with about a

third of the surface soil of an old wood, makes an

excellent medium to grow border plants in. Not the

mere rotten leaves from a wood, but the dark, black

humus in which the roots of the trees, and other rank

vegetable roots, have already began to run riot

among.

The improvements that the last few years have

made in the Hollyhocks have rendered them very

popular for ornamenting shrubbery borders, to which

they add very great interest, and are peculiarly

appropriate. Tliey may be transplanted quite early

in the season, and flower the more freely for it.

They are propagated by dividing the roots in the

Spring, or by seeds sown as soon as ripe in Summer.
The choice kinds are increased by eyes made by cut-

ting up the flower stems. These are struck in a

gentle bottom heat.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
This is a busy season south of Pennsylvania in this

department; here, we must wait till the end of the

month, and northward, still later. The crops noted,

will, of course, be dependent on the arrival of the

season, which is rather indicated by the ground be-

coming warm and dry, than by the almanac. It is

very important to have crops early ; as soon as the

ground ia therefore in good condition put in the seed.

Possibly a cold rain might come and injure them

and you may lose, and have to make a new sowing.

Even so, it is but the loss of the seed and labor,

while if the seed do not die, the early crop will

more than repay that risk.

In the hotbed. Pepper, Egg-plant, Tomato, and
Cucumbers may be sown,—and in a cooler hotbed

frame. Early York Cabbage, Cauliflower and Celery.

Those who have not got a hotbed can sow a few pots

or boxes, and keep them near the light in a warm
room.

In the open air, Peas and Potatoes are about the

first crops to be attended to; of the former, the

varieties have now become so numerous that even
"new grapes" will soon have to give way in that

respect. The diflference, too, ii so slight that we arc

in doubt whether yet to recommend to our readers

any other as the earliest than the Prince Albert, so

long cultivated, or the "Extra Earlies " of our own
seedsmen. The " Daniel O'Kourke " lias become the

early pea in England, as wc see by foreign journals;

but we cannot see that it is materially, if at all, dif-

ferent from the Extra Earlies so long grown here. It

may be the same thing taken from here, re-baptised,

and sent back again to help swell the $7U0,000 which
Staticians tell us wc sent to Europe last year to pay

for our annual little bill of " garden stuflf."' Of early

Potatoes, wc think Fox's Seedling is the earliest,

though in some localities the preference is given to

the Early Walnut. Beets, the Early Six Week Turnip
rooted, is perhaps the earliest. Carrot, the Early
Horn. Cucumber, the Early White Spine, or Early

Cluster. Lettuce, the Silesian, or Early Curled— to

cut before heading; and the Early Butter left to

head, arc the first in season. Amongst the Radishes,

the Old Short Top, and Red and White Turnip arc

still ahead; and in Spinach, the Old Round Leaved
;

so that on the whole there has been little advance

made on early kinds of vegetables.

In addition to sowing of the above. Onions, Leeks,

Parsnips and Parsley must be sown at this season

—

not for the main crop, but to have a lew in advance

of the rest. To keep over the winter, almost all

kinds of root crops become tough or coarse if sown
too soon.

The old Green Globe Artichoke, though a delicious

vegetable when rightly cooked, is seldom seen in

gardens. Now is the time to make beds; they re-

quire no peculiar cultivation ; what would suit a crop

of rhubarb, does for this exactly; and the rhubarb

—

see that your garden is well supplred; now tliat it
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can be dried like apples, and preserved in so many
ways, it can be had on the table all the year round.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pruning of most kinds of fruits has been accom-

plished through theivinter; it is customary, however,

to leave the peach till towards spring, in order to cut

out any wood that may be injured through the winter.

In other respects, the peach should have little pruning

at this season, as it tends only to make it grow more

luxuriously, and a too free vigor of growth is a

fault of the peach in this climate. The only pruning

admissible, is that which has for its object the pro-

duction of shoots in naked or desirable places.

The Strawberry, where it has been covered during

the winter, should bo uncovered as early as possible

in spring, that the warm spring suns may exert all

their influence on producing an early crop; as soon

as growth commences, a sowing of guano has been

found to be of great benefit to the crop of fruit.

Raspberries and Blackberries may be planted

towards the end of the month; they should be cut

down to within a foot of the ground at planting; they

will, of course, not then bear the next season after

planting. But this is a benefit; no fruit tree should

be allowed to bear the same season.

And it may be said of all fruil trees, they should

be severely pruned at planting, and every other

means resorted to in order to produce a vigorous

healthy growth. Fruit, worthy of the name of fruit,

is the result of healthy growth, the season previous,

and it is impossible to obtain both the same season of

planting. If any fruit set in a transplanted tree, it

should be remorselessly torn off and cast away.

As we write, reports are reaching us from the

Western States of an almost total destruction of

peach and apricot buds, by the severe weather. Our

friends will yet find it to their interest to take

" trouble " with a few trees, and train them to stakes

"en espalier," by which they can readily be protected

by branches, from the sun, which is the cause of the

injury by its shining on the frozen buds. Those who
have such trees on boards or fences, should take

measures to protect the flowers from the warm mid-

day sun.

The currant forms very beautiful objects trained

" en espalier," and arc very convenient to protect from

birds, or to shelter from sun and dry air when it is

desirable to keep lack the fruit until a very late

period of the season.

VINERIES AND ORCHARD HOUSES.
In the early houses, towards the end of the month,

grapes will be about setting their fruit—one of the

most critical periods of the course. Many excellent

gardeners object to syringing at this period, but the

experience of others, given in our last year's volume,

shows that it can be and is done, in some cases, with

great advantage. The fact is, when a vine is perfectly

healthy, a course of treatment that would be injurious

under other circumstances, may be even advantageous

to it, and so, treatment must, in a great measure, be

regulated by the state of the vine. The roots must

especially be maintained in a healthy state, which

may be known by a free and vigorous pushing forth

of strong fibres in every direction through the soil

—

and then these roots can only be continued healthy

by carefully protecting the leaves from injury. The
least injury to the leaves has a corresponding influ-

ence on the root. If, therefore, all sudden changes

are avoided, either at the roots or about the foliage

at the time of setting, so that the roots arc allowed to

progress without interruption, there will be little

danger of grapes or any other fruit not setting.

While fruit trees are pushing forth their young

growth, forcing houses can scarcely be kept too moist.

As the wood hardens, the atmosphere must be kept

gradually drier.

Above all, in forcing, take eare of the leaves, and in

all your operations let it be your first care to look

after them. In pinching and stopping off vigorous

shoots, the object should be to throw the sap's influ-

ence into the weaker shoots to make their leaves

stronger and larger, so that the whole effort of the

tree should be equalized—no shoot should be allowed

to grow stronger than another, but should be taken

out at once as soon as its ambitious tendency is

discovered. The tubs or pots containing the trees

should be frequently turned around, so that all parts

of the tree may have equal advantages; "Liberty,

Equality, and Fraternity," should be the watchword

of their government, and every branch trained to do

no injustice to its neighbor. Frequent potting or

retubbing is of no material importance; manure

water and top dressings will do the work. We have

had peaches, cherries and figs to remain many years

in the same tubs, bearing fruit annually as freely as

could be desired.

Grape vines from eyes may now be propagated.

Cut the shoot immediately above an eye, and about

one inch below. Mix them with slightly damp moss

for a couple of days or so, and then insert up to the

buds or eyes in sand with a bottom heat of 70O.

Native grapes having harder wood may be retained

in the moss for two weeks, when the wood will be

softened sufficiently to strike root at once.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &C.
Dahlias should now be brought forward. A good

plan is to shorten the extremity of the roots, put

them in six inch pots and place in a warm greenh

In a few weeks they will sprout, when they sh

!, put

ouse. P
lould f i^
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be shaken out, divided with a piece of root to each

sprout and separately potted in 4 inch pots.

Camellias will require rather more water while

growing than at other times. Just before they grow

is a good season to graft. Cut down the stock, cleft

graft in the crown, wax, and plunge in a bottom heat

of 70O. A great many kinds may be had on one plant

by the bottle system, practised by the writer's father,

thirty years ago. A shoot about to grow is obtained

and attached to the stock as in inarching, the end of

the shoot being put in a small phial of water suspended

beneath it. This plan does best, however, with the

young wood in July.

Azaleas succeed well by grafting with the half ripe

shoots of the present season's growth on plants raised

either by seeds or cuttings. Old wood does not take

readily.

Chrysanthemums should now be raised from cut-

tings for fall flowering. They make better blooming

plants than oiT-sctts.

Fuchsi.as may nowbe readily struck from the young

growth from the old plants, which will make excel-

lent blooming plants for the next summer season.

Geraniums, Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, and Chinese

Primroses must be kept as near the glass and light as

possible; they do little good in shady places. Keep

off the green Aphis—for this on a small scale there

is nothing like hot water, as described in our last

volume ; on a large scale, tobacco-smoke in several

successive light doses is still the best remedy.

Auriculas, Carnations, Pinks and Polyanthus—the

prettiest of florist's flowers must be kept cool, just

free from frost, with plenty of air if the best results

are desired.

New Holland and Cape plants, such as Epacris,

Acacia, Heaths, etc., are now the glorj- of the green-

house ; hot bursts of sun on them should be avoided,

as it lays in them the seeds of " consumption," which

frequently carries them off the following summer.

Look out for a good stock of bedding plants in time

:

by striking cuttings of such things as grow rapidly

and speedily, and sowing seeds of such annuals as

may be advanced to advantage.

Pansies arc coming now into flower. They like an

airy frame, where they will not be roasted at midday

nor exposed to drying winds, and yet have a free

circulation of air and plenty of light. Planted out in

such a frame, and the old shoots cut away as soon as

the plant has done flowering, the plants will keep

healthy over till the next season.

Superior varieties can be raised from seed. Choose

those with the roundest petals, best colors, and the

first flowers that open, to raise seed from.

(|ommunirflfions.

HISTORY OF THE BULLITT GRAPE.
BY DR. E. TAYLOR.

One word more in regard to the Cuyahoga Grape.

I see, from my name having been associated with its

introduction, that it has got mixed up in the minds

of many that it is the same as the Bullitt or Taylor

Grape, noticed in Mr. Samuel Miller's Catalogue and

in some other publications. This is a mistake entirely.

While on this subject, let me say that I hope I have

no doubt but that friend Miller will drop the

" Taylor" from the Bullitt grape as he appears to be

the only one that so calls it, and it has been known
for some time as the Bullitt.

As this grape is likely to elicit considerable atten-

tion, I will, with your consent, give its history as

stated to me by Judge Taylor, of Kentucky, who has

introduced it to public attention. A number of years

since, a Mr. Cobb, passing from the southern part of

Kentucky to Virginia, when on the Cumberland

Mountains, near the line between Kentucky and

Tennessee, observed a vine growing over a bush near

the road, full of grapes. He rode up to it and

gathered to his satisfaction, and was so much pleased

with the fruit that he marked the spot, and on his

return in the fall, dug it up, and took it home, and

planted it out on his farm. He afterwards sold the

farm to a Mr. Bullitt, and in conversation with Judge

Taylor ("who is a most enthusiastic pomologist) men-

tioned this vine. They immediately called on Jlr.

Bullitt, hoping to obtain some cuttings, but found

that the vine had been so trampled down by the

cattle that there were no cuttings; but Mr. Bullitt

very kindly insisted on his old friend and neighbor

Judge Taylor, digging up the vine and taking it, which

he did, and has been amply rewarded by having the best

table grape, he thinks, which he has ever tasted. He
describes it as being a white grape, nearly as large as

the Catawba, remarkably sweet and ripening some

fifteen days before the Catawba, vines perfectly hardy,

very strong grower and easy to propagate, and never

mildews. Other persons who have seen the fruit,

concur with him as to its quality.

[Other parlies unite in hoping that tlie name
Taylor be dropped, and the original name Bullitt be

retained ; which, we trust will be done.

—

Ed.]

LINUM GRANDIFLORUM RUBRUM.
1)V .TOSIl'JI KlIT.

Last summer, you recommended the Linum grandi-

Jlorum rubrum as a bedding plant. I lift mine on the

approach of cold weather, and set them in the green-

house, where they bloom till spring, and in my ex-

perience, much better than out of doors. I have tried

them two winters and consider them quite indis-

pensable.

i®



HARDINESS OF CHINA ROSES.
BV ciiari.es g. pace, Washington, d. c.

By China Roses I mean Teas, Bengals, Noisettes,

and their intermediates. There is something very

peculiar in respect to what is usually termed the

" hardiness" of these roses. Several years since, I

ventured the opinion that their hardiness was quite

circumstantial ; that is to say, they were hardy or

not according to circumstances, and experience since

that time has convinced mc that many of these roses,

which arc generally considered tender, are, in

reality, very hardy. The China Roses will frequently

bloom out of doors in this region, after exposure

to a temperature of 240 Fahrenheit, and the foliage

will appear to be unharmed by a temperature still

lower, if not too long continued. This loots like

hardiness, and in what then consists their tender-

ness? And is it not possible to make them always

hardy?

The extreme activity or tendency to grow and

bloom, even at very low temperatures, seems to be-

get the tenderness of these roses, and it is reasonable

to infer that if at proper times this tendency should

be checked by any means so as to allow the wood and

buds to mature before winter sets in, they would en-

dure great cold without injury. It is well known
that when these roses are set with a northern expo-

sure, they are less injured than when exposed to the

sun. They stop growing early, and the sap is quiet

during winter. But we must have our roses in all

kinds of exposures; and it is difficult to imitate the

north exposure by temporary shade. "We can do this

however to some extent by a shade of pine or cedar

brush, but it would be unsightly to retain such kind

of shelter throughout the year. Cutting the roots or

a partial lifting of the bush might have the desired

effect if done in season, which should be before the

hard autumnal frosts : in this region, about the latter

part of October. Some years since, I noticed that a

Solfatarre, which had been transplanted in the fall,

escaped injury in the winter ; while one near it, aad

undisturbed, was killed close to the ground. There

is probably no variety of rose that will endure a tem-

perature of zero Fahr. upon unripened branches, and

expanded leaf buds; and there are probably very few

roses that will not endure this temperature provided

the wood has been fully ripened and the buds are all

dormant and the sap quiet. The Gloirc de Dijon is

an excellent illustration. It belongs to a tender

family, but is perfectly hardy here. Its hardiness is

not, however, entirely intrinsic, but depends upon its

habit of growth. Unlike Teas and Noisettes gener-

ally, it stops growing in the fall, and is not apt to be

quickened again till the spring. It prepares for

winter like a Remontant, and has proved itself here

more hardy than the majority of Remontants. In

that rigorous winter of 1855-6, it stood better than

La Reine, Madame LalTay, Wm. Griffith, and others.

This winter has been thus far very destructive to

Teas and Noisettes, but the Dijon is unharmed. The

bush recently described to you upon an cast wall of

the house, although it grew 75 feet the past year,

exhibits no appearance of injury. Another bush

upon a south wall is somewhat injured, and one upon

a north wall is not injured in the least. The new

rose America is somewhat injured in consequence of

unusual activity late in the season, but where it was

not over stimulated and ceased growing early, it is

unharmed ; showing a hardiness nearly equal to the

Dijon. Solfatarre, Cloth of Gold, Augusta, Ophir, all

of which were unharmed last winter, arc now cut

down close to the ground. All the Teas and Bengals

and some of the Bourbons are also destroyed to within

two or three inches of the earth; AVhite Microphylla

also is much injured, and Fortune's Yellow, a tender

once bloomer, nearly killed out.

It is not amiss to mention here that Peach trees

are much injured, many of them killed entirely.

The winter has not been so very cold, but its vicis-

situdes have been such that vegetation must suffer

sorely in this region.
«•••* —

IS SLOW GROWN TIMBER THE
TOUGHEST ?

BY W. ADAIR, ADRIAN, MICH.

I feel like taking exceptions to the editor's remark

in the answers to correspondents, in the January

number, when he says, "Usually, the more climate

or soil favors a luxuriant vegetation, the more brittle

any given wood becomes." Now this does not co-

incide with my experience. That a strong succulent

growth is more likely to be injured by a severe

winter, is true; but if a good hard and tough piece of

timber is desired, select it with a large grain, viz:

that which has made the most r.apid growth ; this is

the rule always used by me, in selecting a spade, for

instance, where the handle is full as important as the

blade, the timber that is the most rapidly grown takes

my money.

[Some years ago, in perusing some reports of the

English Admiralty Office, we came across some ac-

counts of experiments made by their orders, on the

relative strength of slow and rapidly grown British

Oak, for shipbuilding, and the result favored the

former. Our ideas were formed on those experiments.]

CHARCOAL AS A BLANCH FOR CELER7.
BY NOVICE, GERMANTOWN, PA.

Permit me to coin a noun, expressive of a new use

to which I have lately put this useful substance.

As a mulch, its value is universally recognized.

—

As a Blanch, I find it superior to any material I have

t$?fe
'^^Srr -jr
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ever tried, including earth, dry sand, saw dust, tan-

bark, leaves, hay litter, &c. Its advantages are

manifold ; no slug or insect will harbor in it, it drains

perfectly, retains the solar warmth without over-

heating the plant, absorbs all the ammoniacal gases

arising from the application of liquid or other fer-

tilizers, will not rust the stalk, is easily washed out

of the celery when dug, and can be used many times

over with little loss. By proper management, also,

two rows of celery may be grown where one is by the

old method.

Dig trenches 2 feet apart, about 8 inches wide, and

6 deep, and fUl up to the level of the ground, with a rich

compost of loam, well decomposed manure, and tan-

ners' Jiair refuse (the latter being the best possible

food for celery, and obtainable at the same price as

stable offal) and set out the plants about 8 inches

apart, in single rows. On either side the rows, about

6 inches distant, commencing at one end, drive two

stakes, say 3 feet long, and 1 to lA inches square, 1

inch apart, to allow aboard to slip in between them,

and repeat the stakes, at intervals of 5 feet, or there-

abouts, the entire length of your rows of plants;

then, between the stakes, put boards 12 to 14 inches

wide, and a piece of board at each end of the trench,

connecting their ends. See figure 1.

may be connected by cross pieces nailed on at inter-

vals on the top of the first, and repeat the blanching

as before. I have found two blanchings to be suffi-

cient.

For winter celery the trenches should be dug 4 feet

apart, Ij feet wide, and the plants in two rows, 9

inches asunder, as indicated in figure 2.

The young plants will need shading for a few days

after transplanting, if the trenches run North and

South,— if East and West they will not require it.

Draw the earth slightly away from the base of the

boards, to form a feeding Irowjh, into which pour

liquid manure, frequently, during the growing season.

When the leaf of the central stalk or heart of the plant

shows itself above the board, fill in the whole space

with coarsely pulverized charcoal ("cinders from the

smoke stack of locomotives, or the braise of old char-

coal hearths,) holding the stalks snugly together in the

left hand while filling in with the right.

After a few days, place a second set of boards, which

x^.^5J?5%j-

They may be banked up in the usual way, first

throwing a little litter on the top. Celery thus

treated will keep perfectly; the loose texture of the

charcoal preventing its becoming solid by the action

of frost.

It may be objected that the above plan is more ex-

pensive than the traditional method, but it will be

found productive of so much higher quality, longer

blanched stalks, greater crispncss and whiteness, and

certain exemption from rust or decay, as fully to war-
rant the apparent increased outlay. If the boards are

well coated with gas tar or good boiled linseed oil

they will last many years; and the charcoal is worth,

for general garden purposes, more than its cost, if

not required again for blanching.

DATURA ARBOREA.
BV A WORKING GARDKNIiR, B ROOKI. Y.V, N. T.

Mr. Editor:—Amongst all the plants I have ever

grown, I think the Datura has still the strongest hold

on my affections ; new plants appear annually, many
of them beautiful, and in many respects desirable,

but for a combination of good qualities, give me this.

I think my mode of treatment is not common, and

if you think so too, I should bcpleased to see it in the

Monthly.

The first week in May, I take a rich piece of garden

ground, and turn out a young plant into it, choosing

a conspicuous spot for it to show off its beauty to the

best advantage. It soon begins to grow rapidly, and

should be kept to one straight stem, all the side

shoots being taken off as they come. In August, the
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flowers begin to appear, and produce a succession of

immense pure white and exceedingly fragrant flowers

until frost. On the approach of cold weather, I pro-

cure a box, a soap or any other case will do, take up

the plant, and I plant it therein, first divesting it of

its head, all the leaves and succulent parts, then give

it a good watering, and place it in a dry cellar where
it will be secure from frost.

In May, the next year, I take it out and plant as in

the former season, and carefully keep off all suckers,

or any shoot.-> except those which are to form the head.

When these head shoots have pushed about six

inches, they are stopped off, which makes them still

more bushy, and in the fall following, the flowers

will be produced in th« greatest abundance, and pro-

duce a most gorgeous effect. In the fall they are

treated, and preserved in the cellar, as in the past

season.

Treating it as a tree, and growing it in the open air,

I consider the main points in which my practice

differs from all others I have seen; and then I do not

think it is generally known that it can be safely

taken up and wintered in a cellar.

I have frequently heard gardeners speak of the dif-

ficulty of propagating this plant, the succulent stems

rotting off so easily. My plan is, when I take up the

plant in October, to save the succulent pieces, cut off

the leaves, and lay the green stems by under the

greenhouse stage, for two or three weeks, until they

become partially withered. They are then planted

in pots with common soil, and seldom miss. The
plant is often called Brugmansia suaveolens, pray

which is the most proper.

[Datura arborea: the genus Brugmansia does not

essentially differ from Datura. We shall be glad to

receive the similar favors promised on other plants.

Like our correspondent, we think this old plant one
of the most beautiful; and must say it deserves to be
as common as an oleander or an orange.

—

Ed.]

SHALLOW PLANTING VESSi's PLANTING
RIGHT.

BY JOHN QIINN, TROT, N. T.

Mr. Editor:—Having planted several thousand

trees of all kinds in this country, and invariably

made it a rule never to bury the collar below the sur-

face, believing that every inch the collar was so buried

was a notch in the wrong direction, and being entirely

satisfied with my success ; at the risk of being con-

sidered an " old fogy," I must differ, in the main,

from Mr. Bright's mode of planting, for several rea-

sons. First, its impracticability for planting on a

large scale ; secondly, while it would answer for

very wet and riiarshy places, it is not the method for

high, dry, and exposed situations, which latter com-

prise nine-tenths of the locations that American

gentlemen select for their rural residences now-a-

days.

On the top of one of these bluffs, I fancy I see Mr.

Bright practically working out his new theory. I

would say, friend, those trees will be likely to dry up,

mulch as heavily as you may; that mound you are

raising around them, when it becomes solid, will have

a tendency to cause every drop of rain that falls on it

to run away from the roots ; it is a concave surface

we would want around a tree on this high ground and

not a convex one, and they will certainly blow over,

unless you persuade "Merriam" to intercede with
" Old Boreas " to stay his hand for two or three years

until they send down some tap roots into that cold

sterile soil, of which you are so much in dread.

Nature, of which you are happily so ardent an admirjr,

never forms mounds around what she plants ; there

is no analogy between a tree in the forest and one in an

isolated position, the roots of the one are protected

from excessive drought and other changes by the

umbrageous covering overhead, those of the other are

exposed to dry winds on all sides.

Your mulching will not enable you to place an

isolated tree, or group of trees, on a par with their

neighbors of the forest, unless you can carry the cli-

mate of the forest along with you—which, you are

aware, is warmer in winter and cooler in summer
than it is outside of it; if we were to take that

mulching away, your whole theory would soon be-

come a dissolving view. Don't you think, with the

exception of the Hemlock Spruce, and other conifers

j

whose roots naturally run near the surface, that other

forest trees—the Oak, Ash, Maple, Beech, Chestnut,

etc.—send about an equal number of roots downwards?

What these latter might lack in number, they certainly

make up for in size ; they are the anchors that enable

the sturdy denizens of the forest to resist the iron

blast of the storm king. It is useless to assert that

these tap roots do not draw a vast amount of nutri-

ment from the cold subsoil—if not, how do you ac-

count for their great size? The fact that a pear tree,

that sends down a large amount of tap roots, invari-

ably makes great annual growths of wood, is an

illustration of this. Upon this point is centered the

whole theory of root pruning. I boldly assert that

the subsoil furnishes food for trees and plants as well

as the loamy soil on the surface, and the first effort of

all seedling plants is to send a tap root down there
;

they are but fulfilling a wise provision of Dame
Nature in doing so. Upon this point hangs the whole

theory of deep trenching, of which I am a warm
advocate. Tap roots then, being favorable to vigorous

growth, why should we be uneasy if forest trees that

we want to grow as fast as possible, should be fur-

nished with all of them that nature chooses to give? (

With fruit trees, they are rather an evil than other
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wise, retarding as they do, to a certain extent, their

fruit bearing properties. There are thousands of as

fine speeinien trees as those on the lawn of J. S.

Lovering, on gentlemen's lawns all over this union,

and they were not planted on the surface, nor in holes

4 inches deep, either. There they are, not on a

mound, but their lower branches lying flat on the

smooth, green turf. The whole tenor of your re-

marks would seem to infer that there is only two
methods of planting: the one as deep as you would
a post, and the other on the surface. I wish to show
there is an intermediate one—that practised by all

intelligent gardeners with unbounded success—the

one I have been, in a feeble way, endeavoring to

elucidate. The evil of deep planting is fast disap-

pearing before the light of superior intelligence.

Still it exists, and some men carry it with them into

the greenhouse and conservatory, and impart a sickly

hue to their Camellias, Heaths, New Holland Plants,

Geraniums, Fuchsias, etc.,—the "hards" and the

" softs," by putting down their collars too deep in the

soil ; their is no doubt that by dint of mulching,
staking and spending as much labor on one tree as

you ought on ten, that you have succeeded, being
always of Sam Patch's opinion, and believing, "if a

man was regardless of expense, with all the light of
science that surrounds him, he could make a tree

grow on top of Bunker Hill Monument, only give
him the fixins."

[The evils arising from too deeply planting, are so

many, while those arising from too shallow planting

so seldom occur, that we feel a "sort of sorrow" when
stern matters of fact weigh against the latter; and in

view of our own communication to Mr. Downing,
years ago, to which we referred, showing some facts in

relation to such shallow planting in wet ground, could

not help "cordially endorsing" Mr. Bright's article,

so far as that went. Mr. Quinn was one of the most
distinguished correspondents of Mr. Downing, and the

presentsubjcct could not be in two abler hands.—Ec]

I
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ALOES FOR INSECTS.
BY AS ENGLISH GARDENER, rOTTSVILLE, PA.

Having read, in your valuable magazine. Dr. Uh-
ler's translation of Mons. Raspail's article on the use
of aloes as a preventive of the attacks of insects on
plants and vegetables, I was forcibly struck with the
remarks therein made, corroborating in part an idea
common to some English gardeners.

In the raising specimen plants for exhibition, take
for instance the Geranium, which, for prizes open to

competitors from all parts of the kingdom, are gener-
ally confined to « inch pots. Now it is no easy mat-
ter to get a plant from 3 to 7 years old into that space,
and be in a healthy condition. I h.ive exhibited

plants full two feet in diameter, one mass of bloom in

these pots.

To work out the problem, we used as a drainage

bones, shells, and charcoal as experiments ; but we
found charcoal the best, and the reasons, as wc sup-

posed, were : First, Through carbonic acid gas being

given out by the charcoal. Second, That it is of such

aporus or sponge-like nature that it will contain, say
twice its weight in water, besides considerable air.

Third, Its well-known properties as a deodorizer.

Wc were obliged to stimulate and feed our plants in

these small pots with liquid manure up to a certain

period, tending to cause an acidity or sourness to

the soil after leaving it otT; in this case all the plants

drained with charcoal were the healthiest. Another
evil we had to contend with, was, that after the pots

became full of roots, or after the stimulus was left

off, the plants were liable to be infested with Aphis.

It not being desirable to fumigate, we concluded to

to pass charcoal through a solution of soot, lime, and
liquid manure. The consequence was, that the plants

resisted the attack of Aphis much better than before,

unless in an instance or two where they were very
much pot bound.

Charcoal drainage is also very good against worms.
I would not recommend it for hard wooded plants

;

but for such as geraniums, cinerarias, calceolarias,

etc., I have always found it preferable to potsherd.

I have experimented for the space of ten years with

a result in favor of charcoal as a drainage for large

plants.

Now this brings me to Dr. Uhler's translation. In

place of soot, lime, etc., why not pass the charcoal

through a solution of aloes : if it does not answer, it

can do no harm.

As our friends may be giving some of their speci-

men plants their final shift for the season, if they try

the experiment perhaps they will let us know the re-

sults through your useful magazine.

[We di>ubt whether charcoal furnishes much carbonic

acid gas, except while being consumed. That it ab-

sorbs other gases however, is a well-known fact : .is

also it is equally well ascertained, that plants will

take into their system certain matters, which will re-

main therein unchanged. We hoped some of our

friends would have followed up Dr. Uhler's sugges-

tions, believing that they would most probably result

in success.

—

Ed.]

ON TRITOMA DVARIA.
BV JOSKIH Kill, WEST lllESTEK, P.\.

Dear Sir: I was much surprised on reading an ar-

ticle in the November number of the HorlicuUurisl, in

regard to that beautiful fall-blooming plant, Tritoma

uvaria, as it was quite contrary to my experience, and

further, as I had seen it described in the catalogue ofH
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one of our prominent nurserymen as a plant that docs

well in the winter. M. A. W., in the communica-

tion referred to, states that he caused the death of

one by giving it a little water, and another by giving

a little soap-suds.

Now my experience is as follows :—Last summer I

lifted a large bed of tulips, which operation caused

the soil to be well loosened up, the Tritomas were

then planted in the centre, the balance of the bed I

filled with Pompo'ie Chrysanthemums. The weatlicr

setting in quite dry directly afterwards, I mulched the

bed, and gave it occasionally copious waterings : the

Tritomas coming in for a full share. As the bed was

near the dwelling, it received several soakings of

soap-suds. The plants throve well under the treat-

ment, and I was rewarded by a fine bloom of Trito-

mas in the fall. I saw them blooming in different

parts of this county the past season, where I knew
they received no especial care. I consider them a

plant of easy cultivation.

HEDGES.
BY J. C. S.

Although many attempts are made every season to

form a Hedge, how few do we reall}' see that are suc-

cessful ! Most people think it is suiEcient to stick in

the plants to see them grow, when probably no de-

partment of planting requires more care to produce

what is required. The difEcuKy is often increased

by the fact that the hedge is wanted on the outside

borders of a place, where the soil is left to take care

of itself, very often where many trees overhang

whose roots interlace those of the plants, and often

on a slope or behind a wall, where the drought easily

penetrates.

Whenever a hedge is planted and whatever kind of

plant is used, a trench at least 3 feet wide by 2 feet

in depth, should be made, and where the soil is not

of very good quality, filled in with rich earth or com-

post. The beginning is every thing, and no after

treatment, however well applied, will produce one-

half the good effect.

Many different species of plants have been tried

and suggested for the purpose, but experience has

proved that the following are the only kinds which

can be relied upon in the Middle and Xorthern States,

viz. : The Hemlock Spruce, ArborvitE, Norway
Spruce, Privet, Osage Orange, Honey Locust, Beech,

and Hornbeam.

Where a place is occupied during winter as well as

summer, an evergreen hedge is by far the most desi-

rable, affording as it does a protection from cutting

winds as well as giving an idea of warmth and ccm-

fort, whilst, for a mere summer residence, the fresh

green of the deciduous plants have a more cheerful

look.

Amongst the evergreens the Hemlock is the most

deservedly popular. Its advantages are that it will

growundcrotherlarger trees where nothing else would

succeed. II is always of a fine dark green, and never

becomes browned by frost or sun, is of very dense

growth and bears clipping well. Its principal draw-

back is, that it requires time to make a compact

hedge, as large plants will either not grow, or if they

live will never become thick at the bottom. The
plants should bo nursery grown. Many people, be-

cause they can go to the woods and take them at a

trifling cost, imagine they are saving money; but

wild hemlock trees are more difficult to transplant

than probably any evergreen we have. The plants

should be from 2 to 3 feet high, and may be put in at

any time during spring or summer, but the best time

is between the first of April and the first of June.

After planting, mulch around the roots with dead

leaves, and do not disturb the soil over the roots af-

terwards. The leaders should be cut out at the nur-

sery the year before removing if practicable, as the

plant will thereby gain a denser habit of growth at

the bottom. As the plants grow they should be clip-

ped on each side during the summer, keeping the top

in a conical form, at least for the first 3 or 4 years, to

give the undergrowth a chance which, when once es-

tablii^hed, will hold its own, and the top may then be

trimmed to any desired shape, and will with care be-

come almost compact enough to walk upon.

To those who have not the patience to wait, I would

recommend the Korway Spruce
;
plants 4 to 8 feet

high can be moved with certainty and without any

detriment to the foliage. By taking plants, say 6

feet high, and cutting them down to 3 feet, a thick

hedge of that height may be formed the first season.

As Norway Spruce varies much in its habit, those of

a close and compact growth should be selected. The
color is not so good, especially when trimmed, as that

of the Hemlock, but it has that great recommendation,

especially to beginners, of making what is wanted

without much delay. It may be objected that the

cost of such a hedge is important, but this is not the

fact, as a tree of 6 feet in height would have suffi-

cient breadth to easily fill a space of at least 5 feet in

length of the hedge, requiring but 20 plants to each

100 feet.

A hedge formed of alternate Hemlock and Norway
Spruce has a good effect, from the contrast afforded

by the variety, in color as well as in the shape of the

foliage.

The American Arborvits has much to recommend
it ; it is easily transplanted at almost any season of

the }-car and bears trimming well. It is cheaper than

either the Hemlock or Norway Spruce, but will never
form so dense a hedge, and the foliage becomes
browned during winter. For a screen it is very use-

^^^
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ful, as high plants can be removed with safety. The
Siberian Arborvita; would mate a beautiful hedge in

every respect, but it is expensive and difScuIt to

obtain in lar^e quantities, and rather slower in

growth.

The Privet is a very hardy and quick growing plant,

thriving well in soil where many other trees would
be thrown away. In favorable situations near Phila-

delphia it is almost an evergreen, and as far north as

New York it sheds its leaves very late in the season.

It is easily propagated, is of a beautiful bright green

during spring, becoming darker during summer and

throws out an abundance of white fragrant blossoms.

By putting in two year old plants, trimming well

down for the first two years, a fine thick hedge may
be obtained in four years from the time of planting.

It thickens well at the bottom and will form a more

compact screen than any other deciduous tree. The
little care required to keep it in order, its very naily

appearance, and its easy cultivation are great induce-

ments for its more general use. To make a good

fence the plants should be set in two rows and about

three to the foot.

The Osage Orange is at present more popular than

any other deciduous plant, probably on account of the

protection afforded by its thorny branches. With
careful treatment it forms a beautiful hedge; but how
few out of the many annually planted do we see that

present anything like an even and compact appear-

ance? It is late in coming out in the spring, but

during summer the color of the foliage is very fine;

("bye the bye, why do we not see more of the Osage

Orange used as standards for lawns? Few deciduous

trees equal it in depth of color or make a handsomer

growth.

J

For a hedge the plants should be not less than two

years' old, (if three so much the bettcrj,and should

be selected of an equal size and strength, so that they

may grow up equally together. The soil should be

rich; the plants cut down to within three inches off

the ground and kept perfectly clean and free from

weeds. The second spring they should be cut down
again to within one fool of the ground, and kept after-

wards well shortened down till the desired shape and

height is gradually obtained. From five to six years

win, in most cases, be required to make a good hedge.

The plants should be put in in the spring just before

budding, as they are very liable to be heaved out by

frost if planted in the fall. Where ground mice pre-

vail, some other plant should be chosen, as thoy are

very fond of the bark of the roots, and I have seen

three-fourths of a sea-son's planting thus destroyed.

The Honey Loaust is beautiful as to foliage, is a

strong and hardy grower, and makes a compact and

thick screen; it has also strong thorns; it should be

treated in the same manner as the Osage Orange.

The Beech and Hornbeam arc but little used; both

(especially the latter) requiring a number of years to

make a good hedge. When once obtained, however,

they are as beautiful as any other deciduous plant,

and easily kept in order; neither of them growing so

luxuriantly as either of the above named plants. The
trees should be planted when from 18 inches to 2 feet

in height, and topped down, or they will be " scraggy "

at the bottom.

A good effect is obtained by planting Climbing

Roses, Clematis, Honeysuckles, etc., amongst the

evergreen hedges, giving them during summer a more

lively and cheerful appearance, especially as they

break up the formal line of a hedge.

The Cedar makes a good hedge, but is hardly worth

mentioning as the difficulty of transplanting and its

slow growth militate against its general use.

The Berberis I have never seen used for hedges,

but believe it would repay any person trying it, as it

thickens well, is very hardy and strong in growth;

would form a good protection even against pigs, and

its many red berries would much enhance its beauty.

The Deciduous Cypress would, I believe, make an

easily grown and handsome hedge.

The Lilac m.ikes a good screen, affording a beauti-

ful show with its brilliant and sweet-scented blossoms

but is not compact enough for a hedge, and all its

beauty would be done away with by the necessary

pruning to keep it low.

Many other plants have been tried or suggested;

but I have seen none other than those named which

will produce a really desirable hedge. The Hawthorn,

or Quick Set, as all those know who have seen the

hedge-rows of Kngland will testify, forms the finest

of hedges, but even if our climate would allow of its

growth, few would be found who would bestow upon

it the care necessary to bring it to perfection. The

Yew makes as good a hedge in England as the Hem
lock does with us, but our droughts in summer and

frosts in winter will not allow us to enjoy it.

Fences are necessary evils, and there arc few in-

stances, even with a good hedge, where the bound-

aries of a place would not need them for protection ;

but hedges can and should be planted behind the

fences, and could be substituted much oflencr than

they arc for interior divisions, especially to separate

the kitchen garden from the lawn. The taste for

country living, and all the pleasures to be derived

from planting and growing trees is increasing with us;

and I believe that all will agree with me that there

can be no comparison between the grounds enclosed

by a mere fence, however handsome, and those sur-

rounded by a hedge of whatever plant it may be com-

posed.

m
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SEQ0OIA VERSUS WASHINGTONIA.
BY L.

Mr. Editor:—Your readers have all hoard of the

great trees of California; those remarkable produc-

tions which for size and magnificence are unequalled

by any others known:—One of these monsters mea-

sures U3 feet in circumference, and 300 feet in height.

Another, prostrated, measured 40 feet in circumfer-

ence, 300 feet from the butt and must have been

between 450 and 500 feet long.

For the great tree, " big" tree, many call it incor-

rectly, the names of AVashingtonia and Wcllingtonia

have been proposed; but it has been found to belong

to the genus Sequoia, which contain the celebrated

Redwood of California. Much has been written con-

cerning the age of these giants—one writer making

them of considerable size at the time of Moses. A
section of the trunk of the tree first noted above,

which was bored down with pump augers and upset

with battering rams and wedges, was carefuUj' ex-

amined by Prof. Torrey, who counted all the rings,

and could discover but about eleven hundred. Still,

they are suificiently old to command respect; and

should they be preserved to future ages will continue

most wonderful representatives of the vegetable king-

dom. .

Whence is the name Sequoia derived? Has it been

intentionally applied, or is it an accident that this

American tree commemorates the name of an Ameri-

can, of whom, perhaps, few white men have ever

heard. Away with the misnomers Washingtonia and

Wellingtonia, and all honor to Sce-quah-yah, the

American Cadmus, the inventor of the Cherokee

Alphabet. Surely if the genus were not named in

his honor, it should be so now. History does not fur-

nish forth a parallel to this untaught, this self-taught

Indian, who struck out, as it were, at a blow, a per-

fect Ej'stem of written speech; and these unrivalled

trees may fitly hand him up to fame.

Sec-quah-yah, (Sequoia) or George Guess, the in-

ventor of the Cherokee Alphabet, was a half breed,

his father being a white and his mother a Cherokee.

He was, at the time of the invention, not only un-

acquainted with letters, but entirely ignorant of any

other language but his own. His invention appears

the more remarkable since he received no instruction

from without but by the unaided force of his reason-

ing and inventive powers, placed in the hands of his

tribe the instrument by which they have advanced

beyond all other Indians to a respectable degree

of civilization. He appears to have possessed a

reputation for talent when very young, and was

especially expert in the manufacture of ornaments in

silver, which were the admiration of his people. As
an artist in colors he was excellent, drawing from

nature with surprising accuracy. A man of extra-

ordinary shrewdness, of diversified talent: passing

from metaphysical and philosophical investigations to

mechanical occupation with the greatest ease.

He early understood and felt the advantages the

white man had long enjoyed, of having the accumu-

lation of knowledge from generation to generation,

stored up by means of written language; while the

Red man could transmit his thoughts and discoveries

by uncertain tradition alone. To remedy this diffi-

culty, and to place in the hands of his people the in-

strument of progress, was one of the great aims of

his study ; one which he accomplished beyond that of

any other who ever existed in a rude state of nature.

The storj' of his invention is told as follows:

—

Sequoia was present when a letter which had been

found upon a prisoner was wrongly read by him to

the Indians. Reflecting on the power of the white

man to impress his thoughts upon paper, the question

arose whether the mysterious gift of the talkinrj leaf

was derived directly from the Great Spirit or the dis-

covery of the while man himself. Most of his com-

panions were of the former opinion, while he strenu-

ously maintained the latter.

At one ot the council fires, at which the recollec-

tion of their fellow tribes who had perished as if

blasted by the touch of civilization ; the retrospect of

their former extent, compared with the present limits

of Indian power, filled the chiefs with gloomy fore-

bodings, and disposed them to envy the influence of

that civilization which rendered the white man im-

measurably their superior. Sequoia arose from his

seat and pointing to a book told them that there lay

the secret of the white man's power; that it was by

recording his thoughts and observations he had been

enabled to efl^ect the wonders they witnessed; and that

if the Indians could but invent a method of writing

their language, their inferiority would no longer be

felt.

Having become disabled by lameness from par-

taking of the excitements of war and the chase, oppor-

tunity presented during his confinement for deep re-

flection upon the power of speaking by letters; the

very name of which was not to be found in his lan-

guage. From the cries of wild beasts, the talents of the

mocking bird, the voice of his children and com-

panions, he knew that feelings and passions were

conveyed by different sounds from one intelligent

being to another. He at first attempted to represent

these by pictorial signs, but finding them to multiply

infinitely he abandoned the method. He possessed

a stamp which had been made for him by a white

man, with which he marked his work. He knew

that the white man could express himself by signs;

and he had a fragment of a book, a sealed book to

him, for he did know how these signs expressed the

sound in English. His next eflJbrt was to find a sign /^
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for every sound in the Cherokee language, but these

became too numerous. At length his way appeared

more clear. He found that many sounds were variously

combined; that words could be divided info syllables;

and that these same syllables aided in forming many
words; and that his language was made up of but a

few sounds variously arranged. Could he give a sign

for each of these sounds, his end would be attained.

He was living apart from his people, absorbed in his

labor, seeing but one attendant who supplied him

with food. He had reached the right track and made

rapid advances and already believed he had completed

his labors.

His daughter, however, possessed a more acute ear,

and on teaching her the new alphabet, she detected

differences which he had not perceived, and pointed

out compound sounds he had supposed to be simple.

By these joint analysis the language was reduced to

eighty-five monosyllables, for each of which he had

assigned a separate letter. This invention was made

in 1821. Considerable improvement was afterwards

made in the formation of the letters. In 1827 a fount

of type was cast and the first number of a paper called

the Cherokee Phcenix issued.

The paper was originally printed partly in Chero-

kee and partly in English, and I am not aware that

the plan has been changed. The alphabet, which is

before me, is composed mainly of English Capitals,

Roman and Italian, small letters advanced to the

dignity of capitals, Arabic numerals, some resembliiig

the Greek letters, the remainder inventions and com-

binations of English, and new forms bearing no

analogy to any ancient language, but allied to the in-

ventions of the phonographcr.

Like all other inventors, See-quah-yah was not per-

mitted to pursue his investigations undisturbed.

Alone, secluded from his fellows, who passed his wig-

wam without entering it, he persevered amid ridicule

and the imputation of witchcraft and mystery. With-

out the knowledge of the pen as an instrument, he

made his characters on a piece of bark with a knife

or nail. Afterwards he procured pen and paper from

an Indian trader. The ink he supplied from some

bark whose coloring properties he had previously

known. After seeing the construction of a pen he

learned to make one, but the first being without a

slit, his own sagacity soon removed the difficulty.

He was now prepared to bring his invention before

the assembled wisdom of his nation, and demonstrate

that he had indeed made a discovery with which no

supernafur.al agency w.as concerned. His daughter,

as yet his only pupil, was ordered to go beyond hear-

ing distance, while he requested his friends to name
a word or sentiment which he wrote out. She was
then called in and read it to them. The father then

retired, and the daughter wrote with similar success.

The Indians were wonder struck, but not satisfied.

" I have learned to talk on paper, and hereafter the

Indian may do what the white man h.is done," said

Sequoia, " I will prove it to your satisfaction." He
proposed to select several of the brightest young men
of the tribe, to whom he might communicate the

mystery. This was agreed to, not without a lurking

suspicion of necromancy aiding the business. The
tribe watched the youth for several months and when
they offered themselves for examination, the feelings

of all were wrought up to the highest pitch. The
boys were separated from their master and from each

other and watched with great care. The untaught

directed what the master and pupils should write to

each other, and the tests were varied so as to prove

their accuracy and freedom from any collation except

a common knowledge of the signs invented by

Sequoia, and to firmly fix their faith. See-quah-yah

became at once distinguished. A great feast was pre-

pared, in which he was made conspicuous. He be-

came at once, school-master, professor, philosopher

and chief. His countrymen were proud of his talents,

and held him in reverence as one favored by the Great

Spirit. The council of the nation voted him a money
reward which he declined. A silver medal was ob-

tained for him by the delegation to Washington City,

in 1824, but what inscription it contained I have not

learned.

From this hour the progress of the Cherokees has

been onward and upward. Their system of govern-

ment is republican, their religion the Christian;

bringing the attendant blessings in their train—public

si^hools and seminaries of high grades, for both sexes,

are in operation. Bible societies |aiid agricultural

associations prosper, and under the wise government

of their chief, John Ross, every stimulus is given to

aid in developing the resources of the country, and a

wise improvement of the manifold social, intellectual

and political privileges they are permitted to enjoy,

and by which they have made so wonderful a progress

in the pursuits and knowledge of civilized life.

Honor to the inventor, to the man who pioneered

the path of civilization and enlightenment, and sowed

the seeds of innumerable blessings, to be reaped by

millions unborn. Let the name of See-quah-yah,

whose genius towers aloft above that of every other

native of this inventive land, live forever in the

majesty of fhe denizens of the primeval forest that

bear his name in the Sequoia.

[Endlicher does not give, in his Synopsis Conifera,

where he names and describes the genus, any re.ison

for his choice of the name, and as he was no less

noted for his philological knowledge than his bot-

anical, it is not at all unlikely that ho knew Sequoia's

history, and that L. has hit on the secret.

The whole history is one of the most interesting^
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we have had the pleasure of recording in our columns.

Oiir intelligent correspondent, himself having family

relationship with the Cherokees, renders the history

the more reliable. With regard to Wcllingtonia, we

believe all European botanists have united in con-

sidering that Dr. Lindlcy was mistaken in dividing it

from Sequoia, and no botanist has described it as

Washingtonia. It is gratifying to the national feeling

that Sequoia stands in the pleasant association L. has

found for it.

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCE OF A FRUIT GROWER.
Br A NEW yORK FBUIT GROWER.

No. 1.—GRAPES.
Mr. Editor:—No department of fruit culture is at

present exciting more interest in all parts of our

country, North, South, East and West, than the grape,

and every article that appears in the public prints

pertaining to that subject is eagerly sought after and

read by the people; and in this section, grape grow-

ing for the New York market is certainly the most

profitable of all the branches of fruit culture. If we
get a crop of peaches or apples every other year, wc
think we are doing pretty well, but the grape grower

can, with proper care, secure a good crop annuallj',

which wil) find a ready sale in the market, at prices

ranging from $200 to S300 per ton.

In various sections of the country, grapes of won-

derful excellence, productivene^, earlincss and hardy

enough to grow in the most Northern section of our

country, are discovered and introduced to the public

as candidates for special favor. Amongst this multi-

tude of varieties there are indeed some of intrinsic

worth, some that will bear the test of time, but the

great mass are of little value and will never become

popular with the grape growers of our country. Some
are too sour, some too foxy and some too late to be of

any value to the market grower.

Again, others are of the best quality, but unfortu-

nately, in most cases, where very great excellence is

attained, it is at the sacrifice of the wood-producing

principle, and most of the richest and highest flavored

sorts that have been biought to public notice are

.cither wholly or in part of foreign origin; and every

one familiar with the history of the grape in America,

knows that such never will be of any value in the

vineyard, but may in the hands of the "amateur:"

one who has but a few pet plants to care for, can well

afford to spend his time nursing them and fighting the

mildew in order to obtain such luscious fruit. Again,

it is a fact well known to men of experience, that the

mildew is held in check with far less difficulty where

there are only a few specimens, than where there is

a vineyard or very large collection of vines.

No prudent man will, however, plant extensively

of any variety unless it be a hardy and thrifty grower,

not subject to mildew, and fruit in quality as good as

the Isabella. Unless these qualities are combined,

no one can expect to make grape growing profitable,

no matter how high it sells in the market.

Isabella—This popular variety is extensively grown
on the Hudson, and more tons of it are annually sold

in the New York market than of all others put to-

gether. It is a good grower, and when properly

planted and pruned, it does not suflfer from the

mildew cither in the leaf or fruit in this locality.

It is so amazingly productive that when not pruned

close enough it is apt to set twice as much fruit as it

can mature, and the vine will yield up all her strength

in order to mature the fruit ; which, however, in such

cases, does not ripen or become sweet if it remains on

the vine till winter, and the vine, in such case, will

almost invariably be found in a bad condition for either

standing the winter or fruiting the next season. The
wood will be found soft and immature, with scarcely

a bud well ripened, and such vines usually require a

year or two of good treatment to restore tliem to their

former fruitful condition.

Hence the importance of pruning with care and

skill, and he who is master of the business will seldom

leave more bearing wood than the strength of the

vine will admit of, but if he should he will before the

fruit is half grown thin it so the vine will suffer no

injury. No grape that we cultivate is so prone to

overbear as the Isabella, and every one who grows
this grape in a rich soil should be careful to remove
superfluous shoots from the old wood and all the

the spurs from the bearing branches and only one

fruit-bearing shoot should be suffered to grow from

a bud. If these directions are followed, the result

will be fine large clusters which will ripen by the first

of October, with as much certainty as apples or pears.

We generally commence picking and sending to market

about the middle of September, but to attain its

highest excellence it should hang on the vine long

after it appears to be ripe, which it can and suffer

nothing from birds, insects or high winds; nothing

but pilfering boys and men will disturb it, and I am
glad to say that this practice is far less common than

formerly, and fruit is beginn.ngto be considered as

private property.

[We have from the same correspondent, his experi-

ence with the Diana and other well known grapes for

our next number.

—

Ed.]

FROM " EGYPT."
BY J. M. SMITH, GREENVILLE, ILL.

Friend Mechan:—If the winter continues as it com-
menced, we shall have plenty of sleighing and but

little else. Mercury down to 0-, and below not un-

frequently. So, if you reciprocate, please add—"a
warm Spring to thaw out."'
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So far, wo have had one of the steadiest cold

Dccenibcrs I ever remember of in this pari of Illinois.

Wilh the exception of (he snow, however, it has been

very dry, and that is far belter than mud. Yet, I fear

many will lose fruit trees, vines, etc., who have been

dreaming of "peaches and cream, voluptuous bunches

of grapes, etc." Time will tell.

We have about the finest country in the United

States, which I consider equivalent to saying—" the

finest in the world." Kgypt,—that is our Egypt, has

been noted for its fine climate, big corn, superior

wheat, excellent fruit, beautiful prairies, splendid

timber, immense beds of coal, hospitable inhabitants,

etc., etc., ever since (and long before) it obtained the

name of Kgypt. Perhaps I might add to the list an

off-set or two, but I will not just now. Egypt is a

great land; suppose I give you an outline of its geo-

graphy.
Kgypt is bounded on the North by Alton and Terra

Haute Railroad, East by the Wabash River, South by

the Ohio, West by the Mississippi. The principal

streams running through the interior arc Kaskaskia,

Embarras, Little Wabash, Big Muddy, Cahokia and

Shoal Creek. The principal interior Railroads are,

Illinois Central, Ohio and Mississippi, Wabash Val-

ley, beside several smaller ones. About one-half of

the surface is prairie, the other half timber. Pro-

ducts—Corn, Wheat, Cattle, Hogs, Hay, Fruit, etc.

Will that do?

But little has been done yet towards ornamenting

and beautifying our pleasant country. Too much

emphasis is laid on the words corn and slock; yet

when one farmer begins to display a little taste in

ornamenting his grounds, others follow suit. But

a number of farmers have been "bit" by pedlars of

nursery slock, (and the country is full of them,

J

causing many to be a little backward in "throwing

away money" during the hard times. But wlicnever

times get a little easier, the cojilagion for ornan)enting

homes, and fruit tree pliiuling will spread as far as

the atmosphere will carry the jierfume ; and we shall

expect to have a change from " hog and hominy " to

somewhat of a verge upon refinement. But until

those swarms of swindlers, nursery stock peddlars,

stop their operations, many will fear to look at any-

thiiig raised in a nursery. I know one farmer's wife

who purchased, at a high rate, several roots of

Anijctica for fine varieties of Chinese Pa^onia, and who
purcliused some twenty grape vines, at a high price,

for three of the new varieties
;
(she did not remember

the names,^ and all proved, on fruiting Inst fall, to

be our commonest grape— Catawb.i. This is a good

grape enough, but that docs not make it prove any

less a swindle. What one buys he wants genuine.

[We are much obliged to our kind friend. Egypt

has an enviable name horticullurally, and we have

been all-anxious to know something about so prosper-

ous a spot. There were some criticisms of another

article appended to Mr. S.'s communication, which

we have not inserted, as the author himself had pre-

viously corrected himself in our last number.

—

Ed.]

DRAIN TILES.

Friend Mcchan:— I send you herewith, samples of

drain tile and brick of miniature size, and of the

manipulated clay from which they were made by the

working model of the new machine invented by S. C.

Salisbury, on exhibition at the office of the " Working

Farmer," corner of Nassau and Bcekman Sts., N. Y.

From the December number of this paper I extract

the subjoined article. The expense of making two-

inch drain tile in a one-horse machine is stated by

the inventor as follows:

" One Man and one horse, one day, $2 00

Two boys, " " 1 00

Digging Clay, ... 50

Wood for burning, - - f><i

Labor at Kiln, ... hO

Product, 3000 feet at $1.50, - $4 50."

Allow for interest, repairs and other contingencies,

one-third, and they can still be produced for $2.00

per thousand feet, about one-sixth the usual price.

This supposes them to be made by the consumer him-

self on land where clay can be had for the digging.

The remarkably smooth and even surface of the

bore prevents the accumulation of obstructions which

sometimes occur in the ordinary rough tiles; they

are also much strairjhter, which is a great desideratum,

especially on land where the natural fall is very

slight.

All kinds of solid and hollow bricks arc made in

this machine, and of a quality entirely unequalled.

We now only need an economical method of digging

the trenches to render underdraining so cheap that

no intelligent man can affjrd to cultivate undrained

land. "Novice."

[We are very much obliged by the specimens for-

warded us, which show the process they have passed

through, to be of a complete character. It is impos-

sible for owners of land to be too fully impressed

with the advantages of draining, and we look on Mr.

S.'s invention, judging from the specimens and the

articles before us, as one of the most important of

any brought out for some time past. We give the

article from the Workini) Farmer, below.

—

Ed.]

"DRAIN TILES.
It is very vexatious to American farmers to see in

English journals that drain tiles of two inches di-

'^
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amcler arc there sold at four dollars per thousand,

while we here, have to pay fourteen dollars per thou-

sand for similar tiles, and to this is to be added the

digging of the drains by workmen, at one dollar per

day.

Wo are glad to be able to announce that the ma-

chine invented by Mr. S. C. Salisbury, for the making

of drain tile, is now completed, and a working model

may be seen in our office. This machine .will turn

out ten thousand tiles a day, by the application of

sufficient power, say that of two horses, while a

smaller number may be made by hand labor. The

tile is finished with a surface as smooth as a most

finished piece of porcelain, and is made from clay as

it leaves the clay bank, without the use of a pug mill,

dolly tub, or other preparatory machine; the prin-

ciple may be thus understood:—We have all seen a

glazier take a dry lump of putty that would break if

pressed and crumble instead of being adhesive, and by

rolling and manipulating (his mass for a while, it be-

comes plastic, so that he can glaze a sheet of glass be-

fore the putty can assume the granulated form; and

when once set, it is much stronger than freshly made

putty. The ancients made their mortar by the ad-

mixture of lime and sand, a year before its use, and

buried it in a pit. When required for use, it was

taken from this pit, beaten with pieces of wood,

shaped like a cleaver on a mixing board, continually

drawn together and again beat out into a sheet, until

the mass became plastic ; and then when put between

bricks, it would set harder than the bricks themselves,

as every old Roman wall clearly proves. Now these

facts arc true in a degree with clay. Mr. Salisbury's

machine receives the clay in a hopper, it is passed

between stcel-surfaccd rollers, forming a sheet which

continually rendered thinner and thinner by con-

tinued rolling, until it finds its way to the mouth of

the form intended to shape the tile; and while in

this plastic condition it is forced through, presenting

an outer and inner surface finely polished, and of the

form required. Its moisture is so slight that it does

not alter its figure while drying, .and the amount of

water is not so great but that it may be burnt by any

farmer, either with brush or coal.

The machine is also capable of making brick, and

with these the kiln may be built before the brick arc

burned, so that the first filling of tile and fuel will

not only burn the tile, but render the kiln a perma-

nent fixture, capable of being continuously used for

burning the tile. The cost of this machine, which

we hope soon to sec on sale, will be about $100, and

in every particular it appears to be complete. With

this contrivance, tile may be made at a cost not to ex-

ceed three dollars per thousand, and but few neigh-

borhoods arc so devoid of clays as not to furnish

the necessary raw material. In the making of drain

pipes it is not necessary that the clay should be of an

extraordinary quality, for as they are intended to per-

mit the water to percolate through them, a fair amount

of sand is no detriment in tile making."

GREENHOUSE PLANTS IN SUnHYZER.
BY F. H. L., mORRISANIA, N. Y.

Much time and labor is wasted in the treatment of

greenhouse plants in summer. I send you a list of

the more commonly found kinds, which will bear

turning out of pots in summer, with a view of repot-

ting to flower them well in winter:

Azalea indica—Layering them makes the plant

bushy and the layers good specimens ; Bouvardia

leiantha and others; Burchellia capensis; Calceolaria

(the shrubby kinds;). Citrus sinensis and others;

Cuphea; Daphue; Epacris; Erica—had them on fresh

manured ground and did very well, only plenty light

and air required. Eugenia, Myrtle, Nerium, Pittos-

porum,in fact all these hardy greenhouse shrubs when
they are potbound before planting out. Pcntas

carneas; Polygala, Blonthly carnations, Pomp. Chrys-

anth.—pinching in well helps them; Aphelandra;

Asclepias ; Begonia—all for flowering, as fuchsoides,

incarnata, sanguinea, Prestoniensis and others. Eu-
phorbia jaquiniflora, Poinsettia, Hibiscus, Inga, Jus-

ticia, Geisomeria, Linum Irygynium, Cacta;, Russellia

juncea, Habrothamnus, Primula sinensis, Calla aclhi-

apica, Eranlhcmum nervosum, Veronica, Brugmansia,

these I have tried, fully exposed to sun and air, and

proved better than the same kept it pots. In a shady

situation the family of Ferns does well. Heliotropium

roses. Salvia, Ageratum, and Scarlet Geranium I keep

half starved in pots through summer and repot in

August, in strong soil, for winter blooming. Many
others do well, but flower too late.

[We can corroborate our correspondents remarks,

as we turn out most of our plants in summer. We
have often wondered that the practice was not more

common.

—

Ed.]

SHALLOW PLANTING OF TREES.
BY J. W. JONES, CIIARLEST.ON, 3. C.

It is hardly possible, now-a-days, to take up a book

on gardening without finding the author continually

referring to nature and her mode of doing things as

the Sine qua non of perfection. She is held up as a

mirror in which the gardener or amateur may see the

true mode of performing his multifarious operations.

She is held up as a perpetual example and guide,

from whose dictum there is no appeal. Her laws

are like those of the Medcs and Persians, unchange-

able. The poor dame is dragged in by the ears to

stand Godmother to all the bantlings that the busy

brains of our numerous horticultural writers bring

forth. Let it only be proved, or rather supposed that
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such or such a process is founded upon a natural law,

or upon what wo conceive to be a natural law, and

the writer imagines his argument to be irrefutable.

But, before we "quote nature," we ought to be quite

sure that we understand her; that we have read her

book aright. I fear we know very little of her ope-

rations; we conjecture or guess at a great deal, but

the science of vegetable physiology is yet in its

merest infancy, and the subject of vegetable nutri-

tion, notwithstanding all the light that has been

thrown upon it, is still iu comparative darkness.

Lindlcy, in his great work " The Theory of Horti-

culture," diffused much useful and valuable informa-

tion through the gardening world; valuable, not so

much from the theories he advanced being incontro-

vertible ; but because he taughtthe gardener to think
;

he taught him the reason why any particular opera-

tion, done in a particular manner, would succeed

better than when done in a contrary manner. He
showed that gardening was not a mere mechanical

pursuit, to be carried on by the aid of certain old laws

and axioms as guides ; but an art, and a fine art, whose

chief operations were based upiJn, guided and assisted

by a knowledge of certain laws of vegetable economy.

It has been the fashion then, these twenty years,

little as we really know of the matter, to take what we
call nature for our guide in gardening operations. We
have drawn certain conclusions from our observations

of her manner of doing things ; but are we quite sure

that our premises are right! We do not imagine that

we have penetrated all nature's secrets ; we see the

lesuUs rather than the causes, and are apt, 1 fear, to

confound the two. Nature and experience are some-

times in apparent conflict—our theory and our practice

do not agree; we sometimes do things in gardening,

and with success, too, that are quite contrary to the

teachings of nature or theory. Chemists tell us that

the substance of a plant can be reduced to certain

well-known elements; and Ihat the tree must derive

such elements from the earth or air; and therefore,

it must be advantageous to place such substances as

arc naturally found in the body of a tree, within

reach of its roots- or leaves, as a supply of food.

Yet what do we really know of those nice chemical

changes and combinations continually going on in the

body of a tree? AVe cannot explain how one plant

extracts such starch or sugar, another resin, another

opium, another indigo—all from out of the same plot

of ground. We can analyze the products, and sepa-

rate such component part, and "find out what it is

made of;" wc may, in some cases, rccombine, but

we cannot, as nature docs, draw from the soil or air

for ourselves, that which a tree seems to do so easily

and so surely. M'ill it ever come to pass, I wonder,

that chemists shall be able, easily and cheaply, to ex-

tract uur food directly from soil or air as plants do?

If they can, as they profess, feed plants, why in the

world cannot they feed us of the animal creation?

Are we forever to be dependent upon the vegetable

creation to prepare our food for us? I think the pre-

paration, or rather formation of food directly from

mother earth ma}', sometime, be arrived at ; but the

chemists have to find out a few more "elements"

first.

I have been led to these irrevelant remarks from

reading an article in your last January number, on

the shallow planting of trees, by Mr. William Bright,

of Philadelphia. Superficially viewed, the reasons

given for the practice of shallow planting are plau-

sible enough. I have nothing to say against the

greater part of his a.-ticle : it is only his reasoning and

conclusions I cannot agree with.

If I have not mistaken, Loudon was the first to

advocate shallow planting, or rather, planting on

mounds—which is quite a different thing. If that

colossal book-maker had had all the trees to pay for

that died under the treatment he recommended, he

would have had need of a dozen fortunes. Like j'our

correspondent Mr. Bright, Loudon based his practice

upon nature. Because, forsooth, Loudon had observed

that all trees, of any size, appeared to stand on a

mound or slight elevation ; ergo, all young trees ought

to be stuck on a hillock already formed for them. It

is a wonder that such an acute observer never dis-

covered that the gradual thickening of the roots, and

consequent upheaval of the soil, caused the mound-
like appearance.

I well remember that a sort of furore existed in

England for planting everything high and dry after

Loudon's remarks appeared. To say nothing of young
forest trees, even poor little plants in pots were ele-

vated on miniature hillocks—much to their dis-

comfort, no doubt. All the time of which I speak,

a plantation of young forest trees resembled nothing

so much as a collection of ant or mole hills with a

stick thrust into the middle of each.

Mr. Bright's trees do well enough, I have no doubt;

and so they ought after such a world of trouble. To
save the lives of his trees he necessarily mulches the

mounds heavily for the first two years; id est, until

the roots have descended to the general level of the

soil, and have become independent of the mounds.

I must confess I cannot see why they should not have

been planted on the ground level in the first instance as

being, after all, the more natural position of the tree.

Mr. Bright is not satisfied with nature in one re-

spect; for he does not like her mode of arranging the

roots of trees, that is, so far as to their takings down-

ward direction. Mr. B. seemed to expect that if he

once places the roots in a horizontal position they

must continue to extend in that direction ; though

every-day experience must have proved to him the

Kl^m



contrary. All trees, except perhaps when growing

in very wet soil, naturally form perpendicular as well

as horizontal roots ; and if the former be cut oflf, will

try to remedy the evil. It is not to be supposed that

trees form tap roots to their own prejudice. It is to

be supposed that these roots descend down deeply into

the earth for some special purpose. It may, in some

coses, be of use to deprive a tree of such roots, where

fruitfulness or an early and perfect maturity of the

wood, rather than a vigorous growth is desired ; but,

as a rule, it may, I think, be safely stated that tap

roots are essential to the vigorous growth and dur-

ability of a tree. Moisture has a great deal to do

with the direction of roots. If we could measure the

quantity of water evaporated from the leaves of a

large tree in the course of a single day, we should be

better able to appreciate the value of the tap roofs.

In an uncongenial soil, to plant trees on mounds

with the expectation of thereby permanently correct-

ing the evil is evidently fallacious, for the roofs must

eventually extend into, and be entirely dependent

on the surrounding soil; and if that soil be bad, sulFer

just as much as if not planted on a mound; the

mound may defer, but cannot cure the evil. If the

soil be good, I do not sec the utility of elevating the

plant above the ordinary ground level.

Mr. Brighfs chief, and so far as I see, his only

reason for shallow planting is because it is " nature's

own method" of growing trees, and experience has

proved it to him Ihe best ever devised by man. Now,

nature does not, when the plants require a mound use

a heavy mulching of leaf mould or litter to keep her

nurselings alive for two years. She plants on the

surface, even or uneven, and one of her first opera-

tions is to send down a root, and as long as that root

finds itself in a suitable medium it continues to ex-

tend downward. I have probed with a stick the

hollow root of a Carolina Pine tree to the depth of

twelve feet or more, and the root was then more than

a foot ill diameter. I have seen beautiful examples

of nature's own planting on some of our bluffs where

the soil has been washed away, and left the tap roots

of trees exposed to the depth of fifteen feet, and thick

roots at that depth, so that the tree seemed to have

nearly as much wood below as above ground.

Now, I might argue that what is true of a pine tree

in the light sandy soils of Carolina must be true of a

pine tree in the heavy clays of Pennsylvania, yet,

such an argument would be evidently absurd. Taking

nature for my guide, I might assert that, as our trees

sent down their roots to an immense depth—to the

water line in fact, be it two or ten feet,—I might

assert that it would be to the manifest advantage of

the tree to sink a well where the tree was to be

planted, and fill it up with good soil to encourage the

development of the tap roots, which would be another

absurdity.^—

Gardeners generally appear to have a particular

spite against tap roots, as if the gardeners knew better

than the trees themselves what is good for them.

Not content with nature's operations, they seek to

improve upon them
; yet, by a singular crookedness

in reasoning, stultify a self-evident law by depriving

a tree of its main stay—a tap root.

No one will dispute Mr. Brighl's conclusion, that

a tree set comfortably on a mound of good earth and

warmly mulched with leaf mould, is in a better con-

dition to live and thrive than a tree plunged deeply

down into a cold, dank cistern of a hole. But the

latter is not the proper mode of planting a tree. If

Mr. B. wrote his article merely to prove that trees

planted as he directs, would succeed better than when
planted in this horrible "dank hole," I have no doubt

of his superior success. The question is, I think,

whether his trees will succeed better planted as he

directs, than if properly planted on a level surface

—

the same pains, the same amount of labor being ex-

pended in each case. If he proves less than that, he

proves nothing.

As a matter of taste* I should object decidedly to

having a fine lawn disfigured by those formal rounded

mounds at the base of each tree, giving a pcurile and

artificial effect, suggestive of ancient circular flower

beds, that had been indiscreetly planted with a large

growing tree in the centre of each, which tree had

finally overpowered the more humble flowers and

become sole possessor of the land.

These remarks of mine are not intended to afford

aid and comfort to that large class of bunglers who
thrust a tree into a hole anyhow, though, I may be-

lieve, that people sometimes give themselves a great

deal of unnecessary trouble in planting a tree; yet, I

have no sympathy with those who, as Downing says,

plant a tree as they would a post.

HAHDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
A Boston Correspondent kindly furnishes us with

an additional list to those already given by Horticola

and ourselves in our last volume.

" Homerocallis flava. Ranunculus aconitifolius, Pul-

monaria virginica, Lychnis chalcedonica flore pleno,

Spircea venusta, Spircea Japonica, Corydalis aurea,

Orobus vernus, Saxifraga cordifolia, Saxifraga Crag-

sifolia, Achillea rubra ("new,) Geranium Lancastricnse

(sometimes, but erroneously called Sangvinea—Do
you know a herbaceous Geranium as good as this?)

Geranium macrorhosum, Arabis albida, Sedum hy-

bridum. Phlox repens fsyn. stoloniflora,) Dicentra

eximia (syn. c. formosa,) Coronilla varia, Uvularia

grandiflora (deep color, rose red, J Rudbeckia pur-

purea, Funkia Japonica, Pardanthus chinensis, Sym-
phytum asperimum, Symphytum Bohanicum, Adlu-

mia cirrhosa, Potentilla formosa, Potentilla Hopwood-
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iana, Polygonatum multiflorum, Epilobium Angusti-

folium album, Ranunculus acris flore pleno. Ranun-

culus repens flore pleno, Lamium rugosum, TroUius

Asiaticus, Lilium aurantiacum, Lilium chalcedoni-

cum rubrum, Lilium superbum, Lilium Philaddphl-

cum, Lilium lancifolium album, Lilium lancifolium

speciosum, Astrantia major. Clematis flammula,

Liatris scariosa, Sanguinaria canadensis, Dianthus

barbalus, Dianthus incarnatus ("rich color,} W'ahlen-

bergia granJiflora, Helianthus multiflorus. Datura

meteloides froots live with me in a south border,

fine,_) Iconopsis Cambrica, Anthemis nobilis flore

pleno, Plemonium caeruleum, Plemonium album.

Hibiscus mochoetris (the white, crimson centre,)

Papaver Orientalis, Lychnis flos cuculi, Lychnis Jos

cuculi alba, Erythroniura dens canis alba ("handsome

mottled leaf,) Tulipa sylvestris. Allium molle,

Agrostemma coronaria, Veronica clcg-ans, Lilium

longiflorum, Viola odorata alba pleno, Viola odorata

cocrulia, Corydalis glauca, Actaea rubra, Actaa alba,

Pulmonaria officinalis, Lilium canadense, Orobus

Niger, Spiroea aruncus, ffinothera fruticosa, Gentiana

saponaria, Apocynum androsmifolium, Eupatorium

Ageratoides, Tiaretta cordifolia, Spira-a palmata,

Leucojum JEstivum, Scillasibcrica,Gillenia trifoliata,

Plemonium reptans, Lysimachia nummularia, Cory-

dalis nobilis.

GRASSES.

Uniola latifolia, Chloris radiata, Pennisctum longi-

stilum (tender)."

PERENNIAL PHLOXES.
BV.I0HN SAUI., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Within the past few years the cultivation of good

herbaceous plants in this country and Europe has

occupied the attention of florists ; and, in an espe-

cial manner, has the beautiful family of Phlox—the

only wonder is how this tribe, so capable of im-

provement, should so long have been overlooked.

Many arc dwarf and procumbent growers; others are

of tall and showy forms, with all intermediate sizes

and habits. In spike of bloom and color, the varia-

tions are equally great. W'c have some of snowy

whiteness, whilst others are a warm crimson or deep

purple. Here, then, was a field for hybridizing, and

one which latterly has been turned to advantage by

French and English cultivators—especially by the

former has this genus been so greatly improved.

This improvement has been effected in the general

habit of the plants, spikes as well as form of the

flowers, but especially in the exquisite delicacy and

tint of coloring in the fancy varieties, and the clear

and decided colors of the self or plain. To the ama-

teur they are invaluable—perennial, perfectly hardy,

producing a profusion of bloom during summer and

fall.

Their culture is exceedingly simple, succeeding in

any good rich soil, not over dry. In planting, some
well-decomposed manure or leaf-mould should be

worked into the ground. During summer they are

much benefitted by mulching; and in hot, dry wea-

ther, occasional watering with liquid-manure will bo

of much benefit. I gcTerally allow not more than

one shoot to form a plant, and never, however strong

the plant may be, will I permit more than three. As
a consequence, the spikes of bloom arc much larger

and finer, produce more lateral shoots, and continue

much longer in bloom than where a crowd is allowed

to grow up from the base. When passing out of

bloom, the flower-spikes should be cut off before the

seed forms; after which side-shoots are produced on

the stems lower down, which immediately commence
blooming by pursuing this system—allowing no seed

to the plants—will give bloom up to the middle of

October or later; whereas, if seed is allowed to form

and mature, the plants "dry up" and cease bloom-

ing.

A couple of years since a list of sorts was given in

the London Gardener's Chronicle, by Mr. Barnes, of

Camberwell. This has lately been le-produccd in

the Horticulliirisl; but many varieties on that list are

old, and much inferior to the gems of more recent

introduction. I annex a list of 24, descriptions of

which I made from plants in bloom, and they are

such as may be relied upon by amateurs :

.4rfm)rai</ciinois,whitc, deep violet centre, fine spike.

Baron Davesne, light purplish crimson, fine spike,

showy.

Catharine Saxc, carmine, with darker centre.

Charles Rouillard, brght pinkish crimson, dark centre,

fine spike.

Comie de Merona, deep purplish crimson, fine shape

and spike.

Comlesse de Rodepont, white, bright pink centre, good
spike.

Comtesse de Sericourl, white, deep violet eye, clear

and beautiful. "

Emilie Ferry, white, shaded with bright pink, crim-

son centre.

Judith, white, deep bright violet centre, fine shape
and spike.

Ketelerii, rosy crimson, dark centre, fine spike.

Laurence Lecerf, white ground, sulTused with violet,

deep pink centre, fine shape and spike.

Laurent de St. Cyr, rosy lilac, petals of lighter mot-

tling.

Madame ^ndry, white, crimson centre, beautiful

shape and spike.

Madame Guldenschurch, rosy crimson, dark centre,

large and fine.

Madame Lecerf, clear paper white, excellent shape

and spike.
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Madame Pcscalore, white, violet centre, suffused with

pink, fine shape and spike.

Madamoisclle .libertine, lilac crimson, bright centre,

good shape and spike.

Marechal Si. Jlrnaud, dark purplish crimson, fine

shape and spike.

Morjeuir Cambaceres, purplish crimson, deep centre,

large, showy.

Morjeuir Gros, white ground, suffused with violet,

deep centre, beautiful spike.

Morjeuir de St. Prajct, rosy crimson, dark centre,

magnificent spike.

Purpurea Nova, clear purple, fine shape and spike.

Souvenir de Ma Merc, white, violet centre, good shape,

long spike.

Souvenir de Pussy, light pinkish crimson, dark centre,

good shape and spike.

[We were engaged in compiling a list of the best

Phloxes, when Mr. Saul's excellent enumeration ar-

rived, most of which we know to be superior. There

is not a more desirable tribe to cultivate.

—

Ed. J

DAHLIAS AND THEIR TREATMENT.
BY PARKER BAR.NES.

DuRcHESTER, Massiichusetts.

Editor Gardener's Monthly:

Dear Sir,—The writer of the following article on the

Dahlia and its Treatment, having been an importer,

propagator and grower of them for more than twenty

years, (and if you should deem it worthy a place in

your valuable papcr,J believes the following hints

will be found of some service to the novice, and,

perhaps, not wholly lost to the veteran in dahlia-

growing.

Soil.

My experience is in favor of a cpmpost made of old black gar-

den mould, stiff loam, and sandy peaty loam ; trench the bed

twenty inches deep; the finest flowers are produced -with the least

trouble in a rich soil, for the Dahlia is a gross feeder, though not

fond of unrotted manure. Any garden soil will grow this flower,

but by a little attention to the soil a gi-eat improvement in both

the quality and quantity of the bloom will be produced.

Pl.\st5 and Plantino.

Jfy experience has shown that plants struck from cuttings pro-

duce the most perfect flowers, the blooms being less inclined to

become semi-double than those borne on plants grown from tubers;

the latter often produce very coarse flowers, and are always of a

stronger growth. The cuttings should not be rooted so early as to

become pot-bound before the time arrives to turn them into the

border; if the roots are strong and numerous enough to keep the

ball of earth from breaking, it will be sufficient. By the autumn,

the tubers become large and solid enough to keep well during the

winter, and in the spring the eyes break more freely.

The plants should be set three feet apart between the rows, and

two and a half feet in the rows. Shade <tf every kind is injuri-

ous to the plants.

The ground being prepared by trenching as above directed,

choose straight spruce poles (which are the strongest and most du-

rable) and stake the whole bed; let the poles be seven and a half

feet long, and be driven into the ground one and a half feet ; then

plant your dahlias, one plant to each stake ; the plant should be

set about one Inch lower than the surface of earth In the pot, if

the plants have been slnick from cuttings; if from tubers, place
the crown of the tuber two inches below the surface. Dahlias
may be planted from the llrst of .May to July; those latest planted
give the tirsi flowers, thuugh, of course, do not afl'ord as early or
profuse a display. JMUiliim mnij flower too early, and the blooms
be burned up by the hot summer's suu; then before autumn the
plant is exhausted, and no good flowers are produced. A dahlia
should not begn to flower before the latter part of .August, for cool

nights are essential to the production of fine flowers.

The plants should be tied to the poles with soft bass matting,
and shoald bo carefully and frequently examined for this pur-
pose

;
a high wind wiU often break the plant and destroy its

symmetry and beauty.

Prcxi-vq.

No arbitrary rule can be prescribed ; the plant uhould never be
allowed to become bushy with small branches, nor should severe
pruning at any time be resorted to. Prune little, but often, is a
good rule. Varieties differ as to the amount of pruning recmircd,
and experience alone will teach the amount bcneflcial to each.
Some varieties produce loo many flower-buds, and consequently

all the flowers arc small or imperfect; when the bnds are small,
many may he removed to advantage; after they have attained
any growth, however, this operation is of little benefit ; in this
experience must also be the teacher.

I.>*6ECT5.

Tliere are many insects injurious both to the stem, leaf, and
flower of the dahlia ; I shall, however, only mention a few of
those which prove most destructive in our climate.
The grasshoppers do much damage to the blooms by eating off

the lips of the petals. To remove them by hand is difficult and
wearisome. The best remedy is to turn some turkeys or domestic
fowls into the dahlia plantation about the middle of .August.
The .striped squash bug (Galcruca viltata), and a small oval

bug, destroy many Dowers; they live in the bloom and
eat holes in the floral rays, seldom leaving the flower till it is

mined. The remedies for these latter are unknown, for the flower
is destroyed by the application of lime, &c. Fine blooms, or those
which promise well, may be protected by a covering of gauze or
lace; but this is too expensive and laborious an operation to be
performed in a large plantation.

Watering

Is never beneficial to the plants, not even in dry weather, unless
persistently continued, for it has a tendency to bring the roots to
the surface, and when the water is withheld the plants suffer from
the change. If the dahlias are to he watered, the ground should
be mulched with coarse litter of some kind, or sea-weed

; this will
better retain the moisture, and will prevent the earth around the
plants from becoming hardened. Syringing the tops with soft
water is of advantage; lot it always be done in the evening; care
should be taken not to nse very cold water.

SeLECTIXO B1.OOH3 FOR ESIIIBITIO.V.

This is often a dlflicult task to the most experienced, and often
one or more points have to be sacriflccd. To my mind, diversity
of color should be a matter of attention, with, of course, a due
regard to form and size. A stand of flowers of similar colors
never shows as well as one where .some attention has been given
10 a selection of dissimilar varieties. The general rule, as before
laid down, is, form before anything; next, color, which should
be bright and clear: and, lastly, size. The blooms should never
be handled or exposed to rough usage more than necessary, as the
dead appearance thus produced can never be removed.

Fa.vcv Daihias.
These have lately become popular, as many very fine varieties

have been produced. Jliss Church, Loveliness, Lady I'opham,
and many others are quite as fine as any of the selfs; they arc
perfect gems, and creditable to any stand of show blooms.

It seems to me that the best effect is produced when the two

-Bi^
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clnsso^ aro exhibited in the same stand: the contrast is pleasing,

and each cansc the other to appear to greater advantage.

DEnENERATIO.V.

A double flower being a monstrosity, there is always more or

less tendeuoy to revert to the primal state. "With dahlias this

disposition is particularly marked. It has always been my prac-

tice tok«.'ep a good old variety, if possible, till a hotter of its color

or shade was produced; yet amoug a collection of 250, not more
than five, new live years ago. can now be found.

A striped or mottled or other fancy dahlia will often produce

self-colored flowers, and all, both fancies and selfs, will in time so

far run out as to produce single self-colored flowers.

SREDi.i.vas

Are grown largely by florists in England and on the Continent.

Much attention has been given to hybridization during the last

fifty years; but, as in other plants, many of the seedlings are

Worthless, and most not superior to those already grown. About

six very fine seedlings in a thousand is considered good success.

These fine dahlias, when brought to this country, are often

worthless, producing poor flowers on account of the difference of

the climate.

In this country very few good seedlings have been produced

probably because there is less attention paid to hybridization, and

no encouragement is offered by our Horticultural Societies.

WlKTEBING.

Take up the tubers soon after the frost has killed the tops; do

not separate them, but pack them away in ii dry cellar in dry

loam, out of reach of the frost, till wanted for propagation in the

spring.

In taking a retrospective view of the dahlia fancy we find a

gradual improvement up to the present time. Of late years many
of the finest varieties have been produced, and a really fine seed-

ling commands as high a price now as at any former period.

The dahlia is eminently worthy of attention, on account of its

cheapness, its ease of cultivation, and the rich display it makes
in the garden when other flowers are gone.

The following is a list of the best now in cultivation, and the

year they were introduced:

AuausTA Louisa. Color light scarlet, brilliant, well formed

flower, and constant. Height, 6 feet. \S5i.

A.VMB, (Rawlings.) Color beautiful lilac, fine form, good

bloomer, fine habit. Height, -1 feet. ISH'l.

Admiral, (Barnes.) Color lilac, fine form and substance, good

habit,—a good old variety. Height, 4 feet. 1SJ3.

Bes.sie, (Turner.) Color deep golden yellow,—a compact, well-

formed flower; good habit. Height, 4 feet. 18.*).').

Bfal'tv or THK Gkove, (Barnes.) Color yellow, tipped with

rosy pink
;
good outline, high centre. Height, 4 feet. 18.54.

CoNSTKi,LATiox. Color bright rosy pink, with violet rays; very

constant. Height, 6 feet. l.S.'>0.

Cossack, (Fellowes.) Color bright carmine: an excellent va-

riety. Height, .'5 feet. 18.M.

Cockatoo. Deep purple, with white tips; fine. Height, 4 feet.

1S.54.

Comp;t. A fine mottled and striped variety; fine form,—early.

Height, 4 feet. 18:'.4.

Ddchess op Wki.lington, (Turner.) Pale cream color full and
fine form ; one of the best dwarfs. Height, 2/eet. IS.'iG.

DurHF.ss OF Beaufort, (Bush.) Blush-white, tipped and edged

with dark purple
; a full and constant flower,—one of the finest.

Height, 4 feet. 1S".T.

Due UK Malakopf. Deep carmine red, free bloomer ; form and
habit very fine. Ih-ight, fl feet. ]S.j7.

Gni.DFKNDER, (Turner.) Deep yellow; form of flower very fine

and constant,—one of the best. Height, ,T feet. lS."tP.

General Bcsqukt. Deep red,— >oo of the best. Height, 4 feet.

t ^ '>9.

Ki.vti OF Ym.i.oW:*, (Collier.) Clear yellow, very good. l.'1,V2.

Lord Fieldino. Color nearly black ; large and good flower,

—

III.: btst dark. Height, G feet. ISr.O.

LovELi:*Bss. Pure white, edged with rich purple,—a good va-

riety. Height, C feet. IS.^O.

LoR» Pai.mekston, (Holmes.) Deep scarlet,— a fine show

flower. Height, 4 feet. 18>7.

Lady Popham, (Turner.) Color white, slightly tipped with

rose; superior form. Height 5 feet. 1S'>S.

L<pLLiPcip, (Holmes.) Color salmon buft"; good form and liabit^

Height, r> feel. 1S,J7.

MoNs. Paul L' Abbe, (Choirdines.) A fine crimson, form good,

constant and reliable—one of the best dwarfs. Height, .3 feet. 1SJ8-

Miss Presslet. Color white, heavily edged with dark purple

—

constant; a new and pleasing variety. Height, 6 feet. 1S.J9.

Miss Watts. Pure white, good form and habit, the best of it.*i

color. Height, 5 feet. 1S59.

Mrs. CnuRCH, (Church.) Color deep yellow, tipped with lake,

a full sized flower; constant—one or the best. Height, .'1 feet. 1S5!>,

Mrs, Rawlixgs, (Rawlings.) A blufeh-white, of good form and

habit. Height, f} feet. 18)i>.

Mrs. Edwards. Color clear lilac, shaded with buff; a good

flower. Height, 4 feet. 18.>S.

Mrs. B. Coctts. Fawn color; quite novel. Height, 5 feet. 18)6.

M. Gardikr. Deep rosy red; fine form. Height, 5 feet. 1855.

Orlata. Pure white; fine form and habit. Height, 5 feet. 1853,

Othello. Deep, clear pnrplo
;
good habit and form. Height, 4

feet. 1S.')7.

Prince Lmprrial. Color violet crimson, shaded with rose; good

form ai d habit. Height, 4 feet. 1858.

Prince Frederick William. Crimson; good flower,—always

perfect. Height, 2*^ feet. lS5f>.

Pre-eminent. Color purple, full size; fine form and habit. Height,

4 feet. 18.)5.

Princess, (Rea.) Color bright rose : a distinct and superb

flower. Height, G feet. IS.'iG.

Roland. White, heavily tipped with dark purple; fine form

and good habit. Hei<,'ht, 4 feet. 1S">7.

Standard Bearer, (Alexander.) A very close-formed flower,

beautifully tipped with white, of excellent habit. Height, G feet,

18.19.

Sir Henry Havelock. Bright orange scarlet; a fine show flower_

Height, 4 feet. 1S.>9.

Summit of Perfection. Deep crimson maroon, of the be.^t form.

Height, 4 feet. 1859.

ToucHSTONK. Light purple; form and habit good. Height, 5

feet. 18.18.

Yellow Beauty. A fine yellow. Height. 4 feet. 18')7.

Queen of the East, (Barnes.) Clear blush; a flower of good

size and substnnce. Height, 3 feet. 18.11.

Queen op Yellow.^, (Harrison.) A good flower; form good.

Height, G feet. 18.14.

Village Gem, (Green.) Color clear white, edged wilh rich rosy

crimson,—always an attractive and desirable flower, habit good.

Height, 5 feet. 1859.

The above-mentioned varieties can all be recommended as fine

flowers; many more might bo added almost as fine, but a choice

selection can be obtained by choosing colors from those above

enumerated.
«••>»

Downer's Prolific Strawberry.—Mr, Reercs,

Keysburg, Ky., writes, that when he stated in his

January article, that in his district Wilson's Albany

seedling stood pre-eminent, he alluded to such as have

been disseminated.

Parties in the neighborhood are under the impression

that he included Downer'.s Prolific in his comparison.

This he disavows, as he has not seen this kind.

lie adds that he knows Mr. Downer, and many who
signed his report ; and that they are all men of th

highest honor and standing in the community.



ICAXATAWNT GRAPE.
iiv nt;. w. i>. uniNCKi.F..

In 1843, several bunches of Grapes growing at

Maxatawny, Berks county, Pa., about twenty miles

above Zieglcrsvillc, were sent to a friend residing at

Eaglevillc, Montgomery county, Pa., six miles above

Norristown. The seed of .ill these grapes were plant-

ed at once, only one, however, vegetated dining the

following Spring. This plant after remaining three

years where it had come up, was removed to near

the summit on the north slope of Camp Hill, Mont-

gomery county. Pa., where it still stands, and is in a

flourishing condition. The only protection it has is

a dwelling house on the west side of it about five

feet from the vine. It has been permitted to run

wildly over a plum tree that stands near it. Speci-

mens of this fine Grape were received by me in

September, 1858, from Peter Crans, Esq., of Spring-

field township, Montgomery county. Pa., (Post Office

address Mount Airy, Phila.,) who deserves the credit

of bringing this valuable Grape into notice. He has

a number of vines growing from wood taken from the

original vine, and during the next Winter will have

a large supply of the wood, which he will take pleas-

ure in distributing, without cost, among those wish-

ing to grow it.

Bunch—Five inches long, loosely formed, usually

not shouldered, and occasionally quite compact.

Berry—Greenish white, sometimes with an umber

tint when fully ripe, roundish oval, eleven sixteenth

of an inch long, by ten sixteenth in width.

f/csA—Tender, not pulpy. Flavor—Saccharine

and delicious. Qualily—" Best."

it/a/Hn7y—Eaten 23rd of September.

The original vine bore one and a half bushels of

grapes in 1858. During the past season specimens

even finer than those I received in 185S, were sent to

me.

My friend L. E. Berkmans, Esq., has seen the

fruit and fully agrees with me in regard to its excel-

lence. He has a fine plant of this desirable variety.

4

ORCHID CCLTURE.
BY AN OLD GARDENER.

Mr. Editor:—In the February number of the

Farmer and Gardener, I have read a leading article

on Orchid Culture, and was surprised that the writer

should recommend to the Orchid growers of this coun-

try a " Practical Treatise on the management of Or-

chidaceous Plants, by J. C. Lyon," written in Ire-

land fifteen years ago. As all who now grow or-

chids, well know the fallacy of Lyon's directions.

Just fancy the practical grower of the present day,

subjecting the splendid epiphytal genus Stanhopea, to

pots filled with peat cut with a knife into lumps or

blocks three inches square, pegged together, and

heaped up in the shape of a cone six inches above the

rim of the pot, and affording a complete nest for

wood-lice and other insects. Even if we could pro-

cure in this country peat similar to that found in the

bogs of Ireland, and such as is termed Exeter peat in

England, no man of modern experience would think

of adopting the Lyon's system.

Had the writer in the Farmer and Garrfcncr wit-

nessed Ihe splendid specimens of orchids exhibited

within the List ten years at the Metropolitan shows

in London, he would doubtless hesitate before too

confidently endorsing as reliable such a work.

Those about to commence the cultivation of Or-

chids, should beware of using lumps of peat about

the size of " pigeon eggs," as recommended so freely

in -the work before alluded to. Experienced orchid

growers know that such treatment is certain death to

many species of epiphytal plants.

[We cannot in future admit any controversy into

our pages that may be partly carried on in any other

journal. Our readers cannot judge of the merits of

such controversies. We insert this communication

because it contains some excellent hints on Orchid

growing that will benefit our readers.]

Hyacinths.—Much has been written respecting

the culture of Hyacinths in the open ground, the

greater portion of which has, however, been calcula-

ted to deter persons, dependent upon such sources of

information, from attempting their growth. It is

usual to state that to grow a Hyacinth successfully, a

very rich soil is absolutely necessary; but it has just

been shown that any well-drained garden soil is

easily rendered suitable for its growth. If the soil is

of a strong adhesive nature, and the plunging in pots

not resorted to, add two inches of sharp sand, and as

much well-decayed manure ; then dig the soil 2 feet

deep with a steel fork, taking care to mix the sand

and manure with the mould as the work proceeds.

Friable loamy soils will require merely a liberal

dressing of manure and deep digging; and it will be

found that the Hyacinth will produce equally fine

spikes of blossom grown in soil prepared thus, as when

planted in more expensive compost

The season for planting Hyacinths in beds, in the

open air, is from September onwards. Select a dry

day for putting in the bulbs; and if the same can be

chosen for the preparation of the soil, it will be in

much better condition for the growth of the plant

than if worked when wet. Plant in lines, 9 inches

by 12 inches apart, which will afford space between

the plants, when up, to work a hoe for the destruc-

tion of weeds, and keeping the surface friable, to pre-

vent the escape of moisture in dry weather.— Gar-

dener's Chronicle.
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Jl3" All Cijiiimuiiivatiyus fur the Editor shoulil bo adJroMSed,

''TjiuMAti Mekhan, GtTiiKiutuwu, riiiliidelphiii,"uud Business Let-

ters directed to "Tiiii Pt'BLisuiiu oy the (iAKDKSUifs Mosthlv,

Byx 406 Philadelphia."

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Ill ciiii^L'iHH:in'e uf tin' lu-avy iiRTi'iiso in tin- Liiculiitiuii of tht;

Mftnthltf, and the coiiBequent necessity of going to pre»d earlier in

order to issue tlio Mayjiziiie puitctiKtlly to all our Bubseribeltf by tlie

iHt of each month, it is desirable that coniiuunicatioli!* requiring im-

mediate attention, should roach the Editor before the 10th of each

ne'iilli.

THE NEW REVOLUTION.
noWNKAI.I. or THK SPADE.

It 13 a remarkable fact that there is not a new idea

that suddenly becomes popular, but finds scores of

persons ready to contest its originality, and to pro-

test that it was known to their grandfathers long,

long ago. They arc generally right. On the Solomo-

nian maxim, that " there is nothing new under the

Sun ;" Plato or Cicero may have been the founder of

the American Republic,—and as for the Steam Engine

and the Electric Telegraph, were not the ideas known
to some of the remotest heroes of profane history ?

After all, invention is of little merit, unless the

public is benefitted. The man who popularizes an

idea,—who makes it acceptable to the masses,—and

who renders it applicable to the increase of the luxu-

ries and comforts, or the alleviation of the wants and

miseries of mankind, is after all the real benefactor.

Within the last few years a revolution of ideas has

been silently going on, with regard to the proper

management of the soil. No one knows who origi-

nated the idea—but the fact has been for some time

gaining ground, that the surface mil plays an all. im-

portant part in vegetable nutrition. The old writers,

Jelhro Tull in particular, taught that the best manure

for garden crops was a " bright spade." The grand

principle that illuminated this idea was, that fre-

quent stirring of the soil admitted the air to the roots
;

a point still conceded to be of vast importance.

But as chemistry and vegetable physiology pro-

gressed, it was found that the feeding roots of plants

were mainly at the surface ; and that the stronger

and coarser roots which penetrated deeply into the

earth, had for their great aim the supplying of the

tree with a continuous and regular amount of mois-

ture; and so the object of deep cultivation became

very mui-h changed.

No cultivator of any eminence note digs his soil

with the view of supplying air as food for the roots of

plants; but as a means of giving the soil a greater

non-conducting power, by which it is warmer and
dryer in 'Winter, and cooler and moislcr in Summer;
and no one now digs manure deeply into the soil, as

manure, but as a sort of mechanical means of keeping

the particles of soil from packing closely together.

In other words, it is fur the purpose of keeping the

ground " open and porous."

A great deal of this revolution has no doubt been

owing to the spread of knowledge as to the true

theory of the benefits of under draining. In land thor-

oughly under-drained and well subsoiled, a current is

continually flowing through the surface, the soil is

thoroughly a-rated; and digging, one of the most labori-

ous of manual operations, is nearly dispensed with.

When once the body of earth we cultivate has

been reduced to this perfect condition, an annual
surface manuring and forking or harrowing over,

will have the same elTect as the enormous labor of
the digging and deep plowing of the past age.

The single idea that fur a long time held up the ad-

vantages of digging the surface upside down w.is, that

the mineral matters contained in the soil, and essen-

tial to the plant's perfection, were prepared by the

action of the atmospheric elements, the better by
annual exposure. With this view whole fields have
been left for a season " in fallow,"—bearing no crop

—

all for the benefit of the season to come. Now, that

chemistry has shown what are tlie elements of fer-

tility, these are applied artificially with the manure,
and the last vestige of cultural barbarism has disap-

peared.

Admitting heat and air to the subsoil, and apply-
ing all the elements of nutrition to the surface, is

now the code of faith in the new order of things.

Every inch of surface soil now possesses a value. No
one thinks of burying it. It's glory never departs;

and to the good cultivator, its virtues have become
perpetual.

To the valued contributors to this periodical,

does the merit of popularizing this idea in a measure

belong. One of the most recent communications

under the signature of " Digging Fork" ("see page

39j is particularly well worthy of being read over

again,—and when in the course of time, our pos-

terity shall read of the miseries of old diggers, and
the back-aches suffered by doubled up old delvers,

—and shall learn after patient investigations in some
old museum or curiosity shop what kind of an in-

strument the "spade" they read about was; they

will bless the past memory and continued existence

of our little woric for aiding in achieving their eman-
cipation from the bond.nge of diggcry.

NEW HAVEN LECTURES.
We are indebted to our friend, Dn. J. S. Hot'niiTo\, I

W'

of this City, for our Special Correspondence from

New Haven.

WBj
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ABIES WILLIAMSONII.
(See Frontispiece.)

Wc consider ourselves fortunate in being able to present our readers, this month, with a lithograph of

this beautiful new hardy conifer, from a sketch made by the artists connected with I.ieutcnant Williamson's

late Expedition to the Pacific. The specimen which our engraving represents, was growing in the

Cascade range of mountains, between latitude -150 and -Ifi-, near the Columbia River; and as it grows in

company with Picea amabilis and Picca (p-aiidis, which stand out hardy in Mr. Sargent's grounds at Wode-

nethc, and other places, there can be little doubt of its proving entirely hardy here.

Dr. Newberry, the botanist, who has described and named it, speaks of it as being one of the finest of the

genus. It is the most Alpine of all the firs, growing near the region of perpetual snow. Its usual height

is about one hundred feet, with an irregular spreading, and remarkably graceful habit. The annexed cuts

exhibit the botanical characters of its leaves, cones, scales, seed, etc.

The following is Newberry's description : "A tree of large size and Alpine habit; leaves short, acute,

compressed, with a lenticular section. Cones pendant, long ovoid, acute, Ij inches long, purple while young,

when old cylindrical or somewhat conical, with a flattened base ; scales rounded entire, large, in old cones

strongly reflexed, except at the base of the cones ; seed small, ovoid, black, wings elliptical, entire, pellucid

;

male flowers in small, nearly spheroidal small heads."

We find that in some English works they speak of A.Williamsonii, or Mcrtensiana. But this is evidently

a mistake, perhaps originating in the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal. Bongard, the Russian botanist,

who named and described A. Merlensiana, gives Sitka as its locality, many miles further north than Ji.

Williamsonii grows, and speaks of it as having rcniform scales
;
(" Strobili squamis reniformibus intcgris,"_)

a striking distinction, besides many other points of diflference.

RETURNED.
Our correspondent Mr. Bright, we are pleased to find, has returned safely from his European trip, and

informs us in reply to numerous correspondents, that his work on the grape will be put to press immediately.

Mr. S. B. Parsons has also retuned from his trip, and our readers may anticipate some useful information

from the gardens of the Old World.

^ '̂S4
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BOOKS. CATALOGUES, &C.
Manual for the Pnimng of Fruit Trees, by Henry

Larsen.—Published by Challcn & Son, Philadelphia.

Year Book of the Farm and Garden, by A. M.
Spangler.

The Prarie Fruit CulturiU, by C. Thurslon Chase.
Griggs & Co., Cincinnati.

Ri'ports of the Mass. Hort. Soeielyfor 18.^9.—Received
from Mr. Eben Wright ; very interesting, and for

vrhich we arc greatly obliged.

Roger's Hybrid Grapes' Circular.—Mr. Rogers has
become famed as a successful hybridizer of the native
with the foreign grape, and this circular details the

results.

WeaUiersfield Seed Sower.—Circulars and testimoni-

als. The cut would seem to indicate that the ma-
chine is a complete success.

Descriptive Catalogues have been received from O.

Taylor, Purcellville, Va. ; Richardson, Warren Sf Co.,

Olcott, JV. Y. ; Miles (s Reeve, Southold, L. I. ; H. W.
Wilson, Washington, Pa. ; X>. P. Dyer ^ Son,, Provi-
dence, R. I. ; White 4- Prentice, Toledo, O. ; Louis
Van Houtte, Ghent, Belgium, seed ; Peters, Harden ^
Co., Atalanta, Ga. ; /osAua Pierce, Washington, D.
C. ; Casper Hiller, Concstoga, Pa. ; T. S. §• W. Hum-
rickhouse, Coshocton, O. ; B. Snyder Kingston, N. Y.
Roses—X Saul, Washington ; and Jas. Pcntland, Bal-

timore—two excellent lists. Farmers' High School,

P. O., Centre county, Pa., is a model of ingenuity

and accuracy, and reflects much credit on the institu-

tion in every way.
BEDDING PLANTS AND FLOEISTs' FLOWERS.
Peter Henderson, Jersey City, has a very select list,

and John Henderson, of the same place, sends us a full

one also. Isaac Buchanan, Astoria, Long Island, in-

cludes also Green and Hot-house plants, and Orchi-

dea:. The Bridgeman's Broadway, New York, Seed
and Green-house catalogue, with their usual fullness

and beauty. .^. Fuller, Brooklyn, includes excellent

treatises on the grape management. David Gns-
com, Woodbury, N. J., a handsome illustration of

Pinus excelsa for a frontispiece. Lastly, a catalogue

of green-house and hot-house plants, the property of an
amateur, for sale by Mr. Farly, Baltimore, in which,

particularly. Camellias and Azaleas, arc many ex-

tremely rare and valuable plants, manyof them alone

in the country.

WHOLESALE LISTS.
John Saul, Washington, D. C. X S. Cook, Cin-

cinnati, O. W. R. Prince ^ Co., Flushing, (grapes.)

Neallcy, Bro. S; Bock, Burlington, Iowa. /. //. Cogys-

well, Poughkeepsic, N. Y. Parsons ^ Co, Flushing,

L. I. j1. Frost 4- Co., Rochester, N. Y. Hoopes ^
Bro., West Chester, Pa. R. L. Allen, N. Y., Cseeds.)

Smith Sf Hanchet, Syracuse, N. Y. E. C. Frost,

Havana, N. Y. O. B. Maxtvell, Livingston, N. Y.
Jngersotl, Murphy If Co., Livingston, N. Y. F. Pren-

tice, Toleda, N. Y.

<^upsfions snb 3£ns!DPrs.

ArPLES

—

Col, Frost, of Havana, N. Y., honored our

office last week with a call, introducing us to bis lady,

and the scarcely less handsome King of Tompkin's
County Apple. Like that original apple, it was large,

beautiful, and fair without, and not filled with '• bit-

terness within," but of excellent eating quality, and,

as Mrs. F. assured us equally excellent for cooking.

We never excused Adam before, but had Col. Frost

been our unlucky first parent, with such a beautiful,

but to us unhappy, combination of circuiustancesabout

him, he must have fallen.

Apples from Dr. R. Tyler, Warren, Mass., received

last fall, and preserved till now, we find to be one of

the best keeping apples, and for cooking unequalled—
which we arc conscious is a strong term—by any we
know. It very much resembles the Focht, and is, wo
think, that variety modified a little in appearance by
locality.

A.MERICA AND CINDERELLA RoSES— S. H. H.,

Port Byron, N. Y.—Will find all we know of these

at pages 60 and 172 of our last volume.

To Prevent Branch Splitting— If. Z. B. Fin-

ley, O.—The best way to prevent two large branches

splitting at the intersection is to bore them with an
augur a few feet above the divergence, and insert a
rod of iron, with screw heads and washer at the

ends. It will not injure the tree. Probably the rod

might be put just below the fork, and answer well.

Na.me of Pear— Q. M., Petersburg, Va.—We do
not recognize your pear, though the sketch and de-

scription is very complete. \Vc should be glad of a
specimen of the fruit in due season.

Greenhouse Staging:

S. M. H., Lancaster, O.—A compromise between
staging and tables is best,—that is about two or three

wide steps to the stage. The usual idea in favor of

steep stages is that it gives more room ; but this is a

fallacy in a great measure—the perpendicular space

remains the same. It is also an advantage to have
sand on the staging for the pots to stand on.

HoNOLULA Nectarine Squash.—Specimens of

the seed of this before mentioned variety from Mr.
J. W. Briggs, of the " Rur.al Empire Club," Mace-
don, N. Y., enables us to say that it is of a totally

different species to the Apple Pic Melon, with which
we notice it is in some quarters confounded, and of

which wo were ourselves doubtful about. It is a

very valuable addition to our vegetable list.

Unpacking Verbenas— V. W., .Athens, Ga.—
After coming some distance, may bo set out in the
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open air at once, but they should have an inverted

flower pot over them for a few days afterwards, until

they get root hold.

Seedling Jiniper— II'. S., Pomaria, S.C.—Sends

specimens of a Weeping Golden Juniper. The Juni-

per varies so from seed,—some having a habit quite

equal to the /. oblonga pcndula,— others almost as

erect as the Irish ; and these varying forms are so

numerous and common, that we do not like to give

an opinion of the merits of this variety from a small

specimen. We can only say, that it appears to be a

desirable variety.

Winding Walk—J. F. S. says—" I wish to make
a path from front door of house to gate opening into

road in front of house; in corner of yard some eight

or ten rods distant ground descends considerably

;

should I make the path perfectly straight, or with a

regular curve, or in an irregular winding manner?

Yard is tilled with beds of flowers, roses, shrubbery,

&c."

[A winding walk does not look well usually between

two objects nearly close to each other; if the ground

were flat and level a straight walk would be prefer-

able. In your case a winding walk around the emi-

nence would doubtless be best.]

Pa.nsies—J. F. S., Lewis Centre, O.—Sow the

seed at once in rich turfy soil, in a hot bed. Pot

singly in three inch pots soon after they appear, and

keep in a cool and very light frame with plenty of

air in good weather. As soon as all danger of frost

is over, they may be set out in a bed of rich soil. In

an airy spot, not exposed to the sun. Dry soil soon

injures them.

Carnations— The same.—You cannot get these

to bloom this year from seed sown now. Sow as for

pansies, and plant out in rich soil, in a sunny place.

Dalias—Do.—Mr. Barnes article will tell you

just what you require.

GREEKHonsES.—For Winter flowering, one of the

charms of a greenhouse, side lights are important, and

this you could not have if you dig down into the soil

as you propose. A communication on Greenhouses,

from the able pen of Mr. Strong, will appear in

April, and will just meet your wants.

Lantana Ccttings— G. B. B., Denmark, Iowa.—
rj Where any difficulty is experienced in raising cut-

1 tings, they may be readily increased by layering the

young and growing shorts into small pots.

Jones' Sun Flower.—Mr. H. R. Simmons, of

Chatham Four Corners, writes us in praise of Messrs.

Jones' Dwarf Sun Flower. We have already stated

ourselves that it is well worth growing.

Selection ok Roses.—In selecting one rose of

each of the following kinds, what would be your

choice:—one Bourbon, one Noisette, one Tea, one

China, and one Hybrid Perpetual ! Please answer

through the Monthly.

S. H. H., Port Byrun, N. Y.

[Our friend has handed us a nut we can scarcely

crack, there are so many " best " Roses. We may
say however that we should not like to be without

Souvenir do Malmaison, Lamarque, Dcvonicnsis,

Louis Philippe, Lord Raglan. We do not like, how-

ever, to reflect long on this list, or we are sure we
should soon think of many we like better.]

Colored Plates of Grapes.—Mr. Dewey, of

Rochester, sends us handsome executed plates of the

Delaware, Hartford, Prolific, and Catawba grapes.

Blackberry—E. H. Osborne.—The New Rochelle

or Lawton is not of the Dewberry species. New-
man's Thornless appears to be, but we have not fruit-

ed it.

Dielytra spectabilis— Dear Sir

:

—What shall

we call Ihat beautiful little pink flower Dielytra

spectabilis? Shall we call it Dielytra, Diccntra, cr

Dielytra I became acquainted %vith (he plant a

short time after it was sent to England from China,

by Mr. Fortune in 1846 ; have never known it in

England by any other name than cta-

bilis. would like to see the question finally

settled.

[By strict botanical rules the right name is Dicen-

tra.]

Flower Pit forWinter—*.—Should nothing offer

before the season arrives, we will see that proper

hints for making and managing flower pits appears

for you and others.

Osage Orange Cuttings—Jl Subscriber, Catons-

ville, Md.—These grow readily from root cuttings

made with lengths of about two inches, and planted

in Spring in any rich warm soil. While, however,

you can buy seedling plants for a trifle per one thou-

sand, or seed from almost every seed store, it will be

a costly operation to raise them from root cuttings.

Propagating Grapes—A Subscriber, Fayetteville,

X. Y.—Will find an answer to her inquiries in our

®<
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monthly hints this month. With regard to the weak

young plants now growing in a hot bed, the best plan

to get them to grow strong next season, would be to

repot them as the pots become full of roots, and keep

them growing in the house the whole season. Grapes

root grafted grow stronger than those raised from eyes

the first season.

crs' meeting. There is no better authority on mat

tcrs appertaining to apples than the Doctors.

Trenching Ground—yl. B. Shinier.—AVe have

an excellent article on hand from Mr. Fryer, of Day-

ton, which would suit you exactly, but must lie over

for want of space till next month.

Many other inquiries coming in as we are closing

this department, we regret to have to let lie over till

our next issue.

Machine for Weaving Matts—M. L. Mers—
Enquires whether the Trench machine described in

our specimen Number has been tried yet in this coun-

try, and with what results ?

Archangel, Kussian, or Bast mats are generally

used for protection as well as home-made ones of

Rye-straw. The latter are the best.

Labels by Machinery.—We have received from

Mr. Penfield specimens of pine labels, which he can

furnish very cheap by machinery made for the pur-

pose. We can only say that they are very well and

neatly made.

Ptelea trifoliata— jr. C, Oltaioa, It!.—From

what we can learn from others, the seed of this plant

make an excellent substitute for hops in cookery.

English Names of Plants—J. B., Princeton,

N. X.—Suggests Don's Hortus Cantabrigiensis as one

of the best, as it contains the English names of thirty

thousand plants. Any importer of books could pro-

cure it.

Drying Flowers.—Mr. H. Baldingcr writes that

the beautiful art of preserving flowers, noticed in our

Monthly, p. 59, is being successfully carried out by

Mr. Frank, of Philadelphia. We noticed the pretty

specimens of Mr. Frank at the State Fair at Powcl-

ton, and made a few enquiries concerning them of

the gentleman in charge ; but as the answers we re-

ceived amounted pretty much to the eflfect that " it

was none of our business," we presumed the gentle-

man did not wish to be known in connection with

the art, and so furnished our readers with the

translations instead.

The Franklin Grape.—We have received a note

from our good friend Mr. J. B. Garber, enclosing a

letter from Mr. O. T. Hobbs, in relation to this

grape, with permission to publish. Mr. Hobbs refers

to the fact that the Franklin is erroneously stated to

be a "seedling of Mr. Garbcr'g" in some nursery

catalogues, while it was first sent by him to Mr. Gar-

ber in 185G.

Whatever merit there may be in the Franklin, the

credit of the discovery should be where it rightfully

belongs.

Mr. Garber adds, respecting it :—" Of all the grapes

with which I am yet acquainted, I have the most re-

liance on the Franklin for vineyard culture,

—

healthy, hardy, vigorous grower; free from mildew,

rot, or any other disease so far as I have had it on

trial. As a table grape it is not first-rate—yet a bet-

ter grape than Clinton."

It is worthy of remark, that while most new grapes

are " brought out " at high prices, Mr. Hobbs has ad-

vertised his at the moderate price of 25 cents. Such

a rare experiment is commendable, and we hope will

be successful.

Shallow Planting.—We h.ivo received many

communications on this subject, from which we have

selected two representing the views of parties at oppo-

site ends of the States. Not having room for so

many on the same subject, we arc yet no less obliged

to the writers, and trust they will continue to con-

tribute their knowledge on other subjects also.

Pruning Apple Trees— O. ff'anncmaclier, Jlurora,

A'. Y.—Will find some excellent directions in the re-

New Roses.—The following are some of the best

new roses introduced into English gardens last year:

Hybrid Perpeluats.—Anna Alexiclf, Anna de Dies-

bach, Souvenir de la Reine d' Angleterre, Armide,

Altesse Iniperialc, Comtessede Chabrillant, Comte de

Beaufort, Delamothe, Empercur de Maroc, Prince de

la Moskowa, Francis 1st, Imperatricc Eugenie, Lord

Elgin, Mad. Bruny, Mad. Varin, MdUe. Auguste,

Mdlle. Marie Boyer, Mdlle. Haiman, Mount Vesu-

vius, Oderic Vital, Oriflamme de St. Louis, Reinc de

la Cite, Virginal (pure while.)

Bourbons.—Comtcsse de Barbantanne, Dr. Bcrthet,

Edith de Murat, Mad. Mercehal, Octavic Fontaine.

Aoitelte.—Jane Hardy (our own yellow, raised

same time as Isabella Gray.)

Tea Scented.—Homer, Mad. Damaizin, Mad. Fal-

cot, Mad. Halfrin, Socrates.

Design of Fern Hill Grounds, Philahelphia
— The Seal of H. Pratt McKcan, Esq.—Mr. A. Burnett,

marks of Dr. Eshlcman, at the Lancaster fruit grow- now of Reading, Pa., and formerly so long and so

I®
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suiocssfuUy gardener to Mr. McKean, writes, that

althougti our remark at page 120 of last volume, that

the house and grounds were- from " designs furnished

by Mr. J. C. Sidney" is correct so far as the original

plan may be understood, the grounds in iheh present

main and general details, arc from his own designs,

and of his own execution.

It is the inevitable fate of almost all places to be

altered and " improved" after leaving first hand.^, by

every succeeding party " in power ;" too often indeed

are the "improvements" of a very questionable

character. It is gratifying that in the present instance

no party has cause to blush for his successor.

Mr. B. also observes:

—

" It was Mr. McKean's own idea to lay the flag-

stones along the centre of the gravel walks, around

the mansion—a most excellent improvement.

The Fig trees which you noticed, are suckers from

an old tree planted by the late Mr. Clapicr, a long

time ago, against the south side of one of the m.iny

old buildings which we razed to the ground.

Twenty years ago this tree bore, and matured most

excellent fruit, so I have been informed by those who
gathered them. I should suppose it received protec-

tion of some kind in Winter."

The valued contribution of our lady friend

" Primrose," shall appear in our next.

HoRTicui.TfnAL Societies.—S.'s interesting com-

munication is laid over till next monlh.

Obituary.—E. W. Keyser, Esq., one of the Vice Pre-

sidents of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, and

one of its most active and distinguished members,

died in Philadelphia on the 7th of February, in the

69th year of his age. The fruit committee, will, in

particular, suffer a severe loss, as his pomological

knowledge was very superior. Very few members

have passed away so universally beloved and

esteemed.

jSpprifll ^orrpsjpon&pnrF.

POMOLOGICAL LECTURSS AT
NEW HAVEN.

[special CORRE-SPOKPENCE of the LiARDE^•ER3 MONTHLY.]

The Lectares on Agriculture and Horticulture, which hare beon
held at New Haven during the month of February, under the di-

rection of Professor John A. Porter, of the Yale Scientific School,

have justly attracted a large share of public attention. Tlie en-

terprise we consider a very important one. Professor Porter

called it a Convention. It was, as we understand it. a series of

popular and scientific lectures on Agriculture and Horticulture,

delivered by eminent practical and scientific men from all parts of

tlie country, as an adjunct to the Scientific and Agricultural School

already existing at Yale College. The object was to interest the

public at large—farmers, amateur-pomologists, nurserymen and
gardener.^—in the subject of agricultural education; and no me-
thod could have been devised more likely to accomplish that ob-

ject in the most thorough and eff'ectQal manner. The attendance

was quite large, and comprised all classes of cultivators from

widely distant parts of the Union, and persons of all ngea, from
the ruddy-faced fanner's son of sixteen to the grey-haired veteran
of seventy. The greatest interest was manifested by all the lec-

tures and discussions frequently occupying six and cii,'ht hours of

the day and evening; which is a long lime fur persons unaccus-
tomed to Hcdcutary jmrsults to sit on hard benches and listen lo

lectures and speaking.
The flr.-it week of the Lectures was occupied by Professor S. W.

JoiiNsox, nn Agricultunil Chemistry; Dr. Asa FiTfii, on Entomol-
ogy; and Daniel C. Eatcn, EHq., a Botanist of Now Haven, on
Vegetable Physiology. Professor Johnson's lectures were very
carefully prepared, and formed a perfect compend of the science.

Every body considered them very valuable. Prof. Johnson pre-

sented some new views of old Iheoi'ios, which at first seem a little

startling; but he sustains them with strong facts and sound phl-

loiophy and chemistry, and they deserve attention. We under-

stand tliat the Lectures will be i)ublislied, so that wo shall have
an opportunity to examine the new views more carefully.

The lectures by Dr. Fitcli, ou Insects, were exceedingly interest-

ing and useful. Mr. Eaton, the botanist, also discussed his subject

with much skill and intelligence.

The second week was opened by the Hon. M,\usnAi.L P. Wii.nnH,

in a lecture ou American Pomology aud the Culture of the Pear.

The pomological subjects, of course, attracted a large number of

persons who had not attended the previous lectures, and did »»ot

remain for the lectures on Agriculture and Stock-breeding. The
appearance of Mr. Wilder on the speaker's stand was the signal

for a greeting from the audience, in the highest degree cordial and

enthujsiastic. The fact is, the people really love the polite, accom-
plished and genial sago of Dorchester, who may almost claim to

be the father of American Pomology, and no one could have been

found, in the whole country, better qualified to inaugurate a ua-

tional school of instruction of tnis character (as we feel a.ssured it

will be), than Mr. Wilder.

Some one near us remarked, as Mr. Wilder rose to speak, "He
looks like a ripr. j^car.^^ The comparison is not an inapt one. He
looks like a ripe and sound specimen of a generous-hearted man,

witii a good physical constitution and a highly cnltivated intellect.

His head is shaped very much like that of the Hon- John Quincy

Adams. It has the «ame round, broad form, and being sparsely

covered upon the sides only with grey hair, increases the resem-

blance. IMr. Wilder's features, too, are not unlike those of the late

ex-President, but somewhat stronger and more boldly defined,

and never wear that expression of fierce determination which was

often seen upon the face of Mr. Adams. Mr. Wilder, though pro-

h;!bly well beyond the three-score mark in age, like Mr. Adams,
wears no spectacles in reading his notes, and Ms eye is bright and
twinkling with life aud vivacity.

Mr. Wilder's lecture was an admirable one in all respects, highly

instractive and interesting, and contained many passages beauti-

ful in style and touching in sentiment. We did not know before

that Mr. Wilder was so gifted in the art of literary compo-sition.

Thedelivery of his address was also good, and altogether it alTorded

a high degree of satisfaction. Many ladies were present, and

seemed to enjoy the lecture highly.

We will only add, that Mr. Wilder expressed his decided belief

in the value of the pear on the quince stock, and in its probable

success, under garden culture, in all the States from Massachusetts

to Georgia. That is, it will pay under such circumstances, and
probably in the orchard also. He advocated " high culture," and
the free application of manure to the pear on poor soils.

Both before and after Mr. Wilder's lecture, discussions were held

by the poraologists in attendance, upon the various topics pre-

sented in the lectures. These discussions were exceedingly inter-

esting and useful. They brought out a variety of conflicting opin-

ions from numerous practical and scientific men and amateurs,

which, when compared and debated, often modified and corrected

the opinions of the speakers, and even of the lecturers themselves.

Thus a member called in question the propriety of " high cul-

ture" (as generally understood) for the pear on good soils, or the

free manuring of the pear tree, iiud especially dwarf pears, with

stable manure, a** might he supposed necessary from the remarks

of Mr. Wilder. This, he contended, was not practised by the most

successful cultivators where the soil is good. Mr. Wilder net be-

ing present, it was explained by a friend, that he did not intend to

say that the pear should be freely manured with stable-manure on
good soils, as he does on the poor, thin, gravelly soil of Dorches-

ter; and in proof of this, a passage was quoted from his lecture,

as follows: "Surely it would be unwise to apply the same culti-

vation to the peach and the cherry as to the apple aud the pear,

or to treat any of these on new aud fertile ground as io old and
exhausted land." So that hereafter it will be well for cultivators

to inquire what kind of a soil writers or lecturers have worked
upon, before we adopt their advice.

The subject of deep and shallow planting, especially in its ap-

plication to the pear, came up in this same discussion, and was
pretty freely ventilated. The result of it was, a very general im-

pression that the pear, and especially the quince-rooted trees, have
been planted too deeply, and that their roots should, if possible

be kept out of the subsoil. To do this, the pear must be budded
low upon the quince stock, and the main root must be shortened
as much as possible when set out, and in some instances it is bet-

' tcr to make a slight concave mound around them with soil (in
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order to rover the quince stock completely), rather than to set
thoin tuo deep ID the grouu<l. Much viiluablo information upon
these topics was elicited fn-m Mr. Barky, the distiogulshed nur-
seryman of Koche-tter, N. Y , who was in favor of a mudcmte
depth in planting the dwarf pear (always keeping the quince root
entirely covered), ond of manuring only with well-decomposod
muck and manure compo-*!, and not with fresh bi^'hly stimulating

j

stable-manui-e. Messrs. Pardee of Sew York, Allen of Huffiilo,

Colt of Norwich, Weld of Hartford, Fuller of Brooklyn, Houghton
of I'hilrtdelphia, Bartlett of N. H., and several oiher?! took pari in
thisdiscassidu, whirh was one of the most animated of the week,
and was the cause of doin^ much good.
The next lecture wa^ upt>a (Jrapes, by Dr. C, W. Grant, of lona,

near iVekskill, N. Y., whose reputation as a propagator of native
grapes is well known to our readers. The Doctor came very thor-
oughly prepared for hist ask, with well-digested lectures and fine
diagrams, some of them from six to ten feet square, beautifully
drawn and colored, no doubt executed by his wife, who is highly
skilled in this art.

Dr. Grant is a man Bomewliat younger, we should suppose, than
Col. Wilder, but equally ripe and genial in his aspect. One of the
Now York reporters, we see, calls him the "good Dr. Grant." Ho
certainly has a good and benevolent face, and he is a good lecturer.
His head is covered with a mass of thick, flowing, greyish hair,
and his countenance is instinct with acute reflection and vivacity
of thought.
The lectures on the Grape were exceedingly valuable. Dr.

Grant h:is devoted maoy years to the study of this subject, and
has visited all parts of the I'nited States to examine new varieties
and to collect information in respect to the best modes of propaga-
tion and culture, and he presented the result of this ripe experi-
ence and extended observation in a very perspicuous and intelli-

gent inanuf^r. A brief report of Dr. Grant's lectures will be
found in another column of the Monthly. These reports must,
from the nature of things, be very imperfect, often erroneous, and
most not be considered as reflecting the real value of the lectures.

Dr. Gnint advocated very thorough preparation of the soil for a
vine border, by composting and turning, and argued against the
use of fre>h animal manures or night soil in or under the vine
border. Few common cultivators of the grape are probably im-
pressed sufficiently with the importance of thorough preparation
of the grape border, or the vineyard soil. He described very
fully the Thomery system of pruning the vine for high trellises,

and also the Cincinnati system of vineyard culture.
In the discussion which followed, some objection was made to

very deep borders, and especially to those over-rich in animal and
fermenting manures, and to any system of training on high trel-

lises over six feet for vineyard culture. Dr. Grant advocates bor-
ders thoroughly prepared'and intermixed only two feet deep, for
general purposes. For vineyard culture he proposes to plough up
and fertilize one foot of subsoil before planting. Others were of
opinion that ploughing and subsoiling, without turning up the
subsoil, was amply suflicient for the Grape as for the orchard. Mr.
L. F. Allen, of Butfalo, earnestly opposed the idea that it is neces-
sary for success in ordinary vineyard culture, to trench two or
three feet deep, and spend so much time and money in fertilizing

the subsoil, wlien it is so easy to top-dress and to fertilize the
vineyard from year to year with good composts, as it may seem to

require. Others declared that the deeper the roots of the vine
penetrate beyond a depth of eighteen inches, the worse it is

for the heaUh and fruitlulness of Ihe vine.

R. G. Pardek, of New York city, next lectured on Berries. Mr.
Pardee has had several years of experience in the cultivation of
small fruits and berries at Palmyra, N. Y. Mr. P. is a gentleman
of middle age, of a slender figure, and a nervous, enthusiastic
temperament, and pissosses a happy faculty for extemporaneous
speaking. He exhibited much practical and scientific knowledge,
and gave two very instructive lectures, free from errors and ab-
surdities, delivered from notes, in a very ci>ncise, intelligible and
acceptable manner. Mr. Pardee, in fact, presented a very excel-

lent model for lectures of this kind, saying much in a little time,

of a purely practical and useful nature, without circumlocution or

irrelevant words. Very little knowledge can be ciimmuoicated in

a lecture of one hour, at bes*, If the speaker be ever so careful to

contlense his style and matter; but when the speaker allows him-
self to be drawn off, by questions or otherwise, into irrelevant

mattei-s, the lecture must greatly suffer.

The principal thin^-s we learned from Mr, Pardee's lecture were,
the value of deep and thorough pulverization of the soil for the
strawberry, (and by this we mean a degree of Wi^rking beyond any
thing we have ever soen or practised,) and the usefulness of tan-bark
mulchiugonly half an inch deep to keep down weeds. Tlie tan-bark
mulch wcare all familiar with, but generally we think of using It

thicker than half an inch, or apprehend that it will cause mould or

fongus growths, and invite insects. Mr. Pardee says, if not spread
too thick, it will not do injury, and will greatly save the labor of

weeding' and cutting off runners.

Mr. Barry, of Rochester, sugs'osted. that to get a good second
crop from the ever-bearing raspberries, the first crop should be
removed as soon as the fruit is formed. The idea is a very timely
and valuable one.
Lewis F. Alle.n-, Esq., of Black Rock. Niagara Co., N. Y., was

the next lecturer. His subject was, The Apple. Mr. Allen Is

well known to our readers as a writer on Agriculture. Stock-breed
Ing, Kuntl Architecture, and Fruit Culture, and as an active mem- '

her of Agricultural and Horticultural Conventions. He is a very
tntelligent, earnest and useful man : albeit, he is sometimes a lit-

tle rough in manner, and a little dogmatical in tone. But he is of
great service in a meeting like this, in exposing follies and absurd-
ities, and bringing out facts in opposition to theories. '

Mr. Alleu is a large man. upwards of fifty years of age, about
|

six feet high, with broad, square shoulders, a large head, covered
with a mass of dark iron-grey hair, large, bold features, and a

j

gt'nerally ponderous character. as expressed in his voice and man-
[

ner. He is a man whom it is very hard to keep quiet while any
\

nonsense (or what he esteems to be nonsense) is being promulgated
in pjmological lectures or discussions. At such times, his whole
body is tossed about on bis seat, and the mu.sclesof his face twitch
and jerk, as if he were in spasms. And then up starts Mr. Allen,

with the not over-polite exclamation, *' You may say that all this

is thus and so; but 1 know hfiter
!""

As a lecturer he appears to better advantage than as a debater.
He writes and speaks well, and to the pvunt, and draws frotn the
large store of his experience and observation a vast number of
useful facts. He exhibits, also, much delicate taste and refine-

ment of feeling and imagination, and even polish of style, and a
rich fund of wit. of grotesque character, but highly useful to en-
liven aud illustrate his remarks. His lectures on the Apple were
both excellent, especially as adapted to the farmer, rather than
the garden-pomologist.

Mr. Allen seized the opportunity of being upon the stand to

make a digression upon the dwarf pear controversy, which he re-

viewed and considered at mneh length. We understood him to

say that the pear was a long-lived tree, as a standard, under sim-
ple orchard culture ; but that he still did not consider the budding
upon quince stocks as a very nseful process, unless for garden cul-

ture, and even there he did not think any great success had been
attained, except by a few persons near Boston. Wo thought, how-
ever, that he had moderated his tone considerably since the news-
paper war on the dwarf pear in 185S.

P. Barrv, Esq., of Rochester, gave us two very valuable lectures

on the Nursery and Orchard management of Fruit Trees. No
better, more fresh, or useful lectures than these were given during
the week. Mr. Barry is, in fact, admirably qualified to give in-

struction to all classes engaged in fruit culture. His opportunities

tor experience and observation have not been second to those of any
man in this country in respect to the propagation and cultivation

of fruit trees, and no one that we know of has met with a higher
degree of success in this work.

Mr. Barry is in the prime of life, a bright, keen-looking man,
with glossy black hair, black whiskers and moustache, piercing

black eyes, an energetic, business-like manner. He is a goud
writer, and a good extemporaneous speaker, and reads his lectures

in a distinct and emphatic style. He is very careful in his state-

ments, and what he says may be relied upon with much confi-

dence. We think his lectures ought to be published in full. They
were somewhat new ia scope, e>pecially in the parts relating to

nursery management, which is a subject seldom touched upon by
writers on horiicnlture. Mr. Barry gave us much information re-

specting the management of trees in the nursery, exceedingly use-

ful to fruit-growers, as well as to nurserymen. Much of it, how-

ever was extemporaneous, aud, we presume, was not included in

the written notes.

Mr. Barrv advocated the preparation of the soil for the nursery

and orchard hv ploughintr and subsoiling to the depth of eighteen

inches, and cross-ploughing and subsoiling when necessary, (and

under-draining, if needed.) as amply suflicient in good soils, with-

out trenching and turning up the subsoil three feet deep, as some

have recommended. He also opposed very deep planting, aud the

use of highly stimulating manures, for pear trees on good soils.

—

He manures'his own pear trees with old compost of |»eat and ma-
nure every year, applying it in the fall. His soil being higlily

calrareous, he uses no lime. Wood ashes he thinks very useful.

Geo. B. Emkrsos, Esq., of Boston, addressed the convention on

Forest Trees and Arboriculture. Mr. Emerson is a highly cultiva-

ted and accomplished gentleman, who has devoted many years to

the study of forest trees, and other shade and ornamental trees, in

this country and in Europe, both in their economical and artistic

aspects. lie is an eminent scholar, and a man who possesses the

taste of a poet aud an artist, as well as the skill of the landscape-

gardener. He is a man of ripe middle age. with a head like that

which is generally given to Falstaff. without the gros^ness of the

traditionary model. But it is ahead as capacious and pregnant of

wit, and like it in the outlines and the arrangement of (he hair.

Hls'raanncr of lecturing is somewhat formal, and his style m.iy be

thought bv some excessively overreflned aud elaborate; but it la

a stylo suited to the subject, which deals with the elem.'nts of

beauty and sublimity, as displayed in nature and in art, and hence

must be elevated, refined and artistic, in order to discuss it iu a

proper manner.
We regret that we did not hear Mr. Emerson's second lecture on.

Shade and Ornamental Trees and modes of cultivation, as we f(*el

sure that the practical part of his subject would display him in a

new light to his hearers.

Practical landscape-gardening—that i», ornamental planting-

Independent of the higher principles of the art, is a subject that

^^
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Professor Porter sh-mU not noj^loct to provide for, In conjanetlou

with tlie PomoloKical Courno, another year.

Tub Lkvkb.—On Thursday ovcniug, Feb. Stii, Professor Woolsoy,

of the Yale Scioutific :>cho.»I. iuvlled Iho members of the Ai-ricuU

inral Cooventiun to attend a levee, given by tbe professors and
students of the Sci.-ntiflc School, with thoir ladies. The n?cepilon

was herd in the (.'uUego hall, and was pronounced by all who at-

tended a delightful atfair. Prof. Silliman, the elder, received (he

gue.-^ts, and they were entertained by the students and u number
of ladies in a roanuer at onco olcguut and unostentatious. A col-

lation was also provided, of a rich and Inviting character, net out

upon tublcH decorated with the choicest flowers from New Haven
conservatories, and many pleasant acquaintances were formed and
renewed in the course of the evening. Many gentlemen were also

invited to private dinner parties. The museums of the College

were thrown open to their use, and they were invited to visit the

fine gardens and grcenhou-^es in the city.

The Pomologicat Lecturer closed on Saturday, Feb. lUh. The
following week lectures wore given by J. S Gould, on Grasses;

Joseph Harris, of Rochester, on Wheat and Indian Corn; T. S.

Gold, on Uooi Crops; Prof. W. H. Brcwa, on Tobacco and Ilopa;

Levi Bartlett. of N. II., on Sandy Soils; Luther H. Tucker, of Al-

bany, on English Agriculture and Hon. U. F. Fron>;h, on Drainage.

The fourth and last week, lectures were given by Cjissiu"*

M. Clay, of Kentucky, on Cattle; Lewis F. Allen, on Siock-hreed-

ing; Chas. L. Flint, ou the Dairy : Sunford .Howard, Ambrose Ste-

vens, and Dr. D. F. Gulliver, on Horses; T. S. Gold, on Slieep;

Mason C Weld, on AgricuUaral Associations; and Donald G.

Mitchell, on Kural Economy.
This list presents a formidable array of names and subjects for

a series of lectures, and every reader must perceive at once that

the discussion, in the hands of such men, could not fail to be

highly instructive to a young farmer, or an old one, if he had
HUiUcient intelligence to comprehend and profit by it.

Prof. Porier certainly deserves great credit for commencing this

novel and effective method of exciting an interest in the subject of

agricultural education, and we feel assured that this is but a small

beginning of what wiU in a few years be a grand system of public

instruction in connectit>n with the Yale Scientific and Agricultural

School. Men in middle life, who become intcres-ted in rural pur-

suits, -will discover that it is not too late to obtain a great deal of

the scientific and pniciical knowledge which appertains to agricul-

lurc and horticulture, while they will, at the same lime, see tlie

advantage or even necessity of placing their sons at a Scientific

School, if they desire them ever to become eminent and skilful in

the practise of even agriculture. We think, after tbe plan and
character of these lectures become known, that five hundred tickets

at least may bo sold for a full course next winter, besides tickets

for single lectures.

A new College building and hall expressly prepared for this

Scientific School and these lectures, has been erected, and will be

in readiness for the next course of lectures, and many ccnveui-

ences, especially in the way of illustrative apparatus, will, no
doubt, bo provided. We are assured that the enterprise is in the

hands of men who lossesssuch ample means and high professional

character, that there can be no doubt of the ultimate success of the

project. We should feelit not only a duty, but a pleasure, to give it

all the aid and encouragement in our power. We believe such an
Annual Convention of practical men from all parts of the United

Stales, lecturing upon and discussing topics connected with agri-

culture and horticulture, giving the results of personal observation

and experience, will do more to promote our national progress in

these important pursuits, than any Slate Schools, Agricultural

Bureaus, or other means ever yet projected. H.

]lorHru(iurflI ^oripfips.

MEETING OF THE EASTERN PENNSYL-
VANIA FRTIIT-GROWEES' SOCIETY

AT LANCASTER.
Feeling that this infant association is destined to be of vast

benefit to the horticultural community, though ourown duties are
sufficiently onerous to demand all the attention we can bestow, we
could not resist the temptation to '' run down " to this the "ratifi-

cation" meeting. The day was inaugurated by a severe snow
storm. The railroads were blocked up, and the Ir-iins delayed for

jiours. Surely, thought we, tbe love of fruit-growing and pomo-
logical knowledge will not triumph over such obstacles. But how
agreeable was our disappointment to find the large hall of the
Cooper Hotel filled to overflowing with intelliL'ent members from
all the e;istern and central parts of the State. We congratulate the
worthy President and other officers (who have been re-elected) on
their success, and trust they will not falter under the great load of

good they are evidently destined to accomplish.
Our report, being made from our own notes, is necessarily brief

and imperfect. In future they will appear officially.

At an early ntngo of the procoeding.s, Mr. Peter Crani<, of Mont-
gomery Co., was invited to give the history of

THE MAXATAWNY GHAPE.
He said he first heard of it.-t growing on a farm at Camp Hill,

Montgomery Co., Pa.; went to *=co it; found it growing ovcrmi old
plum in^e , thought the white fruit good ; took them to the editor
ef Iho Gt-niKiiitoinn Tf-lfffr<i}jh, who confirmed his impresHinn

;

took them to Dr. Brinckle, who thought them excellent, as also did
many memberH of the Horticultural Society to whom, at the An-
nual Exhibition, they were freely exhibited. This was four years
ago. Mr. Craus feelingly alluded to tho insinuations that had
been made in some journals, that he was a spi'culator In the vino.

He had bouiiht tho right to the fruit from the owner, in order to

control the right of gathering them when ripe; but ho had freely

and gratuitously distributed eyes all over tho country, without a
thought of remuneration, and now had with him a bundle of cut-
tings, which ho would give to all tho members pre.sent wlio desired
them. The name of the party who has tho original vine was pur-
pof-ely kept hack, in order to prevent the intrusion of tho "curious
impertinent," which the history of other fruits has shown to bo a
serious annoyance to a retired individual. And this is tho only
"mystery ' in the matter. After other business matter had boon
disposed of, questions for discussion were in order; and first

CAK FRUIT RE PROFITABLY GROWN FOR MARKET Ilf

COMPETITION WITH OTHER STATES?
Mr. Harvey, of .lennersvillc, made an interesting address in the

affirmative. Mr. Hiller thought only in a few favored localitie.s;

admitted they could years ago ; now thought climate had changed
to fruit's disadvantage, April weather especially. Formerly far-

mers in his locality (Conestoga) turned out their cattle to pa-^ture

on tho 1st of May ; now they were not able to do so till the 1st of
June. Some seasons the hill-tops bore good crops, whilo tho val-

leys failed ; at other times tbe case was reversed.
Mr. S. Miller thought climatic changes could easily bo regulated

by planting for shelter, to replace the good efl'ects of forests cut
away—would plant evergreens Fruit could be grown profitably

in his county (Lebanon). A friend, the past year, had netted $150
from two acres of applet. Farmers want too many crops—fruit

and grain; spoil both. He would rather leave it in sod than crop
an orchard; knew orchards in grass, that were heavily manured
annually, generally to bear well. He spoke of the Kiem apple a.**

having been brnui.'ht thirty years ago to Berks frtmi a tree growing
originally at Lancaster. He had $2.i0 worth of strawberries from
one-fourth of an acre, at an expense of about j'JO. He praised tho
Focht and Kiem apples for their general good qualities.

Dr. Parry compared fruit-growing in Lancaster County in 1S:?7

with the present day, to the advantage of the latter. Slrawber-
ric.sthen would hardly sell at 12 cents per quart; now fine ones
found a good sale at 37. Mr. Hiller h'td got $JjO from Ij^aures of
strawberries. Mr Rutter has raised peaches at West Chester to

great profit. He thonghl the seasons had not changed in one part

of the States more than in another. A few days in blooming time
made a great difference in the crop. Sornetimcs there wore fifteen

days of difference iu ihc lime of flowering; none in ripening. In
1.3 years always gathered Early York peaches about from the 4th
to the 6th of August. On different aspects, so as to makebut three
day-* difference in the time of flowering, he had even seen it make
a difference between a crop or no crop. Tliought difliculties were
not in the climate, but diseases were con.stitutional, which goid
cultivation, selection of good sites and proper soil, and, above all,

good cultivation between the trees, of which he was a warm ad-
vocate, w^^uld, in a great measure, remedy. Mr. Whit on recom-
mended the selection of good-bearing varieties. lie spoke of a tree

in his part that always bore—frequently f'yrty bushrls from the
one tree. Dr. Eshleman had 2S quarts of strawberries from 60>^
sqare feet. Mr. Gray knew an orchard of peaches adjoining whore
Mr. Rulter's was, that was a total failure—it was never cultivated,
while Mr Rutter's was. Mr. Hiller still thought we should look
to the climate for a good part of the modern troubles. His apple
orchard did not bearwell.and was as regularly cultivated and taken
care of as any one's. Wild trees that always bore regular crops,

do not do so now,—while the common phrase of " a good fruit sea-

son" showed the popular idea of the season's or climate's influence.

Hubbartson's Nonsuch apple, he had found, generally does well.

Dr. Kellar also thought the seasons bad changed, to the disadvan-
tage of fruit-growoi-s.—while the intelligence of tho fruit-grower
had not increased in proportion: an evil be thought this Society
would do much to remedy. Jloro attention should bo given to se-

lecting late-blooming varietie.", and other circumstances necessita-
ting a change of practice, and success would be as good as ever.

—

Dr. Libbart remarked that failures generally occurred when young
trees were planted on tbe site.s of old orchards. Climate and as-

pect had much to do with the crops in different seasons. On ono
side of the Susquehanna River be knew an orchard of peaches to

realize §1000 from about two acres; when, on the opposite side of
the river, tho same season there were none.

Dr. Parry spoke of peach trees on his father's farm, whilo he
was a boy, as large as his body. On the same farm now they live

only about seven years,—thinks natural frnit the hardiest. Mr.
Hiller said, in his section as many natural fruit as budded were
grown, all indifferent. Mr. Lukens Pierce: Apples bore as good
average crops in the Cumberland Valley as iu any part of the
Dnioo. His peaches bad been growing finely for six years; no

H)
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rrop worth speaking of, except Crawford's Late; tliey were now
getting the yellows; fruit rotted about the time of ripening. Hih
I'Xlu'iienco in orcharding whs discoiirairing, l>nt yet liad hope.
Had taken a tour of observation ; found, where the summers were
shorlt'^st, apples did best; Kentucky clay bore excellent apples;
applfs from mountain sides keep better than those raised in the
valley; had eaten I'ryor's Ked, in Vir^'iuia, from mountain sides,

long after ulhers from the valloy were gone on the .•'ame farm of
60(t acres in Virginia. Pears do better everywhere in Pennsylva-
nia than apple.s. Mr. Uutter observed that if nature does change
climate, the changed climate produced new varieties; to suit. The
K. I. (ireening apple seemed to thrive well in Pennsylvania, but
riponed too early to compete well with the same fruit from the
Nortii. The peach orchard fmra which he had his best success
wiij* plantfd in IhSS—a poor, slaty soil; then a clover sod. He hud
it ploagh'^d and limed—occasionally jiloughod, but never manured

;

it lasted fourteen years; it had various aspects. Dr. Eshleman

;

Sixteen years ago, peaches produced every year in his neighbor-
hood ; has had but two crops the past eleven years.

INSECTS.
Mr. Eoglc, Jr. : The prcsorvatiou of tlie birds was the best pre-

ventive against insects. Mr. Harvey had found hot water, as
described in the Gardeners Monthly, an excellent method of de-
stroying aphides and soft-skinned insects. Mr. Hiller kejit out
the peach-worm by tianking about the stems. Dr. Kellar put boxes
about his trees, filled with sand. Mr. Lefevre made some excellent
remarks on the value and importance of birds. Mr. Libhart found
the taste and odor of gas-tar, and preparations of soap, disagreea-
ble to inserts.

Mr. S. Miller gave some amusini,' anecdotes of curcalio experi-
ments by various acquaintauces. One tied tobacco stalks to a pole,

burned them, and poked about under a tree occasionally, for
about ^ixteen days, and had an excellent crop of plums. Another
succeeded by syringing with sulphur and soap. Had founU hot
water admirable fortbecantharides on tomatoes, and squash bugs.
Mr. Uutter tliought the peach-wurm did less damage than gene-
rally supposed; did not look after them much; they only penetra-
ted beneath the bark ; the apple-borer was worse ; it went into the
wood; the jack-knife was the best remedy; oil, tar, labor, etc.,

cost more than their value; advocated strongly the the coiTect-

ness of Miss .Morris's views regarding the curcuUo being the cause
of the plum knot. Birds were very useful : referred amusingly to

an arj^'ument in some leading agricultural journal, that a certain
kind of bird was entirely iiuiectivf>r<>ns\ and therefore, rather than
destroy theip, it would pay even to feed tliera with grain throui-'h

the winter ; was one of the original Committee on the Jfathew's
remedy, and could not. of course divulge the secret; was free, how-
ever, to sity that ne did u-'t find it successful; found salt applied
under tree.* as far as the branches extended, a little benefit.

Mr. StanlTor urged the importance of the study of the habitJ^i of
insects, aud of insectivorous birds. Many other gentlemen took
part in the discussion, but no new facts were elicited.

BEST SOIL FOR, AND MANAGEMENT OF, THE APPLE TIIEE.

Mr. Harvey suggested whether trenching and under-draining
had not much to do with the success of the apple tree? Mr. Pierce
had tried six years of good cultivation with an apple orchard, with
such ill success, that he should in future lay it down in grass.

—

He thought the trees would do better. Sir. Kutter did not favor
deep stirring the soil, except in soils impervious to moisture; pre-

ferred heavy manuring and cultivating with root crops; a good
crop of apples was worth five crops of oats; regarded it very im-
portant in planting, to use dryish soil, and tramp in very firmly
about the roots, to prevent the soil settling away from them. Dr.
Eslileman remarked, that by trenching, the moisture was afforded
a chance to rise to the surface by capillary attraction, in the dryest
time, and thus he thou^'ht all soils would be benefitted. The me-
chanical condition of the soil was of great importance. He would
select nursery trees that were well branched from below; plenty
of foliage on the stem made it stocky and strong; he would, there-

fore, cut back the lower shoots to an inch from the trunk, which
would ensure a good crop of foliage from the spurs. The head he
would cut back at a point that would ensure the jiroduclion of

three strong limbs, out of which to form the future head of the
tree. These limbs should be as equally divided in spare as possi-

ble. Cut out all but those required, preserving a leader while
young, covering the Wtninds with shellac. At the end of the sea-

son cut hack tlie three, and the leader ; and when the new shoots
appear, preserve three niore to each last year's shoot, always look-

ing after a leader. This practice will insure a symmetrical tree.

—

When the head was well formed, the side shoots and spurs on the
stem were taken off.

DISEASES OF FRUITS.

Though the discussion was quite interesting, nothing new was
elicited, except the suggestion of Mr. Stanffer, the Entomologist,
that the crackini; of the Butter pear might be owing to the larvio

of very minute insects, which nothing but a very powerful micro-
scope could detect.

CAN GR.^PES BE PROFITABLY GROWN FOR MARKET?
Mr. Rutter thought, if they brought only three cents per lb.,

they would still bo profitable; while the Isabella, by wholesale,

nsaally brought 10 cts. In the Philadelphia markets. The discus-
sion was quite animated, many gentlemen giving their views, but
no one appearing to have any experience of their own in market-
ing. The i»revailing iilea was, that it would he a good market
crop. Mr. Engle alluded to the ravages of the thrip as a discour-
agement, Mr. Crans referred to an experiment D<tw being made at
I*..ittslown A plot of fourteen acres lias been trenched over 3t>

inches deep, and ^S.OOO cuttings of Isabella and Catawba set out.
They were not allowed to bear for five years. The first crop was
cut in 1S.^S, and the beauty and size of the fruit were magniticeut.
Mr. Preston had been exi>erimenting with wine the past season;
found that three pecks of grapes made about five gallons of wiuo.

TRENCHING AND SUBSOILING.
Mr. Harvey had ground trenched about two feet deep, at a cost

of $60 per acre, and the crop of potatoes (he following year was so
heavy, as to repay the whole original cost. Mr. Pierce spoke of
the relative value of horse-subsoiling and hand-trenching* A gen-
tleman remarked that he had found horse labor, subsoiting eigh-
teen indies deep, cost him about $i^ per acre; hand labor, twen-
ty-four inches, $65 per acre. Mr. J. Hoopes found, in snbsoiiing,
it best for his grapes, to bring the substratum to the surface. Dr.
Eshleman had the subsoil thrown out in his grape border.

REMEDY FOR THE CPRCULIO.
A geptleman of Lancaster was introduced, aud offered to the

Society a composition, the secret of which he wished to keep to
himself. It could be manufactured at a low cost, and the odor
would effectually drive away curculio. He asked for a committee
to test his remedy thoroughly. Dr. Libhart opposed the applica-
tion. The Society was instituted for the purpose of giving infor-
mation freely to each other, and should should have nothing lo do
with "secret remedies,"' Mr. Rutter defended the application.

—

Any one, he thought, that would insure to the country a certain
remedy against the curculio, would be entitled to the highest ho-
nor poniologists could bestow. The willingness of the gentleman
to have it thoroughly tested before speculating on the spare cash
of fruit-growers with a "certain remedy," was honorable, and ho
seconded the application for a Committee. It was adopted almost
unanimously.

It Was decided to meet again at West Chesteron the 13th of June
next.
Mr. J. Stanffer, of Mount Joy, was voted an Honorary Member,

in consideration of the benefits he has conferred on the fruit-
growers of Pennsylvania by the liberal use of his researches iii

the study of insects.

The Oardnu-r'^s Monthhf, as the only purely Horticultural peri-
odical published in the district, was unanimously voted the organ
of the Society. The investigations and reports of its working
committees will appear officially in its pages. And the thanks uf
the meeting were voted to the Germuntincn Tfltf/rtij^h, Farnirr
and fi'ard*:ntr, and the other agricultural and family papers that
had so liberally noticed and encouraged the establishment of the
Society. w»

NEW HAVEN LECTURES.
The interest that these L<riures have excited induces us to give

a very condon.-ed abstiact of them, and wo regret that our space
will not admit of their being given in full. That on VEiiKTABLB
Phvsiolo«;v, by Mr. Etdon, was very interesting. He described
the Vegetable Cell as a closed ve&sel like an egg, and is composed
of an outer solid membrane which contains a fluid, and matter
floating in the fluid, or attached to the sides. If this body, which
is termed a utricU\ remains closed throughout its life, it is called
" a cell ;" if the sides of several adjoining cells disappear, and the
series is arranged into a tube, it becomes a "vessel." Cells are
the base of all vegetation. The diameter of cells average from 1-

200th of an inch, up to l-'2^0th. The membrane covering cells is of
different toughness. In the sea weed it is very solt ; in ash,
hickory, and mahogany, very hard; aud in vegetable ivory,
harder still. Cell membrane never dissolves in water, but swells.
It is called "cellulose," and is composed of oxygen, hydrogen and
nitrogen, chemically written thus: C. V2; O. 10, H. 10." The spaces
between the cells of a plant are filled variously. Sometimes with
air; in the common red cedar with minute grains of red aromatic
rosin; in sumac, with a thick milky sap, and in other ])lauts with
gums. The contents also of cells vary. The growing cells of some
plants, as asparagus, are more nutritious, because thoy contain
some nitrogen, which goes toward making muscle in the animal
body. A granular matter, a viscid fluid, sap ^which is almost
water, but contains sugar sometimes,) and the green loaf-color,
known as chlorophyll, are always contained in the cell. Starch,
too, is sometimes there, and each grain of it is organized, aud so
organized »iti ffoieris for each plant that the paternity of any
specimen of starch could be readily traced. Botanists divide
plants into two classes as a general thing—viz : l,celhilarlysoleIv,
and. 2, cellular and elongated to^^ether. There are twognaad divi-
sions in the plant world—the flowering and the flowerless. Tho
former have elongated cells, but the simpler of the latter class
have not.

Dr, FiTonEs' Lectnrf.on Eronnmiral Entomnloffy. The Doctor
expressed his belief that the difliculties of orchard culture was
more traceable to insects than any other cause; and made an

^'v3>^
^mr
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earnest appeal to all on^ged In the cnltnre of the fruits of tho

earth iu liohulf of the ftiutly of liis favorite Bcieuco.

I'bof. Johnson ou the PnMima/e Elements nf Plants was very
interesting. Speaking of tho vegetJiMo albumen which may bo

extracted from the common pen, lie said tliat in China they souk
this vesftable in water to separate tho albumen, and hy adding a

Uttle plaster of Paris precipitate it, after which it is pressed Into

cakes, dried, and sold under the name of taffo, but is really "pea
cheeso."

Dr. FiToiiFs* Second Lecture on Insects was very Interesting.

He said there are 60 difl'erent Insectttwhich preynpon thoapple, 12

on Uie pear, 16 ou the peach. 17 on the plum, Xi on the cherry, and
3l> ou the grape. The curculio, or pUim weevil, Is a native of our
country. Notwithstanding the volumes written upon it, wo do not

to this day know where iho curculio live** and what it is doing for

three-quarters of the year. The loss of the apple crop by curculio

he said was as great as of the plum. After examining tho black-

knot in every stage, he says emphatically that it is not caused by
an insect, nor is it a vegetable fungus, but purely a disease of the

tree, like cancer in the human body. The curculio breeds in it, as

do also other Insects. Dr. F, found larva? of curculio In the bark,

where there were no knots, as well as In them. No available

remedy against the curculio was suggested.
Pbof. Johnson's Second Lecture ou the Afmosphfric Fbod of

plants, created much attention, lie referred at length to the well-
known fact, that the greatest part of a phiut was derived froju tho
carbonic acid in tho atmosphere. He starlled the agriculturists

by the avowal than the stiffness of straw is most decidedly not

owing to an abundance of silica on the outside, but to "the dense-
ness of cellular tissue in the stalk." This he considered proved in

the fact that we got from the leaves of the oat and other plants a
greater proportion of silica than from the stalk, and yet all leaves
are pliant and soft. Ho further said that the atmospheric elements
of the soil are not necessary to production, but are necessary to

such rapid development as the farmer needs. Solubility of (he
mineral elements must exist in order tliat the plant may take them
up. According to a new theory recently put forth, this is not so,

but the rootlets of the plaut take in solid matter, and the plant, by
its vital force, transforms it into nourishment. This, however, is

impossible. Ammonia is rapidly absorbed by the soil, and the
farmer need not fear the loss of this valuable element of manure
after tho manure is iucorporatod in tho soil. Nitrates, however,
are not so easily taken up. But the physics of the soil are, after
all, moro important than its chemistry. A few years ag^o, chemi-
cal analysis was going to do groat things for the farmer. He had
only to send a piece of his poor pasture to the chemist's laboratory,
to 1)0 told precisely how to make the rest of it as good as his ^.-ar-

den. But it has been found that certain elements, without which,
the plant cannot perfect itself, may exist in the soil in sufficient

quantities for the plant, and yet be beyond the reach of the chemist,
(.'hemieal analysis pretends not to find a less fraction than the 1-

HKiO; an acre of soil one foot deep will weigh 2,000,000 lbs.; an
ordinary wheat crop will take off only 200 lbs. of mineral matter,
allowing one-half of this to be phospliate, and we have only one
twenty thousandth part composed of that element or quantity

—

too small, it may be, for the chemist to Und. Four hundred pounds
of guano, containing say one-fifth phosphates, applied to an acre
entirely destitute of phosphates, would make all the difference

there is between a good crop and no crop at all; but this eighty
pounds, distributed through the two millions of soil, would be too

trifling a quauiity for the presi-nt state of chemical analysis to de-
tect. Besides, this is too expensive for the farmer; nor does he
need it, for the general deductions of tho chemist are of more value
to him than any particular analysis of his soil.

The fineness of the particles in any soil is an important point.

A Boston chemist found a barren New Hampshire sand, to show
the same analysis as a specimen soil from the Sciota Valley, one of
the richest localities in the world ; but the former was heavy and
coarse, while tho latter was an impalpable powder, flying away
upon the slightest breath. It would take a pretty strong breeze to

raise some of our New England soils. A soil, too, must have the
right elements ready for the crop in a state of solubility as it goes
along. The elements maybe there, but if the crop can not get hold
of them they are valueless, Kxposure to the atmosphere has a
tendency to remedy that. The absorbing power of the soil is great,

but this power depends on the minute .division of its particles.

The effect of the sun is different on different soils. To the vine-

yards on tho Khine, a black slate is often applied, to ripen the
fruit earlier; charcoal does the same thing. This is not because
black attracts heat, but because it has the power of converting a
heat of great intensity into one of less—a heat of low intensity

having a greater penetrating power. The heat of the sun is what
is called a white heat, like that of a red hot ball of iron, and the

slate transforms it into a heat which more resembles the heat from
a ball of hot water.

3Ir, Gt'ODRicn's Lecture on the Potato Disease. He gave all

that was known respecting the disease, and gave it as his opinion
that it was caused by a lack of vital energy in the plant. The
cellular tissue being weakened, passes into a state of fermentation,

and mildew follows.

Marshall P. Wilder, on American Pnmolofpj, spoke with his
usual brilliancy and intelligence. Of 72 pears enumerated by
Quintinye, tho gardener of Louis XIV, in 16S0, only two are now
recommended as worthy of cultivation in our country—so much

more Ronsltlvo had our tnsto bocomo. In 182S, there was not a
single horticultural Tsociety in tho United States, and scarcely an
agricultural one ; now we have over one thousand of the latter and
fifty of tho former. Tho prapo had Increased wonderfully in con-
sumption : one dealer lu Boston produces aunnally from tin' wild
gnipos gathered on tho banks of CharloH Uiver, 20.000 gallons;
Couuecticul mauufactures 200,000 galU.; Ohio, 800,000. and one
vigneron at los Angeles, Cal., turns out Gd.OOO galls., or about 2000
barrels of good wine. Climnto Inducnced the quality of fruits.

The failures in fruit growing were mainly attributed to bad selec-

tion of soil and varieties, injudicious treatment, or bad cultivation.

Alt soils are not suitable for fruit orchards, nor aro all kinds of
fruit adapted to every locality. Mulching tho ground about trees

with either straw or rotted compost, he thought an excellent plan.
An orchard should always bo kept free from graiisand weeds, und
no crop be grown between the trees, for fear of starving them.
Trees once grown, there should be no plowing deeper than .3 or 4
inches, and not even that where tho roots would be disturbed.
The trees and plants of a country flijurish beller there than else-

where. Hence, all our efibrts arc being, and should be put forth,

to got new native sorts of first (luality. He was decidedly in favor
of putting the pear on quinco stocks, and lie was glad to know
that some who formerly were bitterest in their hostility to the
practice, were now of his opinion.
Lewis F. Allen's Lecture on Fruits. lie did not think the pear

well adapted to this climate. Iu some places it did well—in these it

was vf.nj well. lie named particulaily along the Detroit Kiver.
Very refined varieties of superior <iuality he thought more liable

to disease than others. With regard to dwarfs, ho said the pear
has been grown on the quince in Europe for hundreds of years;
Normandy and Belgium were its proper home; and yet in those
countries and elsewhere pears were dear and a precarious crop.
Mr. Allen thought it would pay any one to cultivate dwarf pears
in his garden, and perhaps, if soil and climate exactly right could
be found, a man might be warranted in venturing upon licld cul-

ture.

Dr. Grant, in his lecture, advanced some new hypotheses. Ho
doubted whether there were more than one species of American
grape. The Ilerbemont section ho believed traceable to an Euro-
pean origin. In the management of the vine, he laid great
stress on tlie pruning as of first importance. Shoots are the growth
of one year, and are so called from the time that the opening bud
in Spring has developed its fir.--t leaves until it has completed its

year's growth, and is ready for the pruning knife. When cut back
to one hud, the stump is called a short spur, when cut to three or
four, a long spur; and when left with more than this number of
buds it is a cane, except when peculiar circumstances give it a
special name. When two shoots spring from a stump near the
ground, and are destined to have bearing shoots grown from them,
they are termed thighs; and such, when laid horizontally, are
sometimes called arms. The objects of pruning aiq: 1st. To re-

strain the roots and branches within convenient limits for cultiva-

tion. 2d. To concentrate tho strength of the vine, and not suffer

the production of useless wood and foliage. 3d- To get just enough
wood to bear full crops of good fruit, and plan its distributiou wiili

reference to the health of the vine. There are three kinds of buds
—the primaries, which come at the axis of the leaves, or where
the footstalk joins the shoot, and which, in bearing vinos, are the
fruit buds one season, and the next produce the shoots on which
fruit is borne; the secondaries, which come in the side shoots, or
laterals, and which are removed in Summer pruning, and the ad-
ventitious buds, which are unseen, until they burst through tlie

hark of the former year's wood. They are called wood shoots, as
they produce no fruit except in a few varieties of remarkable pro-
ductiveness. A bunch is a productive tendril; a tendril, an abor-
tive bunch. The points or ends of bunches should be cut off, as
this causes a complete ripening and sweetening of the upper grapes
and prevents the growing of shriveled berries at the point, which
is a sheer waste of substance. If a vine is left to itself to grow,
the tendency of vitality is upward, the fruit gets beyond our reach,

has a coarse quality and woody flavor, while tho buds near the
ground soon perish, and no after care can revitalize them. It is

scarcely possible to fix the duration of a well-set vineyard ; it may
as well last 1,000 as 100, or a score of years. The vine needs mois-
ture ever, wetness never. Nitrogenous manures are good if well
rotted and composted, for they attract moisture, and a well pre-
pared grape border is never dry in even the hottest seasons. If

ripened too early, g'apes lose flavor, and if the grape-grower is so
far north that he is forced to lay down his vines through the
Winter, he is amply repaid for his trouble in increased flavor and
quality of product. Tlie best methods of laying down vary: a
mere covering with boards is enough to guard against slight
frost.% but with the additional precaution of covering with
sand one is perfectly safe in the worst places. But a slight cover-
ing is necessary—^just enough to guard against having the sand
wash or blow off and expose the vine, and two or three inches of
depth is enough. The whole vino should be covered. If the vine
is as large as a man's arm, it will still readily lie down if it has
been so treated from the first.

Mr. Lewl'? F. Allen's Lecture on the Apple afforded some use-
fnl statistics. He complained that the census statistics embraced
no information on the fruit crop; and yet, after careful computa-
tion, be was convinced that its aggregate value could not be less

thaa $26,000,000. Ten counties alone, in New York State gave an
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avprago of ^200,000 each. Niaj^'ara County, only 25 miles square,
yield«a $-250,lKK) worth i.f fruit iu 1S.>9 ; Orleajis, ^200,000; Wayno
gave of gveeu appirtt ^IuS.TjO for exporlalion, and $2J,000 more for

consumption, and Ci.OOO in the dried state. The crup of all New
York is about 6,000,000; of Kew England, $1,000,000; Ohio,
$:l,noo.m)0; reun-^ylvunia and New Jersey, $3,000,000 ; the North-
Wfsteru States, *1,000,000; and the Southern States, $6,000,000 in

all.

Mb. PABDi:n's Lerturo on Small FYuits was replete with inte-

rest. The liaspborry, he said, likes a moist, cool location. Tlie

northern slope of a hill, or the north side of a fence is hes'. The
soil should be a grarolly loam, and be made very rich with rotted
manure. 'I'liis same iri-atment is appropriate to the gooseberry
and currant, but not to the strawberry. To preserve raspberry
s'.akes, he kyauize>; them. A solution made of one pound blue vit-

rit)l to twenty pounds of water, and used for soaking the p,unts or
whole length of your stakes, will make them last almost forever.

The proper way to gather Lawtou or Xew Kochelle berries for the
family, is to jar the canes with a hammer, and catch the berries
which fall. The others—and these are those sent to market—are
not fit to eat. Never leave more than three canes in a hill, and
have no suckers growing near the bush, if you want fruit. Cut
back your canes as soon as tjit^y have borne their cio]>, pinch off

the ends of the shoots in September, and again in Si>rint.' ; by which
plan you will throw the strength of the vine into fruit-bearing on
the laterals. The Cranberry, on bog lauds to which a dres.sing of
sand has been added, should give .'tO bushels peracre the first year
after phmtiug, i.'jO bu^liels the next, and so on up to 4jO bushels as
a maximum. Hesjiid that, if compelled to choose one alone of the
small fruits, the currant would be his favorite, as much of a straw-
berry man as he was.

For Dr. Umnt's Second Lecture, Mk. A. Fui.i.er was substituted
through the Doctor's iilness. Mr. F. spoke of grapes, with rej,'ard

to llieir pruning and culture. Even with a choice grape, its quality
and proUt depended in a great degree upon the cultivation and
pruning given to it. In Summer, during the season of active
growth, the liquid portions of the sap are exhaled almost as fa^t

as they can be absorbed by the roots, and no great accumulatiim
can take place in any one portion of the vine. But the leaves once
fallen, the roots continue to absorb their appropriate food from tlie

soil, and thus the wood becomes quite filled with sap, which is

kept in store for early Spring use. It is therefore plain that we
should prune our vine as soon as the leaves drop off, that the sap
wliich is afterward absorbed may all go toward the nutriment of
the buds which remain.

Mil. Harrv's First Lecture, Orchard 3fanrtffement. Whether
Spring or Fall planting is best, Mr. B. said, depended whether the
kind of tree ripened early In the Fait or not. Late growing trees

were not successful when Fall planted. He prunes the head at

planting, and cuts smooth bruised roots. He plants shallow, in

deeply subsdilod ground, and cultivates between the trees ; never,
however, coming within six feet of the tree at least, with the cul-

tivator. Never allows the roots to be disturbed iu any way.
Surface-manures in the Fall, and forks it in in the Spring. Mulch-
ing in Suuwner is good. Standard Apple trees, 30 to 40 feet apart;
I'e.irs, Plums aud (^lierries, 20 to 30; Peaches 20. In exposed
situations, plant hardy kinds in thick rows, in more exposed situa-

tiuns, Dwarf Apples, Pears, Plums and Cherries, 10 to 12. Dwarf
Apples on " Paradise stocks," near as 6 feet even, and Pyramid
I'ears on quince, S feet. Of pruning, he said the only instrument
used in a goud nursery is tho pruning-knife; and this should be
kept so sharp that any ordinary branch may bo snapped olf at a
single draw, leaving a perfectly smooth surface. Shears should
never he used. A saw is only required when trees have been
neglected. Branches removed should he cut close to the truuk, so

that the tree may not be injured by decay of a stump. Shorten
shoots to a good strong bud tlmt will make a leader, not too close

to nor too far from tlie bud, and with a slope of cut of about 4.'i deg.

In ^llortening your leader, do not always cut on the same side, for

you would thus make the whole tree lean one way or the other.

Pruniiii,', rightly done, is a blessing; wrongly, a curse. Fools cut

away brandies, indiscriminately, until their trees are but skele-

tons, Willi a few bearing branches at the extremities only. The
force of tho tree is then expended in producing a crop of rank,

watery shoots in the interior, to be again cut away to make room
for a second crop. Trees should never be sutTered to bear fruit

until they have got strength aud vigor.

Mr. Uarrv, on ynrsfiry Manayemf^it. Twenty years ago, two
<ir three small nurseries in the neighborhood of each of our largo

cltie*', occupying in all not moie than five hundred acres, aud a few
other small apple nurseries of an acre perhaj's each, supplied the

wanl-sof the I'nited States aud the Canadas. Now we have over lOOO

nurseries; and iu Monroe County. N. Y., alone, where he resides,

there are three or four thousand acres, producing annually $-*»00,-

000 worth of trees. In tho whole Union there are annually sv)ld

fifteen to twenty millions trees for, say $.*),noo,000. The surface

for a nursery should bo nearly level, and sheltered from cold

win<ls. Spruce or Larch is good for shelter. Stony, very stilfand

very sandy soil objectionable. Should bo well drained. The
drains should be never more than two rods apart, and were bettor

to lie laid at a depth of 3,'a feet. In a stitf. retentive clay bottom,
they should be only 20 feet apart. Ho deprecated plautiug a nur-

sery too closely as detrimental to tho health of tho trocs. Fruit

stocks should bo thinly sown, and so managed as to be fit for

working when one year old. To obtain strung quince stocks,
plant out a certain number of stool or motlier plants, in a deep,
rich, well-prepared soil; when they have stood one seaM>n, cut
them all otf clo^e to the ground. The next season they will pro-
duce strong, smooth shoots, which, the following year may be
earthed-up half their length, as celery is earthed-up, and iu the
Fall th"^y will have rooted well enough to bear soparation from
tho parent plant. If left on during Winter the frost will ruin them.
Such stocks as these may bo set in nursery row the next Spring,
and budded the same season. Only two crops of shoots can bo
taken from tho same stool, and a good dressing of manure is uocos-
sary to get even the second. Pears propagated on small, weak
quince stocks arc worthless. In budding or grafting quince stocks,
it should always bo done near the ground, so that the wholo of the
quince may be set under ground without beiug too deep. ICoot
grafting, although still an open question among nurserymen, Mr.
Barry believes to be, if properly performed, as good a mode for
propagating the apple, and more especially all the strong growing
sorts, as any other in use. It has been sadly abused, and thus
been brought into disfavor with bunglers and their victims.
Maruigement nf lo«7ig Treen.—Trees are too closely planted as

a general thing ; three aud a half feet between the rows, and three
or four inches between tho plants, is too little space to give either
air, light, hardiness of constitution, spread of root, or strength of
top. For apples, pears, or other trees which are to remain two
years in the nursery row, the distance from tree to tree should
never he less than is inches for standards, and 24 inches for pyra-
mids; and even at such distance the pniniog-knife is to be freely

used. Country people are too apt to value a nursery tree in pro-
protion to its height, rather than its strength and proportions—

a

too common and fatal mistake. Cutting back should be freely

practised, and the leader, or main stem, should be pruned as well
as the side brunches, else one will get a tall and ill-proportioned
tree. An enormous amount of money is annually lost to tree pur-
chasers from rude and unskillful taking up. Trees are torn up by
the roots, as if the truuk aud branches were the one thing neces-
sary, and the roots superfluous. The proper way is. to open a
trench on each side uf the tree with a common spade, kcf^ping the

edge toward the frf-e, so as not to cross a rout. These trenches
sliould be far enough from the tree to avoid the main roots, and
deep enough to go below all, except a tap-root, which may be cut
oil'. This being done, the tree may be pulled up with its roots
entire.

CINCINNATI HORTICULTITRAL SOCIETY-
OrnCKRS ELECTKn .I.\M',VRY 1. lNt».

Prfstrfen/, William Orange; liecvrding Secreta r;/, Vl. ^. Ib>oper,

Oirrexpunding ti^crdary, K. P. Cranch: Treasurer, Kobort Clark;
Li^trarian,'V. ¥. Allen; Council /or Three Years^ J. H. Gorrard,
S. W. Haseltine, Robert Keilev.

JANCARY 14th. 1S60.

The retiring President. S. W, Haseltine. Ksq.. delivered his vale-

dictoi-j' addres-s. in which he gJive a synopsis of the operations of the
St»cicty for the past year, and also much interesting; informati<»n as
to its present condition and future pi-ospects. From it we Rather
that there are nearly six hundred members, and th.at the debt has
been paid oft", leaving a clear balance in the treasury. A lot has been
secured in Spring Orovo Cenu-tery. on which to erect a monuniont to

those who have distinguished, or may hereafter distini^jish Ihoin-

sclves in horticulture.

\Villiam Onuiije, Esq.. tho President elect, then delivered bis inan-
gural ndilrc:»a. He estimate«t the income of the Society for the ensu-
inji yr-ar at Two tbous:ind dollars; one-fourth of which he rec<mi-

mends should b)^ d<'Voted to a fund for erecting a hall. He al«o ex-
presses the hope that one of the City Parks may bo obtained for tho
use of tho Society. He ulludetl to the almost UtLi\ failure (»r tho
apple crop last year, but B;»id that this fact ought not to disc(mrago
any one. ils. by iiis own experience, this is the fii-st failure in sixteen

years. He alluded feelingly to the dejith of Mr. John Sayers. a uso-

ttil member who was lost at sea. and also to the severe siokno.>w of
Mr. A. Ernst, which has deprived tho Society of his valuable services.

COLLEGE HILL (OHIO) HOKTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

President—.Tacoh Tuckcrman.
Vice- Prexidt tits— \lvv. H. N. Day. E. G. Rickor.
Hecarding Secretary— Rev. C. E. Bubb.
i^M'responding Strretan/—D. H. Pierson.

I-Yuil Co7nmiitee~V. C.."Cniy, E. G. Ricker, J. Ilammitt. Rev. J. H.
WilW.n. J. W. ail.lwell.

Flower Ctimmittee—V. .7. Klund. H. N. Day, Rev. W. H. Vjui Doron,

M. H. Litzenburg, >L Georgi.

Vegdahlc ComniitUe—ViT. ^. \V. Brooks, Charles Parncll, F. Jossup,

A. Omnt. Eber Strung,

Tlie Society is composi'd of about fifty members.
Very respectfully yours,

Daniel B. Pierso:*. C^>r. Soc'y.
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FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

In preparing beds for flowers, new soil, where it can

be obtained, is of great advantage. Some plants

—

Verbenas, for instance, soon get sick of the same earth.

A moderately rich soil is also of importance, say

about half an inch of well rotted manure, spread on

the surface. If more than this be employed, and the

soil be made too rich, a too free growth, and too

few flowers may result. All this work should be ad-

vanced; but it is better to wait a little than to work

soil when wet. If it stick to the finger on a slight

impression, delay in working is advisable.

As soon as the weather seems settled, set out bed-

ding plants — not fresh from the greenhouse or

frame, but such as have been hardened a few days

before setting out. Water the plants just before,

and press the ball firmly in the soil after plant-

ing. Annuals are getting yearly more popular on

account of their great variety, and the cheapness with

which they may be obtained. A lady no more wants

her flower garden to have the same look every year;

here the same g-eraniums, there the same verbenas,

and elsewhere the same patch of mignionette as she

had last year—than she wants her new Spring bon-

net to last forever. And to obtain this everchanging

and pleasing variety, annuals are the very things

for the purpose. But they must have good soil and

careful attention, or the seed will be sure to be "bad ;"

a convenient term for neglect or bad practice in many

instances. Very fine seeds may be sown quite on

the surface, and a little moss, dried and powderedj

spread thinly over the seeds. The common cause

of failure is deep sowing. The nearer the surface,

the better, provided they do not ever become dry

—

which is as fatal as deep planting. It is a happy

practice that can just hit the middle way. Climbing

annuals are particularlj' interesting. Tuberoses are

best planted out as soon as all danger of frost is over,

in a rich, moist, warm, sandy soil, if perfection is de-

sired. Roots that flowered last year will not flower

again for two seasons.

Bulbs that have flowered in glasses or pots in the

house, if planted out into the open ground as soon as

their flowers are fairly faded, and before their leaves

have become seared, will, if left in the open ground till

next Spring, give a small bloom again ; though, of

course, nothing to be compared to the imported roots.

Planting of deciduous trees must now be proceeded

rapidly with, and towards the end of the month com-

mence with the evergreens. We advocate strongly

pruning or shortening the extreme points of the

branches at transplanting, not only of deciduous trees,

but of evergreens also. It is one of the modern " re-

volutions," to be able to speak thus of evergreen

trees ; the idea would have been laughed at not a half

dozen years ago. Of course, there is a way to prune

without injuring the symmetry or fine form of the

evergreen tree, which a little practice will soon teach

the amateur.
!••«

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
In the Southern States, the more tender kinds of

Garden Vegetables may now be sown. Beans, Corn,

Cucumbers, Squashes, etc., that it is not prudent to

plant in this latitude before the first of May; and

Tomato, Egg-plants, etc., may also be set out in those

favored places. We notice that several of our friends

do not report well of the Fejee Tomato; our own ex-

perience has been considerably in its favor, and we

think a majority, at least of those who have tried it,

think highly of it. Cucumbers, Squashes and such

vegetables, can be got forward as well as Tomatoes,

Egg-plants, etc., by being sown in a frame or hotbed,

and potted off" into three-inch pots ; they will be nice

plants by the first week of May. Rotten wood suits cu-

cumbers and the squash tribe exceedingly well as a

manure. Tomatoes and Egg-plants that are desired

very early are best potted, soon after they come up,

into small pots. They can then be turned out into the

open air without any check to their roots ; of course,

they should be gradually inured to the open air—not

suddenly transferred from a warm and moist air to a

very dry one.
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Bean Poles may be planted preparatory to sowing

the Lima bean in May. Where bean poles are scarce,

two or three hoop poles, set into the ground one foot

from each other, and tied together at the top, make

as good a pole, and perhaps better.

Dwarf Beans should not be sown closer together

than two inches. The Valentine is still the most

popular; a kind called the Early Butter came into

use last season, and is valuable from the fact of its

having very little "string," even when nearly ma-

ture.

Peas should be sown every two weeks to obtain a

succession. There are few additions to the old stock

amongst the early kinds; but in the later ones there

have been some decided improvements. Harrison's

Glory, Flack's Victory, and Fairbeard's Champion of

England, have already got a good reputation here.

Some new Marrowfats, that are dwarfish, are also

improvements, at any rate in that respect, of which.

Climax, Alliance, and Bedman's Imperial, are well

spoken of. For those who have good sticks at com-

mand, a six footer, called Leviathan, and one nearly

as fall called General Wyndham, has been intro-

duced.

Lettuce, for a second crop of Salad, should be sown

about the end of the month. The Drumhead Cab-

bage is usually sown for a summer crop ; but the old

kinds of Cos Lettuce would, no doubt, be found very-

valuable in rich soils.

Early York Cabbage for early use, should be set

out early this month. It is an excellent plan to

make the holes with a dibble tirst, where the cabbage

is to be set, then fill up the holes with manure-water

and after the water has soaked away, set in the

plants. It is rather more laborious than the old way
but the cabbage grows so fast afterwards, that it pays

pretty well.

It is not a good plan to cut all the Asparagus as

soon as they appear. A few sprouts should always

be left to grow from each, to strengthen the plants.

Where Brussels Sprouts, Cape Brocoli, and Au-

tumn Cauliflower arc desirable, now is the time to

sow. They require the same treatment as the gene-

ral cabbage crop.

FRUIT GARDEN.
We have very few suggestions to add to those made

last month. Fruit trees that have proved undesir-

able from any cause, may be rc-graftcd with more

favored kinds. This is an advantage with some var-

ieties—it takes an age, for instance, to get the Scckel

Pear into bearing condition from a nursery raised

tree, but by grafting it on one that has already

"arrived at years of discretion," the advantage of

placing a young head on old shoulders, in this way

is soon made manifest.

Buds that were inoculated last Fall should not be

forgotten, but as soon as vegetation has pushed forth,

the buds should be examined, and all other issues

from the old stock taken away. It may also be

necessary to make a tic in order to get the young

shoot of the bud to go in the way from which yuu

would not have it hereafter depart.

Above all, do not allow the month to pass without

posting yourself afresh on the various methods recom-

mended for destroying insects, or preventing their

attacks. The advantage of a stitch in time is never

more decided than in the great struggle with fruit-

destroying insects. A mass of information on these

points lies scattered through our last year's volume,

that will well repay a careful rcperusal for the pur-

pose alone of refurnishing ones ideas in that line.

In the other departments of gardening, the hints

given last month arc still, in the main, applicable;

and in the path we have marked out for ourselves in

these hints, namely, the suggestion of items that are

likely to be forgotten, or in which improvements are

from time to time being made, we have nothing

further to offer.

BUDDING WITH LAST SEASON'S WOOD.
IIV G. MCNnKNIIALL, RICUMOXIl, IND.

I tried, by way of experiment, to bud and graft a

small lot of trees every week up till near the middle

of summer, from old wood of last season, with reason-

able success in both. Grafts put in after the leaves

were full grown grew three feet. I shall try the ex-

periments further this season. I think it may prove

an excellent idea to fill up vacancies where buds get

winter-killed, which is often the case here where we

have so little snow to protect them.

[At page 49, Vol. I, we made the same suggestion,

and are glad to have the corroboration of one of Mr.

M.'s excellent experience.

—

Ed.]

COLD IN VIRGINIA.
liy O. TAYLOR, PURCELLVILLF,, VA.

Would it not be interesting to hear from different

parts, where the Monthly circulates, of the tempera-

ture, especially where it is excessive. I should bo

glad to know how the peach buds arcaflfccted in other

places. They arc all killed in this county except

the extreme higher parts; the mercury on the second

of this month was I3jO below zero with us, and in

one place, 16 below. It ranged from 5 to 16 below,

at a variation of 200 feet elevation, leing perfectly

calm, it was the lowest in the deep valleys. I think

jt likely they arc killed (the peach buds) at Washing-

^^^^^
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ton, Baltimore and Wilmington in the open country,

(but not in the cities, uf course, J but I do not know.

I have never known it colder but twice here before

—once at 18 degrees, and the other at 20 below zero.

This time it was of so short duration that the effect

is not so severe on large limbs as it was then, but

many a person not used to the observations of tem-

perature will be much disappointed next Spring, I

presume, in not seeing a peach crop, and bloom of

many tender plants.

DESIGN FOR A GARDENER'S COTTAGE
OR TENANT HOUSE.

I
See Frontispiece.

'\

BY J. C. SIDNEY, PHI L A D KLPHIA.

The design is intended to meet what is often found

a difficult matter, viz. : a cottage containing sufficient

accommodation for a moderate sized family at a mod-

erate cost, with a due regard to comeliness. A Gar-

dener's house on a gentlemen's place is often required

to accommodate assistants as well as the gardener and

his wife. Sometimes a gardener's tastes go beyond

fruits and flowers, and may require room for a family.

A Tenant House, at any rate, in a place of any size,

should always have room for an extra hand or two,

indispensable at certain seasons.

GROU N D PL AN .

Such houses are generally either made too small,

are costly, or are too pretentious.

The plan includes a cellar, and on the ground floor

a parlor, office or library, large kitchen and back

kitchen, and a dining-room or sitting-room with pan-

tries. If not needed for other purposes, the office

uld be nsed as a bedroom. The second floor com-

prises four good bed-rooms, with closets in each, and

a small room at the end of the entry, which could be

used cither as a store-room, or if needed, is sufficient-

ly large to contain a single bed. Another bed-room

could be built over the back kitchen at a slight addi-

tional expense.

The cost, if built of wood, with shingle roof, sub-

stantially but plainly finished, would be about $1350

in the neighborhood of Philadelphia. If built of stone,

laid as rubble and pointed, with slate roof, the cost

would be about $1550.

The addition of another story would double the

sleeping accommodations, at a cost of about $250, but

would not improve the proportions.
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The cost would vary according to the locality, but

in no section of the country, probably, would it ex-

ceed the the estimate made for Philadelphia, where

lumber especiallj' is high.

[We feel very much indebted to Mr. Sidney for his

excellent plan,—excellent not only in the design it-

self, but also in the original idea. Gardener's houses,

and other tenant buildings too often disfigure instead

of adorn an estate by their pretentious character on

the one hand, or mean appearance on the other.

They should always express what they are :—gar-

dener's or tenant houses, and not castles in embryo,

miniature fortifications, or cheap tenements for the

needy.

—

Ed.]

CHEAP AND DESIRABLE LABEL.
BY T. T. P., MT. CAKMEL, OHIO.

The best and simplest Ink for Zinc Labels every

man carries, as a general thing, in his pocket, which

is nothing more than a black lead pencil. I have

some labels marked in this way ten years ago, per-

fectly indelible short of scraping with a knife or

scouring with sand.

J^
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DAHLIAS.

BY JOHN SAUL, WASHINGTON CITT, D. C.

Nothing is more common than to hear of dahlias

recommended to bo planted out about the middle of

May; yet nothing can be more erroneous, if good,

perfect flowers are desired. For this early planting

large old ground roots are frequently used. As a

consequence, they make an early and luxuriant

growth,—are in full bloom by midsummer; hot wea-

ther is now upon them, which the dahlia does not

like. They give, howerer, a profusion of imperfect

flowers; are generally a prey to red spider, thrip, etc.,

and when Autumn arrives, are so enfeebled as to be

incapable of producing a perfect bloom. Need we be

surprised, after a few years of such treatment, to hear

persons exclaim, "My dahlias degenerate!" They

produce only single qr semi-double flowers. This is

just what a rational person may expect. "Degene-

rate" they will and must under .such a course of

treatment, and their imperfect blooming qualities be-

come fixed. Animals degenerate under bad treat-

ment; so will all kinds of fruits, vegetables and

flowers, not excepting our favorite dahlia.

My mode of treating this flower is this:—Never

plant out sooner than from the first to the middle of

June. From the middle to the iuth is a good time.

I have planted the first of July, and have had a good

bloom. Manure and well prepare your ground be-

fore planting; use small plants in pots, of the current

year's propagating ; the most successful exhibitors

use such plants only. As soon as planted, place a

large stake to each, and tie as they grow. My reason

for putting the stakes thus early is, to avoid injury

to roots, which would take place after the dahlias

had commenced growing. As the plants advance in

growth, the knife should be freely used, cutting out

at least one-half the bloom, as well as keeping the

plants low. Under this treatment they will have no

disposition to flower before September—a season

quite congenial to the plant. Exquisitely shaped

perfect blooms will be produced, faultless .ilike in

shape, symmetry and size. 1 should remark, when

the plants commence showing bloom buds, at least

three-fourths, should be pinched otT as they appear.

Those which are allowed to perfect themselves will

be superb. At the time of planting out, a deep mulch-

ing of half-rotted manure spread over the ground is

of great benefit ; and in dry weather, through all

stages of their growth, they should be freely watered
;

if liquid manure is used occasionally, so much

tJic belter. With this treatment,— late planting,

young plants, pruning, disbudding, and late bloom-

ing, — the good qualities of the dahlia become

fixed, so that the good cultivator can, with almost a

certainty, rely upon the production of flowers, exqui-

site alike in shape, symmetry and size, with erery

variety of color in perfection.

I could give a long list of superb varieties, but will

confine myself to twenty-four, which the amateur

may plant without the least disappointment.

PLAIN OR SELF-COLORED DAHLIAS.

Cherub, bright light orange yellow ; a fine deep flower.

Col. Windham, deep rose, with a small bronze tip,

fine shape.

Goldfinder, deep golden yellow; a large, useful show
flower.

Hon. Mrs. Trotter, white, distinctly tipped and edged

with rose; novel and attractive.

Lady Popham, white, delicately tipped with layender;

of the finest form.

Lollipop, salmon ; shape nearly two-thirds of a ball,

high centre.

Lord Fielding, nearly black, small, well-arranged pe-

tals, high centre.

Miss Pressley, white, heavily edged or picoteed with

dark purple ; a constant, new and pleasing va-

riety.

Mrs. Church, deep yellow, tipped with lake; a full

sized flower of fine form.

Rachel Rawlings, delicate peach, fine form.

Triomphe de Pccq, dark crimson, a large full flower,

extra fine.

Village Gem, clear white ground, edged and tipped

with rosy crimson.

FANCY DAHLIAS.

Beauty of High Cross, deep gold, heavily striped with

rich crimson.

Qirnalion, white, beautifully and regularlj- striped

with purple, constant.

Cleopatra, orange yellow, striped with crimson scar-

let, good form.

Comet, dull red, mottled and striped, good shape.

Countess of Beclive, rosy lilac, tipped with white, full

sized constant flower.

Duchess of Kent, pale yellow, tipped with white ; fine

form.

Empereur de Maroc, maroon, tipped with white ; dark

and rich.

Lady Puxlon, red, tipped with white; fine petal and

form ; beautiful.

Le Dcfi, orange bulT, striped with lake ; full size
;

good form.

Marc Jlntony, deep yellow, finely striped and marked

with bright red ; fine form.

Oliver Twist, the best purple and white striped fancy
;

very superior form.

Village Bride, pale yellow, striped with bright red; a

full-sized flower, constant and large.

[It is very interesting to compare different esperi-
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cnccs of good growers under different latitudes. We
last month gave Mr. Barnes' experience with the

Dahlia at Dorchester, Mass., and now have the plea-

sure of inserting the above from Washington, D. C.

—Ed.]
— H MIi

EXPERIENCE OF A FRUIT GROWER.
BY A NEW YORK FRUIT GROWER.

Caiatrha—With me the Catawba is hardier, and a

stronger grower that the Isabella, and invariably

ripens its wood and fruit in this locality, and when

well grown it is a superb fruit, which in quality is

surpassed by only a few of the new grapes, and is

worth in market from three to five dollars per hund-

red more than the Isabella. Unlike that variety, the

vine will not sacrifice itself to ripen or mature all the

fruit that happens to set. Consequently, a part of

the fruit will shrivel and drop from the vine, and a

part attain full size but never color or ripen, and

these, when cut open, will be found affected with the

"rot," having black spots in various places, not un-

like those we sometimes find in a potato.

It is probable that a damp soil or aspect, which

docs not have a free circulation of air, may induce

the "rot," but the writer has had abundant evidence

that it is also induced by crowding the vines too close,

and by bad pruning, which causes it to overbear;

vines that are not overloaded with fruit, seldom are

troubled with the "rot."

This grape should be planted in a high and dry

soil and not less than 12 feet apart in the rows, and

the rows about the same distance from each other,

and if properly pruned, that is, close enough to pre-

vent overbearing, it will seldom suffer from the

"rot;" and such locations are seldom visited by un-

timely frosts, which is important to the grower of

this grape as it should remain on the vine until about

the middle of October to perfect itself.

Clusters very fine and large, firm, and well adapted

to late keeping or sending to a distant market. Stem

almost as tough as wire, and can only be taken from

the vine with the aid of the knife and will bear pretty

severe frost without injury. This is the wine grape

of Cincinnati; it is not grown on the Hudson as

much as it deserves to be, and is much easier to grow

than people generally suppose.

Diana—For many years this grape has been a

special favorite of mine, and I am prepared to endorse

all that its most enthusiastic friends have said in its

favor.

With me its "constitution" has always been good,

nor does it require the aid of sulphur to hold its foli-

age or perfect its fruit. I will venture the predic-

tion that ten years hence there will be found in the

vineyards of the State of New York, ten times as

many of this variety as there will be of the newer

and more vaunted kinds of grapes.

B
No grape grows stronger, or bears the intense cold

of our winters better, and the writer never has had a

vine winter-killed, nor does he know of a case of the

kind, and it is productive to a fault, which is no

fault when it receives proper treatment, yet never

suffers, under any circumstances, from the rot or mil-

dew.

It is earlier than the Isabella, and much superior in

quality to that esteemed variety, and will hang long

on the vine, gradually improving in flavor and beauty.

Clusters compact and perfect, so much so that one

rarely finds a defective berry. Firm and well adapted

to store for winter use; they have been found as

fresh and perfect in April as when first taken from

the vine, and the berries adhere well to the cluster,

which is highly important to the market grower, as

no grape sells well unless it has this habit.

I have planted this variety quite extensively for the

New York market, where it is fast growing into

public favor, and highly appreciated by all who are

acquainted with it.

It has all the characteristics of an American grape,

and without doubt is wholly of American origin, as

the leaf is of a firm and heavy texture, which enables

it so well to resist the mildew, that inflexible enemy

to the European grape in this country.

[We are very much obliged to our kind corres-

pondent, not only for his communication, but for the

subject. In spite of the legion of new ones, which

may contain amongst them a better grape in every

respect, than any of those named, it is yet to be tested,

and we like to hear of our well known and time-

tested kinds receiving a portion of public attention.

—Ed.]

HORTICnLTORAL CONSERVATISM.

BY H., NEW YORK.

Mr. Editor:—By the general tone of the Monthly,

thus far, it seems your desire to make it a thoroughly

practical paper; not to be at all invidious, I believe

it to be a desideratum never before so well supplied

to the readers of gardening magazines here.

Gardening, with us, perhaps more so than any

other profession, is yet almost wholly dependent on

Europe for its skilled workmen. Somehow or other

our American youth do not take kindly to it, and

we consequently have comparatively few American

Gardeners. Hence, both in private establishments

and in nurseries, the English mode of operations, to

some extent, prevail. But with all admiration for

the high degree of perfection that our profession has

attained in England, yel I cannot refrain from ques-

tioning the utility of the manner of some of the every

day operations, which are religiously persisted in

from one generation to another without a question.
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seemingly, whether a simpler and less laborious mode

might not be adopted. For instance, the hundreds

of acres of market gardens around London, are, I be-

lieve, nearly all turned over with the spade, just in

the same manner, probably, as they were half a

century ago, no one seeming to have hardihood or

common sense enough to introduce the plough and

harrow, which our necessities here, by the scarcity

of laborers long ago compelled us to adopt for all

similar purposes, and which, in my humble estima-

tion, does the work belter at about one-tenth of the

cost.

When I say better, I speak advisedly, having had

extensive experience in the culture of market gar-

dens, where the improved kinds of plough and harrow

are used wholly for the cultivation of the soil, except

in angles where the team cannot turn, there the spade

or fork is used, but not with the pulverizing effect of

the plough and harrow. If this, then, is the fact^

which I think few who have had. proper experience

of both will dispute, is it not the extreme of " con-

servatism " to persist in a method of cultivation that

costs ten times as much with no better result?

Another matter of less importance pertaining to

another department of the business, but one so uni-

versally practised, even here, that it arrests our

attention. I refer to the useless, to me worse than

useless, practice of " Crocking " the pots preparatory

to the potting or shifting of soft-wooded plants.

That the practice is nearly universal in England is

evident, for we find that in our importations from

some of the leading establishments in London, of

the usual varieties of florists' plants, such as Dahlias,

Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias, &c., all are done up in

the regular orthodox style, with the inevitable piece of

potsherd in the bottom of each pot. It is true that

many of our nurserjmen and florists here dispense

with this nonsensical formula, yet it cannot be denied

that the majority still think it necessary to " drain "

the pots in which they put their verbenas, geraniums,

roses, &c. ; but I must not be understood as condemn-

ing the draining of pots in whole. That it is, per-

haps, indispensable in hard-wooded plants, and some

few stove and greenhouse plants, is not questioned
;

it is the indiscriminate practice that is condemned.

It may be urged that the time occupied in " drain-

ing " (?) a pot is trifling

—

wliii-h maybe so in private

establishments where only a few hundred pots are in

use, but when a hundred thousand or more fas is the

case in some of our florists' establishments^ arc

passed through the hands in the course of three or

four months, it is found that this small matter can

very gladly be dispensed with. In this matter also,

Mr. Editor, I write from experience; the establish-

ment over which I have control, is one of the most

extensive in the neighborhood of New York, not a

crock has been used, with my knowledge, for the last

six years, and yet, Sir, if you or any of your practi-

cal readers would step in upon us now, and see the

state of vegetation in our pits and greenhouses, if not

already, you would at once become converts to our

non-crocking doctrine.

[This communication, from one of the best plant

growers on this continent, will attract universal

attention, and we commend it to our readers' careful

study. We have ourselves abandoned the "crock-

ing" of all our commoner things for years past; not

that we thought there was no positive advantage

attached to the practice, but because we found there

Wiis not enough to make it profitable. But, as H.

suggests, is there any advantage in crocking small

pots?

—

Ed.]

FDNCUS OF THE CUTTING BENCH.
BY AN OLD PROPAG.\TOH.

During a twenty years' residence in the smoke and

fog of London, I noted some few hints that may be

useful in overcoming the troublesome pest—fungus.

I fear the construction of the propai/aliii'j house is

too often a matter of sfconrfory consideration. A pro-

perly ventilated, well constructed house, however

small, would save a great deal of unnecessary trouble

and expense. I have had considerable experience

with what is generally termed a Au//"-S7;an propagating

house. This is in two divisions, heated by hot water,

and standing due south. In the front wall are ven-

tilators, running all the length of the houses, which,

when opened in foggy or frosty weather, direct the

currents of cold air to the hot water pipes. By this

means the air becomes heated and purified before en-

tering the house, and passes oflf" at the ventilators on

the highest point in the roof. I have frequently no-

ticed, during a spell of dense, foggy, moist weather,

that if we neglected to raise the heat in the pipes,

and open the ventilators for two or three hours each

day, we were almost sure to have some soft-wooded

cuttings damp off, as the gardeners term it.

These few brief hints may suggest some improve-

ment in the future construction anil arrangement of

propagating houses. It may not be convenient to

have houses now built so altered; but in the mean
time it is well to substitute the use of charcoal, in-

stead of sand, for striking cuttings. It should bo

prepared and sifted until it resembles blasting pow-

der, when it will be found to answer the purpose

quite as well as sand. I have ncverseen fungi on it,

and the only objection I ever had to its use is, that it

is not so cleanly to handle as sand ; but the man who

is afraid of soiling his bands, has no business in the

propagating house.

^^
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LATERING THE GRAPE.
BY CASPAR HILLER, CONESTOGA, PA.

Every body, now-a-days, seems to be interested in

growing grapes, so I presume any plan that will show

how to increase plants expeditiously will meet with

favor. My plan, however, is nothing new, but, like

many old things that are really good, it is not as gen-

erally known or practised as it should be.

A few years since, I received from a friend a single

eye of a new grape, which I planted in a flower-pot

and placed in the room window. After it had grown

a few inches and the weather had become fine, it was

Bet into the garden, where it made about five feet of

wood.

The following Spring the ground around it was

well prepared, by digging and manuring; a trench

made about two inches deep, the length of the vine,

into which the vine was laid and pegged down to

keep it in place. In this way the vine was left until

the eyes had grown from eight to ten inches, when

they were tied up to stakes and the earth was drawn

around their base. This, as the vines grew, was re-

peated, until the layered vine was about six inches

under ground.

The result was, that in the Fall when the vine was

taken up, I had a plant for each eye, many of them

ten feet long, and superior to any vines that I ever

grew by any other process.

Another circumstance may be mentioned in con-

nection with this mode of propagating. If strong

vines are laid down, they will produce an abundant

crop of fruit, (I have seen good grapes raised thus,)

without injuring the young vine in the least. It will

sometimes become necessary, with the short-jointed

varieties, to take off the first bunch, in order that

the layer can be covered deep enough.

[This, as Mr. Hiller observes, is an old method,

but yet so much of a secret that but a few practise it,

while "outsiders" look on and wonder. It is an

excellent plan, and will be new to many.

—

Ed.]

MANAGEMENT OF HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETIES.

BY C.

My Dear Sir:

I agree entirely with you, that a well managed

Horticultural Society is one of the greatest advan-

tages any community can possess ; but I must take

exception to your further remark, that your humble

servant is one of the best to illustrate those advan-

tages that you know. For assuredly your circle of

acquaintances cannot be so very limited. However,

I am willing to aid your excellent and enterprising

journal so far as you think I can, and will give you

a leaf, as you request, from what you are pleased to

term the "book of my valuable experience." Cer-

tainly, I have taken a great interest in our Society in

former years; and if not doing much now, it is not

for laak of interest in the cause, but because I think

younger blood should lighten the burdens of age in

the management of such institutions.

At the outset of starting a Society, two objects pre-

sent themselves,—first, to render it popularly a fa-

vorite, and financially strong; and secondly, to create

and advance horticultural taste. The latter cannot

be accomplished without the former is first achieved,

and to that every elTort should be first applied.

Most of this depends on the selection of a Presi-

dent. He should be a popular man in every sense,

—well known to the community in which he moves,

and of such a disposition, that others would love to

flock round, associate, and work with him. Once

chosen, he should be, in fact, Wc Society. Unless he

takes a personal and active part in the business and

workings of the Society, it will soon loose caste. It

is any thing but an honorary position in a prosper-

ous Society. The Secretary is the next important

personage, and should be no less popular as a man of

character and business than the President; and these

two together should have the most to say in selecting

the business committees who are to work with—

I

might rather say, for—them.

Having organized, no time should be lost in secur-

ing the popular support. The advantages it is to

confer on the community should be clearly and con-

timmlly kept prominent; and as "fashion" is a great

power in the world, instead of ridiculing it, as is

often done, to the ruin of many good Horticultural

Societies, make it fall in with your views, and lend

you its powerful support. You say it is your pro-

vince to reform and correct public taste. True, and

this is the way to accomplish it. Get fashion once

to love you and flatter itself that it supports you,

—

your influence will soon be felt over it, and will be-

come immense, and surprise even yourselves.

There are so many ways of rendering a Horticul-

tural Society popular, that I need hardly descant upon

them. Of course the exhibitions are one of the chief

items. No effort should be spared to interest the

whole community in them. Love of novelty is one

great weakness with the public, and something of

this kind should always be prepared for them,—not

merely something that you can tell them is a novelty,

but which they shall all feel is to them a novelty.

For instance, if you could announce to them that a

beet would be exhibited that would weigh 100 pounds,

or a cherry large enough to admit of "two bites"

being agreeably taken from it, or an immense "bank

of flowers," formed of the plants from neighboring

greenhouses, or a geranium that has one thousand

flowers fully expanded, or even the State House re
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presented with dahlia blossoms, peach trees in 16-inch

pots with 300 ripe fruit thereon, or pot grape vines

one year old, with fifty pounds of fruit on them,

—

any thing, in fact, that is a novelty within their own

experience. Prepare such treats for them, and be sure

at the same time to let them know that you have them on

exhibition, and they will flock to your meetings. Un-

natural "designs of cut flowers," " monstrous beets,"

and huge "specimen" plants, are not, by a long way,

the means to correct the popular taste. They are not

to bo employed for that purpose. They are but the

traps to catch the hare before you can cook it. All

improvement is to be done by oflering prizes for other

things in the line of progress. And in such a sched-

ule of premiums the same general principle should

be observed, namely : prizes should be offered for

things that every body grows or can grow, instead of

what the society thinks ought or might be grown.

The handsomest half a dozen plants grown in

cracked teapots in a mechanic's window should no

more be forgotten than the best ten orchids in a mil-

lionaire's hothouse ; and the best collection of plants

grown in four or six inch pots should be thought as

worthy of encouragement as a tub requiring a yoke

of oxen to draw it, or a Victoria flower, that wants

a house for itself to grow in. While the showy and

attractive is thus not forgotten, the real objects of the

society must be continually borne in mind.

All this implies that there must be a great variety,

and a large number of exhibitors, and their peculi-

arities must be studied as much as those of the pub-

lic. In the first place, you must make them induce-

ments to exhibit. The day is gone by when men
work for the more honor of the thing alone. They

want both honor and profit. A successful society

must offer liberal premiums, and well advertise the

exhibitors' success afterwards. It must also obtain

the confidence of the exhibitors that their goods shall

be fairly j udged ; and to do this, the most competent

judges should be secured. This is a very important

point. Parties, male and female, who have never

even seen many of the kinds of articles they are

called upon to "judge," are often selected, and the

most absurd errors ofjudgment are committed, to the

ruin of societies so governed. If competent parties

cannot be found who can afford to leave their busi-

ness to attend to these duties, it will pay to award

them some recompense to ensure their attendance.

To sum up, Mr. Editor, I can only say, that to get

up and maintain a successful Horticultural Society,

you must get popular officers who will work, and

who well understand how to make the society fash-

ionable and popular,—who can draw in to their aid

numerous exhibitors, and who, by liberally reward-

ing and honoring them, and guarding them from gross

errors of judgment on the part of incompetent judges,

will retain their good will and favor.

In spite of the best management, societies will, at

times, cease to be popular. In this I presume they do

but follow a law which seems to prevail in all natu-

ral things, which seems to call for a period of youth,

maturity, and old age,—not only amongst plants and

animals, but in nations, communities, and societies.

We cannot remedy this; but we may make our crea-

tions live to a good old age, and when their time is

come to die, bury them with honor, and with a feel-

ing of veneration for their past usefulness.

ACHIMENES.
BY E. FRTKR, DAYTON, O.

About the first week in March, procure bulbs, ("they

can be obtained of most nurserymen and florists,)

prepare six inch pots, clean and dry, imide as well as

outside, fill one-third with broken potsherds or char-

coal, fill the remainder to within one inch of the top

with earth composed of sandy loam, leaf mould or a

little cow-manure, the latter well decomposed ;
place

on this five or six bulbs to each pot, equally divided

over the surface, cover by filling the pot over with

the same kind of compost, place the pots in a light-

some and rather warm place in a pit, greenhouse, or

even a sitting room where there are not too great

vicissitudes of temperature. In a few weeks they

will m.ike their appearance overground, after which,

they should be well watered as often as they need it,

the leading shoot pinched off two or three times

during the season of growth, but not after the flower

buds appear.

With this treatment they flower the latter end of

August, and all the month September in the latitude

of Philadelphia. The above treatment is best in the

hands of ladies, and amateurs generally, but in the

hands of the gardener the flowering season can be

much earlier and more extended by starting plants in

a frame or forcing house with bottom heat.

The best way of keeping the bulbs in winter, I

have found, is, after the tops are thoroughly dried in

t.e Fall by gradually withholding water, to take

them out of the earth altogether and keep in a dry

place where they will not freeze, the temperature

not being lower than 40 J.

The best kinds for a variety are, A. longiflora, A.

longiflora alba, A. grandiflora, A. picta, and peduncu-

lata; the latter, the tallest growing variety, according

to my experience, requires a little more heat to per-

fect its flowers than any other, and A. coccinca, a

pretty dwarf variety.

Slrface Maniuing.—Mr. Gardner, in the Coun-

try Gentlcinan, says one of the most prosperous far-

mers in New York State, has not plowed-in his man-

ure for the past twenty years, depending altogether

on "surface manuring."
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NEW PLAN FOR GREENHOUSES.
DV TV. C. STRONG, BItlGllTON, MASS.

Ice farming ie now reduced to a system in New

England. But the ease was very dilTerent twenty

years since. The pioneer and most enterprising man

in this trade then asserted that it was as important

to know what could not be done as what could. In

imitation of early Babylonish husbandry, which

attempted hanging Summer gardens, he conceived the

idea of a suspended Winter farm. An immense

" wooden" pond was accordingly constructed. But,

whatever may be said of other farms, here was a case

where the system of " thorough drainage " was too

"thorough." In addition to this defect, by a curious

freak of Nature, the pond, in a dry time, actually

took fire and was consumed. Here was a case which

proved what could not be done.

In this spirit of experiment, I conducted a glass

house during the past season, and as I deem all ex-

periments, whether successful or unsuccessful, to be

of value, and rightly belong to the public, I send

you an account of my experiment:

My site was a warm, sheltered side-hill, lying at

iin angle of about 20-. A strip, lOU feet long, and

56 feet wide was marked ofFand covered with a single

lean-to roof. In other words, the side-hill was

simply sheeted over with glass, having a back and

end walls, and running nearly to the ground in front.

The sash bars are straight strips, 2 by 3 inches, and

running from the bottom to the top, being twice

spliced. These bars have 4 inside cross bearings,

being about 11 feet apart and supported by small

standards. On the inside edge of the sash bars, a

deep, narrow furrow is cut for the purpose of sliding

in a second course of glass. This is done with great

care, the panes being merely butted to each other.

The bars being 3 inches deep, allowing half an inch

for the outside and inside rabbets, there will be left

a space of 2^ inches between the outside and inside

glass. This column of dead air proves a wonderful

protection; at the same time, the double glass is

rather a benefit in softening the fierce sun's rays.

The glass used being of large size, ( 15 inches between

the bars,) it was an easy matter to insert sliding

ventilators at suitable intervals. Free ventilation is

also secured at the top back wall.

My objects in building so large a house were. First,

economy of construction; Second, light and air;

Third, Economy in heating and working. The wood

work is the simplest possible, being all worked at the

mill with scarcely any hand work. So large a space,

with no side walls to shade, and so little wood-work

over head gives the effect of a summer side-hill, even

when the sun runs lowest.

And, thirdly, the side hill creeping up with the

roof, the number of cubic feet to be heated is com-

paratively email ; moreover, the proportion of out-

side wall exposed to the culd is much smaller in one

large house than in a number of smaller houses. The

advantage in working one large house, with but one

fire, one system of watering, one force pump, and the

saving of steps in passing from house to house, all

this is too apparent to be dwelt upon. By actual ex-

perience, I find that the lOJ tons of coal laid in in

November will last into March, and keep GOOO feet of

glass in a state to grow peaches. By means of a hose

and pressure of water from a tank at the top of the

house, water can be conducted to any part, and the

plants showered with great ease. The plants stand-

ing on the ground require less water and do better

than when on stages.

In a portion of the house, a hundred peach trees

are now in the different stages of fruiting, and their

dark, rich foliage would indicate that they had the

suns of August rather than January.

In closing, I would add that I should by no means

recommend such a house for all places and all pur-

poses. Away from the sea coast, such a house would

be greatly endangered by heavy snows; even near

Boston, it will require watching. But I have found

the outside wood-work is so slight, and the sufacc of

smooth glass so large, that not over five inches of

snow can ever fall, in the coldest storm before it will

slide. In all my experience with houses, I have

never seen one that cleared itself of snow so speedily.

The only all-important point is the giving a clear

way for the snow at the foot.

Of course, such a structure is not designed for pro-

pagating purposes, nor for the growth of many kinds

of plants, unless subdivided into different apartments

and different atmospheres secured. But as an orchard

house and for the cultivation of plants that require

light and air; I think the plan has great advantages.

Thus far the double glazing is perfectly successful.

In case the glass becomes dusty or green inside, (of

which I see no present indications, J it would not be

a diflicult task, in rainy weather, to slip out the

inner glass and wash it. But I should think this

necessity would be of rare occurrence.

MASSACHUSETTS WHITE GRAPE.

In the Annual Report of the Fruit Committee of

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, this grape

is noticed as follows :

"It was introduced by Mr. Watson, of Plymouth,

Mass., who described it as 'the greatest acquisition

ever made to our hardy domestic grapes.' 'The flesh

is tender, juicy and melting, and entirely free from

pulp.' A vine received directly from Mr. Watson,

has borne fruit the past season, which has been ex-

IMh^
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hibitcd before the Society. Other gentlemen have

also fruited it, and state their fruit to be identical

with that exhibited. There seems to be no good

reason to doubt that the fruit is genuine. If so, it is

rightly named.

The woods of Massachusetts abound with grapes

of similar quality. 'Domestic' is an unfortunate

adjective to apply to this variety, for, in the opinion

of your committee, it is far from being domesticated.

It has all the strongly marked characteristics of the

Wild Fo.x, or Hullitt grape, and is utterly unfit for

cultivation. The quality of the fruit seems to be

wholly irreconcilable with the description of the in-

troducer."
. itapi

ACHIMENES—THEIR CULTURE.
BY W. P.\YNE.

So many fine kinds have been introduced that the

stove or warm conservatory may be made beautifully

gay from June to September. My own practice has

been very successful, though teaching probably little

new.

When Achimcnes have done blooming, their little

" rhizomes " are collected together, and kept in sepa-

rate parcels in some dry and warm place, (where the

temperature is not below 50-, nor above 60->.) About

the first week in January, we set out our roots,

picking the finest, and preparing some pans (such as

are used for making cuttings in,jusing sand, loam and

leaf soil, in equal parts, filling to within one inch

of the top. The bulbs are placed about half an inch

apart, are covered with soil, and introduced to the

most congenial climate we have at the time ; a tem-

perature of 60O to 70'3 will answer, provided the air

is not what we gardeners call " dry." Here, in a

few weeks, they make rapid progress. Where time

can be afforded, and space is not of the greatest im-

portance, and, where fine plants are required, the

best way is to pot them from these dishes into small

pots, putting one plant in each pot, until they become

thoroughly filled with roots, whinh will be accom-

plished in the early part of March.

I have at times raised some very fine plants, whicli

have bloomed well without the potting-off process,

and have left them in the seed pans until transplant-

ing time ; we have found it good practice in this latter

case, to stop or pinch out the leading bud in order to

produce bu^hy plants ; this plan we follow up until

we obtain such plants as we need, and until we wish

them to begin blooming.

I have seen fine strong plants grown without any

stopping, where the atmosphere was just their

element, but this seldom happens. We grow most

of ours in wire baskets, partly because by suspending

them from the roof of the stove we can economize our

space and at the same time produce a charming dis-

play of combined coloring, ornamenting the house in

the most beautiful and effective manner.

Achimenes seem to flower better in baskets than in

pots. We prepare for them a mixture of leaf mould

one part, old decomposed dung one part, fibery loam

one part, and a little sand. In this mixture they

grow and bloom well. The wire baskets wc have of

many different forms, shapes and sizes; ours are

made of galvanized wire. In basketing, we cover the

bottom of the basket with moss, putting on a sufficient

thickness to prevent the soil passing through; next,

we lay on this moss soil about an inch deep, and then

turn out of the pots, or remove from the pans, very

carefully, the plants, and place them on the layer of

soil; four good plants should be sulEcient, in an

ordinary basket, to form the bottom row, and should

be placed at equal distances from each other, the tops

being carefully drawn through the wire openings, and

allowed to hang over, and the stems must be noticed

particularly that they do not rest upon the wire at

first. Should they do so, and be permitted to remain

there, the probability is that the pressure from above

will break them off. It is a good plan to introduce

some mosses below the stem of the plant, and the

wire, to prevent this accident, for it is very important

that none of the plants should be lost ; if so, the uni-

formity of the flowering will be damaged.

When these are fixed, a layer of moss must next be

placed round the sides of the basket, about three

inches above the first row of plants, then soil nearly

as high as the moses, then another row of plants,

which must not be placed directly over the first, but

placed in the angle between each pair, as shown in

figure.

so that when they bloom, the basket shall be com-

pletely hidden from sight and nothing seen but one
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uniform mass of color; the same operation must be

performed for the other rows. We frequently plant

four plants at the top of the basket, which come in

very useful as a finish. Over the soil, on the top of

the basket, we string a few pieces of wire to keep the

moss from being washed away. From fourteen to

twenty-four plants are generally used for one basket,

the moss which hangs through the opening should be

carefully trimmed off with a pair of scissors, and the

process is completed, when a suitable situation is

selected for them, they arc suspended in some moist,

shady stove, giving water seldom at first, more fre-

quently as growth advances, and using liquid manure

occasionally throughout the blooming season, which

is useful in prolonging their time; if they are weak,

then they should be stopped, and (if compatable with

other things,) more air given.

AVe have had baskets measuring fifteen feet in cir-

cumference and four feet deep, covered all round with

blossoms.

For our large specimens we use the strongest grow-

ing sorts, such as Sir Trehern Thomas, and picta

gigantica ; for blues we use " longiflora " and " longi-

flora major;" for whites, " Margaretta; " for pur-

ples and rose colors, "Baumanii hirsuta," " grandi-

Jlora," " rosea floribunda ;" for scarlets, " mefcora,"

with a few baskets of the beautiful " VerschaffeUii.

Some of the new ones we have on trial, but these we

have enumerated have proved themselves desirable

and permanent kinds, and when properly managed

they produce the most gorgeous display which can be

created in the stove at their season, and at a trifling

cost.

Black Knot ox Plcm Trees.—Mr. B. B. Wardea,

in an excellent article in the Canadian .iyriculturisl,

does not believe the knotty excrescence is caused by

the Curculio, because the trees are knotty, while the

fruit is untouched, and he thinks, if they really exist

there, which he seems to doubt, they would not attack

the branches in preference to the fruit.

To Keep Cider from Fermen'ting.—Put a lit-

tle sulphite of lime fnot sulphate of lime, or gypsumj,

into the barrel with the cider. When the cider begins

to ferment, the acetic acid formed, unites with the

lime and liberates sulphurous acid gas, and this imme-

diately checks fermentation. The sulphite is nearly

insoluble in water, and lies inert and harmless at the

bottom of the barrel till it is needed. This is a very

simple and effectual method of arresting fermentation

at any stage desired. Of course, in all cases, the

cider should be kept as cool as possible, wihout al-

lowing it to freeze, and the more effectually the air

can be excluded, the better.

TRENCHING GROUND.
BY E. FRTER, DAYTON, 0.

Having had some experience in the matter, I pre-

sume to express ideas. The" upside down" practice

I condemn altogether, whether the subsoil be good or

bad ; but if the subsoil is good, or capable of improve-

ment, it should be mixed—thoroughly mixed—in the

process of trenching with the top soil. For this we

have good authority. Leibig, in his late work, re-

commends a thorough admixture of the soil by the

use of the spade, in preference to the plough. If the

subsoil is bad, it should be left where nature placed it,

but not as nature placed it. If there be only eight,

ten or twelve inches of good soil on top of a very bad

subsoil, the novice will ask, " How can X trench two

feet deep under such circumstances, such depth being

generally recommended?" To which I answer, turn

clean over all the good top soil, and dig, loosen, pul-

verize the under-stratura to the same depth as that of

the top, but leave in the bottom ; do not bring it on the

top, nor mix it. I reiterate a saying of the Monthly,

in a former number, giving directions for making

celery trenches—"Beware of bad subsoils." Prof.

Way, in his " Absorbtive Power of Soils," teaches

that in proportion to the depth at which the soil is

cultivated, so also is its power to absorb ammonia and

other fertilizing agencies from the atmosphere; hence

the benefits resulting from deepening the soil, whe-

ther good or bad. The architect will not build his

house on a shallow foundation, unless the fabric

reared above the earth is very light ; no more can the

cultivator of fruits, vegetables, &c., expect to raise

heavy crops from a shallow soil, or one deficient in

the materials necessary to support the burden he ex-

pects it to bear.
IW I

SHALLOW PLANTING OF TREES.
REPLY TO THE CRITICISMS.

SY WILLIAM BRIGHT, LOGAN NURSERY, PHILA.

My reply to the criticisms upon my article on

" Shallow Planting" shall be very brief. In my first

article on this subject, I intended to present what I

consider good practice in the planting of trees, in

contrast with the common method of planting in holes

wholly or partly filled with manure, or composts

composed in good part of manure, as is too generally

the custom. If any one should happen to be con-

vinced of the merit of the plan advanced, and should

be as much benefitted by it as I have been, it will be

a source of much gratification to me. If any one's

prejudices in favor of deep holes and deep planting

are as deeply rooted as the trees they plant, and they

obstinately refuse to be brought up to the light, I can

only regret their unfortunate condition, and hope

that they may not, like many of the trees alluded to,

become affected with premature sap-blight, but may
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live to discover their error, and ere many years may
be dug out of the fossil strata in which they lie, and

walk the earth in an improved horticultural state of

existence.

Hut badinage apart, I do not feel that I can go

into an extended discussion of this subject, without

giving my friend, the editor of the Gardener's Monllity,

an over-dose of the matter. Therefore, like the

ghost in Hamlet, " brief let me be."

By "shallow planting," I mean the planting of

trees entirely in the top or surface soil, digging no

holes into the subsoil, except for the purpose of loosen-

ing it when it has not been trenched or subsoiled,

placing no manure or composts under the trees, and

doing nothing to invite the roots downward, but doing

every thing to induce them to spread themselves

chiefly in the six or eight inches of surface soil. I

have never said, as my critics seem to infer, that

under my method ol planting, the roots would not go

down, even into a poor subsoil. On the contrary, in

an article on the Shallow Planting of the Pear, in

this journal for March, 1859, I said, "the roots will

go down speedily enough, and far enough, be sure of

that," even if planted shallow. But what I want is,

to prevent them from going down if possible ; at least

I urge planters not to put the roots down into the cold,

poor, inactive subsoil to begin with, nor to invite

them down by rich composts placed under them.

Sly excuse for so radical an article on planting is

this. Thousands of trees of all kinds have been

ruined by following the advice of the most eminent

horticultural writer this country has ever produced,

—the lamented Downing, — and it is time that a

check should be given to the practice which he intro-

duced, and which has been copied by numerous wri-

ters and followed by am.'xteurs for many years, but is

not practised (mark, you, my critics,) by the best nur-

serymen or the most successfulfruil-groKcrs. Downing
had the soul of an artist, united to the hand of a

practical gardener; but the trade of gardening was

In its infancy in this country when he commenced to

write, and he was not infallible. His merits were

pre-eminent; his errors were few, but here is one of

the gravest of them.

In Charles Downing's Revised Edition of A. J.

Downing's "Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,"

published by J. Wiley, New York, 1860, page 44, we
have this passage

:

"No fruit tree slioiild be planted in a liole of less size than tlirce

feet square, and ei^rliteeu inches to two feet deep. To this size and

depth tho soil should bo removed and well pulverized, and it

should, if necessary, bo properly eiiriclied ''(/ the applinUivn of

ffUi;ifO-f, which must be thoroughly mixed with the whole mass

of prepared soil by repeated turnings with the spade."

In setting the tree, he says:

"Ilogin hyjillinfj tliC hole with this prcjmrcd soil,'' etc.

Now, just fancy a man undertaking to set out a

thoasand or two of fruit trees after this plan, making

a compost with manure and the subsoil of every hole

!

The truth is, amateurs and orchardists have not done

this. They have gone a shorter way to work. They

have just dug the holes, thrown in a mass of manure

or compost, stirred it round with the spade, thrown

in more soil and compost, set the tree, and placed

compost or manure around and over its roots. They

have done every thing they could to induce the roots

to go down, and very little to induce them to remain

and spread upon or near the surface. What we desire

to do is just the reverse,— to set the tree with none

of its roots below the good surface soil, and to put no

manure or composts under it,—in fact, to dig no holes

at all, but to make the soil loose to the depth of

eighteen inches, still keeping the subsoil in its place,

and, if possible, to prevent the roots from going down,

by mulching and surface-manuring, which constantly

invites them upwards.

With these words on the main question I have

done with it for the present. Mr. Jones, who seems

to be quite a clever philosopher, catches me on an

error in the construction of one of my sentences,

which I admit amounts to a sort of "bull." He
winks knowingly at me because I said, " It is nature's

own method of planting, and the best ever devised

by man." If I had taken as much thought of my
language as some people do of their dress, I should

possibly have said, "It is nature's own method of

planting, and man has never devised abetter." But

I do not pretend to know much about the mysteries

of language or the refinements of rhetoric. If my
critics will only take me on the practical part of the

business, planting, etc., I shall come forth to meet the

very Goliaths of the trade with all the simple courage

which animated the heart of David of old, in his me-

morable contest with the giant; but if you assail me

with mystic philosophy and the arts of the logicians,

I shall be aspowerless as Lemuel Gulliver when each

particular hair of his unconscious head was pinned

to the earth by the industrious Lilliputs.

"TE LAZIE FEVRE."
BY MISS E.

Mr. Meelian:—As the season is approaching when

the disease for which the enclosed recipe is given as

a remedy is apt to prevail, it has occurred to me that

you might like to make the experiment among your

own people, and also publish it for the benefit of tlio

numerous readers of your very useful Monthly.

I found it some time ago in an old common-plaoo

book, but have forgotten from whence I first obtained

it. But if receipts improve with age like good wine,

this must be very valuable.

Ik
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It is taken from an old book, entitled—"The
Breviary of Hcalthe, by Andrew Boorde, Phisyche

Doctoure," an Englishman, anno, 1557.

" A CUBE FOR YE LAZIE FEVBE."

"The 151st chapitrc dothe shewe of an evyll

Fcvre, ye wich dothe much cumbrc yonge persons,

named, Ye Fevrc Burden, or Lazie Fcvre.

Among al ye fevres I had almost forgot ye Fevre

Burden, wyth wich many yonge men, yonge wemen,
maydus and other yonge persons be sore infected

now-a-days.

The cause of the infirmilie

:

This fcvre doihe cum naturally, or els by evyll and

slothful bryngynge upp. If it doe cum by nature, then

is this fcvre not to be cured—for itt can never out of

ye fleshe that is bred in ye bone. If itt bee by evyll

bryngynge upp, itt may bee holpcn by diligent labor.

Ye Remedie:

There is nothing for the Fevre Burden, as is Un-

guenlum Baculinum ; that is to sai—take a sticke or

wand, of a yard of length and more, and lett itt bee

so grate as a man's fyngcr; and with itt annoynt ye

back and shoulders well, mornings and evenings, and

thys doe twenty-one days. If thys evyll fevre wyll

not bee holpcn in that tyme, let them beware of

waggynge on the gallowes.

Nola Bene.—And whyles they doe take thys medi-

cine, see you putt no lubberwort in thyr pottage."

CURCULIO REMEDIES.
BV O. T. HOBBS.

Your correspondent "D. W. B.," ("why not give

name and address in full, J wishes to know the result

of Dr. Uhler's experiment vrith aloes as a remedy

against the depredations of (he Curculio.

Reply:—Several years ago, Hon. James Mathews,

of Coshocton, Ohio, now of Knoxville, Marion Co.,

Iowa, discovered the nature and habits of the Curcu-

lio, which discover)' he placed in the hands of a com-

mittee, who were to report in due time the result of

their observations regarding its efficacy. Meantime,

having been made acquainted with Mr. Mathew's

discovery, I beg leave, (in absence of any report by

the proper committee,) to say to the public that the

"remedies," "antidotes" and "applications" usuallj'

recommended, are not, neither can be of any value

as an antidote against the depredations of the little

"Turk," simply because they do not, in anywise,

conflict with the nature of the insect, nor his " do-

mestic institutions ;
" and that aside from this know-

ledge, it is next to vanity to attempt an interference.

The "applications" of nauseous substances

—

smoke, perfumes, and coatings of lime, sulphur, etc.,

he utterly disregards, and as he sits, rather privately,

making his punctures, he bids defiance to skill, in

this direction, and feels perfectly secure in the honor-

able discharge of natural functions; and unless by
mere accident, (which is doubtful,) will ever main-
tain his grounds until his peculiar methods of " trans-

acting his own business" arc understood, and
counter appliances instituted against him.

I am not at liberty to make public Mr. Mathew's
discoveries, neither my own without his consent,

inasmuch as they are but a result which I esteem due
to Mr. Mathew's consideration at present.

More anon.

[We must say that we have no faith in Mr.
Mathews' discovery so far as it may be considered a

remedy against the Curculio. The "secret" seems to

have been pretty well extended confidentially, and
yet, while if successful, a fortune might easily be
raised by Plum raising, those "let into the secret"
have no more plums than their neighbors. It may
be part of the condition of the possession of the

"secret" that "nothing shall be made of it;" but
surely some arrangement could be made to let Mr.
Mathews have a fair share of the profits. Really,

gentlemen, it is hardly worth while discussing a
secret that has been so long before the country with-
aut doing the country any good.

Mr. H. makes a suggestion about Correspondent's
names being put in full to their communications.
Were the public composed of individuals who were
all conversant with the rules of good breeding, there
could be no possible objection; but unfortunately it

is not. As an instance—Some time since we noticed
a novelty as being successfully raised by an amateur
friend, referring to him by name; nearly two hundred
persons took the liberty of begging for it, a great por-
tion of whom did not even think it worth while to

enclose a solitary stamp for the postage. So great an
annoyance has this practice become, as we know
that we are entirely satisfied to withhold the writer's
names at their request. Any other course would de-
prive us of some of our most valued contributions.

Ed.]
«»*•*

GRAFTING WAX.
BY A. W. CO.MSTOCK.

BrKi.lxiiTfi.x, Iowa, Febrnaiy 9lh, 1560.

Mr. Editor:—In the February number of the
Monthly, I notice an article by A. Mattison, on " Wax-
ing Grafts," in which he calls "bandages" an "old
fogy affair." Now we out West here call his method
the same thing. If he will take six pounds of rosin
one pound of beeswax, and one pint of Linseed oil

and mix, he will have a first-rate wax for either in or
out door work. Then, to put it on, have a furnace
made to receive a cup similar to a glue pot, to hold
say two quarts, with sufficient depth below for fire

eight or ten inches will do, then bring the wax to a
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liquid state, and with a brush the size of a sash brush

apply it to the graft, and he will find that the wax

will go two or three times as far, and the work will

be done in one third of the time, also with as much

certainty, as every part is covered.

I have used the wax in this way for six or seven

years, with the most perfect success. There are

various methods of grafting; the one principally in

use here I think the best for two or three reasons.

First, if the work is done thoroughly, there will not

be a failure of one per-cent. Second, it is expedi-

tious— I am at work now averaging one thousand in

ten hours to the hand ; a real smart man will do

one hundred and fifty per hour, and in such a manner

thai ninty-nine out of every hundred will grow.

[Bandages often injure the tree. Mr. Mattison's

wax was to do away with the necessity for them.

We do not understand that the composition Mr.

Comstock uses, can be successfully used without

tying.

—

Ed.]
. «•*••

TINE BORDERS.
BY MR. T. JIAKKIS, WELLESLEY, MASS.

I have been much pleased in perusing Mr. Bright's

New Method of Constructing Vineries, in your Feb-

ruary number, because I am conscious with him that

in all artificial culture we require full command over

the roots, as well as the foliage.

Had Mr. Bright erected Dr. Houghton's vinery with

the ultimate design of forcing grapes, fand probably

he has done so.) it certainly would have been an ad-

vance in the right direction. These detached borders

suspended in the air, are all important to ripen grapes

in perfection in the months of March, April and

May.

It is true, Mr. Bright's system for a cold vinery

offers some advantages, and yet probably the ordinary

borders made would be amply suflicient to mature a

good annual crop, if proper means were at command

to keep excessive wet off the borders during the au-

tumnal months, so that the wood m.iy become thor-

oroughly ripened, for I am fully convinced no

frost under glass in this climate will injure vines

when such is the case, especially when protected in

the ordinary way. A cold vinery I look upon as a

permanent affair; and if the border is properly made

and protected as above described, it is seldom any

necessity ever arises to remove any of the vines, for

such sorts only arc planted as arc known to be of a

hardy constitution, and that will ripen without arti-

ficial heat. Not so with a vinery excessively forced.

Often circumstances occur (now that so many excel-

lent sorts are being introduced) to remove the most

worthless and replace others. A vine may have been

over-cropped, and its constitution become weakened.

Another may be attacked by disease, baffling the skill

of all of us. And to remove such, when planted in

the ordinary way, would be an impossibility ; but

when planted as Mr. Bright suggests, becomes an easy

matter.

But, Mr. Editor, I fear I am intruding on your val-

uable space. I should not have made the above re-

marks had not my attention been recently called to

examine Mr. H. Simpson's grapcr}', Saxonville, Mass.

You are, of course, fully aware of Mr. Simpson's

method of growing three crops off the same vines

every two years. Although I am no convert to his

system, yet I must here acknowledge that the highest

credit is due to Mr. Burns, who has made such an

achievement in the art of grape-growing.

The vinery at the present moment is all that the

most sanguine grape-grower could desire. Imagine

some thirty or forty vines covered with strong, vigor-

ous foliage, and each with twenty and twenty-five

pounds of grapes, some of the bunches weighing full

two pounds, and these all arranged so methodically,

that the beholder cannot but be enchanted with the

sight. The fruit is now changing color, and will be

ripe in April.

The secret of this success is in having the roots

under proper control. You naturnlly inquire, how
in a climate so rigorous, an outside border can be con-

trolled ? It is done in this way: two feet in depth

of meadow hay is placed over the entire border; then

shutters are placed on top, to prevent rain penetiating;

and over all two feet in depth of wool waste is spread.

This powerful heating material affords warmth to the

border below, penetrating through boards and hay, so

that at one foot beneath the border indicates 80'J.

—

This heating the border and drying it off as soon as

the crop is ripe, is the seoret of Mr. Simpson's

success.

The expense attending this system is of no small

moment, and I earnestly hope all vineries hereafter

erected for forcing will be so made that the roots

shall be all inside the house, so that this unnecessary

expense may be obviated.

[Mr. Harris does not " intrude on our valuable

space," for it is precisely such practical pens as his

that have made our space valuable, and enabled our

magazine to achieve the proud position it occupies.

—

Eu.]

REMARKS ON THE IRIS ZIPHIOIDES.
{Continued.)

BY rAXIF.I. BARKER, WEST MERIDEN, CONN.

Of all the ple.isurcs presented to the votaries of

floriculture, the ability to produce new varieties by

the beautiful process of hybridizing is certainly one

of the greatest. The florist takes some humble plant

from its native wilds, and transfers it to his garden.

0>>3-
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where, in process of time, iU progeny is transformed

into new and beautiful varieties. So much have many
of our choicest plants been improved, that any person

unacquainted with botany would scarcely recognize

them as varieties of the same flower.

We may instance the rose, azalea and rhododen-

dron, amongst shrubs; the pansy, dahlia, hollyhock,

gladiolus and chrysanthemum, amongst half-hardy

plants; the pelargonium, calceolaria, cineraria. Sic.,

amongst greenhouse plants.

For upwards of a quarter of a century we have

cultivated all of these, and arc surprised at the rapid

and wonderful transformations which have taken

place in our own time. Improvements can be equally

successful here, but only by directing our attention to

any favorite plant. The " Iris Xiphioides" would be

an excellent subject; and whoever maj' direct their

attention to its improvement, after a few years of

pleasant labor, may give an almost imperishable

name to it.

As Isaac Anderson observes, to go fully into the

theory and practice of hybridizing, a volume might

be devoted to the subject, and still leave it unex-

hausted.

To start with the beginning would be to start with

Creation itself. It was conjectured by the immortal

Linnajus, that nature was occupied by but few origi-

nal types of the innumerable vegetable forms which

have been transmitted to us. How these few first

types ("if that great authority was right in the belief,J

have become varied and multiplied—from classes to

tribes, from tribes to genera, and from genera to spe-

cies and endless varieties ; belongs to those mysteries

of Divine agency which have hitherto set all inquiry

at nought. But, be that as it may, having determined

on the kinds we desire to operate upon, we place them

in pots in a cold frame, where they remain until

within a few da)'s of the opening of the first blooms,

when they are placed under glass, so as to prevent

any accidents from a change of temperature, wind or

rain, but more particularly from insects. A green-

house covered with muslin curtains is best adapted for

this purpose. The plants from which the pollen is to

be taken, and the plants which are intended to bear

the seed, should, if possible, be grown in the same

house. Where this cannot be done, a flower just com-

mencing to unfold its petals may be gathered and

placed in a glass of water, where it will have sufli-

cieut sun to mature the pollen. In order to prevent

self-fertilization, divest the blooms of all their an-

thers previous to the ripening of the pollen, as the

slightest application of native pollen upon the stigma

of the parent plant is sure to supersede all foreign

agency.

From the opening of the flower until the stigma is

in a fit condition to receive the pollen, should the

weather be fair and bright, will be from four to six

days more or less, according to the stale of the at-

mosphere. This may be known by a viscous ex u-

dation covering the entire summit of the stigma ; at

which time the pollen should be applied. In convey-

ing the pollen to the stigma, we invariably use a

small camel-hair pencil.

As to the most proper season for hybridizing, the

tin>e of day, etc., a treatise might be wrilten, to

which another might be added ; but the above will

suffice for the beginner. There is, as we have re-

peatedly said, a wide and vast field open for the

hybridist; and his pleasant labor, if directed with

that care necessary in the art, will most assuredly be

crowned with success.

The preserving and sowing the seed must form the

subject of another communication, if such is desira-

ble.

fit certainly will be.—En.]

By way of encouragement to the American hybridist,

would it not be well if the committees of our various

Horticultural Societies were to ofTer some inducements

for the raising of improved and well-marked native

hybrids of popular hardj'and greenhouse plants, Stc?

[They could not do a wiser thing.

—

Ed.]

ALOES AGAINST INSECTS.
BTDR. W. M. UHLER, FALLS OF SCH UVLKI LL, PA.

Thomas Meehan. Dear Sir: In reply to a corres-

pondent in the February number of the Gardener's

Monthly, permit me to say that I made trial of Aloes

on my Plum trees as a preventive of the Curculio. I

now give you in few words the result. Whether a

success or failure, you and your readers must deter-

mine. For myself I am sufficiently encouraged to try

it again, and if necessary, perhaps a third or fourth

time. Considerable experience as a practical work-

ing chemist having proved to me that no idea should

be rejected because it failed in a first trial. A thou-

sand little side matters, perhaps unnoticed at the

time, may have prevented a success and caused a dis-

appointment, when, had we been able to foresee and

avoid them, a very diflferent result might have been

obtained.

At the time when my plum trees were in full

bloom, I applied to each tree, immediately at the base,

say one pint of a strong solution made by adding one

pound of Aloes to two gallons of warm water. The
trees perfected their blossoms, but when the fruit be-

came apparent, say of the size of a small pea, I found

every one bitten by the Curculio, except the fruit of

one tree, of which I shall speak. As a consequence,

from all of my trees, except the one alluded to, I did

not get a perfect plum, while the excepted individual

^l
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yielded me ft full crop of splendid fruit, without a

single defective one. In order to test the experi-

ment, I permitted three times as many to remain upon

the tree as I would have done under ordinary cinnim-

slaiiccs. This tree was planted in the same plot with

five others of a similar variety (" Washington,")

say at the distance of 18 feet; it was exceedingly

delicate and only permitted to remain as a fair sub-

ject of experiment ; it bloomed considerably later than

the others. Now my theory is, I left the application

of the aloes until it was too late for all the healthy

trees, but just in time for the sick one. Absorption

in the healthy ones took place too late to prevent

the attack of the Curculio, and hence the failure.

The practical lesson I draw from the experiment is to

apply the solution of Aloes as soon as the fruit buds

begin to swell—this I will do the present season, and

will giTj you the result. I may add that if to good

resulted from the application, no harm has followed.

My trees are remarkably sound and thrifty in ap-

pearance, without the sign of a knot or blemish.

—

A neighbor at the Falls, discouraged by the con-

tinued failure of his plums, is now trying some

radical experiments upon his trees on the "kill or

cure " system, which I shall closely watch through

the season, and report upon if desirable.

[We shall be much obliged by the report, even of

failure. To know that a probable remedy is a failure

in fact, is so much gained.

—

Ed.]
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CLIMATE OF OHIO.
BY L. S. MOTE,

(Near) West Milton, O., 2d mo., 25, '60.

Respected Friend. Thomas Meehan.—-We have had

a long and rather severe winter, making ("with short

intermissions,) about three months of continued cold.

As far as I can learn, our peaches are all killed in

this part of Ohio, and maybe none are left in this

State or Indiana.

Our cherries have fared the same way. Black

Tartarian, Knight's Early Black, Yellow Spanish,

Gov. Wood, Bleeding Heart, American Amber, May
Duke, and all the heart cherries and part of our Mays

(Early Richmond,^ that I have examined, are among

the things that were. But we h.ivc escaped with

much less dam.ige here than some other sections in

the West and Southwest of us.

The sudden change from warm and very wet, to

very cold in the fore part of 12th mo., (December,

'69,) was what did the work, or the greatest damage,

and subsequent "cold snaps " completed if. 2d mo.

was ushered in with thunder showers like Spring,

the earth was thoroughly soaked; it then chopped

round to Northwest, snowed several inches deep, and

by the morning of the Sth the mercury was down to

lOO below zero; on the 30th and 31st it stood at 60

below 0. On this New Year's day it was the same,

and next morning, the 2d of last month it stood at the

old mark— 10^ below 0.

Now, what is to be done when we are liable to be

caught in such " snaps ? " Shall we ejaculate, " Oh
for a more congenial clime," and hie us away to the

Pacific Coast? or try to accommodate ourselves and

fruit trees, etc., to " surrounding circumstances" by
" getting up " hardier kinds from seed ? thereby pro-

ducing such that will be "acclimated" to our

changing seasons. The reproduction of new varieties

of fruits has occupied my attention for several

years, and some of the little leisure I have is spent

in this way, more especially with the minor fruits.

These make " quick returns," and show what they

will be in a few years ; but the majors are not so

fast ; they viUl have their time ; but if we chance to

get one "lion," it is worth many "foxes."

[We are surprised at so much injury from so mode-

rate a temperature. Our own glass ruled as low, but

even such trees as the Deodar, Yews, Morindas, and

other rather tender evergreens, are very little

browned, and fruit trees not at all injured.

Raising seedlings adapted to the peculiarities of

climate, is the one thing needful after all.^En.]

RUSTIC ADORNMENTS FOR GARDENS
AND WAYSIDES.

«V S.^MIEL L. DO.VnD.MAN'.

I can use the pen better than the pencil, and so

give the readers of the Monthly a few simple direc-

tions for constructing two or three inexpensive deco-

rative objects for gardens, highways, &.c.

One of the prettiest objects for the garden is a

"moveable trellis." There is nothing new in it, for

it has been mentioned in our horticultural periodicals

before. The main part is a strong box about three

feet long, placed upon substantial wooden trucks or

rollers ; and the IrcUis upon it may be eight feet

high, or less, according to Ihc kind of flowers grown

in it,—which are usually the finer sorts of exotic

climbers, such as Passion Flowers, Everblooming

Roses, Maurandias, &c. The advantages of this

structure are, th.it it may be moved in any direction

and placed in any part of the grounds wherever fancy

dictates. If you choose, a new situation can be

selected each morning, and the eflect is certainly

charming.

Rustic scats for arbors and summer-houses have

been previously described and illustrated. These

can be made of any desirable form, the materials of

which will cost but little. They can be selected from

the wood-pile when the crooked limbs are being cut

for fuel, or a d.iy or two spent in the forest will fur-

nish ai\ abundance. The aim should be to obtain

durable kinds of wood, such as the red cedar, w
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oak, &c. A plank is used for a bottom to an arbor

scat, anj this is covercJ with the small and straight

shoots, split into two parts so as to fit closely to the

plank. In constructing this part of the seat, there is

an opportunity for the display of much taste and in-

genuity, and, if possible, there should be no two pieces

of teood alike. Considerable study should be given to

placing these pieces into as many different forms as

may be, and a plan of the intended appearance should

first be marked out upon the plank before the work

is commenced. I give here my recipe for making a

varnish for garden seats of this description. First

wash the wood-work with soap and water, and when

perfectly dry, go over it on a hot sunny day with

common boiled linseed oil ; leave this to dry a day

or two, nnd then varnish it once or twice with what

is commonly called " hard varnish." If well done,

it will last for years, and prevent any annoyance from

insects. June is the best month for making this ap-

plication.

Very often, when travelling, we come to a bright,

sparkling spring, the water of which gushes out with

wild delight. Sometimes these springs are near a

hill by the roadside, and not far from the houses of

countrj- residents. For the convenience of travellers,

and for the sakeof embellishing our public highways,

these beautiful places should be improved in general

appearance; and, if possible, be made more lovely and

attractive. A half day's work will accomplish thiF.

Let four -upright posts be placed at the corners of the

box, forming the spring, running up about six feet,

upon the top of which should be placed an ornamental

and picturesque roof, made either of boards, bark or

thatch. If furnished with a dipper for the use of the

passer-by in summer, and perhaps an inscription

placed upon the side of this frame where all could see

it, how much it would add to the beauty of the scenery

of the road and the comfort of travellers !

Broosdale Faem, 31aiiie.

NEW METHOD OF TRAINING LIMA
BEANS.

BY B., BAI.TI310RE, .MD.

Dear Sir:—The following is but a small hint; but

by it Lima beans may be gathered full two weeks be-

fore the usual time, and so, perhaps, may be useful.

Instead of having long and stout poles only as is

usual, I tie on lateral slender rods with a willow
band, horizontally, and so train the vines,—much,
in fact, as you would do a grape vine. It takes but

a few minutes to give my small plot of plants a ten-

dency to run on the lateral poles, and I am well re-

warded by their extra carliness. I cannot explain

why they should be earlier than when they run on
upright poles ; but such is the fact, and you may have
it for what it is worth.

[There is much reason in our correspondent's ex-

cellent hint, by analogy with other things. For in-

stance, the Kvcrgreen Ivy will never flower till it

reaches the top of the tree or building on which it

climbs. As soon as it reaches the top,—whether that

be ten feet or one hundred,—it flowers immediately.

As our correspondent remarks, "such is the fact;"

but the reason is not very clear to any one.

—

Ed.]

PREVENTIVE OF THE PEACH BORER.
DV J. B. J., LAUREL, INO.

Last year I mulched a quantity of Peach trees with

weeds cut from other parts of the ground, and around

many of them the rag weed was mostly employed.

In the Fall, none of these with the rag weed mulch

had the borer. I do not know what peculiar virtue

there may be in the pollen of the rag weed, that

should give it this protective power.

APPLES IDENTICAL.
BY T. CARTER, RALEIGH, -V. C.

The Equinitely, Buckingham, and Fall Queen.

The Berry, Wall, Sumerour, and Nickajack are

the same.

Haywood's June and Pear.

Golden Pcarmain and Clark's Winter Pearmain.

Mississippi and Gloria Mundi.

Such is the opinion of the North Carolina nursery-

men who have grown the trees side by side in their

nurseries, and who have fruited them.

PLANTING VERBENAS.
BY W. S. WARD, PORTLAND, MAIN'E.

In reading of the cultivation of the verbena, it has

often struck me that more might be said of the way
to plant out in the Spring. In my practice I have

found that it will add greatly to their beauty, and

they will cover the ground quicker, by breaking their

ball in turning them out of theirpots, and by keeping

the flowers pinched off till they get well established

in the ground. The nurserj-man grows his bedding

plants in very small pots, and very often when they

sell them they are pot-bound and stunted. The

check they get in planting throws them into bloom

prematurely ; and the hot weather sets in before they

have a chance to get hold of the ground. The conse-

quence is, the nurseryman is blamed for the plants

doing badly, when a little care in the planting would

have shown different results. The above hint may
not be new to gardeners, but amateurs are not sup-

posed to know the little things that help to make a

gardener.

[If the ball is dry, it should also be soaked in water

before setting out,—and if the plant has been packed

for a short time, it may be shaded for a few days by

an inverted pot being placed over it.

—

Ed.]

f
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53" AH Coramuuications for the Editor sliould be addressed,

«* Thomas Mekhan, Gtrmantown, IMiiIadelphi:v,"aiid BusineNs Let-

ters directed to "The riBLLSHKH uy the Uakdij.ner's Monthly

Box 406 Philadelphia."

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
In coiivcuucnce of till* Iu*;ivy incr»-n.-ip in llif rirciilation of the

Monthly, and the ron>^e(iUfnt necrs^ity of going to prews earlier in

order to issue the Magazine punctu;iUy to all our subscriberH by the

l»t of each month, it i» ductirable that communications ri'qiiiring im-

mediate attention, should reach the Editor before the 10th of each

month.

SUMMER PRUNING.
A lady friend writes to us, to inquire how garden-

ers manage to get bushy plants,—what they call

" specimens." With all her care and attention, the

plants arc " spindly," or as a gardener would term it,

long-legged.

At first wc thought to reply through our usual col-

umn of Inquiries ; but when we considered how little

is actually known of the principle,— not merely in

its relation to the growth of specimen plants, bu(

further, in its connection with the successful manage-

ment of fruits .-ind trees of every description,—wc
concluded to devote a chapter to its elucidation.

Every one knows that if a grape vine be left to it-

self,—free to climb over a tree or any other object,

—

it soon learns to despise its terrestial associations. It

adopts for its motto, " onwards and upwards," and in

a few years you find it claims no altachmcnt with the

earth that bore it, beyond a long and bare stem.

Every vestige of vegetation is at the topmost degree

of altitude,—not a twig or leaf remains below to tell

you even that it is a grape vine.

And so it is with a geranium, fuchsia, or any other

pot plant. Suffered to go " straight ahead," its stem

soon becomes bcieft of foliage ; and it stands amongst

its plump and happy looking congeners that have en-

joyed the blessings of good gardening, a picture of

misery and wretchedness.

Now, the usual plan is to cut down such specimens,

and let them grow up again ; but every one knows
that to cut in or prune a tree, only makes it strive

with renewed vigor to regain what it lias lost. For

instance, if we cut down a leggy geranium to within

two inches of the ground, it will push forth several

shoots, that will all become as vigorous as the one

cut away, and matters are not much mended. The
plant will not be bushy, but will only get several

straight stems instead of one. In fact, the more you

cut a tree or plant, after the wood has once become

ripened,—that is, after the leaves at the place of cut-

f^

ting off have fallen,—the stronger will it grow ; and
hence the maxim, that winter pruning increases the
vigorous upward tc'idency of vegetation, and consid-
erably strengthens it.

To make a bushy specimen, then, we must weaken
this upward tendency; and this \s accomplished by
pinching off the points of the growing shoots. Audit
must be further remembered, that only that shoot is

weakened which is so pinched off; so that to make a
plant bushy,— so uniformly regular that llie side

shoots are fully as vigorous as those at the top of the
plant, — the top and strong shoots only must be
pinched back. The side shoots must be suffered to

grow unchecked until they get ripe, when they, in

turn, may be cut back a little to make them branch.

The great beauty of this theory is, that it i.-i so easy
of application by the lady with her few window flow-
ers,—or the monarch of the gardening tribe who may
carry off from the exhibition battle-field the gold
medals of victory for his specimen plants; and Ihc
man who has but a few strawberries to grow, finds it

as much to his interest to understand its bearings, as

he who forces the most successful grapes. And we
may s.iy here, that it is, in fact, one of our friend

Brighfs great secrets in his successful management of

the pot vine. By its application he gets his canes
thickest near the base of the vine, where it is usually

the slenderest, — and the bunches as large and as

heavy when hanging but just above the soil, as those

which are borne on the top of the cane five feel from
the surface of the pot.

By this theory, also, it is rendered unnecessary to

have a dozen vines in one spot, so that some may be

retained to fill the lower part of a trellis, and some
the upper, as the branches can be so equalized as to

be of equal strength at the ground and twenty feet

above ; and so, also, by it the dwarf pear can be made
the beautiful objects Harry is so famed for producing.

But there is yet another point wherein the theory

becomes of great service to the practical gardener,

which is, the influence that pinching off the young
growth has on inducing a flowering or fruiting con-
dition.

Plants have two objects of growth : the nourish-

ment of the individual plant, and the reproduction

of its species ; and in this respect they are identical

with the animal creation. Floweringand fruiting is,

of course, the beginning of the process of reproducing

the kind in the seed; and this never commences
until rapid growth has ceased. Weakening this rapid

growth, then, hastens the fruit-bearing season ; and
as pinching the growing .-jhoots has this effect, shy-
blooming plants are made to flower; and fruit trees

that would^ grow too freely for years to bear well,

soon come into a fruitful condition. Of course, the [ ^IT

'
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fruit or flowers are not so fine as they would be if no

check to growth had been offered , but when it be-

comes a question of fruit or no fruit, we have no

choice.

It is singular that though this principle has been

long known, it is so ill understood in practice. There

arc yet to be found very many excellent gardeners

who will argue that it is injurious, under any circum-

stances, to mow off the leaves of strawberries, and

look down on those who advocate the practice as a

set of old fogies, with whom they would hardly like

to associate in a horticultural assemblage of the most

latitudinariau character. Yet when we find men who
have carefully experimented, assert that they have

found the process tend to a greater productiveness in

their strawberry crop, we arc bound to examine their

statements in all fairness ; and when we know that

some strawberries are so foliaceous as to sseriouslj'

interfere with their fruiting character, and we also

know that by cutting off foliage while the plant is

growing, we tend to increase its fruitfulncss, we are

necessitated to admit, ( hat under some circumstances,

and in some situations, the practice has its advan-

tages.

Altogether, it is a subject well worthy of increased

attention. It is one of the main springs of the great

eminence modern gardening possesses over the past,

—and half has not yet been made from it that it is

capable of affording.

THE NEW HOLLAND PITCHER PLANT
( Cephalolus follicularis.)

Most of the Pitcher Plants are natives of the trop-

ical latitudes in the Eastern ArchipeLigo, and are

beyond the reach of those cultivators who have not

the conveniences of a very warm hothouse. The

present plant is a native of a more temperate climate.

Fig- I. Fig- 2.

and well adapted to greenhouse culture, provided a

glass case is kept over it so as to maintain a regular

degree of humidity about it, which, coming as it does

from marshes and bo^s in King George's Sound, in

New Holland, it requires in order to be successfully

grown.

It is not far removed botanically from our own

Sarraccnias, but is more pretty and delicate, and is

yet scarce in cultivation. We arc indebted to Mr.
Dundas' unique collection for the subject of our il-

lustration. Fig. 1 gives the general appearance of the

plant, and Fig. 2 that of one of the pitchers of the

natural size.

HORTICULTURE IN BOSTON.
KXTil.ti r KRttM A PKtVATC LKTTL'U.

Our Society has recently sold its hall in Boston,

and we have again located on Washington Street,

having obtained a fine large hall and an excellent li-

brary room adjoining, at a low rent. It is now pro-

posed, that in addition to a considerable increase of

the library, all the agricultural and horticultural pe-

riodicals of any merit in this and foreign countries

shall be kept on file and accessible to members. With

our snug little sum of $60,000 from our building, and

a regular yearly income of from S6000 to $8000 in

addition, there is no excuse if we do not soon have a

most valuable library and reading-room. We are also

pressing our petition before our Legislature for a

grant of an entire square of the new " West End" of

our city. In the future we may not be able to boast

of a Central Park, but provided a range of squares

stretching from near the foot of our noble old-fash-

ioned common, out towards the open country, is wisely

reserved for collocated Museums of Natural History,

Botany, Horticulture, and kindred sciences,certainly

an important step will have been taken in perpetua-

ting the reputation of our Athens.

THE PENNSYLVANIA BOTANIC GARDEN.
Numerous diiBculties seem to beset the realization

of this idea by the Pennsylvania Horticultural Soci-

ety ; but its friends are determined to see it accom-

plished. The latest plan is to incorporate it with

the " Model Farm Association," the application for

the charter of which is now before the Legislature.

We hope and trust the application will be successful.

Since writing the above, we learn that the Act of

Incorporation has passed both branches of the Le^g-is-

lature.
H M*!

DESIGN FOR A PLACE OF TWENTY
ACRES.

The following design is intended for a rolling piece

of ground, with water flowing through it. It is laid

out with good taste, and, unlike many English plans,

is so adapted in its main features to our climate, that

we have transferred it to our pages from the Engli.^h

Floral Cabinet.

Though it is, in a great measure, true that the

principles of landscape gardening are the same all

the world over, they require modification to suit the

wants of different countries, or the circumstances of

peculiar localities.
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The great feature of our Summer climate is its oppressive sun ; and to make an American garden a

luxury, such as a really fine garden should bo, the foundation of all that is attempted should be shade. The
cleverest applications of the principles of landscape gardening will be defective, unless this be kept in

view. In almost all English plans this is but a very secondary object, and fine views and beautiful groups,

flowing lines, and all that constitutes beauty in a landscape, may be enjoyed without one's being continu-

ally recalled to the fact that " it is an extremely hot day."

With the exception of this deficiency, the plan will be very useful to many of our readers, and afibrd

useful hints to all of them.

No. 1, house. 2, stable-yard, stables, and coach-house. 3, dung-yard. 4, frame-ground and sheds.

,
forcing-house and shed. 6, piggery. 7, poultry-court and shed. 8, laundry-yard, laundry, and brew-

r^'oS) ^^
I
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house. 9, conservatory, and shed, and flower-garden.

10, summer-house, or tea-room, and flower-garden.

1 1, fruit-garden. 12, kitchen-garden. 13, summer-
house. 14, lodge. Hi, alcove. 16, reading-room.

17, lodge where the gardener may reside.

The object of the plan is to show how an iipproach

to the house may be made in hilly ground, without

deep cuttings, and to aflford some hints as to planting

the eminences. Not to have too much to keep in good

order, a part is enclosed by an iron fence, for the pur-

pose of grazing cattle therein.

<!&upsfions onb SEnsfaprs.

Dwarf Pears in Grass.—We notice that we
have been supposed to recommend seeding-down

about Dwarf Pears. When we recommended seeding-

down young orchards, we eitpccially excepted the Dwarf
Pear, because " they required rather higher cultiva-

tion than orchard trees." fSee page 162, vol. I.)

The Uwarf Pear cannot extend its roots to a great

distance, and has an immense number, in a small

space, to be fed, while it has a large top to support;

aad thus there is little danger from over-growing it.

On the contrary, the gieat danger is that it will over-

bear, and stunt the tree's growth.

We should think ourselves crazy to recommend

seeding down about Dwarf Pears. While we say this,

however, we would insist on the importance of seed-

ing-down orchards oislandard trees—not leaving them

afterwards to carelessness and neglect, but giving

them annually a surface dressing of carbonaceous and

mineral manures.

Satisfied that time will make a great change in the

common opinion respecting the advantages of broad-

cast cultivation, we do not wish just now to say any-

thing that may appear controversial, and only allude

to it again here to correct the misapprehension of our

views as to the Dwarf Pear.

Vegetable Parasite — C. B. Swjzcy, Yayoo,

Mus., writes of a parasite that attacks his Apples,

Pears and Roses. By the description, we take it to

be the love vine ( Cuscuta Americana). A plant allied

to it is the "Dodder," of Europe, that is spoken of

as being so destructive to the clover fields there. A
small specimen would enable us to speak of it more

positively. Cutting oflF and burning as it grows is a

certain remedy, as it can only propagate itself from

seeds.

Mat Pink—Flgo, Qiiiiicy, Illinois, in latitude 403,

says the box edging sufTers very much in winter. He

fi ^ has tried the May Pink, and find it a good substitute,

/^ growing easily, and besides, blooming handsomely.

m^

By throwing a little straw over it keeps very green.

We do not know it by this name ; should be obliged by

a small specimen in order to be able to recognize it.

OniGi.v OF the Delaware Grape—Mr. Garber,

writes—" Will )'ou not, friend Median, direct our

steps to that locality where 'you infer types of a

grape similar to the Delaware may be found growing

wild.' We have a committee appointed to visit these

places at the proper time."

If the committee will please refer to page 165 of

our last volume, they will discover all we feel dis-

posed to say about the matter just now. From pro-

fessed quotations, and unjust comments on what we
have said, that have appeared in other journals, pro-

bably with the full knowledge of the " committee,"

we must say candidly that we don't feel safe in its

hands, and prefer to give our own facts to our readers

in our own way, and in our own time.

Fungus among Cuttings—".4 Subscriber," New-

port, R. I., alluding to communications on this sub-

ject, thinks it is caused by similar laws that produces

"fever and ague," and the best cure would be to

move out of the locality. Those who are troubled

with this pest in "high and dry'' places, as we know
scores who are, will not be willing to subscribe to

this doctrine.

Yellows in the Peach Tree.—Wc have on

hand two very interesting articles detailing some

new observations ou the cause of this disease ; one

by Mr. Dana, of Roxbury, Mass., and the other by

Miss M. Morris, the distinguished Entomologist,

which will appear in our next.

Mr. Bright's Vine Borders.—A Correspondent,

dating from Philadelphia, writes that there is no
novelty in Jlr. Bright's ideas as given in our Febru-

ary number, as "it has been practised for many years

by some of the best gardeners in Britain." Whether
this be so or not is not so material, as the fact that

Mr. Bright has the credit of being Iha first to publish

U. We shall be much oMiged by our correspondent's

promised favor as to the places and details where the

mode has been put in practice, and are well assured

that no one will be more ready than Mr. Bright to

render honor where honor is due, when that has been
sufficiently demonstrated.

Cottagers' Kale—J. C. B., West Philadelphia,

says, "Last Spring, I obtained from England, a pack-

age of Cott.igers' Kale, which, you know, has a great

name there for hardiness. I left them out without

any protection. Three-fourths have been killed, or

"severely wounded " by the winter. If I let those
J 7

m
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which have stood uninjured bear seed, will these on

the average produce a hardier race than the ori-

ginals ( It appears to me, after all, not to dilTer much

from the Brussels Sprouts, except in the one fact of

hardiness."

[The seedlings will partake of the superior hardi-

ness of the parent.]

Ci'.MBKRLANr Heart Cheruy.—A Correspondent

from Dover, Delaware, inquires whether a kind

known in his ncighhorhood as " Cumberland Heart,'"

is the same as Triumph of Cumberland.

[We never heard the latter so called. It has been

called Cumberland Seedling and Cumberland liig-

gareau, and is quite likely to be the same in the pre-

sent instance.]

Safety in Railroad Travelling—.4. L. Barker,

Quincy, III., sends us an account of a new invention,

which prevents cars and locomotives from being

thrown from the tracks in case of meeting with

obstructions. As Horticulturists are amongst the

greatest travellers in the community, it is to be hoped

that for their sakes at least, the invention will be

speedily applied, and prove as successful as our corres-

pondent anticipates.

Quote Accdratelv.—At page 165, vol. I., para-

graph 1, article Delaware Grape, we said a grape like

the Delaware might be found on "the upper portion

of the Delaware." In paragraph 7, same article, we

said varieties of Isabella abound " in Delaware."

Mr. Hovey quoted us as saying " the Delaware

grape is abundant in Delaware," and now says "our

readers must judge whether we were correct or not,"

and refers then to the first paragraph to prove it.

Does it prove it? We also arc willing to let them

judge.

Mr. H. innocently adds that there is nothing about

Isabella grape in paragraph 1, and w^e add that we did

not intend there should be, nor about "in Dela-

ware" either ; but there is both in paragraph 7, in

their proper place for a fair quotation. We again

repeat, "will our friends please be more accurate!"

iJ.

Propacating CiTTiN'GS— H'. IC. H"., OberUn,0.—
A temperature of 753 or 80O, and a close, moist atmo-

sphere is the most necessary condition of success in

striking cuttings. The common notions about drain-

ing and crocking cutting pots so particularly arc

" remnants of the olden time." Modern practice has

shown that anything from a soft verbena to a hard

oleander or ivy can be struck in water itself. Cut-

lings made with a i:lean cut, set in where the tempera-

ture and humidity are regular, will, for the most part

grow. An atmosphere that demands continual water-

ing and shading to keep the cuttings from wilting is

fatal.

Preserving Flowers in their Natural state.
G. F. Brown, East Newark, N.J. ,!Aya,"lDoUce in youi
issue of last month an account of the way to preserve

flowers in their natural state. I have since tried the

thing and have succeeded admirably. The flower

which I took was a very delicate salmon-colored rose,

and it still retains its natural color and form."

Apple Pik Melon in Maim;— 7)r. P. T. P., Rock-

land.—Whelhei this would succeed or not in your lat-

itude is ivorth the experiment. It will do well wher-

ever the water melon will ripen.

Peach Crop in Salem, 0.

—

Mr. Lipsey writes that

in his region there is good hope for a crop.

A Correspondent whose name we have lost, but

the envelope seems to be marked " Mercer, Pa.,"

sends us a plant lor name, which is Lycopodium

dendroides.

McDovg.\ll's Disinfectant— L'. C. V. Cleve-

land, O.—We know nothing of this. Disinfectants

of various kinds can he had at any large drug store,

but we do not know that any of Ihem are of much

value for other horticultural purposes.

H. B. Lum, Sandusky, O.—Your plant is Mimulus

cardtnalis, from California.

Trie Black Hambcrg Grape— Figo, Quincy, III.

—This can be had of most of the principal nursery-

men near you. If there are none nearer, try L.

Ellsworth & Co., Naperville, 111., and you will get

them true.

Cutting Grafts— C. D.— It docs not injure to

cut grafts when frozen, but it is b.id to leave them to

freeze after being cut.

Profits of RiitUARn.—A writer in the Working

Farmer says, from three-fourths of an acre he sold

$500 worth.

Grape Kxperiments.—In February number you

make me say that one of my seedlings of Franklin

grape was identical wtih its parent. I said but one of

them resembled the Franklin, none were identical.

The one which resembles the Franklin is a size

smaller, but a better grape. Vine more hardy.

Truly thine, O. T. Hobbs.
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Japan Pldm.—If you have any information in

regard to the fruit mentioned in the enclosed extract

from a country newspaper, you would doubtless con-

fer a favor on your readers by laying it before them

in your valuable Monthly:

" The New Orleans Picayune notices the large in-

crease of the Japan Plum tree in that city. The tree

is very handsome in itself, and the fruit, ripening

when no other fruit is in season, the plums appear-

ing in market as early as February, a most valuable

addition to the products of the garden. One orchard

in the neighborhood of that city, of about 300 trees,

brought, last Spring, nearly $1000." J. W.
[Probably the ho(\ual-7nespihis japonica. Can any

of our readers say positively ?]

1. Is water from a bath-tub as good for watering

plants as clear water?

2. Is the following, from a Boston paper, correct?

" Hot Water for Plants.—A writer in the Boston

Cultivator recommends watering plants with water

quite hot to the touch. The writer says he has fuch-

sias now in bloom, mere cuttings about six inches in

height, not one failing out of seven, or even more

cuttings, planted in a single pot and watered with hot

water."

3. Will the Helianthus, advertised in your Monthly

of January by J. W. Jones & Son, grow well and

fiowcras far North as this? If so, will you plea.se

give some directions for its cultivation for the benefit

of your numerous reader.?, and oblige

Yours, &c., J. H. H.
West Aniofibury, MaasachusctU.

[I. Yes.

2. Water at 90° is better for cuttings than a lower

temperature.

3. It will probably do well with you. Sow it like

Indian Corn.

—

Ed.]

Getting Worms out or Flower Pots.—J. B.

G.—Water with lime-water.

Applying Sulphur to Grape Houses. — J. B.

G.—If you hare a flue in it, mix the sulphur with

clay, make a paint, and wash the flues with it. If

no flue, then place on slate, and set in the sun about

the vinery. It may be put in water, and with a

coarse syringe scattered over the vines.

Bullitt Grapf..—Mr J. B. Garber writes that he

hopes the name "Taylor" for this grape will prevail.

He thinks the Bullitt will lead to confusion with the

Bullet or Fox grape of the South, more likely than

with the Cuyahoga of Dr. Taylor. He thinks it has

not been distributed under the name of Bullitt prior

to the Spring of 1859, and the change to Taylor could

^Sj-

easily be made. Mr. Bullitt took no care of the

grape, and does not deserve to have his name con-

nected with so valuable a fruit. Judge Taylor has

distributed hundreds of boxes free of charge, from a

love of pomology and his fellow man, and is more

dcscrvin„' than .Mr. Bullitt of the honor.

Uather than retain Mr. Garber's letter for another

month, we give the above abstract of his views. Our

own views of this subject require but little explana-

tion. There must be fixed rules in pomology, as in

other sciences, which all ought to abide by, or the

subject falls into inextricable confusion. The rule

is, that he who first raises or distributes a fruit, or

points out its rlislinction from other fruits, names it.

As we understand the case. Judge Taylor named it

and distributed it as the " Bullitt." He had the ri</ltt

to do so, and it is our right to acquiesce. All dilTi-

culty might be obviated by calling it "Taylor's Bul-

litt."

Some excellent scraps are on file from our friend

"Chemist," for future use. In the meantime we are

greedy enough to cry for "more."

Our notice of last month that matter for the Edi-

torial Department should reach us before the 10th,

has not generally been followed; a few articles that

we should have been glad to have inserted this

month, we regret to have to lay over.

"JSoofo, (Jal^allofiups, ^r.

catalogues.

Asher Hance 4r Son, near Red Bank, Monmouth Co.,

N. J. Retail Catalogue of Fruits and Ornamentals,

amongst which we notice the hop tree, about which

some of our correspondents have recently inquired.

John A. Bruce, Hamilton, Canada West. Flower

and Farm Seeds ; one of the best and most complete

catalogues we have received from the extreme north.

Uri Manly, Marshall, Illinois. A comparatively

new nursery; but we are pleased to see the spirit of

enterprize which its catalogue manifests.

ir. C. Strong, Brighton, Mass. Trees and Plants;

filled with new and desirable things.

R. Bu«<, Philadelphia. Greenhouse Plants; though

considerably shorn of older and worthless plants, the

kinds noted desirable still make a voluminous show.

E. Y. Teas, Richmond, Ind. Quite a select list,

especially in fruits, and "Cherries on the Mahalcb "

oflfered in quantity.

Joseph Caldwell, Mount Ida, Troy, N. Y. A select

list of fruits.
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Edgar Sanders, Chicago, 111. A Bclect list of the

choicer beddiug plants and fruits.

We have also received the following ; most of them

excellent lists:

Ellwanger Ij Barry, Rochester, N. Y ; Dexter Snow,

Chicopce, Mass., (Verbenas.) Ramsdetl ^ Loud, Egypt,

N. y . I'an Pelt ^ Htyer, Uubuque, Iowa; C. F.Erhard,

Ravenswood, N. Y. ; George S. Gaines, Peaohwood,

Miss. ; W. H. Starr, New London, Conn. ; C. B.

Murray, Foster's Crossing, O. ; H. E. Hooker ^ Co.,

Rochester, N. Y. ; Fuller Sf Bartlett, Brooklyn, N. Y.

;

S. Feast Sf Sons, Baltimore, Md., excellent list of

greenhouse and stove plants ; Husmann ^ Manwaring,

Herman, Mo. ; M. B. Baleham ^ Co., Columbus, O.

;

T. G. Yeornans, Walworlh, N. Y. ; D. C. Brewer,

Springfield, Mass. ; U. A. Dreer's catalogue of flower

seeds, Philadelphia; E. B. Quiver, Madison, Wis.
;

Cary, Peter Sg Cary, Louisville, Ivy.

The Illustrated Pear Culturist—By an amateur. Pub-

lished By C. M. Saxton & Co., New York.

This is a very handsomely gotten-up work. It

enters into the Pear subject from its earliest history,

and is a complete manual of most that has been said

and done in relation to it. It is beautifully illus-

trated -with Colored Plates of most of the popular

kinds of pears, and, altogether, will be a valuable

hand-book of reference to the pear culturist.

In a list of publications that the publisher thinks

has given some "valuable and interesting informa-

tion in regard to the culture of the Pear," he names

the periodicals of Mr. Tucker, Mr. Hovey, and the

Horticulturist. We were vain enough to think the

Monthly had done a "littl.e" that way also ; but we
are perhaps not up to the " standard" of value. We
will try to improve in our friend's estimation.

The Gencsse Farmer, comes regularly on our ex-

change list. Few papers have done more during the

past, to circulate and foster a taste for horticulture

amongst a large class of the community who would

not otherwise be reached ; and we are glad to see it

so well supported in its usefulness.

The Nebraska Farmer. We are pleased to receive

so gratifying an evidence of progress from the Far

West. The Horticultural department is under the

management of Mr. E H Burchcs ; which fact, will

of itself render it a very welcome exchange. The
Farmer hails from Brownsville, Nebraska.

An Old Nursery.—One of the oldest in Penn-

sylvania is that of the Embrce's, at Marshallton,

commenced in 1791 by James Embrce, grandfather of

the present proprietors. It is perhaps the oldest ex-

isting one.

Hf&i an& Plarp l^puih.

Plum, Oberley's Greenwood.— This is a popular

plum in Bucks County, Pa., the origin of which we
are unacquainted with. It appears, however, to be

a very distinct kind, and we have made the annexed

cut from a specimen sent us by a friend last Fall.

Fruit medium, nearly round, slightly flattened,

with a distinctly marked suture; stalk ^ an inch

long, in a shallow cavity ; skin amber, but nearly

covered with rosy red, with a thin, pale violet

bloom; flesh juicy, rather above second quality, and

adhereing firmly to the stone.

The fruit altogether is handsome and showy.

The Emperor Apple is highly spoken of by the

best Western poraologists. Mr. Aldrich thus des-

cribes it in the Prairie Farmer:

" Size medium, roundish, one-sided ; color orange,

striped and shaded with red on the sunside, covered

with white specks; stem short and slender, deeply

set in basin ; calyx shallow, regular ; basin deep and

regular ; core and seeds medium ; flesh white, fine

grained, crisp, tender, juicy ; flavor pleasant, almost

sweet."

We alw.iys thought it to be the same as the

Emperor Alexander, but the description shows it to

he altogether another thing.

Description ova new Seedling Apple, by Jno.

J. Libharl, Marietta, Pa.

Reail before the Fniit (imwers" .^s-i-K-i.-ition of Eastern Pennsylv.iniA,
Feliruary l^t, 1S60.

Ned, (Libharl)—Size mediura,2i inches in length by

3 inches in breadth; form round, oblale, inclined to

conical, obscurely and sometimes conspicuously rib-

bed ; skin yellow, nearly the whole surface wa-fhed

with deep red and thickly striped with broken stripes

of still denser red, and dotted with numerous rough

yellow dots; stem very short, does not protrude

above the cavity, which is deep, narrow and often

li)
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irregular; calyx medium and partially

closed, set in a moderately deep and rather

wide, slightly plaited basin ; flesh yellowish

white, texture line and tender, juii-y, agree-

able sub-acid flavor and some aroma; in

season from October to Spring, always fair,

a good keeper and remarkably productive.

History—This Apple, which wc consider

truly valuable on account of its many excel-

lent qualities, originated in Marietta, Pa.

The tree, when only a few feet high, was

found growing very near a fence post,

where it had sprung up. It was removed

to its present locality by the then aged

mother of the present proprietor, Mr. Ed-

ward Saylor, who is here known by every-

body by the sobriquet of Ned, and in whose

honor it is now named by the dcscriber.

The tree, now about twenty years old,

has not attained a very large size, but is

vigorous and healthy. In habit it is inclined to be straggling; shoots slender and a deep red color ; the

fruit is evenly distributed over the tree and is not liable to be blown off. Although much neglected, and

having been partially blown over, and never pruned, it bears annually heavy crops of fair fruit; and whilst

the Smokehouse and other varieties growing near it are seriously injured by the apple worm (Carpocapsa

pomonana,) it escapes uninjured. This immunity from the attacks of the worm is probably owing to some

peculiarity of the character or early form of the calyx, which renders it unsuitable for the maturation of

the ova of this formidable insect. Considered by the committee in quality worthy of propagation.

Kracseb, (Krowser ofDovming.)—Speci-

mens of this fine apple were exhibited at

the Lancaster Fruit Growers' Meeting, and

excited much attention for its many good

qualities.

It is said to belong to Berks Co., Pa. It

is very peculiarly formed and is readily dis-

tinguished by its marked characters from

other varieties.

Fruit above medium, conical ; flesh

white, juicy, crisp, with a pleasant sub-acid

flavor; skin thick and leathery, yellowish,

nearly covered with vermilion dots and

stripes; stalk short and thick, in a shallow

cavity ; calyx partially closed and recurving

in a small plaited basin.

It is said to be a native of Berks County,

Pa., and a regular and abundant bearer.

The Corn-well Pear is described in the Homestead as being one of the best known in that neighbor-

hood. Col. Wilder and other pomologists cannot identify it with any known variety, though it is not
known to be a seedling, and it is proposed lo give it the above name. It is thus described :

Description—Medium, roundish, smaller ones slightly obovate, greenish y ellow, with many dark and
purple specks, and much russetted; stem longish, and moderately stout, in a very narrow cavity ; calyx

slight in a very shallow basin; flesh yellowish white, tender, melting, juicy, with a spicy flavor, slightly

astringent; ripe about September the first; origin unknown here.

^ŵ
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Strawbkbrv, Wizard of the North.—This is the

latest new English Strawberry, and is believed to be

the largest yet raised. We have recently seen a

colored plate lalcen from a photograph of one on exhi-

bition in Scotland, and counted fifty berries on the

one plant.

|1p!d op 33.flFP fhnh.
Camellia Sasanqua.— Variety anemonijiora ;

introduced by Mr. Fortune from China. It has white

flowers about three inches across, with an anemone-

like crown of yellow petals in the centre.

—

But. Maij

We look on this as the foundation of a new race

among Camellias as the ponipones were among Chrys-

anthemums.

Statice Bourgijei.—Nat. ord. PlumbaginaceiT.

From the Lancerotte Islands. It is allied to S.

pubcrula ; handsome, but not more so than most of

the other well known kinds. It is a g-reenhouse

plant of easy culture; figured in Botanical Magazine.

Calceolaria flexuosa.—An annual from Peru,

with large trusses of orange yellow flowers. We
think it likely to prove equal, as a bedding plant, to

C. pinnala, described in a former number, and hope

our seedsmen will import it for us. The figure is in

Bol. Mag.

GuTiERREziA GYMN09PEKM0IDES.—A Weedy look-

ing perenni.il herbaceous plant, with orange yellow

aster-like flowers, from New Mexico.

—

Bol. Mag.

DiPTEUACANTHUS Herbstii.—An acanthaceous

plant, figured in Botanical Magazine, and appears to

be desirable. The leaves are like Cyrtanthera mag-

nifica, and the flowers are produced in large heads,

arc each possessed of very long tubes of a rich pur-

ple, with a p.aler mouth to the corolla. It is a stove

plant from Brazil.

Cerel's TRifJiTALENsis.—Allied to Ccr/cn-icas, but

is larger in all its parts. The flowers are very large,

flowering in the night, of a yellowish white, stained

with purple at the base of the throat. It has a fine

fragrance. Introduced from Trinidad.

—

Revue Hort.

Cereis oMVACEis.—This is from San Domingo,

and is allied to C. eburnetis. It is a strong branching

kind, green, with a red, olive hue on the growing

points of the shoots. It has not flowered yet in

France.

—

Revue Hort.

Amaryllis Svmonii is a new variety, obtained

from a cross between .4. viltala and .4. psillacina, by

M. Symon Brunellc. It is yellowish while, striped

with green and pink, and is, says liorlicultcur Prati-

cien, " a marvel of its kind."

Cochliastema odobatissimum.—A lea/ plant,

sometimes called Tradescantia odoralissima. It has

some resemblance to Tradescantia discolor.

Mahermia odorata is described and praised in

the Hnrliculteur Belqiqiie for its sweet yellow flowers.

The plant has for some long time been grown in

American Nurseries, but is not as common as it

deserves to be.

Origanum sipyleim.—A species of basil or mar-

joram ; is recommended by the editor of the Garten

Flora, as a beautiful plant for rooms and cabinets, for

its small rosy flowers and so sweet a fragrance.

Calathea fasciata ; also called Maranthafasciala.

It has the leaves striped with white and green in a

beautifully variegated manner, and is described in

L'Horticulteur Praticicn, as one of (he prettiest of leaf

plants ; the flowers are white.

Fareugium GRANDE, as it w.is callcd by Lindlcy,

and which is now becoming common in our green-

houses for its singularly spotted leaves, has now been

removed by Prof. Schultze to Senccio. S. Fakfw-
GIU.M.—The flower is yellow and not at all striking

for leauty.

Datura Wr.icHTii is a native of California, and

is the same, L'Horticulteur Praiicien says, as the D.

mcteloides, sent out by Vilmorin. We saw it in

flower the past season, and find it to very much re-

semble our Jamestown weed.

EcHiNOCACTis Blckii.— It is a small growing

globular kind, with rose colored flowers, Ij inches

across, opening during sun shine. Introduced from

Mexico to the German Gardens.

—

Horl. Prat.

Saxifbaga pvramidalis.—An Alpine species,

growing on mountains, and producing numerous

flowers on a large panicle about three feet high. It

is an old plant, but scarce in European gardens. Re-

cently figured in the Rerue Horticole.

LvciiN'is Haagena.—A hardy percnni.al obtained

by crossing L. Fulgens with L. Sieboldii. Flowers

of a rich, orange scarlet, two inches or more in dia-

meter, the petals having a singular spur-like lateral

lobe about half way down on each side. This variety

was raised at Erfurt, by M. Bcnary.

Olea Ilicifolia.—Anotherexceedingl)- handsome

hardy evergreen from Japan, with leaves like the

holly, and serrated. Flowers white and sweet

scented.

Sykinga OiiLETA. — A fiiic, hardy, deciduous

shrub, about the size of the common Lilac, but more

tree-like in habit; leaves large, fleshy, oblatcly cor-

date, as broad .is long ; flow^ers freely produced and

very ornamental, about half as large as in the

common sort, arranged in a thin, loose panicle.

There are purple flowered and while flowered varie-

ties, both introduced by Mr. Fortune, from China.
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OtviRANDRA VKKiisTn^Lis, lace leaf or lallice plant.—In the lank of the magnificent Victoiia house of

James Dundas, Esq., of this city, is growing the only specimen, perhaps, of this wonderful plant, on this

continent. Most of oui friends who have had the opportunity of reading Ellis' recent work on Madagascar,

hn^-o hol^ thoir cnrio'.-itv shnrnpnofl tn cpe or to know more of this pin(Tlllnr o^nr^ of vnTfntinn.

account of it. In the drawing the white lines represent the leaf. Mr. Pollock deserves great credit for his

success in growing it.

"The Ouvir.indra is not only a rare and curious, but a singularly beautiful plant, both in structure and color. From the several

crowns of the branching root, growing ofcen a foot or more deep in the water, a number of graceful loaves, nine or ten Inches long,

and two or throe inches wide, spread out horizontJilly just beneth the surface of the water. The fl iwcr-stalks rise from the centre of

the leaves, and the branching or forked flower is curious; but thestracture of the leaf is peculiarly so, and seems lilto a living fibrous

skeleton rather than an entire leaf. The longitudinal fibres extend in curved lines along its entire length, and are united by thread-

like fibres or veins crosiing them at right angles from side to side, at a short distance from each other. The whole leaf looks a.s if

compo-sed of fine tendrils, wrought after a most regular pattern, so as to resemble a piece of bright green laco or open needlework.

Each leaf rises from the crown on the root like a short delicate-looking pale green or yellow fibre, gradually unfolding its f ea 1 <

looking sides, and increasing it.s size as it spreads beneath the water. The leaves in their several stages of growth pass through almost

every gradation of color, from a pale yellow to a dark olive green, becoming brown or even black before they finally decay; air-

bubbles of considerable size frequently appearing under the full formed and healthy leaves.

It is scarcely possible to imagine any object of the kind more attractive and beautiful than a full grown specimen of this plant, Tvith

its dark green leaves forming the limit of a circle two or three feet in diameter, and in the transparent water within that circle pre-

senting leaves in every stage of development, both as to color and size. Nor is it the least curious to notice that these slender and

fragile structures, apparently not more substantial tl'an the gossamer, and flexible as a feather, still possesses a tenacity and wiriuess

which allow the delicate leaf to be raised by the hand to the surface of the water without injury."

Prcnus Tbitoba.—This is a beautiful dwarf, Clematis titicella v. venos.a, is a hardy,

hardy. Spring flowering shrub. The long slender
i
climbing, flowering shrub of great beauty. The

brunches are in Spring loaded with compactly semi- 1 flowers are nearly four inches in diameter, of a rich

double flowers of a delicate pale rose color. The purple color, each petal being veined with crimson,

leaves are later than the flowers.

plant.

It is a Chinese and having a red crimson tipped ray running from

the base to the apex; the white styles are tipped

Ciiam.s;tia foliolosa is another acquisition from !

^'''li 't. It continues in bloom all the Summer and

California, of the tribe Rosacea;. It is a pretty hardy 'ate into Autumn.

evergreen shrub, with foliage like a mimosa. The

plant grows two or three feet high, branched, compact

and erect ; leaves broadly ovate in outline, fernlike,

tripinnately dissected, leaflets numerous, small, oval

and hispidulous, flowers while, Rubus like. The

Gbammatophyllum speciosum (Showy Gramma-
tophyllum).—This gigantic orchid has for the first

time been bloomed in full splendor by Mr. Carson,

gardener to W. G. Farmer, Esq., of Nonsuch Park,

Ewell. It bloomed last October. Its pseudo-bulbs

foliage is exceedingly elegant, and has when rubbed, are nine feet long, its flower-scape six feet !—flowers

a strong resinous, cistus-like odor. It is considered
;
in panicles, each flower six inches across, yellow and

i richly blotched with deep red purple. It is "queen
of orchidcous plants." Native of Java, and other

likely to prove a favorite dwarf, hardy evergreen.

Datura chlorantha.—A very handsome double

flowered variety. Flowers yellow, double, showy,

tubular and sweet scented ; of a low spieading habit.

islands of the Indian Ocean.

—

{Bot. Mag., I. 5157.J

Dendro.mecon RiGiDUiM —A poppy with a woody

and producing flowers seven to eight mohths during stem and branches, quite hardy and a really hand

the year. It is a native of India. some plant for Summer flowering.
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The Ajiebican Pomological Societt. The

President, Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, has appointed

the 11th of September next as the day of commence-

ment for the session.

To Poison Mice and Moles.—Bore inch and a

half holes in a block of wood, mix arsenic with a hun-

dred times its bulk of flour, racal or other substance

which they like to cat; fill the holes partly, and

place them on their sides in the burrowings.— C. Gent.

Begonia Marsiiallii.—Hybrid, between B. Rex

and B. splendida argentea. Leaves nine inches long

and six broad; a broad silvery metallic lustre covers

the greater part of the leaf; there is an edging of

bright crimson on the young leaves which is pretty.

Statice BosDLELLi (BoitduelU' s Stoiice.) Found

by M. Bonduelle in North Africa, and sent to Kew
by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich. Flowers yelluw.

" One of the prettier of a very pretty genus."

Flowers during the summer months in a greenhouse.

—Boi. Mag., i. 51 £8.

Llavea C0BDiFOLiA,(Hear/-/carcrf Llavea.)—One of

the most beautiful and most rarely cultivated of

Ferns. Native of Mexico. Requires a warm green-

house.

—

Ibid. t. 5159.

Begonia krigida, (Frirjid bcr/oniu.)—A very dwarf

species. Leaves coppery-green above, and deep rosy

red beneath. Flowers white and insignificant

—

Ibid.

I. 5160.

Didymocabpus primll.efolia, (Primrose-leaved New Branching Brocoi.i. A variety has been

Didymocarpus.)—Native of Ceylon; flowered at Kew produced in England that bears several dozen heads

in November, 1859. Leaves very hoary ; flowers pale
I on the one plant. From a cut in the Gardener's

lilac, in small cymes.

—

Ibid. t. 51(>1.
|
Chronicle, it appears to be a desirable novelty.

Roof Gardening.—Several of the English periodicals, literary as well as horticultural, have been dis-

cussing of late the subject of urban gardening, and more particularly the practicability of growing plants

and flowers on the roofs of city houses. We have copied from " Once a Week," a fancy sketch of what a

roof garden mirjM be made to represent in order to induce, if possible, some of our many city readers to

introduce the practice into some of our large cities.

The Pampas Grass has stood out the past two

winters, near Philadelphia, by having dry leaves

thrown over it in the Fall, and a little brush to keep

them from blowing away. It is a noble object on a

lawn when in flower.

^Hc^i^
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New Forcing Ciccmder.—At a recent meeting

of the British Poinological Society, Messrs. Milne,

Arnott i Co., of Vauxhall, produced a basket of six

fruit of a new seedling winter Cucumber, which was

named the Winter Prolific Cucumber, from its prop-

erty of bc.iring an abundance of handsome fruit du-

ring the winter. The fruit is white spined, of a dark

green color, averages about fourteen inches long, is

very straight, and of a uniform thickness of about an

inch and a quarter throughout. The flesh is very

solid and of excellent flavor. It was considered a very

valuable and fine variety.

Death of Dr. Vogel the Botanical Travel-

ler IN Africa.—Mr. Herman, Consul at Tripoli, has

just informed the family of Dr. Vogel, that this un-

fortunate traveller was assassinated immediately af-

ter his entrance into the Wady. He had his infor-

mation from the Sultan of Bornou.

J^oPFign (|orPFS][iQnbpnrp.

From our English Correspondent,

CllEsTEli, Eng., March, 1S80.

The Orchard House question has engrossed a great

deal of attention oflate years ; but, amongst the many

statements publicly given, for and against, I am sorry

to find such diversity of opinions. In a climate so un-

certain and changeable as this ; and where good fruits

are so highly valued and glass and building material

so very cheap, I cannot but wonder that they have

not, ere this, become an indispensable adjunct to ev-

ery gentleman's well-kept establishment, when real

comforts and pleasures are sought after. The late

Spring frosts and ungenial weather of last season

will, I trust, go far to prove their real utility. I may

here state that I am an advocate in their favor, when

carried out to the full extent of their title ; but I ob-

ject very much to the childish playhouse structures

one so frequently stumbles against in some out of the

way corner, and stocked with a miscellaneous collection

of poor scrubby-looking trees—with their roots hard-

bound and distorted, in pots that require no ordinary

skill to maintain their existence, much more to fruit

them satisfactorily. The owners of such are, doubt-

less, the non-advocates.

I feel fully convinced, from personal experience

. and careful observation, that Orchard Houses are not

only a pleasant possession, but a very profitable one

when rightly constructed and skilfully managed. As

a commercial speculation, I have proved them to be

a successful investment. I had an occasion to call

upon a very shrewd tradesman in Hampshire, in the

month of October, of 1857, who shewed me a vinery

he had erected and planted three years previous. It

was a lean-to of the simplest construction. I have

enclosed a rough sketch. Fig. 7, 200 feet long, which

[ Fig. 8 is section of bar, showing the mode of gla-

zing, by nailing thin strips of wood over the sides of

the glass.]

cost ten shillings per lineal foot. A few bunches was

cut from each vine the second year, besides an ex-

cellent crop of well-ripened Peaches and Nectarines,

from the back wall, which had been planted previous

to erecting the house. A finer crop, or better flavored

grapes I never witnessed. I was then informed the

fruit were sold to a fruiterer for £40—good interest,

I consider, upon £100. The Peaches, etc., from the

back wall, paid for manual labor and incidental ex-

penses.

The same gentleman had erected a house upon a

like scale, but loftier, for Peaches, Nectarines and

Apricots, which had proved equally satisfactory.

The same season I visited several Graperies in

Guernsey or Jersey, all constructed in a similar man-

ner to figure 0.

The fruit is grown chiefly for the English market
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A more beautiful or luscious sight can scarcely be

imagined than these glass sheds presented. They do

not merit the title of houses.

I also visited the garden at Basing Park, Hampshire,

where is an Orchard House 300 feet long and 25 feet

wide, ronstructed of wrought iron ; (I hope to be able

to send you a sketch of this in my next letter). This

house had a very imposing clTcct, and was entirely

devoted to Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Plums, etc.,

with the exception of a few potted fruit trees placed

above, more for curiosity than real utility. All the

trees, in this as well as the former, were planted in

bordci.s, and each class of fruits had a house or parti-

tion devoted to themselves. On these two points

success mainly depends, so that each may receive the

peculiai treatment they require. All nostrums are

carefully avoided. The borders arc first well-drained,

then composed of rich turfy loam and a little well-

decayed manure fur Vines, Peaches, &C. When the soil

is good manure should be entirely excluded, and fre-

quent copious applications of weak manure-water

applied while the fruit is swelling. In pruning, 1

consider it best to be done, in the case of Bush plants,

in the summer season, with the finger and thumb,

which will cause them to form fruit-spurs. If these

become too thick, then thin in early spring; and

should they become barren or over luxuriant, lift

them annually in autumn, and replant. Give abund-

ance o/airal alt times, when the weather is favorable
;

this I believe to be one great cause of failure in the

management in this country, by excluding fresh air,

and treating them as tender exotics. Water freely

when growing, and withhold more or less to promote

flavor and ripen the wood in autumn.

With the accompanying sketch, I offer a few re-

marks upon the construction, adaptability and various

merits. Nos. 1, 2, and 3, are plans of own inventon,

which I have had erected in various parts, and very

socccesfully. Figure 1 a, is a section and interior

i.a.

f 1 Path. 2 Wire for training trees upon. A very

cheap and convenient bouse.]

view, adapted for either Vines or Peaches, can be

be erected either permanently or temporary, The

roof is in separate divisions, and bolted together, as

shown in figure IB, and screwed upon the wall plate.

[ h
»

1

1

1

/.B

with a wooden shelter or lap for ventilation, same
width as glass. The path is sunk below the surface

to economise space. This is a very convenient por-

table house, requiring but a few minutes labor to

erect ; and when not required in the winter season,

can be stored away : care being taken to have the

screws well oiled-atall times. The trees are bene-

fitted by such exposure, as it tends to ripen the wood
still better.

Fig 2

[1 Paths. 2 Iron pillars supporting rafters on which

vines arc trained. 3 Trellis for training Peaches,

&c. 4 Narrow sashes for ventilation. The whole
length of the centre is planted with standard and

dwarf trees, such as Peaches, Figs, he]
Figure 2 comprehends a span and two lean-to

houses, by means of which much space is gained. In

all cases the rafters and bars are fixed, and ventila-

tion admitted by means of side lights or flaps. Nar-

now lights arc by far the neatest and best. A door

opens in the centre of each end.

~^)^^'i
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Jig 3

[1 Path. 2 Upright trellis for training trees to.

3 Wires for training vines upon. 4 Moveable sash

with back for ventilation, by means of an iron rod;

the front is wooden flaps.]

Figure 3 is a span roofed house, erected against a

wall ; the ventilation is given by means of front flaps,

and every alternate three feet of the back lights being

made to move up on hinges.

Frff4
.
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work on Orchard Houses. The sides are boarded, the

roof affixed rafters, air admitted by means of back

and front Haps or sliders. Now remove the plants

from the pots into the border, then these will be very

serviceable, cheap and durable structures.

A very interesting collection of plants has been

lately received into Kcw, from the Arctic region,

through Captain McClintock, of the search expedi-

tion for Franklin. It consists of Cedrus, Saxifragas,

Vacciniums, Ranunculacca?, &c.

I am sorry to have to report the death of Barter,

of the Niger Expedition, under Dr. Baker. After

many hardships endured, he fell under repeated at-

tacks of dysentery. Some rare and good plants have

been received from him. His loss is sadly felt. Ho
was known to be a good practical Botanist and culti-

vator, and an ardent lover of plants, for which he ac-

companied this important expedition.

copied from Mr. River's little

m^

LIST OF OFFICERS OF HORTICTJLTTJEAL

AND POMOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

For Ihe infonnation of those who wish to correHpond with tho
different sociRlies, we rniuish a list of the Oflicers of ax miiuy <jf

ihem as we have been able to procure, aod hupe to be fiiruislied
with any that are omitted. We insert cn!y ilioso societies of a
strxtly horticultural or pomological, and nut of an agricultural
character.

HORTICULTDRAI. SOCIETIES.

pj-esidfint.yame of Siciety.

Massachusetts, Bus'n,

Peunsylviinia, Phihv.
N.?w Vork, (City)

Cincinnati, Ohio,
Montreal, Cunnda,
St. Louis, Mo.
Cleveland, Ohio,
Genessee Vulley, Ko-

M. W. Baldwin,
John Groshon,
William Oi'auge,
William Lunu,
William Glasgow, Jr. Cart.'w Sanders.
Dr. Edward Taylor.

Cor. /^ccreiaj-y.

William Sauiidor.^.

Thomas Hogg.
E. V. ('ranch,

William Brown,

Chester, K.Y., Joseph Harris,
Bronklyn, N. V., Jno. W. Dej,'riiuw,

Portland, Maine, T. C. Hersey,
Kentucky. Luuibville, Thos. S. Keuuedy,
St. Catharines, C. W., Jame.s Taylor,
Richmond, Indiana, John 11. liutton,

Keokuk. Iowa. A. BridL;emaii,

Fort Wayne, Indiana. J. D. G. Nelson,
CoHege Hill, Ohio, Jacob Tuckeiman,
Workin^men's, Frank-

ford, Philadelphia,
Progreyisive Gardener's

Society, Phihida,
Jteramac, Mo., Dr. A. W, McPherson, Edward Vaughan,
St. Paul's, Minnesota, Al-^xander Buchanan, Geor^je Scattan,
Pittsburg, Pcnna., J. Knox, Pittsburg, Thomas L. Shields,

C. W. Seolye.
Edwin Scott.

Jolm \V. Diina.
Ornisby Ilite.

Th'unas Shaw.
W. K. Smith.
J. L Tfwksbury.
II. C. Grey.
D. B. Piorson.

Thomas Hargreaves.

R. Robin.'ion Scott,

yaTTie of Social/,

FttUIT aitOWRRB' S0CIETIB3.

Presid'mt. Cor. fkcrdary.

^' Harvey, )

rsviiio. Pa. j

Western New York. B. H-diro. Buffalo. C. P. Bissell. Roch'r.
Easi'n Pennsylvania, Dr. J. K. Eshleman, / Thomiis

Uowning'n, Pa., j Jenners
MiESOTiri, Norman J. Coleman, Dr. L D. Morse. Allen-

town, Mi^.so^Ii.

Ohio Pomological, A. 11. Ernst, Cin- \ M. B. Bateman, Col-
\

cinnati, Ohio, ^ umbu--^. f)liio.
{

Am. Pomological, Mar.shatl P.AVilder, ) Mrets in PtiiliuPa, )

Dorchester, Mass. ( Septembpr llth.
\

Coon. Grape GrowV, Col. D. S. Dfwey, / M. C. Weld, Hart- /

Hartford. Conn, j ford. Conn.
^

Wclmington, Del., lion. John Wales, Dr. G. Pepper Norris,
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PENNSYLVANIA HORTICTJLTiniAL
SOCIETY.

The moutlily exlubiti'>ii-« wlik li liiivt- been susppudpd doting the
witittT niouiliM are aL'nm resumed, 'i'ho March meoting was held
\q Concert H;dl, ThiLidelphia, on Tuesday eveuiiig, Murcli 20tli.

Tlie Hpiicious hall ['resented a beiiutiful Hppearance. the tfiblen

bring tilled with Hik- t-pecimeu plantii, fniiis uml vegetables; the
A^:tie:ts particularly. with their g')rt.'eouH colurs, and the rair.elHas

with their chaHteoed beauty added much lo (he interest of the
scene. The hall wan crowded wiih the beauty and fashion of the
city. As we are juht K"ini.' to press we have only room for the

OI'FICIAI. JiEPOKT.
AWAKDS:

Caraelltas, 6 plants, 4 varieties, best to Peter Mackenzie 1- Sons.
do 16 (.'ut Flowers, do do do do
do lo Cut Flowers, second best to James Eadic, gardener

to Dr. Hush.
[The names of the winning ramellins whall appear in our next.]
Azalea .specimen, best to John Pollock, gardener to Jaa. Duudas.
Aracia do do do do do do
Cinerarias, ti plants, best to Jas. Thomas ;.'ard'r to A. J. Buckman.
CMllection of 10 plants, bi-.st to William Joyce, gardener to M. W.
Baldwin; viz:—Azalea lladstonetia, A. vivienus, A. alba pleuo,
Indica alba, A. Williamsii, A. perfecta, A. ox<iuisite, Ge:«oeritt

cinnabarina, Begonia splendida avijenteie. Ixora coccinea.
Second be»t to Jno. Pollock—Ceutnidina rosea, Maherna odorata,

Amaryllis Braziliensis, liegonia nittida, Begonia laperonscia,
Enphorbia splendens, Franci-sca eximia, Zeria Smithii, Bielytra
spectabilis, Kyucliospernum ja.smiuoides.

Collection of ti plants, best to James Ead:e; viz:—Azalea coc-
ciuea, A. laieritia, Bletia Tankervillia, Kaphoiepis Indica, Fran-
cisca eximia.
Specimen plant, best to the same, for Bletia Tankervillia.
Second best to Jno. I'ollock fur Lantana alba grandillora.
Specimen plants, pair best to the same for Begonia Sandcrsii,

Franci«cia eximia.
Xew Plant-', first time shown, Pothos argyrea, to C. H. MiHer,

gardener to D. R. Kin^'.

Jiew plants, lirst time, to John Pollock, for Begonia Madam
Alvvarl. Ricinifolia maculata.

Baskets, best to Thomas Meghran, gardener to Joseph Ripka.
The (.'omraittee call attention to a collection of Auriculas exhi-

bited by John Randall, irardener to S, I). Wlietham. Special pre-
miums wereawarded to Thomas Jleehanfor Hyacinths, to William
Orassie for Orchids, etc., to Juhn Pollock for the finest display of
Lantanas ever exhibited
The Committee on Fruits awarded as follows :

Apples, best lo William Joyce, gardener to M. W. Baldwin, for

Smith's Cider apple.
Clrapes, to John Cook, gardener to Rev. J. M. Richards, for four

bunches Black Hamburg, fully ripe and well colored, a special
premium.

Wini', to L. Montgomery Bond, for a good sample of Isabella
Wine, of beautiful color, made of the pure juice, flavor between a
hock and fine claret wine; a special premium.
The Committee on Vegetables made the following report:
Mushrooms, best to Thos. Meghran, gard'r to Joseph Kipka, Esq
Lettuce, tiest to William Grassie; second, to Thomas iSleghrau.

('ucumbers,—a brace of very fine ones of the variety named
Lancashire Witcn, from Charles Miller, gardener to B. Rodney
King; a special premium of one dollar. They also notice a very
fine collection, embracing several varieties, from Thos. Meghran.
Radishes—very well grown, from Thomas Meghran.
Resolutions of comlolenco on tho death of Elhanan W, Keyser,

were offered by Mr. Cope and seconded by Mr. Buist, who. each
made some feeling remarks on the worth of our late tVHow
member.

CINCINNATI HORTICTJLTTTEAL SOCIETY-
MEETKXO OF FEliUr.\KY li.".TH,

SrnJF.'T:

—

Pr-'fit of Ptar Cultur-. amund Cincinnali.

Mr. Heaver thought Pear growing paid better than any other
fruit, and brought ti;i:ures to aid his opinion.

Mr. I 'range spoke to the same etfect; knew pear trees that
had always borne good and regular crops for the post twenty
years.

Mr. Pfeifer had seen pear trees flourish excellently well for nine
years, near the Brighton llouso, and yet they bad been very bad'y
used- Pears do quile as wrll here as in Europe. It was a good,
substantial, and delicious fniit.

Mr. Pierson also advocated the Pear, but advised caution n« lo

kinds. Thought there woro but half a dozen kinds that were de-
cidedly profitable.

Mr. Cary also advocated tho Pear. lie found it had a wider
TrtUge of success than he one time believed. He was much in
favor of the Butter pear, or White l>oyenno, which had nourished
here for forty years. He did not give the Uarttett the entire ascen-
dency exrejit for profit. Tho White Doyenne cmucs in after the
Bartl'ett, and keeps in pood condition until January. In a tena-
ceous clay it is apt to crack. Last Fall he saw it doing very well

ir sandy soil, near Hamilton. It is called the Vorgalieu in >Vw

York. The Belle Lucrative, Swan's Orange, Flemish Beauty and
Oswego Beurre bear general cultivation.

Mr. Call fcpoke in favor of the Pear, but the While Doyenne did
no good with him. Mr. Reeder hac) also found the Pear profitable.

Mr. McWtUianis said he had sixty varieties of pears on bis
place, and he scarcely knew which of them to disi>ens« with. He
liked all. The Stone pear was one of the most profitable. In
seventeen vears cultivation had only lost one tree. He ranked
the Flemish Beamy next to the Barlfelt. The e^irly Amire Joan-
net very early and better far than the Petit Muscat. The Early
Catherine he thought not worth much. Dearburn's Seedling was
one of the best. Vicar of Winkfield one of the best winter. The
Butter Pear, Old St. Michaels, good. Beurre Giflard, early, Xo. 1.

Does not consider the Barllelt so much better than a few others.
Bloodgood, Golden Beurre of Bilboa, Dearborn's Seedling, best
pears; he obtains $4 per bushel.
Mr. Mottier said he valued the Golden Beune of Bilboa as highly

as the Bartlett. He had had crop.^ for fifteen years from one tree.
It was excellent to please in market. It was always as smooth as
oranges, and will outsell the Bartlett. He had five bushels per
tree for fourteen years. For winter pears, be liked Winter Xclis,
although small. Eiister Beurre and Glout Morceau, the latter good
on the <iuince. and most vigorous; also, the Clion, or Vicar of
Winkfield, Bonne do Jersey. The Golden Beurre he could not re-
commend on the quince.

Mr. Heaver though the Bartlett does do well on the quince.
The only objection, people allow it to bear too soon. Give it time
to bear, and it will do well.

Mr. Ha^-eltine repeated his conviction that Pears would pay. but
only the best kinds.
The follviwing report from Dr. Joseph Taylor on S. 0. Menkler's

Grafting Machine, was received and ordered to be published, viz:
Wm. Ora.noe, President Cincinnati Horticultural Society—Dear

Sir; I would beg leave to submit the following report on the
Grafting machine made by S. G. .Menckler: I find that by a proper
solecti n of scions and roots, ii makes a cut or slope well suited to
the purpose. But when we have to use scions difl'erint; in size
from the root«, the cuts or slopes will not cover each other a.s well
as those made with a knife. In making the cuts, the chisel must
follow the bevel of the in>trunient. consequently tho lenyih of tho
cut varies according to the size of the scion or root. In a trial of
thirty minutes with the instrument, I cut ninety grafts, and I

suppose that a person accustomed to making the tie, could have
tied them in the same lime. One of my hands tongue-grafted one
hundred with a knife in the same time, leaving a b.itauce of i.n in
his favor, a-td as it takes much less time to wax than to tic ibem,
\ can ni't think that tlie use of the machine facilitates the work.

THE AMERICAN WINE GROWERS' ASSN
Has been revived at Cincinnati, under auspices most favorable to a
Ion;,' career of usefulness. At a recent meeting, various samples
were exhibited of the best wines. The Times says:
"The first sample was made from JN'orton's Virginia Seedling,

by Messrs. Husmann and Manwaring, Herman, ilissouri. The
Norton's Virginia is a small grape—the Prince—a native of Rich-
mond, Virginia, said lo be a cross between the Blantl and Miller's
Burgundy; it was mised by Dr. N. Norton. This sample of a red
wine from Missouri was tasted with a specimen of Mottier's choice
Cape wine—both of the vintage of lSo9. All agreed as to the
choice llavor and bouquet of our townsman's wine, but, as a body,
all agreed that the Norton wine, from Missouri, only lackeil age io
prove as rich a table wine as the best Burgundy.

Mr. Boi,'eu, of this city, has become so enamored of this seedling
as a red wine, that he has inresied $1200 in securing best cut-
tings for giving it a fair trial here.

>•»

TORONTO HORTICULTXTRAL SOCIETY.
We !);iv,' r.Teived lli- l,i>t Auiiunl K.-port iL-m Mr. J. Mii:iII.the

Secretary. Tli'si- who niay imagine that the United States " do all

the gardening," woald find themselves at the other end of the
plank on reading this excellent report. In connection with tho
Society, they are not projerting, but carrying out a botanical gar-
den. Plans by Jlr. Edward Taylor have been adopted, and are
being energetically put into execution. We notice that many
friends have already donated trees of rare and choice kinds for the
garden.

OHIO POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Report of the Ninth Session, held at Colum>»us, December Tlh,

Sth and !>lh, ia one of the most interesting documents a fruit grower
can p.'-.-t'-.s.

GARD.' PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY, PHILAD.
An Association for the di^cus^.iln of topics connected with horti-

culture, by the gardeners of Pbila-lelpbia, has been recently
started, aud doserves to be well supported. If they will send us
al>stracts of their proccdins*!, we will willingly publish tliem.

WILMINGTON FRUIT-GROWERS' ASS'N-
We have received the report of the last mooting of this vii.-orous

young society, and are pleased to find that it is now fully or
ganized and progressing.

"OHf
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Ijinfs for JlBag.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The month of May having come, there will no

longer be any dread of Spring frosts, and their disas-

trous consequences to tender plants ; and green-

houses, cellars, frames, and erery little nook and

corner, where plants have been preserved through the

winter, will speedily be emptied of their contents.—
Many of the flower beds have been filled with Hya-
cinths, Tulips and other Spring-blooming bulbs.

—

Unless very thickly planted, the Summer-blooming

border plants may be set out of their pots in between

these,—that is, if they are done flowering. Tulips

will probably scarcely have had their bloom over,

and must remain longer. If any pressing necessity

exists to remove such bulbs, with care they may be

transplanted, watering the soil before and after trans-

planting. They can then be put in any spare spot

where they will not be in the way for a time. Trans-

planted bulbs, however, seldom bloom so well the

next season. It is very important, where this is an

object, to retain the foliage fresh to the latest possible

period.

As the plants in the borders grow, those in masses

may be much improved by being pegged down over

the surface. We can then train shoots where we
wish, and thus cover the beds much sooner. Pegs

for this purpose are best made by getting any straight

shoots of trees, about one-fourth of an inch thick

and cut into four-inch lengths, then splitting them

down the middle into two. These pieces are then

bent in the middle Use hair-pins. Pieces so split

seldom break in doubling.

The first week in May is usually the time to set

out Dahlias. They do best in a trenched soil, say

eighteen inches deep at least, and prefer cow-manure

to any other when it can be obtained. If planted on

thin or dry soils, they will not bloom till near the
r

approach of frost, when (he chief enjoyment of the

Dahlia is lost. It is best, where possible, to plant a

duplicate of each kind.

Tuberoses should also be planted this month, but

they like a warm rich sandy soil ; though, like the

Dahlia, they do not like drj' soil. As a rule, Tube-

roses that flowered last Fall will not do so this, but

the oifsets will do so the year after.

Amaryllis formosissima, or the Jacoboa lily, flowers

usually very beautifully in the open border in Au-

gust, and should now be planted. Many kinds of an-

nuals that have been raised in pots or boxes, in win-

dows or frames, should be transplanted into the open

ground whenever the weather is favorable, that is

showery or dull. The pots containing them should

be well watered before the plants are lifted, and the

soil into which the seedlings are planted is best

dampened, or what is perhaps better, well watered

the day before, so as not to require a heavy watering

immediately after the seedlings are planted. Too

heavy waterings render the ground hard; and this,

when dry, becomes unsuitable to the growth of plants.

In transplanting any thing that has roots large

enough to admit of the practice, it is best to dip the

roots, immediately before planting, into water. This

will obviate the necessity of after-watering, and its

consequent injurious effect. If the plants appear to

flag, shade or put an inverted flower-pot over the

plant for a few days ; if this does not bring the plant

to, it must have water.

Trellises and stakes for climbing plants and vines

should be put in at or before setting out the plants.

These plants always seem to grow with more freedom

and vigor when they can find something at once to

cling to. Climbing vines add greatly to the interest

of a garden. They can be trained into all sorts of

forms and shapes; and manj- of them, for graceful-

ness of form, or beauty of their flowers, cannot be

excelled by any other tribe of plants.

In planting extensive flower-gardens, it is best to

retain a few plants in pots, in case a frost or other

accident should, by chance, destroy some of those set

out earlier.

Pansies and Daisies should be set out in rather a

shady and moist place,—not under the shade of

trees, as the roots of these dry the soil too much.
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The Hollyhock is become one of the most popular

and useful of Summer bedding plants. They like a

rich, warm and rather dry soil.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Melons, Cucumbers, Corn, Okras, Squash, Beans,

Sweet Potatoes, Lima Beans, Peppers, Egg-plants,

Tomatoes, and other tender vegetables that do not do

well till the sun gets high, and the ground warm,

should go into the soil without delay.

Bean poles should be set before the beans are

planted, and near lities where they arc comparatively

high priced, their ends should be charred. This will

make them last some years.

Drumhead Cabbage, Savoy, Red Cabbage, Autumn

Cauliflower, and other kinds of fall greens, should

be put out at once. The soil can scarcely be too rich

for them.

Keep weeds of all kinds down from the time they

first show their seed leaves. It not only saves labor

"in the end," but the frequent stirring of the soil

vastly serves the crop. Sow a succession of vegeta-

bles every few weeks,—sometimes insects, sometimes

frost, or occasionally other accidents will cut offa

crop, and then there is some ch.^nce for its successor

not wholly to disappoint.

HOT AND GREENHOUSE.

The plants here will soon be pretty much thinned

by the demands of the flower garden, and pleasure-

ground—the cellars and window-frames will give up

their proteges, and a grand renovation of all things

will have taken place. Nothing gives a more happy

appearance to a pleasure-ground than to have the

walks and particular spots about it lined and studded

with Aloes, Oranges, Pomegranates, Lemons, and

similar tropical plants, set out in tubs or large pots

for the summer.

The scale insects often prove great pests. These

are easily destroyed by syringing the plants with soap-

suds heated to 130-'. This was discovered many years

ago by some cultivator of Pine-apples in England, but

seems to have been lost to the knowledge of our mod-

ern cultivators. It has been tested on all kinds of in-

sects by ourselves a! d friends during the past year,

and found so simple and effectual, that if the Monthly

had done nothing since its existence but bring the

idea prominently forward, we should feel w^cll re-

warded.

Azaleas, Heaths, Rhododendrons, Camellias, and

other tender-rooted plants, are often irrecoverably

injured by being too long exposed to the hot suns

under glas.'.. If they arc liable to such exposure, it

is better to whitewash the glass, which will admit

light without heat, and in some measure protect them.

A very good plan is to prepare a piece of ground in

the open air, in such a way as most nearly to approach

the kind of soil the different plant.') most delight in,

and then, about the second week in May, turn them

out of their pots into this prepared border. They
will, of course, have to be lifted carefully into pots

again early in the fall.

A shaded place should be selected for those which

inhabit the more temperate climes, and for the citi-

zens of the tropics the full sun will be much more

desirable. For this open ground cultivation of choice

plants, a shady spot does not mean under a tree, as

the roots, and the drip, and the confined air, and the

want of light, existing under such circumstances, are

injurious.

(Jotnmunirafions.

NOTES ON THE FEACH.
BY MISS M. H. MORRIS, GKRM A STOWN, PA.

I have read with much interest the letter from Mr.

Dana, enclosed in your note of March 1st, describing

the effects of the Red Spider on the Peach trees in

Massachusetts, and also examined with great care the

eggs on the peach bark sent with the letter. This

species is new to me.

I have no doubt of the truth of Mr. Dana's state-

ment, that trees so infested will, and must be victims

to such a pest, and that those trees do die of the

yellows; but that the Red Spider is the only cause of

yellows, I must beg leave to doubt. After years of

careful investigation, I have arrived at the conclusion

that whatever impedes the healthy circulation of the

sap of that delicate tree will produce the yellows;

and then, generally speaking, death is inevitable, and

the sooner the tree is cut down and burned, the better

it will be for the fruit grower, as it saves time and

trouble.

That the Red Spider is not the only cause of the

yellows in the Peach tree can be proved beyond

doubt, as all intelligent observers will agree, that

whatever cause obstructs the natural flow of the sap,

either in the Spring or Autumn, will produce disease

in that delicately organized tree.

The Peach tree, like the Grape vine, is supplied

with a redundance of sap, which pours into the large

and tender sap vessels as soon as the first warm rays

of the sun thaws the earth and quickens the sap in the

roots; every bud swells, and the rushing sap strug-

gles to expand itself in leaves and flowers. If this

takes place prematurely, a severe frost follows, the

sap freezing bursts the sap vessels, blights the leaf

and flower buds, and a general disorganization of the

functions of the tree follows. The sap obstructed in

1$
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its course forms a thousand new channels, shoots out

in numerous sickly yellow twigs, and oozes out in

gum from every wound or split in the bark, then the

tree must die.

The well known Mgeria exiiosa, or Peach Borer is

a fruitful source of the yellows in all the Middle and

Southern States. This insect deposits her eggs in

the bark near the roots of the Peach tree ;
the Grubs

soon hatch and penetrate into the sap vessels, on

which they feed ferociously, gnawing their tortuous

paths in and around the roots, cutting olf the passage

of the ascending sap. For a time the tree shows no

signs of the concealed foe ; but as the Grubs grow

large, and their paths widen, they girdle the tree, the

branches then wither, and the sickly shoots in Au-

gust show that death is inevitable. The Grubs should

have been taken out in July; it is too late when the

yellow, sickly shoots appear ; then cut the tree down,

burn it and kill the grubs, or you raise a family of

enemies for the next year.

The Toiuiciis liminuris, a minute bark beetle proves,

when numerous, a deadly foe to the Peach tree; this

little insect sometimes makes its presence felt rather

than acknowledged, as, both in the grub and beetle

form it inhabits the bark, and seldom appears in the

day-timo; its flight is in the night, and it generally

spreads from tree to tree, alighting on and infecting

those branches and trees nearest the one first at-

tacked: this, it is believed, is the infectious yellows.

A few years since, eighteen trees in my garden

were destroyed in one summer by the Tomirus limin-

aris ; the eggs were deposited in the sap vessels of the

bark, all over the trees, and in one case .not an inch

of the bark escaped, from the top branch to the root;

the irritation was extreme, somewhat analagous to

the itch in the human skin. The obstructed, yet

stimulated sap threw itself out at every bud in sickly

yellow twigs, and the tree died of exhaustion. The

disease spread rapidly, and eighteen trees were des-

troyed before the cause was discovered; they had

been carefully protected from the hoier, (.^geria) and

the dark green of the leaves in the Spring showed

that there was nothing in the soil that disagreed with

the roots ; the trees were then cut down and burned,

and the infectious yellows disappeared from the

garden.

When Peach trees have been cultivated for years

in the same garden, the soil becomes exhausted oi the

nourishment that is essential to them; care should

then be taken to remove the old soil and replace it

with such as is well known to agree with Peach trees.

Sickly trees may then become healthy and bear good

fruit, but seedlings raised from unhealthy trees will

o-enerally prove sickly and die of the yellows.

In the neighborhood of Baltimore, the Peach is

cultivated in great perfection and with little care ; the

soil of that region is rich in mineral salts, such as

alum and saltpetre. Docs not this lead to the sup-

position that a judicious mingling of these would be

essential in a soil where these minerals arc not

found? And Peach growers frequently mingle both

these salts with common salt, and sprinkle it around

their trees, and if the trees are free from insects the

result is always good.

If these observations, drawn from a life of experi-

ence in the culture of the Peach, can be of service to

you, it will give great pleasure to your friend,

M. U. MoHiiis.

[We insert this communication with great pleasure,

as probably no one in the world has devoted more

time and careful study to the subject than the dis-

tinguished authoress, and in acknowledgment of

whose services in the cause of Science, the Academy

of Natural Sciences has recently conferred on her

the degree of honorary membership—the first lady,

we believe, who has been so honored by it. We have

known Miss Morris' Peach trees to be heavily laden

with fruit, when all have failed in the vicinity,

attesting the value of her views by their success; and

our own experience confirms her suggestions on the

importance of mineral manures.

—

Ed.]

WAXING GRAFTS.
BY W. PICKETT, DEJIING, UAMILTON CO., IKD.

I concur with Mi. Mattison, in respect to the

disuse of bandages. I make a composition of about

five parts rosin, one part beeswax and enough tallow

to make it of the right temper, a little harder than

shoemaker's wax. I cleft-graft all. I keep the com-

position melted in a stone skillet. Two boys, eight

years old, can wax about 2000 root grafts per day by

pouring the wax on the grafted place with a spoon,

holding it over the skillet to let the waste run back

into the skillet, and then dropping the graft into a

bucket of water. This holds the graft sufficiently

without any bandage. In the nursery I put the wax
on with a stick made flat at the end. I have my wax
barely melted, and can wax twice as fast as with the

fingers, and with this advantage also, the work can be

done in the morning or late in the evening, and in

cool days when wax can not be so worked.

RUSTIC ADORNMENTS.
BY JOHN' M. S-IUTH, GREENVILLE, ILL.

Friend Meehan : I have often thought that many
persons, living in the country, and with limited means

yet with a taste which only needs encouragement to

display it, might beautify their homes, and make them

loved by their children, if they would only exercise

their ingenuity during seasons when active, necessary

labor on their farms could not be performed. During

the winter months most farmers, particular!}- those

who are not the best supplied v;\lh pecuniary means,

have little actual labor to perform; and that is the
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time to " fix up " their homes, and make them loved

by their children.

I Eent you some sketches some time ago, which you

thought worthy of engraving and perpetuating in the

Monlhly, (September number, '59J. This has encour-

aged me to " try again."

Rustic adornments, to be valued, should be con-

structed by the owner of the home he desires to beau-

lify. A person with abundant means may pay an

ingenious person to ornament his surroundings with

articles of rural taste; but, in nine cases out of ten,

they are never appreciated, and as seldom used. But

when a man constructs a tasteful arbor or garden-seat,

or rustic portico, etc., if it did not cost any money,

he thinks none the less of it when he can look proudly

upon his children enjoying the comforts of the same
;

and can even enjoy it himself when worn down by

the toils of the day, calmly reflecting upon how much

case he has obtained at so little cost.

We must not suppose that none but the wealthy

have a taste for the beautiful. I will admit that they

are possessed with the power of displaying their

tastes, far superior to the poorer classes ; but give

the latter an idea, and observe how much quicker

they will act upon the hint—and improve it too

—

when they have the work to do themselves. For just

such persons (and any others who may profit by the

same) I pen^the present article.

During the winter collect the materials for con-

structing all rustic work, as the bark then adheres to

the wood. Then is also a good time to construct the

same. Timber which is durable in its nature, or

which is not liable to be eaten by worms, is the pro-

per kind to select, thereby preventing the disagree-

able sensation of having spent a considerable amount

of time and ingenuity for nothing. Cedar, Oak, Wal-

nut and Willow are all good for rustic work ; the lat-

ter for the smaller details ; and all kinds of wood
should be oiled once a year. In preparing the mate-

rials never cut the branches off too close, nor remove

any knots or rough bark ; and if mossy, so much the

better. Always be sure and have enough material at

hand for any article, so as to save the necessity of

running to the woods for a piece to match or fit some

place, when you have the article, perhaps, almost com-

pleted. Have straight, smooth-barked pieces of tim-

ber (or poles) for seats ; these must be split and nailed

on, the round side up. All pieces which are placed

next to a square surface, as the side of a house, should

be hewn flat on that side. Situation and purpose will

suggest the size and shape of the material ; but al-

ways "work in" as many crotches or " forks " as

possible, not only because they look the best, but be-

cause they serve as braces, much better than if those

braces are nailed on.

I send some sketches of work put up by myself.

while residing in Northern Iowa, slightly changed

from the original design, which I hope will be of some

benefit to others in constructing Rustic Adornments.

These will suggest to the ingenious a variety of other

articles upon which to exercise rural taste.

F!>. 1.

Fig. 1. is a front view, or elevation, of a portico, in

Rustic style. Fiy. 2.

Fig. 2 is a side elevation. It is " hip '

shingled, and has a balcony on the roof.

roofed and
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

<^^^

Fig. 3 is a front view of a window " hooded" in the

same style ; and fig. 4 a side view of the same. The
window has a balcony extending to the ground, which

may be used as a bed, in which to plant summer-run-

ning vines, to be trained over the window.

Fig. 5.

;
•''

La

a
Fig. 5 contains several details of the proper man-

ner of joining the pieces together; the letter a indi-

cates the nailing of same.

PLANT FRDIT SEED.
BY DR. R. P. B., QOINCV, ILL.

Let me advise all those who are moving West, or

going on to a new farm, if you have no money to

buy fruit trees vrith, sow the seed and sow it the first

year. It will not take over three hours of time. Do
not think so much of the mighty bushel of wheat or

corn; neither think that you will have plenty of

money next year to buy with, for if you do you will

be disappointed, take my word for it. You will have

uses enough for every dollar that you will have

even if your crops turn out well. Even if you should

have money the next year there is nothing lost.

Your little trees or Apple sprouts will sell for more

than they cost you. But if you are disappointed in

money you have gained one year. Vou have really

an orchard of fruit started. Do not say that you will

not get any good fruit from the seed, for you can graft

them just as well as any one if you will only think

so. I know two young men who moved into Ohio;

they paid out all their money for land. One sowed

fruit seed the first year; the other waited to get

money from his crops to buy the trees. The result

is, the one that sowed the seed sold over $ 1200 worth

of fruit this last season, while the other has not fruit

enough for the use of his family. He waited to raise

his fruit by money instead of seed; he thought too

much of the bushel of wheat. The other told me he

would not give his fruit trees for all the land his

brother owns—220 acres; and further, he says that

" they have not cost me a single dollar in money,

and while my brother is toiling and sweating in the

harvest field I can sit under the shade of my fruit

trees and gather my fruit when the weather is cool

and pleasant."

Certainly a man that refuses to plant fruit, if he

has but one acre of land, refuses one of the greatest

blessings that the Creator has bestowed upon man.

NATIVE PLANTS FOR HEDGES.
BY S. L. B., BROOKDALE FARM, ME.

Farjus ferrur/inea—Some years ago, my attention

was directed to the American Beech, (F. ferruginea.)

as a suitable plant for hedges, from the fact that in the

open pastures on the borders of forests, the shrub had

been trimmed up by cattle and I noticed it succeeded

well under this rough treatment, thickening up and

forming a shrubby and compact appearance. This

led me to study it more fully, and I found it to possess

qualities admirably fitting it as a hedge plant for

Northern localities. These qualities are : it is a na-

tive of our soil, it is hardy and long lived, it is com-

paratively free from the attacks of insects, it will

bear cutting, and if pruned properly will become

thick and bushy, and will be impenetrable to man and

beast; and it sprouts less luxuriantly than most other

trees.

The method of making a hedge of the Fagiis fer-

ruginea is as follows :—Obtain the young sprouts from

the woodlands, place them seven or eight inches

apart, then bend them in opposite directions so as to

cross each other and form a trellisj with apertures

five or six inches in diameter. During the first year

they should be bound with osier at the places where

the sprouts cress, and in a short time they become

grafted, and finally grow together at the points of

intersection.

It is also reared without difficulty from the seed,

and if the soil is good it will grow rapidly, forming

a handsome and sufficient hedge in the course of five
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or six years. The seeds should be planted thick, and

the plants kept well pruned.

Bvliila a/6u—The White Bireh, (B. alba,) has before

been recommended for hedges. I do not consider it

so good for that purpose, nor to possess so many
requisites as the Beech. It has, however, one advan-

tage—that of growing upon the poorest soils. It is

also more liable to sprout than the Beech, but will

bear any amount of trin^ming. The seed can be

obtained very easily by laying down a sheet and

bending the tree over, stripping it off at the same

time. Turn one furrow where the hedge is wanted

and sow the seedj covering lightly.

MANETTI ROSE STOCK.

BY JOHN SAUL, WASH IN GTOX, D. C.

Mr. Editor :—At page 39 of your volume for 1859,

I made a few remarks upon the Manetti Stock from

a lengthened experience with this and other rose

stocks; another year of extensive culture confirms

all then slated as well as developcs other valuable

(lualilies. Among the first of these is the ease and

facility with which roses on this stock may be trans-

planted without risk of failure. Bearing upon this,

1 will give one fact—the Spring of '59, a patch of

these stocks, about 15,000, from various causes were

not planted out till quite late, (about the middle of

May,) by which time they had put out shoots, six to

nine inches in length. Previous to planting they

were puddled but no further care given, though the

weather at the time was dry and warm. As may be

expected, all the young growth willed. It was at the

time remarked by a good nurseryman that I would

lose a considerable proportion; such, however, was

•my faith in the Manetti that though I supposed I

should lose some, I felt confident my loss would not

be great; for three weeks after planting, the weather

continued dry and warm. My favorite stock, how-

ever, did not disappoint me—not one in a thousand

failed, and through the Summer and Fall it was as

pretty a patch of stocks as my eye ever rested on.

It may not be prudent to transplant Roses when
budded on this stock quite so late, but such abund-

ance of fibres has this stock, and so tenacious of life

is it, that failures from transplanting at the regular

seasons, with ordinary care, will be rare.

Cultivators of roses know well that plants grown

in the open air arc far preferable, if intended for the

garden, than plants grown in pots in houses; the

check which these last receive when transferred to

the open garden is so great that it requires the first

summer to recover, whilst many of the more delicate

varieties linger and ultimately die. Cultivated in

the open air, on their own roots, from the fewness

of the latter and the paucity of fibres, they are dilfi-

cult to transplant, and losses from this last cause are

at all times heavy ; hence, most persons who desire

roses on their own roots prefer them from pots to the

heavy risks they have to run when had from the open

air.

Additional experience confirms what I have pre-

viously written, that many of our finest Roses require

to be budded on a vigorous stock to enable them fully

to develope their beauty; among these may be men-
tioned Cardinal Patrizzi, Dr. Henon, Kvequc de

Nimcs, General Castellane, Gloria dc France, Ma-
dame Masson, Prince Leon, Triomphe de Paris,

Arthur de Sansal, Emperor Napoleon, Lord Palmcr-

ston, Ornament des Jardins, Prince de la Moskowa,
and many other exquisite roses which cannot be cul-

tivated to any degree of vigor or beauty on their own
roots; all grow more vigorously and flower more pro-

fusely on this stock than on their own roots however

vigorous may be the class or variety; but in an

especial manner are the beautiful Perpetual Moss,

Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon Perpetual, Bourbons, etc.

Midsummer, '59, with us was hot and very dry

—

during a long drought and fiery heat, when many
things suffered severely, our roses on the Manetti

appeared only to enjoy it; they grew apparently with

more vigor and flowered the more profusely, whilst

the exquisite delicacy of some, the brilliancy of

others, and the beauty of all was enchanting. Re-

vilers of budded roses should see our stocks under

this fiery ordeal bearing unscathed and untouched,

through heat and drought, those delicate and peer-

less beauties.

In the frigid soil of Canada, as well as in the

"sunny South," in the deep, rich land of the Western

prairies, or in the sandy gravel of the East, it bears

alike the cold of winter and the heat and drought of

summer; in all it is perfectly at home; or as an emi-

nent horticulturist has said, " looks happy."

This stock, so admirably adapted for the various

classes, I would in an especial manner recommend for

one for which, so far, it has been but little used, I

mean the fragrant but delicate Tea. This group is

generally grown on its own roots, and in Northern

latitudes is difficult to preserve out-doors during

winter ; lifting, potting and Lousing entails consider-

able trouble. A collection budded on this stock may
be lifted on the approach of winter with as much
ease as a collection of Dahlias heeled in a cellar, or

any place free from frost, and planted out on the re-

turn of mild weather in Spring. These removals are

productive of more good than otherwise, as, before

planting out, the roots can be conveniently examined,

trimmed, any rudiments of suckers removed, a little

well rotted manure put in each hole where planted.

Under this treatment, a collection of this sweet and

^^^'S
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lovely class may be kept in the highest vigor and
beauty.

[Some of our correspondents wrote to us that they

considered Mr. Saul's article alone, last year, worth
to thcni the whole price of the volume. For our-

selves, wc like Jlaiielti stocks for weak growers, and

in their absence should speedily look about for some
substitute.

—

Ed.]

GARDENING FOR LADIES.

BV PRIMROSE, NEW BEDFOHD, MASS.

We told you in our last, of some anticipated dis-

appointment in the culture of Primula sinensis, but

fortun.itcly it was only in anticipation, and wc have

a large number now in very full and fine bloom,

nearly all fringed, and a due proportion of white and

pink. Our little greenhouse now contains about nine

hundred plants, and every nook and cranny is packed

to a degree inconvenient to the worker and visitor.

But what is one to do? Such seeds to vegetate as

those wc have planted, such thrifty little things to

grow ! And who, after sowing and pricking out, after

potting and repotting, can throw a plant away?
Wc have gone bravelj' through the severe frosts so

far; with the Mercury outside 6- below zero, and
only that thin glass to shield our luxuriant foliage

and delicate blossoms!

Not a plant was touched, not a bud checked, and

at least an hour a day of that inclement weather was
passed at work in this cheerful refuge from the

parched and scorched air of dining and drawing

rooms, and the intense cold of out-of-doors. And
this reminds one of the sad mistake we make in re-

fusing to the inmates of our dwelling houses (he ad-

vantages our plants receive from the soft and balmy
atmosphere of u-aier lieal.

Two months of close attention and pleasant inte-

rest confirms our belief that it is woman's work to

tend flowers; and, Mr. Editor, the great questions of

this century are, what is woman's true and proper

work? where will she find it ? and will yon allow her

to do it when she does find it? We will not go

further into the subject at present than horticulture

may lead us, and propose, with your leave, to have a

little chat with your lady readers, on practical

matters, and to begin with poUing.

The seed we have sown has sprung up and our

plants are evidently large and strong enough to be

allowed a separate home of their own. We have

used some hundreds of three-inch pots, and putting

in the bottom of each one, say J of an inch of char-

coal, broken to the size of a large pea, or half a nut-

meg, and partly filling with potting earlh which wc
gently press to make compact. We transfer with a

delicate trowel or knife the entire and undisturbed

roots of our young plant. Perhaps we cannot de-

scribe the process better than by saying wc make just

such a nest for it in the pot as will bring it with its

surrounding earth only enough below the upper edge

to admit of watering without overflowing. With

proper shading and care the plant in a few weeks will

require more root room. Now prepare another;

not too large a pot, say four or five inches across the

top, Willi a good inch and a half of charcoal of nut-

meg size for drainage, partially fill with earth, place

your left hand over the top of the pot containing the

plant to be shifted, separating the fingers to allow the

stem to pass between, quickly but gently turn over,

tap the bottom with your right hand and lift oflf the

pot. The ball of earth, with its embedded roots, is

under your eye for inspection; see that all is right.

A little experience and the exercise of the same judg-

ment you employ in deciding the " enough " baked of

your loaf of bread or custard, and a little of the same

dexterity you employ in turning a pancake, will suf-

fice for this operation. But we beg pardon, we were

thinking of your grandmothers who prided them-

selves on these useful matters.

For you these mental and physical qualities are

now demanded to choose your worsted for crotchet or

embroidery, and to finger the keys of your piano

forte. The sam« long bony fingers which now

sprawl claw-like over the ivory keys in vain efforts

to create a concord of sweet sounds ; or the same fair

plump hands that delicately work the glowing Berlin

into more or less creditable imitations of roses, cam-

ellias, and so forth ; may almost create the living, fra-

grant realities by your gentle manipulation and

watchful ministry, and this to the great advantage of

your health and spirits.

See that the space between the sides of the pot and

the ball of earth is compactly filled with earth, and

use your fingers as far as practicable to do it; where

too deep, with a blunt stick of fitting size and length

settle the fresh earth firmly around the ball. You

may protect j-our hands with India rubber gloves if

you will but use them, and the frail roots will thank

you that they are not rudely crushed and prevented

from fulfilling their all-important offices. You will

soon learn to reverence a flower; and as you realize

in the unsightly bulb or the tiny seed the germ of

the wonderously beautiful and various blossom to be

unfolded by the influences of light and air, water and

heat, you will adore the creative power which pro-

vided its capacities and favorable conditions, and turn

to the human plant with deepened interest to furnish

for its far nobler development such culture and sur-

roundings as its worth and duration demands.

Onions per Acre.—In Connecticut, 700 bushels

is considered an average crop.

^
7
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SUBSOILING.
BY JOSIAH HOOPES, WKST CHESTER, PA.

In the Report of the proceedings of the "Fruit

Growers' Society of Eastern Pennsylvania," pub-

lished in the March number of the Gardener's Monthly,

I am represented as having :?aid " that I had found it

best to bring the substratum tu the surface."

Now, this theory is entirely antagonistic to my
Tiews on the preparation of grape borders, as I firmly

believe that nature never intended the delicate spon-

gioles of the small roots to be forced to penetrate to

a great depth in search of the proper nutriment which

is essential for the growth of the vine ; but that the

natural position is close along the surface, where

they can have full benefit of the air and sun, as well

as a constant supply of nutritious, fertilizing ma-

terials.

The true purpose of trenching for the grape is to so

loosen and mellow the subsoil that all abundant

moisture may be quickly taken from the roots, and at

the same time preserve a cool dry soil, thereby greatly

increasing the health and vigor of the vine. Water,

if permitted to stand near the surface of the ground

for even a short time, will inevitably stagnate, and

cause an unhealthy growth of wood.

In speaking of a dry soil I would not wish to create

the impression that it should be perfectly so, for no

plant is more benefitted by a certain amount of mois-

ture than the grape. But by having a porous sub-

stratum, the over-abundant water that falls during

a long protracted rain, will be immediately carried

off from the vicinity of the roots, which at the same

time will contain more moisture during^ a severe

drought, than any soil not so treated.

And for the same reasons above expressed, I

sincerely believe that the placing of rich and exciting

fertilizers at a great depth during the process of pre-

paring the border to be a very erroneous idea.

In observing the beautiful and systematic opera-

tions of nature, in preparing the proper nutriment

for aiding the growth of our native vines, we find

that the annual deposits of decaying leaves, wood,

and plants, is applied to the surface, and while they

constitute a light mulching material, the small fibrous

loots are supplied with nourishment from the same.

•'POT CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES."
BT CB. GEO. rtPPER NORHIS, WILMINGTON, DEL.

The culture of fruit trees in pots is destined to be-

come, at no distant day, wo think, a prominent and

pleasing feature in gardening. It opens a new field

to the horticulturist ; for at present, the growing of

the Apricot, Nectarine and Plum have been compara-

tively abandoned on account of the ravages of the

Curculio. Who is there so rash as to hope, if he

resides in the vicinity of Philadelphia, to obtain a

crop of either of the above named fruits from trees

grown in open air? This mode of growing fruit we

think is destined to become popular with many
whose grounds are limited in size. The cheapness

with which glass-roofed sheds can now-a-days be

constructed, will stimulate orchard house culture.

Formerly, the erection of a greenhouse, with its

attendant sash and heating apparatus was too costly

a matter to be thought of by any but the wealthy,

but when it is now understood that fruit can be as

well grown and ripened in a shed made of unplancd,

rough boards, with a glass roof of fourth quality, 10

by 12 glass, as in the most elaborately built houses,

many will be tempted to embark in this branch of

horticulture who would otherwise have been deterred.

A cheap, rough, unpainted house of this descrip-

tion, 30 feet long, by 13 wide can be built for $100.

No border preparation is necessary, all that is re-

quired is that the trees should have the advantages

of an unclouded roof— (no vines to be grown, j and

plenty of ventilation.

Trees for pot culture can be procured any time

during the Winter or early Spring, and potted in 11

or 14 inch pots, taking care to enlarge the aperture

at the bottom of the pot, from 1 to .5 inches. The
compost should be prepared some time previously,

and may consist of a mixture of soil taken from an

old pasture, together with leaf mould, well rotted

manure and wood ashes, a sprinkling of bone dust

will do no harm; the hole at the bottom of the pot to

be covered with broken crocks and the most lumpy

part of the compost placed thereon; the tree not to

be placed too deep ; the soil well rammed.

Severe pruning will be required, not only to give

the tree a pyramidal form, but to recompense it for

the mutilation of roots, which will take place in its

transfer to the pot. No fear of too much pruning.

Keep the tree bushy After potting and pruning,

set away in a cool dry cellar or outhouse until Spring

when remove them to some well sheltered border,

there to remain until the following winter, with an

occasional moving during Summer months, to twist

otr the roots that may be coming through the bottom

of the pot.

On the appearance of winter, the trees are to be

again hou>cd until the Spring of the second year; by

this time they will have become accustomed to their

new mode of existence and will bo ready for a crop

of fruit. Care must be taken not to let them over

fruit. Not more than five fruit should be had from

an 11 inch pot, and 18 should be the maximum from

a 14 inch. A few fine are better than many ordinary.

Syringing and manure-water arc indispensable for

those requiring fine fruits.

A few trees in pots might be started in a cold

^U
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prapery, and when all danger from late frosts and the

Curculio are over, might be plunged in the open gar-

den to ripen. This we do not recommend, but only

suggest to those who are anxious to experiment with

half a dozen trees

We believe that this mode of culture will become

not only pleasing but profitable when Nectarines

readily command one dollar per do7..,and glass-roofed

houses can be constructed at such low rates, we can-

not see how it can be otherwise. To be sure, the

trees will need constant attention, but then, no one

should undertake it unless he has a gardener, un-

less this constant attention becomes a constant source

of pleasure. To me it is.

To recapitulate, low roofed glass sheds with ample

ventilation, large pots, dwarf bushes, pruned and

pinched into suitable shapes, good compost, with

plenty of well rotted and liquid manure, plenty of

water, light and air.

m̂

YELLOWS IN THE PEACH.
BY F. DANA, HOXBCRY, MASS.

I have iiscertained fully in my own mind, that the

Yellows on Peach trees is the efTect of a species of

the Red Spider, which deposits its eggs in the months

of September and October on the under part and

around the branches and nearly every little knot or

twig close into the main stalk, filling every crevice,

and in immense numbers, beyond calculation. They

are of a deep red color, and when rubbed, the fingers

will be stained quite red. A good glass will magnify

their size and appearance to that of a small red

currant.

Now is the time to examine the trees, and observe

those aflfected by them and apply the remedy to des-

troy the eggs. I think, to syringe the parts of the

trees affected with strong whale oil soap liquor may
prove effectual, providing nature has not coated them

over sufficiently to protect them ; if so, it can be done

effectually after the trees have leaved out, but will

take more liquor; the eggs are deposited mostly along

the centre of the trees ; very seldom any are found

near or on the ends of the limbs. They hatch out

the first and second weeks in May, and so small are

not discernible with the naked eye until nearly full

grown; then they commence laying and hatching on

the leaves to the last of September, the leaves being

literally covered with eggs, and the spiders in im-

mense numbers, sufficient to poison and create the

Yellows in any tree. They were very numerous on

Pear, Plum and some other trees in our section the

last season, causing the leaves to become seared and

brown, and stopping the growth and vigor of the

trees.

I hope some of our friends. Peach producers, will

give their attention to the subject, and after getting

rid of these pests, and keeping their trees clear of

borers, they will not be troubled with their trees

having the yellows. I will defy them to show any

other true cause. I have cured a number of Peach

trees after they were thought to be past saving, and

brought them back to a good healthy bearing condi-

tion. I inclose some of the bark containing the

eggs
;

please examine them with a good glass, one

that has a glass to set over them is best. More at

some future time if you should wish.

[Not recognizing the species of Spider sent, wo
handed the specimens to Miss Morris, the well known
Entomologist, whose notice of them will be found in

another column.

—

Ed.]

DR. UHLER'S PLAN OF RESTORING
HEAT IN HOTBEDS.

BY W. J0H^fS0N, EASTON, PENNA.

Dr. Uhler's plan of making hotbeds struck me as

being very economical, so about the first of Afarch,

1S59, I obtained some spent tan and formed a bed

sufficiently large for four ordinary sized sash, and

about two feet deep. After it stood a few days, I had

seven pounds of glue dissolved in about three-fourths

of a barrel of water, and poured it on the tan at a

temperature of about 180O. I put on the sajh and

waited, in vain, patiently for the expected heat, for

none was perceptible, only what was occasioned by

the sun through the glass. Not willing to give it up,

about a week after, I got about three barrels of swill

from a distillery, and pouring it on the tan, covered

with the sash as before. But no fermentation seemed

to take place. About a week after I concluded to put

on some soil and sow some cabbage, lettuce, etc.,

thinking that they would grow at that time, (15th of

March,) without much bottom heat. Some of the

plants came up very weak and sickly, and what did

not die off afterwards retained their sickly and

stunted appearance. So you may judge of my dis-

appointment, not to say loss, when I tell you that I

did not get one dozen of good cabbage plants fit to

set out from the whole bed; while cabbage, tomatoes,

peppers and egg-plants all grew fine in abed of stable

manure just by the side of the tan.

I hope that you or some of your contributors will

throw some light on this subject.

PEACH BORER.
BY JOHN, PETERSBURG, VA.

I have found reason to believe that tobacco-stems,

laid at the roots of Peach trees, will prevent the

attacks of the Peach borer as well as destroy them.

Let some experiments be made during the coming

season; it certainly is not hurtful.

^KT" m
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THE CRANBERRY.
No. II,

BY CRANBERRY, HANOVER FURNACE, NEW JERSEY.

The two varieties of this berry best known to consumers and consequently hiost interesting to cultivators

arc the English Cranberry, {Oxycoccus paluxtris,) which is found growing along the margins of streams, and

in the fenny districts of England, and of which little need be said, save that it is a small acrid berry, of a

pale red color, about the size of

a marrow-fat pea, and though

used in sauces, &c., is seldom or

never cultivated for the market.

The other is the American

Cranberry, (Oxycoccus macrocar-

pus,) which is indigenous to our

continent, and is found in its

wild state in both North and

South America, on the sea coast

and the margins of the great

lakes.

It grows upon a running vine

of a shrubby nature, consisting

of a prostrate runner with as-

cending branches, somewhat

similar in habit to the Straw-

berry. . This runner roots itself

at irregular intervals, and grows

to a length of some four or five

feet, throwing out a succession

of branches or uprights as they

are termed by cultivators, to a

height of from six to ten inches,

upon which the berries are pro-

duced. The leaf is oblong,

rounded at the ends, green in

April, reddish-green in August,

and brownish-red in December;

remaining upon the stalk for an

uncertain period.

The flowers are flesh-colored,

growing upon pedicels, and are

very susceptible to changes of

the weather.

As far as my observation ex-

tends, the Cranberry seems to re-

quire nothing more than air,

light and ivater to produce its fruit,

and may be found in its wild

state growing equally well upon

a damp sand-bank, as upon a bed

of rich muck. Moisture it must

have, cither from springs, or

from a running stream ; stagnant

water it will not live in.

Some attempts have been m.ide

at upland cultivation, but with very indifferent success; and I have yet to learn that it is being pr.icli.sc

J

to any considerable extent by those who raise for the market. The leild berry, although superior in firm

ness, and by some preferred in flavor, is by no means bo prolific as the improved berry; neither is i
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any means so certain of producing an average crop.

The Bell, the Cherry and the Bugle—so named

from a slight resemblance in form, arc the varieties

most known to cultivators; all of which arc fine

varieties, the two former being the favorites. All of

these and many other forms are found growing indis-

criminately in the wild bogs.

Any one having a piece of moist, porous land, with

the water not more than six inches from the surface,

may raise cranberries to a certain extent, but one

who desires to make a business of raising them i^hould

select a piece of low-lying land with sufficient fall to

drain it dry enough to work the soil economically,

and when occasion requires, to be able to flood the

whole to a depth of from six to ten inches. With

such a piece of ground, let him prepare the soil by

completely and thoroughly eradicating everything

which grows upon it. Some, indeed, lake the pains

of covering the ground to a depth of four inches with

pure sand; but this, on a large scale, would be too

expensive.

The soil being prepared, procure from some reliable

dealer a supply of vines, which may be set out in this

latitude from the middle of March to the 20th of M.iy,

inclusive, in rows from three and a half to four feet

apart, in order to give space for cultivation, and

about eighteen inches apart in the rows; this latter

may be regulated, however, by the amount of capital

you wish to invest on each acre, for the closer you

plant them the sooner the yines will mat, or form a

covering to the soil, and keep down the weeds and

grasses. This I think the best manner of planting,

and is practised by those who have been most

successful.

Sod planting is simply removing from the wild

bogs portions of sod in which the vines are growing,

to your ground ; but even with the most care you

bring with them a host of roots and seeds, which

will take years to extirpate, and which the writer

has found to be no economy.

The vine grows well from slips, cut from six to

eight inches long and planted with a dibble, or what

is even better is to plant the middle of the slip,

leaving the two ends projecting, thus giving you two

vines. It is well to call attention to the fact that

some vines are barren; how to distinguish them from

their fruitful sisters it is difficult to say, but as a

general thing, their leaves are greener, their stems

stronger and their whole appearance more thrifty

than those of the bearing vines.

The late frosts of spring are very disastrous to this

crop, as the vine blossoms in the latter part of May
and early in June. It is also subject to the attacks

of a fly, which about the middle of July deposits its

eggs in the berry, the larvE of which prove verj' de-

structive.

Flooding the vines has many advantages ; it pro-

tects the ground from the severe action of the frost

during the winter, and also in the lato spring; it

checks the growth of weeds and wild grasses ; and in

July it prevents the attack of the fly, while at the

same time it has but a slight retarding eflfect on the

cranberry.

The yield of the first season after planting is of
course next to nothing; the second season runners
and uprights are formed which bear on the third;

after which the crop steadily increases until the

ground is entirely covered by the vines, yielding on
some favored spots as high as four hundred bushels

to the acre; but this, as far as my experience goes, is

very far above the average, which I should place at

less than half that amount.

The cost of bringing in an acre of cranberries

varies so much with the locality, that it would be

folly to give an estimate for general application; but

would not, I think, vary much from two hundred and-

fifty dollars.

VINS BORDERS—GRAPES UNDER GLASS.
BY v. v., TONKEBS, N. Y.

Mt. Editor : I promised on a former occasion to have
something more to say on the formation of Vine Bor-

ders and the cultivation of Grapes under glass. But
I would more willingly commence to prepare my
compost, lay my drainage, fill in, and get all

things in working order, than commence to write

about it. It is strange that we, practicals, are so gen-

erally modest about writing, even on subjects which

we feel ourselves competent to speak on and practise.

It is so, Mr. Editor, and I think you should encour-

age the over modest to put aside, partially, their

modesty, and let us hear them. A trite saying, " When
there is will, there is a way." Now I have the will,

and I am determined to find the way. This deter-

mination, with the conviction that I have derived

much useful information from the pages of the Month-

ly, and, perhaps a little presumption, has forced this

long promised article.

It would seem that we have not as yet generally

arrived at the perfection of Grape growing. The
many different diseases, ("if diseases they may be

termed,) in the form of mildew, thrip. red spider, etc.,

which we see and hear so very often complaint of,

tell us that there is much yet to be accomplished.

Those diseases are all brought on the vine for want
of proper attention. Amongst the many "shanking"

seems the most prominent. As it is not always within

our reach to apply an immediate remedy, it eflfects are

more distinctly marked. As it is generally conceded

that "shanking" is produced by destruction of, or

disease of the roots, it behooves us then to use all
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means within our reach to keep the roots in a per-

fect state of health ; and in order to do so we must

commence by laying a proper foundation, in the for-

mation of a perfect border, as far as lay in our power.

The first thing necessary is a perfect drainage ; the

amount of drainage will greatly depend on the situ-

ation. If in a dry situation, with a strong sandy or

low gravelly bottom, from 6 to 10 inches of stone

drainage will do. If on a wet, low or swampy bot-

tom, from 2 to 3 times that amount would be required.

I always like to have the space for my border par-

tially excavated, with the border when finished ele-

vated about one foot above the surface, and having a

descent from the house. The way I form my drain-

age is this, I fill the space allotted to the border

with rubble stone or brick rubbish, from 6 to 2 feet,

according to the situation, as before mentioned ; over

this I put about 3 or 4 inches of oyster or clam shells,

and in immediate connection with the stone. I do not

put sod over, as the shells lay close enough to prevent

the soil passing through and clodding up the drainage-

I then fill in my compost, to the depth of 2 or 3 feet;

my compost I prepare the following way, and of the

following ingredients: I take from some old rich pas-

ture-field the surface sod, to the depth of 6 or 8 in-

ches ; this I lay up in a heap to rot for 3 or 4 months,

or longer if possible. After it has laid this length of

time, I turn it over, adding one-fourth well-rotted

stable or street manure ; the latter I prefer. To this

I add about 10 bushels of coarse bone-dust to every

square rod of border, and about Ij as much refuse

charcoal as bone-dust. These are not exact propor-

tions, slight deviation one way or the other will be

of no consequence. All those ingredients, now lay-

ing in a pile, are turned over 2 or 3 times, mixing

well each turning, fl do not add any of the old soil,

nor would I recommend so doing, as it has a tenden-

cy to sour the border under different circumstances^.

The soil thus prepared I fill in, taking care not to

tramp on it while filling it in. The soil all in, is

now forked over and neatly levelled, but not raked,

as the opener you leave the surface of your border

the greater influence will the sun and air have on it.

When the season for planting arrives—which m.iy

be Spring or Fall— I plant my vines on the inside of

the house, about six inches from the front wall,

spreading out the roots in such a position that when
they commence to grow they will push through the

arches to the outside border. Many persons, having

their houses and border all ready in the Fall, defer

planting till Spring. In my humble opinion, this is

a mistaken notion. When planted from September

to November, although the wood is then ripe, they

make a nice root growth, and having established their

roots in the border, they strengthen themselves and

are ready to push forth vigorously as fine weather

approaches.

A house for growing grapes may be of any desira-

ble form, though there are structures which warrant

a preference. I prefer the old sash and r.ifler princi-

ple, whether single or double pitch, with front sash

about 2 feet high, the top sash at an angle of 40O,

with a southern aspect for forcing,—a double house I

would prefer running North and South, with an an-

gle of 453. In the old houses the projection of too

much wood in the rafter, was rather unsightly ; but

bj' the new mode of forming rafters with O. G. fa-

cing, a very neat appearance is created. There is a

greater command of top ventilation in the old princi-

ple, which is a great thing in its favor. Injudicious

ventilation is the chief cause of all the attacks of

mildew ; and any person who carefully ventilates his

house, will seldom or never be attacked by this trou-

blesome visitor. At my early stage of gardening I

had charge of vineries for seven years, and during

that time I never saw a spot of mildew on the vines.

I then really thought that mildew would not attack

the vine ; more experience has shown me the reason

why : the great attention I paid to ventilation. I

have been little troubled with mildew, spider—red,

black or blue—or any other, excepting very slight

shanking.

I never give bottom air by the sashes until the vine

is ripening its wood, and the grapes have fairly

changed color ; I then give bottom air cautiously, lit-

tle at first, gradually increasing as the grapes are

ripening, and the wood is perfecting its growth. On
very fine and even weather, when at that stage, I give

an abundance of top and bottom air. By the paying

due attention to ventilation, mildew will never make

its appearance.

If mildew should make its appearance, I expel it

at once, by taking sulphur, finely powdered, and sow-

ing it broadcast through the border, throwing it half

the height of the roof, and in proximity to the vines

—the sulphur being light and airy, and thrown at a

considerable elevation, is distributed among the

leaves, settling on them with great uniformity, if put

on by an expert hand, and is not easily detected.

Greater care should now be taken about airing, as it

would be of little use to apply a remedy if we fall in-

to the same excess. One application is sufficient, if

the airing is only attended to, there ought not to be a

second attack. It is a most necessary thing to keep

the leaves in a healthy state, and the surest way to

do it is by keeping them free from thrip, mildew, spi-

der, and all and every thing that might cause decay;

thus preserved they will faithfully perform the du-

ties allotted them; and when "mother nature," in

her own good time, comes to require their homage
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they bow in humble submission, grateful for the care

bcstowcit on them, in the abumlanoc of well-colored

and ripened fruit, which they helped to bring to ma-

turity.

In forcing-houses,when the crop ofgrapesare all ripe

and cut, before midsummer, we very frequently see lit-

tle attention paid them afterwards—thrip, red spider,

etc., being allowed full scope. This ought not to be at

any stage of the vine's growth, they ought to be con-

sidered intruders, and should be expelled. A strong

application of tobacco smoke, repeated, will expel the

thrip at any time ; and a good dose of sulphur, dis-

solved in water, applied with the syringe, and re-

peated, is a sure medicine for the red spider.

There is a mode of applying sulphur for mildew,

which I have now and then seen mentioned in the

Jl/on//i/i/,that is pouringwater on quick-lime,and slrew-

ingsulphurover thelime. This I think is tempting evil

too much. Sulphur we know to be a substance easily

ignited
;
quick-lime, a substance possessing a great

amount of latent heat, which is set fire by the appli-

cation of water, ignites the sulphur, and forms sul-

phurous acid gas, which is sure to destroy every leaf

it comes in contact with, and often the plant entire.

The amount of water put in the lime may counteract

or increase the evil tendency ; hence the cause and

effect. Some gardeners have gone so far as to unfor-

tunately set the sulphur on fire. The result was most

obvious, in one case the destruction of 40 pounds of

grapes, estimated; in the other, the loss of a crop the

coming year, bj' the destruction of the vines.

In a former part of this article I objected to giving

bottom air by the sashes, at certain periods of the

vines growth ; this does not imply that bottom air

cannot be given without danger. There is a mode of

ventilation which I call underground ventilation,

which, if adopted, bottom air can be admitted at all

stages of the vines growth and in any weather, no

matter how inclement. This system I have fully put

in practice during the last four years, and has proved

most satisfactory. Although not new in itself, still we
seldom or never see it adopted in this country. It is

as follows :—A chamber built of brick, fi inches wide

and 12 inches deep, is passed along 6 inches from the

back wall the entire length of the house; one end of

this chamber is up built tight, the other end left open.

Branch chambers, 6 or 7 feet apart, and 6 inches deep

by 5 inches wide, are built in connection with it, and

at right angles to it; these branch chambers pass to

within 6 inches of the front wall, and are allowed to

raise, to the end of the border, in the form of a twelve

inch hollow pier, which admits of 6 inch square open-

ing. These piers answer for the hotwater pipes to

rest on. The air entering by the main chamber at

the back wall, is distributed into the branch cham-

bers, and has to rise through these hollow piers, and

comes in conLict with the hotwater pipe, and is made

warm before entering the house—never causing a

cold draught, and regulating the temperature of your

house %vith the greatest nicety. A wooden slide at-

tached to tlie open end of this chamber—which cham-

ber passes to the outside of the house—admits the air,

which is opened or shut, as needs be. By this ar-

rangement air can be given even at night, should your

house become too warm, without any injury to the

vines at the most tender stage of growth.

There is one word I wish to revert back to. Char-

coal— I am a strenuous advocate of this ingredient in

a vine border, and in the cultivation of all plants.

This ingredient not being generally recommended,

might be questioned by some of the readers of the

Monthly, who might wish to know its utility, which is

obvious :— It keeps the border loose, accelerating the

superfluous moisture in passing through, being a pow-

erful nonconductor, it materially assists in regula-

ting the temperature of the border at all seasons; being

a great absorber of ammonia, it has always a store of

that precious stimulant in reserve, giving it forth as

the border becomes warmed and the roots push forth,

eager and willing to receive it. These few good

qualities I think is sufficient to recommend it: but

many others might be brought forward in its favor.

But I have already trespassed too far on your pa-

tience and space, Mr. Editor. I shall say nothing at

present on pinching (generally called stopping,J or

pruning of the vine. I hope that you will prune this

article severely.

WEATHEHED & CHEREVOT'S BOILER.*

BT THOS. CARTER, RALEIGU, N. C.

Last Fall I purchased one of these boilers for my
greenhouse, which is 88 feet long. At first I expe-

rienced some difficulty on account of the greenhouse

chimney being too low. I soon remedied this by add-

ing 10 feet more to the chimney, since which time I

have had no trouble whatever. The boiler is of the

smallest capacity; it heats the greenhouse and pro-

pagating-house, one or both, at the same time. The

flow is through 260 feet of 4 inch pipe, and would

heat a much larger quantity, if necessary. I have

given this boiler a fair trial during the past winter,

the result is quite satisfactory— for no frost got in the

house though the temperature was 5-J below zero out-

side. I fill the grate with coal about 9 p. m., and re-

tire to rest, certain of finding a good fire under the

boiler, and every plant safe in the greenhouse in the

morning.

* See ji.igc 142 and 107, vol. T. M
^^^
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ENIGHT'S MONARCH PEAR.
BY JOHN SAUL, WASHINGTON, I). C.

Mr. Editor : On looking over my portfolio lately, I

found some outlines of what I believe to be the true

" Knight's Monarch Pear," made by me in 1850, from

specimens grown at Durdham Down Nursery, Bristol,

England. I herewith enclose the same, hoping it may
tend to clear up the confusion which has so long ex-

isted, and still continues, respecting this particular

variety. No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, are outlines of specimens,

showing one of the smallest, two medium, and one

largest. It will be peiceivcd that the general form of

the fruit is the same, and below medium size, it is an

abundant and regular bearer, the flavor all that has

been claimed for it by its r.iiser, Mr. T. A. Knight,

juicy (not butleryj and delicious; in season from

January to March.

[We have engraved No. 4, as being about the aver-

age of the varying forms.

—

Ed.]

No. is Downiiig's figure, which I hold to be the

spurious variety ; he describes it as buttery, which

the genuine variety is not,— it is in fact a bag of

juice. His outline is so dissimilar to the others that

they cannot for a moment be confounded. The ques-

tion now arises, is the tree from which my specimens

were taken the genuine variety ? I will give its his-

tory^ and the reader may arrive at what conclusion

he pleases :

—

At the time Mr. Knight was engaged in raising and

disseminating his fruits, Uurdham Down Nursery

was in the possession of Messrs. Miller vt Sweet, and

as now, one of the most extensive and respectable in

Britain ; Mr. Knight was very intimate with the pro-

prietors, a constant visitor, and from it he received

his annual supply of trees, plants, seeds, &c. Plants

of the various fruits he raised were sent to this es-

tablishment as soon as let out; and here, as else-

where, the first tree sent of the Monarch, proved to

be the spurious variety. Subsequently he sent the

tree from which this fruit was gathered, as the genu-

ine variety, and of which there can be little doubt.

A short time prior to the date at which these fruits

were gathered, that eminent horticulturist, Thomas
Rivers, of Sawbridgeworlh, wrote to this firm for

grafts of the Monarch, expressing his belief that two

varieties were cultivated, and in a confused state.

Grafts were sent to him from this tree, which, when
he fruits, with others, (indeed I have been long ex-

pecting his report upon them,J he who has already

done so much for Pomology, will set the matter right.

ON THE PROGRESS OF FRUIT CULTURE
IN CANADA.

BY GEO. LESLIE, TORONTO, CANADA WEST.

From the first settlement of Upper Canada, and

until about 1850, the culture of fruit seemed to be

attended with perfect success. It sometimes hap-

pened, in consequence of the absence of native nur-

series, that trees were sent us, which, with long ex-

posure and the neglect of dealers, had no vitality

left; and in many cases too. farmers paid no notice to

the trees after they were set out. But when good,

thrifty trees were received, and obtained a moderate

sliare of attention, the results were entirely satis-

factory. The smaller fruits, so far as cultivated, pro-

duced abundant crops with trifling care.

The English Gooseberry was less liable to mildew

than it now is, and a moderate crop could usually be

relied on. Raspberries have always been prolific,

but here, as elsewhere, require to be planted on soil

naturally dry, or that has been drained.

Until quite recently. Strawberries were grown on

a very limited scale; now we have most of the

varieties usually cultivated, and the demand is res-

pectable, llovey's Seedling has hitherto been the

favorite. Triomphc dc Gand, and it is feared Wil-

son's Albany will not be perfectly hardy in all sec-

tions. Peaches have usually produced a fair crop,

especially along the shores of the lakes. They are

now much less wanted than formerly. Apple trees

seemed to thrive in all localities and yielded abun-

dant crops. Pears, as far as introduced, bear hand-

some fruit of superior flavor. m
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Since 1850, a change for the worse has gradually

developed ilsclf; success where formerly certain, is

now very doubtful. All the causes that have brought

about this alteration arc beyond our knowledge, and

some causes that we do know surpass our remedial

means. Winter-killing, or frozen sap, has, within

the last ten years destroyed thousands of our apple

trees; not young trees in the nursery alone, but

whole orchards of young and vigorous bearing trees.

This has been especially the case in heavy clay soils.

The Bark Louse has now spread itself so universally

through our orchards, and is increasing with such

rapidity that its extermination seems almost hopeless.

The Apple Borer, a grub, larger than the Peach

Borer, and white in color, is doing a vast amount of

mischief; its operations arc carried on between the

bark and the wood. To insure its destruction requires

more patient labor than many are willing to bestow.

The consequence of these draTbacks- are that many

trees have been killed off, and the fruit produced on

others is often wormy at the core and lacks that fair

and handsome exterior which is so desirable.

It will readily be supposed that Pears must suffer

from Winter-killing; for, in addition, they have to

contend against a Summer enemy—the fire blight.

Cherries have suffered much from late Spring frosts;

tliey have also been partially injured by the severity

of the Winter. The Duke class prove the most

hardy.

Plums are hardy and have only to contend against

their ubiquitous foe, the Curculio. The excrescence

known as the Black Wart has annihilated the old

fashioned Blue Plum. The yellow and light-colored

plums are seldom, if ever, affected with this malady.

These remarks apply mainly to that section lying

North and West of Lake Ontario. Between the

head of that lake and the foot of Lake Erie is the

District of Niagara, which has always produced as

fine fruit of all kinds as the famous Genesee Valley^

New York, of which Rochester is the capitol. In

this place was the Residence of the late Hon. Judge

Campbell, whose loss Canada may well deplore. He

was a skillful and enthusiastic horticulturist, person-

ally setting the example; he exerted unwearying

efforts to promote the introduction and culture of

fruit of standard excellence.

Grape Vines are being planted to some extent:

Isabella, Catawba, Diana and Clinton, in the order

named, are the best ; what we want in a grape vine

is hardiness, earliness, and fruit of good flavor. I

am experimenting on some of the most promising of

your numerous native sorts, and hope soon to meet

with something that will prove a valuable acquisition.

Some of your correspondent's have referred to the

frosts of last June. Truly, on the morning of the

4th, the country presented a melancholy spectacle.

Subsequent warm weather and genial showers, re-

stored the field crops. Much fruit was destroyed, and
what remained proved very inferior in quality. I

noticed a singular fact in Strawberries. The fruit of

the earlier sorts was nearly half grown, and the oth-

ers were in full bloom. If at all, the frost affected

them in a very slight degree ; we had tlie satisfaction

of gathering a full average crop.

With these drawbacks to Pomological progress, it

is not wonderful that our people are somewhat dis-

couraged ; but by careful observation on our own
parts, and attending to the detailed experience of

others, let us hope that better times await us. Dili-

gence and perseverance may enable us ultimately to

triumph over the diiEcuUies with which we are beset.

At the present time, R. I. Greenings, Spitzenbergs,

Baldwins, &c., sell freely at S4 per barrel.

[We should be very glad if friends in other sections

of the country would also communicate their expe-

rience. By the collection of as many such facts as

possible, a remedy for the troubles of fruit growers

may result.

—

Ed.]

CRYSTAL PALACE AT STSENHAM.
BY CHAS. H. MILLER.

The Crystal Palace at Sydenham, one of the great-

est .achievements of modern times, is situated on the

summit of a hill, about nine miles from London. In

point of beauty and magnificent proportions the pre-

sent building far exceeds the original in Hyde Park,

which had not sutficient elevation compared with its

great length, consequently exhibiting a long flat ap-

pearance, anything but imposing. In the present

Palace the nave is forty feet higher than the old one;

three transepts are also introduced, whereas the

building in Hyde Park had but one, the extreme

height of which was 104 feet ; the middle transept,

in the present instance, being 168 feet, or 64 feet

higher. The whole length of the building is 2756

feet, exclusive of 720 feet, the length of the colon-

nade leading from the railway to the main building;

in size, the present structure exceeds the original in

Hyde Park, by nearly one half.

Arrived at this magnificent palace of iron and glass,

by the Company's Railway from London Bridge, we
ascend a large flight of steps on to the corridor or

colonnade, so called, which is planted on each side

with choice exotic phints :—Lantanas, Bignonias,

Fuchsias, Passion Flowers ; and which assist in form-

ing a delightful avenue. Proceeding along the colon-

nade, we come to the south end of the main building,

up two more flights of steps on to the main floor. I

will not attempt to give an accurate description of the

interior of the Palace itself; my object at present

being merely to note some of its leading features.

M^
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The south end and south transept contain a well

selected collection of plants, such as Rhododendrons,

Camellias and Azaleas ; splendid large specimens,

some of them having been pvirchased from the collec-

tion of Mrs. Lawrence, of l^aling Park, a well known

patron of Horticulture, who for many years success-

fully competed at the Chiswick exhibitions.

Along the entire length of the main avenue are

arranged hanging baskets filled with various flower-

ing plants ; these have a very pretty effect. Splendid

Orange trees, (in large tubsj some of them of magni-

ficent proportions and loaded with fruit and flowers,

are arranged on each side, forming a delightful pro-

menade, and emitting a fragrance throughout the

whole building quite refreshing, added to which are

birds of hand.^ome plumage, hopping about from tree

to tree, altogether forming a most enchanting scene.

Starting from the south end of the nave or main

avenue, one is enabled to place himself, to some ex-

tent, geographically in respect to the objects before

him, in relation as he would be to a map of the world.

Here the North lies in front, the East to the right,

and the West to the left ; the Old World on one side,

the New on the other.

The trees, plants, animals and human occupants of

the earth are grouped together, illustrating Botany,

Zoology, and Ethnology; consequently the arrange-

ments are geographically instructive.

Taking the left hand path we come to a group of

trees and animals from Central and South .\merica;

a large specimen of American aloe is a prominent

object; Brugmansias, Magnolias, and Fuchsias, some

of them are magnificent plants, also fine plant of

Auracaria imbricata and Braziliensis ; associated

with this botanical collection is a group of South

American Indians—and a savage looking set they

really are—forming a striking contrast to a fine col-

lection of beautiful birds from the same quarter.

Advancing north, we come to a collection of North

American plants, fine specimens of Azaleas, Rhodo-

dendrons, Andromedas, &c. ; conspicuous in this di-

vision is a group of North American red Indians en-

gaged in a war dance ; alongside is a splendid large

glass case containing fresh water or river animals,

such as the Snapping Turtle and Bull Frog, at which

many a Frenchman casts a longing eye.

Turning to the right, you come to a magnificent

crystal fountain of beautiful design, in the water

which surrounds it float the gigantic Victoria Rcgia,

Nymphacas, Nelumbiums, Caladiums and other tro-

pical plants, forming a scenery perfectly unique.

Passing along the nave and turning to the right

towards the garden front, we come to a fine piece of

artificial rock work, covered with tropical plants,

associated with it is a fountain of toilet vinegar, at

which you have only to present your handkerchief,

and it will be copiously besprinkled by the fair

attendant. Some young gentleman who chanced to

have a headache, bent the knee and underwent a

baptismal performance that even an American mini-

ster would delight in. A little distance to the right

is a fine collection of Camellias arranged in beds of

various shapes; crouching and squatting among the

various groups of plants are adult specimens of

Javanese or Opium eaters; their mean, emaciated ap-

pearance give one an adequate idea of the extent of

such pernicious habits.

Advancing north along the centre nave, we come

to the Egyptian Courts containing many curious and

interesting objects:—Winged Bulls, Sphynx, and

other heathen monstrosities brought from the ruins

of Nineveh by Mr. Layard; mixed with those are

fine specimens of Date and Wax Palms, Cocoas,

Plumosa nearly forty feet high ; also two curious

plants much like blocks of wood, called Elephant's

foot, these two specimens arc the largest in Europe,

and said to be three thousand years old. Continuing

onwards, we come to the north transept, situated at

the west end are the Egyptian colossal figures from

the temple of Rameses the Great, in Nubia; notwith-

standing their enormous size, they exhibit a fulness

and rotundity of appearance quite juvenile, forcibly

reminding one of Pickwick's fat bo}'. Although

seated, their height is 64 feet—pretty tall boys them.

We are now at the north end of the main avenue,

and before us is a fine collection of orchidsous plants

—Ferns, Palms and other tropicals; another basin

for aquatics corresponding with the one at the south

end.

The heating apparatus of this vast establishment

is on a scale of great magnitude, a tunnel connecting

with the railway runs along the entire length of the

building; this tunnel is twenty-four feet wide; on

one side are the boilers and coal houses. This rail-

way is also used for the transit of machinery, imple-

ments, Sec, the machine department being situated

underneath the main floor. Twenty-six boilers and

fifty miles of 9 and 5 inch pipes are required to heat

this mammoth building; the water circulating through

this vast quantity of piping travels the distance of

nearly two miles.

Orcharu HorsF.s.—To obviate one of the objec-

tions to planting out fruit trees permanently in

orchard houses, namely, want of fresh soil and in-

convenience of root pruning, W. S. recommends in

the HorticuUurisl, that brick walls with pigeon holes,

should be partially built round each tree. The soil

outside of each could then be removed and re-

plenished at pleasure.
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CLIVIA NOBILIS.
BY A. K., I'll 1>1JI K<:, PA.

[Tran^xlrd for Iho Gardonor'n Monthly.]

The Cape of Good Hope is the home of a very

large numberof charming Imlbous growths, especially

of the species ainaryllidace.T ; and one of the most

prominent of thorn is the Clivia nobilis, which

abounds in the neighborhood of Fish River. This

plant was called Iniatopliyllum Aitonii by Hooker,

and received the name Clivia nobilis from Lindley.

It is closely allied to Cyrtanthus, from which it

differs only in its fleshy (seed) capsule and seeds.

In reality it is not a bulb, but the stem-clasping

leaves form below the surface a firm mass, which

closely resembles one. The leaves arc, in their

whole length, of equal breadth, up to the size of an

inch, according to the vigor of the specimen, obtuse.

smooth, of a decided dark green color, and arranged

on two sides. The flower-stem attains a height from

a foot to one and a half, and bears a very beautiful

umbel with pendant flowers. Each flower is an inch

and a half long, of a red color approaching scarlet,

with yellowish green border, and bell shaped, with

expanded sides from which the stamina project. The

roots are firm and appear in spharical rings at the

base of the plant, whose fleshy bodies extend into

the mass as the thickness is increased by decaying

external leaves. Every year the new roots, in a cir-

cular form, appear in the place of the decayed leaves,

and sometimes they break through the base of the

still existing leaves, where they have at first the ap-

pearance of air plant roots, which soon draw down-

wards and form true roots. The young plants appear

in the same spots and in the same manner, either

alongside, ex ternallj-, or between the outermost leaves,

and can be removed for propagation when they have

become independent roots.

The natural locality of the plants at the Cape of

Good Hope has the peculiarity, that the soil during

the dry season becomes glowing hot, and the vegeta-

tion is arrested by the heat and consequent dryness.

This is the period of rest for the native plants, which

is actually only externally a resting time—for in the

internal portion of the bulbs the life is more concen-

trated : the substance is refreshed and condensed, and

thereby the foundation is laid for the production of

the flower. When the rainy season comes, the bulbs

obtain new fluid nutriment, the soluble portions of

accumulated material of the former vegetation become

dissolved, the flowers unfold themselves followed by

partial fructification, fresh leaves appear, the old die

off, and so the growth continues till the arrival of

the dry season again.

This is the ordinary process of that region, which

we cannot completely imitate by skilful culture in

this country, and from perfectly natural causes ; for

our climatic conditions arc exactly the reverse : dur-

ing our summer is the time for vegetable activity,

whilst it is the time of rest for such plants at the

Cape; and in winter our time of rest is the period

there for rain and luxuriant growth. Carelessly con-

sidered, it might be supposed it would not be difficult

for us also to expose such plants in summer to a high

and dry heat, thus to imitate the antarctic time of

rest, and that of the winter, aided by appropriate

heating and moisture to bring the plants to bloom
;

but in truth, the aflfair is more dilGcult than it ap-

pears : for while we in winter, by the best devised

arrangements, produce a temperature of air and

moisture of soil precisely that of the climate at the

Cape, it is impossible for us to create the most needed

agent for growth of plants, namely, lighl. Without

the requisite light all plants do not attain the neces-

sary perfection, and it is especially the case with

those which are accustomed to a more intense light

than our latitude affV^rda. Every one, who has in

any manner tried during winter to force into bloom
plants which are hardy or indigenous, knows very

well how useless are all his precautions if the sun
does not shine. Even when flower buds are produced

in abundance, no roses or syringas will open without

the sun. Owing to this, we let plants like Clivia

grow in summer and rest in winter.

[to be continued.]

Extreme Cold .\t Washington.—The thermo-

meter at Grafton Cottage this morning, 3d of Feb-

ruary, 1860, was JOO below zero, Fahrenheit, the

lowest temperature I have ever noticed in this cli-

mate, in the same position of the thermometer. In

the winter of 1855-'(3 the thermometer at Pierce's

nursery was 141 below zero at his house on the hill,

and 220 below zero in the valley below, and not quite

10- below at Grafton Cottage. This winter will

prove very destructive to vegetation here, not so

much from extreme severity as from the severity of

its extremes.

The flower buds of Pawlonia impcrialis are en-

tirely deslroj'ed, and whenever this happens here,

great injury is done to fiuit trees and shrubbery

geneially

—

C. G. Page, in WashiiKjton Nalional In-

telligencer.

[This is verj-good for lat. 39C. The " Laplanders"

of the South must take to the middle climate of 40-

or 41 - in winter.—Er.]

Willow hedges are becoming vcr}' popular at the

West on the prairies. They are planted in two rows,

the plants in each row alternate with each opposite,

and one foot from one another in the row ; as they

grow up they make an impenetrable fence by their

trunks alone.

^^^-
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PHILADELPHIA, MAY 1, 1860.

83" All Communications for the Editor should be addre!<R«d,

'Thomas Mekhan, Germiiuluwu, PliilHdeIphiii,"uiid Biuiiiess Let-

ters directed to "The PLBLibiiEK of the Gauue^nek'^ Monthly

Bux -106 Philadelphia."

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
In consciiutii" f of tlif Ihmw iriii-i-r in Ilif i iiviil:iti<>n uf the

Jlonthlf/y and the cuu^-eqiient mvessity of goint; to presH earlier in

ordur to iiwue the Magnzine punctually to all oiy auUserilicrs by thi-

l8t of each month, it is deainibli; thut communiaitiun:^ requiring iiu-

niL'diiite atteutiun, should reach the Editor bufure the 10th of t-acli

month.

SHADING THE BARS OF TREES.
Wc love til rcflei't on horticultural progre-^s. It is

one of our best hobbies, and affords us many a de-

lightful ride. To think we know so much njore than

our fathers, is perhaps but vanity; and after all, the

record shows that they knew more than we are apt to

give thcin credit for. But it is not what a few of

them knew, it is what was generally known. Prob-

ably not a notion that now excites our admiration,

but what was well known to one or another of them.

Cunningham, of Edinburgh, knew, perhaps, more of

the secrets of propagation than anyone before him:

but what signified all this to us ? Locked in between

four brick walls where no one could see his opera-

tions, and with the secrets locked in the brain where

tliey originated, he died, and his knowledge died with

him.

We often think that our progress docs not so much

relate to facts as to scientific admissions concerning

them. It is the new relations of the facts introduced

by science that seems so novel to us.

Years ago, we knew an old fellow who used fo

make upright incissions in the bark of his Cherry

trees, all about their trunks. It was a great source of

merriment to us young chips of the horticultural

block. Such a practice was rot laid down in the

books, and, of course, it was ridiculous. However

some few of us, under the foolish impression that

editors knew everything, wrote to a leading journal

for its opinion, and anxiously devoured the inquiry

column for our answer; and ccrtcs, there it was,

plain as we said, " until you see nature slit up the

bark of trees, believe the practice of your friend all

nonsense."

Alas, poor " Nature !" how often arc you set up

as a scarecrow fo frighten us poor birds who will go

pilfering the grain of pooh-pooh'd ideas. It is reason

that we should rather follow ; and if experience

leach us that any course is beneficial, what boots it
j

to us whether nature gave us the first pattern or had

it suggested to us by common sense? If we have a

pattern given us to go by. and that pattern should be

cracked, are all our productions to be cracked in order

fo be perfect? And yet we arc perpetually told fo

follow nature as implicitly as a rule of faith.

Cowpcr says that " God made the country, and man
made the town;" and in like manner we may s.iy,

man made the long-legged, bare-poled, sun-scorched

and hide-bound cherry tree, while nature made the

noble, bushy-headed and shady-trunked specimen ;

the branches of which, sweeping the ground beneath,

bids defiance to the sun's bark-binding attacks. At
any rate, (and this is the most important point,) our

old fogy's Cherry trees, with their bodies marked

^ Lil£c a txinny sou of Mara, with many slits and scars,"

in health and vigor and beauty of growth far exceeded

those of his neighbours. And we have seen it since

tried without prejudice, and have invariably found

that slitting the bark of hide-bound trees is a great

and decided advantage.

.Some few years ago, when in the neighborhood of

Darby, Pa., we saw an apple orchard with trees

having most remarkably clean, smooth and healthy-

looking stems. Inquiring of the son of ti.e pro-

prietor, we were told that his father divested the

trunks of his frees of their liark every Spring.

"What," said we, "the bark itself? You mean the

loose scales on the outside." " No," he replied, " he

tears il off in strips like willow peel." Our science

was honor struck. The physiology of our school

could stand no such treason to its ronstltution. Con-
ceiving it was an attempt to " sell" us, the subject

soon pissed from our mind.

Two years ago, a respectable farmer " amongst the

Dutch," in Bucks county, Pa., told us that every

year, in June, he regularly tore off the bark of his

apple trees, with the happiest results. Had it not

been for our previous experience, we should have

classed it with the " Moon"s signs," for which our

brethren in that region are so famous. But, last year,

as there was some talk about the decortication of

Kims successfully in France, we thought we would
try for ourselves if anything could come from such a

barbarous experiment. .So on the List day of June,

we took a ten year old, well-trimmed-up cherry tree,

and from about three feet above the ground tore off

the bark into the wood as far up as we could reach.

Within a week afterwards, innumerable corrugations

appeared on the surface; apparently exudations from

the medullary rays of the wood, which soon met
each other, and in about three weeks a new surface

of bark, and new wood beneath it. covered all the

North side of the tree; on the South side they dried

up before meeting, and all the branches on that side

-^^1
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subsequently died ; but our partial success, besides

teaching us some new ideas about the rise and fall of

the sap, to which we may refer when some more ex-

periments, now in progress, shall hare been made,

taught us that there was truth in the common report.

We have since met a gentleman of the highest char-

acter, who assures us that he strips Maple trees

between the 20th and 2nth of June, entirely of their

bark, and a new one forms immediately, to the in-

creased health and vigor of the tree.

These facts we have now proved to be undeniable

;

but we are not going to recommend that trees should

be scored and scalloped like a whittled rustic scat in

a " Down Eastern State," or shorn of their bark like a

May sheep of its fleece ; but we do recommend

that such unsightly treatment sliould be rendered un-

neccssarj', by taking every possible care to prevent

the induration of the bark, which is so fatal to the

healthy development of trees.

For orchard trees, the heads should he made as low

as possible in order to afford shade to the trunk—and

when, as we hope some day to sec, the barbarous

practice of cropping orchards shall be amongst the

things only of history, there will be no objeclion to

their heads being very low. At present it is a well

ascertained fact that low branching Peach trees,

especially in the Southern and warmer States, are

considerably the healthiest and enjoy the longest lives.

With weeping trees and others that must be grafted

high up in order that a natural "flow of tears" at

the barbarity may result, the object may be attained

by allowing a growth of young shoots about the

trunk, which by judicious pinching and pruning at

the right time, as explained in a former number, may
always be kept in check, so far as robbing the trunk

of nourishment is concerned.

AV ashing the trunks of choice trees with weak ley

occasionally, so as to keep the old bark softened, that

it may swell easily, and give place to the new, will

also be beneficial.

Altogether, the subject is one calculated to eflfect

vast improvements over the practices of our fathers;

and though we have to dismiss it for the present, the

interest we feel in its importance will induce us to

return to it some time hereafter.

INTERIOR OF A HOTHOUSE.
[See Frontispeice.'i

AVe furnish our readers with a sketch of the

inteiior of a hothouse in the vicinity of this city,

which we think a decided improvement on the stiflf"

and formal arrangement which generally prevails.

It will, at any rate, furnish some hints which may be

improved on.

The drawing requires but little explanation. The

centre stage or grotto is formed by building up two

side walls of large rough stones, (some of which

should be allowed to project on the inside of the

grotto to prevent too formal an appearance,) and by

turning an arch from one wall to the other. The
stone work should be laid in hydraulic cement, (which

costs but little more than lime.) on account of the

excessive humidity of the house, which would destroy

lime mortar. After the side walls arc built and the

arch turned, select irregular shaped, and if possible,

moss covered stones of large size, and pile them up

edgewise against the outside of the walls, so as to

leave as many crevices and interstices as possible,

for pots and plants.

The side or front tables are formed partly of wood

and partly of stone. The part nearest the glass being

of wood, constructed in the usual way, with large

stones piled along the front or side next the path.

Two rows of pots are arranged on the wooden table,

the fronts being concealed by long strips of bark. In

addition to the plants in pots, the interstices between

the stones caui be filled with leaf mould and planted

with ferns, lycopodiums, rock plants, etc. On each

side of the house are two trunks of trees with the

branches on, covered with creeping plants. The
whole interior of the house is painted a light shade of

green, which corresponds well with the green leaves

of the Passifloras, Ipomeas, and other twining plants

trained up the rafters. The collection of ornamental

foliage plants in the house is extensive, and well

adapted to a honse of this kind. The basin of water

in the grotto is supplied by a pipe built in the arch,

and is allowed to trickle continually, thereby adding

much to the natural appearance of the scene. Orchids

are suspended from the roof in rustic baskets and on

blocks of wood, and rustic vases containing collec-

tions of native and foreign mosses are placed in the

corners. The paths are paved with rough flag stones

which correspond well with the rock work.

FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OF EAST-
ERN PENNSYLVANIA.

The Committee for the County of Philadelphia,

respectfully call the attention of Fruit Growers, (both

professional and amateur,J to the existence of this

society ; the object of which is to foster and encourage

the introduction of new and desirable varieties of

fruits ; to give a correct and impartial description of

them, and to aid in their dissemination.

In order to carry out these objects, they respectfully

urge on all who take an interest in this subject, the

importance of carefully conducted experiments in

hybridizing our native with foreign sorts and in the

production of seedlings from such hybrids as well as

from the seeds of our well known sorts both native

and foreign.
ji
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Besides Ihe production of now kinds, there are

doubtless many really desirable frnits already in ex-

istence which deserve to be better known. All such

will be accurately described in the proceedings of this

Society, if well ripened specimens are forwarded to

the Committee at the proper season ; and thoy invite

all lovers of fine fruits to aid them in carrying out

the objects of this Society by imparting such informa-

tion as they may possess in reference to this object;

such as peculiar modes of culture, the application of

special manures, pruning, diseases, and the destruc-

tion of injurious insects, and the ripening and preser-

vation of fruits. If these suggestions are carried out,

wemay confidently anticipate thejhappiest results from

the operations of this society, not only by the introduc-

tion of new and desirable fruits, but in preventing the

dissemination of woithless sorts.

J. E. MiTciiELi., Chairman,

No. 310 York Avenue, Phila.

SEQUOIA.
It is due to our correspondent, " L." that we in-

form the readers of his article—" Sequoia rs Wash,

ingtonia," that he docs not assume, as implied in ouj-

note, to have been the first to suggest that the name

Sequoia was derived from See-quah-yah of Cherokee

fiime. But he does claim that he has exhausted the

authorities accessible in Ihe libraries of Philadelphia

and made assiduous inquiry among the leading bota-

nists of the city, and by the aid of a much interested

friend, has made similar research in New York, and

failed to detect any clue to any other origin.

He who described the genus and applied the name,

has not informed us whence he derived it, and in the

absence of any positive knowledge on (he subject, the

strong presumptive evidence drawn from the exten-

sive philological attainments of the late distinguished

Endlicher, warrant us in believing that the suspicion

first awakened in the columns of the Country Gentle-

man, a few years since is correct. Moreover, as the

story has not appeared in any horticultural journal

where it properly belongs, we believe it has been

found by the thousands of readers of the Gardener's

Monthly, as fresh and interesting as if for the first

time spread before the public.

AMERICAN POMOLCGICAL SOCIETY.
We understand that the enterprizing President of

this society, lion. Marshall P. Wilder has succeeded

in securing the immense building of the Academy of

Music forthc meeting of the Pomological Convention

on the 11th of September next, in Philadelphia.

il^upsfions anb SSnstoprs.

Hemlock Hedge.—A friend of mine, and a sub-

scriber to the Monthly, has a Hemlock Hedge, set last

Spring, of two or three hundred plants taken from

the woods, (and they all lived except two or three.)

Now, they made some growth last year, and look

rather awkward, being all heights, from 12 inches to 3

feet.) Now. had he better cut them back this Spring?

or let them go till another Spring before cutting

them? Please answer in the Monthly, and oblige.

—

J. H. H., Jlmesburij, Muss.

[Cut them down with the shears, first of May, or

about, to 18 inches from the ground. As a boy leaps

farther by first going a few feet backwards, these will

grow faster by being shortened, and become bushy.]

-, iNVEnTiNO Fence Posts.^Mr. Howe, in the

I Genesee Farmer, gives some interesting experiments

U proving that posts last longest when set upside down.

Winter Growth of Routs— Thomas Meehan. Esq.

Dear Sir:— In discussion, the other day, with one of

our best gardeners, on the subject of trees, out-door

plants, &c., he contended that the roots of trees and

plants grew in winter. I am well aware that while

the ground is not frozen that they absorb moisture

from the soil, but unless it can be shown that the sap

ascends and descends in the winter as it does in the

summer, under the above circumstances, it could not

take place, but believing tliat the sap or moisture that

the roots absorb, evaporates through the pores of the

bark and does not return to the root, consequently

they cannot grow far. I believe that the elongation

of roots takes place when the sap returns to the roots.

It would atTord me great pleasure to have this ques-

tion settled ; it is not the first time that I have heard

it, and would like to see it disposed of in your prac-

tical journal. Investigator.

[Roots do grow through the winter, but very little,

especially with deciduous trees. Roots of evergreens

grow more ; they commence active root growth in

February; altogether, leaf growth docs not commence

till April or May. The idea of evaporation is correct.

The little that the roots absorb in winter, or gain by

root growth, is often fully evaporated by cold winds

and frosts, from the stem and branches. Frequently

more is evaporated than is absorbed, and many trees

otherwise hardy, die in winter from this cause.

As to the theory of the rise and fall of the sap, so

fully believed in by most physiologists of the past

day, it is now an almost exploded one. The proba-

bility is that nothing of the kind occurs, and that the

phenomena that have hitherto been supposed plainly

to indicate this, will be explained by other theories.

Cuttings of grape eyes have, often, roots two inches

long before the buds have little more than burst.]

'':5)^-VV^
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Orchid Ct'LTURE—A Correspondent in New York,

"Claude Melnotte," sends ua a criticism, on the

article on Orchid growing that appeared in our last,

taking the ground that in condemning one system,

the writer had not given the readers of the Montlily

any better one ; and the Farmer and Gardener,

alluding, we suppose to the same article, makes in

effect the same objection. It is but justice to our

correspondent to say that at the time he sent us his

communication he intimated that the piece was but

preliminary, and wc have since received handsome

illustrations to go with his article, which arc now in

the engraver's hands.

Grapes and STRAWnERRiES

—

Fayellevillc, Jpril

3d, 1860.—Mr. Editor:—Please accept my thanks for

information received through the March number of

the Gardener's Monthly, on propagating grapes from

eyes. I notice that some of them in my hotbed are

growing finely, while others in the same bed, after

growing about an inch, turn yellow and dry up. Can

you tell me the cause? I have kept a uniform heat

of about 703. Have I not given them sufficient air,

or is it probable a part of the eyes were not well

ripened? The weak layers are doing finely in the

same bed. (1) I feel considerable interest in a new

Strawberry noticed in the April number of the

Monthly ; cannot you figure it in some future number

—the Wizard of the North. (21 Can you give me

any information on the Pauline grapel How does it

compare with the Logan for earhness? What is the

size and flavor? (3) Subscriber.

[(1) The top shoots grow faster than the roots, and

the eye dies of exhaustion; remedy:—pinch out the

young point of the shoot as soon as a leaf or two is

fairly visible.

(2) The plate of the Wizard of the North Straw-

berry we saw, occupied nearly two feet square

—

rather large for our columns ; besides, we seldom fig-

ure anything, unless likely to suit our climate or cul-

ture, which foreign strawberries often do not.

(3} We have not fruited the Pauline yet ourselves,

but it is highly spoken of in the South.]

MiLDf;w.—Loudon supposed this to be caused by

the soil being colder than the atmosphere in which

the plants grow. This may be one of many circum-

stances tending to cause mildew, but we doubt

whether it is the cause itself.

We would call especial attention to the Fruit Grow-

ers' Society of Eastern Pa., noticed on page 147.

Roses.—/. J. F., Henderson, Ky — Please send me,

or publish a list of the best Works, with date of

latest editions, on the Rose.

[Buist, or Parsons on the Rose, are both excellent.]

Cannas, Bedding Plants, &c.—J. W. McL.,

Poiighlcicpsie, N. Y.—Dear Sir; If you will answer

the following, under the head of Questions and Ans-

wers, in the next Monthly, you will oblige a constant

reader of the Gardener's Monthly.

1. Will Canna Indica bloom the first year from

seed? Can the roots be kept same as the Dahlia

through the winter? 2. Is the Commelina good for

bedding out? How far apart should the plants be

put in the bed? 3. Will the Whitlavia grandiflora do

for bedding, and how far apart should the plants be

set? How long will it bloom! 4. Please name a

list of plants that would do for a vase standing in the

sun.

[(Ij Yes, if you sow them early and grow in a

warm rich soil in your garden.

2. We do not value it for bedding, though it is

pretty in its way.

3. It will do well in your latitude, and please you

as a blue flower; set about six inches apart. It will

bloom till September.

4. Scarlet Geraniums, Petunias, Mcsembryanthe-

mums, Portulacca and Plumbago Larpcntoe.]

Wateisixg with Well Water.—B.—Never do

this when you can use it of the temperature of the

plant house. To apply fire to heat your house to 70°

and then cold water to reduce it to 500 is absurd.

The Frenchman's recipe for making Punch, "a
little brandy to make it strong, a little water to make

if weak, a little lemon to make it sour, and a little

sugar to make it sweet," may do in that peculiar line

of animal treatment; but such extremes are fatal to

good plant management.

Basket Plants, Lavender, &c.—.^. /. B., Cam-

den, JV. J.—W^ill you please give a list of the twelve

best kinds of trailing plants for baskets; also the

best manner of cultivation. I wish to raise them

from seed to be ready for Fall, fl-)

I also have a large bed of Lavender growing very

thickly. Would it be advisable to transplant? or,

would spading some manure around them increase

their fertility? (2.)

\,(\.) Kenilworth Ivy, English Ivy, Creeping

Saxifrage, Senecio scandens, Lysimachia nummul-
aria. Blue Lobelia, Tradescantia zebrina, Kennedya

Marrayattea;,Tropaeolum splendidissinia, Lycopodiuni

denticulatum, L. Cssium, Crassula lactea. There is

no difficulty about their cultivation.

(2. J It would be as well to take up, tear to pieces,

and replant thinly as in setting out box edging; and

next season set out the plants to their desired

distances.]

k^h^ -^^
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Manuring Friit Trees.—/. W. M.. Ltbnnon, Pa.

—I intend setting out an acre with mixed fruit tliis

Spring—Standard and Dwarf Pears, Apples, Cherries,

Plums, etc., and am ofTered at a rea.sonahle rate the

sweepings of a smith's shop, consisting of the parings

of horses' feet, droppings, etc. Will this make a

good manure to mix with the soil at the time of

planting? To which would the application he most

heneficial, and about what quantity should be ap-

plied?

The soil is at present in good condition and pro-

duces fair crops of wheat, corn and grass— -omposcd

of clay and sand, two of former and one of latter, and

no want of linic. Answers to the above in the May
Monthly, will much oblige a regular reader.

[Such manure is excellent for cncourageing growth,

and will do for young trees. In the vegetable garden

we have found it excellent. We think wood ashes

the best of all manure for most kinds of fruit trees,

when fruitfnlness is desired. We like spreading

manure on the surface, and raking or harrowing-in.]

Skedlino Azalea.—From Jno. Fcuft ^ Son, named
" Baltimore Beauty, is one of the handsomest striped

ones we have seen; the crimson is very bright. In

this respect it is far superior to the noted " Beauty of

Kurope." It is not up to the standard in rotundity

of outline, but will be very popular.

Rose " Dr. Kane," from Mr. PenHamf. Btillimorr,

M'l.—A few flowers of exquisite form and delightful

fragrance. In color it seems to be intermediate

between Solfaterre and Lamarque. But at this sea-

son of the year, from forced specimens, it is impos-

sible to speak of comparative merit.

Seedling Pansies.—From Daniel Barker, Hart-

ford, Conn.—Equal to the finest prize flowers, and

very beautiful.

We have also on hand an article on Tritomas from

his pen for our next issue.

Mr. B. is about to visit Europe, to collect all the

novelties that are likely to do well in this country,

which, from his knowledge of our climate, and of

what constitutes a good flower with us, he is likely to

do very successfully. We wish him every success.

Rerecca Grape.—A Correspondent near West
Chester, says:

—

" We have instances during tliis peculiarly change-

able, hard winter, of New Rochelle, Dorchester and

Common Blackberry being killed to the ground, and

Rebecca grape, in some places, uninjured."

Pine Seed.— E. T., H'lncAcs/fr.O/iio.—Sow thinly

under a garden frame, raised a few inches at the four

corners to admit a draught of air, and whitewash the

glass before hot weather sets in—leaving the glass on.

McDoigall's Disinfectant.—A Correspondent

informs us that this is a patent mixture of disinfect-

ing elements, compounded by an English Chemist.

It is principally sulphite of Magnesia and Lime, and

Carbonate of Lime; and we should judge from the

statements before us, that as a disinfectant, it is a

cheap article, and may be valuable as a manure.

HvHRiDiziNG Grai-ks.—Wc havc on hand a very

intcrestingarticle from our I'orrespondeiit, Mr. Bright,

from Notes made during his late Kuropean tour, ex-

plaining how the flood of excellent new foreign

grapes have been produced, that have recently made

their appearance in European collections, which will

appear in our next.

du"'"^

Planting Grape Cuttings.— R., Quinry, III., in-

quires why these may not be as well put where Ihey

are to grow, as transplant rooted vines? They will

do as well, but it is not the cheapest way. It saves

time and money to set out good rooted plants. Where

land and labor is no object, vineyards are often

led with cuttings.

Cherry Grafts.— R.—Mazzard cherries do not

take kindly on the Wild (Cerasui serotina.) nor do

cherries on plums. We do not know that the latter

take at all.

Apple.— D. IT C, Harrisbvrg, Pa.—Your specimen

seems to be Tewksbury Winter Blush—larger than

usual. It is one of the best keeping apples we have.

Grape Culture.—/. Davenport, Stanford, Conn.

Mr. Bright's work, noticed in another column, will

give you exactly the required information.

Ravages of the Gopher.— I. H., Lee Co., Jowi.

—Can any of our readers give us an effectual preven-

tive of the ravages of this animal ?

•Poohs, (Jafalogups, %*r.

The Illustrated Pf;AR Cultubist.— In our no-

tice of this beautiful and useful volume, in our last,

wc spoke of it as a new work. In referring to it

again after our notice went to press, we find it dated

1857.

This doi s not, of course, render it any the less

valuable; but it is necessary in order to explain a

remark we made under the impression that it was
just from the press.

r<g
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BiiiGiiT OX Grape Cilti-be. Published in I'liiln-

dclphia by the Author, and hi Now York by C. M.
Saxtoii, Barker & Co.

A fresh, original work, is a great treat in these

days C'f book making: and, had Mr. Bright cfTected

nothing more by his elTorls than this, we should have

enjoyed it on that an-ouiit alone. But (he work is

not by any means to be valued merely because it is

not what is popularly and aptly known as " rehash ;"

it abounds with new and original ideas, for which

Mr. Briglit's contributions to the Gardener's Moitthlij

have already become so noted.

The author of this little work has had one advan-

tage as a "book maker,"' which all authors of prac-

tical works have not invariably posse-sed. He has

been long known as a practical grape grower of the

highest eminence, and his tcoric has followed his

deeds. The "sayings and doings" of many distin-

guished individuals have flooded the press. Mr.

Bright has reversed the general order of such matters,

as he has reversed many time-honored practices re-

lated to the subject of which he treats. The work

is emphatically the "doings and saj-ings" of Bright

on grape culture, and as such we welcome it. The
work, though confined to 120 small octavo pages,

covers the whole subject of vine culture—native and

foreign— in pots, borders, vineyards and city yards;

planting, training, pruning—as much, in fact, as is

usuallj-gi%-en in works double the size; and this con-

ciseness of language in these railroad times is not

one of the least of its merits.

There are some things ia the work with which we
would not agree. The idea generally prevalent

amongst the most scientific portion of agriculturists,

that the most perfect system of manuring is that

which applies to the soil those elements which che-

mical analysis shows the plant growing in that soil

to contain, Mr. Bright also leans to. We honestly

confess that we cannot controvert this belief, and yet

our faith has been shaken occasionally by some cross-

grained observations. There seems to be something

in that mysterious and incomprehensible principle,

which for want of a better name we call vital force,

which acts in the premises, and sets the best rules of

science so far as yet known, at defiance, and produces

results other than as they ought to do according as

they are laid down " in the books."'

But all this is natural. Far in advance as we re-

gard the views held forth in this little work over

present general practice, the future will no doubt

produce still more perfect ideas; and probably Mr. i

Bright himself, with his naturally observant genius,

will be one of the first to Liy hold of and popularize
,

them.
We cordially recommend the book to all any way '

interested in grape culture.
|

TiiK Orchabd HorsE. By Thomas Rircrs, with an

appendix, containing addiiional directions, by Wil-

liam Saunders. C. M. Saxton^ Barker & Co., New-

York.

This little work of Mr. Rivers is already familiar

to many ,\merican readers, through having been re-

printed last year in the Horliciitlurist. In the pre-

sent pamphlet form it will come acceptable to many,

and the enterprising publishers have conferred a fa-

vor on the horticultural community in preparing it

for them.

Mr. Rivers is an enthusiast in the subject, and he

has given an impetus and popularity to it that, con-

sidering how slow communities are to adopt new
ideas, is really surprising. As the past tcstilies, the

Monthly has never been with those who believe the

day for cultivating out-door fruits is gone by, and

that we must look to the orchard house as a dernier

resort for an occasional mouthful of fruit; but as a

pleasant pastime for the amateur of leisure, a deli-

cious luxury for the aHluent, or even as a source of

profit when the principles of management are

thoroughly understood, and entered into with a

thorough business spirit, we believe it will become

one of the most popular branches of the gardening

art.

The German'tow.v Telegraph.— This well

known and widely circulated family and agricultural

journal commences a new year about the present

time. The horticultural articles are often of the

highest excellence, and we hope it will continue to

be like good wine, which they say improves with age.

Obic.™ of Species. By Dr. Charles Darwin.

As botanical knowledge progresses, the difficulties

of classification increase. When Linna'us delineated

his s}-stem, for a while it seemed perfect. Compared

with the present list of vegetable forms, the number

of plants then known was a mere trifle : and after

the light of genius had once dawned on the mind of

the great botanist, it was a comparatively easy task

to arrange them into classes that seemed very well

defined and perfectly satisfactory. But long before

this great father of modern botany had passed away
from us, difficulties gathered with the accumulation

of new^ discovered species; variations that were deemed

but exceptions became the rule, and he himself gave

the first blow towards the destruction of the magnifi-

cent arrangement his brilliant geuius had created,

and which destruction the natural system of Jussieu

afterwards so successfully completed. Jussieu divided

the whole vegetable kingdom into one hundred orders

or classes, and the classification seemed again perfect

;

but new discoveries soon showed its imperfections

—

natural though it was supposed to be; and after being

.Okj-
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patched and tinkered by various clever hands, was
entirely revolutionized by Endlichcr and Lindley,

the latter of whom came ultimately to the conclusion

that nothing short of over three hundred orders

would embrace the vegetable kingdom ; and since his

elForts scarcely any score of botanists can be found

to agree as to t?ic proper limits of any of these so-

called orders, and clearly to define what they mean by

any one of them.

If they are not agreed as to what constitutes an

order, so neither are they any more successful with

genera or species. What are so considered by one,

are rejected as such by others; and it has been found

impossible to define what any one means by a species.

The only agreement has been in a quiet assumption,

—a sort of dreaming, indistinct idea, that they mean
by a spec'es something that was originally created in-

dependently separate and distinct from any other

kind to which it may be allied. Each one adopts

what he considers some character essential to a spe-

cies, and when he discovers any other form, agreeing

with his ideas of essentiality, but differing in other

respects, he assumes that it is but a variety that has

sprung from the species, and so classes it.

To any one with a mathematical turn of mind, this

is an extremely unsatisfactory slate of things. The
idea that any study can be a science, the principles of

which cannot be demonstrated, is unnatural, and the

explanatory apologies about exact and uncxact sci-

ences afford no relief. To such a mind the doctrine

of Cicero is law. So general a disagreement amongst

men proves that the idea is not the voice of nature,*

and is an aryumenlum verilatis that the idea that all

existing forms were independently and specifically

created—the source of the existing disagreement— is

not true.

Andso the beautiful science of Botany, which, from

the instability of its principles, proves to be no sci-

ence, suffers. There are not half the botanists there

were twenty years ago, proportionally speaking;

while chemistry, geology, anatomy, and other

branches amongst who^c votaries glimpses of the

unity of natuxe have been more of a practical reality

than of a delightful dream, have gained in popular

appreciation and real scientific progress.

But it is easier to find fault with a system that is

false, than to point out another which is true ; and

unsatisfied as every scientific mind must be with the

independent theory, it asks for a better one before it

abandons the other. Many daring geniuses have

attempted it and signally failed. Lamarck's effort,

recently vitalized by the " Vestiges of the Natural

History of the Creation," was little more than still-

born, and is one of the most noted of modern at-

Quoninni vpro in n* oinni coitftoncio Anna gentium uiuniuui i-st

nrguiiu-uliini vel'itriti--*." I -De hyibtts.

t ^ * **Quoninni

/f^ I

vox niilur.-is ut

tempts. This one of Darwin's is the most recent,

and the most plausible of all.

Mr. Darwin goes to his task with the resolution of

a David marching on Goliath. He has spent twenty

years in the collection of facts bearing on his theory,

and has so carefully collected and elaborated them

in the present work, that though the mind of the

reader will in the main remain unconvinced, it is al-

most impossible to review it with justice. As the

book is one long argument, so is the struggle between

what we feel and believe, and the facts as presented

— one long continuous effort for predominance. The
probability is that Darwin is on the right track; but

whether his theory will sustain all that he claims

for it, we think very doubtful. The very fact of his

having made the subject one of such intense study, is

an inference a priori that it has been pushed to ex-

tremes. We find in our everyday experience, that

one closely attached to the study of Entomology is

firmly convinced that most of the diseases of vegeta-

tion are attributable to the attacks of insects ; the my-
cologist pleads as strenuously for the all-potency of

fungi ; the chemist and the electrician ride their hob-

bies as statelily ; and the physiologist accounts for all

easily, without the help of any of the others. Mr.

Darwin starts by handling the non-definability of

species most unmercifully, and belaboring it most

effectually. He shows that most of the domestic va-

rieties of plants and animals, especially dogs and

pigeons—which we happen to know are derived from

one original parent slock, though we call them varie-

ties—are yet, in the characters considered essential

in the idea of a species, as different as the wild forms

or species, the origin of which we do not know ; and

from this he starts with the possibilily of his theory,

which is that there is really no difference between

species and varieties other than what has been

stamped on them by the hand of time and circum-

stances. In a few words, all existing species have

sprung from a few primordial forms. All scientists

agree that striking variations do occur—the only dif-

ference between them and Mr. Darwin is in degree.

He tries to prove that there is no limitation to this

variation, but j'ou must give him time—several mil-

lions of years; but they, on the other hand, assert

that the variations are limited, and never occur in any

esst'titiitl point. "Thus far shall thou come, and go no

farther," they believe to be the fiat that governs

these specific oscillations, ftlr. Darwin lakes issue

with them on this essential point, that whenever it is

found to vary it ceases to be considered essential, and

this arguing in a circle naturally docs not suit his

system of reasoning. The classification of Linnanis

was at one time considered as founded on essential

points, until found so variable as to be worthless.

Having proved, as he thinks, that variation is un-
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limited, he goes on to show how these variations as-

sume a specific character. He calls in a new prin-

ciple—not new in ilsclf, for we are all aware of its

reality—but a new principle in its application—anew

power, which he calls the "struggle for existence."

An oak in one se;ison may produce ten bushels of

acorns, which, with twenty IhouFand in each bushel,

would produce a million of trees. A few hundred

oaks in a forest would produce enough to slock the

whole globe in a single season. And so on with other

things: offspring enough from both the animal and

vegetable world are annually produced to stock a

score of such worlds as ours. They cannot possibly

all survive, and only those do survive that crowd out

the weaker individuals. This is what the author

metaphorically calls the "struggle for existence."

As temperature, climate, and other circumstances

change, only those " struggle through" which by the

natural law of variation adapt themselves to the

change ; and this they do by a principle implanted

within them by the Creator, which Mr. Darwin calls

the principle of " natural selection."

This he explains as a sort of instinct common to

the whole organic creation, which leads the individual

to select that which is best suited to its own preser

vation and the perpetuity of its own olTspring. It is

the principle of self-love applied to the whole organic

world. And here it seems to us the horticulturist can

step into the arena with great advantage, and take a

position which m.iy have a material influence on the

subject.

Wc think Mr. Darwin has overlooked the fact that

there are two principles in the individual which are

diametrically opposite, namely, self-preservation and

reproduction. Whatever tends to the vigor and luxu-

riance of a plant, is so much detracted from the re-

productive principle. The most productive trees of

the same variety are the shortest lived, and the most

healthy and vigorous are those which bear little fruit.

It seems to us that where two opposing principles

exist, so long as they do exist there must be a barrier

beyond which variation cannot go; and a limit to

variation being a fair inference in one direction, why

may it not be in another? That this limit is more

than a mere hypothesis is shown in many things.

The pansy is an instance. About a quarter of a cen-

tury ago, the only representative was the wild viola

(rico/or of English corn-fields. The flower and foliage,

in the hands of skilful florists, became larger, and

—

in a florist's sense—finer, until the flower reached

two inches across; but there it stops : no skill has

been able to make them finer. The same with the

geranium and other flowers—the maximum of size is

soou obtained, and improvement in that direction soon

ceases. All this, however, is at the expense of the

reproducing principle, for all these improved flowers

seed only with great diiSculty. It may be argued that

"natural selection," working for the plant's own good,

would not allow a plan tin aatatcofnature thusto work

to the injury of its reproducing principle ; but the in-

stance is only given to show that there is in some res-

pects a limit to variation, and that the oppo.sing princi-

I pies of reproduction and preservation may have more

influence on limiting the powers of natural selection

than the authnr claims fur it.

Altogether Mr. Darwin's theory captivates by its

beauty, and if true, would throw a new light on

many mooted points in Pomology and Horticulture.

The wearing out of varieties of fruit perpetuated by

grafting, for instance, receives strong corroboration in

Mr. Darwin's views; and we can imagine with what
delight thespiiit of Thomas Andrew Knight contem-

plates the increased confirmation his theory receives

from it. The raisers of seedling fruits will rub their

hands in glee, and those who maintain that American

seedling fruits are the best adapted to American lati-

tudes, will look you in the face with "did not we tell

you so?" expressed in every feature. And not only

the practical, but the intellectual mind will enjoy Mr.

Darwin's book, let his views be facts or unripe theory.

The unity of type in vegetation, first revealed to us

by the illustrious Goethe, and known as vegetable

morphology, applied to all organic matter is a grand

conception of the human mind; and should it be ulti-

mately proved to be the fact, that instead of a single,

and, compared with eternity, momentary act of crea-

tion, the whole univcrs? is one perpetual maniresta-

tion of such a divine work, our reverence for that

great, unseen, and omnipotent Author of all will

only be increased by the discovery of such wonderful

foreknowledge in the arrangement of all things.

Nothing but a careful perusal of the book itself

will give the reader a good idea of its nature. As
the author himself expresses it, the work is "one

long argument." It is one of the most original

works published for many years, and it is impossible

to foresee what revolutions it may yet make in bota-

nical science.

The CR.v.NBEnnv Culturist. By ir. H. Slarr.

Starr & Co., New London, Conn.

Cranberry culture is just now exciting a high de-

gree of attention, and this little work appears very

opportunely. It embraces 32 octavo pages, and treats

of varieties, soil, planting, pot culture, profits, and

production. Wiih this little work the merest tyro in

the art of raising cianberrie cannot go astray.

! Catalogue of Books of C. TV/. Snxloii, Barker 4" Co.,

I

on nearly every variety of topic connected with urban

or rural life.

C.vTALOGUES.

—

Ncr/leij ^ Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,orna-
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mpiiliil bedding plants. Oden Hayes, Bellefontainc,

O., fruit and ornamentals. //. .^. Dreer, Philadel-

phia, plants. James Daniels, Pliiladelphia, seeds. J.

SI. Maltisun, Jacksonville, N. Y., dahlias, bedding

plants, &i;. Barnes 1/ H'ashburne, Harrison Square,

Mass., new plants, &c. /)o., rfo., flower seeds. Geo.

Davenport, Dedham, Mass., gr.ape vines, &(•. Hoag If

Crane, Lockport, N. Y., grapes. Sayres !f Hutchinson,

Cincinnati, 0., plants. G. R. Garretson, Flushing,

N. Y., flower seeds. Jl. H. Bailey, College Hill, ,

fruits. Gilpin If Feast, Quincy, III., evergreens, &e.

John Wilson, Albany, X. Y., dahlias, !ftc. J. M. Mc-

Cullougli Sf Sons, Cincinnati, O., fruits, &c. Joshua

Pierce, Washington, D. C, fruits. Babrock ^ Bro.,

Summerfield, III., fruit and ornamentals, j). Plank,

Lynchburg, Va., fruit and ornamentals.

Foreign Catalogues.—J. B. Booth If Sons, Ham-
burg, Germany. For botanical accuracy of nomen-

clature this probably has no superior in the world;

and in yariety and extent of the several collections

it is quite astonishing. The cat.ilogue is in fact quite

" a book."

L, fan Houtle, Ghent, Belgium, Plants de serres,

et de plein aii-, as enterprising as ever. Mr. V. H.

seems to have every novelty in this new list.

£. G. Henderson If Sons, London. So full a list of

seeds that ii has to be divided to go through the mail

law.

Canada.— Georg'e £e»/tV, Toronto, C. W. Descrip-

tive catalogue of fruit trees, shrubs, ic.

We are apt to think our brethren of the north, with

their cold climate, must necessarily be limited in their

enjoyments. A glance at this splendid and very ac-

curate catalogue will speedily dispel su<h an idea.

|1p!d op Plapp J^lanh.

New Fuchsias.—E. G. Henderson's of London, are

sending out the following novelties; all said to be

very superior:

Count Cavour—Large open lilac lavender or mauve-

colored corolla, with well reflcxcd sepals, close joint-

ed growth, and fine habit, forming a distinct exhibi-

tion plant.

Dr. Livingstone—Tube clear delicate blush-white,

with well recurved white inner-surfaced petals.

Corolla blush, shading into a bright violet-rose mar-

gin ; habit of Silver Swan, free; requires pinching

from the young growth at stated periods.

Garidaldi— .\ beautiful colored flower, with light

scarlet recurved sepals, and dark violet-tinted black

corolla ; free growth, and constant in character.

Lomjfellow—Rich deep scarlet sepals, well recurved.

in contrast with an intense violet corolla; good habit,

and distinct. ,

Lord Macaulay—A very effective and licantiful va-

riety for ciinijictition, having large broad sepals of

great length and elegant curve; corolla deep violet.

.dfitting name.

Princess Mice—Style of Maid of Kent; free branch-

ing habit and rich green foliage; sepals pure white,

and well rcflcxed; corolla rosy purple, tinted with

maroon. A profuse and continual blooming variety

for the season.

Prince .Alfred—Tube and outer faceof sepals blush,

with rose stripes, the inner recurvfd sepal fronts pure

white; corolla deep plum or mulberry, with a pure

white picturesque base extending one-third of the

depth; sepals wide and finely recurved; growth free,

robust, and short-jointed, with dense flower clusters.

Prince Itnperial—Sepals fine s<'arlet, broad and re-

curved; corolla violet, rcmarkablj- large, and of great

width; habit compact and close jointed. An excel-

lent trade plant.

Prir.a of Orange—A first-class exhibition variety,

having wide scarlet sepals well curved, and of lirra

leathery-like substance; habit of growth free, grace-

ful, drooping. Unequalled in its section.

Ph*l<enopsis Schillebiaxa.— Every lover of

orchida-a is acquainted with the P. amabilis, the

moth-flowered white orchid, and which always makes

such a sensation at horticultural exhibitiims, and any

new species will make as much of a sensation as a

blue dahlia would, or a scarlet mignionctle.

The Gardener's Chronicle says it received a flower

of this species from Mr. Consul Schiller, in whose

grand collection at Hamburgh it blossomed the other

day. The Consul informs it that it was obtained

by himself from Manilla two years ago, and that out

of 30 plants he only succeeded in saving one. The

leaves, he states, arc of the form of P. amabilis ("not

long as in P. grandiflora,) and variegated with silver

irregular spots. Prof. Reichenbach compares them

to those of a Sonerilla ("such we presume as mar-

garitacea,) and describes them .as being nearly a foot

long, blackish green, with broken silver bands above,

and purple beneath. The flower stem is branched

and the flowers flesh color.

Ornamental Grasses arc at once extremely inte-

resting and highly effective; the t.iller growing kinds

having an elegant appearance in shrubberies, islands,

the sides af ravines, rivulets or lakes: while the

smaller sorts .add beauty and variety to mixed flower-

borders, and many of them, when cut and dried, are

invulu.able for winter decoration. The following

j

comprise many valuable varieties, which should

I

occupy a place in every garden. Wc shall add to the

list through the season, and invite our friends to send

' us notes of any they may have that they think beau-
j /^
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fiful or iiilcrcsling as otijccls of benuty or ornament: I

Agrostis dulo'.s, A. cffiisa, A. clegans, A. laxiflora, I

A. nebulosa, A. plumosa, A. pulchclla, A. rctrofraola,
i

A.vertii'illata, AnJropogon Sorghum, Anlhoxanthum
gracilc, Avenaslcrilis, liriza major, B. gracilis, Bri-

zopyrum siculum Ccratoehloa pcndiila, Chloris fim-

briata, C. radiata, C. submulica, Chrysurus aureus,

Coix larhryma! (Job's Tears,^ Diplachne fascirularis,

Eleusine corooana, E. indioa, E. oligostaohya, Erag-

rostis cylindriflora, E. clegans, E. mcgastai'li)-a, E.

Namaqucnsis, E. Scnegalcnsis, Erianlhus Ravenna,

Lagurus ovatus (hare's tail grass,) Panicum colonum,

P. concinnum, P. crus corvi, P. cms galli, P. criogona

fimbriala, Paspalum ele^ans, Pcnnisetum longislylum,

Piplatherum Thomasi, Setaria macrocha>la, Sporolo-

bus tenacissimus, Stipa pcnnata (feather grass,J S.

juncca, Trilochlffina rosea, Trypsacum dactylioides,

Uniola latifolia.

Tiu.TA OcciDENTAi-is, var. HovKYr.—This is a

Bp&i anb ^ar? Ji'uih.

Sto-ver Raspdkbhy.— It was found growing wild
in August, near Lake Dunmore, in Vermont, by Mr.
Jeflerson F. Sttever, and removed to his garden at

Tacony, near Philadelphia, in the fall of the same
year, where it fruited in \Hn<). Being a native of Die

northern part of the United Slates, Dr. Brinckie
thinks "it will probably be belter adapted to the exi-

gencies of our climate than most of the large varie-

ties."

The Berry is very large, full three-quarters of an
inch long, by one and one-eighth inches wide;
roundish-conical in form; of a rich crimson color,

and of good flavor.

—

Horlicullurist.

Maxatawnv Grape.—Mr. Berkmans thinks this.

after good means of judging, a grape of much promise,

seedling from the common American, raised by
]

and though " evidently a hybrid from Ihe Malaga"
Messrs. Hovey, of Boston, and is said by those who

!
(he says in Hort.) well adapted to our country.

have seen it, to be as beautiful as the Biota uiirea, and
j

Bradford Water Melon.—A Correspondent of
from its parentage must be more hardy and valuable, the Furmer and Gar.lener pti^iscs and thus descM-ibes

this fruit. "The rind is a grayish-green color, closely traversed by tine dark green veins; flesh

varying from light to deep red, extremely sweet and tender, sometimes separating from the rind like the

Orange watermelon ; size varying from small to quite large.

The PniNz Apple.—Few fruits reached us the past season that gave us more pleasure to look at. and to

eat, th.in an apple under

this name from our good

friend J. G. Youngken,

who informed us that it

was from a tree import-

ed from Germany, by the

Rev'd Mr. Waage, of

Montgomery County, in

this State; second to very

few in quality, it is at

the same time the most

beautiful kind we know.

We were under the im-

pression that it might be

the Melon, of Europe

—

(not of Downing, which

is a very different fruit.)

and so wrote to Mr.

Waage himself for a full

account of the Prinz.

From the way he

speaks of the Melon, it

must be distinct from

the Prinz. Hs says :

—

"In my native coun-

try,(Duchy of Schleswig

Holstein.) The Prinz,

Gravenstein, and another splendid kind—the Melon, are the favorites amongst all the apples of that

"SKT" ~amr

-T<P.
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Northern region." Mr. W. has had it bearing now
eight years, and every year loaded with its handsome

fruit.

VVc made the annexed cut and description from the

specimen sent us. Prinz Apple: fruit of the largest

size, roundish, ovate, slightly conic, occasionally

somewhat angled, rather tapering towards the crown.

Skin yellowish green, with occasional brown dots; on

the sunny side cf a deep crimson blush. Stalk short,

rather thick, deeply inserted. Calyx closed in an ir-

regular, somewhat ribbed basin. Flesh greenish-

white, juicy, firm for a large apple, with a pleasant

sub-acid flavor, quality very good. A very hand-

some, showy apple.

^omFsfir Inlflligpnrp.

Mn. Bkigiit's Vixi; Bordkks.—The Horticulturist,

speaking of these, alludes to a friend's grapery con-

structed on principles similar to Mr. Bright's, which

has been in operation seven years, and with great

satisfaction to the owner.

Rose Mit.pew.—A Correspondent of the Horti-

culturist, finds roses drained with charcoal, less sub-

ject to mildew than others.

Forcing Lettcce.—Mr. P. Henderson sows the

Brown Dutch, or Black Seeded Butter, about the 1 5th

of September, in cold frames ; seed sown thinly, and

plants covered by sa-h on severe nights. About the

1st of .January commence to force in deep pits; of

these Mr. H. s.-iys in the Hortirulturisl—
" It is in the structure and use of these pits that

our mode of operations differs essentially from the

usual practice in private establishments. The pits

are from two and a half to three feet deep ; the sides

are boarded up with sprui'C plank, which, if painted

with coal far, will last for fifteen or twenty years.

The b.ack board is allowed to rise nine or ten inches

above the surface, the front board five or six inches
;

this gives but a slight angle, but that we do not think

any disadvantage. The width of the pit is six feet

;

the most convenient length we find is about sixty

feet, sufficient for twenty sashes. The space allowed

between the rows of pits for walking is four feet.

The manure when put in is made moderately firm

to the depth of eighteen or twenty inches; it is then

covered to the depth of six inches with soil. When
the soil indicates a " falling " tcmpciaturc of 80 , the

lettuce is planted at about six inches apart, or about

fifty plants in a sash; with due attention to airing

in fine weather, and covering up by straw mats, at

night, the salad is fit for market in six weeks from the

time of planting, usually about the middle of Feb-

ruary. This—the first crop—usually gives a return

of about S2..')0 per sash,

As soon as the crop is cut out, the soil is thrown

off, and about six inches of hot manure is again

thoroughly mixed through the now almost cold bed;

this, in a day or two, again enlivens the whole mass,

when the bed is planted over again for the serond

crop. This is usually sold off by April 1st, and is

generally very fine, averaging $3.00 a sash. The

weather by this time is warm, and no further advan-

tage is taken of the hot manure ; but the pits are

again planted for Ihe third crop, which comes in about

May 1st , this last is rather late, and does not give

more than $1..50 per sash. The three crops thus give

collectively S7 per sash."

Stock ok Wine.— F.arly in February, Mr. Long-

worth had on hand 100,0(10 bottles ! Pretty well for

one grower.

New Fruit Book, By Dr. Warder, the Prairie

Farmer says, will be ready before many months.

WooDBURN, Illinois, March 14th, 1S60.—Wea-

ther beautiful here now. Spring fairly open, Farmers

sowing oats, and I am crowded daily with customers

at my nursery.

—

J. H.

Retarding Peach .\nd Apricot Blossojis.—

A

Correspondent of the Country Gentleman keeps the

ground cool by mulching, and removes it as soon as

the weather becomes settled, so that it gets its fair

proportion of Spring warmth.

Grapes— Tliree Crops in tu-o years —Mr. H. Simp-

son, of Saxonville, Mass., still continues his suc-

cessful forcing. His grapery is SO feet long. On the

25th of January, the scvcntccnlli crop in eleven years

was in blossom and some had set, while the vines

were in perfect health.

Nativity ok the Isadell.v Grape.—Mr. S. B.

Buckley says in Horticulturist that this was brought

from Europe by way of the West Indies by M. Les-

peyrc, a Frenchman, early in the present century, and

existed in his garden "long before" Mrs. Isabella

Gibbs, after whom it was named, ever knew of it.

He adds that " it has never been found in the United

States by any botanist."

Tarring Potato Sets.—At a recent meeting of

the New York State Agricultural Society, Hon. A.

B. Dickinson said he had not sown or pli\nted any-

thing for ten years writhout a coating of tar, and in

planting his potatoes he dissolved one pint of tar in

three pails of boiling water, and added four pails of

m^^
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water afterward

seed and mixed

plaster.

This solution he poured over his

it with them, and covered with

evidently had been eaten in by roots of plants. The

fact was visible, the process, however is not yet clear.

This valuable discovery of the great chemist goes

clearly to show us why the rains and floods cannot

Eni,ahgkment.—Our friend William TiionBirRN,
j

„,„gh out of the ground the substances forming the

whoso Seed Store on the corner of Broadway and
|

f^„j ^f pia„ts; on the contrary, we now know that

Maiden Lane, Albany, has been well known for
^^^^ ^^^^^^ ,,^.^.j, f„,^ ,^g liquids which touch it, and

twenty years or more, has found it necessary, from
,

,^,l|JlJ. appropriates substances which the roots of the

the increase of his business, to enlarge his borders,

which he has dune by annexing the adjoining store.

The partition having been removed and the two stores

made into one, he has now a specious establishment,

well filled with all the varieties of seeds necessary for

the farm and the garden.

Honey Dew.—Mr. Nuttal, in his "Travels in

Arkansas," says that sometimes the grass on the

prairies would be so covered that their shoes and

mocassins would present the appearance of having

been oiled, and would entirely preclude the idea that

it was the production of Aphides. The hotter the

period, the greater the deposit. He regarded it as

the result of vitiated sap.

OBITUARY.
A. H. ERN5.T, Esij., Cincinnati.—The decease of

this distinguished Horticulturist is announced in (he

Cincinnati papers. Mr. E. was one of the founders

of the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, and one of

its most popular presidents. He was originally amcr

chant of Cincinnati, which in 1828 ho abandoned for

country life, and he set about forming around him

one of the first nurseries in that neighborhood.

Pomology especially was Mr. Ernst's great delight,

and he spared no expense in procuring new varieties

of fruits from all parts of the world, and testing them

thoroughly in his locality. His loss will be severely

fell, not merely in Cincinnati but throughout the

whole union, where his knowledge of fruits and opin-

ions on fruit-growing, were always received with re-

spect.

planls again absorb by their action. In the same way

we clearly perceive how plants can draw from the

soil substances which are solids and which arc not

soluble by water.

—

Deuhches Magazin.

I^oppign InfFldigpnr?.

How Roots Feed.—Can the roots of plants take

up only such substances which are dissolved in the

ground and thus prepared for them, or can they them-

selves dissolve them?

This question has been solved by Liebig, and by

experiments made before the Society of Natural

Science in Carloruhe, he has proved that the roots of

plants, by giving forth some acid,' probably carbonic

acid, do dissolve the alkali, ammonia and phosphorus

in the soil. Dr. Schimper showed the meeting, as a

further proof of Licbig's doctrine, some pebbles which

How TO Detect the Skx is EcGS.-Uichd. Smith,

in the Collage Ganlencr, gives the following direc-

tions, founded on long experience :

At the large end of the egg there is a circular space

or cavity containing air, which country folks call Ihc

" crown of the egg ; its proper name 1 know not.

When you examine the

egg, hold it, the large

end uppermost, before a

candle or gas-light, and

in looking through it you
will observe a dark cir-

cular mark somclhing

similar toihe moon when
partially eclipsed. This

dark circular mark is the

space filled with air, or

" the crown" of the egg,

and is to be found in all

eggs, situated either in

the centre or on the side

of the perpendicular dotted line. fSee diagram.)

My method of examining the egg is as follows :—

I

make use of the thumb and fore finger of my left

hand as two points, by placing the small end of the

egg on my thumb, my fore-finger covering the large

end of it, and as near the centre of each end as possi-

ble. I then place the egg in this position steadily

before a candle, and gently turn it round ; if tlic

crown be in the centre it will be scarcely visible, the

figure marked CNo. \) nearly covering it. On the

contrary, if the crown be on the side (No. 2,) you will

only see it on one side of the egg as you turn it

round.

—

Richard S.mitii, Wood Green, Witney, in

Collage Gardener.

We have a mortal antipathy to chickens, as the

numerous feathers scattered through our garden am-

ply testify ; but as some of our lady friends will have

them about, we insert the above, in order that their

" worser" halves may know at least how to mitigate

the evil, by slyly removing from the nest of the sit-

ting hen the eggs of those which prove the most ada-

cious of trespassers on their choicest seed-beds.

^J^^V«%
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Substitute for Box-Edcincs.—A young contributor to the Monthly recently created some interest by

an attai^k on Box-Edjiiigs. Though not agreeing with him altogether, we append a, list of plants adapted

for (•ordering, as cuUcotei by M. Boui-.he of Berlin :

Cerasliuin argcuteuin, C. tomontosum, Stati<-e armeria, Dianthus plumaiius, Saxifraga fu?spitosa, S. hyp-

noiJes, S. (rifurcata, S. umbrosa, Geum of various species, Si'duni involucratum, S. hybridum, S. spurium,

S. oppositifoliurn, S. Kamtschaticum, S. Emersii, S. anacampcros, Aubretia deltoidca, Arabis caucasica,

Alyssuin saxalilc, A. gemonense. Campanula pusilla, Vinca minor, Lychnis viscaria, Sedum acre, Scmpcr-

virum tectorum.

Moveable Greenhouses.—At page 79 of our last volume, we gave the details, with illustrations, of

i^i.7.1.

N'f-

Sir Joseph Paxton's new method of erecting these struc-

tures. We trust that our readers will not lose sight of

this plan of hot-house building, as we regard it as one of

the most valuable improvements that have been made since

Kivers gave such an impetus to the present popular style

of fixed roofed building.

In order to recall our readers attention to the subject,

we now insert a few cuts of the elevations, which, with

the details referred to above, will give a pretty good idea

if their construction and appearance.

Fig. 1 is a section of the hoiifu Figure J, and shows the interior arrangements and appearance.

rig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows the same principle applied to a lean-to structure. It will be observed that the mode of ven-

tilation is quite new.

Fiy. 3.

\Vc have no doubt some of our enterprising horticulturists will soon have one of these structures up, to

show us now that we have directed general attention to them, and may book us for a call when one is

completed.

^^
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The Pope's Garden is so extensive and so full of

all the treasures of art and the luxuries of wealth,

that he can sran-ely exhaust the variety they allord.

The garden of the Viitii-an covers thirty acres and is

one of the most beautiful in the world.

ff

yorpign (Jorrpsjpon&Fnrp.

Prom our English Correspondent,
Chester, March lilli, 1S60.

1 imajjine you have no conception of the gigantic

proportions of Cyanophyllvm maijnificvm and its

magnilicence; a specimen of which 1 observed in a

private garden near Hamburgh, a few weeks ago, while

travelling on the Continent, the leaves of which had

attained the immense size of 48 by 35 inches, and

promises to become even larger. I also observed a

plant at Knowsley Hall, near Liverpool, the Seat of

Lord Derby, with leaves 29 by 18 inches, the height

of plant about 4 feet from the pot. This is by far

the largest leaf I know amongst monoclamydeous
1

plants, and, doubtless will even rival the famous
|

Musa Ensele, if not in length, most certainly in width

and beauty.

Ferns arc rapidly becoming much enriched, close on

the heels of the beautiful Pleris argyrea, which I sent

you a notice of, are two other beautiful variegated

species; one by M. Linden, of BruxcUeri, nan.ed P.

tricolor, quite a gem—fronds in the way of Pasperi-

caulis, with bright red midribs, down the centre of

each pinriece, on either side of which is a beautiful

silver stripe. The other has jusl been imported from

Peru to the B. G. Kew,('not yet namedj it is a Pleris,

with a silver edging round each pinncea.

Van Houtte, of Ghent, is also sending out a new
Gymnoijrumnia, having the upper side of the frond

powdered over as with G. Perumina argyrophilla, but

with golden color of G. Chrysophylla.

The new dbl. Peaches, introduced by Fortune from

China, are becoming vastly cultivated; they are tine

things for early forcing as pot plants, particular^' the

dark variety, and are only surpassed by Van Houttc's

various-colored one.

Amongst seeds of merit are the following : Turncr'.s

Cottajjer's Kale is the only vegetable which has with-

stood the severity of the last winter without hurt

—

a very useful and delicious vegetable; several good

new Peas, Brocoli, Leeks, Cucumbers, &c. Amongst

good new flower seeds are—Salvia bicolor. Cyclamen

Persicum striatum bicolor, Macrophylla, Ppragua um-

bellata; Tropiolums, Tom Thumb Scarlet, Tom
Thumb Yellow, and Tom Thumb Bcanty all good for

bedding; Chrysobactrum Hookerii, Callirrhcea digi-

tata. Lychnis Haagcana.

Royal fiAitnKxa, Frogmoro, EnglnnJ.

Among the new vegetables lately brought into

notice, perhaps the following arc among those worthy

of especial notice; perhaps the greatest improvement

of all is in Peas, and that we owe to the untiring per-

severence of Dr. Maclean, of Colchester, who has

some years in various experimental ways, in the hope

of obtaining the desired end, and one of his principle

objects was to reduce the height of our linest marrow,

and to get the quality of those that grew S feel high,

into a dwarf and prolific habit; in the following

varieties these qualities are combined, and much

earlier than the old varieties, and only from 2 to 3

feet high :

Jlrlvuncer ("Maclean'sJ is the earliest of all marrow

peas; it is an extraordinary cropper and of the finest

flavor, and being only 2 feet in height will prove a

great acquisition ; it is of the green wrinkled class of

marrow peas.

Prolifir (Maclean's.} This is a fine large wrinkled,

white pea, of excellent flavor, aud heavy cr.ipper; its

height is about 3 feet.

Essex Piriil (Macleans. } A very large, second early

green-wrinkled marrow; it is of fine flavor, dwarf

habit, and very prolific.

Mignon (Macleans.) This is also a wrinkled mar-

row early dwarf pea only 18 inches high, with a dif-

ferent flavor to other kinds.

Powell's Early Tomato. This is a fine red variety,

the principle features being its earliness and dw:rf

habit; the leaves are smooth and curled, and it does

not make so much useless growth as other kinds.

New Perennial Spinach. This is likely to prove a

great acquisition to the kitchen garden summer crop,

as it is very hardy and will stand the dry and hot

weather better than the common spinach; it has a

large, thick and fleshy leaf, and will stand two years

in this country without seeding.

Frogmore Forcing Canlijiowcr, or New Early Mam-
moth, is a variety not surpassed by any other kind for

pot culture or any other mode of cultivation. The
heads are large, white, and very compact, and its

habit very dwarf, and makes but little foliage, aud

eailier than any other kind.

Incomparable Celery is a very excellent kind, both

for early and late purposes; it is very dwarf, close,

stifif in habit, and will admit of double the quantity

being grown on the same space, compared with other

varieties ; it is of excellent flavor, solid, crisp, sweet

and juicy.

Cottaijer's Kale. A winter-sprouting green, grow-

ing 5 feet high; it will withstand severe frost better

than any other of the Brassica tribe, which constitute

its principle value. J. Powell.

^Ik
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LIST OF OFFICERS OF HORTICULTURAL
AND POMOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

V't thii iiiforiiKtti'Mi of tlio-.- who wisli to corn^pond with Iho

ditftTfOt 8ocielie«, we fiuuioh a lift of ihe Oihcers o\' a.K iiiauy of

tlipin aR wc liave born ahle lo pnuuro. ami h"|ip to bo furnislipil

wiih nay llmt uro uniitteil. We iusert only tho^o societies of a

Ktrirtly liorticuUural or pomolugic:il, and iiut of an ajfricultural

character.
HOKTK'CLTL'RAL SOCIETIES.

Cor. S^cTftary.

Williajn Suunderfi.Penuhylvauia, i'liila. M. W. Baldwin,
Massachuf'etts, Boston, Joseph Bicck, i

Brighton. <,

Manry Connty, Col- W. S. i'rierson.

uiiibia, Tcuu.
Chicago (iardcner'fi.

Clievier County, W
Chcstpr, Pa J. K Eshleman,

.lason Sf'xtnn,

John Groshon,
WiUiiiin Orange,
Williuiu Liiun,

Jnsej'h Harris,

Juo. W. Deifrauw,
T. C. Herspy.

HullHlo. X. Y..

X.'w Vork, (City)

Cincinnati, Ohio,

Montreal, Canada,
St. L luis, Mo.
Clcvclan-i, Ohio,
GeiK-^seL' Valley, Ko

che.-iter, N.Y.,
IJroiiklyn, N. Y.,

Portland, -Maine,

Kentucky. Louisville, Thos. S. Keunody,

yt. Catharincti, C. W., James Taylor,

Rirhmond, Indiana, John H. Hmiou,
Keokuk, Iowa, A. Bridtreman,

FortWavue, Indiana. J. \). G. \eibon.

College Hill, Ohio, Jacob Tuckermau,
Workingmen s, Frank-

ford, Philadelphia,
Progressive Gardener's

Sorif:ty, Philada,
Mi'raiaac, .Mo.,

St. Paul's, Minnesota,
Pittsburg, Penua.,
Tt)ronto, Canada,
H.Lrnilliin, Canada,
('obuurir, Canada,

Eben. Wright, of }

Dedham. ^

Josiali HooppR.
William Col.-man.
Thomas Hogg.
E. P. <'rarich,

William Blown,
William Glasgow, Jr. Carcw :jauderij.

Dr. Edward Taylor.

C. W. Seelye.

EdwiE ScitC.

John W. Dana.
Ornivby lli4e.

Tliomas .Shaw.
W, 11 Smith.
J. L Tewksbury.
H. r. Grey.
J). B. fjer-on.

Thomas Hargreaves.

R r.ofcin-oti Scott,

Dr. A. W. McPherson, Edward Vaughan.
Alexander Buchanan, Geor^*^ Scaltan,

J. Knox, Pittsburg, Thonuis L. Shields.

Hon. G. W. Allan.

(?)

FRUIT GttOWER3 SOCIETIES,

yame of Societtj, PresUient.

Western New York, B. Hodtre, Buffalo,

Eiisin Pennsylvania, Dr. J. K. Esblemau,
Dowuiug'n, Pa.,

Missouri, JCorman J. Coleman,

Ohio Pomological,

Am. Pomological,

A. H. Ernst, Cin-
(

cinnati. Ohi'». j

Mai-shall P. Wilder, i

Dorchester, Mass. ^

Cona. Grape Grow's', Col. D. S. Dewey,
^

Hartford, Conn. ^

W.-lmington, Del. II. V. Askew,
Am Wine Grow's Asso.

Cincinnati, Ohio. Dr. N B. Shaler.

Cor. Serrefan/.

C. P. Bissell, Rorh'r.

Thomas N Harvey, )

Jennt^i-svillo, Ph. J

Dr. L D. Morse, AIU'u-

town, Missiuri.

M. B. Bateman. Col- )

uinbiis, Ohio. J

Meets in Philad'a, 5

September Uth. \

M. C. Weld, Hart- )

ford. Conn. \

Dr. G. Pepper Xorris.

S. W HaitcUtDO.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

MAIUH.

Mr. Mackenzie mude an pxhibili(m of Camellias, that hrm not per-

haps ever been eqiialleti any where. As they were all first-cla^ vn-

ri'tie-t, we append a list of the whole:

i> Camcllian in pot-*, (first proniium): 1 C. alba pleno, 2 C. Ilcnica,

:i C. SovereiK". (Low's). 4 C. Mrs, Cope.CAmeriaiii), 5 C. Archduchcs*

Auiiinsta, 6 C. General Wayne.
iSt Cut Flowers, first jnemiiim, vi?. : — Camcni;ia Miniata, Mrn.

C^ipe, (American). Heine de^ Flours. Alexiim, Arehduchess Ausu-^tn.

General Wayne, (Americnn) Alba pleno, Diiiilap's White, Kllen,

(M.ukenzie's, American) Towne'sBlu-^h.Iinbrirata,Saccomagnifitine,

Duchess of Orleans, Mvrlifolia. Uuecn of Denmark.
Colli-ction of 70 Fb»W«*rs:—Camellia Fordii. Mrs. Liirman. ( Anie-

ricin") Odiroleuca, Henri Favre. Sarah Frost, (.\nierican) Mammoth.
(Markcnzio'n American) Alba imbricntn, .leffeitu>nii. Joan of An-,

Liiikii nova, Jt»hnii, Bealii or Sicboldii. Carswelliami, Uiwrencinnn,

Pomptne. Fimbriata, Maria There^-^c. AmabiliA, SmiUi's Americjin)

Fe-LNtii, (American) Tricolor. Candid issiioa, DonckWarii, Aulici,

Lofhliges, Greville.t re<l, Gilesii.

APRIL.

The "t.ated meeting and dtt'iitay of this St^ciety was held on Tues-
day evening;, the 17 innt. We cannot but congratulate the Society

tin the magnificence of the exhibition, and ii w;ih. without exatrjiera-

tion. th«' finest collection of beautiftit and well-jirown plants Hud
llowers ever brought lof^ether at a monthly nii-eting. The old spirit

of the St-ciety. which formerly maile its meetin;:s so attnictive to per-

sons of refined taste, but which luut been dormant ftir sevenil ycara,

app^rars (o hiive Income enlivened autl determined to resume itB

activity, and uj^in make the^ displays the centre of attraction to

our citizens. It would perhnp^i be ditficult to sisM-ify the name'* itf

tlioH"' who had contribiite'l the best collection of plants, wlx-re all

were so very excellent. The Committees, without doubt, fimnd very
j;reat difficulty frequently in making the awards jis required by the
scJKNlulcof premiums.
We Rive IkIow Ihe names of the exhibitors and the Reports of the

scv«'nil Cotnmitieec, only remarking that we ho]H- that the ilisplay

for the next numth. and hereafter, will iis much exceed the preitent

as this has siirpas*e<l the previous tines.

Plant*" and Flowers—By Jno. I.^ndei's, jranlener to S. T. Altemus;
Thom;is .Me;:hran. gardener to JiHseph Kii>ka: Thomas Meehan : Wni.
.loyre. pirdent-r to M. W. Baldwin: John PolitM-k. panleiirr to James
Dimdas; John Randall, j^nlener lo .1. D. Whetham; James Thomas,
•gardener to A. J. Burknor; Henry A. Dreer; James Matbes«»n. ptr-
deuer to Francis Yarnalh Jaine^ Kadie. (nrdener to Dr. Rush; John
A. GiH-hriu},' M. llcj;arty, tpirdencri* tii Jo^eiih llaiTison: and Chas.
H. Miller, grarrlener to D. Rodney King.
Grapes—By John Cook, pirdener lo Rev, J. M. Richards, and by

William Joyce, pirdener to >1. W. Italdwin. Apples by the same.
Vesrctable^ by Thomas Meghran; Anthony Fel ten. ganlener to Henry
Duhrin-;; Thomas Robertstm. antl Jidin LVH»k.

The Committee on Plant* anil Cut Flowers awarded the fullowinj;

premiums: For Pelar^uiiums. be>t to James Tlionia«. K'^rdener to

A. J. Bueknor; Geraniums, best to James Matbestin, pirdener to F.

Yarnall; Cinerari.is, best to .M. Uepirty. pirdener lo J.»seph Harri-
Mn: Fec(»nd best, to John R-indall. grirdener to J. D. Whotham:
Roses, best to Henry A. Dreer. The same exhibitor had several

more edllections of n»ses which wituld have received premiums, but
that they were exchuh^d by tlie rule of the Society on the subj«:t.

A/ile;\s. best to John Pollock, gardener to James Dunda^; second
best to James Eiulic, gardener to Dr. RihIi; Azilea (dwarf) various

specimens, be-st to John Uauders, gardener to S. T. Altemus; Hya-
cinths, best to M. Ilepirty. paniener to Jiweph Harrison; second best

to Thomas Meehan; Panzies. best to Henry A. l>reer; second best to

Jjimes Tliomas. gardener to A. J. Bui-kuor; Collection often Plants.

bist to William Joyce, gai-dener to M. W. Baldwin: secimd be^-t to

John Polb.ick. K:irdener to J.imes Dunrlas; third best to C. II. Miller,

pvrdener to D. R. King; Specimen Plant, best to William Joyce;
second best to James Eiulie; Spet-inieu Plants (one p.iir.)l»e^t to Jno.
Pollix'k; second best to James Endic; New Plants, sliown for the fintt

time, by Thomas Meehan, a new .^/.dea. Duke Adolpbus of Nassau,
and a new Lyct>j)oilium. Selapinella Coniiuuta. new Geraniums.
General Simpwu. Colonel Harcourt, and Duchess of Kent, were re-

ported by the Comniitte'* a- not sufficiently grown to show their

merit. New Plants by Charles H. Miller. Pothos Violacea and Cal-

adiiiui atropurpurea, were n<it in flower. Table Designs. Iwst to Jno.

A. Goehring. pecond liest to Thomas Mehran.
The Committee also awaided the following stKH^'ial ]>remiunis:—Of

5-1 to .John pollock, for a roUeetion of very beautiful Begonias, in-

cluding two new ones, shown for the first time, viz: Prince Trouhet-
skey and Roi Leojxild; of S4 to .Tames Kadie, for a hirge genenil col-

lection of very benutiful plants; of *:i to Chas. H. Miller, for an un-
nsu-olly fire c)llection of variegateil plant-'^; of $J to James Eiuljo.

ftr a ei>lleetio)i of splendid tircbiiUwof $1 to John Poll.x'k. for Calct*-

olarias; of SI to Thimias Meehan fi>r a large collection of HyacintliEi

and Tulips. The Connnittet* also called attention to a c<dlecti<m of

Ca]nelli:u). exhibitcjl by Mackenzie & Son, and also to three T-ves of
fliiwers by Henry A. Dreer.

The Committee on Fruits nwanled s| ocial premium^ to Willi,«im

.Tiiyee. for .\pplesaurl White tinipes; and to.Iiihn C*H>k, gardener to

Rev. J. M. Richards, for RI;»ck and White Grape.
The Cuumittee <'n Vegelrtble-s awardi*<i. for best ,\«|)aragus to .Inc.

'"oi.k: For Ctu-nmbei-s. to Thomas Meghran: best Hhukarb. to Thos.
Roberts4)n; and second best to A. Felteu; for the Itest liadislieti, to

the s;ime.

Tli«rc were several new members elected, and some proposed.

FRUIT GEOWERS' SOCIETY OF DELAWRE.
At Ibe nurtin;; on the IJlsl of Marrh. Dr. H. F. A>kew w.is elected

Prenident the eii-uing year: Samuel Cnnby. Vice President. an<l Dr.

G. P. Norri-i. S<onrary. A great number of new members were
elected. .\ res.dution of Kd. Tatnnll. was adopted, inviting members
of other S'icicties to aid in their Society; and the Fruit Growers'
S«K;iely of Eastern Penn!-ylvania to hold one of their meetings there.

CHESTER COUNTY HORT. SOCIETY.
Tlie next Senii-aiiini tl Exhibit!. 'U will be held at Wcit Chester

the 15th and lOth of June,

W^
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FLOWER GARDEN.
June, the month of Roses, haring arrived, the pre-

parations of the past six months ought to be now
bearing their harvest of enjoyment to the proprietor.

And to return to the Rose—the queen, or the em-

press, or rather the most perfect; the true woman
of all (lowers—no care that can be bestowed on it

will be a fair recompense for its matchless beauty and

loveliness. The Summeror June Roses are not so much

cultivated since the many fine kinds of perpetuals have

come into existence ; but these, in order to derive

from them all the beauty they arc capable of affording,

must have a special treatment. As soon as the first

flowers are fairly faded, they should be cut off several

buds below the flower; from Ihe shools which will

then be encouraged to push from the remaining buds

a very free bloom will be received some weeks after-

wards.

Every opportunity will, of course, be taken to

keep down the weeds. As soon as they are barely

visible, the ground should be hoed over lightly, and

the surface afterwards broken fine and smoothed over

with the back of small rake. This not only gives a

neat and cared-for appearance to the flower-beds ; but

the free admission of air, which a thorough pulver-

ization of the surface-soil effects, is one of the best

means of keeping the soil from drying out, and thus

avoiding the necessity of frequent waterings, which,

though they cannot at times be avoided, have alwas's

attendant disadvantages. Should soil so finely raked

appear to " bake,"—that is, form a crust on the sur-

face—after heavy rains, all you have to do is to hoe

and rake it over again. It will be any thing but labor

lost on your flowers.

As soon as Tulips, Hyacinths, Lilies, and other

bulbs have done flowering, and the leaves at their

base finished growing, they are better taken up and

put in flower-pots, mixed with dry sand, and set in a

dry place till the season of planting in October again

arrives.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Strawberry time has doubtless had the effect of

stimulating the resolves of the owners, to have
" some more of them " another year. Where this is

decided on, take care to give the runners every chance

to perfect themselves, by providing good rich soil for

them to run into, and by thinning out the weaker

ones, that they may not rob and impoverish the rest.

When the Raspberry h.is done bearing, the old fruit-

bearing canes should at once be cut out, and also

many of the weak suckers, leaving only about six

to each square foot to perfect themselves for bearing

another season. The fall-bearing kinds are much
aided by haying the bearing shoots of the present

season cut back severely about this time, say to with-

in two feet. There are some who slyly hint that many
of this class owe their sole reputation to this prac-

tice ; but this is by no means certain.

The mildew on the Gooseberry will appear about

this time. It is now a pretty well ascertained fact,

that any thing that injures the tissues of the leaf,

will be followed by an attack of mildew on the part

80 injured. The Gooseberry luxuriates naturally in

mountain districts, and in a moist atmosphere, and

as soon as our dry seasons commence, the leaves are

injured and mildew appears. Any thing, therefore,

that will favor moisture about the bush, will prevent

mildew. Partial shade, salt hay, deep soil, and sim-

ilar experiments may be tried.

Pears and Apples, especially those on dwarf stocks,

ought not to be allowed to bear too freely ; the irre-

parable injury, and often death, of the tree is fre-

quently attributable to this mistake. So long as a

tree appears to grow freely, no injury from over-

cropping is likely ; but as soon as they seem to have

no inclination to make wood, something is wrong

and it should not be permitted to bear much fruit.

Attention will now be required to the nice opera-

tion of summer pruning. Articles in our former

numbers will explain the principles which can be

applied to all kinds of fruit trees.
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VEGETABLE GARDEN.
In Norllicrii latitudes, and even in many parts of

the Middle States, the first week in June is the cliief

period chosen for the main crops of Corn, Beans,

Squash, Melons, Cucumbers, Okra and other kinds

of seeds that are liable to rot if sown before the

ground has become quite warm. Most persons plant

Corn in hills. This is an error in garden culture. It

should be sown in drills, and at such distances as

ultimately to be eighteen inches apart. In hills each

plant robs the other. It is so employed in field cul-

ture for the convenience of hoe-harrowing by horse-

power. Pumpkins and Squashes grow very welj

amongst Corn, neither crop seeming any the worse

by the presence of the other,—probably each feeding

on the different matter.

The Swede Turnip or Ruta Baga should be sown

about the end of the month. A well-enriched piece

of ground is essential, as by growing fast, they get

ahead of the ravages of the fly. Manures abounding

in the phosphates—bone-dust, for instance—are su-

perior for the Turnip.

Cabbages and Broccoli of all kinds for fall use, are

to be planted out this month, and the ranker the

manure, the better they seem to grow.

Celery for early use is often planted out this month,

though for winter use July or August will be early

enough. It is best to set out in shallow trenches, for

convenience in watering, the Celerybeing fond of

hydropathic appliances. If the ground has been

deeply subsoiled, and the subsoil well enriched, the

trenches may be near a foot in depth, for convenience

in blanching; but beware of planting down in poor,

barren subsoil. Many plant in double rows. Where

very superior Celery is not an object this will do, but

the single-row system is the best for excellency. The

season is now arriving when the advantages of sub-

soiled ground will be apparent. In such soil plants

will grow freely though there be no rain for many

weeks.

Sweet Potatoes must be watched, that the vines do

not root in the ground as they run, which will weaken

the main crop of roots. They should be gone over

about once a month, and with a rake or pole, the

vines disturbed somewhat from their position.

Endive is becoming very popular as a winter salad.

Now is the time to sow. The Curled-leaved is the

most desirable. Sow it like Lettuce.

Carrots and Beets for winter use may still be sown

on rich, light soil, anil often make roots much pre-

ferable for llavorand tenderness to those sown earlier

in the season.

Herbs for winter use should be cut just about the

time they arc coming into (lower. They should be

put in an airy place, but in the shade, to dry, and be

turned over every other day for a week, before being

tied up in bundles and hung up in the store-room.

Clean housekeepers put the dried herbs in muslin

bags, which keeps dust, flies and spiders from in-

juring.

Onions, on showing signs of decaying foliage,

should be drawn up and thoroughly dried before

stowing away. The great secret of keeping Onions

is to get them first thoroughly ripe, and then thor-

oughly dry, before putting away in the store-room.

HOT AND GREENHOUSE.
Oranges, Oleanders, and other large plants in pots

or tubs, that are now commencing to grow, should be

shifted into larger or fresh soil if they require it.

This is generally known by the growth being weak,

and the leaves small. Sometimes the plants are sickly

through the soil having become sour, and the roots,

in that case, are rotten. This is usually known by

the leaves of the plant being yellow, and of a very

sickly appearance. The best way is to take out and

wash the roots, just before or as growth is com-

mencing, and repot anew in fresh soil, employing the

smallest pot or tub that the roots can be well got into.

Cuttings of Geraniums or eimilar plants, required for

flowering in houses next winter, should be put in at

this season. Camellias and Azaleas, and other things

that it is desirable to inarch, may be operated on as

soon as the wood is firm enough ; that is, as soon as

it has progressed from the watery to the woody state.

CLIVIA NOBILIS.
BY A. F., PITTSBURG, PA.

[Translated for the Gardener's Monthly.]

[CONTIXDED FROM PAUE 145]

In order to modify the great difference between the

native growth at the Cape, and the scientific care in

our greenhouses, it is necessi«ry to water the plants

much less in winter, but at the same time maintain a

suitable warmth and allow theiit all the light and sun

possible, or else they will always have bad provision

for flowering. An error is frequently made by many
in supposing that these plants, in their resting state,

need no care whatever, and can be stowed in any cor-

ner where they are just saved from complete destruc-

tion through cold or other injury, and only require

attention when they begin to sprout. There is a great

dilTurcnce between keeping a plant alive, and bringing

it to full growth ; it is also one thing to mature a

plant, and quite another to make it bloom luxuriant-

ly. The greatest difiiculty is to become familiar with

the various ciicu nstances by which a plant is sur-

rounded in its native habitat, and afterwards to imi-

^^^fesc
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tiitc these, or compensate for them in a suitable

manner. Several bulbs, at particular seasons, shrivel

both their roots and leaves; these varieties can, in

this condition, be placed in a very dark place, pro-

vided it is dry, and at a proper temperature ; but

bulbous growths, which retain their roots as well as

their leaves, need light, even during their time of

rest, because here the life does not withdraw to the

very innermost of all the faded vegetable structures,

but bj' means of the circulation of the juice in the

leaves the matter is altered and renovated by secre-

tions. The consideration of these external conditions

and of the internal plant life, furnishes the best

guide in the artificial culture of foreign plants.

From such observations, we arrive at the follow-

ing rules for cultivating the Clivia nobilis :—A tem-

perature from 50^ to 65^^ fahr., according to facilities,

kept steadily at one point, because rapid vicissitudes

do more harm than a lower temperature, if it be uni-

form. Water should be given in sufficient quantity

to prevent the leaves from wilting. Towards spring,

when the vegetation has advanced, according to the

corresponding growth, water should be more freely

given till fall, when the rest time begins, and the

moisture is withheld. During the latter period, when
the pots can be sunk in a hotbed it not only improves

the plant generally, but particularly assists in the

production of the flower; bottom heat is also of great

service to the young oflT-shoots.

For room culture, a raised shelf in a window, ex-

posed to the sun, is the best place during the time of

activity, and the plants can remain there in winter,

when they are protected from frost by double sash or

other means, otherwise they should be placed on a

flower-stand in the centre of the room, where they

can enjoy some light. This plant requires a soil of

rich mould mixed with sand, to which peat has been

added, and, on account of the abundance of its roots,

a large pot, with a deep layer of pot-sherds, for

drainage.

—

Deulches Mayazin.

The spirit of the above disquisition carries us to

the bosom of a region where nature has been most

lavish in her self-adornment, and where it has been

shown in what endless variety a single genus can bo

produced, to enjoy for a time, in imagination, the

beauty and perfection of these flowering gems, whilst

its pr.ictical bearing shows, that by diligent and care-

ful study of phenomena, we may, without attempting

" to hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to nature," so imi-

tate her ways as to enlarge our knowledge and brighten

our firesides by the presence of plants unknown in ,

our inhospitable climate. The philosophic tone of its

teachings vividly recall a graphic and delightful pic-

ture of the tropical seasons, and the striking effect,

both upon vegetable and animal life, produced by the

genial rain upon the parched and thirsty ground,
;

given by Humboldt, in his Views of Nature, to which
we would respectfully refer any of our readers who
have not already perused it.

TEA ROSE—GLOIRE DE DIJON.
BV raOF. PAGE, Vy.iSHINGTON, D. C.

The following particulars are worthy of note at (his

time concerning this matchless Rose. I have twice
before alluded, in your journal, to a Dijon bush
which made an aggregate growth last season of 75
feet. That bush is now, April Gth, pushing vigor-
ously at the very summit of its long branches, many
of the shoots being six inches long, and well filled

with leaves, and is the most forward Rose bush on
the place. The remarkable feature about it, is, that
while the thousands of Tea, Noisette and Bourbon
Roses on my grounds have been destroyed, to wilhin
two or three inches from the ground, this Rose bush
should not have been injured in the least, belonging
as it does to the tendcrest class of roses. Imagine
this monarch of roses a month hence, loaded with its

huge globular and cupped flowers of incarnate and
yellow, and salmon hues, each distilling a fragrance
rivalling Devoniensis, and you have some eoncep-
tion of the value of Gloire de Dijon, hardly yet ap-
preciated by our amateurs.

During the past twenty years, there has not been
so much injury done to vegetation as in the winter
just past, and nothin;? could more clearly establish
this fact than the injuries done to the following hardy
plants. The flower buds of the following trees and
shrubs have all been killed, and the plants them-
selves much hurt:—Pawlonia Imperialis, Spirceapru-
nifolia, Pyrus japonica, Forsythia viridissima, nearly
all the Peaches, Almonds and Apricots, and, what is

very remarkable, the tree Pieonies are cut down to

within three inchesoftheground. All this mischiefw.-is

done in January, when the thermometer fell to lOO
below zero fahr., after a mild spell of weather. A Tea
Rose that will so perfectly resist such a winter here,

must certainly stand out unprotected very far North
of this, especially if upon a wall. For the conser-
vatory border, or for adorning the back wall of the
conservatory or greer, house, it is without a rival, as

a four years' old bush will testify, which at this

moment is loaded with a profusion of its cups of nectar.

TAYLOR'S BULLITT GRAPE.
BY W. R. PRINCE, FLUSHING, L. I., N. Y.

Agreeing, as I do, with Dr. Garber's fear of con-
fusion in names, and with your ideas touching the
authoritative nomenclature of fruits, I think your
suggestion, that the name which heads this paragraph
be adopted for the grape hitherto known as the Tay-
lor or Bullitt, should receive public approval, and I

shall assume it.

^E^'^,
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IMPROVING GRAPES AND OTHER FRUITS
BY CROSSING.

BY WM. BRIGHT, LOOAN .NUI13KBY, PHILAD'a.

The arl of crossing Grapes and other fruits, has re-

cently been so far perfected, that any desired cross

or "hybrid" (as such seedlings are erroneously

termed) may be obtained with the utmost degree of

certainly ; and we may now look forward with con-

fidence to the production of seedlings, suited to vine-

yard culture in this country, which will rival the

most famous grapes of Europe, and other seedling

fruits surpassing in cxccUeuce any that we now

possess.

During a recent visit to England, we found that the

old practice of depending on chance seedlings was

pretty generally abandoned,—and the method of Mr.

T. A. Knight, explained now many years ago in the

Horticultural Societies' transactions, but not much

practised since his day by more modern fruit raisers,

was in general favor, and with the best results.

As many in America have never heard of Mr.

Knight's plan, we will give it before we conclude.

Before, however, proceeding to describe the pro-

cess bji which any two grapes or other fruits may be

crossed, so as to produce with certainty a seedling

having the best qualities of the two parents, we will

state in what manner, and by what kind of crossings

we think vineyard grapes may be obtained, suited to

the climate of the United States.

The best native grapes yet discovered on this con-

tinent, it must be confessed, do not possess qualities

fitted to make wine as perfect and delicious as that

which has been produced in Europe. It is then to

the foreign grapes that we must look for the higher

qualities of delicate texture and exquisite flavor,

which are wanting in the natives. Much might no

doubt be accomplished towards improving our native

grapes by high and careful culture ; by strengthening

the stock ; and by selecting the best grapes and the

best seeds from our best natives, and planting them

for many years ; but the task is a formidable one, and

the result at best uncertain. No point sufficiently

high could ever be reached by that process. JN'orcan

we hope that a perfect wine grape will be produced

by chance American seedlings, or even by the scien-

tific crossing of natives with each other, for we can-

not surely suppose that the native grapes, in their

unions with each other, can produce qualities which

the parents do not themselves possess.

By crossing the most hardy and perfect of the for-

eign grapes with the best natives, we may hope to

obtain seedlings possessing the vigor of the natives

united to the higher qualities of size, texture and fla-

vor, which exists only in the foreign kinds. The

Illack Hamburgh, for instance, is nearly hardy out of

doors in this coun'ry, as far north as New York, and

has frequently been ripened in favorable situations,

in gardens near that city. It is, all things considered,

the best grape grown, in Europe or America. In the

hothouse and cold grapery, the Black Hamburgh will

endure more bad treatment than any other grape. It

resists mildew, under severe extremes of moisture or

dryness, with great power. It is a strong grower, a

free setter; its bunches are large, its fruit is scarcely

Eurpasscd in qualities suited to all tastes, by any of

the new kinds. From the Black Hamburgh, in a

cross with our natives, we should expect to obtain

rare qualities.

In our first attempts at crossing, wc should not go

back to the wild fox grapes for a native parent. The
grape which wc should take, in preference to all oth-

ers, for a union with the Black Hamburgh, would be

the Diana. This, wc think, is the best of all our true

natives grapes. It is an immensely strong grower;

an uncommonly free bearer ; by far the richest and

most delicate in flavor : and is, to say the least, as

little aflfected by mildew as any other, we think much
less so. Its juice contains a large proportion of sac-

charine matter, and its entire flavor is peculiarly

aromatic and wine-like.

We do nut anticipate that the highest result would

be attained by a single cross of a native with a foreign

grape. Possibly a cross between the Black Ham-
burgh and the Diana might not be sufficiently hardy

to stand out of doors successfully. We might have

to go back again with the seedling to a cross with

some more hardy native; or if the first named cross

were hardy, the flavor might not be precisely that

which we should desire, and a more perfect grape

might be obtained by a cross with some other hardy

foreigner, and this latter seedling, if not altogether

hardy, might be strengthened by crossingwith another

native, and so on.

Another cross which wc should advise, would be

the Diana with the Chasselai de Fonlainbleau. This is

a white grape, quite as hardy as the Black Hamburgh,
and neaily a month earlier. It has been ripened in

this country in the open air. It is a free grower and

immense bearer. The form of its bunches very much
resembles that of the Diana. Its flavor is delicate

and extiemcly delicious. We have no faith in any
other Chasselas as a cross.

The While or Gri:zly Frontignan would make an-

other good parent with the Diana. This is a very

hardy, free growing grape, with a fine muscat flavor.

We do not think that the Muscat grapes can ever

be crossed with our natives so as to produce a hardy

seedling. They are all too late and do not ripen their

wood sufficiently to stand our winters. Wc must
look to the Frontignan grapes for the muscat flavor.

The Black Frontignan is more tender than the White
or the Grizzly.
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The Zinftndal, we think, would bo a good grape to

cross with the Diana. It is a jet black grape, comes
early to maturity, produces a good crop, and resists

mildew well. Its flavor, however, is second rate.

The true old Dutch Swecltcaler is the earliest of all

the foreign grapes. It is six weeks earlier than the

Black Hamburgh, when standing side by side. II is

a delicious grape, an immense bearer, and ripens its

wood perfectly. Its union with the Diana would
certainly, we think, produce a first rate early grape.

The Muscat Muscadine is another early grape, and
a very free bearer. Its color is white, and its flavor

resembles the Sweetwater. It does not readily mil-

dew, and we think it would answer admirably for a

cross with the Diana.

The Trcnthnm Elack is a very early new grape, said

to be quite hardy out of doors in England, and sel-

dom aflectcd by mildew. We have seen a vine of this

variety bearing twenty large bunches of well perfected

grapes, in an eleven-inch pot. We should try this

also with the Diana.

Those who have any favorite native grapes, suited

to make wine, in any part of the United States, may
try a cross of them with the best foreign grapes, as

for instance the Ilcrbemont and Scuppernong at the

South; the Mustang grape in Texas ; the Catawba

in the West ; the Concord at the North, &c. We
think the Catawba, well grown, is nc.vt to the Diana

in all its qualities as a wine or table grape.

The process of Crossing, by which a union may be

effected between two grapes or other fruits, with pos-

itive certainty, we will now proceed to describe.

The flowers of grapes and most other fruits, with

a few exceptions, fas the palm, and the osage

orange,} are hermaphrodite, that is, they possess both

male and female organs in the same flower. By this

new method of crossing, the flower on one kind of

grape is scientifically deprived of its male organs,

and thus made of necessity (as we may say) the

mother, or female parent ; while the other, being per-

mitted to retain its male organs, becomes theya^Aer

of the new seedling. Our suggestion would be, in

most attempts at crossing, to make foreign grapes

the males, and natives the females.

The process is one requiring much care and skill,

and not a great number of flowers could be operated

upon at a time ; but this would not be necessary, as

a single bunch, properly impregnated, would produce

upwards of two hundred seeds.

The vines to be crossed should all be kept in a cold

vinery. It is not important that they should begrown

in close proximity, but of course they should be

brought into flower at the same time, in fact, as near-

ly as possible at the same moment. The best way to

accomplish this, would be to grow both the natives

and foreign grapes in large pots, as they could then

^« ^T"

be so placed, and eo treated, as to hasten or retard

the time of flowering, and thus more successfully at-

tain the object.

Now, we will suppose that you have a Diana and

a Black Hamburgh vine, both in flower at the same

time. The Diana is first to be changed from the her-

maphrodite condition to a female ; that is. the male

organs are to be removed from the flower. With a

pair of fine-pointed grape-thinning scissors, carefully

clip off the stamens fthc male organs} and it will then

no longer possess the power to impregnate itself, it

will become essentially a female. In doing this le

very careful not to injure the pistil of the Diana

flower. This operation must be performed upon the

flower the instant it is developed, so that you can

see the stamens. In some kinds the anthers burst

before the petals open, in which case the petals have

to be carefully removed, which, when done carefully,

win not injure the other essential organs of the

flower. Now having a flo%ver of the Black Hamburgh

just perfected, you will take it off by the stem with a

pair of tweezers, being careful not to shake it in the

least, and dust the pistil of the Diana flower with the

pollen of the Black Hamburgh, applying it very gen-

tly, just touching the pistil with the pollen, or fertili-

zing dust which lies on lop of the anther. This being

properly done, a cross is effected, scientifically and

positively, and the seedling resulting from that union

will exhibit the characteristics of the two parents,

with a degree of certainty and exactness truly sur-

prising.

While in England, last winter, we saw many ex-

traordinary and highly gratifying results from this

method of crossing, some of the most famous new

grapes being obtained in this way. The Black Ham-

burgh being crossed with the Dutch Sweetwater, the

Hamburgh being the female and the other the male,

produced the splendid Golden Hamburyh ; the union

of the Black Hamburgh as male, with Muscat of Al-

exandria, brought forth the superb Muscat Hamburgh.

The Trentham Black, the Marchioness of Hastings,

the Bowood Muscat, Lady Down's Seedling, and that

magnificent new grape, the Buckland Sweetwater,

are all the results of crossing European grapes with

each other, by this scientific method. Not more than

one or two decidedly good seedling grapes had been

produced in England for thirty years previous to this

practice. No crosses have been made with native

grapes in Great Britain, as they have no indigenous

grapes, or at least none of any value.

What glorious results are these from careful scien-

tific crossing! And with such success in the com-

mencement of this new era in grape culture, what

may we not expect in all the world hereafter! What
high incentives to patient experiment arc here offered

to the amateur and the professional grape grower ! I /^
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And how do paltry chance seedlings, picked up in

Anierli-iin wonds and gardens, sink into insignificance

licfi>re the prospect, now opened, of true scientific

pro<;ress in the production of seedling grapes !

The method of crossing above described, may be

performed with all fruits as successfully as with the

grape. At the Royal Gardens, at Frogmore, Kngland,

we saw a very valuable cross between the Morello

Cherry and the May Duke. The fruit department at

these Gardens is under the directions of Mr. John
Powell, of whom it is not too much to say, that he

is beyond comparison the best practical pomologist in

the world. Mr. Powell has practised crossing, ac-

cording to the specific rules we have here given, very

extensively, and with the most gratifying success.

The Morello Cherry, it is well known, has a tenden-

cy to form barren wood, instead of fruit spurs. The
May Duke, on the contrary, has the habit of forming

fruit spurs. freely. Tlie object of the cross above al-

luded to, was to impart to the Morello the habit of

the May Duke, and this Mr. Powell most happily

accomplished. Of three blossoms impregnated by

hand, two of them furnished seed which produced

trees bearing Morello fruit with the prolific habit of

the May Duke,—the May Duke giving part of its de-

licious flavor, united to the keeping qualities of the

Morello ; a great improvement upon the latter.

Experiments with Pears have been equally success-

ful. Among other instances we saw a cross between

the Bergamot and Seckel, the result being a half

Bergamot and half Seckel, in the habit of the tree,

and. in the size, quality and flavor of the fruit.

The same thing may be done with Strawberries,

Currants, Gooseberries, Apples, and all other fruits.

Mr. Powell says he feels certain that by this method

of crossing we have the nature of seedlings to

be produced entirely under our control. Very in-

teresting and useful experiments might be performed

by crossing, for instance, the Bartlett and the Seikel

pear. There is plenty of luxuriance of growth in the

Bartlett, and great productiveness in the Seckel, with

high flavor in both ; they also ripen nearly at the

same time. Such a cross as this, properly etTected,

could not fail to be a great acquisition. So of a cross

between the Bartlett and the Lawrence—this last

being a very vigorous tree, rather later than the

Bartlett, and allogether a very excellent pear. Other

combinations might be suggested by a little reflection,

even more desirable than these.

The production of Seedlings, the world over, has

heretofore been entirely the result of accident, the

wind or the bees doing for us, by chance, what we

had not intelligence enough to do for ourselves. But

now that science and ingenious practice have shown

us the art of performing this work, with precision

and almost mathematical certainty, a great revolution

»

cannot fail to be eflfeeted in our estimate, not only of

our native and foreign grapes, but of all fruits now
considered first rate; and we fancy but few years

will elapse before our Pomological societies will be

called upon to revise their entire lists of select fruits;

and in this eagerand progressive age, it may be some

what difficult for them to keep pace with the march

of improvement in this direction.

[Mr. Bright's article is suggestive of many impor-

tant matters.

One of them teaches how important it is to contin-

ually bring good ideas before the public. Though

Mr. J. Fiske Allen, of Salem, and Mr. Rogers, of Sa-

lem, Mass., and others in the United States and

Canada, have raised valuable seedlings by this very

process of hyliridization or crossing, we are satisfied

that Mr. Bright's detail of the practice, will be new

to nine-tenths of our readers. Indeed in spite of the

successes of the gentlemen referred to, some of our

best pomologists believe that the grape cannot be

crossed.

Another point suggested is, that a failure should

not discourage further attempts. Mr. Knight, in one

of the papers alluded to by our correspondent, states

that he crossed the Morello Cherry with the May
Duke, and was so very successful that the progeny

were perfect mules, all bearing flowers, but never

producing any cherries; and j'et we have here the

acknowledgment of Mr. Powell's succeeding with the

very same varieties, in producing an useful result.

We should be glad to hear from some who may have

tried the northern hybrids, how they have so far suc-

ceeded with them.

—

Ed.]

TOBACCO LEAVES AGAINST THE PEACH
BORER.

BT N. L. WOOD, SMITIIKIF.r.D, OHIO.

For many years we used Tobacco leaves or stems

from a cigar shop, with perfect success. Apply them

about the 1st of June, in small quantities, close

around the roots of the trees, at the surface of the

earth. The insects will not approach while the to-

bacco is there.

We have also tried, for a few years past, a mixture

of Tar and Lard, (about 1 part tar to 3 parts lard,)

with very satisfactory results.

[Several correspondents write of the hencfits of

Tobacco leaves, and we judge the hint is a valuable

one for borers of all kinds. The quality of gas tar

varies, and should be used with caution. That of

Philadelphia, applied to the collar of trees, has no

injurious clTccIs, nor has the tar of some other places;

but in others injury has resulted.

—

Ed.]

J)
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PLAN OF A RURAL COTTAGE.
BY S. L. B., nROOKDALE FARM, MAINE.

The accompanying plan comprises as many conve-

niences and advantages as can be had in a cottage of

moderate cost and medium size. It is designed for a

farmhouse, where the lady wishes to preside over do-

mestic matters, and has been especially planned for a

fiiniily of cultuie and intellectual habits. The gene-

ral plan is also well adapted for a gardener's cottage,

or a tenant house.

Porch

'

—

=

Slmt-caseHall

8- ;o

Parlor

H - 14

D

w Hall

'I-9

Clothes Room
G-6

' a

w

^i Bed Room*
O - lO

Living Room
!4 -/4

! Verranda
Kilchen
12,-14-

The arrangement of the rooms in the main house,

is well shown in the plan, which does not represent

the whole of the L or wing devoted to the kitchen.

This may extend to any desired length, and have as

many rooms as the wants of the occupants require.

In the kitchen is a pantry, an entry opening upon the

verandah, washroom, &c. The wood-house is en-

tered from the kitchen, from which the cellar and

back chamber is also approached. The study may be

used as an office, and may be arranged with eases for

books, papers, specimens in natural history, minerals,

dried plants, &c., according to circumstances. If

necessary, the study may be converted into a bed-

room, and a connection made between the two by

means of a door.

r 1

The second floor comprises three good sized bed-

rooms with the usual closets. The second floor of the

L part may be arranged into two or three suitable

sleeping rooms for workmen, &c.

An elevation is not given, as it may be erected to

suit tlie taste of the owner. The cost of building

would of course vary much with the materials used,

and the locality.

APPLES IDENTICAL.
BY J. VAN BIBF.N, CL A RKS VI r.LE, GA.

Thomas Meehan, Dear Sir : I see by the April

number of the Gardener's Monthly that T. Carter, of

Raleigh, N. C, says, the Equinetely Apple is identi-

cal with Buckingham and Fall Queen. This is a

mistake. Buckingham is a striped apple, while Equi-

netely is never striped, but evenly shaded with dark

red. Equinetely is also I'ar superior as a keeper and

in flavor; to say it is identical with Fall Queen, is

like saying such a man looks like John Smith ; these

Queens and Kings are about no names at all, or are

made to fit a large variety of apples. I think it is

also a mistake to say nurserjmen have grown and

fruited them side by side. They may have grown the

trees but have not fruited them, for it is but 4 years

since this variety was brought out, and we were the

first nurserymen in the United States who cultivated

it ; we set a few grafts at that time in the limbs of

large trees, which even have not fruited yet.

Four years since we got our dozen specimens of

fruit from the only bearing trees known in N. C, and

from which trees we have since that time propagated

our stock.

Those whose trees produce fruit corresponding

with Buckingham, have not got it true ; and as the

Equinetely is a very popular and estimable variety,

it need not be wondered at, should spurious varieties

be sold under that name.

Berry, Wall, Sumerour, Nickajack and Howard,

are all identical.

Uur apple crop promises to be a very abundant one

should subsequent frost not injure it. Peaches pretty

well thinned out by the late cold and frost (of the

27th March) ; the same in relation to Pears.

IMPROVEMENTS IN NORTHERN NEW
JERSEY.

BY WALTER ELDER.

I paid a visit last month to Belvidere, the County-

town of Warren, New Jersey, and was agreeably sur-

prised to see the many fine improvements that have

been made of late years there. The Brainard Semi-

nary, and dwelling-house of the owner and princip.al.

Rev. James Addison Whitticar, is one of the finest

improvements. The buildings are of striking beauty,

and the grounds are tastefully laid out. Thev are

.ik
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many evergreen trees are grouped over them. The

grounds arc several acres in extent, and comprise a

very high eminence, which not only overlooks the

town, but commands a view of ten miles over the

surrounding country, which is a beautiful and highly

cultivated district. The Schooly'a mountains appear

from the place like a gentle rise in the landscape
;

and the Delaware looks like a silver belt stretched

along the valley.

I called at the noted seat of J. M. Baul, Esq. , in Bel-

videre, and was sorry to find that (he great Fall Pippin

appletree, so noted for its size, the branches of which

nearly overspread a square of the kitchen-garden, has

gone ; and I looked upon tlie stump with sad feelings,

having as you know lived here many years ago, and

often sat under its grateful shade.

on three sides with arborvits hedges, and but not in line with it ; while the buds on the ab-

PRUNING FRUIT TREES.
BY NOVICE.

May not the use of the pruning-knifc, on fruit

trees, be mainly dispensed with?

I have a (cw reflections to offer on this subject, the

result of some reading and observation, and not a

little dearly bought experience.

Let us take for example, a yearling Pear tree, as

usually sent out from the nurseries ; it consists, for

the most part, of one long straiglit cane, from 2^ to

n feet in height, and a few small, rudimentary side

shoots, sometimes mere buds, from u few inches up

to 1 or 2 feet from the ground. Generally we find the

strongest of these laterals on two sides only, the effect

of too close planting in the nursery rows. We have

now to commence the frame-work of the future tree,

and, according to the " directions in the books," we
must cut down the leader one half or two-thirds,

and shorten in the laterals '' according lo their

strength," to induce the weaker buds to push, or the

dormant eyes to break, and thus form the base of a

symmetrical, well-balanced head. But every cut is a

wound and every wound leaves its scar, which may or

may not heal over, but is quite likely to prove a

source of future weakness, deformity or disease, es-

pecially if a stump be left, to decay ^nd cause an un-

sightly scar. Thus, at the very outset, we commit an

outrage vipon the young plant, wo do gross violence

to its nature, and, unless we possess the skill of Bar-

ry or Debreuil, we shall soon not only dwarj" hut de-

forvi it altogether. The young tree expends its full

energies an entire season, in producing and maturing

2 to 3 feet of leader, and a corresponding amount of

lateral branches, (on two sides mainly,j which are

lemorselessly cut away, at the spring or autumn

pruning, as entirely superfluous. The uppermost

bud pushes out, the second year, nearly at right an-

gles to the main stcmj and then shoots up parallel to.

scinded laterals start off at all sorts of angles, form-

ing branches where, perhaps, they are not wanted,

and which must be, in turn, reduced or removed at si

subsequent pruning. After a second season's growth

the leader is once more headed in, at a bud, (if such

fortunately there be,) opposite the previous year's

cut, so as to " bring the leader into line," and so of

the laterals likewise. A continuance of this pro-

cess will, in time, give us a main stem as crooked as

a snake, and side branches fuller of elbows than a

Chinese idol. We may, it is true, by the exercise of

rare skill, obtain a tree of pyramidal or other desired

form, but without asinj/le stranjlil stem or branch in its

framework and whose outline has been obtained at the

expense of beauty of detail and needless waste of en-

ergy on the part of the growing tree. I have, in my
grounds, standard and dwarf trees of the Bartlctt,

Beurre Diel, and many other kinds, from the best

nurseries in the country, and from 2 to 8 years old,

which were all pruned "secundum artem,'' and are

generally esteemed well-sliaped trees, yet are so

scarred and distorted, by the free use of the pruning-

knife, as to enlist ones sympathy for the wanton sur-

gery they have undergone.

Pruning is, at best, contrary to nature, and should

be done, I think, at such times and in such manner,

as to offer the least possible violence to the laws of

vegetable life. 1 believe that by judicious, well timed

pinching or summer stopping, by the removal of su-

perflous buds, the occasional insertion of a bud to fill

a vacancy, and by bringing into place, by means of

stakes, any straggling branches; we may obtain fin

connection with well-timed root-pruning of too luxu-

riant trcesj the highest possible result, leaving the

pruning-knife to be used, as the surgeon does his

scalpel, only to repair the effects of accident or neglect,

or to correct a natural deformity.

But, to be entirely effective, this treatment should

commence in the nursery rows and with the tree from

the bud, pinching off the leader and stronger laterals

once or more during the early part of the growing

season, when they will continue their growth in the

same direction as before ; the wounds will heal with-

out scars, and the sap, thus checked in its upward

flow, will be concentrated where it is required, for

the development and full maturity of the lower bran-

ches and fruit spurs. No useless wood is grown, to

be cut offat the annual pruning; but we obtain straight,

handsome branches that are a pleasure to the eye.

There are many kinds of trees, as the Rostiezer,

Marie Louise, Beurre Diel, and other pears, and sev-

eral of the peaches, plums, &c., of such straggling,

tortuous growth as to lax lo the utmost ones skill in

the use of the knife lo bring them into shape. Hand-

somely formed trees of these varieties, obtained by

^^ -r<c;>
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knife pruning, are rare. Might they not be more
easily and certainly obtained by the method above
suggested ?

We all know honr very impatient of the knife are

all the stone fruits,—how its distorts the branches of
the plum, makes " brooms" of the cherry, and causes

them all to " gum." By the practice of thumb and
.^n(;cr pruning these evils may, in the main, be avoided,

and the earliest possible fruitfulness attained, with-
out any injury, but rather a benefit to the plant.

Further, I firmly believe that trees thus treated at

the outset, if grown with sufficient space in the nurse-
ry grounds and lifted with moderate care, may be safely

transplanted without the inevitable amputations, &c.,

which we are always advised by writers on the sub-
ject, but may be safely left to the annual summer
stopping above suggested.

Much remains to be said, which perhaps may serve
for a future article. A desire to provoke inquiry and
experiment during the coming season and to elicit the

opinions and experience of those skilled in fruit cul-

ture has been the leading motive of this communica-
tion from a mere Novice.

[Though our correspondent modestly chooses " No-
vice " as his nom de plvme, we may be pardoned for
saying that wc reckon few more successful horticul-

turists amongst our valued contributors than he, and
we ask for his present communication the attention
of all practical men. Like some other articles that

have enriched our pages, it may by some be considered
too radical. If even it should prove so on careful
trial, we are well assured that, as in the other cases
alluded to, very much good will grow out of it.

In " dropping into " our friends model establish-

mentsome months ago, we noted that he had conceived
what to us was an original idea, that of having an open
tank carried around his vinery filled with water, in or-
der to furnish an abundant supply of atmospheric
moisture. The vines then were models of health and
beauty. We shou)d be pleased to hear from him as to

the result so far.

—

Ed.]

INARCHING WILD GRAPES.
BY J. L. S , WASHINGTON, D. C.

Now that Grape culture is attracting so much at-

tention, an article in your Monthly on layering the
wild vines, and engrafting the choice new American
grapes on wild vines, along the fences and woodsides,
thus securing in a single season strong vines and a

heavy crop next year, would be a good idea. A suc-

cessful cultivator recommends the last of May for

this section, when the vines will cease to bleed. This
engrafting, budding and inarching may be continued
during the summer and autumn. I have had splen-

did specimens of pears and other fruits from late

summer and autumn grafting. Fruit-bearing shoots

may be taken from feeble vines or trees, and put on

strong ones, with a certainty of having fine specimens

of fruit next season.

BDDDED ROSES.
DY BCD-HIST, MASS.

Mr. Editor : A sufferer from budded roses, and an

ardent lover of this queen of flowers, begs his brother

amateurs not to be influenced by Mr. Strong's strong

recommendations of Roses budded on Manetii stocks,

nor to have any thing to do with any budded roses.

They are a treacherous and troublesome nuisance,

and must be watched incessantly, stealing more of

the amateur's time and care than they are fairly en-

titled to. They are the worst of suckers ; and he who
grows them, will be well sucked in. Have nothing

to do with them, is my advice ; turn away from them

and pass on the other side.

For Roses, the safest by all means are those on

theirown roots; givingyou far less anxiety and work
and no disappointment. The budded ones may do for

the professional gardener ; but for amateurs they arc

not the thing.

[The above is from one of our most practical and

reliable florists, and, as such, entitled to respect.

There are, however, two sides to every question.

Good roses—we may say first-rate roses—can be grown

on their roots, and are not troublesome on account of

suckers. It is the easiest way of growing roses, un-

doubtedly. The other side claim, that if there is

more labor, there is also finer Roses, and hardier

plants attending the budding system ; and also, that

the suckering only continues until the bud forms a

head of its own, strong enough to draw up all the sap

the roots supply—as in the case of a budded fruit- tree.

The question seems to us to amount to this. One
party is satisfied to have good roses, with little labor;

the other is willing to have more trouble and finer

flowers. Each reader can choose for himself.

—

Ed.]

HORTICCLTCRAL CONSERVATISM.
BY T. W. C, WESTERLY, R. I.

H., of New York, heads an article at page 101 of

your excellent Monthly, with the above title. Al-

though there are standing rules in gardening, every

person is at liberty to experiment and deviate from
these rules when he pleases ; but it is diflScuIt to

unlearn a practice that is almost universally adopted

and thought to be necessary, and so there is some ex-

cuse for our conservatism. Mr. H.'s remarks on
" Gardening with us " is, perhaps, all right. His
remarks on the tillage of "market gardens around
London," may be as unquestionable; but when he
refers to the " practice of crocking pots preparatory

to the planting or shifting of soft-wooded plants," as

•'^
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" nonsensical formula," I rather feel proud of the

title of conservative.

I think good drainage always necessary for Fuch-

sias. Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, Verbenas and other

"bedding-out" plants, may be of secondary impor-

tance ; still every flower-pot should be more or less

provided with drainage before inserting the plant.

However small the pot may be, the hole in the bot-

tom, should at the least be covered with a piece of

" pot-sherd," or some equivalent. I know of nothing

80 good as broken charcoal. It is an absorber of the

gases ; a sweetener of the soil ; and a store of suste-

nance, as well as a drainage to the plant. I earnestly

recommend the use of it to all who have not aban-

doned the practice of crocking. One single load of

charco.il will furnish a small piece for the bottom of

a hundred thousand small pots; and one large pot

could contain a thousand little pieces, to be dropped

into the bottom of small pots when planting.

Crocking of small pots is necessary, not only as

drainage, and for the circulation of air, but it also

helps to keeps the roots of the plant within the pot.

Many I know have seen the bad effects of non-crock-

ing in "Florists establishments" where the small

"bedding-out stuflf" is placed in "pits, "on earth

shelves, to keep them moist and save watering. They

may grow well, and look well when undisturbed, but

when removed, the purchaser finds half the roots out-

side the bottom of the pot's, and before he reaches

home the bright, healthy looking gem of the Green-

house, has dwindled like a cut beet-leaf under the sun,

and the roots must be stripped, or the pot broke be-

fore the plant can be inserted in the flower-bed. This

causes a check on the plant, a check on the hopes of

the purchaser, and cannot reasonably enhance the

character of the establishment where such plants were

purchased.

I do not include all Floral establishments as prac-

tising this method of shelving small pots on earth.

Nor do I know whether your correspondent places

his pots on clean shelves of wood, or upon what they

rest ; but I think there is a great chance of non-

crocked pots having the hole in the bottom clogged

up, or the earth will wash through it. I will ac-

knowledge that indiscrimination is a great fault with

a plant grower; and he that uses all plants alike is

unfit for any thing but gathering onions. Hoping that

the advocating of my opinions will give no offence, I

r»main yours, &c.

[(n underdraining land, it was at one time thought

necessary to keep the tile a short distance from each

other, until it was found that the water percolated

as well through the tile itself into the drain, and the

crevices were abandoned as unnecessary. We un-

derstand H. to take somewhat similar ground.

We are not prepared ourselves to abandon the

crocking of pots in the finer branches of culture,

though we have abandoned it with things in small

pots, without any apparent injury; but we are

pleased to see the subject inquired into, believing

that no horticultural topic is so time honored as not

to be improved by an occasional ventilation.

—

Ed.]
laM*!

SPERGULA PILIFERA AND SOME OTHER
NEW PLANTS.

BY II. W. SARGENT, ESIJ., WODENETHE, N. Y.

Believing some of your readers would feel inter-

ested to know the chances there are in this country

of establishing this little Alpine plant, which is just

now attracting so much attention in England, I am
induced to give them the little experience I have had

in it, promising a much fuller account of it another

year.

I imported a quantity of the seed from Messrs.

Henderson, of London, last Spring, and sowed it in

a cold frame on the Northern side of a high wall. It

came up very well and regularly, but in spite of its

Northern exposure, with addition.il shading in the

early part of the day, it generally seemed to disap-

pear, and I saved very little of it. It was so exces-

sively delicate and sensitive that our warm weather

in June destroyed it. Subsequently, in the latter

part of August and early in September, my gardener

sowed it again ; but this time in thumb pots,

which were put close together in several frames,

shaded from the noon sun, and protected from cool

nights, until it came up thick as before, and filled

the whole pot, when it w.as gradually hardened off;

until, by the middle of October, the entire surface of

some five hundred pots were covered with a thick

green mat or sod.

About the beginning or middle of November, I

planted out about fifty pots or sods in different situ-

ations, and exposures. Some of them, in a verj- low

spot, where they were part of the winter under wateri

occasionally frozen entirely over. Sometimes, when

the water subsided, the plants or sods, about two

inches in diameter, were fully exposed above the

water in a soft oozy mud, to the alternating influ-

ence of hot sun and chilly winds ; and yet every sod

preserved its character and color, and I am not con-

scious that a single plant, of the many composing

each sod, has either perished or suffered.

This has proved to my mind quite satisfactorily

that our winters will not kill it; for these plants

were put out purposely under every disadvantage, so

late in the autumn as to prevent any chance of the

roots taking hold of the ground.

It now remains to be seen if it will prove equally

satisfactory in our intense summer heat. I think it

merits all that has been said of its beauty and color,

in EngUnd ; and if it will stand our summer as well



as our winters, it will indeed be a great acquisition.

I have this spring planted about five hundred sods

of it, 4 to 6 inches apart each way, and hope before

long to sec a piece of verdure heretofore unknown in

this part of the country.

While upon this subject, your readers will like-

wise be glad to know that the three new and superb

Berberis—Japonica, Bcalii and intermedia—have re-

sisted the severity of the past winter with the most

complete success. As severe and bad as the winter

has been, they are perfectly untouched, and have

proved much hardier than the common Berberis Ma-
honia, which alters and always gets browned.

jibies K(fmpfcrii has also proved perfectly hardy,

quite as much so apparently, as the common Larch,

and I find it is about as far advanced as this tree. It

has unfortunately become a Larix instead of an Abies;

but during the Summer months it is none the worse

for this. Larix Griffilhii seems a pretty thing, and I

have no doubt will prove quite as hardy.

I find I have the ^bies Williamsonii figured in )'our

March number ; but under the name ot J. Merlensiana

(Californian Hemlock^, my specimen is about 6 feet

high and seems quite as hardy as a Hemlock, which,

indeed, it resembles so closely as to be dilBcuU to

distinguish.

The new Arbor vitES, glauca Craigiana, gigardea

("the English gigantea), and Meldensii, have all stood

this winter perfectly on the north of a wood. Mel-
densis, though hardly an arbor vits, is very interest-

ing, from the charming purple color it assumes in

winter.

Ciipressus Lawsoniana, on the north of a wood, is

perfectly untouched, and the greatest acquisition.

Wellingtonia is somewhat browned.

Of the older favorites, Deodara robusta and Crypto-

mcria Lobbii both stand well, when the older Deodar
and Cryptomcria Japonica, have sufl^red a little; but
even this last tree apparently does well enough un-
protected ; strange to say, it seems impatient of any
covering, and quite willing and able to get through
the winter without any protection.

The Golden Yew is a great acquisition to some of
our hardy trees, perfectly untouched in our bitterest

weather, when the common English suffers in wood
and color.

Abies Douglaasii, Pinsapo, Cephalonica, pichta, and es-

pecially Norrlmanniana, are all valuable and hardy
acquisitions to our Firs ; while Pinus Benthamiana,

Beardsleyii, Jeffreyii, Lambeiiiana, Sabiniana, Mvea,
Pondcrosa, Laricio, Cembra, kc, are great gains to

lovers of this class.

The male Cephalotaxus seems perfectly hardy,

while the female gets a little misused. C. peduncu-

lata and durpacea, stand as well as the Irish Yew.

The newer Yews monstrosa and microphylla are quite

hardy.

The great acquisition, however, of this winter with

me has been the three new Berberi, Cupressus Law-
soniana, Mies pyramidalis and some few others, above

mentioned.

[Mr. Sargent's notes on Spcrgula pilifera are partic-

ularlj' valuable just now, when there is so much in-

quiry about it. Mr. S.'s mollo seem to be " to try."

Such men are real benefactors to the community. His

next summer's experience will be anxiously looked

for.

It is gratifying to learn that Mr. S. has the Abies

Williamsonii growing, and so fine a specimen too.

" Hardy, and with the habit of the Hemlock," will

make a beautiful association with the fine cones we
have figured We have not evidently called attention

to the confusion with A. Merlensiana any too soon.

Mr. Murray, of Edinburg, has probably had some-

thing to do with the confusion of names in our Con-

ifers. His Pinus Beardsleyi will probably turn out to

be but P. ponderosa. Our friends cannot be too care-

ful of the names they get with their plants from

abroad.

—

Ed.]

FATAL EFFECTS OF THE PAST WINTER.
BY PBOF. C. G. PAGE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

My fears, expressed in February last, have been more

than realized here, in the destruction of shrubbery

and other plants. By way of record, I notice the fol-

lowing results: — All Tea, Noisette and Bourbon

Roses, in the open ground were killed down to the

snow level, which, at the time, was from three to

four inches deep. Many Remontants and other Ro-

ses considered as entirely hardy, were also similarly

injured. Spirosa Reevesii and Spircea prunifolia lost

all their bloom. Forsythia viridissima no bloom ex-

cept from branches on the ground. Wiegelia rosea

much injured. Euonymus generally killed, root

and branch. Tree and dwarf box extensively injured.

Chinese Arbor vitJE in many situations killed to the

snow level. Tree Pseonies killed to the snow line ;

never before known here. Corchorus Japonica—Japan

Rose—killed to the snow line ; never before noticed

here. Honeysuckles generally killed to the snow
level. Wall-flowers generally killed. Flower buds

of Pawlonia imperialis all killed. The worst we
have to record is the entire destruction of the flower

buds of the Peach, Nectarine, Almond and Apricot,

except in a few instances on high ground ; never be-

fore noticed here.

The above are examples under my own observation,

and it would be interesting to hear from other parts

of the country, in respect to the above hardy plants,

and any others of note or common interest. On my
grounds the grape vines Isabella, Catawba, Diana

^h^
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and Rebecca, bearing vines, were not injured. These
are the only varieties I have in bearing. Blackber-
ries, Raspberries, Gooseberries, Currants, and Straw-
berries, not injured; and for our own consolation,

the prospect of small fruits is unusually good, which
is somewhat remarkable. Apples, Cherries, Plums
and Dwarf Pears promise well, as usual.

HINTS ABOUT GRAFTING.
BV A. MATTISO.V, PADLCAII, KV.

In Mr. Comstock's application of wax in grafting,

(see page 109,) I think his success is good. Such
hints arc of great benefit to the trade : lessening labor
and leading to "success. I formerly practised his

method myself, but abandoned it as not the quickest
or the best. By his mode, if the graft is not well fit-

ted, it will sometimes get injured by the wax getting

between it and the stock. I think it is better, in
strong cleft root grafts, not to tie or wax at all. They
will do just as well and better than if tied or waxed

;

slender root grafts always need some tie or binding.
I think it of advantage, whether the graft be tied or

not, to puddle them before planting, in a mud made
of good soil and water. Every grafter knows that,

in the old way of stock grafting in the nursery, no
tie or- any thing was needed; nothing but the soil

drawn up about the graft, leaving one or two buds
out. That was always done late, to avoid the lifting

by the frost.

superfluous water, during protracted wet weather,
passes through freely; and during a long continued

drought, the air, having free access, penetrates until

it meets a cool surface, upon which its watery vapor
is condensed. Hence trenched ground suffers less

in either dry or wet weather, than if in its original

condition.

How long does this new arrangement of particles

continue? Does the earth, once removed, ever as-

sume its original form?

The mooted point, whether the lowest stratum

should go on top or remain below, must depend upon
its character. Complete comminution is of the greatest

importance.

TRENCHING.
BY DR. J. K. E., noWNlNGTOWN, PA.

In the official, as well as your own, report of the

proceedings of the Fruit Growers' Society, I am made
to attribute the good effects of trenching to capillary

attraction alone. With your permission, my views

will be given more at large.

It will be seen that capillary attraction plays the

least important part; indeed, it is questionable

whether earth is ever too compact to prevent it.

The best way to make a point clear, is by illustra-

tion ; therefore, let any one remove a solid foot of the

most compact earth he can find,—so compact that if

two gallons of water be poured slowly thereon it

would not penetrate one inch, and requiring a pick

or post-bar to accomplish. Replace said earth, com-
pressing it with a heavy stamper, and it will occupy

less space than before its removal. Now pour two

gallons of water upon it, and it will be almost in-

stantly absorbed. Before applying the water it could

have been easily penetrated by a shovel or a spade,

notwithstanding the earth occupied less space than

before removal, consequently more compact or spe-

cifically heavier. The inference is, that trenching

has effected a new arrangement of particles, which

admits water freely, and consequently air j therefore

REMARKS ON THE GENCS TRITOMA.
BV DA.VIEL BARKER, HARTFORD, CONN.

Among the many plants now cultivated in vases

and ornamental pots for the decoration of the lawn
and flower garden, the greenhouse, conservatory. Sec,

none are more useful than the " Triloma uvaria,'' and

its many beautiful varieties; and when more dissem-

inated in this countiy, and their merits become fully

appreciated, they must become universal favorites

with every lover of fine showy plants.

Although easy to cultivate—so much so that any

one may grow them, yet to have them in perfection re-

quires some management and care bestowed upon
them— I will now offer a few remarks upon our sys-

tem of management, which may be acceptable to some
of the re.iders of the Gardener's MorilMy, particularly

to those who, like myself, are admirers of this beau-

tiful tribe of plants, (HemerocallidexJ.
As specimen plants, Tritomas are, if well grown,

deservedly admired; while, for the ornamental vase

upon the lawn, &c., they are among the most hand-

some half-hardy plants (none of them are hardy norlh of

A'cic YorA) grown, and in this respect are entitled to

precedence over many others.

Any time from the commencement of April to May,

procure some of the best and strongest plants, and

plant in vases or garden pots, not less than sixteen

inches over, in a compost of well decomposed leaf

mould and loam, using a little rough wash sand in

combination with both
;
picking out all worms and

insects that are to be found in it. Spread about one

inch of small lumps of charcoal over the bottom to

allow of free drainage, covering it over with a layer

of about half-an-inch of well decomposed cow-dung.

When planted, place them in a frame or greenhouse,

where the heat ranges from 50^3 to 60O, supplying

them rather liberally with water, being careful that

they are never saturated. SlagnanI miler at the roots

will destroy them. Admit air freely whenever circum-

stances permit, keeping the plants near the glass, in

order to prevent their being drawn up weak, as well

^i^vS^Vi^
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as to keep them strong, vigorous itlid healthy.

Bj' the first week in June they may be removed

from the greenhouse or frame, and placed upon the

lawn, where they should remain until fall, keeping

them well supplied with water. When in flower

they arc removed to the greenhouse, conservatory or

plant cabinet, where they form for n-any weeks ob-

jects of the greatest beauty and magnificence. Soon

as the flowering season is over, withhold water grad-

ually, and keep them partially drj- during the winter

months at the coolest part of the house, or where no

greenhouse can be had, a light part of a cellar, away
from frost and Ihefurnace until the ensuing Spring,

when they are repotted and treated as before.

Trito.m.\ waria, or Great Triloma, was introdu-

ced from the C.ipc of Good Hope into Europe in the

year 1707. The flower scapes are about 2 to 2i feet

high, with flowers of an orange color, slightly tipped

with green ; flower from September to November.

Thitoma Media, Lesser Triloma.—From the same

country as the former, introduced into Europe in

1789. This is much more slender in growth than

uraria, and much more susceptible of cold. The
flower-slems attain a height of from one to two feet,

with scarlet orange colored flowers ; time ot flower-

ing from December to April. For the decoration of

the greenhouse in mid-winter, this variety is most

valuable.

Tritoma pumila, Least Tritoma.—A small but

beautiful species, introduced from Africa to Europe

during the year 1774. The flower-scapes seldom at-

tain more than 18 inches in height, of a fine orange

color; flowering from September to December.

Tritoma uvaria glaucese.vs. Glaucous Triloma.

—This is without doubt the finest variety in cultiva-

tion, being the same which is so extensively planted

in the Royal and and other gardens of Europe. The
flower-scapes of this magnificent variety frequently

attain a height of from 4 to 5 feet in height, the flow-

ers upon which are densely clustered, of highly col-

ored orange scarlet flowers, which remain in perfec-

tion from September to October. In part 5 of the

" Illuslraled Bouquet,'' is a finely executed colored

plate of this charming plant.

Tritoma Burchellii, Mr. Burchell's Triloma.—
Said to have been introduced by the gentleman whose

name it bears. Be this as it may, it is much inferior

to any of the varieties of ucariu which have come

under our notice ; the period of its flowering is from

July to August.

Tritoma Rooperi.—This is described in the " 11-

lustratcd Bouquet,'' as a very fine summer-blooming

species, being of very vigorous growth, with elonga-

-j ted scapes of bright colored flowers; peculiar from

1 having the stamens enclosed within the tubes.

1 Tritoma cvabia sehotina.—One of the most

A

beautiful of the entire group. The flowers are borne
on scapes from 3 to 4 feet high, with long racemes of
bright orange colored flowers; season of flowering
from October till the end of November.
The above list contains all the best species and

varieties of this beautiful genus, and when in full

bloom, with their rich and varied lints of orange and
scarlet, they cannot lail in aflbrding a pure source of
pleasure and enjoyment to the admirer of beautiful

plants, upon which they cannot gaze without being
thankful to that beneficent Being who has strewn our
pathway of life with such gems.

Gon might liave m,ide enough—enough
For every want of ours

—

Fijr luxury, medicine and toil

—

And yet have made no llowera."

GRAFTING TWINE.
BY R. W. HU.NT, CALESBURC, ILL.

Mr. Edilor : We notice in the April number of the

Monthly, an article from A. W. Comstock, of Burling-

ton, Iowa, in relation to grafting wax, in which he
takes A. Mattison to task for his sayings in regard

thereto, in an article in the February number, writ-

ten by him, ("Jlr. Mattison); and as they both use the

word fogy, we conclude it is not a copyright expres-

sion, and venture its use, and call bolh their methods
old " fog)-," as regards root-grafting.

Not willing to let it appear upon your records that

the West—the Great West—is willing to stop there,

and take it for granted that the ir.elhod by them
described, although a step in the advance, is the
" summum bonum" in that direction ; but believing

our own process, as practised by us and several to

whom we have communicated it, as a step still fur-

ther towards perfection, and not wishing to keep se-

crets from our brother Nurserymen, we propose to

present it in the following manner, hoping that some
may be induced to try it, and others to furnish some-

thing- still better. As to the cost, we have compared
it with the warm wax process, and corn husk, waxed
paper and cloth, and by actual experiment, find that

SI will furnish the material ready for use, sufficient

for 100.000 root grafts, and the time in using bears

no comparison. We herewith enclose a piece ready

for use, which has lain about since this time last

year, and will not therefore stick as well as if fresh.

Take a skein of common cotton yain or warp, wind
into a ball, take 3 pounds rosin. Impounds lard, li

pounds beeswax, melt together in a kettle, and boil

your ball of cotton until it sinks. After which, take

it out, let it drain over the kettle till nearly cool and
rewind. When it is ready for use, wind as loose as you
can the second time; and use as follows:—take the

graft by the root in the right hand, take the string in

the left hand, place the end on the lower end of the
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lap of the graft, place the forefinger of the right hand

upon the end of the string; point the string towards

the bottom end of the root, crossing the string at the

first turn, then continue rolling the root, and wind

the string three or four times around, leaving it at

the fop of the root, and with the thumb nail of the

left hand, snap the string off close. The wax will

hold the string to its place without tying, and, al-

though you may pack your grafts in either dirt or

sawdust, it will not rot o(f until after your grafts have

been set in the ground. As the season advances it

will gradually give way, and does not interfere with

the growth of the graft. I believe this will be new
to all who did not read it in the Prairie Farmer, in

an article written by me, and hope it may prove as

advantageous to others of the Monthly as it has to us.

[The specimen sent was very satisfactory. Where
tying is necessary, nothing could be better. Is the

beeswax of any service? Rosin and lard boiled to-

gether we think is quite sufficient.

—

Ed. J

BURNING FLUID A REMEDY FOR MEALY
BUG.

BY A. MARSHALL, WEST CHESTER, PA.

Some two months ago I discovered that a Lemon
tree in my Grapehouse, was somewhat affected with

the Mealy Buy. I thought of Dr. Uhlcr and the aloes.

I procured the drug, and made a strong solution ; ap-

plied no other water to the roots for a week or ten

days, but without the slightest effect. I then went to

work and cleaned them off by hand, in the usual way.

A few days ago I discovered that my old acquaint-

ance had reproduced a young army on the same tree.

I thought of the alcohol, but not having any at hand,

I concluded to try some burning-fluid, ("which is a

mixture of alcohol and spirits of turpentine). This I

applied with a camel's hair pencil to the little cot-

tony nests, and it changed the color immediately.

This remedy was effectual wherever applied. While

hunting the nests in crotches in various parts of the

tree, I discovered that several of my mealy friends

seemed to have very urgent business from home,

travelling over the branches with great rapidity. A
touch of the pencil, with a drop of fluid, changed the

color and annihilated them at once. Did the odor of

the turpentine stimulate this disposition to locomo-

tion, with a view of getting beyond its influence ?

[Some years ago we tried Spirits of Turpentine di-

luted with water, to remove mealy bug from a collec-

tion of Cacti, and with excellent results.

By the occasional use of warm water, we have en-

tirely eradicated the mealy bug from our collection
;

and it is now so long since wc have seen one that we
almost forget what they look like. Wc prefer hot

water to turpentine or any thing.

—

Ed.]

NATIONAL BaTANIC GARDEN AND CON-
SERVATORY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

nv K. R. D.

Having recently paid a hurried visit to this estab-

lishment, and supposing that a brief description of it

may not be uninteresting to your readers, I hand
you a few notes or memoranda in regard to it, regret-

ting that my other eng.igements did not admit of a

more careful examination.

In the erection of the two new wings of the Patent

office it was found necessary to remove the conserva-

tory from the rear of that institution to the extensive

grounds at the foot of the hill, on which stands the

Capitol. The grounds are neatly enclosed, and arc

now being planted with a great variety of hardy trees

and l^shrubs, mostly indigenous, and many of them
contributed by government expeditions. Among
them, the excellent and polite superintendent, Wm.
R. Smith, pointed out to me an evergreen small free

or shrub, received a few years since from the Rocky
Mountains, viz.: the

Cercocarpusledifalius,

or Feather JBush of

Nuttall. It has been

found to be perfectly

hardy here, having

stood uninjured sev-

eral remarkably se-

vere winters. I en-

close you a small

twig, which will

give you an idea of

its appearance. The
leaves are lanceo-

late, about one and

a quarter inches long

and about three-

eighths of an inch

wide, smooth and of

a dark rich green on the upper surface, and beneath
sofdy villous, with brownish hairs. In its general
appearance it somewhat resembles the olive tree. The
flowers are small and white, produced at the extrem-
ities of the twigs, and closely resembles feathers,

whence its name. Mr. Smith thinks this will prove
to be a valuable acquisition to our small stock of hardy
evergreen shrubs.

Through the centre of the grounds extends a broad
avenue, of specimen trees, planted in pairs, which in

time will be a very interesting feature.

-\fter taking a hasty look at the grounds, I entered

the plant houses, which at present consists of an oc-

tagonal conservatory 45 by 55 feet, and a double-
pitch houie adjoining, 72 by 32 feet; also a range of
brick propagating pits, and two large lean-to build-

ings, one of them devoted to the culture ofgrape vines.

id
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I enclose a ground plan of the principal houses ; those

in black lines having been already erected, while

those in dotted lines are to be erected hereafter.
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The houses are of an ornamental character, in the

Gothic style, but at the same time well adapted to

the growth of plants. They were designed by Mr.

Renwick, the architect of the Smithsonian Institute.

The first house you enter is the octagonal house, in

the centre of which is a group of very large specimen

plants, among which I noticed the Zamia horrida or

CiUTer Bread-tree; Araucaria Braziliensis and excelsa

j

Phcsnix daclylifera or Date Palm, &c. The latter, I

was informed, had been grown in the garden of a

gentleman in Georgia, with but slight protection ;

and that it will be tested the coming winter without

any protection at all. They require ten years in their

native country to arrive at maturity, after which they

go on fruiting for thousands of years, bearing from

one to three hundred weight. The plant is di(£cious

or unisexual, requiring a male and female plant to be

planted together to ensure fruitfulness.

My time and space will allow me to notice but

few of the many interesting plants with which these

houses are crowded; suffice it to say, that here can be

found many plants not to be found in the most re-

cherche collections; particularly Plants of Commerce.

Passing from the octagonal into the rectangular

house, which is kept considerably warmer, I found a

large variety of tropical plants, orchids, palms, bana-

nas, ferns, pitcher plants, &c. Of the latter, two

noble specimens of the Nepenthes distillatoria, male and

female, covered some hundreds of square feet of wall.

Mr. Smith informs me that the female plant matures

a large quantity of seed every year, from which he

raises many plants. I afterwards saw in the propa-

gating department, several pans of seedlings, with

their miniature pitchers, of a size to suit Queen Mab,

already developed. I cannot forbear also to notice

two splendid specimens of those very curious and

beautiful parasitical or epiphytal ferns, the Platyce-

rium grande ; they were each at least eighteen inches

in diameter, growing on large pieces of two inch ash

plank. The palms and bananas in this house have

already reached the glass, and the process of behead-

ing will soon have to be resorted to. Mr. Smith is

praying for an appropriation for his new Palm House,

and I hope he will get it this session. He certainly

deserves one. In passing by the plant called Dieffcn-

bachia seguina picta, a kind of poisonous cane, the

juice of which is used by the savages to poison their

arrows, and which is also said to possess the singular

property of depriving one of the power of speaking if

any of the juice is imbibed, Mr. Smith told some of

the M. C"s., jocularly, that, unless they shortened

their speeches, he would have to administer a dose to

them all around ; a proceeding which would, doubt-

less, meet with the hearty approval of all their con-

stituents.

The propagating pits, some six or eight in number,

are built of brick, side by side, and double-pitch roof.

They are all heated by one saddle boiler, and are con-

venient and well-adapted to the purpose for which

they were intended. I was gratified in passing through

the houses, to meet an old veteran florist and bota-

nist from your city, Mr. Bissctt, whose long experi-

ence and correct judgment, is no doubt of great ser-

vice here. I must not omit to notice, with hearty

commendation, the fact that all the plants, in doors

as well as out, are distinctly marked with their botan-

ical as well as common names. The plants in the

houses were generally in excellent health and free

from scale, mealy bug, &c., a fact which Mr. Smith

partly attributes to the coke from the gas works, with

which the whole floor of the houses, under the tubs,

boxes, pots and paths, is covered ; this hint is at least

worthy of experiment.

I regret exceedingly that my time will not allow

me to give you a more full and satisfactory descrip-

tion of this interesting collection; suffice it to say,

that Mr. Smith has accomplished wonders with the

small amount doled oat so reluctantly to him by our

matter of fact Congress. When will the time arrive

that we shall see a Kcw grow out of these small be-

ginnings ?

After visiting this establishment, I had intended

looking in at the houses where the Tea plants sent

home by Mr. Fortune, are kept; but on inquiry found

they were under the care of the Agricultural Depart-

ment of the Patent Office, and as it was some dis-

tance olf, and as I am not at all sanguine as to the

success of the undertaking, I did not see them.

1 then went through the conservatory attached to the

President's house. It is immediately adjoining the

house and communicates with it. It consists of a no-

ble double-pitch house, about 150 by 35 feet, filled

mostly with with hard-wooded greenhouse plants,

Camellias, Azaleas, Oranges, Lemons, Acacias, &c.,

among which were many fine specimens. At one

side of this is a hothouse, with a tank in the centre.

Both these houses contain many very valuable spe-

cimens ; but, I regret to say, that at the time of my
visit, they were in wretched order. I do not know
the name even of the gardener, but candor compels

me to say that the condition of these houses was
either a disgrace to him, or to the nation, in not pro-

^^m



viJing hitn with sufficient help to keep them in order.

Dirt and disorder, decayed leaves, under potted half

starved plants, met your view at every turn. Some
shrubby plants had been, for want of pruning, allowed

to grow as trailers; and the aquarium was filled with

dirty, green, stagnant water, in the midst of which

floated two leaves of an unhappy aquatic, which

you would have to be informed was the .peerless

Victoria.

I also called in a few minutes to see the houses of W.
W. Corcoran, Esq. They are quite ornamental, being

curvilinear lean-to houses, the centre part being a

hemisphere and filled with fine large specimen plants.

One wing is used as a forcing vinery and orchard

house, in which a fine crop of grapes and peaches

were maturing. The peaches were in 12 inch pots,

and the successful manner in which the crop had

been matured at this early season, and in a house

much ^shaded by vines, reflects much credit on the

gardener, Mr. Spence.

I regretted much that I had not time to visit some

of the commercial establishments, for which Wash-
ington has been celebrated. Please excuse these ram-

bling notes as I have not the time to read them over.

DELAWARE GRAPE.
BY A NEW YORK KRUIT GHOWER.

There seems to be diverse opinions entertained

in various sections in relation to the origin and adap-

tation of the Delaware to the garden and vineyard.

Some persons claim that it is of indigenous origin,

and others, with equal pertinacity, declare it to be an

exotic. Now, in my humble opinion, all this amounts

to but little. All the fruit-grower wants to know
about it is, is it hardy, a good grower and productive,

and not subject to mildew? In some quarters it seems

to afford good satisfaction, and in others it seems to

be a failure. With me it mildews badly, and I greatly

fear it will never prove profitable to grow for market

purposes, as the vines are extremely hard to rear and

get in a bearing condition.

Wm. R. Prince, it appears, has spared no expense

or trouble to learn its history, and is unequivocally

of the opinion that it is a foreign grape, and has eve-

ry specific attribute of the vitis vinifcra, and poscsscs

none whatever indicative of indigenous origin.

There are some localities where some varieties of

foreign grapes thrive and produce good fruit for many
years, and that too without any extra care, other than

careful persons give to native grapes ; but in such

cases I never knew of any large collec-tion of vines;

only a few specimens, and they were always planted

in some sheltered place, and protected in winter.

The oldest bearing Delaware vine in the County of

Columbia, was winter-killed last winter, (1838-9,J
ould seem to indicate that it is not over andIK which w

above hardy. It certainly is a grape of verj' great

excellence, and in every section where it will thrive,

it should be planted in the garden \i nowhere else.

JAPAN PLUM.
BY W. R. PRINCE, FLUSHING, L. I., .V. Y.

This is Eriobotrya japonica, formerly named Mes-

pilus japonica, and also bears the name of Loquat. Your

editorial .suggestion is therefore correct.

WATERING TRANSPLANTED TREES.
BY E. FBYEH, DAYTON, OHIO.

Some of our most intelligent Horticultural writers

recommend " not to water trees after transplanting."

I think the practice without qualification is untena-

ble on scientific grounds.

Leibig says " water evaporates from the surface of

the leaves of planis, and the quantity evaporated is

in direct proportion to the extent of the surface."

Now, if water is continually evaporating, why not

water an evergreen after transplanting, where the

natural supply is for a time cut off by that process?

A deciduous tree, when transplanted, generally has

no leaves ; but in this case, it must be remembered

that, the juices of the plant are evaporated throughout

the whole extent of the surface of the bark, and this

drying process is considerably increased by the dry

North-western winds which commonly prevail during

our Spring planting time, rendering the practice of

artificial wateiing even more necessary here than in

most of the countries of Europe.

There is of course a right and a wrong way of ap-

plying water. Experience has shown that water

poured round a tree, whether in small or large quan-

tities, is a positive injury; if the surface is not

pointed (broken or pulverized,) it becomes baked so

that no water whatever can reach the roots except by

capillary attraction ; and, in dry weather the surface

cracks, leaving great fissures, which reach to the

roots, retarding growth and causing premature decay,

and sometimes the death of the plant; while, on the

other hand, if a sufficient quantity of water is applied,

a thorough soaking of the soil, as far as the roots ex-

tend, immediately after planting, and the watered

surface mulched, or in default of mulching, pointed

where the soil is in proper condition to do so ; the

plant needs no more, nature afterwards furnishing

all that is necessary.

In dry situations, or during the prevalence of a

long continued drought, it is sometimes necessary to

water choice evergreens that are even long estab-

lished in the soil. With these the best way is to

break the surface with a hoe, and pour on sufficient

water to wet the soil thoroughly ; and when this has

soaked through, to cover the surface so watered with
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dry eailh, leaves, grass or any thing that is nearest

to hand, this will be found sufficient for several weeks

of continued dry weather.

[We are always pleased to receive Mr. Fryer's com-

munications. Short, pithy and to the point, they at

the same time bear the imprint of a well balanced

mind, on whose judgment one can rely. The present

article will be of much service to amateurs at this

season.—En.]
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NOTES FROM THE SOUTH.
BY THO.MAS AFFLECK, WASH I.VGTON, MISS.

SOL'TIIKRS XCRSERIES, Adams Co., Mi.s«., April 4th, ISfJO.

Thomas Meehan, Dear Sir : Almost ever since the

receipt of the first number of your excellent and spicy

Monthly, I promised myself, and partly promised you,

to give you some notes on that vexed question, the

Cullimtion of the Pear, in its dwarfed form, on Quince.

But circumstances ofone kind oranother have hitherto

prevented ; chiefly, however, the gradual removal of

such a concern as mine to the new State of Texas;

but partly, too, the fact that it would be impossible

to avoid the frequent use of /, me and mine ! To be

avoided when practicable. And yet, how else is in-

dividual experience to be given ! Who cares to read

an anonymous article, when compared to a similar,

or perhaps less valuable communication over the true

signature of the writer 1

Well. It is now some eighteen years since I began

to begin once more, and for the fourth time in these

United States, to establish orchards of fruits ; enough,

at least, for experiment and home use.

This, as you are aware, is one of the oldest settled

portions of the Southwest, West or South. First, as

occupiers of the land after the native Indians—the

Natchez Indians—then the French, after them the

Spaniards, and lastly by the English or Americans.

The Natchez Indians, who, too, were interlopers,

evidently cultivated fruits around their villages ; as

native Crab Apples, of extraordinary size, the most

delicious varieties of that excellent fruit, the Chick-

asaw Plum, &c., are found there to this day.

The French left behind them, it is believed, sundry

varieties of Apples and of Pears ; some of the latter

still existing, thrifty and productive, I am well as-

sured, at several points of the lowlands of Louisiana

—the Mississippi coast, as it is termed—worked upon

the native swamp white or Hawthorn. The only

fruit I have seen, stated to be from those trees, was
quite inferior.

The Spaniards left behind them, too, sundry Ap-
ples and Grapes ; of the latter, the so-called Jaques

("Longworth's Cigar-box), is the only one of any

value which was, probably, derived from that source.

The Celeste Fig, too, we owe, most probably to the

Spaniards—the most delicious, hardy and productive

of all its tribe ; and which I have been unable to

identify with anyone of .some 60 and odd sorts I have
grown here. But, alas ! the terrible freeze of last

November, has killed almost to the ground, trees

with stems eighteen inches or more in diameter! I be-

wail one such tree, which alone, has supplied my
family bountifully with its exquisite fruit, fur many
years !

Many of the early American settlers introduced

fruit trees of many kinds ; chiefly seedlings or suck-

ers, from favorite trees in the gardens or neighbor-

hoods they left. Peaches were grown to a vast

extent, at an early day ; so as to support large distil-

leries, engaged in the manufacture of that favorite

drink, " Old Peach !" Much of the fruit was, no

doubt, fine ; and crops were much surer than at the

present day.

A desire for something better, arising from the pe-

rusal of books on the subject, led to the importation

from the North and from Europe, of varied and noted

varieties of fruits. Nurserymen from the North and

West bought large stoi-ks of trees here, and sold them
freely. But few of these original trees did any good

;

making no growth, but gradually dwindled and died.

Some few succeeded, and are still thrifty and pro-

ductive ; but these form the exception. Even the

Peach—though some of the imported trees, of choice

varieties, producing fruit, satisfied their growers that

something infinitely superior to their otherwise pro-

ductive seedlings did actually exist—began to fail

;

partly because those imported trees were becoming

widely planted and largely relied upon ; but also from

the fact that the JEgeria and the Yellows had been in-

troduced. The former is still a great pest ; of the

latter I have not seen a case in some ten years.

When I first settled here, I could learn of but two

nurseries, and these small ones, any where South of

Tennessee,—those of Hatch, and of Lambert of Vicks-

burg. Several gentlemen around Natchez and this

village were successful growers of fruit ; and those

were most so who grevi their ou-n trees. Noting this

fact, I commenced the propagation of my own young

stock, intended altogether for amateur experiments;

importing largely of the best varieties, from Europe

and the North. About the same time, the late Dr.

Jenkins of Elgin, a neighbor and friend, began a se-

ries of similar experiments, in which we aided each

other no little. I soon found that, to rjroie to any ex-

tent, and especially Apples and Pears, we must ^ro;>-

agale and grow, from tlie root up, our own trees.

When I first asserted this fact, in print, " all hands

and the cook" were doien upon me! But now "all hands

and the cook " are fully satisfied that it is indeed a

fixed fact. And, that it is a fact, and a certain and

sure result of planting trees which have made what

growth they have, in a climate so altogether different,

imi•vaj- m
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a good many thousands of blind purchasers of trees,

tliis past season, from Northern Tree Pedlars and

agcntd of Northern nurseries, will learn to their cost-

I doubt if less than a million of dollars was carried

off from these Southern States by these pedlars and

agents this Spring. But, so be it. As to the result,

time will tell.

I have no time to go over the various published state-

ments, made of late years, on this head. You have,

no doubt seen them.

But

—

a nos chagrin .' I soon found that at the then

low prices of our chief staple, cotton, it would not

pay me to carry on my experiments in fruit-growing,

without turning them to some profit. And having

been successful far beyond my expectations, I com-

menced the business as a nurseryman. A more trou-

blesome and thankless one, I never engaged in. Yet

the love of plants is one that, to me, is irresistable.

And though abandoning the business here, after this

coming winter, will continue it in Texas.

Now, then, we have reached the subject of this

present writing :

—

Dwarfed Pears. I well remem-

ber seeing some fine, thrifty trees of Pear on Quince,

during my boyhood, in the Old Country. Had, also,

seen some good specimens North. Had read all that

had then been written on the subject. And, finding

it extremely diiEcult to secure good seedlings as slocks,

and being determinedly opposed to the use of those

abominations, suckers, I got in a goodly lot of cut-

tings of the common Apple-quince, and used them as

stocks, until I procured the Jlngers. And, by the way,

though there arc some sorts that do no good upon the

former, that thrive well upon the latter variety,

there are still others which succeed to perfection on

the Apple-quince. I have four trees of BarUell, now

some twelve or fourteen years old, which have borne

full crops of magnificent fruit each year of the last

ten ; and they were worked on apple-quince. I how-

ever, greatly prefer the Angers to any other.

Let me premise that I have been limited, here, to

forty acres of originally poor, and washed hill lands.

There were, embraced in this, some three or four

acres of bottoms, originally of the richest soil possi-

ble. These, by deep trenching—turning do%vn the

clay which had washed over the original soil—and by

uiidcrdraining ; and the hills by trench-plowing and

manuring, have all been made suitable for the growth

of young stock. But, I had very little to spare, suit-

able for fruit-bearing trees.

One small slope, dipping to the South perhaps one

foot in five, covered with a close crop of that most

invaluable of hay and pasture grasses, but most ter-

rible of pests in crops of any kind

—

Bermuda Grass,

as wc wrongly call it, (the Doob-ohass of the Hin-

I
doos ; the Ci/ftOf/on (/uc?i//o)i of Botanists). I trenched

"A two spades deep, loosening up the bottom of e.ich

trench with the grubbing-hoe and fork ; and there,

the following season—the Bermuda grass being thus

conquered— I planted a small orchard of some 300

Dwarfed Pear trees, of as many sorts. The ground

is divided into five beds ; the six-feet walks between

the beds, being carefully laid ofl'as guard ilruins, with

a fall of one inch in ten feet, and emptying into a

large pond ; and the rows of trees being planted as

nearly on a level as possible. For, be it known, that

our soil, here, melts like brown sugar! And this

melting and washing away have to be guarded against

by every possible precaution.

About a hatful of broken bones were used in plant-

ing each tree ; no other manure. But on the two up-

per beds, and the ends of all but the lowest, being

somewhat poor, a good barrowful of rich, fresh, black

soil, from a hill-side, the growth of which was orig-

inally Magnolia grandiflora and Liriodendron, was

given to each tree there planted. I find, too, that

the trees in the upper row of each bed, and especially

in the bend of the walks, where some deposit is made,

are by far the most vigorous and handsome ; but not

always the most productive.

The whole of the stock was covered abcut an inch;

two would have been better upon sloping ground.

A good many sorts have died; and of these, un-

fortunately, correct notes were not always kept. The
trees were planted during the winter of 18.") 1 -'2, being

then of two years' growth from the bud. Some ievi

have been replanted since then. They were placed

about twelve feet apart each way. Have had but

very indifferent attention in the way of training and

pruning; and now need the knife very much indeed.

Little or no manure has been applied, except once to

the two upper beds, which produced such an exuber-

ance of growth, as to lead me to root-prune the trees

in these two beds, two winters ago ; and last year

they bore and ripened a heavy crop; and this year

have already set an enormous one. Once a year the

ground was dug, and the Strawberry plants, which

occupy the ground, replanted. The trees arc nearly

all branched very low; in many cases sweeping the

ground. These trees, with few exceptions, grow and

bear best. In almost every instance, the diameter of

the Quince stock is nearly double that of the Pear at

the surface of the ground. In some few cases, the

soil having washed from around the tree, and could

not well be replaced, the tree was let down a few in-

ches, by digging around and forming a good sized ball,

but cutting all the larger roots. The result was al-

ways an increased productiveness. I have filled up

several vacant spaces, with large bearing trees from

other parts of the grounds ; with no injurious results

whatever to the trees transplanted. Once or twice

during the summer, the ground is hoed over. So pro-

digiously heavy is the crop now set upon these trees.

vi5>3
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with rare exceptions, thnl it is my intention, so soon

as it can be done, to mulch with a good coat of stable

manure, that has been exposed to the weather all

winter. If I had the Guano, they should first have a

good soak or two of a weakish solution of that valu-

able manure. In either case, care must be used not to

induce a too rank growth, else the fruit would cer-

tainly, in a great degree be shed off.

A great majority of these trees have borne fruit

annually since the second year they were planted.

Some have ripened enormous crops. During the last

five seasons, I have, unfortunately, not been here

from about April to May, until September or Octo-

ber; my family, too, being generally with me in

Texas. And, although I gave express orders that

certain notes should be kept, and especially des-

criptive of the fruits grown on the premises, I have

never yet succeeded in having any thing Jone in that

way, that was at all reliable or satisfactory. And
now I leave again in a few days, to be absent until

November. So that my notes upon the varieties will

relate chiefly to their growth, comparative produc-

tiveness, state of forwardness, in leafing out and in

blooming at this date, &c. They range, generally,

from seven to fourteen feet in height, with a spread

of branches from six to twelve feet, and stems from

two and a half to seven or eight inches at the ground.

Although I have lost quite a number of Pears on pear,

from a sort of blight, of the nature of which I am not

sufficiently well-satisfied, even now, to speak know-

ingly ; o( Pears on quince I have lost very few indeed,

and these I ascribe chiefly to a too free use of heating

manures. And you will find, in these notes, that

many sorts which Northern writers condemn on

quince, or commend very faintly, do admirably well

here.

You may note this, however, relative to the quality

of fruit produced, that we have here the region of Pear

grovring par excellence. Such specimens of individual

varieties I have never seen produced elsewhere. Our

excellent friend, Marshall P. Wilder, will recollect,

I presume, specimens of Seckel which I handed him

during the Fair of the National Society, at Louisville,

two years ago, which measured from eight to eight

and a half inches around ! And I have had them still

larger ; and from dwarfed trees on quince. Although

the finest specimens of Seckel I have ever had, were

from grafts inserted in large, bearing Apple-trees,

and which continued enormously productive for ten

years or more, when they needed regrafting. We
have had, here, specimens of d'.ingoxile)ae, Winter

Nelis, Beau present d'Arlois, Bartlett, While Doyenne,

etc., etc., which would stagger your belief, were I to

give you their dimensions.

The business of Pear growing, along the banks of

the Mississippi, for markets, both North and South,

is yet to be a vast one. .\.nd those will find it most

profitable icho plant dwarfed trees—my ncighlior He-

bron's opinion to the contrary, notwitlislanding ! On
the hills, where the preparation of the soil can only

be done, and indiircrently well done, with the plow,

I should prefer the bulk of my trees on healthy,

sound pear seedlings. Under no circumstances could I

trust to trees worked on suckers. And these trees

must either be grown in the South, or maiden trees,

(those of one ycar,Jplantcd, and cut to Uic tjround, that

they may here make a new growth.

And in planting orchards of dwarfed Pears, f should

prefer the rows to run North and South, twelve feet

apart, and trees seven to ten feet in the row, as to

habit of growth. They will then shade each other,

and the soil in which they grow, during a longer pe-

riod of each day ; whilst both sides of the row would

get its share of light and warmth ; and the trees

being so trained and pruned as to form vast hedges,

as it were, would be much less apt to lose their fruit

from our frequent severe gales. Those of more

spreading growth would require more space in the

row than the upright growing sorts. And some such

as Bartlett, GanseWs Bergamot, Glout Morccau, Dui.hesse

de Mars, etc., I would plant in rows, with only nine

feet between the rows and seven between the trees.

Just imagine extensive orchards of such trees, in a

perfectly healthy condition, growing in soil which

required no manuring or trenching, and nothing more

than mere surface tillage with perhaps, a light mulch-

ing! Under, or other Uiorouyh-drainuge might be

needed, however.

As my next will contain the promised notes, I will

close with the remark, that the past has been the most

terribly destructive Winter on Southern gardens and

nurseries ever experienced. Every thing at all kill-

able was destroyed. And this because the weather

just before the first killing frost, had been real-spring-

like, and every thing was growing vigorously. It

has been a severe blow to Southern Nurseries. But

one that most of us are resolved, if Providence per-

mit, to overcome.

I have said nothing of my experience in Tcxa-!, as

tolerably full notes on that head were given in mj'

Southern Rural Jlbnanac for the current year, of which

by the bye, of the number for 1861, there are already

ordered 70,000 copies

!

[Mr. Afiicck is so well known, not only as one of

the most active and energetic of our horticultural

pioneers; but also one on whose discrimination and

judgment thousands have learned to rely; that it

seems like painting the lily, or gilding the rose, to

call particular attention to this article. But, coming

as it does from such a remote corner of our Union,

and one to which so many of our readers are look-

ing with interest, we cannot help saying that we
regard it as of particular value.

—

Ed.

1
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NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
In coauuquouco of the heavy incrwwe in the circulation of the

Jtfon(fth/,t\i\d the consetiucut necessity of going to prt-pw earlier in

ordt-r to is.^^e tlie Mngixzine punctual^)- to all our siil/scribers by th»

Ist of cuch month, it is desirable that conimunicatiuns rciiuiring im-

mediuto attoutiou, should reach the Editor before the lUth of each

month.

WATERING WITH COLD WATER.
There has been no lack of suggestions for im-

provements in Hothouse building. The smallest plant

cabinet may now be fashioned on truly scientific

principles. But there are a few points connected

with the subject that have not had the attention they

merit. On one of these we now propose to say a few

words.

We would have the water employed in Horticul-

ture, always of the same temperature as the soil

about the plants to be watered, and we would have

arrangements made in every house for insuring this

desirable end.

We arc aware that some amongst the savans dis-

tinguished in horticulture, care little for an uniform-

ity of temperature, and yet boast of their success,

—

and wc also know that a few even advocate a high

temperature during the day, and a low degree during

the night, and point to the luxuriance of vegetation

in a state of nature, where
" the leaves of the trees

Are rocked to rest by the cool night breeze,"

as the greatest authority we can follow in such

matters.

All this may be very well. We have no sympathy

with those philosophers who demand that the thoughts

and practices of their brethren shall be either stretch-

ed out to the length, or shortened to the narrow di-

mensions of their Procustean bed,—and neither have

we any ambition to stand with the scales of Nemesis,

weighing out and balancing right to this one practi-

tioner, and wrong to the other. That there are some

excellent growers, who can successfully hurry along

their plants during the bright hours of sunshine, and

when night comes " shut off the steam " of growth,

until
** The Sua shall again kiss the dew from the Rose,"

we know is a fact. This may be owing to other cau-

ses, !vnd in spite of the treatment. Whether or not,

we will not be so critical as to inquire.

But our own affections wander away after that idea

which tempts its captives to a moderate degree of

uniformity in temperature, and, as a necessary con-

sequence, to take care that the water employed is of

the same temperature as that of the house. We have

seen so many good deeds flow from this idea, that we
cannot help loving it, and have observed so much

evil spring from its opposite, that we have a dread of

entering any plant house where it holds the power.

Hydropathy may be all very well as a curer of an-

imal disorders ; but cold water has been the death

of thousands of plants,—and of cuttings especially,

the number annually destroyed by it is astounding.

We get up a hotbed or a propagating pit, and so

carefully arrange it that we can insure a regular bot-

tom heat of 8U^ or 90^, and, as the cutting pots dry,

we get water from the well or hydrant at 553 or 60O,

or even less, use it over the cuttings, and they die.

Then we scold the pit, blow up the house, heap ana-

themas on the sand, cry out about the fungus, have

a great deal to say about the drainage, and make a

great deal of complaint about every thing generally
;

but the right thing, the cold water, or rather the

sudden change of temperature brought about by it,

whoever thinks of it?

Some few there are, certainly, who can look on

Mr. Kidd's now famous system of setting out Verbena

cuttings into a tea saucer of sand, made into " slush "

by water, and set in the full light, and learn by its

great success, that it is not in the sand, or the drain-

age, or the mere degree of temperature, that wc have

to look for the secret ; but in the one regular degree of

humidity and tempcr.iture that is maintained. In fact,

there is scarcely any thing of which cuttings cannot

be struck in mere water, if one regular degree of

heat and moisture is only sustained.

And it is the same with plant growth. Wc have

entered the houses of florists to whom it was very

important to have flowers for early Spring marketing,

grow tolerably well through the winter ; and have

heard them complain that " for some reason or other

their plants did not seem to grow at all, though they

maintained a temperature of 55^ or 60-. The reason

has usually been apparent ; that water often dipped

out from under an ice barrel has been employed for

Wiitering, and the temperature of the soil in the pots

has rarely been much above freezing point. This is

particularly the case with those who use cold water

in houses that have no side lights. In houses that

have these additions, the early morning sun assists

in raising the temperature of the soil so cooled by

the water.

It is not usual with us to draw much consolation

from " nature," because we know how liable this

extremely patient and forbearing character is to be

abused and misinterpreted. But the present season
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is a remarkable instance of (he want of warm water

in the soil. We have had here one of the most open

and milj Springs on record. Since February there

has been, with a few exceptions, scarcely a cold day.

On the contrary, the majority have been what, for

the season, we would call " warm ;" and yet vege-

tation is scarcely more advanced now (May 2d,) than

we sometimes see it at the same date in April ; and

the ground is so cold, that though "corn-planting"

time is nearly come, the nursery hands complain of

cold fingers, while bedding-in young stocks and seed-

lings. All this arises from the absence of warm rain,

in which this season, though otherwise so open, has

been singularly deficient; and without which warm-
ing of the soil, vegetation cannot grow.

But we value practical experience, in the benefits

of keeping up an uniform degree of high temperature

in the soil, by using water of the same temperature

as the house, far more than any analogical illustra-

tion borrowed from nature. And knowing well the

advantages of the practice we recommend, we would

advise all getting up hot or greenhouses, to make as

good provision for heatiiig the water to be used in them,

as for heating the air of the structures. This will often

be expensive ; but it will be money wcll-speut. And
indeed, it may be a question whether warm water to

keep up a temperature, is not, after all, as cheap as

fuel to raise a temperature which cold water has de-

pressed.

To those of our lady friends who have but a few

plants to attend to, the matter will be easily accom-

plished by adding warm water to that which they use

for their pets ; raising it thus to the required temper-

ature. But ou a larger scale, it will require more
thought and planning before hand.

THE LAWN.
If we carefully analyze the distinctions between a

beautiful natural scene, and a well-kept garden, the

most striking point of difference is in the lawn.

The rarest flowers,—the choicest fruits,—the nicest

arrangement of all things on the most scientific prin-

ciples, are lost to us, if they are not crowned by a per-

fect lawn. To the lawn we bow ; and as a subject of

horticulture, offer to the lawnourstrongest allegiance.

Hundreds of dollars are spent on fruits and trees,

and flowers,—and hundreds more spent on carefully

preparing the ground for and planting them. The
grounds are then seeded down, and when the season

comes for mowing, and for the enjoyment of that

most enjoyable of all horticultural pleasures, a good

lawn, the owner hates " to lose his hay crop '."

Occasionally, however the lover of hay gets a

glimpse of such beautiful tracts of lawn as Mr. Sar-

gent's beautiful seat on the Hudson, or that of Capt.

H. Ingersoll, and others near this city, are famed for;

and the hay fever subsides into a healthy desire to

have something like the same for themselves.

To aid such of our friends in their virtuous resolu-

tions, we propose to tell how to go about accomplish-

ing their purpose.

And first the ground should be taken in hand,

while dry, say about September, and subsoilcd by a

strong horse or ox team as deep as it can be done,

—

not less than two feet. Long straw litter or rubbish

should be turned under into each furrow, as deep as

it can be got ; not so much with the view of manur-

ing the ground, as of retaining as much moisture as

possible beneath the surface in a dry time. This is

one of the secrets of having a lawn to look green and

fresh in Summer; the deep soil and vegetable matter

incorporated therein, entices the roots down, where

they can alwa)'S find a supply of the liquid element.

In the world-renowned lawns of England this deep

tillage is not so essential. Its moist climate keeps

up the color ; our deep soil does the same thing. It

is not necessary to manure much on the surface. We
would sooner sow on a poor soil, and sow thick.

Coarse manure is the very thing for coarse weeds,

and rough unsightly grasses, which are thereby en-

couraged to overgrow and crowd out the finer kinds.

As soon as the fall rains are likely to set in regu-

larly, sow the seed,—and with it a little Rye. This

will grow stronger than the grasses, and by shading

the ground a little in Winter, prevent the throwing

out by freezing and thawing, of the delicate grass

plants.

If the ground for the lawn be not extensive, we

would not sow rye ; but rather cover with a thin coat

of clean straw through the first winter.

After sowing, of course, the whole must be rolled

smooth with a heavy roller.

Much of the success now depends on the first sea-

son's management.

First it must be gone over with the scythe as soon

as it will lay hold of the grass ; and, secondly, it must

be carefully hand-weeded throughout the season. A
Cabbage-bed will not require more watchful care in

this respect than will the lawn. If weeds are once

suffered to gain a foothold, all hopes of a good lawn

are over; while on the other hand, if perseverance

in rooting out the weeds, is maintained for one sea-

son, the triumph is complete, and a trifling watch-

fulness in the same line next season, will render it

secure. Every succeeding Spring a day or two should

be spent in watching the weed's progress, and acting

accordingly; but very little action will be necessary

after the first year.

As to the kind of grass, it is very immaterial. We
do not like mixtures. It is preferable to have a lawn
of one uniform color and growth, and this can only

be secured by having but one kind. Kye grass (Lo-
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Hum) ; Blue grass (^Igrosth) ; and Green grass (Poa),

all furnish excellent varieties well aJapted to lawn

purposes. It is wise to watch the natural grasses of

the locality, and what seems to thrive well, that kind

employ.

The Spergula pilifera, to which we first called at-

tention, and described it fully in our last volume, is

now attracting much notice. Mr. Sargent's commu-
nication, in another column, shows satisfactorily its

winter character, and if it should prove as able to

stand our hot suns, as it has the winter, it must be

valuable. A Committee of the Pennsylvania Horti-

cultural Society recently reported against it, as unfit for

our hot Summers; but we cannot learn that any of

the members ever had any experience in it. To try

as far as we could this winter, we put a plant in a

two inch pot, and set it on a hot sunny shelf in a

stove, and kept it barely dry enough to support life ;

but it has kept beautifully green and healthy and we
have made from it the annexed cut

:

Besides this, there arc native plants very closely

allied,

—

Anydiia dichotoma, and Satjina procumbens,—
the last so much like the plant in question, that we
have difficulty in seeing the difference,—that may be

seen any Summer's day thriving on dry barren rocks,

about Philadelphia, and doubtless, many other places.

From these facts we have great hopes that this new
lawn grass will be of very great value ; this, however,
the coming season will test ; and then, if successful,

we may not have to recommend, as we now must, to

mow often.

PLANTS WITH ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE.
{See Frontispiece.)

The horticultural and floricultural, like the politi-

cal world, must have its hobbies, and at present the

former seems to ride on grapes, and the floricultural,

or rather, (to coin a word for the occasion.) the folii

cultural community on loaf plants. We have recently

imported from London a set of the very beautiful il-

lustrated work, edited by E. I. Lowe, Esq., published

in numbers, entitled " Beautiful Leaved Plants." We
have made a selection of six varieties, that have al-

ready been introduced into this country, and can

doubtless be obtained from our leading florists.

The illustrations, although done by the chromo-

lithographic process, may be relied on for their cor-

rectness. We annex a few descriptive notes, taken

from the work above alluded to, of the plants figured.

Caladium bicolor splendens.—A stove herbaceous

plant; leaves 9 inches long, 7 inches broad, with

centre of each leaf of a glossy metallic lustre, between

scarlet and crimson, the margin being dark green.

Flowers white. Increased by division or suckers, or

by small side bulbs, or tubers. Tne roots should be

ripened off late in the fall, and lie dormant

through the Winter ; and in March should have the

old soil shaken from them, and pot in compost of

peat, turfy loam and well decomposed cow dung, with

some sharp sand. Some persons place the pots in

flats of water when in active growth.

Caladitim Chantini.—Leaves 14 inches long, 10 wide
;

deep crimson in centre, shading off to pale green to-

wards the margin, and covered with a profusion

of irregular shaped white spots. Stems of leaves

dark purple, striped with crimson. Culture and pro-

pagation nearly the same as the first named variety.

If on repotting the roots in Spring, any decayed spots

are observed, pare them out with a sharp knife, and

dust the wound with powdered chalk. In repotting

barclj' cover the crown of the root. Powdered char-

coal sprinkled over the top of the pot is said to bright-

en the brilliancy of the colors.

Caladium argyriies.—This is a small variety; gen-

erally not more than 9 to 12 inches in height. The

ground of the leaves is a deep green, shaded into a

lighter color irregularly. Spotted with white. Cul-

ture and propagation nearly the same as the prece-

ding varieties.

Sonerilla MargarUacea.— A charming little half-

shrubby, low growing plant, with small leaves of the

exact size of the illustration, beautifully dotted all

over the upper surface with pure white spots. Flow-

ers of a pleasing rose color. Propagation by cuttings

in the Spring; the cuttings should be small, not

more than three or four leaves. Plant in pure sand and

plunge in bottom heat. Shade %vell, and when rooted

pot off, and cover with a bell glass for a month. It

docs best in a moist atmosphere, and it should not bo

allowed to bloom much, as it is apt to weaken and

sometimes to destroy the plant. In Winter it should

be sparingly watered and fully exposed to the sun's

rays ; but in Summer should be partly shaded.

An<tctochilm slrialus.—Leaves oblong-linear, dark

bronzy green, slightly veined and having broad dis-

m>^
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tinct stripes of ochrcous yellow extending along the

centre of each leaf. The leaves are of the exart size

of the illustration. Culture same as for the rest of

the genus, viz. : soil a mixture of fibrous peat, and

sphagnum moss chopped small, and freely mixed with

silver sand, having a few small pieces of charcoal

added. It should be grown under a bell glass. Pro-

pagated by suckers and by pegging down a plant, and

when it has thrown out roots, cutting off at the joint

below.

^nanassa saliva varieijala.—A variegated variety of

the Pine Apple. Culture the same as that plant.

Soil—fibry loam, two parts ; well decomposed dung,

half a part ; decayed leaves, one part, with a small

quantity of peat, which is thought to improve the va-

riegation. Propagation from suckers, and from the

crown of the fruit, which should be twisted out and

planted like a sucker.

IMPROVEMENTS IN WATERING-POTS.
In few things are there more need of improvement

than in Watering-pots. Of the legion of forms ofTered

for sale in most of our tin shops, the majority are

only tit for the laundry, as clothes sprinklers. Most
nurserymen have to get a few made expressly for their

own use ; but tools made to order are always expen-

sive, and for all seldom exactly what we want.

The following cut we find in one of our English

exchanges

:

The advantages claimed for this

is, that the peculiar handle ren-

ders it less fatiguing to handle

than the ordinary form.

The rose—as the water spreader

at the end of the spout is termed

—

appears to be fixed. This we do not like in a water-

ing-pot. The rose should always be moveable, so

that when matter gets in, choking the holes, it can be

readily taken off, and the obstruction removed. Be-

sides, it is often necessary to use the pot without the

rose, and any contrivance that would |admit of the

rose being attached temporarily to the body of the

watering-pot, instead of being kept in the operator's

left hand, or thrown aside, where it is found only by

a sacrifice of valuable time, would be a very decided

improvement.

The tubes of the roses often split at the joints, by

being often fitted on in using. This we have pre-

vented b)' having a small piece of tin soldered around

the base, as in Fig. 2.

Usually roses are made too

convix on the surface; frequent-

ly representing half a globe. /^2
They should be very nearly flat ; the smallest possi-

ble elevation is sutficient.

POST-OPriCE IRREGULARITIES.
Our contemporary The Ilorticullurist, notices the

frequent complaints of subscribers not receiving their

papers punctually, and sometimes not at all. We
have been on the point of calling attention to the

same thing, for some lime past.

Publislicrs of periodicals are subjected to very
heavy losses from this cause ; and so great has the

evil become, that a publisher is compelled to print

at least ten per cent, more copies than is necessary to

supply a given number of subscribers.

In addition to this loss he has the annoyance of

rcccivirg and answering a number of angry letters

and the consequent expense of the postage on them.

We have invariablj-, when a complaint is made,

mailed the missing copies ; but frequently llicy fail,

also, to reach their destination. We sometimes sus-

pect the growing taste for horticulture has reached

even some of our Post-office clerks. No one scarcely

ever hears of a leller being lost by the post and we do

not understand why it should be otherwise with

printed matter.

mf^

SHADING PLANTS IN SUMinER.
Every gardener knows the tribulations the month

ofMay brings with it, in the necessity of finding places

that cannot be found, where plants may be shaded in

Summer, and yet have light and air sutficient to keep

them in sutficient health. Old trees, fences, the North

side of buildings, and other places more useful than

elegant, are pressed into service; and yet the annual

mortality is great, and with some kinds of plants,

now Holland species, for instance, the losses are so

heavy from heavy rains and exposure, that in many
instances their cultivation is abandoned as hopeless.

Several of our correspondents have suggested can-

vass shades ; and we would again impress on our

plant growing readers, their importance. They may
be made moveable, and so arranged as to pack away
into a small compass during winter, when not wanted.

In a recent number of that excellent English peri-

odical, the Cottage Gardener, is a sketch of a neat

contrivance used by Mr. Standish, the eminent nur-

seryman.

It encloses a piece of ground 90 feet by 60 feet,

with Larch poles standing 7 feet out of the ground,

and about 10 feet apart. On these were nailed laths

19 inches frcm each other, and tiffany was pulled

tight and tacked on the laths, a piece of common list

being first put on where the tacks went, in order that

the tiffany might not tear away, nor be cut by the

heads of the tacks. The lower half of the sides (3 J

fcetj was tacked down in the same manner as the

roof. The upper half was covered with a stouter I

kind, and tacked on to wooden rollers, so that this A\

^V:ii
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part could be rolled up or let down. The whole place underneath was laid out in beds, and was certainly

a most agreeable promenade, even when outside the north-east wind blew as if it intended to ruin all the

barbers in creation.

Tiffany is muslin, prepared by a secret and patent process, and we believe has not yet been brought
into use on this side of the Atlantic. One good recipe for glazing muslin is given at p. 56 of onr last volume

<^UFs!iQns enb 2£nstorrs.

Watering with Cold Water— W, D F., North

.llllcboro—will we think find all her enquiries replied

to in an editorial article in another column.

Jones' Sun Flower.—In answer to the inquiry

in relation to culture and hardiness of the Green Cen-

tered liilianlhus, I would say, it will flower well as far

North as JNIaiiic, but will not ripen seed well fur-

ther North tlian New York City. The culture is the

same as the ordinary Sun Flower, but needs more of

it. Respectfully yours, N. R. Simmons,

Chatham 4 Corners, N. Y.

Silk Worms.—A few eggs—less than 100—are

wanted at the Farmer's High School. Will some

friend of that institution, who has fresh stock, not

hatches, send a few by mail, addressed to Professor

J. S. Whitman, Farmer's High School P. O., Pa. The
favor will be duly acknowledged.

belong to Soja hispida, popularly known as the Japan
Pea, and which is becoming popular as a dried pulse
for Winter use.

Cheap Labels— fVom E. W. Denison, Boston,
Mass.—The best and cheapest we have seen. Mr. D.
lays all plant growers under obligation for his great
improvements

; an obligation we are sure he will
find tbem active in repaying, in a way satisfactory to

him. Specimens at our oflSce.

Grapes—X L. S.—Chorlton's, J. F. Allen's and
Bright's are the three principal works on the Grape
for this country. They all three possess their own
peculiar points of interest. The best Catalogue of
Grapes we have seen is that of W. R. Prince, of
Flushing. It contains descriptions, we believe, of all

the kinds ever heard of. It is a most valuable list.

Peaches in New York.—A. correspondent from

Watkins, New York, says that there has been a fail-

ure but twice in twelve years in the Poach crop of

that place.

Hop Tree— 7'. M. F., Dallas, /«.-What is the

dilTerence bctwcn the Hop Tree and the Hornbeam, a

common forest tree, growing nearly uU over the West 1

Are they not one and the same thing?

[The Hop Tree is the Ptclea trifoliala. The Horn-

beam is Carpiniis .Imericanus, Hop Hornbeam is the

Oxtrija I'lrginica. All very dilfercnt trees, but often

confounded through a similarity of connnon names.]

Lapy Pea—J. J. F., Hindcrson, Ky.—Y'our seeds

Fruits, &c., in Southern Illinois—Dr. Charles
Kennicott gives us, in a private note, a glowing ac-

count of fruit prospects and horticulture generally in

Southern Illinois. It has come out of the late severe

winter comparatively scatheless, and promises to be-

come the garden of the Union.

Cow Pea, Roses, &c.—Will you inform me where
the " Southern Cow Pea" can be obtained, price per

bushel, &c. (1)

Will the following Roses grow from cuttings :

—

Persian Yellow, Giant of Battles, Madam Planlier. (2)

Can you give a convenient and infallible remedy
for the large brown Squ.ash bug, so destructive to

Squash vines in all st.agos of growth. This bug is the

Coreus tristis of entomologists, and is very common in

the West, as all lovers of good squashes will tes-

tify ?(3J

[1. Do not know it by this name.
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2. All Roses strike from cuttings.

3. Mr. S. Miller, at the Fruit Grower's meeting,

spoke of having efTcctually stopped the ravages of the

bug by watering with hot-water. Tobacco stems might

afterwards keep them away.

Pbopacating House—Maple Lea/, HamiUon, C.

ir.—What am I to do with a Propagating House to

make it profitable during the Summer months i

Can any thing be done with the prer^ent year's

growth, with a chance of maturing sufficiently to

stand out next winter?

What is the usual course pursued with such con-

structions during the hot weather, and how is the

glass shaded !

Could a reliable person, with a knowledge of the

business, be secured in your locality ?

[We do not clearly understand the questions. Some
men under some circumstances, could do something

with a propagating house in summer to make it pay

;

but unless we knew the man and the circumstances,

and so on, we could not tell. Some men would make

it pay to grow grapes in such a house in [summer,

and hundreds would fail. We are afraid our answers

will not be very satisfactory, and are sorry that we

cannot better advise you.]

Gas Lime—/. ^. G., Muscatine, Iowa.—All the

experiments we ever saw, resulted in more injury

than otherwise. If any of our friends know any way
to use gas lime beneficially, we should be obliged by

the account.

Management and Selection of Greenhouse
Plants— T. M. H., Lancaster, Ohio.—Will you be

kind enough to give me a few instructions in regard

to furnishing a Greenhouse. I am about building

one of the following dimensions :—60 feet, by 22 feet

in the clear. I have a little experience in the cul-

ture of Greenhouse plants, but not enough to under-

take it again without some advice. My Roses did not

bloom until a few weeks since; and all the other

plants ran up to long slender stocks, and furnished no

bloom at all ; the Camellia buds all dropped off with

the exception ofone, which bloomed a short time since.

I want more particularly winter blooming plants,

and would be obliged if you would furnish me with a

list of such plants, as you may think advisable ; and

also the names of a few of the best varieties of Roses ?

Perhaps some of your numerous correspondents can

give me some idea of what is needed. A few practi-

cable instructions in the culture of Greenhouse plants

furnished by them would, perhaps, be of benefit to a

large number of persons situated as I am.

I read your valuable Monthly with much pleasure,

and find it a great advantage in a great many ways.

I would not do without it, indeed, I could not get

along without it.

[This requires an answer at greater length than

this column allows.

Some of our valued contributors will probably fur-

nish an article or two on the subject, which we

should be happy to receive.]

A String of Queijif.s—M. B. C, New Castle, Del-

icare.—Mr. Meehan : Thank you for the article on

Summer Pruning, drawn out by a lady correspondent.

Your MonUily is very welcome to us, who, living in

I he country, are often puzzled to know how to make

our flowers bloom, and have no florist at hand ; our

nearest is six miles from us. He repots the plants in

the Summer, and cuts down all the Fuchsias,—which

have been very flourishing, but until now have not

bloomed ; they are now full of buds.

How shall I treat tliera to have an earlier bloom

next year? (1)

Should Azaleas be repotted now? Should the pots

be sunk in the borders next month ? (2)

Should Camellias be put in the ground in their

pots—trimmed? You seem to take so cordial an in-

terest in enlightening ones ignorance, that I feel free

to trouble you. My Camellias I kept in a glazed

porch, thermometer 40O to 60^, no fire heat except a

few cold nights, and the air from the flue in the hall.

Water always in the room, and they regularly wa-

tered. Still they dropped their buds. Your Monthly

caused me to think the waterings had not been thor-

ough enough. Now some branches look sickly, and

some are growing finely. Shall I trim oflT the sick

branches ? ("3)

In what way can we cause flowers to bloom in

winter ? (4)

Will heading in do it? fS)

Should all blossoms, in Summer, be pinched off? (6_)

I expect these questions will amuse )'ou, as show-

ing my ignorance ; but, dear sir, your efforts to en-

lighten my ignorance may be useful to others not

better informed.

One more question. Is there any reason why heat-

ing a room by burning gas in a stove should injure

plants ? (7)

In spite of my ignorance, my flowers are a great

pleasure to me ; and I am able, by the gift of a sim-

ple Geranium, Ageratum or Alyssum, to gratify many

of the j-oung people, and to induce a love of flowers

in their hearts, which will grow with their years,

and make their homes pleasant and beautiful.

Can you tell me where plants of our native Gen-

tian can be purchased, and whether Ihe Amaryllis ven-

uita has been introduced here. I have two flower-

shoots of four blossoms each, on a plant of Amaryllis

Johnsonii, which was potted March Sth, and placed in
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;i saucer of water on the top of our heater in the cel-

lar, until it sprouted. My Achimenes rooted beauti-

fully, heated in the same way.

There is yet one question more. What treatment

should Begonia Fuchsoides have to make it flower

well in the winter? (9)

I hope, dear sir, I have not wearied you by my nu-

merous questions, You seem to have an innate love

of flowers, and to desire to stimulate the same in oth-

ers ; this will, I hope, cause you to forgive this in-

trusion upon your time, etc. (10)

[1. To have an early bloom of Fuchsias next year,

train your plants as already directed in the chapter

on Summer Pruning, this year; and next Spring

merely shorten in the points of the past season's

growth. They flower earlier from old wood, than

when they have to make an entirely new growth.

2. The best time to pot Azalc.is is just before or at

the time they commence to make a new growth,—-in

Greenhouse culture about March.

S. Camellias should be set out during Summer, in

an airy place ; but where the sun will not get at

them. The pots may be plunged in the earth ; it will

obviate the necessity of frequent waterings ; but the

pots should be taken up, and repluuged two or three

times during the season to prevent too strong a root

grovpth through the hole in the bottom of the pot. A
" shining 'light " in the profession says, that if the

rim of the pot is entirely buried under the soil, the

roots will not go through the hole at the bottom, but

ascend over the rim instead ; but not yet having tried

this ourselves, we do not offer to be sponsors for the

fact.

Camellias must be watered when dry, and yet fre-

quent applications of water will injure. The eflfort

should bo to prevent the soil drying as much as pos-

sible, by placing water in pans near the phants, and

in any other way making the atmosphere as moist as

possible. Sprinkling the plants with water daily is a

good plan, and twice daily if the room is very dry.

Cut away all sickly shoots.

4. Camellias can only be made to bloom early by

forcing the growth early the season previous.

5 and 6. As applied to flowers in general, cannot

be answered in a general way. Uifferent species re-

quire dilTcrent treatment.

7. There will be no injury, if no gas is suffered to

escape. But the if is very unreliable in a gas stove.

8. Mr. Robert Kilvington, West Philadelphia, has

the best collection of native plants of any nursery-

man we know. Most all the principal nurserymen

who have general collections of hou.«e plants have,

or can get, the different species of Amaryllis.

9. Grow it well this summer,—that is pot it into a

six-inch pot of turfy soil, and plunge the pot in a

partially shady place till fall.

10. The string of questions is rather long, hut wc
can easily forgive ladies their faults, especially when
they spring from the love flowers in particular.]

Skx of Egos.—Several of our correspondents in-

quire which of the marks in the egg represents the

lady and which the gentleman. We are glad to find

so much interest manifested in the subject, which, if

wc had stated which it was, we are sure would have
soon been forgotten. As it is, we are sure our friends

will learn more by experimenting a little, than if we
say at once which it is.

First Annual Report of the Proceedings of the Fruit

Grower's Society of Eastern Pennsylvania.

We arc just in receipt of the first issue of this So-

ciety, and find it a valuable paper, and which all who
receive it will do well to carefully preserve. The ad-

dresses of Dr. Eshleman, Messrs. Putter and C. H.

Lefevre, are given in full, and form interesting chap-

ters in the Pomological history of Pennsylvania.

The proof-reading might be improved a little,

though, some cases where speaker is made to say,

that he preferred to subsoil with the plow, than by
" hard " labor for hand labor, the error is not so ma-

terial, as when another is made to say that hand-

trenching cost him " $16 " per acre, instead of $60,

as our reporter correctly made it.

The next meeting of the Society will be held in

West Chester, on the 13th of June.

Jildress of Dr. H. W. Ravenal, before the Aiken

Fruit Growing Association, July, 21st 1859.

Evidencing a profound ^scientific knowledge, with

the happy faculty of making dry abstractions plain to

the commonest understandings, we have perused it

with much pleasure.

The Human Voice, by Rev. W. W. Cazalet. Fow-

ler & Wells, New York.

One of the many useful little works for which this

firm is so famous. A cursory examination satisfies us

that few would read it without profit.

The Throne of David; or, The Rebellion of Prince

Absalom, by Rev. J. H. Ingraham. A handsome

duodecimo volume of 603 pages, we have received

from the publisher, G. G. Evans & Co., Philadelphia.

Kennedy's Bank Note and Co7nmercial Rerleu; for

May 1860, has been received from the publishers, at

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

Few business pursuits call for the handling of so

varied and so suspicious looking a currency, as that

of the nursery trade ; but as we presume all nursery-
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men subscribe for this standaad detector, we need not

call their attention to it.

CATALOGUES.

//hj»A Low ff Co., Clapton, London, England. New
and desirable plants.

Hoveij Sf Co., Boston, Mass., A full set of their very

full and unique collections.

Ensiffit § Ford, Toledo, Ohio. Descriptive Cata-

logue of fruit and ornamentals. It also includes Ro-

ses, Phloxes, and other popular kinds of flowers ; and

with the names and descriptions particularly full and

accurate.

Geo. Davenport, Ucdliam, Mass. Small fruits, &c.

/. T^. iVujinmg', Reading, Mass. Nursery catalogue,

and circular of Cutter Strawberry ; one of the newer

candidates for public favor.

J. C. Mien, Lena, 111. Fruits.

Mr. A. " wants to clear off his ground," " wants

to go to California," and, besides all the other

" wants " usually resorted to, to draw sales, " wants

money;" but he '•' don't want the money," and cer-

tainly not " the notes," of those who " stick in trees,

and leave the rest to nature," and " never have no

luck." Take their money, friend Allen, and induce

them to take a year of the Gardener's Jl/onW/y besides.

They will turn right side up in the end.

John W. Adams, Portland, Maine. A very neat and

respectable catalogue of nearly every thing grown.

H. .1. Dreer, Philadelphia. Flower seeds.

Geo. F. Needliam, Buffalo, N. Y. Flower seeds.

A. Bennett, Wilkinsburg, Pa.—Roses, Verbenas, &c.

Barnes & Washburne, Dorchester, Mass. Full sets

of their complete collections of florist's flowers.

H. A. Swazey, Tickfaw, La. Fruits.

Matthew Mackie, Clyde, N. Y. Fruits, &c.

C. J. Mites Sf Co., Rochester, N. Y. Descriptive

catalogue of a full collection.

W. Parry, Cinnaminson, N. J. Fruits, trees, vines

and pl.ints ; illustrated.

Dreer s Plant Catalogue for 1860; Philadelphia.

R. Buist If Son, Philadelphia. Bulletin of rare and
choice flower seeds, supplementary to Springcatalogue.

Hubbard S[ Davis, Detroit, Mich. General list.

Jlpfa OP 33.app J^knh.

New Summer, Autumn, and Winter-flowering

Tydjeas.

T. Ignescens.—A very beautiful variety, of free

growth, with a profusion of brilliant scarlet funnel-

shaped flower tubes expanding to a bright vermilion-

tinted orange-scarlet border or limb, from Ij to 2

inches in diameter, which is elegantly marked with

dark velvet-like crimson bands and spots.

T. Elegantissima.—A dwarfer variety, with

light scarlet-flower tubes, and rich salmon-tinted

rose-colored bonier, which is picturesquely traced

with rosy-carmine lines, and showing a bright, rosy

carmine-tinted margin.

T. Countess of Ciiiciiesteb.—A superb flowering

plant, allied in its habit of growth to the still beauti-

T. Lady Digby, T. Pearl dcsTydwa, and T. gigantca,

less robust th.an the latter, but superior to all in the

rich cramoise-crimson colored blossoms nealy 2 inches

in diameter, upon ventricose crimson scarlet flower

tubes, and intense violet border, which is very finely

traced and scored with dark crimson lines and spots.

T. VoLUNTEEn, (Elliot.)—A neat and attractive

dwarf branching variety, with dark red stems and

ovately-cordate leaves, prominent!)' marked by crim-

son veins. Flower tubes crimson scarlet, throat or

inner tube creamy white with carmine red lines, the

upper border bright reddish crimson, picturesquely

banded and spotted with dark velvet-like color, lower

border lobes of a bright flame tint.

T. Luhline, (Elphinstone.J—A distinct and ef-

fective variety with orange-scarlet flower tubes, and

lower front border of an ochraceous white ground,

tint richly banded and spotted with brilliant cerise

crimson, whilst the upper border shows a bright car-

mine ground scored with intensely dark lines.

New Garden Ferns. — Pteris Tricolor, (Lin-

denj.

Fronds pedately pinnale-pinnatifid, i. e. pinnate

with the lower pinns posteriorly branched, and the

pinns pinnalifid (as in P. aspericavlis) ; base of the

segments greyish-white, forming abroad silvery stripe

on each side of the purplish-red rachis, the rest green.

It is not too much to say that this is one of the

most interesting of known Ferns, for being of mod-

erate size, of elegant form, and of graceful habit, it

has the additional recommendation of being beauti-

fully variegated with three colors. The upper and

larger portion of its blunt linear purple-ribbed

segments is of a dark green, while their basal

portion is of a silvery grey, as in Pteris argyra;a,

and the rachis or rib to which they are joined,

is of a bright purplish red. Thus each of the

elongated pinna is marked with a broad silvery stripe

down the centre, and in the centre of this again is a

conspicuous red line. The young partially developed

fronds are entirely of a purplish red. There is no

doubt whatever that this charming plant, which has

been introduced from Malacca, by M. Linden, and will

soon be offered for sale, is a colored variety of Pteris

asporicaulis, for which the name tricolor, given to it

by Mr. Linden^ may be well employed in gardens.

It has exactly the same habit of growth as P. aspori-

caulis, and produces the greyish marbled primordial

tt^J -r<g;^^
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Rav Peach.—Enclosed find a drawing of the Ray
Peach, originated by Dr. H. Ray, of Galobusha Co.,

Mies. It is a hybrid or cross between the Indian

Peach and some other variety, of which the Columbia

is a tjpe. Size medium, [the engraving is one-third

smaller than copy sent] ; color cream white, spot-

-N^

ted and veined with rich purple; glands reniform;

fronds peculiar to that plant. Whether or not P. as-

pericaulis itself is botanically a mere form of P. quad-

riaurita, which is the view Sir W. J. Hooker adopts

in his "Species Filicum," is a question that may be

left till there is some test discovered for the limita-

tion of species. For the cultivator they are abun-

dantly different, and this new Pteris tricolor will

rani; in gardens as three-colored variety of P. asperi-

caulis. Young plants of the tricolor Pteris were

exhibited by M. Linden, at a recent meeting of the

Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society, and

were awarded a First-class Certificate. T. M.

HFfe anb |B.arp ?ruih.

American Seedling Gooseberry.—Mr. Samuel

Edwards, says in Prairie Farmer, the kind known by

this name in the West, is also known as " Pale Red,"

and the "Cluster" Gooseberry.

It is probably the same as the improved kind of

native gooseberry, common near all old settlements,

and often called Houghton's Seedling. Is there, after

all but one variety ?

leaves long and narrow ; flesh exceedingly juicy and perfectly delicious, and by far the best of more than-

one thousand varieties I have tested. The tree blooms in succession for more than a month, and conse

quently never fails of a crop. Ripe throughout the last half of Augsut. W. H. Burfoed, M.D.

Selbt Bellflower.— I send

a rough outline of this new seed-

ling apple. Fruit largo roundish

approaching conic ; skin smooth

;

color pale yellow, on rather a

greenish ground; stem medium
in length, slender, inserted in a

narrow regular cavity, surround-

ed by greenish russet ; calyx me-

dium, set in a shallow basin

;

flesh yellowish white, very ten-

der, melting, juicy, mild sub-

acid, with a very peculiar spicy

rich flavor. November to March.

Appears to be hardy and produc-

tive, somewhat similar to the

Yellow Belltlower, (which it is a

seedling of,J but a better keeper

and much superior in flavor.

Pronounced by all who have

tasted it to be without an equal.

A great acquisition, and must be-

come popular when known.
I. Stavman.

Belmont Apple.—This is not anew variety, having been already described by Mr. Downing, but its

great beauty and value, has induced us to give a cut of it. It originated near Strasburg, Lancaster Co., Pa. •
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and has, in a few localities, obtained the name of Gate Apple, and Mamma Bean Apple ; (he last from the

lady on whose farm the original tree grew. It is said to be very popular in Ohio.

Fruit above medium, Bomewhat glob-

ular, flattened and narrowed towards

the eye, inclining to oblong. Skin waxy

yellow, with a bright vcrinilion-scarlot

cheek ; stalk the length of the deep cav-

ity ; calyx partially closed, in a deep

plaited basin. Flesh yellowish while,

crisp, juicy and agreeable; of first quali-

ty. Said to be regular and abundant

bearer. Feb. 20th. Our specimen i?

frrnn Evans &. Co., of York, Pa,

Co.x's Ora.nge Pippin- Apple.—This is considered as much a windfall to our trans-atlantic friends as

the Seckel Pear was to us—going far

ahead of any thing they have had before,

and threatening to render dumb those

who pertinaciously cliaunt the praises

of the Ribston Pippin, which to an

American taste, has ever been sugges-

tive of the story of "Paddy's Leather

Breeches."

It resembles in form and appearance

the Old English Nonpariel. It has a

rnssety yellow skin, shaded and mottled

on the sunny side with a beautiful scar-

let-rose.

A friend has kindly handed to us a

colored drawing, made by Andrews, from

which we have had the annexed cut en-

graved.

Grosh Apple, (Libhart).—Read before the Fruit Grower's Society of Eastern Pennsylvania, at Lan-
caster.—Size, very large, 3 inches in length by 4i in breadth, some sepcimens weighing 22 ounces ; form

oblate, often a little one-sided; skin pale, greenish white, on the sunny side profusely streaked %vith light

and deep red, more or less intense at the base and gradually fading away towards the apex, speckled with
numerous minute specks ; stem short; cavity rather deep and narrow; calyx medium, basin comparatively
small and abrupt; flesh white, texture loose and soft, rather juicy and quite acid. Ripens in September.
Does not keep well : excellent for culinarj- purposes, cooking tender when quite young. SJioots stout and

-3
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erect ; color brown ; bears annually, every other year

profusely.

This large and fine apple was originated by the

late John Grosh, of Snufftown, Lancaster Co., Pa.

About the year 1816 he planted the seeds of a Yellow

Bellefleur, from which he raised several seedlings,

all of which proved worthless when they came to fruit,

excepting the one we have described. He had fruit sev-

eral years before the original bore, from grafts placed

upon bearing trees, lieing pleased with the fruit he

presented the original tree lo his relative, the Hon.

Jacob Grosh, of Marietta, in whose garden it still

flourishes, a noble looking and vigorous tree; having

served its present proprietor with many generous

crops of desirable fruit, and promises yet to serve

some generations to come.

We believe it has never been before described or

brought to public notice, yet it has been somewhat

disseminated where it is known. It has lately at-

tracted the attention of nurserymen ; and when belter

known, will be sought after for its large size and

showy appearance. It will prove a splendid market

apple. We have seen it in the market, in small lots,

where it commanded ready sale at good prices, when

other apples were a drug.

Bompsiir InfrfligFnrp.

Ripening of Fruits.—Certain substances are

known to have the power of storhig up light, and of

giving it out in the dark ;—among others, tartaric

acid possesses this power in a high degree.

It has been demonstrated by comparatively recent

researches on light, that if a solution of starch, or

its isomeric form dextrine, be subjected to the action

of solar light for a short time, it will be found changed

into glucose or grape sugar.

Further, it is known that the starch which exists in

all fruits in their unripe state, is changed by the ac-

tion of the sunlight into acids and sugar; and when

this process of sugar making is completed, the fruits

are said to be ripe. And the main re.-isou why many

fruits will not ripen in northern climates is this, that

there is not sufficient intensity and continuance of

sunlight and heat to effect this change of starch into

sugar.

Now, putting this and that together, M. Niepce de

St. Victor has, he thinks, sati.^factorily proven, that

by surrounding bunches of grapes in the early part of

the autumn liy thin bags of white paper which have

been dipped in tartaric acid, not only is their ripen-

ing hastened; but the quantity of sugar which they

contain is greatly increased.

Experience is the best proof of the truth or fal-

lacy of this statement; but it has a great appearance
'

of reason : for the tartaric acid storing up the sun's

light during the day, will impart it to the fruit at night,

and thus in effect give a longer continuance of the

sun's metamorphosing action. Doubtless the method

is applicable to other fruits also.

—

Scientific Artisan.

Keswick Codlin Apple —At the Tamaroa meet-

ing, Hon. M. L. Dunlap said he esteemed this variety

e.\cellent for drying, and the best summer and cooking

apple for all portions of Illinois. Tree very hardy,

perfectly free from disease, an early and abundant

bearer.

To Cook Asparagus.—A little contrivance and

ingenuity will avoid sameness, varying the mode of

cooking. Experience will soon teach the quantity of

water required; let it boil; then lay in the stalks,

the older ones at the bottom and the younger tenderer

ones on the top, where they are not of uniform ripe-

ness. Sprinkle a little salt among them, cover tightly

and keep closed till done. The steam and the juice

of the stalks do away with the necessity of having

much water; use as little as possible. If prepared

with toast, have the bread nicely and evenly toasted,

and moistened either with some of the Asparagus

water or clear water, buttered and laid on a platter;

take up the Asparagus carefully and lay over this,

pouring over the whole a little cream or milk grJivy

or drawn butter; or it may be taken up with a skim-

mer and laid in a dish and a little butter or crcim

spread over, or some of the water in wliich it was

boiled thickened and poured over. Elsie.

[While passing the above scrap from the pen of a

lady whom reputation speaks of as one of the best

housekeepers in the Union, into our " intelligence "

column, we may take the opportunitj- of calling the

attention of our readers to the Wisconsin Farmer, in

which it appears, as one of those energetic Western

papers, which is doing so much good for horticulture

and agriculture in that region, and well worthy of
extended support.

—

Ed.]

Potato Muffins.—One pint of milk, six largo

potatoes mashed, one egg, a desert-spoonful of butter,

and one gill of good yeast.

Fine Collection Pears—of Mr. Wilson, Mai-

den, Mass., is said to be one of the finest in the world.

New Vegetahles.—The Pine-apple Short-top

Beet is a most superior variety. The Frogmore Pro-

tecting Broccoli, is a superior hardy, dwarf white va-

riety ; the Striped Purple Egg-Plant is as good as the

purple, and more ornamental.

—

Hovey's Mag. ^
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OBITCART.
Mr. Charles L. Imjiia m. one of our best garden-

ers, and well-known amongst the "craft," in this

country, recently died at Savannah, Ga., of consump-

tion.

Mh. J. W. Jones, the originator and one of the

Editors of the Soulhern Cultivator, a journal that has

done, and is still doing, immense service in the cause

of horticulture, was announced as deceased in the

February number of that journal.

M. Loris Vii.MORiN', the well-known Paris Seeds-

man, and noted for his botanical cnterprizes and

and the whole horticultural world, owes much to his

knowledge, is amongst the recently deceased. France,

energy. The business, we presume, will be continued

by his partners.

Mr. Alexander Parker, the oldest member of

the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, died recent-

ly, aged eighty-three. He at one time had the finest

floricultural establishment in Philadelphia, in which

he so gloried, that he opposed so vehemently the city's

cutting a street through his garden, that his failure

to prevent them weakened his intellect from which

he never recovered.

An Enemy of the Pear Tree.—At a late meeting
oflhc British Pomological Society, F.J. Graham, Esq.,

of Cranford, read a paper on the ravages of the grub

of y.iuzeni JEsculi, on young Pear plantations, which
was accompanied by a figure of the insect, and a speci-

men of the stem of a young Pear. The stem had been

completely eaten all round under the bark, and l)eyond

the alburnum, causing the whole of the upper part of

the tree to die off. As this insect has not yet been
noticed here, a watch should be kept on European
pear trees against i(s introduction.

B. V. French, Esq., of Dorchester, Mass. We
learn with regret of the death of our friend Mr. B. V.

French. As a leading horticulturist, his fame was

widely extended; and as one of the founders of the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and a useful

citizen, his death will be, like that of all really good

men, lamented particularly where he was the best

known.

J^oPFign Inhnigpnrp.

The New Markets in Paris.—The Paris Corre-

spondent of the New York Journal of Commerce says

that there has just been completed there a group of

six of the most magnificent market pavillions in the

world, formed of glass and iron, and covering a sur-

face of about 30,000 square yards. To these are being

added four other pavillions, occupying a space of 12,

000 square yards. There is no such market in any

other capitol of Europe.

AVlL-iT ARE CO.NSIUERED THE BEST E.NGLISH

Pears ?—At a recent meeting of the British Pomo-

logical Society, a 'great number of varieties were

placed for competition, and the first prize was

awarded to Duchesse d' Jlngouleme, from Mr. Whiting,

of the Deepdene; and the second to Mr. Ingram, gar-

dener to J. J. Blandy, Esq., of Reading, for Beurre de

Capiamonl.

j&orHruHural jSoripfips.

LIST OF OFFICERS OF HORTICULTURAL
AND POMOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

For the infurmation «( tIio.«e who wish lo cnrrespund witli tho
dillerc'Dt societies, wo furDis»h a list of the Oflicers oC us loiiuy of
them as we have heeu able to pmcure, and hi.pe to be fmuiahed
with liny that are omitted. We insert only those societies of a
i-tnctly horticultural or pomological, and not of au agricultural
character.

nORTirCLTCRAL SOCIETIES.

yame n/ Socidt/,

Pennsylvania, Phila.
Massachusetts, Boston,

Maury County, Col-
uiubia, IVnn.

rhic;igo Gardener's.
Chester Coumy. W.

Chester, Pa.
ButTalo. K. Y..

N(.'W York, (City)

Cincinnati, Ohio,
Montreal, Canada,
St. Loui.s, JIo.

Cleveland, Ohio,
Genessee Valley, Ro-

chester, N.Y..
Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Portland, Maine,
Kentucky. Loui.svilIe,

St. Catharines, C. W.,
Kichmond, Indiana,
Keokuk. Iowa,
Furl Wavno, Indiana,
College ilill, Ohio,
Workingmen's, Frank-

ford, Philadelphia,
Progressive Gardener'e

Society, Philada,
Meramac, Mo.,

St. Paul's, Minnesota,
Pittsburg, Penna.,
York County, Pa.,

Toronto, Canada,
Hamilton, Canada,
Cobourg, Canada,

President. Cor. Secretary.

M. W. Baldwin, William Saundera.
Josfph Breck, / Eben. Wright, of,

Brighton.
j

M. S. Frierson.

J. K. Eshleman,
Jason Sexton,
John Groshon,
William Orange,
Jas. Ferrier, jr

Bedham.

Josiab Iloopes.
William CoN-man.
Thomas Hogg.
E. P. Craach,
L. N. l)ii vernay,

William Glasgow, Jr. Carew Sanders.
Dr. Edward Taylor.

Joseph Harri.s, C. W. Seelye.
.Ino. W. Deu-ranw, Edwin Scott.
T. C. Herspy, John W. Dana.
Tiios. S. Kennedy, Orni^by Ilite.

James Taylor, Thomas Shaw.
John H. Hutton, W. 11. Smith.
A. Bridgemaii, J. L Tewksbury.
J. D. G, Nelson, II. C. Grey.
Jacob Tuckernian, D. B. Pier.son.

Thomas Ilargi-ea ve.s.

W. SaunderP, R. Robinson Scott,
Dr. A. W. McPherson, Edward Vaughau.
Alexander Buchanan, George Scattan,
J. Knox, Pittsburg, Thomas L. Shields.
E. Chapin. Edward J. Evans.
Hon. G. W. Allan.

(?)

(?)

FRUIT GRO\^'ERS* SOCIETIEfl.

Xame of Society, President. Cor. Secretary.

Western New York, B. Hodire, Buffalo,
E;isc*u Peuii-iylvauia, Dr. J. K. Eshleman,

Downiogtown, Pa.,
Missouri, Korman J. Coleman,
Anna, Union Co., 111., E. Harwood,

Ohio Pomological, A. H. Ernst, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Am. Pomological, Marshall P. Wilder,
Dorchester, 5Ias.s.

Conn. Grape Grow's', Col. D. S. Dewey,
Hartford, Conn.

Wilmington. Del., H. F. Ahkew,
Am \Viu»*Grow's Asso.

Cincinnati, Ohio. Dr. N. B. Shuler, S. W. Haselline

C. P. Bissell. Roch'r.

;

Thomas N Harvey, )

') Jennersville, Pa. J
Dr. L D. Morse, Allen
A. Bahcock,

town, Missouri.

I
M. B. Bateman, Col-

)

1 umbus, Ohio.
j

) Meets in Philad'a, }

S September llth. (

j
M. C. Weid, Hart-j

J fonl, Conn. (

Dr. G. I'epper Norri.s.
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PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

SUtLHl MoctinK. held May loth. INIX).

The iliHpliiy \v;w nnt tMimil to liu-tt iiiitnth, wliicli is prolciMy ix-ca.-

§i(>iiOil liy the pirJeiicn* buiriK t**" huwy to devotp tlit' tiriu- lUTcsMiuy
tu pit'iiari; their iirtii;lcH. There were, however, mmiiio flue jilantB ex-
hibit.'.l.

The Committpc on Plnntfl and Flowers maJc the foHowing iiw;inln :

Fur t'(il(euhiri;is—best to James ThoiniiM. gardener to A. .1. Jtueknor.
Collcrtiori of ten phmtn—best to John rollurk, ^,'ll^]ene^ to .IiKuen

Diindxs; second bei^t to Wn». Joyco, gardener to M. W. Bahlwin;
third tii-st to (.ieorge Penn. Cullectionw of Six Planti^—bout tu jHnieK
Jiadie, Kiirdener to Dr. Kush. Sporimen Plant—beat to M. Hegiirly,
gardener to Joa. ILirrison; i-ecoiid best to R. Buist, for Azalea, Enlii-

lia Van Ghent. Pair Specimen Phmty—beat to John Pollock. New
PlantN—preniinni to It. HuiHt forCaladinin argyritosand C. Chantini;
Hpecial preminm to Jius. KaUiu for collection of Begonui-s, including 2
now ones : B. Nebulowi, and B. Urania ; to U. Buist for collection of
Rhudiulcndrons, and to Jas. Kadie for a very handsome and varied
general collection. The Ct)mniittee call particular attention to the
vitri'-;:;itt*d plants exhibited by li. BtuhI ; they will prove to be great
ftc<|iii-iiti.'nH to our variegatfd foliaged family ; ul^o the general col-

lettiuii exhibited by Janiet* Kailie.

The Committee on Fruits awarded a premium for tlie best Grapes.
(Black Prince.) to John Landers gardener to S. T. Altemus; second
best (Black llamburg) to Wm. Joyce, gardt^ier to M.W.Baldwin;
they alrto recommend a special preniium to Wm. Joyce for a pair of
of fine Pino Apples; and also tt) John Pollock for Ananasfia satJva va-
riegata, |or variegated Pine A])ple, in fruit, (see fmntifipit'ce) ; and
also CJill attention to a dinh of line Figs from Jiw. Matheeon, gardener
to K. Yarnall.

The Committee on Vegetables awarded :—For the best Cnctimbers
to Thonnw Meghran. Khubarb—be*! to James Jones, gardener to
Girard College; second best to A. Felten. gardener to itenry Duh-
ring. Beets—best to Thomas Meghran. Potatoes—best to A. Felten;
second best to Thomas Meghran. Asparagus—best to Jas. Matheson;
second best to >Vm. Joyce, and a special preniiuni to same for fine
Caulirtower.

The relative merits of white and green Asparagus excited some
discussion, and was referred to a special committee, to report at the
next meeting.
The death of one of the founders of the society, Mr. Alexander

Parker, was announced, and the usual resolutions passed.

A largo uuudjcr of new members were i>roi)osod and home elected.

*••>

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MONTEEAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The iiiinual nR-.-Iing i>t the Mnntnal Hnrti.iilt iiral Society took
place on Friday evening last, in the jMechanics" Hall. The chair waa
occupied by J. Ferrier, jr., who after alluding to the long establish-

ment of tlie sot'iety, of its vicissitudes, and of the success which had
attended its efforts. N])oke of the great advantages which would bo
afforded in the establislnnent of the Crystal Palace, wliere ample
space would be provided for an Exhibition of the Imhistrial Aits,

the Agricultuml Products, and the fruits, vegetables anil flowers of

the riiuntry. lie expressed the hope that every member of the So-

ciety would do his utmost to promote the success of this great enter-

prise, which would no doultt afford the highest gratification to our
Uoyal visitor, and reflect honor upon the country. Ilo then called

upon the Secretai-y to read the
FOriiTEKNTU ANNUAL REPORT.

From it we learn that the severity of the previous winter destroyed

many valuable fruit trees, thus preventing so large an exhibition,of

fruits as, otherwise, there might have been. The number of compet-
itors for the prize of gnipes, is constantly increasing, Of vegetables
there was good display, and the same may be said of flowers and de-

signs. Your society waa again indebted to their valued friends who,
a*i on former occiisions. at great inconvenience and expense, sent them
Greenhouse collections to add to the attractions of the Hall. Last

ye;xr the (ireenhousesof Donald Ross, Esii., Jas. Ferrier. ji-.. Est]., and
J. Torrance. Esij.. were open to members several times during the
winter, and a(h»rded much gratification.

Your Board have received an invitation from the Bt»ard of Arts
and -Manufactures to assist in the Grand Provincial Exhibition to be
held in August, in honor of the visit of II. R. II. the Prince of Wales,
and to t-ake charge of the grounds around the Crystal Palace, now in

conrso of erection.

The letter of the Board of Arts having been road, the members ex-

prej^sod their warmest interest in tlie proposed Exhibition, and their

wishes to ctwiperate in promoting its sui-ce-<s. It was then moved by
L. N. Duvernay. secoiuh'il by J. E. (luilbult. that the proposition of

the Board of Arts and Manufactures, to take charge of the grounds
annind the Crystal Palace, be accepted, and that the fullowirig gen-
tlemen (be a (Vimmittee to snperintend the laying out of the same
and to c(M»perato with the Board of Arts in the embellishment of tlie

grounds, provided the funrls of the i^.iciety be not taken for that pur-
j„,pe :—the Chairman. J. L(»we. and J. Archibald.

4.

TO THE VINE GROWERS OF THE U. S.

At 11 liilf nivi.liiiK.if IIh' " AikiMi Horticultural iiii.l Vim' (irowinz
AwBcciation," it was resolved, That a committee of five I»o appointed

to open a correspondence with the various Vino Growing Associa-
tions in the rnitvii Stiites, and to ascertain the pnirtiniliility of hold-
ing a_ Vine Growing CVinvenlion in Aiiven soinu time next summer;
and if found juiu-ticaijle anil expedient, tlmt the conimittee take
Burh meitsureii to secure this object as they nmv think jiioper, and
Unit tliey report the renult of their proceedings to this Sxiity at its
meeting in May next.
The loilouing gentlemen were apjiointed the committee: Messrs.

A. DeCakadeuc, Chuirnuin; JIcDos.aD, JCvvenei- KtDMOXD and
M'oon.

It is perhaps proper to state the object of the Association in pro-
posiug-Buch u Couventiou, and to point out a few of the advantages
to be derived from it. In the first place, it is necensarv to come to
some understanding about the names of the Grapes'now under
cultivation, as it is evident that great cuufusion exists in that re-
spect. Most of the vines being known in ditfereut places by differ-
ent names; the lilack July, for in.stauce, having five syn'onyjus.
Thus it ofleu happens that a Vine Grower reads or hears great
praises of a Grape whose name is unknown to him, and a descrip-
tion of which tallies with none that he has; he procures it at great
expense, cultivatesit with care for two or three vear», and ultimate-
ly discovers it ia identical with some other he has had a long tima
'Ihis is discouraging, and has deterred muny from procuring new
and valuable varieties ,which it would have been advantageous tohave cultivated more or less extensively. This difflculty can only
be obviated by a Convention such as is proposed—tl'e best written
description never being so lucid as to convey an exact idea of a
fruit.

The meeting will take place at a season when the fruit at the
South is ripe

;
all who attend are invited and requested to bring

samples of their Grajies, ripe if possible, and green if otherwise
with a leaf and a piece of the wood, and names and .synonyms at-
tached. Those who cannot attend are rei|uested to forward sam-
ples as above. Thus if we are assisted by the good will of a ma-
jority of Vine Growers, most of the varieties in the States will be
represented; their qualities, names, synonyms, sizes, degrees of
maturity, etc, will be compured, and a va^t amount of invaluable
information derived. Names w ill be agreed upon, accepted or re-
jected with good authorily. Persons will, also, be requested to
bring or send samples of the wild gr.ipes from their neighborhood
in the .same manner, that the different species might be Anally
determined upon and each grape properly cla.ssed under its own
head or type—an object of great importance to the Botany of the
country and, perhiips, finally to the making wine from them. We
are daily getting additions to our list of natives, and unless a cor-
rect nomenclature and classification be at once made, we will be
thrown into inextricable confusion, expensive and Ironblesoms to
the growers. Another object of the Convention is to determine
upon some manner of naming the different Wines. The present
way of calling them by the name of the .grape is in direct contra-
vention to the establislieil rules of wine growing countries It
has always been customary to classifv wines by the name of a
State, Province or DislricI, with the different brands attached to
them, according to the name of the particular locality. Thus the
general name "Wines of the Rhine" comprises many particular
brands, such as Hockheimer, Johanuesberg, etc., etc., Bordeux
wines iuclude Chateaux JIargaux, St. .lulien, La Hose,' etc. The
reason for this is very obvious. The same grape will make totally
ditl'erent wines in different places. And, again, in most wine conii-
tries, (and we will no doubt adopt the same course) the grapes are
mixed. A wine made from a mixture of Catawba, Isabella and
Warren could not be culled by either of those names.
At present we have a hundred ditfereut Calawh.i wines, no two

of them alike. Hence, the propriety of rejecting the name of the
fruit in favor of the timehouiTed custom of naming after the
State, District or Kivcr, with brands of private names or localities
Purchasers will then know at once what they are buving, and will
not be prejudiced against Catawba or Warren nine; because they
have tasted worthless Catawba or Warren wine.
Independently of the foregoing, the amount of information

exchanged by persons meeting in such a Convention as we propose
would be truly worth "Millions to the Nation," and would tend
more to developo that rich culture than all that could he written.
We call, then, upon all who cultivate the Grape, whether for

the table or for wine, or wli.i take an interest in the success of its
culture, to a.ssist the committee in securing their object—a Con-
vention of Delegates from all the Vino Growing Associations In
the United States, and of private and separate Vine Growers. Let
all who can come, determine at once to meet in Aiken, S. C, on
the Thini Tiiesilii;/ in August ueai, (21st) there to a.sslat in '»ho
good work—to compare their fruit and exchange their views.
Aiken has been selected as being easy of access from all quarters

—North, South, East and West—being, at all times, unexceptiona-
ble as to health, and a delightful summer resort for the neighbor-
ing cities, and well provided with ample accommodations.

Secretaries of the different Associations connected with the Vine
Culture, would confer a favor by forwarding to this olllce, or to
either of the gentleman of the Committee, the names and localities
of their Societies, and all other information they may think proper.

A. 1>K Caraijki-c, Chairman. Woodward. S C
Dr. .1. C. W. MoDo.NAi.ii. Woodward, S. C
H. W. Ravknri., Aiken, S. C.
E. .1. 0. Wood, Aiken, S. C.
P. Redmond, Augusta, Oa.
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FLOWER GARDEN & PLEASURE GROUND.
In our last we gave a few hints for the manage-

ment of perpetual Roses so as to secure a good bloora

through (he fall. Popular as this class of roses has

been, it is destined to become still more so, especially

as climbing roses. The few past winters—the last es-

pecially—hare been so very destructive on the Noi-

sette roses, the kind mostly employed as climbers,

that a race of good hardy kinds becomes a great de-

sideratum. This will yet be accomplished with the

hybrid Perpetual and hybrid Bourbon classes. The

new H. P. Garibaidi proves quite as rapid a grower

as the Baltimore Belle, and will no doubt be exten-

sively employed as a climber. Among hybrid Bour-

bons Souvenier d'Anselme proves particularly hardy.

and will drive Gloire de Rosamene entirely out of

cultivation as a pillar rose. We call attention to this

matter at this season because now is the time to take

notes of such as grow strong and vigorously.

In many gardens there will be roses of poor and in-

ferior kinds, or of good ones that the owner may de-

sire superseded by better ones. This may be readily

accomplished by budding or inoculating, and now and

next month is the season to operate.

In almost all works on budding it is recommended

to take the wood out of the bud to be inserted. This

is necessary in the English climate, but unnecessary

here, and never followed by practised hands.

Amateurs may have some rare or choice shrub they

may desire to increase. They may now be propagated

by layers. This is done by taking a strong and vig-

orous shoot of the present season's growth, slitting

the shoot a few inches from its base, and burying it

a few inches under the soil, or into a pot of soil pro-

vided for the purpose. The young growing point of

the shoot should be taken out in the operation. By

the English mode of making the slit, a great number

of the shoots will be broken and spoiled. At page 86

of our last volume we described a new process by

which injury will be prevented. Any thing can be

propagated by layers ; and it is an excellent mode of

raising rare things that can be but with difficulty in-

creased by any other.

Hollyhocks will be coming into bloom at this sea-

son. They have now become so much improved as

to be one of the most popular flowers for the summer
decoration of the flower garden. If the kinds are kept

carefully separate, any particular variety will re-pro-

duce itself from seed. They may be more certainly

kept pure by cuttings of the flower stem ;—each bud

will make a plant. The seed should be sown as sooji

as ripe in a light rich soil, in the open air. If re-

tained till late in the season they will not, probably

flower the next year.

The raising of new varieties of florists' flowers is

an interesting occupation to the amateur. The pro-

cess of hybridization, described in our last number,

applies to all plants as well as to grapes ; but good

improved kinds of some things may be obtained from

chance seedlings. The finest and doublest of Roses,

Petunias, Dahlias, Carnations, &c., sJiould be selected,

and as soon as the petals fade, they should be care-

fully removed, or they will cause the delicate organs

of reproduction to decay before maturity. A flower

may be so very double as not to bear seed at all as in,

the case of the Gillyflower or Stock ; but if the pistil

remains perfect, as it usually does, seed will ensue.

Dahlia seed may be preserved till the Spring. An-
tirrhinum, Rose, Carnation, and such hardy peren-

nials, should be sown soon after ripening.

Dahlias will require watering in hot dry weather,

which is done by making a small basin about the plant,

filling it with water, and when it has thoroughly

soaked away, some hours afterwards, the soil should

be drawn back as lightly as possible into the basin.

All plants that require watering should be similarly

treated.

The Chrysanthemums should be examined, and if

the shoots thrown up are thickly together, some of

them should be rooted out. If the flower shoots are

layered into four or six inch pots, they make very

pretty dwarf plants, that are well adapted to neatly

==^f.
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ornament a room or email conservatory, where larger

plants would be objectionable.

I'luhfias in pots should have the coolest position

of (he llower garden assigned to them. They usually

Buffer much irom Red Spider, whi<-h makes their

leaves drop. The various remedies we have so often

recommended should be applied. Frequent heavy

syringings arc particularly grateful to the Fuchsia.

The next two months will be the trying time with

such plants as Auriculas, Cineraiias, Calceolarias,

and others which cannot endure the dry atmosphere

of our Summers. When the sliaded houses wc re-

commended in our last number shall become more

common, they will be grown as easily as weeds. We
keep our Auriculas all the year round under glass,

with the best results. They would do as well under

any light enclosure that would prevent the too rapid

escape of moisture. A sunk pit would be an admira-

ble contrivance for them, besides making a good place

to store away half hardy plants through the winter.

In most kinds of soil the keeping the surface loose

by hoeing and raking in dry weather will be an ex-

cellent method of keeping the main body cool and

moist,—admitting the air, which is a good non-con-

ductor. In soils, however, which arc deficient in

loam, and in which sand prevails to a great extent,

frequent stirrings have a drying tendency, and a

mulching of short grass, or decaying vegetable mat-

ter of any kind will be found very useful around

transplanted trees, shrubs, and other things.

The summer-pruning of hedges and ornamental

trees and shrubs, that require to be brought into par-

ticular shape, will be sedulously attended to through

the season, according to former directions.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Where new Strawberry beds are required to be

made that will bear well the next season, the very

first runners of the season should be selected, and

layered into small pots. In about three weeks they

should be cut from the parent stem, and left to a sep-

arate and independent existence for a few days. After

preparing the ground properly for their reception,

the pots should be well watered and the plants turned

out into the spots designed for them. They will then

grow finely the present season, and bear surprising

crops of fine fruit the next Spring.

A warm sandy loam is the best for a Strawberry

bed. A low and damp one, is of all the most objec-

tionable. Though warm and dry in one sense, it

shfiuld be rendered capable of retaining moisture in

the dryest weather, and this can only be perfectly

accomplished by draining and .'^ubsoiling. If the latter

is done three feet deep, all the better.

Unless in a very sandy soil, a very heavy dressing

of stable manure is objectionable. Wood ashes.

T"

ground bones, and matters of a mineral nature arc far

more advantageous.

Strawberries for forcing are treated in pots, as wc
have already described; but instead of being trans-

ferred to the open ground, when well roofed in the

small pots, arc repotted into five or six inch pots, and

these latter plunged in the ground to their rims in a

spot the most favorable to Strawberry growth.

After having grown well, and when they .show

signs of having formed a good strong crown, they are to

be taken out of the open ground and gradually ripened

by withholding water,— taking care that it is not done

so suddenly as to make the plants wither, or they

will sufTer much. Towards winter they can beset in

a cold frame and covered with dry leaves for a slight

protection from the frost till wanted. Many com-

mence to force at the beginning of the new year, when
they are brought into the greenhouse and must be set

near the glass. A high temperature is fatal. -loJ to

50i is sulficient for a few weeks, and 55^ to 60^,

when the fruit is fairly set. They love to be fre-

quently syringed, and guarded against Red Spider,

which is their greatest pest. Where there is not the

convenience ot a greenhouse to force Strawberries,

they may be had a few weeks earlier than usual by

making a piece of ground slope to the south-east,

planting out as already described for garden culture,

and then setting a glass frame over them. The nearer

the frame and glass can be brought to the soil, the

better and earlier will the crop be. Protecting from

frost in Winter also adds to the carliness of the crop.

The earliest variety to be had in the locality should

be employed.

The thining of fruit,—iratching of insects, espe-

cially borers in Dwarf Pears, Quince, Apple and

Peach,—and summer-pruning, arc the main subjects

of attention at this particular season. Where the

soil is not very good, as may be noted by a weak
growth of the trees, a surface manuring may be yet

given with advantage. Every day's experience more

decidedly shows the great advantages to the pomolo-

gist of this method of applying manure.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Beans and I'eas may still be sown, if done at once,

with a fair chance for a late crop. The earliest kind

of corn may also be sown with a chance of its coming

into use, if it escape the grub. Drumhead Cabbage

and Savoy may also be set out still in good rich soil,

where they will yet have time to head before frost in

the Middle States.

The main crops requiring altentinn now will be

Celery, Endive for salad, and Turnips. The latter

merely to have a few early. August being the sea-

son for the chief or staple crop.

So many hints have been given on Celery culture
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in our columns that we need not ofler any here. A i

communication at page 70 we may icfcr to as being i

of great value to the amateur.

There have been many ways recommended for sta-
!

king and supporting Tomatoes. The finest fruit, and

indeed, the heaviest crops, are obtained by allowing
!

them to trail on the ground. The soil between the

rows being first heavily mulched with short grass

from Ihe lawn mowings to keep the fruit clean. This

method is coming into almost general practice in this

neighborhood, through its tested excellence.

Where they grow too rank, and the branches mat

too closely, they should be thinned out. Nothing is

gained by leaving many shoots grow together, either

in this or any crop.

Beets may still be sown for Winter use, if the

crops sown last month arc likely to be deficient.

FERNS.
BY S.\MUEL L. BOARDMAN.

These are interesting plants, and I think their cul-

ture too much neglected by our amateur florists and

gardeners. Shall I call attention to them through the

pages of the Monthly?

Ferns are flowerless plants, and their beauty and

elegance are due to the leaves or fronds, which bear

upon their lower face the seeds by which they are

propagated. It has not been many years that an in-

terest has been given to the cultivation of plants

which have only an ornamental foliage ; but since

this change has taken place,— to use the language of

an intelligent cultivator,—" many a long neglected

specimen has been brought forth to add its elegance

to our hothouses and conservatories, which formerly

occupied a place under the stage, or in any out of the

way corner ; its very graceful appearance not being

considered as an equivalent to a few blooms."

Plants with attractive and beautiful foliage, yet

having no flowers, are often of more importance and

of greater beauty than such as have pretty flowers

with scanty or short-lived foliage.

Ferns (or in common language, brakes) are of the

former class, and as they can be easily managed, are

eminently worthy of all the attention bestowed upon

them.

The principal requisites of their culture are shade,

shelter and abundance of moisture ; with leaf-mould

and a few rotten logs ; and little else necessary in the

way of cultivation to render them an attractive part

of ones garden, which perhaps, has before been a

waste spot.

I have said above, that " shade, shelter, and mois-

ture," are nearly all that is required for the growth

of Ferns, but it must also be remembered that heal is

also as important if properly regulated, as theotuor'.

To grow them successfully, they should be pottos i i

a soil composed of peat, leaf-mould and loam, wl .i

some sand and charcoal. They arc not benefitted by

manure. In their artificial cultivation, as has already

been mentioned, Ferns must not lack moisture, or

their fragile texture shrinks as before a burning blast.

Wherever the Ferns appear, whether it is the her-

baceous species of temperate latitudes, or the arbor-

escent species of the equatorial regions, or the epiphy-

tal species which clothe the trunks and branches of

trees in tropical forests, they add a peculiar and
marked character of beauty and luxuriance to the

scenery, and that to an extent which is not realized

by any other race of plants.

One of the most interesting ways for the amateur

to grow Ferns consists in their cultivation in Wardian
Cases, as many species are fitted for this purpose.

In the garden, the most appropriate place for Ferns,

seems to be in roekwork. A recent writer in giving

directions for forming a rockery says : " If the garden

contains any slope or shelving bank, where protru-

ding rocks would look nulural, let such a spot be

made use of. Cast in a variety of stones and other

massive boulders common to the neighborhood, and

arrange them as near as possible as nature does,

burying the ends of some in the ground, filling the

crevices partly with dirt and rotten sticks, setting

plants by the side of them and trailing vines to clim-

ber over them. There should be an apparent attempt

to conceal the roekwork, not to display it."

One argument in favor of cultivating Ferns, is that

the enjoyment it afl^brds may be had by the poor as

well as the rich ; and he who has only a dark shady

corner of land, may as successfully grow them as the

one who has a magnificent conservatory, with this

simple difference, that the former must cultivate hardy

varieties, while the other may indulge in exotics.

In "British Ferns and their Allies," a popular

hand-book, published by Routeledge & Co., London

and New York, the reader will find much that is in-

teresting concerning their botanical structure, man-
ner of propagation, culture, uses, etc. With some
allowances in regard to climate, which the intelligent

reader can modify, the work will be found a valuable

treatise,

Brookdalc Farm, Maine,

GRAFTING THE WILD CHERRY,
BV LOIIS BKHG.MANN, HAMILTON, OHIO.

I believe it is not generally known that the culti-

vated Cherry can be grafted on the Pruniis padus suc-

cessfully. Early this Spring I grafted a very large

one with the Early May and Yellow Sp,anish, and
\®)
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they hiive Jone well so far. There are but three

failures amongst fifty grafts. Many of them have

now pushed IS inches. I intend to try many more

next season.

[We presume our correspondent alludes to the Pru-

tus serotinu; the P. patius nearly resembles it, but is a

native of Europe. If they would do well after uni-

ting, it would make a good hardy and valuable stock.

But some species of Cherry live but a short time on

another species. We have frequently tried the rare

Californian Ceraswi ilhrifolia on the Prunus or Cera-

8US padus. They "take" easily, but invariably

after pushing a few inches into growth, they die

away entirely to the stock.

—

Ed.]

PROGRESS OF HORTICDLTCRE
BINGHAM, MASS.

JIV UKO. LlNtOL.N.

IN

As your ever welcome Monthly brings the latest

intelligence relating to the advancement of Horticul-

ture at the North, South, East and West ! perhaps a

few notes from this section of the old " Bay State "

may not be uninteresting to the majority of readers.

This ancient town, famous for its " Old Church,"

" Bucket Shops," and Summer Residences, is 14 miles

South-east from Boston, to which it is connected by

railroad and steamboat. With such facilities, it is

not strange that some of Boston's prominent business

men should select this locality wherein to build them-

selves homes after their own fancy ;—many a rough

and rocky situation has thus become smooth ; and

many a crooked place made straight, and barren spot

made fertile—while the eye is gratified by the sight

of modern built dwellings from hill-top and valley.

The result in part is, that pr('fessional gardeners re-

alize an increasing demand for their services; nur-

serymen are liberally patronized ; mammoth vegeta-

bles and rare plants are introduced, &c., &c.

An Agricultural and Horticultural Society has re-

cently been formed in this town, with the following

list of officers :

President—Hon. Albert Fearing.

Vice-Presidents— Chas. Gushing and David Whiton-
Corresponding Secretary—T. T. Bouve.

Recording Secretary—Edmund Hersey,

Treasurer—Joseph H. French.

This society now numbers about two hundred
members, has monthly meetings for display and de-

bate, besides a yearly grand exhibition of stock,

fruits, lUiwers, vegetables, &c.

1 was much pleased with a recent visit to the gar-

den and grounds of Mr. Alfred Loring, (wilhin a

stones thiow of the spot where stood the original

J Cushing Pear Tiec), South Hingham.

1 Mr. Loring in all his plans combines practice with

/^ I

theory,—isanearnest seeker after knowledge, wheth-

er it is derived from experimenter conversation ; and

further, docs not condemn a truth because it happens

to be found " in the books. His compost heaps are

allowed to remain and pulverize two years before

being used—receiving meanwhile much altention,

and a liberal supply of soda ash. I noticed some

splendid specimens of Apple and Pear trees, in an

adjoining field of Carrot, as well as in the vegetable

garden, that suggested by their smooth and glossy

trunks and beauty of form, all that language could

express relating to suitable nourishment and care for

the growing tree.

His Currant and Gooseberry bushes, trained in the

mode here presented, made quite an attractive ap-

pearance. The canes were neatly secured within

hoops, which were fastened to stout stakes, suggest-

ing order and regularity, besides economy of space,

and rendering easy access in gathering the fruit.

On the North side of this garden enclosure, and

within eight or ten feet of a substantial bank wall,

is a row of about fifty Grape vines, consisting of

Dclawarcs, Dianas, Concord, Hartford Prolific, Win-

nie, Jenning's Seedling, Isabellas, Ohios, and Ca-

tawbas. The border for these vines was excavated

nearly three feet deep, and large stones, brickbats,

and old mortar, thrown in for a bottom course; then

rubbish, leather parings, horn scrapings, bones, and

from 30 to 40 pounds of "old horse," to each vine,

filling up [with wood mould, well-rotted dung and

unclUDUS loam.

It is with pleasure I notice this advance in our

grape culture—formerly an Isabella or Catawba stuck

into some corner, or allowed to run at random over

the " back room," was the only rolleclion, or system of

cultwtttion, to be found in this section ; but thanks to

E- 1
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the inventor of printer's ink, information is now
easily obtained by those who seek instruction through

the weekly and monthly journals devoted to rural

affairs, &o.

I intended at the commencement to notice other

places, but am aware that a communication to" prove

acceptable, must be brief.

SKETCHES of PHILADELPHIA BOTANISTS
nv L.

I.—PETER COLLIXSON.

In your interesting sketch of Nuttall, in a late

number of the Gardener's Monlhly, you remark that

" his name will be perpetuated amongst the votaries

of science, not only by his labors and discoveries,

but also by a beautiful genus of Rosacea, called, in

honor of him, Nuttallia." On perusing this passage

I recalled to mind other devotees of science associa-

ted with its advancement among us, all interesting

to every one, and especially Philadclphians, who
properly esteem the memory of the great and good

who have lived and labored for us, whether in our

midst or in distant lands, whose names will also be

handed down to posterity, embalmed in the amber of

botanical nomenclature.

Among the names that deserve to be held in grate-

ful remembrance by Philadclphians, as the earliest

patrons and cultivators of the "amiable science,"

stand those of CoIIinson and Fothergill, Bartram and

Marshall.

Peter CoUinson was a merchant of London, of

comprehensive mind and of varied and extensive ac-

quirements. Though diligently attentive to the de-

tails of business, he found time to cultivate a knowl-

edge of Botany and Antiquities, and to maintain a

correspondence on scientific subjects, which embraced

every nation in Europe and extended in Asia as far

as Pekin. He was an ardent lover of nature in every

form. In one of his letters to Sir James Edward
Smith, he declares that every living thing called forth

his affections.

A genial writer* grows eloquent while sketching

the virtues of Peter CoUinson. Reciting the charac-

teristics of the Society of Friends in the following

strain—" Their quiet virtues, happy amenities, and

silent worth, do not attract the gaze of the world. * *

Their simple habits, their industry, integrity and

thrift; their pleasure in doing good; their intense

interest in nature's handywork ; their estimate of

things conducive to comfort, peace and happiness

over things luxurious and things ostentatious ; their

abhorrence of war; their active sympathy with all

in distress, and their preference of the good name,

* Wm. H. DilUngh.'im. In " K Trihiite to the Memory of Peter
CoUiiison, &e. lie. Fhilsdelphis, 18J2.

which is better than precious ointment or worldly

glory," he adds, " all these peculiarities had a faith-

ful representative in Peter CoUinson."

He continues with the opinion which many will

incline to doubt, that, " In their full representation

wc do not think the Society has produced his supe-

rior." One who understands the character of Peter

CoUinson as well as any man living, says " he was

one of the earliest and most distinguished patrons of

the Natural Sciences in the Society of Friends; and

at the same time an honor and an ornament to the

sect"

Doctor John Fothergill was a patron of Botany and

most extraordinary man, whether we regard the re-

markable success with which he practised his pro-

fession, or the unwearied benevolence with which he

distributed the fruits of his labors in his generous

patronage of every good word and work. Endowed

by nature with a comprehensive intellect, improved

by a sound and liberal education, he may safely be

regarded as the most accomplished Quaker that ever

lived, whether considered as a man of science or as a

philanthropist. The writer to whom we have above

referred, adds,—" While the Society of Friends may

ever be proud of their great lawgiver Penn, the lovers

of nature among them may boast of a Logan, a CoI-

Iinson, a Fothergill and a Marshall ; to each of whom

& genus has been dedicated, that will preserve the

memory of their worth and services as. long as the

plants which bear their names shall continue to grow."

Though to Dr. Fothergill is assigned pre-eminence

in science and philanthropy, " as a practical utilita-

rian, a helper of others to do good to their fellow-

men, by enlarging the domains of scienc?, to push

their research through difficulties and dangers to

earth's remotest bounds, and perhaps in some other

characteristic excellencies, Peter CoUinson surpassed

him. Could we ask Dr. Franklin, ' who of all men

best deserved a statue in commemoration of active,

disinterested and valuable services in l>uilding up the

Philadelphia Library,' he would say, ' Peter CoUin-

son.' Ask Franklin again, ' from whom he derived

the information, and who furnished him with the

hints, and put into his hands the actual means where-

by he made his splendid discovery of the identity of

lightning and electricity,' and he will tell you,

' Peter CoUinson.' He was the only man in the

Royal Society at London, who appreciated Franklin's

letters announcing his discovery, which, when first

con\municated, was frowned down, sneered at, and

refused a place in their published transactions. Peter

CoUinson had them published, drew the attention of

intelligent men to them, excited admiration of the

wonderful secret disclosed, and was among the very

first to forsce and proclaim Franklin's undying re-

nown."
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The patronage extended by Peler Collinson to John

Bartram, greatly enlarged the field of labor of that

great natural botanist, and enrkhed England with

many trees and shrubs, which remain monu-
ments of his taste and liberality. At CoUinson's

garden, at Mill Hill, the Periphca gr<rea and numer-

ous other trees and shrubs flowered for the first time

in England. The place was kept up for some years

by his son, afterwards it changed hands and fell into

the possession of the Protestant dissenters, who es-

tablished there a Grammar-school. A new house has

since been luilt. In 1835 there stood in the grounds

a Cedar, 60 feet high, its lowest branches reclining on

the ground, and covering a space of TO feet in diame-

ter. Two Pinus cembra, with trunks nearly two feet

in diameter, and from 50 to 60 feet high—the finest

specimens of this tree in England. These are proba-

bly the plants presented to him by the Duke of Ar-

gyle ; one brought from Siberia, 1753, the other from

the Alps, 1761. There was also, in 1835, near his

former residence, a Hemlock Spruce, 50 feet high,

extending 40 feet in diameter. A cone of Lauris-

tiiius 20 feet in diameter at the base, besides several

other trees and shrubs, evidently as old as the time

of Collinson. To the credit of the proprietors of the

school, these fine specimens are carefully preserved

and the name of Collinson respected as it ought to be.

Many of the rarest plants had, through mere igno-

rance, been rooted out by a former owner; trees

scarcely to be found in perfection anywhere else in

the kingdom at the time, and to contemplate which
good old Peter wrote, in one of his copies of Miller's

Gardener's Dictionan/, at the age of 6.S, furnished his

greatest source of happiness.

Peter Collinson was an intimate and valued friend

of Linna-us, whoconferred the name of "Collinsonia"

on a genus of labiate plants, the horse-balm of the

fields. In several text-books it is said to have been

named in honor of "JoAn Collinson, an English bo-

tanist." !

WINE MAKING AROUND CINCINNATI.
RY MESSRS. IIASELTINE, BrCIIA>fAN AND .MOTTIER.

Feeling the importance of the Wine making inter-

est to the community, we have engaged some of our

Cincinnati friends to inform us as to the condition

and improvements that are made, from time to time,

in the head-quarters of Vine culture and Wine ma-
king. Messrs. Kascltine, Buchanan and Mottier,

deserve the thanks of our readers for their kind re-

sponses to our inquiries.

The first letter is from Mr. H.aseltine. He says :

"I have collected these few facts for your Monlhly,

from Mr. Buchanan, a very successful practical man,

and favorably known to the country ; also Mr. Mot-

tier, who is a very enthusiastic cultivator, of thirty

years' experience in .Xmcrica. Mr. Mottier's wine

has taken several premiums and stands at the head of

the list. He also has put in an acre of Delaware

Grapes and speaks of them in the highest praise.

You shall hear from him again on the Delaware,

Herbemont and Cape. The drawings sent are from

-Mr. Buchanan's wine cellar, by an artist from the

ofEce of the Scientific ^rtizan. The numeious casks

are arranged on a rack for the purpo.se, at such a dis-

tance from the wall as that a person can pass entirely

around, to see that all is tight and no leakage, or for

repairs. The communications sent will explain the

use of the difTcrent drawings. The vintage of 1859,

within twenty miles of Cincinnati, Mr. Buchanan

estimates at 2,000 acres, averaging 350 gallons per

acre. This at $1 per gallon, nets an income of seven

hundred thousand dolLirs; but much is sold at $1 50

per gallon by the barrel or keg, so that the product

of the vine here may safely be estimated at between

8 and 900,000 dollars. The many thousand vines

and cuttings sold in this city this Spring, attest the

progress that is going on. Our association will be

able to test fairly this fall the following wines pro-

duced here, viz. : Catawba, Herbemont, Isabella,

Delaware, Cape, Norton's Virgin, and probably sev-

eral others. So soon we shall be able to suit the

tastes of all in our own native wine, pure and good,

then it will supplant whiskey and brandy—nothing

else can. Many see this in the wine districts of Eu-

rope, and my own observations there confirm this

belief. I should perhaps say that our best vineyards

produced from six to eight hundred gallons per acre

last year. The vines now look well, and the promise

of an abundant crop is very flattering. We think onr

vines have now outgrown the effects of the cold winter

of '56, and that the crops will be more uniform here-

after. Besides the wine made here last year, an enor-

mous amount of Grapes was shipped all over the

country. I sold all mine in baskets, and disposed of

many of my neighbors in the same way. I hope we

shall be able to get at the statistics this season,

of what is doing in this way.

Three dollars per bushel was the market price.

What can be more delicious than a plate of good ripe

grapes for dessert, and as we may have them by the

ditTerent varieties so long, it is another encouraging

reason for all to plant. But I am writing too long

an article, and will close for the present.

Respectfully yours, S. W. Haseltine,

Stcrelary of J3m. Wine Growers jlstoeialion."

The next article is from the pen of Mr. Mottier,

whoso reputation as a first class manufacturer, the

W^h-^
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reports of the Cincinnati Horticultural Society so

fully attest :

" To make good wine it is necessary to have a good

cellar, clean casks, press, &c.

First of all have your grapes well ripened,

—

gather in dry weather, and pick carefully all the un-

ripe berries, and all the dried and damaged ones from

each bunch; then mash or grind them with a mill, if

you have a proper mill fur it. The annexed drawing

Fig. 3, is of a kind much used here

:

Be careful not to set your mill so close as to mash

the seed up, or they would give a bad taste to the

wine. If you wish to have wine of a rose color let

the grapes remain in a large tub a few hours before

pressing. The longer time you leave the grapes be-

fore pressing after they are mashed, the more color

the wine will have.

For pressing the grape any press will answer, pro-

vided it is kept clean and sweet, but Fig. 1 is the

kind most used here.

the cellar. Fill the cask (sec C. Fig. 2J within 10

f^
-1 After you have collected the most in a clean tub

/^ I

from the press, have it transferred into the cask in
1

inches of the bung, then place one end of a syphon

(see .4. and B. Fig. 2) made for that purpose, in the

bung, and fixed air tight ; the other end in a bucket

containing cool water, Ihe gas then passes off from

the cask without the air coming in contact wilh the

wine, which would destroy that fine grape flavor

which makes our Catawba wine so celebrated. When
properly made the must will undergo fermentation.

Keep the end of the siphon that is in the water fully

four inches deep, so as to exclude the air from the

wine. When it has fermented, which will be in

about fifteen days, fill the cask with the same kind

of wine, and bung it loosely for one week, then make

it tight, nothing more is needed till it is clear, which

ifall is right, will be in January or February next, then

if perfectly clear, rack off in another clean cask, bung

It up tightly until wanted. If the wine remain in (he

cask till Fall, about November it will improve by

racking it again, and be sure to always have sweet

clean casks. Do not burn too much brimstone in the

cask. I have seen much wine injured by excessive

use of brimstone, generally by new beginners. For

my part I make little use of it. You can make dif-

ferent qualities of wine with the same grape,'by sep-

arating the different run of the same pressing; the

first run is the finest, if you want to make use of it

the firstseason ; butit will not kee^ long without los-

ing its fine quality. To make good sound wine im-

prove by age, the plan is to mix all up together. The
very last run will make it rough, but will have better

body and bettor flavor when two or three years old,

and will improve for a number of years. Ihe first

run will not be good after two or three years old. I

have fully tested the different ways of making and

keeping wine this l-Ast twenty-five years.

Respectfully, John E. Mottieb.
Mr. Buchanan's article in the main gives the same

information as that detailed by the other two gentle-

men,—but the other items we shall insert in our

^^m
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next. The cut of his wine press, however, we give

above, and are much obliged by his permission to

have the drawing taken for us.

POPULAR GRAPES—REBECCA.
BV A NKW YOKK KRllT GHOWER.

The sweetest and richest of all grapes that I know,

it being a compound of honey and refined sugar, and

no one will need more than a bunch or two of it at a

time, before he will find hi?; appetite fully sa'isficd.

We have several ycai^' experience with it, and arc

willing to impart all we know about it to your read-

ers, in hopes that some of them who have grown it

will rei'iprocate, and we then can learn what locali-

ties arc most congenial to it. Unfortunately it is rather

delicate and sensitive, and apt to suffer from the sud-

den changes of temperature incident to our climate,

and should be planted in a sheltered place, receive

generous treatment and by no means be allowed to

overbear, as that would be ruinous to it. I fear it

will never become popular in the vineyard, as it is

not as strong or hardy as the Isabella or Catawba,

and more subject to mildew than either of those va-

rieties, but in every well kept garden it certainly is in-

dispensable. It is easy to propagate either from cut-

tings or layers, and in a few years it will be sold

cheaply enough to be within the reach of even the

poorest person in the land.

Wm. R. Prince's Descriptive Catalogue of Native

Grapes, so full}' and truly describes it, that I am in-

duced to quote his description.

"Rebecca, an estimable seedling of the Golden

Chasselas ; medium size, amber, round, thin skin,

juicy sweet, same flavor as its parent, more hardness

of pulp than the European varieties ; cluster medium,
compact. It forms extensive shoots, but of slender

growth. Its habit, sensitiveness, and proneness to

mildew, accord precisely with the foreign Chasselas

varieties."

"It ripens middle of September, but can never

be adopted in vineyard culture."

SKETCHES OF SOUTHERN GARDENS.
nv ,1. W. JONES, CHAKI.ESTON, S. C.

No. I.

Garden of the Rev. J. G. Drayton, at Magnolia,

St. Andrew's Parish, twelve miles from Charleston,

S. C, April Mth.

Having arranged to visit this place while yet in

its beauty, I started off this pleasant Spring morning

when every thing looks bright and gay, and nature

is putting on her Summer dress. Over the long bridge

across the dark Ashley, and we are fairly in the

country. How warm and pure the air I How cxhili-

rating to the poor pent up dweller in the city. Even

Rozinante, poor hack, pricks up her ears, whisks her

" fly brush," and seems half inclined for a gallop.

The pines look dark and sombre now among the fresh

green leaves of the deciduous trees. The morning

is warm, almost sultry
; great coppery hued banks of

clouds seem to promise the much wanted rain, for

the dry sand is six inches deep in the road. A snug

looking cotton plantation on the right, and a " farm"

fin Charleston parlanccj or, as you at the North

would call it, a market garden or " truckery " fa yile

wordj on the left, with its acres of Peas, Potatoes and

other vegetables coming on for the Northern market.

A ride of a mile and we turn to the right, taking

what is called the River road. We are in the forest

now where the trees arch over the road, and the at-

mosphere is cool. Wayside flowers are scarce yet.

The yellow Jasmine, (Gehemivm ni7irfum,} is waving

its few last scattered flowers ; its reign is over for

the season. The modest little Sisyrinchium Bermu-

dianum spreads its blue stars abroad, courting the

admiration it so well deserves. The gay Atamasco

Lily {Zcphyranlhes or .imaryllis .^lamasco) is holding

up its silvery cups to catch the rain which comes not.

The Dogwoods flit like pale ghosts through the forest

as we trot cheerily along. A few stray Honeysuckles

(Caprifolium sempervirens), a few blue Iris id a ditch,

and, more gay than all, the wild Azaleas (A. nudi-

JJora), stand out conspicuously, decking the more

open places with their beautiful flowers of all shades

of pink.

Open country again. Polite negroes—some plant-

ing cotton, some plowing, some dropping guano or

other fertilizers in the rows—all busy. Dark forests

again. Everywhere Pines, Gums (Liquidamhar),

here and there a Tulip Tree (iinorfcnrfcon), Water

Oaks {Quercus laurifolia), and occasionally alive Oak

(Q. virens), spreads abroad its tortuous arms, clothed

with the long pendant gray moss ( TUlandsia usneoides)

waving mournfully to and fro in the wind. Here is

a whole avenue of these oaks, fine, majestic old fel-

lows, how venerable they look in their long grey

beards

!

Entrance gates dotted along this dull road every

mile or two, but alas ! not a lodge to one of them.

Scarcely a building in sight anywhere, yet I am pass-

ing through a populous neighborhood, but the houses

and settlements are buried away in the woods. Now
were there a lodge to each of these entrances the as-

pect of the road wou'.d be entirely changed; its dull-

ness would disappear, for there would, ever and anon,

be some new object to attract attention. There

would be some signs of life. Wc should feel that we
were in a cultivated country, and not in a wild forest.

An entrance lodge, in some simple style, in an open

sunny space, with a little shrubbery and flowers

around, and tenanted by a pair of those old faithful

^%>^
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superannuated servants that arc found on every plan-

tation would form, as it were, an out post of the place

—the connecting link between the plantation and the

outer world.

But here I am at the entrance gr>tc to Magnolia,

my place of destination ; and a noble entrance it is,

though minus the lodge. Here is a fine avenue,

sweeping down in a long descending vista. No un-

derbrush, dead sticks, fallen trees or rank weeds,

—

I feel at once I am in a place where an eye is had to

order. Down this long avenue, now spreading out

into open park like scenery, a sweep round to the

right and I am in front of the mansion. Before it a

wide spreading grassy lawn, margined by wood and

water, and by far the handsomest lawn I have seen

in the South, composed chiefly of Rollbocllia dimidiala,

a low growing coarse grass, but forming a tolerable

turf when well pastured.

The house stands on a bluff, overlooking the river

Ashley, distant about 120 yards. In the space be-

tween the river and the house, but extending a con-

siderable distance on each side, is the garden, about

ten acres in extent, with (for this part of the coun-

try) a somewhat diversified surface. Some years ago

the Reverend proprietor, driven by ill health from

the study to the garden,—driven from man's highest

occupation in his present cultivated state, back to his

primitive business in the garden, " to dress and to

keep it,"—he found not only renovated health but

an enthusiastic love for all of nature's beautiful pro-

ductions in trees and flowers.

Here was an old rectangular garden, with broad

walks and narrow beds down each side, that had pro-

bably been planted with a few old fashioned trees

and shrubs, the centres of the squares being used for

vegetables. But at the time Mr. Drayton commenced

operations, scarcely a vestige of the old garden re-

mained, except a few old plants of Illicium floridanum.

Without experience, and without an adviser, seek-

ing -rather health by active exercise than to make

a fine garden, he buys his experience, rather dearly

sometimes no doubt. Much that had been done was

to do over again, and even a third time? but every

year adds something to the garden, something to the

stock of experience, and, as the results develope

themselves, what was perhaps at first a toil became

a labor of love.

As you stand here now at the head of this broad

central walk, you look down an avenue of fine Mag-

nolia grandijloras, some of them seventy feet high,

making a noble back-ground. In between, and in

fiont of these noblest of evergreen trees. Camellia ja-

ponicas, Chinese Azaleas, and great variety of other

evergreen ornamental shrubs are planted. These are

not those scraggy looking drawn up things we are

accustomed to see in pols. The Camellias are more
[

or less conical inform, branched and leafy to the

ground, six, eight and even twelve feet high. But

they are mere infants yet ; they are only just begin-

ning to put forth their strength. Here is a Canwel-

liana, whii'h last season made numero\is shoots, some

of them two feet nine inches, and others three fed five

inches in length ; not in a few long watery shoots, but

stout and well ripened, and now bursting a bud at al-

most every leaf for extended growth. Notwithstand-

ing their vigorous growth these plants bloom abund-

antly ; the wonder really is how they can perfect

such a mass of flowers. Many of them begin bloom-

ing in October, and now, in the middle of April, they

are but just p.issing away. When I say the collec-

tion of Camellias embraces 150 choice varieties, it

will be seen that it is a good one ; it includes, per-

haps nearly all the fine newei varieties and a great

many magnificent old ones—varieties that have gone

out of fashion among pot cultivators simply because

they are not regularly formed flowers. Place Sarah

Frost here beside this great bush of Greville's Red.

Sarah is very symmetrical, no doubt, very prim and

of faultless form ; but look at the great fiery globes

of this rough old fellow. Stand off twenty yards and

sec the effect of each—one is a refined polished lady,

fitted for the boudoir or conservatory ; the other a

rough old soldier, good in all weathers.

There are, perhaps, but few persons in this coun-

try who know Camellias better than Mr. Draylon.

Here is a list of a few he particularly recommends :

IMBRICATED VARIETIES.

Alba pleno, Amabile, Alexina, Candidissima,

Ellen, Fordii, Frankfurtensis, Gen. Wayne, Henri

le Favre, Incarnata, Dunlop's Imbricuia, Miniata,

Myrtifolia, Mrs. Fetters, Prattii, Pictorum roseum,

Reine des Flecrs, Rosea sinensis, Saccoi, Scrrati-

folia, Spineo, Swecti-vcra, William IV., Due d' Orleans.

IRREGCLAR VARIETIES.

Albertus, Chandleri, Versicolor, Conspicua, Col-

LETii, Concinna, Emily, Eclipse, Gilesii, Mar-

chioness of Exeter, Mammoth, Variegata, Welbank-
iaka, Gbeville's Red ; and of single varieties,

DoNCKLAARir and Tricolor.

Those in italics are considered beautiful, those in

SMALL CAPITALS the Very creme de la crcme for out-

door planting ; hardy, prolific, showy and blooming,

as Mr. D. says, " almost with the ice upon them,"

but all are good. No doubt many others might be

added, it being rather a nice matter to settle which to

exclude. There can, however, be no doubt about the

following black list, viz. :—Martha, Duchesse d'Or-

leans, Elata, Gen. Washington, Picturata, Queen of

Whites, and Sherwoodii ; the first two and the fifth

rarely open, the rest are utterly worthless and unsat-

isfactory. No doubt a few more might be added to

this list also.
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It must be remembered I am writing of Camellias

in the open air ; in pots, or in a greenhouse, one or

two varieties on the black list are sometimes pretty

good.

Of the above list, short as it is, there are some that

would be rejected by pot cultivators, because they do

not come up to the standard of perfect flowers ; but

whereyor the Camellia is cultivated as a hardy ever-

green shrub, all those varieties recommended above

are indispensable. Here, where the plants are scat-

tered over so many acres, the eye does not pause to

examine particular flowers. Each flower, though a

beautiful object in itself, is lost in the mass, it

is but an atom in a grand combination. It is the

plants only that stand out as separate and distinct

objects, forming masses of color, clearly defined and

thrown out by the dark green of the foliage.

When we look dovpn on a well arranged flower gar-

den, where each bed is a mass of one color, if these

masses are harmoniously arranged, we look to the

effect produced as a whole ; we do not examine it an-

alytically flower by flower, but rather mass by mass,

for each mass stands out and forms but one object

though made up of thousands of separate flowers.

And so it is with these gorgeously colored flowers, it

is the efl^ect they produce when seen in masses, and

not to the individual flowers we look. When these

trees of which I am writing have attained a height of

20 or 30 feet, which they will do in a few years

;

when they have lost the conical and taken the spher-

ical form, which they will do ultimately ; when all

these acres are studded over with such trees, each

producing its thousands upon thousands of flowers,

then it will be seen that color, not form, ought to be

matter of first consideration.

In the greenhouse it is quite a difTerent matter,

there the eye is prepared to go into detail, and finely

formed flowers may be the most desirable. Mr. Dray-

ton does not reject these finely formed flowers, ho

plants and admires them much; but it is a matter of

regret to him that so many of the finer old varieties

are now so diflicult to obtain.

I was much pleased with two or three flowers of a

Camellia called Low's Sovereign, a double white with,

occasionally, a single dash of rose. It is a fine bold

looking flower, with broad, almost circular petals,

quite distinct.

The Camellia bears seed freely in this climate, and

I have no doubt were pains taken in hybridizing

scientifically, that an abundance of varieties might

be raised. Mr. Drayton has numerous seedlings,

some of them large bushes bearing irregular flowers,

and not named. There is one, however, called Mrs.

Drayton, that seems well worthy of propagation,

being a beautiful pink, of perfect form. Something

in the way of Henri lo Favre or Saccoi, as well as I

could make out from the few half withered flowers

that remained. Here too is a large bush that has been

raised from a sporting branch of Feastii, quite as dis-

tinct and superior to its parent ; that has been named

Julia Drayton, in compliment to a beloved daughter.

I was much too late for the Camellias and fully

two weeks too late to see the Azaleas in perfection.

The collection contains nearly 100 varieties. Though

past the best, some of them are still very beautiful.

Here is a magnificent plant of Phanecia, nine feet

high and nine feet in diameter; a coccinea, eight feet

high and twelve feet across ; a Majestica, seven feet

higli and twelve feet through. Huge plants of Speci-

osissima, Williamsii, alba, Jlsceiidens, Conqueror, For-

mosa, Van Houitii, Excelsa, Indica, Iveryana, Magnijica,

Triumphans, Van Gerliana, Villala, Variegala, and

others of the older varieties. Though the eflfect was

somewhat marred by the withered and drooping flow-

ers, these plants were still masses of flowers spread-

ing out in large sheets. There were so many

fine objects, so much to see and to talk about,

that the note book was forgotten. So many new

sorts to examine, and their merits lo be canvassed,

that to describe all would be to write a book. It is

enough to say that the cultivation of Chinese Azaleas

is here a decided success, and of all hardy, evergreen

flowering shrubs, next the Camellia, the Azalea must

rank the highest. Like the Camellias they are planted

about everywhere, in lines, in groups and in single

specimens; the greater part of both being planted in

the full open sun.

At the north end of the grounds; and shut in en-

tirely by trees, is a pretty little flower garden of half

an acre or more, evidently a pet atTair. On the west

side is a pretty ornamental sheet* of water, fringed

with Cuprcsstis disticha and other trees. In this gar-

den is a small collection of Rhododendrons, which

look very well, but the climalo does not seem to suit

them exactly. They grow freely and form plenty of

flower buds ; but, unfortunately, the greater part of

the buds burst into flower in the autumn instead of

in Spring. The fact is with these, as with many other

plants from coldor climates, our long hot summers

act upon them like the winters of colder climates
;

they remain in a dormant state, and as soon as colder

weather sots in, they begin to grow. I may hero re-

mark that plants from higher latitudes or colder cli-

' mates arc often killed heie, where plants really less

hardy escape uninjured. This is caused by our long

hot sumtnors. The plants from cold latitudes take a

three month's rest in Summer, and begin growing

again in Ootober, so that they are caught in a grow-

* I tuothU word "sheet" as preferable iapoml, which Is a word

Ignored amonfrst laiidacape pardoaerx. To call a cmRll pt^rf of

water a lake i«. 1 think, equally a misnomer. I^iktUI is, perhaps

' the proper and most expressive term.

Kgf^
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ing state by frosts in November or December. After

a time most plants become used to the climate, and

this may be case with Rhododendrons. I think if

they were planted more in the shade, and in a damp

peaty soil, they may yet rival their relatives the

Azaleas. Much has yet to be done in crossing these

two genera (Don will have it they are not botani-

cally distinct ).

I shall not dwell on the contents of this little gar-

den, it is a sweet spot, filled with " flowers of all

hue." Roses, Verbenas, Tulips, Pa^onies, Gladioli,

Oxalis and a score of other things all in full bloom.

Though the Camellia and Azalea arc the chief at-

tractions at Magnolia Hall, the admirer of fine ever-

greens will here find abundant objects to attract at-

tention. Beautiful specimens of Ccdrus Deodara and

Cryplomeria fifteen to twenty feet high, drooping,

graceful plants, in high health. Cupressus /unebris,

an elegant specimen, eight or ten feet high, being

planted but five years, is beginning to show its beau-

tiful weeping habit. C Corneyana promises to be a

beautiful thing, having, so far, a weeping habit.

There are fifteen other species of Cypress, they

are, however, to small as yet to make a show, or even

to indicate what they will be. There are about a

dozen species of Juniper out for trial, and doing very

well so far ; the same may be said of as many Pines.

Taxodium sempervirens will soon be a tree, it seems

to be quite at home ; and the finest plant I have seen

of Tajrus japonica is heTC. There is also T. Canadensis,

four or five feet high, and looking as handsome as if

amongst its native snows, these with four others

complete the list of Yews. Amongst the rare Thvyas

arc giganlea, plicata, H'arreana, JEijyplica, usphniifolia,

axirea and others. The two Libocedrus decurrens and

Chiloe7tsis, Cephalolaxus Fortunii, five species of Mies,

Ciinninghamia sinensis and Araucaria Bra:iliensis, and

many more with " hard" names, but doing well not-

withstanding. The Japan Plum, Eriobotrya ( Mespi-

lus) japonica, Podocarpuses and Raphiolepises, Illicium

anisalum. I. floridanum and religiosum. 1 noted the

Norway Spruce, a rare tree with us in the low coun-

try. Some of the specimens are ten feet high, in per-

fect health and growing freely, still the plants have

that sparse meagre look which they have at the North,

when in extremely unsuitable soil; they live and

grow, but evidently are not at home here. The

Hemlock Spruce looks pretty well in a partially sha-

ded position. Mr. Drayton pointed out a new variety

or, as some say, a new undescribed species of the

Hemlock. The foliage is not arranged in straight

lines on each side of the twigs, like the common one,

but iu whorls partly, in some places spirally and in

others in pairs. It is certainly distinct. The plants

are about six feet high. They are the common Hem-
lock in every respect except in the position of the

foliage. It is possible, however, that the full grown

trees may show other differences. The plants are

from the mountains <if North Carolina.

From the first of May until the first of November

the dread of malarious fever drives the planters to

the city, to the high, dry, healthy pine barrens, or

heallhy neighboring villages. This fact has, in some

measure, influenced Mr. Drayton's selection of flow-

ering shrubs and plants. His object is to collect

together such plants as bloom only when they can be

seen and enjoyed, in winter and early spring. No

gardener is employed, nor does there seem much need

of one. The keeping of the place is perfect, not a

weed, hardly a dead leaf to be seen. I do not see

how things could be much better managed. Even

your critical eye, Mr. Editor, would see few incon-

gruities. No doubt if the whole had to be done over

again, and done in one or two seasons, great improve-

ments might be made in the arrangement of the

plants and other thing. It must be remembered,

however, that we have not your fine green turf for a

ground work. We cannot have those open grass

spaces in our gardens which are such a relief and a

repose to the eye. I am in hopes the Spergula may

succeed with us; it is doing well so far in two or

three places ; should it succeed it will be an acquisi-

tion indeed to us. All our open spaces must be

filled up with trees or plants of some kind, hence our

gardens must, to a stranger from the north, look like

wildernesses of trees and shrubs. There are difficulties

and disadvantages to contend with here that are never

felt in more healthy climates. But the day will come

when the immense " material" that can be brought

together, to assist in landscape gardening or in gar-

den adornment, will be put to its proper use. When
it is remembered that almost all the plants and trees

of the world, that are not intertropical, can be grown

here, it will bo seen we have plenty of material to

work upon. Our own noble Oaks, Magnolias, Pal-

mettos, &c., are a host in themselves; but they are

nothing to the vast array produced by other coun-

tries, which could be brought together. Some wise

man has said that no one has such magnificent visions

as the poor man. I often feel its truth while think-

ing of what yniijht bo done here in the way of land-

scape gardening.

Mr. Drayton is a Pear culturist, too. He has some

seventy or eighty varieties on his list. He has ex-

perienced no difficulty with dwarf Pears, they bear

regularly and finely. The soil of the place is a sandy

loam on a stiif marly subsoil.

After all, I fear I have given your readers but a

poor idea of the place. What I have written is rather

a dissertation on gardening than a desc^ription of

what I saw. I have, in fact, but a very confused idea

of jtho place myself, for I paid little attention to its

m^.
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form or general appearance, I was so much attracted

by the different beautiful plants in all directions, and
wheeled and turned hither and thither so much, that

I have no idea of the ground I walked over.

I have headed this sketch No. 1 ; should I continue

to send you further numbers I will be more brief and
merciful of your space, and try to be a little more
clear in my descriptions.

LAWNS.
BV K.

I read with much pleasure your admirable remarks
on lawns, but there is one point you have omitted to

notice which I think has a great tendency to improve
a lawn,— I mean the new idea of mowing often, and
leaving the mowings to lie on where it falls. By this

nothing is taken away to impoverish the soil, and the
double labor avoided of having to take up and carry

away the mowings. I have not seen II practised my-
self, but am credibly informed by those who have,
that it answers admirably, and that the littery ap-

pearance one would suppose such a lawn to present,

is in reality but imaginary. It seems to me so reason-

able that I could not avoid suggesting it to you as an
additional hint for your interesting editorial.

[We arc much obliged to K. for the hint. We saw
it practised at Wodenethe when we were there last

Summer, and so can '• speak by the card " as to its

good results. It should be stated however that the
lawn is there mowed by a machine, and we doubt
whether any but a very expert hand mower could do
much with a common scythe, going over the lawn
every week or ten days. In fact there is this differ-

ence,—the scythe works easiest with the grass long,

when it will not do to neglect the mowings, while
the machine will work only in lawns kept closely

shaved.

—

Ed. J

RUSHES ^v STRAW, FOR THATCHING.
BY J. W. J.

You had two or three communications on thatching
in last year's Monthly, but none of the writers men-
tion rushes as being used. They are, however, neater
and make a much more compact and durable thatch
than straw of any kind. They should be cut in the

fall, bundled, dried and used in all respects like straw.

After some years, when the ends of the rn.'^hes begin

to decay, the thatch should be beaten, and all broken
fragments swept off with a stiff broom

; otherwise a

vegetable mould is formed, and grass or weeds of

eome kind take possession and soon cause the thatch

to rot through. Thatched buildings do not last long

except where fully exposed to the sun and air.

PEARS IN THE SODTH-WEST.
BY TIIOS. AFKLECK, WASHINGTON, JkDA.MS CO., MISS.

April eih, 1S60.

The numbers preceding each of the following notes

are those of my private catalogue. It is quite pos-

sible, though by no means probable^ that an error or

two may have crept in, as to sorts. The bulk of the

varieties were received direct from Rivers. I have yet

quite a number of the original imported trees—some
on quince, some on pear—but, though treated with

tenfold the care of any of those propagated from

them, and growing in good soil, they have made no

growth worth noting. I do not remember one of them
that now exceeds 6 or 7 feet in height ; and all have

a shrivelled, sickly, dried-up appearance. I am not

aware that any one of them ever bore more than a

few indifferent specimens. There is one instance

worthy of mention, that of a Passnn's du Porluzal on

pear; the original tree is such an one as I describe,

whilst my specimen tree, the result of a bud from

that original, inserted in a fine native seedling, is

now a free of some 18 or 20 feet, a most noble pyra-

mid, branched to the ground, and which has borne

several heavy crops of this, not No. 1, yet very mar-

ketable fruit. Coming very early into bearing, and

being so very productive and vigorous, it is a desira-

ble sort.

But to the promised notes. Much repetition of

description is inevitable ; and that you and your

readers must put up with.

No. 1. Jldele de SI. Denis. A handsome pyramid,

about ten feet high, 41 inches through at ten inches

above ground ; bears freely ; now full of blossom, but

foliaje yet scanty. Here I may remark that there is a

vast difference in the several varieties in these respects,

and in the persistence of foliage in the fall. Many sorts

are now in full leaf, with fruit set as large as a dam-

son plum ; whilst others have not yet opened a bud.

And I have noted, I think, that those which leaf out

earliest, also retain their leaves to the latest. This

tree of -Wc/c has been remarkably healthy until last

Summer, when a scabbed appearance of the bark,

with dead twigs and spurs, denoted disease. Close

pruning may save it.

No. 2. ..Alexandrine Helie, V. M. A straggling,

thinly branched tree, of rather slow growth, but heal-

thy ; about S feet high, 3 inches in diameter. Bore a

fair crop last year. As yet foliage scant, blossoms do.

No. 5. .Irbre Courbr. Handsome, healthy tree

;

and by judicious use of the knife, a free pyramid. Its

habit is not nearly so Courbf as when on pear—<iris(-

ing, spraicling, would suit fully as well as crooked, by

way of translation. Tolerably productive. Not a

leaf yet, some blossoms, buds swelling.

No. 6. Jlrihduke Charles. Almost as upright in

growth as the Lombardy Poplar ; a healthy, beautiful

^^1
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tree, about 10 feet high, and fully five inches through.

Has been quite productive, and is now covered with

blossoms, foliage scant.

No. 7. ^Ju^ustine Lelieur. A handsome tree, and

hitherto healthy and thrifty. JJut now shows some

signs of a diseased condition, in the leprous state of

the bark of the trunk. No dead twigs, however, and

is now in full leaf, with a heavy crop of fruit fully

set. Bore and ripened a large crop last year ; too

large, I suspect. Ten feet high and five inches in

diameter.

No. 8. Baronne de Mello. Had been, until last

year, a thrifty, vigorous, handsome tree, but is de-

cidedly diseased and cannot last long. Bore a heavy

crop last year, and shows some few blossoms now,

foliage scanty. One dislikes to see a tree like this

die : now some 12 feet high, 5 inches in diameter and

handsomely branched. But, in experimental grounds,

this is at times unavoidable.

No. 9. Beau present (T^irlois. A " handsome gift''

it is indeed. No more beautiful object on my ground

than this tree; some 10 or 11 feet high, and 5 inches

through, perfectly pyramidal and somewhat compact

in habit, now in full leaf and with a heavy crop of

fruit fully set. It has been quite productive, last

year especially, of its enormously large and fine fruit,

ripening thrcugh October, and keeping through No-

vember, in a cool, dry cellar, if suspended by the stem.

No. 10. Belle Jtpres Xoel. The description of No.

9 suits for this to a T, and need not be repeated.

No. 12. BeUhsime d'Hiver. A healthy, thrifty,

tree, but quite a slow grower. Only some 8 feet high

and 4 inches through. An abundant bearer, now full

of foliage and with a heavy crop of fruit set.

No. 13. Benoisi. Of a singular upright, fasligate

habit ; not very thrifty, yet bears well. 8 feet high,

4 inches in diameter; now full of leaf and with some

fruit set.

No. 14. jiutumn Bergamot. In many respects

ditto to the last. Not productive. In fact, do not

remember of ever seeing a fruit. Foliage yet scanty

and only one bunch of blossom.

No. 141. Winler Nelis. This is a tree some 9 or

10 feet high, and 5 inches through, which was removed

gome fifteen months ago, to fill up a vacancy, yet

bore some fine fruit last year, and has now a tre-

mendously heavy crop set. It is one of several fine

pyramids I have of this sort, both on pear and quince,

and on both it is always productive at an early age,

and fruit large and exquisite. There is no Pear I

value more highly, and especially as a dwarf. For

though of slow and straggling growth, it is hardy and

productive, and fruit not to be surpassed. It ripens

here through October, and even November.

No. 18. March Bergamot. I doubt the correctness

of this tree, though the original came to me so label-

led. It is one of the finest and most productive of

large and excellent fruit on my grounds. As yet I

have not identified it. The habit of the tree is that

of d'Jlngoulane ; fruit not so large, and finer in all

respects. It has now a heavy crop set.

That is one of the greatest troubles we have here
;

the dilTiculty of identifying, having so few to compare

notes with ; and difference of time of ripening as

compared with your seasons and those of Europe ; as

also that the fruit has, almost always, a higher cokr
and richer flavor.

No. 19. Bergamotle Lesible.

No. 20. B. de Parthenay.

No. 21. Burqermcistcr,

These three are total failures on quince.

No. 24. Beurri d'jlmanlis.

No. 25. JB. d'Jnjou.

No. 26. B. d'Jremberg.

These are all successful on quince, d'.imanlis es-

pecially, though I do not rank the fruit as high as

some do here.

No. 27. Beurre Bosc. Although a free of 12 feet

in height, and 5 inches diameter, is not healthy look-

ing ; do not remember of its ever having perfected a

fruit. Open, straggling growth.

No. 28. Broien Beurre. Ditto, ditto; but not of

so strong a growth ; 8 feet high, 3 inches through.

Foliage scanty as yef; white with blossom, and much
fruit set.

No. 32. Beurre dc Capaumoni. Fine thrifty trees

of this sort ; now full of foliage and much fruit set.

No. 35. Beurre Diet. Is here an excellent sort on

quince. Tree quite a favorite with the late Doctor

Jenkins. Grows thriftily and bears well ; fruit large

and fine.

No. 37. Easier Beurre. Am inclined to think this

will prove one of our best varieties grown as a dwarf.

From some oversight, had not tried it until lately.

Grows well, making a handsome and healthy tree.

No. 38. Beurre Giffard. Of queer straggling

growth; 12 feet high and 5 inches through. Foliage

yet scanty ; blossoms abundant. Bears heavy crops

annually.

No. 39. Beurre Goubalt. Also an open growth

and straggling but noble tree; some 10 feet high and

stem 5 inches thick; an abundant bearer; an enor-

mous crop now set ; foliage yet scant.

~No. 41. Beurre LangelieT. A thrifty, compact hand-

some tree, 9 feet high and 5 inches in diameter ; full

of foliage, but scanty crop of fruit set.

[So little is yet known in the South of the newer

kinds of Pears or of Pear growing, that Mr. Affleck's

notes will make a valuable contribution to Southern

pomology. We shall continue them in our next.

—

Ed.]
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NEW MODE OF PROPAGATING.
BV JOHN WATSON, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"STRlKiS'i fl'TTiNOH.—Some sereti Or eight years ago. I rc tit you

some lUtlc planla grovru ia nutKhells, of which you gave a wood

cut representation in your columns. I now beg to inform you that

1 have discovered a meftus by wliich I am enabled to strike and

grow an almost incalculable number of plants in a very small

space, without an atom of soil of any kind. I herewith send you

a few bedding plants as an illustration, >'(»! only may plants of

this description be struck and grown, but Ro.scs of all kinds, from

the hard-wooded crested Moss to the most delicate China ; and not

only may they be grown as isolated plants, but by do/eus in bun-

dle-s, so that Hoses may now be propagated annually and brddcd-

out like Scarlet Geraniums, Lautanas, &c. I also enclose a bundle

of Koses, wliich you perceive are making' roots, and will be ready

to send out with the usual stock of plants. But my system is not

conGned to this tribe, for ! am prepared to show that Apples, Pears,

Plums, indeed any deciduous plants whatever, can be propagated

by cuttings in the same manner, namely, without soil. Kor has

age of cuttings any thing hardly to do with the process, for all

kinds will strike and grow, almost at any age, at least from one to

ten years' old wood.

I am not aware that this mode of propagation has ever been made

known by any other person, so that, if you think it worthy of no-

tice, you will do me a favor if you will give it publication. I also

further beg to state, that my striking apparatus is simple, portable

and my own invention ; and I netd not explain to you that it is on

strictly scientific principles, founded on the organic structure of

plants. After the cuttings are probably struck, a little moss is tied

round them ; they will keep for a month in that state.—W. Pkes

TOE, Uackicocd Park."

The above, from the Gardener's Chronicle of the

12th of May, will probably attract the attention of

the gardening world more than any thing connected

with horticultural progress that has transpired for

many a day. It is, in fact, the beginning of the end

of all the ordinary and time-honored modes of propa-

gation, and will doubtless prove as great a bug-bear

to the Cunninghams of our large establishments, as

was the introduction of the sewing and other labor-

saving machines to the parlies who were likely to be

aflected by their use. Nor is this a mere " hyperbol-

ical exaggeration," founded simply on the testimony

of others. The writer of this ha.s long ago satisfied

himself, and hopes very soon to be able to convince

the public at large, that a complete revolution in the

art of plant-propagating will speedily occur. Neither

the excessive care and vigilance, nor the great amount

of skill which is a( present essential to success shall

then be required ; simplicity will be the order of the

day, and plants that arc now prop.igated in a myste-

rious and specific manner, will be made to succumb

to the one simple and general rule.

It may, perhaps, interest the readers of the Moruhly

to know that during the past few months I have been

experimenting in this department of the trade with

a view to discover that simple and natural mode of

propagation, which my ideas led nie to suppose must

necessarily lay beyond all our little tiny tricks and

mystifying notions, and which I fondly hoped would

be applicable to vegetation generally. In this I was

not disappointed ;—indeed my success has been most

complete. I can now take hold of my cuttings—no

matter of what description
;
green-wood or grey wood,

old or young, deciduous or evergreen, leaves on or

leaves ofT, in bundles or any other way you choose to

arrange them—and propagate them with a degree of

certainty seldom or never before attained. Besides,

all this can be done without a tithe of the labor and

expense usually expended in such cases ; my appara-

tus is portable or not, just as you please ; it is sim-

ple and would be laughed al so I shall not expose it
;

it can be filled to repletion, and it may be extended,

purse permitting, ad infinitum. I shall not enter more

into detail, but may simply remark that my success

rests entirely on two very simple matters, the first of

which is to find out the very best medium /or the develop-

ment o/ the i.alttis; and the second point is never to

plcnla cullimj until the callus is fully formed ; then you

may " tie on a bit of moss," or, what is much better,

plant out in sand or sandy soil, with bottom heat. I

may further observe that by this mode we get rid of

a great and growing evil, the " fungus of the cutting

bench." It is equally obvious, that by keeping up a

supply of calloused cuttings, ready to pop in as soon

as the others are rooted, " an almost incalculable

number" of plants may be struck, and grown in a

" very small space." It will do away, in a great

measure with some kinds of grafting and budding;

and I feel confident that I can "'put Pear buds on

iiuinic cutting,«, either in Summer or in Winter," and

"put life and mettle i' their heels," with much more
certainty than your correspondent ever dreamed of.

I will not trespass any more on your valuable space.

My best wishes for the success of the Monthly.

[In a private note, our correspondent refers us to

responsible parties in "case we doubt his veracity."

This we do not require, as ro one wlio has read the

Monthly in the past could fail to come to the conclu-

sion that the success our correspondent details is not

only possible, but has in a great measure become a

" thing accomplished."

In one of our first numbers, the secret came out

that there was no more dilTiculty in striking eyes of

Native than of Foreign Grapes, ;)roi'irff(/, after they

were cut ready for planting, they were sulfcred to lie

mixed with damp moss for two weeks in a place se-

cure from drying. Here they form a slight callousity,

and when planted all grow. This hint wc have rea-

son to know has been extensively acted on, and thou-

sands of dollars have been made through the infor-

mation thus given. The hint, also, given by other of

our correspondents, about leaving cuttings of such

tilings as Cotoncastcrs, Prunuses, &.C., in dark cel-

lars in dry moss, when they would push roots freely,

—the accounts of striking in Sphagnum moss, and

^^^
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many other details of practice and observation, have

all pointed conclusively to one great principle, name-

ly, that a " callus can be formed in any culling before

bring put inlo Ihe soil, and where that is effected, it can

readily be made to root.

It is, in fact, now become well-known to some

—

we may say many—of our most skilled propagators,

that all cuttings can be made to callous, and then be

made to grow, nipples. Peaches, Cherries and Plums,

are now freely struck by several in our immediate

vicinity from cuttings, and many kinds of trees once

thought impossible to propagate in that way, arc now
raised so very freely.

In our own experiments, we have found a common

preserving bottle excellent for callousing hard cut-

tings. A sponge is pushed tightly into the bottom of

the bottle, and water poured on. Then all the water

is drained out that will go out by inverting the bot-

tle, and the cuttings placed loosely in. No cork is

placed in the bottle, and evaporation takes place

slowly and the cutting soon forms the desired callus.

The whole secret, in fact, is in allowing free access

of air to all parts of the culling, at the same time

jaking care that evaporalion shall not be so excessive as to

dry up Ihe culling.

We have no doubt that all sorts of useful .ipparatus

will be originated for rendering the process simple

and easy ; and the best thanks of our readers are due

to Mr. Watson, for bringing it thus prominently for-

ward. As he says, it will work the greatest revolu-

tion ever experienced in gardening.

—

Ed.]

Brass wire will not stand the continued moisture

of the Orchid house, as recommended by some. I use

the following compost in baskets, or if grown in pots,

the same for the species that grow upon trees.

Leaves not completely reduced, but what have been

hcalcJ and arc still adhering together in lumps, half

rotten wood, Sphagnum in equal portions, and add to

this a little white sand. In the bottom of the basket

ORCHID CULTURE.
BY AN OLD GARDENER.

Mr. Editor : I enclose you a drawing of a basket

used for Epiphytal orchid growing. This Is con-

structed of white oak, rods of one inch to one inch

and a half in diameter, cut in lengths of ten inches.

Eighteen of these sticks are bored one inch and a half

from the end, the hole being large enough to admit

the passage of a strong copper wire, which is made
fast at the bottom. At the top of the basket a ring is

turned to admit the chain. The bottom is made of

two lengths of the same rods, make in the form of a

cross, and nailed with copper nails to the bottom rods

of the basket. The openings between the rods are

stuffed with Sphagnum, rather lightly dressed on the

outside with a pair of shears. This basket has six

sides, suspended by three lengths of chain, and is, I

think, more suitable than green painted baskets made
on the square by a carpenter, at least for all such

having pendant flower stems, such as as Stanhopeas,

Gongoras, Acroperas, &c.

I have baskets forming eight sides, made on the

same principle, which are neat, requiring four chains.

I add the understratum of charcoal broken small, and

when planting keep Ihe plant well up in the centre

of the basket, finishing off" with clean Sphagnum. In

this light, open compost they will thrive and root

freely. When planting in pots, I invert a small pot

within, filling around with broken charcoal, and
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using the above compost.

There is nothing new in all this, but how seldom do

you sec it practised in this country. I know the most

successful practical growers in Europe adopt the same

treatment, and consider it better than the Lyon's

system of using lumps of peat.

There is no class of plants grown, that have made
such rapid improvement in cultivation, within this

last few years, as the genus Orchid.

I may, at some future time trouble you with re-

marks on the cultivation of terrestrial species, if ac-

ceptable.

[We shall at all times be pleased to have the re-

sult of our correspondent's extensive experience on

this or any subject.

—

Ed.]

CONSERVATORY AT THE PRESIDENT'S
HOUSE.

BY J. WATT.

At page 174 of Gardeners Monthly, a correspond-

ent, K. R. D., says of the conservatory under my
charge, " I do not know even the name of the gar-

dener, but candour compels me to say that the condi-

tion of these houses was either a disgrace to him or

to the nation, in not providing him with sutfi.ient

help to keep them in order, &c." If the writer had

such a desire of being candid, he should have been

equally anxious to be just, and should have thor-

oughly examined the place under my charge

—

other houses as well as the one noticed—before

hurrying into print. Had he passed into the Kitihen-

Gardcn close to this large house, he would have

found some low structures, better adapted to the cul-

ture of plants and fruit. Among other things grown in

the latter, at that time, were Grapes in pots, at

the time ripe, and which, without egotism, I may

say were the best ever seen in Washington,—these

your candid correspondent may contrast, if he chooses

with those seen at any other establishment here. In

another house, at the East of the President's man-

sion, may be found a collection of Geraniums, Fuch-

sias, and similar things,—your correspondent may on

these pass his opinion. This house was specially con-

structed for plant and fruit growing, hence the re-

sults. But to return to the " noble double pitch

house." Your correspondent has not ii firmed you

of its elevated position, its not being properly provi-

ded with shading, and above all, and before all the

impossibility of keeping a properly humid atmosphere

The house coni.ects with the mansion, and on recep-

tion days is used as a promenade ; on such days we

are strictly forbidden from using water about the

house until quite late. Gardeners can, therefore,

judge how plants muS't suffer in a house like this du-

ring a hot day in May or June. These plants I am

nut at liberty to move from the house when I may

deem necessary, as they are wanted for decoration.

The choicest specimens are taken into the heated air

of the reception rooms, several days in each week,

and however beautiful when they enter, I need no*

inform plant growers the figure they cut when brought

out; of course many of them irreparably ruined. To
expect plants in a promenade house like this to be in

every particular equal to those grown in a house

where every thing is brought to bear for the well-

being of the plants, is sheer nonsense. That the

house may have been in dishabille at the time of

your correspondent's visit, is more than probable, but

that either " dirt, decayed leaves or disorder," met
him at every turn, is certainly not tru^. Neither have

we any of the " under potted half starved plants"

that he speaks about. If he wished to look at

plants properly grown, he should have looked into

the other houses.

[We cheerfully insert Mr. Watt's communication,

which furnishes some reasons for the want of health

in his plants. Where a conservatory adjoinsa dwell-

ing, it appears to us that it would be better to allow

the plants to remain in it, than to have them introduced

into the dry and over-heated apartments.

We never admit criticisms of this kind on private

establishments, but we consider the President's

House and grounds as public property, and therefore

legitimate subject for criticism.

—

Ed.]

SHALLOW VINERY TANKS.
liV NOVICE.

In a flattering note to my article on "PntiNiNG

Fkltt Treks," in yout June number, you inquire

the results of the operation of my Vinery tank, which

has already been well descril ed by Mr. Bright, in a

late number of the Horttcullu:tsl.

The objects sought to be attained by its introduc-

tion were three ;—
First, a supply of water, for irrig tion, warmed to

nearly the temperature of the house by solar heat.

—

Second, an equable and abundant moisture, by the

exposure of a broad surface and shallow body of wa-

ter to the sun's rays.

Third, to form, by means of slats nailed across

the lop, an open platform, un which to place my
fruiting pot vines, during their early growth and pe-

riod of blooming, when a high degree of humidity is

requisite.—

The tank has fulfilled all my expectations ; the

water, during warm, sunny days, frequently attains a

temperature of 9o , diminishing, during cool nights

to about 80^, and thus supplies the means of uarm
irrigation without trouble or expense. I am often

enabled to syringe the vines, in the morning, with

water lOO to 15© warmer than the air of the house.

^fe^
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The grateful influence of such an application you

may well imagine.

The atmosphere of the house is mainlaineJ, in all

ordinary weather, at a genial humidity by the sur-

face e^'aporation of the tank alone, and although, on

account of my very warm exposure, the mercury often

rises to 120^ or 125>3, requiring frequent sprinkling

of the floor to maintain the high dew point required

by my young vines, growing this year from the eye,

yet I am sure that, in an old house, where the early

foliage partly shades it, no other appliance than the

tank will ever be requisite.

The Vinery is a cold one, ("constructed, throughout,

upon Mr. Bright's plan, of '• Inside, Detached and

Divided Borders,") 45 feet long; the tank is of the

same length, made of two inch pine plank, put to-

gether with grooved joints and white lead, and painted

white,—2 feet in width, and in depth 7 inches at the

centre, and 6 inches at either end, so as to allow of

cleaning the tank whenever needful, and drawing otT

the water, through an orifice in the bottom, and a pipe

leading to a waste well outside.

Water is pumped in, from a rain water cistern un-

derground, in the morning ; during the day all sedi-

ment deposits, and at evening we have a full supply

of warm, limpid water, for watering the pots and bor-

ders, and syringing the vines, which I do, not by for-

cing the stream directly against the leaves, but by

throwing it up into the body of the house, whence it

falls upon the plants in a tine mist, like a gentle

summer shower.

Should any of your correspondents or readers adopt

this feature in their vineries or plant houses, I hope

they will report their experience. I would suggest

the following improvements ; let the centre of the

tank, for a length of two feet, be about 18 inches

deep, so as to allow of dipping out with the watering-

pot, and at the end opposite the door let a similar

depression be made, of sufficient length and depth for

a liquid manure tank, to be covered with a lid, and

partitioned from the main tank, so that water, either

warm or cold, could be let into it or drawn off at plea-

sure.

In a greenhouse or plant-house, where fire can be

applied, a very desirable and useful addition could

be made by attaching the heating apparatus which

you, Mr. Editor, have so successfully employed, (and

of which I trust you will furnish your readers with a

detailed description), which would require the tank

to be about 2^ feet wide, one half the width to be

covered, to form a propagating bench, the other

half left open. This arrangement would combine,

at a very moderate cost, a Warming, Evaporating,

Propagating and Fertilizing Tank, of general utility,

and in the most compact possible form.

Insect Tbap.—Dr. Joseph Heard of Mississippi,

has invented a simple trap, consisting of a tin plate

to hold molasses, and a cone shaped centre piece, with

flat cap. The flat sided cone stands in the centre of

the dish of molasses or sweet stufl", and is rubbed on

the sides with a paste of phosphorescent stufl", that

shines in the dark, and thus attracts the insects within

the influence of the bait in which they are to be

drowned. It is calculated that two of these to an

acre will be a great help to destroy the insects that

lay the eggs which produce the caterpillars that are

so destructive. The theory is, destroy the egg pro-

ducers and there will be fewer grubs and caterpillars.

—Michigan Farmer.

Artificial Breeding of Fish.—In these days

of aquariums, we wonder that more attention is not

paid to this interesting occupation. It is easy for

ladies to get the water-plants, but not so easy to get

at the fish. The few who have tried hatching the

spawn have been very successful. We paid a visit

recently to the fine country seat of R. P. Desilvcr,

Esq., who, recently returning from China, has pur-

chased the fine estate on the Delaware river, at Ta-

cony, recently owned by Mr. W. E. Bowen. The

fish pond has recently been stocked with 1500 brook

trout, all raised the past winter, artificially, by a gen-

tleman at Yonkers, N. Y.

Saw Dust Mulching.—An Iowa correspondent

of Rural New Yorker, has found saw dust a good mulch

for the strawberry.

DiBCA PALUSTRis.—The Homestead recommends

as a good plant for low ornamental hedges, which

we think a very good idea. It is known as the

"Leatherwood" in some localities.

A New Thermometer —Has been invented by M.

Victor Beaumont, which is said to be far superior to

the mercurial thermometer. It consists of a strip of

steel and one of brass soldered together, and bent in

the form of a segment of a circle. Brass is affected

twice as much as steel by the temperature, and hence,

by graduating the movements at the end of the com-

pound strip, the variations of temperature are recorded.

The Diana Grape.—Has been sixteen years work-

ing its way to the eminent position it now enjoys.

A New Potato.—The Algiers got the gold med-

dal in the Paris Exhibition of 1856, and the Ten Dol-

lar Premium in the Berlin Exhibition of 1858. Kipe

in six weeks from planting, weighing from 8 to 12

ounces each, as large as a "big fist," and so mealy

that they fall to pieces when boiled. Ready to be

dug by end of Jsne (in Germany,J and yields sixty

fold.
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PHILADELPHIA, JULY 1, 1860.

53- All CoinmunicalioDn for the Editor should bo addressed,

"Thomas Meehas, Gerinautowii, PliiliidelphU.'and Buniuens Let-

ters directed to "The Pl'bi.ishek of the Gabdenek.) Mobtblt

Box 406 Philadelphia."

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
In consi-'luiMKu ..r tliu li.uv.v iiKnii--.- in ll»- Lircu^iti.,n ..f the

MviUlily, and the ciaiseiiuunt nc. ee-ity of g^ing t.i prvss earlii-r in

order to issue the Magazine punctuallv to aU anr subacTibera by the

1st of each month, it is desirable that comHranications l^uiring im-

mediate attention, should reach the Editor before the 10th of each

month.

SUBURBAN GARDENING.
That thousands of dollars are annually wasted in

" iixing up " the grounds around rural residences, no

one who has so freely shed the auriferous sircam

under the operation need be told. The thousands

who annually bleed in the cause, can testify to their

dearly bought enjoyments. No one with a mind for

the beautiful, and a heart that sympathizes with the

yearnings of his fellow men in their efforts to secure

rural enjoyments, can look upon the showy and ex-

pensive follies called gardening in the suburbs of our

large cities, wit.iout pain for the proprietor, and

disgust at the result.

The real Landscape Gardener becomes annoyed at

the associations in whiih he finds himself placed. He

blushes at the thought of being considered a "Land-

scape Gardener," when such productions are called

Landscape Gardening ; and he looks about him for

some more distinctive name. Hence we have " Gar-

den Architects," and " Rural Designers," " Horticul-

tural Engineers," and numerous other soAn'ji/c/s, all

preferred to the genuine term of Landscape Gardener.

We have said that the proprietor of such an estab-

lishment is to be pitied. After a lifetime of sacrifice

to the ledger, in the hope of receiving that reward in

his old age which the golden goddess so capriciously

bestows, he finds the fruits like Dead Sea Apples,

turn to ashes on his lips, ere he has barely had a taste

of their sweetness. The thousand dollar note he took

for the principal sum in his prospective account,

proves but the interest of the account current,—and

as to the place when finished, could he not derive

more pleasure for nothing by a run to the nearest

wilderness 1

While pitying the owner of such costly nothing-

ness, we must not blame the innocent instruments

—

U the " Landscapcrs." They owe their existence to the

T ] ignorance of those who employ them. They obey the

li,^^,
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common law of demand and supply. There is a mar-

ket for their services, and they offer the wares.

If the rich man, about to " settle" in the country,

is anxious to get the worth of his money,—both in

the work done, and in the beauty of the results, he

must first educate his own taste. He will soon learn

todistinguish between agenuine Landscape Gardener

and an empirical professor of the art ; and he would

as soon think of being "his own poet," or his own
" Portrait painter," as his own layer out of his gar-

den and grounds.

The real master of his profession will prevent him
from -spoiling beauties that already exists—beauties

that only require to be touched up, added to, or sub-

tracted from, in order to render them perfect to the

senses. And not only will he teach him how to

make the most of materials already in hand, he will

also prevent him from attempting objects that cannot

be accomplished. He not only possesses the faculty

of being able to plan out his ideas so that his employer

can seethe results before he commences; but he is

also a practical gardener, and knows where every

thing can be best placed for the best advantage. In

short, not a tithe of the many ways in which he can

save money and add beauty, can be told in short

chapter like this.

The great difficulty always has been that good

practical gardener's arc not often possessed of the re-

quisite knowledge in the higher branches such as

surveying, drawing, mathematical calculations, hy-

drostatics, and the many kindred arts and sciences,

—

while on the other hand those who have had a good

education in this respect, and may add to it a rare

eye for the beautiful, are amongst the most impracti-

cable of all the practitioners of the art.

Real Landscape Gardeners are not numerous ; but

they are now to be found in most of our principal

cities ; and Ihey will increase as the popular taste be-

comes educated to their meri'.s, both as savers of

temper and cash, and artists who can produce the

most durable and enjoyable of all pleasures to a cul-

tivated mind, a garden of real beauty and t-astc.

The e.isiness with which ignorance and pretension

find patronage and encouragement with those of our

wealthy men, who with a love for natural beauty,

have not had the opportunity of cultivating a close

acquaintance with its details, checks the ambition of

many a young gardener, in striving lo distinguish

himself as an ornament in his profession. But the

number capable of appreciating sound talents is

greater than is generally believed, and is constantly

and now rapidly increasing,—and the young gardener

of the present day could not enter a field of study in

which wealth and fame more certainly awaits him,

than that of the several branches that go to make up

a complete Landscape Gardener.
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HANDSOniC GREBNHOnSES.
The anncxud cul is taken Ir.dii llie Catalogue of

Messrs. Weeks & Co., Uie oclobrutcd English Hot-

house builders.

^Ve iiilr«iduce it here to give some of our readers

an idea how pretty these often very commonplace

looking affairs may be made to look by the exercise

of a little ingenuity and taste.

PRUNING TREES AT TRANSPLANTING.
An animated discussion is going on in the French

and German periodicals, as to the propriety of this

practice. Very few of the disputants appeal to facts,

but to the "principles of vegetable Physiology,"

which is being drawn in by the ears by them, in much

about the same way that poor " nature " is with us.

"To prune a tree at transplanting," says one of the

leading German spirits, " is opposed to the recognized

theory of the sap's descent, without which there can

be no extension of root growth ; and therefore the

more branches left on a tree at its removal, the more

roots win be the result."

It is said of some French philosopher, that, when

told that facts opposed his theory, he replied, " so

much the worse for the facts."

In this instance we can truly say, that if the prac-

tice is opposed to the theory, so much the worse for

the theory ; for experience on this continent has now

established the rule that all trees should be more or

less pruned at transplanting.

It is singular how men will argue for years, and

dispute for ages on topics, which they could test and

decide in a very short time. A few months ago a dis-

pute arose in one of our popular Horticultural Socie-

ties about the merits ofsome asparagus exhibited. One

bunch contained stalks of an immense size, and beau-

li/ully blanched, so much so that there was but the

bare effort of a steely blueness at the narrow end.

This had the premium. The opposing bunch was

equally as fine, but not so admirable a white the full

length of each stalk. A stormy dispute arose. Each

party had its advocates. At length a wag, consider-

ing that the discussion was in effect an inquiry as to

which was the proper end to cat a.«paragus, the green

or the white, moved that a committee be appointed

to carry home, cook, and test the question ; and re-

port at the next meeting—which was wisely carried,

and at once the subject dropped.

Wc hope our learned controversialists will adopt

the Solomonian wisdom displayed by this distin-

guished body of savans, and when such questions as

the proper end of the asparagus to eat ; which par-

ticular end of an egg should be broken, in order to

get the most easily at its contents ; whether to prune

a tree or not at transplanting,—or any other that may

threaten to rend asunder the harmony of our rela-

tions, occurs,—why let a committee be appointed to

carry home the subject, and test it by experience.

LONDON HORTICCLTURAL S0CIET7.
We are indelstedto the publishers of the Gardener's

Chronicle for a colored lithograph of the proposed new
Geometric Gardens, in the new undertaking.

The gardens are now in active progress, and pro-

mise to be the finest work of the kind ever underta-

ken. The council have already advertised for collec-

tors to explore those parts of the globe as yet little

known' for novelties. South America being yet com-

paratively unexplored.

EAST MODE OF MAEINGCDRRANT JELLT.
As the season has arrived for the ripening of cur-

rants, our lady readers will be pleased to know of a

certain and easy mode of making jelly without the

vexation of having, after all their trouble, only a soft

and molasses-looking syrup, instead of a firm and

elastic jelly. It has been fully tested, by several lady

friends, in whose judgment we have full confidence,

and it can, therefore, be relied on :

—

Squeeze the juice out of the currants ; strain and

measure it. Put it in a copper or brass kettle, and

boil it until the scum ceases to rise; then, without

taking the juice off the fire, stir in one pound of well

refined sugar to every pint of juice ; and as soon as

the sugar is fully dissolved—which will be in less

than a minute—take it off and pour it into the ves-

sels prepared to receive it. This jelly retains the

beautiful crimson color of the currant, much better

than the old mode.

Interesting Relics.—The Old Hall of the Mas-
sachusetts Horticultural Society was recently demol-

ished, and the documents, magazines, and other mat-

ters, deposited in the corner stone, by President Wil-

der, in 1844, were found uninjured by the tooth of

time. Did we live in an age of signs, this would be

considered a happy augury of the permanence of the

institution.

'^^
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Strawberry Seedlings.—From Mr. Churchman,

Burlington, New Jersey :—One a long ovate, me-

dium sized berry, very firm in texture; said to be a

very good preserving Strawberry, that can be put up

whole without any liability to break. Another is a

very large berry, four inches and a half in circumfer-

ence, conical, and having large leafy calices, which

gives them a very distinct appearance. '

They are not, we think, better than others that we

have seen and tasted, but they are very good, and

well worthy of further trial.

From Mr. Saul, Washington, D. C. :—A box of

Foreign kinds—River's Eliza, Trollope's Victoria,

Vicomptesse Hcricaut de Theury, and Count of Flan-

ders—all very fine, and fully equal to kinds of Amer-

ican origin.

that succeeds,— .small slugs, about one-fourth of an

inch long,—are very destructive to the foliage. Hot
water will effectoally destroy them.

tioRDON's PiNETUM

—

B., Leringion, Ky.—This is

not a description of Pines merely; but of the whole
tribe of hardy Conifers.

Lady or Calavan Pea—/. /. F.—The pea yon
send is the Japan pea, or Soja hispida, a popular bean

with the Japanese, of which the celebrated Soy soup

is made.

Grapes for California—/.—Will you give ns

through your valuable " Monthly," your views on the

utility of the Cow Pea vine, as a mulch for the small

fruits ! (I)

Can you inform me what kinds of fruits (besides

the Grape,) succeeds well in Southern California, f Los

Angelos Co.) (2), and are the fruit crops ever cut ofT

by frost there?

Is the Angers Quince worth raising for its fruit ? (3)

[1. Our views on mulching are given by the writer

of the "hints," this month. The Pea Vines will

make a good mulch.

2. The European grapes do well in Southern Cal-

ifornia. A variety called the " Los Angelos," or

" Mission" grape, is in extensive cultivation there, it

was first introduced by tke old Jesuit Missionaries

from Europe. Wc know little of other fruits there

tried.

3. Yes, but the Apple and Pear varieties arc the

best.]

Corrections.—In V. V.'^s article on Grape culture,

in our May number, "sulphur sown broadcast through

the border," should read through the house.

40 pounds of grapes should read 400.

In ventilation " are allowed to raise to the end of

the border," should read to the level of the border.

There arc a few other minor errors, which the good

sense of the reader will detect.

Rhubarb from Seed.— Does the true Linnxus
Rhubarb produce seed? (1^

Will peas Planted close together mix? (2)

What is supposed to be the best variety of English

Gooseberry for our climate '. (S)

Do you know of a variety of Rhubarb called the

Mammoth Turkey, that reproduces itselffromseed?{ 4)

Will the Chinese Chrysanthemums stand the win-

ter in the open ground as far JN'orth as this I (5)

Crescent City Iowa. H. A. T.

[1 and 4. No kind of Rhubarb will certainly repro-

duce the variety from seed.

2. They will not mix.

3 None of them do well. The Whitesmith is one

of the best.

5. With dry leaves kept over them as a slight pro-

tection, they will.

Grape Vine Beetle— R. C. .Arsenal, Pa.—The

beetle of a steel blue color, ami about the eighth of an

inch long, which you send, and describe as eating out

the buds of your grape vine before they push, is the

Haltica chalybea, allied to the turnip fly. The larvE

Buffalo Berkt—/.—This is not Elsagnus ar-

gentea, but Shephcrdia argenfea, two plants as nearly

allied botanically as they seem in name. The first

family has, however, perfect and pretty flowers, as

well as showy fruit. Shepherdia has male and female

flowers, on separate plants, and very insignificant

ones at that. Both genera have silvery foliage, and

handsome fruit. Shepherdia canadensis is also often

called BufTalo berry at times. It has yellowish ber-

ries. The other species has them scarlet. Both and

theElKagnusgrow wild, wc believe, in Northern Can-

ada.

PiNUS iNsiGNis

—

H. Rochester, N. V., inquires

whether this "has been tried so far north as Philadel-

phia, and if so, whether it is likely to do well in

Western New York." It lives out here, sometimes,

but is usually so injured, as to be worthless. Pinus

radiata is but a slight variety of P. insiffnis.

Variegated Plants—L. Menand, .Many, N. Y.

puts the following;—"Allow me to ask you a silly

ciucstion. Is Dracetna indivtsa a variegated plant? u.

Against the evidences of my own eyes, the Brooklyn
'

Horticultural Society have decided that it is so. Ifm
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yoa say it is, add in a note where I can procure a pair

of spectacles adapted to my unfortunate condition."

[Committees often make some curious decisions;

but wc have to bear with them on account of the good

they generally do. We recently heard of another com-

mittee that, in an offered premium for " new plants

exhibited for the first time," rejected two beautifully

variegated planis, " because they were not in bloom !"

Of course Draccena indivisa is not a "variegated"

plant. In a class of " plants with striking foliage,"

it would come in all right.

Delaware Grape—.^mjcu*.—We are not com-

plimented by your communication, and certainly shall

not insert it. We do not " allow anonymous attacks"

on any one, or on any grape or thing.

"Fruit-Grower's" article on the Delaware is not

"anonymous," for we know the writer, and it is not

an " attack," for it simply details the experience of

a careful grower, on whom the public can rely so

far as his experience goes. Singularly enough "Ami-
cus" sends no name with his own very unamicable

letter.

We differ from " Fruit-Grower " ourselves in some

of his conclusions; but have to say once for all, that

the Monthly shall always be open for the free expres-

sion of any ones experience, facts and observations

—we do not say mere opinions and " amicable " (?)

insinuations of interested motives—and it matters

not to us which way such experience leads, so that it

leads aright.

If "immense interests " can be so easily affected

by "Fruit-Grower's" article, they must be "immense-

ly" rotten, and the public " interest " will be in their

downfall.

The Delaware Grape gives great satisfaction in

this neighborhood. Vines loaded with delicious

grapes, well rewarded their owners last year; but it

may not be so well adapted to other localities, and

this is just what we want to know.

Non-Flowering of Grapes—A. B. C, Bedford,

Pa.—" The vines in my neighbors cold Grapery hav-

ing failed to bloom this season, except one—White

Syrian,—I will thank you to inform me of the cause.

They were lifted during the warm weather, last Feb-

ruary. Very scv<;re weather followed, and they were

not protected afterwards. My own were lifted about

same the period, but again protected—which vines,

though young, give promise of a good crop."

[The embryo's of the flower-buds are formed the

season previous. When they do not flower as they

ought to do, the evil lies at the door of some circum-

stance that occurred during growth at that time.

These circumstances are so numerous, that we could

not particularize any one without all the facts. The

embryos might be killed in the winter by the lack of

protection you describe, but we never knew a decided

instance of it in the grape vine. It often occurs with

the peach, and other buds that arc not so well pro-

tected by nature.

—

Ed.]

Seeps— H". M. GUI.-—Much obliged by the seeds

sent. They belong to the dilTerent species of Guava
fruit.

New Method of Graftint.—D. B.—The me-

thod you describe, of "planting a cutting near the

base of a stock, and then proceeding with it as in

inarching," is not new, though your authority is the

Gardener's Chronicle. We have seen imported plants,

both French and English, on which it has been em-
ployed for years past, and it is, moreover, fully

described in our last volume. We look on the Gar-

deners Chronicle as excellent authority in scientific

affairs; but in practical matters it is not up to the

times. Though thus difTcring with you, that " its

insertion will be of novel interest to our readers,"

we are much obliged by your kind intentions in

sending us the slip. As to the " impossibility of

striking the Apple, Pear and Peach, from cuttings,"

that is sheer nonsense. There is nothing that will

not strike, when the peculiar requirements of the

particular subject are understood. If you think it

worth while, in order to satisf}' your "friend, the

professor," we will send you some Peach cuttings

with roots a yard long that we happen to have by us

just now.

Pruning Roses— G. W. R., Baldwinsville, N. Y.—
It would seem that the Rose requires close pruning

and liberal manuring to enable it to make new wood,

on which alone the bloom is found. Yet, strange to

say, I know of a rose cultivated by a lady, without

any pruning and without any manure, in winter in

pot, and in summer in the border, that is a profuse

bloomer, far exceeding those under my care, which,

as I thought, were receiving all proper attention.

This rose, I think, is a China. Now, dear sir, can

you or any of the correspondents of the Gardener's

Monthly give us practical directions, from experience

only, in the pruning and other cultivation of the

Tea, China, Noisette and Bourbon Roses? If so, you

will have the hearty thanks of all the numerous

lov«rs of this charming f?ower.

[The Hybrid China, Provence, Hybrid Perpetual,

strong-growing Bourbons, and vigorous Noisettes

will not flower well if closely pruned. The proper

way is to thin out all weak and sickly shoots at the

winter pruning, and barely fake off the points.of the

strong ones. Tea, China, and the weaker growing

Bourbons and Noisettes, flower mainly from the new
growth. Strength and vigor of growth, either by ma-

:=^'
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nuring or pruning is, therefore an advantage to

tbeni.]

CuBCULio

—

R. D., East Hamburg.—There is no de-

cided remedy against the Curculio. The jarring pro-

cess is the best yet discovered, and when persevered

in, generally preserves a good portion of the crop.

HvBRiDiziNO Fbi;its.—An article from the pen of

Dr. Wylie, of South Carolina, whose remarkable suc-

cess in hybridizing fruits have excited such general

attention, will appear in our next. The Doctor cor-

rects the statement going the " rounds of the papers,"

that he has succeeded in hybridizing the Peach with

the Plum."

We are greatly obliged to our kind friend, Dr. G
,

for his very complimentary letter. He will, however,

have to live to a "ripe old age," to see " an Agri-

cultural Department," attached to the Monthly. When
a gardener undertakes to manage the farm also, one

or other of the departments is neglected, and he finds

what he was bound before to believe, that " he can-

not serve two masters." Besides, with such sterling

Agricultural journals, as the " Country Gentleman,"

and others in the field, such a department would be

totally uncalled for, and entirely unnecessary. Our

motto is, " One thing at a time, and do it well."

Poohs, (|afaIoguFs, %-r.

<ll,

^

The AcRicULTtrRAL JouayALS.—It is gratifying

to note the increased importance given to Horticul-

ture by our Agricultural journals. There is no surer

indication of a nation's refinement and general pros-

perity, than the extent to which the love of horticul-

ture exists. We look to the Agricultural press as the

pioneers of gardening taste in our country,—making

way for the higher aims of the purely Hortisultural

journal ; and laying the foundation of that species of

taste which it is our own peculiar object to intensify

and refine.

With this view we neglect no opportunity of ma-

king their existence and merits known. Ourstanding

list, we are pleased to learn, has been the means of

posting many of our readers up to the existence of

papers to whii:h they have become subscribers ; and

the advertising patronage of others has been largely

increased, by our readers being thus continually re-

minded of the advertising medinms of those special

localities in which they may particularly wish to sell

their goods. Anxious to increase our usefulness in

this respect, we should be much obliged to our corres-

pondents, if they will enable us to revise our list by

sending us the nanies of such as may not now be in-

cluded, or that hare ceased to exist, of which, by no

copies being received at the office, we suspect there

are several.

Of the more recent additions to the Agrienltural

press, the Southern Field and Fireside, of Augusta,

Ga., is a valuable one. It is of the size and charac-

ter of the Rural New Yorker, and promises to become

as popular as that valuable journal. Mr. W. N.

White, the distinguished horticnltnral anther, has

charge of that department.

The Illinois Farmer has been under the whole charge

of Hon. M. L. Dunlap, for the past few months. It

is thus needless to speak of the excellency of the

Horticultural matter.

Of the newer projects. The Farmer and Gardener

of this city, will start under a new form the present

month, and with its Horticultural Department under

the control of Mr. Saunders, who will add much to

its past usefulness.

It is oflcn a source of gratification to us that the

peculiar field we have chosen for our labors, and the

rules we 'have adopted for our course, place us be-

yond the reach of any rivalry, except in acts of gen-

erosity and good feeling ; and that we can cordially

aid in advancing the interest of our co-laborers in the

cause, without doing any injustice to ourselves.

Both Sides of the Grape Questiojc ; Together

with a Classification of Species and varieties of the

Grape Vine. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co.

and A. M. Spangler, &c.

This is a small duodecimo pamphlet of 96 pages,

and comprises three essays : One by Mr. W. Saun-

ders, one by Mr. F. J. Cope, and the other by Mr.

McMinn.
The first will be read with most interest, being

from the pen of one already well-known to the hor-

ticultural community. The author styles it " a brief

detail of general routine management," and we may
add that he has been remarkably successful in the

attempt. In the .")} pages devoted to his essay, he has

briefly, yet clearly and comprehensively, gone over

the whole ground of Grape culture, and in a plain,

unpretending ."tyle, left no one of the many points of

good Grape culture untouched. No one who wishes

to obtain a knowledge of the principles of Grape cul-

ture, could lay down the work uninslructed. There

arc some things in the essay with which we do not

agree, as we usually find in all works of a practical

kind. This is all natural and to be expected. The

results of practice, depending as they do on a multi-

tude of contingencies, never permit parties to see

things exactly in the same light. AVe should not,

however, feel that we have any right to find fault

with, or speak contemptuously of others because they

happen to differ from us.

.^JHr
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Mr. Saunders seems to take a different view. He
takc'» occasion to advocate the bringing up of the

subsoil to the surface in Trenching,—the ill effects

of which, except in worn out surface soils, the ma-

jority of our best cultivators are but too well acquain-

ted with. This is all very well. But when he goes

further, and insinuates that they " who strenuously

advi>c not to bring the subsoil to the surface," are

persons who have " buried four inches of subsoil be-

neath eighteen inches of brick clay," and then char-

acterizes parties who disagree with him as "the

victi ns of their own folly and awkwardness, who
condemn a system they do not understand," he as-

sumes a standard of infallibility we should be sorry

to sec often imitated in Horticultural essays.

In trenching and subsoiling, it is impossible not to

mix some of the surface soil with the subsoil, and the

whole becomes gradually ameliorated without any of

the loss to a few season's crops, that follows the in-

verting process. But we are forgetting that we "do
not understand the subject."

The second part, by Mr. Cope, is evidently a mai-

den effort, by one young in Grape growing experi-

ence. The main part of the essay goes to show that

the major part of the evils the Grape vine is heir to,

arises from pruning it. He thinks they ought to be

raised from seeds. " Xature is man's teacher;" " she

never propagates by scions or cuttings," &c., &c., &c.

All this is true,—none the less so for being repeat-

ed for the thousandth time—and the fact, that the

nearer we leave thiiigs to a state of nature the more

healthy they will be, need not be disputed. Nature does

not clothe men with hat, coat or breeches; but leaves

them to run wild, with a profusion of rough shaggy

hair, the reverse of fashionable. With civilization

comes a train of diseases and disorders the hardy

children of the forest are exempt from. But we are

willing toaccept them with our refinement, rather than

relapse into barbarism without them. And, when by

pruning, we can get large, early, luscious grapes

;

tractable vines ; and many other advantages, " too

numerous to mention ;" cultivators will be willing

to accept the evils that accompany them, rather than

to fall back on the scanty supply of ' the saccharine,"

nature affords us by " her method."

Altogether this chapter is in strange contrast with

the essay of Mr. Saunders. The one detailing the

noble results of his triumph over nature, in which

pruning bears no inconspicuous a part; the other

following by an earnest attempt to show that "the

whole system is based upon incorrect principles, and

is, therefore, erroneous."

The combination reminds ns of a Cactus, in which

it seems to us that " nature " took a notion to make

the most grotesque looking object possible in the veg-

etable kingdom, and then to show her wonderful

power in extremes—though Darwin says "nature
takes no leaps"—she here places on her grostcsque

productions, the handsomest (lowers in the floral

world.

It is, no doubt, from this Cactus-like view of ma-
king extremes meet in one work, that induced the

publisher to christen the book "Both Sides of the

Grape Question,"—a title we were at first at a loss

to account for, as every cultivator has usually a side

of his own.

The remaining essay by Mr. M'Minu, is an excel-

lent contribution to the scientific classification and

popular historj' of the Grape Vine.

Some other books and periodicals are on hand, no-

tices of which we reserve for oar next.

llFto OP {Blflpp pianh.

Abies inverta.—While our amateurs are waiting

for the beautiful Weeping Spruce of Mr. Wales, (see

page 135, vol. I.), the English nurserymen are out

with another beautiful variety, which they call Mies

mverie. In habit it assumes the curved form of the /^
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Kilmarnock Weeping Willow, but the leader straightens itself as it grows, as the common Weeping Wil-

low does.

DiAVTHUs Chinensis lacisatds.—At page 174 of our first volume, wo first called attention to the

beautiful D. Hcddewigii, which has since become so popular. We now present our subscribers with a new

and improved double variety of the same species, which we have engraved from the London Weekly Maga-

zine. The whole section is becoming very popular as a hardy border flower, and will probably produce

many new forms yet.

Vacinium rugosum.—A beautiful shrub exhibited Iho other day to the Floral Committee of the Horti-

cultural Society as a Thibaudia, by Messrs. Veitch and Son, who received it from Khasya Hills through !\Ir.

Lobb. Drs. Hooker and Thomas found it in the same country at an elevation of from 4—5000 feet, and

also in Sikkim, where it occupied ptations a thousand feet higher.

It forms an evergreen bush, with light green narrow leaves and little umbells of flowers, white at first but

changing to deep red, with cross markings of a triangular form like those of Thibaudia macrantha of the

Botanical Magazine, t. 45(>fi, which is also a Vaccinium, as is the Thibaudia pulcherrima of the same

work. At least such is the opinion of Wight, Hooker, and Thompson, with whom we concur ; for no intel-

^^m
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ligiblc character to distinguish these plants from Vac-

cinum has been pointed out. It is true that the name
Agapclcs has been been applied to the Thibaudias of

of East Indian Botanists, but a change of name does

not constitute a distinction.— Gardener's Chronicle.

Double Fuchsia.—"Marquis of Bath"' is said

to be the best double now out.

Delphiniu.ms.—The introduction otformosum has

given an impetus to this tribe, and it will soon be

raised to the rank of a florists' flower. Many new
varieties are now advertised.

New Celery.—Ivery's "Nonsuch " is highly spo-

ken of in the English papers.

Alvssi-.m s.\xatile.—This is a hardy and very

handsome early Spring blooming perennial fruticose

plant, which should be in every garden; but a very

worthless weed, .^lyssum argenleum, is universally

sold in the Seed-stores for the true Yellow Alyssum

New Scarlet Geranium.—"The Beacon" has

just been announced, as " like Tom Thumb," but

having a white eye. " Sheen Rival " and " Chris-

tina," by the reliable raiser, Kinghorn, arc also

praised.

New Dahlias.—M. Scikman, famous in Germany
as the raiser of " Deutsches Sonne," and other fine

Dahlias, has recently sent out

Deuhches Grossmeislcr, brilliant shaded scarlet

;

large showy blossom.

Tculonia, pale pink or blush,—becoming darker as

it opens,—changing to lilac Pink.

Kleiner Hermann, pale crimson, tipped with white

—a Lilliputian.

Nacht en liheln, black brown, watered with crimson,

outer row of petals lilac. Said to be the grandest

Dahlia ever raised.

Price, only Seven dollars and Fifty cents the four

in American currency.

New Hardt Shrub—ElceagTius parvifolia.—We
have recently seen a specimen of this charming plant,

which has been out in the open air near Philadelphia,

two years without the slightest injury. When we
saw it in May, it was about four feet high, forming

a dense bush with silvery Buffalo-berry like leaves,

and covered with thousands of white blossoms, as

fragrant as the sweetest Jasmine. We were informed

that these are succeeded by large scarlet berries in

August, and must have a delightful effect.

It has been but comparatively recently introduced

into England from Nepal,—the figure being given in

Lindley's Botanical Register, in 1843, and is yet in few

collections there.

In France it goes under the name of E. reJUra, and

we believe in some of the German Gardens it is called

E. umbellala. It will be well for our friends, who may
think of importing it, to remember these gyaonyms.

Twelve First-rate Tree Carnation.'!.—
Amazon—yellow, with deep border of lilac.

Black Prince—deep maroon claret self, distinc^t.

Clara Novello—yellow margined and fluked with

lilac and scarlet.

Flora Mclvor—while, edged with rose.

Ilenriellc Chauvicre—white picotee, edged purple.

Jaques d'Aragon—brilliant crimson, clove scented.

Madonna—blush, striped and spotted crimson.

Reinc de Blanches— large while.

Souvenir—pale yellow, pure self color, distinct.

Tricolor—white ground, with rose and carmine flakes,

fine.

Clio—bright rose, in some flowers flaked with slate.

Emperor—yellow, with rosy scarlet margin, distinct.

Best Chrysanthemums.—The London Weekly

Gardener gives as the best varieties grown for exhibi-

tion, the following, viz:

Themis, Nonpareil, Vesta, Anato, Beauty, Plutus,

Yellow Perfection, Novelty, Arthur Wortley, Dupont

dc I'Eure, Golden Queen, Queen of England, Alfred

Salter, Stellaris, Globosa, Marshal Duroc, Christophe

Colombo, Golialh, Leon Lequay. Madame Andry, For-

mosum, Cassy Albin, Rosa Mystica, Hermione, Aimee
Ferricre.

As the leading varieties:

—

Cedo Nulli, Golden Cedo Nulli, Musfapha, Sainte

Thais, Bob, Brilliant, Helene, Aurora Boreale, Bijou,

Bijou de la Horticulture, General Canrobert, Drin

Drin, Madame Rousselon, Durufflat, Requiqui, La

Vougc, Graziella, Salamon, and Adonis.

Upto anb Plapp J^puih.

Wizard op the North Strawberry.—(See

Frontispiece.)—We give this month a lithograph of

this popular new English Strawberry, not so much

because we think it will be well adopted to our cli-

mate, but to show the size the Strawberry has attained

in England.

It is said to be the largest variety ever grown, and

was raised from seed by John Robertson, of Linside,

in 1853 ; first fruited in 1855, and exhibited before

the Paisly Horticultural Society, July Ifith, 1857,

where it was awarded the first prize. A single plant

shown at that time, yielded 70 berries, many of them

of m.ammoth size, the largest being 9| inches in cir-

cumference, though planted only fifteen months.

It is rather acid, very much resembling Wilson's

Albany in this respect.

We are indebted to our friend E. Y. Teas, Rich-

mond, Indiana, for the original plate from which our

drawing was made.

We have given it in colors, the better to show iU

^^
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character and to render the illustration itself of more

value. As our paper increases in circulation bj- the

efforts of our friends, we hope occasionally to be

able to give other colored drawings of fruits or

flowers.

New Foreign Grapes.—The London Horticultu-

ral Society have fruited a number of new grapes the

past year. The following appears to have favorable

notices given them:

—

Burchardl's jlmber Cluster, received as Burchardt's

No. 10, from M. Burchardt, of Landsbcrg, on the

VVarta.—This Grape, which was sent to the Society

without name, resembles the Muscadines in quality,

but has oval berries like the Clusters. Berries mid-

dle-sized, decidedly oval, amber-colored, or yellowish-

white; skin moderately thia ; flesh very sugar}- and

rich. Leaves roundish, dying off green and pale yel-

low, like those of Reeves" Muscadine: in the latter,

however, they are very pubescent or woolly ; while

in Burchardt's they are but slightly down)-, with tufts

of bristly pubescence in the axils of the veins. It is

earlier than the Royal Muscadine, and this property,

combined with its good quality, will render it a first-

rate early white Grape. It appears to be well deserv-

ing of trial for early forcing purposes.

BidiL'cH's Seedling, from Mr. Pince, of Kxeler.

—

Bunches and berries nearly as large as those of the

Black Prince; berries small, round, bluish-black with

a fine bloom ; skin rather thin ; flesh tender, melting,

and very juicy, but somewhat acid, and having a dis-

agreeable earthy flavor. Leaves resembling in form

those of the Black Hamburg, but with a lengthened

terminal lobe, and differing from that variety and from

the Black Prince in being quite smooth above and

below.

Flemini)'s Prince, from Mr. Flcmingof Trentham.

—

Bunch large, loose, long, slightly shouldered; berries

oval, larger than those of the Black Prince, to which

they bear considerable resemblance ; skin very thin,

bluish-black, withacopious bloom; flesh tender, juicy,

remarkably rich, and very sugary. An excellent

Grape, but requires a little more vinous piquancy and

firmness.

Morocco Prince, a seedling between the Black Piince

and Black Morocco, received from Mr. Buck, of El-

ford, near Lichfield.—Bunches about the size and form

of those of the Black Prince ; berries also similar in

size, oval, but with a thinner skin, which is tough

and membraneous, reddish-black, with a thin bloom;

fle.sh firm, juicy and melting, rich, sugary, and vinous.

Leaves very dccply-lobed, open at the base, rather

sharply and deeply serated, pubescent beneath, slight-

ly so above. A useful late Grapo and hangs well,

but in this instance has apparently not had suflicient

from J. R. Noame, Esq.—Bunches very

large ; berries of the largest size, roundish-oval or

oval, frequently with a sutural depression, reddish-

black, unequally colored ; flesh firm, but hollow around

the seeds, and with a deficiency of juice and flavor.

Leaves large, sharply serrated, smooth above and

below; shoots, red. A very strong grower.

Brindle Grape.—We find the following on our

tabic, without any remark as to where the credit ought

to belong, and we know nothing of it personally, but

as we like to give our readers all the " intelligence"

current, we insert it:

—

Brindle—A black grape of very rich flavor, bunches

resembling Black Hamburg, but not so compact ; ripens

from two to three weeks earlier than Isabella, and is

a first-rate table grape. A free bearer.

E.NGLisii " Black" Raspberry.—This is a hybrid

between the Blackberry and the Raspberry, and is the

parent of all the black autumn-bearing varieties,

although itself a summei -bearer. It has long dark-

colored canes, and small purple fruit, with much of

the Blackberry flavor. This variety was obtained at

Welhersfield, in Essex, upwards of forty years ago,

and has since been cultivated by Mr. Rivers, who has

succeeded in obtaining from it his new race ofautumn-

bearing varieties.— Cottage Gardener.

Townsmen D or Seager Apple.—Tree vigorous,

and produces good crops. Fruit large, roundish-oblate.

Skin smooth, waxen, greenish-yellow, much shaded

with brownish-red. Stalk slender, about an inch long,

set in a smooth, deep cavity. Calyx small, closed,

set in a moderately deep basin. Flesh white, tender,

and juicy, with a rich and pleasant flavor. Maturity

lOlh of August to beginning of September.

The following is Mr. Sitgreave's sketch of its his-

tory :

The original tree grew on a tnict of land owned by

Indians near Lumberville, in Bucks County, Pennsyl-

vania, and was of enormous size anterior to the Rev-

olutionary war, when the tract of land was sold by

the Indians, with a reservation " that the fruit of this

tree should be free to all, as it had been to them and

to their fathers."

—

Horticulturist.

^ompsfir InfpffigFnrF.

The Camellia Japonica a Hardy Plakt in

Cai.uor.via.—This gorgeous blooming evergreeu,

that so many people nurse so very tenderly, and keep

housed with so much care, fearing that " the winds

of heaven may visit it too roughly" is a perfectly hardy

plant in all this section of our State. We publish

this fact after having seen the many successful exper-

iments which have been tried with it. The Camellias

at Smith's gardens, Sacramento, stand out in his gar-

den openly and bloom well. Mr. Smith has quite a

^^^^^
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largo collection in the open borders, and they bloom

well. We have also seen them in various parts of

this section of our State, and we urge those who love

this very beautiful plant to try them. They should

be planted, however, on the south-eastern exposure,

to oati'h the morning sun; and they will do best if

planted just under the edge of some fine large shrub,

so that the folii«ge of the shrub or small tree may pro-

tect the Jloicers while in bloom, they being so perfect

and so delicate that the sun and rains and dust would

injure them ; these do more injury than aiiythiug else.

Care should be taken not to have them much exposed

to the hot sun in our summers, as the sun burns the

leaves of the Camellia; shield them from this exposure

and all will be well, and these rare plants will be as

bright gems in your garden parterre. The Camellia,

the Magnolia, the Rhododendron, and Azalea, will

form a galaxy of rare beauties that will gladden the

eye and taste of the best connoisseur of floral beau-

ties ; and each and all of these can be easily and suc-

cessfully grown in all our gardens.— Cal. Farmer.

An Ohegoxian- Ohchard.—The Portland (Ore-

gon) Advocate, referring to Meek and Eddy's orchard,

at that place, says :
' There are 6fty acres of orchard

and nursery grounds. Forty thousand feet of lumber

was used last year for making fruit boxes. This at

$20 per M., would cost S1800. This year their busi-

ness will require sixty thousand feet of lumber. From
thirty-six to thirty-eight thousand bushels of fruit

were cherries, pears and plums. The gross sales last

year, above all freights and commissions, after the

fruit left Portland, were $30,000. The year before

they were $20,000.

A Perma.vent Writin-g Fluid.—Dilute sulphuric

acid and sugar, with a little sulphate of indigo and
gum, is found to make a permanent writing-ink, proof

against fading and erasure. By holding the writing to

the lire the characters are converted into a jet black

by the carbonization of the sugar.

—

Scientific Artisan.

Opicm for Sqlash Bugs.—A decoction of Poppy-

heads has been found useful in preventing their rav-

ages.— Cor. Country Gentleman

Mr. Longworth's Vineyards.—Within the last

twelve years, have been remunerative. This season

they paid him a rental of about $15,000—last year

less than $2,000. The income varies, with good or

bad seasons. These vineyards are cultivated by

tenants, who give half the product for the rent, and

the)' dilTer in size, from five to ten acres each, or

small tracts of land of fifteen or twenty acres. His

first vineyards were planted forty-one years ago, with

the Cape or Schuylkill grape ; but in 1823 he intro-

duced the famous Catawba grape into notice in the

West, and it is now the great wine grape of the coun-

try.— Ohio Valley Farmer.

The following beautiful lines are from the pen of

Mr. Sprague, the well-known Banker and poet, Bos-

ton, and originally appeared in Putnam's Monthly:—
TO MV herbarium.

Te dry mid dc;icl rpmiiluf*

!

Poor, wrinkled rcmniintH of a bcaateonn prime !

Why, from your fin:il doom, should I take pains

To stay the hand of time ?

The world would pass yon by
;

For beauty, (jrace and fragrance all are gone.

Your ago is homeliness to every eye,

And prized by me alone.

Not beaulifal, but dear.

Tour wrecks recall to mo the happy past.

Wandlike, your stems can summon to appear

The days that could not last,

I breathe the summer air !

I wander in the woodland paths once more!

Again the copse, the dell, the meadow, wear

The loveliness of yore.

Tarncd to the God of day,

Tour little lips come, prayerfully apart.

With the soft breeze your leaves, reviving play

Sweet music to my heart.

The friend who in those years

Shared warmly in my rambles far and wide,

Back, with the same old fondness reappears,

And trudges at my side.

These are your charms to me !

While such dear recollections ye awake.

Your ruins, blackened, crumbling though they be,

I treasure for their sake.

May 1, like you, dry flowers,

"When in young life I can no more engage,

A dear memento be of happy hours

To those who tend my age.

Ventilating Hot Houses.—Mr. Chorlton says

in the i/ori!C!/«uns< .-—"A house where stove plants are

grown ought never to have a front ventilator opened,

nor yet a door, excepting while it is necessary to pass

through, such has always been his most successful

practice." Believing firmally in this doctrine our-

selves, we introduce it to our amateur plant growers

attention.

Gardener's Monthly Tomatoes,—At the au-

tumn exhibition of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, Mr. T. T. Clark presented for exhibition one

bunch of Tomatoes which contained over fifty, and

weighed ten pounds, and the single vine bore one hun-

dred Tomatoes of large size, which splendid speci-

mens, the Society honored by awarding the skillful

grower a copy of the Gardener's Monthly, for one year,

which was a hint, as we take it, that they expect him

even to beat this another season, and send as the par-

ticulars of his practice for publication.

>^.
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OBITOARY.
G. W. Cahpf.nter.—Though not distinguished in

Botany or Horticulture, his eminent knowledge of

Mineralogy, Chemistry, and the kindred Sciences,

joined with his liberal patronage of Horticulture, his

recent decease, in his fifty eighth year of his age,

demands a notice in our columns. His magnificent

establishment at Germantown is well known all over

the Union, and the collection of large specimens of

Australian and Cape plants is, perhaps, the finest in

this country.

Mr. Carpenter's career is a standing rebuke to the

doctrine that an ardent love of natural Sciences

starves its enthusiasts. He was born of poor parents,

in the then village of Germantown, in 1802, and re-

ceived his education in the village school, still used

for that purpose, on School Lane. After attending

a lecture by the late Mr. Nuttall, he entered the

Mincralogical cKass, formed under the guidance of that

distinguished Naturalist, and went into the study

with the greatest enthusiasm. He was at this time

engaged as an assistant in a drug store in Philadel-

phia, but his whole time, from day-light in the morn-

ing till the hour of business, was spent in ('ollecting

material for his cabinets, and his evenings till bed-

time were spent in studying and arranging them.

Such was his assiduity that in his twenty-fiflh year

he sold his collection to a distinguished Philadelphian

for twelve hundred dollars, and with the money
started into the drug business on his own account the

year following. Some years afterwards, at the death

of the owner, Mr. Carpenter repurchased the collec-

tion at public sale, for six hundred dollars, and with it

laid the foundation of perhaps one of the best private

museums in existence. He was one of the most active

of the original little band, who, under the greatest dis-

couragements, succeeded in giving to the Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences, its present distin-

guished position, distinguished now both in the num-
ber of its members, and their learning and influence,

and from 182S to the present time, has been annually

elected its Treasurer. Mr. Carpenter's love of Sci-

ence, and assiduous attention to business, has been so

well rewarded, that his cipital of $1200 in 182S, to the

present time, .32 years, has so far increased that, at

the last valuation by the city authorities, his t.ax as-

sessment was but little short of half a million of dol-

lars, and his .actual wealth could scarcely be estima-

ted. Mr. C, was never celebrated for ostentatious

charities, a system by which the laiy and the indo-

lent too often receive what the really deserving who

suffer in silence need. His maxim was, that in the

spread of knowledge and science lay the chief founda-

tion of human improvement, and to this was his

chief energy turned. In this one line no one sought

his assistance in vain. The writer of this notice is

himself one amongst hundreds, who feel that in the

death of Mr. Carpenter they have lost one whose aid

and syniiiathy had no mean influence on their suc-

cessful entry into business life.

yorpign InfpIIigFnrp.

Hollyhock CcLTf rk.—Chater, the celebrated im-

prover, thus writes to the Florist;^

They may be propagated by single eyes in July and

August, also by cuttings in the spring, placed on a

slight bottom heat. Plants raised in summer are best

preserved by rc-potting them in October into large

pots—the larger the belter, in light sandy earth, and

placed in a cold frame or greenhouse, giving plenty of

air on all favorable occasions; they will then grow

during the winter. In March or April turn them out

into the open ground, and they will bloom as fine and

as early as if planted in the autumn. Plants even put

out in May will flower the same year. Plant them

not less than four feet from row to row, and three

feet apart in the row. If grouped in beds, not nearer

than three feet each way. They will grow well in

the shade of distant trees, but by no means must the

roots interfere. In May or June, when the spikes

have grown a foot high, thin them out according to

the strength of the plant ; if well established, and very

strong, leave four spikes; if weak, two or three:

when they are required for exhibition, only one must

be left.

yorpign (Joprpspnbpnrp.

From our Paris Correspondent.

PARIS HORTICULTCRAL EXHIBITION.
Mr. Editor—Dear Sir: Our present show is but

a poor one in every respect; neither quantity nor

quality are remarkable. But the way to show the

show is remarkable, and deserves notice. The build-

ing, to begin with, is no less than our Palais He I'in-

duslrie, alias Crystal Palace, the middle of which,

an oblong square, has been set apart for the show.

You enter this square, and a garden is before you.

Lawns, flower borders, a rivulet, fountains, a rustic

bridge, and all the garden paraphernalia. The whole

difTcrence between this and another garden, being the

uniform flat level, the glass roof above instead of the

naked sky, and the character of the flowers and

plants. How much pleasanter th.it is than a close

room or tent, a crowd, and a vicious atmosphere,

you may fancy. The beds are masses of a kind, or of

a variety of kinds ; a bed to each exhibitor. Pansies,

Pclargonia, Erica, Gerania and Pieonia, in great va-

i/-
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ricty and beauty. A word about the latter. Psonias

arc neglected in your—our^-country ; why, is perhaps

hard to tell. Here they arc so much in demand, that

there exists no less than about one hundred and fifty

varieties ol" either P. sinensis and arborea. There is

one bed of Begonias. I notice 13. urania, leaves as if

powdered, B.Madame Gruntberger, small and sirra-

ted leaves, and B. picturala, not hairy, no border

round the margin on the leaf, but a painted leaf in-

deed ; a description of it would not paint it. There

is also a large bed of Canna Warccwiczii, of which I

was glad to remember your success in the United

States with them. They are not less liked here, and

deserve their popularity fully. It is just such a thing

as the Tritoma and similar plants, which our gardens

want, to get rid of monotony. Cyanophyllum mag-

nificum is here, and for one I am disappointed. I

heard too much of it before I saw it. Attacea cistata,

an orchid, insect flower, struck me as deserving no-

tice. Still more so the Strelitzia regina, with a flower

like the head ofan angry peacock. Phyllocactuscrena-

tus, four feet high, in full bloom, flowers resembling

the Passion-flower, is a sight for a Caclarian, as I

know you arc. No other Cactus exhibited but this

one.

Azaleas, but not in great variety, are here ; but

not a single Rhododendron.

Vegetables but a very limited show. In our mar-

kets, however, we have had, for the last fortnight.

Potatoes, Carrots, etc., in abundance; also green

Peas, Cauliflower, Strawberries, Artichokes, plenty

but not yet cheap. The Southern part of France

brings the first weeks' of supply to Paris.

Returning to the Exhibition, the visitor must no-

tice the lawn trees, and amongst them a beautiful

Abies nobilis, 12 feet high, so beautiful that the

owner, Mr. Jointer, offered it to the Empress when
she expressed her admiration, and that the Empress

accepted it as a present ; leaves very compact.

A beauty of a different character—a female beauty

—full of grace and tenderness, is Araucaria excelsa,

so entirely at variance with the general rugged stiff,

and cold aspect of Conifers.

Cedrus deodara viridis, a very fine and green var.

Abies Pindrow, heavy. A. Douglassii. A. Nord-

manniana, my favorite fir. A Norway Spruce, pinched

against its grain into the shape of a barrel. Sequoia or

Wellinglonia. Thuja and Biota. All ofthem specimen

trees, 12 feet high and less, thus enabling the be-

holder to form an idea of the real character of the

rarer kinds, which he otherwise cannot see in the

small sized plants.

I must not forget a Salisburia pendula, 16 feet high,

very interesting, very pendulous and very spreading.

The exhibitors of garden fixtures, etc., are ranged

round the borders of the garden. To cut it short, I

will say that all the gloss houses seemed to mcontho
Crystal Palace model,— that is iron and glass; of a

few I shall send you drawings. That artificial foun-

tains, wire-work, bird-cages, trellisscs, and all that

description of goods, seemed to be in as large and va-

ried supply as the French garden taste reiiuires. And
that I am yours, truly, M.

Paris, 3I;iy 14, ISti*).

J&orfiruHural j3oripflps.

C»r. Secretary.

AA'iliiiini Sauaderfl.
Ebi'tt. Wright, of )

Bnglilou.
5 Dtdliam. i

Hon. Albert Fearing, T. T. Uuuve.
il. S. Frierijou.

LIST OF OFFICEES OF HORTICULTURAL
AND POMOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

For the iuformation of those who wish to correspond with the
dillyreut 8ocielie«, wo furaish a list of ihe OlKcers of as many uf
them as we liave been able to procure, uud hupe to be furnished
with any that are omitted. \Ve insert only thuhe societien of a
strictly horticultural or pomological, and nut of an agricultural
character.

IIOBTICOLTCRAL SOCIETIES.

Name of Society. President.

Pennsylvania, I'hila. M. W. Baldwin,
.MassachUbcllii, Boston, Joseph Breck, i

Hingham, Mass., "
Muuiy Couniy, Col
umbia, Tenn.

Chiciigo Gardener's.
Che-tor County, W.

Chester, l*a.

Bulfalo, ^'. Y.,

l*i>ughkeL*p.sie, X. T.
New York, (City)

Cincinnati, Ohio,
Montreal, Canada,
St. Loui.-i, Mo.
Cit'velaud, Ohio,
Geuessee Valley, Ro-

chester, N.Y., Joseph Harris,

Brooklyn, N. Y., Jno. \V. Uegraaw,
Portland, Maine,
Kentucky. Louisville,

St. Catharines, C. W.,
Uichmond, Indiana,
Keokuk, Iowa,
FortWavne, Indiana.
College iiiil, Ohio,
Workingmens, Frank-

ford, Phihidelphia,
Progressive (Jardener'a

Society, Philada, "W. Saunders,
Meramac, ^^lo.. Dr. A. W. McPherson, Kdward Vauglian,
St. I'aul'a, Minnesota, Alexander Buchanan, L. M. Foid,
St. Anthony's Falls, A. E- Ame^, J. S. Wiiliaui!*.
Pittsburg, Peuna., J. Knox, Pittsburg, Thomas L. Shields

E. Chapin,
Hon. G. W. Allan,

I?)

(?)

J. K. Eshleman,
Ja.<ion Sexton,

John Groshon,
William Orange,
Jas. Ferrier, jr..

Josiah IToopes.
William Coleman.

Thomas Hogg.
E. P. Cranch,
L. a. Duvernay,

William Glasgow, Jr. Carew banders.
Dr. Edward Taylor

T. C. Hersey,
Thos. S. Kennedy,
James Taylor,
John H. lluttoa,
A. Bridgemau,
J. D. G. Nelson,
Jacob Tuckeiman,

York County, Pa.,

Toronto, Canada,
Hamilton, Canada,
Cobourg, Canada,

C. W. Seelye.
Edwin Scott.

John W. Dana.
Orm>by Hito.
Thonias .Sliaw.

W. K. Smith.
J. L Tewk.ibury.
H. C. Grey.
D. B. Piersoa.

Thomas Hargreaves.

R. Robinson Scott,

Edward J. Evans.

FRUIT OEOWERS' 30CIETIE.1.

Name of Society, President.

Western New York, B. Hodge, Buffalo,
East'n Pennsylvania, Dr. J. K. E.-^hleman,

Downingtown, Pa..

Missouri, Norman J. Coleman,

Anna, Union Co., 111., E. Harwood.
Georgia Pomological ^ L. Berckm.n,

Society, J Augu^ta.
Ohio Pomological, A. H. Ernst, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.
Am. Pomological, Marshall P. Wilder,

Dorchester, Mass.
Conn. Grape Grow's', Col. D. S. Dewey,

Hartford, Conn.
Wilmington, Del.. H. F. Askew,
Am Wine Grow's Asso.

Cincinnati, Ohio. Dr. N. B. Shaler,

0)r. Secretary.

C. P. Bissell, Roch'r.

J
Thomas N Harvey, }

5 JennersviUe, Pa. K

Dr. L D. Morse, Allen
town, Missouri.

A. Babcock,

I
W. N. White,

t Athens.

( M. B. Bateman, Col-

)

J umbus, Ohio. i

/ Meets in Philad'a, )

K September Uth. \

[

M. C. Weld, Hart-
i ford, Conn. ,

Dr. G. Pepper Nonis.

S. W. Haseltine.
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NOTICES of HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
A^ till* hra-on i* apiToarhing fur Fair-* :tnd Fe-livaU, we slioiilj

be obliged by repiirisof their proc«pdiiig*t in a*- c-iDd^nwed a form
aj4 puKNiblo. Our report** of the New Hu\-en Lectiircw. Hnd the l*i>-

niological Societies of Western New Vurk aud Kasiern Peun**ylva-

aiH, will give aa idea,—that of Now York, whii-h wan furniBhed
tlio Ffaderit of the Monthly by Mr. Itiwsell. of Koch^-sler, b^iug a
particularly excellent ri|^>eL-iinoa of brevity combined with cum-
pU'teucss. In the award uf premiums the firrit prizes will asually
be given ; but, for the benefit of the reader, the names of the
wiSMNti vAKiKTiEs muitt accumpaoy the reporL We have had to

d'-cliue in^erting neveral reports kindly sent to U8 recently,
thruugfa this omiMion.

HINTS FOR HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
BY OKORUB ULEN.NT.

We clip the following; from an English exchange :

"The numerous qucRtions put to us about the management of
shows, of which there will be many new one?;, must be answered
by a sort of running article upon what hax been done, aud an-
swered well. In the first place, judijes lihould be fr^>m a distance,

and not nurserymen or dealers who supply aur of the exhibitors.
These in general cost a guinea and their ti-avelling expenses; but
it is luuuey well laid out. Secondly, they should be pemons who
have not been turned out for, or detected in, fniuduleully showing
themselves.

*'Next, if the society is rich enough, buy the recjuired tents,

because hiring is expeuuve, and if you have a good one it may be
made to bring its cost back by letting it out for fetes, etc. We,
however, should go to such a man as Heujamiu Kdgington.and buy
ju&t 0.9 long a tent as was required at first, but ko phtaued that it

could be added to any time without a stitch. If made to Ittce in

the middle, any additional length can be put in, just as another
iJaii couid be put to dining-room table. We have had one of these
tents 400 feet long, aud it could be had, for that matter, a mile
long. Tables *are found by tent makers, and all can be had on
hire.

*' With regard to music, if there be any thing to lake at the doors
or gates and attraction is wanted, a military band will do more
than all the hundred that form the orchestra at the opera. In out-

door fetes nothing is more etiective than a good brass band. With
regard to prizes, let there be few classei*, but many pri?..-s in each ;

for if there be only two or three, all small growers are deterred

from showing, because the ca^se to them would be ho]>eless. With
regard to balloons, fireworki^, etc., they mast form the subject of
another article.

"Country shows, well conducted, are the most perfect holiday«
for the whole district; and when a band is had from a distance,

tliere ^hould be a concert in the evening; it generally pays the

expetues of the band."

FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OF EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA.

The Semi-annual meeting of this Society was held at West Ches-

ter, on the l:{th and Hlh of June.
The large attendance aud great number of new members en-

rolled, fully attested the importance attached to the proceedings

The President, l)r. Kshleman, took the chair. Mr. Hines was
appointed Secretary to the Publication Committee; and the usual
general business of the society transacted.

The report of the Chiurman of the Fruit Committee being called,

Mr. Kutier responded by saying, that no reports had been received

from the County Committees ; which he attributed to the fact that

they possibly understood that they were to be sent in at the an-
nual meeting instead of the present, and the calling of the report

was therefore laid over till the next meeting.

The want of the reports, furnishing no material for debate, a
committee to draft a new subject for duscussion, was appointed.

In the meantime, the committee to whom was entrusted Mr.
Riegart's secret method of preventing the ravages of the Curcnlio,
reported, that the material sent by the proprietor for the exi>eri-

raeui ; failed to reach them through the express, until too late for

trial. .Some exi>eriments had however been made on other insect-s

with no boneOcial elfrcls resulting. The committee had little

faith therefore in its success, but did not yet feel warranted in re-

porting against it until further trial.

Mr. Hull described hie procens of employing aloes, as translated

by Dr. I'hler from Ras]<airfi works, for the Sl-mthly. The result

was unsatlKi'aclory. A friend had a Phim tree near a gas appara-
tus, that bore well. Gas tar, however, hung about the trees had
no clfect. Gas lime sprinkled over the I'lum trees had proved
valuablo.

.Mr. Uines recommended diluted Sulphuric acid to destroy the
iarvjc under the trees.

.Mr. R. K. Scott Raid corrosive sublimate, stronger than Balphurio

acid, had beou unsuccoRsfuUy triad.

Dr. Kshleman thought Ilnt-water. at 212 deg., might destroy
the larv« under the tree, but not preveot them from comiug from
a distance. The Curculio had wings, and knew bow to us<* them,
Mr Ruiter coincided with l>r. Kr.hlemun. and y'*t ihoughl that

he had seen beneficial results arise from paving under trees. He
supposed the in-tinct of the inwct prevented it from depositing \i»

eggs ia frtiil, which, when it fell, had not s-jft ground beneath
for the pr-'peily mat tiling of the Iarv;e. Paved trees
over water, had at any rale been noticed as often free from
their attacks. Had noticed that vigorous healthy growth in IMum
trees, enabled the fruit often to recover aud perfect itself iu spite
of the puncture of the iuMect.

Mr. R. 11. .*^cott said, paving deprived the roots of air, and would
render the trees unhealthy.

Mr. Pierto had seen fine healthy shade trees under brick pave-
ments in side- walks.

Sir. I'arry's faith was in shaking, and in shaking alone. It costs
little, and was effective. A neighbor of his had a fine crop in his
I*lnm orchard by its practice, lie shook the tre*** every tuorniug
for five days,—put a sheet under the tree, whereon to catch and
destroy the insects. Collected 300 Curculio from one tree the first

morning, and fewer and fewer each succeeding day. The fifth day
there were very few left to kill.

Mr. It. It. Scott thoiiglit five days tOv> little. F^Ilwanger k Barry
continue the proccs for some weeks ; a man is employed »i>ecially
to jar 'be trees. They have fine crops.

Dr. E>h]eman Iboutrht they never flew far after once having se-
lected their breeding ground, aud a few days would accomplish
much.

S. W. Noble had partial success by shaking. All fruits wore
m.'re or le-s punctured with curculio with him.
Mr. Baldwin and other gentlemen made further remarks ; bat

the above is all the main points elicited.

Mr. A. W. Corson then suggested tbat there were some soils on
which kinds contiuued to mature fruit, in spite of the punctures
of the curculio,—or a healthy kind might have something to do
with it. In a soil h.iving a substratum of brick clay, had seen
the Richland IMum bpar a fine crop five times out of six. thnagh
the fruit were freely punctured. The Richland Plum was a
pretty good fruit to eat, th-'Ugh not of first-rate quality. It was
sometimes called the Copper Plum.

Mr. Rutler also said that in the northero part of Chester
County plums were raised by the hundred bu>.hels, in spite of the
curculio; but they could not be in West Chester.

Jlr, Bull said that he had the same kind of plum, but they suf-

fered from the curculio.
Mauy other gentlemen participated in the discussioo. The fact

that in some soils and with some kinds the curculio is defietl. and
that shaking is the cheapest aud best remedy, were the chief points
of interest.

STRAWBERRIES.
Mr. Rntter thonght the stniwberry one of onr most variablo

fruits in its choice y*i soil, but brlieved much of the success de-
pended on adapting the variety to the soil. lie advocated stable
manure as the best f*'r general purp-nses.

.Mr. Dingee. as to kind, preferred the .Vlbany Seedling for gene-
ral purposes,—the Ilovey ueaily asgot>d.
Mr. T. M. Marvey asked for information as to the transmutation

of h.'rmaphrodiles to pistillates; which, however, wa» not re-

sponded to.

Mr. Harrison gave an interesting account of his mode of culture,
which was so very concise, and yet so full and valuable, that a
brief notice would do it injustice, and our space will not admit of
its full insertion. Its appi>arance iu the regular proceedings will
be looked for with iuterest. He spoke in high praise of the Pea-
body's Seedlinp, which under his system of gotid garden mauaij'''-

mcut, was not only a superior table fruit, but equal in pruductivo-
ness, or nearly so. to any other.

Mr. Parry found an old clover sod the very be«t strawlwrry soil

;

hut the cost of keeping such clear of weeds was three-foid thai of
a lot previously cultivated, and a great objection. He had, how-
ever, obtained HiiHi quarts from half an acre of such land. Albany
was a good fiuii wIh-u left on the vine till fully ripe, but in that
state would not carry to market. Kinds tbat could bo gathered
before fully ripe, aod would ripen on the way, wen.' preferable —
As a compost he mixed stable-manure and muck aud lelt it to-

gether till the weeds and all were destroyed. Mr. Parry's re-

marks were also replete with interest, and will add much value to

the Society's transactions.

A long discussion then ensued on the merits of the different

strawberries. Each seemed to have his favorite, though most
seemed to think that if confined to one, they would have Albany
Seedling. On a rote there were^

For Albany 25
" Hovey 10
'* Triomphe de Oand 7
" Mc.Kvoy's S'loerior 7

" Iowa *>

" Cushing 6
And for other scattering kinds. some 25

Many members abstained, however, from voting at all, through a
dilferenee of opinioa as to the propriety of making a distinction

^^^^-
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betwcoQ "amatear cultlTHtion" and '*roarket purpo^M.'' Novcr-
thelc"*, a T«iio w»k takea aUo ou the fornior, hu<1 Triomphe de
Oiind obt.iinoj the liiK'hc«l uiimber of votes, Viconipteitttc UericHri

do Tlioury bi'iag only uiio hehiod.
The ftniwbi'rry dUcus'-lon closed, and Mr. Saunders, of the

Fariiur (imlGtintrrn'r, read from the last tninwtction« the resolu-

tion iidopiing the Guntruf-r's MunVtfj/ as the organ of the Society.

Ue hiid !«ouie resoUitlonK to otTer ou the fiubject. lie thought tbo
more orgnuti the more muKlc.

Sir. K. K. Scott, of the W^AI;/ PrniiMj/h-anian, agreed with
Mr. Siiundem. If Iho Society sent thulr pr*>ceedingii to one piiper.

the others would hiive suOlcieni resitect for themselves not to copy
them.

Mr. J. Jay Libhart explained that thcOanfener^s Monthly wa.s

the only Horticultural or .\gricntturat jouruul that aided in the
iniliai'iry steps that resulle«l in the cslabllBhment of the Society,

and wa.-i the only paper represented at its first regular meeting.
The Society coii>idered It u.»*efiil to itself to hiive some medium by
which any particular anoouncement it anight wish to make aa-
thoritiitively might appeal : and, under the circumstance;;) above
named, the OartO-ntT h ytimthly was applied to, and it consented.

Mr. Saunders said he wait not ttatisQed with the explanation.
A motion was made to adjourn till the next day, which was

carried.
JUNE 14th.

Hr. S. S. RathTon read an interesting essay on the Insects inju-
rious and beneficial to the pomologist,—a long, but highly valua-
ble document, which will be published in full in the Society's

proceedings. la the course of his remarks, he alluded to the ob-
Kervationsof Mr. Saunders the preceding evening, and staled that
he hud not written his essay with any view to its publication.
Mr. Thomas Meehau said, in reference to the remarks of Mr.

Saunders and Mr. Scott, that he regretted extremely that any
thing should occur to mar the harmony or disturb the good feeling
that should characterize such an association. He had from the
first opposed the project of making the Monthly the Society's
organ, becau-^e he foresaw the possibility of jealousy arising, and
he was opposed to all that had a tendency to make the peaceful
pursuit of horticulture a bone of contention, or any thing but a
source of pleasure and good will to all. It was only at the urgent
rei|uest of the Society—which represented that it would thereby
be doing the Society a good service—that he consented to permit
it- He now moved that the resolution constituting the Gardeners
Monthly as the organ of the Society, be rescinded. He wished
further to say, that if any jealousy existed such as Mr. Scott spoke
of, it was all on one side. He himself had moved, at the hist

meeting, the vote of thanks which had been awarded to the
Famur and Gardvner and Germantoicn Telegraph, and had
handed his own notes to the former paper before they had ap-
peared in his own. He hoped the Society would adopt his motion.
In whatever paper the Society's transactions might appear, he
should still do his best to study the Society's interests, and those of
the MiffUhlj/'g readers, by copying from*any source, whatever
might be of value to the readers of his paper, without allowing
any feeling of rivalry or jealousy to actuate bim.
The motion was not agreed to.

Mr. .Meehan thanked the Society for their consideration, but re-

gretted the action they had taken. He thought it important to

their success to sacrifice a liwle to ensure harmony of action be-
tween all their members. He begged, therefore, to say, that after
what had passed, he could not allow the Gardener's Monthly to be
considered the official organ of the Society

;
yet, as an independent

member of the press, he would render them all the aid he could in
their valuable efforts in the cause of the fruit grower.

THE GOOSEBERRY.
Mr, Josiah Hoopes said there were two kinds called Houghton's

Seedling. The real one had a drooping habit. The upright kind,
bethought, was, more properly, the Cluster.

Messrs. Harrison, Marshall, Tatnall, Scott. Baldwin, Bull. Cor-
soiL, Saunders, and others participated. All of their remarks
tended to show that the gooseberry required a moist atmosphere,
which in B«ime in.-tances had been effected by allowing the bushes
to trail on the damp ground

;
growing them in the shade, even of

weeds; or, which most members thought besr, by sprinkling salt

hiiy under the bushes. It was even reommended by some to

grow them uuder glass, in order to obtain this moist atmosphere
We have seldom listened to a more interesting discussion, and

in which so many men seemed to agree as to the cause of trouble.

RASPBERRIES.
Mr. R R. Scott gave a history of the Allen Raspberry, as he

had seen It at Buffalo.

Mr. Harrison had seen a spurious kind in cultivation; but the
genuine Allen—now generally known simply as the Allen Rasp-
berry—was a good kind und^-r proper culture.

A long discussion ensued on the profits of raspberry cultivation.

Mr. Marshall stated that the smaller size, and greater labor of

gathering, and the fact that but half the measurement of raspber-

ries, compared to strawberries to the acre, could be obtained, it

requiT'-d considerable higher prices than strawberries to make it

a profitable crop.

Tho membem generally thought atlonliun should bo given to
raisiDg larger varietit-i^.

YELLOWS IN THE PEACH.
Mr. Rulter thought the real cause yet unknown. He, however,

gave his experience, showing that It can bo coramuDicated to
healthy trees by Inoculation.

Mr. ilarrlHon had had a healthy tree side by stdo with one with
yellows for sevonil seasuns without lis catching it. Thought It

was canned by want of proper elements In the soil. Had oome
experiments under progress to endeavor to test it.

Mr. Harrison was unanImou>ly invited tu prrparo an cs-^ay on
this and the Gooseberry for the next ntectlng.

Mr. Saunders thought it was caused !>y vitiated Kap, sometimes
caused by the freezing of unripe wood. Had never noticed the
yellows in the peach-houses where severe frost did not enter.

APPLES.
The time bud nearly arrived for an adjournment, and many of

tho Tnembers were ab.sont. Some attempts were made to prepare
a list worthy uf general cultivation in the region represented by
the Society; and after several uusatisfaclory attempts, in the ab-
seuce of the reports of the sub-committees, it was decided to ad-
journ to meet in Philadelphia in September, the date of which
will be duly announced in time.

pennsylvania"horticulttjeal
SOCIETY.

Tho display at the last stated meeting was, without exaggera-
tion, one of the most brilliant that has been before the Society for
a long time. The great extent uf tables in Concert Hall being
tilled to their utmost capacity with very boautilul and well-
grown plants, fmits and vegetables. The raiu which was falling,
accompiinied by lightning and thundei-, at and previous to the
hour uf the meeting, prevented many from attending.

Plants and flowers were exhibited by John Pollock, gardener to
James Dundas; Ger-rge Peun; James Eadie, gardener tu Ur.
Itush : John Gray; John A. Goihring; Peter Mackenzie & Son;
Thomas Meehan; Henry A. Dreer; John Joyce, gardener to B, P.
Hutchinson; William Joyce, gardener to M. W. Baldwin; Robert
Kilvington; Charles H Miller, gatdenor to D. Koduey King.

Fruit, by John Landers, gardener to S. T. Altemus; MMlliam
Joyce, gardener to M. W. Baldwin; John Gray; Thos. Mehgniu

;

G. Weiickler, gardener to J. F. Stoiver; A. L. Felteu; William
Parry; A. Felton, gardener to Henry Duhring; George W. Earl;
Mr. Lenfestey.
Vegetables, by A. L. Felton; William Joyce, gardener to M. W.

Baldwin; Thomas Meehau; James Malheson, gardener to F.
Yarnall; R. G. Swift, and Thomas Meghran.
The following awards of premiums were made by the several

committees:
For Fuchsias, the best to Wm. Joyce, gardener to M. W. Bald-

win; second best to George Pean; third best to John PoUock, gar-
dener to James Dundas.

Gloxineas, best to James Eadie, gardener to Br. Jamea Rash

;

second best to John Pollock.
Carnations, second best to John A. Gccbring.
Petunias, best to Henry A. Dreer; second beat to John A.

Gccbring.
Verbenas, best to John Gray.
Roses—Hybrid Perpetual, best to Henrj' A. Dreer.

Tea, best to the same.
Bourbon, best to the same.

Herbaceous Cut Flowers, best to Thomas Meehan.
Collections of Ten Plants—best to John Pollock.

*' " Six Plants—best to James Ridie ; second beat to
George Penu.

Specimen Plant—best to John Pollock ; second best to Jas, Eadie.
Specimen Plants, One Pair—best to John Pollock; second best

to James Eadie.
Table Designs—best to John A. Gccbring; second best to Robert

Kilvington.
B;iskets — best to Henry A. Dreer; second best to John A.

Go;bring.
Bouquets—best to Henry A. Dreer.
Special Premiums to John Joyce, gardener to B. P. Hutchinson,

for a collection of beautiful seedling Gloxineas. Also to John
Pollock, for a collection of fine Gloxineas. Also to William Joyce,
for a general collection of plants. Also to James Eadie, for a large
collection of very beautiful variegated plants.
The Committee also called the particular attention of the Society

to the following new plants:
Lobelia gracilis variej^ala, exhibited by Geortje Penn.
Seedling Petunia fragrant, " '** John A. Cchring.
Dianthus, " " Peter Mackenzie.
Seedling Carnations, " " John A. GoDbrini;.
The Committee on Fruits report the following awards, baring,

as they conceive, given very deliberate consid'-ration to the va-
rious varieties of strawberries brought before them on the present
occasion

:

g {Black Grapes—Black Hamburc. best to John Landers, gardener
I

to S. T. Altemus. Best light colored to the same.

m^
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Strawberries—Hovoy'H, host to A. L. Felton ; second host to

Thomas Mcglirnn. Albany Sotdling. bout lo G. MarkkT, ^Hrdener

to .1. K. Sta-ver; second he-t to Thomas Meghrau. Any other va-

riety, bent Victoria, to G. Markler; secoDd best, Keeu'fi Seedling,

A. Fi'ltou, gardeoer to Henry Dahring.
CherriuM— bt]^t May Duke to William Joyce; second best, Etack

TarUiri;in, to A. h. Felton.

ijpeciiil rremiuin to A. L. Felton for Strawberry named Felton's

Great Seedling. Yuiir Coiinnitleo cannot see, however, any ditfer-

euce ill color, size or flavor, frtim the Albany Seedling. They aUo
beg to (ciy that they cannot see any ditference in color or Havor
beiwo«'n the Victoria and Boyden'm Mammoth.

Special Premium to William Joyce, for four splendid specimens
of Pine Apples, in pot.s. They also call attention to a muive Ka*p-

berry, of a bright red color and of fair flavor exbibit»-d by J. F.

Stcever. They also notice dishes of Mulberries, Raspberries, Cur-
rants and Gooseberries, by various contributors. 'Ihey al.-io call

alienlion to two dishes of Seedling Strawberries, named No. 1 and
No. 2. b.ith of red color and heart-Nhaped, of excellent flavor, and
they specially solicit its exhibition again before they are entitled

to a premium.
The Committee on Veijetables awarded for Potatoes, best to .Taa.

Maiheson. gardener to F. Yarnall. Peas, best to Thomas .Meghran;

Kecond best to Anihouy Felton. Beets, best to Anthony Felton

;

necoud be .t to James Mathfson. Also, Special Premiums to An-
thony FeltoQ and A L, Felton, for Potatoes, too small in <iuantity

to compete for the premiums. Also to K. G. Swift, for six superior

heads of Crystal Cos Lettnco. They also call attention to a speci-

men of llhobarb, Karly Prince Imperial, exhibited by Thomas
Meelian, mid grown by Barnes & Washburn, Dorchester, Mass.

.Mr (i. W. Earl brought in. too late to be laid before the proper

Committee, some fine Amber Cherries, grown on standard, dwarf
ftu<l plum stock.

A number of new members were elected, and a number more
pro|>osed.

The next exhibition before the Society will be in September,

when one of the flnest displays may be fairly expected, if those of

the pa-it few months form any criterion by whieh to judge.
flE.NRV Hay. Secrt'tary,

BROOKLYN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
A frieud has sent us an account of the June Exhibition, from

which we extract the foUowinLr:

The June Kxhibition of the Brooklyn Horticultural Society was
held at the Aihjeueum The display, all things considered, was
very good, in some departiueuts particularly so.

There was a mai,'nitlcenl collection of Ko^es, and some very fine

fruit and vegetables. The Fuchsias were also numerous and
good. In the department of plants, Mr. Louis Menand, of Albany,

was, as usual, one of the largest contributors. An old and wel-

come contributor to the previous exhibitions of the Society— Ex-
Mavor Van Voo:-»t,of Jersey City—did not exhibit any thing.

Mr. Lunjley's garden w.is well represented in the department of

plants.
In Cut Koses. Messrs. Dailledonze & Zeler and Mr. Humphries,

of Hall Street, Brooklyn, made a flue display.

Mr. Keddy exhibited a dish of Gooseberries, which, appropri-

ately to the prominent idea of the day, he calls "Tycoon Goose

Egg'*."

Tne Grapes of the several varieties were uncommonly good, and

the Strawberries excellent. Ol the huter. Mr. Edward Decker,

FlonsI, of New Brighton, K. I,, had some wonderful specimens for

size and productiveness. The variety he exhibited is called

"Chorlton's ProliQc," and they need to be seen to be appreciated.

Theri* wore some immense sticks of Rhubarb
; but of Peas, Cur-

rants or Cherries, there was nothing remarkable.

The tliree Floral Desi'.'ns that drew prizes were very large and

elab -rately tluished. That which drew the second prize was very

tastefully fxecnted.
We n-yrei to find, from our friend's account, that tho Exhibition

w.iH not vrry successful, eitlierin interest or in a pecuniary point

of view, no doubt partly caused by the unfavorable weather.

REPORTS OF MASSACHUSETTS HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY FOR 1859

Arcfilli'il with iiiuch inlirtsliiig iiiiUt.T. l>r, .\-n iljny conlrib-

ulc» 11 p ip- r ou Tlic New I'lauls of llie Uiiiled Suioh, Urst lntn»

duced by llin Caniliri<lgo UnlHuic (iarden niiice it hiis lieoo uudor

his chaigi-. of lloiiculliinil interest. They iiro: TacMinia llcvis.

IJerberis iritoliata. Krisymiim ArkRnsanum, Viscaria Euj;elii)auDii,

I'alliili'B pedata, C. digitata, V. involucrata, I'avoiiia Wrighlli.

Malvaviscus Di-uinioondii. l'ngn;idia speciosa, .Sophora speriosa,

Neviu.-.ia AlabameDsis (a beautiful shrub, i.f whicli wo havn au

engraving ill pri>gro8» for our next), (Knolhera Jainesii, tiaura

Lindheiiiierii, Moulielia or Ifartonia ornata, Cucurbila perennis,
- - *• -" itiB californica, Cereus glganteus, liupatorium

.uostephus ramosissimus, tiutierresia -gyinnos-

iueimera texana, Coreopsis curonata, IVIafoxia

lUarUia ainblyodun, Agasslrla auavis, Amblyolepia

ljlUOU«lllti:»ti, «..;«>-..

I C. digitata, Mcgacyati

J 1 Beilaildierii, Aphanoi

5 I

peinioides, Lindhcimi

0«^ Uookcriana, Gaillardi

K<^

setlgera, Pentstemon Torreyl, P. Wrlghtii, P. baccharifolius, P.
granditlorus, Salvia Rccmeriana, Macrumerla vlridifloia. Datura
meteloides.
Many of these plants are now in all good collections; but it is

not the less iniere^tiug on that account to know thai we aro in*

debtcd to one of our own institutions for their introduction.

KENTUCKY HORTICTJLTITRAL SOCIETY.
liKl.D AT I.UCISVILLK 2-llh, 2.-.th and 2«Jth of MAY,

The Spring Exhibition of the Kentucky Horticultural S«)ciely

closed with a inaguiflcent distribution uf the premium Iruus and
flowers to the many charming ladies pre.seut. Each bore home a
Hplendid bouquet or a baakct of magnificent berrieii.

Liitt of J'remtuvis Awarded at the Fair of the Kentucky

HoriicuUural Society, May 'lUli and 2othy 1S60.

FRUITS.

Cherries— For the best quart to Judge John G.Taylor, Henry
County. Ky.

" For the best display, six varieties, same.
Strawberries—For the best display, three varieties, to A. Hoke.

tFLOWERS.
Hand Bouquets—First premium to Henry Nanz»
Table Bouquets—First premium to .Moure & Serb.
Floral Designs—First premium Moore & Serb.

Rosesr-Best flity varieties, K. Wilson.
" '* thirty-live varieties, to Ellwangcr & Fox.
" " fifty varieties, to E. Wilson.

Verbenas—Best twenty-four varieties, to Moore & Serb.
Fuchsias—Be^t twelve varieties to E. Wilson.
Scarlet Geraniums—Best three varieties to E. Wilson.
Pelargoniums—Best twelve varieties to Moore St Sorb.

" " six varieties lo E. Wilson.
Bedding-out Plants—Best thirty plants to E. Wilson.

" " twenty plants to Moore & Serb.
Greenhouse Plants—Best collection to Ellwanger A Fox.
Best Fifty Plants—Healthiest and best shaped to Hi-nry Xanz.

It would be impossible to specify all the articles exhibited. The
cherries that secured the premium were raised by that genial
gentleman, Judge Taylor, of Henry County. They are called the
Barbour. Mr. B. in the latter part of the last century having
brought the seed from Virginia and planted them on his farm in
Oldham County. They are the most delicious we have ever tasted.

We are pleased to learn that the Society intends to hold its

weekly meetiui^'s and exhibitions in the Masonic Temple every
Saturday during the season.

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
A». we go to \iv\-^ wi-iin- in renipt of the Cirfular ealliug the So-

ciety togfther in i'hihuU-lphia oil the lllh of SepteiiiU-r. \Vu will

insert it in full next muutbj and make room for the following extract
now:
"The various State Committees of this Soeifty are expected to

submit accurate and full reports of the condition and pr^>pre33 of
fruit culture within their limits, together with definite ariptwers to

each of the following que.-*tions. These reports, it is dt-sinible, should
be forwarded to the Ciiainnan uf the (Seriejal Fruit Committee, Hon.
Samuel Walker, Koxbury. Mass.. if p«ssil 11?. as early as the Ist of
September, or lo Thonuis W. Field,. Ksti., Secret-iry. Brt»oklyn, N*. V.
'•What tfi-r, tirtlve and txoenty varieties of the .\ppi,e are best

adapted to an orchard of one hundred trees, for family use, and how
many of eai-h sort should it contain? What varii'ties, and liow

many of each, are b«'Nt for an on-hard of one Utvusitmi trees, de-

signed to bear fruit fi>r the market?
What *i> and tireh'e varieties of the Pb.^r are best for family use

on tho Pear stock? What varieties on the Quince sii»rk? What
varieties, and how many of each of thejM' are Im-hI adapted to a Pear
orchard of oiw hundred or of one tliou/tand trees?

" What are the sijc and ttrelre best varieties of the PE.\CH? Wliat
are the best varieties, anrl br)w many of each, are host adapted to a
Pejich orcliard of one hundred or of one tftouxand trc^s?

"Answers to these questious ehouhl be made from reliable experi-

ence, and with reference to the proximity or remotene^ of lUe

market."

SOCIETE ROYALE DE FLORE DE
BRUXELLES.

The Exhibition held in March at the Botanic Garden is .said to

have been one of the finest in the world for the season.

Aniongn the novelties exhibited we notice that M. Linden, of

thai place, tbe celebrated plant collector, had a n.-w varit-gated

|paf Beg'tiin. said to be the flnesi yet raised, called B. ' Duohesso

de Brabant."

^^^
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FLOWER GARDEN & PLEASURE GROCND.
At this season of the year man)- things that may

hare been transplanted the past Spring, may suffer

from drought. This will be observed by the fuli.age

having a withery look. Even plants that have been

growing some years will at times present this mois-

ture-asking appearance, especially if growing under

the shade of walls or trees, or on terraces or embank-

ments. They must have water—but a" little" is worse

than useless, making the ground hard on the surface,

and the little moisture in the soil therefore dries out

the eiisier. A' basin should be formed of the soil

aroiiiKl the tree or plants, and several buckets full of

water poured in, and suffered to soak away, after

which the soil should be drawn back to its former

position, lightly around the plants : moss or litter

may then be placed on as a mulch, and nothing more

will be required for the season;

We said last month that seeds of Hollyhocks should

be sown as soon as ripe— this also applies to seeds of

all hardy perennial plants, such as Daisies, Carna-

tions, Polyanthus, Pansy, Phloxes, &c.

When AVhite Lilies, or any other spring-flowered

bulbous plants have done flowering, and the stems

died away, they should be taken up and reset; the

disease in lities often met with is probably caused by

their being too long in one place. Much of what we
wrote of last month is still applicable to this, and

will bear a reperusal.

i

FRUIT GARDEN.
As soon as the Raspberry crop is over the shoots

that bore the fruit should at once be cut out, and all

the suckers not wanted for fruit the next season

thinned out and taken away. These two points are

very important in Raspberry culture. When rightly

managed in this respect, very few crops arc more re-

liable or more satisfactory to the grower than this.

In earlier hints for this department we have writ-

ten of the importance of pinching off any strong

shoots that may appear at the top of young fruit trees,

and which if left would render the weaker ones at

the base still weaker.

Since that early pincjiing, in very vigorous trees, a

new crop of strong young shoots may have appeared

at the top of the tree, which should again be taken

off, and the lower branches will bo much benefitted

thereby.

This matter of pinching out strong growing shoots

to strengthen those which we wish to become strong,

is an essential point with those who require handsome

shaped trees, and isof course applied in the infancy of

the trees, when many hundreds may be gone over iii

a day. It would be a great expense, besides unneces-

sary with these objects in view, to go over a large

orchard and pinch out the shoots. These remarks

apply to the Grape vine, as well as to the Pear, and

indeed, to all kinds of fruit trees.

In the vinery many parlies commence to force

grapes at the end of this month, but those who at-

tempt this branch of the gardening art are already so

well skilled in its details as to derive little advantage

from any hints we could offer here. In the cold

vinery, the vines will now be ripening their crops, and

will require little attention beyond stopping laterals,

and as much as possible destroying insects that may

endanger the health of the foliage.

{Jommunirafions.

SKETCHES ofDISTINGUISHEDBOTANISTS
BY L.

II.—DR. FOTHERGILL.
Dr. Fothergill, of whom we have already spoken,

rose to the highest eminence in his profession, and

acquired a degree of celebrity, at home and abroad,

seldom attained by the most ardent cultivators of the

medical art It may be questioned, whether he was

most known to fame as a philanthropist or a physi-

cian; indeed, the life of this excellent man seemed

to flow in one continued stream of fertilizing charity.

In 1770 he founded and largely contributed to the

*)
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endowment of a Seminary for young Friends, at Aok-

worlh, England. He also printed Penvcr's transla-

tion of the liible, at a cost u( £2000. At his expense,

Mr. Bartram made his explorations through the Car-

olinas, Georgia and Florida, Sec, which occupied five

years ; the fruits of which were given to the world

in 1791, and will be noted under Mr. Bartram in this

connection.

It is supposed that Dr. Fothergill gave away at

least £200,000.

The person of Dr. Fothergill was of a delicate

rather than attenuated make. His features were all

expressive, and his eye had a peculiar brilliancy. His

understanding was quick and comprehensive. There

was a charm in his conversation and address, that

conciliated the regard and confidence of all who em-

ployed him; and so discreet and uniform was his

conduct, that he seldom forfeited the esteem he had

acquired. He deceased in 17S0, in the G!Hh year of

his age.

Dr. Fothergill was an ardent botanist, and received

from William Bartram his collections made in the

Southern states, which were carefully preserved in

his gardens at Upton, near Stratford in Essex. In

lH3o the grounds still contained many large and fine

specimens, among them Populus canadensis^ 100 feet

high, P. dilaiaia, 120 feet high, two cedars with

trunks fl^ feet in diameter at 6 feet from the ground.

Upton House gardens were commenced about 1762,

—were sold at Dr. F.'s death, and were recently in

possession of the late Samuel Gurney.

Linna;us named the genus " FolUergitla," in his

honor, plants of the order Hamanielidacoa^, or Witch

Hazel.

The following testimony to the worth of this ex-

cellent friend of humanity, is by Dr. Franklin, and

may not inappropriately conclude our very brief no-

tice of him :
—" If we estimate the goodness of a man

by his disposition to do good, and his constant en-

deavors and success in doing it, I can hardly conceive

that a better man has ever existed."

PEARS IN THE SOUTH-WEST.
BY THOS. AFFLECK, WASHINGTON, ADAMS CO., MISS.

[Cuucluded from piiye '204.1

No. 43. Beurre Moiri.. A miserable, diseased

abortion.

Wo. 54. Bonne de Zees. A year or two ago, this

tree seemed to have become diseased, and, from the

scabbed condition of the bark, seemed about to die.

But it recovered, unaided by man. and is now a com-

pact, handsome tree, 12 feet high and G inches

through, full of foliage and of fruit.

No. 57. Bonus Julie. Only 7 feet high and 2J

inches in diameter; of weakly habit of growth, yet

healthy, full of foliage and of fruit.

No. 58. Bonnissime de la Sarlh'. A vigorous, fine

tree, 10 fe t high, 5 inches through ; fine crop of fo-

liage but not a pear to be seen.

No. CO. Brougham. A fine, strong tree, 12 feet

high, and with a stem of 6 inches in diameter, yet

the bark of the trunk has a rough and rather un-

healthy look ; foliage scant ; fine crop set. My notes

say that the fruit occasionally rots b.idly on the tree.

No. 202. Vicomte de SpoHberg. A replant, and a

fine, thrifty young tree, 7 feet high, 2i inches

through
; yet I do not like its appearance altogether.

Though white with blo.isom, there is scarcely a leaf

out.

No. 116. Gratioli of Jersey. Unhealthy looking,

yet full of fruit. A young tree.

No. 121. Inronnue Cheneau. Also a replant. Fine

healthy young tree, full of fruit, and promise of suc-

ceeding well on quince.

No. 122. Inconnue, V.M. Same as above.

No. 208. Bartlci. Here stands four fine trees of

this invaluable sort. They are upon common apple-

quince, and amongst the oldest trees I have, say fif-

teen years or thereabouts; do not grow fast; more

like large bushes, 7 feet high, stem near the ground

about 5 inches through, branches sweeping the

ground and extending, from tip to tip, some 8 or 10

feet ; trees perfectly healthy and have borne some

ten or a dozen successive heavy crops of superb fruit.

What think you of Bartlct's ranging from 10 by lo

inches, up to 13^ by 17 and even 18 inches around !

Not a leaf or blossom yet expanded. I see, as yet,

no evidence of disease in these trees.

No. 124. Jalvie. A handsome pyramidal tree, 7

feet high and 4j inches in diameter. Is now covered

with a full crop of leaves, and an almost equally full

crop of fruit. Fine crop last season.

No. 125. Jargonelle. Well do I remember this in

the days of my boyhood, as tUe fine pear of its sea-

sou. And it is, even now, not to be sneezed at ! On
quince, though free from disease, the growth is

weakly and straggling; and, though covered each

Spring with a heavy crop of its beautiful large snowy

flowers, 1 have never seen a fruit matured—rarely

one even set. At present there are some of good

size. On pear the fruit is fine but not abundant.

No. 126. Jean de WiUe. A handsome pyramidal

tree, about 9 feet high, with scarcely a leaf out yet.

Some promise of fruit, but has not been a good bearer.

No. 127. Josephine de Malines. A fine, thrifty,

dwarfish tree, branched quite low ; full of leaf but

few blossoms. Do not remember ot its ever bearing.

No. 128. King Kduards. A fine robust tree, with

large rich foliage fully leafed out. About 9 feet high

and 5 to 5 j inches diameter. Some few fine branches

of fruit set ; but has been rather a poor bearer.

No. 129. Leon le Clcrc, V. M. Hood thrifty tree
;

^^m
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scarcely a leaf out yet, though good promise of blos-

som.

No. 131. Lewis. Had great dilTunilty in keeping

alive the original imported tree, so weakly is the

growth. This tree, on quince, is handsome and vig-

orou.s, 9 feet high, 5 inches through, and full of leaf

and fruit. Bore a heavy crop last year.

No. 132. Louise Bonn'! de Jersey. Several hand-

some trees of this noted sort. But not so much so

nor so productive, nor fruit so fine, as descriptions

had led me to expect. They are healthy, thrifty and

bear moderate crops of pretty good fruit ; that is all.

These trees are 9 to 10 feet high, and fully n inches

through.

No. 131. Maria Louise. Growing upon a very

poor spot, and has hardly a fair chance
;
yet it is a

handsome thrifty tree. Few leaves or blossoms as

yet. Not a great bearer.

No. 131). jVit'/ de Waicrloo. A fine, healthy tree,

but of very straggling habit; 10 feet high and 4 in-

ches through. Few leaves, but a cloud of blossoms.

A very fair fruit and good bearer.

No. 137. Millo! de Nancy. A handsome little tree,

but no bearer. Not very healthy, I fear.

No. 196. Doyenni Boussorlc. A replant. A healfhj'

young tree, of straggling habit. Has not yet borne,

but now shows some bloom, with leaves about half

out.

No. 130. Leon le Clerc de Lavel. Same as above.

Fine promise of bloom. If it can bear up under such

a name, it will do.

No. 148. Passe Tardive. A pretty tree, which has

borne some very superior fruit, but is not now en-

tirely healthy. In full and fine leaf, but no blossom.

Bark of stem and main branches quite scabbed.

No. 151. Poire de Fer. One of my favorites on

quince, " from pear " though it be. A fine, healthy,

hardy, but open-growthed tree ; bears well, a nice,

sweet fruit, though not very highly flavored; but

sound and keeps, and carries well to market. Its

large, downy foliage about half out, with a noble

crop of fruit setting. This tree is about 10 feet high

and G inches through.

No. 153. Princesse Miirianne. A very nice young

tree, 10 feet high, 5 inches through. Shows at least

6 inches of the quince stock above ground, yet the

pear does not overgrow. Full of leaf, but few bloom.

Should be let 7 or 8 inches deeper into the ground.

Hitherto overlooked.

No. 154. Princess Royal fGroom'sJ. A fine young

tree, with an awkward habit of growth ; 8 feet high

4^ inches in diameter. About half leafed out; fine

crop setting ; bears moderate crops.

No. lr>6. Ramilies. In a very poor spot, and yet

a handsome tree ; scarcely a leaf out
;
plenty of blos-

soms opening. Bore a too heavy crop last year for

the care bestowed on the tree.

No. 159. Roussilel de Hheimt. Also in poor, very

poor soil; open, straggling habit, yet healthy, liore

a heavy crop last year and promises a fair crop at

present.

No. 1(50. Sainl Denis. A miserable, sickly little

specimen, 6 or 7 feet high and 2 inches through
;

scurfy and diseased
;
yet bore some good fruit last

year, and promises more now.

No. 1()I. Saint Germain. Was as fine and healthy

a looking tree as is on the grounds, always bearing

and ripening full crops. Was permitted to mature so

heavy a crop last year, under such utter neglect, in

my absence, that it is now dead ! after having partly

leafed out and covered with blossom. A serious loss

and inexcuFable. The fruit is fine and keeps well.

Tree 9 feet high and 5 inches through.

No. 162. SI, Germain, ''. M. Small, but hand-

some tree. Bore a tremendous crop last year; none

this season. Now in full loaf.

No. 163. Saint Germain, (Uvedalc's). A fine,

sturdy but str.iggling tree, covered with pale, large,

rich foliage, and a few large fruit set. Tree 7 feet

high and 3j inches through.

No. 164. Saint Laurent. Small, well formed, but

not healthy. No leaves yet; white with blossoms.

No. 165. Saint Lezin. A pretty tree, in spite of

its miserably straggling habit. Full of large, glossy

foliage and fine fruit, well set. Quite productive.

But I must hold up for the present ; fearing that,

after all, I may be giving you too lengthy an article

for your magazine. My next will complete it.

f »i

GRAPE INSECT.
BY R. A. GRIDER, EASTON, PA.

Blr. Editor :—The Catawba vines in our neighbor-

hood have for several years beensuifering—which we
attributed to various causes.

This year the same disease appeared, and much
more wide-spread than heretofore, destroying all

hopes of fruiting,—reducing our Catawhas to a mere

wreck or ruin, and to a state of leprosy, fit only to be

cut down to sprout anew from the ground.

When the young shoots appear in May and June,

when very tender, and the young leaves are about

putting forth, an insect deposits its eggs in the shoots.

At first the brood is hardly visible to the naked eye;

when viewed through a magnifying glass they appear

a clear white, and quite transparent; as they grow
older they expand, become egg shaped, and change

color to yellowish white, and sometimes stand out

from the shoot with one of the narrow points to the

shoot; the insect still in its enclosed shell or egg

appears to feed on the shoots, leaving a wound wher-

ever an egg was deposited. The shoot at first be-

comes veined and blotched with a beautiful rose color.
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then purple and rose, and lastly brown, as if scared

with a hot iron. The shoot sickens, the leaves turn

brown and shrivel, the blossoms turn brown ere they

open, and the vine is a wreck, full of putrifying sores.

The above are facts beyond dispute ; we will now

stale what we deem to be the cause of the mischief;

and, although we believe to have discovered the real

cause, yet we might be in error:—A small, light green

jnscct, being about one-fourth of an inch in size, (when
' viewed throu-h a magnifying glass it has four wings,

two large f via, four or more legs, and a sharp pointed

body,—with a dark sting, and appears to be of tlie

grasshopper speciesj; appears to be very active morn-

ing and evening ; during the warm days it hides

under the leaves, and is very shy when approached-

we take to be the cause. We have mentioned our case

to a friend whose attention had not been called thereto

this year, but who has sulTcred by the same cause
;

he says that he immediately tried Whale-oil Soap

and also air slacked lime, both have destroyed the

brood.

I have sketched a shoot from nature showing the

effects of the attack ; if you deem proper to use the

same for the benefit of others you are at liberty to do

so.

[The drawing sent exhibits the Grape vine tlirip,

which is so very destructive in greenhouses, where it

is destroyed by tobacco smoke; we never knew it to

attack out door grapes before, and are unprepared

with any remedy.

—

Ed.]

SUGGESTIONS FOR PEACH GROWING
IN OHia.

BY E. KRVtK, D.WTOS, OHIO.

The peach buds in this section of Ohio, were all

killed by the hard freezing in December last, not-

withstanding the wood being well ripened in the

fall. At the south of t^iis state—around Cincinnati,

they were also killed, with the exception of those

planted on high and favorable situations, while

at the north, in the neighborhood of the great lakes,

they were spared. Why this difference in favor

of a higher northern latitude? probably the moisture

evaporating from the waters before being frozen was

tlie cause; if there is any other will some person in

that region inform us through the Monlhhj. Pears,

themes and smaller fruits generally, are safe so fir,

but strung canes of Lawton Blackberry have been

killed growing on clay loam underdraining.

The thermometer at Dayton fell to 15 degrees

below Zero on the night of the 8th of December last,

at Cincinnati on the same night, according to the

tables of Professor Wilson, as published in the " Cin-

rin/iu/iis," it stood at It) degrees at !l o'clock, P. M.,

and on the following morning it was 4 degrees below

Zero; but if we consult the point at which it probably

n
stood at midnight, we have a fall of about 48 degrees

in the short space of four hours ; the effect of such a

sudden and important change seems to have been felt

by the peach in particular. I am credibly informed

that only once during the last eight years has there

been & general crop of peaches in this neighborhood.

Would it not be worth while to seek a remedy for

this state of things; planting on high places, from

200 to 100 feet above the sea level
;
planting much

closer than the ordinary distances ; in each case train-

ing low bushes, training young plants obliquely, say

at an angle of about 30 degrees, ("on a single stem or

main shaft, keeping side branches small by pruning) ;

the latter could be bent down and covered with earth,

this would save the buds while in their dormant state,

in any latitude where the wood of the peach would

ripen. These remedies or rather suggestions I think

would be worth a trial by those who grow this impor-

tant crop, which, whether for profit or private use, its

pecuniary value is the same. June olh.

[In such a precarious locality for a Peach crop, a

Peach-house would be a source of great ijralification to

a private horticulturist, and of great profit to a market

fruit grower.

—

Ed.]

GRAPE GROWING.
BY WM. BRIGHT, LOG.\.N iNtRSERV, PIIILAd'a.

Since the publication of my work on Grape Cul-

ture, advocating the use of dwarf vines, or very

short canes, in the vincvard, with no arms or up-

right shoots, a set of writers hare sprung up who
advocate most strenuously a no-pruning system for

the Natives; the wildest and most unrestrained

growth of branches and laterals over high trellisses,

houses and trees, as the only true and proper system

for American Vines.

Mr. McINIinn, in an c>say recently published, says:

" To attempt to confine their growth to mere stakes

will prove a failure on all our native species."

I take issue with them all on this point, and as-

sert that the most healthy canes, and the best crops

of Grapes can be grown in the vineyard, on native

vines, with a single stem not over six feet long : and

that I can produce, on such a cane, a crop of fruit

having six qualities, required for perfection in Grape

growing, viz. :— ripeness, color, flavor, size of berry,

size of bunch, and weight, that will excel in all or

a miijority of these points, any crop that can be ob-

tained from any unpruncd cane, of equal age, six

hundred feet long, more or less.

The truth is, only those who have worked for

years over the Grape vine, can fully understand its

nature, requirements, power of endurance, and ca-

p.icity. When I recently announced that the foreign

vine would stand any degree of heat, in the grapery,

short of 2 120 of Fahrenheit, provHcd sufficient moisture
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wert presfrU in the house, many persons stared with in-

credulity. But such is the fact. There .8 really no

danger in heating a house to a degree which would

make any man not accustomed to it, fall diz/.y ami

insensible in fifteen minutes, if the house be very

moist.

For the benefit of the incredulous, who maj' really

wish to be convinced of the fact, I will repeat an ex-

periment I have often exhibited to my friends :—

I

will take one of my houses, over two hundred feet

long, with its many hundreds of valuable pot vines,

and in their presence shut it up as tight as possible,

at noon, in the hottest day in July or August, under

a bright blazing sun, and make the hottest fire you

can with wood, in the furnace and lluc, and carry the

heat to 175° or more, without injury to the vines in

an hour's time.

Another point. It is commonly supposed that it

will not answer to syringe the foliage of growing

canes with cold water when the house is much heated,

the sun is shining, and the vines are flagging. This

is a mistaken notion. I would prefer to wet the bor-

der with warm water at such a time, but I have proved

by experiment that the foliage will stand a cold dash,

under the conditions above named, not only without

injury but with decided advantage. With a house at

1153, vines in pots flagging, and a blazing sun, at

noon, I have thrown four hundred gallons of cold

water, as cold as 50^, over the whole stock of a house

180 feet long, with a forcing-pump syringe, with a

most refreshing and invigorating eSL-ct. I have my-

self rode on horseb.ick, at a full gallop, ten miles in

the hottest day in July ; and coming off the horse,

recking with perspiration, I have taken a cold shower,

with water drawn immediately from the bottom of a

deep, cold, rocky well, and scarcely felt the shock of

it. So I have I gone from the vapor bath, at Sansom

Street Hall, out of a current of steam, nearly hot

enough to scald the skin, covered with perspiration,

and blazing with heat, immediately under the cold

shower, not only without a shock, but with the most

delightful sensations of dripping coolness. The grape

vine can stand the heat better than a human being

can, and when so heated I feel convinced that the

cold water falling upon its foliage from the syringe.

in a sort of shower or mist, in a hot sunlight, gives

it no shock, but rather proves refreshing and invigo-

rating to the heated tissues.

If the air of the Grapery be very hot and dry, then

flagging and mildew will speedily ensue ; but if you

have plenty of moisture, no degree of heat that can

ever be created, by sunlight or flues, under ordinary

circumstances, will ever prove of much injury to

grape vines. To maintain a uniform and healthful

degree of humidity in the grapery, without constantly

syringing and wetting the floors, I have recently in-

troduced into some vineries which I have erected,

large shallow eraporating troughs, sixteen or eighteen

inches wide and four inches deep, running the whole

length of the house, so arranged as to be filled with

water in hot dry days, or left empty in cold damp
days. These troughs also serve an admirable pur-

pose, by keeping a large supply of warm water ready

for watering the pots and borders.

I also, in regulating the moisture of the honsc, make
use of the Hydrometer to ascertain the precise degree

of dryness or moisture existing in the atmosphere, as

the temperature changes ; for neither the presence of

w.iter when no evaporation takes place, nor ones own
feelings can form an accurate guide as to the real

state of the atmosphere. But this useful little instru-

ment gives you at a glance the precise Hygrometric

state of the air, and, by a slight calculation, you may
know the number of grains of water held in suspen-

sion by each cubic foot of air, or the comparative or

absolute dryness or moisture of the house, with

mathematical certainty. I have a table prepared

which shows all these points, in a moment, without

calculation; and a little use of the instrument ena-

bles one to judge of the condition of the house before

the vines show the effect of excessive dryness or ex-

cessive moisture, by flagging or by mildew. It may
not be generally known that, under ordinary circum-

stances, an increase of 21-' ot heat just doubles the

absolute dryness of the atmosphere, unless means be

taken to saturate the air with moisture; but fortu-

nately, while the atmosphere, at a temperature of 53

above zero, will hold in suspension only alout one

grain of vapor in a cubic foot of air, at 950 it will

hold in suspension seventeen grains ; and as fast as

this is taken up by plants, the air greedily absorbs

more moisture. These are important facts.

In my management of grape vines, I admit but lit-

tle air during the changeable weather of Spring, but

I watch the hygrometric condition of the atmosphere

with the utmost care. I like to swell out my canes

with plenty of moisture during hot d.ays, early in I

Spring, and stop them in and concentrate their ener-
I

gies upon short canes, and harden them off early in
|

the season, and thus get up a good constitution for
I

future service. Whether all vines will stand heat

and cold water, as mine will when properly grown,

I cannot say ; perhaps it will be well for some people
1

who have rather a weak stock about them, to be cau-

tious in their hydropathic applications ; but what I

have here stated I will show to anybody worth

talking to, any fine day they please, at the Logan

Nursery.

fWe have no doubt but that had Mr. Bright lived

in a more particular age, he would have been burned

at the st.akc, as an hercsiarch of the most dangerous

kind. Notwithstanding his evident unorthodoxy on

3
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many old fa-^hioncd cardinal points, a recent visit to

his place satisfies us that he is any thing but a cheval

miiri—a broken-winded horse—on grape growing.

A more beautiful sight in that way, we hare never

seen.

We have struik out a challenge of $200 in favor of

his system, from the article, as being unsuited to our

columns. A visit to his plants will prove more than

his wager.

—

Ed. J

>»•
GRAPE ROT.

BY R. A. CRIDKR, BETIILEIIKM, PA.

The rotting of green Grapes has been attributed to

various causes.

1 To want of proper nourishment in the soil.

2 Excess of moisture.

3 Want of moisture.

4 An insect depositing its brood into the bloom.

(See Scientific American of ^\ay 19th, 18G0.)

5 Heat,
fi Cold.

7 Mode of pruning.

8 Exposure to the sun.

9 Bursting of the stems.

10 Want of circulating air.

11 Rools going into the subsoil.

Your Monlhly being designed to aid gardeners and

fruit growers, and as thousands of persons have been

losing their grape crops by rot, and as no single

cause has yet been described, and no remedy been

found, I would ask a place for the above in your mag-

azine, being desirous to gain light on the subject, and

believing that its discussion will perhaps benefit great

numbers.

Suggesting to all who deem the above worthy of

notice, to state in what kind of soil their vines are

growing—whether moist or dry, underdrainedor not?

and whether the rot takes place during dry or wet

weather?

[All of the causes named will produce the Grape

Rot, which is a consequence of previous disease.

When by any of the above extremes the sap becon-es

vitiated, a small species of fungus attacks the berry,

and speedily destroys it. The fungus is often supposed

to cause the rot. Our own opinion is that it will

never attack a perfectly healthy subject ; the rule

seems to us absolute, that what is favorable to the

growth of fungi is unfavorable to the health of vege-

tation more perfectly organized. We shall, how-

ever, be glad to have the views of some of our intel-

ligent corespondents.—En.]

©J,

TREES OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.
UV D. O. KKEDER, OBION CO., TKNN.

In front of my present residence there is a yard of

perhaps two acres. In this small space I have coun-

ted fourteen varieties of trees, constituting a fine

miniature park ; which trees I will name, to girc an

idea what a variety of growth there is here on a small

space of ground :—Slippery Elm, Swamp Elm ("?),

Sycamore, Sassafras, Hornbeam, Hackberry, Wild

Plum, Boxwood, Swamp Maple, Black Walnut, Red

bud. Ash, Cottonwood and Persimmon.

This is on the Mississippi River, and in what is

known as Madrid Bend. The surface soil is a clayey

loam, mostly ; occasionally sandy loim, from a few

inches to four or five feet thick, resting on a base of

pure sand of unknown depth. In many places this sand

crops out—such patches arc called " Sand-blows."

In addition to the trees enumerated above, I have

noted the following in the country :—Yellow Poplar,

Sugar Maple, Hickory. difTcrent Oaks, Holly, Chest-

nut, Swamp Willow, Red and Black Haws, Dogwood,

Black Ouni, Sweet flum, Cypress. Catalpa, Kentucky

Coffee-tree, Black Locust, Common Thorn, and an-

other tree like it in bark and foliage, but has no

thorns. I should like to know the true name of this

tree. [Send us leaves.—En.] It is a very griiceful

and tall tree. I have noticed but two trees of this

variety, of the Mimosa type, in any other State,

—

Common Beech, and, I think, another variety. One
variety of the Cucumber, W'ild Cherry, Mulberry

and White Walnut.

There is another small tree, with foliage like the

Sumac, but has sharp spines on it. Tennesseeans

call it " Tare Blanket." [XanOioryton fraxineum,

probably.

—

Ed.] There are other small frees grow-

ing here, the names of which I do not know. The
Common .\lder often grows to a great size here. One
W.1S pointed out to me on the border of Rcelfoot

Lake, that must be 20 or 30 feet high and 6 or 8 in-

ches in diameter. (Possibly Alnus ijlauca, but we
never heard of its growing so far South-west Send

us a leaf.

—

Ed.] Some farmers plant them in their

yards. They make a very bushy top tree if not

trimmed. If trimmed the branches die.

The Holly, Chestnut. Poplar and Cucumber, do

not grow in the " Bend," but grow on the uplands

of the country. On the other hand, I find many kinds

of vines growing here that are not indigenous to the

uplands. The Virginia Creeper, Poison Vine, Trum-
pet-flowered Vine, Wild Clematis or Virgin's Bower,

Wild Grape, and many other vines, climb up every

thing they find in their way.

There is one variety of the Trumpet-flower that

blooms about the first of May. The flower is pale

crimson, with a buff color on the inner walls. I saw

one Trumpet-vine, of the scarlet kind, that was one

foot in diameter. But this has grown too long. I

may give other notes on trees and vines, in another

communication.
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FOREIGN STRAWBERRIES.
BY JOHN SAIL, WAS II 1 S liTO.V, D. C.

1 send you this day, by Express, a small box of

Foreifrn Strawberries, [Noticed in our last.

—

Ed.] :

—

1. VicoMTKSsE Hkricabt dk THnnv. This vari-

ety with us is now nearly over, and it has, as on all

previous occasions, proved in every respect AI—me-

dium size, bright color, flavor exquisite ; whilst it is

very productive, and of so robust a constitution that

it is proof alike against our most intense cold or fiery

heat. Our great Strawberry growers, Messrs. Slater

& Cammack, have grown this to great perfection the

past Spring. The writers against Foreign Strawber-

ries are already procuring plants ; and in the midst of

opposition it is working itself into general cultivation.

2 Victoria fTrollope's^. This noble berry has

come out finely the past season. The two gentlemen

already named have brought it into our market in the

very highest state of perfection. It is a fine cropper,

large, good flavored ; but in this latter quality not to

compare to Vicomtesse. The color you will observe

is bright and good, though writers have abused it on

this head ;
perhaps they had never seen a well ripened

berry.

3 CoMPTE DE Flaxdre. Another excellent Straw-

berry of the same race as Victoria, Alice Maud, Ac-

Fruit of good size, bri;;ht color, high flavor ; an abun-

dant bearer, and very hardy, passing unscathed

through our hottest and coldest weather.

4 Seedmxg Eliza. This may probably be set

down as our best large Fine Strawberry—belonging

to the same class as British Queen, Kirtly's Goliath,

Sec.— it is much hardier and not inclined to burn,

—

indeed, will endure any heat or cold that any Native

Strawberry will. It is uniformly a good bearer—

a

heavy bearer—fruit very large, conical ; bright color,

fine flavor. A superb large reliable variety.

5 La Reine. Belongs to the same family as the

preceding ; alike hardy and vigorous in growth, with

large, firm, enduring foliage, and, like that, forms

large crowns, which throw up robust spikes of bloom

and fruit. A large fruit, bright color, good cropper
;

fruit somewhat similar to the preceding, but more

globular.

The above are all excellent Foreign sorts. Every
amateur who grows a Strawberry should possess them

—as well as market gardeners, who will give them

ordinary good culture, they will find tbem more pro-

fitable in the end than the little scarlet varieties, so

universally grown—as they invariably bring three or

four times the price in market.

New Vegetable.—Deulsches Magazine, " says Dr.

Seibold, has introduced a new and valuable vegetable

from Japan, allied to Salsify and Scorzoncra. It is

called Lappa Edulis, botanically."

HYBRIDIZING THE PEACH WITH THE
PLOM.

Kr PR. WVLIE, CHESTER, 9. C.

It is stated in some of the journals that I exhibited

fruit, the result of hybridization between the Peach

and Plum, this is a mistake. I did exhibit fruit in

1857, the result of a cross between the Heath Cling

Peach, and Columbia Peach, which took the premium
at the S. C. fair; and also fruit, the result of a cross

between the Blood Cling and Boston and Hardwicko

Seedling Nectarines. The mistake has probably orig-

inated in this way:—Sometime last winter I was

corresponding with Mr. Silas McDowell, of N. C,
and spoke of exhibiting a cross-breed between the

Heath and Columbia Peach. I may have fin writing

hurriedly) not written very legibly, so that Jlr. Mc
Dowell may have understood me to say that I had

succeeded in producing a hybrid between the Heath

Cling and Columbia Plum. I have experimented

extensively in hybridizing not only fruit but other

plants ; have tried frequently to cross the Peach and

and Apricot, without success ; have also tried the

Peach and Plum without success.

Some of my crosses between the Peach and Nec-

tarines are very beautiful, but owing to my bad

locality my Peaches are cut off almost every Spring.

In the Spring of 1859 I commenced hybridizing Grapes,

and now have about three hundred plants, some of

them two and three feet high, ^having been started

in pots in a hotbed). I am now inarching some of

them with the j'oung shoots of strong stocks, so as, if

possible, to make them bear next year. The follow-

ing are the natives hybridized by me in 1859, with

the best foreign varieties. Delaware, Herbemont,

Lenoir, Catawba, Scuppernong, Bland. The foliage

of many of the plants resemble the male parent more

than the female ; the foliage of two of the Delaware

hybrids resemble precisely the White Muscatof Alex-

andria. I have my Delaware hybrids all inarched,

so as if possible to make them bear next year. I

have gone into it more extensively this Summer, and

have the Delaware, Diana, Anna, Halifax, Negoochee,

Pauline, White Fox, Clinton, To Kalon, Scuppernong

crossed Csome of them vice versa,) with B. Hamburg,

B. Prince, R. Muscadine, Syrian, &c. In hybridizing

I adopt several precautions to attain success, which

are not detailed in books, so far as I know. I enclose

an exact drawing of one of my cross-breeds.

[On reading in the CiTicinna/iuforMay, Mr. McDow-
ell's original article, we understand him to say that

he "saw" that the Nectarine and Plum had been

hj'bridized by Dr. Wylie, and goes on to describe it

as "a fruit of exquisite beauty and taste." We be-

lieved it to be impossible ; but the positive nature of

the statement staggered us a little, and we wrote to
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Dr. AVylie fur an explanation, which he has above

kindly given.

The colored drawing of the hybrid Peach and Nec-

tarine is very beautiful, and we regret that a wood
cut will not do it justice. It is smaller than tlic aver-

age of Peaches, with the rich color of the Nectarine.
—Ed.]

4»m—

INSTRUMENT FOR TRIMMING TRESS,
HEDGES, &C.

BY G. L., PAKKERSIiLHC, VA.

1 send you a rough sketch of a little instrument I

find convenient in trimming evergreens, hedges, &c.,

to any desirable shape.

F

^1

Fig. 1. is a piece of ash 2 inches wide, and H inches

thick, and 7 feet long, with an iron point, having a

notch on one side in which to place the foot, and

press it in the ground. ^. is a piece of stiff wire

about 3 feet long, having a loop or eye at one end.

This wire passes through the clasp as shown in fig. 2.

This clasp and wire is movable on the staff, and is

adjusted to any part of it by means of the thumb-

screw B. There should be 6 or 7 of these wires thus

fixed to the staff. The lower wire C. fig 3. when

the staff is in use, is made to extend from the staff

to the body of the tree. By this means the s'aff is

kept at tlic same distance from the tree as it is changed

from one side to the other. Now p.is.-i a string or small

pliant wire through the eyes of all the cross pieces,

(except the bottom one, J and move the wires to the

right and left, up and down, as the size of the tree

may require, and screw them to their places. In this

way the string is made to form a curve as seen in the

figures I). E. F. G. IF. The surplus string may be

wound round a pin near the top of the staff. Having

determined on the shape of the curve or outline of

the tree as above, plant the staff by the side of the

tree, and extend the bottom wire so as to touch the

body of the tree; cut off the branches where the

string crosses them, and cary your staff around as the

trimming proceeds, always keeping the staff at the

I
same distance from the liody of the tree by the wire C.

coming in contact with it. Evergreens, hedges, &c.,

may be trimmed with the aid of this instrument to

any shape, and with great uniformity.

PERPETUAL STRAWBERRIES.
BY W. It. I'lllNCE, FLUSIII.NG, L. I., K. Y.

Under this head a writer in one of your numbers
makes this statement: —"We all know how Mr.

Knight's experiments in hybridizing the kinds already

supposed to be of European origin, with kinds of

American birth, gave to the Lorticultural world a

race of fruit from which all we now prize have been

obtained." Now, in point of fact, we just know no

such thing, but we do know the precise contrary to

have been the truth. In the first place, there has

never been a hybrid produced between any European

and .American species, and there never will be, this

resulting from a natural sexual aversion. Secondly,

of the seedlings produced by Mr. Knight, I received

the best nine varieties from the London Societyj^and

tested them fully, and rejected the whole; and, but

five were deemed worthy of insertion in the Cata-

logue of the London Horticultural Society, (Edition of

1826), and not even one was thought worthy of reten-

tion in their third Edition (1842). And at the pres-

ent day there docs not exist a solitary instance where

either an original or a seedling from his varieties has

been perpetuated.

[Though thankful for the facts, we do not quite ap-

prove Mr. P.'s style of offering them. When we find

writers assert that things "never can be," we are re-

minded of Robert Dale Owen's argument, which, as

it was advanced in defence of a favorite hobby of
Mr. Prince's, he will certainly not object to, viz.

"that when any thing can be proved to exist, it must
certainly be possible."

So far as we know, we never heard the facts alluded

to (page 40 of our last volume) questioned; and if

Mr. Prince is not mistaken in some of his points, his

communication furnislics materials for a new chapter

in Strawberry history.

We never received the other articles Mr. Prince

alludes to in his private note.—En.]

CONSERVATORY AT THE PRESIDENT'S
HOUSE.

BY I>., WASHIXOTON, I>. C.

Mr. Editor:— In one sense I was glad to read your

correspondents remarks on thi-: conservatory. He re-

marks that " they are a disgrace either to him fMr.
Watt), or to the nation." I fully concur in this, by

applying it to the latter part of the sentence. 1 was,

I say, glad, because I concluded Mr. Watt would have

an excellent opportunity of clearing his skirts of any

responsibility, in what I know to be "a disgrace to

the nation." I volunteer to say for Mr. Walt, that

a harder working, more attentive gardener does not

'r?Ct
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exist, and one well qualified for the position ho fills.

I say this fur him because I think his niodcfty has

not allowed him to suy the half of himself that he

merits, and because I know that he has not given

you a detail of hall the ditficullies he has to encoun-

ter. Every thing connected with gardening is grudg-

inglj- granted by our matter of fact Congressmen,

and it takes as much scheming, I had almost said

lobbying, to get an appropriation for these purposes,

as is required to engineer through a Pacific Railroad.

The Conservatory itself, by whomsoever designed,

is '"a disgrace to the na'ion," and all who know the

circumstances, will not wonder at your correspondents

surprise at the bad plants it could not but contain. I

write this without the knowledge of Mr. Watt,

simply because I think he has not done himself jus-

tice. I know his difficulties, and admire the tolera-

ble success which, notwithstanding, attends him, and

besides I am desirous of seeing the blame attached

where it properly belongs, on the shoulders of " the

nation"—or those who arc said to represent it.

[The above from thepen of one of our distinguished

Washington amateurs, we readily insert. Our cor-

respondent was a stranger in Washington, and stated

only what he saw, and what others have seen, and

like him wondered where the responsibility belonged.

This our present correspondent fixes, and this good

will arise that whoever maj- call and see the "dis-

grace," will at any rate know what to blame for it.

—Ed.]

their vines. The worm is abont half an inch in

length, and of a black color when first appearing,

but changing with his growth, and becoming of a cop-

pery hue. His favorite nest is on the outside of the

leaf; the succulent portion of which he consumes,

Icaviiig the fibres, and presenting "le appearance of a

gauzy web. The leaves are thus elTectually destroyed,

and the new foliage under the hot sun of this period

wilts up, and with the bunches drop off. The unusual

amount of wet may have had something to do with

the appearance of this worm. With all our vigilance,

I f. ar the insects are gaining a march on us. Not a

plum tree here is unstung; and now if this formida-

ble enemy destroys Ihc foliage of ourgrapcs just when
we were preparing to decide on many of the new na-

tives, it will have the efTect of driving many, myself

among the number, to glass-roofed sheds for grapes,

plums, &c.

[This is the larvffi of the Hallica chalyhrra, before

described. The beetle appears about the lime the

buds of the grape begin to swell. Their numerous

appearance this year is very surprising. On a small

scale the larvse may be readily destroyed by water

heated to 130O or more, and it might " pay" better to

do it on a large scale, than go to the expense of glass-

houses.

—

Ed.]

THE WORM ON THE GRAPE.
BY DR. GEO. PETPEK NORRIS, WILMINGTON, DEL.

Permit me to occupy a few lines of your valuable

space for the purpose of calling attention to a pest

which has made its appearance, I believe, for the first

time, and whose ravages if not arrested bid fair to

destroy all our hopes of native Grapes. During the

first week in June my attention was directed by my
gardener to a small worm that was appearing on the

grape leaves. By vigorous application of the syringe

and tobacoo water, we succeeded in dispelling the

intruders, and I thought no more of the matter until

one of my neighbors mentioned that his vines were

covered with worms. I found them identical with

those which I had driven off. I now find that the

vines throughout the section in the neighborhood of

Jcnnersvillc and Westchester, almost entirely de-

vastated. On the road between Wilmington and West-

chester I examined several vines, and everywhere

found the worm.

How much further the devastation has extended I

have not at this writing ascertained, but fear the evil

may be wide-spread, and embrace the earliest mo-

ment of directing vine growers to examine and clear

CHERRIES ON THE PLUM.
BY W. ADAIB, DETROIT, MICH.

In the garden of Mr. Joseph Jclsch, an enthusiastic

amateur pomolngist of this city, nuay be seen a Cherry

grafted on the Plum. He cannot tell the varieties of

either stock or scion, but says it is a large blue Plum,

and the Cherry appears to me like the Black Tar-

tarian. The scion is rather the most rapid grower,

still there is but little difFcrence. The tree has been

grafted about ten years, bears regularly and well.

But little difficulty, apparently, has been experienced

in securing a union between the two, as the tree is

forked at the top, and both limbs have been worked,

and but little difference in their size.

j

The fact suggests whether the Peach may not be

worked on the Cherry? If this could be effected, we
might expect to get trees that would be exempt from

the attacks of the borer, which is not always the case

even with the Plu n.

I tried a few buds on the Mahaleb slock last season,

which appeared to take well ; but as the winter des-

troyed most all that were worked on the Peach, of

course those on the Cherry met no better fate.

It is rather remarkable, that while the winter has

I

been so severe on the Peach trees that many of them

with us are killed outright, and all more or less in-

jured, those that have escaped and are large enough

to bear, are loaded with fruit.

Two small trees of Downing's Everbearing Mul-
H)

-r<0.
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bervy that grew well last season, are killed root and

branch.

hokticultdral conservatism—
croc;eing.

BY H., MW YORK.

Mr. Editor;—I hardly expected when I .sent you

the paper in w^hich this matter was referred to, that

it would pass among your thirty thousand readers

without .some of its assertions being questioned. It

is thus where the great utility of a horticultural jour-

nal lies, in giving us a medium for exchanging our

ideas in matters where personal discussion would be

tmpo.'^sible; and also prompting the less experienced

to experiment on the matters under discussion.

Fortunately this matter is very easy to get at. It

is very simple for any one having a greenhouse to

try the growing of a few dozen of plants of the same

kind, against a corresponding number—the one lot

with, the other without crocks—and note the result.

If the experiment be fairly gone into, without preju-

dice, there 13 no doubt of the result, if both lots

grow alike the " crocking" for the future will be dis-

pensed with by any man having ordinary common
sense, as a useless waste of labor.

I. W. C, seems to have very fixed notions in this

matter, his experience evidently has only been from

one side of the question ; it is very doubtful if he

ever grew a plant unless it had been " crocked" or

" drained ;" if such' is a fact, his opinions arc not of

such weight as if he had had experience in both

modes, and been able to give us the "disadvantages"

of non-crocking in a more lucid manner than he has

done. The only argument he attempts in favor of

crocking is, that it prevents the roots from getting

outside the pot. Does it? It certainly does not if

drained with charcoal, as wc all know that roots will

strike through charcoal as quick as through the soil.

For the information of your correspondent, I will

state that all my plants are grown on shelves of wood
overlaid with about an inch of saw-dust, sand or

sifted ashes, whichever is most convenient ; and as a

consequence the roots come through the bottom of

the pot, but we are not quite slovens enough to leava

them undisturbed. The plants are required to be

staked, turned, and thinned every few weeks, which

effectually prevents them from getting their roots

outiiide to any extent, as to injure the plant.

I. \V. C. specifics Fuchsias as one of the plants

wherein he thinks crocking indispensable.

1 wish in some of his sojourns from the rural dis-

trict of Westerly, he would take time to make a visit

to the establishment of one ofmy neighbors here, who
makes the growing of Fuchsias for the New York

one of his specialities. He has this season

, and already nearly disposed of ten thousand

Fuchsias. They are grown in five inch pots, (of

pyramidal form.) averaging two feet in height, by

about twelve inches at the base—complete specimens

of health and beauty, covered with a perfect shower

of buds and blossoms, and in the whole of that num-
ber, Mr. Editor, not a crock nor substitute theiefor

was used. Had it been desirable or profitable so to

do, each plant could just as easily been grown six or

eight feet with corresponding width, and that too

without the " indispensable" crock.

For the better understanding of the position we
take in this matter, I will again recapitulate.

First, that the ordinary method of placing a single

piece of potsherd in the bottom of the pot does not

drain it, but simply robs the plant of the amount of

soil it displaces—some consideration in a two inch

pot—then it becomes " worse than useless."

Second, that draining, even when properly done by

charcoal, or other similar modes, adds nothing to the

health or growth of the plant ; and that all the soft

wooded plants commonly grown by florists, will do

equally well without it.

These are simply assertions, Mr. Editor, not argu-

ments, and of course carry no more weight than simi-

lar assertions to the contrary; all that I advance as

argument in favor of them, is the large and success-

ful practice of my own and similar establishments

conducted on this plan. There may be some ad-

vantage in filling a pot half full of drainage, if that

pot is too large for the plant, (which we too often

see,) but if the pot is properly adapted to the size and

condition of the plant, then I again hazard the asser-

tion that all this practice of by-gone years has been

labor lost.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
BY ADAM GRAHAM, PHILADELPHIA.

T. M. H. asks for advice in the selection and man-

agement of Greenhouse plants. I recommend the fol-

lowing list, and course of treatment for his adoption,

which, I think will meet his wants and those of oth-

ers similarly circumstanced,— presuming at the same

time that the house which he proposes to build will

bo constructed with a due regard for the object in

view, viz.: the successful cultivation of plants, in

which an abundance of light and proximity of the

plants to the glass, are of first importance.

Horticultural prints frequently recommend copious

waterings for many varieties of pot plants, which,

when wrongly interpreted by amateurs who have not

had the experience sufficient to guide them, is often

productive of injury. Caution against over-watering

is one of the main points of success in plant growing.

Water cannot be given to any greenhouse plant with-

out injury, unless that previously in the soil be first

absorbed. No one thinks of drinking unless they are

^^^x^Si^.
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thirsty ; and water given to plants which do not re-

quire it, will remain stagnant in the pot, souring the

soil, and destroying the roots and the health of the

plant. On the other hand, you may injure a plant

by neglecting to water it at the proper time ; but the

proportion so affected is comparatively small— but

large enough, nevertheless, to give a liberal range to

the taste in the making of a choice collection.

I will now name a few Greenhouse plants, which

have my favor as such, beginning with

Abitilo.v, a genus which thrives well in soil

composed of two parts loam to one of manure and

sand—varieties, sirialiim and inxii/nis.

Acacia. Plants with fhowy yellow flowers, bloom-

ing from the end of January to the beginning of

April, soil should be composed of two parts peat, two

of loam, one of well-rotted manure, and one of sand

—^. dcalbafa, Jloribunday qrateolcns^ undulata, undultE-

folia, pubescent, platyphylla, eriocarpa, puhhella, and

others, are good.

Amaryllis bulbosus, These do best with hot-

house cultivation. They may be grown in a green-

house, however. They should be allowed to go to rest

after flowering, by gradually withholding the supply

of water. When the leaves decay, place their pots on

their sides, beneath the stage, so that drip cannot

effect them. After resting three or four months, they

will begin to show signs of growth, when they should

have the old soil shaken away from the roots, and

repotted in fresh soil, composed of two parts loam,

one of leaf mould, and one of manure and sand.

Ardisia. The berries of this tribe, which hang in

graceful clusters from the side shoots of the plant, are

its chief attraction. Pot in loamy soil

—

A. crenulala

and lutea.

AoERATtTM odoTalum, a blue flowering plant. Pot

in rich soil.

Azaleas. One of the most useful and beautiful

tribes of Greenhouse plants, delighting in soil princi-

pally composed of peat,—say two of peat to one of

loam and sand; contrary to the theory generally laid

down for their cultivation, they will be found to do

much better with a tolerable good exposure to the

sun, than when shaded. The flowers are larger than

when shade grown. When they are in flower they

remain in much longer by being shaded. Red Spider

and thrip require watching, as they are very destruc-

tive,—fumigating with tobacco is the best remedy,

though with caution at the growing season : a little

and often should be the motto. Syringing and spong-

ing the leaves is good against Mealy-bug and Red

Spider. Any of the following named varieties may
be ranked as first class :—Admiration, omirna. Beauty

of Europe, Bride, rrispiflora, Coronet, Criterion,

Duke of Wellington, Eulalie Van Geert, exquisila,

/^ Glory of Sunning Hill, Lateritia, superba, Louis Na-

poleon, Maitlandia, Murrnyana, Narcissinora,Oplima,

Pride of Dorking, Prince Albert, rubra plena, Sym-

metry, varierjata, Vesta, villain, punclalu, raer.

Birchellia CAPESsis.pot in one-half loam, one-

fourth leaf mould, and one-fourth sand and manure.

Calceolaria. A beautiful tribe of plants of in-

numerable varieties, raised from seeds and cuttings-

Pot in rich sandy loam ; they require to be pinched

occasionally while growing.

Cassia, corymbosa and occidenlalis; yellow colored,

winter-blooming plants; grow in loamy soil.

Calla Ethiopica—A strong growing, winter-

blooming plant ; should be dried off in the beginning

of Summer, and after resting three or four months,

should be shaken out of the old soil, and repotted in

strong rich loam.

CA.MELLI.V Japosica. This family ranks, by

common consent, above all other greenhouse plants.

Us glossy, dark green foliage, and beautiful wax-like

flowers, win the admiration of all. They are like-

wise much easier of cultivation, than the many sickly

specimens often met with in our gardening establish-

ments, would lead us to believe. Pot them in fibry

peat and loam, in the proportions of two of the for-

mer to one of the latter, with a little sand and leaf

mould ; syringe them once a day, with the exception

of th« winter season, when they are in flower. Ap-

ply fire-heat only when necessary to exclude frost.

Changes in temperature, cause less or more of the

flower-buds to drop, of which your correspondent

complains. Keep them close and moist while they

are in a growing condition, gradually giving more

air as their growths are completed. If the plants are

strong and robust, it will be necessary to water spar-

ingly to cause them to set their buds ; after they

have done this, take particular care that none suflfer

from drought, as it will cau?e their buds to drop. The

following is a list of the best varieties :

—

alba plena,

Alexina, A. J. Downing, Amabile, Bealliana, Bin-

neyii, candiiisaima, Duchess of Orleans, Dunlop's

White, imbricala, Feastii, fimbriaia, Fordii, Henri

Favre, imbricala, Hume's Blush, Jeffcrsonii, Joan of

Arc, Lowii, Jenny Lind, Miniata, Mrs. Abby Wil-

der, Mrs. Cope, Reine des Fleurs, Sacco de Nova,

Sarah Frost, Standard, Town's Blush.

Choroze.ma variiim, should have partially shaded

situation
;
grow in soil composed of equal parts peat

and loam.

Cineraria. Showy class of plants, flowering in

the latter part of Winter and early Spring. Their

varieties are very numerous, as they are largely grown

from seeds. Flourish in rich soil.

CoRREA. One of the finest of greenhouse plants,

but generally considered of difficult cultivation
;

grows in peaty soil,—Grevillii, Harrisii, magnifiica

and speciosa.
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Daphne is valued for the fragrance of its bloom,

combined with the variegated foliage of some varie-

ties. Pot in loamy soil and water sparingly— Prince

Albert, indica and Japonioa.

EpACRis. An invaluable tribe of plants, flowering

throughout the Winter. They thrive well in fibry

soil, composed of two parts peat to one of loam a d

sand; require pinching occasionally while growing.

They do not like much exposure to the sun, which

must be particularly guarded against during the sum-

mer season

—

coruscans, grandijlora, paludosa and pur-

purescens.

Eranthemum. Plants of easy growth
; pot in

loamy soil

—

coccineum, pulchellum and scabrum.

Ebiostemov. Plants with pretty rose-colored

flowers; soil half peat and loam.

EorATORicM. Winter-flowering, and of easy cul-

ture. Pot in rich soil

—

elegans.

Fuchsia—require rich loamy soil; leaf mould

may also be added w th advantage Whilst Ihcy glory

in a full exposure to the sun in Winter, they cannot

face the strong sun rays of summer, and therefore

should be placed in a shady position at this season of

the year. Being deciduous the plants lose their

leaves towards !he fall. Little if any water should

be given them until it is desired to start them into

growth, which is generally about the latter part of

October; at tiis time the branches should be cut

back to within two or three eyes of the main stem.

Frequent syringings arc also requisite to keep down

the Red Spider. The following are few of the best

varieties:—Carolina, Duchess of Lancaster, Emperor

Napoleon, Fairest of the fair. Glory, Herrii, Mrs.

Simpson, Prince Albert, Prince Arthur, Princess

Alice, Queen of the Seas, Rose of Castile, Purple. Per-

fection, Pet, Voltigcurs, Venus de Medici, British

Sailor, Catharine Hayes, Governor General, Guiding

Star.

Gardenia—rich soil

—

camclIi<fflora and mulhjlora.

HABROTiiAMNns

—

clcgans, and the Heliotrope—re-

quire similar soil to the Gardenia, and the warmest

part of the greenhouse.

Inga puhherrima, Jaxminum grandijlora, and rrrol-

utum ; Justicia, carnea and speciisa ; all require rich

loamy soil.

Ken N ED VIA erpansa, Lindlcyana, ovala and racemosa,

soil equal part peat and loam. Give them frequent

syringings.

Laciiknai.ia prndula,quadricolor and spcriosum, re-

quire rich loamy soil. Flower early in Spring.

Mahernia—orfora/fl and elala.

Metrosideros—̂ oriiunrfo and semperJJorens.

Grow in fibry soil, composed of about equal pnrls

peat and loam.

OxAi.is. Grow the following varieties in any rich

soil :— Bowii, cernuOy floribunda, grandijlora, lupini-

Jlora, muUiJlora and purpurea.

Pelargonium. Many varieties easily grown in

rich soil. Should be smoked frequently to destroy

the Green Fly, which attacks Ihem persistently. The
varieties named below hold a high place in public

favor—Advancer, Ajax, Bridegroom, Cyrus Superb,

Hebe, Jenny Lind, Lord Damier. .Mazeppa Superb,

Margaret, Vandee, Orion, Ro<y Circle, Village Maid.

After flowering in the Spring, ripen the wood well

by giving plenty of air, and water sparingly ; when
this has been accomplished, which will generally be

about the end of June, cut them back to within two

or three eyes of the old wood, and gives scarcely any

water until they again push. If an abundance of

(lowers is wanted, more than strong-wood, give little

manure- water until the flower-buds arc set: after

they have done this, it may be frequently given, as it

causes the flowers to become much larger.

Pri.mula. Plants of considerable merit for winter-

blooming, raised from the seed,—the double and

fringed sorts of the white and rose color, are consid-

ered the best. Must be watered cautiously, as Ihpy

immediately damp oflf'when over-watered.—grow well

in drained pots, with sandy loam.—broken charcoal

may be mixed in with great advantage.

RHonoDEN'DBO.v. A Very handsome class of plants,

many varieties of which are hardy. The finer kinds,

however, require the protection of the greenhouse.

They grow luxuriantly in moisture and shade. They
should be frequently syringed or hosed, as Ihcy are

very liable to the attacks of the thrip. Pot in fibry

peat and loam

—

album Jimbrinliim, Standishii, cilalum.

Roses. T. M. H. complains that Ihcy did not

flower with him until late in the season. I is pro-

bable that they did not have sutficient heat and ex-

posure to the sun ; without the latter they will not

flower during the winter, and if too much air is

given, (although ventilation is necessarj' to a certain

extent.) it will also keep Ihem behind in their bloom-

ing. But the great secret in flowering roses in win-

ter is, in having the plants directly facing the sun,

otherwise the bloom will be lato. Give them good

rich soil. The following are some of the best varie-

ties for winter-flowering :—Abbe Moillard, Agrip-

pina, Madame Bosanquet, Camelliaflura, Devonicnsis,

Empress Eugenia, Goubalt, Hormosa, Triomphc da

Luxembourg, Sir Joseph Paxlon, Louis Phillippe,

Crystal Palace, Queen of Lombardy, Stromboli and

Saffrano.

Rai'iiioi.epis ixnicA.

Spahmannia Africana.

Both require rich loamy soil, and flower through

the greater part of the Winter.

Tetratheca. A beautiful New Holland plant,

—

grow in peaty soil

—

ericifolia, Hugclia and verlicdiala.

^^%
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Tbop.tiolum. a hanilsomc frCi"-blooming jjlant of

easy cultivation—maybe trained up the : afters of

(he greenhouse.

ViBt'RNUM TiNrs. Plants bearing broad spikes of

white flowers during the winter months. Put in rich

loamy soil.

This, Mr. Editor, completes the list, which, incom-

plete as it may be, may yet be useful.

[Very much obliged.

—

Ed.]

LAWNS.
BV A. r. G.

In the June number of the Monthly you write of

Lawns, in which I fully agree, especially where you

object to manuring lawns in the winter with stable

manure, which introduces weeds and makes the grass

coarse, which is contrary to the intents of a lawn.

Grass will get poor and weak from constant mow-
ing, in which ca.-e use wood ashes. There is nothing

belter as a laivn fertilizer. They should be silled fine

to take out small slones and hard substances that

might injure the scythe in mowing. Scatter them

evenly over the surface, about a half peck or a little

more to the square perch. The best time to apply

them is in December or January. Choose a damp

day, or, what is belter, when there is slight fall of

snow on the ground, which enables the operator to

see thai he is pulling them on evenly. One dre-sing

will lufl three yeiys. I hiive practice.! this wilh sat-

isf.iction for several years, as also have some of my
acquaintances. As to the new idea hinted by K., I

must say 1 do not like it as a general thing. It may

do very well where a mowing machine is used ; but

it would be next to impossible even for an " expert

"

to mow a lawn properly with the previous crop

(though withered it m;iy be^ lying on the ground. II

would clog the scythe, and the keenest edj:e would

not cut through it. To have a good lawn, it should be

mown at least every two weeks, and the grass swept

ofTclean wilh a moderately stiff broom, or raked with

a grass rake, (daisy rake, the English call them J.

The roller should be used a day or two previous to

each mowing.

[As we before staled, wilh the machine at IVoden-

elhc, the practice of leaving the grass on the lawn

docs do well. Our correspondent's belief that it may
do well is therefore " probable." We like his unwil-

lingness to be convinced. There is no use in aban-

doning an old idea, until the newer one has been

turned inside out and examined carefully. However,

the mowings clogging the scythe, is more imaginary

thin real, when the mowing machine is used; and

as it hns lo he, every few days. The "mowings" are

invisible in—we had almost said in a few moments

-but in a very short time, and they dry up and

crumble to powder, before we have time to learn more
than that they are there.

"Mowing machines and no clearing up," depend
upi>n it, will yet be the rule. All honor to thcgerjius,

whoever he may be, who first hit on the idea.

—

Ed.]

A CHEAP DIBBLE.
DV J. M. SMITH.

I send you a sketch of a very useful implement,
which I made by " saving the pieces" of a broken
plow handle. It is the best dibble I think I ever
used. It is m.ade by taking a broken plow handle,

sharpening the lower end, and in place of the

"round" of the handle put in a block (fig. 2.) to

rest the foot upon—when you have the finished

article (fig. 1.)

In setting some stakes for

Dahlia supports, etc., I found
it an excellent tool. With the

foot you can sink it into the

ground any desired depth.

—

For any other purpose where
a dibble is used, it is unsur-

passed.

I am experimenting in strik-

ing cuttings of various plants

upon a method I never heard
of before, and if I succeed will

give you my experience.

[Just in time with the last

offer. Pray let us have it.-Eo.]

FRUITS CP THE HOURS OP IDLENESS.
15V ID.A, COI.D SPUING llAnilOR, N. V.

Although I have not made it a practice to employ

my pen in the seivice of periodicals, yet from a con-

viction that it is the duly of every person to contri-

bute to the general information of man as often as the

opportunity presents itself; and from a belief, that

every person of ordinary ta'.cnts and acquirements,

by perseverance and reflection, may accumulate a

vast amount of information upon important points,

which if not new to all,ni<iy be to the greater portion

of society; from these considerations I say, I have

determined to employ my leisure moments in writing

down for the columns of the Monthly, such reflections

as from time to time may arise in my mind on topics

which are important to the general welfare, con-

venience or innocent diversions of its readers. I hope
that the same reasons which hare influenced mc in

this attempt, may be impressed upon the minds of

others, and lead them to a like c;ide:ivor, which if it p,

should result in no more ini^'uilancc than theenlight- 1 ^
enmcnt of their own understanding, would be far

f
^A.
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from a waste of time or energy. In the first place

then, I would desire to call the attention of the rea-

ders of the Gardener's UoiUhly to the important fact

of llie universal desertion hy our young men of their

homesteads, and employment of their fathers, for

the occupation of the desk orcounter, within the dark

and unwholesome contines of the city. It seems to

argue a very great depreciation of agriculture as an

employment, and we fear that this false, but never-

theless popular notion, is in very many cases the

cause for that desertion of agriculture to wliich we

have referred. After considering the matter atten-

tively over in my own mind, I have arrived at the

conclusion that it must arise from one of the four fol-

lowing reasons, namely : a notion that agriculture is

a vulgar employment; secondly, the slowness with

which a fortune is attained, and the great amount of

labor to be expended in procuring it; thirdly, from

the idea that a city life presents more cnjoymculs

than a life passed in the country; or, fourthly, from

a depreciation of the agricultural classes on account

of the deHuiency of information existing among them.

In regard to first point then, I would say, that no oc-

cupation which is honest xu itself, and absolutely

necessary to the support of the human race, in a civ-

ilized slate, can be considered as vulgar by any rea-

sonable being. Every art rises in its honorableness

in exact proportion as it becomes necessary in the

economy of life; using this, therefore, as a standard

by which to measure the importance of every occupa-

tion exercised by man, we are necessitated to admit

at once, that agriculture should be placed at the head.

Or in other wolds, that among all the arts by which

man governs the necessaries and conveniences of life,

none is so honorable as the profession of the farmer.

Were agriculture to be neglected, the decrease of

population would be the result, since the necessaries

of life would be wanting. Were its supply only equal

to the demand of those who are engaged in it, every

other art must not only cease to progress, but for a

period cease to exist; and the neglect of every science

and mental improvement must result from any at-

tempt to render ourselves independent of her aid. In

no instance do we find an example in tlie history of

nations, of a people having made any considerable

progress in the fine arts and high mental culture,

who paid not a great degree of attention to the cul-

tivation of tho soil. The Egyptians, the Greeks, the

Hebrews, the Persians and Itumans, all paid more or

less attention to agriculture, and held in high esteem

its operators. Among the nations of modern times,

we might ciinumerate the Mexicans and the Peru-

vians, the Chinese and the Japanese. We term them

modern because, although of ancient origin, the forms

have ceased to e xist only at a comparati vely late period,

while the latter still flourish among the powers of the

earth. On the other hand, tho Tartars, the Goths

and Huns, the savages of America, the Sandwich

< Islands, and the wilds of Africa, as they have never

paid any attention to the cultivation of the soil, so

have they never arisen above the savage, who trusts

to his skill on the chase for a scanty and often pecari-

ous subsistence, and in whose tracks devastation and

fiiminc follow, instead of peace and abundance. What
is it, I would asl:, that has raised this country to the

position which she now occupies among the nations

of the earth ? We may answer that it has been

chieliy owing to agriculture, and the impulse which

a free constitution has given it. Until only a few

years past, nearly all manufactured articles were im-

ported from European countries ; nor has the amount

of that import been small. And yet this debt has

been linuidated by agriculture alone. Had the set-

tlers of this country been less attentive to the cul-

tivation of Ihesoilthau they were, our country would

never have arisen to the high state of freedom and na-

tional power at which we now behold her. The cul-

tivator is virtually fixed to the soil, and has therefore

a paramount interest as well as an invincible energy

to defend it from the encroachment of a foreign or a

domestic foe. I esteem it a happy event for this coun-

try that our forefathers were compelled by individual

as well as national circumstances, to obtain the man-
ufactures necessary for the comfort and convenience

of life from the mother country. It led them to feel

their total reliance upon the soil,^and to defend the

possession of that soil as a part of their civil liberty,

with a bravery which the hireling or the landless cit-

izen seldom feels. It led them when they had arrived

at a national existence to see the evil of a longer

dependence upon others for manufactured articles
;

and consequently to make effectual efforts to render

themselves entirely independent in this respect. It

is true that that independence is not yet accomplished

which we desire to see ; but it is fast approximating

to it. Every exertion of the cultivator of the soil has

for its aim, the procuration of those necessaries and

conveniences which our nature and our happiness re-

quire. i\lanuf.icture and commerce originally owed

and still owe their existence to agriculture. She

furnishc!=, in a great measure, the raw materials for

the one, and commodities of exchange and barter for

the other. In proportion as these are multiplied, in

the same ratio is manufacture benefitted, commerce

increased, and the equality in the social and political

state of man promoted. The more agriculture produ-

ces the more she sells.and the more she buys. The more

she produces the greater the abundance of provisions
;

the greater the number of manufactories, the greater

the amount manufactured; and consequently the

more reasonable the prices of manufactured articles.

The stone of our quarries in a great measure goes
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toward the construction of factories and warehouses,

for the construction of the raw materials to which ag-

riculture gave virtual existence into wearing materi-

als, or for the storage of these articles when manufac-

tured. The iron of our mines and the timber of our

forests are turned into tools for the cultivation of the

soil, and into railroads and shipping, and canals, and

other vehicles of conveyance for the transport of the

raw and the fabricated material to the widely separa-

ted markets of the world. It will be seen then, that

the greater the amount of agricultural productions,

more railroads, ships, canals, manufactories, &.C., are

necessary for their transport or fabrication into wear-

ing materials ; the greater will be the number of

mariners and mechanics of every description required
;

the greater will be the number of trades, and in the

same proportion will population increase; hence the

more are the services of teachers in schools and semi-

naries needed; and the more encouragement is held

out to scicntiUcal investigation ; and as a final and

grand result, directly or indirectly, of this whole sys-

tem, which agricullure has raised to so stupendous a

height, and st.U supports without danger of giving

way so long as she herself progresses, its whole ten-

dency is toward the increase of information, and the

universal diffusion of knowledge. But unless agri-

culture progresses, this mighty system cannot be sus-

tained by any strength which lies within itself. Should

she retrograde, the whole would fall into a mass of

ruins.

Every day in the progress of agriculture contributes

to the general health of the globe. It is by the ef-

forts of the farmer that forests are laid open to the sun's

rays, and the noxious gases and vapours arising from

their decomposing vegetable accumulations are re-

moved. It is by his etlorts that swamps and marshes

are drained, and their malignant influence destroyed:

that the climate is ameliorated and rendered uniform
;

and lastly, that new portions of the globe are settled

and civilized, and the savage aborigines compelled by

contact with their new neighbors, to substitute a life

of virtue and industry for that wild uncultivated state,

which if left alone, they would never relinquish.

We see, then, that agriculture is absolutely neces-

sary to maintain the existing state of society ; that

she is, in fact, the foundation-stone upon which civ-

ilization rests, and that the moment agriculture be-

gins to be universally neglected, will be the epoch at

which the human race begins to descend to that be-

nighted state from which man originally sprung.

Chemists may speculate upon the period when man,
by the aid of science, shall construct those necessaries

of life for which he is now dependent on the vegeta-

ble kingdom. But not in our day will that period

arrive, and probably never. Yet, if it should, it will

onlj' be when the earth has become too densely pop-

ulated to atTord sustenance to all its inhabitants, by

the means which nature now employ-s for preparing

it. But should the earth be inhabited by man tens of

thousands of years, she will still pour forth from her

bosom a supply for all his wants. The resources of

nature arc inexhaustible, as her domain is inllnitc.

The gradual changing of the axis of the earth, ele-

vates the icy pole beneath the smile of a more con-

genial sun. The temperate zone glows with the rank

verdure of the tropical regions, and the frigid zone

with the cereal grains and the golden harvest. The
vegetable kingdom has been the chief resource of man
and still must be. Yet even this source becomes in-

adequate when nature is not assisted by man. The
supreme being foresaw the evils which would result

from a too lavish distribution of his gifts; and while

he holds out to us an inexhaustible source of all

things that are necessary, he ordains that man shall

only become possessed of them by the efl'orts of his

own mental and physical powers. Had it been oth-

erwise, had the earth produced spontaneously such

an abundance of fruit, all the year round, as to re-

lieve man of the necessity of sowing and harvesting,

there would have been little or no incitement to

lead us on to the acquisition of knowledge, or to a

change in our state of life. When but to desire is to

have the senses gratified, man remains contented with

his e.xisting circumstances, and has no desire to ex-

change them for any other combination.

How much is it the interest, therefore, of every in-

dividual of society, whatever may be his profession

or trade in life, to do all in his power to further the

interests of agriculture ? And can we longer consider

the employment of the husbandman as vulgar, when
we have seen how important it is to society '. If the

farmer's hands are discolored while he is at work
with the soil, it is no dishonor to him. Why should

we feel a repulsion to touch the elements that com-

pose the soil, when every day of our lives we derive

a sensation of pleasure and satisfaction from the con-

sumption of the same elements.

As for us, we think there is something noble about

the occupation of the rustic countryman, which

should lead all classes of men to consider it in a dif-

1 ferent light from any other ; to feel a peculiar inter-

est in it, as the common child of all, and to embrace

every opportunity of forwarding the views of agricul-

I

ture, which may be presented.

Finally, we would say to the young men, do not

despise that employment which nature intended all

I

men should exercise for their subsistence, and which

[

Cincinnatus and Calo, Washington and Webster,

! ranked among the most honorable of professions.

I In another paper we will treat the other points

proposed in the beginning of the present article.

ii
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HOT WATE3 PCR INSECTS.
BY I". AIl.NOLD, nED BANK, N. .1.

Your mode of cleaning insects from plants and

flowers l)y water healed to 130-', is an excellent one.

1 tried it on rose bushes tliiit were full of rose Aphis

and other kinds of insects, and I found it cleaned

them perfectly. I poured it on the bushes with a

watering-pot. I have tried tobacuo, sulphur, and

many other things, but have not found any thing as

good as the above remedy.

WINTER BLOCBIING PINES.
(TiTinslaleil Irulii iIk' Geruiaulor llio (_itirdeuer« .Muntiily.)

BY A. F.

This beautiful cla^s of plants, which can be made

to bloom in winter, is not half as well Iwiiown or culti-

vated as they deserve, both ou account of tneir agree-

able odor and easy cultivation. 'I'hey not only pro-

duce a charming room ornament, but they furnish a

great many beautiful bouquets, reniaining a long

while iu bloom, and the llowers are unallered for a

cousiJeiable time after being cut: besides Ihey bloom

at a tme of year when flowers are somewhat scarce.

With proper atteiiliou these remontaiits bloom in

pots from October till May, and in fact lunger when

shifted in April or beginning of May; if there is

a large collection of them, the flowers can be cut

oflf at pleasure ; fur this will be required sooner or

later to compel them to throw out new flower buds

from the lower stems. There are at present an

endless variety of markings and colors, and the

most pleasing diversity of sliades and form.

The best time to begin is iu the nioiiiU of April, b}

cuttings or lasers. About the lirst of October 1 take

my cuttings, choosing for them the finest and

strongest shoots; I cut them in the ordinary way

through ajoint, stiip oiF the upper leaf, and stick it

ill the split iu the stalk to hold the ends apart, lay

the cuttings around the edge of a eomuion ^arden put

of 4—5 in. diameter, till it with earth and pack it

rather firmly. The earth, which 1 use, consists ol

equal parts of leaf mould, compost and sand. The

pots .trc then trausferrcd to a cold frame, always kept

shaded when the sun shines strongly and watered as

often as necessary. Here they throvv out roots slowly

and by the first of March are well rooted. They are

then potted in three inch pots, wilh fresh mellow

garden mould mixed wilh sand and rolled manure,

when they are again placed in a cold fi.iine, protected

for several days from the sun. In eight or len days

they should be syringed, so that the plants may take

better hold on the new soil and start roots : this done,

air can be freely given.

Early in April the pots will be filled wilh rocfs.

—

In this slate 1 snip off each middle shoot, whereby

/^k 1 liiey are compelled to spread out strongly. As soon

hi^^y^
—

as the plants have shoots an inch long, they should

be placed in six inch pots, but not transplanted, and

the clump of roots packed firmly around with a mix-

ture of three parts of good garden mould, and one part

of equal parts of sand and well rotted manure.

—

1 shall here take occasion to remark, that in my
opinion the reason why many of these beautiful

plants do not bloom perfectly is, their growth is not

checked at the proper time, or sufficient time is not

given for their requisite development till they are

shifted into two large pots, eight, ten, and as I have

sometimes seen twelve, inch pots. It is a great error

to use such pots. When all the plants are potted,

stakes should be inserted, to which the shoots can be

fastened when Ihey grow tail ; iit the same time all

the shoots broken out except four, which number ac-

cording lo my experience is more advantageous than

a larger one. The pots are now sunk to the brim

in the ground, the plants bound and watered as re-

quired. About the first of September buds begin to

appear when they are taken out of the ground and

watered twice a week or so, with liquid manure.

—

When mildew shows itself, which sometimes happens

in the fall, I sprinkle them with sulphur, and should

green fly attack them (which has not happened to

ininej it will be necessary to dip the young shoots in

an infusion of tobacco. The pots are then washed

off and allowed to stand for a week or ten days in

any convenient place where they are slightly pro-

tected.

The earliest varieties begin tobloom towards the fall,

when they aie kept in a greenhouse (he lempcralure

of which is maintained, at night, from November till

the end of February at lo deg. Fahr. and in day time

from 00 to 55 deg. they will grow very well all the

time and repay their culture with luxuriant bloom.

1 take then, as before in October, cuttings of my
plants, alter Ihey have bloomed, which \vill have ta-

ken place by the end of April or beginning of M.iy.

However I turn the old ones into the garden border,

where Ihey begin lo bloom again, and give me a

.-econd supply of prelly and delightfully odorifcious

llowers, which are prizeJ at all seasons.

H3DSEHOLD GRACES.
BV JOSEPH AMllA.M.

The genius of a natiim is not made up by virtues

and vices alone, but also by propensities, habits, and

manners. A happy blending of characteristics, all

different from each other; and, in fine, in themselves,

is required lo raise that nation in the eyes of God and

men.

Valor, proficiency in the arts, trade, education,

wealth, patriotism, do not indicate the standing of a

people when lakcn singly; and any nation excelling

in any of them too much, is either still in the confines
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back into it. History, ancient and modern, furnishes

plenty of illustrations.

It lakes, then, many qualities to make a man, and

a nation, approach our ideal of civilization ; and the

softer qualities hare as much to do with it as the

sterner ones. Virtues and graces, must in our model

nation, run hand in hand through its character.

The love of flowers is, no doubt, one of such graces
;

belonging as it does to that harmonion of things

which makes and marks the geniality of a people.

We do not speak offloricullure as an art ; we rather

speak of a feeling and its practical expression. It also

is the one in which we in this country are sadly de-

ficient. "Take it altogether," we said the other day to

a friend, just home from his travels, "what has struck

you most abroad in the gardening line ? '• He paused

a moment, and then replied :
—" The sale of pot plants

in Germany." ^Ye were then told that there were

there the usual stands in the markets, and at the

cornersof streets, and the itinerant wheelbarrow gar-

deners, which we find almost everywhere; but in

addition to them, there were in every city, stores,

more or less numerous ; more or less well-stocked
;

more or less expensively fitted up ; in which pot

plants and cut flowers were sold. Such an extensive

sale of course rests on the demand of the masses; on

the general custom of having a garden for every fam-

ily,—not exactly in the place where gardens ' ought

to grow,'—but pocket editions of gardens, in the

shape of plants blooming gloriously inside of the

windows during winter, and outside of them, on lit-

tle stages, in summer. During the the fine season it

occurs sometimes that a pot gets dropped or blown

over on somebody's hat or head, which suffers ac-

cordingly ; but such accidents are not half as frequent

as camphinc ones with us.

"The poorer the people," so my friend wen ton, "the

more they seem to cling to their plants, and perchance,

their Canary bird. It looks like the purest enjoyment

of the soul, left her in and against adversity. I did not

fail to notice that Ericas, Tree Ferns, Begonias, etc.,

were of the aristocracy, whilst Geraniums, Callas,

Hydrangea hortensis, Aucuba japonica, and others,

dwelled with the plebians. Still I often saw a fine

Camellia or an Orange Tree in the window of the

poorest—no doubt one of the poor woman's treasures.

Jlignionette and Myrtle were, as they ought to be,

with high and low, associating with all the grades

and tempers of society. Pots too, like their owners,

dress there more or less expensively, that is, they are

put into china-ware, porcelain, gilt or painted Fay-

ence, etc., which serve, just like dress, to hide—the

clay. Plants once drawn into the family-home get

petted by the ladies. It is they who provide for them

stands of all shapes and materials, hang them up in

baskets and vases; now decorate the iron balcony

into a living one, where the beholder fain looks for

the iron, then again trail ivy on an arch between the

windows and make a bower of it."

" And what sort of a people arc the Germans at

home?" I naturally inquired.

" A pleasant sort," he said, " satisfied with little

and industrious, nevertheless. Drawing the enjoy-

ments of life from rational sources, especially from

the feelings. Mellow in intercourse, with a lura for

thinking, and a profound veneration of art; and, you

see," my friend concluded, " they are excellent cus-

tomers for gardeners."

As my friend spoke, two ideas started parallel to

each other. One was somewhat in this way, " wish

we had the same chance here;" the other, " wonder

if rowdyism cannot be sunk in pot plants'!" Hard on

the heels of these two, came the third, " what can be

done for it (" And this is the drift of this article.

How can we raise the love of flowers in the

masses? It needs no demonstration what benefits

all the world—and florists in particular—would de-

rive from it. If we are not out of the baby-hood of

a nation,—as our orators tell us time and again

—then we are at least, as individuals, full grown men
and women. And if, as a nation, we can culti-

vate the sterner virtues only, which we are told be-

long to national infancy, then at least, as individual

beings, and as members of a " home," we might cul-

tivate in us and around us, more of the graces of

civilization.

Will our Horticultural Societies lead the way?

[We think, ourselves, that many of our Horticul-

tural Societies might do more than they do to en-

courage gardening amongst the masses. At present

they reach only the wealthier portion of the commu-
nity, and commercial gardeners.—Ed.]

Best Sized Glass to resist Hail-Stones.—
Our best Philadelphia Gardeners have been experi-

menting on the best size and quality of glass for

greenhouses to resist hail-stones, and have pretty

much settled down to the opinion that thin "second

common" glass of 10 x 12 or 12 x 15 is the best, with

a due regard to first cost. By its elasticity under a

sharp blow it escapes, when smaller size and resisting

glass gets broken. But then our hail-stones seldom

exceed one inch in diameter. What will our Kansas

friends do according to the following:

—

" A fearful hail-storm is said to have visited the

town of Leroy, Kansas territory, on the 13th of

April. The ice-storm lasted about fifteen minutes,

during which time the ground was covered with ice

balls from the size of a hen's egg to a common sized

table-bowl. Some balls were picked up that weighed

ten ounces and another one pound and a half 1"

==?^
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" Thomas Mekuas, Gcrmantown, rliilndelphia,"Hnd Business Lot,

tors directed to "Tub I'uui.isueb uf tub GAKbE.VER'a M0.MI11.V

Box 400 I'hlladeljihia."

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Tn coiiKt'lui-me of tlif lioavy inorca«e in the circuliitiun of the

Muidhty, and the eonse<inent necessity of g.jing to press earlier in

order to issue the Magazine punctually to all our suhscrihers li.v the

Ist of each month, it is desirable that communications reiiuiring im-

mediate atteulion, should reach the Editor before the 10th of each

month.

THE NEW IMPROVEMENTS IN
PROPAGATING.

Wc arc pleased to iind that tlicre has really been

much more attention given to the discovery of the

proper theory of propagation during the two past years

than we had supposed, when we received Mr. Wat-

son's article in our last. On looking about us, and

prying into the several corners of such of our friends

who devote themselves to mysterious modes of in-

creasing their stock, wc found one gentleman who

had been in successful practice of callousing cuttings

in a way similar to that which we described in our

last, for some time back. It diflercd from our plan

in this, that though a similar jar to the one wc use

is employed, wherein to callous the cuttings, it is

buried up entirely under sand. In this glass the

cuttings callous beautifully. Though our friend's suc-

cess has been very encouraging, he will not allow us

to do more than refer to it as corroborative to our

own experience. He promises us that when he shall

have completed some other connected experiments,

he will give the rciders of the Monthly the whole ben-

efit of them.

But we commenced this article with another object.

In looking over the store of a pottery show-room

in Philadelphia, our eye caught a non-descript

utensil, to which the "what is it?" was particularly

appropriate. The annexed is a cut.

Fig. 2.

The presiding genius of the establishment could

not enlighten us, and we consulted our own oracle as

to its uses, but it was mute. So we set our own
reporter on the track ; and by the use of that pecu-

liar instinct which hns never been described in any

work on Natural History lh,\t we know of; but

which nevertheless these useful and never-to-be com-

pensated gentlemen of the press are so remarkable

for possessing ; he discovered one of them in the full

tide of successful operation on the grounds of our in-

genious fellow townsman, Robert Cornelius, Esq.

—

Stuck around in the notches were green cuttings of

Grapes, Uaks, and other usually unstrikable things,

all seeming so completely under the will of the op-

erator, that instead of the unwilling look most cut-

tings presented, these seemed to vie with each other

as to which should root the quickest and the best.

—

To show how they were rooted, Mr. C. tore them

out as rulhlessly as we would a tuft of Couch Grass,

and in the same manner ''hammered" the clotted

matt of fibers against the wall, to shake out the sand,

with the remark that)" they would do, " and with a

push of his fist thrust them into a bed of damp sand

close by. And these, too, were green shoots of Del-

aware and Rebecca Grapes, good reader ! to whom
these grapes have heretofore proved very sour from

their costliness. Your time is come to rejoice. Grape

plants will not henceforth be worth their weight in

gold, for any great period after this discovery. Every

poor man may soon not only sit under his own vine

and fig tree, but a Delaware or or diamond vine at

that.

But to the cutting-pan itself. Fig. 1 represents it

correctly seen from the outside. Fig. 2 is a vertical

section, showing the interior. It is about ten inches

in diameter, which is about the size best for general

use. It is made in two pieces—the top part A being

separate and independent from B—and has no bottom

but rests, as shown, on the cog-like points, made by

the notches in the piece below. The projecting rim

on the piece is for convenience in handling. The
holes at the bottom are for the escape of water.

The invention of this pot is due to two observa-

tions. As wc have slated in former numbers some of

the difficulties of propagation arise not from water in

itself, or from want of drainage to carry it ofl", but

from the want of a medium that shall be unchanging

in its moisture and temperature. Cuttings will often

root better in water itself than in a well drained soil.

By the usual mode of striking the surface of the sand

will get dry, and must have water, and the changing

circumstances cannot be avoided. This is corrected

in the present invention by the cuttings being inserted

in the notches in the pan B, the top pan is then placed

on and filled with sand. So large a body over the cut-

lings evidently must keep them constantly and regu-

larly moist in the most perfect manner.

The other observation was that no matter what may
be the cause of the sap"s ascent, the principle of grav-

itation had to be overcome l>y the vital force. As
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this force is always much weakened in a cutting, wc
should aid it by placing the cutting in u horizontal

position, along which the sap can more easily flow

than when set upright. This is accomplished in the

manner indicated in the cut.

The pan has been employed with the most com-

plete success, and the theory deduced from the result

shows the practice to be founded on correct views of

propagating science, and goes a long way towards ma-

king a very'common-place idea out of what has hith-

erto been one of the great mysteries of the gardener's

art.

TO NURSERYMEN.
As the planting fc.ison is again at hand, we take

the liberty of sug,'esting to Xurserymen the im-

portance of forwarding their advertisements in good

season.

Wc are proud of the fact, that this periodical has

attained a circulation which renders an advertise-

ment in its columns of the greatest advantage to our

patrons. Its circulation is not only great in num-
bers, but also very widely eilcnded. In addition to its

immense subscription list in the Northern, Eastern,

Middle and Southern Slates, it has also a very exten-

sive circulation in Canada, California, New Mexico,

Texas, Oregon, Kansas, Nebraska, and, indeed, in

every section where there any lovers of horticulture.

The importance of sustaining a cheap and efficient

advertising medium, must be apparent to every one.

In preparing advertisements care should be taken to

have the names of varieties, and the prices very plainly

written, avoiding as much as possible erasures and

alterations, and also to be careful to specify whether

the price named is for a single plant, a dozen, a hun-

dred or a thousand.

We would also recommend, as a most eifective mode
of advertising, short advertisements with striking

headings, of any single variety that the nurseryman

has a large stock of, and is anxious to sell. This

often strikes the eye when a more general advertise-

ment is passed by unnoticed.

GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN LAWN
MOWING MACHINES.

Notwithstanding all that has been done towards

the introduction of improved lawn mowers, they

are not often seen in use,—principally because the

larger ones only do the work well, and these can only

be employed on lawns of some extent.—The smaller

mowers, though they cut the grass easily, leave it

so scored that one is too strongly reminded of scarred

beauty to be over-well pleased.

Our friend Mr. J. J. Smith, the late distinguished

editor of the HoriicuUurisl, who has recently been

making a horticultural tour in the Eastern States,

inform us that he has recently seen one of Green's

New Patent Noiseless Mowers in operation, and that

it entirely removes all the objections to the older

kinds. The annexed engraving represents it ;

—

Mr. Smith describes the wheels in the front as a

very ingenious arrangement, by which the work is

done in a perfectly satisfactory manner.

This machine was imported in the Spring from

England, where they arc furnished at prices ranging

between $30 and SIOO. The former takes 14 inch

breadths, and the latter 26 at a lime. The one noti-

ced, we believe, cost about $50, and took in about 2

feet breadths.

The abolition of the old Scythe institution, is a

" consummation devoutly to be wished ;" and we are

not without hope of now soon witnessing so desirable

an end.

AMERICAN FOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
In one of our recent issues, we stated, on the au-

thority of one of our morning papers, that the Academy
of Music had been selected as the place of holding the

meeting. We have since learned that this announce-

ment was premature, and that the Academy has been

decided to be unsuiled to the purpose.

The Assembly buildings, at Tenth and Chestnut

Streets, have since been engaged, and the committee

in charge of the subject could not have hit on a more

suitable Hall or locality, as it is so arranged that the

fruits on exhibition will be in a separate room from

that in which the discussions are to be held.

From all appearances a delightful time may be an-

ticipated.

PHILADELPHIA AGRICULTDRAL
SOCIETY.

The advertisement of this, the oldest agricultural so-

ciety in the Union—appears in our regular depart-

ment, and the exhibition itself will we are sure be

as popular as usual.

There are several points in the schedule deserving

of attention from lovers of rural taste. Amongst
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others a premiumcf $50, for the best display of rustic

seats by the sons of farmers. Fruit and flowers arc

also invited by handsome premiums, and our garden-

ers and fruit growers will no doubt cordially rcspo :d

with their productions.

I?

We shall be glad to exchange other numbers

for those of January and April. Those who have

spare numbers of these months would oblige us.

<^uFsfions enb 3£nstDprs.

"Amateur," J. 8. Atkinson, W. R. Prince, and

other friends, next month.

Grape Disease—/. B. C, Lake Mills, Wis.—The

little tufts on your Grape leaves are excrescences pro-

duced by an unknown insect. Should be obliged by

a few more perfect specimens to hatch the larvse from.

Disease iv the Norway Spruce.—In a private

letter Mr. Sargent writes :
—" I am in some trouble

about the Norway Spruce. My best specimens are

very dingy, having a thin sparse look, and of a bare,

unhealthy color, as if preyed on by some spider. I re-

member calling your attention to this fact last Sum-

mer, when Mr. Reid, who was with you, suggested

that they might require stimulation. I have given

them this abundantly during the Winter, but they do

not improve. I am the more impressed with this dis-

ease, if disease it be, from having observed recently

all the trees in the Capitol grounds, at Washington,

and in some of the private grounds there, as well as

in Baltimore, and up and down this river, are all

more or less aflfectcd, at least all trees over 12 to 15

years old.

I cannot help thinking that our late severe winters

have something to do with it, by producing a sort of

blight or blast, generally upon the inner portions of

the trees, where the vitality and circulation are less

active, though there is, under a microscope, a cell,

and the remains of some very minute spider, I think

on the axils of the branches. I should be glad if some

of your correspondents can give us some light, for if

all Norway Spruces, when they arrive at the age of

'JO years, are to look like some of mine, it would be

hardly worth while to cultivate them. I observe in

this neighborhood however, that our red and black

Spruces, and Balsam Fir, arc equally affected with the

Norway Spruce—perhaps worse."

Wc should be glad to hear from some of our obser-

ving correspondents, whether they have noted the

dise;ise Mr. Sargent has, and can suggest any cause ?

as Richard Smith stated, in proving the centre crown
the male and the side crown the female. Wc hoped
by withholding the information a while, to receire

accounts of experiments that would fully test the

theory ; but yours is the only note so far received on

the subject.

Meeting of Secretaries of Horticultural
Societies.—Mr. M. S. Frierson, of Columbia, Tcnn.,

suggests that a meeting of the principal officers of the

various Horticultural Societies, to talk over matters

and things in relation to horticulture, would be pro-

ductive of much good.

Aphis on Apple Trees— H'. F. B. Sharonville,

O.—If Burning Fluid or Turpentine injure your

Apple Trees, you will be able to detect the injury in

a few days afterwards. It would be well therefore

to try a few first, and when the proper strength had

been tested, use it over the whole.

Propagating House—Maple Leaf.—"The Prop-

agating house spoken of in my last, was built for the

purpose of facilitating the making of roots upon cut-

tings of the Grape, Currant, Paradise Stock and

other profitable things in this line, about as any of

the leading Nurserymen do in Rochester, N. Y., with

their houses during the winter, which is supposed to

be understood.

The information required was how such houses

were applied in summer."

[Where grapes are an article of propagation, as

our correspondent now informs us, we thing he could

not use the house to a better purpose, than growing

them in it in summer time. Young weak plants

would be better and stronger at the end of the sea-

son, than if grown in the open air. Some maintain

a high temperature, and keep the grapes growing, and

layer them as they grow.

Others who have a good market for evergreens,

raise choice kinds from cuttings, and keep growing in

the house the first summer.]

Sex of Eggs— f'iola.—Your experiments result

Limestone Query.—Where limestone strata exist

within a few feet of the surface, is not the surface

stratum modified ! Do we not always find beneath the

clay and next to the rock a considerable depth well

adapted to be put upon the surface ? E.

[We think this question could only be answered

satisfactorily by actual experiment. The surface

Cupper?) stratum would certainly be modified, but

whether mixing it with the surface soil would or

not be beneficial, must we think, as in the case of

lime itself, depend on the condition and circumstances

of the surface soil, at the time of the proposed

mixing.]
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Pruning Trees at TnANSPLANXiNc.—Dear Sir :

I have great respect for any opinion you give through

OiiMorMly, which, allow me tosay,forpractioaltalont,

and combined scientific accuracy, I regard as unsur-

passed by any journal published. With this view I was

not well pleased with your hit at Vegetable Physi-

ologists in your last number, and would ask you

again to rcvicn' your opinion. I think there is not

a clearer truth in any science than the one in Botany,

which teaches that there can be no root growth

without leaves ; and the inference is legitimate that

the greater the number of branches to bear leaves, the

better it must be for root growth. Hoping to see

your rctraction,or reasons for yourviews in your next,

believe mc truly yours, D.

[At the risk of losing our talented friend's good

opinion, we cannot " retract," but we will agree

to reason.

If we cut down a young Willow tree in Spring,

and plant it as a cutting with all its head on, it dies.

If we take off aU its head, and plant the " bare

pole," it pushes out a new growth, and soon makes

a new tree. By the old views our friend advocates,

the more head the better; and it is the latter, with

its " double injury," as some writers call it, the loss

of head and want of roots—that ought to die.

It is so with all cuttings, as every practical gardener

knows—a long stem left out of the ground, and but

a little way set in, invariably dies, and the more rap-

idly if a hot dry air exists about it.

A tree transplanted approaches the condition of a

cutting, and requires analogous treatment.

We are amused at the idea of our "hitting" science.

Our friend mistakes a false philosophy for scientific

truth. Those who contend as he does, overlook the

fact that evaporation is continually going on from the

branches, before the leaves push, and that it is pos-

sible for all the sap to dry out before leaves appear,

when, of course, there will be no leaves nor vital ac-

tion of any kind. That an abundance of leaves

favor root growth, we grant; but there will be few

leaves without vigorous growth, and this it is which

pruning, by checking excessive evaporation, achieves.

This is our "reason"—not derived from a specious

philosophy,which never changes, as it ought to do, with

the accumulation of facts—but founded on the simple

otscrvation that a well pruned transplanted tree or cut-

ting rarely dies, while unpruned ones often do. No
one venerates " laws of Philosophy" more than we do ;

but they are not as unchangeable as those of the Medcs

and Persians, and we like to sec them tempered oc-

casionally with experience.]

Advertisements.—A Canadian subscriber writes,

that, seeing an advertisement in the Monthly, he en-

closed an order to the advertiser, with $18 for the

things advertised. Though having to travel some

hundred miles, no moss was used in the packing, and

the whole on arrival was one mass of dirt and rub-

bish, and nothing of consequence could be detected

in the mass. He procured a sworn statement of the

outrageous nature of the packing, and forwarded to

the advertiser, and though several applications have

been made, he can get no word of explanation from

the party in question. He finishes by saying: "On
the strength of seeing the advertisement ii) a journal

of such high character for reliability as yours enjoys,

we forwarded the money ; and you must see how such

acts hurt not only your journal but upright parties

advertising therein, as a stranger is unable to distin-

guish the one from the other."

It is a rule—well known to lawyers—that a client

is of all parties the least able to slate clearly his own
case ; all we can say is, that, judging from our cor-

respondent's own statement, he has been very un-

courteously if not unjustly treated. Moit upright

business men would have been glad of an opportunity

to explain ; and, if proved in the wrong, to make re-

paration.

If, however, our correspondent has not been more

just to his nurseryman than he is in his inferences

about our paper, we opine the " other side " might

have something extenuating to say. How is it pos-

sible for us to know the business chaiacters of our

advertisers? And why should the credit of the paper

suffer for an advertiser's individual delinquencies?

The advertising department of a paper, is like a

public street in which every man has a right to hang

out his " sign." You find so many good things in

that street, that you would not go elsewhere, though

the cost of getting to it were " threefold what it is
"

(as he further says of our paper). Would it be right to

think the worse of the street, or of other dealers in

that street, because a trial of one of the merchants

there had proved so unsatisfactory ?

If we know a man's business to be in itself a

swindle, we might of course be held responsible for

its appearance in our advertising columns
;
just as

the police would be held responsible for mock auction

or gambling saloons in a public street. We do not

permit such advertisements. But where the business

itself is legitimate we have no control over its adver-

tisements, or any other method in which a man may

raistakingly or otherwise think proper to manage his

affairs.

Of the party named in our correspondent's letter,

we know nothing.

We would advise all our readers, never to trust im-

plicitly to an advertisement in making purchases. That

a man understands his business—of which packing is

an important part—and that he has a good reputation

for probity and honor, is of as much importance as the
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fact that he has goods to sell at certain prices, which

is all that can be learned from an advertisement.

A man's reputation in these matters must be

learned from other sources.

Names of Plants—/. //. C, Dycrsburr), Ky.—
Your plant is Plalunlhera fuiibriala. The "large pur-

ple fringed orchis.— C. Georgia,— Turnera cUloides, it

is not common. M. G., Grcensburg, Pa.—Probably

Wistaria or Glycine frulescens. If you would scndus a

leaf or flower it would save us much time in " guess-

ing the plants enquired about.

Rose Slugs—7. R. F., EUicott's il/i7/s—Will find

by a note under Dr. Norris's article in another col-

umn how to destroy soft skinned insects of all kinds,

this amongst the others. We do not recognize to

which species of beetle the larva; sent belong, as they

were completely crushed on arrival.

PniNCE Imperial Rhubarb—From Barnes and

M'ashburn, Dorchester, Mass.—We handed over to the

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society who noticed it

in their last report. It has long slender stalks, not

prepo.ssessing in appearance. We had it afterwards

prepared for table, together with Prince of Wales,

the best scarlet kind we have, and found it superior

in color and texture to that good kind.

Spent Hops for Hot-bkds —Will yon please,

at your earliest convenience, inform me through your

iluiiihly if used hops from the brewery make hot-beds,

and if so how to use them, and oblige a Canadian

subscriber.

[We do not think they have been used here ; but

they are in great request for hot-beds in the gardens

around London; a full detail of which we have given

in a letter from one of our English correspondents,

at page i'4 and 9a of our last volume.

—

Ed.]

Dr. Uiiler's Plan of Restoring Heat in Hot-

lii'.Ds.—A correspondent asks us to account for Mr.

Johnson's failure to get up heat in tan by this process,

as detailed in a past number. We cannot explain.

Dr. Uhlcr's plan usually restores heat in Ian after the

original has declined ; but when no heat would origi-

nate in the tan, it would be hard to "restore" it, and

the evil must be searched for in the tan itself, which

usually heats of its "own" accord.

Wc have had Dr. Uhler's plan even to originate

heat in a pile of sawdust.

dl

Grape Cultthe at IIa>imondsport.—We re-

ceived from a friend at Hammondsport New York,

some valuable information on Grape prospects there.

too late for our last number. The facta have now
become so widely circulated since that its insertion

now would be stale. We hope, however, that our

friend will continue to favor us with his corres-

pondence.

New Strawberries.—Randolph Pine Strawberry.

A bottle from Mr. O. T. Hobbs reached us in bad condi-

tion. An imperfect fruit, however, from a small plant

we have growing, leads us to form a good opinion of

its flavor.

The Fillmore from Feast &. Son, Baltimore, sent us

for the Fruit Growers' Meeting, had fermented on the

way, and were worthless. We exhibited them, how-

ever, that the members might judge of its appearance

under the circumstance.

The jlustin Seedling was promised, but did not ap-

pear. A quantity sent to Philadelphia, however,

had fermented as the Fillmore had done, and no just

opinion could be formed.

The evident desire of these parties to place their

Seedlings before the judgment of the public, is a

good sign in their favor.

Wizard of the North Strawberry.—A friend suggests

that the leaf of the Wizard, as drawn in our last,

looks very small ; but we have figured no leaf.

What is given is but a leafy bract on the fruit stalk.

A leaf would have filled our whole plate, and added

needlessly to the already costly lithograph.

Caterpillars on Cabbage—John, Lynchburg, Va.

—" The greatest obstacle to raising Cabbage is the

Caterpillars, whose ravages in July and August, are

more injurious to this crop than all other enemies

combined. Many applications may be made which

will destroy the Caterpillar.t but arc dangerous to

the market value of the Cabbage—such as Guano in

solution, Tobacco-dust, &c. What do you think the

best preventive—economy of labor and efficiency of

application being considered."

[Under the circumstance we could only recom-

mend hand-picking by boys.

—

Ed.]

HiSTORT OF THE DiANA Grape.—T. P. C. says!

" I noticed in the April number a writer upon Grapes

says, that the Diana is thought to be of American

origin. If you would like the history of the original

Diana vine, I can procure it, as I am acquainted with

the lady that raised the original vine from seed, and

have vines in my garden taken from the original

stock. Her name is Diana Crchore.

The history of the Diana is now so well known,

that we think the detail so kindly offered would be

new to but very few of our readers. "American

origin" is a term used by writers on the Grape to

designate a variety raised from the American race of

i-' .V3kj-
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Grapes. "Foreign origin" means from the foreign

race, though raised on American soil. " Foreign in

troduction" is when the variety itself was imported

from abroad.

©oolfis, (Jafalogups, %*r.

Home Book op Health akd Medicine. By Dr.

Alcott. Philadelphia: Published by G. G. Evans

& Co.

Bodily health, and a sound constitution, are indis-

pensable elements in the true cnjo3-menl of life.

—

Whether every position of the author would re-

ceive the subscription of all in the profession, wc do

not suppose probable ; but we have derived a great

deal of interest from perusing the book, and would

recommend it to our readers. The Doctor says of Hor-

ticultural pursuits :

" I do look forward with confidence to a period in

the world's history when the best interests of man-
kind, as a whole, will be seen to involve the necessity

of agricultural or horticultural labor three or four

hours a day, by every one who is old cnoush.

" Some, I know, may smile to think how a young

woman of fashion would appear, while pruning grape

vines, cultivating strawberries or gathering them, or

budding or grafting trees, with tawny hands, and

sunburnt cheeks ; but had they the most distant con-

ception of the advantages it would secure to her, they

would smile rather at the superlative folly of those

present customs which deny her their pleasures as

well as their benefits.

" Did professional men, students, and all our public

teachers, know half the advantages which are to be

derived from devoting but a few hours, daily, to these

same exercises, they would not, as it seems to me, be

half as often weighed down to the ground with a load

of nervousness, hypochondria, dyspepsia, scrofula,

and consumption. Did our factory people understand

this subject better than they do, and would they, in

these days of improvement and 'striking' for cer-

tain supposed privileges, strike also for time and

means of laboring four hours a day on some little

spot whi'-h they coul either buy or hire at a rea-

sonable rate, they would not so often break down
their constitutions, and become suiferers for life.''

Outlines of the First Course of Yale Agri-

ccLTCRAL Lectures. By Henry S. Olcott.

—

New York : C. M. Saxton, Barker & Co.

These -'Outlines" are made up from the notes

of the Tribune reporters, and have been revised by the

Lecturers themselves previous to their final publica-

tion. The publisher deserves the thanks of the com-

munity for this—the best effort that has been made

to put these popular essays on a permanent and

useful basis.

Godev's Lady Book.—Wc have received from

the publisher a set of his valuable periodical, now so

well known through the country by its devotion to

the difTcrent branches of tho_/VminiHe arls, scifnce.i and

literature,—such as worsted work, embroidery, dress-

making, household economy, music and even Cottage

Architecture.

yc are pleased to see th.it even gardening is not

forgotten, which is a sure sign that the magazine is

in great favor with the ladies.

Patent Office Report for 1858.—This vol-

ume has been for some weeks on our table, and even

now we reluctantly take it up for notice—reluctantly

because the good intention of this division of the

government service is so apparent through its most

futile results, that criticism becomes painful.

It opens with a frontispiece of that notable piece

of folly the " Government Tea Gardens." When this

scheme was first propounded, and the appointment of a

collector to China sealed by the selection of Mr. For-

tune, opposition was in a measure quieted by the sup-

position that though thousands were to be fooled away
in this brilliant chimera of the famous D. J. B., Mr.

Fortune would probably introduce for us many other

kinds of seeds of the new trees and shrubs, for which

the celestial region is so famous ; and in this way
compensation was hoped for. But it has since turned

out that Mr. Fortune was employed only to get the

tea, and the other things, which would have really

been a blessing to our country, seem to have been a

perquisite to Mr. Fortune, for seeds collected by him

in China, as it has been supposed, are now being freely

sold to the English nurserymen, who will be graciously

pleased to draw one or two hundred thousand dollars

from us during the next five years, to pay for seedlings,

for the collection of which we have already paid our

own money. We have no fault to find with Mr.

Fortune. He filled his contract—all that could be

expected of him ; but the reflection that we have been

Done Just Brown by the "D." "J." "B's" of the pa-

tent-cffice in a matter that might have redounded to

the glory and good of the country, is painful to all

patriotic minds.

As to the tea plant itself hundreds of fine plants

already exists in the gardens of the Southern States,

from which, probably, as many tea seeds could he pro-

cured as were sent and raised at such an enormous

expense from China; and even could these not behad,

any nurseryman would have contracted to furnish

the department, in the two years already occupied in

the nonsensical pursuit, from trees in the United

States, 500,000 of better plants, than they will now
have in the same time, for $150 or $200 per 1000.
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A mere drop as compared to the actual cost already

incurred.

The proper object of this department, should be

the collection of statistical information, that is usu-

ally out of the reach of newspapers and Agricultural

Societies; instead of which it is filled with trashy

treatises on Eduiation, in which all rules of grammar

are violated; and with specimens of composition ami

reasoning that would disgrace a school-boy.

The redeeming features of the volume are the chap-

ter on the propo.-cd statistics of Agriculture, and that

Meteorology, by Prof. Henry.

The rest is little more than waste paper.

The Culture of the Grape and Wine Making.
By Robert Buchanan. Sixth Edition. Cincin-

nati, O. 1860.

In our notice of wine making around Cincinnati

last month, we promised to give further the views of

Mr. Buchanan. The principal point left unnoticed

last month, was mainly a description of the wine

press, which is perhaps already sufficiently clear

to to the reader.

The present work, the sixth edition, shows the ap-

preciation which the public bestows on Mr. Bu-

chanan's views. It is divided into full details con-

cerning the ViKEYARD, Making Wine, and Sta-

tistics of Wine Making; besides much useful

matter by way of appendix. We do not know the

price of the book; but judging from its size, it can-

not be expensive. We cordially recommend it to

the attention of our readers, as no one interested in

the subject can afford to be without it.

Ncrsery Citalogues.—John M. Nelson, New
Orleans, La.—Fruit shade and Ornamental Trees.

—

We never receive a Catalogue of any fine Southern

Nursery, but we envy the many fine things their

climate allows, but of which ours deprives us

of. Here we have as usual Gardenias, Norfolk

Island Pines, Camellias, and many other tempting

things.

}I. P. Penniman, Battle Creek, Michigan.—Des-

criptive of Fruit, Ornamentals, Roses, fee.— Said to be

the most extensive Nursery in Michigan.

Mendenhall If Sons, Richmond, Indiana.—An old and

enterprising house. Now, with the " Sons" added,

there will be, as the Catalogue indicates, an increased

energy.

J. T. Barrdl, Factoryvillc, Statcn Island, N. Y.—
Fruit and Ornamental Trees, including the choicer

kinds of Evergreens.

R. S. Reeves, Kcysburg, Ky.— Fruit and Orna-

mental, with full list of Roses, Dahlias, &c.

Cowlcs, Roberts If Co., Syr.icuse, New York, (for-

merly Cowles & Warren.)— Fruit and Ornamentals.

Jusi/jIi Taylor, Newport, Ky.—Fruit and Orna-

mentals. Another enterprising firm. Greenhouse

plants form a prominent feature in this list.

W. M. Carr, Springfield, Mass., ("Successor to

Chauncey Brewer.—Roses, Greenhouse and Bedding

Plants.

F. Prentice, Toledo, Ohio.—Fruit and Ornamental

Trees, occupies 55 closely printed pages.

JQpfa OP IBlarp "pianh.

Chamcebatia foliolosa.—This beautiful shrub

was first described by Dr. Torrey in the " Plants of

the Fremont Expedition," and was discovered by that

memorable little party on the mountains of Sacra-

mento, in California.

It is the only known species of the genus, and

is near!)- allied to, and resembles in general

appearance, the Agrimonia of our woods. It

might, in fact, be called the Shrubby Agrimony. It

is also nearly related to the Cercocarims hJi/olius,

figured in our June number, though presenting

=^—^«K^^
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a different look. By tho cntcrprize of the Vcitchcs'

of London, it has been recently brought into cultiva-

tion, and is already commanding great nitention. Sir

\Y. Hooker says, it is " assuredly liighly ornamen-

tal ;" and the Cottage Gardener says :

—

TheFernor Lycopod-lookingcvergrecn,close-grow-

ing shrub called Chaiixcbatia foliolosa, is really a gem

of a thing, but is up at astiffish price yet. Mr. Veitch

exhibited dried specimens of the flowers of this lit-

tle charmer at the Crystal Palace, and you would

take them for Mays or Hawthorn blossoms in that

dried-up state.

The flowers are white.

Nevidsi.\ Al.\bame.vsis.—Our young botanists

will have a new incentive to their exploring labors

in the older settled States, by the discovery of an en-

tirely new genus in the State of Alabama, of which

the cut annexed is a representation.

an ornamental foliaged stove plant allied toCaladium,

with large, shining, bronzy leaves covered with a

singularly beautiful metallic bloom; Spha-roslema

marmoratum, a silvery white motlled-leaved climb-

ing stove plant, which will form a good companion

to the well-known Cissus discolor; Anaclochilus Pe-

tola from Java, with dark green leaves, beautifully

traversed with pale yellowish veins; Plocostemma

lasianthum, a waim greenhouse shrub, with blos.soms

resembling those of Cyrtoceras reflexum; and the

pretty little Borncan Fern called Lindsmi Louii.

Gtnerium argentecm— Tlie Pampas Grass.—(See

Frontispiece.)—We had the pleasure of seeing last

season, on the grounds of Mr. Alfred Cope, near Phil-

adelphia, a beautiful specimen of this noble grass, of

which tho engraving, from tho Floricvllurul Cabinet,

is a correct representation. Mr. Cope's plant had not

quite so many spikes of flowers as the one engraved.

It had stood out (he previous severe winter, by hav-

ing some dry leaves piled over it, and some branches

placed on these to keep them from blowing away.

Where they have been entirely unprotected, we be-

lieve they have been destroyed, but the rare beauty

and noble aspect of the plant, render the trifling care

necessary to its preservation not worth talking about.

It is a small shrub, growing but a few feet in

height, with numerous white flowers ; the whole

habit and appearance giving a Spiraea suggestion,

though it is said to have a closer affinity to another

genus of the same natural order—the Common Cor-

chorus japnnica of our gardens.

It was discovered by the Rev. Mr. Nevius, and

named in his honor by our distinguished botanist,

Dr. Asa Gray, of Cambridge, Mass.

New Pi..\nts exhibited at the Summer meeting of

the London Horticultural Society, chiefly from

Messrs. Low, of Clapton, who sant Alocasia metallica.

Apple.—Father Abram is thus described by Dr.

Warder in the Prairie Farmer:—
It is generally supposed to have come from Vir-

ginia. Its productiveness, soundness, and good keep-

ing qualities, render it valuable ; besides all this, the

fruit, though unprepossessing, is very good.

Description.—Globular, oblate, uneven; medium
size; yellowish green, partially covered with red,

mixed, streaked, and splashed ; dots minute and scat-

tered. The basin is shallow, wide and wavy; eye,

small and closed; cavity, acute and regular; stem,

long, inclined ; core regular, closed ; seeds, numerous,

short, plump, pale brown; flesh, greenish-yellow,

becoming yellow, fine-grained, juicy, sub-acid and

rich ; use, for table and cooking, as well as for cider

;

quality, nearly first-rate ; season, from March till

May.
The appearance of this fruit is rather against it,

but those who know its many good qualities willingly

overlook its plain exterior. This may be the fruit

described by Downing as the Bullet, page 124, revised

edition.

Oscar and Sir Charles Napier Strawberries,

at the last meeting of the London Horticultural So-

ciety.—The best Strawberries were contributed by

Mr. Smith of Twickenham. The sorts were Sir

-OB!'
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Charles Napier, and a large dark-colored new variety

which was said lo be of fjood flavor. The only other

new kind we saw was Oscar, of whiih Mr. Turner,

of the Royal Nursery, Slough, showed a dish of large

and beautiful fruit.

—

Gardener's Chronicle.

Strawberry Vicomtksse Hf.bicaut de Thdry
is generally grown in England as " Duchesse de Tre-

vise."

TuE Albion Blackberry, introduced by Mr.

Orange, Nurseryman of Albion, Southern Illinois, is

highly spoken of in the Prairie Farmer, Cincinnatus,

and other Western Journals. It is a light colored

variety.

Still another New Strawberry.— Princess

Frederick IVillinm—Raised by Mr. Nivcn, of Dublini

and claimed to be the " earliest known ;" color " ad-

mirable," flavor " exquisite ; as a forcer " unsurpas-

sed," &c. It is advertised in the English periodicals

at "one shilling each." John Bull has to pay
" Strawberry prices " for novelties, as well as his

brother Jonathan. It is said to ripen in Dublin 29th

of May.

BoWOOD Muscat Hrape.—A correspondent of the

Scottish Gardener says, that with him this variety ex-

ceeds in fruitfulness any thing he ever grew, and

that the berries are one-third larger than Muscat of

Alexandria, grown in the same house.

The Boston Ladt Currant.—At a meeting of

the Illinois Horticultural Society, Mr. Ordway de-

scribed the Boston Lady Currant as a white variety,

the fruit of which was not only unusually large, but

also as bearing double the quantity of other kinds.

He has seen the currants taken ofT a single stock of

12 inches fill a quart measure. They are also very

fine flavored, sweeter than common, but a little later

in ripening.

—

Michigan Farmer.

Expensive Frlit.—Pears have been received at

New Orleans, La., from Mississippi. Two bushels

brought $60, over freight and other expenses.

For those .\fflicted with Grape Fever.—
It is said that a new variety of Grape has been

discovered in the East of such amazing power, that

from a remarkably accurate drawing alone of a single

bunch a " Yankee" has made three bottles of most

superb wine, for which he has been oflered an im-

mense sum. He does not, however, intend to sell

any till he receives 100,000 subscribers at $10 a bottle.

Select Pears—J. M. Earle of Rochester, Mass.,

one of the most experienced and reliable of Pear am-

ateurs, recommends for his part of the country the

following :

—

amatevr's list.

1st Twelve.—Baronnc de Mello, Belle Lucratif,

Beurrc Bosc, Beiirre Superfin, Doyenne du Cornice,

Durandeau (De Tong,) Gray Doyenne, Marie Louise,

Paradise d' Automne, Seckel, Urbaniste, Winter

Nelis.

2d Twelve.—Bartlelt, Beurred" -\remberg, Beurre

St. Nicolas, Brown Beurre, Figue d' Alcncon, Glout

Morceau, Mareschal de Cour, Passe Colmar, Rostie-

zer, St. Ghislain, Thompson, Zcphirin Gregoire.

3d Twelve.—Alexandre Lambre, Beurre Gifl^ard,

Beurre Monfgcron, Dix, Doyenne Boussock, Easter

Beurre, Flemish Beauty, Jules Bivort, Kingsessing,

Lawrence, Madam Eliza, Sheldon.

orciiardist's list.

Bartlett, Beurre d' Anjou, Beurre Nantais, Bufl^um,

i Capiaumont, Catillac, Doyenne Boussock, Duchesse

d' Angouleme, Figue d' Alencon, Lawrence, Leon

Leclerc of Laval, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Paradise,

d'Automne,Seckel,Swan's Orange,Vicar of Winkfield

Bompsfir InfplOfigpnrp.

Salmon Berries, a superior native fruit, are now
becoming plenty in Humboldt County. The Northern

Ctilifornian says " the present season promises an

abundant supply of these berries, and such a bounti-

ful gift of nature's beneficence should by no means be

disregarded. A bush laden with this golden fruit is

truly a beautiful sight. The large and delicious globes

amid the luxuriant foliage of the parent stock tempt

the hand to gather and the lips to taste their excel-

lence."

i
Bcdding Grape Vines.—A correspondent of the

Gardener's Chronicle, has succeeded in budding Black

Hamburg and other Grapes in cold graperies, by op-

erating .about the 10th of August.

Lines to my Herbarium.—A correspondent, writ-

ing from Hillsboro' N. C, says: "That piece of

poetry which you attribute to the Poet Sprague, is

not by him, but by his son, J. C. Sprague

—

a poet,

nevertheless, as you may infer from these " Lines to

his Herbarium.'"

Orchard House of G. G. Hibbard, Esq., Cam-

bridoe, Mass.—Hovey's Magazine says was built in

18.59, is 115 feet long by IS wide, and contains 150

trees of Pear, Apple, Plums, Cherries, Peaches,

Apricots, Nectarines, Figs, and Grapes in tubs 18

inches in diameter. Under the care of Mr. Walsh,

gardener, they are models of beauty.

Fine Magnolia Glauc as.—A correspondent near

Campbcllton, Geo., speaks of some specimens near

there 60 to 70 feet high, in a rich bottom soil. We
presume these cannot bo excelled by those of any

other localities.
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Tegetablo."

—

Gowl Authority.

Tomatoes for Table.—Take good ripe tomatoes,

cut them in slices, and sprinkle over them finely

pulverized white sugar, then add claret wine suffi-

cient so cover them. Tomatoes are sometimes pre-

pared in this way with diluted vinegar, but the claret

wine imparts to them a richer and more pleasant

flavor, more nearly resembling the strawberry than

anything else.

Pheservixo Cvkran-t Juice.—The following is

the way currant juice can be kept without the ex-

pense of sugar. Pick any quantity of red or white

currants from the stalk, place them in open jars, and

put these jars in a pan of cold water; heat (he water

to boiling, and until the currants are quite soft

;

leave them to cool gradually. When cold, sqeeze

the juice out through a coarse cloth or sieve; replace

the juice only in jars, and boil it gr.idually as before.

When perfectly cold, bottle in half-pint bottles, to be

well corked and kept in a cellar. N. B.—Take care

not to let the water get to the currants. If not too

much squeezed the pulp may be reboiled with coarse

sugar to serve for tarts. Every one who has been in

France knows how exquisite sirop de groscelle fram-

boise is on a hot day—that is made with sugar and

some raspberry, added to the currant, and is of course

more expensive.

—

FloricuUural Cabinet.

Blackberry Wixe.—To everj' gallon of crushed

berries add one quart of boiling water ; let it stand

24 hours ; then squeeze through a jelly bag; to every

gallon of expressed juice, add 21bs. of good brown

sugar, white of '2 eggs, beaten to a froth, and stirred

in the juice; cloves, spice and nutmeg, small quantity

beaten together and put in a small muslin bag, then

dropped in the juice. After all are well mixed, put

it into a stone jug or cask, filled up and kept full with

some of the same juice reserved for that purpose,

until it is done working, which will be in two or

three weeks. Bung it tight, and put it in a cool

place for four months ; then pour off into bottles with

a little loaf sugar in each bottle. Cork and seal close.

If the wine is kept for twelve months it will still be

better ; and it will continue to improve with age. —
Southern Cultivator.

Preservixg Fruits in- Caxs.—To one pound of

of the fruit, I put a quarter of ^ pound of white loaf

sugar. Put them over the fire together. Let them

boil up once. Then have your cans in a pail of

water as hot as possible without breaking them—have

them also filled with water of the same temperature.

Let I hem remain so for a few moments. Then, while

the fruit and sugar arc boiling hot, fill the cans while

they are setting in the water. They must be filled to

the very top. Then put the cover on, and seal with

the cement. After filling them, take them out of the

pail of water and put them away to cool. After they

arc cold, turn them over on the cover side, and let

them remain so until you wish to use them.

I have saved fruit in this way for three years ; and

have now strawbcirics and peaches thatare as fresh as

though they were picked this year, which are a

year old.

I always use the glass cans, for I consider them

more pure than any other kind.—M. H. K., Auburn.

— Country Genllevien.

Sqi'ash Cakes.—Mix fine flour with half its bulk

of stewed squash or pumpkin, and add milk enough

to make a thick batter; cook on a griddle.

—

Rural

S^ew Yorker.

Greex Corn for eating should never be boiled

more than four or five minutes. If boiled longer than

five minutes it becomes hard and tasteless.

—

Cotton

Planter,

Raspberry Savdwicii.—Take half a pound of

sifted sugar, half a pound of butter, two eggs, and two

ounces of ground rice, work them well together, then

add seven ounces of flour. Spread half this mixture

upon buttered writing paper, in a shallow tin dish,

then a layer of raspberry preserve, and next cover

with the other half the paste. Bake in a quick oven,

and when required for use, cut it into thick pieces

like sandwiches, having previously sifted alittlesugar

over it.

—

FloricuUural Cabinet.

Greek Beans and Corn in Winter.—My wife

has a stone jar that holds just a bushel of prepared

beans. She has had it these twentj' years, I believe,

and she will always have it full—and her way to fill

it is this : First get the beans, then string them, next

cut them as for present use, carefully rejecting all

that may be so old as to have the bean formed in

them; then rub them well between your hands with

fine salt, after which pack them in the jar aforesaid,

a layer of beans and a layer of salt, (ill the jar is full.

Tie a piece of oilcloth over the top of the jar, and

the beans are ready for use ! They will form a pickle

for themselves, and come out of the jar as fit for use,

three months afterwards, as the day they went in.

As for cooking, either soak them over night, or change

the water in boiling; boil slowly. I have heard my

^^M
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wife complimented on having beans so early by

pai tics eating her old onesj kept over as above set

forth. Try it somebody.

To have the corn to cook with the beans, get some

sugar corn—Stowell's evergreen is the best—scald it

two minutes and thirty seconds, to curdle the juices

only, not to boil it ; cut it from the cob, and put it in

jars in a pickle strong enough to bear an egg; seal

the jars. This corn will come on the table as white

and fair looking as if taken from the field the day it

is eaten. In serving up, add a table-spoonful of

sugar, to compensate for the juices withdrawn by the

salt. Try them both ; they are not hard to take,

separate or mixed.

—

Press.

Another Way op Curing Green Beans for
Win lER Use.—Pick good, tender, sweet string beans,

cut them into pieces about three quarters of an inch

in length, throw them into boiling water, let them
stand five minutes ; then having the oven heated just

hot enough to avoid burning the beans, spread on

tin or earthen dishes, set them into the oven, and let

them remain there till perfectly dry, when they

should be put up in small bags, and hung in a cool,

dry place. When you wish to cook a mess of corn

and beans, put them to soak over night in warm
water, and cook them as usual.

—

Homestead.

?oppign Inhlligpnrp.

The largest Horticultural Building in the
World is about to be built at Kew Gardens. It will

cover as much space as the Great Eastern, and will

be 700 feet in length. It is intended as a Winter
Garden and for Australian plants.

VicTOiiiA Regia in its Native AVaters.—Dr.

Lallemant, in a letter from Pernambuco, published

in Sonplandia, says that in a river that runs near

Cerpa he saw Victoria plants in profusion, and that

a species of Meloloniha makes its home in the flowers

of the Victoria, so th.it the Queen of Flowers, like

the royal potentates in the world of humanity, finds

its peculiar parasites that feed on and nestle about it.

Artificial Parasitic Plants.—Capt. R. Alig-

nan, in his Travels in Chaldca, says the Arabs slit

the stems nf the "Alhagi" (Hedysarum Mmgi,
Linn.) near the ground and insert seeds of the water-

melon, which germinate and grow on the roots, in

ground too dry for its own to succeed.

Recent French Pomologists assert, a pear seed can
in like manner be made to germinate in a slit in a

pear stock. Curious facts, if true, which can, how-
ever, bo easily tested by any one inclined to try.

Foreign Grape Svnonvms.—Experiments made
last year in the London Horticultural Society's Gar-

dens, make the Welbeck Black Tripoli, which in this

country we consider the true one, the same as Frank-

enlhall. To this variety they also refer the Victoria

and Pope Hamburgs. Mill Hill Hamburg, and Wil-

mots, they say arc the same as the Dutch Hamburg.

Surface Manuring.—Prof. Leibnitz, of Eldeua,

has been experimenting with two roods of ground in

four parts. To No. 1 no manure was given. No. 2

received about two tons of farm yard dung, which

was spread immediately and covered in by means of

the plow. No. 3 was treated in the same manner,

with this difference, that the hoc was used instead of

the plow. The same quantity of dung was carried

to No. 4, and allowed to remain spread for three

weeks on the soil before being covered in by the hoe.

On the 10th of October the four lots subjected to ex-

periment were sown with about 95 pints of rye seed

each. The following ar; the total results of the crop

of each lot, grain and straw included :

No. 1 produrod .'iR.1 Ihs.

" 3 " 81S "
No 2 pro<]«ced 770 lbs.

" 4 •• 035 "

Tree Heliotrope.—Aug. Bauman, in Deutsches

Magazine, describes a way to make tree Heliotropes.

Vigorous seedlings are selected, and side shoots taken

off till the night necessary to form the head is attained.

Grape Manures.—Strong or stimulating manure

is most dangerous to the vinous property of the

Grape. The general rule in wine-producing coun-

tries is to manure only with its own cuttings, or the

refuse of the grape when pressed, which contain tar-

tar, essential to the vinous property of the grape.

Excessive richness of the soil, though it gives a lar-

ger crop, and the best fruit for the table, detracts

from the character of the wine. There have been

several remarkable instances of this fact ; amongst

others, the celebrated vineyard of Johannisbcrg,

which some fifty years since having been richly

manured, it for several years afterwards produced a

grape which gave wine of an inferior char.acter, and

much deteriorated in quality. It took twenty years

before the soil became sufficiently poor to restore the

vinous quality of the grape. Soils which produce

choice and rare wines are never manured with any

description of fetid manure, generally applied for the

purpose of fertilizing land j but wool, horn, bones,

and the cuttings and refuse of the vine itself, being

only used. The scientific botanist tells us that the

vine only takes up from the earth carbonic acid,

ammonia, etc. : practice and experience, both ancient

and modern, affirm the contrary.

—

Florist and Fruitifl.

The Red Spider.—In one of the finest pear or-

chards in New York we saw, last season, the Red
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Spider making terrible ravages. As few but plant

growers have hitherto had much acquaintance with

the pest, the following from the London Gardenefs

U'ctkli/ will be interesting:

" The red spider is an ^Icarus or mite, and appa-

rently of foreign origin. When inspected with a

good magnifying glass, it has somewhat the appear-

ance of a crab, of an oval shape ; it has eight legs,

two pairs of which project forward, and as many

backwards, all covered with short hairs ; there also

arc a few longer ones scattered over its body. Its

color is yellowish, inclining to orange, and on the

thorax, near the head, are two distinct scarlet spots,

one on each side. The female insects are larger than

the males, and are of a color inclining to chestnut,

with a lead-colored spot on each side.

" They increase by eggs, of which a vast number

are produced, and in eight days hatched.

"The red spider infests the undersides of the foli-

age of plants, and when there is a considerable colo-

ny, they spin a kind of fine web, which has given rise

to the common name by which this insect is known.

It attacks the plants by piercing the under surface of

the leaves with its short rostrum, or beak, and imbi-

bing the juices, of which, for so small an insect, it

appears capable of doing very largely. This gives

rise to small yellow spots and patches on the upper

surface, which spread in a short time over the whole.

These attacks will continue, unless checked, until the

tree or plant drops its foliage, and becoming quite

exhausted, dies
;
young plants are especially liable

to suffer.

" An attentive observer will not fail to remark

that this insect loves warmth and dryness, and that

it commits greater ravages out of doors in summers

that partake of that character. As a correct know-

ledge of the disease mainly contributes to the cure, it

has been therefore found that moisture is the best

remedy for this pest. Syringing well (the under

surface of the leaves more particularly) will do much

towards getting rid of it, especially if taken in time.

In stoves and vineries we have found a good warm
steaming by pouring water on the flues, pipes, paths,

etc., and shutting the houses up early whilst the sun

is on them, very beneficial. Sulphur may be applied

if other remedies fail, by being mixed with the white-

wash when the walls arc painted, or by painting a

thin mixture of this and water over pipes, flues, or

warm walls. It may be given to open air crops by

means of a syringe or with a fine rose from a water-

ing pot. The great secret, however, in keeping

houses, plants and crops free from insect attacks of

all kinds, is to apply the proper remedy as soon as

they are discovered. This will also save a world of

trouble as well as time, and the loss of numbers of

plants ; we have sometimes had to recommend, in

eases of great neglect, that the greater portion of the

stock should be thrown on the dung heap."

A CiiE.vr MowEK.—A correspondent of the Lon-

don Collage Gardener keeps a sheep or two of the

Bretagne breed—miniature little fellows, not weigh-

ing more than 17 lbs.,—and when the lawn is not

too wet, encloses them in small wire hurdles, shift-

ing them daily, and not only saves mowing thereby,

but, in addition to the enjoyment of the pet animals,

has a much better lawn than mowing could ever

accomplish.

Wearing Out of Peach Trees.— It has been

found by experiment, in France and England, that a

peach tree left to itself, unpruned, dies out in about

three years. They have established the rule, that

wood that has once borne is incapable of doing so

again, and by acting on this, preserve their trees

healthily for a number of years.

A Secret for Horticdltural Societies.—Don-

ald Beaton says he was at a loss to discover the great

secret of the success of the Crystal Palace shows,

until the last meeting, when he saw the Prince of

Gardeners, Joseph Paxton, with the Princess of

Beauty, the Duchess of Sutherland, on his arm.

When beauty and fashion so honor the gardener,

Beaton thinks the mystery of success is exposed.

Sequolv.—Wellingtonia.—Dr. Lindley has re-

cently written a letter to say that he has not yet seen

leason to agree w;ith Dr. Torrey, M. Decaisne, and

Dr. Seeman, that Wellingtonia should be referred

back to Sequoia. He says the reasoning of these

botanists would be sound if it referred to such a tribe

as Rosaceffi. It is most philosophical, he says, to dis-

tinguish coniferous genera by their foliage, their

manner of foliation, as in Pinus, Abies, Picea, etc.,

and in this respect he claims it is as distinct as any

of them.

It is now conceded that there is no difference in

any other character ; but on this ground it is cer-

tainly as distinct as some larches and spruces, which

have little to divide them but the deciduous foliage

of the former.

fminti (Jopppsponipnrp,

From our English Correspondent.
Sheffield, Ex(;laxd, July 1, ISGO.

I have in my former letters written to you of the

many kinds of leaf plants that have become so gen-

erally popular here. The great drawback to the
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cultivation of many of them has been that they arc

Bupposcd to require a high heat to have them in per-

fection ; but we arc now beginning to find out that it

is better to grow them in a more temperate atmos-

phere than is usually done. In fact, a warm green-

house is where they do best, ktpt moderately moist,

not wet. By stove cultivation they look well for a

time, but gradually fade away after a few weeks.

The same may be said of stove ferns. By-the-by,

have you any account of the new variegated ferns,

Pteris argyrea and Ptcris tri-color, both of which

are beautiful things, but are yet expensive. I find

.lEucctochihis thrive best in chopped sphagnum moss,

and clean silver sand ; for Saracenias, Knccphalotus,

etc., dry peat and sphagnum moss. The plants do

best placed upon a warm flue, or, better, a tank, the

pots plunged to their rims in damp moss, so that a

regular warmth and moisture to the roots may at all

times be insured, and the plant kept moderately cool.

This is an important point in the cultivation of most

stove plants. The best way I consider to insure this

is, to have the stages enclosed with brick work, and

arranged similar to the enclosed sketch, which will

better illustrate my meaning. I decidedly object to

hot water tanks in any shape whatever, as being very

expensive, uncertain and irregular in their results.

1. Hot air chamber.

2. Hot water pipes or flue.

3. Trap-door to regulate the degrees of bottom

heat required.

'1. Moss, leaves or tan, etc., for plunging pots in,

which should at all times be kept moist. The con-

fined heated air will be found to afford abundance of

bottom heat, to keep the moss, etc., at about 95 de-

grees, which, if kept constantly damp, will afford

abundance of bottom and top moisture, without at all

interfering with the heating apparatus.

Slate will bo found a good material for the stage;

<Hj

if large slate arc inconvenient, shorter ones may be

used by fixing stay timbers to support, as shown by

slanting lines; or an occasional upright one, by taking

the pipes or flue to one side.

[Our correspondent should come over here to see

how to "cheapen'' things, and we think he would be

better impressed with hot water tanks. If our people

get hold of a good principle, they soon find a way to

bring it within the bounds of true economy. We
know of a boiler and tank, 30 feet long by 3 wide,

put up for less than $20, and which would pay the

owner if he had to build it new every year.

—

Ed.]

J&orHruBural jSoripfips.

LIST OF OFFICERS OF HORTITJLirEAL
AND POMOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Fur the informalion of those who wish to cnrrespoud with the
diff''i"«'ut societies, wi' fiiriiisli a list of the Ofiicers of :is inauy of
them iis we have been able to procure, aud hujio lo bo furnished
witli any that are omitted. \Ve insert only those societies of a
!>lrictly horticultural or pomological, and not of an agricultural
character.

nORTlCCLTURAL SOCIETIES.

yaiiif of Society.

Peunsylvauia, I'hila.

Massachusetts, Uoston,

Hingham, Mass.,
Maury County, Col-
umbia, Tenn.

Chicago Gardener's.
Che>ter County, \V.

Chester. Pa.
New York, (City)

('incinuati, Ohio,
Montreal, Canada,
St. Louis, Mo.
Cleveland, Ohio,
Bulfalo, N. Y.,

Pouglikerpsie, N. Y^.

Morrisania, N. Y.

Genes.see Valley, Ko-
Chester, N. Y..

Brooklyn, X. Y.,

Portland, .Maine,

Kentucky. Louisville,

St. Catharines, C. W.,
Richmond, Indiana,
"Keokuk, Iowa,
FortWavno, Iiuliaiift.

College Hill. Ohio,
Workinguieu >«. Frank-

ford, Philadelphia,
Progressive Gardener's

Socii'ty, Phllada,
Meramac, Mo.,
St. Paul's, Minnesota,
St. Anthony's Falls,

Pittsburg, Penna.,
York County, Pa.,

Toronto, Canada,
Hamilton, Canada,
Cubourg, Canada,

Profidtnt, Cor. Secretary.

M. W. Baldwin, \VilIiam Saunders.
Joseph Breck, ) Ebeu. Wright, of

Brighton. J liedham.
Hon. Albert Fearing, T. T. Bouvo.
M. S. Friertioa.

J. K. E^hleman, Josiah Hoopes.
JiOm <iroshon, Ttuunas Hogg.
Willi;tm t)range, E. P. Crauch,
Jas. Ferrier. jr., L. N. Duvernay,
William (ila>.gow, Jr. Carcw Sanders.
Di-. Kdward Taylor.
Jason Srxton. William Coleman.
S M. Buckinghani, H. I.. Young.
David MilUkeu, Wm. H. WiUcox.

Joseph Harris,

Jno. W. Degrauw,
T. C. Herscy,
Thos. S. Kennedy,
James Taylor,
John H. Mutton,
A. Bridgeman,
J. D. G. Nelson,
Jacob Tuckeruifin,

C. W. Seclye.
Edwin Scott.

John W. I>ana,
Ormsby Hiie.

Thomas Shaw.
W. K. Smith.
J. L Tewkshurv.
H. C. Grey.
D. B. Piersou.

Thomas Hargreaves.

W. Saunders, R. Robinson Scott,

Dr. A. W. McPberson, Edward Vaughan.
Alexander Buchanan, L. M. Furd.

A. K. Ames, J. S. Williams.
J. Knox, Pittsburg, Thomas L. Shields.
E. Chapin, Edward J. Evans.
Hon. G. W. Allan.

15i

FBriT OBOWERS* SOCIETIES.

PreMdent.yinme of Society,

Western >'cw York, B. Hodis'c, BulTalo.

East'u Pennsylvania, Dr. J. K. E^hlema^,
Downingtown, l*a.,

Cor. Secretary.

C. P. Bissell, Roch'r.
Thomas X Harvey, }

Jeuncrsvitle, Pa. {

Missouri, Norman J. Coleman, Dr. L D. Mt>rse, Allen
town, Missouri.

Anna, rnion Co., III., E. Harwood, A. Babcork,
Georgia Pomologicftl ) L. Berrkmans, } W. N. White,

Society, J
Augusta. J Athens.
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Ohio Pomgloglca], A. H. EroKt, Cln- ) M. B. Butoman, Col-

cinnaii, Ohio. ) iirnbuH. ubiu.

Am. Pomolygical, Miinibull P. Wildi-r, / Mfois iu rbUutra
Dorcbestvr, Mass.

Coun. GrAp« QrowV, Coi. D. S. Dcwt-y,
Uartford, Codu.

Wilmington. Del.. H. F. Askow,
Am WiDoCJrow'B Asso.

Ciiu-muuii, Obio. Dr. N. B. Sbalor,

Soplcmber llth.

i M. C. Wold, Hurt-

{ ford, Coun.
Dr. G. Popper Norris.

S. W. Haseltine.

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
In our btst wo mado room :i3 wo wore goin:; to prows for a por-

tion of tbe circular of tbe Pomological Society. We now give

place lo Ibe olbor portion wbicb wo wore llu-*n compelled to omit.

The Kigbth Session of ibis Institution will be beld in tbe cily of

Pbiladelpbia, conimenciug oii the lltb of September next, ut 10

o'clock, A. M., aud will bo continued fur several days.

This Society, ibo first JJational Institution for the promotion of

I'omological Science, was organized in tbo year 181S. Its sessions

have biougbl tojj'otbor ibe mo>t dialinK^islied cultivators of our
country ; its Trausactions have embodied tboir various researches

and rijtest experience, and its Catalague of Fruits has become tbo

acknowledged standard of Americnu Pomology.
Its example has cre:ited a yeuenil taste for this science, inspired

pomoliigi^ts with greater zeal, and called into existence many kin-

dred associations. Its progress biis been remarkable and gratify-

ing, but It still basa great work to peiform. Ilsgeueral catalogue
should, from lime to time, be enlarged and perfected, and local

catalogues formed, embracing the fruits adapted to each Stale and
Territory of tbe Union. The last of these suggestions was made
by the Chairman of the General Fruit Committee, at the seventh
session of the Society, in the year IS.JS. This hx-s beeu carefully

considered, aud is deemed worthy of special attention. It is, there-

fore, earnestly recommended that each State I'umological, Horti-

ciiUunil, or Agricultural Society, charge its Fiuit Committee with
tbe duty of collecting information, and presenting the same, with
descriptive lists of Fruit.i adapted to their location.

The importance of Ibis subject, and the increasing value of tbe ;

fruit crop of the United States, call lor a prompt and cordial re-

sponse to this rvqucst—for a careful preparation of said list, aud for

a. I'ull and able representation, at tho apiiroucbing session, from
all parts of the country.

Held, as this convention will be, in a city easily accessible from
all parts of the country, it is anticipated that the cumiug session

will be one of the most useful tbe Society has ever held. Socie-

ties, therefore, in every State and Territory of the Union, and the
I'roviuccs of British America, are requested to send such number
of delegates as tbey may choose to elect. Fruit growers, J^'ursery-

meu, and all others interested in the art of Pomology, are invited

to be present—to become members, and take part in the delibera-

tions of theCunvention.
In order to increase as much as possible the interest of the occa-

sion, members aud delegates are reiiuested to forward for Exhibi-
tion as large collections vf fruit as practical, including specimens
of all the rare and valuable varieties grown iu their re.spective dis-

tricts, and esteemed worthy of notice; aUo, papers descriptive of

their m^de of cultivation—of diseases and insects injurious to

vegetation—of remedies for the same, and to communicate what-
ever may aid in promoting the objects of the meeting. Each con-
tributor is requested to make out a complete list of his contributions,
and present tbe same with his fruits, that a report of all tbe varie-

ties entered may be submitted to the meeting as soon as
practicahle after its organization.

Societies will please transmit to the Secretary, at an early day,
a list of tho delegates they have aipointed.
Gentlemen desirous of becoming members can remit the admis-

sion fee to Thomas P. James, Esq., Treasurer, Philadelphia, who
will furnish them with the Transactions of the Society. Life
Membership, twenty dollars; Biennial two dollars.

Packages of Fruits may be addressed to Thos. P. Ja5IES, 630
Market Street, Philadelphia.

MAKSHALL P. WILDER, President, Boston, Mass.
Th06. W. Field, Secretary, liroyklya, ^ew York.

FRTJIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OF WESTERN
NEW YORK.

JUNE MEETISO AT BCFFALO,

The Fruit Growers' Society of Western Xew York held its June
meeting in Buffalo, on the 27th and 2Sih ult. The meeting organ-
ized by the appointment of S. 11. Ainsworth, of Ontario Co., as
Chairman. TLe subjects taken up in order for iscussion were:

—

STRAWBERRIES.
"Which are the best six varieties for market, and the best six for

family use, and which the best method of cultivation iu each
case ?"

Mr. Ilerendeen, of Macedon, spoke enthusiastically in favor of

the Albany. Ue thought it would produce twice as many quarts

to theacre as Triompbe de Gand.
Prof. Coppock, of Buffalo, recommended Scott's Seedling, Gene-

see, and Longworth'a ProUDc. Tho former would produce as well
as Albany.
Mr. .^^^ody, of I-ockport, preferred Jenny Lind bocauso It was

earlier than Albany.
C. L. Hoag, of Lockport, was well plonscd with Wilson and tho

Pyramidal Chilian. Jiookor, ns a family berry, never was i-x-

celled, although rather tender. I*yramidal Chitiun nrxt lo thin,

almost as productive ua WIIhoii. WiUon Ih of fair quality when
fully ripe. Never cultivated except to destroy tho woeda, as deep
stirring of the soil near the roots in apt to injure them, and injure
the crops. The soil Mr. II cultivated was a sandy loain.

Mr. Glen, of Rochester, had gathered IDOO quarla from 16 square
rods of Crimson Cone.

Mr. James Vick, of Kochester, also praiacd Crimson Couo. He
preferred growing Strawberries iu hills,

Mr. Charles Downlng's favorite was Trlomphe de Gand. Tho
ladies Pino from Canada, had a flavor like Burrs Pino, and was
moderately productive.

Mr. Beadle, from St. Catharine, said Albany wan productive
there. Triompbe de Gand promised favorably.

Mr. Downing and Mr. Glen, said Albany died out with them after

ripening one crop.
CHERRIE.S.

*' What are tbe best six varieties of cherry for family use, and also

for market purposes ?"

Mr. Downing named Coe's Transparent for family use. Belle do
Choisey bettor flavored, but p jor bearer. Early Prolific and Belle

d'Orleaus here early. Ue recommended Kirtland's Mary and
Great Bigarreau.

Prof. Coppock recommended for market Black Tartarian, Yel-

low Spanish, FJton, May Duke, Coe'a Transparent, aud Black
Eagle.

Mr. Townsend, tho Townsend Cherry. It is very early—had
picked it tbe 7th of June. Always produces a crop. Liked tho

Black Tartarian, Elton, May Duke, Ruckport Blgarreau, Downer's
Late.

Mr. Glen recommended Belle de Orle:ins, Gov. Wood, Coe's

Transparent, Jtay Duke, Early Richmond, Downer's Late.

Mr. Hoag said Belle Jlagnifique was a fine Cherry—larger than
Black Tartarian. It was particularly esteemed for bottling and
preserving, keeping wel and retaining its flavor.

Mr. Downing thought well of Vail's August Duke, one of the

most promising of tbe new cherries. Something like May Duko,
but several weeks earlier. A seedling of Mr. Vail, of Troy. Re-
commended a list of Dukes and Morello.'i that it is best to plant for

Canada. Lute Duke, Royal Duke, Plumstone Morello, and Vail's

August Duke.
Mr. Townsend said cherries grown on Mahaleb stocks are har-

dier than on Mazzard, and much less likely to be injured in win-
ter. Tbey commence bearing at three years old. The size and
quality of the fruit was much better on Mahaleb stock.

Mr, Hoag called the attention of members to a number of Seed-
ling Cherries raised by W. P. Townsend, of Lockport, among them
some of the best cherries he had ever tasted.

RASPBERRIES.
" What are the best varieties for market, and which tbe best for

family use—hardiness and productiveness considered .*''

Chas. Downing recommended Brinckle's Orange for family use;
for market, the Hudson River Antwerp. All Raspberries should

j

be laid down in the winter. This is the practice with all growers
for market around New York.

Mr. Glen wished to add the Fastolf to those recommended by
Mr. Downing.

Mr. DowniDg considered the Red American or Red Prolific tbe
best hardy berry—the farmer's berry. It was like tbe Black Cap,

j
but earlier aud of a maroon color; belongs to the same family.

He was not pleased with the Allen, although he wished to give it

I

another year of trial before condemning it. It grew so many
I suckeis that it is diflicult to keep them subdued, and as a conse-
quence the berries were poor. It was not to be compared to the
Hudson River Antwerp.
Mr. Hcrendeen said J. J. Thomas bad tried and condemned it.

Mr. Glen was satisfied that it was a variety they had in their

grounds several years since, and had fought hard to exterminate.

EVER-BEABI.VG KI.VDS.

Mr. Frost thought the Catawissa tbe best. It gave a good crop
in the summer, and a crop again in the fall, continuing uulil Octo-
ber.

Mr. Downing inquired if the berries were perfect—with him they
were very imperfect.

Mr. Frost said it gives a good crop of perfect fruit. To get a good
crop, the old canes must be cut out, and the fruit obtained from
the present year's shoots.

Mr. Glen thought well of the Dooliltle Black Raspberry. They
are larger, and not quite so seedy as the common Black Cap.

Mr. Peck, of Bloomfield, grew Black Cap from the woods, and
could not tell the fruit from Dooliltle's Improved.

Mr. Downing called attention to Vice-President French—a week
later than most of the Raspberries. A fine large berry

;
plant vig-

orous and productive.
CtmBASTS.

" Which are the best varieties, both for market and family use ?"

Mr. Moody thought most of the White Grape Currant. Had
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Ihem lust si^iison until the flfHt of October. The Cherry Currant is

about the same si/f, and an eaormous bearer.

Mr. Dowuiiitj Naij there was but very little difference in the

fmlt between White <>rape aud Wliite Dutch. There was consid-

erable ditrer<-uce in tlie leaver aud habit of the plant. There was
a uew curr.int, sud to bo twice as largo as White Dutch. Ver-

sailles is a most doirable cnrniat, the best of the new ones. The
berry is as large as Cherry, aud the bunches ioujjer.

.Mr. Frost said the Versailles was much grown, and was very
popular around Boston. The berries were large, the buachesloDg,
and the fruit very easily gathered.

UOUSKBKRRIES.
Mr. Frost was cultivating, in addition to many English sorts, the

American Seedling and Houghton's Seedling. The American is the
most upright in growth, and is considered the best around Cincin-

nati and at some other places.

Mr. Downios; said the American Seedling was known by differ-

ent names in different localities. Mr. D. said, in answer to an in-

quiry, that Downing's Seedling was an improvement on Hough-
ton's Seedling, a very fair berry, but like alt new things, had been
overpraised.

Mr. Hoag thoaght pretty well of the Monntain Seedling.

SECOND DAV—MORXISO SESSION.
PB.A,KS.

" What variety or varieties of dwarf pears is it best to plant in an
orchard of three acres? at what distance should the trees be
plauted, and what is the best mode of culture ?"

Mr. Fish would set out equal numbers of Duchesse d'.^ngou-

leme, Virgalieu, Louise Boune de Jersey, with some Bartletts

double worked.
Mr Townsend noticed that when a vigorons growth was made

oue year, trees wore subject to attacks from blight the next. Had
cultivated between the rows, but proposed to let them go in tnrf

for a while. Thought L. B. de Jersey the be-^t pear to make
money of. After this, Virgalieu, Seckel, Beurre .Superfln, Bartiett

(double worked), Tyson and Rostiezer. Would double work Bart-

iett on White Doyenne.
D. S. Manley, of Buffalo, said they could not raise a trood Vir-

galieu in that section, neither on a standard nor a dwarf. For
early pears would plant Kostiezer and Tyson. Liked Louise
Bonne de Jersey, and would pick off fniit so that it be not allowed
to bear until five years planted. Duchesse d'Aiigouleme should be
served in the same way. There is not a pearorchard west of Bos
ton caltivated too highly
Mr. .Moody spoke highly of the Lawrence as a winter pear. It

ripened without any trouble, just like apples in the cellar, aud
w;is about as j^'ood as tlie Virk,'alieu.

Mr Vick said one would judge from remarks made that we are
an attlicted people—that Pandora's hook of Horticultural pla^'ues

must have been opened ou our devoted land. While the fact is,

we are almost exempt from all great ditficulties, and have not yet

learned to work, and light, and conquer success. We have hardly
begun to feel the truth of the curse—"thorns and thistles shall it

bring forth to thee, and in the sweat of thy face shult thou eat

bread."' We all kauw what a fuss the shepherd made about the
lost sheep, and how he left the ninety and nine and went in search

of the lost one. So it is with us; we come here, and every one
almost has a dead tree about which a great ado must be made, but
nothing is said of the ninety aud nine that live, and Oourish, and
bear fruit, that sells, some for ten, and some for fifteen, aud some
for twenty dollars a barrel. When the country was new, fruit was
raised without any trouble ; but it sold for about nothing. Now
it costs a little labor to grow good fruit, aud it s''lls at a high price.

Could we grow fruit as easily as it is grown at the tropics, then it

would be comparatively worthless, and the eUect would bo seen

on character.

Mr. Towusend remarked that with all his losses his balance
sheet exhibited bahmce on the right side He obtained a profit of

from $JOU to i^JOO per acre to laud on which he cultivated dwarf
pears. No business was more profitable than dwarf pear culture.

After some remarks on grape growing, aud the passage of reso-

lutions of sympathy with the Tresident of tlie Society in his afiUc-

tion, of thanks to the Mayor and citizens of Buffalo, the Society ad-

journed to meet in Rochester in September next, at the call of the

Council.

—

Cundenvtd/rum Rural Scio Yorktr.

YONKERS HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Tlie first meeting of this promising young Society last month

was a great success.

Mr. Bosnard exhibited Victoria regia.

Mr. Ryan, gardener to J. Lillienthal, Esq., received a Silver goblet

for the best general collection of plants.

Mr. John Lee, gardener to W. A. Hall, Esq., A. Campbell, gar-

dener to Mr. Strange, I*. Ryan gardener J. B. ('olgate, Esq., Thos.

Ryan, gardener to ~W. T. Coleman, Esq., J. Downing, gardener to H.

P.' Getty, Es«i., W. Tracy, gardener to A. Baldwin, Esq., M. Pren-

dergast, gardener to T. W. Ludlow, Esq., James Slade, gardener to

H. A. Smalll Esq., A. Noonan, gardener to F. S. Cozzens, Esq.,

are amongst tho^-e who honorably distinguished themselves in the

competition.

CHESTER CO., PA., HORTICTJLTURAL SO-

CIETY.
The semi-annual exhibition of the Chester Connty (Pa.) Horticul-

tural Society was held in the S^tciety's spacious hall, in the borough
of West Chester, on tin- Ifith and K»th days of June.
On account of the inclemency of the weather, the attendance of

visitors wo^ small ; but thi.- quality and beauty of the contributions
equalled if not surp:issed those of any previous exhibitiim of the
society. The room was very tastefully decorated with wreaths and
festoons of laurel and lycopodium. and the fountain, which has al-

ways been an attractive feature, was rendered more so by the cover-
ing of moss and fl'jwers.

The greatest source of ntlraction appeared to bo the fine display
of forced grapes, from the collections ot Dr. tieo. Thomas, llotipes A
Brother, and A. Marshall. E*i. The display by Dr. Thom.Ls imm-
bcred 13 varieties, umbracint; splendid bunches of liohlen Hamburg
and Bowood .Muscat.

Strawberries and cherries were very poorly repres<^-uted. The
largest contributions were by Jno. Rutter and J. L. Darlington &
Co. The recent hail storms completely injured the croi»s of mouy of
the usual contributors tu this department.
The Iloral depjirtment was hirge and highly creditable to the

growers. The specimen plants of Calceolari:w, Begonia, Roses, etc.,

were remarkably fine.

The vegetables on exhibition were also fine, but were confined to
two cuutiilmtors.

GENESEE VALLEY HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The houses of Frost k ('
., and Ellwangerjt Barry, seem to be

running a neck and neck race in Rot>e culture. At a recent meet-
ing they exhibited :

—

Frost & Co—Roses—290 H. Perpetual. 3-> Mos.s, 46 Summer. 2
Yellow, 20 Prairie, "20 Bourbon, L'lTea, o Noisette, '11 Bengal, kc.\
45.T sorts Roses ;

'1 Table Bouquets, 2 Hand Bouquets, 20 sorts Cut
Flowers, Hardy Trees aud Shrubs, Herbaceous plants, 41 sorts
of Strawberries, 17 sorts of Cherries, 2 plants of Foreign Grape in
pots, 3 Cucumbers.
Ellwanger & Barry—2SS varieties Hybrid Perpetual Roses, 47

varieties Moss Roses, S.> varieties Summer Roses, 14 varieties Per-
petual Moss Roses, 3o varieties P«onies. .>0 varieties flowering
Shrubs, 100 varieties Herbaceous Plants, 26 varieties Petunias, 70
varieties Verbenas; 2 Hand Bouquets, 2 Table Bouquets, 47 varie-
ties Strawberries, 15 varieties Cherries.

Rochester will soon have something else besides Pearg to talk
about at this rate.

D. M. Dewey made a great show with his fruit plates, aud
amongst the exhibitors we noticed the names of W. H. Barton, Prof.
Cutting, Me.s.^rs. Jewell, C. J. Mills k Co.. C. J. Rvan & Cv>.. Gei»rge
Cooper, J. W. Briggs. .M. Cornell, E. K. Blythe, W. T. Goldsmith,
S, B. Kelley. Hooker Farley Jt Co., Dr. Ripley, Rev. T. R. Garrick,
H. E. Hooker k Co,, H- N. Longworth, Messrs. S. Moalson, D.
Marsh, Mr. McGee, C. M. Seelye and Selah Matthews.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGE
HILL, OHIO.

At a regtilar meeting i>f tliis sori.-ty. held on the 14th inst., the
following premiums were oflercil by a unanimous vote of the soci-

ety, viz.

:

Iflt. For a new Seedling: Strawberry superior, for market purpo-
ses, to any now grtiwn in Hamilton county—a Silver Cup.

2ti. For a new Seedling Rose of decided merit, a iirenitum of One
Dollar.
Competition open to all. Tlie following members of the society

were appointed a Standing Committee on awanlin^ the above i)ro-

miums: Dr. John A. Wanler, North Bend. O; Prof. 11. N. D.iy. Col-

lege Hill; John M.Millikin. Butler countv,0.; C. E. Bobb. Ctdlege
Hill ; K. G. Ricker, College Hill.

* D.\VID B. 1*ierson,
Cor. So€.

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA, HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

Was held on the 3d of July.

Thr Hortk TLTrB.M- EXHIBITION was far more extensive and
beautiful than could havt- been expected, and gave rich promise
for the future. Slmugers and citizens were equally surprised aud
delighted at the magnificence of the floral display, as well as the

fine specimens ol our fruits and vegetables.
Of Strawberries—Wilson's Albany, iMcAvoy's Superior, and

Hovey's Seedling, were the chief kinds in favor.

Amongst 'the succes^sful exhibitors, we are pleased to notice

the names of our friends !i. M. Ford k Co., Dr. Ames, Mr. Rohrer,
Mr. Borup, John S. Prince. A. Buchanan, D C. Green, D. C.

Grernleaf, Mr. Selby, Captain Dana, W. Hansen, Mr. Clark.

.\. Schmedlin, Messrs. Hawke, W. H .Jarvis, Trnman Smith, Mi.

Mors, P. W. Nichols, W. Eudon, S. Mitchell, gardener to Judge
Hewson and Stephen Hewson. ik

'^
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FLOWER GARDEN & PLEASURE GROUND.
Those who have had their land drained and sub-

soiled, have had good cause to give thanks during the

almost universal drought of the present season.

Going through an underdrained, shallow cultivated

garden, recently, where the plants were in the last

stages of " witheration ;" the ground like one mag-

nificent brick, and the cracks suggestive of the gulph

down which the immortal Curtius leaped ;
" Why,"

asked we of the proprietor, *' do not you drain and

eubsoil?" "Drain and subsoil," said he, with a look

of pity at our folly, " is it not dry enough now ? drain

indeed!"

Well, Horticulture has its Rip Van Winkles ;—one

would suppose that, in these days, not one of these

antique gentlemen existed, to whom it would be

news to be told that drained ground was moist in

summer. If you cannot drain at least subsoil ; it is

the next best thing.

" I do not care." said a neighboring nurseryman,

who had but half an inch of rain in two months, to

the writer, " if I do not get rain for two months

mure ; it will not affect my stock much—the ground

is subsoiled two feet deep," and his growing stock,

though not without a murmur as if it preferred better

things, bowed assent. Now is the time to look about

and prepare for these operations, to commence with

the first fall rains.

At the same time commence to plant Evergreens,

and Deciduous trees. The former cannot be too soon

in order. After the loth of October, we would not

plant Evergreens in this latitude, except where the

greatest care can be exercised in taking them up with

perfect roots. After all, " How to take up and plant

a tree," is of more importance than " when best to

do it." In transplanting Deciduous trees, do not

wait for the leaves to fall, if the fall rains have ar-

rived. Where the leaves do not fall easily, cut away

the shoots that bear them—wood, leaves and all.

The trees should be severely pruned, at anyrate. If

you plant in the fall, a severe winter will sometimes

damage your trees. If you choose spring, a hot, dry

summer will equally injure them. Twenty years

of close daily experience in horticulture, hsis convin-

ced the writer that there is no choice of either season.

A few trees may be .always expected to die; but

where the management is proper, there will be little

difference in an average of years, between spring or

fall.

Those who have no greenhouse, and yet are de-

sirous of preserving many half hardy plants through

the winter, employ cold pits. Choose the dryest sit-

uation in the garden, and sink about five feet in

depth. It is important that no water can be retained at

the bottom. The pit may be of any length required,

and about five feet wide, so as to accomodate six feet

sash. The inside of the pit may be built up of boards,

or, if something more durable and substantial ts re-

quired, brick or stone. The body of the frame may
be built up a few feet above the level of the surroun-

ding scil, and the earth which comes from the pit be

employed in banking up to the upper level of the

frame. Shelving should be made for the inside so

as to extend from the base of the front to near-

ly the top of the back, on whii'.h to place the plants

in pots. In the space which will then be under the

staging, hard wooded and deciduous plants, as Lem-

onVerbena, Fuchsias, &c., may be safely stored, while

the more succulent kinds are shelved overhead. The

plants to be preserved in such a pit should be potted

early, and be well established and healthy before be-

ing pitied ; much of success depends on this. The

less water they can be made to live on without with-

ering through the winter the better will they keep.

Straw mats must be employed to cover (he glass when
freezing time commences, and when the thermometer

is likely to fall below 20--', straw or litter should be

thrown over. Board shutters are also excellent, as

it keeps the snow out from the straw and l.tter,

which sometimes makes the mats very awkward to

uncover when we would like to give air. Very little

light or air will be required through the winter when

the plants are not growing. If a good fall of snow
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cover the pit, it may lie on undisturbed for two

weeks or more without injury. When a warm dry

day offers the sashes may be raised if convenient, to

dry up the damp. Many kinds of border plants can

be kept over winter this way with little trouble.

GREENHOnSE.
It is a very good time to look around for soil for

potting puiposes. The surface soil of an old pasture

forms the best basis, which can be afterwards light-

ened with sand, or manured with any special ingredi-

ents to suit special cases, as required. The turfy or

peaty surfaces of old wood or bogs also come very

"handy." A stock of moss should also be on hand

for those who crock pots, in order to cover the pot-

sherd; moss also comes in useful for many purposes

connected with gardening, and should be always on

hand.

Plants intended to be taken from the open ground

and preserved through the winter, should be lifted

early, that they may root a little in the pots. A
moist day is of course best for the purpose, and a

moist shady place the best to keep them in for a few

days afterwards. Any thing that is somewhat tender

had better be housed before the cold nights come.

Some things are checked without actual frost.

Those who have greenhouses, pits or frames, will

now see to having any necessary repairs attended to.

White-washing annually is serviceable, destroying

innumerable eggs of insects in the war against which,

the gardenershould always take Ihe initiative; sulphur

mixed with the white-wash is also serviceable. Pow-

erful syringing is a great help to keeping plants

clean, and should be frequently resorted to.

Propagation of bedding plants for another season,

will now be progressing actively. Geraniums, and

other things with firm wood, do best in sand spread

on the open ground, with a glass frame partially

shaded spread over it. A great benefit will be found

in most cuttings if they are placed for a short time in

slightly damp moss for a few days before inserting

in the same, so that the wound at the base of the

cutting may be partially healed or calloused over.

Verbenas, and such cuttings, can be kept but a few

hours, unless the wood is very hard. The harder the

wood the longer will they do to keep so. Ripe wood

of some things will be benefitted by keeping two

weeks. All this must be found out by each prop.^ga-

tor himself.

Ornamental annuals for winter flowering should

be at once sown, not forgetting Mignionctle, to be

without which will bo an unpardonable sin. Chinese

Primroses, Cinerarias, Calceolarias, Pansies, Polyan-

tlius, &c., should all bo sown. Winter-blooming

Carnations and Violets should not be forgotten.

They are now essentials in all good grcenhous* col-

lections. The Calla Ethiopica, old as it is, is an

universal favorite, and should now be repotted, when
it will flower through the winter finely. Oxalis,

Sparaxis, Cyclamens, andsQch Cape bulbs that flower

through the winter, should be repotted now. They
are an easily grown tribe of plants, and should be

in more favor. This is emphatically the Dahlia, as

the next is to be the Chrysanthemum month. Dah-

lias have not grown much through the drought, and

better not; now that September has come,|they should

be stimulated to grow, by copious waterings, and

fine flowers will be the result.

TINERT AND FRCIT HOUSES.
Vines and other fruit trees in houses should have

every chance afforded them of maturing their wood,

which means that the atmosphere should be kept as

dry as possible, and the pots or border suffered to

receive no more water than is necessary to keep the

leaves from withering prematurely. A common fanlt

is however to keep the soil of fruit trees in pots too

dry. A dry atmosphere is the chief point to attend to.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
A few crops require attention South of Philadel-

phia, where the Cabbage will live out in the open

air through the winter unprotected ; now is the time

to sow Early York. In planting out the ground should

be thrown uplike ridges east and west, and the plants

set out on the north side of the elevation to escape

the alternate freezings and thawing they would get

on the flat surface. Lettuce may be sown and treat-

ed the same way. In this region and northward a

few arc sown and kept over winter under frames
;

but they are as well sown in a hot bed and forward-

ed early in spring ; the fall sown ones often run to

seed when spring transplanted.

Spinagc and turnips should also be sOwn in rich

ground.

Cauliflower, one of the most delicious of vegeta-

bles, is sown at this season, and where an abundance

of leaves can be had are filled into such a pit as before

described; with a few inches of soil thrown on, and the

plants set out fifteen or twenty inches apart. As much
air should be given through the winter as possible, and

fine Cauliflowers will result.

WORMS ON STREET TREES.
BY WALTER ELDER, PHILAd'a.

Our city has been in a filthy state for the past six

weeks, caused by "them nasty worms" upon the shade

trees. If any one could advise us how to get rid of
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such a yearly pest, he woulJ deserve the thanks of

the community at large. Last year twelve of my
trees lost the half of their foliage by the worms, and

at the same, time were greatly injured by the borers,

so much so that they lost a third of the bark of their

stems, and two died. I procured a few pounds of

whale-oil-soap, and made a solution of that and

water, as strong as I could make it, and washed the

trees with it twice over the same day, with a white-

wash brush stuck upon a long pole; and in February

last, I gave them a shortening in, pruning and again

washed both stems and branches with the same solu-

tion ; and this year they have not been touched by

the worms. Now, could the smell of the whale-oil-

soap prevent the insects from laying their eggs upon

the trees when they became while butterflies last

summer; or (.lid the February washing choke the

grubs as they were hatched last spring? If either of

one or both washings have destroyed the young brood,

it would be well for everybody to apply it, as the ex-

periment is both cheap and simple, if any of your

correspondents are skilled in Entomology, I would

like to know their opinion upon this n. alter.

[We are glad Mr. Elder has introduced the subject,

a just now the city government has under considera-

tion the absurd proposition of appointing a board to

decide what kinds of trees shall be planted, and what

shall not. We have a holy horror of " good fat

jobs;" and Bell, Breckenridge, Lincoln or Douglass,

are much more likely to be sought after in such an

appointment, than "them nasty worms." A few

articles like Mr. Elder's, in our daily papers, would

do more good than anything " a board" is likely to do.

As to the nuisance, so far as the public is concerned,

the drop worm is the greatest ; and these hang in

coccoons, all over the trees in winter, and could be

readily removed then, and destroyed at an expense of

25 cents per tree. Hundreds of poor men are ready

for the work in large cities when there is nothing else

to do. If tl'.e city councils would make an ordinance

compelling tree owners to clear their trees of these

coccoons, they would really effect something for us.

Choosing trees is bootless. Every tree sometime

or other finds some insects ready to prey on it. Time

was when the Silver Maple was free, and those kinds

now unattacked may yet become so. " Poverty meets

strange bedfellows," seems to be as true in the insect

as well as in the human world. Our hope lies in

warring on the insect, not on the trees.

—

Ed.]

of all their leaves but, say four or five, so that the

whole nourishment of the plant shall be concentra-

ted in them. Where this leaf pruning is not attended

to, they become small and of poor color. A collec-

tion, exhibited a few months since, at the Pennsyl-

vania Horticultural Society, by Mr. Pollock, were

grown in lumps of peat soaked in strong manure-
water, mixed with a compost of half old cow-dung,
sand and a little loam. In addition to this, they were
occasionally watered with manure-water. None of

the plants were allowed to retain more than 3 or 4

leaves, and the beauty of the coloring-, and immense
size, attracted great attention.

TREATMENT OF BEGONIAS.
BY SCHUYLKILL.

It is not generally known that the new varieties

of Begonias, cultivated for the beauty of their foli-

age, of which B. Rex is the type, are all remarkably

strong feeders and require, not only very strong food

to bring out their full beauty, but also to be deprived

LAWNS.
BT H. W. SARGENT, KSQ., WODENETHE, N. T.

In your issue for August, there are some remarks

on Lawns by A. F. G., in which, among other things,

he remarks, " Grass will get poor and weak from
constant mowings, in which case use wood ashes."

This is excellent advice when you mow with a scythe,

since as this requires the raking or sweeping up of

the cut grass, it is very evident that something must
be returned to the soil, when so much is taken off

every ten days to two weeks.

I think the time not far distant when the scythe

will pass away and be no more seen, at least for or-

namental purposes. When a lawn is once carefully

prepared and graded so as to present a fair smooth

surface to the action of the Lawn cutter, there is no-

thing I have ever seen equal the perfection with

which the machine works.

Shank's Lawn Cutter, which I imported many
years since, did wonders in its day; but on unpven
or unequal surfaces, it was apt to gouge the sod or

occasionally to skip over depressions. Mr. Green,

in his new patent, by the addition of three simple

little wooden rollers in front of the beaters fso-call-

ed), resembling in size and appearance three blacking

or beer jugs, has entirely remedied all this difBcullj',

by carrying or lifting the cutter over any prominent

elevation, and also by preventing any pitching into

the ground, which a sudden start of the horse often

caused. This is the machine Mr. J. J. Smith refers

to in the few words on the improvement of Lawn
machines, in your August number. Mr. Green, by

substituting an endless chain for cog wheels, has also

done away with the noise of the revolution, and given

him the excuse of calling his invention " The Patent

Silens raessor."

My neighbor, Mr. Swift, who adapted " Shank's"

machine to this country, is preparing to add Green's

improvements also, which will make his cutter all

that can be desired. You were a little in error in the

size and prices of Green's machine; they range from

the " Farvum Miraculum," cutting 1^ inches, for la-



dies, to the largest horse-power, cutting 48 inches,

and at prices from i"G, XIO to X29.

Before mentioning some of the advantages of the

machine, I will recall to your readers, and especially

to one of its advocates, A. F. G., some of the disad-

vantages of the scylhc.

In the first place. It is not every one who can use

an English Lawn Scythe, whereas the most ignorant

man or boy can use the machine.

Secondly. Lawns must be cut with scythes early

in the morning and late in the evening, when the

dew is on—inconvenient hours in this country,

when so much watering for houses and plants is re-

quired at these times in our ornamental places. The

Lawn Cutter, on the contrary, works belter when the

dew is off, after nine or ten o'clock, thus giving up to

the gardener those early and late hours, so valuable

in his department.

Thirdly. Aftergrass is cut with a scythe, the most

tedious part remains—the getting up. If raked, as is

usual in the United States, a large portion must re-

main behind, from the coarseness of the rake ; leav-

ing a dead and decaying matter
;
preventing the full

etTect of the advantage of the cutting to be seen for

two or three days, until the dry and woody part of

the grass left by the scythe is surmounted by a new
growth ; for we must remember, in cutting with a

scythe, the greener and more succrulent parts are cut

off, leaving them cut short, little more than stubble or

woody stem, through which appears a mat of old fi-

brous decaying matter, the result of previous cut-

tings ; each successive one adding its contribution

of chopped hay—for it amounts to this.

Fourthly. Asa large proportion of the grass which

is cut every week or fortnight, manages to be got up,

it is quite necessary, as A. F. (!. says, to make some

return to the soil by the addition of ashes and barn-

yard manure ; this latter not only producing a rank,

coarse growth, but also introducing a variety and ex-

tent of weeds.

Now, by the proper employment of the machine,

the following result is obtained:—A weekly mowing,

with the weight of the roller, ("some 700 lbs. in the

horse size,) produces a low-flat growth of white clo-

ver, almost, apparently, without stems and with the

leaves resting close and flat on the ground; this is

and must be, in this country, the substitute for the

English bottom, which is moss. Above and through

this layer of clover comes up the slender and delicate

spears, one to two inches high, of red top,—for after

trying for many years every kind of lawn grass, I am
quite satisfied nothing surpasses our road-side sod of

white clover and red-top,— the passing of the ma-

chine every four to eight days over the lawn, either

by man or horse-power, cuts oflT si.nply the spear of

red-top and an occasional stray stem or leaf of clover,

^mr

which has straggled beyond (above^ the cutting

guage, (about three-quarters of an inch), leaving the

entire white carpet of white clover untouched.

These snips of grass are thrown, by the revolution

of the beaters, into a box, and consequently none fall

upon the lawn ; and there is no necessity to employ
either rake or broom. But as in the case of the scythe,

as all growth is taken off every week, something to

supply this consumption must be returned in shape

of manure or food.

For some years after using my machine, though I

was quite satisfied with the color of the lawn, and
the beauty of its smoothness, yet I was disappointed

in its softness; it was rather like walking over a bil-

liard table than a Turkey carpet, which is the sensa-

tion one experiences in walking over a lawn cut

every ten to fourteen days by a scythe. Some reflec-

tion and investigation led me to the conclusion that

the softness of a lawn, cut by the scythe, was simply

the result of the constant mulching it received from

the decaying grass left behind after each cutting and

raking ; I therefore came to this result, that, by re-

moving the grass box of the machine, and permit-

ting the cuttings to fly in a sort of grassy shower, I

should accomplish two important things— first, give

an elastic soft bottom to the grass by the weekly
mulching, which is so fine and so short, and one-half

to one inch high, that it soon disappears instead of

remaining an unsightly and hay colored brown for

most of the season under the grass ; but also by mow-
ing frequently, the short clippings disappearing in

two or three hours, I returned to the soil all it pro-

duced and nothing more. In other words, the mate-

rials abstracted from thesoil, entering into the forma-

tion of red-top and white clover, were every week en-

/irc/y returned to the soil, not partially, as in the case

of scythe cutting, where the longest part is gathered

and carried aw.\v, but the whole and entire produce

of the Lawn, year after year, is returned to the ground

free from weeds and stimulus, thus entirely superse-

ding the necessity of any other dressing or manure
;

while increasing annually the depth, verdure and

softness of the lawn, with an ease and success unpar-

alcUcd, besides the great economy in time in having

no grass to gather and carry away.

I have now tried this weekly grass dressing for two

years with the most complete success, and am quite

satisfied it is the only way to have, in this country,

truly F.nglish Lawns. In England it would not do,

since the weekly cuttings in their cloudy moist cli-

mate would not disappear; but in our hot, bright

suns they all vanish in a few hours or so.

To do this, one must bear in mind the grass must

be cut at le.ast once a week, otherwise it would be so

long that it would fall in piles and furrows, and by

heating destroy the lawn underneath. It sometimes



may happen, even in cutting once a week, after very

moist weather, the cut grass lies rather too tliick in

some places; if so, it must be scattered and dispersed

with a broom.

CLERODENDRON BUNGEI.
BV AMATKCR.

About three season ago, I bought a plant of this

then new plant, and planted it out in my garden, with

other border flowers. I was much disappointed in

finding that it did not flower, and left it out for Jack

Frost to use his own pleasure concerning it. I took

no further thought of it until next summer, I was
mortified to find it coming up all over my flower beds

worse than an Ailanthus. The same season I met

with one in a friend's greenhouse, and though the

flowers were not in good condition, its grateful per-

fume pleased me, and I took up one of my wander-

ing suckers, potted it, and kept it growing and repot-

ting, pinching it as it grew to make it bushy, until

by the fall it was a dense bush, with about twenty

good shoots and side branches, and the plant itself
|

in a twelve inch pot. The leaves fell like those of

a Catalpa with the first frost, and having no green-

house, the pot was set in my cellar with Orange and

Lemon Trees, and in spring taken out and set on the

lawn with other new pots and tubs.

A few of the youngest tips had suffered. These

were pruned ofi", and as the plant grew it sent out

magnificent heads of rose colored flowers of a Cape

Jessamine fragrance, that has kept my friends in a

perpetual state of admiration, and myself in great

good humor.

Some years ago I saw at our exhibition a LucuUa

gratissima, and was said to be very rare, choice and

hard to grow ; but I would not trade my Clerodendron

for any number of them.

The only thing I dislike about it is its name.

Though a great admirer of flowers, I am no botanist,

anJ hate any thing that looks like a pedantic display

of scientific terms. Cannot you, Mr. Editor, give us

the common name of this beautiful plant, and make
any suggestions for growing it even better than I

have done, for I am sure under Ihe best management

it must be a glorious thing!

[The best way to treat this is to serve it as we
would a Hydrangea. That is give it plenty of pot or

tub room ;
pinch it oflf while growing to make it

bushy, and after it has done growing preserve the

wood, from which the flowers will proceed next year.

In this vicinity it is usually grown under glass, and is

not as showy as our correspondent represents it; but

we are well satisfied that ourgardeners are mistaken,

and that if they treated it as a tub plant in the open

air it would fully merit all Ihe encomium our cor-

respondent has bestowed on it.

It does not prove any hardier with us than the

Hydrangea, and like it must have the shoots of the

past season preserved through the winter from very

severe frosts, or the plant will not flower.

We are sorry we can give but little relief to our

correspondent's scntiveness on the "hard names."

The only common name it has is " Red Volkameria,"

which is noJ,much of an improvement on Cleroden-

dron Bungei.

—

Ed.

FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OP EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA.

REPORT ON STRAWBERRIES.
The Committee for Philadelphia County, in pre-

senting their first Report, would stale, that most of

the fruits herein alluded to have been grown in the

grounds, or under the personal supervision, of one

or more of their number, and that all have been per-

sonally tested by them.

They have not attempted a detailed botanical des-

cription of the varieties named, but have given only

such marked characteristics, and peculiar qualities,

as have seemed worthy of mention, aiming to report

their general average character and value in this coun-

ty. The local influences of soil, exposure, drainage,

&c., have a marked effect upon the productiveness,

hardiness and longevity of the plant, and the quality

of its fruit, and tend to modify, very much, any des-

cription given of it in any particular locality.

Many kinds, known to be generally worthless,

have not received their attention ; other standard

and good sorts, very generally accepted and cultiva-

ted, they have not included in their investigations.

Their object has been to bring to notice and public

acquaintance and appreciation, the comparatively new
and less known kinds, to correct some errors in ex-

isting descriptions, and to place on their proper foot-

ing some over-praised varieties which are still culti-

vated but should be superseded by better sorts.

All the descriptions are based upon good and care-

ful culture.

In classifying fruits for the " Market " and the

" Private Garden' their respective requirements shoMld

be well understood.

For the "Market" the requisites are, hardiness,

productiveness and rapid reproduction of the plant ; bright

color, large or <)0od average size, high Jlavor and firm

flesh oi ihe berry, ihe latter quality being especially

desirable, for distant transportation.

For " Private Gardens," high color and firmness of

flesh, though very desirable, are secondary to the oth-

er qualities named.

AMERICAS' VARIETIES.

H—Hermaphrodite. P-^Pistillate.

Chilian Pvra.midal. H Fruit of a large size,

firm flesh, deep scarlet color and excellent flavor

;
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plant of robust habit, bears young and well. A very

prumising kind.

CiioRi.ToN H. Fruit large, pale scarlet, juicy and
rich, though slightly acid, plant very robust and har-

dy, a good bearer and strong grower. Promises

well.

Clshisg. H. Fruit medium to large size, pale scar-

let color, and, when well ripened, of excellent flavor,

juicy and vinous
;
plant robust, growth vigorous, a

moderate and often profuse bearer, but very unpro-

ductive in wet ground. An excellent iniprcgnator of

pistillate varieties and pays well as a market berry.

Fillmore. P. Fruit of large size, firm flesh, rich

scarlet color, and excellent flavor; plant robust, a

free, vigorous, grower, perfectly hardy, bears moder-

ately. Is one of the most promising of all the new Ame-
rican varieties. It has been disseminated as Herma-
phrodite; all that have come under our notice have

proved Pistillate plants.

HooKKR. //. Fruit of medium size, tender claret

colored flesh, deep crimson color, high and rich fla-

vor, juicy and melting. Best in moist soils. Plant

of strong habit, a free grower, only a moderate bear-

er, and quite hardy. The fruit is too dark and too

soft for market purposes, but excellent for family

use.

Jen.ny Li.nd. //. Docs not confirm expectations

as to earliness. Fruit of medium size, deep scarlet

color, tender flesh, good but not high flavor; plant

robust, hardy and moderately productive.

Ladies' Pj.ne. P. Fruit of small to medium size,

very light scarlet color, often nearly white, of unsur-

passed flavor, melting, sweet and delicious. Plant

vigorous and hardy, though somewhat disposed to

burn, on heavy clay soils. Very desirable for pri-

vate gardens.

LoNGWORTu's Prolific. //. Fruit medium to

large, light scarlet, very acid. Plant very produc-

tive, foliage thin, not hardy in summer. Unworthy

a place in a choice collection.

Lady Fi.vger. //. Fruit large, very long pointed

conical shape, rich scarlet color, remarkably firm

flesh, of good, sweet, but not the highest flavor.

—

Plant robust, a vigorous grower; a very desirable

fruit both for market and private gardens.

Marilakdica. //. As far as tested does not main-

tain its early reputation. With us it has proved a

very poor bearer. Fruit of medium size, firm llesh,

crimson color, and good flavor. Plant quite tender,

a weak grower, and the bloom often so abortive as

to render it quite worthless. Jlany of our best grow-

ers have rejected it.

McA vov's Superior. P. Variable both as to yield

and quality. Fruit large, bright crimson, tender flesh,

melting and rich, but much disposed to knottiness.

—

nt hardy, a free grower, but often very unproduc-

tive. Bloom frequently abortive, bo much so that it

is often difl[icult to find a single perfect berry in an

entire bed.

Peabodv. H. Though hardly equalling, in size,

the claims of its oiiginator, this is one of the very

best American varieties. Under high culture, in

stools, 2 feet apart, the fruit has been grown, in the

grounds of one of your Committee, at the rate of over

4,000 quarts per acre, from plants 4 years old, and
single berries measuring 5^ inches in circumfer-

ence. The fruit ripens best in the shade and requires

to be picked at the moment of maturity; if allowed

to hang after ripe it becomes very tough and sour.

—

Size large to very large, color deep, rich scarlet, flesh

firm yet melting, flavor saccharine and delicious. It

demands and well repays the hiyhest cultivation, and

a thorough suppression of the runners while fruiting.

As commonly grown, in crowded beds, it is very un-

productive.

The following kinds are under trial and will be re-

ported upon the coming year; Athlete ("a supposed

native) Golden Seed, Jessie Read, Scarlet Magnate,

Downer's Prolific, Cutter, Randolph Pine, Pennsyl-

vania, Moyamensing.

EUROPEAN VARIETIES.

Carolina Scperba. H. The largest and highest

flavored of all the foreign sorts. Fruit large to very

large, color variable from pale to bright scarlet, sur-

face very glossy, bright yellow seeds quite prominent;

flesh pure white, melting, juicy and delicious, shape

long conical. Rather tender for transporting to mar-

ket. Hardiness not sufficiently tested. A truly su-

perb fruit.

CoMTE DE Flandres. JJ. Fruit large, deep scar-

let color, firm flesh, high flavored, juicy and melting.

Plant very hardy, a vigorous grower, and sets run-

ners freely. A very desirable sort for every collec-

tion.

Delices d' Automne. H. Fruit medium to large

in size, glossy, with prominent seeds, color light red

at the base; blending into bright yellow at the apex,

form varying from round to flat conical, flesh white,

juicy, melting and truly delicious. The young plants

are delicate and require a year to establish themselves.

Whether this variety will prove a true autumn bear-

er your Committee are not fully prepared to state.

—

They commence bearing early in June and some ol

the vines growing in the grounds of one of our num-

ber, have now fJuly Ifith) a second crop of blossoms

and ripe fruit. They require high culture, a partially

shady position, good winter protection, and thorough

removal of the runners to improve fruit. As a gen-

eral rule the fruiting vines show no runners and rice h

versa. Another year will be required to test this in-
"

teresling and promising variety. Doubtless, like all

if
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the exotic kinds, it yields better after the second

year.

We shall probably be able to report, next season,

upon several very promising seedlings of this plant.

ExoKLLENTic. H. Fruit of the largcst sizc, bright

red, quite variable in form, flesh firm, very high fla-

vored, and truly excellent. Plant strong, health)', a

rapid grower and moderate bearer and perfectly har-

dy. It well deserves its name.

Mvatt's Prolific Hactbois. S. and P. This va-

riety deserves some notice from the fact that it seems

to require its own Siaininate as an impregualor in or-

der to produce a full crop of fruit. The male plant

is a pure Stuminate, utterly barren of fruit, but, when
planted with the females in the proportion of 1 to 5

or thereabouts proves the best fecundator known for

this variety. Its unproductiveness under ordinary

culture of which many complain, is thus accounted

for. Plant rathertcnder, especially in long droughts;

stems and foliage quite delicate very bushy and of

peculiar shape and color. Fruit of small to medium
size, shape similar to a pecan-nut, dark maroon color,

often nearly black; flavor unlike that of any other

variety, combining the taste of the raspberry and

mulberry, but more sprightly than either. Most

persons dislike it at first, but come to be fond of it,

as its peculiar taste improves upon acquaintance.

Triompue DE Gand. H. Fruit of the largest size,

bright scarlet color, firm flesh, flavor high and rich,

juicy and melting. Plant very vigorous, hardy both

in winter and summer, a free, rapid grower, a good

bearer and altogether a superb sorL

Trollopz's Victoria. H. Fruit of very uniform

and large size, round handsome shape, very light

scarlet color, flesh melting, flavor rich and vinous.

—

Plant hardy, free growing, and under high culture in

light, rich sandy loam yielding immense crops. In

heavy clay soils it is less productive and the foliage

is disposed to turn yellow and burn. One of the best

of all the English sorts.

VicoMTEssE Heric^rt de Thury. H. There is

no Strawberry known to your committee which so

nearly fills every requirement as this comparatively

new French variety. Fruit of large size, variable in

shape from broad conical to coxcomb, bright scarlet

color, very firm yet meltiny flesh, flavor saccharine,

sprightly and delicious with an agreeable fragrance.

Plant healthy, a strong grower,perfectly hardy against

the winter's frost and summer's sun; sets runners

very freely, which strike root at once, and grow rap-

idly up into stout healthy crowns. Deserves a place

in every collection and promises well for the market

garden.

The following foreign varieties are now under

probation; Ajax, Crimson Queen, Exhibition, Kit-

ley's Goliath, La Reine, La Constante, Magnum Bo-

num. Marquise de la Tour "Maubourg, Nicholson's

May Queen, Oscar, Scarlet Rock, Vilmorine (Mad-

ame Vilmorin?) an autumn variety of high repute

in France, Wonderful, and Wizard of the North.

The la.st named kind has been fruited in this city,

under glass, and produced berries of very large size

and excellent flavor, similar to that of Boyden's

Mammoth. All the other varieties named have also

been fruited by ourselves or others, but mostly on

plants too young to give a fair sample of their sizc

and quality.

J. E. Mitchell,

R. Cornelius,

A. W. Harbison.

[ As the above report has not yet been presented,

it is not of course the adopted opinion of the Society.

But as the season of planting is at hand, and believ-

ing from the knowledge and care bestowed on the

subject by the distinguished amateurs whoso names

are signed to the report, that it would be a useful

guide, we applied for a copy in advance, to which the

chairman kindly acceedcd. As it has not yet been

reported, it is of course so far but the individual

opinion of the members of the Committee, but loses

none of its value on that account.

—

Ed.]

THE SEASON AND GRAPES IN GEORGIA.
BY r. J. BERCKMANS, ESQ., AUGUSTA, GA.

Our summer has been uncommonly warm, for a

week the Mercury went to 106 deg. This weather

has been a fair test for all tender plants, and in con-

sequence I have lost a considerable quantity. Fruit

is abundant, grapes especially; I have now ripe.

—

Brinckle (July IstJ Delaware, Rebecca, Marion, Max-

atawny. Emily, ( this, the true varietj', surpasses

Delaware in size of berry and bunch, and resembles

it in color.) Concord, Hartford Prolific (June 2.5),

earliest of all but a very foxy tough skinned fruit.

—

Lenoir, Southern Isabella, and some ten foreign,among

which I rank in the first line. Chasselas Rose de Fal-

loux, Chasselas Rouge Musque, Chasselas de Font-

ainbleau, Fig Grape and Muscat Caillaba Koir. I

have had yery good success in raising foreign grapes

in the open air. In fact there is little difficulty with

them here, provided the suitable varieties are culti-

vated, and the pruning judiciously done.

[The above in a private letter from oar friend, was

not intended for publication, but as it contains some

valuable information, we are a.;sured he will pardon

the liberty we have taken in publishing it. Ed.]

IBW I

THE NEW MODE OP PROPAGATING.
BY H. J. IIOWLAND, WOnCESTER, MASS.

A neighbor showed me in his garden this moining,

a bundle of rose cuttings with well formed callus,

just ready to put out roots, which have been buried,

.(^J

K§;1^
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horizontally, some two inches d;cp, in the loam in

his garden, for about a week. He discovered this

mode ofstriking cuttings accidentally last spring, hav-

ing inadvertantly left a lot of Diana grape cuttings

buried as above, fur four or five weeks longer than

he intended. He then took them out, expecting they

were spoiled ; but found them well started, and on

setting them out in the open garden, they have aU

made a fine growth.

This seems to be even more simple and easy of

practice, than any method you have published to pro-

duce the same result.

IS TARTAR ESSENTIAL TO THE VINOUS
PROPERTY OP THE GRAPE?

BY DR. J. R. HAVES, WESTCHESTER, PA.

Mr. Bright in his little work on Grape culture,

lays particular stress upon the use of Tartaric acid

in the successful cultivation of the Grape, and has

prepared a fertilizer with Tartaric acid, &c., in com-

bination.

I am disposed to give him all due credit for the use

of the Phosphates, Carbonic acid, &c., but it batlles

my chemical knowledge to see what effect is derived

chemically to the advantage of the grape in the appli-

cation as a fertilizer of Tartaric acid.

With your permission, Mr. Editor, let us look

into the matter, and see the position Mr. Tarter holds

in the grape. Let us look in the first place at the

elements contained in the grape juice—two of these

will suffice for the present, sugar and acid. We see

that the sugar by Katalysis in the process of fermen-

tation is broken up into Alcohol, Carbonic acid and

water ; the acid, before a part of the fluid juice, is

now by the formation of Alcohol, etc., from the sugar,

partly held in solution in the vinous liquid, and

thrown down in the shape of an insolulile compound

jlrgol. Now suppose the Alcohol to be of high stand-

ard in density for wine, it will hold but a small part

of the acid in solution, and the bulk of it will be

precipitated, and the resultant wine will be of good

vinous or alcoholic quality, without acescent charac-

ter. Suppose again the .\lcohol to be of low standard

in density for wine, (the liquid being watery.) a

greater quantity of the acid will be held in solution,

and less precipitated than in the previous case, and

the resultant wine will necessarily be deficient in

vinous quality and acescent. It cannot be denied

that circumstances modify the density of the Alcohol

during the process of elimination from the sugar, as

the presence of water in excess, in the bulk of price;

but we have nothing to show that the acid or tartar is

essential as is apparent to the vinous quality of the

wine. Surely the wine, per se, has nothing to do with

the Argol deposited ; if the Alcohol in the wine be

of the right density it will hold only so much tartar

in TOlution, the rest will be deposited without the

quality of the wine affected. If much tartar is con-

tained in the liquid in solution after fermentation,

the inference is plain that the wine is poor in Al-

cohol.

The fact that large quantities of Argol are depos-

ited in the wine cask is proof positive of its existetice

in /ar'/c quantities in the grape. The same disturbing

causes that would lessen the amount of grape sugar

in a given bulk ofmust, and thereby its resultant Alco-

hol might also lesson the tartar, but as long as there

would be sufficient for the alcohol of good wine den-

sity to hold in solution, there would be no use for

more to make the wine better. But I cannot imagine

a grape must, under any circumstances, be wanting in

tartar. On the contrary, it exists laryely under all

circumstances as an essential element, as well in ad-

versity as in prosperity, in reference to the cultiva-

tion of the grape. Its presence is as constant as

water is on the juice, but while the wine is depend-

ent indirectly upon the water for its quality during

its Katalysis, the tartar rests upon its oars, holding

its strong forces in reserve, using them par.ially only

as occasion requires.

Strong stimulating manure to the vine gives us a

larger crop, and larger fruit for the table, but does not

make good wine, because the same bulk of expressed

juice contains more water and less sugar than is

essential to the making of good wine.

That the vine eliminates from the atmosphere and

natural soil,by its own instinctive process, more tartar

than is necessary for the making of good wine, can-

not, I think, be denied. If not, why do we have the

Argol of commerce.

Let us suppose that the vine takes up Tartaric acid

from a special fertilizer—other than what it receives

inherently, and should give it in excess to the fruit

with the addition of rich manures, we would obtain

large fruit, juicy to a nicety, excellent for the table,

but when converted into wine—poor in Alcohol, hut

depositing .4r£ro/ largely, and no one will contend that

the wine is better for having in solution much of the

acid in consequence of the want of density in the

Alcohol. I cannot see what benefit Tartaric acid is

to grape soil, under any circumstances. I admit that

\.\\<: fruit would be better under the circumsjances for

table use, for when the watery portion of the grape

is incre.iscd under rich cultivation a corresponding

increase of acid would be necessary. But when we

come to make wine wo find other laws prevailing as

we have seen. I contend, therefore, that it is not

essential in a irine making point of view, for its eli-

mination and absorption depend wholly upon the

density of Alcohol, and the Alcohol in density is de-

pendent upon a given number of equivalents of grape

sugar in a given bulk of expressed juice. In excess I /^
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it would lessen the sugar and injure the vine. Did

the Tartar change by Katnlysis the case would be dif-

ferent, but it is the same before and after fermenta-

tion, omnis.:icnt is all its stages. Now nature gives

us an excess, but not at the expense of sugar under

proper cultivation. Shall we increase that excess by

s/)fria/ legislation, an : thereby injure the number nf

equivalents of sugar in our cask of vinous liquids?

In our ardent zeal for fertilizers let us not overlook

nature—she is a good instructress in all things, and

it seems hardly probable that she would throw away
her Tartaric acid in the shape of Argol so profusely,

were it needed as the most essential property for

wine.

ORIGIN OF THE LINCOLN AND ISABELLA
GRAPE.

By DB. CURTIS, HILLSBORO' N. C.

\Vc are indebted to the author for a copy of his

recent work, from which the foUowi g will interest

our grape growing readers :

."I learn from Dr. llunter, of Lincoln, that the

Lincoln firape was discovered about the beginning of

this century, near the junction of the South Fork and

Catawba, by Dr. Wra. McLean, and that he trans-

planted the whole vine near his house. From this

stock Mr. John Hart, of Mecklenburg, derived his,

which is still in vigorous existence. From this last,

Dr. Butt, of Lincolton, obtained his cuttings, and

sent some of the fruit to Longworth, who gave it the

name, now most in use, of the Lincoln Grape, though

it was previously known as the Hart Grape, and

McLean Grape."
" A foreign origin has been claimed for the Isa-

bella, but this is an evident error, proved in the fact

that seedlings of the Isabella sometimes revert to our

Fox Grape in every particular of leaf and fruit.

This has been tested by Mr. Caradeuc, of South Car-

olina, as I learn from Mr. Ravenel. But what is

regarded as a scientific demonstration of its American

origin, is the fact that its seedlings sometimes have

barren stocks, like all our American species, which is

not the case with European Grapes. Besides, the

Isabella, in its specific characters, comes nearer to

our Fox Grape than any other.

Dr. Hunter, who has given much attention to the

history of our Grapes, has conmunicated most of the

following items in regard to the Isabella. Dr. Las-

peyre was probably its first cullivater in the L^nited

States, probably as early as 1805, as he sold it in the

Wilmington Market in 1810. Judge Ruffin cultiva-

ted it in Orange County in 1811, under the name of

Laspeyre Grape. It is a tradition that Gov. Smith

brought it to Smithville in 1809. About the year

1810 Mrs. Isabella Gibbs took a rooted cutting from

Gov. S's. garden to Brooklyn, New York, according

to a current account. According to Laspeyre, she got

the vine from liim. These statesments may, in a sort,

be reconciled, if Gov. S. obtained his stock from Dr.

Laspeyre. In 1819, Gen. Swift bought the Gibbs

place, and it was there the elder Prince first saw and

obtained this Grape, which he named the Isabella in

compliment to Mrs. Gibbs. Dr. Hunter has some of

these statements from Gen. Swift. Dr. Laspeyre was

under the impression, that this, which he called the

Black Cape, was one of the vines which he brought

from St. Domingo, but it was probably the acciden-

tal introduction of an American among his foreign

stocks. Dr. Hunter seems to be of opinion, that it

came to the Cape Fear region from South Carolina,

according with the tradition mentioned in Dr. Hawks'

History."

MAREING DRILLS, &c.

BT C. F. E., RAVENSWOOD, N. T.

A few days ago, I visited a well kept garden in our

neighborhood, and there saw a man tracing lines for

planting, with a stick along a line, frope) stretched

for that purpose. This reminded me of the fact, that

I have never seen that simple and easy mode of tra-

cing lines practiced in this country, which is of course

known to you and many of your readers, but certainly

has not yet been hit upon by as many others, and

which consists in sawing a trace in the freshly pre-

pared ground with a rope.

Would you not think this simple trick practical

enough to mention it in your really practical Monthly?

The way I practice is this. After the distance of

the rows is marked on both ends, two men take a

rope of the length of the rows to be traced, stretch it

tightly over two opposite marks with their right

hands, and with a short stick in their left hands press

it gently down on the ground, to prevent its shifting

its pos.tion. Three are four sawings with their

right hands, now make a perfectly straight mark.

By taking a stouter rope and sawing a little longer,

the traces can be made deep enough to sow fine seed

in. On strong or roughly harrowed ground, a chain

must take the place of the rope. Sure this mode of

tracing takes two men to do it, but they can trace

twenty rows while one man traces one with a stick,

as I saw it done in a well kept garden.

[A simple fact not known generally, and will be

very useful to many. Should be glad to have fur-

ther hints from C. F. E.—Ed.J
«*!

HYDRANGEA VARIEGATA.
BY L., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

I have been interested in the several sketches by

yourself and correspondents, of the many new leaf

plants that have of late swarmed into existence. I

think it is a move in the right direction. There

-aer
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should certainly be as much interest felt in graceful forms, especially when combined with striking

colors, as in showy and gaudy colored flowers.

Unfortunately most of these fine foliaged plants are not adapted to out door cultivation, so that when we
do meet with one it is the more valued. The Hydrangea japonlca is one of these plant*. I failed to

grow it well for a year or two, but now I think I understand its wants. I do not wish for any thing

better in its way.

I bought my plants in 185.3, from our enterprising neighbors. Parsons &. Co., for the neat little sum of

$2—a dollar a leaf, my plant having just that many on it. I petted and potted it, tried it in a frame and

in the open air, but all to no purpose. It was no larger in 1851 than at fir.st. After trying it in vari-

ous ways for several seasons with more or less success, I potted in rich garden soil, in a large pot, and

set it out under the shade of some Pine trees, with a saucer of water under the pot. Here for the first

time it grew freely, and was quite pretty. I have sufTered it to remain in the pot the two past seasons,

and each season it looks more interesting than the past. The white variegations is clearer, and the

green more defined, and the whole contrast particularly striking and pleasing.

I have come to the conclusion that very rich soil does not suit it, nor does an open sunny situation. No-

thing that I have pleases me bo much, and I can recommend it to the general cultivator, as a plant that he

would not miss after once having it.

[We are glad attention is called to this beautiful plant. Wc saw one the past season on the grounds of

Harry IngersoU, Ksq., near us, that enlisted our warmest admiration. This also was in a pot, growing

under the shade of a large Chestnut tree, without the water saucer our correspondent recommends. We
insert in the article an illustration that we happen to have by us of the same plant, to give those of our

readers who have not seen it an idea of its general appearance. It is a variety of Hydrangea japonica, and

was raised about 10 years ago, by Mr. Van Houtte, the well-known Belgian Horticulturist.

—

Ed.]

GROWTH OF THE DELAWARE GRAPE.
BY CUTTER i BBO., BEVERLY, ILLS.

Last Spring a year ago we got forty cuttings, tried them in several ways, but found grafting the best.

—

Those on small pieces of root grew from two to four feet. What were put on one and two year old seed-

lings, without moving them, made from twenty to 80 feet of vine the first year.(I) Besides bearing some

fine clusters of fruit. Now our vines are only yearlings and were, like all other Delawares, verj- closely

trimmed to get the grafts ; but no other kinds are full enough. The largest we left about four feet

high with two branches of about four buds each ; we left it to be swept about bj- the winds without even a

stake to support it, until about the lOlh of June ; we then tied it out, and now it has on over a peck of

as fine smooth clear looking clusters as you would wish to see. They stand on common prairie soil,

sloping a little to the north, never was manured, nor worked over a foot deep. We feel confident that

grafting is not only the easiest but the best way to raise grape vines, they grow faster, bear younger, and

are a great deal hardier than vines grown in any other way. Our last dry winter was very hard on

m^ =^s^
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grape vines. A good many of the roots of our har-

diest varieties were found this spring to be dead, but

not a single grafted one was injured.

[(I)We understand our correspondent to mean all

the shoots collectively—not that one shoot extended

'eighty feet. The Delaware has been found well

adapted to our locality, and this seems to speak well

for Illinois. We should be glad to hear of this and

the other scarcer grapes from other localities.

—

Ed.]

TOWN AND COUNTRY RESIDENCES OF
THOMAS WINANS, ESQ., BALTIMORE.

BY K. R. D.

Mr. Editor : On a recent visit to Baltimore, I was

favored, through the kindness of a friend of Mr. Wi-

nan's, with an opportunity of visiting these princely

establishments.

The city residence is situated in Hollins Street and

in the centre of the most beautiful part of the city.

—

It occupies nearly an entire block or square ofground,

and is handsomely enclosed with an iron railing; the

grounds arc laid out with taste, and planted with a

great variety of rare trees, and shrubs. The collec-

tion is particularly rich in the new evergreens, many

of them considered by us, only a hundred miles fur-

ther north, as extremely tender, but here flourishing

with the greatest luxuriance. This result is no doubt

attributable in part to the protection afforded by the

surrounding houses and fires. The entrance to the

grounds is through a large and handsome iron gate-

way, at the side of which is a neat porter's lodge.

—

I was informed that on one day of the week the pub-

lic are admitted, and if this is correct, Mr. W. deserves

the thanks of the whole community. The house is

situated nearly in the centre of the grounds, and is

large elegant and commodious, but with an air of home

comfort about it, seldom met with in houses of so

large a size. One of the most beautiful features about

it is the conservatory which is quite extensive and

which communicates with the drawing room. This

conservatory is kept well supplied with fljwering

plants from a range of thirteen houses or pits built

side by side somewhat on the ridge and furrow prin-

ciple, and are each about 35 by 17 feet, and their ag-

gregate or total length would therefore be upwards

of 450 feet. Each of these houses are as a general

thing, devoted to the growth of a single genus or of

kindred tribes of plants that require nearly the same

treatment; to this cause, added to the skilful manage-

ment of the gardener, Mr. Campbell, may be attribu-

ted the complete success in plant culture which has

been attained here.

House No. 1 Is devoted entirely to the culture of

grape vines in pots.

No. 2 A moist stove in which amongst other stove

plants were a number of fine specimens of Musa

Cavcndishii.

No. 3 Devoted entirely to Heaths and Epacrises,

which looked remarkably healthy.

No. 'I Azaleas, Rhododendrons, &c.

No. 5 Camellias.

No. 6 Azaleas a very rich collection of the now
dwarf and double varieties.

No. 7 Orchids, ferns and mosses.

No. 8 A mixed Greenhouse.

No. 9 Mostly filled with Begonias including the

new foliage varieties.

No. 10 A mixed hot house.

No. 11 " "

No. 12 A propagating pit.

No. 13 Pine apples, and for forcing Asparagus.

Having had for some time an idea of erecting a

house on the ridge and furrow principle, I thought

this a favorable opportunity of ascertaining whether

much inconvenience was suflfered from the snow col-

lecting in the furrows, and I understood Mr. Camp-

bell to say that thej' found it necessary to have them

cleaned out after every heavy fall of snow. If any

of your readers have had anj- experience with houses

of this kind I hope they will furnish it for the gener-

al benefit. The heating apparatus which heats not

only this large range of pits but also the dwelling,

conservatory and an immense vinery 300 feet in

length, is well worthy of notice. It is a large tubu-

lar steam boiler somewhat of the shape of a locomo-

tive boiler. The steam is conveyed through the pits

under the walks in three inch cast iron pipes covered

with iron grating. Some of the houses that require

the most heat have several return pipes. The heat

in each house can be very nicely regulated by a stop

cock. The steam pipe or main which is 8 inches in

diameter after heating the pits passes on through an

underground tunnel or culvert to the dwelling, a dis-

tance of some three or four hundred feet! And from

thence through a 3 inch pipe, and another tunnel to

the vinery about 200 feet further. The radiation of

the pipe in passing through these tunnels is not so

great as one would suppose. Mr. Campbell inform-

ed me that during the coldest winter weather, the

apparatus did not consume more than four tons of an-

thracite coal per week which, considering the im-

mense duty it has to perform, struck me as being

quite moderate. It has given no trouble since it was

first erected which was several years since.

After examining the house, grounds and plant

houses I was taken through the new vinery which is

a very extensive lean-to house built against a high

wall which forms one of the boundaries of the prop-

erty. It is over 300 feet in length, 18 feet wide and

from 8 to 12 feet high to the front plate, and about

IS feet high at the back. It is divided into several

i^^^rr
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compartments and is very judiciously planted with a

great variety of exotic grapes. There is also anoth-

er forcing vinery on the place about 75 feet long, and

30 feet wide in full bearing.

1 regretted extremely that my time would not ad-

mit of a more minute exaniiiiation of this very inter-

esting place, one which is a literal exemplification of

the expression rus in urbe, for when you are in the

centre of the grounds, surrounded by dense masses of

shade, you cannot realize that you are in almost the

centre of a large city.

The next day 1 drove out with my friend to Mr.

Winaii's country residence, which from his long res-

idence in Russia, and his consequent partiality for

that country, he calls The Crimen.

It is situated on the Franklin turnpike about 5

miles from the city, and in a most picturesqe coun-

try, a fine stream of spring water ruQS through the

place, which has been judiciously employed in fur-

nishing lakes and cascades, and in supplying one of

the most complete bathing establishments in the

country. It embraces a large swimming tank, douche,

shower and vapor baths. Shortly after entering the

place you cross the stream on a picturesque bridge

and then by a winding carriage way which is care-

fully graded, you at last reach the house which is sit-

uated on a lofty eminence, commanding a glorious

view of the adjacent country. The house is built in

the style of a Russian villa, and is quite unique. It

is three stories high with noble verandahs to each

story, around three of its sides, so that each room and

chamber has casement windows opening on to one of

these verandahs. From the house, branch off in ev-

ery direction most tempting walks and drives through

the park like scenery. Some idea of their extent

may be derived from the fact that the walks on the

estate are six miles in length, and the drives over

three miles. These walks for the most part are con-

structed in the most durable manner, bedded in stone

and gravelled, and if on a hill where they are subject

to wash in hard rains, are provided with iron gutters

crossing them nearly at a right angle. The annexed

drawing will give a better idea of their shape

farm, Mr. John Wilkinson Cformerly principal of the

farm-school at Germantown), informed me that one

barrel of coal tar, which costs at the gas works one

dollar, will answer for one hundred feet of this kind

of gutter, one foot wide.

Mr. Wilkinson showed me through the stables,

which are very extensive and fitted up in the most

durable manner, most of the fixtures being of cast

iron. The stalls were filled with a great variety of

fine horses, amongst which were some noble Russian

stallions and mares, with most unpronouncible names.

The dairy was next visited, it is fitted up with mar-

ble shelves and troughs or cisterns, filled with spring

water in which the milk pans are immersed. In pass-

ing through the pleasure grounds we were struck with

a mode of getting rid of the loose stones with which

a portion of the place abounds; they are piled up in-

to pyramids, cones, pillars and rectangular forms, and

ivy and other creeping plants planted around them

which soon cover them, thus forming very beautiful

and picturesque objects. We also met here with an

apparatus which we have seen in Europe, but never

before in this country; a number of small boats, fur-

nished with sails and with seats for four persons, are

arranged on a revolving frame-work of wood and the

wind acting on the sails, causes them to revolve on

the same principle as a windmill. My lime and your

space will not allow me to do justice to this spot, so

I must conclude by recommending your readers, who
are fond of the picturesque, by all means to endeavor

to obtain access to it.

Allow me before I close to express my regrets that,

in my letter from Washington describing the Con-

servatory at the President's House, I have done injus-

tice to the gardener, Mr. Watt, who I am happy to

find is a very deserving man, and competent gar-

dener. At the time I wrote I did not know of the

many diliicultics that he has had to encounter. My
visit, as I staled, was a very hurried one, and my
opinion was formed from appearances only.

which is somewhat like an iron pipe with a small

piece taken out of its whole length. This allows of

its being easily cleaned out if it becomes obstructed.

When a walk is dug out of the side of a hill, a gut-

ter is constructed of ordinary stone laid flatways and

a mixture of coal tar and sand poured in to the inter-

stices hot, which binds it all together and is very du-

rable. The able and polite superintendent of the

'^^

GRAPES.
BY OLIVER TAVI.On, LOIDON, VA.

A N. Y. Fruit grower, recommends not to plant the

Rebecca for vineyard culture, but to put it in a

sheltered place in the garden. I have one vine in

such a place, and after it put out some six inches it

seemed scalded just like the Catawbas close by, and

stopped growing for a month or so almost entirely,

but finally recommenced; whilst those on a north hill-

side were not so afTccted. 1 have planted lOlH) Re-

becca grape vines, and of course must be set down as

having the grape fever ;
yes, and I have some ten

bunches on six vines set out last year. I think the

inveterate habit of taking bunches at the expense of

high quality, is the cause why our grapes rot so I /gs

7^1
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much. Heavy winter pruning to accomplish this,
'

causes too great an extension of young tissue in the

growth of the berry during cloudy days, and the fruit

being first to suffer, falls a victim. Our excessive

heavy rains, glowing bright sunshine and drying

winds, alternate so quickly, that none but plants

used to such changes can well withstand it, unless

wc give them the advantage and not the disadvantage

of art. p'ricnd G. P. Norris of Wilmington, docs not

discourage any one from planting a single variety

known to be good by any one, even such an one as

A. J. Downing whose opinion on seeing the original

vine is certainly worthy of regard. I do not suppose

all the thousands of fruit trees or vines we now rate

high, lo be the best that might have been planted;

but plant all, is my motto, if we ever want an abun-

dance of fruit, which every year seems to be more and

more needed, and of all fruit, the grape and black-

berry stand prominent in certainty of crop, and

abundance for outlay ; and doubtless not many years

will pass e'er the grape will be the first fruit in the

land. Not for its wine would I say (his; for its in-

trinsic value is but little known when wc use only

its juice. Cooked as a marmalade, with the skins and

seeds strained out, cither alone or with other fruits,

it forms a very wholesome and palatable sauce,

which keeps easily put up air-tight, and if so kept,

the sugar forms into crystals that give it a very

sprightly flavor. From the numberless wild va-

rieties that throng our wilds, we may well antici-

pate the art of hybridizing will soon give us va-

rieties that will ripen from mid-summer to win-

ter, and be furnished fresh most of the year

on our tables. Therefore let us grow all, and

get every lover of good fruit who has a new grape to

bring it to Philadelphia next Congress, and show it

to the public. Grapes have rotted much here this

summer, more than usual, but the Clinton is not af-

fected, nor arc our wild varieties ever affected in that

way. The thermometer here last winter was 16^

below zero, killing more tender things than our two

hard winters previous 57^ and 58^.

I wish to ask one question, is it correct to call a

grape that hsis come from seed of any foreign variety

when grown in this country a foreigner, when we
call all apples and pears that come from foreign seed,

grown in this country, natives? I call the Rebecca a

native, for instance, and will not second Prince when
he says, it is as tender as the Chasselas, from which

it might have sprung.

[There is but one species of apple, and but one

species of Pear. Of these we have American varieties

and Foreign varieties. Variety has reference to the

the country where it originated ; no confusion caji

here arise.

In grapes there arc several species some of them

American, and one Foreign. A seedling raised here

from a foreign species—Brinckic for instance— is an

Jimerican variety of a foreign species. A child of

Sambo, would be an American of the African species

(or variety.) and that of the Govenor of Virginia, an

American of the Caucasian or some other stock.

We see no diirnully in the idea, and are surprised

at the number of inquiries we receive in relation to

the subject. There arc American seedlings of foreign

species, and American Seedlings of native species,

and the fact is as 'jseful in correct grape classification

aa in classifying the Blacks, Whites or Indians, who
inhabit this continent.—En.]

HINTS TOWARDS THE DISCOVERY OP
THE TRUE THEORY OP PROPAGATING.

BY JOHN WATSON, ROCIIKSTEIt, N. Y.

It has long been customary with gardeners, previ-

ous to planting cuttings of a succulent nature, to

leave them, for a time, in a dry shaded situation, in

order that the superabundant sap may be evaporated,

and the wounds nicely healed over. On the other

hand, the practice recommended in Ihe Monthly, of put-

ting grape vines cyesinadamp,shady place, is an excel-

lent preparatory process in the propagation of things

of sterner stuff. But a cutting of a medium texture

—a Rose cutting for instance, can withstand neither

of those modes of treatment; it will quickly shrivel

in the one case, or blacken and die in the other.

Clearly then in order to obtain that great desideratum

—the development of the callus, recourse must bo

had to at least three different modes of procedure,

according to the nature of the subject under treat-

ment. Is this, then, as it should be, or is it not

more reasonable to suppose that this peculiar exuda-

tion. Nature's own healing salve, would be developed

in all cases alike, and under one particular set of cir-

cumstances, provided the proper medium were once

thoroughly understood !

An approximation towards this end has at length

been made. Common sharp sand dried until it will

stream through the fingers like that in a sand-glass

is the article employed, and a rough wooden box, or

any thing tight enough to contain so fickle a sub-

stance, is all the apparatus required. The vessel

may be filled brimful of sand and cuttings in alternate

layers, and must then be buried out of sight under

a greenhouse stage, or any similar place, where the

under-ground temperature will be comparatively

steady and not too warm. The exact degree of warmth
required, and which may be readily ascertained by
experiment, is, I opine, the greatest amount they are

able to bear without endangering the bursting of the

buds which, of course, would exhaust the sap and
thus defeat our object. The callousing process com-
pleted they must then be gradually inured to the
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usual amount of heat, light, air, and moisture of the

propagating house.

A word here in regard to the nature of the Callus,

as very erroneous ideas are sometimes entertained

by gardeners concerning it. Some are under the im-

pression that it is nothing more or less than a bun-

dle of roots in embryo which may or may not be de-

veloped according to circumstances
; and I have nev-

er heard any one speak on the subject, who did not

seem to take it for granted either that the rootless

issue immediately from the callus, or that, come
whence they may, they penetrate directly through

it. In a series of articles on the " Science of Garden-

ing," at present appearing in the Cottage Gardener,

the writer takes the same ground and more than once

affirms that roots are emitted from the callus. Now,
unless I am strangely mistaken, such an occurrence

rarely if ever happens. After examining hundreds

of rooted cuttings I am clearly convinced that, the

root fibres are in all cases emitted laterally from near

the base, and that in those instances in which they do

seem to issue from the callus, it is merely an illusion

caused by the swelling of the latter, around the ends

of the cuttings. Dr. Lindley remarks that, "in cut-

tings the callus, which forms at the end placed in

the ground, is the cellular, horizontal system, pre-

paring for the reception of the perpendicular system,

which is to pass downwards in the form of roots."

This is so theoretically, but, as I before observed, it

is highly improbable that the perpendicular system

is ever so received, the roots showing a much great-

er affinity to their new surroundings, than they have

to the callus, of which they are entirely indepen-

dent.

In the work from which the above quotation is

taken, the Theory of Horticulture, the callus is spoken

of as "those processes which usually precede the

formation of roots," and this, (coupled with the idea

I have just advanced, viz. : that in the case of slips

detached from the parent plant, said process should

likewise precede the bursting of the buds,) is, indeed,

the only point that we as gardeners need care much

about. Once become fully impressed with the be-

lief that any attempt to excite cuttings prematurely

is wrong in principle and we are then able to account

for many of those failures in propagating which oth-

erwise appear to us inexplicable. The usual mode

of raising the Japan Quince from root cuttings may

serve as an illustration. After being cut up into

small pieces it is either put at once in heat or if suf-

fered to lay around for a time is but very imperfect-

ly calloused. The cuttings being wholly unprepar-

ed for the emission of roots, the only effect of the

heat is to excite the tops, and these will sometimes

grow two feet high without showing any symptoms of

throwing out roots. Pinching the tops is indeed par-

tially a remedy for this state of things; the best pre-

ventive is in having the cuttings all calloused and

ready for the start
;
pinching will then tell with much

better effect. Those in the habit of root-grafting the

native grape, the tree-peony or any other plant that

requires stimulus of the hot bed know, to their cost,

how such things, after giving great promise, frequent-

ly die away in the most mysterious manner. There
can be no doubt I think as to the cause of the diffi-

culty. Had the application of heat been gradual, so

that the union of root and scion had been perfected

previous to being excited by 70O or 80O of bottom

heat, the chance of failure would have been consider-

ably lessened. Florists near large cities might turn

this underground system into good account, by cut-

ting up and stowing away their bedding stuff until

wanted for propagation, but with this end in view

they must be calloused at a lower temperature than

before advised. This last suggestion, however, as

well as everything else brought forward in this arti-

cle, must be taken only as so many hints and acted on

with caution and by way of experiment. That they

are hints in the right direction 1 honestly believe and

therefore predict great results from them if properly

followed up. Having no facilities at present for car-

rying on these experiments, I give the above for the

benefit of your readers with the hope that those among
them who have anything to communicate on this

subject will not be backward in doing so.

One other remark before I close. About two weeks

ago I selected a few slicks of Pear buds and also a

few Quince shoots of a corresponding size. The

Quince cuttings were made into lengths of three eyes

each, the middle eye neatly cut out and a pear bud

inserted in its place. I examined them the other day

and found every 3ne of them beautifully united, and

also the quinces calloused at the base. Can the idea

be turned to profitable account?

TO PROTECT CABBAGE FROM CAT-
TERFILLARS.

BV E. F. TRAGAKDH, CHICAGO, ILLS.

Having noticed the complaint of your correspon-

dent, John, of Lynchburg, Va., concerning the catter-

pillar 00 cabbage. I would kindly suggest to him, to

scatter a few seeds of the common hemp amongst his

plants. Half a dozen hemps will protect an acre

most effectually.

Dendrometeh.—A small pocket instrument has

been invented in Edinburg, by which an angle of 45

degrees is readily obtained with the top of the tree,

and the level from the stem to the eye ; thus forming

a right angle triangle in which the height of the per-

pendicular is equal to that of the base.
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SKETCHES of PHILADELPHIA BOTANISTS
1!Y I..

III.—JOHN AND WILLIAM BARTRAM AND
HUMPHREY MARSHALL.

In close connexion with the nnmcs of Collinsou

anj Fothcrgill, we place those of John and William

Bartram ami Humphrey Marshall, the first honoring

the " Bartramia" a moss growing among the damp

mountain rocks of Berkshire, Massachusetts ; the

latter the genius "Marshallia," composite plants

found in the Southern States ; their researches in their

own Pennsylvania, it would seem, having left none

for later discoverers to name in their honor.

ir39
These worthy students of nature were farmers,

and the sons of farmers, and while cultivating their

paternal acres, found lime for the pursuit of Botani-

cal science.* These sons of the soil were self educated

men, surrounded daily with objects of interest, they

could not pass them unheeded by, nor close their

eyes to the wonders and beauties of the varied crea-

tion. They regarded with scrutinizing curiosity, the

infinite variety of plants unknown, and of course un-

described in the volume of the botanist, and knew no

higher pleasure than the study of the forms wonder-

fully diversified, with which our forests abound. The
enthusiasm with which they devoted themselves to

* So earnest was John Bartram in the pursuits of learning,

that be could scarcely spare time to eat, and might often have

been seen with food in one band and his book in the other. While

plowing or sowing his fields, he was still pushing his enquiries into

the operations of nature. What a contrast does his enthusiasm

present to the dull indifference of boys of our day, who
surrounded with means of receiving instruction, waste the pre-

cious opportunities through indifference and neglect.

the pursuit.'!, and the industry and perseverance with

which they followed it,we re accompanied with a modes-

ty, prudence, worth and other sterling virtues, which

must endear their memory to all who read their lives

and correspondence, as charmingly portrayed in

Dr. Darlington's delightful volume. " The lovers of

nature everywhere, whom the London merchant,

Peter Collinson, introduced to the acquaintance of

B.-xrtram, regarded him with admiration ; the learned

men of Europe sought his correspondence
;
princes

patronized his labors, and learned societies conferred

on him the highest testimonials of esteem. He was
not only a man of science, but a man of genius. t

—

He WBS endowed with extraordinary capacities of

body as well as of mind, enduring fatigue, encoun-

tering danger, evercoming difficulties, undergoing

privation, and persevering to the end in the accom-

plishment of every great object he had in view. J He
was not only a man of science, a man of genius and a

man of great capacities—he was a man of great vir-

tues. His life is scarcely more distinguished by his

discoveries, than by his reverence for the great Au-

thor of Nature and the love of his fellow-creatures.

—

His residence and garden have become objects of in-

terest to all students of his favorite science, and to

strangers of taste. Having become the property of a

gentleman of wealth, who cherishes a regard for the

memory of its founder, it is preserved from desecra-

tion, and a stroll beneath the trees planted by the

hands of Bartram a century agone, will well repay

every lover of nature, every admirer of simple vir-

tue and genial worth.

[BARTR.iM's OLD MANSIOS, KIXii.-ES.^iyo, rilll.ADKLPniA.]

The Bartram Botanic Gartlen, on the west bank of

t Dr. Franklin, in a letter introduciog John Bartram to Jared

Eliot, dated Philadelphia, Sept. 1st, 177.0, writes: "I believe you

will Qnd him to be. at least, twenty folio pages, large paper, well

filled, on the subject of Botany, fossils, husbandry and the first

creation."

J.Iohn Bartram was a great traveller in searce of his favorite

objects in natural history, making his way from the head waters

of the lakes and rivers of New York and Pennsylvania, throagh

what was then a wilderness, and accompli.'-hing, when be was
nearly seventy, a full exploration ofthe St. John'sriverin Florida.

f ;
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the Schuylkill, about four miles from Philadelphia,

was established as early as 1720, at a time when
nothing of the kind existed in the colonics, except

Dr. Clayton's, in Virginia. Here were concentrated

very many of the indigenous plants and trees, of N.

America, and in greater profusion perhaps than can

elsewhere be found. John Bartram and his son were

industriously employed in making this collection for

110 years, so that in reference to plants enduring

our winters, it must have been unrivalled in the
\

days of its prosperity. Thirty years ago it was com-

puted that there were two thousand species of our
native productions within the space of six acres.

—

Plants of every size were then to be seen, from the

minutest Marchantia to the loftiest cypress, one of

the latter was 30 years ago, upward of 112 feet in

height and 25 feet in circumference. When last seen

by the writer, it had exceeded these dimensions. It

is now upwards of 125 years old. Noble Norway
Spruces, though too closely planted, and large Mag-
nolia acuminata are among the interesting speci-

mens ; and in its season of flowering, the beautiful

Halesia tetraptera, a medium sized tree, abounding

with drooping white liowers, resembling the snow-

drop, form a lovely ornament beneath the clustering

shade.

Bartram's learning was not inconsiderable, for

which he was indebted to his own efforts, in the

midst of toil, after he had attained the age of man-
hood, and was encumbered with the care of a family.

He acquired a knowledge of the several languages,

partial we may suppose, and of medicine and surgery.

His rustic appearance and careless dress gave no in-

dication of the accomplishments of the inner man,

and led in one instance to an amusing, and on

the part of one of those concerned, a confusing blun-

der. The governor of Pennsylvania, having a com-

munication for Bartram, as the story is told, sent for

him, but when he appeared before his excellency, the

chief magistrate taking him for a carter suffered him

to stand, paying him no attention. Bartram at length

addressed the governor, saying, he had been told that

he wished to see him. The governor eyed him a mo-

ment and telling him it was a mistake, resumed his

writing. Bartram comprehending the cause of this

treatment, accosted the great man in Latin. The gov-

ernor surprised, replied in the same. Bartram, it is

said, then plied him with another tongue, and an-

other, until the governor was forced to cry ^quarter,

and confess inferiority to the simple rustic.

Bartram in stature was rather above the middle

size, erect and slender. His complexion was sandy,

indicating a sanguine temperament. His counte-

nance wore a cheerful expression, though his air

was solemn, and his gentle nianneis accorded with his

amiable disposition. lie was modest, liberal, chari-

table, a friend to liberty and social order, and a real

benefactor of his kind.

He deceased in 1777 in the 78th year of his age.

His eulogy hag been pronounced by Linnaeus, who
styled him " The greatest natural botanist in the

world."

William Bartram, son of John Bartram, inherited

the botaniial zeal of his father, and came naturally

by his tastes, having been born at the Botanic Gar-

den, on the banks of the Schuylkill in 1739. He
had an early talent for drawing, which was afterwards

usefully employed in botanical and ornithological

sketches. He accompanied his father to Florida, and

there attempted the cultivation of indigo. His own
travels were commenced in 1772, at the request of Dr.

Fothcrgill, and he occupied five years in collecting

and studying the natural history of the more Southern

Atlantic States. On his return, he quietly passed his

time in scientific occupations, at the old Botanic

Garden, never marrying, though occasionally rallied

on the subject by his friend CoUiuson. His "travels

through North and South Carolina, Georgia, East

and West Florida, &c., were published in 1791 in

Philadelphia, and reprinted in London in 1792, and

again in 1794, and Paris in 1802. The style of this

work is distinguished for its simple love of nature

and its vivacity. " It is a delightful specimen of the

enthusiasm with which the lover of nature, and par-

ticularly the botanist, surveys the beautiful and won-

derful productions which are scattered over the face of

the earth." It breathes the freshness of a new
land, every sensation is ple.isurable, welcomed by

health. All his faculties are alive in his book,

whether he describes atrce, a fish, bird, beast, Indian

or hospitable planter. He detects fragrance, vitality

and health everywhere in the animal world, Cole-

ridge honored this work with his eulogy ; " the latest

book of travels I know, written in the spirit of the

old travellers, is Bartram's account of his tour in t .e

Floridas. It is a work of high merit every way."

William Bartram to his botanical knowledge, added

an ai-quainlance with the ornithology of our country,

and prepared the best list of birds before Wilson.

—

Alexander Wilson resided for some time at the Bo-

tanical Garden, enjoying the valuable friendship of

Bartram, who assisted him in his drawings and in the

preparations of the early volumes of his great work.

Fred'k Pursh, who visited Wni. Bartram, thus writes:

"1 found him a very intelligent, agreeable and com-

municative gentleman, and it is with the liveliest

emotions of pleasures I call to mind the happy hours

I spent in this worthy man's company, during the

period I lived in his neighborhood."

A visitor to the Botanic Garden, cuiious to see

Bartram, has left a sketch of his appearance :

Arrived at the Botanist's garden, wc approached

wky^
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an old man who, with a rake in his hand, was break-

ing the iluds of earth in a tulip bed. His hat was

old and flapped over his face; his coarse shirt was

seen near his neck, as he wore no cravat or kerchief,

his waistcoat and breeches were both of leather, and

his shoes were tied with leather strings. Wc ap-

proached and accosted him. He ceased his work and

entered into conversation with the ease and polite-

ness of Nature's nobleman. His countenance was ex-

pressive of benignity and happiness; this was the bo-

tanist, traveller and philosopher, we had come to

see."

Bartram appears to have been engaged in these

genial pursuits to the last, for it is recorded, that he

penned a description of a plant a few minutes before

his death, which happened suddenly in 1823, in the

85th year of his age.

Humphrey Marshall also contributed to enlarge the

botanical tre.isures of England, and corresponded

with the leading botanists of his day.

His garden at Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.,

abounds in rare and noble specimens of American

trees and shrubs, now a wilderness of overgrown and

rank vegetation.

Pursh visited this garden about the beginning of

this century, when Marshall, though far advanced in

age and deprived of his eyesight, conducted him person-

ally thiough the collection, pointing out many which

were new to his visitor; thus evincing continued at-

tachment, to the science which in former years, he

had pursued with a mind full of vigor and senses unim-

pared.

In his perseverance and devotion to Botany, he

much resembled his cousin John Bartram, and the

career of both should serve as a bright example

which sons of farmers, in our day, might follow with

advantage to themselves and to society at large.

STRIKING CUTTINGS.

BY J. M. SMITH, GREENVILLE, ILLINOIS.

I wrote to you some time ago that I was experi-

menting in striking cuttings in a new material. Here

it is—and successful.

Near our nursery is an old tannery, where spent

or rather rotten tan-bark, of from twenty to forty

years old, lies in large beds, perfectly rotten. Of

this material I procured a lot, and inserted a number

of cuttings promiscuously cut from the nursery, and

none of them failed, except a few I drew out in mak-

ing notes, and they were all nicely calloused. I

inserted cuttings of Pear, Plum, Currant, Gooseberry,

'i Grape, Althea, and a number of bedding-plants,

together with some Pine-apple buds, and all have

well rooted, or are in the act of doing so. The tan

keeps just nicely moist, and is so loose that the ten-

der rootlets permeate immediately the loose bed, form-

ing perfect masses of roots.

I take shallow boxes about six inches deep, and fill

them to within half an inch of the top with the de-

composed tan—setting it well with sprinkling of wat.

er, then place it where the air will circulate freely

beneath the box, (the box being perforated at the bot-

tom so as to aObrd a perfect drainage.^ I fill it quite

full of cuttings, and place it in the shade where the

ait circulates freely.

I have no doubt that by supplying bottom heat, it

will answer excellently for striking cuttings in the

winter in lieu of sand. It never packs or bakes by

neglecting to water, and in fact retains moisture so

well that it needs little watering at all. A Rebecca

grape cutting showed roots over an inch long in three

weeks.

Hybrid Apples and Strawberries.— Mr. W. A.

\Villiams, the Secretary of the " Southern Pomologi-

cal Society," at Charlotte, N. C, says that on the

19th of June, of present year, Mr. Edwin Alexander

presented to the Committee ten Hybrid varieties of

Apples, which were the result of a natural "freak,

brought about by the Bee, or some other insect, in

conformity to established physiological laws, but un-

der the circumstances somewhat curious—a Red As-

trachan and a June Apple tree stood on opposite

sides of a Fall Pippin—an Apple green-skinned when
ripe, and now but half grown—on the side next the

Astrachan, the Pippin ripened a large fine red Hy-
brid specimen of that Apple, and on the June Apple

side, a fine, well made Hybrid of the June Apple
;

the presents in each instance being well defined and

beautifully blended."

[We give the above as "information" of what

ideas are travelling about. Of course the freaks are

not hybrids brought about by bees ; nor are they in

accordance with "established Physiological laws" of

hybridization, which effects the progeny of a fruit,

and not the fruit itself.]

Bland or Powell Gkape.—Mr. Van Buren re-

commends this strongly for the South. He says;—" In

size it is equal to the Catawba ; in color and general

appearance, little, if any, inferior to the Golden

Chasselas ; in vigor and productiveness, about the

same as Catawba and Isabella, while in flavor it is

rich, sweet, juicy and tender, with very little pulp.

It is very easily propagated from cuttings. Hot more

than one in every ten failing to grow, with ordinary

treatment ; it is not more disposed to rot than either

the Catawba or Isabella, if well and judiciously prun-

ed during summer, while the bunches or clusters are

of fair s-ize."

\k
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HAVE WE ANT GARDENS AMONGST US?
TIic Father ofmodern Philo.sophy tells us that ''a gar-

den is the purest of all human pleasures." But where

is the spot that justifies this definition? We have

amateur gardeners and professional gardeners, and

gardening periodicals, but we have no such gardens

—for the spots so called are the reverse of plea-

sures. If a citizen fancies he will have his garden,

he finds out when too late for repentance, that he has

wedded himself to a lot which entails endless trou-

ble, vexation, and annoyance ; and " what shall 1 do

•with my garden? " becomes one of the most impor-

tant questions in life.

It is true, a few delightful little Edens exist where

the happiest beings amongst us, are they who own,

dress, and keep them,—but these are but the oases

in the great desert of gardening.

People who fancy thpy have gardens, abound ; but

they skilfully conceal the worm that preys on their

vitals, to wit, their purses ; and the want of knowing

what better to do, alone restrains them from com-

mitting horticultural suicide. "Better" say they

"to bear the ills we have," or as the happy Mr.

Weller less poetically expresses it, they make up their

minds to be satisfied, perfectly satisfied, with their

present situations until they can provide themselves

with better ones. Thus like some other saints they

make virtues of necessities ; and the spectator, inno-

cent of a garden, is led to mistake their compulsory

martyrdom for voluntary delight.

The great majority of those who " go down into "

the country, know full well the truth of this remark;

and their gardeners also know that their whole lives

are but a continual succession of harrassing vexa-

tions and- cares. And the Horticultural editor—the

Jupiter who high up in the clouds of his editorial

sanctum receives the complaints and griefs of his dis-

satisfied subjects below, he knows better than all oth-

ers that if pure, much less the purest pleasure is the

distinguishing feature of a garden; the eiuiuiry "have

we any amongst us ?" is one we may be allowed in

all good faith to ask.

It seems the fate of man that he shall have no gar-

den. The same wandering discontented nature that

caused his expulsion from his first paradise, leads

him to sow thorns and thistles in what might be his

second ; and like the ass he seems to prefer the harsh

and unsavory matter, instead of willingly cultivating

the choice fruit and happy flowers nature persists in

so generously urging him to adopt for his use.

Why we have no gardens, we have partially ex-

plained in our July issue. On the '•' every man his

own Washerwoman" principle, no distinct object is

seen—no practical result aimed at. The uncultiya-

ted mind, views a garden in the distance, as a boy

sees a lovely butterfly, on the wing. He would like

to have it; imagines a great deal of pleasure would
be derived from its possession, and he gives pursuit.

He grasps it with a thrill of intense pleasure, and
opens his hand but to find in it a crushed and unsight-

ly mass of loathsomeness and ruin.

It should therefore be a first thought with all who
would have a real garden, that will give the plea-

sure and enjoyment agarden ought, what they expect

a garden to do for them, and what they will do with

the treasure when they get it. The details should

be well weighed. Everything should have some pur-

pose. Nothing should be unmeaning. A reason

should be ready for all things.

In choosing a spot and laying it out, the physical

wants of human nature should be first studied. The
site will be governed by ease of access. The most
lovely situation, or the most delightful prospect, be-

comes painful in time by difficulties of approach.

The house will be so arranged, in reference to the

grounds, that the greatest amount of comforts can be

realized with the least amount of physical labor in

the enjoyment. Then a house will not be built on
the top of a hill, where, however magnificent the

view, a pair of horses can srarcclj' draw up to it an
empty carriage ; nor will the carriage road be so ar-

ranged that you have to swelter up a flight of a score

of steps on a hot day, or be soaked with rain on a wet
one, to get from thj carriage to the front door. The
stables and out buildings, the vegetable and fruit

garden, and other objects requiring continual commu-
nication with the mansion and with one another will

not be placed at an inconvenient distance, nor in sit-

uations utterly unsuited to the main objects of their

existence.

In all matters of physical utility, abstract beauty
should play but a secondary part ; theoretically there

is more beauty in a curved line, than in a straight one,

but practically the mind revolts at the idea of going

round a circle on a matter of business, and insists on
driving straight through the diameter.
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Bcd new Horticultural Garden at London.

\Vc know that it is this mistaken course of losing i often add much to the pleasures of a garden. The

sight of physical utility— this sacrificing of every , following is one designed by ?«'esfield for the propo-

atom of comfort to an invisible, indefinable, incom-

prehensible spirit of abstract beauty, that renders

country life so frequently miserable. We see the

shadow and search for the substance. Wo miss the

kernel, and find but the shell.

We must confess that the tendency of the teachings

of modern writers on the art of landscape gardening,

has been in a great measure to elevate unduly ideal

beauty over substantial comfort and convenience, and

something of the failure to make a garden enjoyable

has to be laid to its door. Beauty of form and out-

line, artistic groups, finccontrast of color, the niceties

of light and shade, are all well enough if a garden is

only a something which we are to enjoy as we would

admire a fine landscape painting in a gallery, sitting

in an arm chair; but this mere copying of nature is

but a small part of the pleasure of gardening, and falls

far short of the capacities of the art to furnish en-

joyment for us.

The triumph of. mind over matter, is always a

source of pleasure, and was at the foundation of the

ancient geometric mode of gardening, which the mod-

ern showy style has well nigh supplanted. Modern

gardening nearly ignores the principle. You cannot

now grow your herbaceous plants, and fill your gar-

den with a multitudinous variety of beautiful forms,

which you can go i.T amongst, contrast, and admire
;

but you may in good taste have a few beds of coarse

leaved, over-fed Geraniums, Petuneas, or other such

things, which give you a gaudy mass of color, and

which 3'ou may lazily look upon from your drawing

room window, and having once seen, feel the novelty

is gone. You may not now have any flower bed, but

an oval or a circle. It is vulgar to cut or clip a tree

into any form but that into which it would naturally

grow,— trimmed hedges are an abomination and

straight walks are odious. We must in fact do noth-

ing but "imitate nature." AVe are to act in the mat-

ter like some little girls, who are taught to dress up,

and look so slilf and prim in their efforts to be so

youthfully fashionable, that the whole idea becomes

repulsive, and wounded human nature will rebel.

The eflfort to accomplish what nature seems to

forbid us to do, is one of the greatest attributes of

humanity. To ripen peaches at Christmas or in

Lapland, afTords us more real pleasure, than the great-

est abundance of fruit in its natural season or lo-

cality; and to derive any amount of pleasure from a

garden, we must carry this idea beyond the area of

the forcing-house, and extend it to every part of the

ground.

There are many little fancies that can be carried

out on every place however small, that would not

fail lo add great interest. A maze, for instance, would

A summer house fountain, and water could be

formed in the centre, and the maze, which could be

formed of ArborvitiE, or other evergreen, or even of

Beech, Hornbeam, or other close growing shrub,

be formed all around it.

Arbors, and seats cut out under close growing box

trees,—rustic seats made of living branches, and

many other things can be introduced, which the length

of our article prevents us from now doing more than

suggest.

That there is something wrong in the system

which, though declaring a garden to be " the purest

of all human pleasures," can point to so very few
who, (hough possessing the name of one, actually

enjoy it; no one will deny. We think we have indi-

cated wherein the error lies, and hope to see a vast

improvement.

NECTARINES, PEACHES, AND GRAPES.
In a note to a communication in another column,

we refer to some fine specimens of Hydranijea varie-

i/ata we saw on the grounds of Harry IngersoU, Esq.

Amongst some other matters that our memory loves

to dwell on, were the Peaches and Nectarines in pots

about 12 inches across, which were plunged in the

borders along the walks in the vegetable garden. Each

plant averaged two dozen fruit all of full size, and

at the time of our call (July 10th) ripe. For the first

season of fruiting we considered it a great success,

and an example we should like to see more frequent-

ly imitated. The pots are preserved from frost through

the winter, ard kept in the orchard house, until the

curculio season has ceased, when they are taken out

and plunged as we have described.

Being in the neighborhood of Hestonville recently,

we could not resist the inclination to visit the estate

of Thos. P. Remington, Esq., where ten years ago.a
m-
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the writer pcrformeil the first act of his professional

career in Philadelphia.

The crisis of I85fi and '57 drew Mr. Remington

into its vortex with so many other worthy citizens

of our Rcpublif, from which he has never revived

anil the magnificent Park of near 200 acres, which,

had it been completed as the taste and means of its

owner intended, would have been perhaps the finest

specimen of landscape gardening in the Union. What

had been done was still leautiful through the ruin with

which neglect has overwhelmed it, and in its design

still visible, bore the imprint of a master's hand in

the art of landscape gardening. Mr. Chas. Miller, the

designer, is already known to our readers by several

communications, and from what we saw liere of his

capabilities should be glad to hear from him oftener.

Crossing from Mr. Remington's to Mr. Francis Yarn-

all's adjoining, we found the best looking foreign

Grapes we have seen for some time. The vines were

models of health and beauty, and are now in their

second bearing year. We measured one bunch which

w.".s seventeen inches lonrj and sixteen inches wide, and

fur weight—what will our readers say to Black Ham-

burg Grapes over five pounds in weight not merely

one or two, but many of them and mostly uniform

in size. The fine black berries were more like plums

than grapes. The vines are planted in the house and

have as well an outside border. The house is built

on a side hill, and has the peculiarity of being con-

structed for both grapes and plants. The glass roof

span is twenty-two feet, and the earth is dug away un-

der the glass so as to form two steps. On the upper

and higher step which is about 10 feet wide, is the

staging for plants along the front of which, and on the

edge of the step, the flue runs and keeps the place

warm. On this we look down on the lower step

which is the vinery proper, and is comparatively

cool in the winter, and in which the vines can

then be laid down and be at rest. Mr. Math-

eson, the excellent gardener, did not speak highly

of the arrangement so far as the plants were concern-

ed, but we saw in it a principle which with some

modification will yet come into popularity. But we

intended here to speak only of the Grape. If any

one can beat Mr. Malheson we shall be glad to know

of it, and if it is not " out of our world " should like

to pay a visit.

r\ 1

PORTRAIT OF JOHN BARTRAM.
Just as we were going to press, a friend presented

us with an engraved portrait of John Bartram, which

we have incorporated in our correspondent " L's"

article. We were always under the impression that

no portrait of the distinguii-hcd botanist existed, but

the source from which we obtained it seemed to ad-

mit of no doubt. On more minute inquiry, we find

that the engraving referred to was taken from a des-

cription of his person, and from a portrait of his son,

William Bartram, who he was said closely to resem-

ble.
<»«» —

THE GARDENER'S IHONTHLT.
About this time two years ago, the Pomological

Society beiiig about to meet in New York, we set our-

selves out to prepare a new fruit to be laid before

this distinguished body, in the shape of our Journal,

which we were anxious they should at least place on

the list of" those which promised well;" but before

we had actually plucked our fruit, we found it would

inrprove by being left a few days longer on the

branch, and so we were unable to serve it up to our

friends till the first of October when our specimen

number appeared. While another biennial period

has been recurring, our sapling has grown into a

well developed tree, and we are now enabled to offer

not merely a single fruit prematurely gathered, but

near two dozen of them, full formed and rosy, throw-

ing around the aroma and delightful fragrance that

the aid of its hundred corresponding friends in all

parts of our great country have imbued them with.

We do not otTer our production as an improvement

on anyone existing; but as a new form or species that

will call for no " rejected list" into which to consign

any of our contemporaries. Finding a field at a cost of

only a dollar unoccupied and unexplored; peopled only

by aborigines who had never known the civilizing

influences of any Horticultural Journal, we planted

our little tree in the mid^t, around which as it grew

we fondly hoped to draw a class of settlers peculiarly

its own.

Our territory has rapidly filled up. The citizens

now number many thousand, as our subscription

book and advertisement columns amply testify ; and

it is on their behalf that we now apply to the Con-

vention, and to all true Pomologists, that our offer-

ing shall be transferred from the list of those fruits

which promise well to those which are " worthy of

general cultivation.*'

Elevated to this distinguished position, we hope

for the continued aid of our friends to improve the

character, and make the merits of their selection

known. Our effort shall be not to rival the size of

the delicious Bartlett, nor compete with the enibot-

point of the regal Duchesse, but rather to become the

Scckel amongst Pears in literary Pomology.

Notwithstanding the trial of the two past years,

which has proved the Monthly to be so well suited

to 80 extensive and so varied a number of tastes, we
have hope slill of further improvement; and before

the next meeting of the Pomological Society in 18f).?,

we liope to attain a still higher class in the society's

lists, if it has any.

^^^
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LAWNS.
In another column will be found an article by Mr.

Sargent, which will receive the attentive perusal of

all our readers. We arc well satisfied that the plan

of frequent machine cutting, and of leaving the mow-
ings to remain on the lawn, will ultimately come to

be a general feature in American gardening, and the

name of Mr. Sargent, as the introducer of the prac-

tice, will receive a prominent place in its history, as

one of our greatest benefactors.

Wc allude to it here in order to give prominence
to the fact, which scarcely needs however additional

illustration, that there are many principles which
seem to oppose our old fashioned notions of garden-

ing, which only require a little thought in order to

be rendered of vast service to us. Here our hot dry

climate, which wc have thought so opposed to " the

fine green English lawns" will now enable us to in-

troduce at least an exclusive " American System " of

m.inaging them, by which we shall be saved half the

labor and expense of keeping them, and have them
little if any inferior, as Mr. Sargent's magnificent

lawn itself testifies.

We are sufTering under many other evils besides a

dry climate, which oppose at every step the practices

of Horticulture in which we have been educated.

—

Since we cannot remove, may we not hope to utili-

tize them?

We look yet for the advent of a few more Frank-

lin's in American Horticulture, who if they cannot

remove our lightning-like evils, will yet be able to

saddle and bridle them for us.

It would be a curious chapter in the history of the

future, that should class the Plum weevil and Grape
mildew amongst the best friends of the gardener.

—

Who would dare hope for that? But when we have

"our abominable climate" as our lawn-mowers term

it, actually forced to aid in making a green and vel-

vety lawn, where may our hopes be compelled to

terminate ?

ERRATUM.
In the interesting article on Lawns, by H. W.

Sargent, Esq., in the communications of this month's

issue, and in the last line on page 259, instead of l.j

inches, read 14 inches.

A NURSERY PARTNER WANTED.
Under this head a notice appears in our advertis-

ing department, well worthy of attention from par-

ties interested, and we allude to it here only because

we think it a chance of rare occurrence. Were we
on the look out for an opportunity to commence Nur-

sery business we could not wish to step into worthier

shoes than those offered by such a firm as EUwanger

Sv. Barry.

FARFUGIUM GRANDE.
(ice Fronltspiece.)

This plant has been so often alluded to in our col-

umns that it is unnecessary to repeat its history.

—

Though but (wo years have elapsed since its introduc-

tion to public notice by a London Nurseryman, it

has won its way rapidly in popular favor. Mr. Bu-

chanan stated in one of his advertisements tha( it

has proved hardy with him, and we have no doubt it

will prove so in most localities.

SIMPLE ARRANGEMENT FOR TIGHTEN-
ING WIRE.

On a visit to the country seat of H. J. Williams,

Esq., at Chestnut Hill, Pa., we noted in the vinery

a very simple but effective method of lightening wire

of which the annexed sketch will afford an idea.

^. rafter ; jB. B. wire, C. C. narrow strip of wood
fastened to the rafter by a screw in the middle, with

the wire, as represented passing over the ends.

When the wire is attached at first, ^he top brace

is screwed on and the wire drawn over and at-

tached to the base of the rafter loosely. The lower

brace of the same length as the upper, is then placed

in near the bottom and drawn downward until the

wire is sufficiently tightened, when the screw is ap-

plied to fasten the brace to the rafter. The lower

brace, at the tightening may be kept at an acute an-

gle, so that when the wire slackens by lessening the

angle the wire is tightened. When the brace has

assumed a right angle, should the wire again become

loose, the brace can be unscrewed, and set an inch

or so lower down, when the operations before descri-

bed can be repeated.

The beauty of this simple plan is, that instead of

continually unfastening wires in order to tighten

them, and this too usually unsatisfactorily, a 'single

turn of the thumb or of the screw driver, effects the

whole in a moment.

The principle can be applied as well to. wires, on

arbors and trellises as to those in Graperies or Green-

houses.

The readers of our advertising columns would M
well to note that there are two firms of the Hookers

in Rochester, N. Y. H. E. Hooker &. Co. is a dis-

tinct firm from Hooker, Farley & Co.

:^
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FAIRMOUNT PARK. PHILADELPHIA.
Wo took u riilc Ihrougli these lovely grounds a few

days sinee and were higlily gratified to find that the

work was progressing so rapidly. The carriage drive

is nearly completed and is made in the most durable

manner, gravel on a stone bedding with chains at the

sides. It is beautifully undulating with easy grades,

now skirting along the margin of the beautiful Schuyl-

kill and then winding up on the high ground, afford-

ing most exquisite views up and down the river.

The grand avenue of American Linden is graded

and planted, and will be a most imposing feature.

—

The walks are also nearly completed and an immense

number of choice Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and

Shrubs most judiciously planted. The fine old spe-

cimen trees already on the place add greatly to its

beauty. The Schuylkill Navy, composed of the vari-

ous barge-clubs, are building a number of boat-houses

under the superintendence of the architect; some of

them are already completed and arc perfect little

gems and quite ornamental. We were pleased to see

so many of our citizens availing themselves of its

advantages. We saw several family groups seated

on the grass and enjoying the beautiful views vhilst

scores of carriages were slowly winding their way
through its drives. The projectors of this Park de-

serve and will receive the gratitude of our citizens

for all time to come.

There are many peculiar features introduced into

the Park that will interest our readers, and we shall

take an early opportunity of again recurring to them.

<&upsfions anb SEnsteprs.

Artificial Breeding of Fish, and Aquaria
MAN.VGEMiiNT—/. 5. A., Jr.—"In your July number I

see mention made of Mr. Desilver's " fish pond "

and of artificial fish breeding ; I have several times

tried the operation, with no success, I suppose for the

want of proper information on the subject; cannot

you give me through your columns, a full description

of the ' modus operandi.' I an much interested in

the subject of fish, and the other appendages of a per-

fect aquarium."

[Our correspondent has probably failed through

operating on the fish too early. The spermatic fluid

and the spawn must be obtained by pressure from the

different sexes only when perfectly matured, and

mixed with water in a vessel which will afterwards

rci^'uire much care in changing. It is easy when the

niceties are just balanced ; but this has usually to bo

obtained at the expense of failure at first. We could

not do better than refer our correspondent, and all

crested in the interesting study, to " A Treatise

"fT-

on the Artificial Propagation of Fish" by Dr. Gar-

lick, published by C. M. Saiton, New York, in which

the whole subject is treated very minutely and com-

pletely. As it is quite recently published it contains

the newest discoveries.

The management of aquaria is easily learned.

—

There must be a good quantity of water plants in a

healthy state of growth to make oxygen for and to

feed on the carbonic acid thrown off by the fish.

—

Shells dt clean pebbles should be placed on the sand

in which the aquatics are planted, to keep the fish

from rooting them up. Beautiful aquatics now exist

in every pond and stream well adapted for the pur-

pose. The following list grow in almost every part

of the Union, and may be pointed out by any botan-

ist, at least one of whom may be now found in almost

every town.

Vallis7ieria spiralis, one of the best for the purpose
;

.ilisma plantuyu, rather coarse but fish thrive with it;

Jlnacharis canadensis, Callitriche verna, and C. autiiin-

nulis, Caulinia Jhxilis, Ceralophylluin demcrsum, Er-
iocaulon seplangulare , Fontiualis different species in

most running streams ; Proserpinacea paluslris; ilyri-

ophyllum spicatum, M. verhcellatum ; M. helerophyllum;

M. scabratuvi J M. ambiguum ; Potamogeton crispus,

doubted by Dr. Gray, in his last edition of his Flora,

as having been found in the United Stales, has

since been found in Delaware by Edward Tatnall,

on the Lehigh in Pennsylvania by Josiah Hoopes,

and in New Jersey by Isaac Burk, and may possibly

be found common in other parts; P. peclinatus ; P.

hybridus, P. paitcijlorus, P. compressus; P. perfoliatus ;

P. lucens ; P. nalans; and probably some others which
we do not now remember but which we should be

glad for some of our correspondents to supply.

There are also many foreign kinds in use. Calla Elhi-

opica is frequently employed ; and we have seen the

Trapa bicornis of China in some Philadelphia aqua-

ria.

If every thing go right water will not require

changing often. Diatomaceous plants will however
often prove troublesome, and give the water a green

scummy appearance, when it ( the water ) should be

drawn off by a siphon, the fish taken out temporarily,

the whole affair cleansed, and the C>h and clean wat-

er again replaced.

Cherries on Kentish Stock— lU. W.M.,Jones-

ville, Mich.—" The Heart Cherries do not seem to do

well in the southern part of Michigan. The weather

seems too severe for them in winter. The bark cracks

open, and the gum runs from them all the lime, and

appears in these openings, and in the course of two

or three years Ihey die. Do you consider these kinds

of Cherry trees more delicate than other kinds? A
friend of mine in Somerset, in this county, bos 800
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Cherry trees in his nursery, (Vt'. Bundny, Esq.,)

500 of whifh are grafted. He has lost hundreds in

the manner I speak of, and is now grafting Yellow

Spanish and Ox-heart on what ho calls English

Kent trees. Is the English Kent the same as the

MorcUo? He does not appear to have lost any grafted

on Kent stock. Our peach crop in this State, except

upon the shores of Lake Michigan, is small. The
fruit was probably killed in the winter. The apple

crop will bo larger than expected.

[The Kentish is one of the varieties of the Mo-
rello, and is preferable for stocks where the tender

kinds of Heart Cherries are liable to be winter-

killed. The Mahaleb is also employed for this pur-

pose. Being of slower growth, they check the lux-

nriousncss which leads to winter-killing.]

I.MrROVEMENTS

—

Book Gardener, Pillsburg, Pa.—
I have a bed of strawberries, which I wish to remove

this fall and substilute a lawn in place of it.

What would be the best month to remove them, and

what treatment would you prescribe to get the lawn

into grass next season? The soil is a pretty strong,

clayey loam. (1.)

The place I have come into possession of, is mostly

occupied by an old apple orchard. I notice in parts

of it the grass is very thin and weedy. I fear to

plough it up, lest I injure the roots of the trees.

How can I eradicate the weeds (plaintain mostly)

and get it into grass 1 (2.)

I wish to lay out a serpentine walk all round this

orchard, (about three acres,) but it would be too ex-

pensive to dig it out a foot or so and fill in with

gravel. Would it answer to cut out the sod and

cover with tan-bark? (.3.)

What shrubbery would you recommend me to set

out, bearing in mind it would be considerably shaded

by the apple trees ? (4.)

On the north side is an ugly fence, which I wish to

conceal, but there is a row of large common cherry

trees the whole length of it. Would Osage Orange

or other hedge plant flourish beneath their shade!

There is Hawthorn in a back field ; would that

do? (5.)

If it would answer, ("the Hawthorn,) how should it

be transplanted or propagated ? (S.)

[1. Subsoil two feet deep as soon as the fall rains

commence ; dig any rough litter into the subsoil, to

help keep it open and retain moisture in dry weather.

Let the plot settle a few weeks after working, so as

not to be liable to sink unevenly after. Then rake

level, and sow with Rye-grass or Red-top, and cover

with rye-Btraw lightly through winter, to keep the

sun from thawing out the young plants. If you are

fond of White Clover, you may sow this on next

April.

2. If the orchard is very old, you had better com-

mence by planting a now one in some portion of your

ground. Plough up the old one ; never mind the

roots; turn in plenty of well-fermented manure, and

seed it down in October. In the winter give the

trees a good pruning,—nothing like this course to

make old and worn-out trees grow again. In your

new orchard well manure and subsoil your ground,

plant the trees, sow it down with grass, and give the

surface an annual good dressing of fertilizing matter.

3. If your walk is a " foot-walk," why should

you stone it a " foot deep," or at all ? Roads arc

stoned to enable them to bear carriage weight. None
but " greenhorn" citizens, who come fresh into the

country and think "they know," stone foot-paths.

Make the bottom dry, either by elevating or draining

it; then an inch of tan, ashes, or gravel will give

you a good walk.

4. If the ground is subsoiled, so as to cut off some

of the old roots of the apple trees, most kinds of de-

ciduous shrubs will do. It is not so much the shade

that injures shrubbery under trees, as the vigorous

roots which dry the soil so that no moisture is left

for the shrubs. Very old apple trees have few vigor-

ous roots to interfere.

5. See the last reasoning. Osage Orange or Honey

Locust will do under the old cherry trees when they

would suffer too much under younger ones. Dig

deeper and manure better near the trees.

6. Better buy a few thousand plants from the near-

est nursery.]

Fdchsias, Pansies, &c.— Jl Lady Subsrriber,

Washinf/lon.—Will you be kind enough to inform me
through the Gardener's Monthly, the meaning of the

term "eoHus" in cuttings? (I.)

What is to be done with Fuchsias when they grow

tall and bloom badly 1 Can they be cut down t and

when should it be (Jone ? (2.)

How can Heartsease be prevented from blooming

small? (3.)

[1. The granular appearance at the base of a cut-

ting, which always appears before roots protrude

from it.

2. Cut them in just before they push in the spring,

and, after the new growth has pushed half an inch,

repot into new soil.

3. Place the young seedlings in rich soil and a

shaded place. Poor soil and dry situations are fa-

vorable to early flowering, and the contrary with the

reverse.

Apples.—The New York Pippin and Bendavis

Apple arc the same. See Downing's Revised Ed-

-x^^^:
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tion, page 1 19, and Horticulturist, May number,

18G0. A. L. Caldwell.

Ravenswood Pear—From C. J. Erhard, Ravent-

u-ood, L. I.—At page 155 of last volume, we gave,

with a favorable opinion, an out line and description

of this pear. The present specimens more than con-

firms what we there say of it. We regard it as a for-

midable competitor to the Ott, which it somewhat

resembles.

Soil for Lilium3^£.—What description of soil

is best adapted for the growth of Lilium lancifolium

(Japan Lilies;? (1.;

Also, whether bone-dust or phosphate of lime

would have an injurious effect or otherwise in the

culture of Hyacinths and Tulips. (2.)

[1. Any common garden soil, with pe.it or bog

earth, or well-decayed surface-soil from a wood, will

grow them well. They are very hardy.

2. It is of no use, and may be injurious. Well-

rotted cow-manure and sand is the best appliance.]

Perpetcal Strawberries.—In reference to our

remarks under Mr. Prince's communication in our

last, Mr. P. writes ua :

"I notice your humorous comment on my article

concerning strawberries, and I, of course, must feel

overpowered by the strong fact setting all argument

at rest, ' that when any thing can be proved to exist,

it must certainly be possible;' but the question still

remains. Has the thing been proved to exist 1 You,

of course, refer to the hybridization of European and

American species of the strawberry?"

Mr. Prince is mistaken. We did not refer by tlie

quotation to his statement of fads proved by the past,

but to his positive assertion that " there never will

be hybrids between certain varieties of strawberries iu

the future." Hundreds of things quite as unlikely

have been pronounced " utterly impossible," as the

world's history fully proves, until the facts have

"proved the tiling possible."

Fuller's Budding-Knives—P. P. B., Leu'islown,

Pa.—Can you inform me where I can get one of

Fuller's Budding-Knives? I saw a description of

them in the October number of the Gardener's

Monthly.

[We do not know. The one wo made our figure

from was made by a Connecticut firm, which, wc be-

lieve, has since ceased to exist. If any one is still

manufacturing them, it might bo worth while for

tliem to advertise.]

singburgh, the leaves of which during the l.-ist three

weeks have dried up and dropped off. On some of

the leaves I detected " thrips." Can that be the

cause? CI.)

" My cold grapery is ventilated by a window open-

ing on the south, the top sashes being kept closed.

Is this sutlicient ( Some of the vines are very weak

and unpromising. ("2.)

" I proposed next winter to cover my strawberry

plants with hay, instead of straw. What think

you?" (3.)

[1. We could not tell the cause without seeing the

vines, or specimens, and judging by the circum-

stances.

2. We must plead ignorance as to which is usually

considered the " south" in a vinery. If the top

sashes are always kept closed, and there is no escape

of air any way from the top, it certainly is not suffi-

cient. Conveniences for air the whole length of the

top is essential in a vinery.

3. Straw is better than hay as a protector.]

Oscar Strawberry.—A friend informs us that

Mr. John Hayes, gardener to Mr. Linslej', of West

Meriden, Conn., has fruited the Oscar this season in

a very satisfactory way. August Ist the plants were

still in blossom, though bearing ripe fruit. The

plants, however, had been kept in pots through the

winter, before being planted out in the spring, and

this is well known to interfere with the regular

course of fruiting. The berries measured four inches

and a half in circumference.

Grape Disease.—A " Subscriber," Philadelphia,

lys

:

' I have several vines of the Catawba and El-

Native Evergreens.—"A Gardener," dating

from Maine, gives the following " thrilling" account

of the way distant customers have been " did" and

arc being ''done" by the pedlars in this liue of nur-

sery stock. It is an aggravating thing for the cus-

tomers to be so rascally cheated; but, as we stated in

reply to a correspondent last month, the public

should not forget that the nursery business is one re-

quiring great knowledge and skill to manage it pro-

perly, and it is just as important for a purchaser to

find out that a nurseryman understands his business,

as that he h.»s trees to sell. The only security is to

buy of no one you do not know, or only of those you

have reason to believe are the men they ought to be.

" Orders are received by men—city merchants and

others—who don't know a spruce from an oak, and

executed promptly, but after the following manner,

and perhaps they never saw one of those trees.

First the order comes, then they send some men in the

woods and pay them one dollar per thousand for get-

ting and packing the trees. Of course, these men

will go where they can get from three to four thou-

Ik
r(g^^
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snnd per dny for a week, cart them out to the road-

sides, leaving them there exposed all this time to

wind and weather, together with taking them out of

the depth of the forest, where sun or moon never

shone upon, and where they are as tender and as

spontaneously grown ; much more so, than if grown
under glass in a stove-house. This is one reason

why so many of our fine native evergreens die from

the etTects of the winters. Again, if there are any

large-sized trees wanted that a man cannot pull up
by a hold of the hand, without any mercy, ' they

have ou hand a team of oxen with iron hooks,—fas-

ten them. Run, boys, to the butt of the tree.

Gee ! Buck ! Out you come, no matter in what
shape.' While I have seen in pastures by the road-

sides as handsome spruces as any Norway,—one here

and there.—and all other trees the same. But it

would nut pay to hunt those up, while they could be

got in the woods growing like rushes, and there, also,

it would not pay those gentlemen in their counting-

rooms from S7 to $15 per thousand; but if any
honest nurseryman would start here and pay an ex-

perienced gardener to collect those from the pastures

in the way they should be, how many would it save
to the community !"

correspondent objects to the summary manner in

which we have removed that gentleman from Wor-

cester, where he has resided thirty years. " His

friends do not wish to part with him at any price."

But, after all, it was not we, but the naughty types,

which did the mischief. In spite of all our watch-

ing, they cut queer capers sometimes.
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CrTTi.vGS—.-?. N., New Market, Va.—Your cut-

tings were, doubtless, too tender. Try them of a more
mature growth.

Names of Plants—I. Leary, Orange, New Jersey.

-Pyrola rotundifolia.

Seedling Gooseberry—From Mr. J. G. Young-
ken, Riehlandlown, Bucks Co.—The fruit is much larger

than the Houghton, and gives promise of being a

valuable addition.

Seedling Raspberry—From the Same.—In flavor

equalling the Fastolf, and said to be hardier.

STRAwni;RRiE3, Raspberries, &c.— .Amateur,

Evansion, III.—What is the proper name of the straw-

berry called in Philadelphia and vicinity the Lady-

finger ? What are its characteristics, and what is

your judgment of its merits? (1.)

Also, what is the habit of Brincklc's Orange Rasp-

berry as to hardiness and fruitfulness in northern

latitudes? Is it grown extensively for market pur-

poses in your region ? (2.^

[1. We believe it is Scott's Seedling. It is a long

berry, an abundant bearer, and so firm in flesh that

it carries to market without bruising; but it is pasty

and flat, and, without cream and sugar, and "fixings

generally," is not worth eating. The Jersey fruit-

growers praise its profitableness. It dees not bear so

abundantly in Pennsylvania.

2. Bnnckle's Orange is very often hardy, but

sometimes not. Mere temperature has not so much to

do with the hardiness of raspberries as healthy

growth and ripeness of the wood. All this being

equal, there is little diflference between the hardiness

of any kind. It is not much grown for market, as

red fruit sells best.]

TnoBNLEss Raspberry— Wm. R. Prince.—"Some
time during the p.ist year there appeared a notice in

one of the horticultural periodicals under this head-
ing, signed "F. F.," and dated Cunnensville, Pa.,

describing a wild Raspberry growing near there, free

from all thorns or prickles, and the berries very large,

but the writer stated that he had not himself seen
the berries. Will he not give us further information
on the subject?"

[May it not be some of the forms of Rubus cana-
de/tsis, which are often nearly thornless, but of no
more pomological value on that account ?]

Correction.—In our last issue, in List of Pears,
wc gave Mr. Earle's address as Rochester, Mass. A

Newman's Thornless Blackberry.—We had

recently an opportunity of seeing this in fruit. It

is a slight improvement on the "Dewberry," to

which section it belongs.

As this class of blackberries are sweeter, and ripen

three weeks earlier than the " High Bush," of which

the New Rochelle is a variety, it is well worthy of

increased attention.

H. J. H., Worcester, 3Iass.—The proceedings of the

June meeting of the Fruit-Growers' Society of East-

ern Pennsylvania are not yet officially published.

Ravages of the Red Spider in the Open
Air.—In our last we referred to the fact that the red

spider was making fearful ravages on trees in the

open air in some parts of the country. The follow-

ing note from Mr. Sargent shows that we have not,

by any means, sounded the alarm too soon, and our

cultivators will have to exert all their ingenuity to

keep down the pest:

"The red spider is devastating my place; not only

the older Norway Spruces, but all my Arborvitie

hedges, the different Junipers, both old and young
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Hemlocks, most of my Espalier Pears, and many of

the standard Camellias, Azaleas, and Greenhouse

plants.

" In addition to this misfortune, a sort of atmos-

pheric: blight or blast has tipped (killed) some half

ini'h of each of the leaflets of all the Pines, most of

the Norways, all the outside grape-leaves in blotches,

many of the Oaks, and most of the half-hardies
;

and you may conceive how hard it is to ' kick

against the pricks.'

"

Najies of Plants—P. 11'. 7?., Rock Island, III.—
Your plant is Campanula, or Wahlenbergia, or Pla-

tycodon grandiflora. The last is its strictly botani-

cal name ; the first the one it is generally known by.

We do not recognize the leaf. Where a plant is not

in flower, a portion of the stem should be sent with

the leaves, at least. It looks like a Veronica.

7?., Cincinnati.—The currants sent are not the

Versaillaise, but the Cherry.

brush to keep them from blowing away ; all of which

remove when the spring-frosts are probably over.

Vou will do no good with Petunias, Verbenas, &c.,

in a cellar, unless it is very light, indeed, and then

not satisfactorily. Build a small greenhouse or pit,

friend C.

Basket Willows—/. G., Cedar Point, '.'a.—You
will find the kinds and profits of willow-culture

fully detailed at page 27 of present volume.

The Cornelius Propagating Pot.—Many cor-

respondents inquire where these can be obtained.

Any pottery that makes flower-pots can make them

if the order is given. Our specimen was found in

the show-room of Owens ft Tilton, Market Street,

Philadelphia.

Foreign Gooseberries—J. G., Cedar Point, Va.

—None of the Foreign gooseberries can be depended

on for crop free from mildew in any part of the Union.

We would not advise you to attempt their culture

with a view to profit until you have tried them some

years on a small scale.

Striking Roses— C, Penfield, Monroe Co., N. Y.

—In striking Rose-cuttings in the fall in a hotbed,

will they need protection in the winter? If so,

please I ell me how I can protect them. I have no

green or hothouse, but a good cellar. Will cuttings

strike any belter in a hotbed than in the open air!

If so, at what temperature should it be kept? How
can I protect flowers from frost, such as the Petunia,

Phlox, Verbena, &c.? Please answer these questions

through the Monthly, and oblige C.

[Having no glass, you may strike Roses by taking

the cuttings as early in the fall as the wood exhibits

signs of ripeness, and set them out in the open ground

in a sheltered situation. On the approach of frost,

cover thickly with dry leaves, and lay on a little

Peach-Houses— G. J}., Lansingburg, N. Y.—Will

you inform us through your columns the best and

least expensive mode of erecting and managing a

peach -house?

[We should build a peach-house on the fixed-roof

principle, with ventilators, precisely as we would a

vinery. The least expensive mode of arrangement is

to plant them in the open ground in the house, a

proper border being prepared for them, over which

the house is built. In addition, many might be grown

in pots; but these would require daily care, and, un-

less you kept a gardener, (which, after all, might be

the cheapest mode of management in the end,) they

would be a source of trouble and annoyance to you.]

Gladiolus Brenciilevensis—Flowers from W.

H. Spooner, Jamaica Plain, Mass.—Very brilliant in

color. One of the best, if not the best, grown.

•JBoofe, (JaJ^flKogups, %t.

The Woodt Plants of North Carolina. By
the Rev. M. A. Curtis, D.D. Part III. of the State

Survey.

This useful work commends itself to the public at

large, for whom it was destined, by the absence of

scientific technical terms. The most gener.il reader,

at all interested in the subject, will derive pleasure

from its perusal.

It is interesting to note how prolific North Caro-

lina is in ligneous plants. Dr. Gray enumerates in

his " Manual of Botany" 130 trees, 183 shrubs, and

30 vines as natives of the whole Northern States.

Of the Southern States, North Carolina alone num-
bers 112 trees, 176 shrubs, and 32 vines. North

Carolina h-is nearly as many shrubs as the whole of

the Northern L'nitcd States. The Southern States

have, however, a greater comparative number of

shrubs over trees than the Northern United States.

The whole number of trees is but 126,—four less

than the North claims,—while the shrubs are forty-

one more in favor of the South, it claiming 224

species.

Dr. Curtis enumerates the species by their popular

names as they are known by in that State ; and it is

curious to note how names that arc common in one

State to certain plants become appropriated to othois
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In different States. For instance, here the Balsam
Fir is the Picea Fazerii ; the Balsam Fir of the North,

P. Balsamca, does not grow in the State. The " Ju-

ner"' is Cupressxis thuyoides, our White Cedar. "Mock
Orange" is Cerasus Caroliniana. The same name is

also applied to Slyrar grandtfolium. " Buckthorn"
is Bumelia lycoidcs. "Yellow Wood"' is Symplocas

tincloria. " Ivy" is Kalmia lulifulia.

Of the scarce! trees and shrubs that are as yet but

little known out of scientific circles, Buckleya dis-

lichophylla, with thin, delicate foliage, resembling a

Catalonian Jessamine, would be a desirable shrub to

cultivate, though the flowers are inconspicuous.

In speaking of the Loblolly Pine, (P. Tada,) Dr.

Curtis describes a variety peculiarly marked, that

has, until quite recently, escaped the observation of

the botanist. It is called by the residents Slash Pine.

Most of the trees and shrubs that inhabit North
Carolina are hardy here, and we are sorry that we
have so few of these beautiful plants in our gardens.

The following are very desirable, and we hope yet to

see them more generally cultivated :—Pinus serotina,

P. Topda, P. australis, Quercus lyrata, Q. aquatica,

Fraxinus platycarpa, Bumelia lycioides, Andromeda
arborea, Tilia helerophylla, Gordonia lasianthus,

Rhododendron punctatum. Azalea arborescens. Sty-

rax grandifolium, and Cyrilla racemiflora.

Hand-Book ; or. Annual Record of Horticultural

and Agricultural Statistics. By W. P. Shcppard.

New York.

This is a compilation of facts, collected principally

from French journals, the London Gardenefs Chron-

icle and our Gardener's Monthly ; and, being thus pre-

sented in one view, cannot fail of being very useful

to all in or having dealings with the seed or nursery
trade. We hope it will remunerate the publisher,

and improve annually.

"Die Farmer Zeitung." Published at Martha-
ville. Mo., and Edited by Frederick Munch.
It is printed in the German language, and numbers

amongst its contributors our correspondent, Mr.
George Hussmann, and many other of the best agri-

culturists and grape-growers of the day.

NcRSERY Catalogues.—Wholesale.
M. B. Bateham 4- Co., Columbus, O. With numer-

ous testimonials from satisfied customers.

Joseph Taylor, Newport, Ky.
W. T. Bower, Sharonville, 0.

Hooker, Farley ^ Co., Rochester, N. Y.
E. J. Evans 4- Co., York, Pa. A fine list, which

is, besides, a model of accuracy.

Descriptive.

Prince's Slrawberries, Flushing, L. T., describes 150

/-^ kinds, and occupies 16 closely-printed pages.

P. II. I'aker, Greenville, Ky. A somewhat now,

but energetic, firm.

X W. Manning, Reading, Mass.

Tull, Lionbergcr If Co., Dallas, 111. Mostly fruits,

but also a fair assortment of ornamental trees and

shrubs.

Jlndrcw Bridgeman. Bulbs. Mr. Bridgcman's as-

sortment seems as well sele'led as it is extensive,

judging by the kinds here offered.

MarkD. H'lVson, West Bloomfield.N.Y. Fruits, &c.

Raihback >§• HuUon, Richmond, Ind. Fruits and

Ornamentals. Amongst the latter, the Roses make
quite a fine show.

Maxwell Sf Bro., Geneva, N. \. Fruit and Orna-

mentals.

P. J. Berckma7i's Sf Co., Augusta, Geo. Fruit and

Ornamental Trees, i^hrubs, Vines, etc. One of the

most complete catalogues issued in the South.

Frost ^ Co., Rochester, N. Y. Entirely Fruits.

54 pages.

Ellwanger 4- Barry, Rochester, N. Y. Ornamental

Trees and Shrubs. 68 pages.

JUpId op Plarp JPKanrs.

Alocasia metallica ( Bronze-leaved Jllocasia).—
Received from Borneo by Messrs. Low, of the Clap-

ton Nursery. It " exhibits a foliage and hue whioh

nothing of the kind can exceed; there is a degree of

metallic lustre on the ample foliage which must be

seen to be understood."—yJo/cnica/ Magazine, t. 5190.

Acacia Drcmmondi (Drummond's Acacia).—Na-

tive of Swan River. Flowers pale lemon yellow in

cylindrical spikes.

—

Ibid, t. 5191.

Callixene polyphtlla (Many-leaved Callixene).

—Known also as Luzuriaga erecla. Native of Cape

Tres Monthes, in the extreme south of Chili. It be-

longs to the same natural family as the Lily of the

Vallej', having like it white flowers; but these re-

semble more in form the flowers of Deulzia scabra.

It may be kept in a cool greenhouse or common
frame.—Ibid, I. 5192.

OxciDiLM LONGiPES (Long-stalkcd Oncidium).—
Native of Brazil, reared by Messrs. Loddiges. Its

flowers are more bright in color than the 0. longipes

of Dr. Lindley. It blooms in April, and the flowers,

yellow and purple, continue long.

—

Ibid, t. 5193.

Pteris cretica (Cretan Pteris).—It has had many
other specific names. Although called Cretan, yet it

is found from Turcomania throughout southern Eu-

rope, the Mediterranean Islands, Arabia, Abyssinia

and even India, Pacific Islands, and in both North

and South America. So that no other fern is so cos-

mopolitan, and fully illustrates the unadvisability of

V3/-I-
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calling any plant after the place where it was first

discovered. Its pinm arc striped with pale and dark

green, somewhat after the manner of Ribbon Grass.

—Ibid, t. 5194.

Selaginella ATKO-viRiDis (Lycopodiocctc).—This

is a distinct-looking species, green, with flabellatcly-

nrranged branches, which arc ramified in a dichoto-

mous manner, and recurved at the tips. It appears

to be a dwarf kind, and to have most resemblance in

habit to the kind known as S. Psppigiana in gardens,

but is quite distinct from that and every other kind.

Introduced from Borneo by Messrs. Veitch & Son.

Selaginella Loiibii {Lyropoiiiacea).—A new and

extramely ornamental Lycopod of tall-growing habit,

the main stems producing alternate branches, which,

from being quite flat and pinnatcly branched, and
having the branchlets close-placed, have much re-

semblance to Fern fronds ; these branches are of a

fine blue metallic tint, similar to that which occurs

in some other species of this family. Introduced from
Borneo by Messrs. Veitch & Son.

Improved New Chrysanthemums.—Fanny, or-

ange red, a very free bloomer, makes a good pot

plant.

Emily, very fine bronzed rose.

Christiana, fawn tipped with orange, good form

and habit.

Edith, rosy salmon, very pretty.

Mrs. Turner, fine pure white, hybrid pompone,

of good shape and habit.

Eva, canary yellow, bronze centre, delicate color,

fiee blooming.

Madame Pepin, chestnut, very fine.

Miranda, fringed rose, quite a ball, but the fringe

gives it rather the appearance of being nibbled.

Distinction, creamy white, much the shape of that

fine flower, Madame Fould.

Musidora, mottled orange and chestnut, small and

pretty.

Jane Amelia, dark rosy carmine, in colour be-

tween Riquiqui and Salomon, free bloomer and ex-

cellent form.—( Turner's Florist.

AsPLENiuM GLABERRiMi'M.—A new tree fern from

Java. Is selling in London at twelve dollars each.

The following arc advertised in the English jour-

nals :

Geranium Meteor.—Dwarfer and more compact

than Tom Thumb; foliage medium size and flat,

broad margin of silvery white; trusses large, on

strong foot-stalks, and well above the foliage ; abund-

ant bloomer, flowers brilliant scarlet, fine form.

Tvd^a KOB.MOSA.—A distinct and beautiful va-

riety; habit dwarf and compact; very abundant

bloomer, the flowers being produced on strong foot-

stalks in bunches of about six in number from the

axil of each leaf; rich crimson tube, expanding to a

broad two-lipped limb; ground-color rosy lake,

densely spotted with rich crimson purple. It has

continued to flower abundantly since October last.

Begonia blanda.—Olive green and bright silvery

grey, the latter color predominating ; markings simi-

lar to Charles Wagner and several others in that

section, to all of which it proves superior under simi-

lar cultivation.

New Plants Exhiuited at the Botanic Gar-
den, Regent's Park, London, July 6.—Messrs.

Veitch sent Caladium Veilchii and Wightii, both

handsome additions to that ornamental class of plants
;

Vaccinium rugosum, described by us in a former

number, and two beautiful Gloxineas, named .\pollo

and Jupiter. From Mr. Ingram, gardener to J. J.

Blandy, Esq., came Ha^manthus puniceus, not new,

but rarely seen in such beautiful condition as it was

on this occasion, its large scarlet balls of flowers

attracting numerous admirers. Mr. WooUey had

a yellow-flowered Dendrobium, apparently new,

and Messrs. Parker $c Williams, Anthuriura rubro-

nervium and Tydia insignis, the first a fine-foliagcd

plant, and the last a pretty variety in its class. A
fleshy-leaved plant labelled Senecio, from New Zea-

land, came from Mr. Standish, of B.igshot ; and

Messrs. Low had a variously-colored Petunia and

other plants described by him in former reports. From

Messrs. E. G. Henderson also came some handsome

Petunias, remarkable for the singularity of their

colors. Statice profusa was shown by Messrs. Parker

and Williams, a variegated Callea and Agathea by

Messrs. Backhouse, and the handsome Pteris tricolor

and other plants by M. Linden, of Brussels. Messrs.

E. G. Henderson and Messrs. Milne & Co. had some

beautiful new Gloxineas ; among them, Reuben, Lady

Willoughby, and Mrs. Shepherd were really all that

could be desired in that class of plants. We also no-

ticed Orchis foliosa again shown in beautiful condi-

tion, the showy Gazania splendens, Dianthus liedde-

wigii, and one or two dwarf Tropeeolums and Phloxes.

CoRDYLiNE indivisa attains a height of from ten

to twenty feet, in an erect and undivided trunk, on

which the foliage is retained with vigor almost to the

ground. The leaves are set on to the greatest ad-

vantage, and measure from five to six feet in length,

and from six to nine inches in breadth. Their color

is of the richest description: a broad and prominent

midrib of crimson-brown runs through the entire

length, and numerous red and white lines run paral-

lel to the midrib; the whole surface is overlaid with

a rich golden bronze, producing an elegant efl^ect

The under side of the leaves is glaucous. The whole

tree is unsurpassed in noble and unique work.

—

Gar-

dener't Chronicle.
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Hydrangea ctanea.—A new species, with woolly

leaves, and blue flowers with pale rosy calices. Said

to be very distinct and desirable.

NEW VEGETABLES.
Peas—Berkshire Hero (Sutton's).—The largest and

longest-podded pea in cultivation ; distinct from all

others, and of excellent flavor. This kind should

be planted like beans, or sown singly, half an inch

apart.

Celeky—MaiuJiesler Champion (Dickson's).—This

is highly spoken of. It is a red variety, grows very

dwarf, rarely exceeding twenty inches in height, of

superior color, and delicate nutty flavor, very solid

and crisp ; requires less carthing-up than most sorts,

and keeps well up to the cud of the month of April.

HpId anb Plarp JFruih.

Pauline Ghape.—Some doubts having been ex-

pressed as to the identity of this Grape, Mr. J. P.

Berckmans says, in the Soiithern Field and Fireside

:

—
The grape called Pauline has been cultivated many
years in South Carolina, and more especially in the

vicinity of Aiken, under the name of Burgundy. In

fact it is extensively cultivated for wine making

—

Dr. IMcDon.ald and Mr. de Caradeuc having sold Pau-

line wine, years ago. Its present name of Pauline

was given to it. in honor of a daughter of Mr. de

Caradeuc and to do away with the name of Burgundy

which would have implied it to be a foreign variety,

whereas it is a pure native. Its season of maturity

is middle to last of August, it is a better grape than

either the Lenoir or Warren.

Elizabeth Grape.—Originated on the farm of

James Hart, near Rochester fifteen years ago, and

the " Rural New Yorker," says is in good repute in

that neighborhood. It is a white grape, and the

bunch compact like a Rebecca in size and shape in

the cut given.

'•The bunches and berries both resembled the Isa-

bella in size and form ; skin thin ; color greenish

white, with a slight purple tinge in the sun ; very

little pulp. The flavor was good, better than Isabel-

la, wo thought at the time, somewhat acid, but pleas-

ant."

Cutter's Seedling Strawberry.—At page 173

of last volume we gave some account of this variety.

It was found accidentally by Mr. B. F. Cutter, of

Pclham, N. H., the seed having, probably, been

dropped by birds. It has been now fifteen years

under cultivation, and it is claimed for it that, being

a hermaphrodite, it is a better bearer than Hovey,

Wilson's Albany, and others ; commences to ripen on
the 12lh of June, and continues from six to ten days
longer. It appears to have been better tested before
sending out, than some of the new ones, and may
certainly not be less in value on that account.

Harteord PnoLific Grape.—Has proved the
earliest of all kinds cultivated in the South. Ripe
in Macon, Ga., 27th of June.

Albion White Blackberry.—Wc received some
berries from Mr. Orange, which unfortunately did
not reach us in good order. But they airorded sulTi-
cicnt evidence to give us a very favorable opinion of
their value.

Bonipxfir Infplfigpnrp.

Sale of Peaches.—Mr. James M. Whitney, one
of the most extensive peach growers in Western New
York, has sold the entire crop of his orchard at Ro-
chester, at $2 per b.isket ; the purchaser to pick them,
himself, from the trees.

Baltimore Park.—The Commissioners have se-
lected a site for the new Park in the north-western
part of the suburbs. It comprises 537 acres of land,
at a cost of$541,300.

Large Watermelon " Patch."—A market gar-
dener in southern Indiana has 1700 acres, planted in

watermelons for the Cincinnati, Louisville, New Al-
bany, St. Louis and Chicago markets.

Large Peach Orchard.—We are informed on
the best authority, that there is a Peach Orchard on
the Eastern shore of Maryland, that contains GOO
acres. The net profit of which was last year $40,000
and that the owner was offered S6O,U00 for the crop
of this year, the purchaser to pick the fruit and take

it to market.

Watermelon Molasses.—Having been engaged
the last season in raising watermelons and making
them into syrup, I thought a description of my mode
of operation might be acceptable to some of your nu-
merous readers. I think that the Watermelon will

not make sugar, in consequence of the waxy proper-

ties of the syrup when boiled to that consistency;

but for the syrup, it has no equivalent for preserving

all kinds of fruit with which our country abounds.

It is also excellent for table use. The process is very
simple. I express the juice by hand, by putting the

core of the melon in a sack ; then boil to a proper
consistency in a copper kettle. From experiments

which I have made, I think that wc cannot get a
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bcUcr return for our ground than by this process. I

made from one acre of ground, the last season, eigh-

teen barrels of syrup. I sold this for ciglity cents per

gallon, which made four hundred and forty-six dol-

lars for my labor. Now I am aware that this will

seem incredible fo a great many who have not tried

the experiment; but nevertheless, it can be done, and

if any one doubting it will call on me, I will convince

him of its entire practicability. C. H.

Ross County, Ohio. [Excltange.

NURSEUIES AT COLDWATER, MICHIGAN:—Jlr. //.

C. Gilbert, has 76 acres under Nursery culture, 59 of

which are occupied by the fruit department. He

commenced three years ago.

Messrs. G. H. White ^ Co. commenced in 1859 and

have sixty acres.

Mr. Lincoln has 20 acres.

Messrs. Brown, Cliglmc Sf Hunt, U. M. Wnrjht and

J. P. Parsons, have also establishments in the imme-

diate vicinity, all bidding fair to make their village

one of the " Rochesters" of America.

"The lady who contributes a go'-d recipe for the public beucfit^

deserves as much credit as he who intioduces a new fruit or

vegetable."

—

Good Attthority.

The Best Tomato Tickles.—Tate one peck of

green tomatoes, sliced, one dozen onions, sliced also,

sprinkle them with salt, and let them stand until the

next day, when drain them. Then use the following

as spices : One box of mustard, one and a halfounces

of black pepper, one ounce of whole cloves one ounce

of yellow mustard seed, one ounce of allspice. Put

in the kettle a layer of spices and one of tomatoes

and onions alternately. Cover them with vinegar,

wet the mustard before putting it in ; let the whole

boil fifteen or twenty minutes, and you will have

pickles so good that you will be pestered by all your

friends and neighbors asking you for a taste of them

and a recipe.— Ohio Cultivator.

Preserving Peaches.—Pare the peaches, weigh

them, and take the same weight of sugar ; boil the

syrup until it is clear, then turn it over the fruit;

let it remain for one night, then take out the fruit

upon flat dishes; boil the syrup again, and pour it

over the fruit in the jars ; again pour off the syrup

and boil it—this to be repeated for four successive

days the jars not to be closed until the whole is

tlioroujhly cold.— Wisconsin Farmer.

Tomato Catsip.—To a half-bushcI of skinned

tomatoes, add one quart of good vinegar, one pound

of salt, a quarter of a pound of black pepper, two

ounces of African cayenne, a quarter of a pound of

allspice, six onions, one ounce of cloves, and two

pounds of brown sugar. Boil this mass for three

hours, constantly stirring it to keep it from burning.

When cool, strain it through a fine sieve or coarse

cloth, and bottle it for use. Many persons omit the

vinegar in this preparation.

To Make a Lemon Pie out of Turnips.—Take
a turnip and pare and boil it, add a teaspoonful of

tartaric acid and a cup of sugar, season and bake as

an apple pie.

yoFFign Inhlligpnrp.

Strawberry Forcing.—Early in September I

make a plantation of the best runners I can get, ex-

pressly for the purpose of supplying fine early run-

ners for potting next summer. The ground is pre-

ferable if light and in a warm situation. It is well

manured, and the runners planted in lines two feet

apart, but only six inches between tlie plants in the

row. This close planting I adopt simply for the sake

of getting the necessary stock for forcing in as small

a space as possible, as it is much more convenient for

both laying them and attending to them in the way
of watering after they are laid. These autumn run-

ners throw out fine, strong runners early in the sea-

son, and these are the runners chosen for the forcing

plants. In ordinary seasons they are ready to lay by

the end of the first week of June, which is earlier

than I have been able to get runners from plants

forced the same spring and then planted out; and in

ordinary cases, runners from old plantations arc wiry,

and not at all likely to make fine plants, whereas I

have alwaj-s found autumn-planted runners to throw

out, not not only early runners, but fine sappy run-

ners, full of growth and energy, if I may so speak.

As soon as these runners are large enough to handle,

the necessary number of '2jj or 3-inch pots are firmly

filled with equal parts of friable loam and well-de-

cayed leaf-mould, sifted through a 3. inch sieve.

They are filled in the compost-shed and carried to the

border, and plunged in rows up the centre of the

space between the lines. A single runner is then

laid on the surface of each pot and gently pressed

into the soil, taking care not to bury the centre or

heart of the runner. A small stone is then laid on

the stem immediately behind the runner or young

plant, to keep it firmly in its place. A peg answers

the same purpose; but the stone is the most cxpcdi

tious way, and it prevents, to a certain extent, evap

.fl
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oration in dry weather. A watering is then admin-

istered through a tolerably fine rose, sufficient to wet

the soil in the pot through, and during dry weather

they are regularly watered every afternoon, and all

runners thrown out beyond the young plant in the

pot is removed as soon as they maiie their appear-

ance. In about three weeks from the time they arc

laid in the small pots they are generally ready for

their fruiting-pots. I am never satisfied if I have

not shifted them into their fruiting-pots before the

end of the first week in July, especially if they are

required for early forcing.

The size of the pot which I use for fruiting them

in are 5-inch and 6-inch—the former size for all

plants that are to be fruited before the first of April,

and the latter for those fruited later in the season. I

have always found that in small pots they throw up

their bloom-stalks more strongly, set better, and

yield as fine fruit as in the larger size ; and the only

reason why I use (i-inch pots at all is, that after April

sets in they require a deal of water, and are more

troublesome in this respect in the small pots than in

the larger size.

The soil I use for shifting them is a friable loam

with a third of well dccaj-ed hotbed or old mushroom

bed dung, and a little soot and coarse sand. And
contrary to my general practice in comparing compost

for potting, I always sift the loam through a coarse

sieve, for this reason that I like the soil pressed into

the pot as firmly as I can get it, and when of a coarse

and more spongy nature this is not so well accom-

plished ; it moreover facilitates the operation of pot-

ting. The pots should either be new from the pot-

tery, or as well scrubbed and clean as brush and

water can make them. The young plants should be

so well rooted that you can lift them by the leaves

without endangering the destruction of the balls.

In potting them, the soil should be crammed into

the pot as firmly as thumbs and fingers can make it,

and great care taken that the heart of the plant be

left quite clear.

When shifted they are allowed to stand in a slight-

ly shaded situation for a few days, and are tlien re-

moved to the hottest and most sheltered place at

command, where they can have the full blaze of the

sun all day long. I generally place them on a rais-

ed trellis work for the double purpose of preventing

worms from entering the pots and the roots from

rooting through into the soil. They should have as

much room as will allow each plant to stand quite

clear of its fellow. In this position they must never

be allowed to become dry. The pots being well

crocked, and the soil in the pots so firmly pressed,

there is little danger during the summer and early

autumn of over-watering them. All runners and

weeds are removed as soon as they appear, and as

soon as the pot is tolerably well filled with roots thoy

are watered every other time with guano or dung
water, and always sprinkled over head every fine

evening with clean water, which keeps the foliage

clean, and refreshes the plant after a hot day. By
the end of September the ball, when turned out of

the pot, appears literally roots and nothing else, and

you might throw it across the garden without break-

ing it. This, with a firm crown like the end of your

thumb, is the proper criterion for a Strawberry being

in a proper condition for forcing. Should the weather

prove very wet in October, I generally lay them down
on their sides to escape a long continued state of sa-

turation, and before frost sets in, I have them put

under cover of cold frames, and their pots plunged

in coal ashes or sand with good drainage below. The
lights are drawn off every fine day, and put on and

tilted up at the back during rain. A sharp frost will

do them no harm. The pots being plunged, the roots

are safe, and all that is necessary is a single mat du-

ring very severe frost, and in such quarters they are

quite safe till required for forcing.

—

Scollish Gardener.

JlortiruHuralf $nmlm.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTTJEAL
SOCIETY.

The Socifly held its nsual monthly meeliog on Angnst 21st.

The Schedule not offtring premiums for July and August, there
was uo display at cither of those meetings.

Mr. PoU'-'ck. gardener to Jlr. Dundas, however, brought a vpry
beautiful and perfect tlower of the Victoria Regia; Mr. Matheson,
gardener to F. Yarnall,a bunch of Black Hamburg Graph's, weigli-

ing about eight pound.s, berries large and well colored, and Mr.
Koljle heverat specimens of peara of good size and appr-arance.
We have been informed that the liowcrof the Victoria Kogia ex-

hibited by Mr. Pollock, flowered in a taak or basin in the open
garden.
The Committee on Exhibition offered a re.so]ution, which was

adopted : That the competition fur the premiums oU'ertd in the
Scliedule for September take place on the evening uf the regular
Stated Meeting of the Society, ou September 18th.

This action was rendered necessaiy, on account of the impossi-

bility of procuring a room at all suitable for the large annual exhi-

bition that was contemplated ; had the Committee been able to (se-

cure the proper accommodations for the dijjplay that waN anticipa-

ted, one of the large^st and most brilliant collections wi>nld have
bcf-n brought together that lias ever been exhibited in Philadelphia.

There will we doubt not. be a very excellent di^^play at Concert
Hall iu September, to which we iuvite the attention of the friends

of the Society.

CINCINNATI HORTICTJLTTTRAL SOCIETY.
AUGUST 4TII.

FRUIT COMMITTtE—AD. INTERIM REPORT.

To the President of Hw, Vincinnnti HorticuUvral Society:

Sir:—Your committee h.ive. since our last report, visited, by in-

vitation, the grounds, and examined the fruit growing on the trees

of the several members, as follows:

Mr. .1. K. Muttier—Dwarf Pears.—Mr. M. went into their cultiva-

tion a f<'w years since, and they have been steadily growing in favor

with him, till he hsus now several hundred trees, varying in age from
three to nine or ten years old, and with very few exceptions, in the
most p-itiMfiu'tory condition; many of the older ones loaded down
with fruit. The Bartlett and L<juise Bonne do Jersey are Mr. M..8
first favorites in the order they ai'e placed.
Apple Orchard.—This we found in a most flourishing dondition,

aiirl .Mr. M.'s worthy sons were busily engaged in picking fruit for

market, of Summer Queens, Sweet Junes, Karly Strawberry and

^Mic^'
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Bcnoni. Mr. M. was one of the firnt to discover the liigh quality of
tlie Bt-noni. which is wti-julily (piining ftivur. anii takinj; rank jw the

be^t variety of its season, whilst its very handtfune ajipearaiice, as
gruwii by Mr. M , wuul<l attniot attention iiuywln-re.

The viiii-yani;^ show the effects of Sir. M.'s ?uperior cultivation in
the abunilauce and quality of the fruit, as well as in the vigorous
growth iif wix*d, giving promise of the ability of the vines to hear a
heavy crop next eeaaon. There were some evidences of the rot up
to the time of our visit; we rthouM judge a fifth pint of the crop had
been lost. The Delaware—such faith hiis our experienced Vigneron
in the sterling gfxxl qualities of this coniparHtividy new candidate
for public tavor, that he has, the la.-it neason. planted out a vineyard
of fifteen hundred vinos, notwithstanding the high prices the vines
have Commanded. Your Committee deem this fiu't one of the most
conclusive evidences of its merits that has come under their obser-
vation. Time would not allow your Committee to note all tJie desi-

rable pnictical matters worthy of comment in our friend's gri>nn<ls,

ftnd we conclude with cue Important item to the amateur grapo-
growers in this region. Mr. M. is opposed to the continued shnrlen-

ius in of the lateral growths through the summer, finding tho growth
of the leaves a help to the vigor of the plant, and thin shade a help
to the maturity of the fruit.

M. McWilliams, Ksq.—Mr. M. has long been known as one of our
mo.st roiitinued and .-^ucces-sful competitiirs fur premiums in fruits at

our Horticultural Kxhibitions, especially in pears. It was from Mr.
M. we first became acquainted with the appropriate name of the
Flemish beauty, which, as grown by him. is a real beauty, its bright
amber-colored skin being painted, on the side fully exposed to the
sun, with the most brilliant carmine, fixing the attention as far as
the range of vision will command. The Bartlett. Onondaga. Beurre
de Amali^ ajid Vicar of Winkfield, are all special favorite.-^ with Mr.
M., and the trees are generally bending under the weight of fruit.

Dwarfs and standards seem to do e^iually well here; passing from the
house to the roadway, some care is necessary to guard the cranium
from injury from contact with his White I'ippins, which hang in
dangerous proximity- to the path. In apples, Mr. JI.'s first favorite

is Wliite Pippin; second, White Pippin, and we believe it is also his

last.

From hence we proceeded to Mr. Diserens', about one mile below,
where we found a fine, thrifty orchard of standard pears, a fruit the
inspection of w^hich was our special object. The trees were in fine,

vigorous Condition, but in the opinion of your Committee, most
awfully maltreated by the cruel manner in which they have been
pruned, several of them exposing a naked stem some ten feet high,
without a branch or leaf to protect or shield them from the glare of

the sun's rays, which was nearly hot enough to broil your representa-
tives, while commiserating the helpless condition of the pitiable ob-
jects before them. (Please, Mr. D—-—.do allow your pet trees to put
some clothing on their lower extremities.) Notwithstanding these
disadvantages, the trees wore generally in a he:\lthy condition, and
many of them bearing fine fruit. The Bartlett. especially, here as

elecwhcre, stood pre-eminent among its fellows for its loads of large.

fiiir, and tempting-looking fruit. The dwarf pears, here, liad been
served in the same ruthle^w manner a-s the *»tanrfards. every lateral

branch cut off" up to four or five feet from the ground, suggesting
the notion to your Committee that the ojjeralor mut^t have been
a pnictical butcher.

F. Fekstein's, Esq., was the next place visited. The trees here
found were planted by the late Davitl Lortng, one of the earliest

members of this Society, and we had here an opportunity of judg-
ing of the slate of pomological knowledge, in this vicinity, twenty
years back. We here found one stiindard tree of the Louise Bonne
de Jersey, with a good crop of fruit, and would here solicit that Mr.
E. save some specimens until they are ripe, for the benefit of tho
community, by this Society having the opportunity of judging the

merits by comparison with those grown on Dwarf trees. Here wo
found White ^Doyenne, Napoleon, Heathcote, I'rbaniste. Summer
Bon. Chretien, Vicar of Winkfield, Beurre Diel, with several other
varieties, of cotemporary renown; of course, including the Bartlett,

of which variety here are larger speciniL'Us than we have elsewhere
seen, and. as everywhere else, overbuniened with loads of fmit.

Our visit to these several places strikingly demonstrated one /«c/.
viz: ;That although we may not. in multiplying varieties, have im-
proved on the quaiitie--* of tho old favorites, of twenty or thirty ye.ars

biick. as tlie Seck»d, White Doyenne and Bartlett, we have mui'h in-

creased the number possessing their 8Ui»erior exeeUenoies, extending
the perioil of enjoying, and enhancing the varieties of our luscious
favorites.

Gen. M. S. Wade's.—The General ha.s for many years maintained a

hieih reputation for the handsome specimens of fruits exhibited be-

fore this Society; and the appearance and condition of his trees, with
their loads of noble fruits, this season, give substantial evidence of
the degree of care and skilful management with which his trees are
treated. and well do they j)romise to pay him for such care an*! skill.

Wi* would like all the opponents and detractors of Dwarf Pear trees

to see (Jen. Wade's specimens, as they appear this season, and if.

after such a sight, they diil not admit that Dwarf P^ars were most
eminently worthy of commendation, we would give them up as in-

corrigible grumblers, or liken them to tlie reptile who would not
listeu to the voice of the ohanner. (charm he never so wisely.)

The General can point to some remarkable instances of the im-
pmvenient oramelioi-ationof tho fruit of certain trees in his grounds,
by a skillful and juditious course of treatment, one tho case of a
White Doyenne, (stjindard) which bore gnarly, cracked, and imper-

fect fruit, such as it is goneraily comdemned for. Our friend had the
tree dug around, an application of ashes and other manures on the
surface, and a deep taench. cut from nesir the base of the tree, to
sene fora drain, which he partly filled with brush. The tree shortly
after started into vigorous growth, and has annually bornt* crop^ of
fair, sound fruit since, and at the present time is loaded with a
bountiful crop. A large Swan Apple tree was renovated in the B:uue
way.
Plums and the Curculio.—Tlie General feels confident that he has

beaten this insiduous enemy. His forces are an army of durk«, chii:k-

ens and guinea fowls. In the latter he has as much confidence as
another celebrated general had in tho invulnerability of his Old
Guard. So confitlent is the General of his ability to conquer his
enemy, that he designs enlarging his field of operations by planting
more Plum. Apricot and Nectarine trees. The appearance of his

Plum and Nectarine trees as at present Uiaded with their bunlcns
of tempting-looking fruit, would, we believe, fset Pomonas' mouth
watering.
We should have mentioned in it:* proper connexion, that the Gen-

eral advocates and practices a judicious use of the jiruning knife in
his treatment of young tree.s—not indiscriminate—for he point^'d to
specimen trees which pcarcely ever needeil it. We can assure the
members of this Society that in General W^ade's e.xample in hts

management of fruit trees, they have a model they might s.afeiy

copy after, and hope he will continue to benefit the members of this

S<->ciety. and through them the community at large, with the results

of his matured experience.
WM. HEAVER, Chairman.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF MORRISSA-
NIA, N, Y.

Will hold its fourth exhibition on the 3d and -Ith of October,
under favorable auspices for succe.ss.

FKTJIT GROWER'S SOCIETY OF EASTERN
PEITSSYLVANIA.

We learn from the Secretary of this Association that the next
meeting will be held at the same time and place, as that of tho
Pomolog.cal Society. Namely, the Assembly BuiMings. Sept. llth
We hear that an immense collection of grapes with other fruits,

will bein all probability exhibited by the members, and the etiV-rts

of both Societies, be much aided bv the united etforts of tho two.

FRANKFORD WORKINGMEN'S HORTICUL
TURAL SOCIETY,

The Onion show came otf on the 2>th of July, being pretty well
attended by exhibitors, and olliers. C. Broadliurst, took first

pri/e for VoKow Slrasburg; J. Threlfall, second. For White Silver.

J. Threlfall, first. J. S. Lard, second. C. Broadhurst took the
first prizes for Seedlings. R. Scott, second.

UNION AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OF TRUMANSBURG, N. Y.
Holds its annual meeting on llth. 12ih, and 13th. It is one oftho

best managed in the country, and we hope will be well supporteil.

The premiums offered in the Horticultural department arc- very nu-

merous.

AMERICAN WINE GROWER'S ASSOCIA-
TION.

The regular monthly meeting of the Society was held July 2S.

Pr'-ident, N- B Shaler, in the chair.

Mr. Robert Buchanan observed that the wine crop wonld this

season be a fair average one. The vintage was a little early, but

not two weeks, as had been supposed. Since the last meeting, he
had received Mr. Bright's book, in which the present system of

vine-growing was denounced as false, and that more shallow plant-

ing should be adopted.

They were not in the habit of prpclising deep planting. They
planted about the pmper depth, and were not incliued to change.

Dr. Shaler reiiiarkfd that he could show this writer where tho

roots of vines had worked their way through rock (marl, or shale)

for a depth of fifteen feet.

Mr. Ilowarth remarked that there was a medium between the

shallow and deep planting, which it would be well to learo aod
follow.
"This medium. Mr. Ilowarth,"' observed Mr. Buchanan, *'we

are now practicing. Experience, said he, is our be-^t guide ; it is

belter than any theory, and the result of our practice evinces its

correctness."
Several members spoke of the Grape rot as prevailing to some

extent ; but on the whole the crop was considered satisfactory. m=^•1
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FLOWBR-G&RDEN & PLEASURE-GBOCND.
The firsL two weeks in October will be the great

tree-planting month of the fall season ; and, as we
have last month stated, the operation cannot be pro-

ceeded with too rapidly. In this region, at least,

after the end of this month, every day's delay in-

creases the risk of loss by the severity of winter;

and, after the loth, we would not care to plant ever-

greens, unless they were comparativelj' small, and the

operation conducted with great care. Occasionally

great success follows later planting,—owing more to

good luck than sound judgment. Where planting is,

of necessity, delayed, the risk is made less by prun-

ing. The later a tree is planted, and the more ex-

posed the situation, the more in proportion should

it be pruned. It has become a pretty well settled

axiom in American gardening, that the way frost acts

in destroying fall-planted trees is by excessive evapo-

ration, by which the moisture is dried out of them;

and this is to be obviated by shelter from cold winds,

protection from the sun's rays, pruning, and other

ways, which will suggest themselves to the reader

according to his peculiar circumstances.

All operations connected with ground-work are

now being pushed forward rapidly,—grading, road-

making, lawn-making, and so on. So much has been

said of lawn-making in our past issues, that little

remains to be said here. One of the newest improve-

ments in sodding a lawn is not to lay the pieces of

sod close to each other. Pieces can be cut into any

size or shape and laid down several inches from each

other, the soil being loosely thrown aside by the

trowel to make the surface of the sod and the sur-

rounding soil be nearly level. On a large scale, a

wide drill which any ingenious laborer could con-

struct, or even a shallow furrow with a plough, as in

'•marking out" for a corn-crop, might be employed.

and the pieces of sod, about six inches square, bct in

four or six inches apart. A bnsh-harrow afterwards

drawn over the lot, levels the loose soil in the spaces

between the sods, and the roller afterwards passed

over the whole makes a good, firm, plane job. When
the grass commences to grow in the spring, it soon

spreads into the unoccupied spaces; and before mid-

summer, the whole becomes one uniform sheet of

grass. This method, which may be called sodding by

inoculation, saves just one-half the cost of sodding

by the usual mode, and is very near as good, in fact,

quite as good, after a few months of time, and costs

very little more than seeding-down. which, except

under the management of one who thoroughly un-

derstands his subject, is one of the most unsatisfac-

tory of all regular modes. Where seeding-down is

to be the mode, now is the time to see about it.

The greatest difficult}' we have to contend against

in making good lawns is the coarse, rank weeds with

which most parts of our countrj' abound ; and no

effort that can be made to guard against their intro-

duction, or to provide for their eradication at the

outset, will be ill spent. It is often an easy matter

at first; but after they have once been suffered to

establish themselves, it is often better to dig or

plough up the whole surface and lay it down anew.

Sometimes much may be accomplished in old lawns

by digging out the weeds with a trowel or spade,

filling up the holes with soil, into which the grass

will soon run and obliterate the traces of the work.

We saw a lawn of quite considerable extent last

spring treated this way, that, by the use of annual

top-dressings of stable-manure had been nearly

ruined by the profuse introduction of orchard-grass,

but which was renewed to its former beauty by the

emploj'ment of a man three days in this way.

In all our operations, saving labor should be our

first consideration,—not that kind of labor-saving

which half does an operation; but which will pro-

duce an equal result at a less cost. The introduction

of grasses that will always remain green, and yet

grow so slow as to require little mowing, is one of

the new featureti in this line. Experiments are

wanted with many kinds of native plants that are to

be found in most localities. Of course, all those who
propose new improvements or try novel experiments

~ urn—~:?f^«—«Kg^^
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win be laughed at and pointed out as " humbugs;"

but that should not deter any one from following the

path of progress. The Spergula pili/era ("in recom-

mending which to our readers' attention as well

worthy of trial, we almost stood alone,—and which

we did simply from analogy ; several of our native

plants of allied forms growing greenly and compactly

on the dryest and most rocky places) proves with us to

stand our hottest suns and coldest weather, and all

that is now wanted is experiments in actual lawn

treatment. Should it answer as well as it promises,

a law ncan be very cheaply made of it by the inocu-

lating process before described.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, and hardy Dutch

bulbs generally, must have immediate attention.

Crocuses and Snowdrops are often planted out in the

grass on the lawn ; the former is not very objection-

able, as the leaves have so clcse a grass-like appear-

ance ; but the last should never be so employed, the

foliage giving, the whole summer afterwards, a very

coarse and weedy appearance to the lawn.

Hyacinths and Tulips may be set out in the beds

devoted to summer-flowering bedding-plants, as they

will, in a great measure, be out of flower before the

bedding-time comes around, when they can be either

taken up and transplanted lo an out-of-the-way place

to ripen, or the bedding-plants can be set in between

where the bulbs grow, without either much interfer-

ing with the success of the other.

As a manure for these bulbs, nothing has yet been

found superior to well-decayed sandy, cow-manure
;

but where this is not conveniently at hand, well-

decomposed surface-soil from a wood will do as well.

Many kinds of hardy annuals flower much better

next spring, when sown at this season of the year.

A warm, rich bolder should be chosen, and the seed

put in at once. Early in spring they must be trans-

planted to the desired position in the flower-border.

Few things are more valued in winter than a bunch

of Sweet Violets. A few may now be potted, and

they will flower in the window toward spring ; or a

small bed of them may be made in a frame, which

should be protected by a mat from severe frost. To

have Pansics flower early and profusely in spring,

they may be planted out in a frame, as recommended

for the Violet.

Herbaceous hardy border-flowers are often propa-

gated in the fall by dividing the roots; but, unless

it is convenient to protect the newly-made plants

through the winter, it is better to defer this till spring,

as the frost draws out of the ground and destroys

many. Where it is now resorted to, a thick mulch-

ing of leaves or litter should be placed over the

young stock when transplanted.

Chrysanthemums now in flower should have their

names and colors rectified, against the time when

in spring Ihey may have to be replanted, when they

can be re-arranged with accuracy and satisfaction,

according lo the owner's taste.

Dahlias, tlladiolus. Tuberoses, and other plants

that require winter protection for their roots in cel-

lars, should be taken up at once on their leaves get-

ting injured by the first white frosts. The two latter

should be pretty well dried before storing away, or

they may rot. Dahlias may be put away at once.

*••«*

GREENHOUSE.
Bulbs for flowering in pots should be planted at

once. Four or five-inch pots are suitable. One

Hyacinth and about three Tulips are sufficient for

each. After potting, plunge the pots over their rims

in sand under the greenhouse stage, letting them

remain there until the pots have become well filled

with roots, before bringing them on to the shelves to

force.

Where many flowers are desired for bouquets in

winter, a good stock of such as flower easily should be

provided, especially of white-flowering kinds, with-

out a good sprinkling of which a bouquet has but a

very common-place look. Deutzia gracilis and D.

scabra, Philadelphuses, and Tamarix are ver)' good

hardy plants to pot for winter-flowering. The Iberis

sempervirens is also a splendid while to force for its

white flowers. Lopezia rosea is nearly indispensable

for giving a light, airy gracefulness to a bouquet

;

and Camellias and -\zaleas cannot possibly be done

without.

Many kinds of annuals also come well into play

;

amongst other things, Phlox Drummondii, Sweet

Alyssum, Collinsia bicolor, Schizanthuses, Mignion-

ette, and Nemophilla arc essential.

We alluded lo these matters last month, but there

will yet be time enough to attend to them if they

have been neglected.

There are but few things in the greenhouse that

will require special treatment at this time. Camel-
lias and Azaleas, as they cease to grow, will require

less water; but it is now so well known that moist-

ure is favorable to growth, and comparative dryness

favorable to flowering, that we need do no more than

refer to the fact.

To watch for the first appearance of insects of all

kinds, is one of the chief points of immediate interest

in plant-culture. If they once become numerous, it

is often better to throw away a plant entirely than

to doctor it after the old methods. Much is said in

the praise of some new compounds for the destruc-

tion of insects; but nothing can be more simple or

eireitual than the Gardener's Slonikly compound. The
following is the recipe:

.Aqnafont., one tin-boiler full,

Carbo cale/acU, i pecli.
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The former is placed over the latter out in the

open air, and when n thermometer, placed in tlie

former, indicates V30~, the plants arc inverted and

dipped in for four or five seconds. A whole house

full of plants can thus, wilh a man and boy, be ope-

rated on in a few hours. Scale, green-fly, rcd-spidcr,

et genus omne, fall before, or rather under, this mirac-

ulous compound. To be sure, it is nothing but hot

water, but under so common a name it will never

become popular or useful. Our people mostly prefer

something mysterious that tlicy have to pay high for;

and if it come from the uttermost ends of the earth,

Bo much the better.

It is not only "Love"
*'i Thosees

No gain in trophies won with ease."

It is equally a question whether horticulturists value

much whatever good they may get for nothing.

FRDIT GARDEN.
There is considerable art in raising fruit ; but there

is as much or more in gathering and ripening t icm.

Pears and apples are ready as soon as the seeds begin

to turn black, or as soon as they will part easily from

the tree by gently raising the stalk, or as soon as the

leaves show indications of falling from the trees;

indeed, whether they are duly ripe or not, no length

of time will avail them aught after the leaves fall.

No rules can be given for the exact place to put them

away in, but the principle must be applied to each

individual case. In the fir.st place, the fruit-shelves

must be secure from frost. In the next place, it must

be just moist enough to prevent withering, but not

too much so, or the flavor will be inferior. Nor must

it be too hot, or your fine Jieurres may become Fondanies,

or resemble cooked Pommes des ierres, alias boiled

potatoes. If it is too cold,—barely above the freez-

ing-point,—the fruit becomes insipid and tasteless.

The happy idea is to strike central to all these ex-

tremes. Of course, they must be hand-picked from

the tree, as the slightest bruise causes decay. The
stock must be occasionally overhauled anyhow to

take out such as will be found, from various acci-

dents, in a decaying state. Apples, for commercial

purposes, are usually barrelled-up, with chaff or

other light substance between each layer; and some
pears, such as Lawrence, will bear the same treat-

ment ; but such preserved fruit are never equal in

quality to those preserved in a more open way on

shelves.

Peaches in Illinois.—The Galena (Ill.J Courier

is informed that the peach crop in the southern part

of that State is immense. A ridge in Union and

Jackson counties, twenty miles long, and from five

to seven miles wide, produced at least one million

bushels, a large amount of which will be distilled.

(Jommunirflfions.

REPLT TO MR. WILLIAM BRIGHT, ON
GRAPE-GROWING.

BY G. P. HACiii;xni;RG, M.n., coxsackih, n. y.

In the August number of your valuable journal

Mr. William Bright gave us an article on " Grape-

Growing." As one of "a set of writers that sprung

up" for the sake of truth in science, I beg leave to

make somewhat of a review of this gentleman's

paper.

He states " that the foreign vine would stand any

degree of heat in the grapery, short of 212^ of Fah-

renheit, provided sufficient moisture were present in

the house," and cites an experiment where the heat

of 175>3 or more was applied to his vines, without

injury to them. The error here consists in not

slating what length of time his vines were exposed

to such a high temperature with impunity. It needs

no experiment to know that vegetation, exposed to

an unusual high temperature for a long period, must

die, notwithstanding all the artifii-ial ev.iporation

with which the plant may be surrounded. Plants

cannot continue to live in a constant heat of 17.")^

Fah. They will never adapt themselves to a tempe-

rature of that kind.

On the other hand, a plant can for a short time be

made subject to any degree of heat, not only " short

of 212° Fah., but far beyond that,—not, however,

by several hundred degrees be3'ond the boiling-point,

as Mr. Bright would make it appear by the following

remarks ;
—" The grape-vine can stand the heat better

than a human being can." Let us ascertain what

heat man can endure. "The workmen of the late

Sir F. Chantreyhave been accustomed to enter a fur-

nace in which his moulds were dried, whilst the floor

was red-hot and a thermometer in the air stood at

350O; and the Chabert, the 'Fire-King,' was in the

habit of entering an oven whose temperature was

from 400^ to 600-." As " the grape-vine can stand

the he.at better than a human being," will our friend

ascertain how far beyond GOO'^ Fah. his grape-vines

will endure without injury?

Plants may, with comparative impunity, be ex-

posed to many deleterious influences which would be

destructive to animal life. There are plants that

can endure any degree of natural temperature better

than man, but are not so well able to sustain the ex-

tremes of heat and cold. The low standard of sen-

sation in the plant is what protects it from many of

those influences which would be destructive to animal

life, but the torpidity of the circulation of its fluid

is the great obstacle in the way to prevent it from

enduring the excesses of heat or cold. The heat of

the human body is known to be almost invariably
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9S'J ; that of vegetation generally varies with the

surrounding air, and, from its languid t-irculalion,

beoomcs a better conductor of heat than animal

bodies.

Mr. Bright's views of applying cold water to

healed plants with beneficial effects, arc obviously

correct. Plants will be apt to suffer greatly from

depression if warm water is applied to them when

in a heated state. The varying effects of warm and

cold showers on the growth of vegetation is well

known. The application of the/uM of cold water on

a plant exalts its sensitive functions,—warm water

depresses it ; therefore the beneficial effects in the

one case, and the injury done in the other. The

laws of animal life are governed precisely upon the

the same principles. That Mr. Bright, Russian-

fashion, can jump out of the hot bath into the snow

with impunity, is owing to the over-excitement of

the capilliaries of the skin, which depress the ner-

vous functions to such a degree, that painful reaction

is not experienced, and therefore no injury done.

However, let that excitement be not in its highest

degree, such experiments may sometimes endanger

life.

Mr. Bright appears to be a most unconsevvative

pruncr of the vine. I never could understand the

philosophy of this practice carried to the extremes.

Some do not prune enough, others prune too much

—

so much so, that they become mutilators of plants.

The roots of a plant hold a chemico-physiological

relation with the branches and leaves. The roots

extract from the soil largely carbonaceous substances,

the surplus of which are eliminated by the leaves.

The object of pruning being to produce new leaves

or fruit, with nature it is an effort for the elimina-

tion of retained carbonaceous substances. It follows,

that if pruning be carried too far, the plant will

suffer from a carbonic p/c/Aora, and, if stripped of all

its leaves, it is literally choked to death. Here,

again, we find the same principle at play in animal

life. In animals a capacious respiratory activity is

highly destructive to the carbonaceous constituents

of the body; vice versa, a less active respiration in-

terferes less with the disintegration of the body. Of

this we have a striking example in the hibernal

habits of the bear and some other animals, who sleep

all winter, and awake almost as fat in the spring as

they were when they went to bed at Christmas.

GRAPE-CULTURE.
BY A. M.VRSIIAI.I,, KSIJ., K1,8T lllKSTEK, PA.

Having been familiar with various attempts at

vineyard or field-culture of the grape in this county,

(Chester,) running back some thirty or thirty-five

years, and noted the various degrees of comparative

success and failures willi their probable causes, my

experience and observations may be useful to those

who are about to embark in the business without

such experimental knowledge. I would premise

here, that I write mainly for the uninitiated, and not

for the expert, to whom I would listen with much

pleasure to any instruction he might be pleased to

communicate.

Within the period of lime above enumerated, I

have known at least six attempts at vineyard-culture,

embracing several acres each, and all have reached

that page of the volume signed "Finis." Some

have been located on hillsides of different aspects,

and others on the summits of hills, or levels of less

elevation. It is true that most of these experiments

were made at a lime when much less was known

about the culture of grapes than now. But there

was one feature so strongly marked in all those fail-

ures as to be worthy of particular notice. It was

this;—If there was a dry spell of weather during

the month of August, the vines would cast their

leaves, and, as a matter of course, the fruit would

not ripen. I have seen large quantities of fruit

hanging on the vine about the first of September,

sunburnt, unripe, and too bitter for any animal to

eat. This occurred so often that the conclusion was

soon reached, "It won't pay."

With due submission to the opinion of those who

may kno%v better, I have long since come to the con-

clusion that the dryness of our atmosphere was the

main agent in producing this result. I feel fortified

in this position by the fact, that near large rivers and

lakes this is not so apt to occur ; and by another

fact, that in the neighborhood of these field-failures,

about houses and trees, in door-yards and kitchen-

gardens, the leaves are not cast, and the fruit ma-

tures. This is owing to the attraction of moisture

in the atmosphere by, and the shading and protection

of, these objects.

We have all seen that the wild vine flourishes and

fruits best along the margins of woods,—that the

finest-flavored and best-grown bunches are among
the branches with one side open to the sun. Jiow,

let us take a hint from this, and plant trees in our

vineyards. An apple tree planted about every fifty

or sixty feet each way of some good winter variety,

would not interfere with the grape-culture nor di-

minish the iiuantity of the crop, and the picking of

the apples would come after the grapes were gathered,

and add to the profits of the operation. An ever-

green hedge of Norway Fir or American Jlrborvila

planted around the vineyard would .ifiTord great pro-

tection, and also assist in correcting the atmosphere

and rendering it more congenial to the vine.

It is not my intention to say a word on the best

mode of preparing the soil and cultivating the grape
;

that has been well done by abler pens. If the fore-

^^.
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going hints shall prove of any service to those who
arc not within the charmed circle of a lake or large

river, and yet have a desire to cultivate the grape on

a large scale, the time spent in communicating them

will not have been lost.

PEACH TREES.
BT ALPHA, WILMINGTON, DEL.

In your last issue, page 228, 1 received some useful

hints on Peach-Growing, by E. Fryer, Dayton, Ohio,

to which, with your permission, I will add a few

words.

Standard peach trees, particularly such as are work-

ed on peach stocks, do not live healthily and vigor-

ously, capable of bearing fruit, more than five or

six years, even supposing the curculio did not exist,

from the circumstance that their after-treatment is

in all cases left to nature, which never uses a knife.

Trees left to their own inclination soon get "knav-

ish ;" the top shoots will plunder the bottom ones of

their due proportion of sap ; bare poles with gum
breaking out through the bark will be the result.

The pompous shoots at the top will badly stand a se-

vere winter; they will produce but a scanty crop of

yellow leaves the following season, and then death

is sued for damages.

In giving my opinion concerning the propagation

and after-treatment of peach trees, I would advise,

instead of peach stock, to bud on plum stock, as a

preventive against the ravages of insects, it be-

ing a well-established fact that in England and all

other parts of Europe where this is practised, the

borer is never heard of. Secondly, when planting a

peach-orchard the trees should be in a straight line

18 feet apart in each line, and 9 feet distance between

the lines. For this purpose, should formed trees not

be at hand, maiden peaches one year from the bud

should be planted and headed down to four or five

eyes as the young wood advances in growth. It

should be formed and tied at regular distances (say a

span between) to trellisses from eight to ten feet

high, which should be put in the ground previous to

planting the trees. The following Spring the last

year's growth should again be shortened. It will

afford a good supply of shoots to furnish the trees,

and will also be able to bear fruit the following sea-

son. Each succeeding year the knife should be used

freely on the young wood in the lower and centre

parts of the trees, which will have the effect of keep-

ing the sap in free circulation at the bottom as well

as the top, thereby enjbling trees to live eighteen or

twenty years in full bearing. A trellised peach-or-

chard can be easily protected in severe Winters by

corn-stalks or any other suitable materials, without

taking many other .idvantages into account. Pears,

apricots, nectarines, cherries, and plums would look

neat trcUissed, and bear better than standards and
much earlier. Wilh the editor's permission, I will,

at t.ie proper time, have something to say about the

pruning of trellisscd peach trees.

Nurserymen should in future practice forming
dwarf and tall standard fruit trees on their grounds,
in order to meet the wishes of such as would prefer

thc-n to standards. I intend putting fifteen hundred
peach buds this season in plu n slocks, which I intend

for trellises.

[There is a growing tendency amongst fruit-grow-

ers to believe that the bite of the plum-weevil is not

in itself sufficient to cause the fruit of the plum or

peach to rot; but that when they do rot after being

"stung," it is as much owing to previous disease in

the tree as to the weevil's operations. The origin of

many diseases in the peach is plausibly attributed to

over-luxuriance, which grafting on the plum would
remedy. In this sense our correspondent's views may
be sound. Mere grafting on the plum would not pre-

vent the attack of the weevil,— it might modify its

effects. We believe ourselves that in some districts

it would well pay to grow peaches as espaliers.]

SKETCHES of PHILADELPHIA BOTANISTS
BV L.

IV.—THE BARTONS.
Dr. Benjamin Smith Barton may bo considered by

his lectures and writings, the founder of the .\merican

School of Natural History, which has risen to so high

a rank in this branch of science.

This father of American science was born in Lan-

caster, in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, in 17iJG.

It is worthy of note that Lancaster County was also

the birth-place of Robert Fulton and Lindley Mur-
ray ; the first the successful subjector of steam to

the purposes of navigation, the last the popular com-

piler of the generally received system of English

grammar.

His early life was a struggle with want, but his en-

ergetic and elastic mind surmounted all obstacles.*

To the patronage of his uncle, David Ritlenhouse, he

gratefully acknowledges he owed the foundation of

his prosperity and the ability to bo useful. He com-

pleted his medical education at Edinburgh and Got-

tingen.

His reputation for attainments in Natural Science

introduced him speedily to notice, and when only

twenty-four years of ago he was appointed Professor

of Natural History and Botany, in the College of

Philadelphia, afterwards changed to University of

Pennsylvania, and was thus the earliest teacher of

*As an evidenco of hia pursuit of knowlodgo undur difUcuUic^, no
may Folate that bo leamod to draw undor tho ine^tructions of Major

Andro, at the time a prisoner of war at Lancaster.

^^
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Natural Science in America. This office he held

zealously and successfully for twenty-six years. He
was elected in 1)502, Vice-President of the Philo-

sophical Society and succeeded Dr. Bush in the chair

of practice of medicine.

Dr. Barton united untiring industry with great

natural talents, a warm zeal in scientific investiga-

tion and uncommon att.iinments in many branches of

knowledge.

Under the pressure of incessant l.iliors most faith-

fully performed, his constiluliou was worn down be-

neath the perpetual struggle between severe bodily

infirmity and an erer-restlcss mind, till al last, after

visiting Europe in a vain attempt to restore his shat-

tered powers, he died in December, ISl.'), having run

a career alike honorable to himself and useful to his

country.

Dr. Barton's writings are chiefly on subjects relat-

ing to the natural history and antiquities of North

America. He published the first elementary work

on Botany in this country. His works all evince an

ardent zeal for his favorite pursuits and a scrupulous

exactness in statement and description, and must have

contributed largely to the advancement of American

science.

Dr. Barton liberally assisted those laborers in

science to whom fortune had been less propitious.

At his private charge, the botanist Frederick Pursh,

in 1805, explored Virginia and the Carolinas and

subsequently part of Pennsylvania, New York and

New Hampshire. In 1810 he enabled Nuttall to visit

the north-western parts of the United States and ad-

joining British territories, with a similar object.

Both explorations largely contributed to the exten-

sion of our knowledge of the vegetation of the dis-

tricts examined. These two botanists agreed in

naming one of the finest of their discoveries in honor

of their patron "Bartonia."*

Dr. Wm. P. C. Barton, a nephew of the preceding,

was a botanist of considerable reputation, and his

successor as professor of botany in the University of

Pennsylvania. He published "Flor(e Philadelphicit

Prodromus," in 181.5. 1817 to 1825, A'egetable Ma-

teria Medica, and 1821—3, Flora of North America;

the last two illustrated by colored engravings and by

far the best that had yet appeared in America, and

bearing comparison with those of the most celebrated

European botanists. He was author of a useful com-

pendium—Flora; Phlladclphica;, containing a descrip-

tion of plants found within a circuit of ten miles

around Philadelphia. This was issued in 1818, and

['Tlio Bartonia of Nnttatl, a beautiful plant found on the Illinois

pi-airii's, allied to our garden I^cata, Iijw been reduced to ifentzrlia.

by m'Klern botanists, and a penus of little. InsiKniflcant, f^entiana-

coons plants, eBtabliHhcd by Mutilenburg, Is now recognised aa the

true Bartonia.—Ed. 0. M.]

is the most unassuming and perhaps the most meri-

torious among Dr. Barton's botanical works.

Zaccheus Collins is commemorated in " Collinsia,"

named by Nuttall in his honor. Though not a

founder, this enthusiastic botanist was an early and

active member of the Academy of Natural Sciences.

Dr.W. P. C. Barton dedicated his Compendium Flora

Philadelphicae—" To Zaccheus Collins, Esq., a pa-

tient and successful cultivator of that science, the

interests of which this little work is designed to pro-

mote, these pages with esteem for his talents and at-

tainments are respectfully inscribed."

BRIGHT'S METHOD OF PRCNING THE
GRAPE.

BY OLIVER TAYLOR, LOUDON, VA.

Having witnessed the gullibility of the public in

matters of new cures for diseases in the human I

system, and especially the consumption, I feel very

much like saying to friend Bright that I cannot ex- j

actly get the virtue of his method of pruning the grape

so as to make a cure of it.

I have a Concord vine, set out the spring of 'a9,

and now fruiting, and rotting, too, though the ground

is perfectly dry, and the Diana and Rebecca by the

side of it are not so afTected, but a few of the berries

have black spots 'hat only afTcct the skin when first

attacked, and often by ripening-time destroy the

berry.

I think we will generally find that the same kind

of circumstances that produce the rust in our wheat,

will produce rot in the grape; and I think experi-

ence will prove that we make a sad mistake in plant-

ing grapes in warm, sheltered places. I find the

north side of a hill the best as less likely to rot, and

ripen better.

GRAPE CULTURE ON EELLET'S ISLAND,
OHIO.

EFFECTS OF DEW ON PRODUCING ROT
AND MILDEW.

BY M. B. BATEHAM, COLUMBUS, O.

Kelley's Island is situated in the south-westerQ

part of Lake Erie, 10 or 12 miles off Sandusky City,

with which it has daily steamboat connection. For

several years past much interest has been excited

among horticulturists and fruit-growers by the large

amount and superior quality of Isabella and Catawba

grapes shipped from this Island and sold in the cities

around the lakes; and those who h.ive made inquiry

have learned that the manufacture of wine was also

beginning to be prosecuted there extensively with

complete success. In fact, it had been found that

the grape crop on that Island ripened better than in

ordinary localities several degrees farther South, and

was almost entirely exempt from injuries by late

rf§y^
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frosts and the rot and mildeto so often fatal to the

crop at Cincinnati and elsewhere.

As the subject is of much public interest at this

time, and for the sake of learning more of the parti-

culars, a meeting of the cul inUrim Commillee of the

Ohio Pomological Society was held there the past

month, and the following is a part of the results of

their observations: (I should be pleased to hear

from correspondents of the Monthly, if similar obser-

vations have been made by others in regard to the

absence of deic being a preventive of rol and mildew in

grapcsj
" The number and extent of the vineyards on

Kelley's Island, and the progress of grape culture

there, far exceeded our expectations. From reliable

statistics furnished us, it appears that the number of

acres planted previous to 1S59, (and now in bearing,)

is 62, owned by 23 persons. The number planted in

ISfifl is G9-j, and in 1860 there were added 90^ acres,

making in all 230i acres, owned by 57 different per-

sons. A majority of the owners being new beginners,

lacking capital and experience, they wisely attempt

only an acre or two at first. The largest amount

owned by one man, is that of Addison Kelley, 235

acres, 9^ acres of which is in bearing, and 10 acres

planted the past spring. Mr. George KcUey has 11^

acres, most of it planted the past spring. Four other

members of the Kelley family have also three to five

acres each. Mr. Carpenter has 113 acres, nearly all

in bearing. He is also devoting much attention to

the manufacture of wine, and experiments with new

varieties of grapes, as the Delaware, Diana, Con-

cord, etc., some of which he believes will supersede

the now popular Catawba and Isabella, both for wine

and table use. He has also quite a number of seed-

ling varieties of his own raising, several of which

give promise of value.

The Island contains about 2,800 acres of land, and

476 inhabitants, as shown by the census. The first

cultivated grape vines were planted on the Island

seventeen 3'ears ago. They are still vigorous, and

for fifteen years have not failed of a crop of fruit.

The value of the grape crop is found to average about

SGOO per acre. Much of the fruit has heretofore

been shipped to Chicago and other cities, for table

use, but the manufacture of wine is now the chief

object. Land on the Island is valued at from $100

to $200 per acre. The cost of fitting and preparing

the ground, including underdraining, deep plowing,

planting and cultivating for three years, and trellis-

ing, is only $300 to $400 per acre. The vines are

planted in rows about 6 by 8 feet ajfart, and trained

to trellises made of strong wire stretched under cedar

posts. The mode of training and pruning differs

materially from that practiced around Cincinnati,

especially in allowing the vine more wood and leaf.

The peculiarities of soil and climate which conduce

to the remarkable success of the grape crop on this

Island have been the subject of considerable in-

quiry among horticulturists in that vicinity and else-

where, and the attention of our committee particu-

larly directed to these points :

—

1. That the climate of the Island and parts of the

country around is peculiarly favorable for the grape

crop, in consequence of the lake ice retarding vegeta-

tion in spring, so that all danger of frosts is past when

the blossoms appear; and then in autumn the warmth

of the surrounding water keeps off the frosts for a

month later than is usual in other localities of the

same latitude, and secures the perfect ripening of the

grapes.

2. The absence of dews and fogs is another, and per-

haps the chief cause of the excellence of the grapes

in this region. It is a fact not generally known

abroad, that after about the first of July, or when the

water of the lake becomes warm, very little, if any,

dew falls upon the Island and points of the coast, and

foys are of very rare occurrence. This is believed to

be the main secret of the remarkable exemption from

rot and mildew, so often destructive to grape crops

elsewhere.

3. The soil of this region is naturally well adapted

for the grape—especially where, as on most of the

Island, it consists of a friable calcareous loam, from

two to four feet in depth, resting on shale or lime

rock, having deep fissures, which afford natural drain-

age. On such lands, with no manuring and very

simple preparation, the grape flourishes and bears

finely."

[Some will say that dews and fogs have existed

from the beginning, while the grape rot is of compara-

tively modern origin; but it must be remembered

that when the constitution of a vine once becomes

enfeebled, a cause that would be insufficient to pro-

duce any effect on a strong vine, will injure it, and in

this way dews and fogs, by subjecting the vine to

sudden changes of atmospheric drought and moisture,

may be one serious cause of grape rot. We hope our

vignerons will respond to Mr. B.'s call for more light

on the subject.—En.]

OVERMAN'S PLAN OF BUDDING.
BY F. K. PIKENIX, BLOOMINGTOS NLKSERY, ILL.

Were it not SO late for budding I would send a sketch

of what I call "Overman's style of budding," first

taught me by C. R. Overman, of this place, but some-

what modified from my own experience for several

years. Briefly, then :

—

1. Short perpendicular cut and buds comparatively

short—about J of an inch. 2. Wood out, most deci-

dedly, 3. Pushing down the bud, so that the top is i an

inch or so below the cross cut, and most of the bud also

i

^>r
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below perpenilicularcuf. This brings Ihebad into very

beautiful snug quarters. 4. Wrapping with smallest

cotton twine . only above the bud , and about twice around,

fastening the lower end under the twine and the upper

end in a slight hack down in the bark of I he stock. Hare

often had buds to live set in this mode without any

tying. This is by far the most perfect style of bud-

ding apples I have ever tried. The ordinary mode

may be better on cherry trees—which are considered

hardest of all to bud at the West; possibly with roses

also and some other things which we have not tested

so thoroughly.

From the above it follows that in apple-budding ac-

cording to our experience the five following points

usually insisted upon in books or followed in ordi-

nary budding are totally unnecessary:

1. Long buds, as we have often seen them, IJ inches.

2. Lifting up bark the whole length of bud, at least

on free, Ihin-barked stocks. 3. Leaving wood in,

especiallj' when, as often happens in cutting, it be-

comes loose itself. 4. Close fitting top of bud and

cross cut. 5. Close confinement of buds from air.

Lastly, let us add, moist weather for budding; give

us the very dryest, hottest weather so that stocks and

buds are in good order.

[In passing through our grounds with our propa-

gator, a few days ago. he pointed to three successive

days' work at cherry budding ; here, as at Blooming-

ton, the worst of all stocks to succeed with. The first

days' work showed about half failures; the second

days', not five per cent. ; the third, scarcely five per

cent, alive; all by the same operator, same quality

stocks and buds. The second days' operation was

under a drizzly rain, and the only apparent diflfer-

ence in any circumstances. We mention this to show

how uncertainly ''rules" work.]

J.

HORTZCULTCn&I. CONSERVATISM:
CROCKING.

BY T. W. C, W£ST£KLT, K. I.

I have read H.'s second article on this subject,

and find it to contain no argument to sw.iy what

he calls my "very fixed notions on this matter." H.

concludes my experience has been "one-sided," and

doubts whether I " ever grew a plant except it had

been crocked oi drained."

I have had the charge of greenhouses a good number

of years in my life ; four of which I grew plants for

market, and during that time found it profitable

enough to confer on them all the formula of the

order. I have found plants that were not drained, or

imperfectly drained, become sickly ; washing the roots

and fresh earth is a cure—and good drainage always

prevents a recurrence of the evil. 1 think that expe-

rience enough of" plants badly crocked and drained."

It was not my only argument in favor ofcrocking, that

" it keeps the roots from getting outside the pots ;
"

if II. will turn to my article in the June number he

can refresh his memory. I said "crocking of small

pols is necessary, not only as drainage and lor the cir-

culation of air, but it also helps to keep the roots within

the pot."

This is the position I have taken in the matter, and

I would add only the amendment, that it is more ne-

cessary in large pots than in small ones. Keeping

the roots within the pot, I would observe, is but one

of my reasons for crocking; another is, that it keeps

the water from coagvlaling the soil. As all the food

partaken by the roots of plants is soluble in water,

frequent watering is of great benefit to them during

their growth; but the same quantity of water that

will benefit a well drained plant would be hurtful to

one of the same kind in a jar that is not drained.

We are well enough aware that the pores of the

spongiole on the roots of plants are so small that they

cannot absorb a glutinous liquid, and a viscous or

thick fluid will clog up the channels of absorption.

An over-supply of water in an undrained pot will

incur all that danger. On the contrary, a constantly

liberal supply of water poured on the surface of a

well drained pot will benefit the plant; the water in

its descent comes in contact with, melts and conveys,

to the roots of the plant the nourishment it requires

in a sulficiently thin solution to be readily absorbed

without the danger of clogging up or rotting the roots,

air being as necessary at the root of a plant as the

leaves—water is a channel for the transmission of

air to that quarter. All lake or river water is less

or more mixed with air, and whether that air be at-

mospheric or carbonic acid gas, the more water is im-

pregnated with it, the better for watering plants

—

such water containing a portion of animal and vege-

table matter that is left in the earth by the filtering

operation of drainage.

Thus, for illustration, draining is like sifting

through a sieve; the small particles are ejected and

the larger retained. The animal and vegetable

matters will be gathered by and mix with the earth,

and the soil itself retained by the crocks, while the

waste water will percolate through both and escape

at the hole in the bottom of a pot more readily than

if left to the slow process of percolating through the

pores. And hero allow me to remark that while

water is percolating through the pores of the clay, air

can make no inroad in that direction, while crocks

j

would adinit a quantity of air directly at the root of

j

the plant that would ascend into the earlh as well as

gatherthere; and charcoal, that absorber of ammonia,

is porous enough to contain and transmit both air and

water. Now that we have seen that water and drain-

ago work in harmony to the benefit of a plant in its
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season of growth, I have only to remark that dritin-

age prevents water from hurting a plant in its season

of rest—a truth that needs no illustration.

That " roots will strike through charcoal as quickly

as through earth,'' is imaginary; that small fibres

sometimes grow through charcoal is true, that they

mat around it is more so, but, that the roots of a

plant will strike through a piece of charcoal as quickly

as through an open hole in the bottom of a pot is

mechanically impossible. If your correspondent

should wander to this obscure Island, I hope he will

give us a call at Westerly. We have some fuchsias

here in pots, well crocked with charcoal, plunged in

the earth, that have been in full bloom ever since the

weather would admit of them out doors, and I expect

them to continue to the remainder of the season with-

out the roots getting through the bottom of the pots.

I can assure you they have not yet, as I have ex-

amined them on purpose to let you know.

The most intelligent part of gardeners will back

me with this idea, that more plants are hurt by water

than for the want of it. That your correspondent

and some of his floral neighbors grow plants without

crocking, even if they are " perfect specimens of

health and beauty," is no argument to gainsay the

utility of draining. Some men can model by the eye

as well as others can by rule. It speaks well for the

individual's skill, but little for his science.

The crocking is evidentl)- dispensed with to save

time ; for the same end I might swallow a soft diet,

or in dressing omit changiiig part of my under-

clothes, but it would be a matter of question, though

I did look well, would I live as long?

I am inclined to think I could find the indispensable

crock in H.'s establishment, and that if he had a very

particular plant that he wished to keep very parti-

cularly, and make the best of it, H. would have it

drained—viz., crocked.

[As both of our excellent correspondents have now
said all they can think of to support their respective

positions, and the discussion will therefore close, we
may observe that, on careful analysis, very little dif-

ference will be found between them ; neither of them

would like to be considered as doubting the immense

benefits which drainage, as a general principle in

horticulture, is capable of affording, and yet no one

would think of draining a sand bank—the benefits

usually derived from draining would not result here.

T. M. C. well observes the ill effects of what is

called a badly drained pot, and H. would contend

that it is rather because the pot was too large.

The true theory no doubt lies in the middle way.

In small and delicate rooted plants, in comparatively

large pots, draining properly is a very useful process;

in more vigorous rooted plants, or in small pots that

dry nearly as fast as water is given, draining is of

41

very little or no account. We would not think it

worth while to crock coarse growing bedding plants,

while we certainly should not dispense with it in

more delicate growing plants, or where great perfec-

tion of growth is desired.

—

Ed.]I •

FERPETUAI. RASPBERRIES.
IIV R. -M. CONKI.IN, COI.D SPRING HARBOR, N. V.

In your directions for the Fruit Garden in the

June number you say that there are some who slyly

hint that many of the 'Fall-bearing varieties of Rasp-

berries" owe their sole reputation to the practice of

cutting the canes back severely in June or perhaps

earlier ;
" but this is by no means certain."

I do not find that this mode of treatment is at all

necessary to develope the Fall-bearing propensity in

the varieties which I cultivate. It undoubtedly

facilitates its mors perfect development, as cutting

back does for the common varieties in fruiting. The

French, which is the principal Fall-bearing variety

that I cultivate, has received from mc the most ordi-

nary treatment ; the fruit-bearing or old last year's

canes being left in the hills or stools until the season

arrives for cutting back the new bearing shoots for

fruiting. These last are shortened in the month of

April to about three feet ; they set entirely too much

fruit with this length of cane, and undoubtedly should

be cut shorter. But with such faulty management

they nevertheless invariably commence to set fruit on

the extreme ends of the new canes in August, fsome

of them are already in blossom,) continuing through

all the Fall months. I have had many inquiries

about the proper name of this variety ; I bought it of

a fruit grower under that name, and cannot yet iden-

tify it with any known sort; it seems to have been

recognized under that name alone at the late meeting

of the American Pomological Society in IS'ew York.

[There is some mistake existing as to what is the

true " French" raspberry of Brinckle in some parts of

the country. Downing, for instance, speaks of it as

being "later than others." Here, where under the

eye of the raiser it should be correctly grown, it is

certainly not to be classed with the late kinds.

—

Ed.]

SUGGESTIONS FOR PEACH GROWING.
BY S. N. CO.\TE, PLEASANT HILL, O.

In the August number, Mr. E. Fryer makes some

excellent suggestions for Poach-growing under diffi-

culties. The following additional hint may be

useful :

—

It is reported on good evidence that a cultivator of

this now very uncertain crop has met with signal

success by training his frees with low heads and at

the approach of winter bonding down the lower tier

of branches all around and covering them up with

soil, having the position of the tree so that no water

C^^
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can stand about it. At the approach of Spring, he

removes the soil, and the work is done. It is stated

that not only the branches and fruit buds covered by
the soil, but those left exposed to the winter's cold,

arc perfectly preserved from its effects.

HEATING GREENHOUSES
ECONOMICALLY.

BY JAMES SKIRVING, ESQ., GERMANTOWN, PA.

During my short residence in the neighborhood of

Germantown I have been much pleased in looking at

the beautiful and tasty architectural designs of the

suburban Villas and Cottages, as well as the laying

out of the grounds as regards comfort, &c., but in

nearly all cases there is one thing that appears to me
a general want of—neat little Conservatories or Green-

houses : they might be made plain and simple, or

highly ornamental in keeping with the architectural

style of the building. There is nothing more delight-

ful in midwinter when the trees are bare and leaf-

less and the ground covered with snow, and every-

thing out doors looking bleak and dreary, than to open

a jib door or French window, and walk in a conserva-

tory moderately filled with flowers in bloom, or if

nothing more than boxes of clover or anything green

in a mild temperature. I have no doubt that the

expense of keeping such places warm prevents many a

person from having these things ; and yet but a simple

contrivance is required to accomplish this. Nearly

all houses are warmed by furnaces or heaters, and in

nine cases out of ten, 25 per cent, of the heat escapes

out of the smoke or gas pipe. Let any one who
doubts this get on the top of his house and hold his

hand over the smoke flue when the heater is in ope-

ration ; he will soon satisfy himself. Now instead of

the heat passing off in this way, by having a damper

in the smoke pipe, the heat can be sent round the

conservatory— it being on the grade above, either in

brick or clay flues; the former is the best, as by

having a proper check, all the heat will be absorbed

and diffused in the greenhouse.

A house, say 10 to 1- feet wide and from 20 to 30

feet in length, may bo warmed sufliciently to keep

hardy plants all winter. Now in some cases when
the house is already built it may not be convenient

to take the smoke pipe to the south side of the house,

but it might be that the heat from the water-back of

kitchen range might be used for that purpose (as it is

found to be just as cheap to keep up a continual fire,

night and day,^ by an additional stop-cock and a few

coils of small size gas pipes round the place to be

warmed, will produce heat sufficient to keep plants

requiring a moderate temperature in a healthy con-

dition. Again, a water-back can be put in the back

of a parlor, dining or sitting room grate, and would pro-

duce the same effect. I have litted up a number of

conservatories in this way, giving entire satisfaction.

In one case the house was on the hill-side ; the

kitchen being on the lower story ; a terrace on the

side of the house; by means of a damper the draft

could be turned off the chimney and up and into a

brick flue running round a greenhouse 23 x 16,

where a collection of plants were kept blooming all

Winter; no gardener was required to take care of

the house. It afforded pleasure and a healthful

amusement for the family. Any person wishing in-

formation, I shall be pleased to give it.

[If we recognize our friend aright, he has " retired

into rural life," on means derived from kindred pur-

suits to that on which he now addresses our readers,

and few persons therefore could be better fitted to

give sound pr.ictical advice than he.

The hint about fitting up water-backs with hot

water pipes to connect with the conservatory, is an

excellent one; simple inch leaden pipe is sufficient;

a small tank for the circulation of hot water could

be fitted on the y?oor in Ihc front of the conservatory,

connecting with the lead pipe, would be just tlie

thing, and a genial, moist atmosphere, for which

most conservatory plants languish when warmed by

heaters, can be cheaply and readily obtained. We
hope Mr. Skirvingwill pursue the subject further.]

STRAWBERRY SYNONYMS.
BY JOHN" SAUL, WASllI.NGTO.V CITV, D. C.

Your remarks in the August number of the G.

Monthly, that "Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury"
Strawberry was known in England as "Duchess de

Trcvise," reminds me that I imported it under both

names when first let out ; and to these I have now

to add a third, namely, " Marquise de la Tour Mau-

bourg," which after fruiting with mc two seasons,

proves to be identical with "Vicomtesse."

BUDDING THE GRAPE.
BY S. M. COATE, PLEASANT HILL, O.

I noticed an article in the last number, which

stated that an individual in Europe had been success-

ful in budding the grape. I had been considering

the subject myself, and not having any evidence

either for or against the success of such a practice,

had come to the conclusion to try the experiment, and

had inserted a bud only a few days prior to the

receipt of the number containing the information, to

my siUisfaction, that it had already been accomplished.

It may not be a " new thing" with many of the in-

telligent readers of the Monthly, but since I consider

myself as but a mere novice in matters of horticul-

ture, I should be glad to hear from some of our

more experienced men as to its general practicability

in this country.

:^^-
m
?%
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ENTOMOLOGICAL ESSAT.
Head bf/ore the " PniU-Qroictra' Aasociaiion p/ hiutt<rn J'cunfnjlvania at Us Mt^ding in HVjf ChtMer, on the iSth day "/ JttJif, 1360.

BY S. S. RATHVON, ENTOMOLOGIST OF THE ASSOCIATION.
Mr. Presidenl:

As au amateur naturalist, with few opportunities at present for the pradiral development of natural

science, permit me, nevertheless, to offer a few suggestions upon the relations existing between ento-

mology anJ horticulture, or fruitgrowing. Without at this moment adverting to the cause, \i may be

sufficient to saj-, that it is a fact, patent to the commonest observation, that, in at least this section of

our country, there is greatly less fruit produced in proportion to the population than there was fivc-and-

twenty years ago. That this is the case in regard to the apple, peach, and plum crops, I think will be

generally conceded. Many of us can, doubtless, remember that in the days of our boyhood, and even

since we have reached the years of manhood, apple trees, pear trees, peach trees, and plum trees were,

at least every alternate year, often loaded down with a superabundance of fruit, and that these products

could hardly be disposed of at the one-eighth or tenth the prices they have been selling at in our markets

for the last five or six years. Some of us may also remember, that when we first commenced housekeep-

ing, we could usually obtain more apples and peaches at from eighteen to twenty-five cents per Imshel than

could possibly be consumed in the family; and that the cultivators of these fruits were glad to barter

them off for any thing they could make use of,—whereas, for the last five or six years we could not

procure them for less than six, and in some cases even ten, times that amount paid down in hard cash.

We may remember, too, that small families, consisting of three or four individuals, in those days con-

sumed more fruit during the year than families of ten or a dozen now do, mainly because of the scarcity

and high price of these most pleasant, healthful, and useful products of the soil.

There are, doubtless, a variety of causes that have conspired to bring about this result; and, although a

number of them have from time to time been suggested, yet there has been no general harmony of

opinion elicited in reference to the matter. Waiving all other causes, which may be more intelligently

stated and more ably discussed by gentlemen of this Association who have made fruit-growing their spe-

ciality for a number of years, I come to the consideration of the subject as it stands in connection with

the denizens of the insecl world ; in which I propose to state some of the peculiarities of the different

tribes, in order that we may form some idea of the extent to which their depredations are capable of be-

ing i-arricd, and what checks exist against them, in the economy of nature itself.

Carrying our memories back again to our earlier years, we may recollect that there was as much fruit

that fell from the trees then, punctured by insects and from other causes, as there is now; but, the crops

being so abundant, the fruit-grower could better afford it; and it was, therefore, not so observable :

indeed, he sometimes felt quite satisfied that, from these contingencies, his trees were relieved from

their superabundance without his special intervention. Perhaps we may recollect, too, of the ground

under the trees being literally covered with fruit, whilst at the same time the trees themselves over-

head were loaded down in far greater abundance. Of the fruit thus lying upon the ground, a portion of

it was excellent in quality ; but we may remember that far the larger portion of it was either infected

with the rot, or contained one or more little white or reddish worms, which we may innocently have sup-

posed would remain worms; and therefore any apprehensions about the destructiveness of insects probably

never entered our minds.

Our situation seems to be a novel one, and may, perhaps, be thus defined:—Twenty-five years ago

we were quite willing to allow the insects, the birds, the storms, and other contingencies the one-fourth,

third, or even the one-half, of our fruit crops, because we felt quite assured that, in what remained of

their great abundance, we should have sufficient for home use and to supply the demands of the market;

whereas we are now contending with those same insects, birds, and other causes of depletion, for the

small moiety that is still left us A profitable subject of inquiry would, doubtless, be to find out what

has become of the twenties of bushels of fruit that once adorned our fruit trees, after they had deposited,

during the summer, their tens of bushels upon the ground. Our fruit trees, I believe, bloom as pro-

fusely now as they ever did, and the rudimental and elementary principles of fruit-bearing remain un-

changed. No organic or functional change seems to have taken place in the last quarter of a century,

and yet, with all the additions and improvements in our stock of horticultural material and knowledge,

fruit of all kinds is scarcer and higher in price, by at least one hundred per cent., than it should be in

such a prolific State as that of Pennsylvania, and especially in localities that have been denominated,

by way of distinction, the "garden of the State." Many of us would, doubtless, prefer a return of

those old realities,— no matter how humble their qualities and their names, if we only had their
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abundance,—to the new ideah, that, in a great measure, have been, thus far, only flitting like unsub
stiintialitics before our mental vision.

Whatever the other causes may be, either singly or combined, that arc in operation and producing an
efl^ert whii-h we all so much deplore in regard to the fruit crop, it must soon become obvious to the com-
monest mind, that the rapid increase of destructive insects may be no inconsiderable one, and may, there-

fore, be a subject worthy the attention of the fruit-grower; and I wish distinctly to impress it here, that

the patient observation and persevering industry of that class of men thennehes must, in due course of

time, dcvclope and demonstrate the practical application of entomology to their calling.

Granting that the fruit crop in this section of country is reduced to about one-fourth of what it formerly

was, that remaining fourth is now in danger of becoming a prey to insect depredations. .\n antidote

to this state of things is now the great desideratum of fruit-growers, and the discoverer of that antidote

would certainly be entitled to our gratitude as one of humanity's friends and benefactors. But I appre-

hend that the discovery of such an antidote would almost be eq\iivalent to calling the dead to life;

—

not that nulhing can be done to arrest Ihc destruction of insects; but that, had not provision been made in

the general economy of insects themselves, man could thus far have accomplished but little in stay-

ing their p.rogress. If a redundancy of insects is to be regarded as one of the causes of depletion in our

fruit crops,—whether they attack the trees or the fruit itself,—then that redundancy must Uself be the

efTect of a prior cause, and that cause nothing more nor less than a disturbance of the general harmony

of nature. In my humble opinion, the superinducing cause of the destruction of domestic vegetation by

insects is owing to the rapid removal of the forests of our country and the wholesale destruction of the

denizens of the forests. A large number of wood-boring, leaf-destroying, and fruit-puncturing insects

that at one time confined their operations to the forest trees, are now found in abundance on our fruit

trees. Twenty years even have made a perceptible difference in regard to the numbers of certain species

of them; for I now often find insects in the city of Lancaster that I formerly found only in localities

remote from the habitations of men and domestic animals; and I apprehend that each succeeding year,

in proportion as their natural enemies are removed, they are approaching nearer. To enumerate all the

insects that are injurious to man and the productions of the soil, would involve an amount of labor by no

means condensable within the narrow limits of a general essay, like the present one must necessarily

be, and would impose an extended attention which no audience, under ordinary circumstances, would

feel disposed to give. Nevertheless, it may be sufficientlj- interesting to state here, that the subdivision

of the animal kingdom to which entomology specially relates is called the Class Insecia, and belongs to the

sub-kingdom ^nnidoso, or ^rticulata, because all the subjects of it in their organic structure are articulated,

or united together in segments or sections, externally, and not by an internal spinal column, as is the

case in vertebrated animals, which, on that account, are classified as vertebrata.

The cla<s Inxecta is again subdivided into orders, numbering more or less, according to the arrangement

of diflferent authors, and these orders into secliom, families, sub-families or groups, a,iii these into ijenera

and species; and, although these divisions to the novitiate or the uninformed may seem arbitrary, never-

theless they are necessary, scientifically considered, in order to facilitate the study and the arrangement

of the multitudes of the little animals that are brought under them. I can do no more at present than men-

tion the names of a few of the prominent orders and families, and add a few passing remarks in relation

to each of them.

The most popular classification of insects recognizes the order Coleoptera, to which belong the hard-

winged insects, usually called "beetle" as the head. The order Orthoptera includes the grasshoppers or

true locusts, the crickets, the cockroaches, and other kindred species. Both these orders are provided

with mandibles or jaws, and masticate their food. The order Hemiptera is the third, and includes those in-

sects properly called " bugs," as the " squash-bugs," " bed-bugs," aphids, and their kind. The order Lep-

idoplera comprises the butterflies and moths. Of the latter two, the Hemiptera are suctorial, being pro-

vided with a sucker instead of jaws, and tho Lepidoptera are only suctorial in their perfect state. The

order Hymenoptera includes all the various bees, wasps, hornets, sawflies, &c., which both masticate and lap

or suck, being provided with jaws and sucking or lapping apparatus. The order Neuroptera includes the

"dragon-flies," &c.; and the order Diptera all the two-winged flies, as the common "house-fly," &o. The larva

of all tho •' long-horned" or Capricorn beetles (Longicorni a)—a family of coleopterous insects—are wooJ-

borers, and wore originally only found in the forests. With a number of these we are somewhat acij uaintcd,

from their peculiarly mischievous characters; for among them conspicuously are the apple and pear tree l.orers,

(Saperda bivittata of Say,J tho locust treo-borers, [Clytus Jlexuasut,) and a host of others. Ten years ago

already, fifteen species of Saperda and thirty-eight speoios of Clytut had been catalogued and described,
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and there is no knowing yet how many new ones have been disnovered since, or how many may be dis-

covered in the next ten years to come. Three hundred and eighty-one distinct species of these wood-
boring long-horned beetles were already known in 1852 as inhabiting the territory of the United States,

east and west of the Rocky Mountains, all of which pass the larva: state in living or decaying trees or

wood.

But this is not the only family that is tree-boring in Us habits. A number of individuals in other

families, especially the '•book-horned" beetles (La.mei.licobniaJ, and the almost entire families

of BiPRESTiii.E and Elaterid.t:—which include the old "saw-horned" group (Serricobnia)—are

essentially wood-boring in their habits, and therefore destructive in their tendencies. Of these, some
have found their way to our apple trees, boring up higher than the saperda; and when we reflect that

nearly ten years ago more than three hundred and twenty distinct species of these families were already

described and known, the array of insect enemies becomes formidable, indeed. True, a large number
of these arc now only found in our forest wilds, but they arc brought among us in the timbers that are

sent to our markets, and when evolved from their long pupa sleep, are as likely to deposit their eggs in

our domestic trees, in the absence of others, as the apple-tree borer itself has done. The long-horned

pine beetles are frequently met with along the Susquehanna River wherever there are lumber-yards,

and I have even found a few of them in Lancaster city.

All the "snout beetles" (Cukcllionid^J are, to all intents and purposes, borers in their habits, and

are, perhaps, more destructive to the products of the soil, so far as fruit is concerned, than any others.

Nearly four hundred North American species of these "curculios" are already known to entomologists, and

there may be a large number that are yet unknown. These insects, however, do not confine their boring

operations upon one particular substance,—some boring into wood, fruit, and nuts, some into the dif-

ferent kinds of grain, and others into the leaves and stocks or stems of various kinds of shrubs and plants.

1 must pass over a large number of coleopterous insects that are more or less destructive to vegetation

in their habits, and come to the consideration of the order Lepidoptera, which, as I before said, embraces

all the various butterflies and moths, including the pernicious peach-tree borer. The larvje of a large

number of these insects defoliate our fruit trees, and, if permitted to continue their depredations, they

vitiate the quality of the fruit by depriving it of that clement which the leaves alone can furnish. But

the operations of the gregarious, leaf-eating caterpillars require very little observation to be detected,

and may thus be easily arrested if taken in time. The wood-boring lepidoptera, and also those that are

plant-cutling in their habits, are not so easily detected, because their operations are carried on within

the body of a tree, or underground, or after nightfall, and also because they are solitary in their habits.

All the various cut-worms belong to this division of this order, which is an exceedingly prolific one. The

order Hemiptera includes a large number of suctorial insects, inconspicuous in appearance, that are more

destructive to plants or succulent vegetation than they are to shrubbery or trees, and, therefore, are

more interesting to the vegetable-grower than the fruit-grower. This order is almost exclusively de-

structive or annoying in its habits, and among its individuals may be recognized the before-alluded-to

odious "squash-bugs" (Coreus Irislis), the various kinds of "plant-lice" (.ipliis), the "bark-lice" or

"scabs" (Cocciisj, the "bed-bugs" (C\7;ici), and a host of others. Dr. Harris, in his Catalogue of the Insects

inhabiting the State of Massachusetts in 1S35, enumerates over three hundred and twenty species of

Lepidoptera, and about two hundred species of Hemiptera, nearly every individual of which is either de-

structive or hurtlul to vegetation, to fabrics, to trees, or to animals. Of course, the intervening twenty-

five years must have involved the discovery of many new spe ues not then known. But the end is not yet,

although sufficient may have been said to elicit an idea of the legions of insects that may be thrown

upon us, without any certain means of diminishing their numbers, if it was not for the intervention of

contingencies in the economy of nature, by which an equilibrium is maintained. I have not alluded spe-

cially to the Orthoptera, which includes that great family of masticating-feeders, so destructive to vegetation

when theyoccur in great numbers—namely, the grasshopper—because fruit-growers, perhaps, are not so liable

to their injuries, as a general thing, as those who raise garden and field crops. The strawberry crop comes

too early to be injured by Ihcm. [to be continued.]

Peach Pie.—Dr. Darlington says, "Judging from observation it would seem to be not generally known to

our pastry cooks that a peach pie baked with Ihe fruit whole, (simply pared, but with the nut left in the peach,)

is vastly superior to one made of the mere fleshy portion cut in pieces. The process of baking—as I sup-

pose—elicits the prussic acid from the seeds of the peach, and diffuses it through the pulp,—imparling to it

/rt) I a sprightly and delicious flavor, far beyond what it possesses when the stone is previously ejected."

0^ ik
-x^^i,
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NORTHERN APPLES IN THE SOUTH.
BV JAMES .MAliOIKIN, ST. STEPHENS, AL.l.

Having been for a considerable period among the

most successful amateur cultivators of the apple,

as well as other fruit, and from long residence, (hav-

ing been raised in Philadelphia,) possessing a know-

ledge of the different apples much esteemed in the

North, I can assure you that all apples from the

North are found, on careful and judicious cultivation,

to improve in this climate,—the secretion of oleagi-

neous and saccharine matter singularly increases, the

aroma is greater and finer than the same apple pro-

duced in my native State or north.

In consequence of this fact being unmistakably

ascertained, I have endeavored to possess all the for-

eign esteemed varieties I can to acclimate, if possible,

by grafting and re-grafting, and have succeci/cd singu-

larly on one especially, the " Vermont Greening"

—

now one of our surest fruits.

It will, perhaps, interest you when I assure you

that the Mammoth Pippin is found succeeding admir-

ably thirty miles south of Mobile on the margin al-

most of the gulf.

[The above extract from a private letter we take

the liberty of publishing, containing, as it does, in-

formation that is novel, and that will highly interest

many of our readers.

—

Ed.]

THE OSCAR STRAWBERRY.
BV JOHN HAYS, WEST iMERlDEN, CO.NN.

I send you (August 28th) a peduncle of the Oscar

Strawberry, bearing seven berries (the usual num-
ber, but two peduncles are always borne together);

the ripe berry is much below the regular size. I

send it to show the peculiarity of it fruiting at this

season. That which I send you is from a plant

growing in a pot, and is its third fruiting this season.

The plants in pots made no runners, consequently a

third crop was obtained. Those planted out fruited

admirably early in the season, and continued to bear

much longer than any other variety we have.

—

Scarcely had tliey done bearing (heir first crop, when

they began to blo.ssom and gave a second; the latter

is that which your correspondent noticed, and was

much inferior in size to the former. You remarked

that keeping the plants in pots during Winter alters

their natural fruiting next season. You are, un-

doubtedly, right ; but what can we say of plants

grown in pots all the season, and even now arc bear-

ing fruit! To have a decision, we must await an-

other season, when I shall watch the columns of the

Gardener's Monthly with anxiety to hear what others

have to say on the subject.

[We should not hesitate to decide beforehand, that

the (Iscar will not prove a perpetual bearer. Pears,

>Bj

apples, grapes, and other fruits will often produce

second and third crops, arising from accidental cir-

cumstances, rather than from any fixed nature in the

variety. If, however, by any peculiar treatment,

the Oscar or any other strawberry could be made to

produce Autumn crops regularly, and with little ad-

ditional cost, very much would be gained to fruit-

culture. We hope Mr. Hajs will persevere witli his

experiments. The berries sent came in good condi-

tion, and were equal in size to a good Hovey's Seed-

ling, and a long way superior to it in flavor, though

so late in the season.

—

Ed. J

AMATEUR OF CORNELIUS' PROPA-
GATING-POT.

BY S. SWINDELLS, LA.NCASTER, PA.

In looking over the last number of the Gardener's

Monthly, I perceive that Tnany have been inquiring for

the Cornelius' Propagating-Pot. An idea struck me at

the time that the following would be a good substitute,

if not an improvement, viz:—Take three 12-inch

boards of any length, say sixteen feet long, and make
a long box or trough ; but, before fastening together,

in the piece intended for the bottom of the trough

make a few augur-holes, and in the piece of board

intended for the front make the apertures for the in-

sertion of the cuttings in the following manner:

Rip the board with a saw at the distance of four in-

ches from one edge, which will then be two boards,

one of four, the other of eight inches. Along one

edge of the four-inch board make, with a saw, notches

or cuts in the form of the letter V, one to about

every inch of the board. Then, in nailing together,

place the notched four-inch board on one side, with

the POINTS up; then place the eight-inch board on

the same side, one edge resting on the points of the

notches, and, after putting in two end-pieces, you

have the propttgatiny-trouijlt complete. Put in the

bottom some coarse materials, such as broken crocks

or oyster-shells ; then proceed to fill up with sand,

iaw-dust, or spent tan. By placing the trough east

and west, with the apertures fronting the north, you

have the cuttings partially shaded from the sun. By
attaching a light board with hinges to the front edge

of the trough, you can produce any desired shade at

pleasure. The trough can rest on tresscls, or be

suspended on the north side of a fence. By sus-

pending over hot-water pipes, you can obtain any

desired quantity of bottom heat.

VICTORIA RE6IA.
FI.OWEKIXt. l.N THE (IPK.\ AIR.

BY A., PHILADELPHIA.

Noticing, at a recent meeting of the Pennsylvania

Horticultural Society, a beautiful flower of this noble

plant on exhibition bj-jMr. James Pollock, the skillful
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gardener of James Dundas, Esq., and not having an

opportunity to call ourselves at the establishment,

we engaged a friend to obtain for us the course of

treatment pursued, which, as seen below, Mr. Pol-

lock has kindly given him for us:

—

The plant was carefully tended in the Spring, and

on the 24th of June placed in a basin, attached to the

fountain in Mr. Dundas' garden. The leaves of the

plant at this time were eighteen inches in diameter,

and, by giving the plant a change into a larger box,

with a very rich compost formed of rich loam and

wcll-rotlcd manure, it wi.s excited to grow very ra-

pidly, and by the beginning of August the leaves

were three feet in diameter, and of a verj' healthy

appearance. At this time buds were formed, which

swelled rapidly, and, by the latter end of the month,

a flower was fully expanded, for the first time, wc
may truly say, in this country. It measured nine

inches in diameter, being well formed and very highly

colored. Mr. Pollock deserves great credit for his

success. Considering that the water at Fairmount

being heated to from 75^ to SO^ by the great surface

exposed to the sun's rays, he fully expected that he

could succeed in his experiment, and with, as we
have seen, complete success.

VINOUS PROPERTY OF THE GRAPE
Versus TARTAR.

BV C, PHILADELPUIA.

I could not pass over the extremely lucid chemical

article in your,last from Dr. Hayes, of West Chester,

without making a few remarks on it, as our friend

Brighl's fertilizer is so deeply concerned; and as sci-

entific knowledge is so far above all practical, partic-

ularly in that complicated science chemistry, I was a

little (to use a vulgar expression) '-dumb-founded,"

as I am sure many of your readers were, after its

perusal. For the sake of Mr. Tartar, and not to

make the intricate subject more intricate, I thought

if I made a short katalysis of the matter, be might

be retained or- rejected by future manufacturers of

friend Bright's fertilizer; and that he might be in-

duced to alter his R in the next edition.

Chemical reasoning is sometimes paradoxical ; and

we are often as baffled at the '• why's and wherefore's"

as Dr. 11. is, and cannot see how " tartaric acid is

any advantage to the grape" in fact, or any of its

constituents. Now, there is mucilage, sugar, aroma,

and various other good things grateful to the palate;

but Mr. Tartar what use are you? To set our teeth

on edge ? But to be short, dear reader, Mr. Bright's

book is on the culture of the grape vine—Dr. Hayes'

paper on the kaiulysis. One tells us of soil, manure,

water, potting, planting, pruning, pinching, and so

forth ; while Dr. H. tells of fermentation, "alcohol.

carbonic acid, water, &.c. ;" a mixture that would

grow very bad fruit, and I am quite sure would make
worse wine. When the argol is deposited, is argol

the kutulysis of tartaric acid ! for it is given in italics;

and further, we have "alcohol in high standard of

density," and then when Mr. Tartar has taken his

departure, wc have " alcohol in low standard of den-

sity ;" in plain English—strong and weak punch.

Now, German wines arc all very sour—dry they call

them ; and Dr. H. has certainly not made their

katalysis very clear, the why and wherefore they are

so— entirely by the "elimination from sugar and bulk

ofprice?" by putting too much water in the punch

—

showing that " Ihc wine perse has nothing to do with

the argol deposited;" and then he says by "keeping

the tartar we lose the alcohol," and vice vema. But

hero is the puzzle:—"grapes contain large quantities

of argol (?) and sugar, and what use is Bright's re-

ccmmending us to " stuif more argol into the grapes

to be turned out by the alcohol ? Nor can Dr. H.

understand, under any circumstances, a grape want-

ing argol, for he says " nature gives an e.\cess ;" and

why should Mr. Bright force his tartaric acid on her

to such repletion that the inflated grape has to dis-

gorge? in fact, it is a species of intoxication. 0,

Bright, Bright, why force poor Nature by your over-

doses?

Sour grapes are onlj' for foxes. Dr. H. knows
well the ladies are on his side; the sweet crea-

tures like sweet wine ; acid wines spoil their teeth.

I now see why we cannot import Italian wines

—

too much tartar or argol ; but we buy so much of the

article for dyeing, printing, &c., that the Italians,

from whom we get the largest supply, must water

the volcanic grape soil with tartaric acid, and

so it comes to be deposited in argol in their wine

cask. True, it is hard now to get a glass of the

"Lachrj-mo Christi," or the fine old Falernian we
have heard tell of. If Garibaldi got a hint of this

abuse, perhaps his great reforming mind might strike

out a plan to drive Mr. Tartar from Italy, and let us

have good sweet wine from the katalysis of their

grapes.

But to conclude ; we all owe Dr. H. our thanks for

his communication. It opens up new views to the

horticulturist, the wine maker and the chemist, ex-

tremely valuable; and though I think, or did think,

Brighl's book a ne plus ultra on his subject, yet still

he, and I, and all of us will find, and even old Solo-

mon to boot, that there is still "something new under

the sun."

[C. having failed to punctuate his own manuscript,

we arc not answerable if his ideas arc not correctly

given in print.

We hope our correspondents will not lose sight of

I the^join/ of the discussion, which, after all, amounts
1
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to the inquiry wl.cthcr any correct theory of fertili- ' ferlilization within the past few years has made a

zation can be established on the mere analysis of the wonderful change in this tribe, comparing those of
component parts of fruit or vegetation. Dr. H. has the present with those of only five years since ; there
confined himself to the point of tartaric acid; but all is a great superiority, both in form and color of the

the other elements will bear the same questioning,
i flower as well as in delicacy of marking in the foli-

While believing that modern chemistiy is right in age. Amongst recent importations there is such a
the main, wc dissent from much that is claimed for beautiful combination of color, size and substance
it; and have not the slightest doubt but that many of of flower, harmonizing well with the delicate and
the theories on which special fertilizers are founded,

no matter how useful the compound may prove prac-

tically to be in itself, will be incontinently aban-
doned.—Ei).] «!

NEW WHITE EGG PLANT.
BV NOVICE.

I send herewith samples of a new Egg Plant which
1 have received from two sources as the Clii7iese and
the French White Egg PUnt.

The habit of this variety is more erect than the old

purple kind; its leaves are of a paler green and
entirely devoid of spines; and the fruit, which varies

in size from to 10 inches in length and 2 to 3J in

diameter, matures 10 to 14 days earlier than the long gantly marked foliage:

and round purple sorts. Il is very prolific, yielding I

Tvd(Ka Lady CarAine Kcrrhon. A very beautiful

ti to 12 fruit, of a clear white color, sometimes, though ' variety, growing about two feet high. Flowers, a

rarely, faintly streaked with purple, indicating its
' '''<^h rosy crimson, finely marked with rich violet

descent from the common kinds, probably a hybrid

elegantly marked foliage, this class of plants was

never before exhibited. They are of very easy cul-

ture, and when well cultivated are amongst the most

beautiful of greenhouse plants, growing from sir

inches to two feet high, flowering abundantly.

They produce a beautiful efTcct throughout the

Summer and Fall months. For exhibition, nothing

can be more charming than well-grown specimens

of a few of the best varieties. It requires no

more care to cultivate a good variety than an inferior

one.

I have, from a collection now in flower, (August,)

made a small selection of the best, combining beauty

of form and color of flower, with distinct and ele-

of the old white egg-shaped and the long purple.

All of my friends who have tasted it pronounce it

more delicate than the old sorts, and entirely free

from any bitter flavor, which often characterizes the

large round purple variety.

For its earliness, productiveness, fine flavor, hand-

some appearance, and convenient size, both for cooking

and eating, I think it will prove a valuable addi-

tion to the present meagre list of varieties of this de-

licious vegetable.

[The specimens sent proved excellent. The fruit

spots and lines ; the interior of the tube, being marked

with rich, dark crimson bars.

Lady Digby. From one and a half to two feet high.

The foliage beautifully diversified with light and

dark green; tube of the flower about one inch in

length, of a fine crimson scarlet; lobes of the fli)wer

a deep rich rosy crimson, marked all over with deep

violet crimson spots and bars ; a superb variety.

GignnUa insignea. A very ornamental variety ; an

improvement upon the well-known Aihimenes jiicta.

From one and a half to two feet high ; flowers very

numerous, funnel shaped, of a brilliantly shaded

of the Egg Plant bring from 6 to 10 cents each, and ;

"""-'O"' «'^''fle' ground, spotted with deep carmine.

not much profit to the grower at that. All lovers of
this delicious vegetable will hail that productive-

ness which may make them cheaper.—Eu.]

NOTES ON THE SDB-GENDS TTD(EA.
BV DANIEI, BARKER, GARDENER TO B. K. BLISS,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Amongst Summer and Fall flowering greenhouse
and window plants, there are few which can claim

greater merit tlian the new and elegant varieties of
this interesting and beautiful class of plants; alike

adapted for the decoration of the hot and greenhouse,
j

gon lines. An elegant variety,
the windows of our dwellings, or portable plant case Perk des Tyd.rs. Fine dwarf habit, with very
(which by the way is one of the most elegant objects ornamental foliage. Tube and throat rich scarlet.

for the ladies' boudoir or parlor, or the window of the Princess Charlotte. A fine robust-growing variety,

artizan, which have ever been introduced.) Cross- I with richly marked foli.ige. Tube a bright carmine

A valuable plant for Fall and Winter flowering.

j}miibitis. A very delicate and beautiful variety

;

one of the loveliest of all the section. Color soft

rose, with a white throat marked with deep carmine.

Fine silvery shaded foliage.

Jlgathe. A highly ornamental variety, from eigh-

teen inches to two feet high, with beautifully marked

foliage. Tube a brilliant scarlet; mouth of the

corolla deep rose, marked and spotted with deep red.

.Auber. A chaste and beautiful variety, from ten

to sixteen inches high. Tube scarlet; mouth of the

corolla a deep carmine, distinctly marked with crim-

^^\
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red ; mouth of the corolla a rich dark red or carmine,

finely spotted with deep crimson. An elegant

varictv.

IBLprijppsgyruih I'^pgpfafilps,

"The ludy who coQtributos a goi'J recipe for the public benefit

dcscrvtiH a!i much credit tu* he who introduces a new fruit or

vegetable."

—

Good AiUhorily.

Pickling Pli:.ms.—As we all hope for fruit this

year, 1 send a recipe for pickling plums, which I

know, by experience, to be first-rate. For a peck of

plums, take a pint of vinc^'ar, one ounce cloves, and

one of cinnamon buds, tie the cloves in a thin piece

of cloth, and four pounds of sugar. Boil together and

pour on the plums hot. Let them stand two days,

then pour off the liquid, boil, and pour on again.

—

Cover and set them in a cool place. They will keep

longer than preserves, and are far superior in my
opinion.

—

Rural Regislnr.

To KEEP Cucumbers fou Winter Use.—The
German method is as follows:—Pare and slice the

Cucumbers as for the table, sprinkle well wilh salt

and let them remain for a d.iy and night, when strain

off tlie liquid, pack them in jars, a thick layer of

salt and Cucumbers alternately, tie up closely, and,

when required for use, take out as much as required

and well wash in fresh water, dress in the usual way
with pepper, vinegar, and oil. The above will be

found very acceptable during the winter months, when
Cucumbers are not easily obtained.

Drtin'g Vegetables.—The Editor of London

CoUa(,e Gardener says:—We recollect, some eighteen

years ago, receiving from Hamburgh or Holland, we
forget which, a few packages of Sugar Peas, Kidney

Beans, and other vegetables, in a dried state,

which, when cooked, were as well-flavored as they

would have been in the green state. These, we be-

lieve, were obtained by drying in chambers through

which currents of heated air were introduced; they

were completely dried and shrivelled up, and had the

appearance of strips of thick parchment or leather,

until they were boiled, and then they swelled out to

their usual dimensions. We have also seen Kidney
Beans preserved by first boiling them lender, and af-

terwards drying them in a warm, airy place, when
they may be kept for any length of time in bags or

boxes, till ready for use. This drying process may
be applied to Peas, Beans, Kidney Beans, Cabbages,

Cauliflowers, Spinach, Beet, Parsnips, Carrots, Po-

tatoes, See, the latter being cut in slices.

the seeds ; lay them in cold salt and water fcr Iwcn-

ty-four hours ; then wash them and lay them in alum

water for twenty-four hours longer, when llicy are

to be taken out and drained. To each pound of Cu-

cumbers take a pound of sugar, of which make a

syrup, by pulling a teacupful of water to e.ich pound

of sugar. Skim it well, put in the Cucumbers, and

boil slowly till they are quite clear; take them out,

lay them on a dish, and continue to boil the syrup

till it is thick, adding the juice of two lemons and

two races of ginger. Put the Cucumbers into jars

and pour the syrup over them. Let the jars be kept

air-tight.— Collage Gardener.

Jlfto OP fliap? piflnh.

At a recent meeting of the London Botanic Socie-

ty, the following new plants were exhibited:

Clahkia pulchella To.m Thu.mb, a very pretty

dwarf and very bushy plant, a complete mass of

bloom.

LiNARiA Macroura splendens, a very fine, dark

purple variety.

POLVSTICHUM ACULEATPM CO RVM DI FEHIM . It is

a very ornamental form of this Fern, having tassels

at the ends of the fronds.

CoRDVLiNE ERYTHORACHis, is a variety of C.

STRicTA, and has long, gracefully curving leaves,

with a bright red midrib. As an ornamental-folia-

ged plant this was much admired.

Tachiadenus carinatus, a pretty free-blooming

plant, with flowers of the same character as Laisian-

THtJs RussELLiANUs, but Smaller and of a dark pur-

ple color.

The Fuchsias which attracted the greatest attention

were Garibaldi, with large flowers, scarlet reflexed

sepals, which are rather coarse, and light purplish

slate-colored petals, a fine habit and profuse bloomer.

Lord Elciio, a fine large flower, with reflexed

deep coral-red sepals, and very dark violet-purple

petals.

Prince Leopold is somewhat similar to the pre-

ceding, and received a First-class Certificate.

Minnie Banks is a very fine light variety, with

white reflexed sepals, and scarlet petals.

Negro (Banks,_) a bold, beautiful dark mulberry

corolla, and scarlet reflexed sepals.

Cucu.MDEns Preserved.— Pare thinly the Cu-

cumbers ; cut them in two, lengthwise, and take out

The Collage Gardener says:—"Messrs. CharlwoodSc

Cummins, of Covent Garden, sent to the recent meet-

ing a basket of Brobdignug Sugar Pea, which bears

considerable resemblance to the Geanl of the French,

but is more constant and not so apt to sport as that

variety. The pods are of an immense size, five to

six inches long, and an inch and a quarter broad, and
crooked like a ram's horn."
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WHAT KIND SHALL I PLANT?
Those wlio have the public ear are popularly sup-

posed to write from "a sanctum," and it is foolishly

imagined that their epistles are indited in an " easy

chair." It may be so in general, and for ourselves

in particular we have no cause to complain. Our
corre.spoudents are reasonable, and our intercourse

with them in the main is pleasant and agreeable; for

all this we are never asked the question that heads

our article, but we feel a few thorns amongst the

rosy-petaled cushion on which we sit; and the cacoe-

Ihes scribendi becomes so strong within that we cannot,

however unwillingly, any longer restrain our pen.

What kind shall you plant ? What a load of res-

ponsibility the answer involves! Perhaps it is a

strawberry, and we say " Albany Seedling."

'•What!" exclaims our right hand neighbor, " you
might as well recommend him to eat a pickled gherkin

for his dessert as Wilson's Albany." " Oh !" say we,
" you want something nice; try Peabody." "Too
great a luxury," says neighbor on our left hand, "it

wont do when you are hungry, you can get only

enough for a taste." "And I," says No. 3, " would
sooner have a bee-sip from a ' sac of mellifluous

syrup,' than a whole dinner out of those ' bags of

acid' you would have me grow." Dare any man to

plant on good authority a kind as "the best in culti-

vation? " scarcely has he the crop planted before his

neighbor advises him to root out "that worthless

variety," and plant " Somebody's Perfection," or

"Anolherbody's Wonderful," as "really the most
extraordinary thing of the kind ever raised." So he
roots it out, installs in its place the new favorite, and
has "poor luck;" roots it out and "tries another;"
next year repeats the process; and so continues, ever
seeking for the best, missing the good, and always
gathering nothing.

Amidst this Babel of opinions, is there to be no one
voice that shall speak with authority, commanding
universal respect ? Is there really no rule by which

the novice about to plant shall be guided in the selec-

tion of varieties? Certainly there is, and that is the

rule of cuUective experience.

No one man is capable of forming a reliable

opinion on what is best for general cultivation from
his own experience alone. We would take for " no
more than it is worth," the opinion of any editor of

any horticultural journal, or of any committee of any
one horticultural society; they seldom see any more
than the fruit, and this fruit only at one particular

time, or on some particular occasion. Soil and cli-

mate and circumstances attending each grower's mode
of culture, each have so marked an influence on the

charactei of any variety, that a simple opinion is little

above valueless for general purposes. The Concord
grape, which was pronounced by competent and im-
partial judges worthless in the locality where it oriei-

nated, has since been proved by the same gentlemen
of great value in the climate of the Middle States.

An Englishman would turn up his nose at a Bartlett

pear iu his own and its own country; but here, where
it came as an emigrant, it holds a position which
many a competitor of native origin envies.

It does not follow, therefore, that because a variety

does well in one locality or one season, that it will

always and everywhere do as well. There are two
opposing principles extant in all plants—that which
looks only to the present in gross and luxuriant
growth, and that which looks to the future in the

preservation of the species in the fruit. Providence
and extravagance thus come into competition in the

vegetable as in the animal worlds. Though neither
can exist without the other, each flourishes only at the

other's expense. If a plant have a tendency to pro-
duce free and vigorous growth or foliage, it is so

much absorbed from the fruiting principle ; and if it

bears more than a fair proportion of fruit, the growth
becomes correspondingly weak, and the tree stunted,

and often worthless. Some manures and some cli-

mates favor growth, others favor fruitfulness; so

the character of a fruit must necessarily vary with
the conditions of its growth.

We have drawn a comparison between vegetable

growth and the animal kingdom, and the illustration

will serve us yet further. We all know what is meant
by a well balanced mind ; the physical and the men-
tal character is so nicely adjusted that neither has the

power to draw from the other more than its due share
of sympathy and support; and the owner of such a
character goes through the world less influenced by
changing external circumstances than others more
yielding, who seem to be little else than the footballs

of fate. The latter stand well beforg their fellows in

particular positions where there are no temptations,
like the pilot who earns a good character for seaman-
ship in a channel that has no shoals for his vessel to
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become wrecked upon ; but the former holds his own
under the most unfavorable auspices and commands

respect in whatever situation placed. And amongst

plants the exact parallel is found. A new fruit

makes its appe.irance. It was " the best amongst a

thousand seedlings;" testimonials of its excellence

flow in to the raiser; and it was a really meritorious

production as it then appeared. It is let out to the

public and proves worthless. We believe there was

r.o desire to defraud. Its superior merits were fully-

believed in. But its constitution was not "well

balanced,"—it became but the " football of fate."

These are annual occurrences, and what are the

inferences to be drawn by those who inquire what

kinds shall we plant? Simply to plant only those

kinds which have been found by experience to do

well in their own individual locality ; or those which

by having been tried in manj- different and widely

extended parts of the country, prove worthy of a good

character in all,—have a well-balanced constitution,

and can be universally relied on.

It is the abilitj- to afford this extensive experience

that renders the meetings of the Pomological Society

so interesting, and their proceedings so valuable. A
kind that does extremely w'ell under some special cir-

cumstances, and has justly its warm advocates, soon

finds its true level amidst voters and votes from all

sections of the country, on the question whether to

recommend it to general cultivation. Axes forgrind-

ing are occasionally introduced, and the society

dexterously emplo3'ed to turn the stone; but with so

many eyes intent on spoiling such sport, the chance

of obtaining a keen edge to the instrument is ex-

tremely small.

Horticultural societies have been in their day

amongst the best guides in the inquiry—what kinds

shall I plant? But they have been standing still.

The publication of their proceedings in any form that

will benefit the public is rarely even thought of. In

this active world, where all stand-still projects are

rapidly thrust aside, pomological gatherings become

a necessity, and are in more harmony with the age.

But they are not what the necessities of the age de-

mands. We want expzkimental gardens in some

half a dozen points on the continent, before the public

shall reliably know "what to plant;" not only in

fruits, but in trees and flowers also. This we must

and will have before long. What city will be the

first to have the honor of inaugurating them ? The

great problem hitherto has been how to make these

gardens self-sustaining and worthy of the objects of

their existence, and yet not merely do no injury to,

but actually receive the support of, commercial gar-

deners. It has never yet been successfully accom-

plished in Europe, where we are accustomed to look

lor most of our ideas in the gardening line; but we

are well assured that we can do it here nevertheless,

and hope some of our readers will weigh the matter

over in their minds, and make whatever suggestions

in our pages they may have to offer bearing on so

desirable an end.

INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT OP GREEN-
HOUSES.

{See Frontisijiece.)

We have repeatedly suggested that much more

interest might be manifested in the arrangement of

greenhouse plants than there is. Usually, glass

houses are mere depots for the winter storage of

plants. By tasteful arrangements of staging, the in-

troduction of ornamental brackets, and the employ-

ment of trailing vines and hanging plants, beautiful

effects can be accomplished with small means, even

in houses with the most formal arrangement of t -.e

staging, the plants maybe so varied in heights and in

collections as to give great variety and naturalness to

the appearance.

We have, through our back numbers, called atten-

tion to the subject, and frequently given illustrations

so as to afford hints for improvement.

The present shows the interior of Messrs. Krclage's

Winter Garden at Harlaain, where the principal

plants relied on for show are Dutch bulbs.

MR. RATHVON'S ESSAT.
The immense amount of injury annually inflicted

by the attacks of insects, not only on the fruit

grower, but on the whole agricultural and horticul-

tural interest, is constantly on the increase. The

knowledge of the habits and peculiarities of these

noxious insects, becomes, therefore, of the first im-

portance.

But there is also a class of insects that aid the fruit

grower; a carnivorous section that makes war on the

other division, and fattens on the spoils. A know-

ledge of the characters and habits of this portion of

the insect world is scarcely second in value.

Mr. Rathvon's essay embraces both these branches

and is believed to be the most complete and compre-

hensive effort to make the whole subject plain to

those uninitiated into the technicalities of science

ever attempted. In addition to the practical value

of the essay, Mr. Rathvon's distinguished position as

one of the leading entomologists of the continent,

enhances its merits as a scientific production.

In preparing it fur the Fruit Growers' Society of

Eastern Pennsylvania, no idea was entertained of

its being published in the present form. Us rare

merits caused a universal desire amongst the mem-

bers to have it extensively circulated, and the manu-

script has been placed in our hands for the purpose

of publication.
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Fully entering into the Society's opinion of its

value to tlic general public, we have determined to

do it full justice, and have therefore, by the kind

assistance of Mr. Jacob Slauft'er, had plates prepared

of the injects to accompany the text. We shall in-

cur a much heavier expense than we contemplated,

when wc projected the Gardener's Monthly; but our

past experience (caches us that when we give our

friends, as we have often done, more than wc bar-

gained to do, they in turn do even more than we can

expect of them to increase our circulation, and wc

feel rewarded.

DISCUSSIONS & TRANSACTIONS OF THE
EIGHTH SESSION OF THE AMERICAN

POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
We are gratilied in being able to lay before our

friends, in an extra, the verbatim report of the pro-

cccdinga of the late session of this most excellent and

useful society. It was made by our own reporter,

and will be found well worthy of perusal. The ad-

dress of the President, Marshall P. Wilder, is also

replete with useful advice and timely suggestions,

and is a most able and eloquent exposition of the aims

and ot>jects of the society.

This report has been procured and published by us

at considerable expense, and this fact will, we arc

sure, be appreciated by our patrons as another proof

of our desire to make this periodical not merely an

aid to the horticulturist, but a necessity.

Extra copies of these tranj-actions can be furnished

to non-subscribers at the rate charged for single

copies of the Mi^nthly, viz., ten cents.

<^ups!iQns anb ^nstoprs.

Raising White Pine Seedlings.— W.A., Grove-

laml, hid.—You will oblige me by saying in your Octo-

ber number of the Gardener's Muntlily if putting glass

overbeds of White Pine seed will be essential or advan-

tageous in causing them to germinate; and, after

germination, how long should the glass remain?

[White Pine, as well as all conifer seeds of a simi-

lar nature, are best sown very early in the Spring

—

say February or March. A bed of light, sandy vege-

table-mould should be prepared, and frames set on,

raised from the bed at the four corners, so as to ad-

mit the air. The glass on the frames should be

whitewashed, and kept always on for the purpose of

keeping ofT heavy rains and retaining a moist atmos-

phere over the seedlings. It is not well to sow
thickly. If not sown till April or May, the seed-

lings damp off in hot weather.]

plum? If so, could we not avoid the "yellows"

and the borer by a resort to that practice, and thereby

produce peache:* in soils and situations not natural))'

suited to the peach stock, and procure greater lon-

gevity for the tree? (\.)

At what time should roses which have been bed-

ded-out in the Spring be re-potted for the greenhouse

or for transportation ? (2.)

Is not the " Tear Blanket," spoken of by Mr. D.

O. Rceder, in the August number, the Aralia spinosa,

instead of Xanthorylum fraiineum ? (^._)

Docs the ess.iy of Ida in the August number come

within the design of your valuable periodical, which

is usually so eminently practical? (4._)

[1. Our belief is, that whatever tends to injure

the sap of the peach tree brings on constitutional

diseases, of which the " yellows" is one of the worst

forms. Excessive luxuriance, followed by severe

Winters, is one of the most frequent causes of this

natural weakness, and which is removed by employ-

ing a stock which checks exuberant growth. We
have no doubt plum stocks will come into extensive

use for the peach, though it also is not free from

some objections.

2. As soon .is the first frosts cause the leaves to

drop.

3. Mr. Recder's description would apply to either

plant. The suggestion of "J.," he being a "Tcnnes-

sean," is more likely to be right than our own.

4. It is very difficult to decide what is the point

beyond which an essay ceases to be "practical."

"Ida's" essay was certainly on the boundary; but

we gave it the "benefit of the doubt," and we arc

sure it was read with pleasure by many of our read-

ers. With such a great variety of tastes that flock to

their monthly meal around our table, wc have to

provide a variety of dishes,—fish, flesh, and fowl.

"Ida's" sketch was a little too long,—not alto-

gether her fault, however, as she was certainly not

aware how greedily every inch of our journal is de-

voured by horticultural epicureans ; but we know
she will take ".I.'s" hint in all kindness, as we are

sure it is meant, providing "J." will occupy with

his practical pen the portion of space she resigns to

him in shortening the length of her pleasant lectures.

Peaches, Roses, 8ic.

—

J., Nashville, Tenn.— Will

the peach succeed on the stock of the common wild

TniToiMA uvAiiiA— iV. //. R., Springfield, III.—

I

have a Tritoma now flowering finely. I cannot find

in the pcriodic.ils which I take, practical instructions

as to the treatment of the plants during the winter,

and I write to suggest to you to prepare an article

for the next Gardener's Monihly, giving, in a plain,

practical form, directions for the culture of this de-

sirable plant in our country.

Our winters in Central Illinois are very cold com-

monly, the thermometer generally touching lOO to

ii)
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123 below zero, and sometimes going down to 20O,

while our rich, deep soil and late autumnal rains oc-

casion vegetation frequently to remain in full growth

until the time for severe frosts. Many things which

stand out well with you during winter are in conse-

quence winter-killed with us.

We are advised, in the works on horticulture, to

" take up" or " lift" various tender and half-hardy

plants in the fall. An article from your pen on this

subject, giving the details of the process as applied

to the very difTeient kinds of plants which may ad-

vantageously be " lifted" for winter-keeping, the

time for each kind, etc., and their treatment in cel-

lars, cold frames, etc., during the freezing weather,

and also when they are returned to the open ground

in the spring, would, I have no doubt, be very ac-

ceptable to many of j'our readers.

What your readers want generally is, your advice.

This, I think, we are mostly quite willing to follow,

without troubling one of your judgment and know-

ledge for reasons.

[Reasons for our practices are useful in this, that

no method of procedure that is successful in one case

invariably produces the same result in another. By
understanding the reasons for a practice, one is better

able to adapt that practice to varying circumstances.

Certainly it is a common f.iult to give too many rea-

sons and too few facts.

Triloma uvaria is very easily managed. As soon

as the first frosts have injured the ends of the leaves,

—here about the first of October,—with a spade lift

up t:ie plant as you would a carrot,—shake off all the

soil. If you wish to propagate, take part of such

suckers or offsets as will readily separate with roots

to them. Then cut away about two-thirds of the

leaves from both old plants and offsets, and set into

pots just large enough to hold the roots without

era "iping them. Any light garden-soil will do. Water

well immediately after potting, and set in any light

shed for a few weeks, till the approach of severe

frost, when they may be placed in a pit, or cellar, or

any place protected from frost till April, when Ihey

should be taken out and at once planted in a border of

rich garden-soil. While in the cellar they will need

only so much water as will barely keep the soil from

turning to dust, and no more warmth than will just

keep out frost.

Plants " lifted" or taken out of the ground and re-

potted, always wither afterwards, more or less. The

less they wither, the more successful the operation
;

not to let them wither if we can help it, is, therefore,

the secret of success.

First cut off any young green succulent shoots that

may yet be in a state of growth at the end of the

branchlets; make a basin around (he base by draw-

ing away the soil, and pour in enough water to soak

thoroughly down about the roots of the plant ; then

lift carefully with the spade, getting all the routs

possible. If the plant has an abundance of roots, it

will not need any more shortening of the branches;

but if the top seems out of proportion, cut away

more. Pot as soon after taking up as possible; water

well to settle the soil about the roots, and set at once

in a cool, shady place, where the air is not dry.

—

Gardeners generally use their potting-shcds for the

purpose. Kvery day sprinkle the plants with water

to check evaporation. Any leaves that seem to con-

tinue withered for a few days, should be constantly

taken off till the plant seems able to maintain all

the rest without suffering them to droop. After re-

maining as long in the shed or shade as the weather

will safely permit ; all with firm, hard wood may go

to the cellar, and the more succulent kinds to the

pit or greenhouse, where they can have light occa-

sionally through the winter.]

Democrat Pear— itfr. R. A. Grider, Lehigh Co.,

Pa.—Very fine specimens, and equal in quality to

those we have the two past seasons spoken favor-

ably of.

Bloom Grape—From F. F. Mcrceron, Calawissa, Pa.

—Very fine, showy bunches, nearly equal in beauty to

the Union Village. We think it well worthy of trial,

as locality, after all, determines flavor.

Hardy RAsmERRiES— IK. S., Fairy-mead, U. C.

—NewRochelle or Lawton Blackberry is quite hardy

here. Occasionally, in soils where growth continues

late, the tender points get killed.

Brinckle's Grange, Old Red Antwerp, and the

Allen are amongst the hardiest of raspberries in this

section. Your notes on Lawn Plants will interest,

and shall appear next month.

Amatelr Propagati\g-Pot.—We continue to

receive inquiries where these are to be obtained. S.

Maupay ist Co., whose advertisement will be found in

the proper column, inform us that they have under-

taken their sale, and will receive orders for them.

Seedli.vg Strawberry.—August 2eth a small

box reached us, with some strawberries of good flavor

and of medium size, but with no name or date to in-

dicate from whom or whence received.

Grapes— Wm. Aldrich, Groreland, Ind.—A neigh-

bor of mine has an Isabella Grape on a Balm of

Gilead tree, bearing full crops of grapes, while vines

on a Black Locust generally rotted. Another neigh-

bor had a vine, one branch of which extended from

a Locust tree to a Balm of Gilead tree, with the same

result between the different branches of the same

vine, though on the two respective kinds of trees. i
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( Grapes invariably thrire better when their branches

get to run over trees. The reason for this is not very

clear to any one. We never noticed that they pre-

ferred liny one kirnJ of tree to another, and we should

judge that the branches on the Locust owed Iheir

weakness to some other cause independent of the

Locust tree. However, the coincidence is certainly

suspicious, and it is worth further observation.]

A Subsrriber, Rocheslcr, IV, i'.— In the July number

of the Gardener's il/on/A/y, the lithograph of the New
English Strawberry, the Wizard of the North, (or

more properly called the Humbug of the North,) does not

correspond with the description of our English nur-

serymen. Inclosed is the advertisement of Mr.

Turner, England, who describes it as rather small,

medium Jlavor, good cropjtcr. Please correct, and you

will confer a favor on the public. (1.)

You say, in the description of New and Rare Plants,

that the Kleagnus parviUora and E. reflexus are the

same. This is not correct. I have seen them both

at Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry's Nursery. The E.

parviflora you describe correctly. The E. refJexus

has curious spotted or rusty-looking shoots, and is a

native of Japan. It will not stand our winters,

while the E. parvidora is hardy. (2.)

Last spring I saw a new Willow imported, under

the name of Salix Babylonica violacea pendula,

which has turned out to be nothing more or less than

the new American Weeping Willow. (3.)

[1. " Our English nurserymen" are often no better

authority than any other. Our plate was from a copy

taken from a plant on exhibition, and we have since

seen a party who saw it in Scotland, and who assures

us the size is not exaggerated. Mr. Peter Mackenzie,

florist, of this city, fruited one in a pot,—the plant

was imported this spring; and we are assured by a

member of our Fruit-Growers' Society's Committee,

who saw it, that it "was but very little inferior" to

our drawing in size. We have noticed the quarrels

going on in the English journals regarding it, and to

which our correspondent alludes; but we have seen

too much of " trade-quarrels" in our time to be ready

to cry " humbug" on the faith of one party in a

dispute. We want experience, not so-and-so's "say

so." In the mean time strawberry-growers should

act with caution, and not plant largely until it is

proved all right and adapted to our climate.

2. If our correspondent means E. parvifolia, one

of the plants in KUwanger & Barry's Nursery, must

be wrongly named. All botanists agree in considering

E. rcllexa but a synonym of E. parvifolia.

15. And the " New American Weeping Willow" is

nothing but Salix purpurea grafted on a tall-growing

species. "Our English nurserymen" may be no

no more reliable in strawberries than our "Subscri-

ber" finds them in willows.]

Names of Plants—A Stibseriber, Harper's Ferry.

—Will you please give the name of the shrub of

the leaves and seeds inclosed. The seed look like

some that I purchased from F. Trowbridge & Co.,

Nurserymen, New Haven, Conn., for the Hop tree

seed last year, and which failed to come up after

planted. If these should be the Hop tree seed, wc
have them here in the greatest abundance.

[They are the Hop tree

—

Ptelea In/oliata. Unless

the seed are sown as soon as gathered, they seldom

grow till the second year after sowing. We insert

the above note entire, as it shows how a little botan-

ical knowledge might have saved a purchase, and

more horticultural experience saved the destruction

of a seed-bed, which was probably good.]

Books—L. S. H., Holland, Mich.—Is the Year-

Book of Agriculture, by D. A. Wells, A.M., vol. I.

published lsr»0, discontinued? I have not seen vol.

IL yet. (1.)

What kind of a work is the Year-Book of the

Farm and Garden, by A. M. Spangler, and what is

its cost? (2.)

[1. We believe it is discontinued.

2. 25 cents; useful, and well worth the money.]

Espaliers.—B., Newport, Ky., asks:—"I often

see allusion made in your journal to the term 'espa-

lier' in the management of fruit trees. I should bo

obliged by information how trees are trained in this

way."

Trees planted along fences or hedge-rows in France

are called ''espaliers," and the term has been adopted

by English fruitists to designate trees trained in a

direct line along stakes or wires.

The annexed ilhistratiim shows one trained on a

wirej and the manner in which the wire frame is

fixed in the ground. Poles of cedar, locust, or any

durable wood, however, serves very well to train tho

trees to.

AVisTKBiA siNRVSis.

—

J. F. S., Lewis Centre, 0.,

says :
—" What shall I do with my Wisteria sinensis?

Every winter it dies down to the ground or below it,

and every summer it makes a weak growth of three

or four iVet, but does not bloom. Last fall I laid it

down and covered six inches deep, but found it dead,

as usual, this spring. It is now about five or six feet

high. I have Catawba and Isabella grapes on a

strong (not gravelly) bank, with southern expos
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made rich by being an old yard, and they act precisely

like the Wisteria. In summer they make a weak

growth, which tho winter kills. Of course I get no

fruit.

[The wood evidently does not lipen,—why, we
cannot say. Tho soil may be too rich, or it may be

near a drain where wafer is continually emptying, or

some other cause that induces rank growth. The

other question about cold pits was answered in our

last number.

Names of Plants— T. M. H., Lancaster, 0.—Not

Chamcebatia foliosa, but an Acacia, probably A. Far-

nesiana, a native of Florida, and probably taken

from there first to California.

SoLAsr.M CAPSicASTRCJM— C, Phihidelpliia.—Wo
thought so ourselves at one time ; but plants we re-

ceived in the spring from Hovey & Co., Boston,

proved it to be verj- distinct from the common kinds,

and we think it will prove desirable.

Leached Ashes—/. H. C. Toledo, 0.—What is

your opinion about the value of ashes made at the

soap factories, as manure, particularly to mix with

muck or swamp-mud? Is not all the available pot-

ash exhausted by the caustic materials used in the

leaching! Is there much phosphate and carbonate

left ? How does it compare with unleached in value !

[We regard leached ashes as worth no more than

the cost of hauling.]

Hickory Pear— TI'. B., Baltimore, Md.—There

must be some mistake. Xo pear with such a hard

name can be found " in the Philadelphia markets."

^Boofes, (Jal^alogups, ^r.

Flora oftlie Sonilurn U. S., containing abridged descrip-

tions of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of Tennessee,

North and South Carolina, Geortjia, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, and Florida, By A. W. Chapman, 51. D., Svo.

New York, Ivison &. Co. Pp. G21.

Some years ago, when the mammoth trees of Cali-

fornia were first discovered, and specimens were

taken to England and there determined to be a dis-

tinct genus of plants and named Wellingtonia by

Lindley, the national spirit of our countrymen was

vexed that the noblest species of the American forest

should be dedicated to the honor, not only of one who
had never done anything towards the study of botany,

and whose only known connection with botany was in

mistaking the application of Mrs. Loudon for permis-

sion to look at his celebrated beeches,for an application

to view the "celebrated" breeches he wore at Waterloo,

but of one whose whole life was spent in opposition to

principles dear to every American; and that aroused

spirit expressed its preference loud and deep for tho

time-honored name of AVashington in the connection.

The F.nglish journals retorted, that if we wished our

plants named after our own worthies, we should pro-

duce a race of botanists equal to the task of properly

naming and describing them. Justly as this reproach

might have then been deserved, we are well assured

that it is now in a fair way of being wiped out.

The great number of botanical works that almost

weekly follow each other from the press, shows a

widely pervading taste for botanical pursuits, which
after all forms the real basis of more elaborate botani-

cal works. No man can afford to spend his life in

the study of any scientific pursuit for the benefit of

the community, unless the public award him
some means of subsistence in return for the benefits

he confers. The purchase of his works is usually the

only way in which society can return this obligation.

The rapid appearance of scientific works shows Ihat

there is great encouragement for them ; and it is a

fact of which we may well feel proud.

Dr. Gray's "Flora of the Northern United States,"

has already reached two editions, and the demand for

a more extended knowledge has now produced this

work of Dr. Chapman's. The Flora of the Southern

States has hitherto been somewhatof a mystery. With
the exception of Elliott's Botany of South Carolina,

and Walter's works, there has never yet appeared a

work of original merit. Darby's Botany of the

Southern States, made up mostly from the authors

above noted,and the works of Nutfall,Michaux, Pursh

and others, has been the principal text book, and has

done good service in its day.

Dr. Chapman brings to the task thirty years of per-

sonal examination of the subject he has now written

about; and it is needless to say that the manner in

which he has accomplished his task has placed him in

the foremost rank of American systematic botanists.

By Dr. Chapman's work we are now enabled for

the first time properly to estimate the richness of the

Flora of the United States. Adding his list to those

described by Dr. Gray, we find there are east of the

Mississippi, three thousand, five hundred and nine

species; 817 exclusively Northern, 1084 exclusively

Southern, and lilOs common to both North and South.

In this it will be seen the South has by far the great-

est preponderance of species. This is, however, in

a great measure, due to Florida, which, with the half

tropical climate which the Gulf Stream and the waters

of the Gulf of Mexico secures for it, gives it a peculiar

vegetation of its own. We note in a hasty glance

over the work at least sixty genera that are confined

exclusively to Florida. With such plants as Palms,

Zamias, Epiphytal orchides, and other plants which
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we arc here accustomed to look after only in our hot-

houses, no wonder Florida presents so peculiar a front

in the display of her vegetable beauties.

There are a great many species described wliich

appear to us to be published here fur the fust time,

especially amongst the grasses and cyperaccDus

plants; and amongst the trees which more particu-

larly interest us, we notice a new Pine, not given in

our old text book, Darby

—

P. i/labra. One genus ap-

pears entirely new, called Leitaeria, and which is allied

10 our Comptonia or Sweet Fern.

We can only hope the work will have a good sale
;

the most unexpected results in this line could scarcely

reimburse the author for the many years of study and

research of which it is the result.

Mr. Cope's Gkape Essay.—In the last number

of the Farmer and Gardener, Mr. F. J. Cope takes

exception to our notice of his essay on •' Both Sides

of the Grape Question." He does not seem lo have

much to complain of; indeed, he thank?—not the

writer of the review—but " the Editor" for his

candor and fairness in stating his argument; but as

we did not think that Mr. Cope was ever likely to

" achieve greatness" in his crusade against settled

practices of grape propagation and culture, he feels

called upon to make a personal attack on the Editor

of this paper and his antecedents.

W'c sh-all not follow Mr. Cope into a discussion of

the principles on which we presume he has obtained

his cue to cope with the subject. If he did not, as he

tells us, become an American citizen by his own
choice and free will, as adopting for his home what

he believed to be one of the noblest of countries ; but

owed his citizenship to the fortunate accident of birth

alone; it is nothing to us, and we cannot, neverthe-

less, judge of his book by any other rule than that

of its own merits.

It is obvious from the tenor of Mr. Cope's remarks

that all he has to complain of is that we did not

praise his book; and this he attributes to what he

calls " ill nature." We can assure Mr. Cope that we

entertain no other feelings than respect for him per-

sonally, and notwithstanding his philippic against

" Mr. Median," if he should .again appear before the

public in an author's capacity, and produce anything

we m.ay deem meritorious, we shall be among the

first to praise it.

Mr. Cope does not appear to be aware that it docs

not necessarily follow that a literary review must bo

written by the editor of the journal in which it ap-

pears. In the present instance it is not of much con-

sequence, as his inference as to the authorship is cor-

rect ; but the suggestion may save him from errors in

the future.

Fruii Preserver'! Manual. By S. Culver, Rochester,

New York.

A very useful little tract; but the whole treatise

is so evidently written with a peculiar species of fruit

jar in view, that the directions lose much of their

force however good they may be in themselves.

There is a growing species of literature which,

while professing to be written solely for the public

information, and for which the public arc charged

full price, but which, after all, is really an adver-

tisement of some peculiar ware, the merits of which

the whole work is shrewdly diluted with. Wo
rarely now read an article in a magazine, or listen

to a public lecture, or take up a new work, without

being constantly reminded as we go on that there is

"something beyond the work" more important to the

writer. We have forborne to allude to any one case,

because the evil is so common it would be unfair to

particularize. The process is being so thoroughly

" ventilated" by the press, and the schemes therefore,

*'Oang wio aft Hgleo."

that we hope fora purer species of literature in future.

Book-makers comfort theirconscienccs by assuring

themselves that it is as easy to tell the whole truth

in a book with their own individual interest upper-

most in it as not
;
just as the old farmer told his son

Jock, that it was "as easy for him to look out a

good and handsome girl for a wife, who had the

' siller,' as one who had none." But " Jock" and the

public will not believe these things. They are lirm in

the faith that they get the best bargains when they

get only what they pay for; and we are sure they are

right.

Renewal System of Training the Grape 1'ine. By W.
Martin, Sr. Pittsburg, 1S54.

The advantages of a gardening journal is in no

way more apparent than in the number of facts and

ideas it is continually bringing up and retaining be-

fore the public view. Here is a little brochure which

appears to possess considerable merit, that has been

six years before the public, and yet, we question

whether one-tenth of our readers ever heard of it.

From a cursory glance, wo judge the system is dif-

ferent from the old alternate renewal, as well as

Bright's alternate plant renewal. We have received

it too late for a careful perusal this month, but will

refer to it again in our next.

.Architects' and Mechanics' Journal. Published by

Alex. Harthill &. Co., New York.

This is an excellent publication, devoted to Art,

Science, Mechanics, Building Progress, Engineering,

and Sanitary Reform; and, we arc sure, there are

numbers amongst our readers to whom such

are of the first importance.

'^^
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Urislol Sf Williams, Dnnsvillc, N. Y.

W. li. Prince If Co., Flushing. Bulbs.

Jt;mfs Pin/ZarK/, Baltiniorc, Maryland. Roses. No
less than 13ii kinds arc hero oiTcred at wholesale.

C. Reagles If Son, Schenectady, N. Y. Extensively

in the Plums.

//. Sovlhwick Sf Co., Dansville, N. Y.

jr. C. Slrons, Brighton, Mass. New hothouse

grapes particularly.

Smith Sf Hanchell, Syracuse, N. Y. A well-known

firm, with their usual full and excellent list.

//. C. Freeman, Ravenswood, N. Y. Small-fruits

mostly.

JC. Hacker, Philadelphia. Agent for Fairhead &.

Sons, London. Vegetable Seeds.

O. JS. Maxwell ^ Co., Dansville, N. Y. We notice

that they propagate their cherries largely on the Early

Richmond.

II'. Day, Morristown, N. J. Trees, Seeds and

Evergreens.

J. L. Darlington Sf Co., West Chester, Pa. Besides

the regular stock, largely in Seedlings.

Hoopcs Sf Bros., West Chester, Pa. Contains much

that is rare and valuable.

Evans Sf Co., York, Pa. Amongst many good

things, the native grape list is very select.

Hoopes Sf Bro., West Chester. Grapes and Cle-

matis; over CO kinds of grapes are enumerated.

R. G. Schrceder, Rochester, N. Y. Horticultural

Agency.

^sher Hance Sf Sons, Red Bank, N. J. Peaches.

Petersen Bros., Herman, Mo.

DESCniPTIVE CATALOGUES.

Fahnestock Sf Sons, Toledo, 0.

JltKood Sf Cooper, Lake Mills, Wis. Descriptive

List of grapes adapted to their latitude, which will be

read with interest.

Peter/:, Harden ^ Co., Atlanta, Georgia.

C. P. Hale, Calhoun, Kentucky.

Lewis Nicholson, East Rockport, O.

T. C. Maxwell ^ Bro., Geneva, N. Y.

D. Maupay, New Orleans, La, Seeds, &c.

J. Van Buren, Clarksville, Geo.

D. Griscom, Woodbury, N. J.

ir. fJright, Rising Sun, Pa. Descriptive of foreign

grape vines.

We are indebted to numerous Horticultural and

Agricultural Societies for their schedules, reports,

&c., and also to many invitations to attend, of which

wo have availed ourselves whenever circumstances

permitted, regretting that in many eases where we
would gladly have been present we were unable to

do so.

UptD enb ^m ^ruih.

KoiiLENKAMr Pllm.—A seedling raised by Mr.

Kohlenkamp, of Philadelphia, and fruiting this sea-

son in the ground of Mr. Peter R»abe. The tree is

represented as being of a vigorous growth, the fruit

borne somewhat in clusters, giving the tree the arch-

ing habit of the pear, and produced in the greatest

abundance. The fruit sent us is punctured with cur-

culio marks, but are ripe and perfect nevertheless.

The following description we make from the speci-

men sketched:—Fruit rather large, roundish oval;

suture running; skin amber brown, profusely

sprinkled with deep cherry dots, (giving the fruit a

reddish appearance,) and covered with a pale glaucous

bloom ; stalk rather short, in a rather deep basin ;

flesh amber color, solid and firm, of "good" flavor,

with a rather large free-stone ; ripe early in Septem-

ber. The Philadelphia Committee of the Penn-

sylvania Fru^t Growers' Society consider this a dis-

tinct and valuable seedling, and we know of no one

that it closely resembles ; it approaches Denniston's

Red in general character and appearance nearer than

any other.

Another New English Sthawberkt.—Ingram's

Prince Arthur, we notice, received the highest prize at

the meeting of the British Pomological Society.

There is no description given of it; but Mr. Marnock,

one of the most reliable of British Pomologists, says

of it:—"Prince Arthur is beyond doubt one of the

finest strawberries in cultivation." It is getting to

be a serious question whether we have not too many
of the " finest" kinds.

Miles' Grape.—A West Chester, Pa., correspon-

dent says:—"I went to see the Jl/iVt's' Gra/ie to-day
;

it is very nearly ripe ; it is certainly the earliest

grape we have about here." August 30th.

@^ ^^^^
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New SouTiiBRN" Apples.—The following

apples, received from Mi. Thomas Carter,

Raleigh, N. C, appear to merit all that is

claimed for them :

—

Olifc nipple.—Origin, Wake Co., North

Carolina; tree vigorous, straight grower;

'ruit medium, slightly conical, skin smooth,

crimson with grey dots; calyx open; stem

rather long and stout, in a deep narrow ir-

regular basin; flesh crisp, juicy, sub-acid.

Verj' popular apple here, ripens last of Octo-

ber, and hangs well on the tree.

Billy Barker.—Origin, the farm

of William Barker, Wake Co.,

N. C. Tree a splendid erect

grower and good bearer ; fruit

large, green, oral, sometimes

elongated ; stem short in a deep

narrow cavity, surrounded with

russet; calyx open; flesh yel-

lowish, juicy, tender, brisk vin-

ous flavor ; ripens last of Aug-
ust.

Nectar.—Origin, near Raleigh,

N. C. Fruit medium, oblate

Skin smooth, thin and quite

green ; calyx generally closed

stem short, in a large shallow ba-

sin, surrounded occasionally with

a little russet ; flesh yellowish

extremely juicy, with a rich, s.ic-

charinc flavor. Decidedly a No.

1 dessert apple. Tree a constant

and abundant bearer. Ripens

last of August.
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Robert Bruce.—Origin, Wake

Co., N. C. Trco of vigorous

upright growth and good bearer ;

fruit rather above medium size,

oblate ; crimson shaded ; calyx

open, stem short and rrooked in

a round shallow basin, sur-

rounded with green ; flesh

white, rather coarse, juicy and

pleasant; a good eating apple.

Ripens'last of August.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
PLANTS FOR ADORNMKXT.

Sheffiklh, England.

I have frequently been solicited by several parties

to furnish them with a list of select, beautiful, and

interesting plants for the adornment of a pet stove

and show house, many having experienced consider-

able disappointment in purchasing plants which

turned out contrary to their expectations in more

waj-g than one. Of course, those who commence

ornamental gardening must expect disappointments,

—cherished objects will die, in spite of all our best

efforts to keep thetn alive; and we must be prepared

to take the rose with the thorn in the same manner

as we do with all our other pleasures or recreations.

We should not calculate on large profits. We must

rather seek for the higher enjoyment of receiving

the knowledge we can obtain from them of their pe-

culiar habits, etc., and accept their beautiful foliage

or their sweet blossoms as an expression of their

gratitude to us; and from these, coupled with the fact

that wc are sheltering and protecting the choice chil-

dren of God, we must draw our gratification and

derive our pleasure, and allow their influences to

exert on us all the good they can give, and we re-

ceive from them. At the same time a judicious se-

lection is of great importance. A person commencing
business may purchase articles which are of little

worth to him in extending his connection, and brings

him more disappointment than profit. It is some-

thing similar in plant-growing. Some spend much
money and reap disappointment ; others are more

fortunate. No doubt all plants are more or less in-

teresting. No doubt many are very beautiful, which

onl}' can show their full beauty when afforded space,

only attainable under peculiarcircumstances. Palms,

fur instance, are a most noble family of plants, hav-

ing much that is fine in their habit and deeply inter-

esting in their history; but for to purchase Palms

by one who is only favored with the convenience of

a low house, suitable for the culture of Ferns, etc.,

the mistake becomes palpable. Before they can

arrive at the beauty point, they become too tall for

the house, and they, are displaced, and nothing re-

mains to be seen for the labor which has been lav-

ished on their culture. This point is not always

considered beforehand. We must not attempt to

grow every thing; some try this, and, of course they

fail in some, perhaps in many. If we go about our

work rationally, we will attempt to grow such varie-

ties as experience warrants us in believing will pro-

duce satisfactory results. Some make strange mis-

takes in this matter. Instead of considering the

peculiarities of the objects of their choice, they con-

sult their own fancy merely. However we may pet

plants, we cannot prevail on them to bend to our

pleasure, because they move in obedience to natural

laws, and must, of necessity, pursue one course, or

sicken and die. For instance, a lady of our acquaint-

ance, who, having been to see one of our great Lon-

don exhibitions, was much delighted with a fine

group of Heaths she saw there in bloom. She copied

the names of about thirty varieties, and, on her re-

turn home, had forwarded the above number of very

beautiful plants, in nice bloom and perfect health,

which were furnished with a neat new green shelf in

a fine, large plate-glass window in her own select

sitting-room. One would have thought that any

plant would (out of consideration for a lady's kind-

ness) have bloomed for ever in such comfortable

quarters ; but they would not do so. In a few months

they showed unmistakable signs of failing health,

and we were told such a sorrowful tale of symptoms.

They were watered with tea-water even, but to no

purpose, and we were obliged to say they would not

live unless certain conditions could be observed,

which would not have been comformable to a sitting-

room ; and, until a suitable place was found for their

hihr^
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location, they conlinued to fade. Wc cannot expect

plant-fanciers to know the diiEcultic3 there arc in

plant-culture; nor can we expect them, by reading,

to understand all the requisites so necessary to insure

success. It seems so easy to succeed when we are

only reading, and, fancying what we wish to come to

p.-iss will do so, we sometimes forget the diirieultics

there are in the road, which are never insurmounta-

ble, if the governing agents of light, heat, moisture,

and geographical position be taken into account, and
means adopted to surround our pets with their proper

and congenial element. Then we find plants are no

respecters of persons or places. Their best looks

and s:* cetest perfumes are freely bestowed upon those

who care for them, and their radiant beauty is their

quiet way of expressing their thankfulness. The
first point to decide on is this—which class of plants

is my favorite? The second poiiit is—have I a suit-

able accommodation for the development of my fa-

vorites? AVhen these questions are answered satis-

factorily, success may be supposed to follow. Should
we decide on growing Ferns, fine-foliaged and varie-

gated-leaved plants, and have hot a house suitable,

then nothing better can be done than build one ac-

cording to the plan furnished by us in a late number
of the Gariiener's Monthly^ for which we subjoin a

list of plants suitable, distinct, rare, beautiful, deeply

interesting, and not costly.

Climbers.

Cissus discolor—one of the most beautiful of climb-

ing plants, particularly when grown in the shade.

Echites pictus^leavcs most beautifully veined with

golden ramifications, which it keeps best when grown
in a small pot with poor soil.

Ipom.Ta penfantha—a beautiful, free-growing, and
prolific blooming plant, with bunches of most beauti-

ful blue blossoms.

Passiflora kermesina—a neat free-blooming plant,

with crimson blossoms.

Lygodium scandcns—the climbing Fern
; grows

freely and forms a charming ornamental plant either

for pillar or rafter.

Lycopodium saliginella umbrosum—this cleg.int

plant will grow several yards high, and, when deeply

shaded, the fronds are beautifully tinged witli a

variety of colors.

Basket Plants.

iEschynanthes pulchra—a bright vermilion flower.

Tapinia splendcns—a free grower, fine green fo-

liage, with small brilliant scarlet blooms.

Cyrloccrus reflcxus— Ibis very interesting plant is

best seen when grown in a basket.

Achimcnes—of different kinds for summer.
Some of the Ferns may be used to good purpose as

basket-plants, several of the Lycopndiums being very

suitable for this purpose. We might name violacea

or denticnlata. Wc should also advise some of the

Gymnogrammas or Gold and Silver Ferns for suspen-

sion. These are frequently spoiled by handling the

fronds, in order to look at the beautiful gilding un-

derneath the leaves. This operation is rendered

unnecessary when the plants are hung up. The pots

in which thej' grow may be merely plunged in bas-

kets of moss, and hung up so as to be within easy

distance of the eye. The baskets may be made of

wood, cork, wire, or terra-cotta, or the plants may
be suspended by fastening wires round the pot.

Plants of Peculiar Interest.

Sensitive Plant—raised from seed, and is sensitive

to the touch.

Hcdysarum gyrans, or Desmodium gyrans—this

plant forms a nice companion to the above when kept

in a good moist temperature; the leaves are in con-

stant motion up and down, taking, as it would appear,

spasmodic leaps, and seems more curious than the

Sensitive Plant on account of its motion being vol-

untary. Known as the Jumping or Whirling Plant.

Venus' Fly-Trap—A most interesting little favor-

ite, closing up its wonderful jaws when touched

;

generally grown under a bell-glass.

Ouvirandra, or Lattice Plant—an aquatic ; a most

wonderful plant; one of nature's select treasures;

generally grown in glass pans, so that the skeleton

texture of the leaf may be belter examined.

Oncidium papilio, or Butterfly Flower—may be

grown on a log of wood, or in a basket or pot, and

should be placed in a prominent position when in

bloom; we hide ours behind Ferns, etc., and the

butterfly then sceiiiS as if it was on the wing, and

about to settle. The coolest end of the house will

suit this plant well.

Cypripcdium, or Ladies' Slipper, or Mocassin

Plant—there arc some splendid varieties of these,

but some of them are very costly ; C. insignis and

C. barbatum are more reasonable in price; they keep

a very long time in bloom, and are general favorites.

Nepenthes, or Pitcher Plants—these are all worthy

of careful cultivation ; their extr.iordinary pitchers

are objects of constant attention, and the .skill, wis-

dom, and design so clear, that thej' have been de-

scribed by a great writer as "an open chapter in na-

ture's book which blind men may read." N. distil-

latoria and Icevis make a nice pair, and arc not so

costly as some others.

Australian Pitcher Plant — this little treasure

grows best under a bell glass ; it only grows a few

inches in height, and should be surrounded with

moss.

Sarraconia Drummondii and S. purpurea form an

indispensable and desirable addition to the latter

group; they are allied to them in habit and form,

and arc, when well-grown, most beautiful.
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Papyrus antiquarum, paper plant—grows tall,

Eomutimcs ten or twelve feet high; if room is no

object, it is interesting.

Wc will leave this list open for anj- or many kinds

which we might name.

Fine Foliaoe.

Cyanophyllum magnificum—the finest foliage of

any plant in cultivation ; indeed it is hardly possible

to imagine any thing more grand and noble than this,

and, as it grows fast and will occupy much room, wc

shall not extend our list of others in this class.

—

This plant should be polled frequently, and the

leaves should never be handled.

Variegated Plants.

Dracosna terminalis—a fine plant for ornamental

purposes.

Aspidistra lurida variegata—a plant of pretty vari-

egation and easy culture.

Pandanus argenteus variegatus—a very graceful

and striking plant.

Goody eara discolor—a very handsome plant, having

a very dark leaf.

Sonerila margaritacea superba— this is an im-

proved variety
;
good.

Maranta vittata, and M. regalis—pretty striped

plants of easy culture.

Caladium discolor, C. Chantinii, C. argyrites, and

C. picturata— all worthy of culture, being distinct

in character, color, and shape, and forming a very

interesting feature in a collection of plants.

Tillandsia splendens and zebrina— two plants

worthy of careful cultivation.

Begonia grandis, B. Marshallii, and B. Gem

—

beautiful plants, of endless varieties, easy culture,

and useful for decoration.

Anffictochilus argenteus, A. zanthophyllus, A.

setiiceus, and A. Lowii—the most beautiful plants

yet introduced.; of rather difficult culture; should

be grown under a bell-glass, and kept well shaded

in sunny weather.

Febns,

Davallia canariensis, the Hare's Foot Fern

—

curious.

Adiantum trapeziforme, A. concinnum, A. cunca-

tum, A. macrophyllum, A. pubescens, and A. formo-

sum—all these belong to the Maiden Hair Fern, and

are worthy of room in the smallest collection.

Cassabecria farranosa—beautifulsilvery Fern, very

fine.

Nothoclcena chrysophylla—neat and elegant golden

Fern.

Gymnogramma chrysophylla—large golden Fern
;

fine.

Blcchnum Braziliensc, Tree Fern—makes a hand-

some centre plant.

Ptcris argyrea—new variegated Fern of beauty.

Platycerium grande, P. stomnria, and P. alcicorno

—the Stag or Elk Horn Ferns ; a most wonderful

and striking portion of nature's most striking plants;

will grow on blocks of wood or in pots.

Pulypodium aureum—a most noble Fern, of ca-y

culture.

Aspidium falceatum—a bright, glossy, bold-looking

plant.

Ceratopteris thalictroidcs,—the AVater Fern ; most

interesting.

Cheilanthus farinosa

—

prettily powdered or frosted.

Gleichenia dichotoma—charming, but rather costly.

Hermionites palma um—very distinct.

Nephrodium molle—very common, but pretty.

Nephrolepis peclinata—a fast-growing and elegant

Fern.
Platyloma eordata—very chaste and beautiful.

The above have been selected because they arc

handsome varieties, distinct, and aflfording to the stu-

dent an abundant opportunity of studying and exam-

ining, and so becoming acquainted with the cl.issifi-

cation of these wonderful productions of nature, with

the aid of a moderate microscope, in the dull winter

time ; and the above varieties, there will be provided

abundance of recreative employment, which cannot

fail to surprise the observer, and cause deep rever-

ence and admiration of that Power which could

work so wonderfully, minutely, and well. For de-

corative purposes, they are most useful; their light

and elegant foliage always looks fresh and pleasing,

and, when mixed judiciously with other plants, they

are the most effective and useful plants we know of.

They can, in a general way, be grown amongst other

plants, so as to occupy little space. They love the

shade, and arc satisfied with a corner in which other

plants would not prosper. This is the way we treat

them ; but when we find one which we deem too

beautiful to be left unseen, we make it a more promi-

nent object by elevating it in some prominent place.

When it becomes less pleasing, or when we have

seen it until we care little about seeing it, we replace

it in the shade,— not to neglect, or despise, or

forget it, but to remember that we shall again want
its beauty another day. Ferns are the most easy of

culture of any plants, requiring only shade, heat, and

moisture. They readily reproduce themselves, with-

out any extra care or attention whatever, and these

little ones are very useful in furnishing " Wardian"

and other ornamental cases, which are now so fre-

quently seen in many respectable drawing-rooms.

We may say that scrap-books formed of tinted paper,

with specimens of Fern-leaves, are often considered

very acceptable remembrancers.

We conclude this article with a list of Lycopodi-

3
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urns, also very useful for decoration, and may be

grown in pans or pots, as fancy dictates. We beg to

say \vc have tested the mcriU of all we have named,

and can cunfidently recommend thcni.

Lycopodium denliculatum, L. uml.rosum, L. Schot-

tii, L. Wildenovii, L. Lyalli, L. plumosa, L. iKvi-

gata, L. apodiim.

The last named variety is very useful for many

purposes, such as planting round Ana'ctochilus, ice.

We have also seen it beautifully introduced in the

collection of A. Jowitt, Esq., as a covering for the

pot in which he grows his Caladium argyrites. The

elll'ct is charming.

i

PENNSYLVANIA KORTICULTTJRAL
SOCIETY.

The society docidpd to have no annual exhibition this year, as

annoHuced .n our last report, but tlie articles showu at the mouthly

mectiuK ou the ISth were of »uch superior meiit and interest that

the couTiuillee iu cha.ge decided to keep it open for the public au-

olher full day, hut llic want of sufficient aunounccmcut pre-

vented the atlciidaucc its great merits deserved.

In th.' II .wer liue, the novel points of interest were the varic-

lated plauts In Mr. Buist's collection we noticed Elteodmdron

lidirum. a plant with something of the look of I'ai^Ma h„rh„n,.

cum: CaludinmdrijyrUe)!, a small-growing spec.es with numer-

ous small leaves profusely spotted with silveiy white; lliynuui

Grilflihii, rex, amabilis, lazulii with a rich velvety surlace, picta

and Krandis. There were other kinds, but these struck us by llieir

distinctness. Mr. Joyce, gardener to Mr. Baldwin, had a very f'p'

plant of the striking TrmU^cauWi disi-nlur wfu^^'dooneotihe

best of leaf plants. Otlladiitm C/mntini, in Mr. tadle s collection,

was considered one of the handsomest kinds of caladium yet ex-

'u'r The plants exhibited for the first time, a variegated althica,

by Mr Kiiist, promises to be popular, as it stands the sua well.

The same geulleman exhibited »il,imim purjjurenm, with very

striking lolliige, and four new leaf ailtuliuws : 0. ^eum(lll)Ul. (..

V'-rHcliiiMli, (' lluiMftia, and C. sagtjiUafolla pictum. Mr. 1 ol-

lock, gardener to .1. Uundas, Es,i . had RU„d,nl.ndrun 1 rincess

Koyah with very striking waxy pink flowers. Sternhergm Udm,

an old but vcrv scaice bulb, was in One Uower, from Mr. Dreer

One of the inost improving points in the exh.bilion was the

number of Ferns produced, ilie greatest limit struck us in grow-

ing the eoar.se kinds of rampant growth in.stead of the finer and

more graceful kinds; a collection of this latter class by Mr. Huist.

consisting of rurii ar'jyrni. Ck,iUndht,s mucosa, UyMHugramma
chnjsuphullu, n ,ir.j!,r:i,hiilU,, I't.rw ^cahruU,, y.pl'ro'hmn

mnlle rnrmfihifrrvm, were very much admired. Those ol the

other exhibitors showed very superior growth and merit.

Amoui; the collection of plants we noted nothing novel
.
the

plants were all well grown: one of Ihem—Lantana alba flori-

hunda in Mr. Eadic's collecti.m, ab.iut s. leet hi-h, was probably

the handsomest thing of the kind ever seen at any exhibition.

The Dahlias made a fine show ; the first premium was awarded to

Sir Biiisl consisting of Orand Turk, Fanny, Lollipop, burpnser,

liagatelle. Lord Everley, Mrs. Church, Emperor, Mis. Seacole, ^a-

poleon, Uar.-n Alder.son, E-parl.ro, king Loden, Dr Gully, Chel-

tenham Queen, I'apilio, Lady 1-opham. In Mr. Meehan s list, be-

sides some already named, we noticed as very dne, L Ongiual,

Mad. de St. Laurent, and Adrian Carwail. Mr. K. Scott and Mr.

Dreer both had admirable collecth.ns of Roses; in the latter lot,

rmmri cominen.led itself to our notice by its deep yellow color,

and David I'radel, a fine blush purple tea. A design of grasses by

Mr ItHabe was an original production, and a basiiet by Mr. Goeh-

ring in which glasses and ferns were intcivpersed with flowers—

had a fresh and charming appearance. .Mr. Sherwood » Hedy-

ridinii wirdnerinii'itu charm.d by its beauty and fragrance, and

Mr. Dreers seedling Verbenas were decidedly good, though not

suporior to other kinds.

There were a few items of novelty in the vegetable line:—Mr.

Harrison's White Egg-plants being most conspicuous; and next,

Mr A I'eltou, giirdener to Mr. Unhring, had a curious production

labelled new Iteil Egg-plant, which looked like a tomato stuck ou

an egg-plant, and on which many who thought they "snielled a

mice,' exercised their ingenuity in looking for the place ot in-

archment. , ,

In the Fruit linemanv excellent coUeclious were presented :
among

I'ears we noleil in .Mr. Noble's, Frederirka Hreiiur. which niadesome-

thing'of a noise a few vears aRo; and iu Mr. Parry's. Ueurre euiier-

fin. which is becoming highly prized. (Iiiondajra and lienrre

Nnntais were also attractive. .Mr. Sherw.s.d's l.<.ui8e llonne de Jer-

sey, were very highly c.dored and niinh admireil.

Ainom-st the collection of Apples we noted in Mr. Noble s, one

marked "Carver." a red apple in the way of Ihildwin. which we note

here as there is another apple like the White Doctor, which is being

disseminated under the same name.

The great show of the evening was the Grajie. Mr. Raahe s col.

lection iT natives embraced twenty-one kinds:—white, 1 Hehecca,

1 .Maxalawnv, :! Clara, 4 Cassaday: black, of the Isabella type, 1

Christie's Ui'helhi, i Paign's Early, 3 Louisa. 4 (irabam. 5 Isab<ll:^

6 Logan. 7 Canby's August ; black, of the Clinton cl,a.ss. 1 Mary

Ann, 2 Elsinburg. .') Marion, 4 Kew Cape; reil grapes. 1 Diana, '2

Delaware, :l Catawba, 4 Raabe, 5 r.jwell. As they were all ripened

t<igetber in the small yard of Mr. Kaahe, we thought it a goisl oppor-

tunity to test their merit,s as to quality, and have iiumbensl each

section in the respective order that they suited oiir taste. After all

mere flavor is but one <if many <iualitie3 that should stamp a goisl

graiie. ami if all the necessary properties were weighed, the order of

precedence would no diaibt be considerably cbangied.

Amongst the curiosities of this department were a collection of six

kinds id foreign grapes, from open air vines, by Mr. Ilaxter. Mr. B.

Ii.id also anuMigst a collection of selected or improved wild gripes, a

reddish variety verv much like Delawaie, but very fixy and worth-

less, anil reniiiiding us stpingly of forms we have seen ye.ars ago in

the wcKids along the Delaware, beyond Trenton and Easton.

Mr. Thomas, ganlener to J. D. Whetham. Esq., had enormous

bunciies of Isabella. Diana and Rebecca, very temliting to the eye,

but extremely worthless to the t.-iste. and pHslnotd, we presume, by

the ringing process, done too late to secure gtsslness of quality. The

following is the award of premiums:—
The foMowing persons bail either plants flowers, fruits, or vege-

tahles—W. II. Wayne. John A. Goehring. A. M. Sl-angler, S. W.
Noble, James E«die, Robert Bucst. Henry Dnhring, Robert Kil-

vingto'n, William Joyce, L Chamberlain, R. R. Scott, Thomas
Meehan, James .Matheson, John I'olluck. William I'arry, 1'. T.

Firth, M. Hegarly. James Astley. John Sherwood, John Cook,

J. B.Baxter, William Randall, I'. S. Bunting. Charles Ilarmar,

William Saunders, James D. Wliethain, John Perkins, John

Landers, John Joyce, A. W, Harrison, George Penn, Peter Crans,

and Henry A. Dreer.

Theseveral Committees made the following awards:—Collection
of 20 plants, best to J. Eadic, gardener to Dr. Hush ;

second best to

M. Hegarty, gardener to Joseph Harrison; third best to John Pol-

lock, gardoner to James Dundas; fourth best to William Joyce,

gardener to M. W. Baldwin. Collection of in plants, best to Geo.

Penn. Collection of li plants, best to James Eadie; second best to

John Pollock. Specimen plants (pair), best to .las. Eadie; second

best to John Pollock. Specimen plant, best to M. Hegarly; .second

best to John Pollock; third best to J. Eadie. Collection of Varie-

gated Plants, best to J. Pollock; second best to J. Eadie; third

best to R. Buist; fourth best to W. Joyce. Collection of Kerns to

K. liuist and to J. Eadie; the same premium for best, the former

being the most rare and the latter the largest and most beautifully

grown, therefore equally meritorious; third best to J. Pollock.

Special premium to J. Pollock for new plants—Rhododendron,

Princess Royal and Ucchnieria argentea; also to R. Buist for Sol-

anuni purpurouin aud Achmca discolor, and four beautiful Cala-

diulns; also to R. Buist for a collection of twelve well grown aud

beautiful Begonias and four variegated plants. The committee

cheerfully te.slifv to the skill shown I y all the competitors, in pro

during such rare and beautifully grown specimens, which, as a

display, has probably never been exceeded by this Society.

Dalil.as—twenty varieties—best to R. Buist; second best to

Thomas Meeliun. 'Hardy Herbaceous Plants—twelve specimens

—

best to Thomas Meehan. Roses—twenty varieties—best to Henry

A. Dreer. Designs foiined of Fruits and Flowers—best to Win.

Joyce; second best to William Raudall, gardener to James E.

.Mitchell. Design formed of Gras.se^—best to Peter Raabe. Design

of Cut Flowers," best to John A. Goehring. Basket formed of Cut

Flowers, best to R. Kilvington; second best to ,T. .\. Goehring.

Bouqnets-pair, best to James Matheson, gard«ner to F. Varnall

;

bouquet, single, best to R. Kilvington. The committee call the

attention of the Society to a flue display of Seedling Verbenas ex-

hibited by H \. Dreer, also a very line display of Camellia Bal-

sams by George W. Earl, and a beautiful collection of Cut Roses

by R. Scott, as well as a very superior display of Cut Petunias,

over forty varieties, by John Sherwood.

Melons, Citron, best to Wni. Parry; second best to Jas. Astley.

Pe.irs, Collection, best to J. B, Baxier ; second best to Wm. Parry.

Pears, native, 12 varieties, best to J B. Baxter; fi varieties, best

to Wm. Parry ; second best to S W. Noble. Pears, foreign, 6 va-

rieties, best t'l J. B. Baxter; second best to J. Landers, gardener

to S. T. Altemus; third best to John Sherwood. APP1.E.S—Gene-

ral collection, best to Jolin Perkins ; second best to William Parry.

.\pples, 12 varieties, best to S. W. Noble; 6 varieties, best to Wm.
Joyce. QciNcKs—tine peek, best to Wm. Parry, and a special pre-

mi'uin to Mrs, Liggett for flue Regnier Pears, and one of $3 to Chas.

Harmar for fine S.-edling Pear, Baitram.

PiSK Apri.Ks—Three specimens in pots, best to v\ m. Joyce.

PBArilEs—One peck, best to J. B. Baxter; second best to Jolm

Landem. I'LrMs—24 specimens, best to Peter Raabe. GR.*rE^^-

Orown under glass, general collection, best to John Landers;

Grain's, grown under gla.ss, five bunches, ,'i varieties, best to J.

Matheson; second best to J Landers. Grapes, native, grown in

open air, general collection, best to Peter Raabe; second best to J.

B. Baxier. ttrapcs. native, grown in open air, twenty bunches,

best to J. b. Whetham; ijiecinl premiums to A. .M.Spangler for the

^^
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Flora Bt^edlinp grape, & flne copper colored, high flavored, ploawint
gfHpe, reproM'utod to bo peri'ecilT hardy Id open air; aUo, to the
same, for a moderato-(*lzed, compact, juicy black grape, not named

;

hIho to J. B. Baxter, for ti varietiOH of foreign grapes nuder ghvss

;

also (.1 IVier Cnuis, for the Maxalawny gnipe. a highly rtav.in'd,

swei't white grape, reprcKcntod to bo hardy iu the open air. I'ota-

toes one bushel, bettl to Aothooy Folton, giirdener to H. Duhring.
Cclevy. I'i stalks, be«l tn (he same; seeuud best to John Cook, gar-

dener tt> Rev. J. >!. Richards. Tomatoes, Lima Bciins, Dwarf
Beans, Okra and Po;u*, half peck each, best to Anthony I'elton.

S-jua-he-i and Pumpkins, throe each, best to Iho same. Cabbage,
six head^, best to James Matheson. F.jrg Plant*, six ?pecimens,
be.st to John Landers. Beels, Carrots, Parsnips, Salsafy and Tur-
nips, twelve each, best to Anthony Feltou ; itecond b*ist to James
Matbeson. Vegetables, general collection, best to A. Feltou.

EIGHTH SESSION OF THE AMERICAN
POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Pui^uant t - ii-.tu-..'. til.' S fi.-ty nut «t Pliili.i.-lphia Jon the "lOth

of September, and it is generally conceded that it wuh one of the
mottt riucce^ful, in every point of view, ever held. The contribu-
tions of fruit were very large, the greater part of the Union being
representtui.

Hon. Miti^hal P. Wilder. Dorchester, Mass., contributed 150 varie-

ties of Pe.irs: J, II. i^tuart, Qtiincy, Illinois, IS'J Ajtples; Willijim
Reid, Klizabethtown, N. J., 120 Penrs; John Chambers, Burlington,
N. J., 112 Pears; Smith A llanchett, Syracuse. N. Y., 100 Pear^, 30
Apples; Ellwanger Jc Barry, Rochester, N'. Y., 240 Pears, 140 Apples,
68 i'tums: Franklin Davis, Virginia, 75 Apples; H. R. Roby, Vir-

ginia, 22 Pears. 25 Apples; Oliver Taylor, 12 Apples, G Grapes; Col.

Walter L. Steele, North Carulina, 11 Apples and Pears, Scuppcrnong
Grapes; T. T. Lyon, Plymouth, Mich., 109 Apples, 19 Peai-s; Prof.

J. J. Mapes, Newark. N. J., 24 Pears; Frost & Co.. R»K'hestcr, N. Y.,

20 Pears and Apples; Samuel T. Altenuis, Philadelphia, Pa., S Pears,
SGrapes; Col. D. S. Dewey, Hartford, Conn., Apples and Gnipes; Wm.
Parry, Cinnaminson, N. J., 22 Pear^, 22 Apples; BufTalo Ilorticultu-

ml Society, 9 Grapes, 37 Pears, 22 Apjdes; B. Stratton, 40 Pears nnrl

Apples; Kllwood Thomas, Pennsylvania. 100 Apples and Pears; llo-

vey & Co., Boston, 25 Pears: 1. B. Baxter, 30 Pears; Rev. George
B. Idc, Springfield, ^Iass.,21 Peiire; Dr. litiyoton. Syracuse, 55 Pears;
T. W Field, Briwklyn, N. Y., a branch of Flemish Beauty Pears, 18
inches long, containing 24 Pears, weighs 19 pvuuids, tree planted two
years. 5Ir. Loomis, of Indianapolis. Ind., Mr. Harrison and A. M.
Spingler, of Philadelphia, and other parties also contributed to

make up the splendid display.

The hall was beautifully decorated, and reflected much credit on
the Committee of Arrangements,—Messrs J. E. Jlitchell, Sv. Saun-
ders, and T. P. James. The names of some of the princip.il worthies
in pomi'log^cal science were emblazoned in laurel-wreathing.—Viin

Mons, Coxe, Dubamel, and Downing occupying the foreground. The
decorations themselves attmcted no less by their worth than their

brilliancy,—not the worth which the diamonds and jewelry of gen-
eral s<x:iety give to sncb meetings, but the jewels of pomologj'. Some
of theae, in the slmpe of Peaches and Plams in pots, from Sir. Wm.
Saunders; fuur and five pouud bunches of Grapes from Mr. Matbo-
son, gardener to F. Varnall, Esq.; munificent iHabelLis from Mr.
Thomas, gardener to J. D. Whetham, Esq., whicli many |lookers-on

could scarcely believe were not pn^iluced by some conjuring process,

g5i\ t' a degree of interest to the Exhibition which the public well
appreciated.

Among the matters which seemed to create most public interest

in the body of the ball were first the Flemish Beauty Pears of Mr.
Field. They were produced to their great perfection by having
all me fruit taken otf the side shoots while very young, and
leaving none but these, which were retained on the strong leading
shoot in the centre. Sir. Landers', gardener to Mr. Aliemus, hot-
hou>e Grapes also attracted notice, fur the fine size of their berries
and excellent maturity. Specimens of Isabella Grapes on the
cane, exhibited as huving been raised under Bright's new system,
form'?d also aceutre of interest to an admiringcrowd, who listened
to the explanations of the exhibitor, lu anothei corner a Corne-
lius Proi»agailug-Put, de?!cribed in a late issue of oar paper, was
stocked with cuttings in a growing .slate and in various stages of
development, and Us originator, Mr. Cornelius, was kept pretty
bu-y explaining bis theory, and the principies in which his pot
was one of the elements. Mr. Cornelius won golden opinions
from ail by the kindness and affability with which he took the
trouble so disiniere.-tedly lo explain to the company as.«embled
what his philosophical mind has so long and so successfully been
studying. In addition to what we have already given of his ex-
periments, be exhibited specimens of a mode of grafting, which,
in a measui*e, combined the advantagesof inarching with common
grafting. We have only space hoie to show, by an illustration,

theidea. Next month we will describe the process. Dr. Boynton, of
Synicuse, had some beautifully colored fruit, which had evidently

been so produced by some «pocial treatment. The Doctor kindly
explained the process no far a.s he felt warnuiteil in Ow experi-
ment, and attributed the color to the application of mineral manures;
but he considered his experiments had not been of long enough
continuance to warrant him in deducing any theory therefrom.
or the new or rare fiuits. though theio was much to interest,

there was very little that will probably ftand the test of lime.
Tho Maxatawny Grape was in belter condition than wo have be-
fore tasted it, thougli not quite ripe. The Crovleling or Bloom
Grape, raii«ed by Mr. Merceron, of Catawlssa, Pa., also looked
promising; and one exhibited by Mr. Spant;lcr, fr..m the garden
of Mrs. Hineman, of Philadelphia, since called the Flora, created
considerable attention. We think none of tho Grapes exhibited
a« novelties were superior in quality to others already exii^ting;
but other advantages were claimed lor them by the raisers, such
as hardiness, earlinesfi, or other points of which the company
present could not judge. Of Pears, one raised by Nathaniel
Clapp, of Dorchester, called tho Clupp Pear, btruck us as huing
one of the most .'superior.

Misfl Pcrcival contrilmted a very ricli design for the ornamentation
of tlie fruit-tnbies, made of fruit and flowers, and which was very
much admired.

In the evening of the second day's meeting, i^lr. T. P. Jame**. tlio
Treasurer of the Society, gnve a soiree to all the members prcaent,
which will he long remenihered by the happy participant.-i.

We are under great obligations to many of the exhibitors and
odlcers of the Sociely, who kindly placed at our disposal every
facility for adding to our individual stock of information, on
which we shall draw as occasion oilers.

Of the discussions at the Society's meetings we have taken afuU
and complete report for our readers, wliich we present, iu addition
to our regular number, in the form of a Supplement.
We also annex a syuop.sis of the proceedings.

OFFICERS ELECTED.

TO SERVE FOR TOE NEXT TWO YEARS.

Hon. Marshal P. Wilder, Boston, President.
Thirty-eight Vice-Presidents, one from each State and Territory

of the Union.
Thomas P. Jamep, Philadelphin, Treasurer.
Thomas W. Field, New York, Secretary.

The Treasurer made a report, from which we learn the follow-
in?:—Balance on hand in 18.0.S, $2.iS.fi4; received September,
IStiO, *357; the to'.al amount of expenditures $418.30, loaviug a
balance of $197.64 in the treasury.
A number of standing committees were announced by the Chair

to serve for the ensning two years.
The place of holding their next biennial session was then taken

up and debated at length. It was finally agreed (o hold the next
session in Boston.
Mr. Field offered the following resolution :

Ef^solved, That the thanks of this Society are tendered to ^fr. T.
P. James, Mr. J. E. Mitchell, and Mr William Saunders, the Com-
mittee of Arrangements for the Meetings of the Society, lor (he
excellent accommodations and polite attention which ilsiuembers
have enjoyed.
The fee for Life Membership was reduced from twenty to ten

dollars.

The list of Apples which promise well was taken up. None
were stricken off; it, therefore, remains as follows:

List of Aplles which Promise Well.—Broadwell, Bucking-
ham, Coggswell, Fornwalder, Genesee Chief, Jefferis, King of
Tompkins County, Mother, Smokehouse, White Winter Pearmain,
Winter Sweet Paradise. Wmthrop Greening.
To which list tho following were, during the subsequent discus-

sions, added

:

Summer Sweet Paradise, Canon Pearmain, Fall Wine, Early .Toe,

Willow Twig, Limber Twig, Bonum, Stansill, White Pippin,
Pryor's Red, Keswick Codlin, Rawle's Jeanette, Maiden's Blu*h,
Pomme Royal, Summer Queen.

Currants.
The previous list of this fruit comprise** only three vnrietie„s

which promise well—Ver-^aillaise, Cherry, :ind Fertile de Pallnau.
Two varieties, the White Gondouin and Imperial Yellow,—the
latter a new French variety,—were highly recommended, and, by
Tote, added to the list.

Stkawberries.
The present lint of varieties which promise well being GeneF=ee,

Lp Baron, McAvoy's Superior, Scarlet Magnate. Trollop.Vs Victoria,
Walker's Seedling, and Triomphe de Gand ; only one addition wa8
made—the Jenny Lind.

Raspberries.
The present list of those that promise well comprises only fnnr

varieties:—the Cope, Catawit^sa, Thunderer. Walker. The'ad.ii-
tioDsare the Hornet and Belle de Fonteiiay. The Allen was, after
much discussion, and with a strong minority vote in the negative,
placed on the li*^! of rejected /ruU^i.
For the remainder of the fruits, see Supplement.

'wcr
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FRUIT-GROWERS' SOCIETY OF EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA.

This Society hold ;i unfiing :it (he Se-sioo of the American Po-
inological .Society, pui>u;iut lu annouuctfiui-ut, aod adjuuriied,

withuiil ir.iii».tctiu^ nay Imsiut'^s, till the first \VedIn!^day iu Fcb-
ruiiry, tho pluce of ink-etiag tu be hereafter anouuuced.

CINCINNATI HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Meeting »n August '2.').

AmoDg'^t oth>.T lualterd the following interestipg report by Mr.
Heavor was read:

—

S S. Jackson & Sods' Nur.sery. Our visit here wa« pleasantly
edifying and instniciive. AVw Graphs.—We here s.-iw for the lir-'t

time fruiting in the West—the Rebeccas, Garriguos. and hcveral
others of iho new p'>pnlar varieties, as the Delaware, and uuc
which Mr. J. calls Loiigworth's D.-laware, varying slightly fr^'m

the other in the foliage, and scarcely as sweet, yet pjsses.sing char-
actt^rititicii no hiinilar to the Qrni as to require clothe observation to

delect the ditfcn'oco. The Diana Mr. J. discovered the l)ird-' liad

8ucli a partially for this variety, to save them, he found it neces-

sary to enclose them with mosquito netting. The shrubbery is

fruiting here beautifully. Mr. J. has a nice 8tock of liue tlnifiy

looking vines uf tiie ditl'-ront varieties. We here also found a fine

collection of Tears, fruiting on the Dwarfs, including among them
several new varieties, of wliicli we must not omit noticing, hiti

seedling Elizaheiii, which there is little doubt origitiated from the
Seckol, bearing a strong resemblance in the habit of the tree and
color itf the Iruil to tliat popular variety, but of more ihrifiy

growth, aud the fcuit nearly double the si^e of its parent, whilst

in c >lor and general ap|>earauco it is much more preposhe>8ing,

alihoiu'h U't 4Uiio ejual to it in its pre-emiuenl qualities of rich

Bpiciuess. We consider it a valuable acquisition to our list of

native Pears. The lluuover, a new variety from Pennsylvania,
was another new variety with which we were favorably im-
pressed. The Andrews, too, is a variety whose merits, your com-
mittee think, lias ui)t bft-n sulficiently appreciated; we alM it here
in perfection. Neither must we overlook the Kirtland, one of the
most beautiful Ru/iMi-t Ptars grown; superior to all tlie above ia

size and noble appearance, if not of fir>-t-rate quality, is the Onon-
daga or (.>wau"s Draiige). This Variety, in all tlievaiious places

seen by your conimiiiee this season, stands out a worthy compeer
of onrfavoriles, BaHUtt and Louise Bonne lU Jersey. We think
we mnst place this No. .'J on our list. This, with the Stevens' tien-

esee and others b-fore mentioned, embrace a list of luttive origin

which may challei'g! competition with any equal number of the
heal /ortfiyn varieties.

In the nursery we found a fine ptock of trees of the varied kinds^

and iu fine condition. Iteapectlnlly submitted by
W. Ueaveu, Chairman.

The following paper was read :

—

T't tilt: I'r.fi'lfiit of thf. Horticultural Soniet}/.

Mr. Piersons resoluti 'U calls for a list of the best pears for

amateur culture—iwu vaiieties for eacli month—durin,' the pe-

riod of ri|>eiiiiis- 'I'he following comprises only such as I have
grown aud levied my-elf. Better kinds may doubtless be ^u^^-

Hiituted for some of them. A list, for market purposes, should
contain more of the larger and showy varieties.

y„/»/—Madeline, Bloodgoud.

Auyust—Julienne, liartleit.

Stptcmber—seckel, lit-lie Lucrative.

Of/o'v^r—While 'yeane, Duchesse d' Angouleme.
yovfinW.r— Dix, Winter Neliy.

J)nmUr—Ti'-\i.iV(i Diel. Vic.ir of Winkfiold.
Jdiifutry— (il.'ut Morceau, Lawrence.
FtOruary—Jaminette, Easter Beurie. R. Buchaxan.

T. Webster, 2,7.5c.; Red A^traehan—D. 8. Dewey, 50c. Pear«.—
Btoodgood—Jas, Boyes, l3t,$l ; Thomas Brennan, 2d,.'iOc ; Ty-on

—

P. Jewel, $1; Hebran—Thomas Brennnn, ."ioc ; Beurre GitlaVd—P.

D. Stillman, $1 . Early Catharine—A.W Birge. 1st. 7.'»c: L. A. Bar-
ber, 'Jd. 50 c.; Dearborn Seedling—W. W. Turner. 5<lc. Apkuot*—
J. B. KuKsell. 91. Black Hamburg Grape—Thos. Brenuau, 7^;
LawtoD Blackberries—J. H. Most, 50 c
The Hartford Prolific of Col. Dewey was, wo onderstand, ripe

on the ISth of August, pretty good for lat. 42 deg. north.

INDIANAPOLIS HORT'L SOCIETY
The first uuniKd exlutiitii'n of the ludiuiiu|H.lis llortieultural

Society was held at tlie State House, on Weduesday, Sept. 19, com-
mencing ut 10 u'cluck, A. M., und continued throughout the day
and (-veuing. In the Hat of premiums offered, we perceive that tba
fJarfUnj^r'n Monthly fii;ures prominently and we hopethis example
will be followed by otlier societies. The officers of the society are:
Eie-cutice tSimmUttif:^—George W. Mears, David V. Culley, Erie
Locke. Alfred Harrison, Au.*>tin H. Brown. President—Alfred
llaiTison. H^creiary—Austin H. Brown.

HARTFORD HORTICULTXJEAL SOCIETY.
Ar"U"sT it.rii.

The llorticnliu'-al Exhibni'Mi, was the most suceessful ever
lield. The fruit growers appeared to have taken a sudden interest

in the matter, and n >t only were the tables all IHUmI, but exira
tables had to be provided lo accommodate the exhibitors who con-

tributed tu the kIiow.
Several Imnrhes of well-ripened Hartford Proli Be grapes were

exhibited by \>. S. Dewey. In the DurHl department, the show
far out-tripped that of any previous exliibitiou. Mr. J G. Barker
had an extei.slve and nio^t be.iutiful di-play of Gladiolus. Verbe-
•nm and J'hiox. His Verbenas were Beedlin^^s. atid much hand-
somer and more valuable than any collection of imp<trtt-d or other

variety wo have seen in Hartford yet. Fuchsiiis iu pots were
numerous, the principal exhibitors being C. 8. Mason, 1*. Fagan,
gardener lo C. il. Uraiuard, and James Boyes, gardener tu Geoige
Beach.
The list of articles on exhibition numbered nearly S-A and it

would bo a lengthened task lo specify the meritorious. The com-
mittees have decided as to which, in their opinion, were most ao,

and awarded the lolhiwin.- premiums:—
Api'i,KS.—sweet Bougi.; 'I. C Austin, 1st., *! ; A. W. Birge, 2J,

T.'.c ; Jas. Boyes, yd, .''ut, Strawberry— P. D. Slillman, Isl, $1 ^ C.

POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF GEORGIA.
A meetiniT nf this Society was held at Athens, Tuesday, July

31st. The show of Fruit was very creditable.

The oHicers of the Society were re-elected, and c>>nsist of L. E.
B*-rckman<^, President; Richard Peter.-*, Vice I'resideut; Wm. >'.

White, Secretary ; James Camak, Treasurer.
Kiit;iT ('uMMiTTEB, cul iiUtriin.—Wm. N. White, Chairman;

Richard Peters, J. Camak, Dr. M. A. Ward, £. Bancroft, J. Van
Bureu.
The exhibitors were as follows:—
E. Bancroft, Athens, 5.! varieties of Peaches, 14 cling and 38 free;

of these the Chine-e (.'ling was the finest and most striking Peach
(.hown. The Large White, the Old Mixon, and the Elfe Cling, a
seedling, were also very fine. Walters' Late, Old Mixon Free,
Chevreuse Tardive, were among the best of the freestoues. Mr.
B. also had 4 varieties of Nectarines, 4 do. Grapes, 3 do. Applet,
and i do. Plums—total, ti2 varieties.

P. J. Derckiiians, Augusta, 22 varieties of Grapes, 5 do. Apples,
2t do. Peaches and 11 do. Pears—iu all 02 varieties. Ol these,
am jag the Grapes, Pauline, Emily, Anna, Concord, HartfonJ Pro-
lific, Delaware, Briuckle, and liebecca, are American Seeittings,

whicli wcie now for the first time e.\hibited, and attracted great
attention. Among the Peaches were Huntley's Favorite, a .needling,

aud another large unnamed variety, worthy of special mention.
J. Van Bureu. ClarksviUe, 21 kinds of Apples and 23 of Pears

—

4> varieties. The King Tom Apple and Democrat Pear were new
to nil pie.>ent. A fine collection.

D. Kedmond Augusta, 1 Peach, (Chinese Cling,) and 11 varieties
of Gntp^-s, including Pauline, Concord, Venuug'', Be Caradeuc'd
White, aud the Ontario. The latter is certainly of remarkable ex-
cellence, aud of the largest size. Total—12 varieties.

J. E. McDonald, Hamburg, S. C, the Pauliue, aud Black July
Grapes—2 varieties.

Dr. J. C. W. McDonald, Woodward, S. C, S varieties of Grapes
among which were Pauline, and Mary Isabella, a fruit introduced
by him, but ceriaiuly \ery like, if not identical with, the Isatjella;

also, Purple Malaga und Beau Jacques, the latter one of Iho Cha«-
selas tribe.

A. De t'aradeuc, Woodward, S. C, 6 varieties of Grapes, includ-
ing among thein I'auliue, and Caradenc's White, a seedling of Mr.
De C 's, re-einbling a loose-bunched Warren, with while transp.ir-

ent, ruiher small, berries, still too farfivmripe tojudgeoi their
quality, hut very promising as the lirst of an entire ucw race of
white Grapes.

J. Guy, near Athens, 4 sorts of Apples, 1 Pear—5 varieties.

)Ir. Ware, near Athens, 1 Apple (Shocklev) uf the growth of
is.y.

Mr. Daniel, near Athens, 4 varieties of fine Apples.
Mrs. L. A. Franklin, Athens, 10 varieties of Pear, I Xectarine, 3

Giapes, { Apple>, and shoots of a new Calitoruta Raspberry— 17

varieties.

Col. J. R. Stanford, ClarksviUe, 3 varieties of Peaches, 3 of Apples.
5 of Pears— 13 varieties. Some of the Apples were of remurkablo
size und beamy.

J. Camak, Athens, Camak's Roussclel, a One Seedling Pear—

1

variety.
Wm. X. White, Athens. 43 varieties of Pears, 3 Apples, 1 Xecta-

rine, 3 Plums, and 12 of Peache»—ti2 varieties.

Dr. H. Hammond, Athens, 1 of Grape aud 1 of Peach—2 va*

rictics.

Mrs. Dr. Hull, Athens, 2 of Grapes and 3 of Peaches—5 varieties.

Mr. Stevenson, near Athens, 1 Wutermelou.
In all there were 311 varieties shown, embracing some 200 dis-

tinct varieties, nearly all of which were c-rrecily named. The
greatest advance made is in the Grape, of which, at ih.* meeting
ten years since, only about one third the number of varieties were
exhlbitv^d that were shown at this meeting, and none equalled the

excclKucc of the Delaware and Emily, now firsi shown.
William X. Wuitb, Secretary.
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FRDIT GARDEN.
For a few years anterior to the present season,

fruit crops of most kinds were so generally failures,

that amateur pomology was at a sad discount; but

the past season has been one of such general abun-

dance, that the spirit for fruit planting is permeating

all classes of society, and the desire for practical

knowledge on the subject is expressed on all sides of

us. A'ery much may be learned from failures,—and

it is to be hoped that those who may have heretofore

failed, lost heart, and yet imbibing the universal en-

thusiasm, are again entering into fruit culture with

renewed zest, may have learned useful lessons from

the past, that will aid them in the future. Most of

our ideas have been brought from Europe, and many

failures result from too closely copying what may be

there essential conditions of success.

Most fruits cultivated in the north of Europe came

originally from the south of that quarter of the globe,

or from Asia,—countries warmer than those to which

they are introduced. Hence it is necessary to grow

them in the sunniest aspects, and in situations where

every ray of heat may have its fructifying influence.

This has been the rule here in our hot and dry cli-

mate, and it is one of the commonest observations of

those who have southern or eastern sloping ground,

that "it would make a delightful orchard." To hint

that a northern aspect is better, is the height of

heterodoxy; and to attempt to plant such a spot, is

suggestive of straight jackets and shaved heads, in

the minds of your next door neighbors.

Except in the more northern portions of the con-

tinent, a southern aspect is the worst possible for all

kinds of fruits, except where the one idea of earliness

is all important.

So much has been said in this journal on the proper

preparation of the soil for orchards, that it need not

now be repeated. We would only say, that a light

dryish soil is the best to choose for the Peach. The
Pear does best on a strong loamy soil. Plums much
the same as the last. The Apple prefers a heavy

loam, if on limestone so much the better. The
Cherry does well in soils adapted to the Peach.

The Grape prefers a deep warm soil, but one that

is not dry,—such as most limestone soils are after

being trenched and drained. A partially shaded

aspect is also preferable. Mildews and many diseases

cone from the drying influence of a full exposure to

a July or August sun.

Probably most of our fruits do best in partial shade.

The gooseberry and currant certainly do. The former

must have shade ; and if on the moist northern aspect

of a wall, so much the better. The Kaspberry pre-

fers a rather moist soil, and partial shade.

In cultivating raspberries on a large scale they do

best in hills, as the cultivatorkeeps them from crowd-

ing each other so much. For garden culture they

are better in rows, the suckers to be kept hoed out

occasionally as they grow ; enough only being left

that will be required for fruiting next year. Where
canes are required for new plantations, of course a

portion of the crop must be sacrificed to the suckers.

All raspberries are hardy where their canes ripen

well; where the shoots appear not to have matured

well they will have to be protected in winter by

bending them down and covering with soil. Some

tie them up to stakes and cover with rye straw,

corn stalks or cedar branches. In soils where small

plants are liable to heave out in winter, strawberries

will need covering,—where this does not take place,

they need no protection.

Apples, quinces, and plums, should be examined

before frost sets in, and if any borers have effected

a lodgment—a jack-knife and strong piece of wire

are all the implements necessary; a man will go over

several hundred trees a-day. It is a cheap way of

preserving trees. If many of the remedies proposed

by correspondents in our paper, have been tried and

found effectual, such as tobacco stems, &c., there will

be few borers to deal with in the examination.

The dwarf pear in particular has done so well the

past season, that as its management becomes better

understood, it is fast regaining its former popularity

#^
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In choosing plants, select those that have been bud-

ded close to the ground, as when they are replanted

the stocks should be buried an inch below the pear

scion, which prevents the attacks of the quince borer.

If a long stem has to be buried, the usual consequences

of deep planting result, and do as much injury as

the quinre borer. Also in choosing, select, if possi-

ble, plants that have been raised from cuttings ; for

layered stocks have almost always a long deep tap

looking root, on which dwarf pears do not do well.

If wc have to use such dwarf pear trees, better

shorten some of this long trunk root before planting.

Never plant what appears to be the stem of a tree

far beneath the surface, under any circumstances, for

disease will be most probably an ultimate conse-

quence.
«!

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

After the experience of the past season, some of

the flower beds or borders will have proved to be

exhausted, or from some circumstances unfitted for the

perfect growth of flowers, and arrangements may be

perfected at this season for ameliorating or even of

replacing the soil altogether. Many kinds of flowers

seem to like new soil—Verbenas and Petunias being

particularly of this class. Occasion may offer through

tlie winter of getting good soil conveniently, and the

opportunity of helping the flowers next season with

it should not be forgotten. Flowers particularly

flourish in a well drained soil, and if the flowers ex-

hibited any tendency to perish during last summer's

drought, the beds should certainly be undcrdrained.

The common horse-shoe draining tile should be em-

ployed, and the drains be dug at least three feet deep

—following the natural fall of the ground. Over the

tiles small stones may be filled in if they can be

readily obtained, and over these, or the tiles if they

are without the stones, a layer of small brush wood,

shavings, or other litter, which is found to assist the

process considerably. Where the flower garden is

small, and from the nature of the surrounding proper-

ties draining cannot be accomplished, subsoiling is

the next best thing to aid the flower beds. In stifl!",

heavy soils, which, by the by, ought not to be em-

ployed for flower beds if it can be at all avoided,

many persons have the soil turned up to the action

of the frost, which pulverizes the more solid sub-

stances ; but we have never noted any very remark-

able results from this process, though we are not pre-

pared to agree with some authorities who have pro-

nounced the practice old fogyish and useless.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
It is a commiin crrnr to ajiply li"i much fire to

greenhouse plants at once on housing them. For a

month or so, the temperature should be as low as

consistent with safety, applying artificial heat only

when there is imminent danger from frost. All the

air possible should also be afforded them—avoiding

always cold draughts. The hardier and the riper the

wood can be secured now, the less fire they will re-

quire when the weather becomes colder. The most
excitable plants should be placed as near to the

direct rays of the sun as possible, excepting, of course,

such as piefer shade—such as Camellias, Azaleas,

Rhododendrons. Reflected light is not near as advan-

tageous to light-loving plants, as the direct sun's rays

and those of the morning sun are the most useful of

all. Plants which are not growing much do nearly

as well in the shady part of the greenhouse. Plants

that it is desirable should form large handsome speci-

mens, must be repotted as fast as the roots appear

freely around the ball of soil in the pot; if they once

become impoverished, the oldest leaves ripen and
fall off, which is a loss to the plant. In growing fine

specimens, it should be a point to maintain every
leaf in perfect health to the latest possible moment

;

much of success depends on this. Camellias should

have their buds thinned out if too many have evi-

dently set—two or three good buds to each shoot is

enough in the most vigorous instances, and where
the shoot is weak, one is enough to be permitted to

flower. Regularity in temperature and treatment is

essential to successful Camellia growing. To be

hot or cold, wet or dry, by turns, almost daily, is a
fatal course of practice. Flowering annuals, that

have been grown for winter decoration, are much im-

proved by having their tops pinched off about this

time. The individual flowers are reduced in size,

somewhat by this practice, but they are produced in

such great abundance, and the plants so much im-

proved in appearance that it is an easy choice

between the two practices.

It may not be amiss to say a few words here on
window and cellar gardening, though what has been

already detailed is much to the same effect. Plants in

cellars must be kept cool—^just above frost, and as

moist as will be barely sufficient to keep them above

what is understood as " dampness ;" air on mild days

will benefit. Window plants differ from greenhouse

plants ; in the air of a room being usually drier, and

the plants will therefore be more benefitted by

frequent syringings, than they would require in a

greenhouse.
i»m*t

Large Potatoes.—A Florida correspondent of

the Southern Cultivator, says:—On the better lands

the product in Potatoes is incredible, as the Potatoes

grow from year to year, for three years without be-

coming pithy I have seen them two years old, very

large. I have been informed, by creditable gentle-

men, that they have seen them as large as a nail

keg.
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SKETCHES of PHILADELPHIA BOTANISTS
BY L.

v.—JAMES LOGAN.

Philadelphia has given to botanical science other

names which she has delighlcd to honor. Logan,

Wistar, and McCliirc were residents, Muhlenberg and

Darlington, Conrad and Pickering may be included

among her sons.

James Logan was a confidential friend of William

Penn. He came to Pennsylvania with the founder

when twenty-five years of age, and was immediately

appointed Secretary of the Province, by the Proprie-

tary. He successively filled with great ability and

integritj' the offices of Commissioner of Property,

Chief Justice, and that of Governor and President of

the Council. His intellect was powerful and his

attainments remarkable. He was well versed in

ancient and modern learning, and skilled in mathe-

matics and in natural and moral philosophy. He
wrote and published on various subjects in Latin and

English both at home and abroad. He patronized

men of genius and learning, and collected a valuable

library, which he bequeathed to the Library Company
of Philadelphia. He was educated a Friend, and
highly esteemed for his virtues ; but in one important

point he differed from the Society, being an advocate

for military defences. His sagacity, prudence and
knowledge of business rendered him of great service

to William Penn, to whom he was a wise counsellor

and steadfast friend.

James Logan was an acute observer, and aided the

science of the time. In 1735, he communicated to

Peter Collinson an account of his e.\periments on
Maize, which was printed in the Philosophical Trans-
actions for that year. This was enlarged and printed

in Latin, at Leyden, in 1739, and again published by
Dr. John Fothergill, in both Latin and English, on
opposite pages, in 1747, under the title of " Experi-

menta et Meteleinala de Planlarum Generalione," or

E.\periment3 and Considerations on the Generation
of Plants. These experiments were undertaken to

investigate the sexual theory which had been first

advanced by Dr. Nehemiah Grew, in his "Anatomy
of Plants," published 1U72 and 1(J82. They were re-

peated by Peter Collinson on Lychnis dia-cia, and by
other philosophers and were considered corroborative

of Grew's assertions, and decisive of the question of
the actual existence of sexes in plants.

Soon after the present view respecting the office of
the stamens and pistils had been triumphantly estab-

lished, LinnEus conceived the plan of a classification

of plants, founded upon the modifications in number.

situation, connection, Sec, of these important organs.

This is the celebrated artificial system which bears

his name, and which, by its simplicity, elegance, and

general applicability, became deservedly popular.

Our American scholar was thus instrumental in

advancing the cause of science by more securely

establishing the foundations on which the system of

Linna-us was built. The artificial system eflfected a

complete revolution in the science of Botany, and
gave an impulse to the study which has resulted in

an intimate knowledge of the structure of plants and

a comprehension of the laws by which their external

forms are modified, so that natural groups may now
be defined as accurately as artificial assemblages, and

the chief obstacles to a natural classification are sur-

mounted.

In honor of Logan, " Logania," of R. Brown, was

doubtless named, and thence Loganmcete ; this class

includes the Sliychnos nux vomica—from which
strychnine is prepared. AlsoSt.IgnatiiorSt. Ignatius'

bean, S. toxifera, or Wooraly, or Arrow-poison plant

of the South American Indians; and Spigelia Mari-

landica (pink root), highly poisonous plants, impro-

perly commemorating the name of him who lived for

(he good of his fellow men. Some of them are used

in medicine—a practice which must become obsolete

when society shall have become more enlightened, and

learned that every measure of such substances is in-

jurious or destructive whether administered empiri-

cally or secundum artem.

Logan passed his latter years in retirement at his

country seat named Stenton,* near Gerniantown,

Philadelphia. There he enjoyed, among his books,

the leisure in which men of letters so much delight,

holding an extensive correspondence with the learned

men of different parts of Europe. There he penned

his translation of Cicero's De Senectute, to which he

added extensive familiar notes. The first edition

was printed by Franklin, in 1744 ; and repeatedly re-

printed in London and Glasgow. He made a trans-

lation also of Cato's Distich's into English verse,

which was printed at Philadelphia. These were at

the time believed to be the first translations of a

classic in the western world ; but they were antici-

pated by Sandy's Ovid's Metamorphoses in l(i2G.

They were probably the first prinlcd in America.

In personal appearance James Logan was tall and

well proportioned, with a graceful yet grave de-

meanor. His manner was dignified, yet kind and

engaging. He died in I'.'il, aged 77 years, leaving

an example of cultivated intellect, unyielding integ-

rity, enlarged public spirit, and talent employed for

the good of the State, whii:h should render his name

*The Logan >^ursery of William Bright, is located on or .idjoir

Ing this soHt.

Ill
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a household word, a cherished memory with every

Pennsylvanian.

An English traveller, John Davis, thus speaks of

his visit to the Loganian Library, in 1798:

" I contemplated with reverence the portrait* of

James Logan, which graces the room, mar/tium el rene-

rabUe nomen. I could not repress my exclamations. As

I am only a stranger, said I, in this country, I affect

no enthusiasm on beholding the statues of her '

generals and statesmen. I have left a church filled

with them on the shores of Albion, that have a prior

claim to such feeling. But I here beheld the portrait

of a man whom I consider so great a benefactor to

literature, that he is scarcely less illustrious than its

munificent patrons of Italy; his soul has certainly

been admitted to the company of the congenial spirits

of a Cosmo, and Lorenzo of Medicis. The Greek

and Roman authors, forgotton on their native banks

of the Ilyssus and Tiber, delight, by the kindness of

a Logan, the votaries to learning on those of the

Delaware."
«•>»

ORCHARDS ON STEEP HILLSIDES.
BY C. B. OTT, PLEASANT VALLEY, PA.

Well do I remember when I was a boy, getting

many a bump iu the ribs from the plough-handle

while working our steep hillsides for rye and buck-

wheat, and not with the best of feelings toward our

forefathers for clearing the timber off. I am fre-

quently asked which is the best place to plant an

orchard. My advice is to take the best land. I

would always prefer a sheltered situation behind a

^ill or wood. Steep hillsides are generally objected

to for planting an apple orchard ; but I think a steep

hillside is not the worst place, by any means. My
hillside orchard is doing quite as well as any I have.

It is in the form of a half circle, with a south-eastern

exposure. I planted my trees in a half circle to suit

the hill, in order to make it more pleasant to work,

and also to keep it from washing. I think that trees

can be placed much closer on a steep hillside than

elsewhere to advantage. My method of cultivation

has been to plough down from the upper side to

within four or live feet of the next row. I plough

the first furrow close to the row with one horse; I

then plough the balance with two horses.

In four or five ploughings it will form a terrace

that answers a very good purpose. I had also planted

a row of nursery trees with each row of orchard

trees, which did very well. By merely working

from the upper side, the spaces are now level, or

rather inclining a little bark, which causes it to re-

tain moisture much longer than it did before it was
ploughed into terraces. The spaces between the

terraces I use for strawberries, blackberries, secd-

» Burned, I belii-vi!, tu 1531.

beds, &c. It is also a first-rate place to raise early

vegetables.

This side-hill used to be a regular eye-sore, but

now it is the prettiest part of my farm. I think we
can make no better use of our steep side-hills than

to plant them with trees, if it were for nothing else

than for the appearance. The grass growing on the ter-

races we used, when the trees were young, for mulch-

ing; drawing mellow ground on them from the upper

side.

THE RIDGE AND FURROW ROOF.
BY E. G. KELLEY, M.D., EVEBGKEENS, NEWBURY-

PORT, MASSACHUSETTS.

Mr. Editor:—

In looking over your September number, on page

267, R. Vf. D. says, " If any of your readers have

had any experience with houses of this kind, I hope

they will furnish it for the general benefit."

We can certify to one year's very gratifying expe-

rience, considering the locality and the objects in-

tended by a roof of this kind, which were chiefly

four:

1. Architectural correspondence with the dwelling-

house, so far as is practicable with an entire and

contiguous glass structure.

2. To give sufficient height in front for two floors

or two stories,—a novelty, perhaps.

3. To refract the sun's rays at mid-day, and thereby

prevent too much heat and burning, which no other

plan could do with polished glass.

4. To admit as much light as possible ; and to this

end, the gutters and ridge-rafters are all of cast-iron.

The glass is 10x12, double thick, first quality, of

American manufacture, butted instead of lapped, set

at an angle of 453 in the ridge, and the pitch of these

four feet in fourteen, the width of the house. The
front and one end are closed by common window-
sashes, four by twelve feet, moved by weights. The
other end extends to an L, and opens into a curvi-

linear lean-to, which has also iron rafters. The
iron of these houses was painted and sanded twice

before the glass was set. Not a pane of glass was

cracked during the past winter. Snow frequently

filled the gutters, but was never shovelled out. By
our plan of heating the inside-border, we had a sup-

ply of rhubard, radishes, lettuce, &c., and later, of

raspberries, strawberries, and other fruits. Grapes

arc now introduced for summer fruiting. We think

small ridges, with but one tier of glass on a side, is

an improvement on the English methods, particularly

for this country, where snow and ice are more fre-

quent, and that such will yet be found well adapted

to orchard-houses, early forcing, &c., and, if properly

supported, may be extended indefinitely.

Ventilation from the roof need not be thought of.
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Fixed roofs of all kinds should be "fixed facU." Too

much is said about ventilating plant-houses, and too

little about dn-clling-houscs.

Should " D." or any of our horticultural friends

ever give us a call to see for themselves, we will do

more than the Frenchman who refused to rescue the

drowning man because he had not been introduced

to him

!

We should be particularly pleased to see them

and yourself on the 5th of October at a grand dinner

and display of fruits, &c., at our Horti-agricuUural

Exhibition.

In closing, permit a question: Has any one in this

country had successful experience in propagating

conifers from cuttings, particularly the hemlock? If

so, shall wc hear from him ?

[Just now wc belong to the " Can't-get-away

Club," which insists on a strict adherence to the

stay-at-home rule. We hope some of our friends

will respond to the invitation to give their experience

on conifers.

—

Ed.]

SPERGULA PILIFERA. AND OTHER
LAWN PLANTS.

BY W. S., FAIRYMEAD, LOWER CANADA.

Much has been written on the subject of Spergula

pilifera as a fit plant for lawns, superceding the ne-

cessity of mowing, by reason of its low and compact

habit of growth. Many p-irties are giving it a trial,

and it is said that the enthusiastic experimentalist of

Wodenethe has reported favorably on it so far ; whilst

others are not quite so well satisfied with it, saying

that it runs up tall and thin, showing a habit dififer-

ent to that attributed to it, probably from lack of roll-

ing. It will be well, however, to suspend judgment

as to the value of the plant for lawn purposes until

it has undergone the ordeal of our dry and variable

climate in summer, and the intense cold of winter,

establishing its character as a plant fit to do away
with the use of the scythe on lawns.

But why go to Sardinia in quest of a doubtful

plant to suit our purpose, when we have at our very

doors an humble native, admirably suited to the end

in view? I allude to the common Knotgrass, {Polygo-

num aviculare,) growing abundantly in our waysides
;

where, if subject to the tread of foot-passengers, it as-

sumes a low, compact habit of growth, so close as to

exclude any other plant from among it, and offering

the softness of a carpet to walk on. It preserves its

green color well in severe droughts.

We have also in cultivation another plant admira-

bly fitted for the same purpose ; though not a native

in this latitude (46^ north), it is perfectly hardy ; this

is called Moss Pink, (Phlox subidala) ; it grows quite

compact and spreading; is soft and pleasant to walk

on; and it has the good quality of proserring its beau-

tiful green tint in the hottest and dryest weather

;

during the severe drought of last June and July, when

every thing was burnt up that was not well watered,

the grass on the lawn assuming the color of straw,

distressing to look upon, the Phlox preserved its

beautiful and lively green hue, even on the poorest

sandy soil. One objection may possibly be taken to

the Piilox as a lawn plant, if indeed it be an objection
;

during about four weeks in May and June this plant

is in flower, and becomes covered with its gay pink

blossoms, entirely hiding the leaves, becoming in the

language of Shakspeare, " one-red," a very unusual

color for a lawn certainly, but producing a striking

and pleasing effect. I have had this Phlox as an edg-

ing for many years, an admirable plant for that pur"

pose, and I find it spread so fast that 1 have made a

beginning to substitute it for the grass on the lawn

part of my flower garden ; small plants put in a foot

apart will, in a year or two, spread and cover the

ground. All these plants would of course be kept

low and compact by frequent heavy rolling.

Should, unfortunately, the Spergula fail with us,

we can with confidence fall back on either of the

native plants here mentioned, as likely to answer the

end intended.

[The great objection to the plant our correspond-

ent names, is, that they do not root strongly at the

joints, so that it would be impossible at times to pre-

vent their having a ragged appearance.

—

Ed.]

VICTORIA REQIA IN THE OPEN AIR.

BV "subscriber," CISCIN'NATI.

In your paper for October it is claimed that the

Victoria regia was this summer grown for the first

time in the open air in this country. We did suppose

that our hog-killing city ( PorkopolisJ in these western

wilds was behind you in all things but hog-killing:

but I now discover my error. In the summer of

1S.5S, Charles Anderson, whose residence adjoins

Mr. Longworth's, obtained from him a root of the

Victoria, and planted it in his small pond. It did

not grow well that year. The supposed cause was,

that there was not enough earth in the pond. In

1S59 ground was put in the pond, and a new root

planted. It grew more vigorously than in Mr. Long-

worth's greenhouse, which is within one hundred

yards of Mr. Anderson's pond,—the leaves larger,

and the flowers larger. A new root was put there,

with a like result, this summer. Mr. Longworth

sent roots for distribution to New Orleans; believing

it will be their own fault, if all their low, shallow

streams of water are not covered with the plant,

and abound in flowers nearly all the season. The

plant produces abundance of seed, which fall to the

ground and yield abundance of young plants.

-C^Ĉ
'-^
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ENTOinOLOGICAX. ESSAY.
Eead htfort tfte FhiU-Orouxra' Association of Ktistt^n Pennsylr^inin <U its yhfting in West Chester^ on the 13fA day of Junt, 1S60.

BY S. S. BATHVON, ENTOMOLOGIST OF THE ASSOCIATION.

{Continued from page 301.)

Indeed, the proper and effectual fertilization of the Strawberry, and many other kinds of berries, and

especially those kinds which^have the pistillate and staminatc, or male and female flowers distinct, is greatly

facilitated by the assistance of insects, although these helps belong to different orders of insects from what

the grasshoppers do, and are more agreeable in their appearance and their associations.

Tlie order Diptera contains also some very destructive insects, but the larger number of these confine

their operations to decayed or putrid vegetable and animal matter. The notorious Hessian fly, and the

Wheat fly or Wheat Midge, belong- to this order {Cecidomia tritici, .and destructor), and are beginning to have

a wide distribution throughout our far extended country. This latter order, however distinctive some of

Is members may be, is not remarkable for its depredations upon fruit trees, or upon garden vegetables, the

terms "turnip-fly" and "cucumber-fly" being misnomers, as those insects belong to a different order from

those of the common or two-winged flics.

All of the destructive insects alluded to, seem to be endowed with the most extraordinarj- powers of re-

production ; in some instances the w hole body of the female, including even the thorax, constituting one im-

mense matrix or ovarium, filled with eggs, which are often plainly visible through the transparent integu-

ments of the insect. When we reflect that the number of eggs deposited by a single insect, according to

its species, is from ten to ten hundred or more during its life-time, and that several broods succeed each

other during a season, we may easily imagine how orchards, fields and forests may be overrun with them,

and fruit, and timbers, and crops be damaged or destroyed in an incredible short space of time. Blumenbach

relates a case where 8(1,000 larvi; of a species of Derinesles had been counted, as infesting the alburnum or

sapwood of a moderate sized pine tree, entirely destroying it. How many of these destructive insects are

in our country at the present time, or may be developed in the future, we have no means of telling; but

unless the counterbalance or enemies of these arc also permitted to increase, we may be afflicted with them

at any time, just as certain districts of Kurope have been, or as our Central American and Mexican neigh-

bors have been afflicted with the destructive grasshopper or locust, or as our own States are at times

afflicted with the " Hessian-fly," the " army-worm," or the " bell-worm." It only requires a certain com-

bination of circumstances, which we may never be able to foresee, in order to bring upon us, at any season,

this most dreaded scourge.

But, notwithstanding the immense numbers of destructive insects we have to contend with, and their

extraordinary powers of reproduction, there are still in existence a large number of insect's enemies; which,

by that antagonism become the friend of man, although man himself, through wilfulness or ignorance, has

not always manifested a just appreciation of their friendship.

At the head of these friends of man, on account of their pleasant associations, and the magnitude of their

good offices, I must claim the privilege of naming the insectivorous birds, although there is a species or two

that are not sufficiently discriminating to prevent thcnj from destroying our bees, and others from purloining

a lillle/>«i7. Birds destroy an immense number of insects in the larva state during the course of a season,

which, on that account, never reach the mature state—never lay those colonies of destruction which they

might have done had they been permitted to live, and consequently are never seen by human eyes. No
remedies can be devised, in my opinion, better calculated to dislodge the larva that bore into the limbs of

apple, peach, cherry and plum trees, than the searching bills of the various kinds of woodpeckers which

arc every year becoming more rare and more shy of the approaches of man.

The next in order, on account of their importance, are the poor, despised bats, who arc on the wing often

from dewy eve until the noon of night, in search of that crepuscular and nocturnal insect prey which con-

stitutes the me.ans of their subsistence. The bat is only equalled by the night-hawk and the swallow, who
perform the same kind office during the day and evening that Ac does by night. As most insects are noc-

turnal in their flight, therefore, bats, according to their numbers, destroy more mature insects than the birds

do. And yet these animals are mercilessly persecuted ; fifty or sixty of them having been destroyed in a

neighboring city, some years ago, in a single day, by some boys, to the great amusement of other " larger

boys,'' who were urging them on.

The Mole burrows beneath the surface of the earth, and pursues its devious windings through the soil in

search of worms or grubs or mature insects, to satisfy the vorticious cravings of its active maw, and if, per-

chance, it should come above ground, it is in pursuit of its animal prey. True, it has been charged against

the mole, that in its burrowings it destroys or exposes the roots of vegetation, but the soundest practical

^^^
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conclusion of naturalists is, that it is vastly more bencfu-ial to man than hurtful ; and that to continue

nature's equilibrium, it should be tolerated.

Another most active little friend of man is the lizzard of our walls and fences; but, unfortunately for

him, too, a strong and superstitious prejudice exists against him in the minds of many, because, forsooth)

he looks so much like a snake. He feeds altogether upon insects, and is very successful, but perhaps in-

discriminate in their capture. We may add to these the toads and frogs as no inconsiderable auxiliaries in

the destruction of noxious insects. Skunks are said to be remarkably fond of the larvw of the Melolonthons

or "May-beetles," in our country sometimes called "June-bugs;" and as these larvae arc particularly

destructive to the roots of vegetation, as well as its foliage, we must regard the aforenamed animals as

friends, however oflensive their presence may be; friends, I am sure, "the farther olT the better loved,'

which, I fear, is not the case with all our real friends. We must add also some of our domestic animals,

especially the pigs and the poultry. But by far the greater number of insect-destroying animals are among
insects themselves; take for instance, the order Co/eo/i/ero, which includes the beetle tribes, and we find

over fifty species of tiger beetles {Cicindelidce ;) all of which, both in their larva; and perfect state, are most

voracious destroyers of the weaker of their kind. There were nearly one thousand species of carabidinous

insects in the United States, known to entomologists five years ago; all of which are predaccous in their habits,

both in their larva; and in their perfect states. Types of some of these insects, as well as of the destructive

ones, are here exhibited. To these may be added about fifty species of Coccinellans, better known as "lady-

birds." The most conspicuous and the most marked, however, among the Caleoplera in their habits, are

those belonging to the genus Carabees, of Linna:us, including the modern genus Calosoma. It has been

asserted by English entomologists that the gardeners of France and other continental countries, colonize

and protect these insects among them, and regard them as of immense value in destroying the noxious

kinds.

Even among the Hemiplcra and the Orlhoplera, we find a few that arc predaceous in their habits ; a re-

markable example belonging to the latter order is the genus Mantis ; this insect prowls about all season in

pursuit of insect prey, and was superstitiousl)' called the " pr.iying mantis," by the common people of

Europe, from the pecularity of its attitude, when watching for the unwary of its race. In the order Neu-

Toptera, we have the various species of " dragon-flies," variously denominated "snake-doctors," " devil's-

needle," &c. ; these are the most active and industrious insects among the whole class, being on the alert

constantly, from morning until night, and in pursuit of prey ; for, being the most perfectly organized in

sight and flight, there are few other insects that can elude them. Mr. Howorth says he fed one of them six

flies after he had struck ofiF its abdomen, after which it flew away as if nothing had happened. These

dragon-flies are as voracious in their larvs and pupa states as they are in the perfect. The "lacewings,"

which in their larva; state are so destructive to plant-lice (^IpMs), also belong to this order.

But there is perhaps no order of insects more remarkable for the habits of many of its members in this

respect than that of the Hymenoptera, a large number of which are parasitic upon other insects. The large

family of Ichneumonidct, or "cucco-flies" are all of this character, each seeking the larvse of some other

insect, into which it deposits its eggs. After their eggs are hatched, the young grubs that issue from them,

feed upon the body of the caterpillar into which they have been deposited, which usually dies about the

time they issue forth into the mature state, or soon after. There are species of these cucco-flies so minute

that they deposit their eggs into the eggs of moths and butterflies, and their young find sufficient nourish-

ment within the shells of these eggs to mature their state. ]\Ian)' of you may have observed the large green

larvae that infests the tomato, grape, and tobacco plants, having its body sometimes covered with little

white or yellow silky follicles adhering by one end to the skin of the worm. These are each a silky cocoon,

as perfect as that spun by the Chinese silk-worm, and each contains the pupa of a little cucco-fly, the larvae

of which had matured within the body of the worm upon which they are found. About the time they are

ready to evolve from their pupa a perfect insect, the tomato worm dies, and if it has been a female, a

thousand eggs, or young worms in embrj-o, are thus destroyed. The genus Pimpla in this order is remark-

able in its habits. It is provided with a long ovipositor ; in some species that instrumental organ being

three or four inches in length. These Pimplas deposit their eggs in the bodies of wood-boring insects, and

are led by their instincts to the place where these are, within the body of a tree, a limb, or a stick of wood.

They also know whether the grub within the wood is within the reach of their ovipositor or not, and as

soon as one is found that is approachable, they go immediately to work, and, by means of a sawing

apparatus, which constitutes a part of the compound ovipostor, with which they are provided, they reach

the wood-worm and deposit as many eggs in its body as will find sustenance there when they are hatched.

When it is known that some of these wood-worms remain in that state two or three years, and in a few
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cases even five years, living upon the woody fibre all this time, and that the pimpla perfects itself in one
season, it will be seen that it is capable of doing much good, even if the mature insect should be under the

necessity of boring a hole out, in order to reach the open light of day.

The " mason wasps" and also some of the common " mud wasps" carry off a large number of caterpillars

of various kinds and stow them away in their cells to serve as food for their young during the larva: state.

I have often seen some of them have a grub in their embraces, so large that they could scaiccly manage
it, and found great dilfimilty in getting it in their cells. There is scarcely an insect grub that has not one
or more parasites which prey upon it, and greatly diminish the probabilities thus, of their disproportionate

increase. Even the wily " drop worm," or " basket worm,"—which only moves within its sack, that it

carries with it wherever it goes, and is thus protected against the attacks of birds or bats,—has yet its

enemies among the parasitic hymenoptera, as I have on several occasioQS discovered in my observations

on the habits of that insect. I shall bo able to say nothing at present about the Diptera, or " two-winged
flics," because their habits are not so immediately connected with the interests of the fruit-grower,

although there are a large number of them that are more or less beneficial in one way or another. Indeed,

I think a thorough investigation of insect economy would demonstrate conclusively that there are nearly,

if not (juitc, as many insects that are beneficial to vegetation and to man, as there are of those that arc

hurtful to them.

The great question, then, in regard to the remedies by which the rapid increase of noxious insects are to

be arrested becomes one, in some measure, of discrimination, and this question of discrimination involves a

knowledge of the habits of insects, the general economy of nature, and their identification in their various

stages of development with the injuries inflicted, or the benefits bestowed, by them. I think, upon
mature reflection, it will be conceded that all the power and ingenuity of man would have been of little

avail in preventing a too rapid increase of insects, if the Deity, in the distribution of animal life, had not

made the provision which I have feebly attempted to sketch in these remarks. And yet something can be

done, and something must be done, by man; but it must be evident to all, that those persons who are

engaged in agricultural and horticultural pursuits are most favorably situated for the collection and

development of the necessary facts and experiences, which alone can impart a requisite knowledge of

practical entomology.

Fruit-growers and cultivators of the soil, on the whole, have been looking too much to scientific ento-

mologists for remedies against insect incursions, and not enough to their own observations and experience.

They have opportunities of exploring and of testing remedies far superior to the scientific entomologist,

who has been mainly engaged in collecting, dissecting, describing, classifying, and arranging insects into

their proper orders and fainilics, according to external and internal structure, rather than with reference to

the injuries they do to fruit and vegetation, and,devising remedies against them. True, if scientific ento-

mological knowledge can be united with experimental or practical, it will make it more available ; but if

an individual forms a correct habit of observation, and goes to the trouble of noting down his observations,

he may arrive at intelligent conclusions in regard to insect economy far superior of him who seldom or

never goes into the forest and the field at all. The greatest use, perhaps, in scientific entomology is, that

it constitutes a great chart, by which its students are, in some measure, enabled to calculate their longitude

and latitude in insect history upon principles of well-defined theory, without enabling them, save by

analogy, to know much about practical historical details ; hence most of the descriptions in our scientific

works on insects are short, and confined to their anatomical structure and the number ofjoints in their antenns

or their tarsi, together with their colors, and occasionally their locality, when that is known. But this is not

the kind of knowledge that the cultivators of the soil want. They want to know something j;io;f about an

jnsect than its color or its form, however necessary these may be to its identification—something more than

jts position in systems of classification ; they want to know what it does, how it lices, and where it comes from

or whence it goes, and also what are its uses or abuses. And who so competent to make this acquaintance as

those who, by their daily occupation, are in constant contact with insect life ?

But, as a matter of course, like all other subjects upon which the mind of man engages itself, books of

instruction arc needed,—books containing the elementary principles of our local entomology, as well as its

practical details ; for be it known that we cannot discard the scientific principles upon which entomology is

founded, allliough we may not regard them as of the./irs< importance in our every-day experiences.

Although a great deal has been written upon our local entomology which is scattered through the

columns of agricultural journals, or the proceedings of scientific associations, yet there is no great work
on American entomology extant. The late Dr. Harris' work on " Insect Injuries to Vegetation" is the best

wc have ; but we need a work fully illustrated, and one that gives figures and descriptions of insect /ricnrfs,
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as well as enemies. Dr. Fitch's "Reports on ths Insects of New York" is the nfrf best ; and to him and

the late Dr. Harris the country is indebted for the only works on practical American enlomolorjy that have

yet been published, if wo except a small volume by Professor Jeager, entitled " Life of North American

Insects."

There are quite a number of most excellent scientific contributions to American entomology from such

men as Say, Abbot and Smith, Boisduval, Le Conte, Melsheimer,'Osten Sackcn, Haldeman, and others;

but these being confined to classification and specific descriptions, or written in language not understood

by the masses, or high in price on account of the limited editions sold, are almost a dead letter, so far as

the interests of horticulture in general are concerned. In short, there seems to be two legitimate and

distinct phases of the subject, which are necessary to make it a complete and harmonious whole.

In conclusion, if I have not discussed the subject of artificial remedies against the injuries of insects in

this paper, it is because these remarks are too general to admit of specific antidotes being referred to in

connection with them. Suggestions of this kind would, perhaps, be more properly embraced in a report

of a committee, having direct reference to particular species, the injuries they inflict, and the modes of

prevention. I may, however, be allowed to remark, that—without alluding to any particular antidote

against insects, in the shape of mixtures of various kinds of ingredients, and applied to trees—most of the

remedies recommended are entirely useless, so far as they are depended upon to drive insects off from

vegetation. As a general thing, insect instincts are too prone to lead them into all manner of stenches for

these things to have any eflfect in lepclling them, although there are some substances that are not agreeable

to them. I may here remark, that insects, as a general thing, have a dislike to oils, greases, or gums

coming in contact with their bodies ; for these substances close up their air-cells and stop their breathing,

and consequently produce death. Therefore oil is better than water in which to drown insects, because oil

clogs their trochcea and leaves them closed, and death takes place on account of its slow evaporation, and

not on account of any thing obnoxious to them in its smell alone. These odors might drive them out of a

close box or drawer, but it is quite a different thing where they have the freedom of the open air. The

organs of respiration of insects are not located in the head, as they are in vcrtebrated animals, but are

arranged along the sides, and, therefore, if we attempted to destroy one by merely immersing his head into

a fluid or an odor, we should find ourselves " reckoning without our host." The best general remedy is

prevention,—the interposition of some means that will prevent their rapid increase, or the allowing of the

natural means in existence having their full and efficient force. Close habits of observation, together

with that discrimination before alluded to, must in time develope the ability to use prevention as the best

remedy. But in the mean time let every member of this Association constitute himself a committee-man

on Practical Local Entomology, with a note-book and pencil in hand, and a collecting-bottle in his pocket.

Let him be
*' A cliiel amang them taking notes ;"

and when a reliable practical result is obtained, then let him "print 'em."

LANDSCAPE-GARDENING.
BY J. M. C, WESTERLY, RHODE ISLAND.

The article entitled "Suburban Gardening," in the June number, merits the thanks of thousands

who have homes to beautify. It is so true and forcibly adapted to the condition of the art in this country,

that every experienced landscape-gardener will heartily respond, and thank you for exposing the relative

truth and agitating a matter of so vast importance to him and to every lover of the beautiful. The blun-

ders of the uncultivated, and the uncouth productions of untaught aspirants to the art have too long been

tolerated. The horticultural journals are almost silent on the subject ; and to many a one who would blush

to be thought any thing less than educated, the business requirements, yes, even the name, of a landscape-

gardener is a mystery.

Since the death of Mr. Downing, in New York State alone you may find architects, surveyors, and

artists, who have added the appendage of "Particular attention paid to Landscape-gardening," to their

cards, quite an army ; and these are the men chosen by the inexperienced employer to adorn our resi-

dences, public parks, and pleasure-grounds. They are all excellent men in their way ; but the architect

builds too much, the surveyor levels too much, and the artist knows not of what or how to produce the

living realization of his picture. Some of these who profess " landscape-gardening" do not know a linden

from a maple tree, and are ignorant of the commonest vegetable productions.

The true landscape-gardener must be a gardener, practically and theoretically. Ho is self-rolying. He
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has knowledge to create,—ability to execute. His

mind foresees, and his own hand helps to work out

his designs. He can tell you what kind of a plaic

such and such will make, and what you should make

of it. He will produce you a plan, the items of

which he will stand ready to contract for, and to exe-

cute at a given sum; or, not contracting, he knows

for you the price of labor, the kind of help to employ,

—where every necessary article can be procured. He

is well acquainted with trees and shrubs. He can

tell you every minute trait in their character,—even

how many varieties will live harmoniously together

on a certain place, when they will look most gay,

and when they will begin to look old; and well he

can picture how lovely a group of them will appear

in their varied robes ten or more years hence when
arrayed for the May feast. He knows that the lofty and

proud, and the weeping and humble love to be alone
;

so he places them just where they will look best and

grow best ; and they, in return, smile gratefully in a

manner that sweetly wins you. The valleys, too,

and ravines alike smile under his care, and the " little

hills rejoice on every side," because he spareth them.

When he addeth or taketh from, his touch makcth

perfect, He loves to preserve natural beauty, and

embellishes nature with her own garlands. Of the

nature of soils, and how to improve them, he knows
what no architect, surveyor, artist, or untutored

citizen ever knew ; and on just such knowledge it is

that the most successful efforts of the landscape-gar-

dening art must bo founded. The best kinds of fruit,

and where to place them. The kitchen-garden, or-

chards, and glass-houses, &c., are all arranged just as

a gardener would like to have them. With an eye

to necessaries and conveniences, he has found a

proper place for every thing, puts every thing in its

proper place, and leaves a job behind him that a gar-

dener can see fifty years hence was the work of a

master mind.

A landscape-gardener requires to bo architect

enough to note and apply all the correct principles

and all improvements in garden structures, such as

glass-houses, summer-houses, bridges, entrances. Sec,

and surveyor enough to locate every thing on a plan

by a given scale, so that every thing will appear just

as it is and meant to be. He requires to bo a good

draughtsman, in order both to fix and to convey his

ideas. Gardeners who have a taste for landscape

operations may soon qualify themselves for the work.

I served a long apprenticeship to gardening before I

ever committed a plan to paper, and found it easy to

learn when once seriously attempted ; and, though I

have practised landscape-gardening in this conntry

fur twelve years, I am persuaded that I have more
time to spend in learning gardening tlian all that

engineering, drawing, and the like ever cost me.

Learn to bo a gardener first, and you may, perhaps,

make a landscape-gardener that a person of true taste

will not turn away from in disgust.

FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OP
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA.

KKl'OKT ON KASPBKKKir.S.

The Committee on Truits for I'hiladclphia County

have examined and tested the following varieties,

which have been grown and fruited, with one or two

exceptions, under their personal supervision.

In the course of their investigations they have

heard several complaints, from skilful and experienced

gardeners, of the entire destruction of the canes of

certain varieties which had been carefully laid, down

and protected in winter; in other cases, the canes left

without protection, which were alive and apparently

healthy, early in April, were destroyed to the snow

line, and sometimes to the ground, by the late frosts

in that month. Even the robust Lawton Blackberry

has, in some instances, been cut down to the ground.

Complaint is also made of the withering and fall of

the leaf, and consequent loss of fruit, when just ready

to ripen. Sometimes the entire canes die while yet

loaded with half-ripened fruit. So serious an evil,

entailing an entire loss of crops for the year, deserves

earnest attention. With rare exceptions, the only

fertilizer used on the Raspberry is stable manure,

often applied in its fresh, or only half-decomposed state.

It is worthy of consideration whether the excess of

nitrogenous over mineral matter, thus supplied, bo

not the cause of a rank succulent growth of cane,

which fails to mature fully, and is consequently unable,

even when covered in winter, to resist the slight

frosts of spring, or the hot suns of early summer. A
natural result of the failure of the ripening process

in the cane is a corresponding immaturity in the

roots which supply that cane with mineral food, and

the end of all is the death of the plant. The increas-

ing demand for this delicious fruit, owing partly, we
think, to the great superiority in the qu.ility of many

of the late new varieties, renders the culture of the

R.ispberry one of importance and profit, and calls for

more careful experiments in its management.

Spent tan-bark, (both as a mulch and a fertilizer,^

wood ashes, and the phosphates have all been recom-

mended as manures, and are all valuable. A very

important feature in its culture is shade,—not the

shade of overhanging tices, but that of its own foli-

age ; almost invariably the largest, highest colored,

finest flavored and most melting berries are found in

the shadow of protecting leaves. Blackberries espe-

cially, when ripened in the full glare of the sun, are

always small, sour, tough and seedy; while those on

the same bush growing in the shade are sweet, melt-

ing, and much larger in size. An exception to this is

found in tho Catawissa, autumn-bearing, whoso fall
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crop of fruit, maturing late in August, and during

all September and Offober, is borne on the extreme

ends of the laterals, and seems to court the sun,com-

'ng, as it docs, after the fervid heats of summer arc

past.

Many advise planting in rows running east and

west, but the propriety of this method may well be

doubted. If the rows run north and south, each plant

shades its next northerly neighbor, and the sun rests

but a short time on any one portion of the foliage.

If the rows be planted at sufficient distances to allow

of frequent cultivation during the season, a marked
increase in the productivenes; and streng-th of the

cane results, very little] manuring is requisite, and
that principally of a mineral nature. In gardens

they do well on the north or east side of an open
lattice or pale fence, which breaks the force of the

sun's rays without depriving tliem of its beneficial

influence.

As to the hardiness of the different varieties, it

would be difficult to name any sort, except the old

and inferior Red cane, that, undor the ordinary

method of culture, will prove hardy in all soils, and
under all circumstances. In some parts of our
county, Brinckle's Orange, and other varieties usu-
ally esteemed tender, have withstood the last three

winters without any protection ; in others they have
been destroyed to the ground, even when laid down
and well mulched during the winter. Every thing

depends upon securing well ripened wood, which
will endure almost any vicissitudes of cold or heat,

moisture or drought.

We would suggest that all Raspberries, and espe-

cially the softer kinds, should be gathered with their

stems attached; they will carry better to market,

preserve their shape and flavor longer, and can thus

be eaten, as strawberries are in England, singly, hold-

ing the fruit by the stem, and dipping it into a saucer

of pulverized sugar. Some high-flavored kinds, too

soft for transportation, when detached from the germ,
can thus be rendered available for market purposes.

RASPBEHRIES.

•American Varieties.

Allex.—A good deal of confusion and disappoint-

ment has resulted from errors in the dissemination

of this plant. Mr. L. F. Allen, of Black Rock, N.
y., originally introduced to public notice, two varie-

tics, the Allen and Red Prolific, which are entirely

distinct sorts. Parties here, however, have received

direct from Mr. Allen, as these two varieties, plants

nearly identical in everj- respect, neither of which
corresponded with the description given in his circu-

lar, nor with that generally grown among our nur-

serymen here as the Allen Raspberry. The Allen is

a very strong grower, with large, dark green, crumpled
foliage ; canes of large size, with numerous blunt

purple spines, reddish-brown wood, laterals strong

and numerous, commencing within too foot of the

ground ; continues in bearing for a long season.

Fruit of large and uniform size, firm flesh, light

crimson color, excellent flavor; clinging slightly to

the receptacle in picking. In some soils it appears to

need to be planted alternately with other varieties to

yield a full crop ; in others we have found it bear-

ing abundantly when growing at a distance from any

other sort. Alternate planting is, however, advi-

sable.

Catawissa, Everbearing.—This is mainly valuable

from its certain and abundant fall crops. The spring

fruits, coming at a season when all the other and

finer varieties are in full bearing, is comparatively

of little value, although by no means of poor flavor!

the autumn crop succeeds so immediately, that ber-

ries have been gathered on the same day from both

the old and the new canes. The flavor of the latter

depends very much upon the season; if the months

of August and September prove moderately warm

and dry, an excellent quality may be counted on ; if

cold and wet, the fruit is generally rather sour. It

bears continually from about the last of August,

through all September and October; we have even

gathered its fruit on the 4th of November. In vigor

of growth, size of cane and hardihood, it almost

rivals the Lawton Blackberry. A truly valuable

sort.

CusHiNG.—Plant vigorous, foliage dark green and

crumpled ; laterals numerous and strong ;
young

canes thickly covered with small red spines; it has

not proved with us very productive. Fruit, conical,

deep scarlet in color, overspread with bloom, only

second rate in flavor. Sometimesbearsanautumn crop.

French.—Has been disseminated by some parties

as an autumn bearer, and is still advertised as such.

During three years' experience we have never seen

any appearance of an autumn crop. It is also de-

scribed as a late variety. It has always ripened with

us at the same time as the Wilder and Orange, but

does not continue so long in bearing as either of

these. The plant is a free grower and profuse

bearer; ofmedium sized, round, deep red berries, rather

soft and of indifierent flavor.

Orange, (Brinckle's).—Is justly regarded as the

best of all the native sorts. Its large orange-colored

berries, of excellent flavor; its strong growth, long

season of bearing, and great productiveness, render it

worthy a place in every garden. To some tastes it

is too sweet, and wanting in sprightliness. Great

care is requisite when cultivating and forking up the

soil around the stools, not to lacerate the roots, or

disturb the young plants, as this variety, especially

when young, throws up suckers very sparingly, and
in some soils it is difficult to get a plantation well
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started. It resembles the orange tree, not only in the

color of its fruit, but also in the fact that the bud,

blossom, and ripe fruit are seen upon it at all stages

of its growth.

Wilder.—Plant, a very strong grower, and pro-

fuse bearer; foliage dark green and crumpled; canes

hirsute, being densely covered with long, tender, light

brown spines ; fruit round, medium sized, cream col-

ored, soft and very juicy, but not high flavored; it

decays rapidly when ripened in the sun, or exposed

to rain. The pips are quite hairy, and in gathering,

the anthers fall upon the fruit, giving it an unpleas-

ant grittiness in eating.

FOREIGN VARIETIES.

Belle de Fontenay.—A double bearing French

variety, which has been confounded with the IMarvel

of the Four Seasons, from which it is quite distinct.

The habit of the plant is quite dwarf, growth vig-

orous, suckers profuse ; fruit medium to large, rod-

dish purple, flavor rich and sprightly. A valuable

sort.

CcTnusii's Prince of Wales.—A late English

variety of high repute. It has been fruited here one

season, and the berries proved of excellent quality,

and large size ; long conical shape, bright crimson

color, and firm flesh. Worthy of further trial.

Fastollf.—An old English variety of well known
excellence. Fruit large to very large, a reddish pur-

ple; rather soft for market. Bears abundantly, and

for a long season. In some soils proves very tender.

Francoxia.—A favorite with many of the best

market gardeners. It bears a profusion of large, dark

red berries, of very rich, brisk, and sprightly flavor.

Bears transportation well, and yields remunerative

prices. In some locations degenerates rapidly, and

runs out. Does not commend itself to the tastes of

those who like a very sweet fruit.

Hornet, pronounced Hornat.—A splendid new
variety from Bagnolet, near Paris, introduced here

by Aubry & Souchet, of Carpenter's Landing, N. J.,

to whom wc are also indebted for most of the French

varieties below described; Imperiale, Jouet, Papier,

Pilate, and Souchetii. This is the favorite Uaspberry

of the Paris market, and deserves to be placed at the

head of all the foreign kinds. It is a very strong

grower; foliage very large, dark green, not much

plaited; young wood, pale green, spines sra-iU, red

and scanty. Fruit of unparalleled size; obtuse con-

ical shape, rich ciimson color, and of the very high-

est flavor. We have measured berries of 3.J
inches in

circumference. It is not quite as firm as is desira-

ble for a market berry, but if gathered with the stems

on, as is the custom in France, it is easily transported,

and fetches the highest price. Worthy of universal

culture. Some experienced Pomologists have sup-

posed it to be identical with Knovctfs Giant. We

find the difference very marked, as will be seen by

the respective descriptions given.

HiDSo.N River Antwerp.— .\ very favorite sort in

New York, and now being generally introduced here.

It shares with Brinckle's Orange the reputation of

being the most popular berry in cultivation. Being

well known, we omit a detailed description of the

plant. Its abundant crops of medium to large sized

fruit, of handsome red color, and firm flesh, and its

long season of bearing, entitle it to high praise, al-

though the flavor is not first-rate, and, to some,

rather insipid.

Imperiale.—A large French variety, of good pro-

mise ; young wood, pale green, nearly white, with

pale red blush, leaf dark green, long pointed, varia-

ble, sometimes smooth, at others, much crumpled.

Fruit large, roundish, bright red, of firm flesh, excel-

lent flavor. A valuable sort, said to be quite hardy.

JocET.—Another French variety, of good quality.

Young wood, bright yellowish green, very stout and

short jointed, with very few and weak greenish spines;

foliage very thick, dark green, deeply crimped, and

reflexed. Fruit small to medium, long conical, bright

lemon yellow, with a whitish bloom
;

pips very

small, flesh firm, rather seedy, flavor sweet and de-

licious. Productiveness not well tested, as wc have

only young plants under culture. A very handsome

and promising sort.

Kxevett's Giant.—An English variety, intro-

duced about 1() years ago, by the Hon. Marshall P.

Wilder. A vigorous and rampant grower; young

wood, light green, with reddish purple tinge, spines

small, reddish and numerous. Laterals few, stout,

and borne mostly near the top ; suckers abundant.

Fruit, which is often in pairs, roundish conical,

bright red in the shade ; firm flesh, sweet and excel-

lent. Berries ripening in the sun are deep red, and

much disposed to burn, and become tough, sour, and

worthless.

Marvel of the Four Seasons.—We give the

translated title as more ready of comprehension and

use. One of our most esteemed amateurs values this

variety so highly as to have removed all others from

his very extensive garden, and substituted this in

their place. Our opportunities of testing it have

been limited. The young plants we have seen have

borne abundant crops, spring and fall, of large size;

bright rod fruit, of good, though not the highest

quality. It is not, as many suppose, an everbearing

plant, but, like all the others, so called, only bears

a spring crop on the old, and a fall crop on the new

canes. Sometimes the two crops overlap, thus giv-

ing a continuous supply from June till November.

It is quite distinct from the Belle de Fontenay, which

is of smaller growth.

A yellow variety of this name we arc now testing.
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Papier.—An old French variety, known also as

Lo Noire or Tuc-Hommc, first introduced about l'^20

at Bagnolct, near Paris, the chief seat of Raspberry

culture for the Paris market, and whence we have

obtained all the valuable new sorts. On account of

the shortness of the fruit stalk, (all Raspberries

being gathered there with the stems attached,) and the

softness of the fruit, it was superseded by the Gambon,

a fine large sort, which in turn has given way to the

still more improved kinds, the Hornet, Impcriale, &c.

It is of good size, and excellent flavor, but has been

too little grown here to warrant further notice at

present.

Pilate.—We think it the highest flavored of all

the French v.irieties. It is also of large size, and

promises to bear abundantly. Foliage, dark rich

green, crimped and reflexcd ; habit somewhat trail-

ing. Requires another season to be fully tested.

Rivers' New MoNTHLT, (Large Fruited Monthly).

—This much-praised variety has greatly disappointed

expectations in our county. Several of our best

amateurs and professional fruit growers, after fair

trial, have entirely discarded it as worthless. The

spring crop is sometimes abundant, but often meagre,

of medium sized, scarlet berries, of a mild, sweet,

but not high flavor. The autumn crops, even with

the best culture, cannot be depended on; in four sea-

sons out of five it makes a profuse bloom, which

is mostly abortive, or else it fails entirely. It also

throws up suckers profusely, requiring constant

weeding to suppress them. Should be rejected from

every good collection.

SoucHETTii.—Avery handsome cream colored fruit,

resembling in general appearance the Orange, but not

so deep in color. Young wood yellowish green ; spines

greenish, very small and scanty. Fruit long, coni-

cal, medium to large in size, of a rich cream color,

overspread with a white bloom; flavor rich, sprightly

and sweet, surpassing that of the Orange. If on

further trial it prove hardy and productive, of which

it gives good promise, it will be well worthy of cul-

tivation.

We would here remark that it is the general ex-

perience of market gardeners, that red Raspberries

of ordinary .quality, generally sell better than white

ones, even of the highest flavor. Time, and the

more general introduction of the finer sorts, will, no

doubt remove this prejudice from the public mind.

"We have now under trial, the Salmon Berry of

Oregon, Northumberland Fillbasket, Julia, (Dr.

Brinckle's,J and the Yellow Autumn-bearing, which

we think synonymous with the Yellow Marvel of the

Four Seasons, and which we hope to report uponnext

season.
J. E. Mitchell,
Robert Cornelius,
A. W. Harrison.

[The article we gave on Strawberries was received

with such favor by the public, that we have been

induced to solicit a similar favor on the Raspberry

question, from the gentlemen composing the com-

mittee. It is well to repeat, that as the report has not

yet been before the Fruit Growers' Society, it is at

present merely the opinion of the gentlemen whose

names arc signed to it.

—

Ed.]

FRENCH RASPBERRY.
BY DR. W. D. BBIXCKLE, GHOVEVILLE, N. J.

The October number of the Gardener's Monthly con-

tains a paper under the heading of" Perpetual Rasp-

berries," by Mr. R. M. Conklin, Cold Spring Harbor,

N. Y. In this article Mr. Conklin speaks of the

"French" Raspberry as bearing a crop of fruit in the

fall.

If this is one of my seedlings, it is the Cashing,

and not the French, In propitious seasons the Gush-

ing always bears an autumnal crop on the young
canes of the same year's growth, and the berries are

usually larger and finer than those it matures at the

ordinary raspberry period on the canes of the pre-

ceding year's growth. The berry of the Gushing is

large, of a lighter crimson than the French, and

slightly conical in form.

The French is a very late variety, and throws up
but few suckers, and never fruits on these till the

succeeding year. It is the latest and most hardy of

all my seedling raspberries. It was the result of a'

cross between the Fastolf and Yellow Antwerp. The
seeds from the berry pioduced by this cross were
planted, and some twenty or more of them vegetated.

Being desirous of creating new varieties with a con-

stitution sufficiently hardy to adapt them to the

exigencies of our climate, I subjected these young
plants to such severe treatment as to kill all of them
but one. This one bore the harsh usage well. I

named it the French, in honor of my late friend, the

Hon. B. y. French, of Massachusetts. The berry of

the French is large, round, and of a deep crimson

color.

TARTARIC ACID versus WILLIAM BRIGHT.
BY DH. J. B. HATES, WEST CIIESTEB, PA.

" G," in your last, tries to be a little funny over

the term " katalysis," and endeavors to make us be-

lieve that he does not understand one or two things

in my first essay. He naively asks whether argol is

the katalysis of tartaric acid ? He ought to know
that argol i? the crude cream of tartar and tartaric

acid of commerce, deposited from grape juice in the act

of fermentation. He ought to know, also, the differ-

ence between katalysis and precipitation, without

feigning ignorance upon it. Nor was it necessary

"m
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for the argument forme to show why German wines

are sour,—or dry, as it is called. " C" says that I

do not make the matter very clear by saying, " In

keeping the tartar, we lose the alcohol, and rice

versa.'' He quotes, also, " alcohol of high and low

density," and seems not to understand. He ought

not to expect the whole chemical process of wine-

making to be given in one short essay; and if he

does not yet understand it, I advise him to study

some work on chemistry. Ho will there sec that

alcohol of high density will not hold argol in solu-

tion, whereas alcohol of low density will hold a large

quantity. He will then see that "by keeping the

tartar in solution, we lose the alcohol, and rice

versa."

If "C" cannot see this, then, indeed, is chemical

reason paradoxical to him. The term katalysis is

applied to the change produced by fermentation in the

sugar, and cannot be applied to the argol, which is

essential, unchanging, and invariable. German wines

arc sour,—either from weakness in alcohol (having

been made from grape juice deficient in sugar) hold-

ing the acid in solution, or from fermentation being

kept up too long, so that acetous fermentation super-

vened.
" C " seems to think that the quantity of argol can

be increased by art. This is something that would

be very interesting to Mr. Bright, I have no doubt, as

I know that he is an earnest advocate for increase in

everything, and possibly this was the point he aimed

at when devising his compound tartaric fertilizer. It

will be noticed that in my former essay, I admitted,

by way of AypoMesis only, the taking up into the plant

the elements of tartaric acid in excess from fertiliz-

ers ; that in that case the wine would be worse off,

so that there would be no use in trying to increase

the tartar for that reason. To speak it in plain

English, fertilizers act upon the sensitive parts of

the roots of plants, and thus increase their growth

and vigor; but we cannot change the native charac-

teristics of the fruit by any such means. This is

claimed by Mr. Bright in his theory, and this, after

all, is the point in the argument.

Had we absolute control of the germ growth, we

might then change nature ; but, not having this con-

trol, we will have to be satisfied with selection, re-

production, and hybridizing, upon which to ring the

changes in the production of countless varieties which

from the beginninga kind Providence has furnished us.

[In Dr. Hays' last article, "eliminated from sugar

and bulk of price," should have read bulk of

juice.— Ed.]

LADT riNGER STRAWBERRY.
BY C, UBIDGETON, N. J.

You seem to hare got the " wrong pig by the car"

in your remarks upon the Lady Finger Strawberry, in

reply to Evanston question, in this month's Gar-

dener's Monthly, or else the character of the berry has
wonderfully changed in its transit across the Dela-

ware. Having known it intimately almost from its

birth, and at the same time not having the slightest

personal interest in its reputation, I feel qualified to

correct your error, which I do in justice to a friend

and neighbor, the originator, whose name is not

Scott but Prosscr. As to its merits, it is considered

by all growers whose opinion I have ever heard,

that Ms flavor is one of the very best, certainly any thing

but " flat and pasty ;" the only objection we find to

it in this, its native locality, is its want of sufficient

productiveness for profit.ible market purposes; for

a garden berry it is delightful, and in a more loamy

soil is said to be much more prolific.

[We do not know that we ever expressed or heard

an opinion of their identity before our August number

appeared
;
yet we found the idea widely prevailing at

the Pomological Society. Our Lady Finger certainly

does not agree with Mr. Hovey's description of Scott's

Seedling, fsee Pomological report page 17), and C,

seems inclined to disown it also. From all the facts, it

seems that the Lady Finger is not the genuine Scott's

Seedling, and that it does much better in New Jersey

than in Pennsylvania —Ed.]

Hpfa enb I^Brp fvmh,

Yuhe's Eagle Plcm.—By R. A. GriiUr, Bethle-

hem, Pa.—A seedling, which came up on the grounds

of Caleb Yohe, Bethlehem, Pa. It bore its first fruit

in 1S60. Having lost none of its fruit by curculio,

it is possible it may be exempt from its ravages. If /g\

-^m
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so, it will be a great acquisition. Size, two inches long, one and one-half inches in diameter; shape, egg
;

suture, slightly marked on one side; basin, shallow; stalk, five-eighths of an inch; flesh, firm, of yellow

color, melting, juicy, of good flavor, and very sweet ; stone, small, and perfectly free ; shoots, very vig-

orous ; leaves, large, dark green, some measuring five and a half and six inches ; ripens first of September

;

color, greenish ycUuw ground, with beautiful red checks, dotted and marbled with darker red, the whole

colored with a thin white bloom; when the bloom is removed, it becomes transparent.

[In a memorandum, Mr. Grider speaks of having sent us fruit of the above; but they never came to

hand. Mr. Grider, however, is reputed to be a careful and intelligent pomologist, and is well qualified to

judge of its value.

—

Ed.]

Cbockitt's Late White Pkacii.—We h.ive obtained from Mr. Pullen, of ITighfstown, New Jersey a

fruit of the above peach, which is making "some noise" in the " kingdom" of New Jersey, and will, no
doubt, be sought after by the " rest of mankind."

A late white variety, very productive, and valuable for preserving. Is destined to become one of the

most popular of all the late white peaches for orchard-culture. Origin, New Jersey. Leaves, reniform

without glands ; fruit, medium to large, oblong; skin, greenish white, with occasionally some red on the

sunny side ; flesh pale, sweet, not very juicy. Last of September and first of October.

Seedless Native Grapes.—The Homestead says:—" Mr. C. L. Taylor, of Terryville, brought us some

grapes, in large clusters and seedless. The color is beautiful, the size small ; the clusters compact and good,

and will improve by cultivation ; the pulp sour, but seedless ; the skin thick and pulpy, of course ;
and

the odor delicate ; but, like that of the rest of the species, foxy enough. For preserves, etc., it is most

excellent, on account of the lack of seeds."

'U
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Egyptian Belle Apple.—

A

distinguished Western pomologist,

our well-known correspondent, Mr.

J. M. Smith, of Greenville, Illinois,

sends us the following sketch and

description :

—

Size, large, or above medium
;

form, roundish, flattened; color,

yellowish white, striped, stained,

and splashed with brilliant light

and deep carmine ; stem, short

;

cavity, deep, regular, and russetted

;

calyx, very small, closed; basin,

small, regular ; core, large and some-

what hollow ; seeds, medium, dark

brown; flesh, juicy, white, fine-

grained, sprightly, sub-acid ; sea-

son, from middle to last of August.

A sprout from the root of a root-

grafted tree (a Pennock) in my father's orchard

Clapp's Favorite.—Fruit large, pyri-

form, rather oblique; skin, smooth, yel-

lowish green, profusely covered with grey
dots, a tinge of red on the sunny side;

stalk, about one and a quarter inches,

stout, inserted obliquely ; calyx, closed,

in a very shallow basin ; flesh, juicy, with

a high, vinous flavor; quality, best.

Of all the newer pears introduced at the

late meeting of the Pomological Conven-

tion, this pleased us the best, and we con-

sider it a decided acquisition.

It was raised in the garden of Nathaniel

Clapp, Esq., Dorchester, Massachusetts.

AVe are indebted to President AVilder's

kindness for the specimen from which we
have made our drawing and description,

as we believe it has not been before de-

scribed.

Ik
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Bum Plim.— In color and shape this plum has

consiilcrable resemblance to Xelson's f'iilory, to which

it appears to bo allieJ. The following is a descrip-

tion : Size full medium or rather large, oval, color

dull orange, with numerous small brown dots, suture

distinct, stem short, cavity narrow; flesh yellowish

brown, line grained, very juicy, quality " very ^ood."

We suppose it to be miiturc in North Carolina about

the middle of 7th month, July—it would doubtless

be some weeks later here. The variety is cerlainly

worthy of further attention.

—

Country Gentleman.

Pittsburg Seedlixg Grape, a correspondent

of the Fanner and Gardener, says, was found nine

years ago wild by Mr. J. S. Arthur, of Pittsburg. It

is ripe on the 10th of August ; " does not yield in

excellence to the Delaware ; though hardly so sweet

is earlier, more sprightly and vinous, and has less

pulp." The Committee on Native Fruits of the Pomo-

logical Society consider it "evidently" a seedling

from a foreign stock.

Extra Early Peach.—A Pennsylvania corres-

pondent writes:—"Among my peaches I have one,

a seedling of Fay's Early Anne, which ripens in July,

twenty-two days before the Anne, and twenty-six

daj-s before Serrate Early York or Tillotson. In

quality superior to either. The fruit is small but

very fleshy, the pits not longer than a hazel nut."

If it retains this character permanently it should

be valuable, and we should like to hear more of it

another season.

"Th^ lady who contributes a good recipe for the public benefit,

des«Tves lis much credit as he who introduces a. new fruit or

T<'getable "

—

Good AxUJwrity.

Cider-Making without Pressing.—It is stated

that a man at Parkersburg, Virginia, is successful in

making cider by the following process : He grinds the

apples, and fills casks with one end open, the bottom

having some sticks and straw, like a leach-tub for

ashes. On the pomace he pours as much water as it

would yield juice by pressure, and that displaces the

juice, and sends it to the bottom, from which after

two days, it is drawn by opening the faucet, and as

the cider is heavier than water, it runs off at first

pure. The pomace, too, having an affinity for water,

absorbs that, which displaces the natural juice, and

leaves the pomace quite tasteless. This proccs may

be useful to persons who have a few apples and no

cider-presses.

PicKi.iXG Sweet Apples.—To half-peck of sweet

apples make a syrup of two pounds sugar, and one
pint of vinegar. Boil the apples in this syrup until

tender; then remove them, and make a new sj-rup

of two and a half pounds of sugar and one pint of

vinegar. Add one teaspoonful of cloves, and one
of cinnamon tied in a bag. Let the syrup boil fifteen

or twenty minutes ; thcti pour it, while hot, over the

fruit. The first syrup is good for other sauces.

To Make Cider Wine.—Take good new cider,

fresh from the press, and dissolve in it from one and
a half to two pounds of sugar to the gallon. Put it

in a clean cask, leaving the bung out for forty-eight

hours. Then put the bung in, leaving a small vent

until it has ceased or nearly ceased fermenting. Let
it stand one year. The wine is then fit for use. The
longer it stands the better.

To Preserve Pumpkin.—Take goodj ripe pump-
kins, pare, and stew as dry as possible

; place in the

oven on a sheet, and let it remain until thoroughly

dried, not baked j then stow away in a dry place,

when it will keep an indefinite length of time—only
requiring to be soaked in milk a few hours before

using.

—

Genesee Farmer.

Pickling Cabbage.—Chop it up fine ; for a three

gallon jar full take one tea-cup full of salt, put a

layer of cabbage and a layer of salt till filled, then to

one quart vinegar add one tea-cup of sugar and pour
on to it. The cabbage if packed in tight as above,

can be kept the whole year as good and sweet as when
put up.

Acorn Coffee.—This is one of the best substi-

tutes forcoflTee, and is much used in Germany. The
acorns are shelled, split, dried, and roasted like cof-

fee. When taken out of the roaster, a little piece of

butter is put over them. It may be used alone or

with real coffee. Although acorns in their raw state

are very astringent, yet they lose this when roasted.

They arc also, in some respects, to be preferred to

coffee, having none of the drying properties at-

tributed to that berry.

To Keep Apples.—If apples are carefully packed
in hard wood sawdust, they will keep through our
coldest winters. This we have tried, and know it

for a certainty. But in packing, care must be taken

that none of the apples touch the barrel nor each
other. We have had them open in fine order, when
thus packed, long after those in the cellar were rot-

ten or so withered as to be useless.

—

Ex.

^^^
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RUSTIC ADORNMENTS.
[See frontispiece.]

In some recent numbers we adverted to the the

want of variety and special points of interest, as one

of the main causes of the lack of enjoyment so often

experienced in horticultural pursuits. We desire to

keep the subject prominently before our readers.

No better service can be rendered than to continually

point out the best sources of enjoyment the gardening

art affords.

Although variety may constitute some of the hap-

piest features in an interesting garden, there is danger

of its degenerating into meanness, and a species of

showy pretensiousness. Hence wo frequently see

great islands in small duck-ponds, classic vases in

neglected wildernesses, and rich architectural struc-

tures in the midst of beggarly surroundings.

Whenever any improvement is suggested, the con-

necting circumstances should be searched for incon-

gruities, which, if found to exist, will mar the

boldest elforts.

Our obliging Paris correspondent has furnished us

with two sketches of rustic buildings existing in the

vicinity of that city, and which we have had en-

graved for a frontispiece. He describes their effect

in connection with the large sheet of water by which
they are erected, as very "grand." On a mere pond
they would lose much of their interest. To use an
every-day expression, they would appear "as if the
owner had been trying to do something."
The upper building in the plate represents a com-

bined boat and bath-house, the summit being crowned
by a thatched kiosk or summer-house. The lower
one represents a belvedere, as the Trench term pro-
jecting terraces, and overhanging seats. It will be ob-
served that they arc very simply constructed, and yet
there is a charm of beauty about them, the unculti-
vated would not know how to account for. This is

in a great measure, lent them by the situation, and

Fig. 1.

/ \
tfS

well illustrates the points we noted at our commence-
ment.

In other situations, such simple structures would

be out of character and highly objectionable. AVhere

a spot is frequently visited, and by a number of

people, great strength of structure and boldness of

design is required to give tone and character to rustic

buildings. In this point, the buildings in the Central

Park, Xew York, struck us, at the time of our visit

rig. 2.



last year, as being happy cffccls of a very tasteful

genius.

Fig. 1 was then completed, and we have since had

it and the other pretty one (Fig. 2) sketched expressly

to accompany these remarks. They are constructed

of red cedar, and put together in the strongest and

most substantial manner.

The greatest objection to rustic work is the rapidity

with which it decays in our country ; as, unless the

bark is left on, much of its rural effect is lost For

ourselves, we would sacrifice a little to permanency,

and in the parts of such structures most important

and liable to decay, would strip off the bark, and, by

employing various shades of brown, and a man with

some little genius for the job, paint the whole to as

nearly as possible represent the natural appearance

of the various woods employed. We have seen this

done so effectually, that very few persons ever sus-

pected the presence of paint, without a very close

inspection.

sairf, the sound reached the ears of the reporters alike.

I

For instance, of the Emily Grape Mr. Vick reports :

" Mitchell.—In justice to Mr. Raabc, if should be

stated that he has another grape somewhat resem-

bling this, and the two have in some way become

confounded. One is much better than the other."

Which it will be seen is substantially the same as in

our report. But Mr. Mitchell sends us the following

as being what he did say :

—

"Emily—Mr. M.—In justice to Mr. Raabc, it

should be stated that there is a true Emily Grape, of

most excellent quality. I have grown it, but found

it did not ripen its wood well, although it is an ex-

cellent grape of a copper color, and a good bearer."

THE FOMOLOGICAL REPORT.
In another column appears a correcting note from

Mr. Balcham. Reports of such societies are never

accurate, from causes which wo need not here enu-

merate. We wished to send proofs to each speaker

for his own special revision, before publication ; but,

finding that it would delay its appearance many
weeks, we concluded to publish it at once, and make
any slight corrections there might be necessary after-

wards. It is, of course, our desire to have the re-

cord as accurate as possible, and we shall be obliged

by our friends noting any alterations they may
wish to see made.

We notice ourselves that ;Mr. " Barry" is made to

speak of the Allen Raspberry, instead of Mr. Parry.

In Gooseberries, "Martin's" Seedling should be

Mountain. What is said of the "Diana" Grape be-

longs to the Anna. For " Barnsley" Apple, read

Princely.

Since writing the above, we have received correc-

tions from Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Berckmans, Mr. Kutter,

and Mr. W. C. Strong. There may yet be a few
others, which we shall gladly receive, and give the

whole corrections in one chapter next month. We
are glad to find, by the remarks of these gentlemen,

that the errors are not, in most cases, the fault of

our reporter, but of the noise and confusion, of which
all complained. This was at one time so great, that

the meeting had to adjourn to another room up stairs.

Many of the errors so far pointed out are in passages

altogether omitted in Mr. Tick's report, showing that

the difficulty of catching them right induced that gen-

tleman not to attempt the risk of failures. In other

instances, Mr. Vick's report and ours agree in the

main, showing that whatever the speakers may have '

FINE EUROPEAN SILVER FIRS.

In his " Landscape-gardening," Mr. Downing
refers to the " handsome Balsam, or Balm of Gilead

Firs, some of which, though planted twenty-two

years ago,—183S, we believe,—are now higher than

the mansion" on the grounds ofthe late George Sheaff,

Esq., at White Marsh, in Montgomery County, Pa.

i On a recent visit to this beautiful spot, we noted that

! Mr. Downing was mistaken in the identity of the

trees. ' They are Silver Firs of great beauty. We
made a rough calculation of the height of one of

them, which is accurate within a foot or so, and

found it to be seventy-eight feet. This, in less than

thirty years, is not a mean growth for a free with a

;
slow reputation. The specimens we allude to have

their tops shown through the branches of the oak in

the plate in Mr. Downing's work, (page 42 Sargent's

edition,) which oak, bj' the way, is not represented

as beautifully as it actually is, through a desire to

show more of the building.

Most of our old places, that have been famous in

the annals of landscape-gardening, are falling into

decay. The Camac properly, the pretty mansion of

which is engraved on the same page with this of Mr.

Sheaff's, is now a lager-beer garden and saloon.

I Amidst all this wreck of ancient points of interest, it

!
is gratifying to say that Mr. Sheaff's place, in the

hands of his descendants, notwithstanding its age,

exhibits all the beauty and freshness of youth.

Every thing is neat, tasteful, and elegant,—novelties

in the way of trees, plants, and fruits are continually

being secured ; every improvement worthy of adop-

tion is added as it appears; and no sign of ruin is

suffered to exist amidst the grandeur which surround-

ing age affords.

Should we be permitted to return to this world after

once leaving it, we should desire no greater gratifica-

tion than to find our posterity so religiously preserv-

ing the things we loved in the charming manner those

are that we saw here.

W^^Srr
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ROBET'S ROOT-GRAFTING MACHINE.

At the Pijinologioal Meeting in Philadelphia, Mr.

Robey exhibited a machine different from others that

we have seen, and possessing merits. The following

s a cut.

The cut represents a pot so "fined," which we
recently saw at a Horticultural Exhibition. Holes

are easily drilled through the pots, and rivets applied

as represented. Of course, the hoop can be painted

any color to suit the taste of the owner.

The representation speaks for itself. The root is

set in the grove in the block, A, and on the handle

being pressed down, the chisel above cuts o£F the root,

while by another chisel set on the edge (B shows the

chisel taken out of the handle or lever), a slit is

made in the stock at right-angles with the other slit

at the same operation.
IMM*!

PRESERVATION OF LARGE FLOWER-
POTS.

Flower-pots, especially large ones, form a heavy

item in gardening expenses. Very large ones arc

more likely to be broken than small ones, not merely

by the weight of soil they contain, and the greater

force of a slight concussion, but by the vital force of

the roots, which is much greater, and breaks more

pots than many would think probable. Kothing will

withstand this force. A mushroom has been known
to lift a Hag-stone of twenty pounds weight three

inches in one night,—and walls arc often thrown

down, and pavements thrown up, by roots of trees in

the accumulated and persevering power of years.

Pots in orchard-house trees are particularly liable to

suffer in this way, and are well worth banding with

iron hoops.

<^uFsIions anb iSnsbprs.

Trolules of LuxuKiOfs Growth—J., Genexeo,

Illinois, writes:

" The fertility of the soil in this part of your par-

ish is such as to cause a very vigorous growth of most

classes of plants. But for some things, this is not de-

sirable. Grapes—one-eye cuttings, planted twelve to

the square-foot last May, have grown from six to nine

feet. Eoses—Augusta Mie and Pius IX., I have

trained up twelve and fifteen feet from the ground

this season. And must kinds of perpetuals send up

branches five to eight feet high, without pruning or

training. Now, such growths are hard to winter,

—

that's one trouble. But there is another, a grievous

'evil under the sun' of this Prairie State; one that

I have not seen alluded to either by Solomon, Down-
ing, or Mechan. My roses don't bloom. I have forty

kinds of choice H. Perpetuals, and one hundred and

fifty plants in all, well-grown bushes, mostly young,

all healthy. Twenty plants, of five varieties, only

have shown flower-buds this season ; only one of

them had as many as five buds.

" Giant of Battles I have from four years old down
to one, some growing undisturbed, some trained up,

some down, root-pruned, limed, boned, with and

without barn-manure ; but 1 have not seen a single

flower on a Giant in this State, except some budded

on a Dog Rose.

"Last year I removed the soil three feet deep on a

border ten by eighteen feet, and filled in with earth

taken six feet below the surface. Giant of Battles,

planted there, grew as rank as any; bloom, none. I

have put my shoulder to the wheel before calling on

Hercules. Now I need help, and apply to you with

some confidence. (1.)

" Can Giant of Battles be distinguished from Ma-
netti, except by their (lowers^ They grow and look

just alike to me. I am budding Giants on Manetti's,

but doubt if they do much better. I have one budded

last season on that stock ; it docs not bloom yet.

Can they sec a diHercnce in the stocks which I can-

not! {i.)

" I have seen Dicentra spectabilis only here, and

for the last three years. They soon grow two or

three feet high, bunches five or six feet around. I

have a number of great bunches, but have never seen

flowers on all at once. Occasionally all summer maj-

be seen a stray string of two or three hearts, very

ii
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handsome, but scarcely enough to pay for garden

room. Will they not do better than this ?" (3.)

[1. In an editorial last month we explained how a

luxuriant growth was opposed to a flowering or fruit-

ful habit. You must check this exuberant growth.

Root-prune your roses while growing, by thrusting

a spade deeply all around them. Pinch back with

the finger and thumb any strong-growing shoots as

they go, and hide your pruning-knife where jou may
be sure not to find it again, and, our word for it, your

roses will bloom. Budding on the Manetti is more

likely to aggravate your complaint.

2. We cannot describe the dilTerencc with sufficient

brevity; but one season's close observation of a

Manetti would enable you readil}' to detect it wher-

ever present.

3. What we have said above applies to this. Plant

it on a rise, where it will be likely to be " starved"

occasionally, and a little for want of water. You
will overeome its obstinacy.

I.vsECTS.—A gentleman from Ncwburg, N. Y.,

handed us some larvae that had been engendered, as

we understood him, in some nauseous compound that

had been especially mixed for the destruction of insect

life.

Miss Morris, the entomologist, favors us with the

following account of them. It would be interesting

to know of what materials the mixture was com-

posed :

"The curious larvE left for me are of the order

Diptera, family SyrphidK, genus Helophilus-tenax,

familiarly called rat- tails. They inhabit stagnant

pools and muddy waters ; but transform in the earth.

As they live a considerable distance from the surface

of the water, they are furnished with the tail-like

appendage, which is tubular, and is their organ of

respiration."

Red SprDER on Pear Trees, &c.—"One Sub-

scriber," FUchburg, Mass., says:

—

" Last spring I planted in my garden a large num-
ber of Delaware and Diana Grape root-grafts, but

not more than one-fifth part of them have lived.

The buds all started just a little, and some of them

grew perhaps an inch, and then died. I used pieces

of Isabella roots from six to eighteen inches in length.

Part of them were cleft-grafted, and part spliced, ac-

cording to the size of the roots. Can you tell me

why they did not succeed any better? They were

kept shaded by boards after setting out. (!._)

I also wish to inquire which is the best method of

destroying the red spider in the open air. I have

recently found some of them on a small lot of pear

trees, which were purchased a year since from a nur-

sery near Boston. (2.)

Is there any danger of introducing the Ilaltica

chal)•bca^ into the localities where it is as yet un-

known, by obtaining grape-vines or cuttings from

infested places! Is there danger of getting the vine

thrips or any other insects in the same manner? (3.)

Allow me to trouble you with one more question.

Does the Cornelius' Propagating-pot require to be

placed in a bottom-heat i and ought hard cuttings to

be calloused before being placed in it! (4).

Answers to the above will greatly oblige at least

OxE Slbsckiber."

[1. The scions were probably defective; obtained,

perhaps, from mildewed shoots.

2. When trees are very large, it is no easy matter

to destroy the red spider. On smaller trees, syringe

with water heated to 130 3 or 140 J; and if sulphur

be mixed with the water before syringing, we have

no doubt it would add to its efficacy.

3. There is always a risk of these things. The

remedy is to watch for their first appearance.

4. A cutting will callous without heat, but not

root well till heat is applied.]

Hardiness of Conifera.—P., Cincinnali, says:

"I should be much obliged if you would give a list

of all the half-hardy conifera-,, with the degree of

cold, as precise as possible, as they may have been

ascertained to stand without injury. This would

place the question of what and where to plant on a

basis which ' he who runs may read.' "

[Our correspondent falls into an error which is by

no means an uncommon one, but which we have

long labored to combat, namely, that it is a certain

degree of cold that destroys half-hardy plants. Mere

cold by itself has very little to do with it. A point

of the thermometer that would be death to a decidu-

ous tree in Europe would not injure it here ; while,

on the other hand, an evergreen that would be killed

by 20-3 here, would escape unharmed there. The

temperature of many parts of Italy and France falls

occasionally below zero, and yet the Orange and

Olive live under it unprotected, though not to the

perfection they do in more temperate localities. In

Philadelphia, 10° of frost kills them. In Philadel-

phia, on Green Street particularly. Hydrangeas, Eu-

onyraus japonica, etc., live uninjured on the north

aspect of the street; while on the south and warmest

side, they will not succeed at all. Our opinion is,

that the hj-grometric condition of the atmosphere has

as much to do with hardiness as mere temperature,

and so no such rule as our correspondent asks for can

be established.]

DwARP Pears.—A lady correspondent, from Pros-

pect Hill, La., writes:

—

" May I hope for advice from you in regard to

I)
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dwarf pear frees, which my husband imported from

France some two years and a half since. They were

fine, vigorous trees, apparently full of vitality, and

the ground was carefully prepared and supplied with

suitable manures before planting; but, through the

ignorance of our gardener, they were not properly

set. The quince stock of most of them is several

inches above the ground. They have grown very

well, and have borne a small quantity of fruit; but

it IS plain that they must soon begin to droop, as the

pear stock has greatly out-grown the quince. Should

they be taken up and re-set properly this fall, or

must we lose them altogether? Any advice upon

the subject will be thankfully received.

Our place is seventy miles noith of New Orleans,

in a section of country which has recently been

opened to the public by means of the Jackson Rail-

road. Fruit-growing has attracted but very little at-

tention here, (and I may s.iy in the South,) until

within a few years past, and at present is a mere ex-

periment.

Nearly the whole country is covered with a thick

growth of magnificent Yellow Pine trees, and is suffi-

ciently elevated for all fruit-growing purposes.

Our orchard consists of about twenty acres, and

has been cleared of the original growth of pine three

years. We have succeeded in producing some of the

finest varieties of peach and nectarine, and the apple

and pear trees are looking well. The grape will

probaMy do well ; but our vines are too young yet to

determine what success we may expect with them.

Any suggestions which you may throw out to us

in this far-olT region will be very acceptable."

[It is important to have the quince stock set below

the surface; but half an inch will do. The moisture

of the soil aids the quince stock to swell with the

growth of the pear, which, laying aside other good

reasons, renders it a wholesome practice. If the

quince stock is very long, cut off some of the lower

portion before re-setting in the soil; if many of the

roots are sacrificed by the operation, cut oft' some

of the branches of the tree, so that less moisture

will be demanded of (he remaining roots. It will

not materially check the present growth of the trees

to take up and re-set. As they co ne into bearing,

have a care lest they over-bear at first, which course

injures so many dwarf pears.]

CnKN.\xGo Strawderkv Apple— M'in. Collins,

Smyrna, Chenango Co., N. Y.— I send you by express

six specimens of apples of the variety known here

as the Chenango Strawberry. It originated in this

county, and, as far as I can learn, is not very widely

disseminated. You will not have an opportunity to

taste them in perfection, as they are much better

when allowed to ripon on the tree. The tree is a

vigorous grower and a young great bearer. You may

have the same apple; but if you have, no harm will

be done.

[The specimens were superb in appearance, and

in quality delicious. But we are unable to detect

any material difference between it and the Minister.

If it is not the same, it would readily pass for it

without much questioning.]

Magnificent Pears.—By the kindness of Messrs.

EUwanger & Barry, of Uochester, N. Y., we have

before us a basket of the finest pears. It is no wonder

that pear-growing is becoming a mania when those

who have the trees to sell can exhibit such superb

results from them.

Sketches of A.mf.ricax Botanmsts.—W. says :

"The short Sketches of Distinguished Botanists you

are giving us monthly, we read with much interest.

Biographical sketches of great men always atTord

pleasure ; and, as botany is so intimately connected

with horticulture, you might, perhaps, be induced to

exiend the notices, so as in time to embrace all our

botanical celebrities."

[The sketches alluded to are not from the pen of

the editor, but contributed by a correspondent. We
should be pleased if friends in other sections would

act on W.'s hint, and send us notices of those with

the materials to whose histories they may have ac-

cess to.l

Personal.—One of our correspondents sends us

an excellent article, with the maiu points in which

we entirely agree. It was, however, marred, in our

estimation, by an imputation that his opponent was
" endeavoring to impose on the credulity of the peo-

ple;" was something of "a quack," and so on. We
are willing to let any man's theory, his practice, or

his general teachings come under the severest criti-

cisms, without any favor other than what their own
merits, or the ability of its advocates maj- earn for it

;

but whether this man is " a humbug," or that man " a

fool," are questions we would rather not have dis-

cussed in our journal. On reflection, we are sure

our correspondent will agree with this, and thank us

for cutting out the paragraph in question.

Apples—From B., Bci-erly, X. J.—They are not

recognized. Failing to ideniify them, wo handed

them to some of the chief apple men at the Ponio-

logical Society, without any better succesi. They

arc probably seedlings.

E. S.—W'e do not recognize the apple sent.

:'i6 i®
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AVatf.rmelon Molasses.—"^n Experimenior,"

Cinnaminson, Burlington Co., X. J., says :

—

"Seeing an account in the last number of the Gar-

dener's Monthly, of a man who says he made $44iJ by

convening the fruit of an acre of watermelons into

molasses, I send my experience for comparison.

"By following his directions, good, clean, and
clear molasses can bo and was made. Nine quarts

of juice from three medium-sized melons made one

pint and a quarter ("a little less than one-fourteenth)

of molasses.

" Our watermelon-patch, of nearly three acres,

averaged about one thousand to the acre. Allowing

three quarts of juice as the average quantity,

we would have three thousand quarts, which,

boiled down to one-fourteenth, would be fifly-four

gallons, the quantity of molasses. This, at seventy

cents, would be but $37. SO, instead of $44(5.

"We can get much more for our crop by selling

the fruit, and I think the molasses will scarcely pay

the expenses of the boiler, the wood burnt, and the

time consumed.

"If any one else has met with better success, I

should be pleased to learn their opinions through the

columns of the Monthly."

[The saccharine matter in the watermelon will

vary with the soil and the sc.ison ; but the discrep-

ancy between the figures quoted is too great to be

thus accounted for. We clip the following from a

recent number of the Toledo Blade, which shows a

result about similar to our correspondent's:

—

"D. H. Nye exhibited some very fine syrup made

by him from the juice of watermelons. He stated

that he made a pint of syrup from three ordinary

sized melons, after the recipe published in a recent

number of the Gardener's Monthly."

We hope others will report their experiments.]

Eleagnits Parvifoli.\ asd Amebican Weep-
ing Willow.—By Jin Old Propagator.

Not being satisfied with your answer in regard to

the Eleagnus reilexus and parviHora, I should like

you to name the botanists who do "agree that they

are the same." Likewise, you say that the "New
American Weeping Willow is the purpurea grafted

high.-' Now, Mr. Loudon tolls us that the purjiurea

is a native of England, and therefore you cannot be

correct. I should like to know whether you or Mr.

Loudon is correct.

[Notwithstanding the querulous style of the above,

we are disposed to treat it respectfully, out of due

regard to the professed senility of the author.

There is no such plant as JE/eaynus "parviflora."

F.. parri/olia is the same as E. reflexa. Our "old

correspondent can satisfy himself on this point by

consulting De CandoUe's Prodromus, article Eleag-

naces, where he will also find tho list of "botanists

who do agree." If our ancient friend is not yet

"satisfied," we hope ho will write to tho parties

themselves.

The "New American Weeping Willow," grown

in this section, is Salix purpurea, an English plant,

grafted on Salix Russelliana, also another English

plant. Sometimes the Salix rosmarini/olia grafted

on Salix alba, also two English species, together pass

for the same thing. We suppose the idea of grafting

them so as to form a pendulous habit, originated here,

and hence the name; and our correspondent's error

originates in mistaking an American practice for an

American syjcciVs.

Na.mes of Plants—iV. ir.-, Morrissania, N. Y.—
Arenaria stricta, now called j1. Michauxii. It is very

closely allied to the new lawn Spergula, and may an-

swer our climate even better.

jpoofts, (Jafalogups, %t.

Catalogue of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of Xew-

Castle County, Delaware. By Edward Tatnall. Pub-

lished by the Wilmington Institute.

One great drawback to botanical studies is the

vastness of the subject. Few minds like to wrestle

with an object, feeling they may never conquer it.

Taught from infancy that "what is worth doing at

all, is worth doing well," it seems quite heroic for one

to commence the study with the hope of mastering it.

Botany is becoming an idea of such gigantic propor-

tions that the longest life of the most congenial in-

tellect fails to grasp it. De Candolle, a celebrated

French botanist, commenced many years ago to write

a "Prodromus," or detailed account of all the plants

ever discovered. He has as yet done little more than

enter the threshold of his task, though many volumes

have been published, and yet the numbers first written

have already lost so much of their value by new dis-

coveries, that the scheme is about to be abandoned.

There is little pleasure in doing anything unless

we " do it well;" but we must not let the axiom de-

ceive us—we can ascertain what portion of a study

comes within the scope of our attainments, and that

portion we may do well. As encyclopedias of plants

thus grow more cumbersome and unavaili..jle, local

lists and Flora's increase in value, and do more than

is readily imagined to increase botanical tastes.

No amount of book learning vill make any one a

good botanist; he must examine the archives of na-

ture herself, still bearing in mind not to attempt more

than his leisure will permit of being " well" accom-

plished. A young botanist should first confine him-

self or herself—for botany is particularly a science

fe^^ '<^^:,
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for the lady—to a township or even smaller district. •

After thoroughly exploring it, and becoming ac-

quainted with the name and history of all its vege-

table productions, a county or even a state may be

taken up, as time and money will permit.

These local lists are just the thing for such begin-

ners. Dr. Barton's " Flora of twenty miles round

Philadelphia," and Dr. Darlington's '-f/ora Ctstrica,"

are in reality the sources to which we have to trace

the great number of botanists for which these locali-

ties have become famous, and Mr. Tatnall's list will,

we have no doubt, do as much for his part of

Delaware.

There arc no descriptions to the plants named, the

works of Drs. Chapman and Gray being referred to

for them; but there arc numerous notes in the mar-

gin giving much novel and interesting information.

Thus, under the head of Taraxacum dens-lconis—the

" Dandelion." It is said, " Miss Morris, of German-

town, has noticed that after flowering, the head drops

and lies Hat on the ground; but when the fruit ma-

tures, it rises and again becomes erect." We do not

think this beautiful provision of nature for permit-

ting the seed to blow readily away has been before

noted by any one.

Under the head of Ptatnnus occidenialis, the Button-

wood, or American Sycamore, the well-known dis-

ease is accounted for by the observation of " a citizen

of Wilmington, that a small caterpillar perforates the

dilated base of the petiole, and destroys the young

bud which it encloses;" an explanation we are in-

clined to think highly probable after seeing nearly

the same effect from the operations of the Blue-grape

Beetle in grapes the past spring.

With regard to the plants of Newcastle county it-

self, Mr. Tatnall claims for it some very rare ones
;

one of them

—

Sagyitaria spongiosa, of Englcman, has

not been found before in the States, and is only des-

cribed in Dr. Torrey's report of the Botany of the

Mexican boundary.

77te House and Garden. A monthly magazine of

sixteen octavo pages, published by Thomas Brown,

of the Ohio Farmer, is on our table. The scope and

design of the project is excellent, and we wish it

every success.

The Horse and ils Diseases. By Robert Jennings,

published by John E. Potter, Philadelphia, is on our

table and is an illustrated work embracing the whole

management of horses, and will be a valuable addi-

tion to the library of any one who may own a horse.

Renewal Ststem of Training the Grape 'Vine.

By W. Martin, Sr., Pittsburgh.

We briefly alluded to this little pamphlet in our

last, and on a closer examination find it to amply re-

pay perusal. It is very modestly written, and yet

bears on every page the impression of a thoroughly

practical, hand—very well acquainted with his sub-

ject. The following extract will give an idea of the

mode Mr. M. recommends :

" Let all the young shoots that start up the first

year, grow until iibout the middle of May ; then select

two of the strongest for leading shoots, pinching off

all the others with the fingers. Ect the two selected

run up on the frame-work as far as they will go the

first summer, pinching off all lateral shoots and ten-

drils from said branches, as they make their appear-

ance. If the vine puts out but weakly shoots the first

year, cut them btick to two or three eyes ; then treat

them the second year as aforesaid : but should they

put out shoots the first year from six to eight feet long,

and of a good thickness, as soon as the leaves drop

off and the young wood is perfectly ripe, cut them

back to about four feet ; then lay them down, one

branch each way, horizontally, along the lower spar

of the vinery, or frame. Then each eye will put

out a young shoot or branch the following summer.

These must be thinned out, so that they will stand

eighteen inches apart. Let the two eyes, on each end,

both grow so as to form a branch on each end, to be

laid down horizontally, to extend the leading branches

already laid down, three or four feet—to put out

more upright branches next year.

The second year's training must commence with

those shoots that have been trained up the frame. As

soon as the wood is ripe, every alternate branch must

be cut off about one inch from the horizontal branch.

A young branch will start from where each branch

was cut olf, which must be trained up and treated in

the manner already described. The other branches

must be cut back to within three feet of the hori-

zontal or leading branch. These three feet, so left,

will carry a few bunches of fruit ; also, a young
shoot from the point where it was cut back, which

must be trained up along with the other young

branches, and all must be treated in the same manner,

viz: pinching off all lateral shoots and tendrils as

they appear."

Mr. M. proceeds with each years' treatment in de-

tail, and illustrates his practice by cuts, which make
the operation clear.

In the present rage for all that can be written on

the vine, this unpretending little work ought by no

means to pass unread by parties interested.

Circular of the Homer (N. Y.) Rural Improvement

Association, with the Constitution, kc.

A society for improving and beautifying their vil-

lage, by the establishment of a public park, planting

trees, &c. What an admirable idea I The projectors

Wi
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descrro to be held in evcrlnsting remembrance for

their publir spirit. The followinjf are the names of

the officers: President, Paris Barber; Vice Presi-

dents, C. H.Whcadon, George Murray; Correspond-

ing Secretary, C. O. Newton ; Recording Secretary,

C. Green; Treasurer, William T. Hicok; Executive

Committee, A. W. Kingsbury, Oliver Glover, D. D.

R. Ormsby, A. L. Chamberlain, S. Babcock, Wm. H.

Burnham, J. W. Stone, C. JI. Clark, C. Woodward,

P. C. Kingsbury, Mrs. C. O. Newton, Mrs. Enos

Stimson,Miss Mary W. Keep, Miss M. Schermerhorn,

Miss M. J. Coye, Mrs. J.W. Stone, Mrs. E. N. John-

son, Miss H, S. Gunn, Miss A. Thompson, Miss M.
L. Barber.

GE.VER.VL CATALOGUES.

0. T. HoBBS, Randolph, Pa. New and rare fruits.

J.\.MES Edgerto.v, Barncsville, 0. A carefully

gotten up, and useful catalogue.

B. L. Ryder, Loudon, Pa. Amongst the apples,

we note some of the newer kinds that are becoming

popular.

Charles D.wis, Phillipsburg, N. J. Grapes and

fruits generally.

Fleming & Nelson, Augusta, Ga. Fruits, &c.

H. A. Dreer, Philada. Bulbs.

J. L. Darli.vcton i Co., West Chester, Pa.

A. W. Corson, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

S. S. Thompson, Pennsgrove, N. J. Fruits, Trees

and Shrubs.

George W. Campbell, Delaware, 0. Grapes.

Dr. C. W. Grant, Iowa, N. Y. Grapes.

John Mcedock, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.

W. Bright, Rising Sun, Pa. Foreign Grapes.

W. P. Sheppard, New York. Horticultural Mis-

cellanies.

R. BniST, Philada. Flowering Bulbous Roots.

wholesale catalogues.

Ensign k Ford, Toledo, O. Colored Plates, em-
braces not only fruits, but trees and flowers ; also,

list of nursery stock.

A. Pfieffer, Cincinnati, 0. Fruit trees, includ-

ing grapes by the thousand.

E. Y. Teas, Richmond, Ind. Trees, Plants and
flowers.

Willia.ms, Ramsden & Co., Dansville, N.Y.

W. Reid, Elizabethtown, N. J. The list of rare

Evergreens is particularly full.

Elisha Moody Sc Sox, Lockport, N.Y.

S. MocLsoN, Rochester, N.Y.

E. C. Frost, Havana, N.Y.

Parsons &. Co., Flushing, N.Y. Wo notice many
rare things, oflered in quantity, for the first time.

TDpto or |R.arp JPIanh.

Philodendro.v I'Ertl'Oscm.—At the late Exhibi-

tion of the Pomological Society, few things attracted

more attention than this very remarkable plant, ex-

hibited in fruit by Mr. James Pollock, gardener to

James Dundas, Esq., of Philadelphia.

Our cut gives no further idea of it than the mere

shape and form of the leaf and fruit. The actual

size of the leaf was thirty inches long and twenty-

six inches wide, jagged and perfused as the cut re-

presents, and with a thick metallic texture, of the

most vivid green imaginable. The fruit is borne in

clusters of from six to eight. The one we figure is

twelve inches long by three inches thick, and of a

green color, turning when quite ripe to a dirty white.

The small figure at the base represents the actual

size of the little carpels that form the fruit, and

which are fleshy as in the mulberry.

There is nothing inviting in the appearan:e of the

fruit. One would as soon think of taking up a green

pine cone to eat, as one of them; but under that

rugged and coarse exterior lies the most delicious

juice we ever tasted,—and if the ancient gods and

goddesses had only been ascertained to have lived in

the West Indies, we should not hesitate to decide

positively, that the nectar they indulged in was

obtained from this fruit.

We have often heard West Indian travellers speak
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of the delicious drink prepared from this fruit ; but

we know of no work wherein any allusion is made

to it ; and Mr. Pollock will please accept our best

thanks for this, the first opportunity we have had of

personally tasting it.

It is a plant of easy cultivation. Where a moist tem-

perature of G03 or 70- can be steadily maintained for

it, and, whether in foliage only or in fruit, consti-

tutes a very striking ornament.

It belongs to the .Jraeri^s order of the vegetable

kingdom of which the common Calla Kthiopica of

gardens affords a familiar type.

New Plants at Boston.—A friend says in a pri-

vate letter: Panicum sulcalum is a finer grass even

than I judged it to be. It makes leaves about one

and a half inches broad. Hovey has one this season,

the leaves being very near, perhaps quite, three

inches broad.

Hovey has a very beautiful fern in the exhibition,

under the name of Pleris tricolor. It is one of the

most beautiful ferns I have seen anywhere. Another

very beautiful one exhibited by Evers & Comley, of

Brighton, is Micropleris eleyans. The fronds are very

minutely and very beautifully cut. This one will be

hard to beat. The show of fruits here, is, as usual,

very large and fine. The floral department good;

but the pot plants meagre in number and size.

CvRToDEiRA CfPREATEA,— Is a name recently

given to a very pretty plant, beginning to be well

known amongst us as Tupina splendens. It has before

been called ^^c/iimcncs Cupreaia. A new variety, with

greener leaves than our well known kind, has recent-

ly been introduced.

Rosa sehicea.—An entirely new species, from

the Mountains of Asia, having a general resemblance

to the Sweet Brier. It has a much more aromatic

odor than the common Sweet Brier, and as it has

proved hardy in England, will doubtless soon become
popular.

IxoRA JuccNDA.—Is a a new white flowering

kind, with heads as large as /. Crocala, recently intro-

duced into England from Ceylon.

Pentaptervgidm Ri'GosLM.—A Bpecies of Huckle-

bcrry from the Himalaya mountains. The flowers

are abnut the size and shape of out Andromeda Mari-

ana, but are lined and colored with scarlet and white,

and have a pretty effect. It will prove nearly or quite

hardy hero.

Caladii'm Neumannii.—One of the new varie-

gated leaved plants of great beauty, is figured in the

last number of the Jiotanirul Magazine. Mt. Buist

has already had it on exhibition here.

E.MDOTiiKiuM coccineum.—One of thc most strik-

ingly handsome of shrubs that have recently been

introduced to British gardens is Embothrium coccineum.

It is a most abundant flowering plant, bearing

large tufts of its bright scarlet blossoms, and

producing a charming effect in the parterre or front

of a shrubbery border. It is quite hardy in the

milder parts of England, and at most requires a slight

protection in the winter months. Its native country

is South America, where it had been met with and

described by Banks, Solander, and Forster, during

the voyages of Cook, and since that time by King

and others, over a tract of country extending from

Port Famine, the Straights of Magellan, to Chiloc

and almost to Valdivia on the western side of the

Southern continent.

It is very nearly allied, botanically, to the Tolepea

spcciosissima, one of thc handsomest plants in exis-

tence, but like all the Proteaceous section, very hard

to grow. This is one of the very few American

species of a large Australian tribe of plants, and may
therefore do better with us. In the Southern States,

where it will doubtless prove hardy, it will be very

desirable, and no doubt will afford great attraction

for Northern greenhouses. Our enterprising nurse-

rymen, will no doubt soon have it imported.

New Fern—Pleris quadriaurita.—One of the most

recent, and a very handsome one. There are two

varieties, one with a broad silvery band along the

centre of the pinn», each of which is tipped with

green ; and the other, which is bj- far the most beau-

tiful, has a broad band of lively pink or rose colour,

with each of the pinnse, or small leaflets, tipped with

brown or purple. It is a tropical species, and is very

variable in habit and size, growing in some cases but

six inches high, and others with the fronds as much
as three feet in length.

—

London Gardener' s Weekly.

Camellia, Countess of Derbt.—A variety of

Italian origin and of first-rate qualities introduced

recently into England. The flowers measure about

four inches across, double, the outer petals somewhat

rcflexed; white, distantly flaked with clear, light

rosy-pink, and not over-crowded.

Calliandra HJCMATOtEPHALA.—The Botanical

Magazine says :—
" During the month of February last, another new

and most beautiful stove-plant—a shrub named Cal-

liandra hsmatoccphala—also blossomed for the first

time. Its native country appears to be unknown,

but it was sent from the Botanical Garden of the

Mauritius to Kew in 1857. Thc flowers resemble

those of an Inga, being like a somewhat globose

brush, of a bright red color, and from two to three

inches across. Its leaves are copiously petiolated,

bearing on each from seven to ten pairs of opposite

narrow leaflets."
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GRArTING THE VINE.

BY R. COIIXELILS, ESQ.

[In our report of the Pomological Society wc pro-

mised to give Mr. Cornelius' theory a clearer eluci-

dation. The following, from Mr. Cornelius' own
pen, will be more interesting than what we could

say.

—

Ed.]

\ After the first four or five leaves arc

formed, and the sap is flowing, you
choose the place on the vine where you
intend to graft. At that point wrap
tightly a twine several times around
the vine. This will, in a measure, pre-

vent the return sap.

Below the ligature make a sloping

cut down, as shown at A, also a similar

j-eversed one above the ligature, as at

B, about one inch in length. In select-

ing a scion, prefer one that has natu-

rally a bend. Cut it so that it shall be

wedge-shape at both ends, and a little

longer than the distance between the

cuts in the vine at A and B. Insert

t- SA the scion, taking care to have the barks

in direct contact, securing it with a

string C, bound around both scion and

vine sufliciently tight to force the scion

ends into their places. If the work is done well, no

tie will be required at A andB; but the joints must

be covered with grafting-wax. In a short time the

bud at D will commence its growth, after which you

can by degrees remove all the growing shoots not

belonging to the scion, and in the course of the sum-

mer you may cut off the wood above B, and in the

fall remove all above A on the stock and C on the

scion.

^ompsHr Infpffiqpnrp.

A FINE Fruit Farm.—Rev. J. Knox, of Pittsburg,

has 100 acres under fruit culture, which has been a

marvel of productiveness and profit. Fifty acres are

devoted in strawberries, ten in raspberries, ten in

blackberries, seventeen in peaches, ten in apples, and

three in very select varieties of the grape, chiefly the

Concord, Delaware and DLina, raised for fruit, for

wine-making, and for sale of cuttings.

The strawberries are all set in perfectly straight

and equidistant rows. The ground is frequently and

abundantly enriched after the most approved treat-

ment. The soil is often, and very thoroughly stirred

by suitable cultivators, by the hoe, and otherwise,

and then gone over at regular intervals and through-

out the year, by hand. Every weed is rooted out,

every plant examined, and every thing removed

which might prove noxious, or added which might

prove beneficial to the plants health, thriftiness and
productiveness.

For this elaborate culture a very large force is re-

quisite, and in spring-time, when every attention

tells directly on the fruit, over one hundred persons are

employed on the grounds at one time.

The strawberry plantations are divided into speci-

inen, fruiting and propaf/atincj beds. In the specimen

bed there is grown a single row of all the best reputed

stock varieties of strawberries known—over a hund-

red—and each kept perfectly distinct by the constant

removal of runners. The propagation beds are for

the production of new plants by their parent plants

being allowed to make runners and strike out roots.

The fruit beds are, as mentioned above, planted and

cultivated in rows, no runner being allowed to extend

or root itself.

One acre thus cultivated will produce more than

five treated in the ordinary way ; and all judicious

labor spent on the strawberry will pay at least one

hundred per cent.

There are about twenty-five varieties, which, for

fruit, Mr. Knox says he could not get along without,

although from three to six kinds willlurnish sufficient

variety for such as cultivate for family use : British

Queen, Buist's prize, Boston Pine, Brighton Pine,

Baltimore Scarlet, Burr's New Pine, Compte de Flan-

ders, Hovey's Seedling, Hooker, Honneur de Belique,

Jenny Lind, Kitly's Goliath, Large Early Scarlet,

Longworth's Prolific, McAvoy's Superior, Moyamen-

sing, Nimrod, Peabody's Seedling, Princess Royal,

Scarlet Magnate, Scott's Seedling, Trlomphe de Gand,

TroUope's Victoria, Vicomptesse Hericart de Thury,

and Wilson's Albany.

He regards the Wilson's Albany as a very valuable

and profitable variety, and has shown his faith in it

by planting full fifteen acres of it this spring. In

addition to its many other excellencies, it has proved

a superior berry for canning, or preserving, and was

this season in great demand for these purposes. Its

weight, size, solidity, flavor and color render it popu-

lar for this use. It is, moreover, eminently produc-

tive, and highly profitable as a market fruit. Mr.

Knox is also very partial to Trollope's Victoria, an

excellent variety of very large size, and delicious

flavor, and which continues in bearing along time.

He has raised specimens of fruit this season, without

^^Bv^^
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any extra attention, measuring from I^ to 2i inches

in diameter.

But after a trial of three years, Mr. Knox places at

the head of the list of strawberries, the Triomphc dc

Gand. The plants are thrifty, hardy, and vigorous

growers, bearing their fruit well up, which renders

it easy to be kept clean. They are also wonderfully

productive, and the fruit is not only uxually of very

large size but uniformly so, and throwjhoul the season,

which is longer with it than with most other varieties.

The flavor is everything which could be desired. It

is of a very beautiful crimson color, glo.'sy and alto-

gether lovely. It keeps well after being picked,

retaining its beautiful color and firmness, and carries

better than any other variety. Fruit of this variet)',

and Trollopc's Victoria, was bought this season from

50 cents to $1 per quart, and was sent to Cincinnati,

Philadelphia, and New York.

[ We are much obliged to the friend who furnished

us the above very interesting account of 3Ir. Knox's

celebrated fruit farm. We have here given the

Strawberry account, and in a future number will give

Mr. K.'s experience with the Itaspberry and Black-

berry.—Ed. G. M.]

Shade Trees in Cities.^—Some time ago, a resolu-

tion was adopted in the Philadelphia Select Council,

instructing the Committee on Highways " to take into

consideration the propriety of limiting the kind of

shade trees, to be hereafter planted or permitted upon

the line of the public highways of the city, with a

view to the removal of the nuisance of shade trees

engendering vermin." The Committee, in accord-

ance with the resolution, addressed a note to Mr. J.

C. Sidney, the landscape-gardener, and designer of

Fairmount Park, upon the subject, and the following

reply was received

:

In answer to your inquiry as to trees best adapted

to the Public Squares, and those most free from

worms and vermin, I would suggest the following :

—

Horse Chestnut, Sugar Maple, Tulip Poplar, Ken-

tucky CofTcc Tree, IMagnolia acuminata; M. con-

gpicua, M. fripetcla. Deciduous Cypress, Liquidam-

bar, Ohio Buckeye, American and Kuropean Beech,

Purple Beech, White Birch, Sassafras, Dogwood,

Turkey Oak, Scarlet do., White do.. Chestnut do..

Pin do., Catalpa, English Sycamore, American Lin-

den, Kilmarnock and Weeping Willow, Larch, Nor-

way Maple, Red Maple, Judas Tree, European Ash,

and its varieties.

For street planting or avenues, the best probably

are the Horso Chestnut, English Sycamore, Sugar

Maple, Norway and Red Maples, Tulip Pi>plar, Euro-

pean Ash of various kinds, and American Linden.

The above are durable, easily kept in shape, and as

yet are free from disease. To the above list migh

be added many beautiful trees of small growth, but

which it would not be desirable to plant on account

of the obstruction they aflbrd to the circulation of

air. Those only should be planted which, whilst

they afford shade, attain a sufficient height to allow

a free circulation below the branches. All quick-

growing and evanescent trees should be avoided, and

those which retain their foliage till late in the sea-

son should be preferred."

The Committee reported an ordinance, based on

Mr. Sidney's list, "that hereafter, any person plant-

ing on the side-walk, any but those namcfl, should

be fined $5, and have their trees removed by the

'supervisors.'" We alluded to the subject in

a former number, and expressed a doubt whether any

good could be accomplished by this means, and wo

now repeat it. The idea that the 3Iaple trees " en-

gender" vermin is ridiculous. Insects have their pre-

ferences, but when their favorite food fails, they take

to the " next best" in the order it presents itself.

All trees in this sense " engender vermin," and the

list will require an annual revision, until there is

nothing left to plant. The caterpillars are an un-

doubted nuisance, but they can be kept in check by a

little perseverance. The ordinance should be against

allowing caterpillars to remain on the trees—a fine of

S.7 for this neglect, and eventual removal of the tree

by the " supervisors," whose " practical" eye will

more readily detect a caterpillar than a botanical

distinction—would meet every difficulty.

Yellows.—A farther investigation of the Yellows,

as prevailing here, leads me to refer it to the intense

cold of last winter. The same cold snap which burst

our force-pumps and split into ribbons the bark of the

Japan plum, the J. Privet and Pittosporum, exercised

a like elTect on the Peach, and the consequences in

all (but the pumps) has been the same—death by

yellows. Had the Pear "caught" it, it would have

been the " blacks," or more familiarly the " blight."

The pears, however, escaped, nor have I ever seen a

similar condition in the Pear bark. Instead of being

raised, it is invincibly adherent, as hard as horn and

as black as blight.—F. 0. Tickxor, in Soiilhern

Cultivalor.

Fkiit Trees in Hanging-Baskets.—Mr. Alfred

Chamberlain, gardener to Hon. W. B. Lawrence,

Newport, R. I., grows some of his choice trees in

hanging-b;i6kets in his orchard-house. The house

itself is a fine structure. It is a lean-to three hund-

red feet long, built in the most substantial manner.

The entire house is heated by hot water pipes, and is

divided by glass partitions into sections of thirty feet

each.

^'^
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NuBSEBY Entebprize.—Aniorionn nurserymen

are often twitted with a want of cntcrprize, in al-

lowing European tradesmen to " bring out " their new-

plants. AVe have always maintained that in propor-

tion to the patronage they receive, th.y arc second to

none in public spirit. English nurseries are well

patronised. Mr. John Standish paid one thou$and

and Jiflij dollars for his first plant of Myowtidium no-

bile, implying an enormous patronage to justify such

a risk.
'

Forcing Peas.—Sir. Elder, in farmer and Gar-

dener, says that these are forced in Delaware co., Pa.,

by hot air drains running under the soil.

Locust trees is the West.—Mr. Phoenix says

in the " Farmer and Gardener,'' that these trees are

getting as subject to the borer in the West as here.

Cheap Gbeenhovse Chimneys.—Wide pipes of

Terra Cotta-ware, are now coming in use. They are

cheaper for all kind of upright flues than brick.

Apples eob Eastern Pennsylvania.—Mr. Noble,

an extensive apple-grower, gives his preference, in

the " Germantuim Telegraph," as follows :

—

I herewith send a select list of apples, for each

season, many of which are local varieties and do well

here :

SUMMER. I FALL.
|

WINTER.
Townsend, iCornell's Fancy, Smith's Cider,

Red Astrachan, Calf Pasture,

Maiden's Blush, [Fall Pippin,

Summer Pearm'n, White Doctor,

Early Margaret,or McClellan,
Red Harvest, jGravenstein,

Woolman's Hart, Porter,

Mather or Nash, |Wine or Hays,
Sheppard,
Prince's Early

Harvest,
Chrystalor Cheese

Newtown Spitz-

enberg,

Baldwin,

Rawl's Jennet, or

Neverfail,

Princely,

Fornwalder,
Ridge Pippin,

Smokehouse,
Bullock Pippin,

Hubbardston's
Nonesuch,

Cooper's Redling,

Pennock.

For smaller selections, the first three or six of each

season may be selected.

Necessity of Oxygen to the roots of Plants.

—If the water in which the roots of a plant are im-

mersed be contained in a close bottle only partially

fiJled with the water, while the remainder is occupied

by atmospheric air, the oxygen in this air will slowly

diminish, being absorbed by the roots through the

medium of the water. The roots extracting it from

the water, and the water absorbing it from the air.

If carbonic acid, nitrogen, or hydrogen, is substituted

for the atmospheric air in the bottle, the plant droops

and dies in a few days.

These facts evince that oxygen is required by the

roots of plants ; but practice also suggests that dif-

ferent plants require different quantities of that gas.

This suggestion arises from the fact, that some genera,

as the grasses and bulbous-rooted plants, require an

open, light soil, easily penetrated by the air ; whilst

Beans, Clover, and other plants require a stilT soil

less penetrable by the air.

—

(Johnston's Lectures on

jlgricullural Chcmislry.

Changes i.n Species.—In our note to Mr. Brighfs

article on Hybridizing, we alluded to the singular

fact of Mr. Powell producing a Fertile cherry from

the same two parents which Mr. Knight failed with.

At page Is of our last volume is an account of some

experiments by which the wild carrot was made equal

to, in fact, lUc carrot of the vegetable garden in five

years. Mr. Buckman, of London, carefully tried the

same experiment, and utterly failed; while at the

same time he carried on experiments with the wild

parsnips ; and, singular to relate, in ten years ob-

tained the garden parsnip perfect. Amongst grasses

the same experimenter found Glyccria Jluilans and Poa

aquatica, to be produced indifferently from either seed.

He also found that Festuca ovina, F. duriuscula, F.

rubra, and F. tenuifolia were all forms that had

sprung on the Darwin theory from F. elatior.

To Cook Celery.— Celery stewed in plain water

until tender, and sent up to table with a toast and

melted butter, exactly like Seakale, is an admirable

auxiliary to a mutton-chop, &c., and for those who
cannot masticate it in a raw state.

Presebving jJwarf Beans.—Wm. Appert says :—"I cause the Beans to be gathered as for ordinary

use. I string them, and put them in bottles, taking

care to shake them on the stool, to fill the vacancies

in the bottles. I then cork the bottles and put them
in the water-bath, which is to boil an hour and a

half. When the Beans are rather large, I cut them
lengthways into two or three pieces, and then they

do not require being in the water-bath longer than

one hour." When they are to be used, he gives the

following instructions:—" Scald the French Beans
as if they were fresh, in water, with a little salt,

when not suificienlly dressed by the preserving pro-

cess. This often happens to them as well as to Ar-
tichokes, Asparagus, and Cauliflowers. If sufficient-

ly boiled, on being taken out of the bottles, I have
only to wash them in hot water, in order to prepare
them afterwards for vegetable or meat soup."

Hocghton's Seedling Gooseberrt.—Mr. Raw-
son says, in Country Gentleman, was grown from seed
by Mr. Abel Houghton, twenty-seven years since,

while a resident of Lynn, Mass.

Mr. Houghton produced his berry in the lollowin"
manner : Having selected from eiyhly of the best Eng-
lish varietiesfour which he considered the finest, viz.

Crown Bob, Whitesmith, White Rock, and Red Cham.

^'
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pagne, he planted Ihcm out in the form of a square,

in the center of which was planted one of the best

jiatives found in the woods.

One plant only, produced good fruit and free from

mildew; that one being the present "Houghton's

Seedling."

While the raisers of inferior fruits have reaped

handsome fortunes, Mr. Rawson, though one of our

greatest pomological benefactors, derived compari-

tively nothing from his Gooseberry.

angle triangle in which the heighth of the perpen-
dicular is equal to that of the base.

Baltimore Park.—We are pleased that all diffi-

culty in the way of this undertaking has been re-

moved, and that a plan by Mr. Howard Daniels of

New York has been adopted for it. We have not yet

seen the details of the plan, but are assured from the

well known talents of this gentleman, that it will

do ample justice to the selection.

OBITUARY.
MR. ROB't. KRRIGTOX.

Horticultural literature hM suffered a loss in this

gentleman,—whose practical writings are scattered

over most of the British periodicals for nearly the

last half century. }le was for the last 32 years gar-

dener to Sir P. Egerton. He was one of the little

band of gardeners who threw superior intellectual

acquirements into the measure of their practical ex-

cellencies, and who under the lead of Loudon, raised

the character of a British gardener to little less honor

than is usually bestowed there on the regular " learn-

ed professions."

Ever Bearing Strawberries.—In a late number
of the Jlorticulleur Praticien, is an article on this

subject by De Lambcrtye, a distinguished French

pomologist, in which he asserts that as far back as

the year 170<j, monthly, (ilu mois,) or twice bearing

(bi/ere,) strawberries, were known and cultivated

both in France and England, under the name of

Alpine du mois, or qualre saisone, and that they are not

a distinct species, but merely a variety of the Fraga-

ria vesca of Linnxus rendered quasi-perpetual by

accident, seed, agriculture or climate.

I^orpign InhKigpnrF.

Propagating Bulbs from Leaves.—M. Hil-

brouk, gardener to the Duke of Brunswick, has

found that the half-matured leaves of the Hyacinth,

cut across the mid-rib, form small bulbs readily.

Many bulbs may probably be so raised.

—

DeuUches

Maijazin.

Mr.W. R. Prince on Cirrants.—The London Gar-

dener's Chronicle, has been taking brother Prince in

hand for a statement he made last summer in the

Rural New Yorker, that the F.nglish knew nothing

about the sixty kinds of currants " enumerated," we
presume in Mr. P.'s catalogue. It thinks the French,

and "some other people," are as ignorant of most of

them as " English gardeners."

Dendrometkr.—A small pocket instrument has

been invented in Edinburg, by which an angle of 45'3

is readily obtained with the top of the tree, and the

level from the stem to the eye, thus forming a right-

LisTs OF A Few Superior Florists' Flowers.
—They are selected for their good qualities, not

because they are new or expensive, but such as will,

when well grown please any cultivator. Six Aza-
leas.—Alba magna. Criterion, Iveryana, Perryana,

Gem, Rosy Circle. .Six Cavtellias.—Alba plena, Bru-

ceana. Countess of Orkney, Eximia, Imbricata, Mar-
chioness of Exeter. Six Roses for Pot Culture.—
General AUard, Coup d'Hebe, Devoniensis, General

Jacqueminot, Gloire de Dijon, Vicomtesse de Cases.

Twelve Dahlias.—Beauty of Bath, Lord Palmerston,

Sidney Herbert, Lady Franklin, Annie Salter, Duke
of Devonshire, Lady Bathurst, Queen of Whites,

Royal Scarlet, Henrietta, Jenny Lind, Sir John
Franklin. Eighteen Fuchsias.—BHUsh Sailor, Cathe-

rine Hayes, Chancellor, Crown Jewel, Eclat, EstcUe,

Glory of Stoke, La Crinoline, Little Dorrit, Magic
Flute, Marquis of Bath, Lord Clyde, Princess of

Prussia, Premier, Queen of the Sea, Rose of Castille,

Sir Colin Campbell, Wiltshire L.iss. Eighteen Pelar-

goniums.—Large; Admirable, Belle of the Season,

Blink Bonny ( Foster's), Bride, Pride of the West,

Criterion, Duchess of Marlborough, Empress Eu-

genic, Fairest of the Fair, Fire Queen, Governor

General, Hyperion, King of Scarlets, the Belle.

Spotted: Conspicuum, Edward Henderson, William

Bull, Virginie Miellcz. Six Fancy Pelargoniums.—
Clara Novello, Decision, Crimson Pet, Madame
Rougier, Princess Royal, Sir Joseph Paxton.

—

London

Cottage Gardener.

On the Culture of the Camellia in the
Parlor or drawing room. — I had three tables

made, about fire feet long, and three feet three inches

wide, with stripes around the edges, so as to be about

a third of an inch above the margins all round, and

then common fsawedj laths cut into short pieces, and

placed about two inches apart on the top surface of

the tables, so that the water which ran from the

flower-pots could pass from one part of the tables to

^^
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another, crossways or lengthways, and pass out at a

notch in the edging spoken of above ; by which means

the pots would not stand in the water which runs

from them. Those tables I placed far enough from

the windows and walls to allow a person to pass all

round them, and to water and syringe the plants,

which made a space of about one and a half or two

feet in front and at the ends. The tables should be

of a height in proportion to the windows, which

windows should be made to let down at the top, by

that means the plants can have air let in upon them,

without a strong current passing through them. This

I consider a very important matter, as a strong

draught or current of air is very injurious.

Plants in rooms should be watered more frequently

than in greenhouses, and they should be syringed

over the tops every evening about sunset, in dry wea-

ther, and twice or thrice a week in wet weather.

The syringing will not injure a ca:pet upon the floor,

if the water is wiped off immediatelj' after the drip

ceases to fall from the leaves.

Those that I would recommend as the best to flower

in parlors are the semi-double, and that have a green

calyx ; also all the single varieties. The plants

should have air, by letting down the top sash when-

ever the weather is mild, or w^hen there is no frost

in the atmosphere, for a short time, though it may be

cool. Camellias require a great quantity of air ; they

will bloom in a room where the heat varies fiom 350

to 50 - ; but will bear a much greater heat and bloom

well, and on some occasions they will flower, even 1

though the earth on the top of the pot has been

slightly frozen ; but extremes, either of heat or cold,
j

do not suit them.

I have had Camellias bloom finely on tables as

above, where the sun did not shine on them ; but, in

such cases, they should have a great quantity of light.

I generally use soft water for my plants, both win-

ter and summer, and it is better if warmed to the

same temperature of the room, in winter. As to

general wateritg, I think it best, whenever the top

soil begins to get dry, to water well and freely, so

that the water may pass to the bottom roots, and to

repeat the watering when the surface begins to get

dry again ; when Camellias are blooming or growing,

they require more watering than at any other time.

[We extract the above fiom the London Floricullu-

ral Cabinet, as it is excellent advice. The writer con-

cludes b)- rules for summer management, which are

not adapted to our climate. We therefore add, that

in May, after all danger of frost is over, they should

be removed to the open air, and placed in a situation

where they will be shaded all through the summer
from the hot mid-day sun. They will about finish

their growth at that season, and will not require so

much water.

—

Ed. G. 31.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

October 16th.
Tho Commlttoes made tin- futl.iwinit nwardN:

—

Table DcHlgD—Betil to ThomuB Mcglimu. Sccynd best lo R. Kil-

vingtou.
Uouquota—BcHt lo J. A. Ga:hrln(f. Also a special promium to

Williiiiu Joycf. for large Biutkel uf Cut Flowem.
Gritjies—Foreign, Beat lo Joha Laudoru. Second beat to James

AKtley.
I.-abellii Grapes—Best to Juha Landers. Second best to J. A.

Gcehriiig.

Catawba Grapes—Best to John Cook. Second best to J. Mc-
Laiigblia.
Pears—Six Varieties, Best to J. McLaughlin.
Apples—Four Varieties, Best to S. "W. Noblo. Second best to

William Joyce.
Apples—Half Peck, Best to S. W. Noble. Second best to John

Perkins.
Also, special preminm to 'William Joyce, for Peara. Also, to P.

S. Bunting, for a Dish of tine Scckel Pears.
Celery—Best to A. Feltnn. Second best to William Randall.
Cabbage, Six Heads—Best to James Matheson.
Savoy Cabbage—Best to W. Randall.
Also, special premium to A. FeUon, for a flue collection of Vegn-

tables, and also to James Matheson for a collection of six varie-

ties of Radishes.
— 4*a<» —

YONKERS HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
This young Soriity lui- hk^im m.vU- a v.-ry ^ll^^-^^lll .-xIiil'iliMn.

From the report ^cnt us we ktirn only tin: nanus of tln:> ^m-n-it-rul

competitors. Amongnt them we note iMr. T. Kyan, gardener to C.

II. Lilienthal; Mr. Kyan. gardener t<i N. T. Coleman; M'. A. Hnll,

gnrdL-ner to John Lee; P. Kyan, gardener to J. B. ColRatc; Charles

Thniiiii--. gardener to W. P. Wright; W. Bell, gardener to Mr. B»>yd;

Daniel Gaynor, gardener to Richard Laurence; W.Thompson, gjtr-

denertuJohn Gibson; John Xeary. gardener to W. W. .Scrughiim;

P. Lyons, garJener to M. Le Boutelier: John Culemnn. pinh-ner to

W. Vail; T. MuUins, gardener to C. K. Woodworth; W. ML-Kni).;lit,

gardener to Mis.ses Bell; Robert Caron, gardener tu M T. Bi-lmar;

M. G'llson. gnrdenor to Col. Dudley; W. Alonaghan, gardener to 1'.

Poillen: A. Moonan, gardener to T. S. Cozzens, etc.

We ni>tice throughout the report such remarks as the following:

"would bavo been entitled to the first premium but for tlie rule ex-

cluding professional gardeners from competition." There does not

peem to be the genuine "ring" to this. ProbaV>ly we have mistaken

the meaning; but as it reads, it sounds awkward. The iiha. per-

haps, intended is, that those who merely "profess," and do not prac-

tice, gardening caimot compete. If so, it is excellent; but a lesri

ambiguous way of expressing it would have been better.

BROOKLYN HORTICTJLTURAL SOCIETY.
It seems the fate of most Horticultural .S.x^ieties to hold their ex-

hibitions .'*o late in the month that it is next to impossible for us to

get their reports in time for publicjition the same month; and it

seems stile to publish them when nearly two months old. The
Bnxiklyn notes reached us after we had gone to press last month.

It seems to have been a very successful affair.

The principal exhibitors were: Messrs. Weir, Humphreys, EU-
wanger i Barry, Field. Mart, Quin, Sprunt. Gordon. Keller, Peter

Henderson. Kyan & Co. ^ Cowan. Merritt. Fuller. Mullen. Richardson,

Victch, Polkick of Philiirielpbia, Egnn, Brenner, Poynter, ifchweig.

Tanner, Cox. Huggins, Menand, Hamlyn, and Humphries. The
names of none of the many fine plants or fruits on exhibition were
sent us with the report.

INDIANAPOLIS HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

First Annual Exhibition.
The Executive rommitte.' cngnitnlat.- the members upon the

successful result of the tir»t exhibition of the Inrlianapolis Horti-

cultural Society, held at the Slate Hou«e. Much of this sncres is

due to the prompt and liberal response of the florists of our city

and vicinitv to the request for articles for exhibition. Far excelling

their most sanguine expectations was this department represented.

The display was characteristic of the taste of our citizens, and re-

flected great credit upon those engaged in floriculture in and near
Indian-ipolis, and was not inferior to that of older societies In larger

cities.

Cliarles Mayer obtained the first preminm for Exotics. The most
noticeable were Hydrangea variegata. Begonia bicolor, Datura ar-

borea. Viburnum Varieguto, Justitia magnifica (elegant), MaranUi
zebrina (large and beautiful), Pitcaimea punicea, Fuschia volti-

gnre (ta.'stefully trained).

Mr. Sehnell "secured the second premium. Of these were Agave
Mexicana (large). Sago Palm, Schollia speciosa. India-rubber tree, a

dwarf Orange tree, bearing both bloom and fruit, and several varie-

ties of Cactii, Geranium. Fuschia. and Lantana.

Mr. Weghorst, who obtained the first premium for general collec-

tion of flowers, ehowed some splendid Dahlias—nineteen Tarieties;

W^^y^ ^
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thirlv-one v«ri<-ti»« of Ho»c», many v( tliem Myrrh ;
three- Bi-uoTmi-s

(Iv,- l"jiMl»im«; S.h..lli.i .iwciosa, u wax pliiiit, in lilo.jiii; Mai.-; .Iii«-

titia vc'ii.iaa; Sagu Talni; Diosma alba; and suveral vanuUi-n uf

Ctu-tii anil Gcrnnium.-. ..... i

Mr" L.K-ke wli.i obtaincii the spcon.l prpmiuni, cxliilnti'd a mam-

m.>th LanUiiia, fully »ix foot hih'li, a Hydn.n>,'ea in ll.iwcr, B.jliLa

Ti-a riant. Salvia, Begonia, Clero.len.lroM fnignuiB, and several va-

rieties .if Knclisian, QeraniuUH, and I.antanan.

The Fl.iral Ornaments by Mrs. 0. U. Smith, Mr*. Il.miand. and

ilTH I,iK;ke, OfwM as Bouquets by Messrs. Mayer, W eghorst, Schnoll,

Ooi.ismitb, and Mrs. Locke, were beautiful. ^ . . „ , ,

Dr Mears presented s.ime fine Isabella, Catawba, Ilerbemont,

Dorr' and (ihartor Oak Grapes; Mrs. Locke the Clinton. Isabella,

and Catawba; S. Re,i the Isabella an.l Catawba: and David \.

Cully ft Swiss variety, tlie Michigan Seedling, native of Northern

Indiana, and the Dorr; the Di;ina by K.lwar.lKilig.

The largest l'e;ichea were e-lhibitcil by Mrs. N. I. Cunningham

and 1" A Daumont. Mrs. Locke presenteil siime fine Bpenmens ..f

a see.iling Peach, a Yellow Cling, from a tree four years from the

*'^Tlie Tears embracing Louise Bonne dc Jersey, Virgatieu, Fall

Dutt.r. S.'ikel, anil a nameless variety, by Dr. Mears; the Bartlett

anil a nameless variety, bv Mrs. L.)cke. and some Winter Pears, by

Mr. SclinoU, were much admired. Some Quinces by the latter gen-

tleman wi-re largo and tiuo.
., .

One attractive feature was ft Fig tree of vigorous growth, and

loa.l.'.l down with clusters of fruit, most of it nearly ripe, exhibited

bv Alfrcl Harrison. „ „ , ,:,, . i

The Ohio Kverbearing Itaspberry, by Dr. Meara, and Fletcher,

Williams & Lis.inis, and Hudson's Seedling Strawberry, by H.

Maukedick, completed the fruit department

The Committee are please.l to announce that the sale of bonquets,

floral ornanlHUts, fruits, and vegetables in the evening produced

puite a revenue to the Society. The bidding w.ls .piite animated,

an.l the purchasers all seemed well pleased with their bargains.

Premiums wore awarded as follows:

—

FLOWERS.

Best ilisplay of Exotics and Greenhouse Plants—Chas. Mayer, $3.

Second best—S. Schnell, 42.
. , ,. „ J,^l,,.

Best General Collection of Flowers, including Roses and Dahlias-

Henry Weghorst, $3.

Second best—Mrs. R. 9. Locko, $2.

Best Pot It.jses—S. Schnell. SI.

Best Floral Ornament— .Mni. S. Locke, $2.

Best Bou.iuet—Henry Weghorst, Gimle.ner'a Monthly.

Second best—Chas. Mayer, Indiana Farmer.

Third best-S. Schnell, 50 cents.

FRUITS.

Best Collection—Dr. 0. W. Mears, *3.

Second best— Mrs. R. 8. Locke, »2.
.,, ,„ . ,

Best Dwarf Fruit-bearing Trees ot any kind—.Ufred Harrison, for

a Fig tree, $1.
'' '' TEC.KTABLE3.

Best General Collection—J. T. Francis, $3.

Second best—S. Kea, %i. „ , „ „ „ r i

.

Best Tomatoes and Late Corn for Table Ub(v-S. Rca, Indiana

Farmer.

The Committee have every reason to believe that the Horticul-

tural Society is now established upon a firm b:wis. uotwithstauding

the many discouragements and obstacles heretofore thrown across

its path The success of this, the first exhibition of an inlant S.-

cietv has il.me much toward .luickening the pulse of the doubtful

nnd"cheering on tlio hopeful. As our object is to aid in dissomina-

ting" useful klwwledge in the cultivation of vegetables lu every

vara-lv, of fruits and liowers, of trees and shrubs, and all that can

surroiiii.I lloMK with the ornamental of husbandry," can we not

hope that the approving smiles of our citizens, aided by coutinue.l

exertions on our part, will give the Society an impetus which will

insure its permanency ?—the result of which will bo t.> give to our

people more delicious fruits for the table, better vegetables for our

markets, and "home, sweet home" made more beautiful for all.

[The Executive Committee, in conclusion, would recommend thai

a Si.ring Exhibition be held some time in June, IStil, in Masonic

Hall, for two or throe days; that the premium list be made as liberal

OS pi'issible, and that a small admission fee be charged to defray the

expenses.]
Alfreb Harkisox,

I

D. V. Cully,
0. W. Me.irs, i Executive Oommiltee.

E. Locke,
j

Aisiis H. Brows,]

Wo have given the above report in full because it is a model for

older societies. The names of the fruits and (lowers on successful

competition are given, bv which parlies at a distance can juilge of

the stale of gardening at Indianapolis. While thus giving informa-

tion that interests the whole of .lur readers, the main object of a

horticultural journal, we have the pleasure of knowing that we arc

at the same time aiiling the Society in extending the honors earned

by successful cxliibitor«.

TOLEDO (0.1 HORTICULTUEAl SOCIETY,
At thr Aiiiniitl Mrrtmi: ill Sr[.t.iiit...-r. .1 A >rMH. A ll IMtoir

Dr. TriMibly. tieorj;e J'oWL-nt. J. \V. K..S!^, W. Bn>c<i, M WliiUiiore,

P. Cnrcy, i'. II. Shaw, S. Illuiirliiird, A. >'ii)iiiuHt<K-k & Shih, Dr.
.7oiif«. Si. Harroun, and Cluirles Kent were uiiiongHt the princifjal

exhihttorri.

A Vote was taken lis to recomnien*Iing for pmwiiig in tlii^ vicinity,

of Bomu of the kindii e.xhibitcd, and they were chiiuined un fuUows:

No. 1, WiNTKR Api'Lks — Northern Spy, Biihlwin, Uhoile Itdand

Greening, Fort Miutiii, .lonathati, Newtown I'iiipin, ,»tfpu8 Sjtit-

zenbiirg. White Pippin, Yellow Itellflower, Oliley, Kambo, and Bel-

niMUt. Iloxbnry Kudt^et voted a Nu. 1 Uuiwct.

Nt). 1, Fall Aitle-j—Jenwy Sweet, American Summer Pcarniain,

Early Strawberry, Porter, and Fall Pippia.

PoHLLAR M.v&KBT ApPLEd—Tulpuhockeu, Detroit Red, Newtown
Spitzenlmrc.
tJmm Ai'i'LKS— Ilu*set (Ireening. Fall Wine. Dyer, Duchesa of

Oldenberg. Vundeverc. Ituwle's ihinet, and Fameusc.

Not Worthy op Cultivation—Vaudevere Pippin, Pennock,Cheo8o-
boro Russet, and Alexander.

Diana Grape recommended.
Concord Grape voted good.

l!>abella and Catawba Grapes voted general faToritos, but the
latter dop:^ nut ripen at all times.

Clinton Grape voted hardy and pnxiuctivo.

Charter Oak Grape voted nut worthy of cultivation.

On motion of the Secretary,
Resolved. That the apples that are left over and uncalled for, bo

sent to our County Fair for exhibition only, mtt for premiums.
J. AisTiN Scott, President.

J. II. Ca.mI'UEll, Secretary.

AMERICAN POMOIOGICAL SOCIETY.
Corrections by Mr. Batcham.

Tho Uejiort of imr roniolot;ii.'al Mi-<-ling ;u* giv».n in the Monthhj^
is, perhaps, at* correct aa we had a right to expect, considering the
nnisK in the room. But it contains errors which mar the ttensc in

some cases, and you may think be^tt t« notice them t^) prevent readers
being misled. I will noto a few, and presume that others will do
the same.
On page 6. Ist column, Cogswell and Fbrnwalder should appear

as two distinct fruits; the former not di-nMHSed. S;une page, near
the bottom of second column, Mr. Kateuah said that specking ujus

a detriment to any fruit, instead of " no detriment." Page 7, near
the top of thy lirst column, ^Ir. Tatlor snid. "it is nnf one of our
winter apples." Same column, umler Winter Swejit Pabadk^e.
there was no " Mr. Taylor, of Ohio." Mr. Hateham. of Ohio, made
remarks, but not thotue there given. (See Mr. Vick's Report in the
Rural X' w Ynrktr {or my remarks here, and alfw on Rawle's Ja-
nette; but ho puts the word -Sonth" for "North" in my last re-

mark on K. Janette.) Page 9, "Conuiion Pearmain" should read
"Cannon Pearmain." (Mr. Vick makes the same mistake.) Page
1.1. Kawle's Janette. Mr. Batcham sai<t it wikj small in size at the
ynrth : he did not make the remark attributed to him near tlie top
of the second column. Pivge 14, firwt column, "MofUHE Swebtino"
fihonld be MooiiES Sweeting (see D<»wning); and, second column,
'•Rawle's .Teanettk;" also "Waugh'e Jeanette" shsuld read
"Waugh's Crab." (See Vick'w Report.)

HINGHAM (MASS.) AGRICULTURAL AND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBI-
TION.

The Secnnd Annual K.vhibition of this Society took place on Woil-
nesilay and Thursday. Seittember 'JOth and 27ili, at the Town Hall,
and on grounds in the vicinity. It wa.t. in every respect, a success,
surpassing even the expectations of its friends and contributors.
The ht>rticultunil display was confined to the Hall and pavilion a4l-

joining. and consisted of seven long tables filled with fruit, flowers,
vegetables. Ac. Tho fniit includeil about five hundred plates, and
the Pears Grapes, and Peaches were espi-cially plenty and tine.

Amongrtt the successful exhibitors we noticed the names of E.C.
Sarg"'nt. ofiiuinev; J. R. Brewer, v>f Hingham; S. L. Burr; M.
C. Di/.er, of K, \>'eymoulh; T. T. Bnuve. Mr. .Tohn Tod.l. Alfre^l

Loring. K. B. W. Lane. Fearing Burr. Abner I,rt!jivitt. Martin Le;ivitt.

George Lincoln. .Ir.. Albert Fearing, John O. Lovett, John C. Gard-
ner. C. and 11. Wilder, and Caleb Henry.

David Leavitt uUo exhibited mammoth Slexican Squashes.
Peter Hobart di.-*played S',J varieties of Beans.
J. K. Brewer, F. Mayhew, Amos Bates, and Dr. D. P. Wilson alst>

eihibit»td.

Ah >ut one thousftml persons procured tickets for the gnuid dinner,
after which speeches were nuide by Mr. Davis, I'rcsident of the Ply-
mouth Co. Society; Hon. Josiah tinincy, Jr., formerly Mayor of
Boston; Hon. John H. Andrew. Mr. Iluckmlnslcr. of the ^f^^J^'saf•fl•l'

stits Pf'HIffhunt n, iiivl others. Tho military an<l music also added
their attractions ; while tlie occasion seemed to offer auother season
for recreation and friendly intercourwo.

>»-»
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FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

Flora having deserted us for more southern climes,

and Pomona being on the eve of following her twin

and lovely sister, we are thrown entirely on our own
resources for matter for this department of our

journal. Some may envy those distant lands where
the sun never sets, where perpetual summer reigns,

and where the homely salutation of "may your

shadow never grow less," is a dubious compliment.

We prefer an occasional change, and are rather glad

to have our titular deities once in a while away.

They are lovely beings no doubt, but like most fair

creatures, somewhat despotic; not that we would

rebel at such tyranny, f jr we ever feel happy while

hugging our chains, but there is a pleasure in the

idea that we can rule our rulers, and that if we are

to be governed, we may at least choose the path in

which we would rather go.

And so at this season of freedom from restraint,

let us propose, examine, and decide on our course' for

the ensuing year. " Night brings out stars, as sorrow

shows us truths," and winter reveals to us defects in

gardening taste and arrangements, we should else

have had no conception of. Let us note well every

point capable of improvement, every alteration that

can be made without prejudice to the original design,

every novelty that can be consistently with propriety

introduced, and every change that would commend
itself to our notions of good taste and elegance; so

that when Flora shall return to roll away the stone

from the sepulchral heart of winter, we shall be ready

to go earnestly to work to prepare a place where she

may feel proud to "sit therein our angel,"' and guide

us to the enjoyment of one of the purest pleasures

earth can bestow—a beautiful and well conducted

»arden.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATOR7.
We are pleased to notice that our efforts to intro-

duce cheap greenhouse structures to general notice

have had a distinctly visible effect. The sketch given

by "Schuylkill" in our specimen number excited

extraordinary attention, and although two years have
barely elapsed since the appearance of the article,

hundreds of liouses on the fixed roof principle arc

now distributed over the Union, where no houses at

all would have been erected but for the immediate

popularit)' of the idea. To lessen the cost of a green-

house one-half, and in many cases two-thirds over for-

mer rates,was an immense stride to effect by one effort.

Every one now feels that there is no excuse for

the absence of a conservatory or plant cabinet of

some kind in connection with their winter residences,

and the consequence is they are becoming " all the

fashion," and are deemed as necessary to a complete

liouse as the parlor or drawing-room. Many of the

designs that we have recently seen by " first rate

architects," look as if the authors had been, in the

language of police courts, " shoving the queer," for

certainly, as houses for successful plant growth, a

good gardener would pronounce them miserable coun-

terfeits. But this will all come right in time. We
are glad to record the fact of the so general adoption of

the principle.

The greatest troubles come with trying to keep the

houses warm. In the endeavor to provide against

frost, the plants become roasted. In the struggle

with the Ice King, fires should form the corps de re-

serve. The house should be built on a warm and

sheltered aspect. Then every crevice, crack, and

chink, should be carefully closed by list, and the re-

sult will prove an astonisher in maintaining the

temperature. Then shutters or mats may be em-

ployed to great advantage ; we know one friend who
has a curtain made of old carpet, which slides on

rings along the front sash of his greenhouse, and he

succeeds in keeping out a great degree of frost with

very little fire. The principle might be carried still

further, the whole slope of the roof might be pro-

tected by either a woollen or even cotton sheeting

fixed on a roller at the apex, and let down under the

glass. Bj' horizontal wires drawn every few feet i j.

r<g^
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under the space where the sheet would work, any
" bagginess" that would otherwise be an objection

would be removed. We have never seen this put in

priKticc, but we are sure it would require but very

little genius to make the idea work well. It would

save its cost in fuel the first year, and add tenfold to

health and beauty of the plants.

When fire heat must be applied, it should be led

by Hues as near lo the coldest part of the house as

possible ; and when it is in operation the syringe

must be often applied to make a moist atmosphere.

It is the dry air fire heat necessitates that renders it

so injurious to vegetation. Pans of water may also

be set on or near the Hues. Another danger also

follows fire heat. When the sun shines warm plants

usually dry at tlie top of the soil first, and it is easily

seen when it requires water; but fire heat dries the

plants from the bottom upwards, and the necessary

syringings by moistening the surface, leads us often

to think the plant is all right, when in reality it is

under the shadow of death.

The remedy is a watchful eye, to detect the first

appearance of wilting of the foliage, when the plant

should have a thorough soaking of water, that will

show itself through the hole in the bottom of the

pot. The water employed should be as nearly as

possible of the same temperature as the house, which

can be secured by keeping a tub always full on fin-

ishing the daily waterings.

A conservatory requires rather a higher temperatu re

than a mere greenhouse. In the one flowers in bloom

is a chief object : to keep them well over the winter

is more the point with the latter. Plants will not

grow and (lower well under SS^, but the temperature

should not be allowed to go above 60o. In very cold

nights, when there is a strong fire heat, the tempera-

ture may be lower. Hanging baskets, which are now

so generally employed for room, cabinet, and con-

servatory decorations, frequently have their plants

injured by getting too dry. It is a good practice to

give them occasionally a dip for a few minutes en-

tirely under water. Ferns and lycopodiums, also

very popular, do best in the most humid part of the

house. If in a room or place where the atmosphere

is very dry, no success can be expected unless a glass

case be kept for most part of the time over them.

Mildew often makes its appearance at this season

in plant houses, especially on young and the tender

leaves of roses that are kept growing for their winter

flowers. Practical men are not yet agreed on the

causes of mildew, but on one point there is but one

opinion, namely, that mildew will not attack a

healthy plant, if at all, as certainly as it will an

unhealthy one. A good way to treat a mildewed

plant, will therefore bo to place it at once in the

situation we can best command for a combination of

healthy circumstances. The plant may have been

partially crowded by others ; set it by itself where it

can have a good circulation of air all round it. It is

perhaps near the door where it is subjected to fre-

quent and sudden changes; or near the fire where it

was rapidly dry and moist by turns ; or in partial

shade that induced defective growth: all this should

be remedied. In desperate cases sulphur water

proves an excellent remedy. Flower of sulphur is

mixed with water and syringed over the plants. Dry
sulphur peppered through a sandbox, would do as

well, if the plant is syringed first—the water is not

to "dissolve" the sulphur, but to make it stick to

the leaves. When sulphur is used in this way it is

important to success that the house be kept very

warm for a short time, as it is the sulphurous fumes

given otr that does the work of death. Of course

sulphur must not be suffered to ignite, or the sul-

phurous acid becomes sulphuric, and the plants as

well as insects suffer. Constant cleanliness is im-

portant to healthy plant growth. Air should be

freely given whenever the external air and that of

the plant house is about the same, at other times it

is dangerous.

A few nice plants will always be more satisfactory

than a mass of crowded skeletons. Such plants as

pelargoniums, calceolarias, cinerarias, &c., when pro-

perly treated, make such plump and happy looking

objects, that the owners of such would not exchange

them for a houseful of the pictures of misery so often

exhibited. The secret is to keep them growing as

much as possible, as near the direct light as possible,

and as bushily as possible. As the pots become filled

with roots they are carefully shifted into pots a size

larger, and when these arc filled again repotted into

others, until a few weeks before their time of flower-

ing. A thoroughly practii;al hand will keep them in

very small pots, makii g up the loss of nutriment by

applications of manure water, and carefully watch-

ing the signs of dryness in the soil, for the exact

moment when to apply, but our remarks are not in-

tended for the educated gardener, but for those to

whom a little knowledge often proves a dangerous

thing. The bushincss of a specimen is made by

pinching olT the strong leading shoots, and training

the weaker unstopped ones out to the edge of the pot.

This used to be accomplished by a bundle of stakes,

making the plant look as uncomfortable as an old

time drunkard in the pillory—the modern plan is to

fix a band of twisted bast matting around the rim of

the pot, and from this lead light invisible strings to

any desired part of the plant.

VINERIES AND FORCING HOUSES.
^

The forcing of fruit continues to excite increasing P -

attention, and is fast becoming one of the chief plea- /2\

^wm
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sures of the gardening art in every garden of superior claims to excellence. Peaches, nectarines, apricots,

and cherries, particularly do well—the three former doing well under the same treatment in the same
house. They can be grown either in pots, tubs, or in the open ground ; the most usual mode being a com-

bination of all. We have been most successful where sonic have been planted out against the wall of a

Icau-to house, and pots and tubs afforded all the space of the ground floor. For very early forcing these

lean-to structures are the best, as they can be more easily kept warm than span roofs. Tor very early

crops the houses may now be started, keeping them at about .'i5-', and increasing it to 003 ;„ a few weeks
after. The syringe must be kept vigorously in use in order to a.ssist the bursting of the bud. For late

forcing a span roof is best, as it has many advantages over the other kind. It encloses more space at a pro-

portionately less cost, and admits of more beauty of arrangement. The following cut we have recently seen

in the London Wc-hly Magazine, and affords a good hint for interior arrangement.

TVhere grapes are to be forced very early they have already been commenced, and will have the buds
already burst, but as a rule very few attempt it till now, and they will come in nearly as early as any that

have been already tried. AVe have in former numbers stated that one of the main points of successful

forcing is to keep the roots healthy. Most plant disorders commence there, and in forcing this becomes
more evident than in ordinary plant growth. In pots it must be seen that the water passes readily away
after application. It is a good sign of healthy root growth that the soil dries rapidly after watering ; if it

do not, depend upon it there is something wrong. If the soil, especially if it is in a moderately large pot

for the size of the plant, do not dry up for days after watering, shake out the plant at once, and repot it

very carefully in new fresh soil. Under no circumstances should water be used in forcing of a less tem-

perature than the house, and if it can be used from 15 or 20 degrees higher occasionally, it will materially

help the vigorous root growth so much to be desired.

In cold vineries the pruning may be proceeded with as convenience admits. The advances which the

science of pruning has made, make a very trifling job of winter pruning, which formerly used to be a

formidable affair. Summer pruning is now so managed that the plant's strength is guided at that season

into just the channels we want it, and all that is left now to be done is to cut away any portions of the

vine, where we may wish it to push stronger next season. If the vine is weak we cut it down altogether.

Vines in the open air require very much the same system of management as these in cold vineries. If

all the growth seems concentrated on the top, shorten in the weak ones below pretty severely, and very

little on the top; and in the spring just after these strong top ones have pushed forth their buds several

inches, strip them out, which will in a measure exhaust the vigor of that section of the plant, and give the

lower ones a chance of appropriating to their use a portion of the nutriment which would otherwise have

been absorbed to assist tl e growth of those taken away.

DrcHESSE D'AxGorLEJiE Peak.—Originated in ahedge in the Forest of Armaille, and was named from

its being found in July, IS 15, about the time the French Royal Family returned the. second time from exile.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL ESSAY.

Bead h^ore 1M FruU-QrotBert^ Aasociaiion 0/ Kiistern Pfniisylmnia nt its Hiding in W^M ChrMer, rm the \3ih day of June, ISGO.

BT 8. S. BATHVON, ENTOMOLOGIST OF THE ASSOCIATION.

(^Continued from pa^e 329.)

INJUIUOUS hXSKCTS.

Tour Committee on Insects have not had an opportunity, since the last meeting of the Association, of

making any new discovery of remedies ag.iinst insect encrjachmenis, nor yet to test the efficacy of those

that have already been suggested. Nevertheless, as the present seems to be the proper time to preren

injuries from insects ; and, a? all may not hive opportunities to refer to works where this subject is treated

of in detail, a few remarks in regard to the habits of some common species may not be inappropriate.

Among the noxious insects, permit me to present the following:

1st. Sapcrda 6iri//a/a of S.iy, or "apple-tree borer." .Sa/jfrrfa canc/iWu of Fabricius—Plate 1. Figure 1. Length,

from a half to five-eighths of an inch ; color, light brown, with two while longitudinal stripes upon the thorax,

and one on each elytrion, or wing-cover ; antenna:, longer than the body. The larvae is represented by fig. 1,

(T, and is a fleshy, whitish grub, tapering a little from the first segment to the end of the body. The head is

small, brown, and horny. This insect makes its appearance in the perfect beetle state about Ihe 1st of June,

and continues with us until about the 1st of July, during which period it is mainly occupied in the work of

lecundalion and depositing its eggs ; its food consisting of the tender leaves of trees. In addition to the Apple

tree, it also attacks the Quince, the June-berry, the Mountain Ash, the Hawthorn, and other thorn-bushes

with the probability of also attacking the Pear, if it has not done so already. An orchard surrounded by a

hawthorn hedge might prove a protection to Ihe trees inclosed in it, as it would be likely to attract Ihe borer to

the hedge in depositing its eggs. The hedge, in turn, might be left to the protection of the birds, especially the

woodpeckers, who above all others of the feathered tribes possess the most efficient instruments for Ihe dis-

lodging and destruction of worms. As these insects conceal themselves during the day, and fly abroad at

night, many of them would also fall a prey to bats. But where the borer is already in the tree. Dr. Asa Fitch

recommends the scalding them in their burrows, as the least injurious to the tree, and without disfiguring it.

If the bark is penetrated with an awl, it will become apparent where the upper end of the burrow is, not far

from which, also, will befound the worm. There make a small hole, and pour in the hot water through a

narrow spout made for that purpose. After the hole is made, the cuttings of the worm should be cleaned

out, and the hot water continued until it is seen ooxing out below. To prevent the insect from depositing

its eggs about the bottoms of the trees, they should be washed two or three times every week during the

month of June, and, perhaps, the first week of July also, with a mixture of soft-soap and tob.%cco-juice.

According to Dr. Harris, it takes from two to three years for this insect to mature itself in the larva state.

2nd. Saperda rcslila Say, or " Linden-tree Borer,"

—

Saperda cervina of De Jean. Plate I, fig. 2. Length,

from one-half to five-eighths of an inch ; color, greenish yellow, and velvety in appearance ; has three

small black dots on each wing-cover ; antenns as long as the body ; and general form much like fig. 1, but

rather more slender. Fig. 2, a, represents the larva, which is also less robust than 1, a. This insect,

which twenty or thirty years ago was only found in remote localities, is now becomicg tolerably common
among us. It makes its appearance about the same peiiod that the apple-tree borer does, and continues

about as long; but, instead of depositing its eggs about the bottoms of the trees, it deposits them in the

axils of the branches. There is not a doubt that, in the absence of linden trees, it would deposit its eggs

in apple or pear. Pieces of sponge, saturated with soft-soap and tied in the axils of the limbs of trees,

are recommended as a preventive. Some years ago, the city authorities of Philadelphia ordered forty-seven

large Linden trees in Washington Square to be cut down, on account of the injuries they had sustained from

these insects at different times.

3rd. Saperda cakarala, Say, or " Poplar-tree Borer." Plate I. fig. 3. Length, from eight-tenths of an

inch to an inch and an eighth; antenna, about the length of the body; tips of the wing-covers

end with a sharp point; color, blueish gray, finely punctured with brown; four ochre-yellow lines

on the head, and three on the top of the thorax ; scutcl ochre-yellow, with irregular markings of the same

color on the wing-covers. It possibly may be an introduced species, as no reference is made to it in the

Mehhicmer Catalogue. The figure is made from Says' description, as I have not access to a specimen. It

is only introduced here on account of the character given it by Dr. Harris. This insect is rather rare yet

in Pennsylvania, but is more common in some of the Fastern States, espcciallj- in !Mas>achnsetls, where,

wilh other insects of the same character, it has been very destructive to the Lonibardy poplar trees. It

is the largest species we have in ll.is country, and seems to be allied in habits to the European species,

i'^



carcharias. It is liable to nttack other trees, as well as the poplar, and ought to be looked after in good

time.

4th. Saperda (Compsidea) tridentata, 0\ivicr OT " Elm-tice Borei." Plate I. fig. 4. Length, fivo-eighths of

an inch, more or less ; color, brown, with a tint of gray ; antenna;, scarcely as long as the body ; a three-

toothed or three-branched stripe on the outer edge of each wing-cover, of a yellowish or a rusty-red color
;

somelimcs with blackish spots and stripes on the thorax, and also upon the wing-covers; very variable in

size, and colored markings. The grubs resemble the larva of other Sapcrdas, and are scarce three-quarters

of an inch in length. This insect appears in vast numbers in some localities, but is not so general yet in

Pennsylvania. Indeed, I have not found more than half-a-dozen specimens in so many years ; but I

received a small collection of insects from Missouri about a year ago, in which there wore quite a number
of them. In Massachusetts, however, they seem to be very common, having on one occasion caused the

destruction of nearly all the Elm trees on Boston Common. The grub, which is similar to the apple-tree borer,

only a little more flattened and less in size, operates mainly between the bark and the wood,—not pene-

trating very deeply into the wood, but entirely loosening the bark, and thus destroying the tree. As each

female is capable of depositing about one hundred eggs, and as the majority of these insects are usually

females, it will become apparent that this insect has the possibilities of being a destroyer of any tree it

should attack, and it is mentioned here only on account of those possibilities, for as yet it has not been

identified with the destruction of fruit trees. It may be necessary to state that these insects do not

uniformly appear and disappear at the period heretofore stated ; they are sometimes a week or two earlier

and later, according to the state of the season.

5th. Saperda {Oberca) iripundata, Fab. or " Blackberry" and " Raspberry Borer." Plate I. fig. 5. Length,

about half an inch ; form, cylindrical ; color, deep black, except the forepart of the breast and the top of the

thorax, which are a rusty-yellow; two elevated black dots on the middle of the thorax, and sometimes a

third dot on the hinder edge close to the sculel ; antenns, moderately long. Fig. 5, a, the larva, a whitish

grub, cylindrical in the middle, and thickened towards the end; b a section of the raspberry, showing the

manner of girdling by the insect, where it deposits its egg. After depositing the egg at 1, in an incision

previously made, it in some manner pushes it down to 2. I give this upon the authority of Mr. M. Zahun,

of this city, who says he has watched the operation, and who also alleges that there is where the vine

breaks off. This insect is a near relative of the Siperdas before-named, and formerly belonged to that

genus ; but, as it not only differs from them in its form and its habits, but also in its periods, it has been

formed into a new genus, there being several species of them in this country. The larva bores into the

pith of the raspberry. It finishes its transformations about the end of July, and deposits its eggs in the

beginning of August. When the insect issues forth from the stem, it bores a hole, which so much weakens

it, as to break it off by the slightest wind or by its own weight. I have seen the raspberry-bushes broken

off just as farmers break off broom-corn, leaving the tops suspended. As the grubs of these insects remain

in the stem of the raspberry, feeding on its pith during the greater part of the year, those so infected,

although they may bloom, will not fruit, or will produce a very small and inferior kind. I have four

species of them in my collection, and therefore the one that infests the blackberry may be different from

the one that is found on the raspberry. I know no remedy against them ; but, in the language of Dr.

Fitch, would say, that, "To our nurserymen," and, I might add, fruit-growers generally, "it obviou-^ly

belongs" to discover a remedy, "as they enjoy opportunities for observing it, such as belong to no other

profession."

6th. Rhagium liniatum, Olivier; or " Pitch-pine Borer." Plate I. fig. G. Length, from five to seven-

tenths of an inch ; color, variegated with reddish ash and black ; antennae as long as the head and thorax
;

the thorax is cylindrical, but swells out in the middle into a sharp-pointed tubercle or spine on each side!

the wing-covers are wide at the base, and taper towards the ends or apex, coarsely punctured, between

smooth, elevated, longitudinal lines. The larva of these beetles are found in immense numbers in pine

trees, getting immediately beneath the bark, and causing it to fall off in large pieces, thus entirely killing

the tree. The beetle is matured before winter sets in, but does not leave the tree until spring. I have

introduced it here because it is becoming more common in this locality every year, having been brought

hither, no doubt, in unbarked pine spars. In the absence of its native tree, it is liable to attack our orna-

mental pines. A large European species has been very destructive to the pine forests on the Continent of

Europe. In the absence of pine trees, there is a possibility it might attack /ruii trees instead.

7th. Ctylus Jlexuosus. Fab. "Locust-tree Borer." Clytus picla oi Drury, C. rohiniae of Forster. Plate 1,

fig. 7. Length, from three-quarters of an inch to an inch; antennse, in the males fully as long as the

body, and in the females less; color, velvety black, ornamented with transverse yellow bands, of which , ,

K3 ——
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there are three on the head, four on the thorax, and six on the wing-covers; the third bands on the wing-

covers united, when perfect, form the letter W, or a near approach to it; the legs are a rusty-red or brown.

The females deposit their eggs in the crevices of the locust bark in the month of September, dropping

seven or eight whitish eggs at a place. Fig. 7, a, is the larva, which during the first six months bores

principally under the bark, but after that period it bores into the solid wood in an upward direction,

rig. 7, b, is lht\ pupa or quiescent state of the insect. As a general thing, these insects come forth from

the pupa in August, and feed on the pollen of flowers during that month and the following; but I have

known them to come out of wood lying in the cellar, in the months of April, and May or June. I have

also found Ihem in hickory and white-oak, and have known them to be very destructive to hoop-poles of

those kinds of wood. As these insects usually pair and deposit their eggs upon the locust tree in the

month of September, therefore wood or hoop-poles cut before that season would be less liable to be destroyed

by this borer, than otherwise.

8th. ^rhopalus fulminus. Fab. A " White-oak and Hickory-tree Borer." Plate I. fig. 8. Length,

about the same as the foregoing, and in general shape resembles it very much , color, velvety black, with

whitish-ashy marks upon the wing-covers and the thorax, leaving a large black velvety spot upon the

centre o{ the thorax; antenna, less in length than the body. Not very common. Found in Lancaster

County, though usually in remote districts. It is allied to the genus Cli/tus, from which it has been

separated.

9th. Hylolrapes bajulus. Lin. A Pine and Fir-tree Borer. Plate L fig. 0. Length, about three-quarters

of an inch; color, rusty black, with whitish downy spots on the middle of the wing-covers; antenna, only

of moderate length ; thorax, almost circular, with two polished black spots upon it ; wing-covers, coarsely

punctured; form, flatlish. The grubs of this insert are exceedingly destructive to pine and fir trees, and

also to the timbers of houses. I have observed great numbers of these insects at intervals for the last

fiflccn years, even in districts where no pine was growing. These may have been brought thither in

lumber from the pine regions; but appearing so uniformly for so long a time has led me to suspect that

they also attack other trees ; and if our fruit trees are not in danger, at least our ornamental trees are,

especially if they be pines. They come forth from the pupa in the months of June and July generally,

but I have found them earlier, in company with Clylus JJexuosus, and suspected that, with that insect, they

had come out of a lot of condemned hickory hoop-poles which had been cut and piled in my cellar for

firewood.

10th. Elaphidion alomarium. Drury. "Oak-tree Borer." E. marilandicum of Fabricus. Plate I. fig.

10. Length, from an inch and a quarter to an inch and three-eighths ; color, dull brown, sprinkled with

gray spots; antenna;, longer than the body in the males, and about the length of the body in the females;

the wing-covers are terminated with two small spines on each. It lays its eggs in July in or near the joint

°f a leaf-stock near the extremity of a branch; and when the grub is hatched, it penetrates the centre of

the branch towards the body of the tree, devouring the pith and forming a cylindrical burrow. The mature

insect comes forth in June aud July. Twenty or more species are found boring into various kinds of trees.

Becoming very common. In the absence of oak, should not bo surprised to see them take to the apple and

pear as the Saperdas have done.

11th. Chiun ganjanicum. Fab. A " Forest-tree Borer." C. quadrispinosis of Haldeman. Plate I. fig.

11. Length, about one inch; antennjD, in some males twice the length of the body; color, hazel, with a

tint of gray; a short spine on the middle of each side of the thorax, and two spines on the end of each

wing-cover ; an oblique yellowish band across each of the wing-covers ; form, slender and cylindrical.

The grubs cut long galleries in the trunks of the trees in the direction of the grain of the wood, and come

forth as beetles in May and June, and even as late as July. Becoming more numerous every year. It is

partial to the hickory tree, but doubtless would also attack others.

The foregoing are a few of the long-horned Coleoplerous insects, or " Capricorn Beetles," that bore into

wood and are injurious, or are liable to become injurious, to fruit trees in general, and to apple and pear

trees in particular. It must be evident, from their habits, that whilst they arc doing us the greatest injury,

they are entirely secluded from our vision, being in a grub form in the trunks and branches of our most

valuable trees, and that the application of a remedy, if one were known, would be a difficult thing to make

available. If wc learned to know these insects, and the periods at which they make their appearance, we
might, perhaps, keep them at bay for a short season by vigilant watching, and drenching the trees once or

twice a day with a shower of soap and tob.icco juice through a hand-engine. It occurs tome that the

Ailanthus is a tree that is comparatively, if not entirely, free from the infections of insects; and also,

Ik



that whilst it is in bloom, the ground under it is strewn with dead insects, especially flics. A decortion of

the .:/i7u;i(Aiis has been beneficial in Tcmoving aphides, rose-bugs, &nd o//ifr "bugs," and therefore might be

beneficial as an antidote against the Capricornus. But where a fruit-grower has a large number of trees,

the attempt to drench or syringe all of them would involve no small undertaking in time and material. As

these beetles arc all night-fliers, therefore pine-knot torches or small bonfires kept burning in the vicinity

of fruit trees during the season in which they lay their eggs, would draw many of thcra into the flames,

and thus destroy them. Entomologists sometimes suspend a lamp, surrounded by a glass globe, over a large

tub, or other vessel, of water, in order to capture insects for their cabinets. The insects fly against the

glass, attracted by the light, and fall into the water. This is suggestive as a remedy, but, like the torch

or bonfire, it involves the destruction of both friends and enemies. As an evidence that turpentine or

many other pungent mixtures can have very little elTcct by their smell alone on these Capricorns, a large

number of them seek the Pitch Pine trees as their favorite resort, and only attack other trees in the absence

of them.

Let any amateur visit the collection of birds in the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, and he

will be struck with astonishment at the large number of species belonging to the families of woodpeckers

that are scattered throughout the world. These all perform an immense amount of labor during the year,

in ferreting out and destroying wood-worms and grubs of kindred species. When in the silent forest, our

ears are saluted by the monotonous music of the " woodpecker tapping the hollow beech tree," " we may
know by the sound that a larva is near."

TERRACED SLOPES.

BY WALTER ELDER, PHILADELPHIA.

That a neatly terraced slope is one of the masterpieces of the gardener's handiwork, all will admit. I

have made several, and seen many others; but, generally speaking, they arc appropriated to a wrong use,

—that is, of making vineyards of them. I have never yet seen one of them wholly succeed. The causes

I attribute to the failures are: first, the vines naturally send out many surface-roots to a great distance,

which gather nourishment from night-dews and slight showers; but here they must strike deep, as there is

but little surface space. Second. The grass on the banks attract a great quantity of night-dews, which

hang on it like crystal beads until late in the morning, the vapor of which so moistens the air that sur-

rounds the vines, as to cause the pollen to clog in the anthers, or it is scalded by the sun while it is yet

moist, and but few berries set on the bunches, and many of them with black specks, which cause them to

decay before they are full-grown ; and it is rare that a perfect bunch is produced, except on the vines at the

ends of the terraces, or those on the upper terraces where the rocks run higher than the banks above them.

Third. The want of a current of dry air down the slopes, to lick up the dews at an early hour in the

morning, and carry off the moist vapor and soften the radiancy of the sun. I consider this the chief cause

of the fruit not setting, as there is nothing more essential in the culture of the grape than dry air and

sunshine. Some unobserving persons may think that the air is as dry upon a southern slope as upon an

airy flat; but such is not the case. I know of a vineyard upon a southern terraced slope, immediately

west of a wood of tall forest trees, and the dews remain both upon the vines and the grass until ten o'clock

in June ; and, although the vines grow thriftily, the fruiting process is almost a failure ; and who that is

conversant with the nature of the grape-vine can be surprised at it?

The most appropriate use a terraced slope can be put to, in my opinion, is to plant it with flowering

shrubbery, roses, and chrysanthemums. The early blooming kinds and roses will flower a fortnight earlier

in spring. The roses will bloom later and more profusely in fall ; and they, with showy chrysanthemums,

will make a beautiful fall garden ; and that makes the slope a particular ornament and pleasure, both in

early spring and late fall, and forms a fine contrast with other parts of the grounds. Indeed, it may be

said that a place is'Uot complete without a neatly terraced and finely decorated hillside.

The following are some of the shrubs I would plant upon the terraces: Forsythia, Cydonia japonica,

Spircea prunifolia and Reevesii, lilacs, Deutzia scabra, Lonicera tartarica, Dwarf Philadelphus or Mock

Orange, Weigelia rosea, Robinia hispida ; and upon the upper terraces, Rhus cotinus, Hibiscus or Althea,

the Double Red and Double White do.

[Flowering shrubs have a much prettier effect on terraced slopes than many persons would suppose. Such

a terrace exists on the grounds of E. S. Sanford, Esq., at Chestnut Hill, Pa., and is the admiration of all

who see it.

—
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SKETCHESofPHILADELPHIA BOTANISTS.
UY L.

VI.—WISTAR AND MACLURE.
In honor of Dr. Caspar WLstar, Nuttall named the

genus " Wistaria," of which the best known is the

elegant Chinese Plant, originally called Glycine chi-

nensis. This magnificent climber worthily commem-
orates the name of one who, though cot a botanist

specially, was an early President of the American

Philosophical Society, a successful teacher of anatomy

and surgery, a friend and patron of science, .ind con-

tributed greatly by his Conversaziones, since called

" Wisfar Parties," to incite and nourish that love of

science wliich has become a peculiar feature among
the intellectual men of Philadelphia.

Dr. Wistar was regarded in England and America

as one of the tirst medical authorities of his time.

To his exertions and distinguished position, combined

with his popular manners, the medical schools of

Philadelphia are much indebted for the high position

they have attained. He deceased in ISIS, in the

fifty-seventh year of his age.

A cutting from the first Chinese Wistaria brought

to England is now growing in the Horticultural So-

ciety's grounds at Chiswick, trained upon walls

eleven feet high, where it occupies a space three

hundred and seventy-five feet in length,—a glorious

monument to the fame of him from whom it was
named.

The name of William Maclure, the philanthropist,

and friend of science, and advocate of the universal

diflTusion of knowledge, the Madura aurantiaca will

hold in remembrance as long as the beautiful Osage

Orange shall spread its glossy foliage on the banks

of its native Arkansas, where, unsurpassed in rich-

ness and beauty by any other native of our woods, it

hangs out its green or golden fruit, or miles of hedges

stretch far away over the broad prairies of Illinois,

" boundless and beautiful."

"Maclure was eminently philanthropic and benev-

olent, and expended very largely of his vast posses-

sions for the general benefit of mankind. He be-

lieved that knowledge and intelligence arc the true

sources of human happiness and well-being; and,

acting on this creed, he was ever ready lo encourage

and foster institutions for the diffusion of know-
ledge. He entertained the idea of setting up a great

school or university, in which every branch of natural

science was to have been taught."* In this opinion

he was correct, if the term knowledge be considered

as including that higher iniclligence which "comelh
down from the Father of Light" and Icadetli into all

• A notice of tlio origin, Ac, of llie Academy of Natural Sciences

of riiiliiileli'liia, by W. S. V. Kuschlcnbcigcr, lSi2.

truth. Knowledge, sanctified, can enlarge the do-

main of human happiness ; but

"they who know the most

fliust mourn the deepest o'er the fatal truth

;

The Tree of Knowledge is not that of Life.

Piiilosophy and Science, and the springs

Of wonder, and the wisdom of the world

I have essayed, • *

But they avail not."

Maclure loved the Academy of Natural Sciences

because its objects were in harmony with his views of

benevolence and the universal diffusion of know-

ledge. To his munificence it is indebted for its pre-

sent existence and prosperous condition. Like Peter

Collinson, he was a successful London merchant.

He resided for many years in Philadelphia, and was

elected President of the Academy to the time of his

death, a period of more than twenty-two years. He
made a geological survey of the United States, a de-

scription of which was published in 1S09, and proves

him the pioneer of American Geology. This thin

octavo, I well remember, brought me, when a boy.

many an hour of quiet pleasure, as I scanned his de-

scriptions of the primitive transition, secondary

rocks of Pennsylvania, though I longed for some-

thing more definite than vague terms such as Grey-

w?icke. Schist, JStc, applied in the then infancy of

the science to the formations for which our Rogers

has at length found a nomenclature in his ma.-sy

volumes, at once simple and beautiful.

VISIT TO FOX MEAI>OW.
BV GRAPTOr.ITE.

The "Fox Meadow" Gardens are situated on the

Harlem Railroad, about 25 miles from New York

City, near Hart's Corners Station. Grape-cullurc

under glass, for market purposes, is the chief feature

of these gardens, and, under the direction of Mr.

John Ellis, the skilful manager, a high degree of

success has been achieved. The grape-culture has

not only attracted much attention, but the unique

and graceful articles from the pen of Mr. Ellis, pub-

lished in various horticultural journals, under the

signature of " Fox Meadow," have won for the

writer a good deal of reputation as a practical, sen-

sible gardener and a keen and original thinker. A
visit to Fox Meadow will well repay any one who is

interested in good gardening and good grape-culture.

The estate is a large one, comprising some three

hundred acres. The gardens occupy twenty-five

acres. The grape-houses arc about twelve hundred

feet long, all lean-to houses, built in a very plain,

economical manner, yet so constructed and elevated

on terraces, as to form very beautiful objects in the

landscape. They are all forcing-houses, and almost j

the entire crop of grapes is cut and sold before the

==^^^
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first of July. The Black Hamburg and Muscat of

Alexandria form the chief part of the stock of vines.

The borders arc very large, (inside and outside,) and

are elevated on tcrrace3 and very thoroughly drained.

Peat, leaf-mould, and well-rotted manure, with good

sod, were freely used in the composition of the

borders.

The most striking peculiarity in the condition and

management of the houses is this: the vines arc

planted only two feet apart, and are worked on the

short-spur system for three years, when Mr. Ellis

purposes Cand has conimencedj to cut down every

alternate vine nearly to the border, in order to break

some dormant eyes and get a new cane as directly

from the root as possible.

Mr. Ellis argues, that when a vine has been

fruited on the short-spur system for three years,

and has consequently been much restrained in its

wood-growth, it becomes stunted and inactive, ceases

to form new roots, and hence a decline in its fruiting

capacity must ensue, and has been observed in these

houses. The idea is to cut down the vines, under

the circumstances, and to give them time to make

new wood and new root-growth, and to elaborate

the power needed for hard forcing by one year of

rest. The new canes produced after this plan, from

five year old roots, arc very fine, running, of course,

to the top of the house, (thirteen feet,J and of large

fruiting size; but we believe Mr. Ellis docs not

propose to fruit the new canes the whole length of

the rafter the first season after renewal, but to grad-

ually fruit and spur it, according to circumstances.

This method of planting two feet apart, and this

alternate renewal system, is somewhat similar to

Jlr. Bright's proposed plan of planting and renewing

the canes, as Mr. Bright renews his canes every other

year, (after every fruiting season,) and Mr. Ellis

spurs his vines for three years, and then renews the

entire canes. Mr. Ellis thinks he can get more fruit

from his vines on this plan, in a given time, than

Mr. Bright can, and if not so large on the old canes,

it will be of higher quality. Mr. Bright, we believe,

contends that cutting down the cane every other

year will keep them in better health and vigor for a

longer period, and produce annually as many grapes,

in a house of given size, as can be produced on the

spur system, and of monstrous size of berries and

bunches, and the finest quality.

The marked features of all Mr. Ellis' opera-

tions are practical good sense and economy. We
obtained many useful hints from his well-stored

mind, but we forbear to state thom. Mr. Ellis has

in press, and will shortly publish, an extended work

on the Construction of Vineries, Orchard-houses,

Sec, with practical hints on the formation of vine-

borders, vine-culture, notes on fruit trees. Sec., kc,

adapted to popular use. Thi.s work will be profusely

illustrated with engravings of vineries, plans of bor-

ders, heating apparatus, &c. Mr. Ellis is decidedly

in favor of inside borders for vineries ; but he makes

them very large, filling the whole inside of the

house, and has some new and ingenious suggestions

upon drainage, ventilation, etc.

We feel confident that Ihe work will be one of

much value to pomologisls. A day at Fox Meadow
Gardens is a day full of instruction and pleasure;

but a book from the pen of " Fox Meadow," the

author, will be like the essence of many days of

observation and pleasant talk.

[We received, and insert this article with great

pleasure, on account of some circumstances that we

happen to know, but which do not " appear on the

record." We arc personally acquainted with our

correspondent, and know that he is a great rival of

"Fox Meadow" in grape-growing, and this tribute

to his opponent is as generous, as we know from

report "Fox Meadow's" excellent practice deserves.

It reminds us of a story we once heard related by a

friend of Nuttall, the Botanist. AVhen Nuttall was

in Arkansas, then a wilderness, a war broke out

between the Creeks and some other tribe of Indians.

In the midst of the battle, the ammunition of the

opposing parly gave out, and they prepared to run.

The Creeks, however, sent them a message, that if

they would only stay and finish the fight, they would

share their powder with them. It was agreed to.

Blankets were spread, the powder poured out, and

scrupulously divided ; when the tug of war again

commenced, and the Creeks came off signally vic-

torious.

When we see, as we sometimes do, the petty

squabbling which some writers indulge in, in the

columns of several of our agricultural contempora-

ries, we almost blush that we have ever written a

word in favor of the peaceful influence of horticul-

ture,—doubting whether murderers do not some-

times wear flowers in their button-holes—though

Taylor says they do not—and have almost a feeling

of envy toward the generous manliness of the un-

tutored savages in the anecdote we have narrated.

A few such pleasant instances as our present cor-

respondent furnishes will do much to restore our

weakened faith in the true principles.

—

Ed.]

HOT WATER FOR INSECTS.

BY W. H. DENNI.VG, FISHKILL LANDING, NEW YORK.

On reading in a former number of your magazine

the receipe for removing insects from plants by a

warm bath, I could not help exclaiming " Eureka !

away with the abomination of tobacco smoke, sul-
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phur and all the evil smells destroying the sweetness

of our Greenhouses for days and weeks, and what

fools people are not to think first of simple expedi-

ents." Proceeding forthwith to the Greenhouse I

summoned an assistant. Water was easily procured

from a boiler, carefully graduated to 130^, and a rose

tree immersed. I held the watch, and 4 seconds hav-

ing elapsed, the tree was removed. I eagerly looked

for scalded aphis, spiders, ic, but an unusual ani-

mation seemed to indicate their enjoyment of a warm
bath.

Something is wrong ! try another dip ! and longer

time. Tried 1 minute; same result ! tried 5 min-

utes, same result ! tried water at 140-, no difference.

Not wishing to scald my plant I gave up the experi-

ment. Seeing the receipe repeated in your October

number, I would like to know where and how I was

wrong in making the experiment ? The bugs died at

a temperature of 200-, but I think the plants would

go and do likewise.

[The observations of our correspondent only tend

to show that the same fire that would render an

apple soft and juicy, makes the potato dry and mealy.

This is owing not to the tire that roasts, but to the

different natures of the subjects roasted. That hot

wati-i will destroy insects—as a general rule—is a

fact within our own experience,—and is also attested

to by numerous correspondents in private letters to

ns, as well as in some communications that have

appeared in our journal. Our correspondent's failure

cannot affect what has been done by others, or the

principle by which it has been accomplished,—at the

same time it seems inexplicable, and we hope he will

continue his experiments so as to account if possible

for the failure or otherwise.

If it were found that under some circumstances

certain insects had the power of passing uninjured

through a degree of hot water, that would under other

conditions prove fatal to them, the water might be

made greasy, as most insects breathe through very

fine external pures, which grease would easily clog

up ; should they escape the hot water it would only

be to die of suffocation.

—

Ed.]

EFFECT OF DEW ON GRAPES.
IIY E. A. KIEHL, BOO.NVU.LE, .MO.

In the October number of the Gardener's Monthly,

I find an article on the culture of the grape on Kelly's

Island, in which the writer attributes the success

there attained to the absence of fog and dew, and

ask the correspondents of the Monthly to give their

views and experience on the subject. Although I

am not on the list of your correspondents, yet I will

take the liberty of giving you my views and experi-

ence, and you may dispose of them as you think

proper.

I have for many years been of the opinion that

two things were essentially necessary for the healthy

growth of the grape, namely : Natural, or artificial

protection from dew, and thorough drainage. The
reasons for entertaining this belief are these. Some
ten years ago my father tried some experiments on

three vines of the Isabella, planted on the east side

of the house. At first they were trained close to the

wall where they would be protected from dew by the

projection of the roof, and while grown thus they

bore regular and fine crops of grapes, but subsequently

they were permitted to run on some framework so as

to make a kind of arbor in front of the house, and

where the dew would fall on the leaves, after which

the grapes invariably rotted, both on the arbor and

under the roof and on the wall, and I have observed

the same thing in other localities, thus showing that

it is not the fault of the soil or climate aside from

dew, besides why is it that grapes do so much better

when allowed to run on large trees ? Not because

they are not pruned as I have known some to con-

tend, but because the foliage of the trees keeps the

nightly dew from the leaves of the vine.

I have always noticed that here in Missouri, where-

ever the grape succeeds it is upon land that has

thorough natural drainage, and if any part of the

vineyard is in a spot so situated as not to have good

drainage, the grapes will generally rot while the

balance of the vineyard is perfectly sound. We can

also see the same thing exemplified by noting the

results of different years, and 1 think this has been

one of the best to prove my opinions to be correct,

for while in ordinary seasons more or less grapes are

affected by the rot, this year they have been totally

exempt therefrom, and the reason is e\ idently the

unusual dryness of the season and but very little dew

having fallen after the first of June.

Such are my views on this subject, and I give them

for what they arc worth, and should any one be led

thereby to investigate the matter more thoroughly

than X can do, and succeed in discovering the true

cause of rot and its preventive, I shall bo amply

repaid for writing this.

[ We should be glad if all our readers would con-

sider themselves " on the list of our correspondents ;''

especially such as are gifted with such excellent

habits of observation as Mr. Riehl's concise and

suggestive remarks show he possesses.

—

Ed.]

"LEAD US NOT INTO TEMPTATION."
BY N. S. N., COLUMBIA, TENNESSEE.

We are so constituted as to be compelled to rely

upon each other for much we know and do, then how

fervently should we pray not to be led into tempta-

tion by those in whom we trust and confide. In your
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iniiispensablo Monthly, you and one of your con-

tributors intimate that budding and grafting the

peach on the plum will avoid the ravages of the borer.

If this will accomplish an object so much desired,

the discovery will prove invaluable. But the ques-

tion is, will it prevent the ravages of the borer ? We
say from actual experience it will not. Four years

ago, we saw the same remedy published, and hailed

the suggestion with delight, and proceeded immedi-

afely to test its efficacy by having some 30 or 40

peaches budded and grafted upon a native hardy plum ;

they succeeded finely and grew off rapidly. We were

delighted with our trees, until the time came when

they had to be transplanted, when to our utter aston-

ishment, we found them literally alive with the

borer-worm from one to eight in each. They are now

beautiful pyramids, but they have been more trouble-

some to keep clear of the borer-worm than if grown

on peach stock, from the simple fact, they were planted

below the union of the peach and plum, in which

cnlargment they seem to congregate in quantities,

and out of which, it is more troublesome to expel

them. They do not stop here, but extend their rava-

ges even out into the collateral roots of the plum.

We have budded some of the finer plum upon the

same stock, and they have shared the same fate.

We might say more upon this subject from our

experience, in cultivating the trees and eating the

fruit; but it would occupy too much of your paper.

But if any other information is desired, the roots of

the trees remain as evidence of the truth of the

foregoing remarks, and ready to communicate the

ravages the borers have made upon them. If this

suggestion succeeds, it must be upon a different kind

of plum from any we have here.

[Our note to " Alpha's " communication, had re-

ference, as it will be seen, to the curculio or plum-

weevil. Grafting the peach on the plum cannot of

course be any remedy against the plum-ior«r.

—

Ed.]

MILDEW.
BY J. N. JON£S, CHARLESTON-, S. C.

Being interested, some years ago, in the subject of

mildew on grape-vines and other plants, I made some
investigations under the microscope, which alto-

gether changed my views on the subject. I had al-

ways considered mildew as a disease of plants, or,

at least, as a cause of disease ; regarding it as a para-

sitic fungus, feeding upon the sap, obstructing the

respiration, and destroying the vegetable tissue. I

observed, however, that be/ore the fungus made its

appearance, and before any trace of it could be ob-

served under a high magnifying power, the foliage

in parts, and sometimes entire leaves, put on a pecu-

liar glazed appearance, evidently caused by the exu-

dation of some gummy or viscid matter oozing out

from the stomata, gradually spreading over the sur-

face, and drying in the form of a thin pellucid pelli-

cle, scarcely distinguishable by the naked eye. Upon,

or under, this pellicle, after some days, the vegeta-

tion of the fungus was distinctly observable in the

form of fine threads ramifying in all directions,

exactly as mushroom spawn runs through a "brick."

A low magnifying power of two or three hundred

shows the object beautifully in the form of most deli-

cate lace-work. Fine particles of dust frequently

adhere so thickly on the viscid surface, as to inter-

fere with a good view of the object. In a few hours,

under favorable conditions, little globular bodies

may be observed forming all over the net-work of

fibres. These burst through the thin layer of extrava-

sated sap '-coming up" very much like a fine crop

of mushrooms. On twirling an affected leaf in a

tumbler of warm water, the gummy matter dissolved

and carried with it the fungi, root and branch.

The conclusions deduced from these facts seem to

be, that mildew is not a parasite, in the proper sense

of the word, but rather a scavenger decomposing and

changing into another form the excrementitious mat-

ter, or whatever it may be, thrown off by the leaves.

Mildew cannot exist upon a healthy vegetable sur-

face ; but wherever decomposition is going on, there

mildew will be found in some form or other. The

unhealthy exudation, from the surface of a leaf, of

this viscid matter, which dries and, no doubt, decom-

poses on exposure to the atmosphere, forms a proper

food for the mildew. The stomata, or pores of the

leaf, being stopped up, it is impossible that healthy

respiration can be resumed until the surface is per-

fectly cleansed. The cause which produced the

overflow of sap ("if I may so term it) may have been

transient ; but as long as the pores remain closed, it

is impossible for the plant to grow healthily. The

tissue of the leaf or frnit becomes unhealthy, under

such circumstances, merely from suffocation, as it

were.

The application of lime or sulphur may cause the

destruction of the fungus by acting <ipon and purify-

ing the viscid sap. Possibly, however, the plentiful

use of warm or even hot water, where it can be

used, might be quite as efficacious.

[It is, perhaps, needless to observe that we take

precisely the same view of the question as Mr. Jones

does. In the time of Linnaeus, there was an obsti-

nate controversy among the scientific men of that

period, whether or not spontaneous generation

of some of the lower orders of plants and animals

ought to be received as a part of science. The great

man, in his Principia Botanica, combats the idea by

observing that it would be quite as philosophical to

suppose that the horse or the elephant might spring
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spontaneously into existence as any of the lower

forms of animal life. He inferred that the rule that

govcrncJ the highest developed form applied equally

to the lowest in the same class.

We apply the same rule to the fungus tribe. In

all the larger forms we well know that they grow only

on decaying organic matter, and that this is the case

up to the limit of our visual perception of them,

and where the microscope must be called in to aid it.

AVhy should a new rule begin merely because we
cannot see the operation ?

[We must confess that, in common with most men

who like to use the faculties they are blest with,

make their own observations, and do their own think-

ing, we have met with facts that seemed to stagger

us in this view. • A few years ago, we noticed a pe-

culiarity in the bark of a Scotch Maple; and, on

culling off a piece, perceived the mycelia of some

fungi spreading through the apparently healthy

tissue. Not being able to reconcile the phenomena

with our views, we sent the specimens, through a

friend, to Dr. Curtis, whose knowledge of this de-

partment here is probably not second even to that of

Mr. Berkely in Europe. He replied that he thought

the bark must have been previously diseased. A
closer investigation afterwards proved that this was

the case. The tree had been transplanted some years

before, and had never been in vigorous health since.

The bark on the south-west side, exposed to the full

sun, had died first, showing that an evaporation the

mutilated roots could not supply, had taken place

from it, and caused the tissue on the other side to

fall a piey to disease, on the heels of which, mildew,

we saw followed.

We have no doubt but that the rule holds good in

all instances.

—

Ed.]

TARTARIC ACID AND POTASH IN GRAPE
JUICE.

BY WILLIA.M BRIGHT, PH I LAD ELIH I.\.

A few words in reply to Dr. Hayes, and others, in

respect to the use of tartaric acid and potash, as special

fertilizers for the grape, may not be uninteresting.

My idea of the matter is, that organic acids Cother

than the carbonic) may be employed as fertilizers,

with success, to heighten the flavor of fruits ; and

that the tartaric acid, in combination with potash, in

the form of the bi-tartratc, is of great service in

grape culture. I have never supposed that the vine

could be compelled to take up tartaric acid in excess,

nor have I considered its effects, particularly, in

reference to wine-making. My belief in the value

of this salt is based upon experience in its use. It

was added to the soil of the grape border merely with

a view to supply one of the most important constitu-

ents of the grape in a soluble form, and not with the

expectation of increasing the quantity of crude tartar

in the juice.

Some ten years ago, a number of careful experi-

ments were tried by Dr. A. G. Hull, of Newburgh,

N. y., since deceased, to ascertain what effect, if any,

could be produced upon the flavor of strawberries, by

the application of various organic acids in a very

dilute form, to the plant beds just before and during

the fruiting season Dr. Hull tried the citric acid

("lemon juicej, malic acid (cider), tannic acid ftan-

bark liquorj, manure water, and spring water. A
long report of the details of these experiments were

published in the Horticulturist, then under the edi-

torial care of A. J. Downing. The result was that

citric acid perceptibly increased the acidity of the

fruit without improving the flavor. Little attention

was given to the action of malic acid, as the cider

was shown to contain also tannic and gallic acids.

Of the tannic acid, Dr. Hull said :

—

"It must be conceded, tbat a free application of tbis acid h&a

produced unefjuicocat effects ; that it has surpassed all competing;

substances, in creating quantity of fruit and in imparting ^nror."

Dr. Hull, in the report alluded to, quotes William

C. Bryant, the poet (who, he says, is equally at home

amid classic folios or among strawberries and pota-

toes), as authority for the fact, based upon his expe-

rience, that potash had proved of great service as an

application to strawberries ; and Dr. Hull closes his

report with these words:

—

'* A rule of action naturally flows to the cultivator; in develop-

ing the most valuable qualities of the strawberry, he can perfect

the finest fruit in abunduuco and richness, by selecting potash

from among the inorganic, and tannic acid from the organic ele-

ments of the delicious fruit."

Mr. A. J. Downing very cordially endorsed these

views, and recommended a mulching of fresh tan-

bark for strawberry beds, or watering with tan-bark

liquor, and the application of wood ashes, containing

potash factually the tannate of potash ), and ten years

of later experience by thousands of cultivators has

confirmed the soundness of these principles.

Now I look upon the application of tartrate of

potash to the grape border, in the same light as of

tannic acid and potash to strawberries. I am inclined

to think that in the absence ot tartaric acid, nature

makes out to elaborate that substance from carbonic

acid, or possibly from sulphuric acid. Of course we

know nothing of these processes in plant life. But

when the perfectly formed salt, bi-fartrate of potash

is supplied to the soil in solution, I feel confident it

hastens and perfects the fruit-forming power of the

vine. Such has been my experience, and such is my
firm belief.

I was not aware, till quite recently, that any one

had doubted that the native American grapes con-

tained tartaric acid and potash in abundance in their

-^^>
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joice. But it seems that it has been questioned. If

our natives had been found not to contain these sub-

stances, it might have had much effect upon their

wine-making qualities. In this view the following

article from the Rurai New Yorker of Nov. 3, is of

much consequence to grape growers:

—

'*Bi-Tautkatk of Potash [h ko common in tho grapes of Enropo

as to be tlioiiK'hl c^u^nttat to tlie excellence of lliis admirable fruit.

It must be equally necessary In the prnpes. cultivated or native,

Id our country It is str.ingo that the opinion should have been

originated that Ihia salt is n^l to be found in our grapes, excellent

as they are for fruit and in the wine miinufiictured from them. It

is gratifying to know that the matter is already settled right.

"In the Patent Office Report for 1S.>9, on Agriculture, are two

papers from two distinguished chemists on this ^uhject. The first

U from Dr. Jackson on p. 5T, and the second from Prof. Antisell,

on p. 59.

"Dr. Jacksos examined tho juice of thirty-seven forms of the

grapes in cultivation, and found tartaric acid, without which the

tartrate cannot exist, in every one of them, varj'ing from six-

tenths of one per cent, to 1.0 per rent. The latter amount was

obtained from the Clinton and the Bartlett grape, near Boston, and

tho former from the Sweet Water and the Bull's Pimcord seedling.

Even iwo per cent, was obtained from No. 3.3 of Weber, on page

6S. The average of the whole is more than one per cent., an ade-

quate quantity.

"Prof. Antisei.t. found tartaric acid in tho Catawha grape and

the rhUs obtained from it, in Green County, Ohio. Some salts from

grape juice were sent to the Rural Xew Yorker, which seemed to

contain the same.
" It is obvious to remark, that as potash is one of the ingredients

of the bi-tartrate, there should bo the adequate supply of potash

for the grape vino to feed upon, as its roots will take it readily

from the earth. Only a small quantity is needed, which will be

found in the best vegetable manure, or may be easily supplied from

wood ashes."
<«»«» .

THE EMPLOTMENT OP CREEPERS IN
HANGING VASES, BASKETS. &C., FOR
DECORATION CF GREENHOUSES.

(Tninslated fur the Gardener's MunlUIy.)

BV A. F., PITTSBURG, PA.

The handsomest ornament of our orangeries and

greenhouses consists of hanging rases and baskets,

in which are cultivated plants with long delii^atc

stems, which luxuriate around the suspended vessel,

and throw out above and below it their rich stalks or

shoots. There are many plants, especially epiphytes

or parasites, which cannot be well grown in ordinary

garden pots, whose beauty cannot be displayed to

perfection in another way, for by this means, the

requisite material and situation can be readily fur-

nished. The following short review of the culture

of these plants, which from experience are known
to succeed best in the difTerent kinds of green and

hot-houses, promises no other object than to assist

gardeners and amateurs in their choice and to protect

them from errors therein, and mistakes in the treat-

ment of special plants.

The ^olus gracillimus is a luxuriant Leguminosa,

whose long shoots, covered at the time of bloom with

very pretty yellow and orange red flowers, hang

down on all sides ; inrren.<icd as Krica
;
grows best in

black mould and sand; greenhouse. The Calampelis

Cformerly Eccremocarpus) scabra grows well and pro-

duces a mass of fine orange-red blossoms for a long

time. The Campanula frayilis suits for small vases,

ha.s pretty light blue flowers and long slim shoots,

and succeeds well in a mixture of leaf and garden

mould ; increased by division. The diflcrcnt kinds

of Ccreus flourish by this culture, and produce at all

times a tine effect, and particularly so when i.n bloom.

They are very easily cultivated, and reijuirc only one
rule to be observed to allow them to remain almost

entirely dry during the winter.

The Cobcea scandens produces a fine appearance in

hanging vases, but requires a large quantity of rich

earth. This suits well for large greenhouses where

it can be allowed to spread freely, yet it must not bo

omitted to pinch otT the ends often in order to com-

pel it to send out laterals in abundance.

The Dillwyaia (Eutaxia) sessiflora is another New
Holland Leguminosa for the greenhouse, which fur-

nished a great number of pendant shoots and small

orange flowers. It is most suitable for small baskets,

and when in bloom is most charming; a mixture of

leaf and garden mould and sand is recommended for

its use. The Disandra prostata, a tender plant of tho

ScrophulariaceE, naturally creepers, bears numerous

small star-shaped yellow flowers, is easily increased

by division of the roots, and demands a very rich

soil. The varieties of Epiphyllum hung in baskets

produce often as fine an efifectas Cereus; their culture

requires no extraordinary specialty—only to deny

them water in winter and water freely in summer;

to be planted in good rich earth, to which potsherds,

broken tiles, or bricks have been added to insure per-

fect drainage. The finest are, £. Ackermanii, aurcn-

tiacum, Bridgesii, splendeTis, Russellianum, iruncaium

and iruncaium oiolaceum. Among Fuchsias are many,

which are naturally hanging plants, and peculiarly

adapted for the use of vases affording a striking and

agreeable display.

A well grown Hardenberrjia (KennedyaJ monophylla

makes a fine show, yields a mass of spikes, of charm-

ing blue flowers, and prefers a mixture of equal parts

of leaf mould, common soil, and sand.

The Hibberlia grossulariatfolia is one of the most

beautiful hanging plants, and desirable chiefly on

account of the fine color of the under side of the

leaves and pretty continuous yellow flowers: needs

only common soil, and can be easily propagated from

cuttings in sand. Lanlana miniala, crorea, i>cllou-'uitia,

and several others, are very pretty, especially when

mixed with Lobelia and Helioirope. The Lobelia erinu%

\
and other creeping varieties, either alone or combined

with larger plants are very graceful. Another very

beautiful plant, which suits particularly well for low

^cr
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windons, or on the rafters of high greenhouses, is

Lophospermum scandens; best raised from the seed,

sown in pots in March and kept at temperate heat,

but can be obtained from cuttings which have been

rooted during summer in earth and sand in a well

shaded frame. As the older plants usually become

bare on the lower stems, it is well to provide new

plants as soon as the lower leaves begin to fall off.

. . . The Lotus Jacobaus, bird's-foot trefoil, com-

mends itself chiefly for small vases, and make the

best show in combination with other ornamental

plants, especially those of light color, with which its

dark brown leaves produce an agreeable variety. It

is fond of plenty of light, and must be near the glass

;

easily propagated from slips. . . . Lysimachia num-

mularia, though common in ditches and damp woods

all over Germany, is not to be despised. It should

be grown from slips in pots in the open air, and trans-

ferred afterwards to baskets, when flowers begin to

show. Its rapid growth, long pendant runners, and

yellow star-shaped (lowers, fully warrant attention.

Some varieties hang down in large trusses, whose

lightness add to their beauty. . . . Many kinds of

Mauramlia deserve the same regard as Lophospermum,

and require almost the same treatment. . . . The

varieties of Mesembryanlhemum add greatly to the

adornment of vases: they should be treated like

cactuses. The finest are, M. aurantiacum, blandum,

coccincum, inicans, speciosum, violaceum. . . , The
Mimulus moschalus and Nemophilla, itisignis, and other

varieties, yield a charming adornment. . . . The

Nieremberi/ia catycina blooms freely and very early,

and wants a rich soil, abundance of moisture in sum-

mer and dryness in winter. . . . Petunias do well

also when they are not allowed to become too long.

The rose, Vicoinlesse Decazes, is a most suitable plant

for this purpose, particularly when care is taken be-

forehand to give it the right shape when growing in

the pot. , . . Because Saxifra<^a sarmentosa is com-

mon everywhere, it must not be neglected for its

foliage, flowers, and again its long reticulated and

filiform tendrils make a really happy effect : can be

readily increased from the knots where the rootlets

are developed on the runners. . . . The Soltya hele-

rophylla when well grown is a charming plant, whose

blue llowers are very pretty. It docs best in a mix-

ture of leaf mould or turf and common soil and most

easly obtained from seed because the cuttings root

reluctantly. . . . For baskets, the Torenia asiaiica

is very beautiful more on account of its free bloom

than its growth, which is somewhat slow. As soon

as it has bloomed in the room or greenhouse it should

be carried into the stove and watered sparingly dur-

ing winter. Slips rooted in August in a hot bed

under a bell gl.ass bloom mostly always the whole

winter. ... Of Tradescanlia, all the known kinds

mm
are commended; T. discolor because it blooms the

whole year, and T. zebrina for its growth and beau-

tiful shading of its leaves : all easily obtained from

seeds or pieces. . . . Most kinds of Tropaolum,

suit exquisitely, particularly T. Lobbianum and its

varieties. The T. Tom I'hujnb does well for flat

vases on pillars of terraces, balconies, &c., as also

the different Verbenas.

For very large and extensive greenhouses, where

abundance of space and light are furnished, there are

several plants, such as Passilora, Clematis, Plumbago
capensis, &c., when in large baskets produce a striking

appearance.

Should any one desire to cultivate creepers in

vases, &c., it is essential to choose plants so as to

make pleasing and tasteful contrasts of growth and

color, and assistance cannot be so easily rendered

here as the choice depends upon the sense of beauty

and artistic taste. Care must be taken in transplant-

ing small squat trailers to large baskets, where strong

plants with large leaves and flowers are growing lest

they be obscured, yet it is not to be denied that their

beauty is often increased thereby—skilfully combin-

ing fine leaved plants with bright bloo :iingones—for

instance, a Tradescantia zebrina, and a dark bloom-

ing Tropffiolum, or a nice luxuriant Lycopodium,

with a free blooming Torenia.

—

Illustrirte Garten-

Zeitung.

[The names of a few favorites occur which I hope

may find friends. Cis^u-s discolor, Vinca minor, .,icschy-

nanthus parasiticus, a.Dd other varielics, Russcllia jun-

cea, Maneilia cordi/olia, Torenia asiatica puUherrima, a

great improvement over asiatica, Thumbergia alata,

&c.

—

Tr.J

THE ALLEN RASPBERRY.
BY LEWIS F. ALLEN, BIFKALO, N. T.

In your paper of last month fNovember), I observe

a report, purporting to be made by a Committee of

"The Fruit- Growers' Society 0/ Eastern Pennsylrania."

They thiis speak of the allien Raspberry: "A good

deal of confusion has resulted from errors in the dis-

semination of this plant. Mr. L. F. AUcn, of Black

Rock, N. Y., originally introduced to public notice

two varieties, the Alien and Red Prolific, which

are entirely distinct sorts. Parties here, however,

hacc icceired direct from Mr. Allen these two varieties,

plants nearly identical in crcry respect, neither of which

corresponded with the description gieen in his circular, nor

with that generally grown among our nurserymen

here as the Allen Raspberry."

Now, the remarks of the Committee which I have

quoted and italicised, would, if true, convict me of

deception towards the public, about which I have a

word or two to say. I hare introduced to the public
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the two varieties of raspberry above-named, anrf no

olher. They are the only varieties of red raspberry /

erer cuitivaUd, or now hare in my possession, or uhich I

have ever sold or sent out to the public. So my denial is

as prompt and explicit as the charge, or inuendo,

made in the report. The two varieties which 1 have

sent out are as marked and distinct in their appear-

ance and growth as any two varieties of red rasp-

berry can be; and any pomologist seeing them to-

gether, either when growing or lying side by side in

ripe canes, will detect the difference in a moment.

As to my description of them in my "Circular," as

the Committee call it, but which was intended to be

merely rules for cultivation, a brief description only

is given, which is, as far as it goes, accurate.

Since I first sent out these two varieties of rasp-

berry, now several years ago, they have been largely

sold and disseminated over the country by other per-

sons, some of whom purchased their plants direct

from me, and others to whom I have never sold a

plant to my knowledge. If they have made errors or

mistakes, I am not responsible for them. I trust that

my denial of the fact on my ovf n part is sufficient to

convince "the Committee" who have made the

report, that they themselves have fallen into an

error. Many of those who have sold plants bearing

my name, probably cultivate several olher varieties,

and amid the multiplicity of labors and laborers in

the nursery at the busy season of transplanting, it

would not be strange that mistakes should sometimes

occur, and that one kind of plant should be sent

away instead of another. I do not say that such has

been the fact; but it would be no strange thing if

such an instance should now and then occur.

I ?m happy to remark that " the Committee" have

done no more than justice to the excellent qualities of

the "Allen" Raspberry In their description of its

growth and bearing. I cannot ask, and do not wish any

better testimonial to its excellence ; and will add, that

the "Red Prolific" is quite as good in every particular

ofgrowth and flavor, although of different appearance.

When their thorough hardiness, needing no winter

covering, is added to the description, I fancy the public

will look wide and far before they will find another red

raspberry their superior, or hardly their equal. The
" Committee" have not done so, at any rate. Some
pomologists object to the numerous suckers which

spring up from the "Allen" plants. That habit only

shows it abundantly able to take care of its own
propagation, and needs only the labor to cut them

away that a patch of corn or cabbage does in clearing

it from the weeds,—that labor the raspberries require

to give them their full measure of bearing and per-

fect quality of fruit.

I have heard complaints, in some quarters, that

the "Allen" is a poor bearer ; while in other quar-

ters it is the most successful bearer that is grown.

Both statements are, no doubt, true, and illustrate

the fact for which I have always contended, that all

fruits have their own favorite soils and localities, as

well as the reverse. No fruit, from an apple to a

strawbcrrj-, can be named to which the remark will

not apply ; and for proof I need refer no further than

to the discussions in the several sessions of the Na-

tional Pomological Society which have been held

during the last dozen years. Numerous instances

may be given, but the fact is too familiar with all in-

telligent pomologists to need further remarks.

The "Allen" Raspberry got itself sufficiently into

the good graces of the above-named Society a few

years ago, to be placed on their list of " fruits promis-

ing well," without any agency of mine, however. At
its last session it was quite as summarily " rejected,"

though, it appears, under the strong protest of a mi-

nority of members. I trust the majority now feel

satisfied, that in tabooing the " Allen," they have

given me a .sufficient punishment for my temerity in

speaking, in past days, some wholesome truths about
" Dwarf Pears !" Of this last I will, en-passani, re-

mark, that since my Dwarf Pear articles appeared, an

entire revolution in the manner of working, culti-

vating, and restricting the variety of pears proper to

be worked on the quince has been adopted by their

propagators, in which the indulgent public have saved

large losses, if they have not been largely benefitted.

I charge them nothing for my labor in that line, al-

though receiving any amount of contumely for my
interference.

As to the "Allen" and "Red Prolific" raspberries,

I presume they will continue to grow and flourish

with all who choose to cultivate them in favorable

soils and localities, despite their recent "rejection."

They are now so plenty and cheap, that I have ceased

to advertise them for sale, leaving that for others

who are specially in that line ; remarking, only, that

but a day or two ago I received an unsolicited order

from several hundred miles distance, for every "Red
Prolific" plant I had to spare, some thousands in

number, and which I very cheerfully filled. I found
the fruits strangers to the public, and have made
them familiar, and, with most of the receivers, glad

acquaintances. With that I am satisfied.

[.\ neighbor of ours, from a little bed of Allen
Raspberry, under, we believe, one hundred feet
square, sold " over" two hundred dollars worth
of fruit, as he informed us at the fruiting season.
His soil is low and damp. On high and dry grounds
we have noticed a tendency to produce imperfect

flowers. For our part, we should not like to

the Allen from our collection.

—

Ed.]

I spare

Wi3
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DWARF FEARS.

BT X., FUILADKLPHIA.

T. G. Yeomans. of Wayne County, who has a large orchard of

Dwarf Dw'hesse d'AnffouIem« treoi*, sent a barrel of Rclectod fruit

of till!* variety to Philadelphia a few weeks since, and it was sold

for S3.J G;i—and it is said the purchaser trebled his money in re-

tailing them out. To show the size of the pears, we may mention

that it took but 12.'> pears to fill the barrel. They wci^'hed 127

lbs., or over a pound each. The best eleven barrels sold for over

?:»00, or nearly 52S per barrel. With such prices, we can hardly

wonder that, notwithstanding the danger from flre-hlight—which

(hi^ year has proved very destructive in many pear orchards in

this vicinity—many farmers arc planting large orchards of Dwarf

Vear trees. Of course, the above figures do not represent the

averai/e price of Ditchesse tVAngnitleme pears: they only show

the advantage of growing fine specimens, and of marketing them

in the best condition. The average price is about $10 per barrel.

—

Gencste Rirmer.

It is a pity, perhaps, to spoil a good story, but the

above article needs a slight correction, and the whole

truth of the matter may prove useful to fruit growers.

The aiKlitional facts are these. Mr. Vansant, a con-

fectioner in Philadelphia, paid Mr. Yeomans $200

for seven barrels of pears, one of them being valued,

as above stated, at S3.t (!3. The pears arrived here

in apparently good condition, but within two weeks

afterwards, they rotted so rapidly at the core as to

become almost worthless. The largest specimens, in

a sound condition, could have been sold for fifty cents

apiece, and if in tolerable eating order the whole of

them could have been dispi sed of at a fair profit.

But Mr. Vansant could not, in conscience, offer fruit

in such a decayed condition at any price, without

telling the purchaser the facts; this of course spoiled

the sale, and most of the pears were either thrown

away or almost given away. None of them ripened

properly.

Now what was the cause of this rapid decay of the

fruit? The Duchesse d'Angouleme is generally a

pretty good keeper. Were the pears picked too soon,

before they were properly ripened? was it the warm
weather? was it the injury received from transporta-

tion in barrels; or some other cause, which produced

the disastrous result?

Other questions arise. Can fine pears be shipped

in a partially ripened state, and transported long dis-

t.anccs, in barrels or otherwise, and then be kept with

success and ripened up by fruit dealers? [Mr. Van-

sant, be it noted, has had much experience in keeping

and ripening pears.] Or must choice pears be kept

by persons skilled in the business in proper fruit-

houses, and then be taken short distances to market,

in small and carefully prepared packages, just when
they are in eating order? It must be confessed that

a large proportion of the choice pears sent to this

city from New York and Boston, are presented to us

by the dealers in a sadly bruised, blackened, shrivelled,

liuilly ripened, flavorless condition. Ko person, un-

—
^

acquainted with the real qualities of the Vicar of

Winkfield, would ever suppose it to be a desirable

pear, if he were to judge from the specimens usually

found in our fruit stores. The public all vote dwarf

pears a humbug, if the fruit-growers do not, unless

we can furnish them with fruit in a better condition

than this. Our own idea is, that the task of keeping

and preparing fine pears for market must be done by

fruit-growers, and that such pears must be transported

in small packages with great care, and generally only

short distances. Kach neighborhood must grow its

own pears. They cannot, probably, be shipped and

handled like apples, with good success. At any rate,

the facts of the case in question will prove highly

instructive to pear growers.

"NORTHERN APPLES IN THE SOUTH."

EV W. S. L.^NCJUON, NASHVII.LK, TE.N.N.

On page 302 of your Monthly, I find an extract from

a letter of James Magoffin, of St. Stevens, -Via.,

with the above caption. He states that Northern

apples are found toi7npro!-e in his climate—the "ole-

aginous and saccharine matter singularly increased,

and the aroma greater and finer."

I am sorry that he did not inform us as to their

keeping qualities. There may be something in the

gulf atmosphere that will improve in this respect!

In North Alabama, Mississippi, and Tennessee,

where I have had an observation of many years, I

can assure you, that northern apples are in no respect

improved, except in color, and there is not a single

northern apple—known to be such—that trill keep

through the winter. I will give a few specimens.

iEsopus Spitzenberg, Downing says, ripens from

December to February. It was on exhibition at our

State Fair, in Nashville, Tennessee, the 10th of Sep-

tember, dead ripe.

Northern Spy, Downing says, ripens in January

and keeps till June, but in Tennessee it is never seen

after Christmas.

Yellow Bellefleur, November to March at the north
;

here a fall apple. Baldwin, ditto.

Peck's Pleasant, November to March. I recently

heard a nurseryman offer a dollar a piece for all of

this apple grown in Middle Tennessee, to be delivered

to him on the 1st of January.

In this way I might enumerate all the northern

winter apples that have been fruited in this country.

Besides this defect in the keeping, only a few varie-

ties will hang on the tree till perfected. This remark

is also true of the northern summer and fall varieties.

No informed man will now plant an orchard of north-

ern varieties of trees.

I would be glad to hear further from southern men

on this subject.
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ALL ABOUT STRAWBERRIES.
BY " SUBSCniDEB,"' nALTIMOBE, M.D.

For nearly twenty years past, I have been an un-

pretending amateur in the great and good cauao

of Horticulture, but chiefly engaged in the culti-

vation of plants in a small way. Having a very

great p.ission for cultivating plants, and enjoying

real delight in watching the progress of vegetation,

the trouble and labor necessarily incident to the suc-

cessful cultivation of plants is a pleasure, not dimin-

ished by the lapse of years, but decidedly on the

increase with the increase of years.

Not being favored with means for cultivation in a

greenhouse, I have, this season, turned my attention

to the growing of hardy plants, and, as the " utile

cum dulce" is signally and truly combined in the

strawberry, my elTorts have been especially given to

the growth of that delicious fruit.

Information has been respectfully sought from some

of the most intelligent and successful growers of

this fruit in the country, and I now lender my warm
acknowledgments to those gentlemen at home and

abroad, who have very promptly and no less kindly

responded to my inquiries. I have asked particularly

to be instructed as to the very best and most practi-

cally useful varieties, and the most celebrated varie-

ties in every respect, both as to table use and market-

ing, I have been induced to believe, must be, the

"Wilson's" Albany, Austin seedling. Wizard of the

North, Triomphe de Gand, and Seedling Eliza. Not

having been engaged in cultivating this fruit suffi-

ciently long, I can only speak from information re-

ceived from friends who speak experimentally about

them; but my friends in this case, as well as in all

other cases, are gentlemen of such reliability, that I

am so thoroughly convinced of the truth, the whole

truth of what they assert, that I adopted their testi-

mony as my own.

First then, a friend writes me about the " Wizard

6/ the North" thus :
" I did not see the Wizard in

fruit, as it was in the winter when I was in England

and Scotland, but, gentlemen of the highest standing in

society, assured me, that the fruit of the Wizard has

been known to reach the enormous size of 9g inches in

circumference." From the very favorable antecedents

in relation to the character of my friend who has

thus written, and from conviction that his friends

in Europe are such as any gentleman may rely on

for all that is excellent, I am prepared to rely impli-

citly on his statements. What a size for a strawberry

is 9g inches—truly it must be a Wizard!"

Secondly, the " Wilson's Albany" has so well es-

tablished its character that nothing need be said about

it, further than when a gentleman amateur or any

one else, desires to have a choice collection of the

most justly celebrated strawberries, he naturally and

^

irresistably (for the truth you know is great and will

prevail) turns among the very first to the " Wilson"

for a combination of all qualites that are excellent.

So much only is needed for the " H'i7*on."

Thirdly, come the younger candidates for pub-

lic favor, the Triomphe de Gand and Seedlimj

Eliza. A reverend and kind brother in the ministry

of Christ, writes me from his home, that among the

numerous varieties which ho has under cultivation

Cand, I am informed, he has 50 acres in cultivation of

the strawberry), he gives a decided preference to the

somewhat new, but no less noble berry, the Triomphe

de Gand."

The successful and courteous Horticulturist, Mr.

John Saul, of Washington City, also assures me, that

the result of a very careful test of the "Seedling

Eliza" on his part, warrants him in saying, most

decidedly, that this variety is the largest and best

variety of the pines now grown.

And, now, Mr. Editor, comes the last, but by no

means the least in size and other excellencies, the

"Austin Seedling," grown by the Shakers, at Water-

vliet, near Albany, New York. This, 1 am remark-

ably disposed to regard as my favorite, not only on

account of its immense size (ti inches in circumfer-

ence), but chiefly because it is a native of our own

beloved country.

Hear the testimony given to the ".^usim." I must

not bo understood to say one word designedly to

detract from the merits of any one of these pleasant

candidates for the suflfrages of their growers and con-

sumers. I intend no such thing. There are now Q^

varieties of the newest and best I could lay hands

on, now growing luxuriantly in my enclosure, and I

am putting forth my best efforts in a test of the merits

of each and all of them, and am not at all trammelled

by partiality in the case. But, to the "Austin"—the

"Great Austin."

A friend from the north writes me in this strain :

After giving very strong testimony in favor of " Wil-

son's Albany," he says :
" 1 visited the grounds of the

Shakers, near Albany, in this State (New YorkJ, at

the season oi fruiting ; and, although I saw the fruit

In bearing on beds that had been permitted to run

wild, that is, the old plants exhausted themselves,

and the young ones ran out and covered the ground

into a compact mass of plants; and they were so

thick that they could not get either light or air, such

was the condition of the whole plot, about a half

acre ; in the spring, when they cut lanes or alleys

through, using the plants taken out of the alleys for

a new plantation, there was a small portion of the

plot, about two of the beds, that got partly drowned

out (it being a little lower than the rest) during the

heavy spring- rains, the fruit on these beds were

enormous and all large, clearly showing that the others
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were too much crowded. The fruit xras fine em all,

and very fine indeed, considering they had no extra

cultivation. And, at that time, the earth whs greatly

parched up for the want of rain. The soil, being a

sandy loam, the drought greatly affected it.

I was so well pleased with the fruit that I permitted

friend Miller, the Shaker Trustee, to fill my order

which I had sent in conditianally, that is, to take the

plants, provided I found the fruit to come up to my
expectations.. Some of the 1000 plants I have sold,

the rest I have set for fruiting and propagating plantg.

I directed my brother to cultivate a lot of the plants.

He set 100 in the spring of 1S59, this spring he took

up the 100 plants with a large ball of earth to each,

moved them to his new place, and, notwithstanding

the removal, every plant produced a quart of fruit,

and I now have hundreds of hills or crowns that will

produce a quart of fruit each.

The crowns which have grown this season in my
garden are so large, that the leaves now measure

from outside or across the hill or plant from 16 to 18

inches.

I obtained the Austin only this summer—of course

I will get no fruit until next Spring.

I am confident that, with good culture, they will

come up to the statement of friend Miller, that is,

the fruit has been grown at the Shaker farm at

Watervliet, near Albany, to the enormous size of 6

inches in circumference.

It is a Giant variety. The finest stalks are from

16 to IS inches high, and prodigious foliage. The
berries arc all enormously large."

Another friend from New York has written to me
lately, that the year before last he saw and handled '

berries grown on the "Muslin Seedling" strawberry 1

plant which measured accurately 6 inches in circum- I

ference. Now, Mr. Editor, this is about the size of
I

a well grown apple. I have heard it said of a par- i

ticular variety of cherry, that it took two bites before
'

you could swallow it, but from the information re-
1

ceived about the "jlusiin," I am fully convinced it

would take several large bites before it could be

swallowed without risk of choking.

[As a rule we prefer the direct experience of our

friends, to that which they may gather from others
;

but we pass the above on account of the pains the

respected author, who is known to us personally, has

taken to " collect evidence" in behalf of the kinds

specified.

But we would remark that parties are often hon-

estly mistaken in their estimate of the value of

tny kind for general cultivation. Local circum-

stances have an astonishing influence on the straw-

berry, and granting the punctilious accuracy of our

i-orrcspondenl's information, some oflhe newer ones

may yet prove unworthy of extensive culture.

—

Ed.]

BDCEINGHAM APPLE.
BT J. VAN BIREN, CLABKSVILLE, CA.

On looking over the proceedings of the American
Pon-ological Convention as reported in the Gardener's

Monthly, I notice that Dr. Warder, of Kentucky,
" introduced an apple formerly known as the Buck-

ingham, but which is now known by the name of the

" Illinois Buckingham." The Buckingham is an old

variety which originated in the garden of Col. John
Bycrs in the year 1777, and was then called Queen,
and was taken from Buckingham county, Va., where
it emigrated into North Carolina and took the name
of the county from which it was taken.

In Kentucky, CO years ago, it was called Queen
;

in other Stales it has passed by the names of Late

Queen, Winter Queen, Ox Eye, Blackburn, Merit

Apple, Henshaw,and Byer's Red. In this section of

country it is still sparingly cultivated under the name
of Buckingham, but from its propensity to drop from

the tree is nearly abandoned. Instead of adding to

the present confusion in the nomenclature of fruits

by clubbing old varieties with new names, we had

hoped the efforts of the Society would have been

directed to its simplification, and not to steal our

Southern thunder for the benefit of any Northern

State.

[We received the above late last month, but held

it over in case any correction of Dr. Warder's remarks

might be offered, in connection with the general in-

vitation we extended.

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCE OF A NOVICE IN VINERT
MANAGEMENT

BY DR. T., CHESTER CO., PA.

I send you a few berries of the Bowood Muscat.

You see how well they keep. It has given me more

satisfaction than any I have, ripening early with the

Hamburg, and hangs the last without moulding.

Syrian, Hauiburg, Zinlindal, Golden Hamburg, atxi

Trebiana, all that are left, are mouldy, and not fit to

eat, whereas the Bowood Muscat is, as you see. By-

the-bye, Trebiana is rather poor, somewhat resem-

bling the Syrian, but not as large, and more acid.

My grapery has done finely this year, giving us a

full supply of delicious grapes, which is very encour-

aging
;

particularly so, as 1 had not a single bunch

from at least forty out-door vines. So I recommend

all my friends and neighbors to build cheap grape-

houses ; for from the last few years' experience, it is

the only way to have fruit to a certainty.

[The above was not sent for publication, but as

exhibiting the successful application of principles

to an excellent practical result, it will be so encour-

aging to others, that we arc sure our friend will par-

don us for printing it.

—

Ed.]

^^^^
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CHENANGO STRAWBERRT APPLE.
BY V. COLLINS, SMYIINA, K. V.

In your notice of the Chenango Strawberry Apple

you say you can discover no material difTcrencc be-

tween it and the Minister. Now I have them both

in bearing, and they are about as nearly alike as (he

Rohan potato and the Hubbard Squash. The Che-

nango Strawberry, as I told you, originated in this

county, and the Minister in Massachusetts. The

Strawberry begins to ripen about the IWh of .Septem-

ber, the Minister is full a month later. The two are

somewhat similar in appearance, but yet can be easily

distinguished by having specimens of both. The

Chenango Strawberry was raised from seed planted

many years since by a colored man named Frank.

There were originally three trees in the same orchard,

but one of them is dead and the others have borne

abundantly the present season.

It was for a long time called the Frank Apple.

Subsequently it was named the Jackson Apple; and

lastly, the Strawberry, to which I attached the name

of the county to dislingush it from the early and late

Strawberry's of Western Xew York. I presume the

same apples are several weeks earlier with you than

with us, so that the Minister would be ripe there

about the same time the Strawberry is here, which

may have led you to suppose they arc identical. I

think if you had both varieties growing in the same
localit}', you would find they were not so much alike

as you now think them. The shoots of the Straw-

berry are light yellow white ; those of the other are

much darker and more nearly green. The flesh of

Minister is much more firm than the Strawberry and

the flavor of those grown here much inferior. It

does not bear as young and not near so abundantly.

The Chenango Strawberry is but little known beyond

this and the adjoining counties. I sent some speci-

mens to P. Barry while he published the Horticul-

turist, and he sent for some scions, and now you will

find it in the catalogue of KUwanger & Barry, in the

list of those on trial. They have the Minister and

I have never heard that they thought them alike. I

have no other object in sending the apples than to dis-

seminate it, because I think that for its season it has

not superior.

[If, as our correspondent says, " the two are some-

what similar in appearance, the main difference being

that the fruitof the Minister ripens a month later,"'we
submit there must be a nearer resemblance between

them than between " a Rohan potato and a Hubbard

squash."

Our correspondent should remember that it does

not follow that because a fruit may be well ascer-

tained to be a seedling, it must necessarily be very

distinct from kinds already known.

We had no specimens of the Minister by us to

compare with the Chenango Strawberry. We only

suggested the resemblance, and our correspondent's

own letter shows we had good reason for so doing.

As, however, he has the opportunity of comparing

both together which we had not, and points out

Iheir difference, we deem his explanation satisfactory,

and repeat that the specimens sent were in quality

and appearance of most superior excellence, and we
feel favored by the opportunity afforded us of testing

them.—Ed.]

niAEING ICE.

UY BOREAS.

As I consider it almost as important that the public

should be .Tiadc acquainted with our failures, as well

as our successes, in any experiments, I will state,

that I once endeavored to fill my ice-house with ice

obtained from the falling spray of a fountain. I set

the fountain playing, with a rose on the nozzle,

during several cold nights. The ice formed almost

as fast as it fell, and I was in fine spirits at the pros-

pect of getting my supply without the trouble of

hauling it from a considerable distance and up a high

hill. But when I commenced to cut it, I found it

was composed of thin strata, with air between, and

so soft and shelly, that it would not keep. Next

season I think of making a small pond and filling it

from the fountain. I find that a pond about one hun-

dred feet square will fill my house.

[The above was received late last spring, and wo
have held it over till it should be again in season.

As now is the time for the "ice question," it may
bring out some good thing that will be of service to

parties so situated.

—

Ed.]

Accelerating THE Maturity OF Cauliflowers.

—A correspondent of the Farmer and Gardener says,

in Ireland he made a slit two inches from the ground

upwards into the heart of a matured cauliilower,

put a piece of stick in to prevent a reunion of parts,

drew up the soil two inches above the cut part, and

staked to prevent the head blowing over by the wind,

and the result was a head fit for market six to eight

days before others not so treated.

New Apple Ladder.—Split an ash or spruce

pole to withm a few feet of the end ; then put

on a ring or insert a wrought nail and clinch it

so as to prevent the pole from splitting further;

spread it the right width for a ladder, until near

the crotch, where it must graduallj' curve ; con-

fine it in this shape; bore and insert rounds

the proper distance and it is ready to poke up

through any little opening, and will rest firmly

against a small branch where a common ladder

would often cant or mist about.

—

Maine Farmer.
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VALEDICTORY TO 1860.

At the close of our second volume, it is meet that

we say a few words valcdiitorily and prospectively.

And in bidding adieu to the past, wc do it reluct-

antly, as separating from a dear friend who has been

kind and considerate towards us,—who has over-

lookod otir foibles, and been liberal with our short-

comings, and generously credited us with the good

we have aimed to do equally as if we had actually

done it. Kind, generous friend, Oh horticultural

public of ISljO! How happy would that debtor be

who, in the common commercial affairs of life, found

his creditor so ready to "take the will for the deed"

in satisfaction of all claims, as thou hast been in our

case !

Still, if we have not done what we might, and per-

haps ought to have done, we have performed at least

what we promised to do. AVe offered a folio sheet,

and gave a quarto, and subsequently heaped the mea-

sure to a neat octavo. Encouraged by public approval,

a.s indicated by our subscription-book, we gave a

costly frontispiece, occasionally colored, in addition;

and in our wood-engravings we have been profuse.

Wc have been particular in the introduction of this

department, having noted, from infancy upwards,

the lasting impression this style of education makes.

Many of our toughest lessons in boyhood were so

profusely illustrated with wood-cuts, that we have

never forgotten them. To be sure, our village peda-

gogue employed birch, while the publisher uses box;

but that makes no difference, so that the subject is

made equally clear in each case.

P.^ssing from the publisher's desk to the editorial

department, we think the same result will be found

in pledges redeemed and promises performed. We
set out by the avowal that we should know " no

North, no South;" and we have even ignored the

whole Union as a geographical boundary to our

sphere of usefulness. We have labored as strenu-

ously for the cause of horticulture in Canada as for

California and Florida, or Maine and Virginia. By
"shooting a little with a lengthened bow," we may
make the poet truly say:

'* These are our realms, do limit to their sway.

Our work, our sceptre; all wIk> read, obey.

As far as art can reach, or artists roam,

Surrey our empire, and behold our homer*

And in the general management of the paper, we
have carefully avoided every thing likely to wound
the feelings of the humblest, with a single eye to the

accumulation of facts and figures that might have

some relation to the beautiful pursuit in which we
are all over the whole continent engaged: and hav-

ing thus nothing to charge ourselves withal, we feel

" Like him who wraps the drapery of his coach about him,

And lies down to pleasant dreams."

And yet not long to dream ; for the future, laden with

hope and fragrant with success, awakens us again to

action. The fragrance of morning already diffuses

itself around us with the dawn of ISOl, and the full

light will find us as earnest as ever; here clearing

away, there sowing seed, and in every direction pass-

ing what encouraging words we can to the husband-

men. Our many friends, we know, will help us

—

not only that part of the little pronoun which repre-

sents the publisher, by doing every thing possible

to make the paper known,—but us, also, of the edit-

orial department, by contributing every little fact or

observation that may have the slightest bearing on

horticultural pursuits.

"TE MAT ENOW HIM BT HIS GARDEN."
You may judge a man from the bumps on his head,

from the features of his face, from his style of com-

position, from his handwriting, from his gait,—why
not from his garden ? True, gardens are generally

delivered from one man to another, and so cannot

express the pro tern, owner's soul. Again, gardens

are ordered like boots at the boot-maker's, and ex-

press the owner's idiosyncrasy still less than those

boots express the shape of their wearer's feet. Still,

some men there be who, like Jack in his house, live

in the gardens they themselves planted. And of these

men we "sing." Take, as first specimen, one of

your near neighbor's garden. Look at it, and tell us,

can it belong to anybody but to Peter Juniper Wat-

kinson, the eminent lawyert There is Coke upon

Lyftleton in all the shrubs; there is precision in the

rectangular walks ; there is system in the flower-

beds ; the gravel seems of the driest, the grass of the

palest, and the genius of special pleading gazes at

you out of a couple of China vases before the house.

Take, as a contrast, a near neighbor on the left,

pretty Mrs. Wimbledon, widow of the late Mr. Wim-
bledon, a young and pretty widow; with a garden

that looks so intelligent ; with flower-beds so dash-
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ing and flouncy ; with premium strawberries; with

altogether "so engaging n place," as people say, that

many good folks would like to share it with the

lovely Mrs. Wimbledon.

No. 3 is down in the hollow, old Rue, the bach-

elor's home. Looks very clean,—nobody can possi-

bly say it looks dirty or slovenly. But the cleanli-

ness is that of a ship,—the tidiness, that of a barrack,

—all discipline: not the trace of woman anywhere.

Evergreens predominate fearfully. Deep shade, also,

bordering on misanthropy, morosity, austerity, and

other similar Latin and Greek words. Reader, be-

ware ! Turn about, ascend the hill and peep in No.

4, Alphonso Galbraith's, the artist's, place. People

who turn every thing into ridicule say it is like a

bedstead; and so is, at least in shape; so obsguare

and so small. But a jolly little spot it is. Genius

and poverty, jollity and good nature are in it. The

same plants that seem to weep at Rue's, here smile

broadly, and balance themselves in the sun with a

graceful ease ; and the pretty arbor, just looking like

a temple of Venus, Bacchus, Comus, and all those

full, half, and quarter gods, not to mention the quaint

devices, the antique seals, the big Newfoundlander,

not painted in iron, but alive and barking, the grape

trellis, and, above all, the good taste throughout.

Nos. C, 7, 8, and 9 of our catalogue shall not be

noticed. Doctor of Medicine, of Divinity, Sheriff

of the County, and Professor of Dentistry, one and

all in different gardens.

No. 10 shall be the last. Plumley's that is. Don't

you know Plumley? Why everybody knows Plum-

ley, and everybody's wife particularly. His real

name is Plumley Grabbitt. Dry-goods, you know.

Garden made to order ; the best for the mo-

ney ; the most complete assortment of styles ; very

rich and crowded
;
greenhouses, statues, wire-work,

all sorts of things so beautifully crowded,—just like

his shop-window in town. Made to be admired, and,

what is worse, people do admire it.

Not to particularize any more, we will state it

broadly : you may learn a man's bent from his gar-

den. There is character in his garden,—also and

most often the characteristic absence of character. In

that case, you have the "hum drum" style of garden;

the copy of somebody's copy of somebody else's copy

of somebody else's indifferent original.

Ves, good reader, the garden is the mirror of the

mind, as truly as the character of a nation is the

reflex of the individuals composing it.

MR. RATHTON-S ESSAT.
We give in this month's issue the first plate of in-

sects in Mr. Rathvon's Entomological Essay, colored.

It is our intention, after passing it through the

Monthly, to issue it in book form, with all the platet

colored ; but the expense will prevent our publishing

the remaining plates in the Monthly, colored. The
price of the work wilt be fifty cents per copy. As
the number printed will be limited, we should be

glad to receive the names of subscribers in advance.

A liberal discount will be made by the dozen, and to

societies, and others who may wish to offer them as

premiums to exhibitors.

BATES' PLANT PROTECTOR.
Mr. Daniels, of this city, has left at our ofEce a

little affair, of which the following is a sketch :

—

It is formed of an umbrella-like triangle, that will

open and shut, the spaces between the legs being

made of mosquito netting. It is just the thing to

protect egg plants, tomatoes, squash vines, and other

plants, in early infancy, from gramenivorous insects

whose only office here below seems to be to convince

the skeptical that Job was not a horticulturist.

SDRFACE-MANCRING.
We were much pleased with the remarks made by

President Wilder, at the late Pomological Conven-
tion, on surface-manuring; believing, as it is well

known from our past issues, that the general recog-

nition of this principle will work wonders in horti-

cultural economy.

Truly, as Mr. Wilder observed, it is no new idea;

but on this there need not be much difference of

opinion. The man who popularizes an idea that is

really a gain to the community, deserves, at least, to

share whatever merits there may be in it. From the

earliest records of antiquity to the present time,

there has, doubtless, been a continual succession of

minds who recognized the value of the principle

;

but yet it is a fact, that so far as our own generation
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is concerned, the leading horticultnral and agricultu-

ral ppiritj, from Judge Bucl and ,Mr. A. J. Downing,

downwards, have been opposed to it,—and the agri-

rultural chemists of the present day, with very few

exceptions, look on it as contrary to a correct theory

of manurial management. The great objection has

been, that much of the ammonia is lost when manure

is applied in this way, which is, undoubtedly, the

case ; but the corresponding advantages far outbal-

ance this difliculty.

It is a well-ascertained fact, that the most active

feeding fibres are at the surface of the soil. They
avoid the light; but they approach the atmosphere as

near as they can consistently with this aversion.

All the fibres beneath the surface will show, on ex-

amination, a gradually increasing weakness, in pro-

portion to their depth. It has even been suspected,

—

and with much reason,—that all roots of any consid-

erable depth beneath the surface do little else than

supplj' moisture. They are the "hewers of wood,

and drawers of water" in the tree's social system.

To "dig manure down into the soil, where the

roots can get at it," is, then, mistaken policy. That

system which applies it to the surface is the most

rational of all.

Too much stress has certainly been laid on the

necessity of preventing the escape of ammonia from

manure. Barnyard material that may have lain on

some neglected surface for several seasons, and, to the

unassisted senses, has lost every perceptible trace of

its ammoniacal properties, is well known to practical

men to be of the most value. Even those crops which

ire supposed to require most nitrogen—to which end

ammonia is regarded as the chief minister—are

found in practice to do best in " well-decayed ma-

nure." In celery-growing, for instance, one year

hotbed-dung is usually preferred to fresh ; and the

older the manure,—if three years,—so much the

better is the resultant crop.

It is the action of atmospheric air on manure that

prepares it for the food of planLs. This process is

best accomplished at the surface; and the best roots

being on the same ground, all the best elements of

culture meet under the best possible conditions of

success. The great body of the soil must be looked

on as rather a reservoir of water and inorganic mat-

ter, which is drawn upon by attraction as the surface

loses them by evaporation and vegetable absorption.

The first preparation of the soil should be thorough.

It will not retain heat and moisture unless it can be

continued elastic and porous. This calls for drain-

ing, subsoiling, and, if the strata is tenacious, a

thorough mixing of porous material. This once

thoroughly accomplished, after-culture is deprived of

much of its laboriousness and expense. An annual

forking-up of the soil for the yearly crops, and a

SDrface-dressing of well-rotted manure, accomplishes,

for half the usual cost and trouble, double what can

be accomplished under the old system.

We well know that there are scores of our best

minds that will smile at our reasoning,—amused, not

that we recommend the practice, but that we should

think it v orth reasoning on at all, as practice in their

hands has so successfully demonstrated its truth ; but

there are hundreds of cultivators who are yet incred-

ulous, and it is not right to ask them to abandon

time-hallowed practices, without showing some rea-

son for the trial of a substitute proposed.

ACTION OF FROST ON THE QUALITT
OP FRUITS.

A Connecticut friend states that pears which usually

hare an astringent property, are rendered of the

highest excellence by a slight exposure to white frost.

The Vicar of Winkfield he particularly refers to as

being rendered a first-class fruit by this process. We
have a neighbor who has a very large Vicar ; and it has

been a curious subject for speculation with us for

some years past, why the fruit on some portions of

the tree should be very superior, and on others so

absolutely worthless ; and we think it quite probable

that the hint above noted affords the real reason.

The after-treatment of fruit is of quite as much

importance as obtaining good kinds,—and the note

of our friend is worthy of more extended observa-

tion. It is well known how frost acts in removing

the astringency of the persimmon ; and it is just as

likely to have the same effect on the pear. Many of

our second-rate pears would be really delicious, but

for a slight puckering flavor. If frost will aid in

removing this objection, what a valuable fruit Louise

Bonne de Jersey, for instance, would be ! Of course,

caution will be needed, as loo much frost would in-

duce decay.

Cocci-Lvs CABOLiNrs.

—

A few days ago we re-

ceived the following note from Mr. Robert Nelson,

of Montgomery, Alabama;
" I cannot deny myself the pleasure of sending you

the enclosed little bunch of a native perennial

climber, which, I think, would be an ornament of

the highe.'t beauty in a camellia-house, as it could

be planted in the ground in the greenhouse, and al-

lowed to climb. Not the smallest part of its beauty

is, that it keeps the berries on the vines all the win-

ter. I have not analyzed if, as I never noticed it

when in bloom."

[Though able to name the plant for our friend, we

had no idea that the plant was near so beautiful as
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his specimens prove it to bo. We so heartily second

his views as to its value for either conservatory or

open-air decoration, thai wc have had the annexed

cut made of the specimen he sends us.

The berries are of the most brilliant glossy scarlet,

and cover the plant most profusely. It will, no

doubt, prove hardy as far north as the Trumpet-

vine will flourish well, though, perhaps, the berries

may not have time to mature and put on its fine color

before frost arrives, but it would be admired for its

graceful foliage alone.

The plant is considered by botanists as being

dioecious, but it is more probably polygamous. The

fact is worth remembering, as it is not advisable to

raise such plants from seed. A plant that bears well

should be selected, and layers made from the young

growing shoots in June. We hope some of our south-

ern nurserymen will soon have it on their lists for

sale. The small figure represents a seed cleared from

the pulp, and is quite a curiosity in its structure.

Large Potatoes.— C. says:—"Can you tell us

what is the size of the nail-kegs used in Florida, to

which you compare the potatoes grown in that State

in your November number?" which we understand

as a polite expression of his potatorial infidclily. We
know nothing more than the statement conveys,

which, as we duly credited, originally appeared in

the Soulhern CuUivator,

Our correspondent's doubts originate, evidently,

from his experience of the potato here. The root

of the plant—the "potato" of our tables—being,

properly, a bud only, must mature whenever the

plant which produces it does, and the following sea-

son must die away and give place to a new growth,

as it is well known potatoes do. Under such cir-

cumstances, it would be, of course, impossible for a

tuber to continue enlarging " for three years without

becoming pithy" ! But can our correspondent say

the potato plant may not continue growing in the

mild climate of Florida for two or three seasons

without maturing or dying down 1 If it does do that,

there is nothing incredible in the statement of the

Florida correspondent. The potato-tuber—properly

its bud—would grow as long as the plant did it be-

longed to. It is not wise to discredit positive state-

ments, for no other reason than because they do not

accord with our limited experience.

In like manner we have heard parties dispute the

probability of a potato producing white and purple

tubers on the same plant. A statement which, inde-

pendent of the positive evidence in its favor, is not

only probable, but, to a certain extent, can be ac-

counted for.

White, scientifically speaking, is no color. It is,

in fact, the absence of all color; but, in the every-

day language of horticulture, it expresses loss of

color. Many plants with colored leaves and flowers

lose their color, and become white or variegated, and

these sports are continued by propagation from buds

or cuttings ; but it is found, in practice, that there

is a continual effort on the part of the plant to regain

its lost colors. Variegated hollies, yews, box, euony-

mus, cedars, and many other plants have to be con-

tinually watched to take out the green shoots that

persist in coming out amongst the variegated ones.

The original color of the potato was blue. The
white is a sport, and as in the other cases, propa-

gated as it is by buds, there is a continual tendency

to revert to the original color. Very few are the

cases of white potatoes in a field of blue ones; but
Jf9)
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blue degenerating, or regenerating, from the white,

is an cvery-day occurrence.

Poet's ConxF.n.— I am so much pleased with the

contents of thy paper, that I intend to subscribe for it

as long as it and me live. Yet there is a want, which,

if supplied, would, I think, be an improvement, and

that is a Poet's Cornel, say half a column at the end,

It would be interesting to thy youthful and female

readers; and even sedate folks of my age would read

it, as I would contribute occasionally to it. All poet?

have sung of gardens, flowers, and bowers. Let us

have a Poet's Corner. I will wait for the number of

first month to see what thee and thy readers think

of it. John Arbor.

[Much obliged by our friend's compliments; but

we fear wc are lacking in patience to conduct such a

department. We have an indescribable horror of

bad poetry; and when we look at the "Poet's Cor-

ner" of some of our exchanges, and the quality of the

stuff that passes muster to get there, we are sure the

"galled jades of editors must wince" at the severity

of the doom that ordains them to wade through per-

haps hundreds of pieces to select even them. No,

no, good Friend Arbor. Your own pieces would be,

doubtless, very meritorious ; but in opening the door,

so many would rush in, that our nerves would soon

break down, and your last service to us would be to

write an elegy to our honor, and chaunt a dirge over

our remains,—a melancholy duty, which, for reasons

satisfactory to ourself, we wish to reserve for you as

remotely as possible.

—

Ed.]

Names of Plants— H. A. T., Crescent City, Iowa.

—We have a tree growing plentifully here that we

call Box Elder or Alder, and I wish to know if it is

not the same tree that is cultivated in the E.astern

nurseries as Ash-leaved Maple 1 fl.)

The bark of the young trees, and limbs of the larger

ones, are of a bright green color. I also send you

two flowers for names. fJo. 1 Is cultivated at the

East, but I do not know the proper name of it. It

is called Matrimony-vine. Can you give me the

proper name? (2.)

No. 2 is one of our native plants, and is a beauty.

It is a perennial, grows from one to two feet high,

blooms in September. (3.)

[1. The same. Negundo aceroidcs.

2. Lycium barbarum.

3. Diplopappus linariifolius.

—

Ed.]

Pears.—We have received specimens of a seedling

pear from Hon. S. Walker, which we wish to keep

a few days for more perfect maturity before testing.

We ask the same favor of delay from others of our

friends.

Rooting in Moss—E. C. A.—I procured, last

year, some Cherry Currant bushes, and, being much
delighted with the fruit they bore this year, I thought

I would make some cuttings from them. Now, hav-

ing read about cuttings making roots very readily in

moss, I concluded I would try this. Having prepared

my cuttings about eight inches long, (September 14,)

I placed them in horizontal layers, between moss in

a soap-box, getting in eight hundred cuttings in eight

layers. On the top I put a thick layer of moss, to

insure moisture to the upper layers of cuttings. I

then placed the box under glass in a cold hotbed

frame. On examining my cuttings yesterday, I found

them all beautifully calloused over, and even little

roots projecting from the callus.

The object of my letter, Mr. Editor, is now to in-

quire of you, whether I may leave these cuttings in

the moss all winter, or whether they had better be

put in sand or earth now. A kind answer to my in-

quiry, through the Gardener's Afonthly, would oblige

me very much, and may bo interesting to more of

your readers.

[The sooner they are out of the moss after rooting,

the better. They should be put for a few days after

being set in a pot or box of soil, into a place a little

warmer than the place they came from; and if with

a gentle bottom-heat, so much the better.

—

Ed. j

Diseased Camellias.—Some one, who gives us

no name, and the post-mark on whose letter is illeg-

ible, sends us the following:

" I send you a leaf as a sample of my camellias. I

had them in a shady place all summer; potted or

shifted them in September; they had bloom-buds

on. The buds are falling, and the plants looking

worse every day. I have no greenhouse. Sometimes

they are kept in the cellar through the winter. I

have them now in a sunk pit, with good glass sash

for a covering.

" Will you please to let me know, through the

Gardener's Monthly, why they look so, and how I

may treat them? and oblige A Si'bscriuer."

When "camellias are potted in September,'" unless

they were previously very healthy, and in the hands

of an experienced parly who would know how care-

fully to water them, they generally "grow worse."

Never shift any plant until it is just about to grow.

The roots of your plants have become diseased, and

do not act, and the leaves, deprived of sustenance,

become brown and fall off. Keep them now as dry

as just possible to maintain vitality, and early in

spring cut them in severely, and set in a hotbed to

induce a now growth.

Names ok Plants— 11'. M. li., Hancock, Ills.—
Clematis Virginiana, the Virginia Virgin's Bower.

m^
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Watkhmelov Molasses— C. C, ^'inchcsUr, Tenn.
—In the September number of your invaluable peri-

odical, r noticed an article headed " Watermelon
Molasses." As melons arc very plenty in this coun-
try, I would like to find out how he makes it. I

tried a small quantity of juice, boiling down to a

syrup
;
but it had the taste of burnt molasses, though

I was very careful in boiling not to burn it.

As your correspondent expresses himself willing
to explain his process of making the syrup to any
one asking him, I would like to get his address. If

you do not have his address, could you give me any
information about it,—whether the peculiar burnt
taste can be got rid of? Also, how to clarify it from
very fine particles of melon that straining will not
take out, so as to make it clear like the syrup we
buy at stores? If you will please answer this, you
will confer a great favor.

[The gentleman referred to will, we hope, comply.
—Ed.]

Strawberry-worm.— Is there any remedy ("ex-

cept finger-picking) for the worm that eats the leaves

of strawberry plants? The full-grown worm is an
inch long, white or very pale green. It appears at

the close of the fruiting season, and remains about a
month. The second generation comes in September,
and is still ("October 11) abundant, varying from
three-eighths to an inch or a little more in length.

Please answer in your next Monthly, and oblige a

Subscriber.
[We have never observed the insect our corres-

pondent alludes to ; and as the post-mark is illegible,

and there is no clue to what part of the country our
"Subscriber" lives in, we are unable to collect any
information from others.

"Will correspondents please remember that inquiries,

to receive any chance of attention in the forthcoming
number, must reach us before the 10th of the month.
All the work of this department cannot be done in a
few days before going to press. It is a pleasure to

aid our friends if they will give us proper time.

—

Ed.]

Speakers at the Pomological CoxvEXTioff.
—We are pleased to note the increasing interest of
amateurs in horticultural influence. At the recent
American Pomological Convention, the names of sev-
enty-six speakers were reported. Of these, fifty
were amateurs, and but twenty-six nurserymen.

Introduction of tue Lombardy Poplar.—Can
any of our readers inform us when and by whom this

tree was first introduced into the States? We have
heard the names of William Hamilton and Chancel-
lor Livingston mentioned in this connection, but
without any decided facts to substantiate the suppo-
sition.

Rooting Ccttings— Il'm. F. Sled.—"Ishouldlikc

to inquire, through the Monthly, of Mr. Howland,

Watson, or Smith, or others, if they can tell the read-

ers of that valuable journal, how they can start the

roots of cuttings as easily as they can cause the callus

to form. I find it very easy to callus cuttings; but

starling the roots is another affair, I find fine moss

far preferable to any thing else for the callus to form

in. Either green or ripe grape cuttings callus well

in it. I have had roots start half an inch in it from

green cuttings. I hope the Monthly will receive the

success it deserves."

Grapes from Central New "Vork. — Late last

month we received a fine collection of grapes from

Mr. W. Tompkins, Gcrmantown, N. Y., which we
highly prized as affording us an opportunity of test-

ing the relative quality of fruit ripened there. We
give the list in the order of quality : Concord, Raabe,

Clinton, Diana, Catawba, and Isabella. We were

surprised at finding the Concord at the head of the

list, as it is the first time we have ever eaten one

better than an Isabella when grown under the same

circumstances. In this section the Isabella beats it

in that one point.

Insects on Apple Trees—J. G. M., Sleubenville,

0.—The specimens are one of the common species

of the insect coccus. They are usually exterminated

by syringing with strong lye. We never saw them

so numerously crowded as on your specimens. The
trees must be considerably weakened by them. We
should prune off and burn all the young twigs before

cleaning what was left.

C. sends us a communication noticing Dr. Hayes'

strictures on his former paper. As he expresses his

"entire satisfaction" with Dr. Hayes' remarks, there

is no immediate necessity for its publication ; but it

contains valuable hints on other subjects, and shall

appear in our next.

Plants—D. O. Reeder.—Next month.

^nnk%, (Jahlogups, %t.

The iLLnsTRATED Annual Register of Rural
Affairs for 1861. By John J. Thomas. Pub-

lished by Luther Tucker & Son, New York.

This is the seventh annual appearance of this

useful serial, and is fully equal in interest to any of

its predecessors. It is illustrated by one hundred

and forty engravings of various subjects connected

with rural life. It is replete with valuable sugges-

tions, and just the thing ta olroulato amongst those
r 1
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who may have old fogjish prejudices against "book
farming;" and not merely is it valuable as a pioneer

in preparing (he way for a higher order of taste and
refinement amongst those to whom a taste of these

luxuries is most needed, very few of the most culti-

vated would peruse it without gathering from it use-

ful hints and valuable suggestions.

Mr. Tucker deserves well of his country in more
ways than one. It is to him we owe the origination

and establishment of the Horiicullurisl, at a time when
the attempt was thought madness, and the scheme an

excellent one for the consumption of surplus funds

at least. But with the editorial assistance of the late

Mr. Downing, the project was eminently successful

;

and we envy Mr. Tucker the satisfaction he must feel

at the present flattering condition of American hor-

ticulture, due as it is, in so great a measure, to his

liberal enterprise and excellent judgment.

We have, at any rate, a pleasure in noting the fact,

that though he must now be passing into the sere and

yellow leaf of life, ho is still laboring in the good

cause as energetically and usefully as ever,—as the

present little volume, his Country Gentleman, and

other works so ably testify.

Descriptive Catalogues.

George G. Curtis & Co., Maysville, Ky. Fruit

and Ornamental Trees, Roses, &c.

The perusal of this catalogue has very much inter-

ested us. It is not only one of the most complete

published in the West, and got up with general ac-

curacy, but has many points of original merit. Be-

sides the general list of apples cultivated, there is a

catalogue of Southern apples, with the names of the

States attached where they originated, so that parties

wishing to test fruits of their own districts, may
hare a chance of understandingly proceeding with

their experiments. Mr. Curtis also consults the in-

terests of hia customers, by devoting the fly-leaf of

his catalogue to telling them where they can procure

the best journals to give them reliable information

on all matters connected with the articles they may
purchase of him, and names the Gardener's Monthly,

the Horticulturist, etc., for which assistance to the

cause for which we are laboring he, as well as other

friends who have adopted the same course, will please

accept our best thanks.

Dexter Snow, Chicopee, Mass. Verbenas.

W. R. Prince, Flushing, N. Y. Bulbous Roots.

John Rutter, West Chester, Pa. Grapes.

John Wilson, Albany, N. Y. Dahlias for 1S59.

This excellent list has been mislaid all summer, and

only recently came to light, making us feel very

much like Macbeth at the sight of that ghost. How-
ever, wo have this advantage, we can say that since

its receipt wc have seen what is better,—Mr. Wil

son's dahlias themselves, and can truly say that

Adrien Carmail, Sir H. Havelock, Mad. de St. Lau-
rent, Mount Vesuvius, Triomphe de Peck, and some
others were amongst the finest we have seen this

season.

Barnes & Washiiurne, Harrison Square, Mass.

New Plants, Florists' Flowers, kc. One of the most
valuable lists published.

John Saul, Washington, D. C. Roses.

Carew Sanders & Co., St. Louis, Mo. The
secular papers have been talking recently considera-

bly of the marvellous growth of St. Louis,—a fact of

which the circumstances of its supporting so com-
plete and varied a stock as this nursery represents,

be a sufBcient proof.

Tiios. Leah.mont, Columbia, S. C. Evergreens,

Shrubs, Roses, 8cc.

C. N. Palmer, Gallipolis, O. Fruits.

Fleming & Nelson, Augusta, Ga. Fruits and

Ornamental Shrubbery.

Wholesale Lists.

J. W. Adams, Portland, Maine. Hardy Ever-

greens, &c.

Plumb, Wiley & Co., Madison, Wis. Fruit and

Ornamentals.

A. S. Fuller, Brooklyn, N. Y. Grapes, Fruits,

&c.

HooPES & Bro., West Chester, Pa. General Nur-

sery Stock.

John Saul, Washington, D. C. Fruits, Ever-

greens, and Ornamentals.

Bailey & Bro., Wilmington, Del. Roses, Grape-

vines.

B. H. Mace, Newburg, N. Y. Grapes.

HFtD ani PLarp JPruifs.

Thb Elizabeth Grape.—We arc indebted to Mr.

C. W. Seelye's kindness for a specimen of this fruit,

which wo have already noticed in our columns. We
were somewhat disappointed in it, as we were led to

believe, from report, that it was supposed to be of

foreign descent, and the experience of our best culti-

vators, from Mr. Longworth to those of more recent

report, shows that all attempts to acclimate them

will, sooner or later, end in failures, however much

a few years' partial success may shake the faith of

new beginners in that doctrine. But wo were pleased

to find that it is a genuine native white grapo of the

first quality,—a Rebecca in form, with tho Maxa-

ta%vny flavor. We expect to see a sharp contest be-

tween this and the Maxatawny for the supremacy.
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Gracey Apple.—In our last wc gave a figure and description of a new apple, from the pen and pencil

of Mr. John M. Smith, of Greenville, Illinois. The same gentleman sent, at the same time, the following

also:

Size, large, or above medium; form, regular, roundish conical; color, light green, thickly set with

greenish white specks; stem, short, filling the bottom of the cavity; cavity, rather deep, regular; calyx,

rather large, open, with short segments, and stamens persistent ; basin, deep, irregular, ribbed; core, email;

seeds, large, light brown ; flesh, greenish white, tender, coarse-grained, with peculiar mild, sub-acid flavor;

season, first of August. Raised from seed by a Mr. Gracey, of this county.

Shepard Seedling.— Under the name of the

Shepard, Mr. Downing classes this, in his last edi-

tion of "Fruits of America," with the new and un-

tested kinds. Specimens recently from Dr. Pufl^cr,

of North Bridgcwater, Mass., shows that, so far as

quality is concerned, it is a pear of the highest ex-

cellence. It was first introduced in 18.52. It is

rather liable to blow from the tree, and, so far, does

not seem to do well on the quince; but it is a very

strong grower and profuse bearer. The annexed cut

and description are from specimens sent.

Shepard Seedling from Dr. Puffer. Fruit above

medium, somewhat ribbed, conic obvate; skin, yel-

low, profusely covered with russet dots; calyx, small,

in a very shallow plaited basin; stalk, short, sunk a

little in a small basin, set obliquely; flesh, rich, very

juicy, with aperfumed vinous flavor; of best quality.

Eaten October 15th.
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Impehiale and Muscat Calliab;e Grapes.— I

send you, by express, a few samples of grapes, which
I would like your opinion on.

1st. Impcriale. This is from a vine I imported
from Leroy, of Angers, and has borne with me for

the first time. It is early, and was ripe in a cold

vinery about the 5th of August, and has hung ever
since on the vine. You will perceive that it is a
very large grape, with great solidity of flesh. The
vine is a very strong grower; and, when it attains

greater age, the bunches and berries will, no doubt,
be larger than at present.

2d. Muscat Calliabs. This is another new grape,
obtained from the same source. The vine is yet very
weak. Last year it bore for the first time. The
bunches and berries were then double the size ; but
too many were allowed to mature on the vine, which
weakened it so that the fruit is small and not so

high-flavored this year as even last. I think it will

prove a fine grape when the vine attains strength.

I also send you two bunches of white grapes. I

had to put in small bunches to fill up the box, there
not being room for large ones.

3d. This is one I got, long ago, from Prince, of
Flushing, N. Y., as the Golden Chasselas, which is

usually classed as the same as the Royal Muscadine or

Chasselas de Fontainbleau. I have the latter from
two diflerent sources, and it is quite difl!erent.

I send you, No. 4, Chasselas Blanc Royale, also

got from Leroy. This has proved so nearly alike to

my Chasselas do Fontainbleau, that I can see no
difference. You will perceive it is quite different

from the Golden Chasselas. As the latter has a fine

musk flavor, I would have taken it to be the Chas-
selas Musque; but it does not crack like the latter,

and ripens well in the open air.

Will you be so good as to inform me, through the

columns of the Gardener's Monthly, what you think
of the two new varieties? and also what is the proper
name of the one sent as the Golden Chasselas?

I have a number of other new sorts that should
fruit next year. Also a lot of seedlings. One fruited

this year in the open air,—a seedling from a foreign

sort. It is very peculiar in growth, ripens very early,

and is very good. Unfortunately, all the bunches
were pulled when I was absent from home. I hope
to send you some next year, and ahso some very fine

seedling gooseberries, crosses with the native varie-

ties, that I think are ahead of any thing yet out.

Yours truly, Jambs Dougall.

[Our abominable post-office system, by which fit-

ness for position is made secondary to political ser-

vices rendered to successful candidates, is becoming
an evil too great to be patiently borne. Mr. Dou-
galTs letter arrived here seventeen d.iys after the

express company handed us the box. By the time

that reached us, the grapes were not in good condi-

tion.

The Impcriale, however, is a very fine grape, with

the long, tapering, and slightly shouldered habit of

the Black Prince; and with a dark Japan-black color,

that renders it quite striking. It is certainly a grape

of great promise.

2. Muscat Calliaba; (Caillaba is probably the

correct orthography,) is a purple grape, with the

berries very compactly set on the bunch, and with a

deliciously perfumed flavor. To say that it was a

St. Peter's with a Muscat flavor, would, perhaps,

convey a good idea of it.

3. It was eaten before we received the letter, but

we had no suspicion that we were eating any thing

but Golden Chasselas, which we think it truly was.

4 is White Sweetwater.—En.]

PLpfipFsiyruihiwgpfflMFS.
"The lady wlio coDtributos a good recipe for the public benefit,

deserves as much credit as he who introduces a new fruit or

vegetable "

—

Oood Authority.

Vegetable Oyster, or Salsify.—This excellent

plant grows like a parsnip, and is in flavor very much

like fresh oysters. Scrape them, and cut them round

in thin slips ; boil them tender in milk and water,

season them well with pepper, butter, and salt; make

a nice toast, moistened with the gravy laid in the

bottom of the dish, and pour the whole over it. You

could scarcely detect the difference. There should

be but a suitable quantity of the gravy; too much

lessens the flavor. It is sometimes cut up and par-

boiled, chopped fine, and fried in batter. The roots

may be first cooked tender, then fried whole in batter.

[This is the very best mode in which to cook this fine

vegetable. We have raised it constantly for a dozen

years, but never use it until about the end of October.

They preserve best left in the ground, like the carrot,

to be used whenever the frost will admit of their

exhumation.

—

Gcrmanlown Telegraph.

Potato Salad.—In your "domestic,"' when you

are giving directions for the cooking and use of sun-

dry vegetables, perhaps you might add a mode of

making a potato salad much used in some parts of

the continent, and is thought by many to be delicious

eating, particularly with salmon, or fish in general,

or indeed anything else. The mixture of vinegar,

oil, mustard, salt, and hard egg is the same as for

common salad, and according to taste; the potatoes

are sliced when cold, with beet-root also sliced. The
cottager may merely use the vinegar, salt, and mus-

tard, and add sliced onions.

—

E. U'., Cotlar/e Gar-

dener.

nr(€
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Apple Pie Melon.—Cut, pare, and take out the

seeds, cutting crosswise, stew until thoroughly done,

using as little water as possible, and when done, turn

into a cullender or cloth to drain, then add sufficient

sharp cider vinegar to give the fart (I prefer vinegar

to acid), and then proceed the same as in making

green apple pies. The addition of a lemon adds to

the flavor. Bake with under and upper crust. They

make fine preserves or may be stewed and put up in

cans, the same as other green fruit, and they will

afford a fine substitute for sauce or apple pies through

the summer.

—

Farmers' Mvocaie.

Parisian' Mode of Roasti.vg Apples.—Select

the largest apples; scoop out the core without cutting

quite through ; fill the hollow with butter and fine

soft sugar; let them roast in a slow oven and serve

up with the syrup.

Celert Sauce.—Take a large bunch of celery,

cut it fine, and boil it till soft in a pint of water;

thicken it with butter and liour, and season it with

salt, pepper, and mace.

—

Rural American.

Fox Grape Jellt.—Split and seed the grapes.

Dissolve an equal weight of white sugar in water

and put to boil, removing all the scum ; add the

grapes and boil ; try the syrup, and if it jellies, they

are done.

—

Farmer and Gardener.

^ompsHr InfpKiqpnrp.

Flora of J.vpan.—A correspondent of the World,

dating from Japan, middle of April last, says :

—

" We had our lamb and green peas a fortnight ago.

Radishes have gone to seed ; lettuce is fibrous ; straw-

berries, 'snakeberries,' as the Japanese call them, are

plenty in the fields—strawberries in size and color

only, for they are dry and tasteless as the apples of

Sodom. The apricots have more than half their

growth; the good-for-naught cherries are turning

red. Cucumbers of a little more than a fingers size,

brought to market in little shallow straw baskets

that hold two of them, are sold for a penny a b.isket.

I have seen no curiosity of vegetable growth

greater than that of a Wistaria I came upon a few

days ago. It grew at the foot of a high bank over-

hung with cryptomeria, where stood an old wayside

shrine. Like the oak of Summer Chace, it was

" hidden to the knees in fern."

while its creeping vines ran riot over a plantation of

palms, stunted by this green serpent's embrace and

the branches of a large tree that had been felled by

its side. Two feet above the ground this Wistaria

had a girth of five feet ! About fifteen feet from the

ground it divided off into a multitude of snaky vines
that extended fifty feet horizontally over the tops of
the stunted palms, or twined around their trunks
and among the branches of the fallen tree, a curious
mass of tangled growth. Its lilac-colored flowers
sw.-iyed witli the wind in pendulous racemes a foot
and a half long. The Japanese dwarf this vine ex-
tremely, training it also over arbors where its long
pendants have an effective display. The lilac-colored
variety grows wild in the hills about Kanagawa.
The pure white variety I have only seen cultivated
as dwarfs

; it probably comes from some other part of
the island.

I have before spoken of the Azaleas. Nowhere
else in the world, I fancy, do they have their equals.
I have seen the hill-tops all aglow with theircrimson
petals, as though a conflagration was sweeping across.

I have seen the bushes or small trees, as in Japan
they might be called, bordering the woodland paths
with a prodigal display of purple, and scarlet, and
crimson, and orange, and yellow, loading the air far
and near with perfume in that inexhaustible profu-
sion which nature sometimes loves to exhibit. I

have picked the blossoms, and throwing them down
on the earth, have measured them as they rested on
their petals a foot in circumference! A Montan
peony lies before me whose broad disk, not exception-
ally large one, measures two feet around. The
Pawlownia (Pawlownia Imperialis of Siebold) is now
in bloom. It is indigenous to Japan, and might be
easily mistaken for the Catalpa, which it closely re-

sembles.

Two features in the Flora of Japan cannot fail to

strike every observer—the beauty and great variety
of its evergreen trees and shrubs, the same extent and
variety of flowering trees and shrubs. Of these last,

from the opening of Sprini' until now there has been
a constant succession. I hope yet to see many of
them groving on American soil. There is a rnbus
now in bloom whose flowers are as large and nearly
as perfect, and quite as beautiful, as our own double
white roses. I have seen the vine growing in country
farm-yards to the height of ten feet, white with its

scented blossoming.

Apples for Wisconsi.v.—The Pomological So-
ciety of Wisconsin recommend for that State
for general cultivation: Red Astrachan, Sops of
AVine, Carolina Red June, Duchess of Oldenburgh,
St. Lawrence, Wagoner, Pomme Grise, and English
Golden Russet. The last was very highly recom-
mended for western culture. Early Harvest, although
not hardy, yet on a firm, dry soil, with a low top,
was regarded as valuable. Early Joe had proved
hardy and productive, and well adapted to amateur
culture. Maiden's Blush was well esteemed, but

t
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somewhat tender. Fall Orange always did well.

Jersey Sweet, Kauibu, Dominc, and Vandcvere Pip-

pin, had proved too tender. Fall Wine slightly so,

and very productive. The Baldwin was found to be

very tender, quite unproductive, and of no value.

The English Russet succeeded only on high and dry

soils. The Red Romamite quite hardy, but the

quality poor. Herefordshire Pearmain was highly

recommended; usually hardy on dry soils, but failed

on low grounds. Rawles' Janet was found to lack

vigor of tree. Northern spy succeeded well. Blue

Pearmain, hardy and good, was very unproductive.

Tallmun Sweet and Fameuse were both highly re-

commended.

PoTATOKS.-—At a late meeting of the New York
Farmer's Club, Mr. Carpenter said he planted last

year sixty varieties of potatoes. This year he planted

only five for his main crop. He recommends in order

as named :

—

Davis Seedling.—Red skin, white inside—cooks dry

and mealy—very prolific, but like all other red vari-

eties does not sell well in New York market—can

be planted closer than the peach blow, and is more

prolific—shape long—seed end deeply indented—size

large—grow in a bunch—very clear of rot.

Diheman.—White, with pink eyes elongated, ori-

ginated some six years since at the west ; early and

good (he year round. (Mr. Fuller believed it to be

the old pink eye.)

Prince filbert.—Long, white, smooth, prolific, a

good table variety, late in the season, bears a good
price.

Jjoocr.—Red, round, eyes indented, very choice.

Jluikli'y Seedling.—Planted a few this year, but from

the experience he has had, cannot recommend it.

Mercer.—Good, but abandoned in Westcliester
County on account of its rotting.

Peach Blow.—Rots badly and grows too rank.

—

Li/e
liluslrated.

OBITUARY.
We regret to learn of the death of Mr. Gkoroe C.

Thokuuhn, the well-known ilorist and horticulturist.

Mr. Thorburn fell into a vault at Grace Church on

the yth ult., and received injuries which have caused

his death. He was under appointment to take charge

of Mount Vernon as soon as it should pass into the

hands of the Ladies' Association, as we have already

stated in the Monthly. He was one of the earliest

friends of our journal, and was highly esteemed by a

large circle of friends, who will regret to learn of

his death. A daughter of Mr. Thorburn died a few
weeks since, while on her way to England, from in-

juries received by falling down a stairway of the

ship on which she was sailing. Mr. Thorliurn's first

remark on receiving his injuries was, "Am I to die

like njy daughter?" This coincidence of casualitics

is remarkable.

C-r
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CuLTiRE or THE CiiHVSAN'THEM CM.—For deco-

rating the conservatory or ornameating the drawing-

room during the two gloomiest months of the year,

no flower equals the Chrysanthemum.
Being a successful cultivator of these favorite

plants, I beg to furnish you with my mode of treat-

ment. In November and December take cuttings

from the strongest laterals, insert each in a 3-inch

pot, in a compost of loam, leaf soil, and silver sand

;

then plunge them in a cold frame, and when well

rooted shift into 4-inch pots, in a compost composed

of two parts good rough turfy loam of rather a stiff

texture, one part thorough decomposed dry cow dung,

with a sprinkling of river ?and and charcoal to keep

the soil porous. Care must be taken that they are

re-potted before the fibres get too much matted, and

continue shifting from size to size until the end of

July, when they should be settled in their blooming

pots, 10-inch. Too much attention cannot be

paid to drainage ; for although the Chrysanthemum
delights in moisture, it will soon show signs of dis-

tress if the roots are water-logged from want of suf-

ficient care on this point. When they get their last

shift, use plenty of pounded potsherds, not less than

three inches in the bottom of the pots, over which put

some fibrous pieces of turf to keep the drainage open.

When the plants are about six inches in height

they will require stopping, taking only the crown, as

every eye left gives a break more. If you wish to

show that the plants are grown on one stem only,

extract all the bottom eyes, so that the plants maj-

show two inches of dear stem ; keep them near the

glass, giving them abundance of air; but cure niu>t

be taken to exclude cold cutting winds, and protect

from frost. As soon as the plants break and the

laterals are about four inches long, they will require

stopping, and as the weather becomes warmer use

weak liquid manure. Particular attention will be

required in pegging down the shoots, as some are

very brillle and apt to break. They will require

going over often, bringing then down gradually to

within two inches of the pot ; for if you peg them

down to the soil, they will strike root. Stop again

when the shoots have grown four inches, and con-

tinue doing so up to the middle of July. About the

beginning of June they should turned outside into

some sheltered situation, avoiding putting them

under walls, trees, kc.
;
plunge them up to the rim

of the pots in coal ashes, attend to frequently mulch,

ing the pots with rotten horse dung, to keep the sun

from scorching the rootlets that arc near the surface.

As regards training use four sticks in each pot,

round which put a hoop of wire; and as the plants

advance in height, use another if requisite.

-^c^
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The November Stated Meeliug wak lield on the 20th lost.

The greau'st attr.ictlons were Ihe ChrysHiithemum?. Mr. Eadic's
were llu- finest spceimens we ever suw. Some oi ihom raeiu^ured

J(/lrrn/ttt \a circumference, were perfect iu shape, and many of

them had between two and three thouaaml ilowers expanded on
them. Thej were Pompvnes, and contJKted of Madame Lafarge,
La Citrine. Sacramento, Kosette. l>ob. Napoleon.

Mr. Ureer had Mome very fine kinds on exhibition, as foUows:

—

Those marked * we thought extra tine.

LARilE-PUtWERtNO KiNDS.

•Vlrginle Miellez, »Itcmus. Margaret of Norway, Eliza Polo, Mt.
Vesoviuji, Atmee Verrier, Cassy, Cassanda, Kutlicr, Admirable,
Madam UuaiUaime, Marshal Duruc.

PoMroxE.

Turnette, La Carmelitte. Mignonette. La Preciense, Roi d'Lilli-

pui, Hlondinett, *Fieurctte, feoliel d\ir, Blanch Aiquilou, Mad-
Maitiu, Helot Dufougere.
The new Ikninuimia grandifiora^ with Inrper leaves ami

flowera than the two other well known kinds, by Mr. McKenzie
wni* considered a pood acquisition. We noticed aniongbt the plants
exhil^itetl. hollow glaw* label, described at page 41 of our laat vol-

ume, which had a very neat ninl pretty effeot. In the eanie coHection
of plants, a noble specimen of Farfu^nm Grande was universally
admired.
The Fruit department was not extensive, but very select. We

noticeil the Scliuylkill pear, a kind resembling the Petre in form and
ai)(H.iirauce, but that kind does not keep long alter gathering.
Thee-e specimens were gathered in September. In Mr. Baxter's
colU-ction, the Niles formerly confused witli Easter Beurre, hut
Tery dietinct, were beginning to color. The Princely apple by Mr.
Nublo. were beautiful looking specimens. Very tine Black Ham-
burg Urapes wer*.- exhibit«<) by Mr. Matbes<m. from Mr. YamalTe

—

the cecvrnd crop frv>m the Hanie vinea in one eeason. Pine apples, in
Pots, ripe, from .Mr. Baldwin's garden. A ctjmnmnication waa rejul

from Mr. Parry, whode6er\es much credit for his monthly contribu-
tions of specimens of various articles for the public information—on
ditlercnt raspberries. Si«*cimfns of the branches of the kinds
referred to were exhibited. The Marvel of four seasons from Le
Roi of Angers, was identical with Belle de Fontenay, obtained from
a nursery near Philadelphia, though it is believed there are two
distinct kinds under these names.

Atlcn'tt Rtd <Vi»<^, and the AlUrt also. J^howed well marked char-
acters: the former with stiff, erectshools, with a purplish bloom; the
last with brown, and S4.>mewhat recumbent stems. The French, from
Mr. * oncklin, was composed mainly of Bagley's perpetual (which
latter by the way is believed to be identical with the old perpetual
Antwerp of our,old Pennsylvania, and perhaps other seltleraenlsj,

and of another kind not recognized.
The following is the list of uilicers chosen for the ensuing year:

—

Pretfiiteni—M. W, Baldwin.
Vice Prtsid^its—James Duodas, B. A. Fahnestock, J. F. Knorr,

Robt. Cornelias.
TreiisiLrer—R. Baist.
Wm. Sannders

—

iJorregiionding Secreiary.
Ueury Hay

—

Rtcontinr/ Seerftari/.

Pro/, o/ Entomology—S. S. Kathvon.
Prttf. (if hoians—l5r. DarliuL'ton.

Prof, of Bortl.'C%cmisin/—S&s. C. Booth.

FULL CORRECTIONS 01 OUR REPORT OF
THE POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEET-
ING.

From circumstance? which we alluded to last month, we natu-
rally expected oar report to be imperfect, and cordially invited
gentlomen to send us such corrections that they might wish to see

made in this chapter. To those gentlemen who have done so we
tender our best (banks.
We are pleased to record that most of the parties to whom we

have applied for corrections, have expressed themselves pleased

with the general accuracy, and have had no alterations to offer.

When it is remembered that our report is the fullest that has
ever yet been attempted in years past,— and nearly one-third

fuller than anyone now attempted; and that, in proporiionto

the length of the report, it contains fewer errors than any other,

either profes.';edly in full or in the abstract,—and that the whole
repMjrt was publii^iied within a few days after the adjournment of

the Society, without any opportunity of correcting any part of it

by comparison with any other published report, we think the

credit which has been given to our reporter is fairly and honor-

ably earned.
The following are, we believe, all the additional corrections we

have to make:

ArPLKs—.Syan^i//.—Mr. Berfkraans wild, "I have the Slanhlll,
amonjs sevenil rarietioa Mr. Steele aent me iomo yeara ago. Thfy
wen- not rliw when I left. Last year I had a apcclmen keep till

January.
JintDlrj Jtannttte shonld be spelled Itawlefi' Jauett, the name

beinjs an EngliAh local corruption of " June-eating " Somettni>>a
these applen. are called "Janettingn" or Juneatlngn. In Mr.
Bcrckman'i remarks, " At leant as far as nursery trees of this npe-
clea Is concerned," was spoken by him in reference to some other
subject not reported.
Hauthnriidm.—The remarks credited to Mr. Hanrey. by their

tenor appear to belong to Mr. llovey; but we have seen or re-
ceived no certain statenieut to this .*llect. Mr. Ilateham's and our
own corrections in the last number, with thesv, we think, now
renders the Apple report complete.

CuitRA:<Ts

—

Impfriat Rtd.—In Mr. Strong's remarks, the last
Bentenco refers to Gloirt ttes Sahlons, with the addition of "judg-
ing from a sin;:le sfason's expr-rietice." We believe Mr. Saunders
stated to UK vprbally, that he was not correctly reported on the
O'ond'dn variety, but wo do not remember that the error wa.s
specified.

Sthawdeiiries—Bn'^rWon Pijif.—Mr. Strong said, *' In general,
it is nttt regarded as a poor bearer. The leaves sometimes blast in
dry weather."
Gbapes— Crtr^ling.—Mr. Mitchell said, it "is no better in my

place than the Isabella."

Clara.—The same gentleman: " It has borne very large crops of
grapes." Our report left out " crop-^."

3'Ac ifario .—Mr. Strong received his vine^, not his " informa-
tion," from Dr. Grant.

PatttiJif.—Mr. Berckmans said it 7i«w«r mildewed. "When the
the leaf has crumpled," ic, should read, ** It has a crumpled leaf,

and is distinct from all others." Another grape, confounded with
the Pauline, called the Logan, should read, the iony. In Mr. Camp-
bell's remarks, we believe the " Logan" is properly the one reft-rn^d

to, and we presume the kinds got confused in the minds of the speak-
ers through the street noise that prevailed, and the low tone caused
by the illne.-s of one of the speaker*;. Mr. Berckmans subse-

j

qiiently said, instead of what is reported: "The Pauline Grape
I ripensoarliesl." In reference to maturity between that variety and

I
the Long Grape, Mr. B. did not say any thing ab"Ut the Lincoln

I
re.sembling it, but stated that it was inr different from Lenoir, and
that the Lenoir was distinct from the Lincoln Black July, Sump-
ter, il-c,—the former having a larger bunch and co/</nH^ juice, and
productive; whereas the Lincoln has a clorle^s juice, small
bunch, and is a poor bearer. Mr. Mitchell's remarks on the same
grape are correct in substance, but more awkwardly reported than
he expre>.';ed them.
AlUn's ilyWid.—Mr. Strong is reported as saying, "The vine

clings strongly to the fence."' It should read, "The berries cling
strongly to the bunch."

MajmadiXLjidtii White..—Mr. Strong's remarks were in reply to a
question. He was called upon to defend a report of a committee,
but made no allusion to his membership.
Pears.— Mr. Voit is spoken of as " Hoyt" throughout the report.

Bnirrr Kantais.—Mr. Wilder said it made a fine pyramid^ not
" pear," and bears abundantly.

Htistnjichtnk,—Or, Eshleman. we believe, said it did not succeed
within thirty miles of Philadelphia.

Lodge, Mr. Wilder said, was a straight groicer; and Mr. Reid,

"one of the best of its season."

Buerre Mentignons\ion\A be Bucrre Montgeron.
"Euchid" should be Uicvlilan.

Selteck, Mr. Scott said he believed, was a seedling of the Bart
Utt.

Congress.—Mr. Vicks' report, we believe, correctly refers to Mr.
Saul the remarks we have credited to Mr. Steele.

OifuUi Pacha should be Oma Pacha.
Golden Beurre of BiWoa.—Mr. Bergen said, it barely lives on

quince.
In Dr. Boynton's remarks, he is made to say, on page .13, line

44, that he got his phosphate from " vines." instead of honea. Line

from the top, "fibrous exhalations" should read, liquid exhala-

tions. Lines 29 and 30 is not clear, but we leave it as the re-

purter made it. Line 4 from the bottom, "Oxbury Russet" shonld

be K'txhury Kusset. Page 34, line 11, "calcium of soda" should,

probably, be "chloride of sodium." There maybe a few other

immaterial errors in Dr. B<-iynlou"s remarks; the corrections we
have made are our own.

In the summary of "Fruits Promising Well," Raabe Grape and
Washington Pear should be added.
We conclude with the following, that has been handed us for

this chapter—a draft of an unspoken speech by Mr. Pierce, whO
was accidentally absent when the meeting adjourned. Many of

the members, knowing Mr. Pierce's intention, were unprepared
with a similar resolution, or we well know, from the great gratill-

cation Mr. James" liberal hospitality afforded all the member^, as

they freely expressed, it would have been enthusiastically carried.

J/r. President :

1 wish to a-k the attention of the Society for a few minutes I

must own that I feel somewhat obstructed in what I am :ib"iit ii

say. by the choke-i ear of modesty,—a fruit not much cultivated

by modern pomologists.

^v§>^
j^
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1^ ih(» iardcncr'a Jtlontjilg.

I wish tn rail tlio attentit^n of tlir* Society to a particular fruit.

It in well known lo moRt of ynu. Y<m liavo nearly all freely par-
taken I'f it, and are, I think, all preiuired in hear lestiinony to Its

beiof! luscious, juicy, and of highly viooun flavor. 1( is properly
a nt't'JIing of this Sicii-ty. I jilUidf lo tlie splendid entertain-
ment t.'iT''n to the meinberB of this Society hy our worthy Trea-
mirer, T. V. James. I move that it be added to the Hitt of those
that promise well, also to the one for gmeral cultiTiitlon. And I

will further add, that 1 hope It will continue fn-sh In the memory
of us all; and that our friends of the Massachutetts delegation
will r-Ulior present us the same fruit, reproduced, at our next biea-
nial meeting.or, at least, a hi^rllty-^olored iUu-^tration of it.

YALE AGRICULTURAL LECTURES.
The public will be gratified () learn that the novol experiment

of the Yale Agricultural I^rturt's of la>^t Winter wan no succeBS-
fnl as to induce its repetition this Winter on a more complete
scale. The course will commence February 'jth, and continue
llirougli the mouth. These lectures are given under the auspices
of the y«/f Hf'U-niifir Sfhool, or Scientific Department of Yale
(.'ollege, as a supplement to its nowly instituted course of practical
colti'giato t'ducation, and for the benefit of the public at large. A
new and important feature of this course will be its complete
illustration by specimens, drawings, models, and animals, Life-
fized painting*! of groups from celebrated herds, will be included
in these illustrations. Tho lectures on training and breaking
horses are to be acci.wnpanied by practical illusiraiions. Tho
lecturers of last year will take part in the course, and other emi-
nent names, with a variety of new subjects will be added to the
list.

The expenses of the course will be met in part by rolunt&ry
contribution. The lectures are under the direction of Prof. John
A. Porter.

*»•»»

FRANKFORD WORKINGMEN'S HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

According to arrangement, our Annual Exhibllion of Celery
came off on Saturday, the 2Sth. The hall was decorated with
evergreens, wreaths, designs, etc., which communicated to the
whole alfair a pleasinjj and cheering aspect.

During the afternoon and evening, the hall was free for visitors,
and not loss than twelve or fifteen hundred persons came, and all
went away pleased and highly gratified with the re-^ult of our
labors, many of them expressing a de-^ire to aid us in the cause
next year, not only with their mean*;, hut with their names; and
Ihouiili we are only workingmen, we expect next year to have an
exhibition that Frankford may be proud "f.

The winners of the Prizes were ab follows:
For White—First, Andrew Walsh; f?econd, James Ruth ; Third,

Enoch (iuy.

For Ked— First, Andrew Walsh; Second, Thomas Wilson;
Third. Jas. Kuth.
Seventeen other Special Premiums were awarded for other vege-

tables.

[We are pleased to hear of tho increasing interest that has
eprunir from the little beginning made by the workingmen con-
nected, we believe, with tho factories at that place. In addition
to tho above modest report, wo have received a Frankford paper,
from which we gather that great euthusiasji is manifested for the
Association by the citizens of that borough. We should be de-
lighted to hear of the establishment of similar societies in other
places.— Ei»/]

GENESEE valley' HORT. SOCIETY.
Tlie Show made by tlie Horticultural SfK-iety yesterday in the

display (if Fruits and Flowers was by far the largest and finest ever
made, tho number of exhibitors was niurh larger than usiml and a
new interest appears to he awakened in the Stwiety. Tho show of
Koses was unusually fine for the Reason, the same may be eaid also
of ni'iirly all tho other classc" of flowers t^hown.

Th.> specimens of fruits were generally lart^er than the average
and very fair.

The department of Hardy Grapes attracted much attention. a.s it

WHS large and rich, many varieties beiuR exhitdteil which our cit-

izens never before have had tho privilegr- of examininff.
The attendanre throtiRhout tho day and evening wafl quite largo

and on the whole the exhibition wiw entirely satisfactory and wo
believe n-alizi-d the bi^'bost expectations of the manager*.*

In our report of the Horticultural exhibition yesterday we omit-
ted to mention tiie fine collection of fruits, flowers. <V. from A.
FroKt & ro.,and also the collection of fruits from Kllwan-jer A Barry,
but the awards will show the opinions of the Committees on tho
various articles.

REPORT OP COMMITTFK OX FRriTS.
Applen—Host collection of apples. J. Donnellan A Co.
2d licrtt, Ellwanger & Barry.
Best Ti varieties, A. Covey. Priifield.

" •' " J. Dv>nnellan, A Co.

Be-'t dish of apples, H. E. Hooker & Co.

Pears—Best colh.'etion pears, Kllwanger A Barry.
2d best, a. K. Hooker & Co.

Bet>t 10 vaHetie.-. H. E. Uoi.kcr A Co.
" dish of pi-jirs, ( Louise Bonne de Jersey.^ Ellwangcr A Barry

Plums—Be>t collection of plum«, Kllwanger A Barry.
Poaches—Best 6 varieties pdiches, J. Donnellan & Co.
Best dish of pciLches, Moses Smith, Brighton.
(iiiince;'—Best 12 specimens ijuinces. Ellwangcr A Barry.
Hardy Urapes—Best c<dlection Hardy Ci rapes, Ellwangur Jt Barry.
2d do. do., A.Frost A Co.
Best 3 varieties. (Delaware, Diana and Elizabeth.) C. W. Seelye.
Best dish. (Delaware,) James Craib, gardener to S. Mathews, Ksq.
Foreign (J rapes—Best collection foreign grapes, Jas. Craib, gar-

dener to S. Mathews, Esq.
L. A. W.KRi). Chairman.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FI^OWEItd.
Bouquets.—Best table bouijuets— A. Froet A Co.
2d belt table bouquet*^—C. \Y Scelye.
Best pair hand bouquets—A. Froet A Co.
2d best jinir hand bouquets

—

C J. Ryan A Co.
Best pair hand bouquets made from flowers grown in open ground

—C. W. Seelye.

2d best pair hand bouquets made from flowers grown in open
ground-— Ellwangcr A Barry.
The display ol [lowers was unusually fine for the autuuin, although

but for the heavy nun and hail storm of the previous night, it would
have been much better.

Roses—Ellwangcr A Barry exhibited over 200 varieties of riwes,

and among the number were 25 perpetual moss^ a m^wt interesting
cliisfl at this time. For tho bejtt col lection, the prize is awarded to

Ellwangcr A Barry. Second best to Frost A Co. For the best ten
varieties to Frost A Co. In competition for this premium, Ellwangcr
A Barry presented, Lion des Combats, Dr. Marx, Dr. Roque, Cicn.

Jacqueminot, I^ura Remond, Baron Prevort, Peonia, Mr. Griffith,

Giant of Battles and La Rcine.
Frost !t Co. presented Gen. Jacqueminot, Margtierito de Vanbrum,

Mad. Knorr, Sydonie, Tillo St. Dunis. Marquis de Hilso, HenriMii do
Pensey, Marshal Gasper de Yalliere, Jules Margottcn and Mad. An-
gelino Orange.
Although no prize was ofl'ered for perpetual mnes roses, tho

committee take pleasure in awarding to Kllwanger & Barry a special

premium for their large and fine collection. Theyalsocousider their
collections of Te;is, Bengals, Noisettes and Bourbons as worthy of
especial notice.

Dahlias—The dahlias, no doubt were severely injured by tho storms
of the previous night. The committee had some difficulty in deci-

ding between merits of the two principal collections, but finally

awarded the prize of the best collection t>> Frost & Co. Many of the
exhibitors in this class did not seem to understand the premiums
offered, and though their flowers were exceedingly fine, they were
not so arranged and entered as to compete for the prizes ofl'ered for

the best 20 and the be^t ten varieties. \li\A this been done, tho de-
cision of the committee might have been different. They awarded
the prize for the be^^t 20 to J. Donnellan & Co. For the best 10 to
Ellwangcr & Biirry.

Verbenas—Best collection to Ellwangcr k Barry. Best 12, J.

Donnellan A Co.
Phloxes—Best collection, and exceedingly fine, Ellwangcr A Barry.
Asters and Gerntan stocks exhibited the committee do nut deem

worthy of a premium.
Annuals—Beet collection, C, W. Soelye.—2d beet Frost & Co,

Jas. Vick, Chairman.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OX VK(;ETABLKS.
There was very little comiu-tition in this department. Mr. George

Cooper made a large displ;iy of a great variety of vegetables, all of
which were well grown, and very superior specimens, for which tho
Committee awarded a premium of $2,00.

Best musk melons. George Ci^oper.
' Water melons. J. Dtmnullan A Co.
" Onions. J. I). Pilb»w.
" M'inter squa.'^h, Wm. King.

Five varieties ofcucumbcrs, grown by r^. J. Goldsmith, all extra
fine specimens commended. 11. .1. Donnelly, Chairman.

miscellaxeou.^ articles.
The Committees on Miscellaneous articles found their duties very

light, there being only a few articles entered in the department.
After an examination of what was presented, they made the follow-
ing awards

:

To Mrs. Dr. Rijdey, for a suspended cone basket, (n«t properly a
hanging basket, but in gi>od taste.) containing a tastefully arranged
bouquet of flowers, a discretionary premium of $1.

To Mr. J. W. Miller, for several i)alntings of flowers, in oil colors,

A dincretionary premium of 52.

To Mr. George Fraunberger. for a moss basket of fruit, very finoly

arninged. a discretionary premium of $1,

Mr. W. H. H. Barton presented several bottles of native grape
wine of the vintage of 1S.SS, but as there was no competition, tho
Committee were nnnble to Judge of it by compari&»tn.

The Cy>mniittee regret that so few articles of merit, or indeed of

any kind, were exliihited in this department, and hope to see a larg--

and choice variety at a future shows of the Sorietv.

D. D. T. MooRK. Cha'n
C. W. SEELYE, Secretart.
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ADDRESS
DELIVERED AT THE KliHITri .sHSSli>N uF TlIK

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY,
IIKI.D I.N rniLADELPIUA, I'A.,

Soptomber lHh, 12tli and 13tli, 1860.

BY MARSHALL P. WILDER,
PBt:;jlD£>'T OP TQE SOOIETT.

Gentlemen of the Society,

and Friends of American Pomology:

By onr Constitution, mv official position requires

mo, at the opening of this session, to address you
on tlie art or science of pomology; on tlie interests,

progress, and present condition of our association.

In the performance of tliis duty, I am liappy to

meet you in tliis city of brotherly love, the birth-

place of that Heclaration which gave us an inde-

pendent national existence ; of th.it Constitution also,

which embodies the wisdom of our venerable f.athers,

and is the charter by which we hold the inheritance

we seek to improve, enjoy, .and transmit. Here,

too, by a former inhabitant of rhiladelphia,* a few
years later, w.as first exhibited the application to

vessels of th.it invisible agent, which now propels

thousands of steamers through our navig.able w.aters,

which has wrought such wonders in all the useful

arts of life, and is progressing upon a stupendous
scale of development. Here w.a3 organized the first

society for the promotion of American Agriculture.

Here, .also, originated the first .association for the ad-

vancement of American Horticulture, having, for one
of its leading objects, the introduction and cultiva-

tion of new and choice varieties of fruit.

Most of the venerable men who were the authors

of these institutions, the founders of these civil and
soci.al comp.acts, have fulfilled their earthly mission

;

but the institutions which they in,augur,ated con-

tinue, diffusing through the land and the world,

the blessings of progressive art, of rural life, of

soci.al order, and of civil liberty. These fathers have
fallen in the great battle of life ; and since our last

bienniiil session, others, more intim.ately associ.ated

with us in our favorite pursuits, h.ave passed away
never to return. Two of the founders of the society,

who h.ave occupied official positions from its forma-
tion, will meet with us no more.

Dece.\sed Officers.—Andrew H. Ernst, of Cin-
cinn.ati, Ohio, one of the Vice Presidents of this

society, died at his re-idence in that city, February
13th, IStiO, .aged sixty-four years. He was a gentle-

man of foreign birth, but thoroughly nationalized
;

being a great admirer of .American character, .and a
firm supporter of American institutions. He w.as a
pioneer and ch.ampion of our cause in the north-

west section of our country ; a gentleman favorably
known and highly appreciated by all who knew him
for his pomological knowledge, for his characteristic

modesty, for suavity of manner, and for his eminent
Christian virtues.

• John Fitch, in 17SS. To his steamboat Porscvcrance.

':>5^

Wo have also to mourn the death of Benjamin V.
French, of Dorchester, Mass.achnsotts, a member of

the Executive Committee, who died .'Vpril lOtli, 1860,

aged sixty-eight years. Mr. French was ardently

devoted to the cause of torr.a-culture, in its most
comprehensive sense ; .and has, for many years, held

important ollici.al positions in the Agricultural and
Horticultural Societies of his State and country.

Few men have been more interested in the cultiv.a-

tion of tlio soil, .and few have been so strongly at-

tached to rural life and rural happiness. Even to

the close of life, these were his most cherished ob-

jects.

In reflecting on the usefulness .and ex.ample of

our departed friends, on their labors and contribu-

tions to the cause of pomology, their honor.able life

and peaceful death, wo shall ever retain a high

appreciation of their worth. Wo cheerfully accord

to their memory our gr.atitudo for their valu.ablo

services, and enrol their names among tlie benefac-

tors of mankind. We moui-n the loss of these wor-

thy associates, but our institution still lives, and
other friends survive to co-operate with us in ad-

vancing the cause so dear to our he.arts.

Eicnxn Session.—This is the eighth session .and

twelfth year of our association. Much has been
accomplished since its org.anization, but how won-
derful the improvement in every branch of hus-

b.andry, and iu all that concerns the progress of

society, since the formation, in this city, of the first

association for the promotion of rur.al art, just three

quarters of a century .ago ! It is profltaVile to look

b.ack occasionally, and see what has been achieved

in the past.

Most sincerely do I congratulate you upon the

general interest now .awakened in fruit culture—on
the zeal, enterprise, and industry of cultivators in

the acquisition .and production of new and choice

v.arieties—on the multiplication of local .associ.itions

.and publications, all laboring with us for the pro-

motion of pomology.
In this presence, and on this occasion, I have no

speculations or doubtful theories to promulg.ate.

We have had already enough, and perhaps too

miiny of these for our own benefit or others. What
we especially need, are the results of the ripe and
united experience of the best cultiv.ators. guided by
the deductions of science. Some of the recommenda-
tions in former addresses I desire to reinforce, for it

is " line upon line, and precept upon precept" that

makes a deep and hasting impression. New topics,

as they arise, are entitled to respectful consideration,

and the discussion of them will undoubtedly elicit

important information.

Revision of Catalogue.—Great advantages h.ave

.already resulted to the country and the world from

the catalogue of this Society, which classifies our

fruits, registers those suited to general cultiv.ation
;

those .adapted to partieuhar localities ; those which
promise well ; and those that are pronounced un-

worthy of cultivation. It has been our custom on
former occasions to enlarge and revise our General

Catalogae'by a discussion .and vote on each variety.

^j-*^!^
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It will bo remembered that, at the last biennial

session, the Chairman of the General Fruit Com-
mittee reeommondeil the appointment of local com-
mittees in each State and Territory, charr,'e(l with
the duty of producing and submitting to a .special

committee a list of the fruits cultivated in their

respective localities.

From these local catalogues, embodying the ripest

experience of the best cultivators in all parts of the

country, it will be easy for the Society, at its next
session, to transfer fruits to the corresponding de-

partment of the Society's General Catalogue.

I therefore respectfully recommend.
First, That no revision of that portion of our

catalogue embracing fruits for general cultivation be
attempted at this meeting.

Secondly, That local committees be appointed,

each of which shall be charged with the duty of

preparing a catalogue of the fruits in its own lo-

cality, on the same general plan as the Society's

Catalogue.

IVnidlii, That a special committee be appointed
at this time, to whom these various local committees
shall make their report during the year 18G1.

Fourthlii, That the Special Committee be charged
with the duty of compiling, from these local cata-

logues, and from the present catalogue of our So-

ciety, full lists of all the fruits therein named,
properly classified and arranged, with due regard to

nomenclature and terminology, and shall submit
the same at the next biennial session for its con-

sideration and action. This labor, well performed,
will redound to the honor of American Pomology.

These recommendations are not intended to pre-

clude a discussion of the merits or demerits of any
variety now on our catalogue. On the contrary,

they call for a full and free expression of opinions

in respect to any department of the same, as this

may aid the labors of the several committees.
Neither are they intemlcd to preclude the addition

of varieties to the list which pntmise well.

If this association had rendered no other service

except to give to the world its present catalogue of

fruits, it would have fulfilled an important mission
;

but it has done more ; it has encouraged and origi-

nated many kindred associations, has brought to-

gether experienced cultivators, and made tliem

teachers of each other.

By this action and re action of mind on mind,
many of the first principles of judicious cultivation

are now fully settled and well understood. Among
these are the following, to which I will now only
brieUy allude, as they have been more fully con-

sidered in former adtlicsses :

CuLTL-KE OF Trees.—1. The healthful develop-

ment of fruit trees, as of other living substances,

depends on the regular reci'ption of a certain (luan-

tity of appropriate food. This food, whether derived
from the earth, air, water, or other natural elements,

is conveyed throuijh the medium of the atmosphere
and the soil. While we have only an indirect and
imperfect control of the atmosphere and other me-
teorological agents, the Gre.at Arbiter of Nature has
committed the S'jU directly to our care and treat-

ment.
2. To this I may .add the general sentiment in

favor of thorough and perfect drainage, beneficial to

all cultivators, but indispensable to the fruit-grower.

3. Not less uniform is the experience of the salu-

tary effects of a proper preparation of tlie soil for
fruit-trees, both in the nursery and in the orchard.

Tliese principles are settled in the minds of all

intelligent fruit-growers ; but they need to be often
promulgated ancl enforced. It should be equally
well understood that success depends upon the
adaptation of the h.abits of the tree to the constitu-
ents of the soil, the location, .and aspect or exposure.
A disregard of this principle, ami the fickleness of
seasons, are among the most common causes of
failure, not only among inexperienced cultivators,
but among professed pomologists.
More attention should be given not only to tho

location, but especi.ally to the aspect of trees. A com-
mon error is to disregard the time of ripening. We
plant our early fruits in the warmest and most
geni.al locations. These should be assigned to our
latest varieties. For inst.ance, we, at the north,
have too often phaced our late fall and winter pears,
like Easter Beurre, or Beurre d' Aremberg, in north-
ern aspects and exposed positions, where they are
liable to injury by the gales and frosts of autumn,
whereas we should have given them a sonthern as-

pect, and our most fertile soils to bring them to per-
fection. The most favorable locations are not so
indispensable to our .summer fruits, which mature
early under the more direct rays of the sun, and in

a much higher temperature. This rule may require
modification .and e%-en reversion to adapt it to the
south or southwest portion of our country. And
here I cannot refrain from expressing the earnest
hope that our local catalogues may be framed with a
wise reference to this principle, and that the day
m.ay not be distant when the Society's Catalogue
shall designate tho particul.ar locality, aspect, and
soil, adapted to each variety of fruit.

But, however important these considerations m.ay
be, the subsequent cultivation of trees must receive

a p.assing notice, even .at the risk of repeating some
opinions of myself and others, which are already be-

fore the public.

The sentiments contained in the communication
of Mr. J. J. Thomas, at our Last session, against the
growth of any other crop in orchards, especially

.against relying upon small circles dug around trees

in grass ground, as a method of culture, deserves
to be held in perpetual remembrance. Kqually in-

jurious, in my own opinion, is the habit of deep
digging or ploughing among fruit trees, thereby cut-
ting off the roots, and destroying the fibrous feeders,

which frequently extend beyond the sweep of the
branches. However necessary tho practice m.ay be
of cutting off roots in old orchanls, in the process
of renovation, it should be carefully avoided in

grounds properly prepared, and where tho trees ju-e

in a healthy or bearing condition. From experi-
ment and observation, I .am porsu.aded that working
the soil among fruit trees, to the depth of more than
three or four inches, should be carefully .avoided.

The surface should only be worked with a hoe, or

scarifier, for the purpose of stirring the soil, and
keeping out the weeds. Thus we avail ourselves of

the advantages of wh.at, in farming, is called flat-

culture, at present so popular. For the same re.a-

son, manure should not bo dug in to any considerable

depth, and some of our wisest cultivators now
recommend its .application on tho surface. So
favorably impressed with this practice is the M.assa-

chusetts Board of Agriculture, that it h.as ordered a
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series of experiments with cereal grains and other

products in the ajiplication of manures on tlic sur-

face as compared with specified depths beneath it.

The practice of surface manuring is no novelty of

our day. An eminent cultivator of fruits, nearly

two hundred years ago, said, "Manures should be

applied to fruit trees in the autumn upon the sur-

face, that tho rains, snow, and frosts may convey

the elements of fertility to the roots;" ami "that,

by this method, one lo.id will do more good than two

used in the common way of trenching in to the

depth of one foot." Other distinguislued cultiva-

tors and scientific gentlemen recommend tho same

practice. Hence we are of opinion that our orchards

and gardens should lie manured in the autumn, and

on the surface, so that tho manures may be tho-

roughly decomposed, made soluble during tho fall

and winter, and suitable for the nourishment of the

tree early in the spring.

In the history of this art, as of most others, it is

wonderful how human opinions change. 'What

were once considered as fundamental, are now re-

jected as unphilosophical or injurious; and those

once rejected are now adopted as wise maxims. The
doctrine has prevailed, from the time of Columella

and Varro, that manures should not bo exposed to

the air, but should be incorporated with the soil as

soon as laid out ; whereas, we have now the opin-

ion of cultivators and chemists in favor of exposure

to the air and other external agents of decomposi-

tion, and that it is not a source of nutrition to the

plant until it is thoroughly decomposed. This

opinion is certainly corroborated by the practice of

skilful gardeners in all past time, who will never

use green manure in the potting or cultivation of

plants, and only that which has become old and

line.

Neit Native Fkcits.—Changes of opinion hare

also taken place in regard to the acquisition of new
sorts of fruits. Formerly we looked to other coun-

tries ; now we rely more especially on our ovra

seedlings for the best results. When we reflect

upon the great number of new varieties which have,

in our time, been raised from seed, and the progress

•which has thereby been made, no apology need be

offered for repeating what has been said in foi-mer

addresses in commendation of this branch of pomo-
logy. It was my first, so it shall be my continual

and last advice : "Plant the most mature and perfect

seed of the most hardy, vigorous, and valuable varittics,

and, as a shorter process, ensuring more certain and
happy results, cross or hybridize your best fruits."

What wonders this art has already accomplished

in the production of new and improved varieties in

the vegetable kingdom ! Uow much it has done for

the potato, the turnip, and other vegetables,— pro-

ducing, from a parent stock of inferior grade, num-
berless varieties of great excellence ! How it has

brought forth, from the hard, acrid, and foxy grape

of the woods, the delicious varieties that are now
obtaining notoriety and extension ; from the bitter

almond, the luscious peach and nectarine ; from the

austere button-pear of the forest, the splendid vari-

eties that command our admiration ; from the sour

crab, the magnificent apples which now constitute

the dessert of our tables ; from the wild raspberry

and blackberry of the hedge, from the native straw-

berries of the pastures, those superb varieties which

crown tho tables at our exhibitions. We believe it

is now admitted that our native varieties are more
hardy, vigorous, productive, and free from disease
than most foreign sorts. Thus we have seedling
gooseberries free from mildew, and pears that never
cr.ick. Why can we not breed out tho blac'k wart
from the plum .' It has been suggesteil, by a gentle-
man of great knowledge, that, by taking the com-
mon wild plum, the P.ii.iu Am ric ni, of which
there are several varieties, varying in color, size,
and flavor, we may produce kinds not subject to
disease, if judiciously crossed with our best gardi-n
sorts ; or, if bred between themselves, we might
perhaps add new varieties to our sjjecies of culti-
vated plums, which would be healthy, productive,
and delicious. This suggestion is certainly worthy
of consideration and experiment.

Let not this recommendation, however, in regard
to cross-fertilization, discourage the sowing of other
seeds, because they have not been artificially im-
pregnated by the hand of men, for they may have
been fertilized by the wind, or insects conveying the
pollen of one variety to the style of another. In
this w.ay have been jiroduceil most of the superior
sorts of American fruits. How extensive and invit-

ing is the field here opened even to the most common
fruit grower, who, practising upon this principle
through a series of years, can hardly fail to produce
some good fruits, although he m.ay not be acquainted
with the higher and more delicate process of artifi-

cial impregnation But infinitely superior and more
promising is the sphere of enterprise which opens
before the scientific pomologist. It is bro.ad as the
earth, free as the air, rich as the land of promise.
In his hands are placed the means of continual pro-
gress witliout the numerous uncertainties wliich
must ever attend accidental fertilization. He has
the sure guide of science, which never misleads her
votaries, but elevates them from one degree of excel-
lence to another towards absolute perfection. By
these processes, new varieties are multiplying with
unparalleled rapidity throughout our country. We
rejoice in the intense zeal which h.is been awakened
in this pursuit. It augurs well for the future,

whether prompted by the desire either of fortune or
of fame. But the spirit of adventure, thus .awakened,
needs occasionally a little wholesome discipline, lest

it foster an undue reliance on immature experience,
and tend to quackery, imposition, and fraud.

While we refrain from all iierson.al reflections, we
cannot forbear exhorting all, and especially the
officers and members of this association, to in-

creased vigilance and caution in the recommendation
of novelties, until they have been thoroughly tested

by competent judges. -As it is human to err, so it

is natural to be partial to one's own ofl"spring and
friends, and this partiality often sways the judgment
of honest and good men.

But a more common and serious difliculty under
which we labor, is the promulgation of seedlings
by individuals and associations that have not the
information requisite to form an intelligent, and
therefore reU.able judgment. Another evil which in-

creases with the m.ania for what is new and rare, is

the exposure for sale, by flaming advertisements and
speculating agents, of old varieties under new and
specious names, varieties which, like .Jonah's gourd,
were known in their day and place, but have long
been consigned to oblivion.

^^pir^^''-'--—
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As in thi» past, so in the present and in the future,

let it be our purpose and practice to rejict tliose

tliat are wortlilrss, to withhold our aiiprobation from
those that are doubtful, and to encourage tlie multi-

pliiation of those only which are of decided and
acknowledged worth. Thus shall we elevate the

standard of judgment, and fulfil the mission provi-

dentially assigned us. We mipht enlarge on this

and other topics, V)Ut the brief period which it is

proper for me to occupy in this opening address, re-

stricts me to one or two other considerations.

Ai-riMTiFs.^I would here again rcconimend a
moie careful study of affinities between tlie stock

and the graft. Whatever be the opinions in regard

to the manner and degree of influence which the

scion has upon the stock, or the reverse, the fact of

that intlueme is undeniable. For example, we have
seen certain varieties of the pear, as the Cross, Col-

lins, and others, which would not readily assimilate

with the stock, however vigorous. We have, in

many instances, seen healthful trees, sicken and
eventually die, by the insertion of these nncongeu-
ial grafts. So great was the want of congeniality,

that we have seen the stocks throw out successive

crops of suckers, and although these were frequently

removed, yet the scion would refuse to receive and
elaborate the sap in suificient quantity to nourish
it, and the trees would finally die. In such instances

the only way to restore the health of the stock, is to

remove the graft for a scion of its own or some
other appropriate sort.

As 1 have formerly directed your attention to this

topic, I have only sp.ice to embody a few general

rules to guide practice.

In deciding upon aflinity between the tree and
graft, consider

—

f rst, The characters of the woods to be united,

as whether of fine or coarse texture, of slender or

gross growth.
S coiid, The wood-buds, whether abundant or

sparse, plump or lean, round or pointed.

Third, The seasons of maturity, whether early,

medium, or late.

These suggestions will suffice to indicate the direc-

tion of thought and the kind of investigation to be

pursued. A better knowledge of the subject will, no

doubt, hereafter be attained, and will reveal some
of the inexpliiable mysteries which now attend this

branch of fruit culture.

Grape Ccltcbe.—Let me for a moment call your

attention to the cultiv.ition of the grape. This is

now assuming so much importance in our country

that it seems entitled to special attention at this

time. Its progress is indeed marvellous. Until

within a few years, it was supposed that Providence

had assigned grape culture and the manufacture of

wine to countries in the south of Europe, and that

the soil ami climate of America were not at all

adapted to their production. Still later, the theory

was promulgated, which has not as yet yielded in

full to a more enlightened judgment, that no good

grape could flourish on our eastern slope. Kow it

is known to surieed in almost every aspect where

soil anil cultivation are suitable, ami it is believed

that no country on earth is better adapted to tho

extensive cultivation of the grape than the United

St:ites of America. This branch of fruit culture is

yet in its incii>ient state, but it has progressed so

far as to authorize the belief that the grape can be

grown with success in almost every State and Terri-
tory of the Union.
With the progress already made in raising new

sorts, it is only a question of time when we shall
liave varieties aflapted to almost every locality.

Thousands of cultivators, scattered over our ex-
tended country, are each of them raising new varie-

ties from seed in the expectation of success. While
some of them may be valuable, many must, of neces-
sity, be failures, liaving been originated from na-
tural and accidental inii>regnalion, witliout any
settled or philosoihical plan. The laws of reproduc-
tion in this department are the same as in other
branches of the vegetable kingdom. For instance,
in northern latitudes, the great object should be to

produce good kinds which ripen early and are per-

fectly hardy. To procure these from the limited
number of our native grapes, we must resort to the
art of hybridization, taking for the parents those
sorts which contain the characteristics we desire to

combine. This work has already been commenced
in good earnest, anil is progressing rajiidly in the
hands of many practitioners. Illustrations have oc-

curred under our own observation, proving the im-
mediate and happy results from the crossing of
native with foreign grapes. A gentleman in my
own vicinity has taken, as the mother parent, the
Vitis Lalirusc ', a common native grape, and crossed
these vines with the pollen of the Black Hamburg,
and the White Chasselas grapes. Of forty-five

seedlings, thirty-seven have borne fruit. All pro-
geny of these has proved perfectly hardy, and have
stood without protectiou for several wintei-s, where
the Isabella and Diana have been much injured.

Of the seedlings produced from impregnation of the
Black Hamburg, most of them inherit, in a good de-
gree, the color and chanacteristiis of the male parent

;

while those fertilized with the White Chasselas, all

were of a reddish color, intermediate between the
natural colors of the parents. Thus we see the
positive .ind powerful effect of the art of hybridiza-
tion in the hands of scientific cultivators, who can,

in a measure, control the process of reproduction,
and render it subservient to their purpose.

But, to prevent discouragement and sustain per-

severance, it should be remembered that in con-

formity with the experience of Van Mons, Knight,
and other pioneers, a seedling does not attain to

perfection at once. To arrive at its culminating
point of excellence, it must often be fruited for

several years. Others maintain that a number of

manipulations are requisite to bring a new variety

to perfection. Some varieties attain this much
earlier than others, and the same variety reaches it

earlier or later in dilTerent localities. Hence an
originator shoulil not reject a seedliug of some ap-
parent good qualities simply because it m.ay have
some defect ; for this may result from local or ex-

ternal influences. He should, therefore, cause it to

be transferred for trial to a different soil and climate.

Even grapes of acknowledged excellence are im-
proved by this change. The Concord ai\d Diana of

Massachusetts, valuable as they are at home, acquire

a superiority in the south and southwest unknown
in their original locality, even rivalling the Catawbas
and Isabellas of those sections.

It seems to be a general law of nature, illustrated

in our forests .and fields, that some trees and grains

will flourish in nearly all localities and latitudes.

^.^^ -'^W.
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while othors are particularly rcslriited to certain

districts. By this arrangement an all-wise Provi-

dence diffuses blessings over our country and clime.

Each has its aiipropri.ite share in the general niunif-

iceuoe of the Creator, together with luxuries peculiarly

its own. The grape is common and almost universal

;

but the varieties of this fruit are mutable and local,

capable of endless adaptation by human skill. Hence
this field for the culture of the grape, upon tlie

Iwrders of whicli we h.ave scarcely entered, is to the

intelligent cultivator, full of promise and reward.
While it was formerly supposed that the peculiar,

and, to many, the disagreeable aroma nf our common
grapes disqualified them for the production of choice

fruits and wines, it has been proved, we thiuk, be-

yond a reasou.able doubt, that the characteristic

designated, by way of contem|it, as the fox or pole-

cat flavor, will hereafter constitute one of tlie chief

excellencies of our new varieties, when, by the art

of hybridization and civilization, this flavor shall

have been modified and changed, by alliance with
other grapes of excellence that are destitute of this

quality. This flavor, thus improved, seems destined
to form a distinctive characteristic of an important
class of American grapes, even to give them a mar-
ked superiority over such varieties as the Black
Hamburg, Sweetwater, and such other foreign sorts

as are destitute of any especial aroma, and consist

mainly of sugar and wafer. It may yet make our
seedlings rivals of the Muscats, the Frontignacs, and
other highly flavored foreign grapes of the Old World.
Multitudes of seedlings, deriving their origin from
our native vines in various stages of civilization,

and with a special view to this result, are now on
probation in various parts of our country. From
these must necessarily arise, in coming time, many
sorts of superior quality.

What if the desire for new varieties has become a
mania ? What if it produce, here and there, personal
sacrifices and disappointments ? What if, from want
of skill, or from adverse causes, many inferior or

even worthless varieties are produced ! The result

is certain. The time fast approaches when the ulti-

mate good will be realized, and when America will

become the great grape-growing and wine-producing
country of the world.

I admit, in respect to all our fruits, that as the
number of varieties increases, more judicious and
severe discrimination in the selection of very valua-

ble, and in the rejection of comparatively inferor

varieties, will be demanded. This is the lesson

which past progress teaches us. What would the

gardener of fifty years ago have said, if he had been
told that his favorite Bon Chretiens, Muscats and
Blanqutfts, were soon to be thrown into the shade
forever .' He would have shown as much incredulity

as some of our modern amateurs do when we talk of

future progress. The Duchesse d'Angouhme, the

Beurrcd'Anjou, Doyenn'' Boussock, Beurre, Supefin,

Bartlett and Seckel, had not revealed to him the

vast exteut of improvement in fruits which was to

be made. What was true, in this respect, fifty years

ago, is equally applicable to present varieties. The
impossible h.os no place in the history of progressive

science, whether relating to natural arts, or to

mechanical industry.

CoxcLtJsiox.—But, gentleman, I have occupied my
share of your time and attention, yet I must beg
your indulgence in a few concluding remarks.

Wo have spoken hero, and on former occasions,

of the advancement which has been ma<le in pomol-

ogy in our age and country. This is to be ascribed

in part to the great scheme of I'rovidence which has

developed such stupendous results in the march of

civilization ami all the arts of life. Human pursuits

are allied by aflinities so intimate, that a remarkable

discovery or improvement in one advances them all.

Never before has the public mind been so profoundly

moved, nor the energies of mankind so concentrated

upon efforts to relieve toil, to perfect skill, to reward
labor, and to multiply the comforts and blessings of

life.

Truly wo live in an age of transition and wonder !

The invention of to-day supersedes that of yesterday,

and in its turn is to be supplanted by that of to-

morrow. No enterprise, however bold, adventurous,

or vast, whether the construction of a railroad from
the Atlantic to the Pacific; the laying of the mystic

wire in old ocean's bed, or threading it through
Behring's Straits and winding it around the Globe,

is too great for the capital, energy, or intelligence

of the present generation.

How wonderful tlie scale of development in modern
society. The old wheel and hand loom of our

mothers have passed away, and given place to the

busy hum and clatter of our princely mauufactories
;

the needle of the weary housewife, plied by day and
night for clothing her family, has been exchanged
for the ingenious sewing-machine, turning off its

ready-made garments, aud performing the labor of

months in a day ; the old printing-press of our
Franklin, working off by the sweat of the brow only

a few hundred newspapers per day, has yieliled to

the steam-press of our time, throwing off its twenty
thousand impressions per hour ; the brush of the

artist patiently filling up his outline, touch by touch,

through toilsome days, to the jiencils of light in the

hand of the King of day. picturing at a flash the

image of yourself, and of all around you ; the coaster

creeping cautiously along the shore, dependent on
wind and tide, to thousands of steamboats which
now dash over our lakes, rivers and oceans, despite

of current or tempest ; the old stage-coach, making
only fifty miles per day, to our despatch and light-

ning trains, running fifty miles per hour ; the horse

express and carrier pigeon, hailed !is wonders in

their time, to the electric telegraph, which, quick as

thought, speaks with a tongue of fire, the languages
of earth.

Discoveries, inventions and improvements equally

remarkable characterize all the arts of husbandry.
Witness, in place of the forked stick of the ancients,

or the wooden plow of our boyhood, the improved
iron plow of every model, and adapted to all kinds
of soil and situation ; and, still more marvelous, the

Steam Plow, moving as a thing of life across the

broad prairie, turning up its numerous furrows at

once, and leaving behind it a wake like that of a
majestic ship. Witness also, instead of the rude
hook, the sickle, or the scj-the of the farmer, slowly
and tediously gathering his crop, our mighty mow-
ing and reaping machine, cutting down its ten to

twenty acres per day.
The great industrial pursuit which this Society

seeks to promote furnishes testimony of progress
not a whit behind the most favored of the arts.

Behold the improved methods of cultivation ; the

vast number of nurseries and orchards, springing

lyi^^
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up everywhere, as by enehantment ; the noTel pro-
cess of re]>roduction, mnlti])lyinp; plants in emlless
profusion, and as W the stroke of a magirian's
wand. Witness the interniinalile lists of varieties
now in fultivation, increasing with each revolving
year; tlie restlesss and anxious desire to obtain
everytliing new and promising from whatever coun-
try or sea-girt isle it comes; the refined taste for
choice fruits rapidly extending throngh every gra-
dation of society

; the standard of Pomology, like
the star of empire rising in the east, moving still

onward to the west, and exciting the attention and
astonishment of mankind.
But this progress results from no supernatural

power. It is rather an illustration of human capa-
bility, acting in conformity with natural laws, and
in harmony with the benevolent designs of thefireat
llush.indman for the amelioration of socletv, ami
the display of his infinite wisdom and love, "sought
out of those who take pleasure therein." It ex-
hibits the conquest of mind over matter, the do-
minion of man over nature, improving, adorning
and elevating her to the highest and noblest pur-
poses of her creation.

Inspired with these sentiments, let us take en-
couragement, and press on in the career of improve-
ment, ever remembering that study and experience
make the man

; and that for the highest attainment
and the greatest success, we must depend upon the
culture of the mind as well as of the soil.

"Surrey the cK.tie through every zone,
From Lima to J.ipQn,

In linonulents of light '(is phnwn
That Cfi.TrRE make? the man.

All that man Iins. hatl, hopep. can have,
Fiist, promisetJ. or possessed,

Are fruits whii-h Ccltibe yives or gave,
At ludustr^s behest."—T. Gkeen Fessenden.

Wednespat, September 12, 18G0.

The Society met at '.<i o'clock, A. M. The Presi-
dent announced the order of business to be the discus-
sion of the list of fruits that promise well.

nROADWELL .^PPLE.

De. Waedee, of Oliio, moved that it stand on the
list.

BUCKINGHAM.
Mr. I.TON', of Michigan, moved that the Bucking-

hnni, of Illinois, or Winter, remaiu on the list.

COGGSWELL FORNWALDER.
Ma RuTTEU, of Penna. I view it as one of our

finest apples, in east Pennsylvania at least. It bears
very well. I planted one hundred and twenty-five of
this kind. They are now bearing. The fruit sells

higher than any other. They were sold last year at

one dollar per bushel. They are large, and keep
well. I have had fine apples in April. It is one of

the most stileablein the ninrket but it is not equal in

quality to others. 1 thinkiu Pennsylvania it does well.

Mk. H.M.nwiN, of Penna. I agree with Mr. Uiittcr

concerning its certainty of bearing. It is a good and
reliable tree

;
just ."ucli as we need.

Mr liVON. 1 have cultivated it for some years, and
have found it to be a very fine apple. They are of a
good size, and are fine keepers. My trees bear well,

and the fruit is cnming into great favor in our State.

They arc in demand, and are sold at good prices.

GENESEE CHIEF.

Dr. W.MtnER. I move that it he struck out of the
list. It is an apple that conies at a season when we
have many others. It is a large, coarse apple; it is

sour and light. It will do to cook, as it has little flavor

besides its acidity.

Mu. Bauuv, of N. y. I think if we reject it we
should reject many others. The only objection I have
is its name. It is one of the largest we have, and
when ripe is of a very superior quality. It is not
only a fine fruit, 'out a fine eating apple. I wish it

may remain on the list.

Mk. Hahriso.n, of Penna. I can only speak of its

quality. With me it has been the best of fifteen or

twenty varieties 1 have grown.
(Ordered to remain on the list

)

JEFFERIS.

Mr Ho >ker, of N. Y. My experience this season

has been that it has proved one of the finest apples.

I object to its being struck out.

Dr Esiilema.n, of Penna. In East Pennsylvania
it would seem to succeed. The trees in my orchard
are bearing when twenty others are destitute of fruit.

I believe it does well also in Western New York. It

is very delicious, medium-sized.

Mr Lyon. It is a very fine, fair sized apple.

Ma. Steele, of N. C I wish to make a suggestion.

That is, that gentlemen shall address the president.

This will be according to Parliamentary usage.

Mr. RirxTKU. I give my testimony in favor of this

apple. It originated in Pennsylvania. It is one of

our finest fruits. It ripens in September, and is equal

to any other we have. It was brought into notice by
the Horticultural Society of West Chester. It received

the first premium of five dollars in Massachusetts, and
secured commendation as a seedling fruit. I only re-

gret to say that we are not prepared to look into the

list of apples recommended for general cultivation.

Why are we excluded from discussing other fruits '.'

The PuESiriEST. The Committee who have hadtliis

matter in hand reporte 1 to this effect, that we should
confine ourselves to the list.

(Allowed to remain on the list.)

KING OF TOMPKINS COCNTT.

The President. Can any gentleman say anything
against it ? I think it is an apple worthy of all com-
mendation.

Mr. Lvo.v. It is not much thought of as a market
fruit. It's only fault is its size. It is too large for

market.

Mr. Bateham, of Ohio. We have found that it

ripens too early to be profitable with us in Ohio.

The President. Does not this quality arise from

soil?

Mr. Bateham. It is the same in all soils. It is better

in the Northwest part of the State. It will speck ; but

that is no detriment to any fruit, in my judgment.

Dr. Warder. I wish to confirm what Mr. Bateham
has said. 1 have seen it in all soils, in sand, clay, and
in limestone. We canimt yet fvirm an opinion, but our
impressions are unfavorable. It is prone to have the

rot, and to decay. When we find this sentiment uni-

versal, we must draw our own conclusions.
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TiiK rKKsiPKNT. I believe that it is an excellent I

apple in New York ; other belter apples abouml, aiwl

we don't care to have any on our list unless they ore

superior.

Mb. Tatlob, of Va. It is one of our winter apples,

anJ ripens well. It is a good fall apple.

(Allowed to stand on the list.)

MOTHER—SMOKE HOUSE.
Mr. Baldwin. The Smoke House we consider the

best apple in Eastern Pennsylvania, both in regard to

purely domestic purposes and for the tiible. We know
of no apple we would prefer to it, and 1 should be very

sorry to sec it stricken o9' the list, as it is decidedly

one of the best apples we have.

(.Vllowed to stand on list.)

WHITE WINTER PE.VRM.VIN—WINTER SWEET
PAR.\DISE.

Mn. RvTTEB. I cannot conceive bow it was, or who
ever proposed the White Winter Sweet Paradise, (we
don't mention sweet in the designation of it, but it is

sweet,) to be put upon the list of those that promise
well. I have bad it fruiting for the last fifteen or

eighteen years, but the property on which the trees

were planted, I sold some years ago to its present

owner, who has cut the tops all off, which he did at

last year's crops, as he did not consider it (the crop)

worth anything. I do not consider it worth cultivating

at all, for, when winter comes, it is used for nothing
but to make cider. In the neighborhood of Lancaster,

1 have known in the spring of the year, during the

months of .March and April, quantities of this apple

bought by the boys and girls, who sell them on the

railroads. It is a pretty fair apple, small, rather hand-
some, but I think a decidedly inferior fruit to hundreds
of others that have originated in Pennsylvania. How
it produces in other sections I do not pretend to know,
because I have not seen it out of Eastern Pennsylva-
nia. I move it be rejected from the list of Peo.misixo
WELL.

.Mb. T.vtlok, of Virginia. I object to that motion.
This apple cooks better than any other grown in this

portion of the State.

Mr. Tatlob. of Ohio. It is evident from the remarks
of the gentleman (Mr. Rutter) that there is no differ-

ence between the two classes of apples of this species.

The Sweet Paradise, which came from Pennsylvania,
is a sweet apple, and very savorable, and a very good
one.

(A voice, "all true.")

Mr. Rutter. I cannot be mistaken in regard to this

apple, because it is a vigorous apple, and originated

in or near Paradise, in Lancaster County. It is well

known in that section of the country. The Pennsyl-
vania Sweet Paradise is rather a flatter apple, with a

blush on one side, and quite acid in taste. There are
some more of our Lancaster County friends here, who
may tell us more in regard to this particular fruit, but
in Chester County it is considered a very poor apple.

Mr. B.vbbt. I have seen that apple (the Winter
Sweet) in Washington. It was very large, and I

thought the handsomest I had ever seen in my life. In
Columbus, Ohio, I have also seen it frequently, and
always thought it one of the most delicate, eatable,

sweet apples in a raw state, I ever handled. It is far

superior to the Tallman Sweet, or any of our popular
sweet apples. I can say nothing about its success in

Western New York, but I know in the South and Ohio
it is one of the finest we have.

5fR. S.vuL, of N. Y. I have some knowledge of this

apple; I have known it, I suppose, twenty years.

The apple is correctly described by Mr. Rutter, so

far as the shape is concerned, but its manner of

growing I never saw: where Mr. Downing lives it has

been always a fair handsome and good hearer, and,

as one of the gentleman has said, one of the best sweet
apples of the season.

Mb. Sciil.vt. I would suggest, if it bo in order, that

samples of the apples, under consideration, be pre-
sented by gentlemen making remarks relative thereto.

(Mr. Schlay presented a specimen of the Winter
Sweet Pcarraain as grown in Ohio aud Pennsylvania.)

Mr. Esulem an. There are two sweet Paradise .Ap-

ples, both originating in tliis .''tate. There can be no
difficulty in distinguishing them, from this fact, that

the one is ripe and past at this day, and the other is a

winter apple; so, of course, the one before us now is

not a winter apple. We consider it a very superior

fruit in Lancaster County, where we call it the Au-
tumn .Sweet Paradise, while the other we call the

Autumn Paradise.

Mr. B.vldwin. It is a very slight bearer on my place,

and I believe that to he the general character of the

fruit.

(Ordered to remain on the list

)

WINTHROP GREE.VIN-Q, OR LINCOLN PIPPIN.

The President. The Chair would state that this

apple was introduced upon the list of those which pro-

mise well, six years ago, at a meeting of the Pomolo-
gical Society in Boston, on motion of a gentleman from
the State of Maine, who gave it a very high recom-
mendatiou as an apple suited to that region. I do not
know that I have heard of it in any other section of

the country, that is the reason that it was placed here,

rather as a matter of courtesy to the State of Maine.
It is undoubtedly a very good apple.

SU.MMER SWEET PAB.A.DISE.

Mb. Lton. I suggest that the Summer Sweet Para-
dise be added to the list of those which promise well.

I have cultivated it for several years. It is quite a,

large, very fine, sweet apple. Its color is yellow.

("It was added to the list )

Mb. IIookee, N. Y. I hope that no gentleman will

introduce a fruit here that does not feel confident that

it is worthy of general cultivation.

Mr. Bateham. I wish to know whether the Summer
Sweet Paradise and the .\utumn Paradise are one and
the same fruit, or whether they are different. I wish
to know what we are discussing.

Ma. Scott. The names of these two fruits are too

similar.

Mr. Prince. These two names apply to the same
fruit.

(The President exhibited a specimen,) this is the

Summer Sweet Paradise recommended by -Mr. Lyon.

Mr. Saul. I know this apple. I pronounce it a
first rate one.

(Added to the list.)

BEN D.\VIS.

Da. Warder. I have not a specimen with me to

show you, but it is useless for me to say much to you
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about it. If any gentleman here knows much about
it I woulil like to hear his mind.

Mr. r.KUCKMA.NS. I am acquainted with the apple.

It is pronounced as a fiuc kcepiuf; up|ilc in our country,

where winter keeping apples are not very plenty As
a grower, it is good. It is rather an acid apple, of

medium size and fair quality.

Mu. Noble. Is this apple called the New York
I'ippin in some sections ?

TiiK I'besidk.nt. No, it is not.

Dk. W.\rdek. 1 move it be added to the list.

Mr. B.vury. When such a fruit as this is brought
up, I, like many others, feel enib:irrass6d in regard to

placing it on the list. My impression is, that where
an apple is not well known but to one or two persons
in this convention, it would be very well to hear a
description of its qualities and leave it be on record
and not add it to the list of those which promise well.

According to our own rules, it ought to he known well,

in several districts of the country. I think therefore

when an apple like this is known to only one or two
persons, it would be well that those persons should
give their opinions, and let their statements go before

the public, and thus give the subject all the justice

that can be done to it.

The Pkksidext. Those are my views, audit is con-
formable to our previous practice.

Dr. Waiuiek. I have a list of apples here which is

of considerable length. It contains names of those I

consider wi rthy of being placed upon the list of those

promising well. If we wait until these apples struggle

their way through their native woods, they will never
be put on that list. We have instances enough to

show the truth of my assertion. Take the "Cooper
apple," that cannot live out of its naturally limited

kingdom. There is an instance of an apple, which
for fifty years has been cultivated upon, and is abso-

lutely necessary to every household on the Muskingum
River, but is scarcely ever found away from that

river. The Society did me the honor to place the

Buckingham which was not known to any other mem-
ber of the Society upon the promising list, and in

consequence of that kind action, I have been led to

gather specimens of many valuable fruits throughout
the south and west, hoping to have tlicra similarly

treated. The gentleman who preceded me alluded to

the discussion. Who reads the discussion but a

favored few, who receive the Biennial Report for the

price of their membership, two dollars per year. The
list for general cultivation and that of promising well

are common property ; they arc published in every

newspaper in the ditferent .-ections of the country,

and therefore, 1 would have certain fruits that promise
well put in one ot those lists, that thej- may have, not

only a local reputation, but a certain degree of public

notoriety. If this course runs counter to the rules of

the society, I will fold up my list.

The President. There is certainly no objection to

adding to the lists those fruits well vouched for by
gentlemen having a sufficient knowledge of them, such

as Dr. Warder has already communicated to us in

relation to certain varieties, although those kinds

have applied to his own region.

I understood .Mr. Barry to intimate, that in cases

where the variety was somewhat less known, the

opinion of gentlemen relative to it should be recorded,

but the name of the variety should not be placed on the

list of promising well.

(The consideration of the Ben Davis was here re-

sumed, when)

Dr. Wardeb said : As Mr. Berckmans is well ac-
quainted with this apple, more so than myself, and
as he does not highly recommend it, I ask leave to

withdraw the name.

The President. There is no necessity for with-
drawing this name. The opinions of gentlemen
speaking to the subject will be placed on the record,

which action I believe meets our wishes in the settle-

ment of the question.

Mr. Clmmi.ngs. We have no description of the
apple under consideration. I would like to hear
some of its characteristics.

Mr Berckmans. The Ben Davis is an apple very
well known in Kentucky, from which State I came.
Mr. Downer introduced it. I have had it in cultiva-

tion four years. The fruit is not yet ripe. From
other sources, I have collected some information in

regard to it, and all those who have tried the apple
recommend it as very good, especially as a winter
keeping apple. The size is medium. It is rather a
Hat apple with a red cheek and stripped. As to its

quality it is fair, not of the first order. The tree is

a fine grower, and I move that it should be recom-
mended for cultivation.

Da. Warder. I would ask if it has any synonym ?

Mr. Smith. I wish to make a suggestion in rela-

tion to those fruits recently introduced by members
of this convention. It seems to be desirable to get
certain fruits before the public to be noticed by them,
for unless so introduced, they will be unaware of their

existence. I would suggest whether it would not be
well to recommend certain fruits for trial.

The Presiuent. That is precisely what the list

entitled " promising well" is intended for, simply to

put those fruits on probation, as it were.

PRESS EWING.
Dr. Warder Introduced the Press Ewing as

another of .Mr. Downers' apple. Mr. Berguiau
probably knows this apple better than myself. It is

globular, yellow green with alternate stripes. It has
a good deal of yellow flesh and plenty of juice ; is

kept very soundly and well in winter. Its season is

midwinter ; is grown on the borders of Tennessee.

Some of the apples I have presented here I have
never seen on the tree, and this is one of them. The
tree is a fine grower.

Mb. Barry. I think when we have only seen a
single specimen of an apple, an 1 have not seen it on
the tree—its bearing or hardiness, those qualities actu-

ally necessary to give value to any fruit—it is hardly
worth while to introduce it here.

There is a difficulty about this thing that some
people do not comprehend. Aa apple or fruit is

brought here before this convention by gentlemen who
have just seen a specimen. It is spoken very highly

of, and then a great many persons catching the con-

tagion, run after it to get specimens, which by and
by having obtained, they get disgusted, and thus are

led into much trouble. I think tliat unless gentlemen
have a full knowledge of the tree and fruit, and can
conscientiously come forward and recommend the

article to cultivators for trial, that they ought not to

bring it into notice. I am willing to take a fruit on
the recommendation of Dr. Warder ; but because I

have only seen a specimen of it, that is no reason why I

-—-'-'^^caHt
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gboulil uow approve of its qtmlitic?. Nor docs that fact

justify me in coniiug in here and giving it a place in

our catalogue. It would seem to me that if every
gentlemen in this room would place on this catalogue

the fruits which they hove seen or tested, we .should

have a list longer than could le contained in the

Biennial Report.

That is what I want to avoid in making the remark.

Mr. IUttf.b. Iq looking over the lij-t of the actions

of former conventions of the Pomological Society, I

find thirty-six apples recommended for general cul-

tivation, and iu turning to the list we have just gone
over, 1 enumerate twelve or sixteen more recom-
mendeil for trial. Now if forty-eight kinds of apples

are not enough for any man who intends to plant an
orchard of one hundred trees, I do not know what a

man wants in this world. There may be other apples,

but it seems to me we should have some intelligible

stand point, and that standpoint, speaking politically,

would be, that we should not introduce nor recom-
mend an apple, unless it have sume superior qualities,

or were superior to some we had heretofore recom-
mended—unless it stood a head and shoulders above
any thing else we have recommended. You may take

up your catalogues of nurserymen all over the coun-
try, and see two, three or four hundred kinds of

apples there laid down. Talking about introducing an
apple when but one gentlemen has seen it ! and when
we have a list of thirty six specimens "recommended"
to twelve " for trial." Now, letusrest here, and see

whether those which have been recommended all over

the country heretofore, will answer. I would recom-
mend the suggestion made by the Chair, and adopted
by the committee, that a committee be appointed who
will take the list that has been recommended, and ex-

amine any fruits the gentlemen here may choose to

speak of. Let us wait until we get the action of that

committee reported two years hence, and rest upon
our oars. Let us take this list of forty-eight apples

recommended for culture and trial and rest upon
tbem. Unless gentlemen have some apples of very
superior qualities, which he can attest, let them be
held back

Mr Steele. It occurs tome, that if there are thirty-

six varieties recommended for general cultivation, it

might be very well to have more than a hundred for

trial I think a fair proportion would be, that if

th'rty-six of cultivation, at least one hundred are
worthy of trial. l)oes any gentleman, who wishes an
advancement in the science of Carpology— I beg
pardon for the use of that word—desire to restrict

the amateurs in this country, to twelve varieties of

those that promise well for trial. I believe in pro-
gressiveness ; and it occurs to me, that if we really

desire to get what are the best fruits to be found in

the different sections of the country, we are obliged

to call attention to those different varieties that com-
mand approval in different sections of the country.
Let them go elsewhere, and the probability is, that

they may supersede a number of those varieties recom-
mended for general adoption. I believe it a matter
of policy, to call attention to these things, in as em-
phatic a manner as we can ; by this means, the at-

tention of those interested in this matter will be
arrested. I know it to be the fact, as does every one
who has paid attention to the subject, that more than
half of those recommended by this society for culti-

vation, are utterly worthless in one-half of the

geography of this Union. I am speaking particularly

of Winter I'aradise. liut I think it is to the interest

of gentlemen cultivating the Winter I'aiadise—or

apples appertaining to this parallel of latitude, that

whenever the winter apple sujiposed to have origi-

nated in a latitude further south, they should examine

it well, for it may be that it will be of great service to

them hereafter in winter varieties. 1 believe the very

apple to which attention has been called by my friend

from Ohio, will bo a very excellent apple in portions

further north than Cincinnati.

Mu. IIaiuuson. I would suggest, not wishing to

endorse any thing said in regard to new varieties which
have come under the observation of only a few of our

members, it should be recommended for trial. Of the

three classes of apples, only two have been published,

the third class being reserved for trial. Specimens
are certainly worthy of trial, while it is at the option

of the society to afterwards adopt or reject them. Liut

in placing samples on the list for trial, the society

merely recommends them, in the same manner as

would one gardener recommend a fruit to another.

The President. The Chair would simply state

what he believes to be the intention of this congre-

gation. It is to elicit information from the various

sections ofour country, allowing every gentlemen, if he

has any particular knowledge in regard to any special

fruit, to state that knowledge. If his description of

the article entitles it to a very fair character, we shall

all be anxious to try it. This course is alluded to as

the best to be adopted, in order that we may obtain a

knowledge of the fruits being disseminated through-

out the length and breadth of the land. A record is

made of the various statements in relation to certain

kinds of fruit, and when we come together, two years

hence, as in the past, we shall know more of them.

F.\LL WINE.
Dr. Waedeb. I offer, to be placed on the list of

promise well, at the option of the society Fall Wine.

Mr. Downing has had this specimen for thirty years,

and yet it is not on our lists, in our book or in any

eastern book. It is first rate ; a good bearer, fine

grower, and very fine apple in September, for cook-

ing, for the table, for the market, or anywhere.

Mr. Dow.sisg. I believe it one of the best fall

apples we have.

Mr. Barry. I know it to be a very fine apple.

Mr. Lyoh. It is inclined to be specked, and is of

an uneven size.

Dr. Warder. In our markets, it is as even-sized

an apple as any we have.

Mk. Loomis. We consider it the finest apple of the

season in our State (Indiana.) A regular bearer, and

good for nil purposes for which apples may be used.

(The fall Wine was then placed on the list.)

COMMON PEARMAIN.
Dr. Warder. I move to add the Common Pear-

main. It is an excellent keeper; will withstand the

roughest treatment. It may be kept without any

difficulty until March, and is good until JIay. One
of our very best Southwest keeping apples; not of

the very highest quality, but infinitely better than

anything I have seen, from lioston to Virginia, in the

Spring season of the year, when we gener.illy are

obliged to undergo the mastication of grindstones.

Mb. Taylor, (Va. ) I would inquire if that speci-

men apple was not grown iu Virginia?—(Pointing to

^j9m^
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the specimen proiluced hy Mr. Warder.)—It is there
a heavy henier, nud scarcely any fault can be found
with it l)ut that it is only used in harvest time and at
the last of April.

Dii. WARnEii. This specimen is from Staunton, Va.
I have others from Indiana.

Mr. Loomis. It is cultivated to a very great extent
along the Ohio river, and considered valuable as a
long keeper. Personally, I am not acquainted with
the fruit.

Mn. li.^TEiiAM. I have seen it in Ohio
;
good in the

Spring, thougli not very.

(The Common I'earmain was then added to the list
)

E.\RLV JOE.
Dr. AV.^RiiER. I would propose a sample, with

which many here are doubtless familiar—the Early
Joe.

Mr. Lyon. Sometimes a little specked ; otherwise
Tery pood.

(The Early Joe was not added.)

FATHER ABRAM.
Dr. Warder. I propose the Father Abram.

Mr. Robet, of Va. It is considered as a shy but regu-
lar bearer; keeps well; has a rich, spicy flavor; season,
late winter; not fit to eat before January, lasting
generally until March. Of moderate size, though
inclined to smallness; a fine grower, and very erect.

Mr. Stewart, lias been in our country (Illinois)

for many years ; and abound largely in the Spring,
throughout Central Illinois. Too small for market,
with an indifferent flavor; very in.sipid.

(The Father Abram was not added.)

WILLOW TWIG.
Mr. Warder. I propose the Willow Twig, known

also as the Willow, or James River. A large-sized
apple ; one of our best keepers and market fruits.

Thousands of dollars have been brought back for

years and years, by those who have taken this article,

in large quantities, down the Mississippi. It is

known all along the banks of the Ohio, though, I

believe, of Southern origin—from Virginia ; of fair

size. The tree looks like a wilding, and a good
bearer, though not pretty. Mr. Robey tells me he
considers this one of the best winter apples. We
look upon it as very good for cooking purposes, but
not for table. The wiry character of its stalks and
branches gives it its name.

Mr. Bissel. It has been kept in our neighborhood
(Pittsburgh) for two years ; a very fine flavored apple
and a great bearer; of equal temperament.

Mil. Stewart. It is considered by market dealers
as our most valuable fruit of the apple species. It

will keep twelve months; hangs on the tree until late
in the season; bears a uniform crop; and when pro-
perly packed, will keep all winter, without loss. It

is saleable in the last of June, and about the begin-
ning of July.

(Placed on the list.)

LIMBER TWIG.
Dn. Warder. 1 introduce the Limber Twig; an

ugly customer; very unprepossessing in its appear-
ance, but everything said in regard to the Willow
Twig— its keeping properties, etc.—may bo said of
this fruit. It belongs to the class known as Spring
apples.

Mr. Steele (N. C ) I think that my earliest

munching of winter apples is intimately associated

with the ohl Limber Twig—the first winter apple I

ever heard of When pretty good, it is solid, there

being some alluvial in its nature, and grows at a level

of 30° above tide-water. It has not the flavor other

apples have, but when you take into consideration ils

keeping properties, you will find this fault over-

balanced by something favorable.

Mr. RonEY. The Limber Twig is considered one of

our best winter apples for keeping; a regular bearer ;

a long keeper; one of our best cooking apples; it is

juicy and rich ; kept in the usual way, it becomes
spongy. They sometimes grow to a very large size.

.Mr. Berckmans. I agree in the remarks made by
Mr. Steele; it is one of the greatest winter apples wo
have. It has been brought from the district Mr.
Steele is from, and it is the only species I have fre-

quently found in the markets of Charleston and
Augusta. I have seen the apple in the month of May
and the end of ,\pril, kept sound ; and that is a very

sure guarantee that it is a good keeping apple.

Mr. CuMMiNns. I thought when I first saw the

apple it was the finest looking specimen I had ever

seen. I was so impressed with its beauty that I rode

to a nursery to obtain more than a single specimen.

I, however, know nothing of its qualities.

Mr Taylor (Va ) I have had it in Virginia, and
know that it is grown very well in Illinois. The great

abjection to it is its property of getting spongy during

the winter months. You will not find it plump and
sound in the spring. If you stow it away on the

floor of a room or like place, it will dry up and wither.

It requires lying on the ground for preservation.

Mr. Robey. We keep it in sand, in which material

it is preserved. It bears well.

Mr. Berckmans. I move this apple be called the

North Carolina Limber Twig, for the reasons which
have been stated.

(The motion was not agreed to.)

(The Limber Twig was then added.)

THE BONUM.
Mr Steele. I present an apple which is known as

a seedling of North Carolina, coming from one of the

central counties of the State. It was first ca'led by

the gentleman who named it—probably from the fact

that he wished everybody to know that he had been

at a Latin school in his time—the Magnum Ji'uiiim.

Several gentlemen in New York tried it. .Mr. West-

brook, of my own State, has had several specii:;ens

on exiiihitinu frequently. Dr. Warder tried it, and I

recollect the eloquent smack of the lips he gave after

tasting it.

Mr. Lyon. It strikes me that specimens of this

apple I saw two years since were very beautiful.

Mr. Steele- Those the gentleman (Mr. Lyon) saw,

were seventy-five per cent, (probably) larger than

this one. The trees are very good bearers aud grow-

ers, and very hardy indeed.

Mr. Rohey. One of our best winter apples.

Mr. Berckmans. In Georgia, it is not a winter

apple.

Mb. Steele. It is only a September apple with me.

Mr. Robey. With mo, it is an early winter apple.

(Placed on the list.)
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ST.VNSILi;.
Mr. Stkki.e. I prciciil nn n|i|i!e saiil to Imve origi-

nulcil ill the ciuiity of Slan^ill— a name wliicli I con-
ferrcil upon it. Some of them are almost green

;

the blnsli somewhat reiMcr than on that specimen.

The tree is a very beautiful grower— a pretty trer

—

anj very early bearer, ami worthy the apple list.

Tlierc i.s an enlargement of the fruit spur—more .«<)

than any apple I know of. It is yellowish in flesh;

of very gooJ quality indeed ; is a capital apple with
us in the month of .lanuary. It is well tasted, and
the earliest bearer 1 know ot'.

.Mr. Ueiickma.ss. Mr Steele has sent me several

specimens, which I have planted. It ripens in the

month of July, and until ripe, remains sound on the

tree.

(On motion of Dr. Warder, placed on the list.)

The CiiAiii. Gentlemen will bear in mind that we
are here representing constituencies; and their opin-

ions should be considered as coming from their res-

pective localities

NEW YOUK PIPPIN.
Dr. W.^kder. I present tlie New York Pippin,

known in Arkansas as the Kentucky Streak, and
along the Ohio river, particularly on the Kcritucky
side, as the Carolina lied Streak ; in which place it

is of a beautiful oblong, conical shaped appearance

;

handsomely colored ; a good keeper.

Mr. Smith, (N. T.) I have known it as a beautiful

conical-shaped apple; highly polished, with a fine

bright rind.

Mr. Stew.\rt. I concur in all Dr. Warder has said

in regard to the New York Pippin. We have culti-

vateil it in our section of the country, under the name
of the Ked Pippin. I have met it all through Mis-
souri, under the name of the Victoria Red, and I

find it one of the best growers in the nursery and
orchards, and one of the hardiest trees, and one of
the most profitable and saleable apples. It is culti-

vated largely, and finds first-rate sales.

Mb. 15tr.\m, (Ky.) The history of that apple, I

think, is in this wise : It was introduced into Kentucky
from thistity by one of the Aliens, who saw it in the

markets of this city, and was so well pleased with it,

that they introduced it as I have stated, taking the
name of the New York Pippin, at the same time, by
which name it was known here.

Mr. I/TON. I received, by way of Indiana and Ken-
tucky, Some years since, what appeared to be a very
good apple—the one under consideration—though I

have another superior to this.

Mr. Noble (Pennsylvania.) I never saw any speci-
mens of this apple. I merely wish to ask whether
this was, a year ago, the Ben Davis. It is so stated
in some of the periodicals of that time.

Dr. Warder. It is not the same. A pomological
body, though quite a subordinate one to this, met at
Bloomington, Illinois, last winter; and after proper
consideration, they agreed to call this fruit the Caro-
lina Ked. I move that that name be given to it now.

Mr. Barry. In the case of an important apple like

this, I would inquire whether it would not be well to

refer it to the Committee on Sj'nonyms, in order that

they may, between this and next session, investigate

its history and find its real name.
(The nomenclature of the apple was referred to the

Committee on Synonyms.)

KO.ME BEAUTY.

JIr. Batkitam, (O ) I would like to hear something

about our famous apple—the Rome Beauty. It is ex-

ceedingly popular in my half portion of our State,

and ill adjoining States.

Mr. liAnnv. I think the Home Beauty is very

handsome; as seen in specimens from Ohio. It is

said to be an apple of second, or not more than third

quality ; very handsome and productive.

.Mr. Berck.mass It is an apple of second quality

only; cultivated in our section on account of its

beauty. It is an .•Vugust apple with me.

Dr. AVakder. I have no objection to its going on

the list of Promise Well, having seen a sample of very

good character. Though it has no stem—for when
you see apples come to an exhibition without a stem,

you may be sure the apple is either bad, or comes
from a very poor pomologist— it is a very good apple.

(The Koine Beauty was not added.)

WHITE PIPPIN.

Dr. Warder. I would introduce the subject of the

White Pippin.

Mr. Bateiiam. I was required by the Chairman of

the Fruit Committee of the State Pomological Exhibi-

tion of Ohio, to present the names of twelve winter

apples, and I had to put the name of the White Pip-

pin at the head of the list. I do not expect to fiml a

better winter apple than this—so much so, that I

could not recommend a half dozen varieties without

including it. We have been greatly puzzled in Cen-

tral Ohio to know where the name came from. It is

supposed that it was brought from Eastern Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey under certain names. It much
resembles the Newtown Pippin, and is every way
profitable.

Mb. Scott, (N.J.) I would say there is something in

our nurseries which answers to the description given by

Mr. Bateham. The name of Pippin is given it for spe-

cial distinction, but whether it was a Holland or Fall

Pippin, or something else, we could not determine.

Mr. Reid (N. J.) It very much resembles the

French Pippin.

Mb. Qui.n.v (N. J ) The French Pippin, to which
Mr. Reid refers, is cultivated very extensively in our

region.

Mr. Downing (N. Y.) The White Pippin is a very

fine apple, but distinct from the French Pippin.

(The White Pippin was then added to the list.)

THE MEXICO.

Mr. Trowbbidoe, Conn. I introduce the Mexico.

Mb. Dow.Niso. It is a good, pleasant apple. In our

classification, I call it very good. In Connecticut,

around Brookfield, there is no apple liked so well. It

is an early September apple, and the nurseries there

cultivate it, and have it in their catalogues as one of

the finest apples. (Mr. D. here exhibited a specimen

of the article, unripe.) They will now fall from the

tree in two or three days.

(Not added to the list.)

PRYOR'S RED.

Dr. Warder. I introduce the Pryor's Red.

Mr. Taylor. It originated in Virginia, and is cul-

tivated throughout the South ; has a rather tender

skin, liable to a little rupture in the keeping ; used

m^ ^j9=m
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to miJ-wiuter and spring ; almost like the yellow

wlieu ripe.

Mil. 1!\TEHAM. Thiit apple 1 have seen a great deal

of in Southern Ohio an I Southeastern Ohio, and have
boea much pleased with it. Uut a serious complaint
brought against it is in cousei[ueiice of the tree blight-

ing. There seems to be a great importance in regard
to location, as it is liable to become diseased very
soon on being planted in uricongeuial soil. Along
the (ihio it does very finely. But 1 would not rccom-
mcnil it to my friends or customers for general plaut-
ing.

Mil. Taylor. It is the hardest tree to graft; many
aitempts at the process being unsuccessful.

Me. Kodey. In Southern Virginia it is considered
of very tine H ivor, though a tardy bearer, and a poor
one after it commences.

Dk. Wauder. a tree six years old and bearing a
bushel, 1 do not call a tardy bearer. These objec-

tions have been made and may be made; but it is so

well known—so long established in and out of Vir-
;;iuia—that I think we might safely put it on the list

of Promising Well.

JIr. liARUY. In some places it bears a very high

reputation, and in those places will still be cultivated,

whether included in these lists or not. 1 think we
might as well put it in the list of Promising Well, as

some others we have put there.

Mr Byram. Twenty years ago that apple was one
of the most popular apples in the Western country,

but for the last few years it has become so blighted

that nurseries have generally neglected to grow it. it

is an excellent apple, but blights very much from the

rusting of the leaf.

Mk. Lyox. It is best for particular localities.

Mr. Fuller, (N. Y.) Itis much valued in the South-
ern and Western valleys. I move it be placed on the

list of Promise Well.

Mr. Stewart. For the last fifteen years it has been
considered a valuable variety, not liable to be blighted

by any disease.

(Added to the list,)

WINTER QUEEX.
Dr Warder. I am very sorry I cannot find a

specimen of what is known through the Sjothwest

—

Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois and Missouri— is the
Winter Queen, Kentucky Green, Frankford Queen

;

and also known in Southern Ohio as the Fall Queen,
and the Queen ; much rcsemb ing the liuckingham,
though ditl'erently colored, having a deep red color, a
portion inclining to yellow, without any specks, but
instead, a very fine bloom. It has been called the

Horse apple, in limited localities. I propose to name
it Winter Queen.

Mr. livRAM. It is considered in Kentucky one of

our best apples.

THE BUCKINGHAM.
Dr. Wauher exhibited a specimen of what was

formerly called Buckingham, but which is now called

the Buckingham of Illinois.

Mr. Barry. I hope the matter will be referred to

the Committee on Synonyms, for the settlement of

the question of name.
(This motion was agreed to.)

STaOOE'S BIRMINGH\M.
Mr. Rdtter. There has been a collection of apples

brought here from Chester county, and ain.^ng them
is one of the finest I have seen. It is called Strode's

Birminghim. We think it superior to the Porter

apple. It is a fine bearer, and is a good market
apple.

Mr. SoorT. I should like to say that the produc-

tiveness of the Porter, and the gre it disparity in

size between the two apples, would destroy any claim

to similarity.

Mtt. Rdtter. We grow both specimens of apples.

Thes2 speciraans of the Strode's Birmingham are of

an inferior quality. The apple is now ripe. The
H ivor of the apple has more asid in it than has the

Porter, and is very fine. It is a profuse bear;r.

Ma. DjWN'iNO I have this species in full bearing

this year. It is about two-thirds the size of the Por-

ter, but not half so good.

Dr. Esculemas We think we know something

ab )ut apples in Chester county, and when the Porter

and Strode's Birmingham are in competition, the coni-

mitte;s of exhibitions fiad very little dilfijulty in

aw ir ling the premium to the Strode's Birminghim.
(.Allowed to stand.)

OHIO PIPPIN.

Db. Warder. I introluce an apple which com-
memorates a departed friend—'.he Ernst Pippin, the

Oaio Pippin, and the Shannon Pippin of Arkansas.

I know of no other synonyms thin these The apple

originated in D.iyton, Ohio ; is of large size, some-

what round in form ; of a pale yellow color; good lor

cooking, fine lor baking, and in season in December.

Mr. Bateham. I know little about it; esteem it as

a good apple, though I cannot say how gjod.

BAKER APPLE.
Mr. Rockwell, Conn. I present the Baker apple

for consideration. It originated on the farm of Ur.

Baker—who has since died—about two years ago. He
had in his possession the original tree from which these

specimens have bicn disseminated by grat'tiiig ; but I

am not aware th it they have ever been cultivated.

The trees are very prolific bearers. I consider it the

best apple we h ive in our nurseries, for all purposes.

About two years ag), on the cultivation of a number
of fruits, I preferred this one, and esteem it as one
of the best. The first exhibition of the truit ever

made, I think, wis last year, at the .\merican Insti-

tute. 1 hive specimens at present on exhibition.

The color of the apple waen ripe is much deeper than

the one befo;-e the Society; this being about tliree-

fourths grown. The season is from the first of Octo-

ber to Febiuaiy, although they even keep till March
and April. I kept one of them until the first of .lune

Their best season is fro u October, through the month
of January, .-^s a cooking apple, we have them rated

as having no superior.

The Ciivir. .\s a cooking apple, I entertain a fa-

vorable opinion of it

LARGE STRIPED PE.VRMAIN.

Da. Waroeu. There is an apple, the origin of

which is not very certain, but thought to be Virginia,

called thj large striped Pearm lin, of Kentucky. It

is well known iu the Kentucky region.
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Mb. Bateham. I hove seen specimens of it, but

know iiotliiDg of it.

Mil. UvRAJi. As a nurEory fruit, it is one of the

best growers we have. The fruit is pood and large,

accoiding to our classification; especially good ns a

spring fruit, and a late winter keeper.

KL.VniOTH.
Db. EscnLEMAN. 1 introduce the Klnj.roth. Speci-

mens of it have been exhibited in Horticultural Socie-

ties, and repeatedly in our own section of the coun-

try. I um not familiar with the data of the original

tree. 1 have had for twenty years trees of my own
grafting, which have been productive for twelve years,

and are so this year. Most of the specimens, as seen

in the other room, are defective, because of a very

severe hailstorm we had. I am very favcrnbly im-

pressed with the apple, which is in use from the mid-

dle of August to the last of September.

KESWICK CODLING.
Mn Lton. I present for consideration the Keswick

Codling.

Dr. Wabdeb. It is a very old variety, well known,

and it is very strange that it has not been before the

Society previoui-ly. We have the same fruit in our

latitude—very fine for cooking.

Mu. DowM.NG. It is only a good cooking fruit.

Mb. Sacl. One of the very best cooking apples.

Mb. Dcpwxixg. We want an apple at th.nt season of

the year, just like this. It is one of the best cooking

apples, and 1 wonder it is not in every household col-

lection. The apple is of a light yellowish color.

CORRECTION.
SIr. Eateham. I am reminded of the necessity of

striking out the word " New," on page 234 of last

year's Transactions. Aole.—Secretary notilied.

RAWLES' JEANETTE.
Mr. Bateham. Tbisspecimen is grown on good lands

in Central Ohio, and south of that section. It is

small in size.

Dr. EscnLEMAN. I remember a tree I planted eight

years since. The tree is now failing, and the fruit

exceedingly diminutive.

Mb. Stewart. I am growing fruit trees of this

species. The apple of the West, by this name, is not

like my production.

Me. Robet. We consider this one of the best ap-

ples. It originated with u Mr. Rawles, [of Virginia,

1 believe

—

Reporter,] from whom it derives its name.
It is a good bearer.

Me. Deeckmans. Its quality is second-rate, but it

is a never-failing bearer ; at least, as far as nursery

trees of this species are concerned.

Me. Taylor (Va.) It grows in classes throughout
Virginia. In rich soils, it is found to be of much
account, but in stiff and dry places, of very little.

Mr. Lewis I fruited this article, and find it of a

very inferior kind for the North. In the South, it is

better suited for cultivation, as the qualities which
may be in it can then be brought out.

Mr Steele. I have known this apple since I was a

boy. It is cultivated in the valley of the Chio, and
in the Carolinas. Those who think it is a very small

apple are much mistaken about it, for I have seen

specimens grow up to a very large size ; but I am not

one of those individuals who believe that every big

apple must bo of good quality. It is a pretty good
apple, as raised in certain sections of North Carolina.

Mb. Fni.LEB. Seventy five per cent, of my trees

Rre specimen of the Rawles' Jeanette. We so call the

apple.

Mb. Noble. I have fruited this apple for the last

four or five years, and think well of it. The trees

seem rough, but the apple keeps well with me.

Mb. Batkham. The objection I have to tho culti-

vation of it is, that its name will mi.slead readers of
our Report, who miij' confound it with others upon
which we have been passing.

IIAWTHORNDEN.
Mr. Harvey, Pa. I present the Hnwthornden. It is

an apple well adapted to general cultivation.

Messrs. Carry and Lyox. Wc think well of it.

Mb. Ford. It is very large, and not fit for eating.

Mr. Griscom. It has done well in New Jersey.

Me. Lyon*. I was surprised to see it, two years ago,

placed on the Rejected List. It is an oblong, yellow-

colored apple, with a red cheek; produces abund-
antly; a good market apple, and good for cooking.

Mr. Haetey. Objections have been made to apples

not bearing for ten years; now the Ilawthornden
will bear in two or thi'ee years. Gentlemen owning
gardens may have the Hawthornden in them on ac-

count of its small size, not being larger generally

than a common sized fence. When a foot high it will

bear several apples, and we can have it in our gar-

dens the size of a currant bush. It is one of the best

and handsomest apples, and appears to me to have all

the qualities necessary for general cultivation.

Mr. Hooker. I hope that apple will never get on
the list of those that promise well. There is no rich-

ness about it—made of mere water. Nobody wants
to buy it, as every one who could would sell it. It is,

however, a sure bearer and productive.

Mr. Newhall. I cultivated the apple for a number
of years. It is a great bearer, and very beautiful.

I never could get any of my family to eat it, though
it has sometimes sold pretty well.

(At the suggestion of The Chaie, a record of what
had been said on the subject was ordered, which did

not quite close the discussion relative to it.)

De. Waedee. I have hardly beard of an apple

about which so much of commendation has been said

as of the Ilawthornden.

Mb. Reid. This is such an old apple, that I think

such a designation of it as " promising well for cook-

ing" would not be inappropriate. The only oljection

I have to cultivating it in New Jersey is, that the

Maiden's Blush is a very superior apple, and so much
like this one that few can tell the difference.

Mr. Bateham. I rose a few moments since to sub-

stitute the name of the " .Maiden's Blush" for the

present one.

MAIDENS CLUSn.
Me. Babbt. I present the Maiden's Blush. The

apples (the Hawthornden and Maiden's Blush) are

very much alike, but there is a great difference in the

growth, habits, and bearing of the trees. The Haw-
thornden bears not very prolific, and a month or even
six weeks before the Maiden's Blush. I think they are

both eminently worthy of cultivation. Not only that,
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but I know they are extensively cultivuteJ in many
parts of the country.

l)u. Waudkk. Everytliiug said of the Iluwthnrn-

deu applies to the Maiden's Blush. The only oljto-

tiou to the former is that the latter is hetter. It

seems strange that the bearing season of the .Maiden's

lilush with my friend from Kochester should dili'er

so much from my own. What he has stated in re-

gard to that point is the reverse with us. The Haw-
thoruden (with us) docs not make its appearatee

until the end of September, while the other specimen

may be seen about the lirst of that month.

Mil. RoBEY. One of our favorite apples. It grows
well.

SUMMER RUSSET.

Mr. HoTKiNS. I would inquire whether the Sum-
mer Russet has been before us at any time. It is

with us decidedly the most delicate and delicious

sweet summer apple we have.

MORSE SWEETING.
Dr. Warder. I present two specimens of one

apple—the Morse Sweeting—a very line grower with

us. It has been called the Red Sweet I'ippin, and in

the Proceedings of the London Horticviltural Society,

the Morse Sweeting.

Mr. Loom is. I think it one of our best apples,

though a little too dry.

BARKSLEV.
Ma. Scott. I propose the Barnsley.

Mr. Noble. It is a very good apple, rather sweet-

ish, and an excellent one for the table.

Mr. Geiscom, N. J. It is a fine-flavored, beautiful

apple.

Dr. Warder. I will name the Sweet Bell Flower
of Ohio, the Gree.\- I'iitin of Indiana, Uogan Pippin

of Indiana, and Hall's Red of Virginia, as four dis-

tinct fruits to be entered upon our record.

RIDGE PIPPIN.
Me. Scott. I will name the Ridge Pippin of Now

Jersey.

Mr. Barrv. I have cultivated it for twenty years,

and I think it is a good apple, and very valuable for

market. It always sells well.

Mr. Corson, (Pa ) I have had it for forty years, and
find it to be a good bearer. It is now full, while

others are bare. It keeps well; 1 have had it till the

first of August.
POUND ROYAL.

Mr. Sail. I propose the Dyer Apple, or Pound
Royal It came from .Mr. Foot, of Berks county. It

is one of the best of apples. It is of fair size, and as
regards quality, there is not one that can equal it.

Dr. Wabdeb. I have never seea it. Is it red or
white?

The PRESIDE^T. It is a yellow apple.

Dr. W'abiier. We have another Pound Royal, but
it is not like this.

SUMMER QUEEN.
Mb. TROwnBiDGE. I propose a Connecticut apple

—

the Summer Queen. It always bears very well.

Mu. Pauso.ss, (N. Y.) I have also seen it bear very
well.

Mr. Qnisji. I concur with the last two speakers.

Dr. Warder. In Ohio, we say it outgrows its roots.
It is excellent for cooking.

Mr. Robey. We consider it one of our best sum-
mer apples. I wish to introduce Rawle's Crab. It

makes better cider than any other, and in the spring
it is a good eating apple.

Laid aside as cider apple.

The Pheside.nt. This is a specimen of the Dyer
Apple, but not a good one (exhibiting a specimen.)

Mr. Saul This is the Pryor's Red or Dyer Apple;
it has been cultivated under the name of the Tomp-
kin's apple.

RAWLE'S JEANETTE.
Mr. Loomis. I wish to see Waugh's Jeanette placed

on the list.

Mr. Barry. I hope it will not be placed there.

Mr. Stewart. It is known by different names all

over the country.

The Secretary here read the list of varieties recom-
mended : striking out the word new in the title:—
Keswick Coi>li.\o, Pou.nd Royal, .Maiden's Blcsh,
Fall Wine, Su.mmer Sweet, Paradise, Common Pear-
main, Early Joe, Stansill, Simmer Gbeen, Pryor's
Red, Willow Twig, and Li.mbeu Twig.
(A note was received from the .Academy of Fine

Arts, inviting the members to visit that institution.
Accepted with the thanks of the Society.)

(A.ijourued to 3^ P. M.)

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Wednesday, SJ P. M.

President. The order of business this afternoon is

the discussion of small fruits.

Mb. Scott. I move we commence with the cur-
rants. Agreed to.

President. The three we have on our list are the
Vcrsaillaise, Fertile and De I'alnau, and the Cherry.

CHERRY CURRANT.
Mb. Lyon. I think the Cherry Currant is too acid,

and is not more productive than any other. It is cer-

tainly behind in quality. For this reason I would
move it be struck otf the list.

President. I will state that I discontinued raising
it eight years ago, and hearing a great deal of talk

about it commenced again to cultivate it, but I do not
esteem it any higher than I did before. It is large

and very poor, and I am sorry to see it so much cul-

tivated ; it looks like progress backwards. It has a
popular name which has given it great popularity.

Dr. W.\rdek. I am happy to say that our expecta-
tions of its being a bad berry have been disappointed.
Near Cincinnati it has borne very abundantly. As for

its quality I say " dignus titus non."

Mr. Hopkins. I have grown the Cherry Currant for

the hist three or four years, and I am obliged to take
a dill'erent view from the chair in respect to the

quality as well as the producliveness of that berry; I

have found the quality far different from what it has
been represented to be. I have found it to be a very
abundant bearer. Its quality is fair and it is equal
to the " old Dutch." I should be sorry to sec it

stricken from the list.

Mr. Lawton, N Y. I have cultivated the Cherry
Currant, and I concur with the President. I think

-—--^^^^r!?
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it is inferior in quality and not equal to the "old

Dutch." I do not like its flavor.

Mu. IIovKY, (Mass.) I have had it on my grounds and

ceased cultivating it. So far as its outing properties

are concerned, it is unfit to a place on the table It is

a largo berry and only a very small number in each

bunch ; the Victoria is much better. .\8 regards cul-

tivation, I had onco occasion to put all my currants

on the same piece of grouuil. aud I can say it docs

not grow well. I got six times as much fruit from

the other vines as I did from the Cherry Currant. It

is unworthy of cultivation unless to make wine.

Mn. Hooker. I tliink there are favorable qualities

in the Cherry Currant. I Lave to observe in culti-

vation of fruits for market, size is a great object, aud

it has that quality. I do not wish to see it struck off

the list. It has improved much in my estimation in

two or three years.

.AIb. Hovet. We have given it a fair trial and it

does not promise well.

(Retained on the list.)

Me. S.vul. I move that the other two remain on

the list.

(The Versaillaise and Fertile de Pallnau were al-

lowed to remain on the list.)

Mb. Hovet. I move we add the Fertile d' Angers

to the list.

Mk. President. I think this currant is as good as

the Versaillaise, indeed I think it is better. The

Cherry Currant cannot compare with it.

(.\dded to the list.)

Mr. Haebis. Has any gemtleman had experience

with a new currant called the Bronze Currant'.'

Mr. Fcllek. I have had it several years, and do

not like it.

President. Has any gentleman information in re-

lation to the new striped currant, the Gloire des

Sablons ?

Mr. Hovet. It is a sour currant, and I will not re-

commend it for general cultivation. It is about the

size of the Champagne. I have not had a very fair

chance to try mine.

Peesidext. Who can give any information on the

Imperial Red ?

Me. Steoxo. I have cultivated it, and it does not

seem to be as large as I expected. It is altogether

too small and I cannot recommend it.

President. I would suggest the White and Red
Gondoin Currant.
Mr. Prince. It fruited well with me, and this sum-

mer was the largest of any I had.

Mr. Newhall. I have had this currant for the past

two years, and consider it one of my best.

President. I have had the White Gondoin many
years, and have been very much pleased with it. The
Chairman of the Vermont Committee says he has

fruited 36 kinds with great success.

Me Sacxdees. I hope that these good qualities

that we have given to the White, will not be given to

the Red, which is a poor bearer and a poor fruit. One
is much deceived with it. It is quite below notice.

(The White was placed on the list.)

(The Imperial June was also placed on the list.)

ATTR.\CTOR, OR ADJCDANT.
Mr. Baret. It is merely a feeble variety of the

White Currant.

President. I would like Mr. Barry to state what
his experience of the Prince Albert it.

Mr. Barry. It is much better than the Victoria.
It is a very valuable variety. At present it bears
finely. I don't think much of the Red Gondoin. The
two plants are distinct. The Prince Albert is re-
markable in its loaves, which staud up erect.

Mr. Hovev. The Red Gondoin is very sour. It is

hardly of a red color now. There is another Red
Gondoin, much like the cherry. It is about the same
quality as the White. In fact, 1 may say, that the only
difference between the two is in their color.

Mb. Frost. We consider the Red GondoiQ and the
Holland Currant to be the same.

Mb. Pri.nce. Last year I received three plants from
Mr. Uovey. They ausiver his description and are en-
tirely diUcreut from the Long Hollaud. I don't con-
sider them worth cultivation. I think the geutleman
refers to another.

Tue Presjdent. There is another kind known as
La llatif. I have it in tine condition. I like it much.

Mr. Barry. In testing currants we find no Red so
large as the Cherry. Next to that one comes the
Victoria. We don't recomjuend the Fertile d' Angers,
wc prefer the Prince Albeit. The great difficulty we
have is that the Reds are so much alike. I should be
careful about recommending any. I consider the
Versaillaise as the best. The Cherry is only remark-
able on account of its size. Many think it is ripo
when it is not so. It should remain on the plant
until it becomes of a dark brown color. I don't think
it is a shy bearer. It may be so when pruned too
much. Let it get enough age before pruning.

(The discussion on currants was here closed.)

STRAWBERRIES.
Mr. Steele, (N. C ) I move that we take up the

subject of Strawberries.

Me. Harrison, moved to add to the list the Vicom-
tesse Hericart de Thury. I have tried it for three
years. I find it to be a first class berry. It resists
the sun well. Its firmness of flesh recommends it.

The under-runners take root immediately, and come
up good plants. Its crop is numerous though not
uniform.

Mr. S.iUNDERS. I have fruited it for four years.
It is one of our best, certainly better than any other
foreign one.

Mr. Ruitee. It has a fine good flavor. Out of
thirty or forty varieties I have had in cultivation, I

have turned all under but this one. I have fruited
this berry for two years. Its excellent fine flavor is

superior to the Albany seedling. The vines grow
rapidly, and strike easily. I think the Albany seed-
ling is more productive.

Dr. Esule.m.\n. All persons who have eaten it at
my place have praised it highly.
Ma. Ruttek. Is it equal to the Hooker's seedling?
Dr. Esuleman. I think it is more productive. It

is equal to Walker's seedling, I prefer it to that one.
Mr. Fcllee. I think it is good, though not very

productive.

Mr. Hovet. I will say to gentlemen, that I recol-
lect that our discussion last year was unanimous, that
no foreign fruits should be recommended. I think much
of some, but I won't recommend them. This one I

find is not a profitable fruit. I have had sixty or
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seventy varieties, and have had for twenty years. I

hope this one won't be recommended for general

culture.

Mr. IIahrison. There seems to be a difference be-

tween the Englisli and Cunlinentnl strawberries. I

find that the French and Belgian are better, es-

pecially the latter. They all need high culture. The
liighcst culture that can be given to strawberries is

tlic most profitable. I find the lielgian and French
berries well adapted to our soil.

Mr. IIovet. The Belgian cultivators have taken
up our strawberries, and plant them now. It is well

known, that the strawberries of Europe have been
brought from Chili. The English strawberries will

not stand our winters or summers well. I agree with

what Mr. Harrison has said. I find that in the

English strawberry, the end is green when the base
is rotten, because the beat produced by the smoulder-
ing leaves causes a high temperature before the ends
of the berries are ripe. I make these remarks to

show that we may not expect much from the new
variety of M. Ue Zan'ne.

The President. It possesses good qualities as an
eating fruit, but like the French hermaphrodites, it

must be grown in hills, or it is unfit for cultivation.

I imported a number of varieties some years ago.
This is not a new variety. I do not now retain one
of those I imported, because they were all herraa-

proditcs or staniinites, and I could not grow them in

hills as is customary.
English cultivators, who have the highest success,

grow them in hills four feet apart. The question

then arises, whether we should not study the fact if

we wi.'^h to raise this article; that they cannot be
growu except in hills.

TKIOMPIIE DE G.\ND.

Ma. MiT.i.EK. I fruited that variety for two years,
am! found none which I considered better or more
productive. It is quite enough so, and will commence
ripening in the ordinary period. I have a letter from
a correspondent in I'ittsljurg, who states that in the

cultivation of all the new varieties of the strawberry,
he likes this the best.

Mr. IIopkixs. I have liad this variety in fruiting

for tlie last two years, and most cordially endorse the
remarks of Mr. Miller.

Ma. B.\RBT. I consider this one of the finest straw-
berries in cultivation, either native or foreign. I

was not aware that this society had declared against
the recommendation or admission of foreign straw-
berries to this list for cultivation. I think no such
thing has ever been done, and I do not see why such
a measure should be taken. When we find a good
strawberry, no matter whether of foreign or local

origin, we should recommend it. This Triomphe de
Gand has been tested all over the country, and every-
where 1 believe, the experience has been, that it is a
large berry, excellent in flavor, standing the sun well
in summer, and the cold of our winters equally well
with any other berry. I don't know that it will pro-
duce as many bushels to the acre, as Wilson's.

I hope it will be kept on our list.

(This strawberry should have been inserted in the
index of last year on page 7ii.)

(Mr, llovey read from the Biennial report of 1858,
a number of remarks relative to that subject.)

Mu. MovET. I do not wish it to be understood that

this convention ever intimated that it would not
recommend this or any other variety of foreign

berries.

Mr. D.\rut. I understood from the tenor of .\lr.

Hovey's remarks, that the sentiment of this society

was against the introduction of foreign varieties. For
one I do not wish to have any such opinion go forth,

that when we have got a fine foreign strawberry, we
relinquish it sooner than we would a fine native one.

Da. IIoriinTOX, (Pa.) 1 would say in reference to the
Triomphe de Gand, I saw this summer at Jenkintown,
Pa., on the grounds of Mr. Satterthwait, about twenty
varieties, lie sends a great many to market. The
Wilson sells at eighteen cents, the Triomphe de Gand
at from thirty-seven to thirty eight cent ,. I enquired
of him, and he pronounced it a strong grower, next
to the Wilson. I looked at it more particularly, as he
is a great grower of berries for market.

Rev. Mr. Knox, (Pa.) I have fruited the Triomphe
de Gand for three years. Out of ovei one hundred va-

rieties of strawberries I have under cultivation, I re-

gard it as the very best of them all. I have fifty

acres in strawberries, and would be very glad if the

whole of them were the Triomphe deGand. It seems
to me, there is scarcelv an excellence it has not got.

The plant is hardy and vigorous, as much so as the

Wilson. I think the healthiest and most vigorous
plants I ever knew on my place are this variety.

The fruit is large and luscious, dark, glossy, and
always attracts attention and commands the highest
prices. It brings from twenty-five to fifty cents per
quart, and the supply is not equal to the demand.
From Pittsburg they have been carried to Cincinnati,

where they profess to know something about the

strawberry culture, and they send back for more at

fiftj' cents a quart. It has a very good flavor and is

easily prr.tected. I think the questiim should not be,

what mode of culture is necessary, but will it pay.

That mode of culture required for the Triomphe de
Gand, and for other foreign varieties is that which
pays better with us than any other. The only mode
of culture we have adopted is in hills. We pbiut

them in rows two and a half feet apart. The hills

should be twelve inches apart. It shoots out well. It

bears renmrkahly well.

Mr. IUttek. What does Mr. Knox consider the

next best variety ? I think we can settle this matter
soon.

Mr. Fn.i.ER. I have several hundred varieties of

berries, the Triomphe de Gand being one of the best.

I would be in favor of its being placed on the list for

general cultivation.

Mr. Sattkuthw aite, (Pa.) I wish to get correct a
wrong impression. The plant is much more vigorous
than the Albany seedling. I move that it be placed on
thereconimended list. 1 cultivate strawberries for mar-
ket, and have means of knowing which kinds are the

most profitable. I am not prepared to say that it is

the best market berry, but I consider it next to the

best. I consider Wilson's Albany to be the most
profitable by fir, the only objection to it being, that

it will not stand the heat so well as the Triomphe de

Gand.

Dr. IIoi'fliiToN. I wish to say that Mr. Satterth-

wait is one of the best practical growers of fruits and
vegetables for market I have seen or known. In the

culture of the strawberry, he has a method which far

exceeds all others, he grows the Triomphe de Gand iu
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rows thirty iiicli09 apart. He runs the cultivator all

summer, nnd in the fall, covers them with long uin-

nurc, and Joes it with great economy of labor. I

think any attempts to grow strawberries less than

thirty inches npnrt will prove of no avail. By keep-

ing them a foot apart, ho has not found the fruit

improved.

Mn. U. R. Scott. I wish to know if the Bcynton's
Mammoth is the same as Taylor's Victoria.

Mn. IIarriso.v. In regard to the two methods of

culture, in hills and in rows, by planting in hills, the

plant keeps best in the ground. My plants now do

well. The first year I got no crop, Thelongevity of

the strawberry, I am satisfied, we do not yet know.
By the common method of culture, we know that we
get no cr^ps. 1 think the bed system of culture is

the very last system wo should adopt, and we ought

to dismiss it.

LONGVTORTn'S EXTR.V RED.

Dr. Wardf.r. I name the eai-lyred; Longworth's
extra red. Mr. Longworth is a very distinguished

propagator of fruits. A gentleman writes to me in

such a manner about the extra red, that I am con-

vinced more than ever, that his opinion in relation to

the specimen I sent him has undergone a very con-

siderable change. He now writes to me that his

extra red is No. 1. It is productive and very hand-
some, somewhat sour, of sufficiently good flavor, and a

very fine market fruit.

JIr. Miller. I have cultivated that strawberry
for five years. I received it under the name of the

Longworth Prolific, and it has been invariably one of

the most productive and one of the finest berries.

The only objection is, that in wet weather it does not
stand well. For preserving, it is excellent. My bet-

ter half preserves many of them, and likes them
much.

Mr B.\TEn.\M. It is too sour for general use. It

is much improved by preserving. I like its flavor

more than that of the Wilson's Albany. I have been
very well pleased with it. It is a very hardy, vigorous

plant, and very productive. It is one of my best va-

rieties.

(Not added to the list.)

LADY'S PINE.

5Ir. Miller. I will introduce the Lady's Pine.

Mk. Bateham. It is not sufficiently flavored. It

is small, and very white in color.

Rev. Mn. Kxox. Its smallncssis my main objection

to it.

Mr. Fuller. It is delicious, but too small.

JEXNT LIND.

Mr. Bateham. I introduce the Jenny Lind.

Mb. Frost. This is the best we have in cultivation.

Mb. Qcinn. It is very productive.

Mb Kso.x. It is a very early bearer, and continues
to bear well.

Mr. Eshlemas. I have known it for five years,

and have disregarded it.

Mr. Hovet. So far as I know it is an old Virginia
seedling improved. It is almost twice as large as

specimens I have seen here. It bears well, and has a
fine flavor. It produces a fine crop, which 1 have

2

seen for three years in succession. I do not know
that I have seen any berry produce so well.

Mr. Paurt. It has ripened with me.
(Placed on the list.)

SCOTT'S SEEDLING, or Lady's Fixokb.

Mr. EsnLEMAN. I propose the .Scott's Seedling or

Lady's Finger, a very beautiful bearer, valuable in

market, fine for preserving.

Mb. R. R. Soott. The Lady's Finger during the

present season, has been decided, by those who culti-

vate it, to be distinct. It has a fine flavor, but the

Scott's Seedling is deficient in flavor and substance.

Mr. Esiilemax. I allude to the Scott's Seedling
of Massachusetts, a very long berry, sometimes a little

flattened.

Mb. Harrison-. I have seen that seedling, and it

originated in Burlington County, N. .J. The color

and peculiar firmness fitting it for carriage to most
all distances.

Mu Barrt, (N. T.) The Lady's Finger is quite dis-

tinct from the Scott's Seedling.

Mr Hovet. I do not know the Lady's Finger, ex-

cept that I have seen it named; but the Scott's

Seedling is a genuine seedling of New England, raised

by Mr. Scott of Boston. It was first called Scott's

strawberry. It was then very handsome, and much
purchased in the market. I found out that the cul-

tivators did not sell them, and calling upon Mr. Scott,

was asked to look at his bed, which I did, and saw there

what greatly surprised me, the beautj' of the fruit. He
produced this strawberry for three years, and sold it

in the Boston Market. Under all the circumstances

I told him I wished to buy a plant for myself, and was
willing to pay a reasonable price, when he said, that

if I would, as a nurseryman, take the plants and sell

them, he would let me have them. Of all the straw-

berries I would cultivate, I think the Scott's Seedling
should be foremost. It has one peculiarity which
raises it above its fellows—a peculiar mixture of

orange aud strawberry flavor. It is but a light bearer,

st.ands carriage well aud has but one fault—that it does
not retain that delicious aroma in which it abounds
when picked from the bed. When kept in shops or

drawers it become flat.

The President. I would like to ask whether it has
not gone out of cultivation in Massachusetts in con-

sequence of its being a poor bearer.

Mr. Hovet. No, sir. The Scott is considered a fair

bearer.

Mr. Parker. I gave it up on account of its being
a poor bearer.

Mr. Satterthw.ut. There is a n»istake in regard

to its identity. I cultivated the Scott's Seedling of

Massachusetts for a few years, and found it was not

a good market berry. The Lady's Finger is very
much inquired for in the Philadelphia markets, and
is a good market berry. The Scott's Seedling has a
peouli.ar flavor, but I will not say any thing against it.

JIr. Stko.no. My impression is, that this berry has
been lost sight of on account of its interior qualities

It is a very light bearer and almost invariably hollow,

and is not considered in Boston as worthy of cultivation.

Mr. Hooker. We cultivated the Scott's strawberry
for some years, and introduced it into our plantations

for market, where it was tried for two years, when

f-^^S^^^
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we found it wns entirely worthless, and finally we have

cullivoted only those few specimens we found neces-

eury. It is very soft and a very beautiful fruit, but

entirely unworthy of cultivatiou.

"" Mil. Scott At the last session, the observations of

certain members showed this berry to have been re-

jected in their vicinity.

Mb. Bateiiam. It is of no avail upon clay lands.

It may do better on sandy soil.

The Pkesident. I suggest that the discussion be
left open without taking a vote.

(Agreed to.)

BRIGHTON PINE.

Mr. Kxox. I introduce the Brighton Pine. It has
an excellent flavor, is a steady bearer, and bears

abundantly, never fails with one. I have a bed which
is four years old, and it continues to bear well.

Mk. IIoopes, (Pa.) It also bears well with us.

1)r. Warder. Touching this variety, I was obliged

to discard it some years since. It is a poor bearer, of

medium size.

Mr. Stro.vo. In general it is regarded as a poor
bearer. If we have dry weather, it does well.

(Left on list.)

MOYAMENSINO.
Mr. Knox. I introduce the Moyamensing.

a dark color, excelleut flavor, and bears well

;

for preserving.

Du. Warder. In the neighborhood of New York it

has failed, being so poorly adapted to our latitude.

It is ia wet weather rather soft. This variety has
specific relations to certain soils and latitudes. This

berry here, as in New York, is comparatively worth-
less. In New Jersey and similar soils they are rather

g'lod. This fact will explain the apparent contradic-

tions touching the character of strawberries.

Mr. Satterthwait. I rejected it some years ago,

on account of its not being productive.

(The discussion of strawberries here closed.)

It is of

prized
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RASPBERRIES.
THE ALLEN.

Mr. Hovet. I move that the Allen be rejected, be-

cause I do not wish to have bushes instead of fruit.

Mr. Scott. At the last meeting a vote was taken,

and it was decided to let this matter rest for two
years, at the end of which time the experience of cul-

tivators of it could be heard in relation to it.

Mr. Satterthwait. A prevailing idea in regard

to that raspberry is erroneous ; which is, that its

blossoms are bristly, and that it will not present its

fruit without having its blossoms over-ridden by some
other variety. This is a new idea, and 1 would like

to have something more said in regard to it.

Mr. Barbt. It has frequently borne abundant and
delicious fruit, and at other times appeared to be en-

tirely deficient. In connection with our common red

raspberry, cultivated extensively for the Philadelphia

market, they both bear admirably, from near the

ground to the top of the stem. In a certain place

where I had planted the true Allen raspberry by
itself, it failed ; there being no fruit planted near it.

Another peculiarity I discovered was, that in getting

some 1-100 or 1500, 1 had got some upright canes, and

these were scattered indiscriminately, and that crop
bore most luscious I'ruit, which brought fully aa high
a price as the finest North Uiver .\iitwerp. I wont
into the garden of the nurseryman in New York who
got this plant from me, where I found it planted side
by side with other berries. The first row was ad-
mirably filled with fruit, and the row next to it was
fine, but the fruit was not worth picking out. I found
a number of instances as striking as this, and I came
to the conclusion, in examining specimens I found,
that there were stems around the blossom where there
was a great deficiency. It appeared to me thut it was
the cause in the fulling otT in the bearing of the fruit.

Dr. Warder. There is one question I would ask,
whether the Alleu raspberry, while prolific in fruit,

is also prolific in vine?

Mr. Bakkv. It is amply productive in berries, and
abunndantly prolific in vine.

Dr. Warder. I wish to learn whether there is any
other berry that is as prolific in fruit, and throws up
such a great number of stools.

Dr. Uocguto."). The American seedling.

Mr. Harrison. There is growing in the garden of
a gentleman on Chestnut Hill a variety of raspberry
of a high order of productiveness. The wood is slen-
der, of a very light brown, and the berries have a
habit of throwing themselves on a branch, upon which
there is a profusion of scions, which, he said, if he
had only the power to render productive, he would
take everything else out of his garden. A very dis-

tinguished amateur has had two kinds growing in his
garden, and not one had been productive.

Mr. QrixN. My experience has been the same as
that of Mr. Kovey. The berry gives a large quantity
of wood and little fruit, so that 1 do not think it wor-
thy of general cultivation.

Mr. Downing. I have had an abundance of fruit of
this variety this season, which has been of poor
quality.

Dr. HorouTON. T have a fine plantation of rasp-
berries growing by means of small canes. The second
year has now arrived, but 1 have had uo fruit.

(Placed on the rejected list
)

KIRTLAND.
Dr. Warder. I introduce the Kirtland Rasp-

berry. It is not as ample a grower as some others.

It is the earliest we have. It has quite a good color,

not so bright or handsome as the Allen by any means.

Mr. Lawton. I obtained the Kirtland from San-
dusky, Ohio. It bears abundantly, throwing up a
large number of shoots. Perhaps that may be owing
to my evident neglect of it. It is an early bearer,
but needs care and protection.

Dr. Warder. The great difficulty is to get suckers
enough to supply the demand for light fruits. I

would ask for information in regard to the Purple
Cane.

PURPLE CANE.

Mb. Downing. The Purple Cane and the American
Red Cane are, I think, alike. I think it the farmer's
raspberry of this day—thirty or forty years ago it

was cultivated around New York.

Me. Scott. The Purple Cane is the liubiis Occi-

dmtalis. It has outlived all other raspberries, and is

considered the best. It has a blooming color.
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Mb. Sattkutiiwait. It is tho only raspberry I have

found to stand the last. I never found any otbcr to

pay aa a market fruit but tbo old Purple Cauc. It is

uniformly an abundant seedling.

Me. Ueid. Its manner is to propagate by the points

of the shoots, ditt'erent from otlier kinds. This

berry used to be cultivated extensively for the New
York market.

Mb. BiisT. This belongs to the class of thimble

berries, which is a distinct species entirely.

(Not added to the list.)

HORNET.

Mr. Harbison. I suggest the Hornet. I have

known it for three years, and it bears enormous crops.

It is of a fine quality, and for a raspberry, will pay

well. It sells in the market at from 37 to 50 cents

per quart, while others are selling at 25. It attains

a very large size, and is worthy of our attention.

Mb. Ukiu. I have had the Hornet on my place,

and think much of it.

Mb. Parbt. It bears abundantly, and I find it to

succeed very well, but I do not think it is hardy. It

is well worthy of cultivation.

Mr. Mitcheh, I have always found it to do well,

and I concur in what the other gentlemen say.

The President. I imported it from France, and

succeeded well with it.

(Placed on the list.)

BELLE DE FONTENAIT.

Mr. Barry. It is worthy of cultivation. It bears

a heavy crop at the ordinary season. The only way
to get a good autumnal crop is to suppress the early

crop. It has a fine flavor.

Dr. Houghton. I have taken a great interest in

the growth of this berry. I rise to ask if the Mer-

veille dcs quatre saisons and the Belle de Fontenay are

the same plant? No two persons agree about the

names. The plant I have has a stiff stem, and is

known by the name of the Four Seasons. It was

once called the Belle de Fontenay. I consider it very

highly, having obtained it from Mr. Baldwin, upon

whose grounds it has stood for several years. Upon
my own grounds it is perfectly hardy, and shows a

disposition to fruit constantly and very late. The
plant which I have was imported for Mr. Baldwin.

1 believe it to be the Belle de Fontenay.

Mr. Fuller. The Belle de Fontenay is not a dis-

tinct plant. I believe it to be the best raspberry we
have.

Mr. Houghtok. The best we have—most hardy,

finest fruit, best grower; I value it above all others.

The Peesidest. The Belle de Fontenay has a sil-

very leaf, and is the largest raspberry 1 have ever

Been. If rightly managed, you can do better with it

in the South than has been done with it in the North.

Mr. HononiON. I move that the Belle de Fontenay

be described in the Report as having a stiff, upright

stalk.

Mr. B.ieey. The Belle de Fontenay has a short

stiff cane, with thick foliage, silvered on the under

side, and quite erect.

The Pkesidest. It is a very bright autumnal
bearer, and is abundant.

IMPKOVED AMERICAN BLACK CAP.

Mr. Knox. I introduce the improved Auebican
Black Cap.

.Ma. Scott. I would remark in regard to this berry,

improved by Mr. Doolittlc, that since last meeting 1

have given particular attention to the question,

whether it has been improved by any hybridization ?

Mr. Uoolittlo did not claim that he had given it any
cultivation whatever, but what is usual. It has been
found that the Black Cap is no more than a common
berry.

Mr. Hooker. I have propagated it for market pur-
poses. It is different from the wild raspberries, and
is a seedling of a far larger size; more flavored and
delicate. It is treasured above all tho raspberries of
the season. I esteem it highly for its valuable cook-
ing properties, and for every purpose except to make
money. I consider it a very gre:it acquisition.

Me. Reid. Why cannot nurserymen make money
out of it, if there is a demand for it?

Mb. Tbowbeiuge. Jlr. Hodge, of Buffalo, tells

me that he has taken 2,000 quarts from one acre of
ground ; that is to say, 3U or 50 quarts per day for

about six weeks. No other raspberry in the market
brought the price that one did.

Mr. Barky. Whatever iraproveraeut it has under-
gone, has been by cultivation, I should call it the
Improved Black Cap.

Mb. Vick, (N. Y.) Mr. Doolittle does not claim to

have raised the seedling.

Mr. Miller. I would state that I am surprised
there is no mention of our raspberry. I can show
any person the fruit now on exhibition. It has been
pronounced that there are three distinct varieties of
this berry.

Mr. Knox. It is popular with the people of Phila-
delphia. We call it the Improved Black Cap. My
opinion is, that it was improved, or that whatever
improvement it underwent, it has received in cultiva-
tion.

Mr. Hookek. Mr. Doolittle does not assert that he
raised the seedling, but that he procured it from a
locality where it was thought to be very superior.
The origin of it is well known, though the person
who raised the seedling I cannot designate.

Mr. Hovey. In relation to this raspberry, if it is

superior to the wild raspberry taken out of the woods,
I hope it may be entitled to 'the name, and that it

may not be called the Black Cap, because persons
would then go to the woods and get it, as they did the
Dorchester Blackberry. In that case the people in-

sisted that they could go to the woods and get a
blackberry as good as they could from the dealers.

Two years ago we assembled and gave it the dignified

name it has since borne—the Dorchester. I would
advocate some kind of a distinct name, whether it be
the Doolittle Black Cap, or any thing else, for this

berry.

Me. Smith. Mr. Doolittl^ obtained it of a gentle-
man, and made some improvement.

(It was then called the Doolittle Raspberry.)

BLACKBERRIES.
(The DoECHESTRR and Lawton's New Rochellle

Blackberries were allowed to stand on the list.)
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NUWMANS THORNLESS.

Mn. CoorEK. I propose the Nkwman's Tiioexless.

Mit. Miller. It has few faults anJ fewer berries.

Mr. Saul. I concur with Mr. Miller.

Va. Wakdeb. I make the same observation.

Mr. Habeison. I introduce the Geape Blackberry.

PARSLEY-LEAVED.
Mb. Lawton. I propose the Parsiet-Leavkd

Berrt. Mr. Thomas Ilogg presented me, in Decem-
ber, 18.57, one dozen. In the spring they put forth.

In 1885 I got a good crop ; in ]8.jy, another. In 18f;(',

quite a large crop. It seems to be perfectly hardy,

auJ very fine wood. I have cultivated it without any
care or protection, simply removing the weeds from

around the roots. It has done well for three years,

and I think it will do well in future. My specimens

here are nearly as large as the Lawton. It has a

trailing vine, sometimes twenty feet long. Whenever
I lifted it up it died, so it cannot be trained like

grapes. The plant is covered with thorns.

The President. These long shoots arc objection-

able to me.

Mn. Freeman. My experience has been the same

as Mr. Lawton's, except in regard to its dying when
trailed up. The flavor is not so good as the Lawton.

It fruits two weeks later than that berry.

Dr. Warder. In regard to certain Blackberries

raised in the Western States, we have White, Yellow

and Pink, growing wild in Kentucky and Illinois. We
do not suppose them to be distinct species, but only

a departure from the Blackberry. Mr. Orange has

three kinds which he procured from the woods ; they

are green in color, becoming somewhat transparent.

Mr. Elliott has called them the Albion or Crystal.

They are common near Maysville. They are large

and fine, and I like them better than the New Rochelle

or Dorchester.

Mr. Peirce, (D. C.^ I understand that they grow in

Virginia, in Bath county. With me they have proved

worthless. I have found them on the tops of the

mountains near Coudersport. They are considered

there very fine, when found in the woods ; in gardens

they ai-e worthless.

Dr. Warder. Mr. Orange has not found any difh-

culty in propagating them.

(Adjourned to 9 A. M., Thursday morning.}

TUURSDAT MORNING.

Thursday, 9 o'clock, A. M.

The Society met on Thursday morning at half past

9 o'clock, A. M.

The business in order being the consideration of

small fruit,

GOOSEBERRIES.

MARTIN'S SEEDLING.

Mb. Lyon, introduced the Gooseberry species, the

Martin Seedling; it is worthy of cultivation, very fine
;

size, considerably larger than the Houghton, of fine

flavor.

Mb. Prince. The Martin Seedling is not a new
variety; it originated with the Shakers of New York
State, and is not an American Seedling.

(Entered on the list of promising well.)

DOWNIN'G SEEDLING.
Mr. Lyon, introduced for discussion the Downing

Seedling.

Mr. Reid. I have seen it fruited, and think it one
of the best seedlings I have yet met with ; it is larger

than the Houghton, and I am cultivating it together
with a stock of seedlings.

(Entered on the list.)

Mr. Lawton. In regard to Gooseberries, I think
the matter of their being added to the list is unimport-
ant. Jly decided impression is, after experience of
10 or 15 years, that the mildew upon Gooseberries is

owing to want of proper pruning and cultivation and
is not owing to any exemption from mildew it may
entertain, on account of the variety. Nearly twenty
years ago I purchased some young Gooseberries in

market, which I raised in bushes with clusters to the

roots, and for the last 10 or 15 years have had plants

that have yielded an abundance of fruit, free from
mildew, bearing large numbers of White and Yellow
Gooseberries. I gave them no name because they
had received none. I think there are sixty or eighty

of these plants in various parts of my garden, growing
under fruit trees, in the shade. They yield every j-ear

free from mildew. Now, I would claim no special

'

favor for these varieties I cultivate as being free from
mildew.

The President. The American Downing comes
without pruning and without mildew.

Mb. Lawton. I do not believe it is necessary to

cultivate these little varieties, merely because they
are without mildew.

(The American Downing added to the list.J

GRAPE.

TAYLOR'S BULLITT.

Mb. Milleb, (Pa.} My object in rising is to correct

an erroneous impression which prevails in some places

respecting the name of the Bullitt Grape, received

from Judge Bullitt of Kentucky. I attached that

name to it in order to distinguish it from other Grapes
in the catalogue, and I was charged by horticulturists

with changing the name, when they said that no
name of a grape could be changed unless this Society

or some other persons, capable of rightfully doing

so, should change it. I do not profess to have
changed the name. I only wish to propose the

subject to this Society, to call that Grape the " Bul-

litt," and nothing else. Dr. Taylor, of Cleveland, said

it might be confounded with the Cuyahog.a, or his new
seedling. I was told this morning I am also charged
with saying tliat the Cuyahoga and Taylor grapes

were one and the same. That I deny. The Taylor
deserves a place on the list of promising well. It is

frequently spoiled from being very imperfectly packed,

but is a speeily and vigorous grower, perfectly hardy
and free from mildew. In regard to the other l')()

varieties, I think the best thing for us to do would be

to enter into them, hand in hand. Eight or ten of

them I consider unworthy of cultivation. There is

an insect shown here by my friend Gridcr, of Bethle-

hem, Pa , with which I am not acquainted.

Pbesident. That subject will bo reserved for ex-

amination.

Mb. Gbideb. I move that the name be now changed
of the Bullitt Grape to that of Taylor Grape.
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Mn. Vice. I do not know that it is customary for

this Society to cbniigo the name of a Grape they do

not rccoguise in any shape on the catalogue.

PitEsiDKNT. It is proposed, I presume, as oneof the

promising well.

Mr. Vice. The first question in regard to it should

be, ought it to be admitted in the catalogue at all ?

Db. Esuli:m.\n. The grape about which we have

been talking is a Southern Grape and has scarcely

becu fruited north of Kentucky. It seems to me very

remarkable that we should adopt that Grape as one

promising well, until it shall have been tried.

Mb. Ft'LLEB. I would like to know whether the

Southern States are within the United States. I think

if they are, fruits promising well in the South, should

be considered as well as those of the Xovth. The
opinion that certain fruits apply_only to_ the South

has not much force.

Mb. I3vk.\m. I have taken some interest in the cul-

tivation of this Grape in certain States, and found

that it stands the climate remarkably well. It is ex-

cellent and has proved one of the most beautiful vines

1 know of.

Me. Gbideb. I have seen it growing in Northamp-
ton Co., Pa., on wood 15 feet long, this season. Its

foliage is beautiful and its leaves smooth.

Mb. Bybau. It ripens about two^^weeks before the

Isabella.

Db. EsnLEM.\x. There are specimens here which
a number of members have tasted. They have every

appearance of being ripe, and yet are quite indiflferent.

I have the grape growing, and I doubt very much its

quality. Judging from the wood of the grape it is

especially adapted to the South.

Mb. MiLLEK. I would ask if the term south is ap-

plicable to a country only a degree and a half south of

us. The grape is grown in the northern part of

Kentucky.

Mb. Rutiee. I think there can be no objection to

placing this grape upon the list of grapes for trial.

It will then not be adopted by the society, which I

wish gentlemen to understand in its discussion. Since

we put upon the trial list, apples from the south and
west not known in Pennsylvania or the east, why
should we not put grapes on that list in the same
manner. I had this grape from Kentucky last week
very fine tasted. I thiuk, with due deference to the

opinions of my friends, the flavor is fine, and equal
to any out-door grape. I have tasted none better,

excepting the Delaware, because it has come liere in

perfection. There is certainly a great work in the
trial of it. As for its growth, there is no question
about it ; among some eighty or ninety kinds, it is the
best grower among those that promise well.

(Placed on the list of promising well.)

Mb. Scott. I move to refer the nomenclature to

the Committee on Synonyms.
(Agreed to.)

RAABE GRAPE.

Mr. Prixce. I propose the Raabe Grape. As far

as my own experience goes I have found it a perfectly
rustic American grape. The sweetest perhaps of the
American grapes. The cluster is small, the flavor

very good, early in ripening. I consider it quite an
acquisition, one well suited to the climate, and will

••a^'-

probably grow very well in Massachusetts ond New
llampshirc. The fruit is excellent, and I would like

to hoar from Pennsylvania.

51 n. Scott. There are specimens of the Raabe

grape on the tables from origiual raisers of the fruit.

My ideas agree with those Of Mr. Prince as to its

sweets, and I know that it is a rustic grape, and that

the leaves are strong. It is unlike our native grapes

in regard to foliage. I thiuk it will stand as a purely

native grape, although the seed from which it was

raised were of doubtful origin.

Mb. Mitchell. I have cultivated this grape for

several years. The bunch is small, and the berry

contains a very large seed, but it bears enormous crops.

It is altogether desirable I think for special culture.

It has a rich juice. It has been cultivated, not

ouly in Philadelphia, but in tbe neighborhood for the

last eight or ten years, and was formerly thought to

be a seedling of the Catawba. A member who is here,

remarked, that he considered it a seedliug between the

Catawba and the Elsinburg. I consider in point of

size and flavor, it to be of that class of grapes known
as the Delawore.

Mr. Ruttee. I suggest that every gentlemen intro-

ducing a specimen, should present the same before the

society. The Raabe grape is not the size of the

Delaware, though differing in color very little from

that species ; it is sweet, and may be said to be equal

probably in flavor to the Delaware grapes. I think

that there is no doubt about its being sweeter than

the Delaware grape, though it lacks that peculiar

vinous flavor, which is so much liked by every one

who is fond of a good grape. It is a fine grower, and

will probably bear abuse. They must be cultivated

nicely and with care, then you will have a good grape,

that is one of the'highcst recommendations of a grape

—that it will bear abuse—and I know many who do

abuse their grapes.

Mr. Haerison. One point in regard to this grape

has been omitted, it has a very characteristic, pecu-

liarly transparent appearance, iu the country it fre-

quently has a dead, gloomy look.

Mr. Mitchell. I move it be placed on the list.

(Agreed to.)

CREVELING.

Mr. Peisce. It is a large grape, slightly peaked,

with less plumpness than the Isabella, about the same
sweetness, and bearing a few weeks earlier. The

color is a dark purple like the Isabella.

Mr. Mitchell. The Creveling is known in my place

as the Isabella. The bunches are now very nearly

ripe.

De. EsnLEM.\h'. In order to prevent confusion, I

will mention sooie of the synonyms of that variety.

I think it will prove identical with the Catawisaa and

Columbia Bloom.

Mb. Peince. The Columbia is the name of the

grape which was well known in publications of the

grape several years ago. It originated in the District

of Columbia.

Mr. Goodmas. I exhibited the grape here, and
know something about its history. It has been cul-

tivated some twenty-five years in the neighborhood of

Columbia County, Pa., from which place it derived its

name. The name of the grape there was originally

the Genlin, from the name of the family who originated

rM^^^^-^—-
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it. It lias been cultivated for a long time, anil has to

some extent run out the Isabella. From the facts

that fruits north of the Blue RiJge ripen some weeks
earlier than those south of that riilge, among which is

the Isabella. It ripens by the side of the Northern
Muscadine, and many think it superior to the Isabella.

It hangs well on the vine, and I can refer to gentle-

men who have proved its character for making good
wine, without sugar or spirit.

(The Bullitt or Taylor, and the Raabe grapes were
taken off the list of promising \fell.)

THE MAXATAWNEY.
Mr. Mitchell. This grape derives its name from a

township in Berks County. It grows on a hillside

exposed to the north-east, in a certain locality in

Montgomery County, Pa., to which place it is sup-

posed to have been brought from Berks County, and
planted. I saw a vine of this kind of gi-ape planted

on an old plum tree, where it was exposed to the

weather, and ramblinp; all over the tree. So far as

the Maxatawney vine is concerned, I think there will

be no doubt that it is a native grape. The leaves are

strongly marked in character. The grape being a

white one, is a rather remarkable variety, being
entirely native in its character with a Malaga ap-

pearance on the Vine. Unfortunately the grapes
now before the convention are not ripe, and this

kind will not be until the first of October. It is

recommended as a very hardy grape, a free bearer,

and has an excellent flavor when ripe, with a slight

odor.

Mr. Cran. I do not know that I can say anything
further in relation to this grape or the growth of the

vine, than has been communicated by Dr. Brinckle in

publications. I have specimens here which show the

character of the wood.
(Specimens here exhibited.)

CLARA.

Mr. R. R. Scott. I introduce the Clara, one of Mr.
Raabe's seedlings raised about the same time as the

Raabe grape. Its place of nativity has been con-

sidered somewhat doubtful. I would like to have

some information respecting it from gentlemen who
have cultivated the Clara along with the Raabe. The
color is not so bright a green as the Maxatawney,
rather a sort of light amber color. I do not cultivate

grapes myself, but see them in my operations. I do

not wish it to be reported that I have this growing
when I have none, I am only employed by others.

Du. Grant. I have cultivated it for a number of

year.', but have fruited it only twice, as I used it

chiefly for ascertaining certain facts in relation to the

testing of the fruit. Its properties, I thought very

fine indeed ; it has suffered from mildew as little as

any other variety. The color is of the very best ; the

productiveness not remarkable. I consider it very

valuable. It has been two successive winters without

any protection from the coldest weather we have had
in which the Catawba suffereil badly, but this not at

all. The time of ripening is about the time of the

Catawba. In reference to the foliage, it was mea-
sureably exempt from mildew, and a good grower.

Mr. Mitchell. ^Ir. Raabe has the Clara growing
in his yard in Parrish street, and invites the entire

convention to go and look at it. It has borne very

large grapes, the result of no special culture, last year

it bore a very heavy crop. The vine that I have, is

a young one, and so far as mildew is concerned, it is

not afi"ected more than any other variety.

Mr. Lyon. Several years ago I had a small plant of

this variety, which I planted with rather unusual care

among a number of varieties, and carefully covered

it. for two years, it was unable to get much growth,

It suffered some from mildew, while others were un-

affected, and I finally lost it. It bore tio fruit at all.

Its correct productiveness could not be vouched for.

Mr. Miller. I have had the Clara grape for four

years. It fruited in 18.58 and '59. Last winter it

was partly winter killed, not having any protection.

This summer it mildewed, I think in consequence of

having been partially killed last winter. Any plant

killed by the winter does not stand the same chance

of escaping in the fall of the year.

THE TO KALOX.

Mr. Harrison introduced the To-Kalon for con-

sideration.

Mr. Strong. I found it somewhat liable to mildew.

I do not know that my opinion on this variety would

entitle me to say much. My impression however

i?, that it is better than the Isabella, it mildews about

the same.

Mr. Hooker. It is very liable to rot and mildew.

The vine is hardy and a vigorous grower, materially

productive, and when obtained in good perfection is a

very superior grape, large and handsome. I do not

believe it will ever be a valuable grape. The wood

though exposed all winter is very hardy in the ends

and shoots as the Diaua. The roll believe, has more

or less affected the fruit. I wouM not recommend it.

It ripens at tlie same time as the Isabella, the color

of which is not so pale as this one.

Mr. Prince. I have a vine I received from Jlr.

Sparks which I have bad perfectly hardy ever since,

and I am perfectly satisfied that if this grape has

enough open exposure and free air it will not mildew.

Mr. Lyon. I fruited the To-Kalon this year. When

I left home about the first of September, it was con-

siderably colored. The Isabella was about half

colored, not so much as this one. With me it will not

mildew, though I have seen certain premonitory symp-

toms of it. It is a very strong grower.

Dr. Grant. Four years since, I proposed the To-

Kalon for the list of promising well. That was the

last of a succession of remarkable years for the growth

of the grape. The three preceding seasons it had

given much satisfaction, the bunches very large;

in ripening becomes very dark, its productiveness

is equal to any grape I have growu. It has ripened

with me every year, and always a week or six days

earlier tlian the" Isabella. In sweetness and punty it

has a taste beyond others; not having the excellence

which is characteristic of the grape, in consequence

of its liability to rot and lose its leaves when mil-

dewed.
(Allowed to stand on the list.)

CLINTON.

Mr. Hooker. I introduce the Clinton. It is not a

new grape, having been fruited for a number of years,

and is spoken of favorably, known with us as very

productive, hardy, and making a very good wine. It

is of a dark purple color, iu very compact bunches,
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not very sweet, hns a vinous flnvor, nntl is n remarkably
good keeper when put up in boxes. lioginuing to
ripen before the Isabella, it retains its fruit on the vine
until the frost comes. It is entirely banly, foliage

looking very much like that of a wild vine.

Mn. Prince. The Clinton is one of the most im-
portant grapes we have in the country now, but its

cultivation is much neglected. It is very much dis-

seminated through the State of New York, and it is

the most productive native grape I have seen. It is

very juicy, and very good wine can he made from it,

though not half sweet enough. As a productive,
hardy, vineyard grape, I consider it without an equal.

Mb. Miller. There is not a grape in whose behalf
I find more pleasure in speaking than of this variety. I

have grown it for four years, and it has not known
such a thing as mildew or rot As for the wine, wljich
is sharp, I have used no sugar in making it. I keep it

for my friends who may drop in and see me when
home. It is pronounced by them to be very good.
The grapes when perfectly ripe, are quite good. The
description given by our friend Downing in the re-

vision of his friend's book, when he says " when per-
fectly ripe arc very good," I think just the thing.

Me. Parry. This species has succeeded with me
better than any other. I consider our location un-
favorable to the culture of the grape in general, as
many others (spoken of in other places) do not suc-
ceed with me. When the time for the grapes to ripen
arrives, the leaf falls ofF. The vine retains its fruit

to the end, and seems admirably adapted for cultiva-
tion with us.

Dr. Eshleman. I have afforded a great deal of care
to the cultivation of the Clinton, Schuylkill, Catawba
and Congress grapes. None of tie bunches of these
varieties have such a number of grapes upon them as
the Clinton, which is literally filled ; and but for the
last hail storm, would have produced the most mag-
nificent crop I have yet had. I think this is decidedly
a grape we should cultivate.

Dr. Grant. I have cultivated the Clinton for many
years. I suppose no one attempted its dissemination
earlier'than 1 did. At that time we were in want of
a grape that would reach a more northern latitude
than l^the Isabella. It has a very long bunch, the
berries being thickly scattered ; produces a good crop,
but is not capable of producing a very heavj' crop.
Since others have come into use, I have kept up a
little supply, for those who wish to make up their
collections complete. It is a grape which will grow
for many years with but little care. I have seen it

this year more 'completely stricken down with the
mildew than any grape that has come under my
observation. It blooms very early in the season, but
does not ripen or become eatable until after being
touched with the frost ; then it becomes very palat-
able. I have discontinued its cultivation, except in
rare instances.

TnE President. One of the most vigorous frost

Tines I ever saw; but I have seen this grape rota
little.

Mb. nooKER. I have not seen the grape this present
season, my large vine of the Clinton having mildewed.
It is the only instance of that variety mildewing I

know of. I was much surprised at the fact, but con-
sider it an exceptional case.

De. Houghton. I have the Clinton Grape, and

would confirm the remark made, that it mildews in

some places, and not in others; vast amounts of its

foliage are destroyed with mildew. We do not con-

sider it of any value, except for its enormous growth,

which causes a fine shade, suitable for an arbor.

Mr. Orider I have about two hundred vines of the

fruit. It has mildewed under the leaves, and we have
a very poor crop, rotten and defective. When ripe,

it makes very good wine.

Mr. QniXN. I have had it for four years, but not
one has mildewed, even when the Catawba and Isa-

bella were entirely covered.

Mr. Loomis. Wo have had a valuable crop of it in

our State; said to be perfectly ripe, and bears well-
better than any other variety.

THE MARION.
Mr. Strono. I introduce the Marion, (specimen

exhibited.) It answers the description of the Ohio
Marion. The size nearly up to the Isabella—not

quite; color black, and the fruit presenting quite a

fair bunch, perfectly free of rot or any indication of

it.

Mr. Prince. I would remark that the first Marion
was sent out by Mr. Longworth ; the second by Mr.
Shepherd, of M.arion. I ask the gentleman which of

these berries this is?

Ma. Strong. I received my information from Dr.

Grant.

Dr. Grant. Mr. Strong has undoubtedly the one
designated by Mr. Longworth. That designated by
Mr. Shepherd is better known as the York Madeira.

I have received cuttings from Mr. Shepherd that have
proved identical with the York Madeira or Schuylkill

Sladeira. They are much less vigorous grapes, and
do not ripen so early. It blackens early, but is not

fit to eat until touched by the frost. Its berries and
branches often attain a great size.

Mn. Prince. I would like some gentleman to spe-

cify the distinguishing traits'of the Marion and Log.an.

Dr. Grant. The le.if the Logan is not more than
half as large as the leaf of the .Marion. It may per-

haps be of the same family, but the Logan becomes
soft in its root, and bears much earlier than the

Marion. A characteristic never wanting in the Marion
is its strength of vine, which is not observed in others ;

clusters clinging to a tree with more tenacity than
any other vine, in a manner expressive of great ten-

derness. It is much more rapid iu growth than the

Logan, but is one of the same_ general family—the

bunches being large and small.

THE PAULINE.

Mr. MiTcnELL. I introduce the Pauline.

Mn. Schley. I have not progressed far enough in

its culture to give any definite or reliable information
to the meeting. I have been favorably impressed with
it, and think it an admirable grane, a compact bearer,
very light, full flavored, and delicious; will make an
excellent wine. It is of a purple hue, very much the
color of the Warren ; a prolific grower, and ripens
about the month of August.

Mr. Miller. I have had the fruit growing for two
years perfectly free from mildew, and perfectly hardy,
always looking dull.

Me. Berckmans. The Pauline has been cultivated
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by some persons for upwards of fifty years as a wine
grape. Its quality as a sweet-tastcJ grape has uo
superior. It lias another advantage—ripening early

in the last of September. It has, with u.s, milUeweJ,
when the leaf has crumpled up, and has been pre-

served afterwards. It is not a good grower the first

or second year; after that it grows well. The size of

the bunch is ten inches, very compact, and of a pale

lilac color. Very .sweet, and we consider it one of

the best we have. There is another grape which
ought not to be confounded with the Pauline, called

the Logan. The vineof the Logan is rathet of a ten-

der nature.

Mr. Mitchell. I think most of these Southern
grapes do not do so well with us as in the South. I

have never yet tasted them as sweet in the North as
in the Southern States. It has occurred to me, that
if I liad brought all these seedlings up North, they
would have lost a portion of their Havor. I recollect

the Logan, Catawba and Liiana very much improved
by being grown in the South, au<l a uuiiiber of our
seedlings of this neighborhood improve very much by
going from hence to the South.

Mr. Bekckmans. The climate only makes the dif-

ference.

Mr. Ca.mpbkll. I wish to ask the gentleman which
of the fruits—the Logan and Pauline—ripens earliest?

Mr. BERCK.M.INS. The Pauline ripens earliest The
Lincoln Sumpter resembles it in bunch, but is larger;
has a juice, but is a poor bearer.

Dr. Gr.^xt. Iu reference to the flavor of the grapes
in ditJereiit latitudes, I would remark that the flavor

of Southern grapes is not always indicative of their

fineness and sweetness. Persons going from the
Korth and tasting the Lenoir, in full sweetness at
the South, are disappointed in their expectations, it

having a taste suggestive of wine. Such is the case
with the Pauline iu the South. It is an exceedingly
aromatic grape, in addition to its vinous properties.
The Devereux and that family are sweeter than the
others, hut still strictly vinous

;
j-et many persons

would class them, iu comparison with those known
as vinous grapes, as particularly luscious.

TuE Preslde.nt here exhibited a few specimen
peaches, from the vicinity of Louisville, Ky., called
the Grand Admiral ; also two pears known as Carey
Pears.

ALLEN'S HYBRID.

Dr. Grant. I introduce the Allen's Hybrid. My
experience iu its cultivation is not extensive. I have
known it for three yeart—two years iu the open air.

It is now ripe, and but for a mistake I would have
Some of them on exhibition. Most beautiful in ap-
pearance— more completely transparent and lucid
than any I have grown in the open air. It is very
much of a cfiassftai, with a tendency to make good
wine.

Mr. Strong. I have not fruited, but have it grow-
ing: very strong in its growth and clings a long time
to the fence, uutil perfectly ripe, without becoming
rotten. It seems to me to be one of the best grapes.

President. I have great respect for the opinions
of the gentlemen who have spoken, but we have un-
derstood in .Massachusetts, it w as rather late in ripen-
ing. I concur in what has been said in relation to

the excellence of the fruit. It resembles the Chasse-

las, and has what I particularly like—a little smack
of the native aroma—just euough to make it piquant
and inviting. I think it a very superior grape. Mr.
Allen informs me he has quantities of the Isabella and
other varieties, which have been impaired by mildew,
when this has not been touched. It is a most vigor-

ous grower, and is now ripe, which fact, iu the opinion

of Doctor Grant, proves it a very early ripener. All

the specimens exhibited by Dr. Grant have been grown
uuder glass.

Ma. Strong. In comparison with the White Chasse-

las, it has the advantage of not being so late u grape.

ROGER'S HYBRIDS.

Mr. Prince. I wish to have some information in

regard tJ Kogeus' Hybbiu. I have twelve varieties

in cultivation, which have not yet fruited.

Dr Grant. My information is not very accurate in

reg.ird to these grapes I have had but two years' ob-

servation of it. In reference to the growing and
hardness, I entertain a strong belief, based chiefly

upon a one year's observation. There are three va-

rieties which approach the Black Hasibuug, with a
greater degree of earlines?—more so than the Isa-

bella. Number 5 on exhibition I remember as one of

the best. I give my information from the gi-apes

grown iu Salem. I saw them on the vines there on
the open ground.

The President. I have tcy acknowledge that the

Rogers' Grapes are the best that I have fruited on my
grounds. I have never seen Mr. Rogers' vines, but
it is not my custom, occupying an otGcial position as

I do through your kindness, to give my name to fruits,

or endorse them, unless well satisfied with their pro-

perties. Mr. Rogers is a very modest young gentle-

man, occupying the Secretary's berth in an olBce in

Salem, and has devoted a portion of his time to the

art of fruit cultivation. I confess I was surprised

when he sent me his grape.*, and wrote that he him-
self had produced them, and given to them his name.
On the spur of the moment I wrote a reply, and told

him that although I thought his method practicable,

very few had skill and patience enough to go through
the thing successfully.

(The President here read an extract from his bien-
nial address of 18G0, referring to this subject. He
continued:)

Those gentlemen who have received some of these

grapes, we would like to he.tr from. I will only state

that I was much surprised at the good quality of

many of them. The vines are grown but two feet

apart, being run up to a height of twenty feet along
the terrace. Some of them I thought quite equal iu

size and quality to the Diaua, but a much larger

berry, and having larger bunches. Those crossed
with the Black Hamburg were quite as handsome as

any foreign buuch of Black Hamburg. Being grown
under these circumstances so we!l ami handsomely,

I have been induced to believ& that they might be

raised as fiue grapes as the Black Hamburg. I would
state that I have been favored with an examination of

them, and have written to Mr. Rogers that I believed

he had conceived a new era in the cultivation of the

grape.

Mu. Miller. Mr. Rogers was kind enough to send
me some twenty-seven varieties of those grapes. The
fruit was small—iu one sense remarkably. The most
of the bunches were sour. Among those varieties I

^^^^^
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woiiM only mcntiuu that No. 1, which agrees with
thi! SwKKT L'liLKii was luy favorite, and to my taato

the bust of the lot.

Tas Prbsiukxt. I think Mr. Rogers himself does
not know which is the best.

Mil. Miller. Th.it may be. Farther south they
arc of a better quality. The three numbers, 1, 15
nnil 19 arc the only ones that I can rccoiuueud very
highly ; the others were not fully ripe.

Tub Puesioent. In connection with the remark I

have uiaJo, 1 thiiik we oui^ht to be very cautious in-

ilecJ, in recommcniling a now species. I mentioned
Mr. Rogers' grapes as being very fine, without hav-
ing received any great cultivation. At the Horticul-
tural Society of Salem, they received a premium as
being better than the Concord ; therefore, I arose to

stnte what I have stated, but not to say anything
which might particularly interfere with the growth of
these grapes. I know that No. 1 is a very splendid
bunch, so is No. 33 ; but I desire to refrain from
commending auylhing until fully satisfied of its e::-

ccllence.

Me. Prinxe. I make no comment upon these grapes.
I asked merely to have the subject brought forward.
I obtained from Mr. Rogers I'J descriptions of this
kind ; several of those varieties are very light. Mr.
Rogers seems willing to elicit information from
others, and the suggestion made that some of them
are suited only to the Southern States may be of use.

Mr. Miller. I never opened a box of grapes, the
appearance of which did so much astonish me as these,
on account of their enormous size, some being even
larger than the Hamburg.

Mr. Campbell. The growth is more vigorous. I
have understood that they have mildewed iu Mr. Ro-
gers' garden, and that is the case in southern Ohio.

Mr. Strong. I have found mildew on Mr, Rogers'
varieties more than on any other; but I am not sure it

is a fair test, as Mr. R.'s were more exposed than the
others.

TUE E.MILT.

Mr. Lton. There has been a grape before the com-
munity a long time, called the Emiy. There is much
confusion in respect to it. I have received a plant
which promises to be truly worthy. I would like to
he.ir some experience in relation to the true vai-icty
and characteristics.

Mr. Miller. I am charged with sending out the
spurious Emily extensively. I got it from headquar-
ters, Mr. Raabe himself, from whom others also re-
ceived it. It is perfectly worthless, not even fit to
graft on.

Mr. Mitchell. In justice to Mr. Raabe it should be
stated that there is a similar grape, one better adapted
to this climate. I hare grown it and found the fruit
not to ripen as soon as the other, but it was a most
excellent grape of a copper color and a very good
bearer.

Mr. Pm.NCE. It was first sent out by Mr. Raabe as
the Elie, afterwards the name was changed to the
Emily.

Ma Et?TTER. There is another grape somewhat
marked. It has a good deal of notoriety through the
East

—

THE M.\SS.VCI1USETTS WHITE.

It is a grape as hardy as the Diana.

Mr. Stbonq. I was a member of the fruit commit-

tee of the Massachusetts Horticultural Socity. .Vs

such I am sorry to say that the least said about and
the less it is cultivated the better. It is a white

grape.

Ma. RuTTER. It is so reported to be a white grape,

but I have seen reports from Plymouth, Massachu-
setts, and other places, that it was not a white grape.

The President. The Massachusetts White Grape,

OS Mr. Strong has already said, is unworthy of culti-

vation.

Mr Strong. The grape as e.Khihited and sent out

in Massachusetts is not wliite. It approaches the

white only. It is very pulpy and hard, utterly un-

worthy of culture. Several persons who have culti-

vated it giving the same report.

JIr. RuTTnR. lean confirm every thing said in the

report of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,

on this subject. I think it utterly worthless and a

miserable fox.

Mr. Reid. I consider these accounts of it true.

BLACK VIRGINIA.

Mr. Miller. I introduce the Black Virginia. It,

grows wild throughout Virginia, and is very black,

and sour enough to make vinegar.

NORTON'S VIRGINIA.

Mb. Prince. I introduce the Norton's Virginia. I

received it several years ago from Dr. Norton of

Richmond, Virginia. It was then said to be a hybrid
between the Meurier of France and some other grape.

It appears now that this Northern Virginia grape is

found wild iu various sections of that State. A grape
sent from Columbia, S. C, by James G. Genyard and
which he stated he found wild some thirty years ago,

is very much like this Norton, onlj'a great improvement
on it ; I saw by statements last year, either written or

printed, that vines of it are found in different parts

of the South. It is a black grape, exceedingly hardy,

will stand the winters of Massachusetts, and will

succeed there in vineyard culture.

There is a gentleman at Shrewsbury, who last

winter made some 17000 gallons of wine, who has
this grape, under culture. It was ripe some time ago,

and makes most a vigorous wood produced between
growths. He has the Herman Grosser there,and it

is considered the basis of his vineyard.

THE DI.iNA GRAPE.

Dr. Gr.\xt. I have very little to say in reference to

this grape, as it is one I have disseminated and think

it of considerable value.

Dr. Houghton. I have seen it at Dr. Grant's
and admire it much more than any other. It is au
excellent grower. 1 have not yet fruited it, but ad-

mire the flavor. Dr. Grant says it is a little inclined

to rot. With me it is certainly a very beautiful and
pleasant grape.

Mr. Rbiu. I would ask for information from Dr.

Grant whether it has not a hard pulp.

Dr. Gr.\st. It is like the Catawba and that family,

and requires a season almost as long as the Catawba

\m*^^— -—
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for ripening. The Dinnii as tlic season iidvanccs ac-
quires nn excellent ricliiiess (iiid fineness of flavor.

A week or two hence it will be in its season.

Mil. Harrison. I have friiitej it for several years.
The lirst bunch I pot pave great promise, the fruit
improving very much with the age of the vine. The
objection made as to its pulp beinp hard is of very
little consequence, since the hard pulp disappears in
time. It requires to hang on the vine, and will hang
on it till frost comes. I have about 15 or 20 varieties,
anil find without exception—the Delaware only—it

has pleased more tn.stes than any I have had. It

makes a good but not a rapid grower, commencing to
ripen before the Catawba, but is ol'teu times not ripe
till after that variety.

ONTARIO GRAPE.

The President. I propose the Ontario Grape.

Mn. PRiN'CE.^It will prove to be the Union Village

Grape.

Mil. Miller. I received it from Mr. Wright, of

Canada West, as having originated upon the banks of

the lakes. The vines he has sent me have been about
six years old. The person who brought the vine

thought it a Black Hamburg. It proved to be per-

fectly ripe and luscious. The grapes are enormously
large, of the size of the Ijlack Hamburg, and will

weigh from one to one and a half pounds. The leaf

is not .IS publescent as the Union Tariety. Itis a purely

native grape.

Mk. B.vrrt. I saw a grape said to be the Ontario

at Rochester, New York ; had a very thick skin, is a

worthless fruit. A gentleman informed mo he under-

stood the Ontario to be a foreign grape, and it seems

to mc to be such.

JIb. Miller. We have grapes no better than those

described, but I consider them not foreign grapes.

There are kinds which may be divided into classes

:

bitter, watery and fleshy.

JIr. Prixce. I think the grape is an American one.

Mr. Reii>. I do not think there is any doubt of that

fact. I have only a few bunches which are not ex-

actly round in shape.

Mn. Salter, (Rochester, New Fork ) About two
years ago 1 got some Ontario grapes and fruited them
the first year. The fruit in part and the bunch is

rather small, have ripened early. It is certainly a

native and I think a very good grape. My fruit vine

was ripe about three months from the time it was put
under glass. I thought it then a very good grape,

but rather small. The skin is tough like that of the

the Isabella, a very strong grower. I would like to

see it ripen well out of doors. I never had but one
specimen known as the Ontario.

Mr. Tick. I saw the grape at Mr. Palters. They
tasted very much like the Isabella, full as tough a

skin, and just about as much flavor. I do not think

that any one tasting them could tell them from the

Isabella.

Mr. Salter. I think they are a little sweeter than

the Isabella, at the same time ripening as well, but it

took longer to ripen the Isabella.

(The discussion on Grapes was hero closed.)

PEARS.

Varieties which promise well.

ADAMS.
Mr. Rrin. I consider it a good summer pear.

.Alpha, liergen, Reurre d' Albert, ISeurre Oris d' Ili-

ver Nouveau, alloived to stand without discussion.

BEORRE HARDY.

Mr. Barrt. This is one of the best pears on our

list. As wo have adopted a resolution not to add to

the list for general cultivation we cannot so add it;

but it appears to me equal to any I have in excellence

and keeping well.

The President. I concur entirely in that opinion.

Mr. Rk.id. I also concur in those remarks.

Mr. Hoyt. It is a long time coming into bearing,

but I concur in regard to its good qualities.

Mr. Field. The Beurre Sterkmans is sometimes

grown for it, and I have received it for the Beurre

Hardy.

BEURRE KENNES.

TnE President. A very excellent pear.

BEURRE L'ANGELIER.

The President. I think .as well now of this pear

as I ever did. A very excellent variety, beautiful,

but it is a shy hearer I have had a tree of it for

twenty-five years which never bore twenty-five pears

per year.

Mr. Hoyt. I have had one single tree of this va-

riety, bearing about twenty pears per year.

The President. It is the best winter pear I have.

Mr. Ward I have had four or five of these trees

for three years which are all now bearing.

Mu. Hoyt. The trees I spoke of have been planted

two years, and have blossomed. I think they will

bear in another year.

Mb. Boynton. I had twelve trees of this kind last

year which bore flowers but no fruit.

BEURRE NANTAIS.

Mr. Field. Has scarcely any color but bears abun-

dantly. Very insipid, being nothing but sugar and
water. I have now fifty trees in bearing.

Mb. Barry. A very sweet large, long, fine pear.

Mb. Reid. I have had it in bearing; pretty fair,

though I judge from only a few specimens.

The President. It makes with me a very fine pear.

It is a handsome straight grower, bears an excellent

quality, and is long.

CH.VNCELLOR.

Mb. Reid. I have had it in bearing for some year.».

It is not very handsome in nppear.ance.

Mb. Harrison. It originated in Germantown, on

the grounds of .Mr. Chancellor. • All the original trees

are dead. The fruit I have never seen.

AIr. Esiileman. I have fruited it for several years,

and it still retains its original qualities.

Mr. Baxter. Very large, grows well on the quince

stock.

CHARLES VAN HOOGHTEN,

The President. A vigorous grower, medium qual-

ity and is never fit for sale in the market.
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COLLINS.

The Presitjest. A full grower.

Mr. Saul. It will kill nny tree you put it on.

Thk Piie9ident. It has killed trees with me, no
nifttter how vigorous they htivo been. There nre very
fine trees in Massachusetts which it has destroyed.

Mr. Fikld. On account of the great difficulty of

uniting it with other stock, I move it be stricken off.

(Stricken of the list.)

COMTE DE FL.VXDRES.

Mr. Scott. Is it the same as the Mareschal de la

Cour?

The Pkksident. I am not able to answer the ques-

tion definitely.

CONSILIEUR DE LA COUR.

TuE President, fine and good.

COMTESSE D'ALOST.

DELICES D'HARDENPOXT DE EELGIQUE.

M. Bakkt. It is not ranked very high.

DIX.

M. Field. I never knew a good Dis to be sent to

New York from within a hundred miles of it.

M. Scott. I cau show from the collection now on
exhibition very fine Dis pears, much larger than those

from any other locality, and I can also show them de-

stroyed in the crop, fiome are very fair, and others

are rusty and cracked.

ROUSSELET D'ESPEREN,

STERLING.

Mr. Eshlem,v>-. It has succeeded admirably with

me.

JIr. Barker. I have fruited this year, and for all

market purposes I think highly of it. The prettiest

bearer I ever saw. Not of very good qualities but a
charming tree.

Mr. Lyon. This pear has been cultivated almost as

long in our vicinity as the original tree has stood in

its jiative locality. With us, unsophisticated as we
are in regard to pears, many do not like the Sterling,

while others prefer a sweeter pear. In our market it

has no superior. It sells rapidly at high prices, and
bears very finely.

Mr. Barrt. a very good pear.

The Prescdext. Very fine in Boston as a market
pear.

THEODORE VAN MONS.

The President. Handsome pear, fine tree, excel-

lent quality.

DUCHESSE DE BERRI D'ETE.

The Peesidesi. A very handsome pear.

EMILE D'HEYST.

The President. It is a straggling tree and looks

almost like a wild tree ; not a pear of great excellence.

FONDANTE DU COMICE.

Mr. Hott. Very slow in bearing.

Mr. Rkid. Is an early bearer with mo. I consider
its qualities as the very best. They bear sometimes
(last year, for instance,) very well. It is a great
bearer.

TnE President. I fully concur in that opinion.

FONDANTE DES ClIARNEDSE.
Mr. Sahl. A very fine pear, delicious and fruitful.

It has been confounded with the Desinec Van Mons,
Duo de Brabant and the Waterloo.

FONDANTE DE MALINES.

Mr. Saul. Of good size and good qualities.

FONDANTE DE NOEL.

Mr. Barrt. A very handsome pear but never
ripens.

(Stricken out of the list.)

HENKEL.

Mr. Rett). I consider it one of the very finest

orchard pears.

HOSENSCHENK.

Mr. Eshleman. I will take the liberty of speaking
for Mr. Garber. He toUl me that from the original

tree the pears were rcm,irkably fine this season, and
I know, from personal experience, it is one of the best

pears taken into the Lancaster market. 'Within thirty

miles west of this city it does succeed.

Mr. Mitchell. It is very popular. A friend of

mine having bought a few thought them so fine that

he ordered a number of trees.

Mk. Loomis, Indiana. It does very well with us.

Mr. PiLTTEB. My specimens all came from Colum-
bia, Lancaster county, and that is the native place of

this tree. It is almost as remarkably fine as the

Bartlett, and has the synonym of the watermelon.

HULL.
Mr. Saul, A very good pear.

JALOUSIE DE FONTENAY VENDEE.
Mr. Bakrt. An immense pear, of very fair quality.

5Ir. Sahl. A prodigious pear, and one that pays
well.

Mr. Eshleman. I cannot cultivate it.

KIRTLAND.

A beautiful tree. and bears aThe President.
handsome fruit.

Mr. Eshleman. Rotten at the core.

The President. We all rot there at last! (laughter.)

LODGE (OF PENN.)

Mr. Baxter. I have examined the fruit, it has a
plain deep russet color, oud ia fine quality and below
medium size.

The President. Full sized, with us, a fine straight

bearer.

Mr. Reid. Of the very finest quality this season
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Mil. MiTCiiEi.L. Of the finest flavor. No pear is

equal to it, ami in other respects is worthy of being
kept ou the list.

Me. Steele. I concur in those remarks.

NILES.
(Passed)

OTT.
Tub Preside.nt. Very fine, but too small.

Mk. Eshlkman. a fiuo grower, fruit small, flavor
inimitable. All pronounce it a first-rate pear, and
desirable on account of its coming in early.

JIb. Hoyi. It ripens in September.

Mb. Beid. Its size is against it.

PIIILADELPIII.V

Mr. Mitchell. Has a Kood local reputation, origi-
nated near this city, and is a good pear.

Mil. RiiTTEii. I was the other day shown a specimen
of the I'hiladelphia, the only one I have ever seen, and
I considered it of the first class.

Mb. MiTCUELL. It has the synonym of the Latih.

Mil. IIoYT. It is a fine large pear, but it is better
double worked.

iMe. Baldwin. It is one of the best pears I am
growing.

PINNEO.
PIUS IX.

The President. Since I introduced the Pope, it

may be well that I should say something about him.
It is a large pear, very handsome ; year before last 1

thought it not so abundant a bearer; bearing very
handsomely, and nearly up to the largest size.

PRATT.
VAN ASSENE ; OR, VAN ASCHE.

Mb. Baeet. a fine, large, handsome pear.

Mb. Savl. a sweet, delicious, nice pear, never
Been it large.

The Pbesident. Not usually large, but J have it

large this year.

Me. Beb(ii;b. I agree with Mr Barry, but it has no
color about it.

Mk. Babby. It almost invariably has a bright red
cheek, as grown in our ncigliborhood.

WALKER.
The President. Well known I believe, large size,

of a green color, has good qualities.

ZEPHIRIN GREGOIRE.
Me. Saul. A great bearer, and a good pear.

Tub President. I concur in that opinion.

PEARS, (Added.)

WASHINGTON.
Me. Mitchell. I would call the attention of the

Society, to a pear that has no place in any of our
lists, called the WashiiKjUm. It has the best local

reputation of any I know of, being the only one in

fact, that comesregularly to the Philadelphia market.
It is the most beautiful pear that grows. In order
to give it its merited promotion, I move that it be
added to the list of promising well.

(Added to the Ust.)

BEUKUK mentignon.
JFe. Field. I introduce the Buerre Montignon.

The trees are perfectly hardy, very strong, and rapid

growers. I believe M. Whiting has a synonym for it,

the Frederick of Wurtcmburg.

Me. Whiting. It has_ proved worthless in my sec-

tion.

Mr. Sacl. As the assertion has been made that

this fruit has befn known under the name of Frederick

of Wurtemburg, I would state that it is not the old,

but the new Frederick of Wurtemburg.

Me. Reid. a very good market pear.

DOYENNE ROBIN.

Mb. IIoyt. I introduce the Doyenne Robin. It is

large, round, and of a green color.

Db. Ives. I have known it for four or five years,

very hard, large good size, very handsome.

Me. Barry. It appears to be good, but I don't

think it handsome. It is round, but the tree has
always seemed to me, nut to have a healthy appear-
ance.

The President. I have bad it in cultivation ten or
fifteen years, it has black spots, and finally dies down.

Mr. Bergen. It is a good pear, and should not be
rejected. The down-east description of it comes
nearer the Windsor Belle than any other. It has
been raised by us for fifty years, and is known as the

most profitable pear sent to market.

Me. Barry. It is grown extensively in our part of

the country, being about the only pear that is sold in

the market there.

BELLE.

The President. One gentleman has mentioned the

Belle Pear. It is a favorite market pear, not good for

anything and unworthy of cultivation. It comes before

all others, is large and yellow tint ; buyers of it are

uniformly disappointed in regard to its quality.

They sell at a high price, and are only sought by the

uninitiated, never by those who know what a good
pear is. We all agree it is unworthy of cultivation,

and the question is whether we should put it ou our
list.

Mn. Beboee. It has been put on the list of rejected

pears, when it is one of the most cultivated iu the

world. There is a ditfereuce of opinion in regard to

its qualities, some persons prefer it for eating. When
it is placed ou the rejected list, it is occupying a

wrong position.

Mr. Steele. The remarks of Mr. Bcrger lead me
to make one enquiry. Do I understand the American
Pomological Socieiy to be organized for the purpose
of catering to the bad taste of people who know
nothing on the subject, whether we ought to recom-
mend fruits, simply, they have a bad taste, or because

of good quality ? I wish to be informed ou this

point.

Mr. Keid. As an eating pear, it is worthless, as a

stewing or cooking pear it is very valuable. No one

that knows the pear will buy it for eating.

Me. Baeet. It bears uncommonly well.

Mb. Bkrgen. We don't eat many of these pears iu

New York. They are improved by house ripening,

and shipped from Now Y'ork to the Boston market,

where there are good judges of pears.
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The rRESiDENT. I ngrcc with what Mr. Bergen hns

said. It is so, no doubt, but as we are endeavoring

to establish a standard of Pomology for the United

States, of character, it is very doubtful whether wo
ought to admit that pear anywhere.

Mb. Scott. The specimen I now present is the New
Babtbam.

BABTRAM.
Mn. IlAnMER. This ponr is well known to Doctor

Brincklo. The Doctor has hunted up the authentic

history of it from the Bnrtram family. It is considered

so much superior to the Old Bartnim, that that pear

should bo put off the list and this inserted in its place.

Until that is done, persons who have the Old Bartram

in cultivation, being uninformed of the superiority of

the New Bartram, will produce confusion in their

cultivation. I had proposed to the Pennsylvania

Horticultural Society, that this pcnr should be pre-

sented under the name of the New Bartram pear. I

now propose that the word nkw be inserted in the

place of the word old in the list of promising well.

The original tree is dead, but this fruit came from

suckers obtained from the Bartram family.

The President. I would state that the committee on

native fruits having had this pear under consideration

will report on it.

Mr. Esdleman. I propose the Fondante de Mil-

lot or Cebkiueb. It is about the size of the White

Doyenne.

TuF. President. It is impossible for us to decide

whether this pear is the same as the White Doyenne.

In Massachusetts, after having had it for many years

we have given it up.

BONNE DE ZEES.

Mr. Field. I propose the Bonne de Zf.es. It is a

new name for the Princess of Wirtemberg. It is very

large, handsome, light yellow, and is good as an

eating pear.

Mr. Steele. I never saw one in my life that was

not diseased. It will not live in my country.

Mr. Field. I agree with Mr. Steele. It has

native habits.

Mr. Ives. I have a tree of this kind six years of

age, perfectly healthy, the wood perfectly clean. I

have been watching for the canker upon it, h.ave got

no fruit as yet. It is a good and healthy grower,

perfect foliage, but I w.mt to see the fruit.

Mb. Scott. I have seen the fruit of the Boune de

Zees in several sections of the country. I do not think

that the tendency to crack extends to every tree.

At present I know of an instance of a tree which
bears a full crop of averaged sized fruit, without a
cracked one among them.

Mr. Quinn. I have seen specimens with indications

of cracking on the bark. They make good pears.

Sin. Barry. The tree is a moderate grower, very

erect and handsome, though the fruit will never rank

as high as some others.

The President. I nsk for information whether it

is desirable to introduce into our lists any tree, of

which it is said that the tendency to crack in the

bark, injures the fruit and renders it unfit for sale.

Mr. Hott. It will not alter the character of the

tree when it is grafted on to a sound stock. It is

handsome, and the growth and foliage are good.

Mr. Field. Did any one over know of a tree dying
of a crack '.'

The President. Yes! one died out complotly with
me.

JIr. Reed. It is liable to crack in the bottom.

EUCIIID.

Mr. Baldwin. I propose the Euchid, found in

Chester County, on a fence among a lot of stones, not
far from the forks of the Brandywino Creek. It is

one of the very b'.'st pears there is. I had hoped to

see it occupy thehighest place on the list that promise
well.

Mr. B^vxteb. a very fine pear.

Mr. Barrt. First-rate and of middling size.

Mr. Rdtter. One of our finest pears, of medium
size.

(Placed on the list.)

SELLECK.
Mb. Scott. I proposed theSEHECK IIartey, along

time before the Society, but we could never get any
thing done with it. The native fruit committee has
reported upon it, but it has never been put upon our
list.

Mr. Berqen. I got it from Jlr. Downing some
years ago, it grows so slow, that I consider it the
poorest grower I ever saw.

Mr. Scott. It is a pure white yellow in color. I

believe it to be a seedling of the Burnett.

Mr. Lton. It is a very fine grower and promises
well in Michigan.

CONGRESS.
Mr. Steele. I propose the Congress. It ^has a

good reputation.

Mr. Botnion. Jlr. Smith has two specimens in

exhibition.

DES NONNES.
Mr. IIarrison. I propose the Des Nonnes. It is a

good pear and comes in season in abund.ince. The
fruit is abundant with us, of medium large size, has a
rapid growth, is rather striped. It is three-fourths
ripe now, very juicy, when entirely ripe very fine.

Dr. Warder. Though not a western fruit, wo
western men claim to have discovered its merits first.

It continues to maintain a very high reputation with
us in the ch.aracter, both of the fruit and the tree.

Mr. Field, The pe.ars on the same tree as those on
exhibition, will be very excellent specimeus, but some
of them will be insipid. It has certainly want of
juice more than any other pears we know of.

The President. An abundant pear in Boston,
highly flavored, not very nice, but a fruit of excel-
lence.

Mr. Saul. A very good pear.

Dr. HorcHTON. Some gonfleraen tliiuk liiglily of
it. I have it fruiting and think it beautiful. Mr.
Downing's description of it, is th.at the flavor is me-
dium. Jlr. Smith s, of Syracuse, iseqnalto thatof any
other pear and it fruits early. ("Placed on the list.J

OJIAn PACHA.
JIr. IIoopes. I introduce the Omer Pacha.
I think very highly of it, very delicious, ripens ^

just before autumn. ^
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Mk. Rkip, I Iiad it ten years before it ripened
with mo, liut it now bears. It does not keep very
long, it reseniMes 13eurre UarJy very mucli in shape,
but they ripen tliree weeks apart.

(It was referred to the Committee on Synonyms.)

STEVENS' GENESEE.
Mb. Lyon. I more that Stevens' Genesee be removed

from the rejected list. It is very highly esteemed
in the west. For the reason that it did not succeed
in certain sections it was placed on that list.

(The motion was agreed to.)

Mr. Loomis. It is a very fine pear and I move that
it be added to the list of promising well.

Mr. Scott. The reason of its being on the rejected
list was on account of its being diseased.

Mr. Rdtter. The pear was diseased, not only in

one locality, but in several.

Mr. Hoyt. I think there must be a spurious kind
in cultivation, as I formerly heard favorable accounts
of it ; but have been much deceived in its culti-

vation.

(Mr. Field ; here re.ad an extract from pp. 52 of

the biennial report of 1858, showing th.it this pear
was stricken from the list for general cultivation.)

Mr. Beugen. The pear with me does well, but
among some sixty varieties I have known, the leaves

became blighted, though that does not affect the
fruit.

(Two specimens of pears were here presented.^

GOLDE.V BEURRE DE BILBOA.

Mr. Barry. Does the Golden Beurre de Bilboa
sustain its reputation ?

Mr. Loomis. It is a very fine fruit.

Mr. Field. I have never seen it in fine condition.

Db. Warder. I find it does well on a Quince stock
and is a good pear for the consumer.

Mr. Ruttek. I consider it a second-rate pear.

Mb. Bekoex. It lives with me on Pear stock.

If I had the power I would strike it from the list.

Mb. Baebv. I have never seen a perfectly healthy
one.

The President. Although one of our second-rate

pears it takes i)rizes in our shows. It is not remark-
able for its bearing ; my trees have made shoots this

year three feet long. It is quite a popyjar pear with
us. It is second-rate but juicy.

Mr. Lyon. I propose we close this list, (Closed,)

and that we take up the subject of the cultivation

on the Quince.

DISCUSSION ON PEARS ON QUINCE STOCKS.

Dr. Ives. I wish to know the experience of the

gentlemen present in regard to the Flemish Beaciy ;

with me it is one of the finest growers.

The President. The opinions of this Convention
passed upon it two -years ago were favorable to its

cultivation on a Quince stock.

Mb. Field. I think it is one of the best for the

purpose. It is the best on Quince stock that wo
have.

Mb. Barry. That is so when you can once get it to

commence. Out of three huntlred trees you will get

perhaps a dozen to live.

Mr. Loomis. With me it has not done well on a
Quince stock, but it does better than the I'l/son, or
the Seckel Pear.

Mr. Bergen. With me, after it has once taken, it

does very well.

Mr. Reid. I have found no difficulty in budding it.

By double working you can get good trees.

Mk. QriNN. With me they are the strongest grow-
ing tree that can be put on the Quince.

Mr. Barry. I do not highly ajJiirove of it.

Mn. Baxter. I should like some gentlemen to try

the Washington Pear on a Quince stock. I have
never seen it so.

Mr. Field. I move we strike from the list the

SoLDAT Laborei'k. It is not worth cultivation. I

know of two hundred others that are better than it.

Mb. Baeky. I consider it a good Pear.

The President. It is not expedient to strike it off.

Does the Tyson Pear do well on the Quince t

Mr. Loomis. It does well with us.

Me. Baxter. It does well with me.

Mr. Lyon. So it does with me.

Mb. Qpixx. I concur with the last two gentlemen.

Mr. Barry. If it succeeds with you now, it will

not do so very long.

Me. Lyon. It grows well in Michigan on the

Quince.

Mr. Reid. Does the Doyenne d'Ete do well on the

Quince.

Mr. Lyon. It has done well with me for four years.

It grows well. It is not very strong but is pro-

ductive.

Mr. Hoopes. The Braxdywine does well on the

Quince.

Mr. Feost. It does well with me also on the

Quince. So does the Kingsessing Pear.

Mr. Smitu. Osband's Summer Pear does well.

Mr. Barky. It does well with me.

Mb. Reid. I concur in that remark.

Mr. Saul. It is first-r.ate.

Mr. Baxter. I have found it difficult to get infor-

matiou iu regard to the Duchesse d'Angoulenie.

Me. Barry. Dearborn's seedling docs well for two
or throe yeans.

Me. Loomis. It has failed in the west.

JIe. Field. The Flemish Beauty, Urbaniste and
Seckel do poorly with me at first, but soon become
good.

Adjourned till 3 P. M,, Thursday.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

De. Warder. There is a disease in the grape I

saw two years ago, like this on the branch on the

table. I should like gentlemen who are acquainted

with the disease to give some account of it.

Mr. Fuller. I know nothing about tliis disease.

Ma. Haevey. I am not prepared to give any
cause for this disease. Our grapes are a complete
failure this year, but not from mildew. Tlie disease

I allude to causes a scab or dry appearance on one
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side of llic grapo. Tho viucs are attacked by tUo

same scabby appearance.

>[k. l"i-LLEit. Almost tliirty yoar3 ago, several

Italiaus plaiitcd vines in tboir vinuyanlB iu Illinois,

but tboir grapes were worthless, although the vines

lived. The e.auso of this I know not. 1 suppose it

was the heavy subsoil in that place. But I found

the same thing on the best of drained soils. I ex-

perimented by using sulphur, and succeeded well—

perfectlv, I might say,—but whether at another

year it "will not fail, I cannot say, but it was for the

time being a perfect preventative. I used the sul-

phur iu water, and then syringed the grapes.

Dr. Ives. I tried the same experiment, but was

not successful.

Mr. Scott. Sulphur is not generally supposed to

beuetit any form of mildew, unless applied to a

crvptog,imic plant. I have never known sulphur to

be of any beneficial effect. It will neither dissolve

in water or alcohol. I hope Mr. Fuller will investi-

gate this matter, and not lead us to believe sulphur

will remedy this dise-ise.

Mr. Fcller. I merely wish to say, Mr. President,

it did succeed two years In succession, when all other

means faUed.

Me. SedlkV. I wish to know on what kind of soil

these vines were planted, whether it was mcliued or

level.

Mb. Fuller. Tliey were planted on gravel soil,

around a field, and the exposure was to every point

of the compass. I did not notice whether they

were damaged on one particular point more than

on another.

Mr. Schley, (S.C.) There h.'isl)een an impression in

mv miud, that slope and exposure are very important

in" the cultivation of grapes, as well as a thorough

dr.iiuuig of the soU. 1 have observed that three

d.iys' exposure to a damp atmosphere would pro-

duce mildew and blight. If the vine can exhale

moisture it will flourish, if it cannot it wUl blight.

Mr. Cornelius, (Pa.) My grapes are under a glass

covering, 120 feet long, with the borders well di-ained.

The first three years my vines did well, but I had

some mildew. I painted the house green, opened it

daily, and closed it at 4, P. M. The year before last

I filled the entire bottom of the house with leaves,

thinking that that might aid the grapes, but it had

no effect. Last year I tried sulphur, and they did

better. I was ashamed to take anybody down to my
grape-house ; nevertheless, it was a matter of study

to me. I had every little crack fastened up, and the

grapes ripened beautifully, and the vines were in a

good condition. They showed no mildew, and were

watered twice a day. I did not have a particle of

lime in the bouse. The house was well watered on

the floor, sometimes once and sometimes twice a

day. I consider that the air, coming to the vines at

different temperatures, creates such a different tem-

perature in the gro^ving ; of course the sap is flow-

ing at one time, and not at another. I shall here-

after exclude the air as much as possible. My vines

were the Black Hamburg, White Muscat, and the

Muscat and Alexandria.

Mb. Saithders. I have been giving the mildew

some attention. Previous to the middle of August

I had no sign of mildew, now there is not a single

leaf I have but what is affected ; the bunches are

hanging, but there are no leaves. Tho mildew is

caused by aridity. Perhaps it is strange that dry-

ness should cause it, as we always connect mildew
with dampness. I think we find tho cause in dry
air—wo find the samo disease iu the gooseberry
and hawthorn—these few weeks of dry weather
having brought it out. I think the Hamburgs can
be grown with little care. My plan is to never let

the ground get dry. I sprinkle it with water twice

a day. Again, I open the sashes after the month of

April. I have, in a house 40 feet long and 28 feet

wide, twelve openings, each three feet square. Under
this treatment the grapes should rijien. Tho lower-
ing of the night temperature hastens maturity. I

have proved that over and over again. What I mean
is a lowering of from twenty-five to tlurty degrees.
This other grape mildew I liavo not seen until this

season. Of these two diseases (Oidium and Krysites)

I think one is caused by aridity, but I will not say
that the other is caused liy dampness. For grapes
in the open air, I can only suggest shelter. Mr.
Dingeo said to me, ho had seen a grape vine grow-
ing partly on a trellis and partly on the ground

;

that on the trellis had nut a loaf, while tho other

was perfectly healthy. Many persons who cultivate

grapes will see that the outside leaves are entirely

destroyed, though enough live to protect the fruit.

I have applied whitewash with good effect. I leave

the inside planks of my grape-house uujilaned, and
then wliitewash them.

Mr. Field. A draft of air, it is well known, con-
veys moisture more rajjidly than heat.

Mr. Quix>'. I wiU mention another disease preva-
lent among our vines. It is a spotting of the vine,

from the 15tli of June to the 1st of July. The young
shoot becomes spotted and the leaf yellow ; tho

fruit is stopped, and finally becomes brown and
drops off. It is a French disease, called the Oidium,
and we have no cure for it. If there is any one
present who knows how to prevent it, I should be
glad to hear from him.

Dk. Grant. In reference to what Mr. Saunders
his said about shelter, sometimes I have seen a vine
on a trellis, after a severe tempest, more liable to

attack than one on a tree. The remedy Mr. Quinn
calls for is sulphur. It was tried with success in

France when, in 1847, this disease made its appear-
ance.

Mr Quixs. We apply sulphur every morning,
and it does not arrest the disease.

Dr. Gra.nt. Three sulphurings are supposed to

be necessary, the first one given in June. Death
follows after a spot is once made on the plant. In
reference to sulphur being soluble or not in water,

that has but little to do with the matter. Sulphur
is sulphur, whether suspended in water or not. The
fumes themselves are necessary, and have a transient

action. The fumes are produced by combastion,
and by continuous combustion. A mixture with
lime is made for tho purpose of bringing it to a very
fine powder. It is constantly used iu France, and is

considered perfectly effective.

Mb. Field moved that the subject of Ground
Work be taken up.

GROUND WORK.

Mb. Field. I have looked at plantations of grapes
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with interest, and I am satisfioil that deep cultiva-

tion, deep tienehing of };rouud, and manuring, is

the only way liy which vines can be made to pro-

duce grapes lor any h'ngth of time. Tliere is a
vineyard of fifteen acres in my neigliljorhood, under
cultivation by a Swiss gentleman, who is well

acquainted with their cultivation. They have been
attacked by the disease fOidium), and have borne

for seven years but little or no fruit. Although they
produced fruit the first three or four years, now they

are unworthy of cultivation.

Db. Gkaxt. Great injury is done to vines by hav-

ing the roots unprotected on the surface. I am not

aware that there is anything iieculiar in my system

of treating. The ordinary soil would be scarcely the

one for the cultivation of grapes. Drift soil has

sometimes fertility for five feet in depth, but this

soil is very rare. Deep working, and bedding ma-
nure below, is very effectual indeed. My compost is

manure with about 35 per cent, of muck. It is very

advantageous. It should receive some water. If

you bury the manure in large quantities, and the

roots come in cont.act with it, they will lie destroyed.

I keep my soil in good order by a small addition of

manure once every three years. The expenditure

would vary on soils according to circumstances.

We will suppose a field, prepared for growing corn,

has a soil of twelve inches in depth, biit to make a

vineyard, would require double that depth at least.

One can calculate something of the expenditure by
the labor of turning that under and making fertile

soil of it. To go through the process, I would say,

make those twelve inches eighteen. To do so eco-

nomically, put there a wheat crop and follow by a

clover crop ; after plowing that again, it is ready for

a trenching, and six inches of soil would be brought

to the top. Under ordinary circumstances, the

whole preparation would cost llie wliole crop for the

labor.

JIk. Fift.n. I suppose, in ordinary conditions, the

dung of animals is unfit for soil, unless when mixed
with compost. Trees and vines make their bark so

as to protect themselves from the winter. I believe

.that manure should be a long time in compost, and
not turned by any chemical process. It should be

left for six or seven months, and occasionally turned.

The roots of plants are alw.ays injured by the appli-

cation of large quantities of manure. The manure
that is used for food for plants must h.ave age, and

Dr. Grant does not use any that is not at least from

two to four years old, and liis plan is the one fol-

lowed in France. When subsoils are brought to the

surface, you must use double the quantity of ma-
nure for the second six inches that you do for the

first.

Db. Botntos. Some gentlemen talk of plants liv-

ing on m.inure, otliers seem to think they g.ain their

subsistence another way. I liave noticed that

moisture lias more to do with the grape th.in ma-
nure. I have got the idea it is not the manure, but

the admixture of manure, th.it is required.

Mr. I.tjiTWEii.Ei!. I never use anything but com-
post ; I think, in planting, there is no use in wast-

ing manure. Give them compost ; apply it on the

surface. No jilant can take up or receive a p.article

of manure in the r.iw st.ite. It must bo exposed to

the air. M.any think by putting it in boxes it will

benefit tlie vine ; I believe it must be decomposed.

It must be in a liquid form. By trenching you ad-
mit the air. In sand, of course, the air penetrates
to a great depth. I will give you a proof of that :

you m.iy jilant a tree ten feet deep in Now Jersey,
and it will live ; in Rochester, where I live, if you
plant it to the same depth it will die.

Mk. Sac.nders. I would like to know how you
can prevent air from penetrating a soil.

TuE Pkesikext. The question has been as to what
dei>tli manure should be laid. I trust before long to
have the matter settled. I have come to the conclu-
sion that manure is entirely useless until it is tho-
rouglily decomposed. The g.irdoncr of Louis XIV.
said, he would rather have one load of manure on
the surface, than twenty under it.

Mb. Field. I am in favor of surface manuring.
TuE Presidext. The plant cannot receive food

except in a soluble state. When the ground is

shaded with a manure on the surf.ice, then the ma-
nure is in a soluble state. An experiment was made
in France some years ago, where straw was strewn
over the ground in one place, and in another it was
without shade. The soil without manure yielded as
much grain as the other.

Dr. Grant. I have been asked how much money
might be used in preparing a vineyard. After the
European manner, $6u00 per acre mightbe spent.

Adjourned to eight o'clock, V. M.

EVE.\INQ SESSION.

PEAE CDI.Tl'KE DISEASES OF THE PEAR GROUXD WORK
PLAXTIXG, PEDNIXG, ETC., ETC.

Dr. Warder. I cannot meet tlie views that h.ive
been expressed by Dr. Boynton. In our place we
have a detritus of rocks spread over our soil. The
soil being rich, manuring is not with us a m.atter of
so great importance as with you. An analysis of
our soil shows an abundant supply of all the mate-
rials that are necessary to supply the w.ants of the
pear. In preparing a piece of ground, we care not
so much for foreign substances, as for the thorough
preparation of the soil. The question arises, where
labor is scarce and dear, how we can most cheaply
prepare that soil. The soil needs the admission of
air. Uur method, in the gross, would not perhaps
be .ipplicable to you. We look to the cheapest
method of preparing the soil, in selecting our site

in the first place. Select such a piece of ground
where the cheapest labor can be done ; among
stumps and stones we need hand labor—of course
wo avoid this. In open prairie we use the oxen or
the horse. With us, the double Michig.-in plow is

the very best implement in our possession, by which
we can thoroughly prepare the soil. If we have
stiff cl.ay we use three yoke of oxen. The double
Michigan plow is familiar to all cultivators. It is

two plows to one beam. The fii-st plow lifts a por-
tion of the soil, the hinder one throws the soil on
top. This plow is so .admirably constructed that you
may make a furrow eleven inches wide and three
deep, or three wide and eleven deep. The depth I

run my Michigan plow is fifteen inches, .and I do not
meet with any obstructions. For deeper culture,
and when there is a deeper soil, the subsoil plow,
called the lift subsoil plow, I think is the best im-

plement ; the effect of it is to loosen the soil, lift it
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out of its place, and let it fall back again. You thus
liave a tlioroujrh stirring of tlie soil through the

whole firlil, of at least twenty inches in depth. The
loosening of the soil is thus effected. Furtlur pre-

paration I will leave for those who are hetter

acquainted. I am often asked by my friends, how
deep do you dig your holes f I say, if yon have ten

acres, dig your holes ten inches.

Mr. Field. The soil in the vicinity of my place is

of a very light character, and the preparation must
he of a much more thorough character. The means
I have taken for Pear trees, have been, first plowing

on the surface of the ground, a good dressing of

manure, which when washed with the rain, will be

a solid body of two inches at least. This is then
plowed under as deep as possible, but I am not sure

that more than twenty inches, will do us any good,

or prove any resource from the evils we have been
suffering. On one occasion some trenching was to

be done on a piece of ground, to do which I employed
several men. When I came to inspect their work,
thay had dug themselves down to a distance of three

feet, six inches, and in this depth of ground the

trees were planted, and grew dreadfully poor for a

long time. JSut I have this year found on the soil

so stirred up, four years ago, one of the greatest

beauties we have. The leaves are in perfect con-

dition, fine, lustrous and healthy, on this doubly
trenched ground. On the other ground they are

spotted and have dropped. This process of trench-

ing the ground is looked upon as very laborious,

needless and calculated to discourage a great many
tree planters from putting their trees into such soil,

but unfortunately I am located upon this land and
have got to live there. About twenty miles from
mo a quite celebrated orchard has been in existence

for twenty-five years. For the last ten or twelve
years there have been no pears grown in that

ground once celebrated for its production of fine

fruits, none worthy of exhibition. But the owner,
Mr. Pierce, brings his two hundred and forty

varieties to exhibition, and they are scarcely

worthy of being brought Into the room. The true
preparation and planting of the tree is not to stick it

into the ground, and get it to bear for one j-ear, but
wh.at is done should be permanent. I wish to say
a few words in regard to the Double Michigan Plow.
I have prepared some twenty-five acres with this I

plow using four horses with it and four with the
subsoil plow, two or three times. I planted about
five thousand pear trees, and I believe they are as

fine trees as any in this State.

Dr. Botxtos. I am but an infant in the business
of raising Pears having had but five years experience
in planting Pears. I commenced on a waste piece
of ground where the stumps had first to be removed,
the ground lying on either side of a hill. I com-
menced and dug fiercely around my trees and filled

up the space with top soil, the whole ground being
turned over.

On the east side of the hill I never saw trees
grow better. My object is to get the water when
it falls upon the ground, into the soil, through
the soil, and out of the soil as soon as possible.

The reason of this that whatever water has entered
into the fibres of this Pear tree, is to be absorbed
for the nourishment of that tree, and there is wanted

no more water in the earth to supjily the Pear treo

than would remain there by capill.ary attraction.

Secondly, if 1 wanted the water to lie upon the
grouncl I would liacklc it for twenty-four hours.
After the ground has been once stirred u]> in this

manner I never disturb it. As long as I can re-

member fine orchards in Massachusetts havo been
destroyed by plowing up. In consequence the
fibrous exhal.atious of the trees being greater than
the absorption could take up from the ground, the
trees died. If the tree die it is called fire blight,

but I will pass what might be said on the subject.

My object is to get the water when it comes on the
ground, through it and out of it. In the water
there is ammonia. I want to take the ammonia out
of the water. In passing through the ground, the
water imparts its ammonia to the tree, a gallon of
water will hold in solution a gallon of air. In this

way the roots of your trees are nourished and there
is no necessity to stir up your soil. Let the am-
monia be put upon the surface and in this way you
may enrich the ground. The ammonia being car-

ried as far as and wherever the water penetrates.

The ammonia being in a soluble state, the absorbent
roots of the plant can take it up, for I do not believe

the plant can ever take it up except in such a state

of solution. It is generally thought that carbon is

never taken into a plant except by the leaves. I

have no doubt that ammonia woxild, as well as air,

take a part of the carbonic acid which is generated
by the roots. This hill on which my orchard grows
and produces the fruit, contains furrows so steep
that you could not plow it without difliculty. It is

so steep that the dashing rain we have had this

and last year gave no time for the water to go into
the ground, but washed away the manure from the
surface. The consequence was that I took each hill

and made a level around it, and where one tree would
be materially higher than another, I left a little dam
formed in a basin, and when the water came down
heavily, it would stand an inch deep and disappear
in the course of time. On this I threw manure
composed of phosphate of lime, in the first place,

got from vines dissolved in muriatic acid. Another
way is to take dog manure in which you have the
pure phosphate of lime. The urine of the dog con-
tains likewise other phosphates. I took that and
put it upon twenty-six grape vines in the west end
of a row of six hundred or seven hundred feet long
which runs entirely over my hill. I pointed out the
difference between those grapes and others. The
grapes are green and the foliage more healthy, and
the vines stronger nourished solely by phosphate
and nothing else.

When the wind and hail came on the 20th of

August It injured my crop. The leaves looked as

if sulphuric acid had been spilt upon them. As you
would pass over the hill you would see the vines

were not so healthy nor the fruit quite so large

except in the places to which I have referred. A
large number of Pear trees come through a vein of

serpentine. I picked up some pieces of this serpen-
tine, pulverized them, and put it around some of

my trees. Three of these trees are as rusty as the

Uxhury Rwtsel, now on exhibition. Every one of tho

pear trees where tliis magnesia had been put had
this character. The variety is the Bartlett.

Dk. Botsto!! further stated that he had obtained

•—--^*f^^
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601110 ].lic)spliate of lime by mean' of wliich lie Intely

got four lait;e pears from atr.-e oigliteeii imhis high

and only two years from the bu.l. From another

set of trees, by means of bone lime containing

jihosphorie acid, enviable results. A great mistake is

to manure trees with raw phosphate of lime; in jiut-

ting this phosphateof lime alonghis trees, lie mingled

it with soda, and put likewise a quantity of ashes,

and those trees which lore the brightest colored

pears were those which had this mixture around

them. I believe that the chloride of liuie ami

calcium of soda had an influence .-is a fertilizer, not

generally recommcn<li-d by auriculturists. All tlie

chlorides you may get will have an influence in the

analysis of the skin of the Pear. 1 took about one

handful of ashes to each tree. In it was mingled

the chloride of calcium, of sodium and salt. The

ashes contaiu the silicates that are in the wood or

bark of the tree, and all the materials necessary

to form the wood of the plant, and must be applied

to a plant when it can form wood.

Mr. Field. In pl.anting trees on the Quince stock

there has been a great deal of difficulty found from

the fact of the latter being planted beneath the

ground and the former above it. In consequence

of this the tree has to be thrust down to an un-

natural depth and then a new Layer is formed and

then a strata which has a new office thrust upon it.

We do not know how much or how little there is in

the lower roots, but there often come cankerous and

diseased matters. When the tree is dug up from

the ground and thrust down into the nursery rows

there is another strata formed, making a third.

I have often found in removing such trees after

four years planting that the lower strata has entirely

superseded the office of the otliers and the fungus

has been destroyed. I hare not known this until

they have become diseased and of a dark instead of

light color. At first they may get spongy sliowing a

little white fungus on the tops of the stems, I found

that such trees could be entirely restored by cutting

olf that lower strata, and I would advise this always

in planting on the Quince stock.

Tni; President. That has been my custom for

more than twenty vears. I was among the earliest

cultivators of the Pear on the Quince root. Many

that came out had shanks of at least eighteen inches

of the Quince. 1 do not know th.at I had ever heard

of planting down below the surface until I practised

it myself. I am under the a]'prehcnsion and pretty

well convinced that if the soil is well drained there

niav be several courses of healthy roots, the lower

as well as the upper.

When 1 found them otherwise, it has generally

been in a stiff clav, cold, uncongenial soil. Some

thirty years ago I purchased a lot of Pe.ar trees on the

Quince root wliere the titanton ferry now is, and there

were then scarcely any buildings on the shore, but

a few little shops, the rest was pasture land. I put

np a Pear tree on the Quince root which h.ad never

rooted fioni the Pear stock. It is now twenty-eight

years since 1 purch.ased it. I took it np about two

years ago and found the roots perfectly good. I

"found the roots of this tree although n..t having

rooted from the Tear stock as sound as when I pur-

chased it.

Dr. Boystox. I suppose if the leaves of trees

bear the relation to them, that the lungs of animals

do to those anim>ils, the Quince would breathe better

through its own lungs than through those of the Pear.

It is my opinion that the Bart left Pear would grow

more healthy by itself than it would on a Quince

stock. Some years ago I found no difficulty in get-

ting the young roots of the Bartlett to strike roota

almost as frequently as the weeping willow. I

would ask if there was not other auxiliary means

to induce early fruitfulncss, besides Quince grafting.

Mr. Scott. In order to graft the Pear on the

Quince stock we departed entirely from the positions

we had taken for the establishment of the Quince

on the Pear. The Quince has as healthy a foliage

as the Pear.

I can show at home trees bearing fruit of which

the lungs are diseased. I say that the Bartlett

foliage is the best agent we can provide for pro-

ducing the finest and hardest fruit. The only

objection in the world is that it does not make a

perfect junction with the Quince.

PRUNING.

Mr. Looms introduced the subject of pruning.

He offered a set of resolutions, recommendiug the

society to adopt a particular plan, not th.at he

wished the resolutions adopted, but that this might

bring the subject before the meeting.

Dr. Warder. The resolutions express my views

on the subject. I like the plan of pruning trees

down instead of up. This is best especially in the

western country. Some gentlemen express astonish-

ment at this, such is the fact, when possible. I

branch my trees on the ground in preference to any

other place. One reason is that the trees get to work

and acquire sap which h.as not been so far to travel.

I call this my method not because I claim any origin-

ality in the matter, but merely because I adopted it.

I prune in winter for wood and in summer for fruit.

I invite my friend Mr. Boynton to ventilate some

of his opinions on the subject.

Mr. Boyxtox. I cannot s.ay much about pruning

in summer. When I have a small tree and see a

number of spray I put the knife to it and the buds

burst. If the tree is large enough to bear and fill itself

with buds, I dislike to trim them off at all, for fear

of throwing so much sap into my fruit as to burst it.

The discussion then closed, when Mr. Field offered

several resolutions of thanks to different officers of

the society for the faithful performance of their

duties. The society then adjourned to meet again

in Boston in 1862.

>
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AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'.

FOR GENERAL COLTIVATION.

APPLES.

AmcHcnn Sum. Pearmiiin

Autumn Bougli,

UaMwin,
Benoni,

Bullock's Pippin,

CHrolinn June,
Dinver's Winter Swcet.J

'

Eurlv Harvest,
Eiirly Strawberry,
Fiill I'ippiu,

Fiimeuse,

Gravenatein,
Hawlej-,

Hich Top Sweeting,
llubbardston Nonesuch,
.loiiathaii,

Laily Apple,

LaJies' Sweet,
Large Vellow Bough,

,Melon,

.Minister,

Moninoulh Pippin,

Porter,

Primate,
Ramho,
lied Astrachnn,

lUioJe Island Greening,

Rosbury llussett.

Smith's Cider,

Summer Rose,

Swanr,
Vandervere,
Wagener,
William's I''avorite, (except

for light soils,)

Wine -Vpple, or Hays,
Winesap.

Ananas d'Ete,

Andrews,
Bartlett,

Belle Lucrative,

Beurre d'.Vnjou,

Beurre d'.\remberg,

Beurre Diel,

Beurre Bosc,

Beurre St. Nicholas,

Beurre Clairgeau,

Beurre, GiffarJ,

Beurre Siiperfin,

Braudywine,
Bloodgood,
Butfum,
Cabot,
Dearborn's Seedling,

Doyenne d'Ete,

Doyenne Boussock,
Doyenne d'Alencon,
Flemish Beauty,

PEARS.
Fulton,

Golden Beurre of Bilboa,

Kingsessing,

Howell,

Lawrence,
Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Madeline,
Manning's Elizabeth,

Onondaga.
Osbaud's Summer,
Paradise d'.iutomne,

Rostiezer,

Seckel,

Sheldon,

St. Michael Archange,
TysoD,
Urbaniste,

Vicar of WinkBeld,
Winter Nelis.

Uvedale's St. Germain, (for

baking).

FOR CULTIVATION ON QUINCE STOCKS.

PE
Beurre Superfin,

Beurre Hardy,
Butfum,
Belle Lucrative,

Belle Epine Dumas,
Beurre d'Amalis,

Beurre d'.\njou,

Beurre Diel,

Beurre Langelier,

Catillac,

Duchesse d'.\ngouleme.
Doyenne d'.Vleucon,

Easter Beurre,

;.\RS.

Figue d'Alencon,

Glout Morccau,
Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Napoleon,
Nouveau Poiteau,

Rostiezer,

Soldat Laboureur,
St Michael Archange,
Urbaniste,

Uvedale's St. Germain,
(for baking).

Vicar of Winkfield,

White Doyenne.

PLUMS,
Blocker's Gage,
Coe's Goldcn^Drop,
Green Gage,
Jefferson,

Lawrence's Favorite,

Lombard,
Munroe,

Purple Favorite,

Prince's Yellow Gage,
Piciple Gage,
Reine Claude ilc Bavay,
Smith's Orleans,

Washington,
McLaughlin.

Belle d'Orleans,

Belle MagnifiL|uo,

Black Eagle,

Black Tartarian,

Coe's Transparent,
Downer's Late,

Early Purple Guigne,

APRICOTS.

CHERRIES.
Governor Wood,
Elton,

Early Richmond, forcook'g
Gralfion, or Bigarreau,

Knight's Early Black,

May Duke,

Reine Hortenso.

Moorpark.

Elruge.

Breda, Large Early,

NECTARINES.
Downton, Early Violet,

PEACHES.
Early York, large.

Hill's Cliili,

Large White Cling,

Madeleine de Courson,
Teton de Venus,
Old Mixon Free,

Old .\lix0Q Cling.

Bergen's Yellow,

Crawford's Early,

Coolidge's Favorite,

Crawford's Late,

Early Y'ork, serrated,

George IV.,

Grosse^Mignonne,
iMorrls Wliite,

GRAPES.
tl.NDEIl. GLASS.

Black Damascus, Cannon Hall Muscat,

Black Hamburgh, Grizzly Frontignan,

Black Frontignan, White Frontignan,

Black Prince, White Muscat of Alexan'a,

Chasselas de Fontainbleau, White Nice,

Red Chasselas, West's St. Peter,

Zinhudal.

OPE.S CULTUKE.
Catawba, Delaware,

Concord, Diana,

Ilsabella.

R.ASPBERRIES.
Orange,
Red Antwerp,
Y'ellow .-intwerp.

Fastolff,

Franconia,

French,
Knevet's Giant,

STRAWBERRIES.
Boston Pine, Large Early Scarlet.

Hovey's Seedling, Hooker's Seedling,

Burr's New Pine, Wilson's Seedling.

Longworlh's ProliBo,

CURRANTS.
White Dutch,
White Grape.

Black Naples,

May's Victoria.

Red Dutch,

Crown Bob,
Early Sulphur,
Green Gage,

Green Walnut,

Houghton's Seedling,

GOOSEBERRIES.
Iron- Monger,
Laurel,

Red Champagne,
Warrington,
Woodward's White Smith.

BLACKBERRIES.
Lawton's New Rochelle, Dorchester Blackberry.

^^^^
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[The new additions are printed iu Ilalics.']

PEARS.

Adams,

Alpha,

Bergen,

Beurre d'Allert,

Beurre Oris d'lliver Nou-

Teau,

Beurre Kennes,

Beurre Langlier,

Beurre Montgeron. or

Fred'k of W'urtemh rg,

Beurre Nantais,

Chancellor,

Collins,

Comtc de Flanders,

Comptesse d'Alost,

Conseillier de la Cour,

Delices d'Hardenpont de

Belgique,

Dix,

Duchesse d'Orleans,

Duchesse de Berry d'Ete,

Emile d'lleyst,

Epine Dumas,

Fondante de Charneuse,

Fondante de Cornice,

Fondante de Malines,

Uinlde,

Hosen Schenk,

Hull,

Jalousie de Fontenay

Vendee,

Kirtland,

Limon,

Lodge, (of Penn.,)

Merriam,

Niles,

Nouveau Poiteau,

Ott,

Omer Pacha,

Philadelphia,

Poire dt^s ^"onnes,

Piuneo, (Boston,)

Pius IX.,

Pratt,

Rousselette d'Esperen,

Steven's Genesee,

Sterling,

Striped Madeline,

Theodore Van Mons,

Uicclilad,

Van Assene, (Assche,)

Walker,

Zepherine Gregoire.

Buckingham,

Bonum,

Canon, Pearmain,

Earhj Joe,

Fall ^yine,

FornwaUler,

Genesee Chief,

Jeffries,

King of Tompkins

Keswick Codlin,

Liinher Tio'g,

^[iiidcn^s Blush,

Mother,

APPLES.

Pomme Royal,

Pryor's Red,

Rawles Jeannette,

Smoke House,

Slan.iil,

S-immer Queen,

Summer Sivect Paradise,

yVhite Pijipin,

County,White Winter Permain,

M'illow Twig,

Winter Sweet Paradise,

Winthrop Greening, or

Lincoln Pippin,

Willis Sweeting.

TOR PARTICCLAR LOCALITIES.

Canada Red,

TEsopus Spitzenberg,

Newtown Pippin,

Northern Spy,

Yellow Dellflower,

Ribstone Pippin.

FOR GARDENS Garden RoyaL

PLUMS.

Bradshaw,

Duane's Purple,

FcUenberg,

General Hand,

German Prune,

Ives' Washington Seedling,

Pond's Seedling,

River's Favorite,

St. Martin's Quetche,

White Damscn.

CHERRIES.

American Amber, Hovey,

Bigarreau Monstreuse de Rockport Bigarreau,

Mezel, Kirtland's Mary,

Black Hawk, Ohio Beauty.

Great Bigarreau of Down- Walsh's Seedling.

Napoleon Bigarreau, for Special Cultivation.

PEACHES.

Chinese Cling, Gorgos,

Columbia, Susquehanna,

Carpenter's White Freestone.

Heath Cling, for Particular Localities.

American Red,

Belle de Fontenay,

Cope,

Catawissa,

RASPBERRIES.

Unmet,

Ihuuderer,

Walker.

STRAWBERRIES.

Jenny Lind,

Genesee,

Le Baron,

McAvoy's Superior,

Scarlet Magnate,

Walker's Seedling,

Triomphe de Gaud.

CURRANTS.

Cherry,

Fertile de Palluau,

Imperial Yellow,

Versailles,

White Gondoiti.

GRAPES,

FOR OCT nOOR CILTURK.

Hartford Prolific, Rebecca,

Lo^an, Union Village.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

Frontispieces.

.Tiimiiiry Insects

February Grand Admirable Peach
March Insects

April .....': Insects

May Rustic Adornments
June Insects

July Insects

Auj;ust Buckin<2;liam Apple
September Table Designs and DL'Cor;itions

Octolicr Kilmarnock Weeping AVillow

November Maxatawney Grape
December Carver Apple

Page.

Archway under Traffic Road for Foot-path
S. E. of the Mall 21

Ananas d'Ete 148

B.

Bottle-holder 49

Caladium Belleymei 61

California Mammoth Trees 189, 100
;

Celery 309

Cop's" Heat (Van Mons Pear) 148
Cocklin's Favorite Cherry 249

D.

Delices de Jodoigne Pear 148
De Tongres Pear 149
Dibble 146
Doyenne de Cornice Pear 149
Downing or Doyenne Downing Pear 149
Drosera rotundiiolia 201
Du Soils Pear 82
Dwarf Arctic Raspbcrrj' 170

K
Entrance to the St. Louis Botanic Gardens 7

Extemporaneous Hanging Basket 205

P.

Figs, Mode of Layering 312
Floral Decoration 275, 276
Frogmorc Late Pine Strawberry 123
Fuchsia Mammoth 91

Garden Decorations 235, ^36

Gastrophysa—Insects 237
Geranium, Grafting 374
Gipson's Kentucky Seedling Apple 123
Glazmg 146, 147

H.

Hand-barrow 140
Hot-water Propagating Tank 101, 102

Improved Pansey 152
Insects 237, 265, 291, 329

J.

Jackson Apple 53

L.
Larix microsperma 370
Lee's New White Sprouting Brocoli 150
Linna;a borealis 133

M.
Mats, Straw 307

O.
Oregon Sycamore Maple 182

P.
Park, Central, New York 343
Peach Tree in Pot 276
Pear, Mount Vernon 27
Pear, Noveau Poiteau 344
Pear, Orange 371
Plan for Flower-garden 34
Plant Supporter 206
Plant Trellis 205
Pot Plants 163
Propagating Pot ....?. 307
Pullen'a Seedling Peach 215

R.
Rustic Baskets 174

S.

Seed Drill 146
Shephard's Pot-carrier 36
Specimen Drying Apparatus 183, 185
Stuartia pentagynia 103

T.
Tartarian Maple Leaf 210
Tree Protectors 251, 2.52

Triumph of Cumberland Cheny 249

V.
Van Buren's Golden Dwarf Peach 53

W.
Wellingtonia, or Sequoia argentea 94
Willow Apple 83

Z.

[Zinnia, New Double 25
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INDEX YOL. III.

Abies mtcrospenna, 168
" Tnogu. ISS
** Veitchii. 189
'* Alcu()uiaDa, ISO
*' Lpptolepsis, 1S9
" flrmii, 214

AbroQJK uinhctlata, 314
Acacin DruniinoDiIii. 2.>

Acclimatizing EvergretiDfl, 157
Advertisers, To, 16

" Special Notice to, 119
Advertisements, 18.'>. 212, 243
.*>limea M('linoDii,l'»7

^rial Koots from the Native
(Jrapc, 313

Agat h Ka cslestis foUa variegata,
249

Age. 41
Agricnltaro, Gardening is not,

119

Ailaothus Silkworm, The, 95,

214
Alleo Raspberry, The, 37, 117,

3:U
Alocasta metalUca, 25, 369
Americ;in Trees, New, 92

" Pomological Society, Offi-

cial Ilepurt of the, 177.

Ammonia, Artificial, 233
" and Vegetation, 272

Angreacam Snsquipedale, 213
Auis. 1.14

" nbont Piconles, 213
An Old Botany and Older Bo-

tanists, 17S
Another Chapter of Hinle, 205
Anccctochilus inornatus, 25, 62
Apple. 311

•' New, 143
" Chenango Strawberry, 20*

" Governor Charter's Seed-
ling, 26

" Custard. 29
" JackHon, 53, S7
" Willow. 83
'* Trees. Disease? in, 83
" Reinette Deil, 150
« from C. Hitler, 284
•* Tree, Aphis on, 119
" GipBon's Kentucky Seed-

ling. 123
" Orchards. 131

Apple Tree in America, largest,
372

Apples from Georgia. 29
" Thirty Thousand on a

Tree, 30
" Ben DaviP and New York

Pippin,56,85, 116, 136,
l.U

*' Pruning in Northern La-
titudes, 86

«' Identical, 89
'* for Central New York,

124
" The Ohio Beauty, 124
" Lato Keeping, 15S
" from Buckrt Co., Pa., 1S3

Arborvita;, New Goljeu-striped,
26

Arborvilies, Grafting, 306
Argj-reica argentea, 369

Aaparagtis, Forcing in the Open
Qrouod. 31

Ancuba japonica. The Female,
214

Anricula, Culture of the, 80
Azttlea-H, Simple Mode of Culti-

vating Hardy, 83
Aralea Flowers, 122

** The Indian or Chinese,
263, 301, 335

Hack Volnmea. 369
Raked Beans. 29
Balcony Gardening. 204
BarbaroRsa and Prince Albert

Gmpe.s, 19
Barometer, Woodruff 'a Patent

Portable, 216
Baskets, Hanging, 186

'• A Fftory, 21S
Beauj, Baked, 29
Beauty, Cost of. 337
Bedding Plants, Notes on, 76

" " New Variega-
ted. l.'^7

Begonias, New Dwarf. 248
Begonia incarnata, 2j4

281

Begonia, New, *' Philadelphia,"
370

Belle de Fontenay Raspberry, 13
Belted Parks. 41

Ben Davis ami New York Pippin
Apples, 56. 85, 116, 136, l.'i4

Blackberries, Propagating, 2S0
Black Currant Wine, 31, 281
" CaporDoolittloRaspberry,

The, 75, 119
" Rust, 133
" Knot on the Peach, 213
" Apricot Stock for the

Peach. 261
Blocking-out for Stock, Plan of,

26-)

Boilers, Greenhouse, 200, 213

BOOKS, CATAWOrES, AC.

January—Third Annual Report
of the Board of Commis.sion-
ers of the Central Park, New
York, 1S60; Biiist's Almanac
and Garden Manual, 18G1

;

The Agricultural Press_ 20
Fehrtmry—Rural Annual and

Horticultural Directory; The
lUustrrited Self Instructor in
Phrenology and Physiology;
Proceedings of the Southern
Vine-growers' Society at
Aiken, S. C. ; Nursery Cata-
Ingaos; Laiidreth's Rural
Regi.ster ; Ctardener's Pro-
greiisive Society, Philadel-
phia; Hortn.H Lindenianua;
Agricultural Press, &)

March—Transactions of the Ma.-*-

s&chasetts Horticultural So-
ciety for ISiK); American Po-
mological Society , Garden
Annuals and Directories;
Descriptive Catalogues; The

Press; Hints on the Calture
of Exotic Grapes; Report of

the Inauguration of thn Bo-
tanical Society of Canada, 90

April—Bright on the Grape-vine;
The Principle and Practice
of Land-draining'; The
The Press; Descriptive Cata-

logues. 122.

Jfat/—The Press; Sweet Potato
CuUurist ; Second Annual
Repiirt of the Proceedings of

the Fruit-growers' Society of

Eastern Pennsylvania; An-
nual Meetin? of the Fruit-
growers' Society of Western
New York ; Transactions of
the Illinois State Horticultu-
ral S <) c i e t V ; Catalogues

;

Class-Book of B.Uany, 150

Auffust—On the Sources of the
Nitroi^en of Vegetation;
Bright on Grape-culture;
Tho Repository; Catalogue
oftheOdlcers and Students
of the University of Michi-
gan ; Catalogues, 245

Septentber~~Onlhe Sources of the
N'trogen of Vegetal on. 281

October—On the Sonrces of the
Nitrogen of Vegetation ; Pa-
tent Omce Report, 18i30;

Trade Lists ; Descriptive
Catalogues; the Horticultu-
rist, 317

November— Fourih Annual Re-
port of the Board of Com-
missioners of the Central
Park. New York, 1861 ; De-
scriptive Catalogues, 344

Books, Ac, 244
Bones, How to Dissolve, 213
Botanists, Sketches of Philadel-

phia, 3

Botanical Garden, St. Louis, 7
*' Knowledge in the

Nursery Business, 8

Bouvardift Humholdiii, 238
Bouquet Flowers, White, 285
Brompii>n Stocks. Double, 281
Buckingham Apple, 20, 249

Butter Pear, Diseases of the, 266

Cabbtige, Fertilizer for, 219
Cactus, A Chapter on, 363
California Mammoth Trees

again, The, 189
Calla Kthiopica, How to Flower
by Christmas, l.'ifl

Caladiam Belleymei, 61
" bicolor, vor. Ver-

Bchafeltii, 319
Caladium Belleymel, 369

" Brognartii, 370
Calceolaria. New Shrubby, 248
Calixene polyphillum, 25
Calomyction divorsifolinm, eul-

phureum, 157
Camellias, House-culture of, 116

120
Camellia spiralis rubra, 2S4

Campylobotrys argyroncnra. 370
'* smaragdlria, 370

Campylobotrys regaits, lf>G

Carnation, GraftinV the, 29
'* and Park*, 222
*' at Christmas, 319

Carver Apple, 370
Catawba Grape, Introduction

of. 28
Caterpillars on Grapes, 142

" Trees, 337
Celery—Tho Vegetable Qaes-

lion, 308
Celery, A Simple Method of
Growing, 356

Celery, ILnv to Judge, .37.'!

Cement for Stopping the Fissures
of Iron Vessels, A, 346

Cephalotaxus drapacea, 189
Cereus Kiugiana, 248

" MacDonaldii. 319
Certainly an Idiot, 157
Cerinthe vetorta, 318
Chaina;rops Fortnnei, 93
Chenango Strawberry Apple. 20
Cherry, Cocklin's Favorite, 249

" Triumph of Cumberland,
249
" for Orchard-houses, The,

2.55

CI icory and Dandelion, Forcing,
286

Chorizema, 155
Chrysanthemum, Cultivation of

the, 11

Chrysanthemums, Lists of Se-

lected, 375
The, 12
New. 255

Clssus discolor, Tho, 238
Cissus velutinuB, 25. 62
CistuB raginatus, 249
Chysis aurea var. Lemminghei,

.319

Cineraria, 100
Clarkia elegans, Double White,

26
Climate and Soil of Central

Minnesota, 29
Climatic Changes,Tnflnence of on

Fruit-culture, ISO
Cocklin's Favorite Cherry, 243
Cocculus Carolinas, 11

Cold Pits. 142
" Vinenes, 211

Convolvulus, Double, 2f>

" oculata, 249
Cooking Potatoes, All About,

143
Correspondents, names of, 19
Cotton Plant, Half-hardy, 372
Cracking of Grapes, 59
Crab Apple and Almond Dwarfs

as Stocks, The, 329
Cranberries, 341

Crinum, Remarks on the Genus,
267

Critique on the December Num-
ber, 9

CropH, The Weather and the,

186
Cryptomeria japonica, 255
Cucumbers, About, 264
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^^t ^arbfiur's Hlontjjlg.

&

Cullare of ^(ilnoiim Capslcfts-

trum, 30
" " Trpftd fur Sliclter

to nuildiDKo. 1:1^

Ciiaiilr.gtiiuii (M:i|)fl, Tlie, S3
Cu-ui-a A [.pie. 211

Cuttiugs Uu-'Uug, 79
•* Fuu^'UH iimonpst, 174

Ciittiug dowQ old Cuiiea la iho
Vmory. !.'»

Cuiilieu .ToueIltQ«is. 15.5

Ciiprow^iis niaci'ucarpa and Lam-
bcrliHim. ^11

CuyahnK* (.iiapo. 27

ryauoi'hylluni Af-samicum, 370
Cyrtaaitiu-4 eutiguiueun, 6:!

Cyelumouv, 1^

D.

Dahlia, New, 62
Di'Ipliiiiium, 'I'ho, 3j~

Deiidrubiuiu iii.>bilc% Notice of,

74
DeiiiU'obium nubilo, Rcinnrks ou

tim Culture uf, 155

D«w, htft'Cts ui" on Rot and
Miidf\T on the (J rape, 86

" Qtift'^tit'U Agaiu. Thts 110
Destroy l*Uut Lice. Huw to, 254
Diseases in Apple Trees, 88
Dijiiie>tic lull llisenco, 27, 93,

1^4, 157,216, -iai, 3its373
Duniiiiut KQ>c-buds, Protection

to. 314
Double Flowers, RipcaiDg Seed

r.r. 2J4
Dnicut Amber Gntpe, 26
Draiuiug without itii Outlet, q9

Tiles t\.r IVis. 204
Uroulh, BeueHtaoC 141

" oa Soils, Action of, 157
" Ac, Science and Prac-

tice, 172
Drying the Ciininon Red Cur-

rant. Mode of, 2Jl
" Spccunous of i'lauts,

183
Dii S.jlis Pear. S2
Dye, A Aew Cuuadiau, 218

B.

Editorial, IG.-HSl, lis, 144. IfiO,

20s. 240,272,30M;IS,
.360

" Compensation, 210
" Correspondence, 276

Effects of Dew ou l*roducing Rot
and Mildew, 43

" ** tlio Winter on Fruit
Trees at Hnd>un. N. Y.. 202

Egg Plant. New White, 19
** Plants, 154

Kniily OnipH Again, The. 2()1

Kii){li»h Black Ita'^pberry. VM
Knloiuological Essay, 5, 60, 10-5.

16:>, 107
*' Articles, 242

Errata, 315
fciiC'i>i, 59
ExMay, Kiitotnological, 5, 69, 105,

lO.'i, 107

Kveriifreens, Pruning, 16,45
K^'erlic-llug Flowers, 1.">!I

Experiinentil hardens, 28
Experienced, My, ;:98, 3,8

Fairchild, An Account v(, 29
Farfuuium grande, :'19

•* " UardDetis of,

244
Farmer and Horticalturtwl, The,
M

Feather Grass, How to Raise
ilie Jit-'id ol. 230

Ferns, New Garden, 26
29

Fertilizers for Cabbage, 210

Figs. 312
Fluwer-Giirdcn and Plonsu re-

Ground. Mints for, 1.33, 65, 97.

129, 161. 193, 225, 257. 2S9,
3il, 3 .3

Flower Seeds, New and Valua-
ble, 372

Flowers, Influence of, 65
Tlie De'criptioQ^i of, 230

Folinged Plants, Nuw Oruaoien-
Ul, 156

Forcing, Hints for, 65, 200
" Fruits and Vegetables

In the Open Ground,
67

" Vegetables in the Field,
19

" Violets, On. 2.W
Foreign Intelligence, 20, 95, 124,

15.*, 2>3. 285
*' Correspondence, 125,222
'* Viues and Frulln, Im-
*' portation of, 203

French "Leaf I'lant, A, 160
Fruit-Growers' Society of Eant

ern Pennsylvania, 12,

52. 2;J3
" Forcing, A New Theory of.

10
" Garden. Hints for, .^i, 65,

130, 162, l-Zft, 2^.9, 2903.V1
" Packing. 4 1, 2.2
" Culture, lulluenco of Cli-

matic Changes oa, ISO
'* in Canada, 295
" lliut.S 304

Fruit fov Kasicrn New York. 305
Fruits and Vcijetables.Korcing in

the *>| en Ground, 57
" RcceiV'd, 243
" for M.iiiie. 3-13

Fuchsia, Mammoth, 91
Fuchsirts, Prize, 376
Fungus amongst Cuttings, 174

Gardeners Improved. 222
Gardens, Experimeuuil, 28
Gardun Ferns. New, 26

•' Ciiy, The, 1.58
'• Decorations, 235

Gomphia oliva-Morniis, 310
Gardeuiug. Lindscape, 13, 37,

7S,90, 102, 114, 141,176,
195

Gardening, 170
" Observations,

on Taste as appli-

ed to, SI
**

is not Agriculture,
lis

" for (he Ladies 203
" in Eni^Uiiid. 207

Gas, Tar and Hot Wattr for

Peach Trees, 117
Ga/ania rigeus and spleodens,

30
G^izania aplendeus, 187
Gazauia-^, 376
Geotheimal Culture. 159
Geranium Ilcndersouii nHnium,

24S
Gipson's Kentucky Seedling Ap-

ple, 129
Gladiolus, The, 299
Glazing Greenhouses, 223
Green Corn l*uddiu;;. 221

** Gages, To Preserve, 219
GoldcD-Hiripod Arborvitec, New,

26
Governor Charter's Seedling Ap-

ple, 26
Grafting. New Mode of, &3
Grafting-Wax, 95,346

" the Carnation, 29
'* Arborvitais,.3U6

Grapes, Shrubs and Roses, TiS

" Barbarossa and Prince
Albert, 10

" Hothouse, 30
*' Cracking of, 50
" Native, near BoBton, 93

Grapes, New and Foreign, 213
" iu the Mouutaiutt, 107
*' EoriH to Grow for a

Vinery. 116
" Caterpillars, U2
" Nott-s on Some New,

160
" Pruning Hothouse

175
" Ind'genous, 170, 231

187, 242, 327
*' Ontario and Union Vil-

lage, 342, 369
" Notes on EOgtish Sources,

264
" in Vineries, Protecting,

314
Grapes, Exotic out of Doors, 355
Grapes. Harren Seedling from

Foreign, 3>0
Grape, The Lucy Winton, 371
Grape, The Adirondac, 371
Grape-vines, Excrescences on,

373
Grape, Taylor's Bullitt. 372
Grape, Dracut Amber, 26

'• The Oporto, 27
" Cuyahoga, 27
" Catawba, Introduction of,

28
*' Marion Port, 52
" Insects, &c., 58
" Cuttia^59
*' Vine Leaves, Scorching,
'* Mildew, 60, 153
" A New. 83
** The Cunningham. 83
'* Cutli Dg-*, Propagating,
'* Treatise, i>ii

" The, 115
*' Kv.-s 124
" Mildew on the, 137
" Tlio Schoonemuuk, 147

Mead's Seedling, 34, 147
*' Pruninc;, 153
** Trellis,^187
" Houses, 188
" The Emily, ARaiu. 2G1
" Crop iu Central Missouri

26S
" Growing, Failure in, 206
" *' An Essay on,

32.3

" MaxatHwoer. 311
" Blood's Seeiiling.342
" For DiBtribuiion, 343
" Leaves, 343
" Muscat Hamburg, 343

Grape, -Krial Roots oa the Scnp-
pernong. 36.'>

Grape, Nativity of the Delaware,
3t>S

Grape-ology, A Chapter on, 270
Graperies, Ventilation of, 342
Grand Admimble Peach. 59
Green Rose, The. 31. 116

*' Ilonse". W.iter in. 49
Greenhousciiaud Plant t'abiuets,

a*. 4
" Glazinp. 228
" Hints lor. 60, 162,

195, 226, 260,
200

GreenliOQSO, Roses in a, 60
*' Arrangement, 67
" Boilers, 213

Guzmnunia tricolor, 93

Hand-glass, New, 21

Hatigiug Basket, A Fancy, 21S
HeHiiDg Economy. 77

Hcdge-i, Osage Oiangn, 124
Hedging in Taieweil County,373
Ilnlianthusos, 2,S1

Heliotivpes for Winter Bloom,
142

Hemlock. The. 205
Heterocentriim album. 370

i/in/ff—January 1 ; February .33;

April' 97; May 120;

June 161; July 193; Au-

gust 225 ; .'^epleiabei 2.''7,

(Jctober 280; Novfuibor
321 ; Decembei',:{J3

Hints, A Chapter of, 4. 146
Hobl.V Early Peich. .S7

Hollyliitcks, Improved, 124
Holly Tea, 160
Horticuliuiistii, Suggestions for,

88
Honey Locust, 342
HurticuUurJHt and Farmer, The,

00
" Tlie, 55

UorticuUnre iu France, 31
" in Kastorn New

Voik, 111
'' Progress of iu

Egypt. 112
'* on tlio Mies.-iisHippi,

111
** in California. 241
" Partiz4as in, 273

Horticultural I'rogi'ess, 2iil

noRTICl'LTURAl, 80CIRT1K3.
Jantinrtf—New Haven Leetiire«;

Maury Co. (Tenn.) Sucteiy;
^jcieiy at Haonibiil, Mo.;
Fruit-growers' Sneiety of
Eastern Pennsvlvauin ; IVi-

mological Convention; .Meet-

ing ol the Ohio Pomohtj^'ical

Society; Hints for Fruit-
growers' :f;Mcietie«. 32

February^ Yale Ag. Lectures;
HIinois Horticulinial Soei

ely; .Memrarc Society ; (Chi-

cago (iurdonei-s' ciueiety;
Coun. GnipL-growers' Cou-
veution, ">3

March— Fruit-growers' S*iciely

of Eastern I'cunsylvanta, 95
April— do. do Vl'i

M'ly—IVuusylvania Horticultu-
ral Society; MiSMiuri Fruit-

growers' Association; Amer-
ican Pomol.'gical •rocieiy

;

St- Louis Vine and Fruit-

Growers' Asttociation ; Bo-
tanical Society of Canada,
ItO

Junf.—Pennsylvania Hort St»c
;

Biooklyu lloit, Soc; Cincin-
nati Hurt. Soc; Philad'-lphia
Progressive Gaidenoro' ^o-

clttiy ; Keokuk Uoniculiu-
ral Society, 190

July—Pennsylvania Hortirnllu-
ral Society ; Horticultunil
Society <'f Mi^'Litreitl; Mas-
sjiclni-etts Hi.rnctiltural So-

ciety: Susiiue ha n ua aud
Chemung Valley Horticul-
tural Society ; Bantror (Me.)
liortlculturttl Society, 224

Auf/vst — Pennsylvania Horti-
cultural Soeiely; Fruit-
Growers' Society of Western
New York, 2.*»6

Septcmhcv— Pennsylvania Hor-
ticultural Society: Americ.in
Institute Farmers' Club;
Cinciunati Horticultunil So-

ciety, 286
OctotMrr — Ppuusylvanift HorU-

cultural Soi-iety. 320

jVor<^"i'/er—Grapogmwers' Con-
vention at LanchRier, Pa ;

Penn-ylvBuia Horticultural

Society: Exhlblliou of the
MH«^^Hthusetls Hon ici: It oral

Society. Brooklyn H.-rticnl-

laral Seclety: Torout<i Hor-
ticultural 8»»flety; Keokuk
(lowHj Horticultural Soci-

elT. 346
IVcMnVr—P-nniylrnnia Hortl-

cullural S.-clety, J"6

Horticnltunil Sidette-*, 3:10

Horltculturnl Si>cietlos, innls
for lhi> Improvement of, 13.S

TIoth..u«e Grapes, ;'.<)

Hothouses by tli? Acre, 31

<tc.,2M



(!'\}t ^nrdfiicr's UlonljjliT.

Hot DraiDB in the Open Air, 50
" Water I'nipngalliig Tunk, A

Chi'np, 101
" " and Unn.Tnr for

IViich Trcen. 117
" Tuuk. 121

II<>llieil«. RciilorliiK Ileal 10,169
How to Dlaoolro Ilonee, 21S
lliliincinanula riiinanu'rohu, 2S4
Hydrangea cyanoa, 249

I.

Ice-honses. 252
" rri'^f-rvHliuD of, 2<>fs 307
" Theory of the Preborvutlon

of, 279
Ico-hoiisp, A Sticccusfiil, 360
ImpatifDH Walkerii, 157
ImposKihility. 199
litHueoce of Flowers, 65
Inaiun ur Chinese Azalea, The,

263. 3 n, 335
iDiliana Vineyards, The First.29
IiiforinatioD liivea !ind Desired,

a-i9

loga piilcherrima, 8S
Injurious Insects, 237, 265, 291,

329
Insect and ^Veed Deatroyer, Tho,

60
Inserts and Vine Mildew, 17

" IS7, 27S. 314
Inlrodiiclion of the Catawba

Cnipe, 23
Ivy iiud Damp Walls, 28

" 201

JiickROD Apple, 53, i>7

Japan Burdork.The, 31
' Plum, 86
" Dwarf Fir, 222
" Wux Tree, 235
" Lilies, 245

Jethro Tull's System 119
Junc-l»erry as a Stock fur Dwarf-

ing I'ears, 190
June-berrr as a Stock for tho

Pear, i29
Jnae-berry and other Stocks for

the i*ear, aOO
JuDc-berry, The Dwarf, 361
Junipers, Management of, 238

E.

Kilmaroock WeppiDg Willow,

Kitchen-irardeD. The, 302
Knox Fmil Furm, Visit to the,

333

Lawn Mowing-machine. 2S1
Lawns—their Fir^it Year's Man-

agement, 272
Lai^e Nursery Esta'tlishmentfor

Sale, 243
Landscape giirdenine, 13, 33, 73,

90, 102, 114. 14Cl7t>, 195
Landscape -gardeoing, Observa-

tions on Taste as Applied (o,

SI

Land.scHpe- Gardening, Lessons
OQ, So

Largest Gardens in the World,
374

Larix raicrosperma. 370
Leaf Plants fur a Wardiau Case,

59
LemoD Tree. 37
Letter from ('Hlifornia, .300

Lessons from the Flowers, 202
Lily of the Valley, The, 375
Lima Beans and Bean-poles, 373
Lime. Leaves, ic., 213
Linnieus and Linnsea borealiu

131, 16S, 200, 2S0

Lorobardy Poplar. Tntrodnctlon
of the. Into America,

Lombardy Toplar, Introduction
of. W

London Nursaryraeu, 169
LyHimachia, b7

M.
Maple, The Oregon Sycamore,

372
Manctti R-mo Slock. 3.32

Manure, A Special, 28
Manures. The Nature of. 359
Marlon Port Gnipe. 52
Maxatawiicy Grape, The. 341
Mead's Seedling (Jnipe, 147
Methonica superba. 25
MettTo.-ideros not Flowenug,120
Micania spcciosji, 3!i9

Mildew. Kt^e^t^©f Dew on Pro-
durini: Hot and. 43

Mildew. Orapi*, (JO, 152
Mildew on the Grape, 137
Mole Traps. 309
Mountain A-h Seed, 213
Moore Pear, The, 27
Jlount Vernnn Pear. 27
Mowing Machines, Lawn, 2S1
Mulberries, 1*20

Mulching, 29
Mushroom firuwlng, 124
Musc:it Hiimbnrg Grape, 313
Myrtaccoua Plants, 376

N.

Names of Plants. 19, 59, $fi, 154.
214, 2>;0. 314. 3G3

Nectarine. Peach from the. 373
Neliimbium lutenm, or Yellow
K-ypiinu Lotus, The. 310

Nelnmbium. HiNtory of the, near
Phila<lelphia. 36(

New and Karo Fruits, 26, 52. 82,

U7. 18!*, 215, 249. 284. 344, 370
New Dress. Our. IS
New or Kare Plants, 25,01,91,

183. 218.369
New Plants Exhibited at the
Kecent I-ondon Shows, 2S3

New Fruit from China. A, 27
New York Pippin and Ben Davis

Apples, .'G, 85. I 111. 13G, l.M
New Vegetable. A, 221
Next Volume, Our, 366
Newtown Pippin Apple, The,375
Noble 0;ik, A. 2.'>4

Nomenclature of Fruits, 136, 187
Nothing New nn^ler the Pun.l.')3

Notes on, EuglishSources.Giapes,
264

Notes, 5[i<:cellaneous, 268
Notes on Pears and Grapes about

Syriicuse, N. Y., 305

Oaks, Hybridizing, l.'iV

Obituary, Ex-President W;ilker
of Ma.-<s., 62; .T E. Ranch,
Brooklyn. N. Y, 1.55; Prof
Hochstetter. Prof. J. G. C. Lob-
man, G. H. Von Schuberl, Dr.
J. F. Klotgsch, L.)nis De Vil-
morin. J. B. P;iyer, John I.Le
Conte, 219.

" ILm Svlah Matthews, Mr. V.
Hartwiss, 2.)3

" Dr. E. James, 373
Ohio Vineyard, The First, 28

'* Beauty Apple-s, The, 124
Oleanders. 87
Old Canes in tho Vinery, Cat-

ting down of tlie, 15
" Is it imperatively ne-

cessary to cut down,
.^^

" Renewal of, 72
Oncidlnm longipes, 25
Oporto Gi-ape, The, 27

Orange Trees. 20
OrcliiirdH, Apple, 137
Oregon Sycamore Maple. The,18
OsH]jc' Orungo lU'dfjec*, 124

P.

Facking Fruit. 44
" PJanls, Nurperymen's

charges for, 153
Packing Fruit for Long Distances,

37.5

Pa;<iny, Tlie. One of the most
Northern Plants, 3.")8

Pmonios. Ants about, 213
Paper Plant. Nt-w, 30
Pansies, New, 79
Pansy, Improved, History of the,

152
" Tho, 158

Parks, Belted. 41
Partizans in Horticulture, 273
Pavium elatnm, 214
Pear, Mount Vernon, 27

'* The Moore, 27
" Stocks, 25
*' Kutter. 82
" Du Soils, 82
" 342
" Nouveau Poitoan. .344
" Walker's Mount Vernon,

368
Pear, Orange, ajrain, 371
Pears, Dwarf, 120,

" 120
" Dwarf, Swamp Muck and

^aw Dnst as a
Mulch for, 120

" New, of line qnalily, 148
' IIow the Eu-hsh ripen

late, 217
Peach-borer, Remedy for the, 3

" Van Riir-n's Golden
Dwrtrl". 53

*' Grand Adniirable,56
" Hobb;-' Earlv, 87
'* Trees. Gas. Tar, and Hot

Water for, 117
•' Blnck-knot on the, 213
" PuUen's Seedling, 215
" Cromwcirs Seedling, 280
" Varieties for Orchard

house Culture, 285
" Troths Early Ked, 314

Pe;ich Seedling, 313
Peaches, Forcing for Profit, S9

" for Orchard-hnu!-e, 314
Peat for Strawberries, .342

Pelargonium, Grafting the, 374
Pelargoniums, 12>

" Endlicheranum,
248

Penstemon spcctabilis, 318
Phalccnopsis rosea, 25
Picea nobilis, 158
Pine Tree Insect, 244

*' Apple Preserve 2.J0

Pines, Names of, 315
Pinks and Carnations, 222
Pinus densiflora, 214
" parviflora, 2l4
" Sinclarii, 255
" Friesana, 2.36

Pistillate Strawberries in Eng-
land. 338

Pits, Cold. 313
" Ac, 322

Plants and Plant-honses, Hints
for, 2, 35, 322

" Names of, 19, .59, 88, 154,
280, 314. 188.308

" Patent Office, 213
" Pot, Hints for, 1(>2
*• Packing, 175
" Drying Specimens of, 183
" Spirals of, 255
" Vital Forces In, 274
*' from Pike's Peak, 280

Planting. A Successful, 267
Plum, Kichland, 59

*' Japan, 86
" Bower's Gage, 314

Plnms, Large, 346

^Sh:

Plan) Slocka, Crafllnif Ijirge.^Gf)

roinoloxlcal 6uclely, Am. (;nt.

Fniiln. Kevihii.u
of iho. Hi>

"
Spirit, -jr.i

Pot-carrier, Sliopjutrd'H. 36
" VinoM, Pr.itlt end

Diiratiillty of, SO
IVls, Parlor, 3il7

Pmirio Fton-cri*. 121
PreiiiiuraH fur Gurdenern, 2,'trt

Prowrvlng Food,.MelliodHof, 251
'• QiitDCPS and Pi-arn

toftoclior, 3:17

Primrose, The (.:iiiui'.H<>, 37.'i

Prlni-o Allien and Biirbiiro»«a
ft fa pes. 19

Propasalin? Box, The, 74, 134
4c., M

" Iniprovemenla Id,

SOU
Propagation, 84
Protection of Tree*. 2M
Protecting Waliflotrern, 312
Pruninj; Kvvr«reeri.'<. 10. 4,'i

" Grape.s. BrIght'sSyalem
of, 121

" ic, IS
Pterls erotica. 2o
Pyrus, Pfew Varletie'! of. 117
Public Gardens, The Patent Of-

fleo. 240
" Park in Kansas, 337

Quince SIooIh, 120
" Stocks, Diseases of the,

271

R.

Rare Ever;?rpen-s. Notes of Expe-
rience with, 226

Kaisini; Seed, .'it

Raspberry, Belle de Fontennv
13

" The Allen, .37, 117,
.331

" Black Capor Doolit-
tle, 7;>, 119

"
English Black, 134

"
.Jovcelati's Black
Cap, 2S4

RaBpberrie.s, 28
Rathvon's (Mr.) Essay. US, 208
Report of the Mi.s.nouri Suite

Fruit Growers'Associaliou, 219
Reinette Diel Apple. l.'iO

Recljies for Fruits anil Vegeta-
bles, 20

Red Spider, The, 94
Retarding Fruit.s, 2ll(!

Ectino.sp.)ra obtusa, 21

1

"
pisifeni. 21.-.

Revision of the Pomological So-
ciety's Catalogue of Fruits.
145

Review. 164
Rhododendrons, 230, 294 3:tl 361
Rhubarb, 73

" New English, 9.5
" Drying. 124

Richland Plum, 69
Koad-making on Private Estates.

23U
Roofs. Cheap, 218
Rot. Effects of Dew on Prodncing
Jlildew aud. 43, S6

Rose Pruning, 113
" Leaves, Disea.sed, 211 I

" Stock, Manetii, 332
OSes, Shnihs and Gmpes, 58
" in a Greenhouse, 60
" Standard, 76
" New, Some of the best, 91 I

The New. 99 I

A Fine Bloom of, 141
Standard, 167 U
Protecting in Winter, )!)Ci I

S [

.11)

Db\is laciniatus, 120



Che ^arbmr's glontjlg.

Rustic Adornmen tn, 147
Iln^kctN, 174

Ruttor IVar, 82

Salt for Mantire, 2/11

" Turnips. l.'>8

Salvia wnbi-nkeruUii, 2-5. 52
Sttrciinihuii l*Ari>hn, ^2
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Ijinh for Jflnuarg,

As we are commencing the year with a largelj'

increased list of subscribers, it may be as well to

again observe that we do not in tliese liints propose

to give exact monthly directions for what should be

done in the garden. Our subscribers are about equally

distributed over the whole continent, and rules for

work would thus manifestly be inapplicable to the

largest portion of them. Our object is to give genercU

hints, principles and practices, that are little known or li-

able to be forgotten, and that may be useful to every

reader in any part of the country. Ovu' friends have

been jjleased to exjiress considerable interest for this

department of our journal heretofore, which we shall

endeavor still to sustain.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

In the north, with the great body of vegetation

still shrouded in snow and the usual habiliments of

winter, httle can be done in this department ; but in

the Southern States gardening operations will be
about commencing actively. Pruning should be

completed as soon as possible. Some judgment is

required in pnming flowering shrubs, Roses, &c.,

although it is usual to act as if it were one of the most
common-place operations. One of the most clumsy
of the hands is commonly set with a shears, and he
"goes through" the whole place, clipping off' eveiy

thing indiscriminately. Distinction should be made
between t hose flowering shrubs that make a vigor-

ous growth, and those which grow weakly ; and
between those which flower on the old wood of last

year, and those which flower on the new growth of

next season, as the effect of i)nming is to force a

strong and vigorous growth. Those spccimcais that

already grow too strong to flower well, should he

only lightly pnmed ; and, in the same indi\'idual,

the weakest shoots should be cut in more severely

than the stronger ones. Some things like the Jlock

Oranges, Lilacs and others, flower on the wood of

last year—to prune these much now, therefore, de-

stroys the flowering : while such as Altheas, which

flower on the j'ouug wood, cannot be too severely cut

in, looking to that operation alone. "We givelwlowu

full list of the shrubs in most common cultivation, of

the dilTercnt classes.

Ornamental shrubs that flower chiefly from the

wood of the preceding year: Snowy Mcspilus, Dwarf
Almond, the different kinds of Andromedas, Azalias,

Kalmias, Rhododendrons, Calycanthus, Corchorus,

Cornelian Cherry and the other Dogwoods; Phila-

delphuses, Deutzias, Mczercon, Leather wood,

Fothergilla, Golden Bell, Hydrangeas, Itea Virginica,

Jasmines, Privet, Upright Fly and Tartarian Iloney-

sutkles, Pyrus japouica ; the Jlissouri an<l other

ornamental Currants; most of the early flowering

Spirffias, Dwarf Pavias. Snow Berries, Guelder Rose,

"Wiegelia rosea, Persian and other Lilacs, Annual

Roses.

Shrubs that flower from the present season's

growth: Amorpha fruticosa, Ceanothus Americana,

Bladder Scana, Coronillas, Burning Bushes,

Genistas, Scotch Broom, Althroa; Hjiiericmus, such

as Kalmianum, prolificum, ifcc. ; Green-fringe, Flow-

ering Locusts; the Fall-flowering Spirocas, Tamarix,

Vitexagniscastus, &c. These lists also embrace the

most desirable of ornamental shrubs in cultivation,

from which the amateur may select when the plant-

ing season arrives.

In ijruning roses, the Fall-blooming kinds, which

flower on the new growth, may be pruned as severely

as we wish—in fact, the "harder" they are cut in

the better. In this class are the Noisette, Bourbon,

Tea, China, and Hybrid Pei-petual, and Perpetual

Moss. Without considerable experience it is difiicult

for the amateur to distinguish these classes; the best

way to get over the difficulty is to oljtain the cata-

logues of the principal rose-growers, in which each

kind is usually classified. Amateurs should pay

more attention to the scientific—if we may so term

it—study of the rose, and its classification and gene-

ral management; no class of flowers is more easily
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understood, anil no one afibrcis so rich a fund of

perpetual inli'icst.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
South of the Savannah River, most kinds of the

hardier garden crops may be planted this month:

liadislies, Peas, Cabliagcs, Turnips, Beets and Car-

rots, Spinape, Parsley, Lettuee, Onions, &c. !Norlh

of this point, but little ean be done but prepare for

the next and tbllowinj; months. Manure, compost,

poles, stakes, itc., will be had in readiness; tools

ground, tixed and brightened; seeds of the best

quality made into lists and even ordered, for it should

not be forgotten that when the busy time comes, the

seedsman is as mueli hurried as the rest of mankind,

and holds a grateful feeling towards those, who, in

addition to other commercial "favors," are conside-

rate towards him.

This is one of the most trying periods of the year

to cauliflowers in frames; if they have a lively bottom

heat, and from the severity of the external atmos-

phere cannot have much air allowed them, they will

be very likely to "button," as gardeners call it. No
opportunity of admitting air safely should be lost.

Cal)l)age aud lettuce i)reserved in frames for planting

out in Spring, should also have all the fresh air the

weather will permit.

PLANTS AND PLANT HOUSES.
No one can fail to admire the innumerable beauties

in the waj' of handsome flowers, that uncultivated

nature everywhere scatters so abundantly around us.

Beauty is the same wherever it exists,—in the parlor

or drawing-room; in the green-house or conser-

vatory; in the hut of poverty; in the "Barcan des-

ert," or the most unfreiiuented and wildest spot.

—

No one we think ran admire w ild llowcrs more than

the writer : he traverses many a mile in search of

them, and if but one new feature in the fair face of

Flora is discovered in each trip he feels well reward-

ed. But with all his faith in the immutable principles

of beauty, and all the love amounting to a species of

veneration he holds for beautiful wild flowers, he

cannot agree with a very common view that they

are equally deserving of cultivation with the collected

treasures of foreign lands, or the improved beauties

of our own.

To view a well filled conservatory, or well culti-

vated stock of plants in a tasteful greenhouse, excites

at this sea.son ditlerent sensations than even the most

lovely prairie, or beautiful Al|>ine Flora ever docs.

AVe feel that choieeness is there, and the hand and

power of man overcoming the obstacles and adverse

circ\mistanccs of nature, is a never failing source of

pleasure and delight. It is part of the nature of man
to revolt at useless labor. Even the stemess of hun-

ger, will scarcely comjiel a man to work unless some

useful object is accomplished. The late Stephen

Girard, with all his eccentricities, was a very charit-

able man. No ones necessities went unrelieved.

—

But he had bis own way of doing good. He held

that no able-bodied man should eat, till he had first

earned his meal, and so he seldom gave money but

he would always give work. However that it might

not be supjiosed that actual charity was not his object,

he did not care to profit by the labor of the poor; but

kept a pile of stones on the wharf, and applicants for

rehef were set to remove them first from one side of

the wharf to the other, and back again, till the allotted

time had expired. It is related that but a small moiety

of those asking for and willing to work, would labor

at this objectless and profitless task, jireferring rather

to take their chances for less certain, harder, or more
laborious employment. It is precisely thus with the

cultivation of wild flowers. It seems so profitless to

dig up, remove a few hundred yards from the woods to

our flower border, and weed, tie up, cultivate, and la-

bor to effect what nature does for usjust as well. That

the idea will never become popular. Greenhouses,

and choice flowers, and foreign luxuries in the floral

line, will ever be the object of the IIorticultur.il im-

portunate, and we shall never regret our share in

ministering to this feeling.

At this season jiarticularly can we "sing" of the

charms of this branch of our art. He who has no
greenhouse or plant cabinet of some kind, is as we
said in our last issue, a species of the human genus

to be pitied. Australia, the Cape of Good Hope,

China, the East Indies, South America, and the

tropics of both hemispheres, are now in their glorj-,

and for the next two months at lea.st will afford us

all the variety and interest we want.

The Cineraria, or Star flower as it is being popu-

larlj- called, is about to flower now. Those kinds

that grow naturally tall and lean are going out of

fashion, kinds with good semi-circular heads, and

dwarf habit of growth arc the favorites. In saving

seed select such plants as come nearest to these points

for that purpose. Some very Dwarf ones have re-

cently aiJjHared in England that scarcely exceed one

foot in height imder very favorable conditions of

growth. Calceolarias should be particular!}' kept

near the glass. Auriculas, Polyanthus, and primroses

and violets like a cool moist atmo.sphere. Heaths,

Epacris, Correas, and delicate New Holland plants

must be continually examined to ascertain whether

their roots arc in a healthy state of growth. Hya-

cinths in glasses should have the water changed

about once a week, rain water or th.iwed snow is

the best, and a few pieces of guano about the size of

a pea helps considerably. Correat and Coronillas,

are amongst

to grow.

Ips considerably. Correat and Coronillas,
j

gst the easiest of delicate ornamental plants P ^

Amaryllis and cape bulbs when grown well I /tf\
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arc aiuungst the liiindsomcst of plants. They are

now rtlK)iit to grow, and conscqui'ntlj' it is the time

to rc-pot llicm. Amongst the new flowers do not

forget the merits of old ones, and particularly stock

gillies and double 'Wall-flower. Old Fuchsias cut

down make verj- strong and noble specimen plants

when they shoot up again. For propagation old

phmts sliould now be forced a little, and the sprouts

taken olf and stniek. Begonia."! many of them are

commencing growth and may be re-potted, they do

not do well in verj- large pots.

(Jommunirfliions.

SKETCHES ofPHILADELPHIA BOTANISTS
( Coni.ludcd.)

BT L., n.\DDONFIELD, N. J.

VII.—MUHLENBERG.
The student of the grasses will remember Dr.

Henry Ernst Muhlenberg. This thorough classical

and oriental scholar was bom in Montgomen,- Co.,

Pa., in 1753, and was sent, at the age of ten jxars,

with his two older brothers, to complete his general

education, and study theology at Halle, in Prussia.

He returned in 1770, and was ordained at the early

age of seventeen, and became assistant to his father

in the Lutheran Church at Philadelphia.

During the occupation of the city by the British,

he commenced the study of botany in liis retirement

in the coimtry, and attained to eminence in his fa-

vorite pursuit. He was elected a member of the

American Philosophical Society, and soon after be-

came a member of the leading associations of a

similar character in Germany and the north of

Europe, and cnjoj'ed a correspondence with the

leading scientific men of the day.

His cliief publication—" Descriptio uberior grami-

num," published by Solomon W. Conrad in 1817,

who himself became, in 1829, Professor of Botany

in the University of Pennsylvania, and a highly

popular lecturer on the science. S. W. Conrad

deceased in Philadelphia in 1831, aged fifty-two

years, leaving an example of serenity, and even

cheerfulness, under the dispensations of Providence,

precious in the recollection of many who both re-

spected and loved him.

Dr. Muldenberg was one of the chief contributors

to the early volumes of the Transactions of the

American Philosophical Societj-. His "Flora Lan-

castriensis," and a number of papers on botany,

theology, &c., remain in manuscript. His herba-

rium was purchased and presented to the American

Philosophical Society by Zaccbeus Collins, Dr.

\Vistrtr, Dr. James, and other friends of science.

In 1780 Dr. Muhlenberg accepted a call to Lan-

caster, where the remainder of his life was passed in

the discharge of Lis pa.storal duties, and where, in

1815, he closed a career marked by distinguished

talent, piety, and usefulness at the age of sixty-

three.

"Muhlenbergia," a genus of the Gramineoe, was

happily niimcd in honor of him who successfully

brought the resources of German industry and pa-

tience to the study of the difficult subject of the

grasses.

Our limited space forbids enlargement; and, witli

regret, we can but name our distinguished fellow-

citizens. Dr. Darlington and Dr. Pickering; the

former of whom has largely aided in popularizing

botanical science, and has made us his debtors by

his edition of the Correspondence of Collinson and

Bartram, and kindred publications; the latter a de

voted botanist and ethnologist, who, having accom-

panied the Wilkes' Exploring Expedition, gave to

the world an interesting volume, the results of ob-

servations on the various races of mankind, a most

valuable contribution to a study of great and grow-

ing interest.

Philadelphia, the favorite home of botany in olden

time has not been left without able and enthusiastic

admirers and students of "the amiable science" in

the present day. A Kennedy, an Ennis, and a

Coultas sustain the reputation of days gone by, and

nowhere is a deeper and more intelligent interest

felt and exhibited in the suliject and its kindred hor-

ticulture, than among the cultivated citizens of

Philadelphia.

This hurried notice of some of the worthy ones

whom science "has delighted to honor" has al-

ready been extended beyond my original intent. I-

well remember my boyish pleasure in observing that

many eminent botanists had been commemorated in

genera bearing their names, while I longed to leani

something of their lives and fortunes, and have been

instigated to compile these simple sketches from the

belief that they may be more interesting to some

inquirers seeking, as I did, for such information.

[We are sorry to come to the end of these inter-

esting sketches, and we are sure all our young read-

ers share our regrets. We hope our scientific friends

of other cities will send us notes of the many other

honored names in American botanical history.

—

Elliot, Claj-ton, Pursh, Bigelow, Schweinitz, Bald-

win, &c. The lift is a long way from being ex-

hausted.

—

Ed. ]

REMEDT FOR THE PEACH-BORER.
BY J. V.^S BIIREN, CL.vnKSVILLE, G.V.

As frequent complaints are made of the depreda-

tions of the peach-tree borer, and a great number of

i^
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rcmtdics, most of >vUieh are wortlilfps, and otliirs

troulili'Sf mo or inipnicticalilp, arc from time to time

published, will ytni, through the medium of your

serial, pulilish the following, whieh, we have little

doul>t, will prove effectual, as well, be of sueh easy

application as to suit the laziest subscriber on your

list.

Take about a half pint of common salt, and sew

it up in a small bag of strong cotton cloth, sueli as

common Osuaburg will answer all pmposes; tic this

in the fork of the tree, where let it remain until the

salt is dissolved by the rains that fall, which will be

in the course of two years, and the work is done.

The brine that runs down the trunk of the trees

will kill both w^orms and eggs as they are deposited;

besides, it proves a benefit to the tree. Should there

have accumidated a hardening of gum at the surface

of the ground, as is sometimes the case, it shoidd be

removed so that the solution may reach the worms.

It is e(|ually as apiilicablc for the apple-tree borer

and aphis at the roots.
«••»

A CHAPTER OF HINTS.
BY C.

Dr. Hates' article quite satisfies me. Now let us

both unite in endeavoring to give to your readers

ever}' little information we meet with, in our read-

ings, intercourse with others, &c.; and as some

knowledge with chemistry will enable us to tell

others the value of many of the now various animal

and mineral manures, and how much would be in-

jtunous, and how much beneficial, let us do it in

as plain English as possible. If 3Ir. Bright has

found watering his grape-vines with tartrates give

them more vigor, and brighter green, and finer fruit,

no doubt but it is a useful fiict to be pursued by others.

Dr. Uhler suggested and tried aloes in solution;

tion and glue in his spent-tan beds. Useful facts,

—

let us try them; and so on throughout your maga-

zine in the editorials and monthly work, wliieh arc

full of suggestions and experimental knowledge.

Let us receive all these things and experiment on

them, giving you tlie results. For my part, the

more 1 experimentally and practically study horti-

culture in all its branches, the more 1 find the want

of these little facts,—.sometimes only "liint.s,"—and

if we store them up for use, we shall by-and-by reap

fruit. There is no use or good in a chemieal dispu-

tation. AVhat are theories or hypotheses, or the

reasoning of a laboratory to the gardener or fruit-

grower? Liebig, at one time wrote, he would

soon be able to carry in hiswaisteoat-poeket manure

for an acre of ground. JIary years have passed,

and yet he has not reduced it to the bushel. Facts

ever so small and simple may be valuable, and I

would call on you and your many correspondents to

fill some of your pages with them. Much may be

eon\eyed in a few lines, and may leail to valualjle

results. AVe have many tilings to combat,—adverse

soil, drought and heat, moisture and frost, insects

and fimgi. Every iiracticiiig gardener has met with
all these, and no doubt wars against them some way.
Let him keep notes of results, and a vast deal of in-

formation will be ac(iuired. In reading somewhCR',
a few days back, I met a suggestion, that if plum
trees were planted on an eminence, s;iy a suitable

hill, it would escape the curctilio. If I do not mis-

take, the writer said he had tried it, and the result

was favorable. We know that many of these small

insects will not fly high, and that low atmospheres
are more attractive to their habits. The cabbage-fiy

will not infest the young plant, if seed be set in boxes
and raised a few inches above the level. I tried

watering my young cabbage tliis year with a solu-

tion of aloes in water, and found the seedlings I had
used it in neariy free, while those in the neighbor-

hood were infested. I also steeped the seed in the

solution ; but I found that a couple of waterings

saved my plants. To try this is not expensive, and,

if useful in lessening the pest, is valuable. I have
no doubt but many solutions of salts and gums, if

tried, might render the leaves dis:igreeable to these

parasites. We must keep up a perpetual war against

them, or we can have no crops. Has Dr. Uhler re-

ported to you his experiment of watering his plum
trees with aloes-water earlier this season than last.

It would interest to know if he has. 31. Mercieul, in

a letter to the French Academy of Science, gives an
account of a new mode of applying sulphur to

diseased >nnes. He selected a number of last year's

diseased plants, which he planted in two groups.

On August Ititli last, when indications of the oidium

appeared, he dug up the earth round the roots and

stems of one group, and laid round the roots and

stems a handfid of flour of sidphur. On September

2(lth the vines thus treated were quite free from

disease, and in excellent condition; while the other

group, left to itself, was in a wretched state through

the rapid progress of the disease. Mr. M. is thus

led to conclude that the malady of the vine is a gen-

eral airection, and must consequently require general

treatment.

If you think such little notices as these woilh your

seuding forth, and that they will be any way useful

to an end, I will, now and then, as I meet them,

send them. Manj- diseases appearing in the leaves

of plants may be a general all'ection. Some of our

finest roses, that mildew in all situations and under

all weather, may be entirely caused by a general

aficction, and not the direct action of season on the

externals, though it is then it becomes apparent.

[We had already noted the observations of M.
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Mercicul, and they will be found commented on in another portion of our paper.

C. alludes to are just the matter we like to get.

—

Ed. ]

The hints and facts

ENTOniOLOGICAI. ESSAY.
JUatl b^ort Uu Fruii-Growra* Astociaiion nf Eastrm Pmiisijlvnnui tU Ujt Mrrting in WtM ChrMer, nn the \3th day of Jtin^, 1860.

BY 8. 8. BATHVON, ENTOMOLOGIST OF THE ASSOCIATION.

(Continued from page 329.)

INJURIOUS INSECTS.

The catalogue of tree-boring Coleopterous insects, however, does not terminate here. There is a largo

family of Scrri-cornmns or "saw-horned" beetles, that are similar in their habits in their larva state to

the Capricorns, and quite as injurious also. The larva of these insects arc easily dislinguishable- from

those of the Capricorns by the anterior portion of the body of some of them being much produrcd, giving

them something the appearance of a tadpole, and others being cylindrical.

12lh. Chrysobolhris femorala, Fab. Or '• Thick-legged Apple-tree borer." Plate 11. fig. S. Length,

about h.ilf an Inch; color, greenish black, with a brassy poli.sh; two very distinct metallic spots on each

wing-cover; eyes prominent, head broad, and antenna; short; the thighs of the hind legs are somewhat

thickened and dilated. This insect makes its appearance from the end of May until the middle or and of

July, and in addition to the apple tree, it also infests the peach tree and the white oak, the latter of which

is doubtless its native tree, and to which its operations perhaps would have been confined had not other

circumstances invited it to our orchards and domestic trees.

13th. Dicerea divaricala, Saj, oi " AVild Cherry-tree borer." Plate II, fig. 6. Length, seven to ninc-

tenths of an inch ; color coppery ; thickly covered with small punctures; wing-covers taper much behind

and rftrarica/c or stand a little apart at the ends; thorax marked with fine elevated lines. These insects

are found in and during the months of June, July and August, upon the wild cherry, also upou the limbs of

the peach and domestic cherry trees, and their grubs maybe found where the gum exudes from the limbs of

those trees, among others of similar habits.

14th. Dicerco /uri'/a, Fab., or "Hickory-tree borer." Plate II, fig. 7. Length about the same as D
dicaricaia; color, lurid or dull brassy, bright coppery beneath; thickly punctured all over; impressed lines

and spots on the wing-covers. This insect is one of several borers that infest the hickory tree, and it is

onlj' introduced here because it is so nearly allied to the former insect noticed, and there can scarcely be a

doubt that in proportion as its natural habitation and its natural enemies are desfroj-ed, it will have recourse

to domestic trees.

15th. Calcophora virginka, Drury. A "Pine-tree Borer." Plate II, fig. 5. Length, from one inch to

an inch and a quarter; form oblong; color, brassy or coppery, but sometimes with hardly any metallic re-

flection; the upper side of the body roughly punctured and indented; on the thorax are three elevated

polished lines; on the wing-covers are also irregular polished lines; appears in May and June. As our

pine forests fall before the axe of the lumberman and the agriculturist, this insect must be driven in towards

the borders of domestic cultivation, and although comparatively a stranger now, yet, from its habits, and

from its analogy of form and structure to the one that already infests the apple tree, there are those now
living who may become acquainted with it in a manner by uo means agreeable. This is our largest Ame-
rican species.

16th. Bupreslis faciatus. Fab. Plate II, fig. 9. Length, half an inch; color, deep metallic green; a

yellow or brassy band and spot on each of the wing-covers. This insect I have received from Maine,

Maryland and Missouri, and I have also found it in Pennsylvania. It is a beautiful insect, and probably

has a wide distribution. Not much of its habits is specifically known to me, any more than that it is a

wood borer. I have captured it on apple trees in proximity to the forest, in York county, opposite Marietta.

From its general appearance, in comparison with the foregoing Buprcslans,v/e may Infer its character. The

foregoing Serricornians belong to the old Linnean genus Iluprcsles, and are therefore called Buprestidcc to

distinguish them from the Elateridat which are allied to them in general form and structure as well as in

their habits. These latter are known under different common names in different localities; they are best

known in some places as the "Click-beetle," in others, as " Snapping-beetle" or "Spring-beetles" or "Skip-

Jacks"—as in England, or "Schnell-kafer"—as in Germany; I have also heard the name of "hammer-
head" applied to them. The larva of these beetles diflfcr much in shape from the Bupreslans, being long

and cylindrical, with a hard, smooth yellowish skin, bearing some resemblance to our meal worm. Some

of these larva are wood borers, but a large number of them live upon the roots of herbaceous plants.
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17th. jilaus occnlalus, Lin. " Big-cycd Spring-beetle." Plate II. Fis. 1. I.englh, from an inch and a

quarter to an inch and three-quarters; color, black, and covered with minute whitish spots or dots, giving

the insect a finely-speckled appearance ; the thorax is about one-third the length of the body, and ha8

two large velvety black spots, with white margins or rings around them,—.something like owls' eyes,

—

from whence the name occulaiut; found on trees and fences in June and July. The larva is a yellowish

grub, sometimes me.asuring two inches in length, and proportionately broader and flatter than others of

the same family ; the caudal segment terminating with two sharp-pointed warts. See Fig. 14. This is the

largest species of these Spring-beetles known in this country, the larva of which bores into different kinds

of trees; and, as the insect is becoming more common among us than formerly, we may infer that our

fruit trees will not be long exempt from its operati<jns. Some of the European Elaters are known to remain

in the larva stale five years; and, although I cannot tell how long the one under consideration remains

so, yet, from analogous reasoning, we may suppose that it does not differ materially from the former. Dr.

Harris and others have found it in old apple trees, and I have found it in an old locust tree.

18th. Cratonychus brevicolles, Hbst. "Brown Click Beetle." Plate II. Fig. 4. Length, from three-

eighths to half an inch ; color, pale brown ; the larva arc cylindrical and smooth, approximating in form

to the "meal-worm." This insect is quite common, and I have very frequently found it and its larva

under the bark of old and decaying stumps and logs, without regard to the particular kind. As the mature

insect is also frequently found upon fruit trees, it is not at all unlikely it may have been bred in .some

decayed-parts of the tree, if not in the living. I am, however, inclined to the opinion that the whole

family of Elaters are partial to dead wood.

19th. Ludivs aniennalus, Say. " Large- winged Click Beetle." Plate II. Fig. 3. Length, from seven-

eighths to one inch; color, dark brown; wing-covers, tapering, from the base to the extremity, to a point,

which are sometimes black. Rather rare, and only found in the most secluded regions yet. I obtained

Ihem from under the bark of oak trees, and this individual is only introduced here as being nearly allied to

the immediately foregoing one.

UOth. ^phanobius infuscatus, Germ. A. sordidus of Melsheimer. "Pale-Brown Spring Beetle." Plate

II. Fig. 2. Length, one inch and a quarter; color, rusty brown; covered all over the upper side with

minute hairs. This insect is, perhaps, more frequently found north of us than in Pennsylvania. I have

merely introduced it here from its resemblance to Fig. 3, and in order to familiarize the reader with certain

insect forms by which he may immediately know whether they are friends or enemies. Among the

serricornians he will observe there are two general forms of the larva, differing more or less, according to

family and genus. Fig. 13 of Plate II. represents the Bupreatidcf, but some of them have the anterior

segments more developed, and the body not so long. Fig. 14 represents the Elaterid<e, but some of theux are

shorter and thicker, and others longer and more cylindrical. These insects may be destroyed by the same

means that I have suggested for the destruction of the Capricorn beetles. But I have very little confidence

in any other remedies than those found in a personal inspection of trees and plants, and a destruction by

manual means of those insects we know to be injurious, or leaving them to the tender mercies of the birds,

and bats, and moles, and skunks, who, although indiscriminate, are still the best cure, on the score of

prcvcntiun. There is a family of small cylindrical beetles, which bore diametrically into the limbs and

bodies of forest trees, and some of them also infest the pear and the apple trees, confining themselves,

however, mainly to the smaller branches. I can only notice two or three species of them at this time.

21st. Jtustrichus sphericollis, Getm. " Blight Beetle." Plate II. Fig. 11. dorsal and lateral view. Length,

the eighth of an inch; color, brown; roughly punctured, especially on the thorax, which is very bulging

in front, and the head drawn under. This insect is by no means a rare one, and has a wide distribution
;

for, in addition to those which were obtained in this locality, I received a proportionately large number of

them in collections from California and Missouri. A writer in the Prairie Farmer describes an allied

species (B. bicaudalus, Say) as very injurious to the apple trees in Illinois. They form a burrow in the

heart of the bearing twigs, entering at the axil of a fruit-spur or bud, and bore downwards. Although

this species is not yet very common here, yet there it is represented as being very abundant. Mr. Say found

them rather rare twenty-five years ago about the mouth of the Ohio River.

23d. ToTiicus pyri. Peck. Or, " Pear-twig Borer." Plate II. Fig. 12. dorsal and lateral view. Length,

about one-tenth of an inch ; color, light brown, sometimes a deep brown; thorax, short and very convex
;

the wing-covers arc minutely punctured in rows, and slope off suddenly and obliquely behind. This insect

is similar in its form and its habits to the one last mentioned, and in a similar manner attacks the pear

tree. It is recommended to examine apple and pear trees daily during the month of June, and where any
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blight takes place from those insects, the tnrigs Ehoiild be cut off a litllc distance below the blight and

burned. The leaves wilt and change their color on Ihc infected branches, and may readily bo seen, and as

the insects arc so small, it would be diflicult to destroy them by any other means. The Bostrichans have,

in limes past, been exceedingly destructive in Kurope—large districts of forest having bi'cn laid waste by

them, and consequently their natural organization and habits comprise an clement of destruction, that

only requires time and circumstances to develope.

22d. Boslrichxu bicornis, Say, "Horned Blight-beetle." Plato II, fig. 10, dorsal and lateral view.

Length, a quarter of an inch; form, cylindrical ; color, dark brown or nearly black; thorax bulging in front,

and head very much sunk, hardly visible from the top; two short spines or horns projecting from the front

of the thorax, whence ils specific name. This is also a wood-boring insect in its larva state, and is

injurious to oak and walnut trees. During warm d;iys in June and July they arc very active, and on the

wing all day; flying also into houses through open windows where there is a light in the evening. Like

the former species named, they are liable to attack fruit trees, and it is advocated by some that these insects

and allied species are the cause of the "yellows^' in peach trees; but I do not think this is to be inferred

from having once found them in such trees. The yellows is a disease in the peach tree, which it is exceed-

ingly difficult to identify with the presence of insects, as a superinducing cause, although various kinds of

insects may often be found in them. In my opinion, diseased trees are sought by insects as the most favor-

able to their purpose, on account of the feeble organic action of such trees.

ST. LOCIS BOTANICAL GARDEN.
BY K., ROXUOROCGII, VA.

Having recently visited St. Louis on business, I seized a few leisure momonts to drive out to this

establishment, which owes its existence to the munificence and fondness for scientific pursuits of Henry
Shaw, Esq., of that city.

Being provided with a note from >Ir. Shaw to the superintendent, I met with much attention, and was
afforded every facility for examining the different departments. The garden is situated about three

miles from the centre of the city, in a beautiful part of the country. It contains in all about two hundred

acres, a considerable portion of which is alroadj- improved. The entrance to the grounds is through

a massive and tasteful gateway, buOt of a gray stone; a drawing of which I inclose.

A large portion of the grounds are already enclosed with a solid wall of the same kin<1 of Son* as that in

the gateway; where it borders on the road it is surmounted with an iron railing. The first enclosure

or department that you enter is the botanic garden; it contains about ten acres, and is alitady very neatly

laid out with fine broad -walks, most substantially constructed and bedded in stone, and well supplied

with surface drains. Here it is intended to keep specimens of indigenous and hardy exotic herbaceorg

plants and shrubs, classitied according to the natural system.

On one side of this enclosure is a fine building, about 40 X 7.j feet, intended as a museum, librarj'

and lecture-room; it is of pressed brick, faced with marble, and is verj- neat and chaste. You enter the

building through a noble doorway, most elaborately ornamented with marble, and find yourself in the

museum, which occupies the greater part of the principal floor of the building. The ceiUng of th!s

't?
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room is most artistically and appropriately decorated

with frescoes of oiiental plants, in their natural

colors and all of thcn» in their foliage and flowers,

not only in the highest degree beautiful, but also

botaniodly correct. Among them 1 noticed tlic

lianana, dracoMias, palms, marantas, cacti, and even

our own gorgi'ous liclianllius or sun-tlowcr. The

tioor of the building is paved with encaustic tiles,

and light iron galleries encircle the walls so as to

afford access to the upper cases of specimens. Imme-
diately imder the museum, in a kind of basement,

although entirely above ground, is the library in

which is already placed the magnificent heibarium

recently purchased by ^(r. Shaw, of the heirs of the

late Prof. Bcniardi, of Krfurt, (Jermany. It con-

tains twenty thousand species and one hundred Ihou-

Sijnd siiecimens! An excellent German botanist is

now engaged in re-arranging it.

Adjoining the botanic garden on the opposite side

to the museum and library are the green and hot-

houses, pits and frames. The former are erected in

the most substantial manner; those already com-

pleted are about loO feet long and divided into four

compartments, viz: dry stove, moist stove, inter-

mediate and cold greenhouse; they are already filled

with a choice collection. The roof of this range of

bouses is on the ridge and furrow principle, but at an

inclination of nearly 4.5 degrees, being a lean to

against a back wall. The frames and pits are en-

closed with a high wall, which, at the same time

shelters and hides them. The pits, and hot and green-

houses arc heated with hot water, and are provided

with double front or upright sash. In the moist-

stove the hot water pipes are provided with saddle-

shaped tin pans to supply evaporation. Immediately

in the rear of the plant houses is a range of neat

lodging rooms for the men employed in the establish-

ment.

Adjoining the botanic garden on the left of the

librar}- or museum is the large enclosure which is to

be devoted to an experimental fruit garden, specimen

orchard, or fruticctum, pinetum and arboretum; this

department will be in time the most useful and inte-

resting, and the founder has devoted to it .sonu: 150

acres, a considerable |)ortion of which is already

I)lanted; one pari of it as a maze or labyriutb; an-

other, as a vineyard with nuuiy of the vines trained

on trellisses.

Mr. Shaw is ably assisted in this and the other

departments by the head gardener, Mr. James C.

Smith. I omitted to state that the soil appears to

be well adapted to the jiurpose, having been heavily

manured and well trenched; everything that has

been done here apiu'ars to 1* llioroui/hly done; in

short, the entire establishment, even in its present

unliuished state, reflects the greatest credit on the

noble-hearted fotindcr and his able assistants. I am
glad to find the goo 1 work so auspiciousl)- begun,

and hope this example will be followed until not only

our large cities but even our countrj' villages will

each have its park and botanic garden.

BOTANICAL ENOWLEDGE IN THE
NURSERY BUSINESS.

BY OllCIllti.

For the love of science, 3Ir. Editor, as well as of

good taste, please allow an unpretending votary of

Botany the liberty of calling the attention of nursery-

men to a fact that greatlj- needs reforming.

The unpardonable faults almost daily committed

by the trade in compiling their catalogues, has been

for a long time to me a source of much astonish-

ment, that a class of business men proverbial for

intelligence and progression, should so overlook the

most important, if not the primarj- step in the orna-

mental department of their business. Why is it the

case that scarcelj' an exception out of the large

quantity of catalogues annually sent out should be so

deficient in this particular? The answer is plainly

to be seen—for the purpose of avoiding trouble on

the part of the compilers; their lists, together with

the misnomers are accurately copied from their ex-

changes, thus entailing the errors so freciuentlysecn;

when they could so easily be avoided by a slight

knowledge of Botanj-; or even searching personally

from the works of the authorities on the subject.

The young botanist has to encounter a host of

difficulties before attaining perfection, or indeed a

mediocre of the requisite knowledge of the science;

but instead of discouraging, it should be an addi-

tional stimulus to urge him on. lie will have to

brave the riilicule oef the ignorant, and overcome the

difficulty in understanding as well as pronouncing

the names and terms used. It will also require a

diligent application to the proper dassiticatiou of

specimens into genera and orders, but after overcom-

ing the first obstructions, he will be surprised how
easj- the task to become proficient, and with what

zeal he will enter upon the i)ractical part of the

study,which embraces the delightful rambles through

the woods, along the shaded streams, and in

"special localities;" none but a naturalist can ap-

preciate the i)leasure. During his daily walks,

I

whether on business, or in p\u-suit of pleasure, each

tree and plant are as old acquaintances to him ; alike

i

the gaudy flower and the homely weed he sees beau-

ties in them all, and knowing each, combines to form

I one grand harmonious whole, and shows the vast

conception of the Great Supreme.

The botanist's love for the science ends but with

I

life itself; and when in the "scar and yellow leaf"

I
the recollection of the manifold pleasures enjoyed

^%?^



in the pursuit, enables him fully to appreciate the ex-

quisite lines of Spraguc

—

" 1 breultiu tbc namraor Rir !

I wander Id tbo woodlaud paths uuce Dioro!

Agiila the copso. Ihe dell, tlio nieudow, wear

The loveliness of yoro.'*

[The last parajrraph of our correspondent's com-

munication is -vvorlliy of being reflected on hy all who

erpfct to grow old. A love of the natural sciences,

entered into when j-oung, and pursued with entliu-

siasm at the meridian of life, affords a source of re-

markable enjoj-ments at the period of the decline of

our existence. The hope of leisure to enjoy life,—to

retire from active business w hen we grow towards

old age, is the dream of ever)' youthful soldier in the

battle of commercial strife ; most often, too often,

ending only in a dream ; for the active mind finding

ennui rebels at this violence to its nature, and it is

an every day occurrence to find men who have

"retired," returning again to active life, sick of

"nothing to do."

It seems a wise provision of nature, that all her

processes should never be known ; she has always

something left to be discovered, and in the pursuit

of this knowledge the longest life is insufficient to

terminate its hopes of success. "I have been fifty

years a botanist," recently said Dr. Lindley, "and

now feel that I am but on the threshold of the

science." The majority of scientific men live to a

ripe old age—hale and vigorous to the last—happy

in themselves and at peace with all the world.]

INTRODUCTION OF THE LOMBARDTI
FOPLAR INTO AMERICA.

BY COL. R. C.UVR.

I have the pleasure of responding to your inquiry

relative to the introduction of the Lombardy Poplar,

and am happy to have it in my power to give you

the desired information.

Soon after the close of the American Revolution,

fin 1783;, >rr. William Hamilton, of the Woodlands,

near Philadelphia, ("now Woodlands Cemetery^,

visited England and France, and on his return,

brought with him a large collection of hothouse and

greenhouse plants, and also a variety of trees and
ornamental shrubs, not then perhaps in this country.

My uncle, Mr.WUliam Bartram, who saw the boxes

unpacked, informed me that the Lombardy Poplar

was one of the trees, and that he then believed it

was the first brought to this country. I believe he

brought the Salisburia (K/ianii/b/ia, and the European

Sycamore Maple (jlcer pseudo-platanus), at the same
time. He afterwards received the jlilantus^ with

many other exotics. And, indeed, until his death

("in 1812J, very frequently received boxes of rare

plants from his friends in Europe and America.

Ilis extensive hothouses and greenhouses were filled

with the rarest and finest plants, and his grounds

were the best laid out and finest in the country.

Mr. 11. was a good botanist and passionately fond

of flowers; he always kept the best gardeners that

could be procured. Lyons and Purshwere for some
time with him, and the elder Michaux supplied him
with American trees.

I will add an anecdote of him, related to me by

Mr. Bartram, who was a witness of the scene :

—

About the year 1800, for perhaps earlier,) Mr. II.

had received the first plants of the double white Camel-

lia, and one fine flower was just expanded. Mr. 11.

had a number of friends, Mr. Merry, Dr. Park, and

other eminent gentlemen, to dine with him, and had

directed his gardener to place the camellia on the

centre of the dinner-table when dinner was ready.

Conversing with Mr. Bartram about some plants

just received from Dr. Jluhlenberg, of Lancaster, he

requested Mr. B. to go with him to the greenhouse

to look at them. On their way there they met Mrs.

M , a lady who was very intimate with the

family, and a particular favorite with Mr. II.—when
lo, and behold, in her hand she held the flower of

the camellia, fwhich was the onlv one open), and

approaching Mr. II. she laughingly observed, "oh!
Mr. n. I found this most beautiful flower in your

greenhouse and took the liberty of cutting it."*

Mr. H. stopped, horrified ; and lifting his hands,

stamped on the ground, and exclaimed in great

anger

—

"J^y heavens ' Majlam, I would sooner have given

you fifty guineas !" However, the gardener contrived

to attach the flower to the plant with a little wire, so

as to have it exhibited on the dinner-table.

I would add some other notices, but am inter-

rupted, and will conclude with the remark that I am
much pleased with your remarks on the suliject of

the street trees, and the impolicy of waging war with
the trees in.stead of destroying the insects.

[We hope our good friend will often iavor the

Gardeners' Monthly with such fragments of our earlier

horticultural historj- as may occur to him. As the

last hving representative of the great Bartram family

of botanists, and perhaps the oldest American liorti-

cuhurist now aUve, he could tell us much tliat will

otherwise be periilexing to our posterity.

—

Ed.]

*This is a *^liberty** which has always been taken by some
ItflUs.

*»u»»

CRITIQUE ON THE DECEMBER NUMBER.
HY W.\LTER ELDER, PniLA.

The remarks of J. N. .loncs, upon Mildew, are

correct and just to the point ; the subject has been

stoiUly discussed in the Societj' of Progressive Gar-

deners, of this city, and the views of Mr. Jones have

triumphed over all others ; and, as the Society is to

W^3 '^^M
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publish its yearly discussions in January, in cheap
booli-forni, it will do Mr. Jones good to procure a
copy at t«inty-five cents; and there he will see his

remarks fully confirmed.

E. A. Hiihl is also correct about heavy dews upon
grape vines, they cause mildew and rot, where-
as dry air and sunshine prevent both, and arrest their

destructive doings even after they have commenced
their ravages.

Your remarks upon "Surface-manuring," arc as

airy as that upon the "Digging-fork." A child may
beheve in surface-manuring because his mother
spreads butter outside his piece, but when grandma
tastes the slice and digs in the melting'Jiulter, as soon

as he tastes that, he goes in for mixing the manures
with the soils; tell him that his mother's piece be-

comes like grandma's by mastication before he
swallows it, and he is fully converted.

One of my pupils was so much affected by your
digging-fork story, that he did not want to use a

spade any more ; so I gave liim, and another of his

age, a tree apiece to plant, he with the digging-fork,

and the other with a spade ; the latter soon had his

hole dug and tree planted. Says I, "Johnny, what
are you doing?" Says he, "this fork does not lift

the dirt out of the hole, and Tom wont lend me his

spade." Sa3'S I, "do j'ou not see the folly of throw-

uig away the spade?" The young tulip at once

gave in, witli this exclamation : "I thought that the

editor knew more than other folks, and it was all

true what they said, but now I wont believe him."
Moral.—There are bounds to all things. Editors

beware ! as you wield a miyhty influence upon untutored

minds.

[Addition.^, story BY]TnE Editou.—Once upon
a time, a certain gentleman had a gardener named
Johnny, who alwavs prided himself on having every

thing particularly early and especially before any of

his brethren, and one day he said to his employer,

—

"Sir, I will promise you a mess of ripe strawberries

for desert on Christmas day;" whereat, Johnny's
employer was exceedingly glad ; and a large party of

friends were gathered together to enjoy the Christ-

mas feast. Tnie to his promise, Johnny's straw-

berries, amounting to six specimens, duly ripened,

were gathered and sent in. The employer was

mortified. With twenty persons at the table, no one

would touch a berry through consideration of respect

for his neighbor, and none were eaten.

Anticipating praise, the next daj' Johnny met his

cmploj'crwith a smiling face, but the gentleman said

nothing. This did not satisfy him, so he asked for

the praise—"how. Sir, did you like the strawberries

I sent in yesterday?" "Why, John, the straw-

berries were very well, but don't send in any more

until there is at least a taste all round.

Two weeks afterwards the employer wondering
why no more strawberries came, went to the forcing

house, and lo ! there were strawberries lying rotting

around in everj' direction. "John," says he, "why
don't you send in these strawberries?" " Did you
not tell ine," was .Johnny's answer, "not to send in

any more strawberries till there was plenty all

round ?" Johnny's "untutored" answer caused his

dismissal.

Additional moral by the Editor.

—

Some "untutored'"

people can't see the difference between singing and splitting

their throats.]

A NEW THEORY OF FRUIT FORCING.
BY .\ M.\SSACIIUSETTS GARUEXEU.

Some time last year I read your views iu the

Monthly, on the importance of direct sunlight on

plants, which, though I have been many years in the

business, I had never seen so presented to me before.

I have always known that we could never get too

much light, of course, as every real gardener does;

but that the positive iunlight was so es.sential as you

thought, I did not suppose. I have, however, Mr.

Editor, given your views a fair testing, and am now
convinced you are right, and am prepared to argue

that every minute of direct simlight, from sunrise to

simset, is a positive gain to the gardener. I arrived

at my opinions by taking two plants, in everything

alike, and after putting them at equal distances from

the glass, let one have all the sunlight it could get,

and the other all the light it could have without the

sunlight, and it is really astonishing to see the differ-

ence in the sunlightcd one.

But I want to say, !Mr. Editor, something that you
' have not thought of, and I have thought it is only

fair, as you wrote the first idea to set me thinking of

it, that I should return the favor, if you should think

it one, to offer it to you for publication.

You, and all my brother gardeners, who have had

any experience in forcing, know how difficult it is

to get Peaches, Apricots, Plums, Nectarines and

Cherries to set theirfruit. Cherries in particular arc

I
very hard. Hundreds of flowers open for every fruit

i that is set. I have often thought that I saw into the

'

the whole secret: not enough air perhaps, or too

much; too high or too low a temperature; too much

or too little water; but yet, for all, when I have been

the most careful to profit by what I thought I

learned the season be-fore, I have often had no better

Now. why don't these things set regularly and

well? I will tell you Sir, what I think it is. and

where is the fault.
"

I have never found much good

result in keeping up a high night temperature,

though I think, if I have read your magazine right,

you do not. agree with this. Whatever growth is
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made in the night, I think, it is weak and succulent,

and no good; and I now think it is want of sunlight

that causes this. I would onlj- care to make growth

when there is light at any time, but now I want to

say that I think it would be best to grow only when
there is sun light, and that the failure of our fruits to

set in the forcing house is because we continue

forcing whether there is sunlight or not. I think, if

we force a fruit into flower when there is no sun-

liglit, there is a something wanting, without which

the flower cannot mature, and it withers away with-

out setting a (fruit. If this is correct, which I am
nearly sure it is, we shall have to have a new theory

to work on ; hitherto I have made a diflercnce of

twenty degrees between night temperature and day

temperature, and now I shall want to make a difTer-

ence between a cloudy day and a simlight daj'. I

ehall not think it safe to have much heat when there

is no sim ; but when the orb of day shines clearly I

shall not care how much heat to apply to aid it in

what I believe its fructifying work.

In my present place I have not so good a chance

to try my new theory as I had two years ago, but I

have a few trees to operate on in the greenhouse,

and shall watch the result with confidence tliat my
opinions will prove facts. I want to say further,

that I hope such of my brother gardeners who may
have a better chance to trj' it than I, will do so and

report the result.

This is my first attempt at writing for the press,

and I hope you will excuse errors. If you ever come
this way and give me a call, I will try to show you
better results from instruments of gardening I am
more used to.

[Our friend rather mistakes us in the matter of

night temperatures. We have always advocated a

lower night temperature than the day, but objected

to the extreme low temperature some of our fellow

gardeners approve of. However, we can forgive

this slight misunderstanding, in view of the excel-

lency of the rest of the article, which is undoubtedh'

one of the most valuable contributions that has ever

been made to our pages, and will receive attentive

consideration from practical men.

—

Ed.]

CULTURE OF THE CHRTSANTHEIHUin.
BY .MR. J.^ilES E.\DIE, rnii,.\DELrni.\.

Agree.\blt to request, I send you my modus ope-

randi of growing chrysanthemums. I take off cut-

tings about the middle of xVpril, root them in sand,

and, when well rooted, select pots of the size I in-

tend to flower them in. Place a few crocks in the

bottom, then a few rough pieces of loam ; add two
good handsful of guano, with some cow-manure

;

then fill up the pot with good rich loam. I then

plant a dozen rooted cuttings in a pot, pinching off

the points, using a rose on the pot at the first wa-

tering to settle the soil. Leave them in the green-

house for a week (a frame would be better where

there is that convenience); then place out of doors,

full in the sun. Place the slakes in the pots as soon

as convenient, tying the shoots out as they grow,

pinching out the points every three weeks, until the

last week of July, and watering with manure-water

twice a week, taking care never to let them suffer

for water, or they will lose their lower leaves, which

gives them a star\-ed appearance. By following

tliese simple directions, you will have plants which

will be an ornament to any place, and amply repay

your trouble.

PS.—I send you a few sketches of an article for

carrying large pot-plants, the invention of Mr.

Shephard, which is really a useful article, and is a

great saving of muscle, besides being of great safety

to the plants, which are apt to be broke with the

breast, especially if very wide.

[A very simple and ingenious implement, which

we shall engrave and give in our next.

—

Ed.]

COCCULUS CAROLINUS.
BY A. W. CORSOX, PLYMOrTH MEETrNG, F\.

I OBSERA-E in the last Monthly a notice and figmo

of Cocculus carolinus. I have had a staminate plant

probably thirty 3-ears, obtained from the Bartram

Gardens as ^'cndlandia populi/otia, which I have ex-

amined carefully when in leaf with the colored

figure of Cissampelos smilacina in the folio edition of

"Catesby's Carolina," published in 1T7G, and find

them to agree in vine and leaf; also agreeing with

De CandoUc's description of Cocculus carolinus, so

far as could be compared ; and I do not doubt that

the figure in the Monthly is of the same plant. What

I wish to say it, that in my garden, twelve miles

west-north-west from Philadelphia, it has continued

in the open ground whhout covering or particular

care; the winter killing the ends of the vines to

near the ground, say from two to five feet, but grow-

ing freely, attaining a length of ten feet average,

fand would probably attain a greater length if well

supported by high treUises or poles,) flowering

freely, I judge about August, but having staminate

flowers only
;
produces no fruit. I have had it

twice dug under in the spring ; but each time it came

up again late in the season. It has the habit of the

Menispermum canadense, of sending up many shoots

from the root, by which it can easily be increased.

It is a handsome vine, and even the barren plant is

worthy of cultivation as a curious, rare, and orna-

mental vine. Much more so would the fertile plant be

if our seasons shoiUd be sulHciently long and warm
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to perfect the fruit. So far as the vine onlj- is con-

cerned, there will be no ilifflculty. I have long de-

sired to obtain the fertile plant, and hope for its

being introduced shortly.

[Since publishing oiu- last notice, we have learned

from Jlr. Xelson that he will put the fertile plant

under propagation.—En. j

THE CHRYSANTHEinURI.
BY W. KE.VTIKO, BAYOU SABA, LA.

To some of those interested in the above beautiful

flower, ffor surely beautiful it is when well cultiva-

ted, J a few suggestions on a successful mode of

growing them will, I doubt not, please many of

its admirers. I have seen some of the leading

Chrysanthemum Exhibitions in Europe, and I have

seen tlicm in a high state of cultivation in pots, and

as border plants; but never have I seen any to sur-

pass, or perhaps equal, in health and abundance of

bloom, those I now have the pleasure of daily seeing.

3^)' emjjlgyer, W. J. Fort, and especially llrs. Fort,

are particularly fond of them, owing to which cir-

cumstance they have a good collection, chiefly Ane-
mone and Pompone varieties. Jsow, when it is

reuunibercd how cheap, and at the same time easy

of culture, thej' are, one begins to wonder how it is

people with gardens and greenhouses have not got

them well filled with those lovely winter-flowering

plants. I fancy the reason is, few see them growing

otherwise than lanky, long, badlj'-flowered, half-

starved, naked things. They do not see them in

good condition. Dwarf, witli a dark green foliage,

covered with perfect flowers of every shade and

color. This, then, is one reason ; and perhaps I

might hit on another. Some will say, such and such

people have them, and they look, as I described

them, naked. And surely if they cannot grow them,

we can't. All this I know to be too tnie; for mis-

erable, indeed, they do h)ok in the hands of some.

But let me ask, what will look well or nice if one

day it be gorged with food, and tlien for four or

more days left to perish of hunger ! Others,

perhaps, will say, "It's all well enougli to write

about their beauty; but making them look beautiful

is quite another thing." And others, again, will

say, "AVe tried, but cannot grow them in this diy,

warm climate." To all of you I say. Yes, you can
;

and I'll now try and lay down a very simple me-
thod, easy of doing, and if done, success will crown
your efforts.

If you have none, get two or three dozen of good
sorts, say one dozen of each. Anemone, Pompone,
and Large-flowering. This, then, will put you in

a fair way to start. And as, no douljt, they will be
in snuiU pots, you must re-pot into larger, using a

stiff, rather rich compost. After a little time, they

will show signs of growing, when they must be

evenly stopped by pinching. After this, keep them
dry till they begin to push forth, when water may
be supplied ; and if the pots are full of roots, shift

into their flowering-pots or plant out; in either

case, do not lose the ball. I will suppose they arc

to be flowered in pots. Therefore, after their final

shift, plunge the jiots in coal-ash, or in the soil, giv-

ing them plenty of room. And in the extreme heat

of summer, if more cover is added, little, if any,

water will be wanted. Now, staking is the ne.^ct

point. This done, little else will be required till the

time comes for bringing them to their places of

flowering. And whether this be a greenhouse, con-

servatorj-, or verandah, you will be repaid tenfold
;

to prove which, only it may be too far, I would in-

vite you here to see, with your own eyes, this truly

grand display of ehn'santhemums.

FRUIT-GROWERS' SOCIETY OF EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA.

REPOUT UN KASPBEUUIES.

In their Report on Raspberries in the November
number of your iV/onrt/y, the Committee for Philadel-

phia Co. allude to the Alien Raspberry and to some
"errors in ils disseininalion." In your December

number Mr. Allen, in reply, apparently assumes the

ground that the Committee intended to charge or

insinuate "deception towards the public" on his

part. Deprecating, and desirous of avoiding, as far

as possible, all personal discussions, ("which are the

bane of good feeling and true progress,) the Com-
mittee, with the sole object of putting both ^fr.

Allen and themselves right before your readers, ask

a brief space for a rei)ly.

And first, let us correct our language, which either

Mr. Allen or your tyjies, friend Median, have mis-

quoted. We say, "a good deal of confusion and

disappointment has resulted from errors in the dis-

semination of this plant. Mr. L. F. Allen, of Black

Rock, N. Y., originally introduced to public notice

two varieties, the Allen and Red Prolific, wliich are

entirely distinct sorts. Parties here, however, have

received direct from Mr. Allen, as these two varie-

ties, plants nearly identical in every respect, neither

of which corresponded witli the description given

in his circular, norwiththat generally grown, among
our nurserymen here, as the Allen Raspberry." The

t/a/icisf(f words, the latter of which changes the sense

very essentially, arc omitted in Mr. Allen's quota-

tion.

But for the " dtsappointment" resulting to some
cultivators in our county, (to which district all tlieir

renuirks were mainly "confined, j the Committee
would not have mentioned Mr. Allen's name at all,

'B^ <sm-mci/
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nor did they intend to charge icil/ul crrojs upon
him, but to state a simple fact in explanation of the

disjjppoinlmcnt experienced. They are authorized

to name, among others, P. R. Freas, Esq., edlg)r

of the Gcnnantoicn Telegraph, who showed to one

of the Committee, ("the writer of this article and of

the report, J who carefully examined them, the two
varieties referred to, neither of which, to a certainty,

was the Allen. Major Freas stated that he had re-

ceived these direct from Mr. Allen, and that, after

two years' fruiting, he had dug them up as totully

unproductive. They would not, nor did they intend

to charge upon a veteran horliculturist of Mr. Al-

len's experience and high character, any iiUcntional

deception or wrong. Having given the evidence

and authority for their statement, they would here

dismiss that portion of the subject. They would
add a few words, upon the action of the American
Pomological Convention, in the rejection of this

truly valuable variety, which action they deem hasty,

and not founded upon sullicient trial and knowledge
of its peculiarities. Its pistillate, or perhaps we
might say, weakly staminate, character was veiy

fully explained in the Convention by Mr. AVilliam

Parry, of Cinnaminson, N. J., who liad previously

written an able article thereon in the Country Genlle-

man. But even this characteristic seems to vary
with varying soils, as we have found instances of
its high productiveness, when growing at a distance

from any other sorts. As well might Hovcy's Seed-
ling, and all the pistillate strawberries, be "rejected"

from the Society's hst, for their almost universal

unproductiveness when unimpregnated by stami-

nates, as the Allen Raspberrj-. Indeed, with many,
its pistillate character would constitute one of its

cliief excellencies ?

A word as to its "thorough hardiness." Last
winter, in the grounds of the writer, out of some
twenty-five varieties of old, well-grown, strong
bushes, six of each of the following kinds were
purposely lefl unprotected, to test their hardiness

:

Allen, Knevett's Giant, Gushing, Cutbush's Prince
of Wales, Rivers' Monthly, Catawissa, Imperiale.

Save only one Catawissa, which retained about one
foot of live cane, all were destroyed to the yround. All

the other varieties, well protected, survived the

wmter, and gave large crops of fruit the present

season.

J. E. MiTCnELL,
R. Cornelius,

A. W. IIaruison.
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BELLE SE FCNTENAT RASPBERRT.
BY JOHN T. HARMS, BEI,l,EVrE, NEARPniLADELPIIIA.

I WAS pleased, on looking over the Report of the

Philadelphia County Committee of the Frult-Grow-

crs' Society of Ea.stern Pennsylvania, published in

the Xovember number of the Gurdcncr's Monthly, to

read such a favorable notice of the IJelle de Koule-

nay R;ispberry. I believe it was decided by the

Pomological Society to call it that name; but, Mr.

Editor, I was very loth to part with my more favor-

ite name of JlervailledesQuatreSaisons, believingit

to be correct. I received it under that name from a

celcbnited nurserj-, it being described in their cata-

logue as the best of its class. It certaiulj- was, and

is to me, the most marvellous raspberry I know of;

but why the Fruit-Growers' Soeietj- of Eastern

Pennsylvania should say that their Belle de Fonte-

nay, which is the same as my Mervaille des Quatre

Saisons, is of smaller growth, I do not know. Hav-

ing grown the two varieties side by side these three

years past, convinces me the reverse is correct. I

can show now, and have exhibited at the store of

Mr. J. Daniels, in Market Street, canes of the one

five l.!et higli, and very strong, while the other is

weak and spindling. Indeed, among some ten or

twelve varieties which I have under cultivation, I

consider it to be the strongest of them all, and I

doubt if there is a better for general cultivation, cer-

tainly not for amateurs. It is quite hardy, having

stood without the least protection these three last

winters.

[A general impression prevailed, a year or two

ago, that under the two names of Belle de Fonte-

nay and Mervaille des Quutre Saisons, or 3Iarvel of

the Four Seasons, there was but one kind,—and

they have been, unfortunately, sent out under one

or other of the names, just as it suited the humor

of the sender. But it is now decided that there are

two kinds; and, like Solomon's two babies, it is

now a puzzle to know to which of the two each

name rightfully belongs, and we do not believe the

wise old Idng liimself could decide it as easily as

he did that baby question. The only wa}' we know

will be to get plants again direct from the original

raisers. Perhaps some of oiu: importers yet have

the original direct stogks, and will favor us with

authentic descriptions next season.

—

Ed.]

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
BY GEO. E. WOODWARD, NEW YORK.

I am a subscriber to yoiu- paper 'and have been

since its commencement and it is prompt and wel-

come everj- month. I notice that when your sub-

scribers want any information they ask for it. The
matter with me this month is to get some further

information on Landscape Gardening, a subject

sometimes alluded to in your columns. L)o not you

think a great point would be gained if it could be de-

cided whether Landscape Gardening is an art or
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trade ? There is such a wide difference of opinion on

this subject. Thus one of your correspondents as-

sumes thiit one miglit as well ask how to become a

porlniit painter, or a poet, as to ask how to become

a Laiulscape Gardener, and another tells us indi-

rectly that pulling weeds, forking manure and rais-

ing string beans is just the thing to teach the princi-

ples of design, the harmony of color, and the art of

construction, all tell us or infer that evcrj' one else

but themselves are ignorant pretenders. But not

one of them defines the dutie.s, acquirements, or abil-

ities of a Landscaiie Gardener.

Starting with the presumption that Landscape

Gardening in its highest range is a gitt, this being the

burden of nearly every article we have seen on the

subject, are we to suppose it is a gift only, to one

particidar business or calling ? or that because one

is so unfortunate as not to have been born and brought

up in a garden, that he is counted out in the distri-

bution of such endowments?

Mr. Copeland, in his valuable work and your cor-

respondent J. iM. C. are of the opinion that if a man
happens to be an architect, an artist, civil engineer,

a surveyor, or a draughtsman, it is one of the most

unfortunate things that could befall him ; too much
knowledge of any one of these professions must

necessarily lock the gate to success in Landscape

Gardening, a little smattcr of all is what they recom-

mcnil, though others tells us

—

" A littlo leiiriiing is a dangerous thing."

Thus, J. M. C. says ' the architect builds too much.'

The "surveyor levels too much," &c., &c., to be

Landscape-gardeners. May we not inquire if the

Frenchman does not eat too much, the German

drink too much, the New Yorker talk too much, ever

to presume on success. Is there any one thing the

gardener docs too much of, or docs perfection mark

his work ? "The true Landscape-gardener must be a

gardener, practically and theoretically," this remark

of J. M. C, we in common with all others admit,

and during our apprenticeship in the garden were

taught to believe it. Now what else must a gar-

dener do before he can prefi-x landscape to gardener;

what course of experiments must he pursue to find

out if he has a gilt ? and then what degree of smal-

ler must he acquire in other arts and sciences to

qualify himself to pursue the refined and elegant art

of Landscape adornment? or must we infer that it is

impossible for a man to be good at more than one

thing, that he cannot learn gardening because he is

an artist, that he cannot be an engineer because' he is

an architect, and that he cannot be a Landscape-

gardener because he knf)ws too much of something

else.

With a most remaikablc disposition to believe what

carries reason with it, and a curious desire to get

posted on what constitutes Landscape-gardening,

we are led to ask for further information on this sub-

ject. We would like to see discussed by your able

corps of correspondents^such statements as these

advanced by Jlr. Copeland, and endorsed by J. M. C :

An artist cannot be a Landscal)e Gardener, but a

Landscape Gardener must be an artist, and the same
with architect, civil engineer, surveyor, draughts-

man, and other professions, thus making Landscape-

gardening most absurdly inaccessible, and granting

its profes.sor unlimited powers of acquisition.

In the present advancing condition of rural art

there is a growing want of information on all sub-

jects relating to it, too little is written or said when
so much is needed, if we look back ten or twc-nty

years, and then compare the general standard of

rural taste with that of the present day, we shall see

both an astonishing aud gratifying difference. If

we look for works or literature connected with rural

art or taste, we shall find it of the most meagre de-

scription. If professional men are afraid to write

becau.se their opinions may be disputed, then their

opinions must be i)oor ones. Very few men agree

on the same subject, that however may not lesson

the value of their opinions, a proper and fair discus-

sion of the subject of Landscape-gardening would
show it uj) on all sides, and might elicit some facts

that would lie buried.

[We should be pleased to have from Mr. Coi)cland,

J. M. C, or other of our leading Landscajjc Gar^

deners, their views of the science.

To us it does not seem that any of our corresj)ond-

cnts differ much in their principles, but merely in

the extent to which they would carry them. As a

man nuiy be a thorough builder, and at the sjime

time but an iiidificrcnt architect, so may another be

an excellent jiractical horticulturist, and yet be utterly

unworthy of the title of a Landscape Gardener.

There can be no difference of opinion on this point.

It is also an admitted fact, that the best architect

is he who unites with a correct and educated taste

a thorough knowledge of the builders art, and the

same will hold good in Land.scape-gardcning.

Landscape-gardening, apart from its aj)pliration,

is a science, having its theories and deductions, and
depending for its existence, as any other science

does, upon what has been done or discovered. In
this .sense any one may be a landscape gardener, and
it is in this sense that we have advised every lover

of rural life to educate him.self, so that when he

wishes to have the .science reduced to an ait, he may
be able to distinguisli the cnqiirical pretender from
the man of substantial talents.

When the science is to be embodied by the hands
of art, and thus brought from the abstract

bined existence with other things, we

m^
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will not be denied that loo much cannot be known
ot'uiiy branch that may liowever remotely have any

connection with the details that go to make up the

realization.

AVe hope our remarks will not prevent the desired

interchange of ideas. We have only made them to

give a direction to the movement, as the great ad-

vantage in all discussions is to have a clear starting

point.—Ei). ]

COTTING DOWN OLD CANES IN THE
VINERT.

IMPERATIVE NECESSITY OF IT.

BY WII,II.\M BRIGHT, PIIII,ADKLPIII.\.

EvKii since I proposed my renewal system of

grape culture, (viz: the cutting down of the entire

cjiiie alter every fruiting season,^ the experience of

others, as well as myself, has been constantly tend-

ing to show that my advice in this respect was good,

and grape-growers in England and America have

been rapidly adopting a similar practice. In the last

number of the Gardener's Monthly we are told that

Jlr. .lohn Ellis, ("Fox Meadow,") finding his vines

gradually declining in fruiting capacity under hard

forcing, had decided to renew them by cutting down
the canes after three years of sjjur pruning, in order

to re-invigorate the vines. Now, if it is good

practice to cut down the chuqs after they are exhausted,

and when their power of producing good cane, as

well as good fruit, is seriously impaired, would it

not be better practice to cut them down after every

fruiting season, while they are in perfect health and

vigor, and still able to throw up another strong and

perfect fruiting rod V "Why push the fruiting powers

of the vine to utter exhaustion before renewal?

You would not drive a good horse thus.

But the most significant and valuable testimony in

favor of my renewal plan may be found in the Lcm-

don Gardener's Chronicle, edited by Dr. Lindley, No-
vember 24th, in an aiticle headed "How Strong

Vines become Weak," evidently from the accom-

plished pen of the editor himself The writer notices

the generally-acknowledged fact that vines, in nearly

all instances, in culture under glass, begin to decline

in fruiting capacity as soon as the canes reach the

top of the house. The cause of this, he says, is not

generally old age, nor heavy cropping, nor the state

of the soil, nor want of good management ; but it

is to be found in the fact that when the cane ceases

to extend and to produce fresh masses of foliage, the

amount of sap elaborated by the leaves is not suffi-

cient to form a new layer of young wood over the

surface of tlie old cane and roots, and at the same

time to produce vigorous young shoots and a good

crop of grapes.

Dr. Lindlcy being an admitted authority in vege-

table physiology, I think liis views will command

^3r^

much attention. To my mind, his reasoning is very

conclusive and satisfactory. In commenting upon
the condition of a vine after it has reached the top of

the house, and can be extended no further, he says

:

"Whilst Ihu auiount of fuliagu continued to bo every yc:ir iibotit

the HAine, an eqinil quantity uf imp ^vilt be anniliilly elaboraletl.

But tbc tbickeniliK of tbe stem and root« in progri-HHive; and It lit

i-%"ulent that an their thirkiiewt inercaffcjt, the layers of young wood
niUHt annually become thinner and thinner. A ntcm two inehefl in

circuniferenee, and ten feet in length, Uaa two hundred and forty

flquare-inehes of (inrface: but this in a oteni nix inclien in cileiini-

fercnce in Keven hundred and twenty Hiluare-iticheH, or three limes

as nitleh an in the former case; therefore, with the name quantity

of elaborated «ip for its formation, tho layer of new wo(mJ cannot bo

mote than one-third of the thicknes.H of that dejio-slted on the lesit

surface.

"Besides the quantity rcqnirccl to overlay tho greater thickness

of stem mea.4Urcd at a regular part, there are large spur jirotube-

rnnccH to cover, and likewise wounds from pruning. All the>o go

far towurtls iloubling the surface' over which the new matter pre-

pared by the leaves has annually to bo spreail; antl as the latter

cannot be increased, tho further increase of foliage being limited,

whilst the demand is continually on the increase, it r)llo\vs that the

layer of new wood must necessarily be very thin; and when that is

the case, the shoots cannot be otherwise than exceedingly weak, and

the bunches Bmall in a corresponding degree.

"Having thus wndeavorcd to point out a cause which nniforudy

tends to reduce vines to a state of weakness, it renniins to indicate

the remedy. This is very simple; for wo have only to remove the

obi woimI by cutting back as near to the ground as can properly bo

done. The result of this will be a vigorous growth of young rods,

which will bear as vines ought to bear."

Here is my renewal system, precisely. As soon

as the vine has reached the top of the house, and

can extend no further, it must decline, and hence

should be cut down if we wish to maintain its full

fruiting capacity. Now, as every good vine is ca-

pable of making a good fruiting cane as long as it is

desirable to fruit in one season, it follows that it

may be cut down with advantage the next season

after it has been fruited. But you may say that it

may be worked upon the spur system for two or

three years before it reaches the top of the house,

and hence, even on Dr. Lindley's theory, it is not

necessary to cut it down oftener than once in three

years. I grant that the vine may be so spurred and
fruited and so renewed, with fair results ; but I

assert that I can obtain better crops and better fruit

from shorter canes, renewed after every fruiting

sea.son, and that vines so treated will not only re-

main in undiminished health and vigor for an unlim-

ited number of years, but that they will, likewise,

gain additional vigor and capacity every time they

are cut down.

I am further of opinion that when root-pruning is

performed simultaneously with the cutting down of

the canes, that a new set of roots will be obtained

of as much value, in respect to the fruiting power of

the vine, as the new wood. This la.st idea, how-
ever, is only an opinion ; I have not yet put it inlo

practice, but shall do so very soon, especially in our

inside borders.
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PHILADELPHIA, JANUARY 1, 1861.

EJ* All ComrounlcatioDB for the Editor should be »ddre»8ed

" Thomas Mbkhan, Gt^rmaotowu, rhiludelphUi/'aud Biisiuetut Let-

lcr^ airoclcd to ' TnB I'VBI.IHUKE or THE GAKDEKKKli MOKTHLT

Box 406Philadolphiu."

TO ADVERTISERS.
»3- Copies of Advfitlsi'rnint.-, irlirn thnj ocriiinj an mtire page of

this p.iluT, will bo f>irni>^li<:cl to tli.- ailvcrtiur. printed on gwxi paper,

for l>rivatc ilistribulioii, at the low price ofTliBEE Dollars per tliou-

guiid. yurserymtn will lind ttiis an ccononiic;U way of getting their

Whulemih Lints uiid Abslract of Catalogues printed.

TO AOV^TISERS.
NuRSERTSiEN, Sifdsnicii, Flui'ists ami others

should bear in wind that the season has arrived when

their advertisements should be uiserted. As we

have a large Southern cireulation, and as their plant-

ing season eommenccs early in Februarj', it will be

seen that no time is to be lost. In preparing adver-

tisements, the directions on the first page of the

"Advertiser," should be carefully observed.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
This number commences the Third volume of the

Gardener's Munlhly, and we take the opportunity to

remind our readers, that we have been able to make

the journal a success at so small a sum as one dollar a

year, solely by conducting it on the C'asu principle.

This requires no complicated system of book-keeping

demanding a staff of clerks, nor a force of collectors

to gather in the subscriptions. All this money we

save by the cash method and impend it on the paper.

Last season a lew friends who, as they did not re-

new their subscriptions, we discontinued sending

the paper to them, wrote indignantly to inquire

whether we could not "trust them a few months for

a dollar." We are pleased to say, that only in a

very few instances last year were our reasons m this

respect misunderstood , but wc deem it right if there

were but one such instance to e.\iilain why wc are

compelled strictly to act on the rule of payment in

advance each year.
— .<>.

PRUNING EVERGREENS.
It is a pleasure to see sound doctrines win their

way to popular favor. It is not many years since

one daretl to prime ii tree at transplanting. Before

that he was sine to get the pity of the knowing ones;

now he who does not prune, is the one who gets

pitied.

By understanding that ticcsdicaftcr transplantipg

from evaporation, and that piiniiiig is one of the chief

modes of lessening the demand on the mutilated roots

for moisture, there-planting of deciduous trees has

become a pretty certain operation. The digging of

trees is often entrusted to careless or unskilful hands.

One is never certain how his tree will be taken up
;

but should it be handed him in a dangerous condi

tion, he knows at least how by pruning the head, to

save its life.

These facts now constitute a general rule of aetion

in the case of deciduous trees. Evergreens are pop-

ularly supjiosed to be an exception. It is said that

the "people are .seldom in error, and arc never so

long" and we hope for their interest it will i)rovc.so

here.

Evergreens are as thankful for the knifes' good

offices, as a deciduous tree. The same laws govern

them, and the same practice follows. Indeed, the

laws of evaporation bear harder on the evergreen.—

It has a larger surface of foliage; more extended

channels for evai)oration. In winter when evapora-

tion liears the hardest on a transplanted tree, that of

the deciduous section has only its branches exi)Osed.

All the moisture it loses passes out through them.

—

But the Evergreen has in addition a large mass of

fohage, through which its juices are continuallj' being

ilrained, till by spring it becomes as a stpieezed orange

to the Ice King, and is cast away as worthless.

It is a fortunate circum.'itance that while a greater

neces.sity is shown lor application of the principle,

experience shows the Evergreen to like it. The an-

ticipated liappiness of a want fulfilled, is seldom in-

deed so well experienced in its realization ; for the

Evergreen absolutely luxuriates in a good pruning.

We are not sure that it can have too much. Jiiili

ciously performeil we have never seen it over-done.

"Judiciously performed" has a deep meaning

when writing of evergreens. We have of course ref-

erence to I'ines, 8i)ruce.s, and Fins. These consti-

tute what may be termed the border line between

the two great divisions of the vegetable kingdom.

—

The Endogen, such asthe Palm, that increases from

he centre, has an erect tendency, and a disposition

to have none, or to lose what few siilc branches it

may have ; and the exogen, which increa.'-e from the

outside, and has a bushy s_)reading-headrd habit,

—

It is this intermediate position that gives Pines their

upright appearance, in which they aiipmach the en-

dogen ; and their branching habit, which allies them

to the exogen. In our practical treatment of them,

we have to combine what we would do separately.

If we cut off the head ofa true endogen it will not

make another leader, but throws all its strength into

its side branches, which usually take the form of

suckers from near the surface of the ground. The

Cocoa nut, and plantain arc familiar exam]iles. Their

stems have to be cut down to the groimd when tiny

5)
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once lose lUcir hciuls. In a dccitlcil exogen, a maple

for instance, the tutting oil" of a leading slioot only

makes it the more determinatily seek to furnish

another to siiiii>ly its jilaee, and this it does at the

expense of the side hranehes, whieh become weaker

and finer, till if the hcading-otf is repeated, they often

die entirely away.

We have thus to reverse the modes of prmiing.

—

To make an evergreen bushy the surest way is to cut

out its central shoot. It does not like to make nnotli-

er, and so all its growth is forced into the lower

branches, which thus become very dense, and of

svirprising luxitfiauce. Very often when old plants

arc operated on, they will utterly refuse to make

another leader, in which case the nearest side branch

must be carefully tied up to a stake, secured to the

main stem for the purpose. This makes for a couple

of yeai-s an ugly curve, after that it becomes gradu-

ally absorbed in the thickening of the trunk, and is

scarcely visible eventually. If, however, the termi-

nal shoot is pinched oil" with the finger and thumb,

while it is young and succulent, in June, when it is

elongating, the_growth will be just as much checked,

while you have the advantage of the formation of a

lot of new buds, which will of themselves form lead-

ers another year. We have never known any kind

of Pine to fail in making these buds in tlie shoots of

present season's growth, when they will do so but

verj- unwillingly from older wood.

The Scotch Pine, usually so nigged and art-for-

saken in appearance, make beautiful objects under

tliis treatment. The top buds, and buds of shoots

round about the central shoot, maj- be freely opera-

ted on, but the lowest buds should never be touched.

This last rule is essential.

All that we have Siiid has been to illustrate the

principle in an everj'-day view. In tnxnsplant-

ing more is useful than to merely pick out central buds

;

whole portions of branches may be freely cut away.

Top branches be it still remembered. In all this a

neat eye will be required to keep a good shape to the

tree. Of coui-sc they will not be cut off so as to

leave the branches standing out like the stubs of

a worn out broom ; each branch should be taken

out close down to where another diverges.—
Fortunatelj- in Pine and Spruces tliis can be pret-

tily done by taking out the central shoot in each

branch. We saw a friend recently take out one

hundred cuttings from a five year old Piuus excelsa

and no passing eye could notice that the knife had

been used at all, or see anj- thing but a most mag-

nificent specimen which this yearlj' treatment had

rendered it.

AVe have a weakness for facts. We know how
theories deceive, and often none more so than those

who orio-inate them. We have shown how ever-

greens oii./AMo 1)0 beuefillcd by pruning,—have ex-
plained llieoretical reasons why this kind should in-

jure them, and tliat benefit them. But after all we
feel how inconclusive it is again.st a sight of what
actually has been done in this way. No one who
visits Northern Philadelphia, ever leaves it without
being fetmck with the appearjuice of the younger
evergreens growing about it. Much of this has been
owing to tlie genius of Jlr. Briglit, who, while most
of his nciglihors were laughing at his llieory, was
like a horticultural Garibaldi, unswerving in his pur-
Iiosc, and has marched on to \-ictory—a victoiy not
only of principle, but we believe a golden victory,
which after all is one of the most weighty of argu-
ments in favor of any theory.

The pruning of evergreens at transplanting has
only one objection. Tiie interior leaves and shoots
are usually tender from long and close confinement,
and, on cutting away the outside ones, these pro-
tected ones suffer from sudden exposure. Judgment
will be required as to where, when, and how to cut.

With experience the objection will soon be found
to vanish.

VINS MILDEW AND IN3SCTS.
In one of our earlier numl)ers our valued corres-

pondent Dr. Uhler, gave us a translation from the
French of Raspails' experiment in watering plants
with a solution of aloes, in order to render the
plants themselves distasteful to insects. Experiments
we believe have been tried with it so far as the cur-

culio is concerned, and found to be unavailing ; but
when we consider that not only is the fruit of a
plant composed of a more elaborated form of tlie

sap, in which we might naturally look for less of the
"aloe" or any other " flavor" employed in the plants

nutrition; and in this point alone less likely to be
effective than when employed externally to keep the

Iilants clear of insects,— we have also to con-
sider that it is the egg depositing principle of the

curculio that injures the plum fruit, and not its feed-

ing propensity, and consequently no nauseous ele-

ment whether extei-nally or internally applied is likely

to be proof against "him." But it is a well ascer-

tained fact that vegetation, as well as animal sub-

stances do not entirely change the nature of the
combinations they absorb into their systems by the

process of nutrition. The flavor of the tumij) and
gariic can be tasted in the milk of the cow, and as

some trace of coffee and tobacco luive been found in

the flesh of the subjects who have been partial in

their life-time to the weed, and "Arabian-berry's
soljer juice;" some Gennan Physiologists have
concluded that "nicotiane" and "caffeine" are es-

sential elements in the human .system ! Radishes in

early spring, forced near large cities to an early and

—r(gy^
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mdiistnius maturity, have a well known disairrccablc

tasto of the ixiwerful stimulants cinplojcd in tlicir

production,—nnd a pasture-field is usually thickly
!

studded with hillocks formed by grass, which owing

to the accident of lunnng an abundant sui^plj- of

rank manure cast in its immediate vicinity, has be-
[

come so impregnated with disagieeable matter that i

cattle will starve rather than touch them.

This all goes to show that the principle Dr. Uhler

presented for our readers consideration is worth

much more careful experiment. We tind that the

French are still pursuing their investigations, and

widening the field ofinquiry. In a recent niuuber oftlic

" Comples Rendus," a French scientific journal, is the

report of a pajier by M. Mercieul, read before the

Academy of Xatural Sciences, at Paris, detaiUng an

application of the principle to the prevention of
j

Vine Mildew. "He selected a number of stocks of

diseased Vines, which the previous year had been so

seriously attacked by the Oidium that not a single

Grape could be gathered. He divided them into

two equal groups. The one he submitted to treat-

ment, and the other he left for the sake of compari-

son. In the beginning of August the Oidium began

to appear on both groups. On the Kith he submitted

the first group to the following treatment: he re-

moved the earth around the stems of the Vines a

distance of about a foot, and of a depth to lay bare

the small rootlets. Into each excavation thus made
he put a large handful of flowers of suljihur, heaping

it up around the stems. This being done he rejilaced

the earth and watched the Viues dailj'. On the 20th

of September the Vines of the first group were in

excellent condition, and the Grapes i)rcscntcd a fine

appearance. The mycelium Omig'>sJ had not dis-

appeared from the berries which were att^icked at

the time the sulphur was appUed, but they were not

farther diseased, and he had every reason to believe

that they would come to perfection. He ])articularly

observed that none of the other berries became dis-

eased. The seconil group was in a most pitiable

condition. The Oidium had made rapid i)rogress,

and there ai)l)eared every reason to fear that not a

single Grape would be saved. "

Of course we cannot say that there is a satisfactory

solution of the Vine Mildew trouble in thi.s single

experiment ; but it is jilausible from the facts we
have stated already. We know a cultivator of the

Dwarf IVar, whose White Doyennes were worthless

by cracks, and other.s injured by leaf blight to a great

extent,—iliseases which are now well ascertained to

be connected with a small form of almost invisible

mildew. He gave the roots a strong dressing of

potash, and the orchard is now one of the healthiest

we know. If one mineral in the form of potash
'

will eradicate a form of mildew from the Pear, sul-
I

phur another mineral is quite as likely to perform

the same good service for the Grape vine.

The subject is comparatively new and promises

great results. We hope to hear more of it hence-

forth.

CCR NEW DRESS.
Our Journal appears this month in new tj'pe, for

which our readers are indebted to the skill and taste

of the Type Founders, Messrs. Collins & McLeciter,

of this city, who have furnished us with a bold, clear

and beautiful type, without in the least diminisking

our usual amount of reading matter.

jSrraps anb <^UFrips.

Pkuxino, itc.—In pruning vines, how do you

distinguish the shoots that have fruited from those

that are to fruit next year V As I understand it from

the works on the subject, the shoots tliat have

fruited are cut down to one or two buds, and the

others to six or eight feet lengths ; but I can not tell

one from the other. (\)

What are the distinguishing characteristics of the

leaf, fruit, and wood buds in pear, jwach and plum

trees ? I wish to jjrune my own trees, but not being

able to tell one bud from the other, I am almost

afraid to make the attempt. (2)

Is the month of March or April a proper time to

prune all fruit trees ? (',))

My Camellia buds are very small ; is it owing to

the nature of the soil ? What is the projier soil ? Is

the month of March or August a jiroiMjr time to shift

Camellias, (i)—i Subscriber, I'hila.

(I) Simple as our correspondent's questions seem,

they are diflicult to explain bricflj-. Any shoot that

has sprung from the old or main steins of a vine the

previous year are or should be liearing shoots, and

are what are referred to in works as "to be cut back

to two or three eyes."

(2^ Fruit buds are rounder, fuller and plumper

than leaf buds. The ditFerence can be detected onl)'

on careful comparison one with another, but an ex-

perienced eye soon learns the difference at a glance.

(S) If they need pruning, any time in the winter

to April is good. If growing very vigorouslj", trees

may not need pruning.

(i) If the pots are comparatively small and full of

matted roots, have not been repotted for years, and

tliough growing freely and healthily, have but a weak

growth, they may want re-potting. Just before they

show indications of growth is the proper time
; and

any porous, o])en soil that will not become hard or

heavy, will grow them well.
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• TiiEES AND Smirns OF Tennessee, R., Obion Co,

Tenn.—In my travels about the "Bond," I find n

numlxT of vinc's and trees that arc quite new to me.
I have collected leaves of most of these varieties and
pressed them into service. I would very much like to

ascertain the name of each as I am no botanist ; be-

sides, I wish to A\rte an article or two for your
valuable journal when I have obtained the names of

these si)ecimcns

:

1. This I got in South-western Missouri. It grew
on a slirubby tree, saj* 10 feet high.

2. Produces a flower like the trumpet vines; des-

cril)ed by me in tlie August number, page 230.

3. Green brier vine, with black beixies in clusters;

it climbs up fifty feet.

4. Is a vine that bears clusters of black glossy

berries about the size of a large pokeberry. It makes
a beautiful arbor on small frees.

5. Is a delicate vine that will run up a tree 30 or

40 feet sometimes. The berries are the size of a

medium currant, grows in small close bunches, two
or three inches apart on the vine, and the berries are

tender and the color of red coral ; it is very beautiful.

6. The thomless thorn tree.

7. A common flower.

8. A small vine that runs straight up a tree and puts

out pretty leaves.

9. Bears an orange berry ; the hull opens out and
displays a red berrj- ; runs 40 or 50 feet sometimes.

10. Alder ; mentioned in August number.

11. A small tree, with a coral berry size of a me-
dium currant ; the bunches sopjetimes are so full that

there seems no room for leaves ; showy.

12. Large dark Muscadine Grape, from Missouri.

13. A blue-eyed flower.

14. A small tree, or bush, with black soft berries,

from ilissouri.

1.5. A small tree with oblong dark berrj-.

16. do do or bush with small white berries

in upright clusters.

17. Vmc with oblong dark purjile berries grown in

thick clusters.

18. Vine growing on small trees, with white

berrj-.

19. From a forest tree with trunk something like

the beech tree.

I hope you will not get out of patience naming the

above ; but if you do, I wUl attribute it to the im-

perfect specimens.

[The specimens were a little too small to dis-

tinguish well. Friends who sends us specimens for

name should send flower and leaves both, if possible.

The leaves of very different plants are often alike.

1. Staphyllea trifolia.

2. Bignonia capreolata.

3. Smilax rotundifolia.

4. Amiielopsis bipinnata.

R. Cocculus Carolinus.

G. Gleditschia incnnis.

7. Cassia chccmacrista.

8. ?

0. Celastrus scandens.

10. ?

n. Ilex decidua?

12. Appears to be a form of the Scuppcmong
Grajie.

13. Comelyna communis.
14. Rhamnus Caroliniensis.

15. Bumclia lycoides.

10. Comus paniculata.

17. Berchermia volubilis.

18. Vitis cordifolia.

19. Carpinus Americana.

N.\jrES OF Plants, B. Losee, Cobury, C. TJ'.—Your
specimen was ground into snufi" when it reached us,

but we judge by the smell that it belonged to Prinoa
verticellalus. You must be mistaken in tlie bud of the
other plant being a Canadian Annual ; it belongs to
some species of Ilclichrj-sum, from the Cape of
Good Hope, but we cannot tell wliich species without
the leaves.

NA.MES OP CoRREsroNDENTS.—A great number
of letters have reached us for the name of the gentle-
man to whom we alluded as having the very early
Seedling Peach. As the letter was private, "we bad
no authority to give the name, but are assured the
gentleman will do so himself after he has tested it

fully another season. He is not one to keep all the
good things to himself when proved to be really
useful.

Forcing Vegetables in the FrELD.—I under-
stand that peas and other vegetables are forced by
hot air drains running under the field, in Delaware
County, Pa. Will not some of yom- correspondents
furnish the readers of the Gardeners' Monthly with the
mode of constructing such hot air drains ? and also

give the practical results ?—£. R. M. St. Louis, Mo.
[There were no details given in the article from

whence we extracted. Our correspondent, Mr.
Elder, can perhaps furnish them, and oblige us.

—Ed.]
Barbarossa asd PRrNCE Albert Grapes.—"We

are pleased that some of our correspondents are get-

ting into the habit of sending us short facts for pub-
lication as well as the usual amount of valuable
essays and articles. One of our most reliable grape-
growers writes that he has fruited both these grapes,

and finds they are distinct ; the latter ripening four
weeks before the other.

New White Ego Plant— ^Jra.'mm Collins,

York.—In the October number I notice a description

^^
id
'1
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of "New AVhitc Egg Plant." I am anxious to cul-

tivate it, and will bo nuich obliged to you for some

information, how and when I can procure the seed?

[We presume our principal Seedsmen will have

it for sale the next season.

—

Ed.]

Orange Trees.—Can you inform nie where I can

get a few budded Orange and Lemon Trees?

[5Io8t of the larger Florist Establishments have

them for sale.

—

Ed.] '

Chekango STKAWiiEiutY Appi.E.

—

Wm. Collins,

Srnyrna, N. Y.—"I tind you have made some mistakes

in publishing my last communication. Jly name is

printed N. Collins, instead of W. Collins. I received

this morning a communication addressed N. Collins.

Being a nurserj-man, it is of some importance to me
that it should be corrected. In publishing my letter

you make me saj- that the shoots of the Strawbcriy

are light yellow white ; those of the other are much
darker, and more nearly green. It was written (or

intended to he), the shoots of the Strawberry are

light yellow, while those of the other are darker,

and more nearly green."

[We plead guilty to the charge of error in the

tj'pe making an N. out of a "W. ; but the other is not

the "type's" fault. The manuscript was not punc-

tuated, and the printer's had to stick in the stops

wherever seemed reasonable, and in crossing the ( in

"those" Mr. C. run his pen into the I in the word

before it ; transforming h into a i. We are happy

to make the correction, no matter whose is the fault,

and go into particulars only to show how carefiU

our friends should be to "dot their i's," "cross their

i's," and not cross their Ts.

—

Ed.]

BrcKiNGnAJf Apple.—In Mr. Tan Buren's article

"emigrated" shoidd read originated, and in fifth line

from the bottom "ehilibed" should read dubbed.

Tiiiitn Annual Rkpokt ok the Boaud of Com-
missioners OF THE Centu.vl Park, Kew York.
leioo.

By the kindness of Andrew II. Green, Esq.,

Comptroller of the Board of Commissioners, we re-

ceived this document some time back ; but it is so

replete with valuable facts and statistical informa-

tion, that we have held it over for more than a cur-

sor)- examination. And we regret, that we can now
do Utile more than give a faint ab.stract of its contents.

The principal part of the operations performed the

imst year have been in road and bridge-making. Of

roads, 7^33 feet of McAdamized, W.iS of Telford,

and iOO of gravel, have been finished. Jlr. Olmsted

has himself referred, in the first volume of our jout-

nal, to the experiments here of these two kinds of

roads, and we have been anxious to see them on a

fair trial, as we know of no instance where any

satisfactory comparative experiment of the Telford

road has been made in this country. Its chief prin-

ciple is that "Upon the prepared road-bed a pave-

ment of quarry stones is set by hand, the stones

being from seven to ten inches deep, three to six

inches thick, and generally not of greater length

than twice their depth, the aim being to use stones

of as nearly a uniform size as possible, and parallel

sided. The stones are laid lengthwise across the

road, with the broadest edges down. After being

set closely together, they are firmly wedged by in-

serting and driving down, in all possible places,

stones of the same depth, until every stone is bound

and clamped in its proijcr iwsition.

"The projecting points of the stones on the top

of the pavement are next clipped olf with a light

hammer, and the spalls and chips at the same time

worked into the interstices not already filled by the

process of wedging. By this operation the pave-

ment is reduced to an even surface and to a depth of

seven to eight inches.

"The pavement or substratum of the road is then

ready ("after laying the gutters) for the reception of

the finishing material of the road.

"Broken stone of the ordinary ^IcAdam size ("to

pass through a two and a half inch ring; are spread

evenly over the pavement in successive layers, and

rolled down until the full depth is about five inches.

The first rolling is done with a light roUer, to avoid

disturbing the pa\ing stones.

"On the top of the broken stone, about one and a

half inches in depth of gravel is evenly spread, and

the whole is thonmghly rolled down with a heavy

roller, weighing six and a half tons. Both stone

and gravel are kept moistened b)- sprinkling carts,

while the rolling is going on, the gravel working

down into the interstices of the stone under the

roller, consolidating and binding the whole material.

When completed the whole depth of pavement,

stone and gravel, is twelve to thirteen inches."

Nothing appears in the Heport to indicate which

of these systems is likely to prove the best, and we
shall look for some reference to this subject in future

Reports with interest.

One point seems proved in the Park experiments,

namely, that one of the main olijects of heavy ston-

ing of r' ads—the preserving the road-bed from frost,

is pc-icely ever effected in this country. The Report

says

:

"The samples of these roads that were first con-

structed (m 1858J had a depth of fifteen inches of

road material. Recent examinations show, that the

^^
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frost, during the present winter, has penetrated the ground ftt>m six to fifteen inches below the road

material on the roads of twelve inches depth."

lu this respect, we should judge the Telford road will be inferior to the McAdamizcd, as the greater

porosity of the latter will be unfavorable to the rapid conduction of heat. I

Vitrified pipe is employed for the construction of drains under the road-bed, to carry off the water jm\
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from tlie surface of the road. In order to prevent

their beconiiug choked by gravel from thr wi.shings

of heavj- storms, silt basins are construct* 'd. These i

arc small shallow wells, formed of brick or vitrified

stone-ware, sunk some feet below the level of the

pipe at the mouths of the drains ; the heavy matter

sinks into this, and the water only rises to the level

of llie drains, down wliieh it has to pass.

"When no silt-basins are used, tlie dirt is depos-

ited along a considerable length of the drain, and

may obstruct it at any point where, from roughness,

or from some other imperfection of the tile, or from

an alteration in the grade, and conseiiuently in the

velocity of the current, it is most readily deposited."

After each heavy rain, these silt-basins are cleaned out.

For material to cover the stone in the road-beds,

that will bind well in all seasons, and be objection-

able in none, nothing has been found entirely satis-

factorv',—and the fiold ofinvention ofsomething useful

is still here open for some enterprizing genius.

Under tlie head of bridges we cannot derive much
statistical information tliat can be generally applied.

The Report is illustrated with several very pretty

engravings, giving specimens of the various- styles

emploj-ed. The one we give is a representation of a

bridge over a foot-path, sustaining a general traffic

road, by which tlie outside public traverse the Park,

without seemingly entering it.

We consider it a combination of two distinct ob-

jects, in a very happy way, in which the useful and

the beautiful are well blended. Bridges will be a

great feature iu the Park. Eighteen are either com-

pleted or are in progress,—and, judging from the

plan, they are but a small portion of the number
projected.

At the time of our visit to the Park, in 1859,

SI,! no person could make such

large trees, as had recently been planted there, live

without a heavy pruning, and predicted that the

majority of these, being unpruned, would certainly

die. The Report tells us that this has been the case.

"On the promenade, where the principal planta-

tion of large trees has been made, numbering about

one hundred and fifty, a large per centage have

failed. Tliey were set by contract, guaranteed by

tlie contractor, and have been mainly replaced at his

expense."

We have been informed that the contractor has

leanied wisdom from cxiierience, and the last

planted were heavily pruned-in, and hence have

been apparently more successful. We say "appar-

ently," because we feel that the Commissioners will

at a future day be sorry that they ever allowed the

experiment. Our climate is against the successful

removal of very large trees. Even in the compara-

tive!)- moister and more regular climate of France,

from whence we arc accustomed to hear the most
flattering results of large tree-planting, they have to

keep the trunks and larger branches continually

swathed in haj' bandages, and invent contrivances

to have water continually running down the Itranches

to retain life in them. It is, perhap.s, as well that

the Commissioners allowed the experiment, after

all. It is hard to kick against the prejudices of the

public. This obstinate embodiment of a tyrannical

personality is boimd to declare that "it can't wait for

those little things to grow," and the Commission-

ers would, perhaps, have had to endure a storm of

indignation if thej- had not afforded a i)ractical les-

son, that they have to uait. Nine-tenths of large

trees, in our climate, with the best of skill employed

on them, will assuredly fail in transplanting.

One of the most valuable portions of the Report

is that by Mr. Waring, on the Drainage of the Cen-

tral Park. The statistical table of the operations of

the drains affords data for some calculations that we
have never been able to get at before. It appears

that, from July 13tli to November 18th, 280,000

gallons of rain-water fell on one acre of ground.

During a great part of the time,—the exceptions

being only when, from dry weather, the discharge

from the drains seemed iraiform,^the quantity pass-

ing through the drains was measured daily, and an

approximate quantity for the next twenty-four hours

obtained. The total sum of the quantity measured

is about Hi, 000 gallons. We luive formed an esti-

mate of the quantity that flowed on tlie daj-s not

measured, making the whole amount of water flow-

ing through the drains, say 160,000 gallons, against

280,000 gallons of rain tliat fell in the same time.

The Commissiimers say that this ground was natu-

rally a bog ; it is, therefore, fair to consider that

perhaps 00,000 gallons of this discharge came from

the natural fountains of water in the land, leaving

nearly 200,000 gallons of water unaccounted for. It

would be very interesting to know whether all this

amount was carried over the surface to the creeks

and streams, or what portion sunk in the earth be-

neath the operation of the drains. If these facts

could be even approximatelj- arrived at, and wc
think, witli some slight alteration in the conduction

of the observations they could, the data might afford

some considerable assistance in the studj' of the

science of draining.

BuIST' 8 AUIANACAND GARDEN M-VNUALFOR 1 SO 1
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for gratuitous distribution, is an improvement on tliat

of last year, though we were compelled to s|icak

well of it. Its chief feature is the select lists of the

various classes of plants given. The following is

Mr. Buist's choice of roses:

" Hybrid Perpetual or RemonlaTii..—Augusta Mie,
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Jules Mnrgottin, Giant of the Battle, Sj'donie,

M;nl;ime Rivers, Pius TX., Queen Vietoria, Robert

Bums, Lonl Raglan, Enfant lU- Mt. Carmel, General

Jaequeminot.

'Tm (Indiea odorata.)—Devoniensis, Gloiro de

Dijon, Goubalt, Souvenir iVun Aniic, Madame
Roussell, Etienne fpure whitej, La Reine, Triomphe

de Luxembourjr.

"Bourbons.—ITemiosa, Sir Joseph Paxton, Appo-

line, Queen, Levison Gower, Dr. Lcprestre, Sou-

venir Malmaison, Blanche Lafitte.

"yoisclle.—Fellcnberg, Caroline Jlamiesse, La Pac-

tole, Du Luxembourg, Cliromatella, Perfects.

" Bengal or Daily.—Jacques Plantier, Agrippina,

Abbe 5[oiland, Vesuvius, Ccls, Sombreuil.

"Hybrid China.—Coupe d'Hebc, Fulgens, Charles

Lawson, Paul Ricaut, Mad. Plantier, Vivid.

" Moss.—Comtcsse de Murinais, Princess Ade-

laide, Alice Lc Roy, Luxembourg, Perjietual Moss
Salct, Purple Moss.

"Prairie.—Queen of the Prairies, Baltimore Belle.

"Miscellaneous.—Persian Yellow, White Micro-

pliylla, Fortune's Yollo-\v, Madame ITardy, Provence

Cabbage, Pink ^Microphylla."

All good kinds and reliable, though some are not

included we woidd not like to spare. In the Noisette

class, for instance, we would certainly add Triomphe
de la Duchere and Pcntland's Woodland Margaret,

a hardy free-blooming white kind that has not yet

had justice done it. Of Strawberries for general

cultivation, Mr. Buist's choice is:

"Wilson's Albany, Princess Royal, Prince's Mag-
nate, *Imperial Scarlet, Hovcy's Seedling, Feast's

Fillmore, Hooker, May Queen fearly)."

The following extract gives an idea of the general

tenor of the "almanac :"

"Heating greenhouses and hotbeds by hot water

is daily being more practicable and economical. In

our last edition we pointed out how to overcome a

dip in liot water pipes at the boiler. We now con-

firm this fact, and intimate another,—that four-inch

pipes, for conducting hot water through greenhouses

and other buildings, can be obtained at about twenty
cents per lineal foot. They can be joined by any
workman with a few rounds of packing-rope, then

a round of putty, then a few thin rounds of rope,

Immmering it home with a thin chisel, and finish the

joint with putty. The putty is made of about the

following parts: one-third glaziers' putty, one-third

white-lead, one-third dry red-lead, all carefully

mixed together and rolled up into the consistency of

glaziers' stiff putty. Our laborer makes a joint in

ten minutes. We, however, pay about forty dollars

for a boiler, but will not endure it any longer ; the

same article may be made for half the money.

—

Wherever a greenhouse extends beyond sixty feet

in length and twenty in width, it is economical to

use hot water."

The Aouicn.Trit.M, Press.—Few persons esti-

mate snflieiently high the value of their local agri-

cultural papers. However valuable may be ;i journal

like ours, which, aiming at a cosmopolitan sjihere of

usefulness, has necessarily to deal with jirinciples

rather than special details of local practice, one's

local paper should never lack his strenuous support.

Tlicre are always local circimistances and special

influences, that will modify frcquentlj* the soundest

scientific deductions, and in no way can these pecu-

liar results be so well brought out as in the columns

of one's local journal. Sometimes one niiiy differ

as to the manner in which his local paper should be

conducted. He may think that this should be no-

ticed, or thai should have been left out ; but in suc'i

cases the spirit of concession should prevail, and

support for the good it does is its rightful due.

With these views we have ever thought it our

duty, as horticvdtural propagandists, to keep our

readers posted on the merits and existence of the

agricultural jotu-nals of our country. Whenever
there has not been too great a pressure on our ad-

vertising columns, we have inserted lists of them,

with their publishers and prices. We shall continue

to do this through the next year, and shall be pleased

to receive specimens of new ones that maj' arise; or

that we may not have included in our list.

Almost every country paper has now its agricul-

tural column ; but amongst those which may be

called strictly agricultural,—uniting horticulture and

the kindred branches,—we may name:

The Genesee Farmer. Published by Joseph

Harris, Rochester, N. Y. It has been thirty years

in existence, has done immense service to agricul-

ture and agriculturists, and is published at 50 cents

per year.

The AjfERiCAN Farmer. By Worthington &
Lewis, Baltimore, Md. Another monthly, at $1

per year. The oldest in the countiy, and bearing a

high character for sound scientific teachings.

RcRAi. New Yorker. By D. D. T. ^loore,

Rochester, N. Y. A weekly, at §2 per year. Is

one of the most popular sheets published, and, iu

every sense, well sustained.

The Farmer's Jourkal. By De Montigney &
Co., Montreal, Canada. $1 per annini. Though

we have but recently seen a numb 'r for the first

time, it has been thirteen years in existence. We
greatly admire its motto, "The Soil— it is our Coun-

try. By improving the one, we serve the other."

The Onio Cultitator. By S. D. Harris, Co-

lumbus, O. Thirteen years published ; has always
7
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been popular at |1 jwr year; but to make it still

more so, will, in future, be only half that price.

The Couxtry Gentleman. By Luther Tucker

& Son, Albany, N. Y. A weekly, at §2 per year,

is so well known and appreciated, that we need add
nothing.

Tjie Americax Ruralist. By J. R. Dodge,
Springfield, Ohio. We believe, a montliiy, at $2 per

year. We have heard it highly spoken of; but as

we are not sme that any numlicr has ever been re-

ceived at our ollite, we caunot speak from expe-

rience.

The Wisconsin Farmer. By J. D. Powers &
Co., Madison, Wisconsin. A monthly journal, at

$1 per year, of the merits of which our columns

have before spoken appreciatively.

TiiK Indiana Faumkr. By J. N. Ray and 11.

C. Gray, Indianapolis. Monthly, $1 ; weekly, fi3

per year. Is one of our favorite exchanges.

The Northwestern F.\rmer. By Miller &
Dnij'ton, Dubuque, Iowa. Monthly, at ^1 per year.

Is now in its sixth year, and is well sustained in all

its departments.

The Wool-Grower gives monthly information

on the growth and sale of wool, and is published at

Cleveland, Oiiio, for 50 cents per year.

The Ohio Farmer. By Tbomas Brown, Cleve-

land, Ohio. A weekly, at §2 per jear. Is gene-

rally received as one of standard authority in its

line.

New II.uiPsniuE Journal of Agriccltctre.

By W. II. Gilmore, Manchester, New Hiimpsliire,

at $1.50 per year. Is the only one in that State,

and deserves the united support of llic New llamp-

shire agriculturists.

Ki-RAL Register. By S. Sands & Miller, Balti-

more, Md. Bi-monthly, at $1 per year. We regard

it as one of the wonders of the day, even though so

much for so little is of common occurrence.

The Southern Cultivator. Bj- D. Redmond
& C. W. Howard, Augusta, Ga. Monthly, at i}l

[ler year. Nineteen years established, and stands

amongst the first in ability and popularity.

The Rouse and G.uiden. By Thos. Brown,

Cleveland, O. A monthly, at 50 cents per year.

We luive recently noticed it.

The Prairie Farmer. By Emorj' & Co., Chi-

cago, Ills. Established in 1841. The horticultural

department is, we believe, under the control of Dr.

Kennicott, and the journal itself has an extended

and enviable reputation. It is a weekly, at $2 per

annum.

Teie New Enol.«;d Farmer. By Noursc, Eaton
<.^- ToluKin, Boston, Mass. AVcekly, !f2 ; monthly,

$1. Does not often reach our table. What we have
seen of it has been of the highest excellence.

Kentucky Farmer. A. G. Hedges& Co., Frank-
fort, Ky. Monthly, ^1 per year. Is the only one
in Kentucky, and should be energetically supported.

The Homestead. Mason C. AVeld, Hartford,

Conn. A weekly, at $3 per annum. Is well appre-

ciated through the community, not only for its

cjuality, but for its neatness also.

The Southern Homestead. By L. P. Williams

& Co., Nashville, Tenn. A weekly of eight pages,

and the only illustrated journal published South.

?2 per year.

There are many other useful and valuable journals,

which we will notice on some future occasion. Those
we now refer to we have taken up in the order they

rim in our last month's advertising columns, where
full particulars of each journal may be found.

Though not under the head of "agricultural"

journals, the advertisement of Hocey's Maijazine also

appears in our last ; and so may also be noticed

here. As our elder brother in Horticultural litera-

ture, ha\-ing been twenty-seven years in existence,

it would look presumptuous in us to speak of

its merits. That its subscription-Ust continues to

increase largely, as it does, is one of the best proofs

of popular appreciation.

The Minnesota F.uimer and Gardener. Pub-
lished by Messrs. Ford & Stevens, of St. Paul. We
have received the first number of this journal, which
exhibits signs of future energy and usefulness. We
select the following Minnesota JacU for our readers'

information

:

Minnesota Sweet Potatoes.—The Nansemond variety

has been found, the past season, to be a successful

crop at St. Paul.

OnioTis in Minnesota.— Mr. Daniel Hopkins, of

Groveland, Mm., has raised four hundred bushels of

the Weathcrsfield Red to the acre.

Grapes in Minnesota.—Dr. Ford, of Winona, ri-

pened the Anna, Clinton, and Catawba there last

season.

Minnesota Agricultural Society's Horticultural Com-
miUee.—Dr. A. E. Ames, Minneapolis; Alex. Bu-

chanan, St. Paul; Richard Chute, St. Anthony;
Miss Sarah Cox, St. Paul ; Mrs. W. L. Ames, St.

Paul.

The First Minnesota Grapery is on the grounds of

the late Dr. C. W. Borup, near St. Paul. It was
erected in 1859. The Doctor was foremost in intro-

ducing new fruits and flowers, and his gardener, Mr.

W. blasters, is highly spoken of for his skill in

adapting his knowledge to that peculiar climate.

^Ipjtles in Minnesota have not, as yet, done well. k
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though Mr. Snow, of Red Wing, saj-s some have

livL'il nnil borne fruit at Prcscott. lion. Eli Robin-

son, of Nininger, in Daiotah County, has also had

trees to produce n few fruit.

The Dahlia in Minnesota is said to succeed remark-

ably well, and is lil^ely to become one of their most

popular llorists' flowers.

Peaches in Minnesota.—Mr. Masterton, of St. Paul.s,

Iiad sevcntl rii)e peaches on his trained trees this fall.

We believe they were protected.

The Siberian Crab Apple in jl/i'nnfso/a does well. Mr.

P. W. Nickots, of St. Pauls, had two and a half

bushels from one tree, which sold for fifty cents per

peck.

m

Aloc.\sia xtKTALLicA.—A foliage plant of the

Arum family from Borneo and will probably require

a hothouse to bring it to perfection. Sir W. Hooker
says in the Botanical Magazine, "that no pencil can

do justice to its great beauty." He adds, that "no
one in Europe but 5Ir. Low possesses it." AVe be-

lieve we are not mistaken in saymg that it is already

in Mr. Buist's collection, who with commendable
enterprise keeps up with the novelties of Europe.

AcACl.v DucM.MONDll.—Figured in Dolanical Maga-

zine. A prctt}' pinnate-leaved species from Swan
River, Xew Holland, nearly allied to the well-kno^vn

A. pulchella.

Callixexe roLTrnvLLA.—A half slirabliy vine,

something like in habit to our smilax, to which

family it belongs; with very pretty white flowers

drooping like the lily of the valley. It will be a

pretty greenhouse plant.

OxciDruM LOSGIPES.—A very pretty variety of

orchideous plant recently received from Rio Janeiro.

Pteius crettca.—A variegated variety of this has

been received in England, that will be popidar. It

resembles very much the P. serrulata of our green-

houses in general appearance, but there is a white

band down along the centre of each division of the

frond. It will doubtless recjuire the temi^erature of

a greenhouse. It has eleven other synonyms ; figu-

red in Hooker's Magazine.

Methoxica supeuba.—A liliaceous plant, scarcely

different from the weU-known Gloriosa superba, but

yet a plant of great beauty for hothouse collections.

A native of Fernando Po.

Cissus VELUTixus.—Is a new species from the

Malay Islands ; nearly allied to C. discolor, the leaves

not quite so interesting, but the flowers larger.

AKffiCTOcnrLCs isokhatus.—From Ceylon. A

variety of and not quite so handsome perhaps as ^.

letaceua.

Salvia scabioscefolia.—A species from Russia,

with tall spikes of greenish pink flowers, and will

perhaps make an interesting addition to our hardy

herbaceous plants.

PiiALCESorsis nosEA.—We have before described

in our journal. A recent figure in the Botanirul Maga-

zine shows that it is not so beautiful as the old P.

amabilis, but it is a good addition to the orchideous

collection.

TiiE New DouBLE-FLOWEUED ZiNKiA.—By favor

of M. Vilmorin, of Paris, we have been favored with

an engraving of this new candidate for popular favor.

Every one knows the structure and form of flower

of the common Zinnia. Its head is a mass of small

flowers, but the lower ones have the petals developed

into long radiating si raj) shaped forms, giving the

head the appearance of but one flower with a row of

petals about the base.

In the present improvement the petals of the

central flowers have also been developed into the

Ugulate shape, and the result is, as in the Dahlia,

what we call a double flower. There is no doubt

but that it wiU be extremely popular. Though it is

of the same species as the one in cifltivaliou, M.
Vilmorin says he has never succeeded in obtaining

seedlings with more than two rows of petals. He
received the first seeds two years ago from M.
Grazan, gardener, at Bagnercs, who had them sent

hint from India.
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Seedlings from these double zinnias do not all

come double, but >I. Vilmorin says more than 50 per

cent, will ; they come of all colors, from rose to

violet amaninth, but he has not yet seen a double
white or yellow, though there arc single ones of that

class.

New Gardes Feukb.—40. Gymnogramma Weien-
halliana, Jfoor«.— Fronds dwarfish, ramose, the

branches as well as pinnse corymbosely mnltifid-

crisped at the apex, bippinate; pinnules oblong-
obtuse, deeply pinniilifid, with small rather distant

toothed segments
; under surface pale sulphur-

colored.

This plant was shown at the meeting of the Floral

Committee of the Horticultural Society on the 13th
of September last, and was awarded a first -class cer-

tificate as a very beautiful and distinct new crested

Fern. It was exhibited by Jlr. P. Kelly, gardener
to Mrs. Ridgway, of Uidgmont, Bolton-le-moors,

Lancashire, by whom it was niised ; and had been
obtained, according to information furnished by Mr.
Kelly, from spores taken from a slightly crested

branch accidentally produced by a plant of G. Peru-

viana, which plant had been growing in company
with G, sulphurea. Whether or not the contiguity of

these two plants had any effect on the produce, it is

certain that the new form, though stated to have

been raised from Peruviana has more of the general

character of sulphurea, and that the ceraceous powder
which gives the color to the undcr-surface, is inter-

mediate in color between that found on these two
well known species. The conclusion seems inevi-

table, that the plant is either a sport from sulphurea,

the spores of the two kinds having become accident-

ally intermixed before sowing, ("which might happen
by the natural process of dispcrsionj, or that it is of

the nature of a hybrid. It is a remarkable fact that

where two or more kinds of Gymnogramma arc

grown near together, intermediate forms not imfre-

quently occur among the seedlings obtained from

them, and these have given some countenance to

the opinion that hybrids occur among ferns.

Tlic Gymnogramma now under notice, forms a

dwarf spreading tuft, the fronds arching outwards

from the crown, and becoming borne down over the

pot-rim by the weight of the tassels, while those

occupying a more central position again arch over

these in successive tiers. The fronds are about a foot

in length, variously branched in the stripes orraohis,

as well as divided into a large spreading corj-mbose

tass<-l at the end. In one of the larger fronds now
before us the stripes is thus divided, and one of the

divisions again divided near its base, so that there

are three separate branches, each divided at the apex

into a tassel, which when spread out measures 3 to

4 inches across ; these tassels are densely multifid-

crisped towards the extremities, and funiished Mow
with small pinnule -hke segment.?. The pinna; arc

again pinnate at the base, tapering to a slender rib,

which is almost leafless, and then spreading out into

a dense fan-shaped tuft, of an inch more or less in

breadth. The larger pinnules are oblong, half an

inch long or uiiwards, distant, blunt-ended, deeply

pinnatifid, the segments Ix'ing small, distant, wedge-

shaped or obovate, and rather strongly toothed.

The color of the under surface is a verj- pale sulphur,

almost white. The color of the rachis is a light

chestnut brown, becoming deeper-colored in the

stripes. It is a verj' elegant dwarf-tasselled fern, and
is stated to be less affected than other gymnograms
by cold and damp. The name is given in com])li-

ment to a relative of Mr. Kelly's employer. T. M.

—

Gardener's Chronicle.

Douni.E WHITE Cl.\ukia eleg.vns.—What shall

we not have double ? Vilmorins now offer a double

white Clarkia. There has been a double rose before.

Only a portion of the stamens are transformed into

petals, so that enough pollen is produced to fertilize

the stigma and enable the double variety to reproduce

itself from seed. The seed should be sown in the

open border early in April.

New Golden SxRirED ARBORviTiE, Thuja Ver-

vaeneana.—Raised by Vervaene, of Ghent.

IJpfa anb PlarF yruifs.

GovERKOR Cn-i^RTER's Seedlixo Apple.—It is

of medium size, slightly and in some instances quite

conical; a hght yellow skin blushed with bright

crimson, and covered with well defined yellow or

yellowish dots. Some of .the samples are slightly

ribbed. Stem short, slender, deeply set in a deep

narrow regular cavity, in some instances shghtly

russetted. Calyx closed ; basin moderately deep,

slightly furrowed, and open ; core small, fleshy

;

seeds plump, small, dark brown, ovate, roundish

;

flesh white, cuts firmly, fine grained, tender, mild

and pleasant, juicy, scarcely acid, slightly aromatic,

exceedingly eatable, perfectly palatable, and at this

writing, the last of October, just in good eating con-

dition to be relishablc. The beauty as well as the

quality of this fruit leads us to commend it to the

attention of orchardists as a market fruit. It is

sought for in the market where known, and it is

hardy and productive.

—

Prairie Farmer.

Dr.vcut Amber Gr.vte—M.A.KNtSG in New Eng-

land Farmer.—This is a New grape, but little dis-

seminated ; origin, Dracuf, Mass., from seed. It

^^x<S
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ripened this season, the week before the great frost,

October 1st, which destroyed most of the best class

of grapes for table use. The fact of its ripening ten

days earlier than the Concord grape, is sufllcicnt

proof of merit. It is a strong grower, hardy, great

bearer, color amber, or reddish tinge, cluster large,

generally compact, but sometimes loose, berries large,

and slightly oval ; hold on the cluster very well. It

possesses the foxy character to a moderate extent.

It is a good eating grape, but not equal to a well-

ripened Concord or Isabella.

MocxT Vernon Pe.vr.—Size, above medium,

from 3 inches by 2 7-lG, to 2 J by 2| ; form, obvate

inclining to pyriform ; skin apparently a warm rus-

set, but on a closer examination profusely mottled

with russet net work on a yellow ground, somcUnies

with an orange cheek ; stem one-half an inch long

by three-sixteenths thick, inserted usually by a lip,

with a little or no depression ; calyx open, set in a

narrow, superficial basin ; core, rather large ; seed,

above medium, acuminate, plump, pale cinnamon

color, with an angle on the inner edge of the blunt

end ; Hesh, greenish-white, granular, melting ; flavor,

rich and vinous, with a delicate aroma
;

quality,

"very good;" maturity, last of October and begin-

ning of November.

This fine Pear is probably a natural cross between

the Beurre Gris andFigue d'Alencon.

The above description and outline of two varying

specimens we owe to the kindness of Dr. W. D.

Brinckle, who, in a private note, agrees with us in

considering it probably the best Pear of the season.

' It is the one wo referred to last mimlh as having been

]

raised by the lion. S. Walker, Roxlniry, Mass.

The Moouii's Pear.—lias been fruited by Messrs.

I novcj''8 and is spoken of by Hovey's Magazine as

I

larger than Doyenne Boussock, and as one of the

most valuable of all varieties. It was cultivated six-

I

teen years ago by Sinclair & Co., Baltimore. The
following is the description : — Jlinute greenish

specks ; stem rather short, about half an inch long,

moderately stout, straight and inserted without any

cavity; eyes large, open, and but little depressed in

a rather small, furrowed, uneven basin ; segments

of the calyx short, broad, connected ; flesh yellowish

white, fine, melting, and very juicy ; flavor brisk,

slightly vinous, exceedingly rich, witli a pleasant

aroma ; core medium size ; seeds small. Ripe in

September, and keeps a long time.

The Oporto Grape.—Has been recently des-

cribed in tlie Country Gentleman and Horticulturist as

a new kind of merit. The last named journal says

of it: "The bunch is small, slightly shouldered;

berries small, black, round, with a dark pinple

coloring matter under the skin
;
pulp firm and mu-

cilaginous, resembles the Marion. Kot a good table

grape, but may do for wine."

A New Fruit from CnrsA.—^Has been intro-

duced by Mr. Fortune into England. It is a scarlet

fruit, rough on the exterior like tlie fruit ball of the

buttonwood ; a stone like a plum in the centre. It

is called Yang-mae by the Chinese, and supposed to

be a species of Myrica.

CuTAHOGA Gr.ape.—In OUT Tolume for 1850 we
stated that specimens which we had received of this

variety proved, so far as flavor was concerned, of the

highest excellence. It seems to he well thouglit of

in other localities. We annex the following des-

cription :

Bunch oblong obvate, blunt pointed, averaging

four inches long, and three wide. Berries yellowish

white, usually about one-half inch in diameter
;
skin

thin and transparent ; flesh sweet and pulpless.

—

Leaves very small, mostly three lobcd, the lobes some-

what straight ; the leaves very thick and leathery,

and with a smooth and glossy upper surface.

It has the most distinctly marked foliage of any

native grape we know.

^ompsHr InfpIIiqFnrp,

Cr.^tceou8 cordata.—Of the beauty of this kind

when grown as an ornamental tree, a correspondent

writes as follows. It is commonly called Washington

Thorn : "The Cordata Thorn will, I think, be among

^?sm
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the most ornamental trees in fruit in this section of

country, CNorlUcrn Pennsylvania). Tree very up-

right, 15 to 20 feet high ; berries very bright and

hold on longer here than the Coccinea, which on our

mountains is verj- splendid in fruit, but here has at

this lime lost leaves and fruit."

A Special MAStniE

—

Not Patented.—At the Wood-
bury plowing match, Mr. .Toliu Daw told the follow-

ing anecdote

:

Having drained a field where nothing had ever

grown before, I was standing near looking at a crop

I had there, when a neighboring farmer came up.

Wc had one or two loose farmers in our neighbor-

hood ;
one of them, in fact, came from Woodbury,

[laughter] ; but that is not the man I am speaking

of. He came up and said to me

:

"That is a bootiful crop! IIow did he get it,

sir?"

I replied: "Brains." [Laughter.]

"What! manure the field wi'brains?" [More

laughter. ]

" Yes. " [Renewed laughter. ]

He replied: "Goodness, yer honor, where did

you get um?" [Roars of laughter.]

not so highly flavored, but is verj' large. Its size

and color render it attractive, and ever procure for

it a ready market. It is enormouslj' productive, and

continues a long time in bearing. The Improved

American Black Cap is much suiierior to the com-

mon Black Cap. Tlic fruit is sweet and juicy, and

vcrj- large—sometimes measuring three guarlert of an

inch in diameter.

Pear Stocks.—Sir. Phoenix says in the Prairie

Farmer:—Without having tried it ("though we mean

to this winter) we give the following as the practice

of a New York man experienced in handling pear

stocks: When pear stocks arrive, dig a trench

about a foot deep and two feet wide. Heel the

stocks in bottom of this trench, having a space of

eight inches between top of earth in trench and sur-

face of ground. Cover whole trench with boards

and then earth to a suitable depth to keep from

freezing. Soon as warm weather is like to come in

Spiing, graft them, tying joint with flax or soft bass

bark, and never let them dry in the least degree, using a

short root and long scion, and planting out immedi-

ately in open ground.

He also advises to plant pear stocks or grafts over

trenches dug 20 inches deep, and a spade or so in

width—the trenches being filled full of best surface

soil, made rich with rotten manure.

ExPEKl-MENTAL Gabdexs.—We are glad to see

that the suggestions we made in our last October

issue is receiving attention. We hope some of

of our readers will send us their ideas about their

practical management. We may have something

to say also on the subject, at a future time. The

following is from Life Illustraled:—
What shaU we Plant .?—The article with this title,

copied in our rural department from the Gardener's

Monthly, is worthy of especial attention. AVe com-

mend its perusal to our readers, and that portion

thereof which refers to experimental gardens to the

notice of the managers of the American Institute.

We believe it was the intention of the founders of

the Institute to have had something of this kind

connected therewith, and we think it is about time

to be about it. Fairs, judging from the success of

the past two years, are "played out." Let us liave

an hundred-acre garden on the Long Island Barrens,

and that, too, without delay. It will pay in more

ways than one.

Ivy and Dajip Walls.—Our local papers tell us

that the oldest specimen of the Evergreen English

Ivy in Philadelphia, a noble specimen, covering

many hundreds of square feet, has been cut away

by the owner, because "it made the walls damp. "

Sometimes people seem strangely infatuated. \\y

renders walls i\r\\ The leaves prevent heavy rains

from getting to the wall, and what little dampness

finds a place there, is immediately absorbed by the

millions of little rootlets, by which the branches

adhere to the wall. The djimpness no doubt origi-

nated from choked spouts, and we presimie the

sacrifice of the ivy will make little difference.

Raspbekiues.—Experience of Rev. Mr. Knox, of

Pittsburg, Pa:

—

He has' ten acres, very densely planted with over

twenty varieties. The Fastolll', liid Autwerji, ""^1

Hudson River Antwerp, do well with him, but his

three favorite varieties are Brinckle's Orange, Fran-

conia, and Improved American Black Caj). Brinek-

le's Orange, Mr. Knox considers the finest flavored,

of large size, beautiful color, unvarying productive

The First Ohio Vixet-uid, was planted by Sir.

Ammcn, for !Mr. Longworth, with the Schuylkill

Grape, four miles from Cincinnati, in 1843. It is

still bearing well. Vineyards of foreign vines were

planted long before, but were all failures.

v» «*>£,>. .....^, .,..««» , ^ CJ » -

ncss, and delicious flavor. The Frauconia berry is I and culture in Ciucmnati.

iNTRODrcTiON OF THE Catawba Grape.—Major

Adlum, of Georgetown, D. C, sent it to Mr. Long-

worth in 1825, when Mr. L. introduced it for vinery
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Apples for Geougta.—5Ir. Van Burcn sa.vs in

Southern Field and Fireside, timt the Sumerour,

Shocklcy, Home, Mountain Belle, Caniack's Sweet,

kive so resisted the lieat of last summer, tliat while

northern varieties have long heen eaten, these are

fond of Nov. ) now soimd.

Son, AXD Cluiate of Central SlrNXESOTA—

A

correspondent at Minneapolis, writing Xov. 16th,

says:— "I have heen ploughing to-day a field of

common hazel prairie, which appeared to be not less

than two feet of black sandy loam, and so abundant

in mould that the plough would not clean.

The heat of the summer sun is moderated by the

cool breezes, which arc ncarlj- always to be felt."

The First Indiana Yeseyakds were planted with

Schuylkill Grape by the Swiss, at Yevay, in 180.5.

iB.pri][iF3 g^ruihi'^pgpfaHps.

Baked Beans.—Few people know the luxury of

baked beans, simply because few cooks properly pre-

pare them. Beans, generally, are not cooked half

long enough. This is a sure method : Two quarts

of middling-sized white beans, two pounds of salt

pork, and one spoonful of molasses
;
pick the beans

over carefully, wash them, and add a gallon of boil-

ing hot soft water ; let them soak in it over night

;

in the morning, put them in fresh water, and boil

gently till the skin is very tender and about to break,

adding a tcaspoonful of saleratus ; take them up dry,

put them in 3'our dish, stir in the molasses
;
gash the

pork and put it down in the dish, so as to have the

beans cover all but the upper surface ; tm-n in boiling

water till the top is just covered ; bake them with a

steady fire, four or five hours ; watch them and add

more water from time to time as it dries away.

—

Ohio Farmer.

Apple Custard.—To make the cheapest and

best every-daj' farmer's apple custard, take sweet

apples that will cook; pare, cut, and stew them

;

when well done, stir till the pieces are broken ; when
cool, thin with milk to a proj)er consistency, and

bake with one crust, Uke a jiumpkin pie. Eggs may
be prepared and added with milk, if handy, though

it will do without. No sweetening is necessary. It

may be seasoned with any kind of spice to stut the

taste ; the less the better.

Spinach in Consomme.—Boil the spinach in the

"usual manner, then roll it up into balls, and stew it

briskly in veal broth well seasoned, adding enough

of nutmeg, in powder, to cover a si.xpencc, and a

teaspoonftd of Chili vinegar. Spinach dressed in

this manner is an applicable accompaniment to veal

or boiled mutton ; with roast meat it is advisable to

serve it plain.

—

Ftor. Cab.

I^orpign InfplIigFnrp.

FAiRCiriLD, after whom so many of our old fniits

and plants were named, was a gardener near London,

and distinguished as the Author of the " Citj' Gar-

dener," a work published there in 1772.

McLcnrNG.—The early part of the past summer
was so dry in France and Belgium, that the Market

Gardeners very generally resorted to the practice of

mulching with straw, kept damp by occasional wat-

erings. This hint may be of service to some of our

California readers.

Grafting tiie Carnation.—Fine double varieties

of the Carnation are easily propagated by cleft or

side grafting, on common or single stocks, they can

also be grafted on the Saponaria officinalis, the ' Boun-

cing Betsy" of American door-yards, by taking pieces

of the root about one inch long, and from one-third

to one-half an inch in diameter, preserving as many
of the fibres as possible. Then take a branch or

shoot of the Carnation about six or eight inches long

and graft it by side grafting on the side of the piece

of root at the upper end. The best time for doing

this is about the middle of ilaj'. Plant them close

together and cover with a bell glass. No bottom

heat is required.

—

Guide du Jardinier Jleurisl.

Severe Frosts in S.\n Jose.—Frosts have been

unusually severe in this section the present year,

more so than they have been for the past eleven

years. On the Ttli September it was so cold that ice

made to the thickness of half a dollar. The cold

continued three days and nights. As an evidence

the mercury fell to 38^ inside a greenhouse.— Califor-

nia Farmer.

DotJBLE CoNvoL'vxi.rs.—Mr. Beaton says m Lon-

don Collage Gardener, that Calystegia pubesccns is the

only double variety of Convolvulaceous plant known.

Tliis is a mistake, JIes.srs. Loddigcs, of Hack-

ney, near London, once had in their collection a

double variety of Ipomoea panduratus, and the

same variety still exists in some American collec-

tions.

Ferns.—" Thov are destitute of flowers and fruit
r "»

T^^i
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and yet they please ; there is nothing brilliant or

dazzling aliout them and yet the}' charm, we admire

them as we do a modest virgin, who liides her charms

under the veil of innocence.

—

L' HorticuUeur Praticien.

Culture of Soi-akcm CAPSicASTUuit.—The fol-

lowing detuil of my success in cultivating this beau-

tifid biennial plant may be useful to many of your

correspondents.

In January last I sowed the seeds in pans, placed

them in bottom heat, and kept them there till the

plants were large enough to be removed into thuml)-

pots. After this they were placed in a warm pit,

kept near the glass to keep them from drawing ui>

till they had filled their pots with roots. I then

shifted them to four-inch pots, plunged them into

sawdust up to the rims of the pots: they soon made

very vigorous growth. I applied water by the

sj'ringc daily, as I find this plant very subject to the

attacks of the red spider.

At the beginning of April I was obliged to re-pot

the plants again into six-inch pots, plunging as

above, and still keeping the syi-ingc at work till the

plants showed well for blooming, which was in

June. While in bloom I kept them free from

syringing, and at a much higher temperature till

they had set their fruit. I then re-potted them in

eight-inch pots, in good, rich turfy loam, with plenty

of leaf mould and sand, and kept them watered with

weak liquid manure, and well watering them with

the syringe morning and evening till the berries

began to color. I then removed them to a warm
greenhouse, stopping all the points except the lead-

ing shoot. The plants are now nearly eighteen

inches higli and fourteen inches across, with from

forty to filty berries on them, and by the end of next

month I liope to see all the berries quite ripe. They

will then have a beautifiU appearance. 1 know no

plant, with the exception of the Ardisias for decora-

ting puqioses, that has so seasonable an appearance

at Christmas time as the Solanum capsicastrum.

—

Tlios. UawbONE, Gardener, Barlaston Hull.— Collage

Gardener.

tion, it api)ears that all purjwses of a regular sup-

ply will be attained with the following varieties:

—

White—White Frontignan, Golden Hamburgh, and

Charlsworlh Tokay. Black—Black Frontignan,

Welbeck Black Triiwli, Muscat Hamburgh, Jlill

llill; and for late work. Lady Downe's Seedling,

Oldaker's St., Peter, and Burchardt's Prince. If

more Vines were required I should rather duplicate

with some of the best of the preceding than plant

a larger number of kinds.

New P.\rEU Plant—Hibiscus Esculentus.—The
French have found the fibre of this equal to hemp
for course linens, and are introducing it extensively

into Algiers. This is the okra of our J^prdens, and

it might at any rate be worthy of notice by our

jiapcr manufacturers. Many of our swamp species

might be turned to useful account.

Gazaxia bigeks, and G. splendcns are highly

spoken of in English journals, as bedding-plants. If

our summers do not prove too dry for them, as we
think probable, they will prove verj- showy acquisi-

tions. The two kinds are often confoimded, but

are very different, the former has incised or toothed

leaves, the last quite entire.

TiiiKTT Tnous.\XD Apples ok a Single Tree.—
Wm. R. Jlay, of Pomfret, (CtJ picked forty

bushels of ayples from one tree. He had the curi-

osity to count the number of apples in one peck,

and foimd lUO, making 700 in one bushel, and 30,400

apples grew upon llic tree.

Hot House Grapes.—Mr. Aycrs, a distinguished

British gardener, s;iys in the London Gardener's

Chronicle:—
Looking through the Grapes at present in cultiva-

Profit and Durability of Pot Vines.—

A

writer of the London Florist writes on Early Grapes,

in which the writer states that as, according to the

general practice of fruiting Vines in pots, whereby

a fresh supply of fruiting plants is required yearly,

pot growing is not at all an economical system,

whatever other advantages it may possess. "I de-

termined, therefore," says he, "some years back to

see how long 1 could fruit my Vines so as to pay, in

the Sitme pot ; and having succeeded much better

than I anticipated, I beg to state my practice.

"

Tills consists in taking the plants in August for next

j'ear's fruiting, shift them from twelve to eighteen-

inch pots ; some in eighteen-ineh square bo.xes also,

and :illowed to grow on the rest of the season.

Xothing is done dilfering materially from the ordi-

narj' routine of forcing. When the fruit is cut, the

Vines are allowed to remain a few weeks in the

house, keeping the plants and foliage clean by

syringing, &c., and giving manure water ocaision-

ally. By these means (taking the Grapes to be cut

by the commencement of Slayj, the wood is well

ripened, by tlie middle of the month the boxes are

placed out under a south wall or paling, where they

remain till the end of August, after which they are

shifted under a north wall for wintering; and they

are allowed to receive the rain, &c. By the end of

October they are transferred to a dung pit, in order

to swell the buds, and in November taken into the

^^^
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fniiting-hoiisc, the wood being prenously pruned i

back to good prominent eyes. Such Vines arc

found to break nnicli more freely the second year,
'

and produce larger berries and bunches, rijiening
\

also near a month earlier. When placed in the
j

fniiting-house, a little top-drcssiug of fresh compost

is given, and a thick turf i>ut beiicalh each pot, into 1

which the roots afterwards find their way. The

Vines produce on an average nine or ten half-pound

bunches of first-class grapes, which, at the end of

March, is no bad work. As they cannot safely be

removed from the house earlier than the end of May,

they have all tlie air tliey can, and are syringed daily,

to keep the foliage clean. 'WlRn removed, the roots

sent into the turf are cut clean away, and manure

water is givcii through the summer. The third sea-

son's practice is the same as the preceding. By
pruning to good plump buds, a crop of good quality

is certain, which colors well, and is free from shank-

ing. The Sweetwater, Muscadine, Chasselas Musqttc,

and Frontignan, are generally worn out by the

third year. Ilamburghs will occasionally last four

or five years, but then a good deal of soil will re-

quire to be renewed. Keeping plants beyond the

third year is not, however, advocated.

Clement of Lyons, Fnmce." We do not know who
originated the green China, but it has been in the

collections of most American IJuse-Growers the past

twelve years at least. The Chronicle suggests that it

might make a good breeder. If scarlet and yellow

cuuld be introduced with the green, it would be val-

uable.

The .T.\r.\N Bvudock is the name of a new veg-

etable introduced from Japan by JI. Siebold. Its

roots resemble in taste the Artichoke, and attain a

weight of a quarter of a pound.

—

VHort. Praticien.

Bl.\ck Cuurant Wine.—Under the name of

Liquer de Cassis, is being produced to a vast extent,

superceding the vine in many districts of France.

There are between one and two million plants cul-

ti\ated for wine-making near Dijon, prfxlueing

from this town alone near two thousand gallons of

wine annually.

rioT-nousEs BY THE AcRE IS the ncwcst idea

started in England. It is proposed to cover whole

vegetable and fruit gardens, with glass, one single

mammoth house, the roof to be on the ridge and

furrow principle.

FOBCTSG ASPAKAOrS IS THE OPEN GROUND.

—

M.

Joigneaux in his excellent treatises on Culture marai-

chere or market gardening, gives the following very

simple mode of forcing asparagus

:

" Dig a trench about two feet wide and about twen-

ty inches deep aromid your old asparagus bed, fill it

with hot stable manure with some oak leaves mixed

with it ; the manure should be heaped up about six

or eight inches and well trampled, then place boards

on edge all around the bed outside the trenches, se-

curing them with stakes driven in the ground. These

boards should be about the same height as the ma-

nuje, forming a kind of curb all around the bed, then

lay across the bed, resting on the boards on edge

and on the manure, some old boards, doors or rails

and on these straw, litter, leaves orpine "shatters"
j

to keep out the frost. In fifteen days the asparagus

shoots will make their appearance.

Asparagus can in tliis way be forced at any time

during the winter, but it is less injurious to the plants

or roots to defer it until about the first to the middle

of February, so that when the crop is cut the bed

can be uncovered and the plants to have an oppor-

tunity of completing their growth.

New ENC4Lisn Wokk on FRrrr, by Dr. Robert

Ildgg, the FruH Manual, is highly spoken of by the

English papers as a work of great excellence.

The Greex Rose.—The Bengal verte or green

Rose, according to the Gardener's Chronicle is one of

the lastest novelties in England. It says it "was

first introduced to the worid " in IS-Jii, by Fere &

HonTicuLmRE in Fkakce.—The Scottish Gar-

dener says, so great is the attention the French Gov
emment has bestowed on horticulture, that it be

lieves at no distant day France will become the gar

den of Europe.

CurRESSUs Maceocarpa and C. Lambertiana,

Beaton says, in Cottage Gardener has been raised in

Kew from the same seed, and are of course to be

considered, therefore, as mere varieties of each other.

Office of the Seed of Plants.—Dr. Daubeny,

a distinguished EnglLsh Philosopher, supposes that

the office of the seed is not to ensure the perpetuit}'

of the race, but to provide for endless varietj-. lie

contends that one of the simplest modes of insuring

continuity of individual forms would be by buds and

ofTsetts naturally, as we increase the Weeping Wil-

low by cuttings ; but by sexual contact of individual

plants with one another, no two broods rcsidt ex-

actl}- alike.

A better means of disseminating the species, and
of producing endless variety of form, he considers

the true office of the seed, and not that it is peculiar-

ly "the most natural mode of propagation."
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IJorHruHupal ^mWm,
NEW HAVEN LECTURES.

ITorticnltiirai Icctiinw t<» mninicnce TiR-tfilsi)', Felnuary '>th, and
coutinuo tbroiij;lumt iLo wtrt-k.

Amekican Pouology MP. WILDKIt.
VE.kn» r. B. MKAO.
(i RAPES, lin. CJKANT.
Ornam»:ntal and Exotic Gabhemsg, . . SB. PAKSOXS.
Pkdmng and Transplaktisg, .... P. HAUKV.
PROPACAnON THUS. lUH'.Q.

Vkiit asd Flowers is Titt Yards, . . R. G. PAKDKE,
OtlitT pulyectH by utber lecturere.

Second Week SCTENTES.
Third '• A(;i;H il/nrtE,
Forr.TH " I)0.\|I>rH' AN[MALS
DiiririK the fourth week, four lectures on the Hui-ju'.Mtiiiii mut l*J-

untioii of tlie luti-se, with dfiiiotistmtionB on twn livin;; !iiiiiimln.

For further particulars addresB, JOHN A. POKTEK, Ntw Haven.

MAURY CO. (TENN.) HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

We Imvc received the Atmnal Address of M. S. Frierson, Esq.,

President of the Society, from wliirh wc lenru that the enthu«insni
niaiiil'e:*I(.'d at tlio cciuiueiu'eitu-nt of the Society's existence has
Cooh'd Sftiiewhat. Tlie President, however, is determined tliat
" Iliere f\r.\\] he no such word as fail" in its ultimate success, and
after reminding Teiinef?eanH that of the many popular fruil« raised
in the N'nth, llie South and West, not one has the honor of having;
originated in Tennessee, ho makew the following liberal proposition:
"As an evidence of my earnest solicitude for this enterprise, I

place under the control of the Society, wheucver necessary, the euni
of one hundred dollars, to be awarded as premiums.

"Iftt. Twenty-fivtf dolLirs for the best new seedling Peach, of su-
perior quality and flavor to any now grown in the State, and of
large size.

"2iid. Fifteen dollars for the best now seedling Apricot of superior
quality and flavor to any now cultivated in the State, and to be at
least of medium size.

"3rd. Fifteen dollars for the best now hardy seedling Grape of
like quality and flavor, of fair Bizo, and fit for out-door cultivation.

••4th. Ten dollars each for the best setMlling Currant and Goose-
berry, adapted to cultivation in this latitude and of fair size.

"5th, Ten dollars each for the best new see<Iling Kaspberry and
Strawberry, of superior quality, flavor and aize, to any now !n cul-
tivatiriu.

"0th. Five dollars for the best new Rcodlinp: Rose of merit.
*' Tlu'.-e premiums are to be awarded to members of th« society,

or to thi .•<• wiio may become such by the tir^t of May next. Presi-
dent and nirectorw, or buch judges as they shall select, shall awanl
eaitl premiums, after allowing ample time for growing trees and
maturing the fruits and flowers."

We hi'iic Mr. Frlersoti's jiublic ppiiit will be warmly secondeil,

and that othor parts of Tennessee will find imitators in the laudablo
ambition to elevate the horticultural character of the State.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AT
HANNIBAL, MO.

Wo learn that the iJiiliniiiiary steps liave boen taken for a Horti-
cultural S.Mriety a>* above. Both the fruit-growers and fruit-con-
sumers of that entcrjiri'iiing city will find such a Society, properly
conducted, greatly conducive to their interests, and all should luke
a lively interest in it.

FRUIT-GROWERS' SOCIETY OF EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA.

The Executive Committee of mir Sorirty mot. a few days nlnce,
and decided to hold tho next meeting of tlu- Fruit-flrowerw"' Society
of Eastern Pennsylvania in RrAi'linq, Pa., on the FIllST WEDNES-
DAY OF FEBRUAUY, 1861, which will be the Second Annual Meet-
ing.

Jos. B. Gray, Secretary.

POMOLOGICAL CONVENTION.
NOTE BY .MK. LYv>.\.

With the constant noifc from the street, and the consequent
ditilculty we all had in understanding properly during the r»'cent

Pomological Meeting in yuur city, it la uot surprising that errors

("hould occur in your report of Its proceedings. Permit me, wLilu
writitiR, to make a tew coritrctions that occur to m.*:

At \hv foot of page 6. I am made to nay of Cogswell or Forn-
walder,—" My trees bear well, and the fruit is coining intugrful
favor in our State: they are in demand and are sold at good
l)riceH," This I could not have Raid, a.-* my ucquatutaoce with
neither of the varietien would warrant ku -h a remark. 1 think
Something of this kind wax Kiiid by another person.
On page 1(1 you hay " Early Joe was not added ;" while by look-

ing to the list on page ^G we find it among the recent additions,
which accords with my imp^e«^iou»,
On page Kt, (hecoiid column), 1 am made to nay, in upeaking of

the Boiium Apple, "Specimens I naw two years ago were very
beautiful." What I said wa«, " that the (ipeciuieus I then 8aw were
much larg'T than these."
On pHis'e 11,1 am made to say " I received, <tc.,(^ee report.) The

fact ab Mateil Wiis that I recently received specimen's of an apple
fiom Southern Michiiran which was apparently the same as this,

aud which cuniT* to this Stale some years since from Kentucky, by
way of Indiana.
On page 14, " Pound Royal " should be Pomme Koyal, as Ponnd

Royal Is another and a distinct variety.
On page 20. Go4»seherries " Uariin'H Seedling," shonid be Moun-

tain Seedling of Lebanon.
On page 22, second cdumn. my closing remark should be— It.^

correctness to name could not, of courne, be vouched for. This
remark apjilies to the Clara grape. On the same page, in speaking
of To Katoii, as to its liability to mildew, I merely said I bad seen
no signs of mildew.
On ]iage 2.i, in speaking of the Emily grape, I stated that I had

received a plant which proved tobe worihle»>s instead of " worthy."
On page 27, in speaking of the flavor of Oie Sterling Pear, my re-

mark was that it was too bweot for many tastes, or words to that
elfect.

I send yon the above corrections, in accordance with your sng-
gestions, but I am by no means strenuous as to their publication.
Most of the errors are of such a nature that readers will readily
infer that ihey must be such. You will therefore exercise your
own discretion as to their insertion.

[The above reached us too late for our last summary. We differ

with our friend as to the importance of correcting the "' trilling

errors." We wish to claim for our work the reputation of standard
accuracy, which can only he obtained by careful corrections of
"trilles." We are obliged by the trouble ho has taken to set us
right.—En.]

MEETING OF THE OHIO POMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

AT CINCIXNATI. .lANl'AiiY ItiriJ AND 17tii, ISGl.

The past season having been onusually favorable for fruit crops,

has awakened fresh iuterest in the public mind on the snbject of
Pomology. It has bren a year of real pro^re.'-s in horticulture;
much new and valuable experienro has been gained, and many
new fruits have been tested for the fir't lime. It is important,
therefoTo. that we should come together and freely communicate
to each other, aud to the public, the results of our observalious aud
experiments.
The meeting has been apptunted at a season of comparative

leisure, and in Die midst of a community of much intelligence and
zeal in hnriicultural pursuits ; so that a large attendance aud
much interesiiug di^icassiou may be coulidenily expected. A cor-

diiil invitation is extended to fruit-growers, nnrseiymen, amateurs
and all interested residents of other States, lu^ well as of Oh^o, to

meet with us aud particii>ate in the discussions.

Spi rimens It/ chnicr frttits are also solicited for exhibition at the
meeting—especially of tointer jyears and such apples as are not
generally known. Packages of fruit for this purp'^se, may be fnr-

warded by express, care S. W. Hascltine & Co., Walnut Street,

Cincinnati. The meeting will be held in the Koom of the Horti-

cultural Society, corner of Sixth and Walnut Street. By order of

the Cummiltee: M. B. BATEHAM, Secy. CoLITMBCs, 1S60.

HINTS FOR FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETIES.
r.V .1. B. GAiniEK. roT.l'MHIA. I'A.

As the Second Annual Session of the *' Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion of PenusylvanTa," will be held at Heading, on the .ft'*-*/

Wednesday of February. ISin, {Feb. 6ih.). I desire to throw out

a suggestion, and would' be pleaded to see it acted on. Last Febru-
ary, at Lancaster, your friend, Mr. Crans, of Mount Airy, near Oer-
maiilown, set a precedent well worthy of imitation, and to he cou-

li lined 1 He brought with him a large l.'t of "eyes" for gratuitous

distribution, of a very promising new Onipe—the "Maxatawny."
I would like to eee so noble and worthy an example, generally
followed by the membt-r and visitors, who may have any vai-

uablo new varieties of fruits in (heir i>os.sesslon. At least tliose

who do not care about making a ttpeculation out of it.

[We have headed Mr. tJarberV communication with a gtnrrnl
application, as we consider the sugs"^"^tion iu every w;iy a lm])jiy

one.— EivJ

'^^'.
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FLOWER CaRDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

Those who arc skilkd in -wlmt we would term the

science of Landscape Gardening, tell us that the cfTett

of any cfTort in the art is to be judged by its expres-

sion. As this is particularly the season of the year

when improvements are in progress, it should not be

forgotten that,

"To him who in llie love of natnre holds

CommuQion with her visible formji, she speaks

A various Uinguage.'^

and also, one which he well knows how to interpret

and understand. Whatever the improver does will

speak not onl}- for or against his taste, but will be per-

petually talking to him in his various moods, and ex-

pressing thoughts and opinions to others of which,

perhaps, even he himself had never dreamed. "Ye
may know a man by his garden ;" not only what he is

but also what he is not, and what he might have

been.

We have in our eye a pleasant spot, at least one

which might be a pleasant one. As you pass along

the highroad you see a splendid lawn, noble trees,

and through them 3-ou occasionally get a glimpse of

a fine old mansion, appearing finer than it really is

by the full view being partially broken by the trees.

But though the well kept lawn demands your ap-

plause, and the grand evergreens and deciduous

trees cannot fiiil to win your veneration,—there is

no warmth of feeling experienced for the place as a

whole. Something is wanting. There is no expres-

sion of life
;
you can with difficulty realize that any

one lives there, or if the house contradictsyour feel-

ings, it must be that it is inhabited by some hermit,

who in disgust with_the world and the "rest ofman-

kind," has shut himselfup to meditate on his own sins

and unworthiness, and tells you that he desires none of

your company. All this results from having the

carriage-road on a bye lane, because "we must not

think of cutting up our beautiful green front." It is

a great mistake. The carriage-road, or at least its

entrance, should be the most prominent object of

approach. Ko place is complete without it, and the

.sacrifice of a portion of our friend's "green front"

to affect it, would be a greater proportionate gain to

the whole effect.

In our last we gave some suggestions for road

making from the exiicrience of the New York Central

I'ark, which is worth referring to. The operation

of water on roads requires careful study on the part

of the inexperienced. As much as possible of sur-

fac6 water should be carried over the surface,

wherever it is possible by turn outs,and wherever there

is danger of heavy washing ; otherwise it maybe
carried under the surface by drains, with silt basins

attached to collect the materials washed in by rains,

that would otherwise choke the drains. Broken

stone should be laid as dose to the surface as possi-

ble, and no more gravel employed than will fairly

cover the stones.

In all permanent improvements attempted on

gi'ounds,draining should occupy a prominent position.

Drains are laid often in so that they cannot act, or

soon become inoperative, when the report ai'ises that

"so-and-so expended vast sums on draining, and it

has done no good." The bottom of the trench pre-

pared for the drain—tiles, bricks or stones—should

be dug to one regular grade. If one part of the drain

be on a lower grade than the rest below it, dirt will

lodge there and choke it ; water will rise to its own
level, and aU escape, except what is in the low grade,

but the earthy matter will not—it will all stay there.

The eye can never be depended on in a grade : gra-

ding pegs should always be employed ; after the drain

is laid, shavings, or something like it, should be pla-

ced thickly over it to prevent the soil from working

its way in. By the time that rots the soil will have

become compact. A drain like that will do good and

be lasting.

Very few places realize as much pleasure as they

might, by the absence of flower-beds. In proper

positions they have a grand effect. Masses of flower-

beds appear to best advantage when they are

looked down upon either from a mound-terrace, or

elevated window. The following is a sketch of one,

in which the writer has set out many a flower in his

boyish days, and it was always looked upon as a very

prett}' design.

'^
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The centre is made higher tlian tlie sides, and in

the case we allude to, liad a sun dial in the centre,

thouirh we think it was out of place, and a hasket

or vase of flowers, or a circular flower-bed would

have a better effect. Tlic walks or spaces between

the beds were made of small pebbles, about the size

of hen eggs, and for borders pieces of slate set on

edge were emploj'ed, rising about half an inch above

the pebbles. The whole mass of beds, outside of

tlie imperfect circle which they form, was set in

grass. In the design which we give, there are but

four beds, but any number can be made on the same

principle, 5, 6, 8, etc., according to the space to be

occupied. Every bed should have but one kind of

plant to look well, and the colors should be care-

fully matched. In the days we speak of, we had

but two verbenas, the Scarlet Melindres, and the

White Teucroides, but now a splendid selection of

colors might he made of verbenas alone. We com-

mend the subject of selecting classes of colors of

verbenas for such jiuriioses to Sir. Snow, the ver-

bena man.

While care is bestowed on preparing beds for

flowers in masses, we would not have our friends for-

get the borders for hardy herbaceous plants. Besides

the merit of taking care of themselves, for they re-

quire no fiuther care than taking ui) every second

year or so, and replanting, they afl'ord a varying in-

terest with every mniitli in the year. We give a

list of si.K good ones, for llowering near each

of the months annexed. April—Iberis scmpervi-

rens, Double Daisy, Phlox, subulata, Dicentra,

I

spectabilis. Snowdrop. The Forget-me-not or

I

Myosotis palustris. May—Polemonium reptans,

Omphalodes verna, Fnnkia abbe. Geranium sanguin-

cuni, Fraxinellas, Atitiilegia Canadensis. June—
L'Utosa, Dodecalhon Meadia, Fimkia

sorts, L3'chnis fulgens, I'enlstcmon

cum, Fraxinellas,

I Achillea Tomeul

I

ccndea, Iris of so

rosea. July— Zauclmeria Califomica, Wahlcnber-
gia grandillora, Spiroca Japonica, Potentilla atro-

sanguinea. Lychnis C'halcedonica, Campanula persi-

cifolia alba. August—Achillea Plarmica, Clematis

revoluta, Chelonie barbata. Delphinimn forino-

sum, Lythrum salicaria, Liatris sjjicata. Septem-

ber—Sedum popufolium. Double Dwarf Sunflower,

Anemone Japonica, The Lilies, Draeocephalum Vir-

gineum. Asters. There are besides a great numy
other beautiful species, and which others might
think even more beautiful than those we liave named,
but these will at any rate form the nucleus of a good
collection.

FR0IT GARDEN.
Ix those latitudes where all danger of frost is over,

grafting of trees will be in order. There have been
few if any new ideas or improvements advanced on
this head for years past, that would caU for special

note from us. We might pcrliaps suggest that

where branches are wanting to make perfect trees,

the vacancy nuiy be filled by a gralt. If, however,
this be low down in the tree, there may be a dilliculty

in getting the shoot to push vigorously, through the

stronger top branches robbing it of its proper supply

of nourishment. Cutting a notch above the graft,

into the old wood, is the best way of ensuring the

strong breakage desired. Very often indeed, this

notching is all that is required to force a bud to grow.
In selecting scions for grafting, be vcrj- careful that

the scions have not been injured through the win-
ter. JIany failures, in Cherries especiallj-, result

from this cause. Jlost parties cut otf their scions

before severe weather sets in, and are safe ; where
this cannot be done, or has not been done, choose
the lower parts of the shoot of last season's growth
for the scion, rejecting the extreme points; these

always sufl'er most. The operation is rendered Siifer.

Short scions are better than longer ones; it is best,

however, to have two buds to each, in case of acci-

dent to one ; where the bud is required to make a
straight leader, one must be taken out as soon as it

is clear that the one left is secure from ordinary dan-

ger. In grafting, it is the cells at the extremities of

what arc termed the nteduUary rays, v\ hich termi-

nate with the wood growth of last season, that most
readily unite. These two portions or as it is sonie-

tiuus said the "inner bark" must consequentlj' al-

together coincide to be certain of success. The
layers of wood of last year's growth are often much
larger or smaller than that of the stock, and to make
the connection of the proper parts the more certain, it

has been found beneficial in practice to lean the

scion a little from the perpendicular, so that the

base is a little in, and the top of the scion a little

out from the line of the stock ; a very little is enough:
fl)
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liy this n portion of the two parts are certain to

cross each other.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
TiiKHE is nothinir so nccoptalilc as larlv vegotalilcs,

and one of the most useful aiils to tliis is a. liotbed.

Evcrj' amateur should have one, as ever}- well regu-

lated horticultural establishment regards it as one

of its most essential features. Not only is heat gen-

erated by manure more favorable to vegetation than

that from any other kind of heat usually applied, but

the manure itself, after being so employed, seems

better than that preserved any other way. We would

sooner have one load of hotbed manure for horticul-

tural purposes, especially for pot plants gcnerallj-,

than two of the same kind of manure that had not

been so employed.

To make a hotbed, long stable manure should be

used, and if it can be turned a couple of times,

before heating violently each time, before perma-

nently using, the more regular will be the heat in

the bed and the longer will it last.

A south-eastern aspect is best for a hotbed, and it

should be well sheltered from winds on the cold

quarter.

If the ground is dry, the soil may be dug out about

a foot in depth, but for very early forcing it is best

to have the whole above ground, as when sunk, the

cold rains or thawing snow collects in the pit and

cools the materials.

The foundation for the hotbed should be about

eighteen inches wider than the frame to be set on it

when finished, and the manure regularly laid on till

about the height of three feet has been obtained,

when the frame may be set on. It is not well to

tramp the manure too heavily, or the heat will be

too violent. Sometimes the manure is very "strawy,"

in which case it should be watered with drainage

from the manure heap, or the heat will be "a good

time coming," when it would be ver)- inconvenient

to "wait a little longer."

Wlien the manure and frame are both fixed, a half

inch of soil should be tlirown over the manure under

the sash to absorb the gross gases that would else be

too strong. For a few days after, the heat will be

too violent, but when the thermometer indicates a

temperature of 90^, operations may begin; but the

usual aim is 70^. "When the bed shows signs of

getting below this, linings of stable manure must be

applied round the frames, one and a half feet thick,

and if boards, shutters, mats, or any similar material

can he spread over these linings, the heat will be

maintained much longer.

Having secured the hotbed. Dahlias, Annuals, Cu-

cumbers, Tomatoes, Peppers, Egg-plants, and manj-

other interesting things can be started, by which

we may get several weeks ahead of our neigbI)ors in

the enjoyments of vegetalilelu.xuries, and wlu'iidono

with tlie bed in May, it will be the very place for

gloxinias,acbimcncs, and many other beautiful house

plants which delight in a warm moist heat.

A great deal of dilUculty is often experieuccd in

keeping up a sudicieney of heat in cold weather,

—

and every care should be taken to prevent a lo.ss of

heat. Straw mats, and bast mats, and other con-

trivances, are emiiloyed to throw over the glass dur-

ing the night, and even warm manure, when a

night of extra sharpness is anticii]aled. There is

nothing that requires more skill than to conduct a

hotbed well, and yet nothing that is perhaps more
satisfactory than it is when entirely successful.

PLANTS AND PLANT HOUSES.
The beauty of the Pelargonium is to have it

dwarf and stocky, with thick-set shoots, and bold

healthy foliage. To our mind there is not a more
beautiful object than a really well grown Pelargonium.

To be kept near the glass—to never be allowed to

get dr)-—to be kept clear of insects, and to have a

rich soil, plenty of it, and manure w'ater occasion-

ally, is the real secret. Calceolarias are also fine

objects in good hands. They also must be kept

near the glass, and manure water helps them after

they have once began to grow freely. Chinese

Primroses must not be over potted, unless very

healthy, or they will be liable to damp away al-

together. Gloxincasaud Acliimenes may be potted

for the earliest blooming plants. Fuchsias should

be cut down, and started if fine specimens are

wanted ; and after they have pushed a little, shaken
out of their pots, the old balls reduced, and encom--

aged again to grow with new soil.

Where very vigorous plants are not required, they
may have only the side branches cut in. Lantanas
are becoming popular pot plants, and should be

headed in—the same manner as Fuchsias. Any
Ferns that may seem to be approaching their

fruiting season, w'hieh is knowTiby the ripening

of the spores on the back of the fronds, should be

repotted into new soil for a fresh growth. We need
scarce!}' observe that partial shade and moisture are

essential to the fern tribe. Where no hotbeds are

at hand, the next best thing fur flowers is to sow iu

pans a few Phlox, Mignionclte, and other things

that it is desirable to have early in the greenhouse,

by the end of the month. Camellias and Azaleas
are about commencing growth, and now is the time
to prune and re-pot them if they require it, which
starved and stunted growth usually iudie^ites. As to

the proper soil for pot ting; we can only say in a

general wa}-, that it is best for the amateiu- to use

^i
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the soft spongy soil, full of dense masses of fibrous

roots, that usually forms the surface of old

woods, as the basis of all his potting operations.

Skill and observation only will teach him lunv he

can improve it by special agents, till at length he can

tell what degrees of various soils he can employ to

make a compound or compost, that shall exactly

suit any of his lloral pets. After that he may get

up bins in his potting shed, and have as nuiny

various soils rcadj- for mixing as there are drugs in

a Doctor's shop. These horticultural apothecaries

are often laughed at bj- the generalizers of the art

;

but we must do them the justice to say that we
never knew one of them who was very successful

with any particular thing he grew, and had achieved

fame and reputation therefor, that could not tell

you to a pound, the various soils he had separately

mixed together to form his compound.

(Jommunirafions.

SEPARATE OFFICES OF TAP ROOTS
AND SURFACE ROOTS.

BY n. C. li., I'AINESVILLE, LAKE CO., OHIO.

In Gardener's Monthly for December, page ;374, you

remark, "It has even been suspected and with much
reason, that all roots of any considerable depth be-

neath the stirface do little else than supply moisture."

I fully believe the remark is true. Let me give

you a fact which suggested the idea that there were

roots whose sole or principal office is the absorption

of water. This village is situated on one of the

ridges which extend along Lake Erie parallel with

its shore. On all these ridges the soil is a warm,

friable sandy loam of very fair fertility, not at all re-

tentive of water, and very easily penetrated even by

the most delicate roots. Grapes succeed here admi-

rably without underdraiuing or subsoiling.

Our soil is luiderlaid at a depth varying from two

to six feet Ijy gravel, which extends downwards to

the clay from twelve to twenty feet.

The water of our wells is from the stratum of

clean gravel lying next above the clay. My own
well is eleven feet deep with two feet of water, bring-

ing living water within some nine feet of the surface

of the ground.

Five j-ears since, I constructed a cistern, forwhicli

I made an excavation nine feet deep ; near one side

of this excavation stood a well-established Catawba

grape vine, and at eight feet below the surface the

workinan noticed, in the wet gravel, almost within

reach of permanent water an abundance of white, ten-

der, porous roots which I traced upwards towards the

vine, to which they unciuestionably belonged. The

gravel, clean and wet, as if washed, among which

they were sjiread, could searrely have afforded them

anything but water, and they were, in iny opinion,

mere absorbents of water.

Our vines never seem to suffer from drought, and

I have an idea that in our soil these absorbent roots

penetrate till they reach water. The excavation was

nuidc in August. It is possible that one signal bene-

fit accruing totlie vine, from tlie very deej) trenching

so strongly insisted on by grape cultivators, is due to

the case with which the roots penetrate the soil

deeply in quest of moisture.

SHEPHARD'S POT CARRIER.
BY MI!. JAMF.S EADIE, PIIII.A.

Tni8 is a very simiile contrivance to cany large

pots of flowers or plants. It consists of two common
hand spikes, in this case about 6 feet long, 1^ inches

thick, and Z\ inches wide, with a slit or mortice in

the centre through the side to receive freely the cross

or tie pieces, and two—what I will call the pieces,

being boards 1 inch thick and wide enough to be

strong, witli one end fastened witli a pin or bolt so

as to work on a pivot in the mortise of the hand-

spoke ; the other end made with a bevel of about 40

degrees, or enough to close the tie pieces as fast as

the hand-spikes are closed ; then a pin on the

No 3

outside of the hand sjiike put through a hole

tie-piece fasten the whole together ; the end
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mortise is inado to fit the bevel of the lie piece so

that the pressure of the pot eaiinot push it baelt. To
take it olFof the pot you draw out the pin from tlie

hole on the outside of the huud-spiko and draw the

tie piece out of the mortise. The pins are fastened

to the hand-spike by a string or chain so that they

cannot get lost. The curve or circle in the tie pieces

need not fit the circle of the iiot exactly, but may bo

about a medium of what is inleiuled to carry ; if in-

tended to carry from ten to eij;litecn inch pots, the

curve might be seven inches wide or fourteen inches

diameter.

DEscnrPTiox of foregoing cut :

No. 1 shows the manner the tie pieces lie in the

mortise ; a. a. are the two ties ; b. b. are the mortices

;

c. r. are the permanent pins ; d. d. are the pin holes to

hold it together ; e. e. are the closing slides.

No. 2 is a side view of the hand-spike showing the

size of the mortise.

No. 3 is a cross view showing the manner of

catching the pot; /./. are the two pins holding the

Land-spikes together.

THE ALLEN RASPBERRY AGAIN.
BY L. F. ALLEX, BrFFALO, N. T.

Ix your .January paper, the Committee of the East-

em Pennsylvania Fruit Growers' Society say they

meant no personalitj' or charge of deception—that is

the gist of it—on my part, but simply an "error" in

sending out other plants than the "Allen" raspberry

to the public. In my remarks in the December
number, I did not mean to say that they had charged

me with "deception." But whether my plants were

wrong through error on my part, or intended decep-

tion, the consequence to the receiver of them would

be the same, to wit : A different thing from that or

those which he expected to receive instead of the

genuine.

My reply that I did not cultivate any other rasp-

berry plants than the "Allen" and "Red Prolific,"

and therefore could not and did not send out any

other varieties, which I here repeat, ought to be suf-

ficient, so far as I am concerned. But "the Com-
mittee" now meet that disclaimer, with the assertion

of Jlr. Freas, of the Germanlou-n Telegrapti, that he

got plants from me for those two varieties, neither of

which were the "Allen," and that after proving them
so, and worthless, to boot, he threw them out. Now
is not Mr. Freas mistaken as to the identity of his

plants ?

If I am not mist.iken, a pomologist in one of the in-

terior counties of Pennsylvania, soon after my plants

went into the vicinity of Philadelphia, asserted in the

Germantown Telegrapli, that he had the "Allen," o:

a raspberrj- like it, in cultivation, which had been in

kis grounds for some j-ears, and proposed growing

them side by side to compare them, or something of

the sort. I did not keep the copy (jf the Tclajraph

containing this notice, which Mr. Freas was kind

enough to send me, and cannot now slate the least

particulars. I simply wish to ask "the Committee"
the (lUestion, whether or not, Mr. Freas had any
otiicr raspberrj' plants from any other person, and
cultivated them at the time he had the "Allen" in his

grounds ? If so, could he not have got them inter-

mixed or confused, one for the other?

The "writer" of the committee's report says, 'that

he examined the two varieties of raspberry plant

which Jlr. Freas received from me, and that neither

of them was the Allen, 'to a certainty.' " Here is a

contradiction—point blank—no mistake about it, so

far as the committee and Mr. Freas are concerned on

one hand, and myself on the other. "A question of

veracity," as gentlemen of punctilio would have it.

How is the fact to be settled ? Either Mr. Freas must

have been mistaken as to the identity of the plants

he received from me, or the gentleman of the com-

mittee who examined them was not an accurate

judge of what the "Allen" raspberrj' is, or I com-

mitted an error in sending out a variety of plant

which I did not grow and did not have in mj' pos-

session, and which it was impossible for me to send

out, as I sent out no others than the two varieties

which I did grow ; or, further, the package got

changed on the way to Philadelphia.

I intend no personalities towards any gentleman

;

on the other hand, the parties are personally un-

known to me, and I can entertain no other senti-

ment towards them than those of entire respect, such

as their position in the community entitles them to.

Thus I leave the whole subject.

As to the "hardiness" of the "Allen" variety, and

the Red Prolific also, I have had several thousand

plants of them both standing in mj' grounds, unpro-

tected through the winter, for eight or ten years past,

and never, to my knowledge, lost a single cane bj-

the frost or cold weather ; my latitude is a few minutes

less than 43© north. Bl.\ck Rock, February 1, 1861.

LANDSCAPE-GARDENING.- C ontracting^.

BY GEORGE WOODW.YRD, NEW Y'OHK.

The execution of landscape work bj- contract is

one of those subjects that will bear further discus-

sion. Though it has been pretty well handled on

all sides, yet, so far, without a satisfactory conclu-

sion, the arguments advanced against such a manner
of doing work, to our mind, have no apphcation

whatever.

It seems to be a nccessarj' requirement among
many who cannot give their whole attention to the

improvement of their country homes, that, as a

matter of economj- to themselves, the contract sys-

T"
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torn shoukl be, to some extent, adopted. Like

every tiling else, it has its defects ; but it has also

some strong reeomniendations.

The laborer working by the day has no ambition

or study above earning his wages with the least

amount of work. No matter what may be his abil-

ity or intelligence as compared with his fellow-work-

men, he is ranked as low as the dullest and slowest

of them all. It is presumed they are equal in all

respects; but such is, by no means, the fact. There

is no doubt but that a very mueh larger ([Uantity ol'

work might be done in a given time, if the incen-

tive to do it was governed by the amount to be

done. A man will work harder for himself than he

will for another ; and if his intelligence and ambi-

tion arc excited, there is to him a new interest in his

pursuit.

The supposition, however, that any man can be a

contractor, is an erroneous one,—it is a calling that

requires intelligence and experience. The contrac-

tor who proposes to execute landscape work should

be educated to his business. Those who contract

for masonry or carpenter work are those who fully

understand what they are about.

The prevailing notion that tlie lowest bidder is

the cheapest is scarcely realized in praclice. Those

who expect to get work done below its fair value,

will reap some disappointments. Those who pro-

pose to do it for less than it is worth, intend in some

manner to deceive. Contractors' prices may vary,

however, from many circumstances. One may have

better facilities in the way of horses, carts, men,

means of living, capital, &c., and thus be able to

work cheaper, or when times are dull may take work

at a loss, in order to make the loss less on his unem-

ployed horses and time.

As a general rule, however, the most satisfactory

contract work that is done is that which is let at a

fair price to competent men who place a high value

on their reputation. Irresponsible men should not

be entrusted with much work at once. The condi-

tions of getting more should depend upon doing

that well.

The execution of landscape work by contract is a

subject of discussion,— the conclusions thus far

drawn being against it ; but the hj-pothesis being

erroneous, the conclusions must be so too. If the

ground be taken that a contractor should be aV)le to

bid on efl'ects, then the system fails; but why should

he be expected to bid on effects in landscape scenery

any more than he should in a church-spire ? Is

architecture any less a fine art than landscai)e-gar-

dening? But what has a contractor to do with

effects or results ? His business is to execute a cer-

tain specified piece of work in accordance with a

certain plan, and imder the supcrintcndeuce of the

designer or his assistant. If the form be ugly, or

its effect bad, it is nought to him. Has an artist no
conception of the beauty in surface? or does he

only know that it is beaiitiful when he sees it ? Sup-

pose digging and dumping is done, and no beautifid

effect is produced, must it be done again and again ?

and when an effect is produced, l)y what process

shall we know that it is the most beautiful that could

have been found? If " it is impossible for,any land-

scape-gardener to say how much digging and dump-
ing will be necessary to produce the effect he seeks,"

why not have him educated up to that pouit where

he shall know ? Are we to suppose that Powers
watched the marble, uncertain whether it would
produce the Greek Slave or a "what is it?" or that

Sir Christopher AVrcn piled stone upon stone to find

the effect he wanted?
Proposing to make a park by contract is not con-

tracting for effects. Plans and specifications do not

impl}' that a contractor shall be responsible for har-

mony, proportion, or beauty, and no estimate of

them by the foot or poimd is indicated or expected.

If a landscape-gardener cannot plan and specify the

improvement of ground, he is deficient in his pro-

fessional education. If he can plan and specifj' his

work, it is a subject of contract. There is a certain

point in all works of art where the hand of the artist

is required ; and it is that point where his genius

rises above the machinery of the bone and muscle

around him. It cannot be presumed that the heavy

and laborious work attendant upon works of art is

executed by the controlling mind that designs them.

The marble statue is finished, to unprofessional

eyes, when the artist takes it. The bulk of the work
on large paintings is done by inferior hands. Why
should a skilful artist emploj* his time and talents on
mechanical details, his work begins where the

medium skill of others end ? His practice lies in the

higher walks of art and design. Composition and

effect are his great forts. There is a very wide dif-

ference between contracting for the execution of any

class of work, and contracting for the impression it

shall produce upon the mind. This last hypothesis,

including a jiresumption that a landscape-gardener

cannot know his business, is the basis of all argu-

ment against the possibility of executing landscape

work by contract,—a very specious mode of arriving

at results.

Before proceeding farther, we should state, that

that part of the creation of landscape scenery which

applies to the formation of surfaces, construction of

roads and walks, ornamental water, terracing, bridg-

ing, drainage, &c., &c., should be considered under

a different head from that which treats of grass,

trees, or shrubliery. The first implies a knowledge

of civil and topographical engineering, but which
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we designate as landsrapc-pnginccrinji, as it must

combine results, not only useful and prnctieal, but a

development of tbe artistical and beautiful. The
second implies a knowledge of gardening, of the

habits and future forms of trees, &c., the liesl man-
ner of transplanting, arranging and nursing them,

the character of the soil, exposures, &c., together

with a knowledge of the harmony of color, and the

eirects of ivrial and linear perspective.

It is a well-known fact, that the resources of ci^nl

engineering will give the necessary information re-

quired to perfect any design in earth-work, and to

plan and specify it ; and we therefore conclude that

it is a subject of contract, always reserving that the

finish of the surface should be done under the ]ier-

sonal superintendence of the designer. Tlie result

of our convictions arising from a scries of actual ex-

periments, and a thorough investigation of similar

operations in the hands of others, have satisfied us

that the contract system is applicable to landscape

work, but that it involves a high degree of skill in

landscape-engineering, and the employment of hon-

orable and skilful contractors.

The policy of doing work of this class b}' con-

tract may recjuire further consideration. Economy
may dictate it, because the eriuipment and organiza-

tion of contractors' forces enable him to execute

work at a less rate and make more money. What
is business to him arc experiments to others; and
system will make available the full power of a gang
of men, while others woidd waste a third. The
employment of superintendents who are well posted

in all the processes of grading is by too many con-
sidered expensive practice. Our experience has
taught us that the employment of the best talent

that could be found was, in the end, the cheapest

and most satisfactorj-. — cheap men, Uke cheap
houses, being the most costly; and there are too

many who love to see the folly of oft-repeated ex-

very strong ground when he declares, in the last

number, the imperative necessity of cutting down
the old canes. Now, in the first place, what does

Mr. Bright style an old cane? I have under my
charge a span-roofed vinery, eighty feet long, half

of which was built three years ago. The border

was well made, and the vines planted four feet

apart on both sides. The other forty feet were
added last winter, the border made, and young vines

planted in the spring. Last summer was the third

season of the first-mentioned vines. Each vine

produced, on the average, as many grapes as was
consistent with the age of the vines. They were
beautiful, and the admiration of every person who
saw them. The wood ripened well. They were

spur-pruned in November, cleaned, laj'cd down and
covered with dry sea-weed for winter. And they

are at this moment everything that could be desired

in \'ines of that age. Now, I wish to ask Jlr.

Bright if he would consider these as old vines?

And if, to insure their future productiveness, it is

imperatively necessary that they should be cut down
to within a foot or so of the ground?

I would also ask Mr. Bright, if he could consci-

entiously recommend and advise my employer to

sacrifice those vines at once to the the long-cane

renewal system. Just after my apprenticeship was
finished, I lived two years with Edward Mitchell, of

Brighton, England. Mr. Mitchell, long previously,

had been noted as one of the leading grape-growers

in England; and he sustained that reputation long

after I left him. He general!}' took the first pre-

miums in the market -growers' class at C'hiswick and

Regent's Park, had the first grapes in market, and

comnian<led the highest prices for his productions.

Mr. ^Mitchell, while I remained with him, was fruit-

ing vines that had been regularly spurred for sixteen

or eighteen years, and the grapes still were of the

very finest description. The vines were smooth and
periments, not content to begin where others leave I

healthy looking, though very thick ; the leaves were
off, but prefer to follow in the same track to en- I

also perfect. And when the grape-mildew first

counter and repeat the same faults. Landscape- made such dreadful ravages in England, Mr.

gardening is progressive, and the amateur of to-day Mitchell suffered with the rest, but those old vines

commits a mistake when he fails to post himself up were the only ones which resisted the mildew suffl-

on the results of all experiments that have already !

eiently to ripen the crop. I have often heard Mr.

been demonstrated.

IS IT IMPERATIVELY NECESSARY TO
CDT DOWN THE OLD CANES IN THE
VINERY?

Mitchell say that they were his best vines. He used,

however, to adopt 5Ir. Bright's long-cane renewal

system occasionally when the crops failed to set

good, or the canes became unsightly. I have also

seen it practiced at the Duke of Norfolk's, at Anm-
del Castle ; at Hampton Court Palace Gardens; at

VVilmot's, of Isleworth, and various other places.

I, how-

BY H. E. CniTTY, NEW LONDON, COSS.

I HAVE read, with much interest, the remarks
which have appeared, from time to time, in the ,

-^ •'»ve also, long ago, practised it myself

Monthly, upon grape-culture, especially the articles i

^ver, have no wish to dispute Mr. Bright's claim to

rom the pen of Mr. Bright upon The Renewal Sys- "i^ originality of the system, though it was \m-

tem of Pnming. But I think Mr. Briirht takes doubtedly practised in England many years before

IM^^
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oUIrt Jlr. I5rij,'lit or myself saw the li^'lit; i)iol)ubly

as long as the vine has been cullivatcil there. The
chief novelty of Mr. Bright's system consists in his

exertions to make a rule of ivhat has heretofore been

the exeeption,—a practice universal, which, in some
cases and under some circumstances, may be advan-

tageously ailopted. Here is a case to the point.

Last winter two of the canes iu one of our vineries

became exposed during the severe weather, so that

in spring I found it necessary to cut them down.

Thej' started again, and made fine new canes clear

to the top of the house, and are every thing which

could be desired in one year's canes. But my em-

ployer only estimates their value at one-fourth that

of the other vines which were not cut down.

Here, then, is an instance of the long-cane re-

newal system, dictated by purely accidental causes,

which, in a measure, proved successful. I have under

my management two vineries, the vines in which

are of two years' growth, since planted out, and I

think no argument Mr. Bright could employ could

convince me of the advantage of cutting them alter-

nately down. But I am acquainted with vineries

not a thousand miles from where I write, on which

the renewal sy.stem might be employed to advantage,

provided they could be judiciously managed after-

wards. In fact, two years ago a gentleman asked

me what was best for him to do with his vines. I

advised him to cut them down and get new canes

from the roots. Whether my advice was acted on

or not, I am not able to Siiy ; but this, as well as the

instance cited above, was long before I saw Mr.

Bright's views in print.

Again, Mr. Bright refers to the fact of Mr. Ellis

finding it beneficial to cut down some of his vines,

as materially assisting his theory. Now, to me the

article referred to in the December Monthly has a

very ditferent signification. Mr. Ellis is an intelli-

gent man, ready and willing to enii)loy the means

at his disposal, which in this case must result to his

advantage. It clearly shows, however, that Jlr.

EUis has long been familiar with the result, and ad-

vantages of the i)raetice in certain cases, although

his faith in it as a system may have been strength-

ened by Mr. Bright's writings.

But the context shows that Mr. Ellis is not will-

ing to adopt Mr. Bright's practice in tola. He does

not intend fruiting the canes the entire length of the

rafter the first season, but to gradually fruit and

spur it according to circumstances. Thus we see

that Mr. Ellis, as well as all other practical men, arc

impelled by force of circiunstances to adopt mea-

sures of the greatest practical utility anil economy

g temporarily, which, as a rule, would be extreme.

f 1 How |)r()no are gardeners to go to extremes in

ff^l theory! If a dwarf pear becomes broken down,

and we find, after cutting it off smooth, that it

throws up a strong shoot, and eventually makes a

handsome, thrifty tree, should we be justified in

advocating the indiscriminate breaking and cutting

down of all dwarf ]iear or other trees?

Mr. Bright finds, from experience, that, for pot-

culture, and in some other cases, the annual re-

newal system is best, and declares the imperalive

necessity of cutting down all old grape vines, and
actually reducing the grape vines, in all cases, to a

mere annual or biennial plant. I could mention

plenty of instances where it woidd not only be ex-

tremely injudicious, but absolutely at variance with

my ideas of common-sense, to adopt Mr. Bright's

system as a regular practice.

Mr. Bright, in quoting the article from the Gar-

dener's Chronicle, says:—"To my mind, the Doc-

tor's reasoning is very conclusive and satisfactory."

Mr. Bright is more easily satisfied with what may
liave a bearing on his darling theory than what I

would be. While I am perfectly ready to admit

the Doctor's eminent skill as a botanist and

phj'siologist, I am afraid he would make a poor

show as a practical gardener, and very much doubt

whether he could produce a house of grapes of even

ordinary excellence from his own management,

with the very best of tools and materials to work

with. For my part, I fai. to seethe conclusiveness

and real practiail bearing on the subject of any sen-

tence in that quotation. But allow me to ask Mr.

Bright one question, then I am done for the present.

Allowed that the roots of a vine elaborate each

year a given amount of sap, what will be the differ-

ence to those roots whether the same amount of sap

adds a new '.ayer of wood to the old cane, or goes

to the formation of an eutirelj' new cane ?

[Dr. Lindley's argument is very clear. Ko mat-

ter how many roots a plant may have, their action is

^econda^y to the amount of healthy leaves, which

"elaborate" or prepare the sap, which the roots

mere"}- absorb, not "elaborate," tliough there is a

mutual influence on root and leaf Healthy leaves

induce healthv root-growth ; and healthy root-

growth induces, in like manner, a healthy growth

of leaves.

In reduced terms, Dr. Lindley's argument may
be stated :—The (juantity of wood formed depends

on the quantity of leaves. The trunk or stem of a

tree requires an increased iiroportion of wood each

successive year. If the proportion of Icjives is not

increased, the proportion of wood cannot increase
;

therefore the stem or trunk does not get what it

requires. This seems sound.

We think the question ofpruning becomes one rath-

er of profitandloss,thanofscienceaudlogic. The lat-

==^
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tcr can be matk- to partially support both view's ; but

till- former will suit the masses best.

We sliuuUl like to see the ([uestion ] ut in this

shape: By planting a double number of vines than

is usu.-il, and cutting down each one alternately an-

nually ; can a greater weight of fiuit be produced

in an equal space, in an equal period, and at an eiiual

expense ?

Science has done her part for Mr. Bright's view,

—facts and figures we are anxiously awaiting. Ex-

cellent results have followed the old system, and

Mr. Chitty well presents them. We should our-

selves adopt the old system, trying Mr. Bright's,

however, on a small scale wherever practicable,

until time had struck the balance of results for or

against it.

—

Ed.]

AGE.
BY JOSEPH A.MR.UI.

SpRrSG is coming. With the return of sap in

vegetation, with the rc-awakuning of nature, there

returns and re-awakens in man's soul the desire to

do and to act. Improvements appear before his desire.

The air gets just balmy enough to invite him out of

doors, and is still bracing enough to fan him into

brisk activity. He wanders about the farm, the

park, the garden ; and, in running over the ground,

he runs over, in his mind, the schemes of last j-ear

to correct this or that, or he forms new ones on the

spot.

Whatever he may undertake, let him try for the

appearance of age. The newness of things is dis-

tasteful. To be comfortable in mind and body, we
want our house to be old,—not decaying,—but worn
by and fitting its inmates, every nook and comer with

its use and its tale. Old wine, old love, old trees, old

friends, old faith,—they are always fresh in their

age, and very httle good in their youth. Indeed, if

I look round creation, I discover but one thing

which must be new and young for me ; and that

—

w-hy not say it?—is a baby. Nobody likes an old

baby.

To steer now to the point. In improving ground,

had we better not avoid all look of newness? For
my part, I rather carry my new road or walk a little

out of the way to get near old trees or an old bank

of brambles, than be obliged to plant it along with

j^oung stuff. It will not fit to the rest if I do.

I also have to paint the woodwork of my house

afresh. But I will not paint staring zinc white,

—

that failing of our American countr3--houscs. White

is no color,—is but an intensity of light which hurts

the eyes, the brain, the soul, and looks well only in

long distances, eg-., when, a mile off. you get a peep

of a white house on a green-wooded knoll. There

the white is broken by the green, and is no more

actual white, the distance and the clouds having

shaded it down already into grey tint.s.

What, then, shall I raint? I will take sober

colors in soft contrast with things round. But no

one color will sufllce for my eye, if there is not at

least one more of the same tint, lighter or darker,

gciing along with it as the shade goes naturally with

the light. Frames, panels, columns, and tlieir caps

and bases can thus alone get their value. But even

the sober tints are too new and fresh to me for the

first few months. I know the house newly painted

will chafe a little on mc like new boots, or a new

coat not broke in.

"A fop, a poodle, and a bran new coat,

That's what's in every line he wrote."

However, there are creepers on the wall, and

there are pillars hid under roses, and they will soften

the harshness of new paint. Who will teach me to

lay on paint so as to look old ?

My barn, too, wants whitewashing; but here,

happily, I have an arcanum. My whitewash is

greywasb, bluish grey. It will be splashed on,

rather than washed on. The stones are uneven
;

it

will, consequently, look uneven ;
and what with the

ogive windows, and the small panes, and the trum-

pet-vine hanging from the top of the roof, seeking

the denied support, my bam will look old enough to

my taste. If it does not, I shall try, and by kin-

dling wet brush against it, shall smoke it to make

sure of age.

What an absurdity this will appear to many ! I

appeal to good taste, of the approbation of which I

feel confident. Newness borders on show and -siil-

garity. Newness as often expresses an intention,

rather than a power. Age alone is character. New-

ness is a misfortune, which either years must over-

come or our double-distilled ingenuity. And who-

ever will be good enough to state his recipes for age

in this our Gardener's Monthly, will earn the thanks

of a grateful gardening and improving pubUc.

[Our good friend seems to be inspired to WTite to

us only once a year, and that about spring-time.

We do wish spring came to him every month.

—

Ed.]

BELTED PARES.
BY WAI,TEn ELDER, rnil-ADELPniA.

It is surprising that among our boasted rural im-

provements, our wealthy citizens do not adopt the

sensible plan of adorning and sheltering their parks

or country-seats with belts of trees. A belt even

along the wayside, with an ornamental gate and

lodge at its side, gives the place an air of magnifi-

cence and seclusion, that nothing else could, and

which are considered the first marks of refinement,

and convej- the idea to the mind of the passer-by

if
-x^c^y
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that all must be beauty and splendor within, and
plimpses of the interior in passing the gateway and
through the openings of the belt. The sod looks

greener, the avenue brighter, the trees on the lawn
more massive, and the buildings larger and more
noble. It is the belted park that imparts that pic-

turesque beauty to the landscape which is so highly

admired in other lands. Nor are these all. It has

been proved that the extremes of summer and win-

ter are several degrees less in belted parks than in

open fields; and surely our extremes and sudden
changes of weather are greater than that of any
other country of the same latitude. Our summer
humrancs and winter tempests sweep over the open

plains in wild, imtamed velocity, carrying havoc

and destniction in their courses, unroofing liuildings,

blowing some down, and others off their stands, and
almost withering up man and beast unless they get

timely shelter; but no such desolations occur in

well-belted parks. The resisting power of the trees

cheats the violence of the storm, and stays the rage

of the winds, and breaks their force into fragments

as they whistle through the belts and loudly moan
over their own destruction, and pass over the park

in a subdued mood. Indeed, trees are a divine gift,

to give shade and shelter to the world. It is high

time that we, in the Eastern and Middle States,

sliould stay the stroke of the woodman's axe, and

employ the ploughman and delver to prepare the

soils and plant out trees. Many of our tiner fruits

have become precarious crops for want of shelter

from the sudden changes and violent freaks of our

climate. And some cultivators go so far as to say

that our climate is changed ; but those kinds of fruits

which are now uncertain crops in open farmers'

fields will be of easy and successful culture in belled

parks. The same may be said of some culinary

vegetables,—they will be earlier and last longer.

The great drawback to planting out trees whh us

is, that so many improper persons are employed to

do the work. Many of our wealthy citizens are to

blame for this. The first and main questions asked

are. How much do you charge per day ? IIow much
will you rbargc to plant so many trees? It is not,

How well will you do so ? Now, there is as much
difference of men as of merchandise in their value.

The great greed and hurry to get great quantities of

woi'k done cheap is the true cause of disappointment

and bane in gardening. In preparing the soil for

belts of trees, give a deep subsoil-ploughing early in

spring, and sow it dcjwn with oats; harrow and roll

it down, and when the crop is a foot tall, plough it

uiidrr, and, after lying a fortnight, sow it thickly

with buckwheat ; harrow and roll it in, and when it

is coming into bloom, plough it under, and the be-

ginnjng <if October harrow and roll again, and open

furrows, by running the plough both ways in tlie

same furrows, say seven or eight feet apart, and

plant the evergreens in them at once. The begin-

ning of November plant out the deciduous trees,

say eight or ten feet apart in the furrows, breaking

the openings in each furrow. Trees six to eight feet

tall are large enough, and a sixth part of them should

be evergreens ; and the first year the weeds should

be kept down with hoe and cultivator, and the se-

cond year cut them off once a month, with hook or

scythe, to prevent their seeding. After that they

will need no care but topping-off the deciduous trees

occasionally to make them branch below, but let

evergreens run up.

Do I hear some one say, "The belts of trees pre-

vent a free circulation of air passing through the

place" ? I answer, They check the speed of the air,

but refine it fitting for the Ivings. The life-giving

part, erygen, is heaviest, and falls down, and you get

it. Trees sift the air, and separate the "wheat from

the chaff," and you get the grains. Strong currents

of air are injurious to health, especially evening

currents to matrons and maidens who have been

shut up in close and dark rooms during the day.

Any one can obtain a current of air by walking,

running, and riding through it. In that case, it is

the exercise, and not the quantity of air, that gives

strength. It is a well-known fact, that those who

live in belted parks in Great Britain are longer-lived

than those who live out of them. But the belted

parks give shelter to large tracts of the country.

The breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, &C., have im-

proved with the increased number of belted parks

there. Indeed, it has been proved that the yield of

ten cows in a belted park is equal to that of fifteen

in an open fiirmer's field, all other things being

equal. The same may be said of fruit trees and cul-

inary vegetables. [Neither fruit trees nor vegetable

garden should be within, at least, a hundred yards

of trees.]

Another says, "The trees will hide the view of

the landscape around us." I answer, that the larger

kinds of trees in the belts can be so arranged as to

suit that, and an observatory can be made upon

the house-top to view the landscape ; but the fashion

of taking visitors up there to see the landscape

around, and earn,- their eyes off our own places, is

imprudent. Better make l)eaulies upon the place,

and show them to our friends, and when they de-

part they will speak of the place and all they siiw

upon it. And to show them the landscape, take

them to a height in the distance, from where our

own place will show to advantage, and be a particu-

lar striking beauty in the scene; for nothing can be

more beautiful in the landscape than a finely -belted

park.

^CJj
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EFFECT OP DEW ON PRODUCING ROT
AND MILDEW.

BY A. A. MILLET, C.LENDALE, O.

As no one has responded to the invitation for more

light on the cidture of the grape on Kellj's Island, I

consider the subject of sufficient public importance

to make a few remarks on Mr. Bateham's article.

Undoubtedly, great success has attended the cul-

ture of the grape in that region ; but I do not think

the evidence warrants the conclusion that it is duo to

the absence of dews and fogs. Let us examine the

points laid down in Mr. Bateham's communication.

First, "That the mode of training and pruning

differs materially from that practiced aroimd Cincin-

nati, especially in allowing the vines more wood and

leaf."

Secondly, "The vines are planted 6 feet by 8."

Thirtlly, "The soil of the Island is naturally well

adapted to the grape, consisting of friable, deep,

calcareous loam, resting on shale or lime rock having

deep fissures which afford natural tlrainage."

The first and second of these positions is simply

stated in that report, and httle value is attributed to

the last, for the main secret is believed to be due to the

absence of dews and fogs.

Now a large number of vineyards arovmd Cincin-

nati is comparatively as free from fogs on accoimt of

their high elevation as Kellj-'s Island, and yet they

are subject to mildew, nay, the crops have been

entirely destroyed. We therefore must look to other

causes for the success, and I believe those causes are

clearly pointed out in these valuable positions as

stated above. Let us carefully examine these three

important facts, set before us in that communication,

and which I consider to be its true value and the real

cause of success, viz. : the distance of planting; the

method of priming; the preparation and drainage of

the soil.

Mr. Bateham is fully aware of the general method
of planting and pruning adopted in^ the vicinity of

Cincinnati, for he speaks of the material difference,

especially in allowing the vines more wood and leaf; and

knows something of the controversies that have

taken place in the Cincinnati .Horticultural Society,

on the long and short system of pnming, for he is a

constant reader of its weekly reports, and has, no

doubt, read some of the reports of special committees

appointed by that society to investigate the causes of

the failure of the grape crop. Perhaps an extract

from a report that I, as chairman of a special com-

mittee, read to the Society on Xovember loth, 1858,

maj" not be amiss here

:

"That the most judiciously planted vineyard that

I had visited belonged to a member of this society.

His vines are planted wider than usual, and every

fifth or sixth row he left a space wide enough for a

wagon to pass ; thus giving the vines a greater suj.ply

of sun and air." And Mr. Buchanan, one of our most

successful cidtivators, immediately named Mr. Hodge

as the iierson referred to. The usual distance of

planting has hitherto been 3 to 4, or 4 by 5, but few

could now be fomul to plant closer than r, by G, and

some would even prefer r, by 8. The Catawba and

Isiibella are the principal varieties grown on the

Island, as at Cincinnati and elsewhere. Native va-

rieties are said by Mr. Longworth, Sir. Garber, Mr.

Prince, and a host of others, to be well adapted to

our climate ; and these authorities have repudiated

allforeign varieties as not suitable to our climate, and

some have gone so far as to reject even seedlings

from foreign varieties. I do not believe this theory

of fog and dews could be assented to without repu-

diating what has been said by those experienced cul-

tivators as to the fitness ef our native vines for our cli-

mate. If we examine the method that has been

generally adopted in the Winter or Spring pruning

of our native vines, wc shall find that it is according

to the German method, whose vmes are compara-

tively of a feebler growth when compared to our

robust and luxuriant growers -the Isabella or

Catawba; both of which are capable of matunng,

under favorable circumstances, over five hundred of

well developed bunches. And here is one of the

material pomts noticed in Mr. Bateham's report-

" especially allowing, the vines more wood and leaf." K
Dr Hales' statement be comet, he foimd that a

cabbage emitted nearly half its weight of moisture in

tweny-four hours. This watery expiration takes

place chiefly durmg the day, and is checked by rams

and reduction of temperature, and every nurseryman

is fully aware of the immense exijiration that takes

place through the leaves; for, if they take a spray

from a tree for the pun»se of budding, they mvan-

ably cut off all the leaves to retain the moisture.

Let us now apply the principles to the culture of

the vine, especially in ill-drained and clay subsods

retentive of moisture, and see if cause sufficient can-

not be found m the short system of prunmg to ac-

count for the principal cause of the mildew. And if

so we have at hand a practical and scientific remedy.

Should there be, in the month of June, much ram,

followed by a hot sun, we may expect the mildew
;

for the sou being well filled with moisture, and the

hot sun causing an excessive flow of sap. For a

want of sufficient leaves to evaporate the excess, the

tender cells of the young berries become ruptured,

thus producing the mildew,which is entirely avoided

on Kelly's Island by the especial allowance of more

wood and leaf. I well recollect in a discussion that

took place in the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, a

remark made by Dr. S. Mosher, "that the French

Oidium differed from the American ; the former

?nch P ,
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from witlioiit, while the latter ivas from within."

This, at the time, I considered a concession to the

advocates of long ])nininK. But I see by a recent

report to the Cincinnati Horticultural Society by Dr.

S. Jlosher, R. Buchanan and J. E. Mottier, some of

our best and most successful wine growers, condemn
the erroneous system of short Summer-pruning,
having found it detrimental to the ripening of the

fruit, and I doubt not that the short system of "Win-

ter or Spring iiruning will before long receive also

its just condemnation.

It is seldom or ever that the mildew attacks vines

imtil after the fourth year, for in the same vineyards

and under the same atmospheric influence, the vines

of three and four years old have had a full crop,

while those of si.x years and \ipwards were entirely

destroyed by mildew. I had a proof sufficient to

convince me of the correctness of this theory in ISoS.

I visited a vineyard of about six acres, the crop of

which had been entirely destroyed by mildew, with

the exception of a few vines that had run up some
cherry trees; these had a fair crop, and one row
which had all the roots cut off on one side of the

row for the purpose of making a drain for a cellar,

and jhat one row had a full crop of well-matured

grapes. The owner had root-pruned that row, and
hence the success.

The roots of the Catawba have been traced over

twenty feet, and yet these native and luxuriant

vines have been subjected to the same short anil

murderous system practiced by the Germans on their

vines, which are of a feeble growth. Mr. Batcham
speaks of the influence of the lake in ripening the

fruit ; if those grapes exhibited at Cincinnati be taken

as fair samples, they are not to be compared to those

I saw in Mr. Jlottier's vineyard, either in color or

quality. I thought them exceedingly deficient in

grape sugar, conscquentlv not well adapted forwine.

But Mr. Mottier does not practice Summer-pruning,
but believes that the leaves have important functions

to perform ; and while others cut ofi" the tops of the

vines to let the sun in to rijien the fruit, he lets the

leaves accomplish this, and the richness of his grapes

both in color and quality, proves the correctness of
his practice. If any one doubt the con-ectness of

this system they can satisfy themselves by visiting

his vineyard at the proper season, or his wine cellars

at any season, and I am satisfied they will fully en-

dorse my judgment that his grapes and wine are hard

to beat by those of Kelly's Island or elsewhere, and
should they be fortunate enough to get a glass of his

"United States Fair Premium Wine," they will, no
doubt, approve the committee's decision, and per-

haps secure a box of the same for their use. I have
iligrcsscd a little from my subject, and having ex-

tiiulid this article l)evond the limits I intended, I

shall conclude by stating that if I am not mistaken

in the signs of the times, that not only the Summer
pruning will be generally discontinued, but that the

short system of Winter-pruning and close system of

planting will soon be superseded by wider planting,

better drainage and especially allowing the vines

more wood, as so forcibly stated by Mr. Batcham in

his communication.

[Around the Lakes and in Canada, where the ex-

tremes of moisture in the atmosphere arc not sudilen

and violent, the foreign grape is entirelj' free from

mildew. On Kelly's Island, where, bj- the absence

of dews and fogs, the climate is proved to be in a like

regular condition, Jlr. Batcham notices the same

success in the culture of the native grape. When
we come to a dr3-er and more changeable climate,

the foreign grape fails. Its tender leaves and spongy

wood part with moisture too rapidly, and mildew

ensues. So the cultivator builds a cold vinery over

the grapes, which insures the moist and regular cli-

mate of the Lakes, and mildew is in a measure con-

quered. Mr. Mullett's experience is similar in its

results.

In drained ground, where heat and moisture are

more regular ; in wider planted vineyards, where

the plants cannot rob each other so easily in a dry

time ; in less Summer-pruned (ines where the well-

known effect is to produce harder and less spongy

wood ; and in vines running over trees where the

partial shade checks evaporation ; the same eflects

arc produced that nature effects on the atmosphere of

Kelly's Island, and the foreign grape grower does in

his vinery. The whole series of experiences shows

a striking coincidence of causes from the most ojipo-

site views to one point. It is highly probable that it

will become an admitted principle that "an over dry

or suddenly dried atmosphere is the most common
cause of the mildew and rot in grapes, causmg a

greater evaporation than the plant can healthily

supph'." All this can be partially remedied by cor-

rect pruning, draining, shading, or locality, as well

as the selection of kinds with thick leathery foliage,

that wUl not easily wilt under any common sun.

We should be glad to receive from other of our

correspondents any additional observations, confir-

matorj- or otherwise, of these views.

—

Ed.]

PACKING FRUIT.
BY "CL.VUDE," I.ODI, N. J.

>I.VT not the decaj- of the large Duchcsse d' An-

gouleme pear, sent from Wayne County to Phila-

delphia, fas mentioned in the December Monthly),

be as attributable to their enormous size as to tlie

efteets of their transit ?

I have noticed, this last season, many large fruit

of this variety quite diseased in the flesh, whilst the

W^^ ^^mi'^^•^
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outside was to all appearance quite sounil ; and this I

too, in the case of fruit that had been gathered and
,

brought into the fiuit room carefully. If, however,

such large fruit are sent to any distance in barrels,

great care indeed would be required in the packing

to insure their safe arrival. The barrels should be

divided into two or three compartments, according

to the size or substance of the fruit, by portable

divisions—false-bottom like—which will not only
:

lessen the weight and pressure of the fruit on one
;

another, but will also prevent the springing or yielding

in the sides of the barrels ; to prevent which, and

also to pack the fruit so as to prevent shaking or

shifting in the smallest degree, are the two main
points to be attended to in the packing of all kinds

of fruit for a journey. Even a short journey is suf-

ficient to injure them if not put up with some sort of

care. As an instance, a bushel basket of Duchesse's

was sent from this place to New York this last sea-

son, and though it is scarcely an hour's ride, thej'

were reported as having come to hand in " sviash."

On the other hand, some boxes of the same sort

were sent to Canada, and they were acknowledged

as hanng arrived quite sjife ; "Xot so much as an

injured fruit being among them." They were
packed in kiln-dried sawdust, and care was taken to

shake it in well through each layer of fruit, and press

it down round the sides of the boxes. The fruit was
placed stalk upwards, and each layer occupied the

hollow spaces formed by the one under it, the saw-

dust preventing the fruit from toucliing each other.

Each box was finished off with a good layer of the

sawdust, pressed down, and left rather fuller than

the sides so that when the lid was pressed on it the

dust formed a slight convex surface, which made up
for anj- shrinking that might take place on the jour-

ney. The fruit, to be siu-e, were not such monsters

as those grown by Mr. Teomans, but were con-

sidered good representatives of the Duchesse d'

Angouleme. There were from 7 to 8 dozens in each

box.

Fniit of such a size as 3Ir. Yeoman's should be

each wrapt in paper, and particidar care taken to

keep the ripest, regardless of size, on the top. Boxes
are preferable to barrels, and shoidd be made stout

in proportion to their size.

I maj' mention as another instance of success of

the above mode of packing, that a box of choice

pears was sent from this place to England, about four

years ago, wluch arrived in perfect condition, and

were much prized for their very superior flavor and ,

texture. Thej- were kept in the ice house of the
i

ship during the voyage.

Permit me also to mention, as an instance that

firm packing holds good in the case of the softest

fruits, that some years since, in the "old countrj-,"

""SKT"

I had occasion to send all the forced peaches a dis-

tance of seventy miles, but they got more jolting and
delays for that distance than on a thousand miles of

rail. They were generally two, and in more than

one instance three days on the road, owing to mis-

takes, and in no one instance did thej' arri^'c in a

damaged condition. They were all packed with

perfectly dry moss in stout boxes. Figs, plums and
grapes were sent at the same time with perfect safety.

The figs, like the peaches, were first wrapped in

paper ; the plums without paper were packed in the

moss ; the grapes were packed in their own leaves

;

a few holes being bored in the tops of the sides of

the boxes to prevent heating. In all cases the fruit

was perfectly ripe at the time of gathering them.

I am aware there is nothing new in all tliis ; but

that most gardeners have practiced it, and are fre-

quently called upon to practice it in most places, pri-

vate or public; but as the growth of choice fruits is

becoming more extended, the knowledge of the best

mode of packing them must be also of increasing

importance ; I have, therefore, given you a hurried

outline of mine, and would be glad to see and profit

by the experience of others, recorded in your very

valuable journal.
**m**

PRUNING EVERGREENS.
BY WII,I.I.^OI BRIGHT, PHIL.\DELPni.\.

Loud Chestebfield, in his advice to his son,

instructed him, when his vanity was assailed by

flattery, never to permit himself to be "giggled" out

of the return compliment. In accordance with this

sage advice, I will say to the Editor of the Gar-

dener's Monthly, Cpolitcly lifting my chapeauj, that if

there has been a Garibaldi in horticulture, there has

also been an Editorial good King Emanuel, under

whose wise and benignant sway the aid of Garibaldi

is no longer necessary to the public.

Still, I must confess, that praise of my evergreens

touches me in a vulnerable point. I believe I have

produced some good specimen trees, and with your

permission, I will state some of the rules wlxich I

have adopted in pruning and training them.

In the first place, it may be set down as a fact,

tliat our principal evergreens will bear the use of the

knife in pruning as well as the Osage Orange, the

Buckthorn, or the Iloncy Locust, and a great deal

better than the plum, the cherrj', or apricot.

Evergreens naturally form beautiful trees, but their

primitive beauty is often destroyed by close planting

in nursery rows, by injuries received in cultivating

them with plough and hoe ; by packing them for

shipment like bales of ha)% and by other causes. If

you have one of these deformed seedlings just trans-

planted to your groimds, with its roots abridged and

mangled, it is of no use to prune it when first planted
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I ilo not tliink that you can aid a sickly evergreen by

jirunin!,' ; iniUcd, it is my practice never to prune an

evergreen at all when transplanting, as we do de-

ciduous trees, but to wait till it is well established

before I undertake to improve its form with the

knife. If you treat an evergreen so badly in trans-

planting that it is likely to die, pruning with a view

to lessen evaporation, will not save it. On the con-

traiy tlie shock occasioned by pnming will increase

its debility and hasten its death ; at least this is my

opinion. I rarely, if ever, apply the knife to an

evergreen until it has been a year or two trans-

planted, unless it be taken up carefully with a large

ball of earth, and nearly all its roots uninjured.

A perfect evergreen, such as the Nonvay Spruce

and Austrian Pine, generaUy presents to us a fine

pyramidal form and a perfect circle, with branches

of nearly etiual size, at equal distances, from its base

to the top of the leader.

If you have a tree which has a break or vacant

space in its structure, in its centre or at its base, you

must, of course, cut the top well back so as to throw

out the lower deficient side shoots with greater vigor,

just as you would m the case of any other tree.

If the tree is one sided, you will cut in the full

side, and thus encourage the deficient branches to

extend themselves to the limits of the circle which

the tree is expected to describe. Sometimes a branch

may be twisted around from the full to the weaker

side and tied to a stake so as to fill a vacant space

w^ith great advantage.

The upper branches of an evergreen must never

be allowed to extend over the lower. This is always

fatal to the perfection of the tree in single specimens

or in hedges. You /niwtkeep the pj-ramidtU or wedge

shape constantly perfect, or the base of your tree

will surely decline in vigor and beauty. Trees of

this order never recover their lower shoots so long

as the upper branches extend over them. This idea

is so imperative that I repeat it in various forms.

It is probably unnecessary to say more about what

is reciuired to be done in order to change the form of

an imperfect tree. The main questions are :—when

to prune ? how to prune ?

The best time to prune evergreens is in the Spring,

just before they commence to grow. Of course, a

moderate trimming may be given with safety in

the Fall after the Autumn rains commence, and

the work niav also be done in the latter part of the

Winter, if the season be mUd, a month or two before

they start.

liow to prune ? I will try to cxplam what I have

done. I cut an evergreen anywhere, with the most

perfect freedom, even back upon wood three years

old, and two or three inches in diameter if necessary.

1 tliink we may train or prune an evergreen with

success to any form we choose ; I believe I can form

a Norway liedge, only three feet high, and keep it to

that height for a lifetime ; or I can prune a Norway

to the shape of a crescent or a mill stone, a pyramid

or a liberty ])olc, or any fancy figure except that

of an inverted cone, or other shape which throws

out the upi)er branches so as to shade the lower ones.

If you have a tree which is so broken and imper-

fect in its form that you desire to cut it back severely,

you may cut to any jjoint you please if it be even

three-fourths of the main stem, with perfect safety,

if the tree be well established. When you do this,

you will select a side shoot or branch, to which you

intend to cut back, to be tied upjor aleader. All side

shoots, or laterals, in evergreens, readily assume the

form and functions of mam shoots or leaders as de-

sired. But mark this rule : when you cut back the

leader or main stem upon old wood, leave two or three

inches of the old wood above the side shoot or branch in-

tendedfor a leader, and never cut close to a bud or

shoot, as you would on a pear tree. If you neglect

this rule you will most probably lose your leader or

bud. The old wood let^ above the bud or shoot will,

it is true, form an unsightly snag for a time, but in

a year or two it may be neatly trimmed otf, and the

cut will also by that time be concealed by the new

shoots and foUage.

If managed in this way, a Norway Spruce, eight

feet high, and four to six years old or more, may be

cut down to a height of two to four feet, so as to re-

semble a mere shrub, or bush, without the slightest

injury to its general health or vigor.

If the tree be too heavy and luxuriant in its upper

portion and weak and deficient in its lower branches,

the leader may be cut back, or disbudded, and the

upper side shoots may be thinned and shortened at

pleasure, so as to preserve the tapering form, by

cutting out the centre, or leader as we may say, of

side shoots, and shortening all such shoots or

branches as required ; or even entire branches may

be taken out, if desired, always recollecting, when

cutting on old wood or new, not to cut too close to

shoots or buds, but to leave a snag, as before directed,

for the main stem. This rule, however, is not so

imperative when applied to the terminal points of

growing side shoots.

In pruning the side shoots of evergreens, do not

cut all of them to the exact form of tlic iiyramid, but

cut-in-and-out, as I may say, so as not to leave the

cut ends all on a precise line, but some shorter and

some longer than others, just as a skilful barber

trims hair, concealing by his art the fact that it has

been trimmed. If the cut ends are all on one line

the tree will look "buzzy," as the gardeners say.

I warn the novice in this work not to be loo radi-

cal in his first priming ; not to do too much at one
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time. You cannot change tlie -vvliole form of an
iiniH'ifect tree in one season. Be <rra(lual in your
Work. After tlie first judicious pruning nuiny dor-

mant eyes will break, and the necessity for severe

pruning may be prevented by the growth of new
shoots. When there are two stems, the weaker
one should be cut out as soon as possible. —
The great points are to retard the top all you
can, by disbudding and cutting back the leader,

and thus encouraging the ba.^al shoots, to keep the

upper portions of the tree short and thin, and within

the line of the perfect pjTamid. Tliis is almost the

entire art of evergreen pruning.

The rules above given apply more strictly to the

Norway Spruce than to other evergreens ; but still,

with slight exceptions to nearly all of them. I think

the Norway may be kept down to a hedge plant,

three or four feet high, till its stem becomes a foot

in diameter, or more, if the upper shoots be kept
shorter than the lower ones, am\ moderately thin

;

or it can be grown twenty or thirty feet high, like a
liberty pole, witli a huge feathered stem, if the same
rules be observed in the pruuing; that is, to keep the
branches at uniform distances, so as to admit the air

into all its parts, the top short and thin, and the basal

shoots strongest.

The Scotch Fir, unlike the Norway, in its most
perfect form is not pyramidal, but has rather a round
head. The object in i)nining this tree should be to

preserve its natural form ; hence, any branch or

shoot, extending beyond the bounds of the true

form, should be cut back near to a lateral shoot, as

directed for the Norway. If the branches are too
thick they may be taken out. The top should be
kept slightly oval in form instead of sharpely wedge-
shaped, but still comparatively thinner and shorter

than the base. It is better to disbud the Scotch Fir,

in the Spring, than to use the knife too freely.

The Auilrian Pine, -while it is one of the most
beautiful of evergreens, is the most difficult to man-
age, and requires less direct use of the knife than any
other tree of its class because it makes new shoots

but slowly, and has generally but little spare wood
in its branches. If an Austrian has one full and
one weak side, it is better to trj' and twist a branch
round to the vacant side, and tie it in place, in order

to get the desired form, than to attempt to create

new shoots by pruning. You cannot force a new
growth, as in Norways

;
pruning may, however, be

done in the same waj'as on Norways, when required

by the form of the tree. The lea;ler may be taken

out and a side shoot brought up, or lirancbes may be

cut back; but, as in the Scotch, it is better to disbud

than to prune.

The While Pine may be primed very freely when
three years old, with great advantage. You maj-

take out the entire third year's growth of tlie main
stem and tie up a side shoot for a leader. A very
beautiful form may be created by twisting shoots
round to fill vacant places and disbudding the
strongest branches. When the White Pine has been
cut back it should not lie pruned again till the second
year afterwards, when, if necessary, the main stem
may be taken (Uil again. The object of this treat-

ment is to thicken the tree and to protect the main
stem against storms, as it has a strong tendency to

become too naked.

The Silver Fir is rather tender and very liable to

lose its leader, and tlie terminal buds of laterals,

especially after transplanting. It does not always
start well ; in case the main buds of the leader or
laterals are destroyed, you may cut back to a side

shoot and tie up a new leader as directed for all

the other evergreens. It bears pruning as well as
the Norway, and is to be managed by the same
rules.

The HemlocI:, as all gardeners know, maybe trim-

med with as much freedom as a box hedge. The
same general rules which govern the pruning of
other trees of this class should, however, be kept in

view in our treatment of the Hemlock.
The American ArborvitcB, whether in the hedge, or

grown as single specimens, has a very strong ten-
dency to become thickest at the top and to lose the
wedge or pyramidal shape so absolutely necessary to
its continued thrift and beautj^ You must keep the
top thin and the branches of the entire plant
equalized, from the base to the top, and the basal
shoots very strong. In the hedge, the wedge shape
must be very sharply defined, and the upper angle
very acute. After opening the top carefully with the
knife, cutting large shoots to a proper lateral, you
may go over the hedge with a large knife, or reap-
ing hook, and cut off the tips carelessly to produce
the desired form. Never use a pair of shears for this
work; let it be done, as before suggested, just as a
first-class barber trims yoiu- hair, i. e., ".shin''led"

off.
°

The Hemlock in the hedge will be treated in the
same way as the Arborvitte. I think the Siberian
Arbprvita; forms the finest evergreen hed"-e. The
Hemlock is next in beauty. The American Arbor-
vitEC is the cheapest and most speedily grown, and
perhaps the most vigorous. The Nonvay Spruce,
six feet high, and properly pruned, makes a
magnificent and very strong hedge. In perfection
of beauty as a hedge plant, nothing, however, has
yet sun)assed the Siberian ArborvitK.

[It will be seen that we differ entirely from Mr.
Bright, as to the advantages of pruning evergreens
at the time of transplanting; also in some other
matters which will be readily noticed on reference to

'(§>.
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our paper last month. So far as Mr. B.'s paper

goes liis views arc excellent and will be read with

gnat interest—for once we have to go farther than

he docs and hold to the extreme views.

By way of iippendix to wliatwc have'already said,

we add the following: An acquaintance of ours is

famous for his succe.'is with evergreens transplanted

from the woods. As_soon as he gets them in Spring,

they arc thickly set in nursery rows. He usually

gets plants about one foot or fifteen inches high ; as

soon as they arc set, he with a box or hedging shears

clips them all "unmercifully," down to about six

inches, and they are left afterwards without any pro-

tection from sun, wind and rain. "We have known

him practice this successfully the past five years at

least, and to employ his plan on arborvitas, hemlock,

and balsam firs. He scarcely asks how the plants

have been taken up, though, of course, the more

carefully the better ; about nmety-five per cent, inva-

riably live.

As to pruning otlier kinds besides those named by

Mr. Bright, the following from the Germantown

Telci/raph will be very interesting. We have seen

Major Preas' specimen, and it is a very beautiful one.

"We have likewise a Cryptomeria, some fourteen

or fifteen feet in height, the branches of which grew

almost horizontally and very stragghngly, and be-

came very much rusted by our severe climate, and

interiorly bare. We determined to improve it or

destroy it; but believing it partook of the same

nature of all the evergreen family, we cut away every

branch except the leader, within two or three inches

of the main stem. Indeed there was nothing left of

it except a bean pole. This was in the Spring of

1859, and the result was that new and numerous

shoots made their appearance from the main stem

and the stumps of the abscinded branches, and stood

last winter, which was more than usually severe

upon not entirely hardy plants and trees, admirably

—grew luxuriantly the past season—forming a hand-

sonic tree, with most of the branches growing per-

pendicularly. Competent judges say it is the hand-

somest Cryptomeria they have yet seen, and believe

it to be the tallest in the country."]

N.
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WINE-VAULTS AND VINEYARBS OF
LONGWORTH, CINCINNATI, O.

r.\ K.

IIavino frcciuenlly heard of the extent of Uv.

Longworth's operations, and feeling a strong desire

to examine his establishment, I had recently an op-

portimity afforded me of d<iing so during a short

visit to Cincinnati.

Supposing that it would reciuire a note of intro-

duction from the excellent proprictur, I wended my
,• to his elegant and comfortable mansion, Imt

was so unfortunate as to find him out. As my time

was limited, I concluded to make the trial on my
own rcsiionsibility, and soon found myself before a

large and massive building situated at the comer of

Sixth and Broadway, the only entrance to which

was through a gateway. I entered the office boldly

and stated my wislies to a verj' polite French gen-

tleman, who instantly called one of the workmen to

.show me through the establishment. The upper

part and ground-floor of the building is principally

devoted to the processes of bottling, packing in cases

and baskets, shipping, and distilling. The basement

is used for storing wine in immense butts during the

process of fermentation ; and in a building on the

opposite side of the court-yard is the distillery, ca-

pable of distilling one hundred and fifty gallons of

Catawlia brandy in twenty-four hours. This brandy

is distilled from wine one year old. Underneath the

ba.sement and entirely below the fluctuation of tem-

perature at the surface, in immense vaulted ajiart-

ments, is stored the enormous and valuable stock of

champagne or sparkling, and still wines both of the

Catawba and IsaliclUi grape in bottles and casks. In

the bottling-rooms are several machines of a very

simple construction, by the aid of which one man can

bottle five thousand liottlcs of champagne per day.

On the ground-floor and basement I was shown a

large number of butts of new wine, just made and

commencing to ferment. To give the reader some

idea of the extent of the stock of wines, here I will

mention that I noticed one butt which contained 4.575

gallons, and fifteen butts which contained 2000 gallons

each, besides an immense mnnber of a smaller size.

The wine for champagne is kept one year in these

casks before bottling; but the sfi/i wine is allowed to

remain in them, closely bunged, until it is needed,

and then drawn off into casks or bottled, as may be

preferred by the purchaser. In these apartments is

also kept a large stock of Catawba brandy, and idso

of a liqueur called by the French Far/ail amour des

dames, which is also manufactm-ed in the establish-

ment in large ([uantities. I was shown, in one of the

rooms on the ground-floor, a wine-press of the s;ime

kind as that described and figured in your July

number of last year. As a general rule, the grapes

arc pressed at the vineyards immediately after being

gathered, and but little work of this kind is done in

this cstal)lishment. After examining the superAvT-

ranean departments, our polite attendant jirepared to

make a descent into the .iiift-terrancan regions. Be-

ing both provided with a candle, we bade adieu, for

a time, to the cheerful light of day, and i)lungcd

down a yawning abyss into what appeared more

like the ilrcary realm of Pluto than the courts of

vine-crowned and laughing Bacchus. I found my-

self in one of a series of immense vaults of about

M)
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one hundred nnd fifty feet in Icngtli, the wliolc of

\vliicU arc filled to their utmost capacity with buttled

champagne, arninged in long tiers or jiiles, the bot-

tles being mostly laid in a horizontal jiosition. The

wine, just after ln-ing bottled, is kept lor a time with

the mouth of the bottle down in a wooden case, as

shown in the annexed sectional dniwing.

H

In one of these vaults alone, my guide informed

me, there were over 100,000 liottles. Tlie piles or

tiers arc about five feet high, and occupy nearly the

entire floor, onlj- leaving a narrow aisle or path. I

was forciblj- reminded, by the sight of so many bot-

tles of champagne, of an old German legend. It is

as follows

:

His Satanic majesty called a mass-meeting on a

regimental muster of his imps in a large wine-vault,

in which was stored a large quant it}' of champagne.

As they arrived before his majesty, they amused

themselves by drinking the champagne ; and by the

time Beelzebub arrived, his sjitellites were consider-

bly elated, if not quite drmik. This undevilish con-

duct on the part of his imps so excited the ire of

their nuister, that he immediately corked one of

them in each of the bottles ; and this fthe legend

saysj accounts for the f/ffcb of drinking champagne;

for in drinking a bottle, j'ow at the same time be-

come possessed of a devil. Now, do not understand

me as in anywise endorsing the tnith of this legend.

On the contrarj-, I look upon it almost in the light

of a libel ; for most persons will agree with me in

the opinion, that where taken in moderation^ it has,

unlike most other alcoholic beverages, the effect of

producing hilarity and promoting wit and humor.

Some idea of the importance and extent of the

wine business of Cincinnati may be fonned from the

fact that Mr. Longworth's stock of wine alone is

estimated to be worth two millions of dollars, and

there are several other establishments here largely

engaged in the same business.

Although I have lieen through .some of the largest

wine districts of France, I had not an opportunity

of seeing the process of wine-making, or rather of

winc-pressing, it not being the vintage season. I

was, therefore, much pleased to hear from my guide

that this was the height of the season here, and that

I eoidd witness the whole opemtion by walking up

to a vineyard owned by Mr. Longworth, which oc-

cupies a slope of one of the hills overlooking Cin-

cinnati, known by the name of the Garden of Eden.

The whole jiroperty contains, I Iwlieve, about one

hundred and fifty acres, a part only of which is

planted in vines, the remainder being devoted to

other fruit, peaches, apples, jwars, strawberries, &c.

After searching for some time to find the wine-jiress,

I at last found it in a small barn, situated nearlj' in

the centre of the estate. Here I found the process

of jiicking and pressing the grapes in full oiieralion.

Half-grown boys were bus}- picking the graiies in

baskets, which they emptied into alight oaken firkin,

provided with leather strajis to pass over the shoul-

der. When this was full, it was carried by a man to

the rolling or crtishing-mill, and from that to the

press. It is scarce!}- necessarj- for me to describe

these machines, as the designs and descriptions fur-

nished by Jlr. Hazeltine to your magazine have

already familiarized your readers with them. I

cannot, however, forbear to add that the fresh juice

or must of the Catawba grape is the most delicious

drink that I have ever tasted.

I have thus, Mr. Editor, endeavored to give your

readers an idea, imperfect though it be, of these in-

teresting establishments, and will close by advising

them, if they sliould visit Cincinnati, bj- all means

to visit them.

WATER IN G3EENHOUSES.
BY .1. C. UKE, CHICAGO, rt-L.

RE.\Drxc. your remarks in your leading article in

the December number, where you recommend plac-

ing pans of water on flues, reminded me of an arti-

cle I contributed to the Prairie Farvtcr, of this city,

which may be of some service to j'our readers,—if

3-0U think so, please publish it.

IiE.VTiNG Greekiiouses.—The majority of green-

houses have the common brick flue. One difficulty

with the brick flue is that you have to start the fire

an liour before it is necessary to have it, in order to

get the required heat. It also dries the atmosphere,

so that it has been found necessary to keep vessels

filled with water standing on it, the evaporation from

which would atford the necessary humidit}'.

In a house where I have one, I have placed over

the furnace on the flue ("the brick being removed so

that the bottom of the boiler comes in contact with

the fire, J a copper boiler with a tin lid, with a weight

on it. Two inches above the liotlom of this boiler

I have inserted a coupling—a common liose coup-

ling, to which is attached a lead pipe— :] inch—nine

feet long. It passes from the boikr imder the walk,
^%
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ami into a lariic barrel. A hole was bored in the

side of the l)arrel, on the same level with the coup-

ling in the boiler, the end of the pipe inserted, and

enlarged on the inside of the barrel with iron and

hammer. White lead was used to make the hole

about the pil>e, water-tight. Such i.s the apparatus.

Now for its use. When the Are is made in luniace,

the water being low in the boiler, it immediately

produces steam which may escape directly into the

greenhouse if the cover is open, modifying the tem-

perature of the atmosphere at once.

This is of great service when but little is wanted,

and is wanted immediately—es|)edany in the early

morning before the sun rises, on a spring day—and

sometimes in a winter day, if the lire has gone down
in the furnace, as it sometimes does. It al.^o, with

the lid or cover closed, heats the water in the bar-

rel, causing constant evaporation, and creating a

moist atmosphere. The water in the barrel is al-

most always in condition to be used in watering the

pols and syringing jilants. By adding another i)ipe

the water may be kept in constant circulation on the

same principle as houses are heated with hot water

;

the only ditferencc being its passage through a barrel

of water. The pipe can readily be detached from

the boiler at the coupling and the boiler removed

without disturbing the pipe. But it is not necessary

to remove the boiler in order to till it, as the water

in the barrel above the pipe is equal to that in the

boiler—hence if it descend to fill the boiler the barrel

may be filled. The cost may be more or less, accord-

ing to circumstances. I had a barrel, and an ordi-

nary cast-aside stove boiler, on hand. The pipe,

ifec, cost near §2, which, was the cash cost outside

my own labor. This will be saved in a single week
in winter.

It can be made an ornanuiit by putting rocks,

moss, a((uatic plants, Ac, about it. There is a good

o|ip(n'tunity to make it beautiful, as well as useful.

THE FARRIER AND HORTICULTURIST.
nv N. S. N., COI.U.MmA, TENN.

Theue has been much ridicule lavished upon book-

farming and scientific horticulture. It is said our

fathers were farmers by nature, and horticulturists

from instinct, and that we, their descendants,

have or ought to have inherited their endowments.

Consequently the attempt to impart information to

our farmers through the medium of books and

papers, or to educate our horticulturists, is mere

humbuggcry ; a useless consumption of time, and a

wasteful expenditure of money, doing more harm
1 than good. Thev maintain that farming is no

is, those who advocate such opinions arc themselves

the moderns advocating a new theory, and not us

who are advocating different principles. These book-

hating farmers have really less information on any

subject that requires thought and reflection than any

other class of society. The dilTerence between a

scientific farmer and educated horticullurisl on the |one

side, and a mere cidtivator of the soil, and a planter

of trees on the other, is well drawn l)y a very old

writer of the first century, Philo Judeas, who with

the Greeks and Romans, regarded farming as a beau-

tiful science, and hortieultiu'c as one of the fine arts.

He says, on this account shall he, "meaning Cain,"

cultivate the earth; "He, "meaning God, "does not

say" "He shall become a farmer." For every far-

mer is an arliil, because farming is an art. But any

of the common people are cultivators of the earth,

giving their service to provide themselves with

the necessaries, without anj' skill. These men, then,

as the}- have no sui)erintendent in all that they do,

do much harm, and whatever they do well they do

by chance. But the works of farmers, which are

performed according to knowledge, are all of them

of necessity useful. And among the trees cajiable

of cultivation, he manages them in different ways,

and not all in the same wa}'
;
pruning some, and

adding props to others ; training some to increase

their size, and cutting down others so as to kei'p

them dwarfs. There are also an innumerable host

of other operations in farming which iirocecd by

rules of art, which it woidd be superfluous to enu-

niei-ate on the present occasion, for we have only

dwell on this point at such length for the purjiose

of .showing the dilference between the man who is

only a cultivator of the earth, and one who is a

farmer."

Tlie only object wc had in copying the above,

was to show that pruning, in all ages, has been re-

garded as a science, and horticulture one of the fine

arlx, and the imputation that they are of modern

origin, a clap trap to make money, is without foun-

dation, made by the penurious and those who believe

knowledge to be a cur.sc instead of a blessing. Salt

cannot save such.

Wc are now in January 18G1 ; some day, if

nothing unforseen happens, we e.xpcct to have a

small mess of very large Strawberries, Downer's.

They were potted aliont the middle of October, and

l)lac('d under glass, but without beat,— they are very

large and line.

t
'/ICC, neither is liorti<'ulture an «r/, that can be culti-

vated and improved by studying books or reading

papers. Now there is one thing very certain, that

HOT DRAINS IN THE OPEN AIR.
i:v wAi/rEU Ei.PKn, rim..M>Ei.riii.\.

In answer to the qui'ry of E. IJ. X., St. I.ouis, I

winild say that in my bu.siness, I visit many eoun-

trv-seat.s, ami
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place, Inst June, I observed some rows of peas

earlier than I had scon that season ; and, inquiring

into the reason, was shown a drain, (tile, I thought, J
and was told tliat a fire was made at the lower

moulli on eold nights in spring, and the suioUe

went out at the upper end. The ground slopes for

about thirty feet from the mouth of the drain, and
rises three feet in the thirtj-, and then runs on a

level fldl fifty yartls. The fire is made upon the

ground, and, as heat ascends, much of it will he

lost ; but as it is easier to improve than invent, I

will give another mode of heating. Tlierc are plenty

of sheet-iron stoves with rings of fire-brick inside,

and cost, when new, one dollar. Make the fire in

the stove, and enter the pipe into the drain, which
should exactly fit the tile, so as to draw better; and
the pipe might have two branches with pipes to lead

into two other drains, say three feet or six feet

apart, and one fire would heat all the three at once,

and no heat would be lost. The pipe fiistencd upon
the stove can have two side holes like a drain-tile

where two drains cross each other, and the branch-

pipes fitted upon them. The stove and pipes would
last many years, and the expense of fuel would be

very trifiing ; and as for the cost of the tile for the

drains, that would be notliing in comparison with
the pleasure to the owner.

I tliiuk that it will do best upon land that has a

slight ascent. The tiles should be a foot under the

surface, and a row of peas on each side of it, say

eighteen inches olT it, which will make three feet

between the rows. The roots would not be so apt to

dry that way, than where a row is right on top of

the drain, and the warmth in the ground would be

enough to keep frost off the surface and the plants.

Tliese drains would be good for early lettuce, radish,

beets, &c. A fire is not made every night, but only

when frost is expected. Gardeners all know well

the value of moderate bottom-heat. More or less

fire could be applied at pleasure. The peas in Dr.
Meigs' garden were two weeks earlier than others

of tlie same kinds twenty yards from the drains.

And the value to a market-gardener can be con-

ceived by the high price such early peas would com-
mand, compared with those two weeks later. When
I was in tliat line, I have sold my peas at fifty cents

per half-iieck ; and in ten days later tliey were down
to ten and twelve cents a half-peck; besides, any
thing early makes other things sell, and draws new
customers to the stall. If I were to rent a truck-

gaidcn for but five years, I would make these hot-

air drains and make one stove heat three drains six

feet apart. AVhen my lease was ended, I could take

the tile up and move it to another place. I feel con-

vinced that this mode of forwarding vegetables in

spring will be largely adopted when it is more widely

known. It woidd be a coining of money to l\n:

market-gardener near to a large city. Such drains
in the alleys between asparagus-beds and between
the rows of rhubarb plants, bcan.s, potatoes, toma-
toes, egg-idants, and almost every kind of vegetable
can be brought into use a fortnight earlier than by
the old system ; and I say so from occular demon-
stration.

[In addition to the suggestions of Mr. Elder, we
append the following, from tlie London Gardener's
Chronicle, as applicable to the same subject:

"BOTTOM-IIEAT STEAM.
" Suppose a furnace and boiler fplaced in a hid-

den corner of a gardcnj, such as to generate a large
quantity, and an iron pipe to issue from it convey-
ing the steam, to be laid three feet under the surface
of the ground. Suppose a portion of ground to be
laid with bell-shaped draining pipes, two or three

inches in diameter, in parallel lines, three feet under
the surface, and all to be connected with the iron

pipe conveying the steam. At the opposite ends of
the earthen drain-pipes let there be perpendicular
pipes or shafts coming up to the sm-face, to act as
safety-valves and to secure the current of steam, to
be kept open, or more or less closed by a small wisp
of hay. Let the steam be kept up, more or less at
such seasons of the }-ear, and at such times in each
day as experience and the objects sought might
direct.

What would be the effect of such an action of
steam on the subsoil and upper soil ? Would it not
gradually create a warmth in both, ascending up-
wards, and would it be to a moderate or great de-
gree, requiring to be regulated and controlled? The
steam would, no doubt, be condensed to a certain
extent, and the water would run off in the pipes
which would act as drains, but the pipes would
themselves get hot and communicate a dry heat to

the subsoil ; while, on the other hand, steam would
escape from each junction of the bell-shaped earthen
pipes, which fit into each other, but are open to
water or steam. This steam would ascend into the
subsoil and reach the upper soil, imparling a moist
heat as it went, and it would create a moist and
warm atmo.sphcre above the siu-face of tlie ground.
The great (picstion is, the degree and proportion in
which all these things would happen, and how far
the whole action would be considerable and su.'iccp-

tible of being controlled and moderated, and how
far it would be salutary in reference to the giowth
of plants.

"That such a system would act well under glass
can scarcely be doubted. It might be regulated so
as only to exclude frost, or a little more

; or it min-ht
be applied as regards season and degree, so as to }

govern all the various objects in forcing fruit. Any

~-^^^
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cxccfs of moipture in the atmosphere under glass

might be corrected by ventilation.

"What would be the effect of such a system ap-

plied to the border of a fruit wall, so as to influence

the roots of fruit trees, and what the effect on gar-

den culture, applying the steiim at such seasons as

thiiuld ward oil' frost, and such as were suitable to

promote early growth.

"But the idea is probably more applicable to fruit-

houses, orchard-houses, and others, and the scheme

seems to be a more simple mode of applying heat

and moisture than the whole apparatus of hot-water

pipes, and much less costly—certainly in the con-

struction, and not more so as respects fuel. It seems

likely to create buttom-heat in a more effectual and

salutary manner than any other system, if there be

no objections which have not been apparent. It

would seem to be an idea on the merits of which it

is difficult to decide a priori, and where experiment

is recpiired. It may be observed, that lines of pipes

under glass could, of course, be laid at such distances

as might be deemed and found to be best, and if \m.-t-

pendicular shafts were brought up inside the houses,

thereby diffusing steam, they might be opened or

closed at pleasure. On the other hand, the warm

vapor rising from the earth inside a house might be

found sufficient.—S(fam."—Ed.]

FRUIT-GROWrRS' SOCIETY OF EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA.

REPUUT UN KASPBEKRIES.

The Belle de Fontenay Raspberry mentioned in

the Report of the Philadelphia Committee, criticised

in your last number Ijy Mr .1. T. Hairis, was de-

scribed from plants growing in the grounds of the

writer, obtained from an amateur who had imported

them from France, and from plants imported in the

spring of 1800 direct from Bagnolet, near Paris,

the great centre of raspberry culture for the Paris

market, which were identical with those of the Com-

mittee. Their Report was written, though not pub-

lished, prior to the meeting of the Pomological

Societj". The remarks of the President, Jtr. Barrj",

and other experienced horticulturists, confirmed the

accuracy of their description. Its peculiar charac-

teristics are a short, stiff, upright cane, thick foliage,

silvery whiU on the under side, and very numerous

suckers. Its fruit is large and purplish-red. The

fruit of the Merteille fnot Mervaillr, as Jlr. Harris

has it,)rfcs Quntre Saitons is bright red, the canes

very tall, and growth rampant ; suckers not nume-

rous.

If Mr. Harris will read the remarks on this rasp-

l)errv- made at the Convention and reported on page

1!» of the Gardener's Monthly Eilra for November, he

will, we think, be convinced that the Committee arc

not in error in their description of this, the finest

of all the autumn-bearing varieties of the raspberry.

It has been disseminated by some parties as the

Merveille des Quatre Saisons, and by others as the

Reine de Fontenay ; the latter is a synonym, the

former a misnomer.

J. E. MlTCnELL,

R. CoHXEi-irs,

A. W. H.iituisox.

HfId anb ^m l^ruifs.

Makiox Port Git.\PE.—Mr. J. B. Good of York,

Pa., send us the following history :

It is often called York JIadeiria here, but is very

distinct from the Schuylkill Muscadel, Cape, or

Alexander Gra|)e. Between thiity and forty years

ago, a German brought some grape cuttings into this

neighborhood, and offered them for sale. My grand-

father bought of this person a parcel of cutting.s,

("for which he paid sixteen dollars,^ and planted in

his garden. Most of them grew, and when they

came into bearing, there were about half a dozen

sorts, one of which was a white grape of very vigo-

rous habit, and bore several very large crops, fruit

of the finest quality ; but the original vine of this

varietj- has jirobably been destroyed. Another was

the Schuylkill JIuscadel, which is much larger than

the Port, and not so early. Several of them were

common Fox Grapes, another was the one, the sub-

ject of my history, and known in Ohio and else-

where as the Marion Port Grape. This grape has

been described in No. VII, vol. XIV. of ^hnerican

Farmer. There are three or four varieties of grapes

cultivated here which are often confounded with

each other, and are known under the synonyms of

Schuylkill JIuscadel, Cape, Alexander, York Ma-

dciria, Canbj-'s August, &c., and are al^o sonu'limes

confounded with the Marion Port Grape. lUit this

latter is very distinct from the Schuylkill or Cai)C,

both in fruit, foliage, and wood, this latter having

very large leaves, and somewhat long jointed wood,

while the Port has only a medium sized leaf, of a

very dark green appearance, and very short jointed

wood, and propagates very easily, almost everj- cut-

ting grows. The Port is a very strong grower, and

prolific bearer, even under the most unfavorable

circumstances. This grape is much disseminated

throughout Ibis State and part of Ohio, but is ollen

found spurious in the nurseries, the varieties above

named often being substituted. It succeeds well in

all situations, high or low, only varj-ing somewhat
in size and qualitj- of fruit, being larger in low situa-

tions, and not quite so sweet as on elevated soil.

^^k^.r^-
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Ever since introduced here, it has not failed to riiicn

Us most abundant crops, even if neglected. It has

not iK'on known to rot or mildew in its thirty years

of cultivation here. My praiid-rathcr has the origi-

nal vino yet, and it is .Mill thriving, althougli, for

many years neglected. He has made excellent wine

from it, quarter century ago. It is also an excellent

table grape when fully riiie. It ripens here the last

of August, hangs long and improves.

llev. Mr. Shepherd says, "It was originated as

near as I can trace its history, by the Moravians, at

Bethlehem, Pa., and was brought to this vicinity by

a German about thirty years ago."

I have several thousand cuttings of this grape

which I am willing to distribute in small quantities,

(free of charge,) among those wishing to give it a

trial.

Van Bdren's Golden Dw.vrf PE.4.cn. — The
following note from Mr. Van Buren, was received

last simimcr, and not intended for publication, but

we think it so decided an acquisition, that we " take

the responsibility" of its publication :

Enclosed I send you a drawing of a new seedling

peach of my own raising, which I think, will prove

to be a very valuable variety. The tree is a dwarf,

is now four years old, and but 28 inches in height,

to the topmost leaf, has small flowers. The draw-

ing sent is the exact size of an ordinary sized speci-

men, for I made the measurement with a pair of di-

viders, and pricked it ofl" on paper, and then cut

thereon. The fruit is a clingstone, and of first rate

flavor. I think it will be invaluable for cultivation

in the cold climate of the North, where the buds get

winterkilled; for cultivation in small lots and gar-

dens in the cities and towns, as well as for border-

ing walks, for it is truly a beautiful sight to look at

these miniature trees, with its golden and carmine

fruit.

While ever}' jieach bud on my place, having small

(lowers was killed la.-^t Ajjril by the frost, I saved

this by inverting over if, a three-bushel basket, and

throwing on that a horse blanket.

I can now always have a crop of peaches in their

season, and snap my fingers in the face of Jack

frost.

This is the second year of its bearing ; it has made
about three or four inches growth the present year,

and as it is now in full bearing, I presume will grow
but little hereafter. It is a seedling I discovered in

the nursery now three years since, and is probably

a sprout from some ordinary variety ; it grows in

ground of ordinary quality, and was manured last

spring with a wheel-barrow load of chip-manure and

lime, which is all the care it has received.

J.\CKSON Apple.—Amongst a lot of apples re-

cently received through the kindness of Jlr. Wilson

Dijnnis, of Applebackville, Bucks Co., Pa. It can-

not be called new, as it has been years ago described

by Dr. W. D. Brinckle ; but it is not near as well

known as it deserves to be, and we, therefore, have

pleasure in giving the following outline and descrip-

tion of Mr. Dennis' specimen, from the pen of our

accomplished Pomologist, Dr. J. K. Eshleman.

Above medium in size, oblate conic in form. Skin

yellowish green, with streaks of pale red and russett,

and small russctt dots. Stem short, in a deep, nar-

row cavity. Calyx brown and large, core small.

Herb greenish white, crisp, tender, juicy, "very

good,"—some think "best."
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"Thomap Mbbha», Gormantown, I'liilHdeli>hia,"and Butiue«.s Lot-

tors directed to "The Pi'Bi.ibHKu or tab Gaede.nek's Monthly
Box 406i'hiladeIphiH."

Jij=* Persons sending twn new Subscribers for 1S61 in addition

to (heir own, with $3.t"J can receive a copy of our First Volume,

(lS.'i9) free. All persons who have paid their sabscriptious forlh^l

by sending two new Subscribers and $2.00 can receive a copy of

the same.

53"*^'"r Piibscription list for Rathvon's Kntomological E^sny

\k fast filling up, atid as we have only intended publishing a lim-

ited number, wc would de.sire all those who may wish to have the

work, to Kend their name and address as oarly as possible.

RAISING SEEDS.
Many of us find a great difficult}- in raising seeds

of flowers, fruits and vegetables, and yet, if the seed

is good there is no reason why it should not grow.

We have a friend who is quite a genius in this line.

It matters not what is given to him—whether ^it

comes from the Catacombs of Egyjit, the craw of an

Australian bird, or from the coat of some fierce ani-

mal that has for many a long year been the terror of

little children in some nmscura of natural history,

all he wants is the privilege to scratch it with

his knife to tell you at once what he can do with

it. It is a ma.xim with him that "birds that can

sing, and wont sing, ought to be made to sing," and

what is more, they "do sing" when he gets hold of

them ; that is, if the seed can grow, in his hands they

do grow.

Some time ago, a friend remarked to the writer

:

"Can you get the seeds of the Fraxinella to grow ?

I have tried, time and again, and have got , and

, and ; and though they are famous horti-

culturists, they nor I have ever raised one." The
writer replied, "Give them to Jones, he will raise

them for you!" and Jones did raise them. In two
weeks, to the astonishment of our friend, Jones had

plants for him.

In company with our friend, we recentl}' paid Jones

a visit, and after praising him and his system "up to

the skies," hinted that we should like to know the

secret of the business ; whether it was to him merely

the common course of the common laws of nature

—

or whether he had the additional aid of Diabolous'

infiiiencc ; in short, whether it was his art that did

it, or did he employ "conjuring powder?" But Ji)nes

said candidly that he did not think it fair that what had

tnken a life-time ofstudy and experience should be giv-

en in one moment to two men for the asking. We then

fell back on our official position, representng that we
would give it to our readers through the Gardener's

Monthly. St ill he was obdurate, talking something about

"sections" and "parties," and so on, till we really sup-

posed that he mistook us for a politician, and he was

being asked for some "force to be employed against the

North, or element of destruction to be used against

the South." But this was enough to give us the cue

to his weakness, lie evidently, with all his eccen-

tricities, was a man who felt for men as men, and

when they were worthy did not stop to inquire what

government they lived under. We accordingly

pointed out to him where "we circulated," and wlio

were "our readers"—Jews and Gentiles, believers

and unbelievers, secessionists and disunionists,

monarchists and republicans ; that what we published

was for the benefit of all, freely and without price
;

and that "all," too, embracing a numeral of no mean
proportions. The spark took effect. lie said, "It

was one of tlie green spots amidst desolation he

loved to see," and taking our hand with that firm

and friendly grasp for which he is well known when
his feelings are warmed, he thus began

:

"It is necessary first to be sure your seed is good.

This is ascertained by dividing a few of them. If

' the kernal shows no sign of having shrivelled, is

:

phmip, and bright, and solid, it is good. >Iost seeds,

such as pines, have naturally a bright ivory lookwhen

good, as soon as they lose the germinating power they

j

become of a yellowish tinge ; when like this they

I

may be thrown away without the trouble of trying

them to grow— ("this was his own expression.)

Others, such as buckthorn, and most seeds whose

plants yield dyes, have the seeds tinged with the same

colors as the dyes produced ; when bad, these colors

I are of a blackish or brownish hue, and a little experi-

ence readily detects their worthlessne.ss. Then,

again, seeds that have no feathery or woolly append-

ages will sink in water when sound. All seeds that

swim are not bad, but all that sink are certainly good

in any case, and are well worthy of whatever care

wc may wish to bestow on raising them.

Having got good seeds, to grow them is easy.

They must have moisture to soften the outside skin,

and perhaps to afford some of the elements of

growth or nutrition ; they must have plenty of air,

as its oxygen is necessary to destroy some of the

parts of the seed, and life only exists by the destruc-

tion of other organized matter; and it must have

absolute darkness, for light is a fixer of carbon, a

hardener of the parts of vegetation, which, it is the

object of successful seed-growing to loosen and make

soft.

If seeds could be always sown at the moment of

gathering, difliculty would not often be experienced

in germination, but as they have to be preserved,

light and dryness harden the shells of most seeds.

Waxy tissues become as horn, horny ones as bone.

'^
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bony ones as flint, and sometimes they become so

hard thai, in some instances, as in Xc-himliiums that

were some years old, I have liad to file holes in the

seeds till my wrist ached belbrc I conld get a success-

ful growth. In hard or flinty seeds artilicial means

must be rvsorted to to soften this unnalunil hardness

before growth can commence. Large seeds may he

filed or cracked, and smaller ones may be soaked in

warm water for a short time, or suddenly scalded in

very hot water, or steeped in solution of potash, or

any material of a softening tendency. But I seldom

have to resort to any of these extreme measures.

My usual plan is to sow anything I get as soon as I

gel it. I do not cover the seed with soil, or if I do

think it neccssjiry in some instances, I cover very

slightly and with some material that is very porous

and that will admit all the air possible. Then I set

my pots in a dark place, that is moderately damp and

w^ami. On the first sign of vegetation, the pots are

gradually brought up to the full light, and to their

regular conditions of growth."

But, said we, this is all very well for gardeners

who have greenhouses, and rare seeds to raise ; but

tell us something that will benefit our lady leaders,

many of whom have such poor luck, as they say,

with their flower seeds sown in early Spring.

"They cover them too deeply," replied Jones,

"the moisture they get is not in proportion to the

air about them—too much of the former, too little of

the latter—let them sow them on the surface, and

cover with moss, or leaves, or cotton, or anything,

taking care only to remove it at once on germina-

tion and they will never fail if the seed is good."

For the benefit of our nursery readers, we con-

cluded to prei;s our friend's experience still further,

and we said, "Mr. Jones, how would you treat fruit

seeds, hedge plants, <fcc. ? I should like to add some-

thing to your hints for the especial benefit of the

trade." But here we made a mistake, which we
discovered on the instant of passing the word trade

from our lips. "The trade ?'
' said he, "let the trade

study and pay for their education in the same way
that I did." We told him that they were willing to

paj- and did pay for any information they got, as he

would find if he would read the Gardener's Monihli/

regularly; that a great niajoritj- of the best minds

amongst them had already given freely from the

stores of their studies and experience in return for

what hints they got ; that more would do so when
his liberal example came before them, and that more

oyer, and above all, he had promised me, at the out-

set, to tell me what would benefit "all," which in-

cludes the "trade." "Well," said he, "I will

answer your inquiry by an anecdote. Some years

ago, when Osage Orange seed was high in price in

this section—$24.00 per bushel—I was, one day, in

' n seedman's store in this city, and in the course of

conversation, tlie proprietor said to me, 'Mr. Jones,

I wish you could tell me how to make good (J.'tage

Orange seed out of bad ; here is a lot I have liad on

hand for two years, aud I am afraid my r<-putation

will sulfer if I sell it.' 'Let me see it,' says L On
cutting open a few seeds, I found that it was good.

'What will you take for it?' I asked. 'Glad to get

^12.00 per bushel for it,' he repUed, and at that price

I lx)Ught the lot. This was, I think, in Februarj'.

I [lut a large packing case under my greenhouse stage,

mi.xed a good quantity of s;ind with the seed, put it

in the case, and watered the whole with warm water.

Every few days with a spade I turned over the whole

mass, to be sure that it did not feruieul or rot too

soon or without my knowledge, and by the middle

of March, ever}' seed had a nice little point bursting

through the outer skin, when it was soon after sown,

and I hiul the pleasure and profit that always results

from a good business operation, the following Fall.

All seeds are governed liy similar laws, which only

require varying a Uttle with different seeds; the

principal variation being that the thicker the shell or

hai-der, the more air, tlarkness and moisture it will

require to soften it, and when it is thin or soft very

little, if any, previous preparation will be necessary.

Let your nursery friends never bury their seeds

deeply, but as moisture must be retained, and shallow

covering thus be an evil, let that be remedied by pre-

cautionarj- measures—as to time of sowing, covering

with porous matter, and so on."

We took our departure, edified and instructed, and

on our friend ("who, whenever he pleases can express

himself in a much more refined manner^ exclaiming

"that fellow is a brick," we replied in the same un-

polished strain
—"that's so ! and I'll build out of him

a pretty good article for our next month's paper."

We will onlj- add a remark of our own, as our

good friend Jones did not allude to it. It does not

follow that because seeds do not grow it is through

our ignorance, and that the seeds are not good. There

are hundreds of respectable seedsmen through the

country who will not sell a bad seed if they know it,

and who know enough to know the difl'erence; but

there are some of whom this can not be .said. The

remedj- is, to buy as much as you can from those

you know, and in your own neighborhood whenever

you can. Those who Iwve a reputation to lose are

usually careful not to risk losing it.

THE HORTICULTURIST.
We regret to learn that the Printing Ofiice in which

our estimable contemporarj- the HortiaiUurUl was
printed, together with the whole of the January

number was consumed by fire,

find that but httlc delaj' occurred

le of the January ,

We are happy to i
in republishing it. ,

I0h^
m
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BEN DATIS AIVD NEW YORK PIPPIN
APPLES.

FuOM all that wo have been able to learn of Ilifsc

apples, wc liave luul an itlca that Ihcy are iilentieal
;

and it has been in several instances sujriiested in this

journal ; and in one, a correspondent, Mr. Caldwell,

confirmed our ojiinion by referring: to "page 110 of

Downing's revised edition." Mr. Downing does not

refer in the cited instance to the New York Pippin,

and wc understand our correspondent to have meant,

that b}' taking a New York Pi])i)in, and comparing

it with the description and cut of Ben Davis there

given, tliey would be seen to be identical. If the

specimens we have hitlierto seen of these two apples

were correct
; we think this would be the inference

of any one. But at the last Poniological meeting, in

September, both >Ir. AVilder and Dr. Warder seem-

ed to be decidedly of the opinion that they were
not the same; that we felt there was something wrong
somewhere, and laid the matter over till another

opportunity should atTord us a better chance of judg-

ing where the error had crept in.

In the meantime we find that Mr. Downing has

given a cut and descrii)tion of the "New York Pip-

pin " in the last number of the Horticulturist,

which we think, instead of proving that it is not the

Ben Davis, rather shows that it is.

In Mr. Downing's work, at page 119 above re-

ferred to, Mr. D. says of Ben Davis :

Fruit large, roundish, narrowing a little to the

eye. Skin beautifully striped, splashed and marbled

with bright red, on yellowish ground. Stalk short,

deeply inserted in a deep, narrow, somewhat uneven

cavity. Calyx closed, in an angular deep basin.

Flesh white, sometimes slightlj- tinged with red,

tender, juicy, with a mild, sub-acid, very pleasant

flavor. Season winter and spring.

In the last Horticulturist he thus speaks of the

"New York Pippin :"

New York Pip])in.—Baltimore Bed, of southern

Illinois.

Baltimore Bed Streak, of southern Illinois.

Victoria Red, of sonic jjarts of Missouri.

Kentucky Pippin, of south-western Kentucky.

Bed Pippin, in some sections of Illinois.

Fruit large, variable in form, ("judging fVom the

dozen various specimens sent, J truncate conic, a

little obli(iue, sometimes cylindric, scarcely angular,

sometimes sides unei|ual, light in weight. Skin

somewhat wa.xen, whitish yellow, much shaded with

crimson, aud considerably splashed and striped with

carmine, and moderately s)irinkled with gray dots.

Stalk short and small, in a rather large, deep cavity,

often with light russett, which sometimes extends

in rays on the base. Cayl.x closed, segments short,

iu a large, rather deep, slightly corrugated basin.

Flesh white, a little coarse, rather tender, moder-

ately juicy, with a pleasjint sub-acid flavor. Quality

"good." No material difference.

The cuts that are given in the Horticulturist with

the New York Pippin, and the one given in Down-
ing's Fruits of Ben Davis, arc all so near alike, that

no aid to their distinctness can be had from them.

In reply to oiu' remarks, it may be said tliat Mr.

Downing would certainly be the last person to de-

scribe a fruit in one place as one thing, and in

another place, the same article as something else
;

but we are sure Mr. Downing himself will be the

first to admit that all arcUable to err, and he himself

may be no exception.

Our journal has earned, and we think honestly, a

reputation for general pomological accuracy, tliat

we are proud of, and are jealous of seeing dam-

aged "by authority" without good proof; aud as

it is through it tliat Ben Davis and New York Pip-

p'n are considered the same thing, we want to be the

first to correct the error, if error it shall be proved.

GRAND ADMIRABLE PEACH.
[See Frontispiece.]

At the last SeptembcrMeetingof the Pomological

Society, Mr. Lawrence Young, of Louisville, Ky.,

exhibited some splendid Peaches under this name.

We made a sketch of an average-si zed one at the

time, which we now give as a frontispiece. Usually

monstrous fruits are poor in quality. We did not

get the opportunity of testing it personally, but were

a.ssured by a gentleman acquainted with it that the

quality was not inferior in proportion to its size.

The engraving is a specimen of a new style re-

cently introduced in Fninee, and here otTered, we
believe, for the first time in this couutrj-, and reflects

great credit on our excellent arti.st, Mr. Frank R.

Stockton. Since writing the above, we have re-

ceived the following history from Mr. Young :

—

Your note of inquiry respecting the history of

the "Grand Admirable Peach," is at hand. In

answer, all I can sjiy is, that about 20 years ago, a

)'oung gardener, who had lived several years with

Jlr. Gano, a gentleman of taste and enteri>rise, near

Cincinnati, was allowed by his patron to propagate

trees and plants for his private use, that afterward

the young gardener settled in Louisville, and having

no suitable lot for his trees, I purchased them, with

a catalogue of names in too much confusion to be

reliable. Grand Admirable being one of the cata-

logue names, was given to this fruit—more because

it was known not to belong to the other varieties,

which were mostly well known, than from any

confidence that it is the true name of the fruit iu

question.
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Since I first cultivated this pencil I have bought
in the Eastern Nurseries almost everj- ])cach that

.cave promise of pood size or oilier trood qualities;

but I have received this fruit from no other source.

And in I80O, I made a tour durini; the peach season

along the Atlantic, as far So'Jth as Viritinia. Search-

ing especially for this Peach, I did not recognize if I

saw it in N'ew York or Philadelphia. At a Ilorli-

eultund exhibition in Baltimore, I saw and confi-

dentially recognized two plates, one of very fine

grown s|)ecimens by the lady of the Rev. Dr. Wolf,
another by some of tlie Feast.s, but neitlier of these

were named, although as well as mcmorj- serves nie,

that of the lady was honored with the bhie ribbon.

I mention these names because now that you have
the subject up, it is possible the Feasts, who I think,

are fruit-men, might give you some information.

In regard to its value I unhesitatingly say, that

my experience has found it to be the first in value of

all the white fleshed cling-stone peaches. It is white

fleshed to tlie stone, and nearly as large as the Heath.
In the latitude of Louisville, it always riiiens with
flavor, whilst in very short summers it does not. It

ripens after the bulk of the peach crop is over, so

that while in beauty and size, it equals any cling

preceding it, at the same time it fills a space in the

circle of successive ripening which would othenvise

be vacant.

Leaves, reniform glands ; fruit large, ratlier long,

with a heath-like protuberance or teat ; suture

slight ; skin white, with a beautiful red cheek wlien
exposed to the sun ; flesh, whitish, melting and
luscious, occasionally a very slight tinge of red at

the stone, generally as free from it as White Heath.
Flowers small.

I am very glad you are about to bring out this

peach, for if it is in Downing I do not recognize it,

and I think it will be found desirable as far north as

the Heath grows.

FORCING TRUITS AND VEGETABLES IN
THE OPEN GROUND.

Ix another part of our paper appear some remarks
on the application of heat to the forcing of vegetables

in the open ground, that are worthy of the reader's

careful attention.

It is an unquestionable fact that a /«»rfays advance
in a crop over its regularly expected season, is far

more profitable to the marketman than it is to have
the same article months ahead, and out of its regular

season
;
not so much because the extra early crop is

necessarily raised at a greater outlay of cash and
skill, as because no one expects it so early, and there-

fore no one feels the want, and without this want
tliere is no care or desire to gratify oneself with a
luxurj- not felt to be so. Luxuries become wants, in

a great measure, by habit ; and while the custom is

slowly foniiing, the enterprizing raiser of the unsea-

sonable crop is iicrmitted to starve. This we have

.seen excniplitied.

But when the expected season is about to arrive,

the first few days of the crop's appearance in market

brings verj- large and jirofitable prices—prolitable

because the extra expense of a few days' earlines.^ is

comparatively small in proportion to the extra de-

mand and extra price.

Up to the present time, little has been done in this

line but to plant in places naturally warm, or to ac-

celerate the growth of seedlings for transplanting in

hotbeds or frames, but with recent improvements

that have been made in systems of heating, as modes

of distributing heat are termed, very much more

might undoubtedly be obtained than is now accom-

plished.

Heat, for instance, by the laws of gravitation,

ascends much more rapidly in a strict perpendicular

direction than in any approach to a horizontal posi-

tion ; hence, heat might be perceptible at the end of

a thousand-feet flue on a rise, when, with the same

measure of coal, it would not be perceptible at the

end of a hundred-feet flue on a dead level, without

some extra and expensive means were taken to

counter-balance the gravitation of cold air.

With this view, it might be worth considering

what could be done with houses run up longitudi-

nally on hill sides where the soil could be heated by

underground drains to great lengths. It must not

be forgotten that the amount of heat from an equal

quantity of the same kind of coal is always the same
;

when it is said, therefore, that a house of large ex-

tent, on ascending grade, could be heated better than

a smaller one on a level, it is meant that the volume

of heat would be more equalized through the enclosed

space. A house of large extent on an incline could

not be highlj- heated with a proportionately small

fire ; but for the few days difference our article sup-

poses, it would not be required.

By the old system of building houses or pits with

sash frames, such structures could not be well built

on sloping ground, because it is essential that a sash

should lay level, both for working well and avoiding

leakages, but on the now popular fixed roof principle

it is not so essential that the work should be level.

There are several questions worth considering be-

fore such a plan should be extensively tried. Plants

require perpendicular space for their growth
; a portion

of such space is alwaj-s lost on an incline, and it has

to be ascertained whetlier the area thus lost is fully

compensated by the increased facility for the heat's

distribution. We merely make the suggestions.

For many things in the open ground no artificial

heat might be necessary, and yet cheap glass frames

li>
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bo fiHind of great assistance. For Hlnibarb, Straw-

berries, Asparagus, Lettuce, niul the like, the <;las8

shouUl be set as near tlie grounil as possible—but a

few iiulies from the ground at the front, and but little

more at the back, just enough to throw off the water.

This would retain the natural heat in the ground and

assist the soil to absorb that from the sun, and thus,

in many instances, weeks in advance would be gained.

As soon as the crops had grown large enough to de-

mand the removal of the sashes, the season would

be so far advanced that the plants would be safe

without them.

To those friends who have already given us their

observations and little experiences on these points, our

readers wilt, we know, award their best thanks, and

we hope for further notes. Any small facts in rela-

tion to the matter may originate important modes of

practice.
*«•«

MR. RATHVON'S ESSAY.
In order to clear off some matters on hand, we

liave delaj'ed the continuation of this excellent paper

till next month.

jEJrrapx anb <^upriFX.

IC^Cornmunicatinns for thi't department must reach the Editor

on or before the 10th of the month.

Grape Insects, &c.—H., Worcester, Mast.— In

the November number of the Monthly you inform a

(lue.stioner that there is danger of getting certain

kinds of insects with grape-vines or cuttings.

Now, I wish to inquire if the risk may not be

avoided by dipping the cuttings into some prepa-

ration which will prevent the eggs from hatching.

I have been told that a mixture of strong tobacco-

water and wh.ile-oil soap will destroy the eggs of all

kinds of insects. Is this true ? and, if so, will you
please to give a recipe for the prepanUion of it ?

Would such a mixture do injury to cuttings of single

eyes? (\.)

Can the Rebecca Grape be successfully grafted

upon our wild vines—the Vitis Labrusca? (2.)

Does the Maxatawny Grape ripen earlier than the

Isabella? and if so, how much? (Z.)

Lastly, will common window-glass answer for

glazing hotbed sashes? ("4.

J

[1. It would certainlj- lessen the risk. There are

no fixed proportions necessary. The soft or whale-

oil soap is nearly as good without the tobacco-water,

and that without the soap.

2. Perfectly well.

3. It has been rijtened here but in one spot. That
is not sufficient to establish a general character for

time of maturity in a grapc-viue. We incline to the

opinion it will settle down as a few days later than

Isjibella.

4. The only objection is, that cheaper glass will

do as well for hotbeds. ]

GnEExnorsES.— 7J. B. C, Moundsville, Va.—Is it

the best to have the side lights open or fixed ? (1.)

Will it do to have the top lights fixed? (2.)

Is it necessary to have shutters in our climate? (S.)

Will it do to heat a greenhouse seventy feet long

with hot -water tanks? AVill one do for sixteen feet

wide? C4.)

Will it do to have the fire inside? (').)

Is it the best to have the house on the ascending

principle where it is heated with hot water? (6.)

[L We wouM have side lights; but it is not es-

sential that they should be made to open, though

they are ususlly so made. All the nccessiiry air will

find its way in when the heated air is allowed to

escape out of the top.

2. All the roof may be fixed, except a space a few

feet in width along the whole or a greater part of

the length of the apex of the roof.

3. If the house is snugly built, and tolerably

closely glazed, shutters are unnecessary in your dis-

trict. In forming the laps in the glass, they should

not all entirely touch the under pane of glass. It is

advantageous to permit the escape of a little mois-

ture in winter time, which very tight glazing pre-

vents.

4. We would heat by tank only when a bottom-

heat was required,—such as for propagating, &e.

For atmospheric heat in a greenhouse seventy feet

long and sixteen feet wide, we would use hot-water

pipes.

5. Outside is best, on the whole.

C. We do not regard the relative merits of houses

on the ascending principle as fully settled. Sec ar-

ticle in another column. The pipes will certainly

work best when the flow-pipe is on a gradual ascent.

The return pipe may be bent, sunk, or made to rise

in any direction, so long as it docs not in any part

rise higher than the flow.]

m¥

Grapes, Shrubs, and Roses—£. B. G., Man-

chester, Pa.—Is not the Logan Grape very nearly

allied with the true York :\Iadeira? I have not seen

the growth of the Logan; but from what I can

learn, it must be nearly the same inhabit of growth,

fruit and earliness, &c. (\.)

AVould it be any benefit to underdrain soil for

grape-vines, that is for vineyard, where water will

remain less than twentj'-four hours on the lop of

the soil after a heavy shower, where the subsoil is b

sandy and porous below eighteen inches? ('i.) r ^

Will grapes grow with anj- certainty in the open I /^
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air, in a moderately shady place, from single eyt»,

after the callus is well formed ? (3.)

AVhat twelve %'arieties of hnnly deciduous flower-

ing shrubs would you rccouimend for the gjirden

or lawn, so as to get the longest-continued bloom
and the greatest variety of flowers? (4.)

What twelve varieties of hardy standard roses

would you recommend for the garden, so as to get

the longest-continued bloom and the greatest variety

of flowers? (5.)

[1. York 5Iadeira is later, but a better grape than

the Logan.

2. It would.

3. Not well, unless watched, carefully shaded,

&c. They would otherwise soon dry up.

4. 1 Forsj-thia viridissima, 2 Wiegclia rosea, 3

Spiraea prunifolia, 4 Spircra Recvcsii, 5 Pyrus ja-

ponica, 6 Ilypcrium kalmianum, 7 Colutea arbores-

ccns, 8 Philadclphus coronarius, fl Deutzia gracilis,

10 Persian Lilac, 11 Magnolia purpurea, 12 Missouri

Currant.

5. Baron Prevost, Prince Albert, Garibaldi, Pax-

ton, Youland d'Arragon, Coronet, Monthly Cab-

bage, General Jacqueminot, Lion of Combats, Tri-

omphe de I'E.xposition, Dr. Jlarx, and Caroline de

Sansal.

CR-ACKIXG op Gr.vpes—A Subscriber, SJuneatles.

A'. I".—I last year allowed a few bunches to ripen

on most of the vines planted in IS.W. The fruit was
good, both in flavor and color, with the exception

of two bimches on a plant of Muscat Blanc Hatif,

the berries mostly all cracking when half ripe. "What

is the cause ?

[It is not well understood, though most practical

men hold their "most decided opinions" on the

cause. Some varieties are more liable to cracking

than others. Muscat Blanc Ilatif is one of them.

DRArsrsG wixnocT a>- Outlet.—A correspond-

ent at Bridgeton, N. J., inquires whether he can
make a well, and use it as an outlet, into which to

run the tiles with which he wishes to underdrain his

garden. We presume, under some circumstances,

such a plan would serve ; but have never known the

experiment tried. Have any of our correspondents

had experience in such a case ?

GR.VPE-CcTTrSGS— iJ. C, Proviicetown, Mass.—
They are best cut into lengths of two eyes, one at each
end ofthe cutting,and set down into the soil so that the

topmost eye is nearly level with the surface. Situa-

tion for striking is one partially shaded. Put out as

early in spring as possible. They may be cut otT at

once, and kept till spring in a cellar or shed, covered

with soil. There is no advantage in planting them

at once where they are permanently to remain.

SconcinxG GuAPE-VntE Leaves.—J. M., Port-

land, Maine, writes that he has a vinery that is sev-

enteen feet wide, having a border the whole width.

A very porous soil, not very rich, but fully three

feet deep. The inside one similar in material, ten

or twelve feet in width. Its front elevation is four-

teen feet, and the principle a "lean-to." The vines

are trained up ten feet up the side lights, and

fifteen inches from the roof Ever}- year the leaves

"scorch," or apjiear to burn up at the edges. Think-

ing it was the sun, he had them shaded, without a

better result; and fearing the inside border might

be too dry, he had that guarded against ; but the

injurj' still occurs. He inquires, what can be the

reason? By the scorching being confined to the

edges of the leaves, we should certainly still think

I thej- were too diy at the roots. Were the leaves

equally affected all over, we should look for red

spider, or even thrip, as the cause of the mischief

Ericas— G. F., MaUapan. Jlfoss.—The month of

February- is the best to pot Ericas in this country.

They will then get a good mass of roots before the

hot weather sets in. We have found nothing like

a sunk pit, with a frame over the top and the sides

open, to get them well over our dry summer, as well

as to prevent their being sodden with our heavy

summer rains.

Namesop Plants—H., Lancaster, 0.—icaciaFar-

nesiana.—This tribe of Acacias has the flowers some-

what different in appearance to the usual New Hol-

land forms.

Leaf Plants for a Wardia>' Case.—Mrs. L.

P., Russell, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.—Ten handsome

leaf-plants of easy culture for a glass case, we would

name Begonia rex, Tradescantia discolor, Trades-

cantia zebrina, Saxifraga sarmentosa. Hydrangea

variegata, any one of the variegated C'aUidiums, 3

Ferns (1 Adiantum, 1 Pteris or BlechnumJ ; Lyco-

podium, say L. denticidatum, cocsium, or arborcum
;

Variegated Periwinkle. This list will afford a great

variety of form of foliage, color, and habit, bearing

confinement tolerably well, and are plants that can

be readily procured of almost any florist.

Richlaxd Plttm—J Subscriber, Wilkesbarre.—"I
see in an advertisement in the Monthly, a notice of a

plum called Richland. I would like to know whether

this plum is worthy of a place in a small collection,

and further I see the advertiser says it is free from

the attacks of the Curculio. Now I would like to

know whether there is any philosophy for such an
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assertion. I have not been able to make up my
iniiul that an.v jilum could be considered exemi)!,

unless it be too hard for them to penetrate.

[It is fi};ured and described on page l')i of our

first volume. No plum is "free from attacks of Cur-

culio." The rot docs not follow the attack in Bucks
Co. In West Chester it does. The reason is not

clear ; but the fact indicates that the puncture of the

Curculio is not in itself a sufficient cause of rot.]

Roses ix a GuEENiiorsE.—G. F., your roses

have evidently sutTcred some injury to their foliage

but we cannot judge from the circumstance you
have detailed what is the exact cause.

Strawberiit "Worm.—A Cleveland correspond-

ent writes:—"In your December issue a subscriber

inquires about a 'Strawberry Worm.' It is com-

mon here, and is the false caterpillar of a saw fly that

I have failed as yet in identifying, as the pupa all

died before Vicing transtbrmed. At present I have

pupa, and hope to succeed better this time."

J. li.
,
/)'a//imor«.—Your leaf from the woods appears

to belong to Cypripedium acaule.

Gr.\pe-Mildew.—A correspondent from Bloom-

ington. Ills., says Norton's Virginia mildews with

him, and that the Concord does the same in Pope

Co. We ])resume there is no kind but is at times

liable to it,—some much more so than others.

The Weed and Insect Destroyer.—This is the

name of a body existing at Nazareth, Pa. Mr. G.

II. Bute, corresponding Secretary. They report fa-

vorably of their operations the past two years,

though we have no account of the manner in which

they operate, or the nature of their successful achieve-

ments.

Insects— B. S., Ml. Vernon, O.—We will endeavor

to answer all your iii<|uirii's next month.

J^oofe, (JaJ^BloguFS, %t.

Kdrai. Annual and Horticultural Direc-

tory. By Joseph Harris, Kochester, New York.

This is the sixth annual appearance of a very use-

ful little volume. It contains treatises on

The Farmer's Kitchen Garden ; Shade and Orna-

mental Trees; Management of Window Plants;

Cultivation of Everlasting Flowers, Ornamental

Hedges; Sulphur for Mildew on the Grape; Designs

for Farm Houses, Cottages, Suburban Residences,

Bams, &c. ; Ornamental Fountains; Construction

of Gates; Calendar of Operations; Cultivation of

the Pear, and one ofthe most novel subjects treated

of is the Essay on Cacti and succulents as window
plants, by F. A. Bailer, wliieh alone is worth the

price of tlie work. The writer remarks

:

"One very great cause of the failure and disap-

pointment felt in the cultivation of window plants,

is the lack of moisture, whereby ordinarj' greenhouse

plants soon fade, turn yellow, and become stunted

in their growth—not being able to keep up the exces-

sive waste continually going on. So ditferent is the

atmosphere from that of a greenhouse, that they have

in self-defence to part with foliage that thej- would

have maintained in health and vigor, in more favor-

able circumstances."

Nothing is better suited for window plants than

the innumerable members of this family, and we
hope to hear more of them in this connection here-

after.

The Im,ustu.\ted Self Instructor in Phuen-
OLOOY AND Physiolouy. We have received from

the jjublishers, Fowler & Wells, Broadway, New
York.

Proceedings of the Southern Vine Growers'
Society at Aiken, South Carolina, held August, 1800.

This Society appears to have been a great success.

Over one hundred delegates were present. Dr.

Hume's account of his experiments in wine making

received marked attention. We are pleased the

society has met with such solid support, as it is one

calculated to clTcct much good.

The Nursery Catalogues of our ;riends' begin

to crowd in on us within the past few days ; we have

received of Marsliall P. Wilder, Dorchester, Mass.;

General List. Thos. Morgan, Lyon's Farms, N.Y.;

Flowers. Robert Buist & Son, Phila. ; Trees and

Shrubs. W. Sumner, Ponuiria, S. C. ;
General

Stock. A. Bridgeman, Broadway, N.Y. ; Flower

Seeds. W. Perry & Son, Brigeport, Conn.; Grapes.

H. A. Dreer, Phila. ; New Verbenas, 1861. Darling-

ton & Co., West Chester, Pa. ; General List. J. F.

Hill & Co., Indianapolis, Ind. ; General List. Joshua

Peirce, Wasliington, D. C. ; Small Fruits. W. P.

Shepherd, New York. ; various Catalogues of foreign

firms. W. Tompkins, Germantown, N.Y. ; Grapes

and Small Fruits. John Perkins, Moorestown, N.J.;

General List. Dr. E. Taylor, Cleveland, O.; Gene-

ral List. D. Landreth & Co., Phila.; Schmitz Dah-

lias. Larison & Holcomb, Lambertville, N. J.

;

Fruits. W. Mann, Bangor, Maine. ; Evergreens.

Hatch & Co., Natchez, Miss. J. M. Jordan, St.

Louis, Mo. ; General List. W. K. Prince >& Co.,

Flushing, N. Y. ; Greenhouse Plants.

L.^NDRETii's Rural Register and Almanac for

1801, 1). Landreth & Son, Philadelphia. Contains

a very complete calendar of work to be done on the

,(53r: «
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farm, kitchen garden, greenhouse and flower garden

throughout the year, besides the usual list of vege-

table seeds sold.

The Valley FxnuF.n,—Published by N. J. Col-

mnn, SI. Louis, Mo., is one of the best Agricultural

Journals publislied. We i)resuni<' all the princi|)al

agriculturists in the West and South-west own a

line in its subscription-hook. We would at least

conuueud it to the attention of those who do not.

The Cincinnatus ot Cincinnati, one of our standard

Agricultural and Horticultural exchanges has passed

into new hands, and will in future contain with its

usual agricultural excellence, a department devoted

to the Mechanic Arts.

American liee Journal.—Published by A. M. Spang-

ler & Co., 25 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia. —
The first number has just been received. It is

published in neat style, and as it is confined entirely

to a sidijcct just now exciting interest, it will prove

a boon to Apiarians.

Fahmeks' IIioii ScnooL, Penna. Report for 18G0,

is a gratifying exhibit of success and usefulness ; w <

arc much indebted for the Essay on the Source ol

Nitrogen in Plants, to which we shall refer hereafter.

^[rxEn's lUiRAL Ameuicax, of Clinton, N. Y.

W"e accidentally omitted from our list of excellenl

agricultural publications last month. It is one oi

the best issued.

Gardeners' Progkessite Societt of Phila-

DELPiiiA. Wc are indebted to the kindness of Mr.

Walter Elder, for the Essa3's and Discussions of thit

Society for the past year.

It is a neat httle pamphlet of 129 pages.

Mr. Elder has left some copies at our ofiice ffn

sale to those who may wish to procure them. It

will be found to contain interesting essays by C. II.

Miller, on gardeners and gardening in America :

Wm. Saimders, ventilation of glass structures ; C.

H. Miller, Manuring and Subsoiling ; Walter Elder,

deterioration of fruit ; .lohn Landers, causes ol

the deficiency in color and flavor of the exotic grape ;

Prof. Stevens, manures; W. Grassie, mildew; li

R. Scott, small fruits; Jas. Eadie, habit in plaiils,

and discussions on a varictj- of other veiy interest-

ing topics.

Book Catalogue. Messrs. Randolph, of Rich-

mond, Va., send us a Catalogue of books on Agri-

culture, Horticulture, &c., that we take to be perha] s

the most extensive list pubHshed in the Union. It

embraces yicc Aimired difierent works on these sub-

jects. Amongst other things we notice "Wells'

^ Manual of Scientific Discovery for 18G0," about

! which a correspondent recently inquired.

HoRTUS LrSDEXiAXUS. We have received throui h

the kindness of Mr. J. Linden, of Brussels, Bclgiiuii,

two numbers of his Horlus Lindeuiunus, which con-

tain very beautifully colored illustrations of some of

the finest new I'lants introduced Ijy him. We arc

pleased to learn that Mr. Linden has just been aii-

pointed director of the botanical and horticultural

department of the Garden of Acclimitation at Paris,

and that he is about forming a department for the

introduction of new plants, fruits and vegetables on

an extensive scale. The example of the French

government in aiding this enterprize is worthy of

imitation.

JQpto QP Plfirp ipianh,

Caladium Beli.eymei.—In the collection of Jas.

Dundas, Esq., of Philadelphia, "we frequently notice

new plants almost as soon as they are announced in

England. Under :Mr. Pollock's good management,

they are not long in lieing metamorphosed from

"little bits" to mammoth specimens.
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Here we now have one of the newest of the Cata-

rfiums, and one of the most striking. Our engraving

is one-half the size of nature. Tlie veins and margin

of the leaf are light green, and the hody of the leaf

I)ure white, as our cut represents. C'aladiums usually

require a moist stove-heat in winter to grow to per-

fection, and partial shade agrees best with them.

Cissus VELCTrNCS is a new species from the Malay

Islands. Kearly allied to C. discolor ; the leaves

not quite so interesting, but the flowers larger.

AN.iiCToriKLUS INOUNATUS.—From Ceylon. A
variety of, and not quite so handsome, perhaps, as

j1. setaccus.

Salvia scABlosoiFOLiA.—A species from Russia,

with tall spikes of greenish-pink flowers, and will,

I)erhaps, make an interesting addition to our hardy

lierbaceous plants.

S.vitCANTiius PAnisiiii.—An epiphytal orchidaeene,

from Moulmaine, rather pretty, and llowering in

August.

CvRTANTnus SANGUINEUS.—A new bulbous plant,

allied botauically to Crinum, but with red flowers of

something the habit and ajipearance of Tigridia. It

is handsome, and will be popular. Introduced by

Mr. Backliouse, from Caifraria.

—

JJot. Mag.

New Dahli.v—Schmilz's Conqueror of the ]Vhites.

—We have received from Messrs. Landreth & Son,

of Philadelphia, a lithograph of this, we believe, the

best white dahlia ever raised.

DEATir OF EX-PUESIDENT WaI.KKU, of MaSS.—
When calling attention to Mr. AValker"s new pear

in our last number, we little expected to annoimce

his death in this. At the Mass. Horticultural Society,

Hon. JI. P. Wilder feelingly announced his decease

in the following terms, and the society pas.sed ap-

propriate resoliUions, expressive of their lo.ss :

Mr. President—But a few months since I stood

before you to announce the death of one of our old-

est and most resjieetable members. And now an

inscrutable and all-wise Providence calls me to

make known to this Society the aflliclive dispensa-

tion which ha.s removed from us another of our .shin-

ing lights, and again thrown the nianlle of sorrow

around us.

I allude, sir, to the Hon. Samuel Walker, who
died at his residence in Roxiniry, on the evening of

Tuesday last, and whose jireeious remains were

borne by us, yesterday, to his favorite Auburn, and

iliere committed to the bosom of his mother earth

—

•'earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust,"—

a

'^^J^

spot which was ever dear to him, and which will for-

ever be hallowed in our affections.

Mr. Walker was one of the earliest and most influ-

ential members of this Society. For nearly thirty

years he has been deeply interested in its objects,

and ardently devoted to its welfare. Among the

odices which he held were those of Treasurer, Vice

President and President, and during this long period

his name has annually been associated with us in

some oflicial capacity.

He was of foreign birth, but was truly American

and national in his feelings. He was one of the

fouudcrs of the National Pomologicul Society, for

many years a Vice President, and at the time of his

death the Chairman of the General Fruit Committee

of that association. He also held ofHces of honor

and trust in his own city and county, and in the

Commonwealth.
Mr. Walker was in most respects a model man.

In iierception, quick and accurate—in taste, intui-

tive and refined—in manners, unassuming, courte-

ous and polite—in duty, conscientious, faithful and

judicious^n life, earnest, exemplary and practical.

As a friend and companion, he was genial, sympa-

thetic and confiding. His heart was full of love to

others, and often have I heard him remark—"he
that would liave friends must prove himself friend-

ly to others."

In connection with the last remark of Jlr. Wilder,

in the extract we have given, we append the follow-

ing extract from the last letter we ever received from

him

:

" I tender you my hearty thanks for the opportu-

nity you have afforded me of perusing the kind let-

ter of our mutual friend Dr. Brinckle, which I here-

with retm-n. I am pleased that you should all es-

teem my pear so highly, though I must say, that I

think it 25 to 30 per cent, below its standard, but if

I have any fruit next season, shall, if I am hviug,

send you some again. For the reason you state, it

would not be well to name the pear as you wish. I

liavc many old particular friends whom I much
value, and I W(.idd not disappoint or do injustice to

any one of them. 1 have, therefore, decided to give

it a name that shall be national and acci'ptable to all,

and I propose to call it ' Mount Vernon"( ^^ alker's.^"

It would be pleasant could we all be as thoughtful

of respecting the feelings of our friends as Jlr.

Walker, and it woidd be well for our young readers

to commit to memory the beautiful lines of Cowpe: :

" who Reeks u frieud, fchoiild come disposed

To exliil)il ill fuit tiloom disclosed

Tlie graces aud the beauties

Tbftt form tlie cliunicter he soelcs.

For lis »u uulou that bespciilcs

Reeiproeatiro dutieti."
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YALE AGRICULTURAl LECTUKES.
ApprchrutliDg tho ctFoct uf poltiiiul exritomout ta dimtDishtng

the iutcrei^t uad u^'fulue-^ uf uq .\4{iicuttur.il I'otivoiittoo, It bim
bcoQ ilccidt-d lo postpone a r<*i'ptliliin t»f the "Yale Agrlcuttunil
Li'cturcV to anollior your. The r<>gnlnr IcctiireHof the ItiiniUuliuu

uQ AgrlcuUunil Clu-ini^iry auil tin- O.-ueral PHuciples uf Aijricul-
luro will be j^iven n?* a>uiil, comtii-'ncini; Fcbniitrv Ut.

ILLINOIS HORTICTILTIIRAL SOCIETY.
Tlic Slivte llortlculiiir.il Socu>ty lui't at Kovco'?. Ihill. Mr. Sam'l

Edwurdx ka Uio chuir, and Mr. A. U. Uul^^llil itcliu^' tm Hacvciaiy
prit trill.

Tho first item dlscawcd wa*, the leitdiog varletioa of tree-i for

oruiiiiieulul aud I'cuuotuic paru-% ul' tlio Siuir.

Mr. Orerniitii siig^ti.Hii^d the IV'tton Wuod a.s the mont iiraihible

of the decidiioutt trees. Largo treen ciiii be raUed in a lew years.

Tlie wood is valuable for fut^l, aud cveo for rail^. He has had
rail"* ilmi Ituted for ycara.

Mr. I'ha-aix aud Mr. Mlnkler agreid in tlio main with Mr. Ovcr-
in:tii; and the &*»ci»'ty resolved lo reconiiuoud tho CuHuu Wood
fur piuuliug ID groveis for itheller, and fitr hhade fur auiiuattt.

Mr rha-uix would speak of ilie Ooldeu Willow, It is u desira-
bio tree wherever it is hardy enough for cullure, probably all

thr-iigh the :>iaio. It is ca^y of propiigutiou, aud the tiinber is

valvmhle for p*>sl», and even fur ruils. It will grow rapidly auJ of
large mie. He lias *eeu long ruws. of it iu La jfullc County. Its

rapid growth and its beauty lecouimeud it.

J!e^^^s. Overman, Pha-uix, aud Whitney spoke in it.s favor, and
the Society voted to recommend the cuUuie of the Uoldeu Willow
for the s:ime purpojses as Cotton W*.od.

Mr. Overman iniroduced the Si'ver-leaved Poplar. He said it

was beautiful in the street, but objectionable in lawua and cuili-
vated grounds.

Mr. Phcenix thought there was a variety that did not sucker.
Mr. GahL>lia thought that trees from 5>eed would not sucker as

bad a-* tboae from cuttings. Other uiembera gave their opinions,
aud the silver I'oplar was recommeiidtd as aiVee for the roadside.
or the Silver Maple it was ^aid by Mr. Oalunha—The seeds ripen

in May, varying according to the »easou. They should bo gath-
ered soon after they fall, for bugs cat out the kernel. He gathers
Ihfm from the surfuce ol stieams, from eddie.s and bays in tho
bhore: has taken up a but>hel in lifieen niiuotes. The seed must
be planted almost imint-diately , betwe^'U layers of moss, they
nmy keep for a week, but generally only three or four days. He
plauta iu a line in wcll-pulvcri;ed soil, thrusting them with the
thumb and liugerio the depth of the wiug.fr. m two to fourinches
apart ; they may aiaua two years. They seldom form tap-roots.
In the Aral aeasou they grow eighteen inches; baa had them grow
four feet.

Mr. Huggins, of Macoupin—The seeds in his county drop in
April. He can keep the teed two or three weeks; heha-s them
gathered dry, by boys. Thegrouud is prepared as for corn; the
(eed is dropped and covered one inch liecp. Too little moisture
will kill either before or after planting. The tree bears seed early,
even in its tilth year. From live eight year old trees he has ob-
tained two bushels; it grows fast, aj» fa.>*t as the Locust, and gives
shade earlier in the spring, toomo of the five just named were ten
inches iu diameter.

Tlie .\>h Maple or Box Elder was t-pokcn of as a desirable tree,
both Uf^eful and ornamental, and easily cultivated. It may be
raided from blips.

Mr. Clark of iirigblon has cultivated it successfully ; it is hardy,
and grows well; he ha^ had trees of four feet in height from cut-
tingA the tirst seas>on.

A motion to recommend tho Maples as a chias, and espcxiallvthe
Soft, or&ilver-leaf Maple, lor all purposes of grove and ornamen-
tal ti..es. was agreed lo.

Mr. lluLjsins sugijested next the Calalpa for discussion, as a tree
for Central Illinois. He raised them from seed; others from cat-
tings. Uccommended.
On Elms lliere was a dilTerence of opinion as lo their merits in

the Suite.

The tlms as a class were recommended for all the State.
Mr. tihaw propo!»ed the Tulip Irue or Yellow Poplar, improp-

erly so called. i

Mr. Overman said—The Tulip Tree is the most magnificent tree, I

and ha.s tne tirst place as an ornamcutal tree for yards. It is free I

from all objection. It m said lo be hard to trau/pUm, but this is
\

because of delaying too long; when very young it may easily be
taken up. Its roots spread far; ha? bvva them 100 feet from the
trunk. He has known it injured by severe frosts.

Ibo seed is in a cone; if obtained from immature trees, it is de-
fective. The seeds must be sown very thick in the spring; in the
fall of the tirst year they must be taken up aud protected. It can-
not be propagated by cutlmg-t or layers.
The fuhp was recommended as an ornamental tree, and the

Linden for general purposes, all through the Stale.
Mr. Freiman would recommend the Black and Sweet Gum for

the south of the State. His suggestion was adopted.
Mr. Phtenix thinks the Cucumber Tiee—a species of Magnolia
-Worthy of trial. The European White Birch is very desirable,

as are ;i.1po some American Birches. He would recommend them

I
for tria].

Tlio Beochcji wero spoken of with approbation.
Tlie CheKinut wilh named. Mr. Pha-ulx i>aid that It hi iu demand

aud can be cuUivaied pro-iwroiisly,

Mr. Kilwards hat rained the .VmerlcHn Che.-tnut In Bureau Co.,

do»pite the wiutei-n, white the Spaul<«h hun sulfered heveiety.
'1 ho !>ycamore wan recommended for fuei and ornament without

debivie. for the whok- State.

Mr. tlalusha projiosed the Whllo Walnut for Us ralac, ospeclaUy
for ttnibrr.

Of the Black Walnut Mr. Snow KayH that If planted In a furrow
two feet distant, it will make a poifect fence against cattle.

Keconimeuded for Northern aud (Neutral IlllnoU.

The Austrian and Scotch Pines wito dUcusMed.
Several members spoke of failing with them whi-n fall-lriins-

ptanted, but they weic recommended for general cultuto.
Sir. Galusha utfered the following, which was ad>i[>tod :

Jir^ftolt^ft, Thatcvergreen trees in nursery hhould n.t be allowed
to stand longer than three years without removal or root-pruning.
The Xoi-way Spruco was next ^puken of.

Mr. i'ha:uix has niisod from the seed succeysfully; would soak
evorgreeu seeds thre«' y<r four days in vnrnish-waier; perhaps this
l« nol necea^aiy. The dllliculty with evergreens is ••buruing-uff,"
the elfecl of the hot M>n in tin- llrst summer, he believes lie can
succeed whouever he has sulBcient shade aud water. Has always
sowed the seed late iu May or June, but has couu- to doubt tbi.'i

praciice An early start i.s di/airable. lie has not experienced
sutlicient lo recommend any course; his opinions from his experi-
meuts are against prevalent views.

I>r. Kenuicott has known them raised with great painstaking;
with too much shatle and moisture "'dami>iiii;;-i>IT" is the trouble.
A gardener in L:kke County hiis mixed sand with 1 is s *il when that
thnateued.
Mr. bhaw has had trouble raising Nonvny Spruces from a little

black beetle, that cat them off while small,—a grcixt juniper; jumps
like a fle.^

Mr. 0:iln*lia moved to recommend tho Norway Spruce as the be»t
evergroL-n; which was agreed to.

The Biilsam Fir proviiked a brit^k controversy, but it was recom-
mended for the northern part of the Slate.

The HemU)ck was praised by many members; but the difDciiIty

found in getting those fp)m the wootis t«i grow, maile it exjiensive.

Mr. Bragden moved n resolution, that it is the most graceful of
evergreens, and the most diflicutt to raise, aud that it bo recum-
menilcd to those that can aflbrd it. Agreed to.

Tho Bed Cedar Mr. Overman has not succeeded well in raising
from the seetl. The seeds must often lie in the ground two years.
A larger share of these thau of other evergreens will grow without
shade. The best phin is to plant them in boles, and let them freez«
two winters: keej) them one or two years in the box. It grows
more iu the first year than any other evergreen; thinks the seeds
mu.st be frozen; never tiied planting in wood-ashes; tiiinks nature
hiis a process for germinating them more mpidly; that teeJs piisaing
through animals or birds will germinate early.
Bed Cedar was recommended for extensive cultivation for low

screens.

The American Arlwrvitje was recommended for screens aud
Ledges.
The Trailing Juniper and American Yew were recommended for

lawn's.

The Siberian Arlxirvita? was recommended for ornnujcntal pur-
poses. Dr. Kenuicott remarked that when it becomes eheaperjit
will supersede the American.
Mr. Clark spoke of the Chinese Arbor^'itae as a fine variety; im-

proved by trimming.
The Europciin Uirch was recommended as an ornamental tree.

Mr. Chase hits heard that White I'iue and IIcmUK.-k grow best if
cut close at the time of tninsplauling. Is it so? Most that gavo
any opinion strongly dissented.

FriiitH were next 'takt?n up. and first the Strawbeiry.
Mr. Oalusha named the Wilson's Albany as most prolific. Neck

Pine bore neglect well. Hooker he preferred for flavor.

Mr. Kenuicott would take Neck Pine and Virginia.
Mr. tialusiia is satisfied to raise the Wilson's Albany as long as lie

citn •ell them at fifteen cents per quart, ur even at ten cents. The
Neck I'ine needs staminate plants near to impregnate them. Sir.
Galuf^ha inquired if any member has fruited the Triomphe de Gand.

Br. Wanler said the Triomphe de Gand is i-athcr a poor bearer; all
the runners should be cut off. Plant the Neck Pine thirty feet
apart, and let it run; protect with a little straw, and you will
hardly take pains to cut runners. I havo seen this "coiitempliblo
Neck Pine" six iiichos in circumference ; but that wjis an accident.
The Wi!s*m"s Albany is a fine be;irer; bears neglect nearly as well
as the Neck Pine, but he does not like the flavor. It is one of our
best stuminate varieties.

Mr. Galusim moved to recommend the Neck Pine, Wilson's Albany,
and Eiirly Scarlet. The WiU.>n's Albauy an account of its lertility,
every flower being hermaphrodite.
The McAvoy, Sui)erior, and Longworth's Prolific wero recom-

mendeil for amateur culture, and the Extni Ked for trial.

Of Currants Dr. Kennicntt said—To have fine currrants,you must
cultivate them nicely, and make the soil rich. The Bed and Bhick
Curninis Insir manure better than any other Small fruit. They
should be kept cK-an, trimmed well, set three feet apart in rows six

M^
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feet apart ami n.vcr »ct in the uliaJc, except to prolong the Boason.

Mr. Overman ntked whether ahode 1» not neceaiarjr to Jirovent a

kind of hliwt. til. T r< . 1

Dr Kcnnic.tt ha» seen it only onwenk or old plants. In Central

and Southern lllinoi» shiule may he neeewary.

The Ked Dutch, tlie White Dutch, the Victoria, and the white

Grape were recomniendiHl, except for the extreme south of the SUte.

iinipes were next hroiiglitiiji. „ . ., .. ,.,
Jlr Whitney «|»ike of the Di ina tut doing well in tlie north oftlie

Stite iiiiikini; a liiieErtipe. hardly distinKUisliahlcfrom the Catawha.

lie would n.ver rec'iunieiid for general cirt:ulatiou In Northern

lllinoia the l»ahella and the Clinton.

Mr. Whitiievn motion prevailed. ,„,..,„
Mr. Shaw wouhl recommend for Central Illinon the Catawha,

Clinton, and Concord. ,.,,.„„„
Mr. lluRginM moved to include the iHabella, Mr. Biirry concurring,

as it thrives in his culture at Alton.

Mr. Shaw accepted .Mr. lluggins' amendment, but under protest

that such is nid his opinion.
^ „ . j .

Tlie lecominenilation of Messrs. Shaw and Huggins was adopted.

Mr. Freenion recommended for Southern Illinois the Cutawha,

Ilcrhemont, and Norton's Virginia Seedling.

Dr. SchrtK-der said that the Missouri growers now call the la«t-

mnied Ilcruiann's Ited Diamond.
. « ,

Mr Freeman grafts u[)on wild grape roots, in tbo spring, aner the

grape leaf is develope.l. Next year the wild root may be dispensed

with bv rooting in the grafted scion.
, . ,

Mr Freeman's recommendation for Southern Illinois wasadojited.

Dr. Warder would recomlnen.l that the Delaware vino be tried

RliemiKfly ; that is. hy many persons; but not much by any cme

until it is cheaper, and until its qualities are better tested; at pres-

ent it seems likelv to he deemed the very best of grapes.

Rttitphtrrries. Mr. Hilggins would recommend for Central Illinois

at least, the Allen liaspberry. Has had it for several years; it is

hardy, an annual bearer, very prolific, and good. Its l.irming suck-

ers is objected to; just tre.it tlieui aa weeds and clear them out.

The recommendation was agreed to.

Mr. lodusha moved to recommend for Jiorth an I Central Illinois

the Black Cap and the Purple Cane.

Dr. Warder sjiys that it is not a new Kaapberrj'. but has long been

known under various names, and is always a favorite.

The recommendation was adopted.

Dr. Scbrteder finds the Uelle de Fontenay the best of nine varieties

that lie has: they were planted in low ground, four feet apart, .ind it

is very sweet lie moved that it bo recommended for Central 111 -

nois, ,\greed to. „ . , .

Mr. l>hftnix spoke in favor of the Orange Raspberry, for size,

beauty and flavor it is superior; it is tolerably hardy.

Mr. Huggins never could get a mess from fifty or sixty plants of

it. (itbersli.ad had similar experience. It was said to be niiuli ajv

proved along Lake Michigan, and in various northern localities.

Dr. Warder—Burying in the dirt don't pay; it is too much trou-

ble and there is risk of breaking the plants or of their being

frosted or burnt. He cuts off his canes to six inches and turns a

furrow against tlicm. But triinming makes them late.

Sir. I'lianix—Along the Hudson Kiver they take great pains to

bnrv their raspberries, and realize five hundccd dollars an acre by

sales to New York.

The Brinckle's Orange was recommended for amateur culture in

Northern and Central Illinois.
, . .^ ..

Mr Ualusha moved to rerominend. of Gwweberries, the Hongli-

ttm's Seedling and tlio Pale Ued. The latter is known by several

n.anies lie sets the Houghton's See.lling in rows six feet apart,

plant five feet apart. After pitliering fruit, he spades the ground,,

mulches in the fall with litter and mannre. and after the fruitage

removes the straw and renews the process. Thus he gets large fruit.

He thinks this fruit much neglected; it is Ixjttled easiest of all

fruits, and line f.n- culimiry use.
,, , . ,

Mr. Bragden says it is the miwt profitable of the small fruit for

Bale in Chicago market. ,...,„ t r.i.-

Dr Warder—This berry sells he«t when it is half-grown. In Ohio

they rake off the berries," with a little wirorake, uiwn sheets spread

under the bushes. For family use they make the best kind of tarts,

pie.s and preserves—/<rtfr thnj grt ri/M: .' he wouldn't touch them

before. When green, they are sold at one dollar a bushel in Cincin-

nati.

Tho Gooseberries named were recommended.

Mr Hiig*'liis moved to recommend the Lawton Blackberry for

Central UliTiois. It is fruitful, hardy, and very Inicious when fully

ripe.

'llie recommendation was ailopted.

The Committee on Cherries for Northern Illinois recommende.l the

f.Uowing :— Karly May. Belle de Choisey, Belle Magnifl.iue, May
Duke. Late Duke," and Reine Ilortense.

Dr. Kennicolt moved to ad.l the English Morello. Tho Committee

agreed, and the list was recommended.

.Mr Huggins nioveil to recommend tho Myatfs Llnna-us and the

Victoria Khubarb for general culture. He als<i regards the Early

T'.bolsk as a valuable variety, because of its earliness, and it can be

iiiilU-,1 all summer. It also reiinires less sugar than other sorts. It

is small, and n.d the best for market. The Linnsus is good all

Oirongh the season and pnsluctive. The CalKsui is utterly worth-

less; hi- will not have it in his pl.ace. Tho varieties named were

recommended for qualities named.

On motion of Dr. Keonicot. the Cahoon's Se*'dling was unani-
mously rejected as utterly worthless for general cultivation.

Tho f<dlowing were chosen tifficers for the next ycftr:

PrfMdmi—Dr. J. A. Kennicott. of C^iicago.

VictPrisidtnt»—V>r. K. D. Kitto, J. W. Wakeman, E. G. Mink-
ler, Natluin Overman, J. H Stewart. J. Iluggins, Ilosletter,

Charles A. Kennicott, and G. U. Baker,—one from each Congress-
ional District.

("t^rrtitpondiHg ikrreiary—O. B, Galuslin, Lisbon. Kendall Co.

Ktcrirding Hecrttarg—H. C. Freemau, S<'Uth Pass, Union Couoty.
AititiMiiut Rtrr(,rttitif/ S^crtlary—C. T. Cliase, Chicago.

Trid.-vrt-i— S- (I. .Minkler.

MERAMEC HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The foMoiriDg are the c>ffic«'rs uf the Blcr&mec HorticnUaral So-

ciety fur tins year:

PreAid'mt—Vr. L. !>. Morw. Post Office—Alleoton, Mo.
K'vordin*/ .SVcr.Mri/—William Muir. P.O.—Melrose. Mo.
Kjrerutir-f CfttntnitUe—T. K. Allen, Dr. A. W. Mcl'bersoQ, and

L. 1>. Votaw.
Vi'rr*M-iKniding Secrdary and Librarian—T. R. Allea, Alleu*

town, Mo.

CHICAGO GARDENERS' SOCIETY.
Tlie Annual Meeting of the Chica(;u Oardfners' Society was ht-M

at their rooms in Melropnlitan Hall. The folluwing otAcera were
elected for the ensuing year:

President—C. 1>. Bragdon.
First Vice-President— D. Worthington.
Second Vice-Pre.sident—C. Layivn.
Secretary—Kdgar Sanders.
TreH-surer—John C. Ure.

Execotive Committee—J. Worthington, J. C. Ure, J. C. Grant,

A. F. Williams.
Librarian

—

William Lombard.
The Prenident elect, on taking the Chair, made a few appropri-

ate remarks, in which he referred to the meeting of the Stale Hor-

ticultural Society, which is i<> take plnce in this city in I>ecember

next, and pressed upon memberh the necessity of preparing there-

for.

Messrs. Kennicott. Sanders and Chase were appointed a Com-
mittee to Revise the Con>titulion and report to the next meeting.

The Committee on Procuring a Herhiirinm reported progress.

Mr. Wakeman'» paper on Fruit Culture was deferred until tho

next meof.Dg, J;tnu:iry 21pt, t" which lime the moeiinL' adj.'urued.

CONNECTICUT GRAPE-GROWERS'
CONVENTION.

The Annual Meeting of the Conoeclicut tirape-Growers' Associ-

ation was held at the New Haven House, New Haven, January
Sth. After the reading of the annual reports, the ballot for offi-

cers resulted as follows:

Pratidenl—Col. D. S. Dewey, of Hartford.

First Vice-PrtsUiml—C S. Middlebrook, Bridgeport.

Sic'iii'l rici~/V>«iVf.ii/—E. A. lloleomb, Granby.
Sfcretnly—yi. C. Weld, Hartford.

r^awrer—William H. Kisley, Berlin.

Voted, That the Association olfer Premiums for Grapes ftud

Wiues presented at the next Annual Meeting; and that the ollicers

of the Associati- n be a Committee to carry out the design of this

vote, at their discretion.

The following resolutions were unanimously adopted

:

RrsoUfd, That it is the opinion of ibis Society that ihese tried

varieties, the Isabella and Catawba Orajies, ripen well in many
pasts of this State—especially along its southern shore: 6nt that,

unless the situation ho very favorable, neither (and particularly

the Calawbal will ripen in its more elevated portions.

ItfUidrfd. That the Hartford Prolific and Concord are grapes that

wiil generally ripen well throughout tho St.ite, and hence are t-i

be recommended.
ItiMtdnd, Tnat the Diana Grape has been qnile extensively tried

and approved, and is ti be recommended aa qnite sure to ripen in

all fair exposures and for its gre;it excellence.

Resnlivd. That the Delaware Grape now promises exceedingly

well, but has not exien-ively fruited that we can, from personal

knowledge, give positive assurance that It is worthy the high

character claimed for it by many. „ . ,

7J..«o(vm/, That the Keb.cca Gitpe has been snfllelently tested

to show that it is a fruit of good promise and excellency; hanly

and likely to ripen, at least, in good exposure.

Mr. E. S. Elmer, of Hartford, presented three varieties of grapes

—Dianas, Isabellas and Catawbas-preserved in cork-dust. The

Dianas were remarkably plump and fresh, showing a |ieculiar ex-

cellence in that variety.
. . , , „ ^ ,

A sample of wiue, ni.ido in IS"?, from the juice of the Hartford

Prolific Grape with the addition of I 'i lb. good brown sugar to

the gallon was tried, and uuivertallj pronounced a remarkably

flue dry wine.
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FLOWER PLEASURECaRDE N AND
GROUND.

Many things that appear frosted a little at the tops

should be severely cut down ; it will prevent disap-

pointment in the end. Shoots that are injured in

winter—especially in the case of the rot^e—will often

have just sufficient vigor left to enable them to put

forth leave."!, and sometimes even go ?o far as to at-

tempt to flower, and then die off suddenly under the

first hot .sun.

This is the proper season to lay down bo.x edgings.

To make them properly, the soil along the line of

the edge should be first dug, and then trod very hard

and firm, so that the soil may sink evenly togetlier,

or the line will present ugly looking undulations in

time. Rooted plants .should be employed
; cuttings

are sometimes used, luit frequently die out in patches,

—a good edge can rarely be made from them. The
plants sliould be set pretty low down, leaving the

plants, when set, one or two inches above the soil,

according to their St ockiness. Sometimes box-edgings

are laid around beds formed in grass. When so, a

few inches of clear gromid should be kept clean be-

tween the grass and the box, or the weeds will be so

intcnnixed with the box after awhile, as to render it

a nuisance.

Walks should now have their spring-dressing—the

verges cut, and a thin coating of new gravel laid on.

Before putting on the new, harrow up the face of the

old gravel with a strong iron-toothed rake. Roll

well after the new is laid on.

Planting trees will rc(iuire particular attention

now
;
but do not be in a hurry the moment the frost

is out of the ground. Cold winds are very hard on
newly set out trees. Wait till they are gone. Al-

ways shorten-in a Uttle the shoots of all trees planted.

TJiey will grow the faster for it, and are more certain

to live. Evergreens should be left to the last.

As soon as the frost is thorouglil}' out of the

ground, and while tlic surface is yet soft, lawns

should have a thorough rolling, which will not only

tend to level the surface, but also press into the earth

the roots of any of the finer grasses that the frost

ma)' have drawn out. Lawns frequently become

coarse, by this operation of tlie winter season. If

the grass is poor and thin, a top-dressing of guano

and salt may be applied before the rolling. Stable

manure injures fine lawns by introducing coarse

weeds. Soot or wood-ashes are excellent for giving

lawns a fine green color. In making new lawns a

deep soil is very important. In shallow soils the

soil soon dries in hot summers, and tlie lawn be-

comes brown when its green is the most desirable.

FRUIT GARDEN.
It would be impossible to recommend to our read-

ers the best fruits to grow, any more than the best

flowers,—local circumstances having much to do

with the comparative value of fruits ; but the follow-

ing six in each class will be found undermost circum-

stances reliable and worth growing :

Grapes— Isabella, Concord, Biiina, Delaware,

Clinton, and for a white probably Taylor's Bullitt,

though it has not been tested to the extent we de-

sire for recommendation in this column.

Ct:Ki!AKTS—Red Dutch, White Dutch, Black Na-
ples, May's Victoria, Versailles, and the Cherry to

"look at."

Raspberries — Orange fBrinckle'sJ, C.ttawissa,

Franconia, Belle de Fontcnay, Allen, and true Red
Antwcrj).

Strawberries—Ilovey's Seedling, Albany Seed-

ling, Trioniphe de Gand, Longworth's Prolific,

Early Scarlet, Peabody's Seedling.

Apples for Dwarfs—Gravenstein, Red Astra-

chan, Indian Rareripe, Fall Pippin, Lady Apple,

Bough.

Standard Appi.es — Baldwin, Rhode Island

Greening, Earl}' Harvest, Smith's Cider, Famcuse,

Porter.

Pears for Dwarfs— Belle Lucratif, Louise

Bonne, Beurre Superfin, Rostiezer, Beurre d'Anjou,

L'rbaniste.
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Standaud Pears—Bartkit, Heckel, Biurrc Gif-

fard, SlifUlon, Lawrence, Beurre Did.

Plums— Jefferson, Washington, Green Gage,

JIcLauglilin, Blocker, anU Prince's Yellow.

CiiKiiuiES—>Iaj- Duke, Black Tartarian, Early

Ricliniond, Governor 'WoihI, DiAvncr's Late, Coe's

Transparent.

Peaches—Early York, Late Ilealli, Crawford's

Late, George IV., Crawl'ortl's Early, Morris' White.

We Imvc before remarkeil that fruit trees and

bushels to the acre, under that system, was thought

to be a fair average crop ; t)Ut other localities, by a

careful system of hand-culture, in thinning and cut-

ting aw ay runners, have borne awaj- the palm from

the Queen City of the West, and boast of their two
hundred bushels to the acre, and above.

FORCING.
Is our Jfarch number for 1859 we gave the fol-

bushcs shoidd invariably be cut in severely, and not ' lowing liints under this head, which, as the facts

allowed to bear the same season of planting. It is relating to the necessity of healthy foliage arc not

a fatal mistake to look for fruit the same season of generally recognized, and also as nearly two-thirds

setting out the trees. This is at the expense of fu- of our present readers were not then subscribers, it

ture growth, and without future growtli there will will be novel to many to repeat:

be no future crops.

Raspberries, Blackberries, &c., frequently bear

and die when so treated. The canes should be cut

back to a few inches on transplanting. RaspbeiTics

for fruit in fall should always be pretty well cut back.

It is not essential with the regular fall-bearing kinds,

but it aids them much.

The earliest houses will now have their grapes

about stoning, which is one of the most critical

periods of the fruit season. If any check is expe-

rienced, the grapes will be small, or perhaps fall off

altogether. If they do not fall, they stand still for

some weeks, and thus are not only inferior in size,

but tlievare so muchlaterthantbcv otherwise would

Grape-vines in the open air, on arbors and trel- be. The temperature should be raised, if any thing,

Vises, should have their pruning finished before warm and particular attention paid to its regularity, as well

spring days set in, or they will bleed. It does not as so the regularity of the atmospheric moisture and

injure them much, but it looks bad. The prtming

must be regulated by the condition of the vine. If

the vines are young and the shoots weak, cut them

all back, to make a new and vigorous growth. If

already a fair tiuantity of strong shoots of last sea-

son's growth e.vists, cut out the weaker ones, so as

to leave enough of stronger ones. The cane .system,

slightly modified, is best for arbors and trellisses in

the hands of amateurs generally. This implies a

air. The foliage, also, should be carefully guarded

from the injuries of mildew, insects, or other evil.

Many more diseases than gardeners think for are

caused by injuries to the foliage. The /rs< leaf that

api)ears should be the one the lasl to fall, as near as

may be. The nearer this can be achieved, the heal-

thier will the vine be, and the more certain will it be

to carry its fruit through to i)erfection. Some will

depend on their soil, others on their pnming, others

new set of canes every year or two. If, as fre- on the build of their houses, others on their general

quently happens from bad management, all the management, and each class fancy their success has

young and strong-bearing wood exists only at the
, depended on these matters, because others who had

end of the vines,—and these latter have become no- not paid attention to these matters failed. But the

thing but long, ropy-looking apologies for what a probability is in every case, that the vines did well,

vine should be ; the whole cane may be buried
, because, from some chance, the foliage remained

down in tlie soil to where the strong shoots spring

from, and the young wood of last season trained up

from this. The plant will then recover its good ap-

pearance quite as well as by cutting down, with the

advantage of not sacrificing a year's ciop of fruit.

Many kinds of raspberries, especially in diT soils,

have a tendency to throw up mnumerable suckers.

These should be thinned out. Three or four canes

are enough to leave in a "hill." We like, however,

healthy.

"A stock of fruit trees for next year should now
be potted in 12-inch pots, choosing those which will

make the handsomest trees. It is onlj' a matter of

course to rejieat that the soil should be coarse and

open, and well-drained. After potting, the}- should

be severely pruned into shape, and the pots plunged

into any spare jiiece of ground where they will be

sheltered from the wind. Here they may remain all

to grow raspberries in rows, where each cane may summer, being taken out and re-set in the plunging

have a chance to enjoy an independent existence of place about twice during the season, tobn'akoffany

about a square-foot of soil for itself roots that may be growing through the hole in the

The strawberry, also, pays well for being well bottom of the pot.

tliinned out. Formerly Cincinnati used to cany off " Grapes, in pots, intended forncxt year's fruiting,

the palm for strawberry culture. All the thinning should, of course, be kept in the house to grow all

they there get is by horse-harrowing them. Fifty
1 summer. Those who have not the advantage of any
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but a cold house, or with but a verj- little heat, may
start vines for pot-culture about this time. Choose
gooil St rone plants in six-inch pots from last season's

e3-cs. Cut them down to one strong eye, and set in

the warmest part of the house. As soon as the eye
has pushed forth into growtli an inch, .shake it out of
the pot, reduce the fibres, and repot into a 12-incli,

with rich, coarse, turfy soil, well drained. Keep it

as warm as possible, and as soon as it has grown six

or eight eyes in length, pinch olf the point. This
will induce the part left to grow stocky, and, if care

he taken to keep the leaves healthy through the

yesir, these eyes, though close to the pot, will pro-

duce nearly as good bunches as those on the top of
tlie \-ine. After the pinching, the shoots that after-

wards becomes the leader may be allowed to grow
five or eight feet long before finally stopped."

[If

GREENHOUSES, &c.

At this season of the year the aphis, or green-flj-,

is one of the most troublesome of nuisances, though
all insects are more or less active at this life-invigor-

ating time. So many modes of destroying insects

have been given in our last volume, that the culti-

vator of plants has a good choice to please his taste

from. Where green-tly prevails badly, and is pretty

general through a house, nothing is better than
tobacco-smoke, as it penetrates easilj-and effectually

through every part of the enclosure. Yet it is dan-
gerous when in unskilful hands. Three light doses

three successive nights arc better for the plants than
one strong dose, and the insects are more effectually

destroyed. Any old vessel does to contain the

tobacco-stems. The bottom of the vessel should

have paper that has been steeped in a solution of

saltpetre and dried, put in the bottom, to be lit when
ready. This is much better for the plants than the

live coals often used.

Be careful of houses taking fire. Every week we
hear or read accounts of such losses. Wood will,

in the course of time, take fire a long way from the

furnace or flue. While it is new, there is little dan-

ger, even if the wood is nearly in actual contact

with the work, but every year adds to the risk.

We have seen wood-work take fire four feel from

the flue, that had already been there several years

safely before. Of course, iron should be preferred

wherever practicable in all places where danger may
be apprehended ; and, in some instances, it is cheap-

est witliout the usual cautious provision of in the

"long run." For gangways in conservatories, for

instance, we have seen oaken work employed that

could not have cost less than ten or fifteen cents per

I'oot, when cast-iron, at three or four cents per

pound, would certainly be cheaper. The pathways in

the conservatory of Captain II. Ingersoll, near Phil-

adelphia, alford an excellent illustration of the re-

lative value and cheapness of iron over wood.
There is no doubt about plants requiring all the

sun-light they can get ; and they should be fre-

quently turned round, so that every l>art of the

plant, in turn, should profit by its inlUicuce.

Continue to watch for plants re((uiring repotting.

When the oldest leaves on a growing shoot show
symptoms of premature yellowness, it is usually the

best sign that it requires nutriment. When the

younger leaves become first yellow, the injury is

traceable most frequently to external causes,—dry

air, too much root moisture, escape of gas, &c.

Ventilation is very important ; but at this season

of the year, the top sashes only should be opened.

Injury frequently results from opening doors or side

sashes.

Fuchsias must be repotted as the pots become
filled with roots. They like rch soi',and dobest grown
rapidly. The pyramidal form is the best to train

them to ; it suits their habit of llowering best. If

they do not seem to branch out enough to make
well-furuished cones, pinch out the leading bud, and
train up a new one to replace it. Plenty of light

and a rich soil, however, usually induces them to

break freely enough. The following are six good
old kinds, easy to be procured, that may do to start

a collection with :—Guiding Star, Rose of Castile,

Souvenir de Chiswick, Macbeth, Fairest of the Fair,

Gem of Whitehall. Six newer ones for those who
wish to be up to the times :—Sir Colin Campbell,

Little Donit, Isa Craig, Flower of France, Leolinc.

Calceolarias will soon be pushing up flower-stems,

and as they are amongst the showiest of summer-
blooming greenhouse plants, too much attention

cannot be given.* They sutTer verj- ruich from a

liadly-drained soil. They have ceased to be a
florist's flower here, and are raised annually from
seed.

Of the new Verbenas many fine novelties are in-

troduced this season. Amongst the best six good
ones we may name are:—Madam Gonaud, Ocean
Pearl, Garibaldi, Delicatissiuia, Baron Renfrew,

Firefly. Mr. Drccr's seedlings, advertised in our

last, we have only seen cut specimens of, which
were decidedly good. Parties who have seen them
growing tell us they arc, besides, splendid bedders.

It is time Chrj-santhemums are struck, if fine sjje-

cimens are desired for fall-flowering in pots. The
following arc six first-rate jiompones : — Fleur-

ette, Brilliante, Cote d'Or, Mignionettc, Madam
Martin, La Precieuse. Large-flowering kinds :

—

Virginia ilicllez, Remus, Cassaudra, Eclipse, Vesu-
vius, ^Marshall Duroe.
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Tt is time to start Dalilias. People pot into a

fasliion, a few years ago, of setting out whole roots.

These bloom very early in summer, about the time

hot weather sets in, and are slunteil before the eool

weather of fall—the natural time for fine Dahlias.

Ground-roots of last year should always be sprouted,

and new plants raised from these sprouts as one

would do with a sweet potato. A very good plan

is to shorten the ends of the tubers so as to get the

root within a reasonable sized pot, and, after cover-

ing with soil, set the pot in a hotbed or greenhouse.

After a few weeks, several sprouts will ajipear

around the stem. Tlien tlie whole root sliould be

shaken, and the root divided through the crown,

retaining a piece of root with a sprout. Then pot

each piece into a separate pot, and set out in the

open ground in May. Nurserymen who wish to

propagate extensively, take off usually only the

sprout, and treat it as a cutting; but for amateurs

the above is the best way. Six good old Dahlias we
would name: — Amazon, Unanimity, Dr. Gullez,

Lady Cathcart, Col. Wj-ndham, Pre-eminent. Six

first-rate :—King of Portugal, Duchess of Welling-

ton, Adrain Carmaival, Prince Albert, Alba floribun-

da, Mrs. Edwards.

The good gardener will not, of course, forget

what plants he will require for bedding jnirposes,

and should any be found short, propagation will yet

actively go on. Phlox Drummoudii, Mignionette,

Acroclinium roseum, Sweet Alyssum, Globe Ama-
ranthuses, German Asters, Browallia data. Candy-
tuft, Clarkias, CoUinsias, Escholtzias, Erisymum,
Fenzlia dianthiflora, Gaillardias, Gilias, Linum
granditlorum, Loazas, Lobelias, Lupines, Mau-
randias, Jlimulus, Nasturtiums, Nemophila, Pala-

foxia, Pliaeelia, Saljiiglossis, Thunbergias, Silenes,

Stocks, and 'Whillavia granditlom are mostly annual

flowering plants of considerable beautj', that arc

advantageously sown early in a greenhouse, to for-

ward early to i)lant out in spring. They do better

in a hotbed where that can be commanded.

(Jommuniralions.

INFLUENCE OF FLOWERS.
BY S. I.. Tl., IIUOOKPAI.K FAHM, MAINE.

Travelling recently through the northern jiart of

Somerset county, I was obliged to remain for the

night at the home of a eonjile somewhat advanced in

life ; the wife, however, many years younger than

her husband, who having accumulated somelliiug of

tliis world's goods, lived in a fptiet and liumble wav,

tlie husband working his small jilot of ground and
taking care of his pig and cow, and the wife devoting

her time to household pursuits, manufacturing do-

mestic cloths, and tending her (lowers.

The yard between their cottage and the public

road was somewhat limited, and enclosed with the

roughest board fence. This yard was comi)letely

filled with flowers, and although not arranged with

much regard to correct grouping or display; and so

closely set as to make it dilfieult passing among them,

yet their many colored hues and fragrant odor

rendered the spot very attractive and made a little

paradise of the yard, contrasting wonderfullj' with

the bleak and uninteresting scener}' amid which their

cottage was situated.

The collection embraced about sixty varieties,

chiefly of the more common kind.s, and the verbena,

dahlia, petunia, hollyhock, geranium, ifcc, ifcc, were

prominent among the list. It was evident that the

flowers received a large share of the good lady's

time, and I admired her love and and admiration for

them. "My husband," Siiid she, "tells mc I wor-

ship them, but I do not think I do ; for, surely they

are His flowers, and the work of the kind Creator;

why should I not then love and admire them'r"

Standing on each side of the walk near the rude

gate at the entrance to the yard, were two horse-

chestnuts (JEsculus hipporaslanum), which are very

uucommon in the vicinity, and the old gentleman

looked upon them as a decided acquisition, n(jt only

from their extreme rarity, but because they were
such a beautiful ornamental tree, and because he

brought them himself from the State of New Hamp-
shire. From this I inferred that the old gentleman

had some natural love for trees and the beautiful in

luiture, and just s;iid to him that I took pleasure in

the culture of flowers and trees, and was glad to find

his wife a lady of so much refinement and with such

a love for the beautiful. "Well," replied the old

gentleman, in his old fashioned way of speaking,

"flowers be kinder pooty."

So it is the world over, in all countries, under any
clime, among all tongues, with the rich and ))oor,

flowers are objects of universal admiration and love.

Their cultivation tends to improve health, purify the

heart, elevate the atfections, and ennoble man's
nature. lie who has a love for the culture of flowers

cannot but be a person of refined feelings, religious

nature and a generous life. If tlie rich man can in-

dulge his fancy in having elegant conservatories and
every rare and beautiful tree, plant or flower, so can
the poor cottager or small farmer have his flowerbed
of limited size, and containing only the more ccunmon
varieties, and the pleasure derived from its study and
care, without doubt, will be as great as that which
his wealthy neiglibor enjoys.

Wealth is not neces.sary in order to have a taste
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for flowers, yet a person of wealth can better show liis love for them thnn one who has not the nienns

for their extensive cultivation. Their intUience is not contiiieil to the wealthy rlass ; they give a eharin

and beauty to even the humblest occupation, antl convert the rough and uncultivated nature to one of

rvtinumunt and gcatleness.

ENTOMOLOGICAL ESSAY.
Head hrfort Iht Fntit-Qrouxrt' AMOCiation <\f Eastfrn P.ntixiilvnui^t nl ils Mrtliutj in IIV«< Clienler, on Ihe 13Wi day of Jun', ISOO.

BY S. S. BATIIVON, ENTOMOLOGIST OF TIIK ASSOCIATION.

(^Continued from page 7.)

INJURIOUS INSECTS.

We come now to the consideration of a little insect which has despoiled the Fruit-grower of more of the

products of his labor, and has given him more anxiety, perhaps, tliiin all the insects we have heretofore

named put together, and has thus far baffled all his skill and ingenuity in the discovery of a certain reme-

dy to counteract its de/as.ations. We allude to

34th. Rhynchoenus (conotrachelus) nenuphar, Hbst. oi " Plum Weevil." Very generally alluded to as <Ae

" Curculio." Plate III. fig. 1. Lingth about one-fifth of an inch; color dark brown or blackish, varied

with spots of whitish or ochrey yellow ; thorax uneven and rough; the wing covers have several short

ridges upon them, forming a sort of a hump, behind which there is a band of ochery yellow and white. Thig

insect begins to deposit its eggs into fruit as soon as it is set, making a small crescent- shaped incision with its

sharp little mandibles on the end of its snout, into which it lays an egg. The larva is a small, whitish,

footless grub, very much like a maggot, except tliat its head is very distinct. The irritation caused by the

presence of this grub in the fruit is the cause of its disease, and dropping prematurely from the tree ; after

which the insect burrows into the earth and completes its transformations there. Observers of this insect

by no means agree in all the points of its economy, yet they are tolerably unanimous in condemning it as

an arch destroyer of fruit, and especially the Plum crop. For this reason it is almost universally known
as the "Plum-weevil,"' although it is also found in cherries. But it appears that it does not confine itself

to these fruits, for, according to some observers and writers, it also attacks nectarines, apricots, apples,

peaches and pears, although we must not confound the larva of the Apple-moth (Tenia pomonella) with that

of the curculio. The former has six feet, whilst the latter is entirely footless. Dr. Harris says he has met

with this insect in Massachusetts, as early as the 3Uth of March, and as late as the 10th of June. I have

myself found large numbers of curculios of different species under stones on the sunny side of hills in the

first week in March, and I have also found them in the fall under the same circumstances. It is pretty

certain that they bring forth two broods in one season, and also that they undergo their transformations in

the ground. On examining some plums lying upon the ground, on the first of June, I found that some of

the larva of the Curculio had already left the fruit and gone into the ground. From this it would seem

that those which are found in the green plum and the ripe plum, as well as those found in ripe cherries,

apples, peaches, &c., are of dilferent broods; for, according to the most reliable observations that have

been made, it requires about three weeks to complete their transformations after they enter the ground.

We dissent from the opinion that the insect under consideration is the cause of the warts or "black-knots''

on the plum and cherry trees, although the larva of this, as well as other species of curculio, and also

various species of "gall-flies" (Cynips). are found in these knots in their green state. In their dry and

cracked state, they also form a shelter for curculios and other insects. Enough has been said and written

in regard to the habits and peculiar economy of these insects, and yet there seems to be a lack of know-
ledge among the masses of men concerning them, and no certain remedy against them. All insects are

endowed with instincts and capacities, which enable them and which lead them to make suitable provision

for the preservation and perpetuating their species; and they will follow the lead of those instincts, unless

baffled by supervening contingencies. >i"one are more highly endowed in this respect, perhaps, than the

curculio. The prudent female surveys the ground beneath the tree, and if she finds it a hard paved surface,

a beaten path, a pond of water, or a pig-stye, or an enclosure for ihe retention of fowls, she rarely selects

such a tree, or such part of it as overhangs such a conditioned surface, upon which to deposit her eggs.

Her instincts teach her that her progeny would be trodden to death, or drowned, or destroyed by their

enemies, before they could make their way safely into the ground. This characteristic of the curculio is so

marked, that almost every observer is able to give examples of it; and this peculiarity, also, might suggest

a partial means of preventing the destruction of the fruit crops, although it might not be a permanent cure,

because a universal adoption of such a plan, without some means of destroying the insect itself, might

<mj TBB
Ik
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"drive it to the wall," and compel it to deposit its eggs anywhere or andcr any circumstances. Still, such a

plan might, in time, so far diminish their numbers as to render them powerless for any material evil, or,

at least, circumscribe its limits.

25th. Baridiux IrinoUtius, Say..—" Potato-weevil." Plate III. Fig. 2. Length, three-twentieths of an

inch; body covered with whitish hairs, giving it a grayish appearance; two black dots upon the hinder

angle of the thorax, and one upon the scutel, making three, from which it derives its trivial name. I was

acquainted with this insect long before 1 knew it injured the potato. They lay their eggs in the axils of

the leaves of the potato-vine, and the young grub, immediately after exclusion from the egg, burrows into

the vine downward towards the roots, undergoing all its transformations there. The perfect insect comes

forth in August ar.d September. Having often found these weevils under stones and in crevices of fences,

or under baik in fields and woods, I am led to believe that they remain active and survive the winter, de-

positing their eggs upon the potato the next season. They are said to remain in the pupa stale only two

weeks. They are becoming very common in Pennsylvania, although not much known in the Eastern

States. Eating the heart or pith out of the potato-vine, they cause it to wilt, as if it were scalded, and

have been known to be very destructive about Germantown and Philadelphia in 1849. Syringing the

plants with water, or, immediately after a shower, sprinkling them freely with air-slacked lime, I

think, would be as beneficial in this case, as I know it is in destroying aphids. a and 6 arc the pupa and

larva.

26th. Rhyncophorus 7Ammermani, Schon. " North American Palm Weevil." Plate III. Fig. 3. Length,

including extended snout, from one and a quarter to one and a half inches. Color, black, or dark brown,

with black spots on the thorax, and one or more on each wing-cover ; thorax smooth, and wing-covers deeply

lined lengthwise. This is the largest weevil we have in the I'nited .States; a larger species, called the

Palm Weevil, {R. palmarum,) is found in tropical regions andSouth America and the West Indies. I have only

introduced this insect here because of its large size, and in order to impress its form upon the mind of the

reader. The larva of these palm weevils are large, yellowish, fatty grubs, when matured, over three

inches long, and are regarded as a great delicacy among the swarthy epicures of St. Domingo. They burrow

into the stock of the Cabbage Palm, and also other palms, from whence they are taken for the table.

27th. Pasmtua cornvtus, Fab. " Bhick Oak Tree Borer." Plate III. Pig. 7. Length, one inch and a half,

sometimes less ; color, shining black ; a deep longitudinal line in the centre of the thorax ; a short, blunt

horn, bent forward, on the head; wing-covers deeply marked with longitudinal raised lines; legs rather

short; larva, a large white grub, thickened towards the anterior end. This insect is often found in great

numbers in old oak trees or laying logs. I have found if in White Oak, Black Oak, and Walnut. It

appears to be partial to dead trees, but is often found in the heart of living oaks; and if ever it should

attack fruit trees, from its large size, it would be capable of doing much injury.

28th. Philophaga lyucmno, Karris. "May Beetle." Plate III. Fig. (1. Length, about one inch ; color,

brown ; legs, long, and slender towards the ends ; antennie, laniellated at the ends, opening like a little fan.

Appears in May and June. Very destructive, in the larva state, to the roots of vegetation, and in the

mature state destructive to the foliage of trees. But they have many enemies, and are rather an awkward

insect, and, therefore, fall an easy prey. Domestic fowls are exceedingly fond of them, and so arc crows.

They are also eaten by skunks, toad.s, and moles. They belong to the Melolonthons,—a family which has

been very destructive to vegetation in Europe, undermining and eating away the roots of grass and grain,

where they are sometimes gathered by bushels and destroyed. Their number in this state is on the increase

yearly.

20th. Pelidnola jnmchhi, Linn. "Grape-vine Beetle." Plate III. Fig. .i. Length, about one inch;

color of the wing-covers, a dull brownish-yellow, with three black spots on each of them ; the thorax is

darker colored, with two black spots, and bronzed ; the legs and the body beneath are also bronzed. The

larva of this insect lives in decayed wood ; but the perfect insect, when it appears in great numbers, is

very destructive to the foliage of the grape-vine. Appears in June, July, and August.

30th. Macroiicctyla s«As/)iiiosa, Linn. Plate III. Fig. 4. Length, about seven-tenths of an inch ; body,

slender, tapering before and behind, and entirely covered with a short ashon-colorcd down ; legs, slender,

and of a pale yellow color. The prevalence of this insect on the rose has gained for it the common name

of Rose Chafler or " Rose Bug." It appears in June and July, and destroys indiscriminately all kinds of

vegetation when occurring in great numbers, but especially roses. Messrs. Englo and Windolph informed

me that this insect had almost totally destroyed their crop of grapes during an absence from home of three

or four days. They attacked them in the bloom, which they cut off, leaving nothing but the stems. These

insects ulso attack the cherry, both fruit and foliage; hence they are called " cherry bugs,''—also apple,
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pear, plum, hnd fruit trees and shrubbery in general. Sometimes they are found in great numbers upon the

cider, also upon corn, rye, wheat, and vegetables and grasses of the fields. The females deposit their

egg* in the ground in July and .\ugust, after which they conic forth again, and soon die. The grubs arc

destructive to the roots of vegetation.

The foregoing insects remarked upon, belong to the order Coleoplera; and although the number presented

is small and rather indiscriminately selected, yet time and opportunity would not allow a larger or a better

one on the present occ-ision. Very little has been said about spccitic description, because this would have

involved an extension of these remarks to twice their present magnitude. Descriptions of «// of them,

and illustrations of some of them, as well as extended notices of their history, may be found in "Say's

American Entomology," " Harris' Treatise on Insects Injurious to Vegetation," "Dr. Asa Fitch's Reports

of the Insects Injurious and Beneficial to Vegetation in New York," " Je:tger"s Life of North American

Insects," "The Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia," "The Pennsylvania

Farm Journal," " Massachusetts Agricultural Reports," " The New England Farmer," " Moore's Rural

New Yorker," "The Country Gentleman," "Domestic Encyclopedia," "The Horticulturist," "The
Farmer and Gardener," " The Progressive Farmer," and other scientific and horticultural and agricultural

journals and records. Specimens, however, of the insects Ihemsclves are submitted, because a clearer idea

may thus be formed of them than any written description can convey.

Before concluding this branch of the subject, it may not be inappropriate to sub ait one or two other

insects, belonging to the orders Hymenopicru and Lepidoptcra. These insects, although belonging to diffeient

orders, yet bear some general resemblance to each other in their appearance, and quite as much in tl • r

habits, both being tree-borers. A large number of leaf-eating insects in their larva state might properly

have been inserted here; but the main object of the essay was to point out some of the more common
wood-boring and fruit-destroying insects. The former may constitute material for a future paper. Circum-

stances at the present time impose a necessary limit to this paper, and that limit, therefore, must exclude

many things which ought to have been introduced, and which would, doubtless, be both interesting and

beneficial for the gardener and fruit-grower to know. One of the insects alluded to in these concluding

remarks is, perhaps, not much known yet among fruit-growers; the effects of the other are well known.

31st. Tremex colomba, Linn. " Pidgeon tremex." Plate III. Fig. 13. Length, including ovipositor,

about one inch and a half ; expansion of the wings, from two inches to two inches and a quarter; head

and thorax, rust-colored, varied with black ; abdomen or hind bodj', black, with seven ochre-yellow bands

across the b.-ick, the first two of which are entire, and the others interrupted; ovipositor and legs, ochre-

yellow, with darkish thighs. Bores into and destroys trees. Usually found on elm trees in August and

September, where the females deposit their eggs, and in which the young grubs live. They have also been

known to bore into and deposit their eggs in pear trees, causing their gradual decay and death. This is

one of the wood-eating Hymenoplcra, but must not be confused with those that bore holes into wood for the

purpose of making cells for their j-oung, filling them with the necessary food to sustain them. The female

of the species under consideration penetrates the bark of the tree with a saw-like apparatus, and deposits

her eggs in the orifice, which hatch out, and then bore, in (heir larva state, into the solid wood. I once

purchased a piece of black cassimere in Philadelphia, which was wrapped around a piece of elm wood in

which there had been two of the larva of these Tremexs, and the matured insects cut (heir way through some

fourteen or fifteen layers of cloth, but died before they reached the surface of the piece, making as clean a

cut hole as if it had been burned in with a hot iron rod. They are preyed upon by a species o( pimpla.

32d. JEjeria exitiosa. Say.—(Male and Female,) "Peach-tree Borer." Plate III. Fig. 8 male fl female, 10

empty pupa, 11 cocoon, 12 larva. Expansion of the wings, about an inch in the male, and an inch and a half

in the female; form slender, and color dark blue ; the abdomen of the male having a tuft at the end, and

that of the female having a broad orange-colored band around it near the end ; all the wings of the male arc

transparent, with a bar across the anterior pair a little beyond the middle ; the anterior, or front wings of
the female are steel blue, and the posterior pair, or hind wings, are transparent. The grub is whitish, with
a few spare hairs upon it, and the cocoon and the pupa are light brown, the former spun out of silky fibre

and covered on the outside with the outtings of the peach tree. Peaches have been suflfering so much in

the last few years from other causes, that this borer has not given so much anxiety as formerly. Still it is

best to prevent their injuries to the tree, so that when all other things are favorable to a good crop, it may
not be prevented by the injuries of this insect The remedies for its destrudion are numerous, and no
doubt peach tree growers will be able to suggest something more practical and useful than I can. This
insect evolves from the pupa during the month of July, and deposits its eggs in that month and in August.
It sometimes appears earlier and later; but generally, if the trees are well looked after during those two
months, they are likely to escape. It takes a whole year for the insect to mature. The .'Egerians belong
to the order Lepidoptcra, which includes the butterflies and moths.

Ik
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RENEWAL OF OLD CANES IN THE
VINERT.

I!Y WILLIAM BlilGlIT, PHILADELPHIA.

It is with nuuli ]>lcasuic Hint I reply to the criti-

cisms and iiKiuiries of Mr. Cliitty, in rcsjject to the

restoration of old and exliiui.sted vines in thcgraperj'.

A fair and candid discussion of my views of grape-

culture, on practical or scientific grounds, I freely

court. Mr. Cliitty is one of the most honest and

intelligent opponents of my system tliat 1 have yet

encountered, and I will meet his ohjections in a

spirit of generous courtesy. To accomiilish my
present object most effectually, it will not suit nic

to reply to his remarks in detail. As I do not pro-

pose to do what ho supposes, I can best explain my
views by showing what I really do and do not pro-

pose.

First, then, I have not proposed to cut down
vines but three or four years established, and planted

with a view to working on the spur system. Only

where such vines have bonie five or six crops, and

have become exhausted, have I suggested cutting

them down ; and this suggestion was made more as

an illustration of a principle in vegetable physiology,

than as a iiart of my system. This principle is, that

an old cane, fruited constantly the whole length of

the rafter, cannot at the same time produce a crop

of fruit, and a layer of new wood and new roots

adequate to carry off a subsequent crop of fruit with

imdiminished power. Cutting down an old vine to

get a new cane, is a simple and well-known prac-

tice. I do not base the originality of my plan of

grape-culture \\\yoa this ; but I base it upon the C:i-

pacity of the grape-vine to produce a new fruiting

cane in one season, and upon the application of this

fact to a new and specific system of planting, prun-

ing, and general culture, having several new and

peculiar points of practice.

As a practical question in relation to the restora-

tion of old canes in the vinery, I think I should

prefer to attempt the renewal of an exhausted cane,

not by cutting down, but by laying duun the whole

Tine, either in a coil, or by running it back and forth

across the border, a few inclies under the surface,

and bringing up the top of the cane at a well-devel-

oped bud. A vigorous cane, not exhausted by con-

stant cropping and lack of foliage, will, after it has

been cut down, send up a good fruiting rod in one

season. But an old exhausted cane, long-spur-

pruned, if cut down, would probably break very

feebly, ("perhaps not at all, ) and in any event might

require to be cut back twice before a vine suitable

for fruiting could be obtained. But, by the laying-

down process, a new and perfect fruiting cane would

be produced in one season, with new and abundant

roots, near the surface of the border, and it would also

have the aid of the old roots tin it got established.

I may here call the attention of Mr. Chitly to the

fact, t)iat while he opposes tlie fretiueitt cutting

down of canes as a means of maintaining their

vigor, his own statements most powerfully sustain

my views of the va.ue of this iiractice. Ue says

that Mr. Jlitchell, an eminent grape-grower at

Brighton, England, spnr-prnned his vines for six-

teen or eighteen years, with the best results. These

old canes for many seasons produced the best grapes

exhibited at Cliiswick and Regent's Park, and ably

resisted mildew. But mark the context. Mr. Chitty

adds: Mr. Mitchell "used, however, to adopt Mr.

Bright's renewal system occasionally, when the crops

failed to set good, or the vines became unsightly."

Now, I ask, again, why wait till the vine is exhamted

and /-rops/aiV, before renewal? Why wait till the

horse drops down on the road, before you stop to

feed and refresh him ?

I repeat, I have never proposed the renewal of old

canes in the vinery, when planted for spur-pruning,

by cutting down, except by way of illustr.iting the

scientific principles involved in the practice ; but I

do propose a new plan of planting vines, viz : two
feet apart in the border; a new method of stopping,

pruning, and fruiting; with tlie constant renewal of

the vines every otlier year Cafter each fruiting sea-

sonj l)y cutting down the entire canes, and growing

up new fruiting rods, composed entirely of wood of

one j'ear's growth ; and all this, in my vanity, I call

Bright's single-stem, dwarf, renewal system of

grape-culture.

The advocates of spur-pruning in the.grai)ery and

of rambling vines in vineyard or trellis culture have

oi)posed my system, because, they say, my vines are

too dwarf, and my pruning is too close, and does

not give foliage enough. To meet these olycclions,

I have adopted a method of practice which early

suggested itself to my mind, but which I have now
reduced to an absolute rule, and added it to my sys-

tem, viz: never to fruit but half the length of my
rafter, or half the length of my trellis, no matter

what length or height that may be, whether six feet

or forty feet, and to let the \incs run up the remain-

ing portion of the rafter or trellis while fruiting,

thus providing a growing cane and fresh mas.si's of

foliage above the fruit, of the same extent as the

fruiting cane.

The science of vegetable pliysiology teaches us

that abundance of large, well-developed vine-leaves

are necessary to convert crude sap into the elements

of vine-wood, vine-roots, and perfect grai>cs. Now,
consider the condition of an old, exhausted, spur-

pruned cane, fruited the whole length of the rafter,

with small and imperfect leaves, and no great abund-

ance of them, with a tough and dried-up cane.
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nearly all licarl-wood niul n very lliiu layer of new
Wood, as coutrustoil witli u fri'sli oiit'-ycnr-oUI caiif,

all now wood, fruitrd only hall' its U-nglli, and the

remaining half devoted to the i)roduelion of foliage

only, with leaves often a foot or more in diameter.

Which of these two sorts will possess the larger

amount of useful foliage—the greater sap-converting

power? Which will produce the larger crop of

perfect fruit ? This last is the question which the

editor of the Gardener's Monthly }uM]y wishes to see

practicjil.y answered. I reply, thiit I have alread)'

dime somethin;;, in the fruiting way, towards giving

sattsfactorj- evidence on this point, and I liaie abund-

ance of native and foreign vines grown upon the

new system, which, although not jjrobably as per-

fect as we can uuikc thcin hereafter, now stand

ready to give practical answers to this great

question the ensuing season. So far as my own
opinion is concerned, I have the most perfect confi-

dence in the superiority' of this renewal system over

spur-pruning in every important point of view ; and

my knowledge of grape-culliu-e as pursued at the

Royal Gardens Frogmore, at the Duke of Nor-

folk's, Wilmot's, Mitchell's, and other first-class es-

tablishments in England, I fancy is as extensive as

Mr. Chitty's. I have spent years of practical labor

in the vineries at Anmdel Castle, and have visited

all the places Mr. C'hitty names within the past 3-ear.

I have likewise had upwards of ten years' experi-

ence in this coimtry, chieflj' in growing grape-vines

and grapes, and lately under that severest of all

practical tests, the growing of foreign grapes for

market. I have built and am now building exten-

sive grape-houses for my own use, all constructed

on this plan ; nor would I use any other that I have

ever seen, with a view to profit.

If this article were not extended to so great a

length, I should be glad to add some practical rules

for obtaining as large a crop of grapes as anj- com-
mon vine ought to be permitted to bear, from half

the length of any vinery rafter, or half the height of

any arbor or trellis ; but I must forbear, or I shall

exhaust the patience of both editor and readers. I

will only add that I intend, within a few weeks, to

publish a new edition of mj- work on Grape-Culture,

with the addition of some thirty or forty pages of

new matter fmy latest exiierience and improve-

ments^ ; and I will then give the rules and directions

above referred to.

RH0BARB.
BT JOHN S.\rL, W ASntNGTON CITY, D. C.

The little attention paid m this country to the

finer varieties of rhubarb has often surprised me.

Two or three large, coarse varieties are grown, to

the exclusion of the smaller, but richer, higher-col-

ored, milder sorts. In England fully as much at-

tention is bestowed on the raising of .seedlings and

the improvement of varieties, as we give to our

finer fruits ; hence the residt—varieties of the great-

est excellence. Downing's Colossal, Gaboon's,

Myatt's Victoria, and Linnmus arc the varieties

generally ctdtivaled here. The first fDowning'sJ

is a very pale-stalked variety, gives a syrup of the

same light color
; when cooked, is deficient in rich-

ness ; and where the fine ((ualities of a rhubaib arc

recognized, woidd not be cuUiviited a single day.

The second fCahoon'sJ is a very coarse affair, but

little removed from the Medicinal plant (Rheum pal-

matumj. Under the best culture by the side of

Victoria, it is later, with quite a flat stalk ("petioles^,

pale color, with more filament and lack of rich-

ness. The stalks of Victoria were heavier, longer,

and yield much more per plant. Victoria is now
well known, and as a large, rich, profitable market

rhubarb, it has few superiors. Linnaeus, however,

in some points, is in advance, having less filament

or fibre in the stalks, and richer. Rhubarb may be

divided into two classes,—large foriginated from

R. palmatum), to which the above varieties belong,

or small, of which an old variety called Buck's may
be taken as the type; and to this latter class the

richest and most valuable sorts in cultivation belong,

varieties having much less of the medicinal plant

about them than the others. The following quali-

ties I should consider necessary to a good rhubarb.

First, a stalk free from filament, requiring no strip-

ping when preparing for use ; second, a bright scarlet

color, not only on the exterior of the stalk, but

through its substance,—this gives a rich color to its

syrup in whatever way it is prepared, which my
lad)' readers can appreciate ; third, the syrup should

be rich saccharine, and as free as possible from the

taste of the Medicinal plant ; fourth, the stalks should

be nearly round, solid, not flat, and produced abund-

antly. Now, all these qualities belong to the finer

seedlings descendants of Bucks. Earliness I have

not set down as one of my qualities; for, as in

fruits, the rhubarb maj' be extended over a consider-

able season. In addition to Victoria and Linnaeus,

which I recommend to all wishing large varieties, I

would name the following, everj' one of which are

superior

:

Emperor fWaite's^.— In the way of Victoria;

larger, richer, and less filament in the stalks ; a very

desirable variety.

Hawke's Champagne.—The stalks arc of a deep

blood-red, rich, free from filament. Its defect is a

want of pnjductivcness and vigor suitable to the

garden of the amateur. Type of Bucks.

JUcLaen's Early.—One of the earliest, very pro-

ductive, stalks of a rich scarlet, nearly round, free
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fiiiiu filaimiit, and excccilinglj- rich; a very fine

early variety. Typo of Bucks.

MitchelC s Prince Jllberl.—Has now been some years

before lli<' i)nl)lic; inEni^land it is extensively grown,

but in this country not so iiiucli, size being against

it. Slarket-garileners, on trial, will here find it quite

as profitable as the larger kinds, being one of the

very earliest, very productive ; cannot only be gath-

ered earlier, but will continue longer than the larger

sorts, and the yield per acre will be heavier; stalks

deep scarlet, free from filament, round, firm, giving

an exceedingly rich syrup. Type of Bucks.

MilcheWs Grey Eagle.—This belongs to the large

class ; not so deep in color as the ofispring of Bucks;

has a large, thick stalk ; free from filament, exceed-

ingly rich and mild ; free from the medicinal taste of

many larger sorts, and productive. Every jierson

who grows a large rhubard, should cultivate this; I

consider it one of the finest.

HandcWs Early Prolific. — Intermediate between

the classes this will be found ; stalks are of good

size, well colored, free from fibre, rich flavor, very

early and productive.

Salt's Cri?nso7i Perfection.—This comparatively new
variety promises well ; as the name implies, the

stalks are of a rich crimson, free from filament,

round, rich, and mild ; veiy productive and early.

Type of Bucks.

Turner's Scarlet Nonpariel.—Stalks bright scarlet,

free from filament, round, very productive, flavor

rich and mild. Type of Bucks.

A PROPAGATING BOX.
BV .1. C. U'MIIAUD, CHICAGO, 11,1,8.

ITavino gathered many valuable hints from your

Monthly, I send 3'ou, in return, a plan of a i)ropaga-

ting-box which is in successful operation with one

of our nurserymen. The plan of the box in ques-

tion is six feet long, three feet wide, one foot deep,

made of two-inch pine plank, water tight. A small

boiler is then inserted through tlie bottom of the

box. The one in question is nine inches in diameter,

eleven inches high, and made of galvanized iron.

The boiler rests on the top of the flue over the fur-

nace. Two strips one and a half inches high are

then nailed on the ii.side of the box, resting on the

bottom ; then strips two inches wide placed cross-

wise, resting on them, leaving spaces between each

of abotit one inch. Over these place some kind of

coarse matting; then put in two inches of gravel,

and fill up with sand. Kill the boiler with water, so

that it will How all over the bottom of the box, and
yon will get a nice, moist, steady bottoin-hcat, in

which most kinds of cuttings will grow vcrj' readily.

The top should be partially covered with glass, but

not close. There is never any cause for watering the

cuttings after they are planted, as there will be sufti-

cicnt moisture arising from the warm water to keep

them in good condition. If they should get too dry,

it can be supplied from the bottom by putting iu

enough, so that it will just touch the sand. The
bo.x is filled with water by means of a small pijie

reaching to the top of the sand. The bo.x rests on

strong supports at each end. Of course, the boiler

must not sustain any weight. Perhaps fand I have

no doubt of itj such a thing might I* made on a

larger scale to work well. I only send you the

actual size of one that I know works well, and which

costs a mere trifle, about three dollars. The princi-

ple is not new. The application, I know, will be

new to some, and if you can put it in a few words,

so as not to take up too much of your valuable space,

and think it worth your trouble, it may draw a hint

from some one else.

The boiler is round, similar to a hat, with a flange

at the top, which is nailed to the bottom of the box,

the joint made tight with white lead. A hole is cut

through the bottom of the box large enough to insert

the boiler.

Tliere is no necessity for the box to be more than

two inches thick, or foin' inches high. Inch boards

above that nailed on to the outside will answer

every purpose.

Of course, such a contrivance will be of no inter-

est to those who propagate on a large scale, and

have better means for the purpose. Still a good

manj' thfiusand cuttings may be struck in a box of

that size during a season.

I am no gardener, but an admirer of nature's

beauties, and a constant reader of the Monthly, in

which you ask for hints from all.

[AVe hope our correspondents will respond to the

cjiU for further information, in which we most heart-

ily join. The best and most economical manner of

applj'ing bottom-heat is a subject a long way behind

many others, though second to none in importance.

Since writing the above, and as we go to press, we

have another cha])ter to hand on the same subject

for our next issue, and hope for others before that

appears, so that all can go together.

—

Ed.]

NOTICE OF DENDROBIUM NOBILE.
ItV W. GREY, ALBANY, U. Y.

Having seen noticed in the L'lUustration Horticole,

William's Orchid Manual, and other European Oar-

den "Works, the nunilier of flowers on plants of

this charming orchid, at one time, and none of the

plants noticed having more than three hundred tlow-

ers on at once, and with that number thought to be

worthy of notice.

m^
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Wc have here a plant with Ihiity-four shoots

(Tiulbs), and five hunilrta nnil ck-vcu nowcrs all

opin to daj', 28th Dcccmbi-r, which, if the notices I

refer to arc any criterion to judge from, we arc far

ahead of any thing on record.

If you think a few remarks on our mode of culti-

vating Dendrobium nobile would be worth publish-

ing in the Monthly, 1 will send you a paper on our

mode of culture.

[Should be pleased to hare the paper proposed.—-Ed.

THE BLACE CAP. OH DOOLITTLE
RASPBERR7.

BY COL. B. HODGE, OF BUFFALO, >'. T.

This variety of the Raspberry has of late assumed a

prominent position, not only in AVcstern New York,

but also in some other parts of our country. Among
all the smaller fruits, perhaps, there is nothing more

productive, or that can be grown, gathered and mar-

keted with as little labor as this raspberry.

The question is often asked, is this a "new variety,

or is it merely the old black cap improved ?" This

was the inquiry which came up for discussion before

the American Pomological Society, in Philadelphia,

in September last. The name of the writer having

been referred to in that discussion, has had a tendency

to call out many inquiries in regard to this matter.

I was in hopes that Mr. Doolittlc, or Jlr. Joslyn,

would have laid the whole history of this matter

before the public. The facts that have come to my
knowledge are simply these. Some seven or eight

years ago, more or less, Mr. Joslyn, of Ontario Co.,

New York, discovered growing in his vicinity, some

plants of the American Black Cup Raspberry, bearing

fruit of unusually large size. From these he propaga-

ted new plants by layering the tips of the branches.

They soon attracted the attention of Mr. Doolittle,

of the same place ; who purchased a few hundred,

and commenced their propagation in earnest. Pro-

pagating only from the young and vigorous plants,

Cthe laj-ers of the previous autumn, J and following

this up from year to jear. These plants have uni-

formly produced fruits of large size and fine flavor

—

far superior to the common wild variety. Mr. Doo-

little, as well as myself, have experimented by pro-

pagating from old plants then, four or five years

old. The result has uniformly been, that such plants

("although they grow vigorous and strong, J produce

fruit quite worthless and by far, inferior in size and

flavor to the young plants.

The Black Cap Raspberry differs entirely from the

Antwerp varieties. It sends up no suckers or sprouts,

starting two or tliree feet from the parent plants ; but

all the new canes start directly from the base of the

old plants. It is only propagated by laying or burj--

ing the ends of the canes or branches in the earth

;

these readily take root and thus form new plants. It

is also freely grown from seed. Wc have seen grow-

ing, in the fields, or by the wayside, plants loaded

with large, fine fruit, these, doubtless, were seedlings,

and for two or three years produce fine fruit, but

after a few years the fruit becomes small and worth-

less. From the foregoing, I have no doubt but that

the original [ilants discovered by ]\Ir. Joslyn were

seedlings; but perhaps not dilferiug nuitcrially from

hundreds of others growing about the country. But

the improvements and great value of these plants over

all others consists in the improved and scientific

mode of propagating entirelj' from the young plants

the layers of the previous autumn. Layers from

[ilants two or more years old, should never be re-

sorted to.

The writer, in company with others, ("who have

the whole supervision of the matter, and who receive

the lion's share of the profits, which they are justly

entitled to, for they do all the work,) have now ten

acres of these plants in a bearing state. Perhaps

some facts connected with their culture may be of

interest to others. Of two thousand plants pur-

chased of Mr. Doolittle in the spring of ISIS, one

thousand of them were planted on a rather hard soil,

sloping to the South-cast ; the plants come up well,

but the late burning rays of an August sun destroyed

outright, a third or more of the plants ; and the

balance were so badlj' injured that they have since

been of little value. The other thousand were planted

on a belter soil—land lying flat. These done well,

and have proved very productive. Our most suc-

cessful plantations have been on good rich loamy

soil, gently sloping to the north. Plants set out in

the spring will produce a crop a year from the fol-

lowing summer, or fifteen or sixteen months from

the time of planting. The first crop is generally

about a quart to the plant, and the second and third

year, two or more quarts to the plant ; some have

put the quantity of fruit at a much higher figure, but

I speak from facts connected with our own experi-

ence, and this is about an average crop. Only about

three crops should be taken from the same plants,

as the fruit will soon degenerate in size, and also in

flavor. The fruit ripens a week or more earlier on

the yomig plants, than on those that are older. They

ripen here about the first of July, and continue about

four weeks. The plants should be .set in rows six

feet apart, and three feet asunder in the row, making

about two thousand plants to the acre. When the

new canes are some three feet long, cut back to two

or two and a half feet, this will induce side branches,

and keep the plants from growing too high. The
following spring, again shorten all the branches to

within a foot or less of the main stems. There will

be plenty left for a crop—close pruning makes large

<i)
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fiiip fruits. Some stake and tie up each plant, wliich

is rather expensive. We have adopted a different

plan, when tlie new canes arc, say three feet or less

hi^h, a Gorman woman, with her ball of twine, ties

each stool of three or four canes together. This will

•rcnerally keep them erect, and if not tied, each cane

will, in time, lean over in dilferent directions, and at

length become almost prostrate. Only three or four

canes should be left in each hill.

All plants sending up ten or a dozen canes, quite

thomless, and of a sickly appearance, are barren, and

will never produce an}' fruit. The careful cultivator

will always destroy all such plants, and never pro-

pagate from them.

NOTES ON BEDDING PLANTS.
BY CHARLES MILI.EU.

The season is at hand when the gardening portion

of the public will be busily employed in selecting

and propagating plants for out-door decoration. I

therefore presume to offer a few remarks, which,

perhap.s, will not be out of place in j-our Journal of

^Monthly intelligence ; there is generally some diffi-

culty in selecting plants for effective arrangement in

the flower garden, on account of our hot scorching

suns in midsummer. We lack those refreshing dews

in July and August, so congenial to such plants as

Verbenas, Cuphcas, Geraniums, Ageratums, Ac,

witli their variegated forms and brilliant colors.

Calceolarias of endless variety, from crimson to

gorgeous yellow, the latter color especially being very

desirable, and the w\int of such is much felt in our

outdoor decorations.

To make up for the deficiency of some of those old

favorites of the mother country, I woidd suggest

a few plants that will stand our climate better, and

if not quite so effective, will have the merit of being

quite as interesting, perhaps more so, to those who
wisely make up their minds to do without what they

cannot obtain ; and, although we have no Kew or

Sydenham gardens as models, no "Beaton" to ex-

pand and nioidd our ideas, I trust, Mr. Editor, with

your help and a little perseverance and good taste on

our i)art, we shall at least make a fair display. AVc

have a goodly list of plants of tropical and variega-

ted foliage, that are very etfective when planted in

situations suited to their individual requirements.

First on the list is Amarantus tricolor, a charm-

ing little plant of the most beautiful crimson, green

and yellow foliage, and neat habit, suitable either for

ediring or for planting en masse, exposed to the sun

to have it in perfection. C'oleus Blumei mixed or

edged wtih Perilla Xankineusis, will make a fine

bed, the latter if used for the edging should be fre-

quently slopped or pegged down, and not allowed

to bloom.

Lobelia speciosa mixed with variegated Alyssum,

has a pretty effect for small bed. Perilla Nankinensis

and Cineraria maritima, mixed or planted in con-

trast, cannot fail to be striking. Koniga variegata

with Verbena Elizabeth, will make a neat pretty

bed, and may be improved by having an edging of

blue Lobelia. Perilla mixed with Xeircmbcrgia gra-

cilis, the latter allowed to grow a little above the

former would l>e handsome. Variegated Geraniums

with an edging of Amarantus tricolor is also a

very beautiful arrangement. A mixed bed of Lan-

tanasmakca splendid show—"stands the sun well."

Begonia Rex does well planted out for rather i)lunge

the pots in the ground^, in a shady situation, re-

quires light open soil, and liberal manuring in hot

weather.

An objection to the "ribbon" style of bedding is

the fact, that in our climate it is difficult or rather

impossible to combine varieties that bloom perpet-

ually, and at the same time furnish sufficient variety

and contrast of colors to be effective. The difficidty

I think might be overcome by selecting i>l«nts with

striking /o/iog-e. For this purpose I would suggest

the following arrangement:—Front double row,

Amarantus tricolor; 2nd, Variegated Alyssum ; 3d,

Perilla Xankinensis, kept low by topjiing ; 4th,

Variegated mint ; .^th, Coleus Blumei, kept low ; 6th,

Golden chain or other varieties of variegated Gera-

niums.

A Rustic basket planted with B. Rex and B. par-

viflora, with Ivy or Seneeio scandens over the bas-

ket woidd form an object deserving of admii'atiou.

A fine tropical looking foliage bed can be formed

by planting as follows:—Ricinus sanguineus fas a

centre), and then in rotation Sorghum saccharatum,

fChiuese Sugar Canej, Canna discolor, Canna in-

dica, and Warzewiczii, with an edging of ribbon

grass; this bed shoidd be of circular form, and

large to be effective. It is not generally known, I

believe, that the varieties of Rieinus, Palma Christ!

or Ca.storBean can be taken up in the fall and pre-

served through the winter, in a rather dry and airy

place, free from frost. They should be well pre-

served when taken up, and occasionally watered.

When iilanted out in the spring they form fine

strong trees.

— *••«*

STANDARD ROSES.
nv J. C. K., B.\XGOU, M.«NE.

Wotii.D there be a little spare space among the

columns of your worthy Monthly, that a gardener

and subscriber from tliis most northern part of the

Union might say a few words on the cultivation of

flowers among my middle and western brother gar-

deners.

At the time I am engaged scribbling over these few

'%r-
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sheets at my desk, in the greenhouse, the cold north

wind is whistling round the house, stepping out

doors at the hour of 2 o'clock in the morning, my
mercurj- stands 32 below 0. I suppose our wes-

tern tViends lliink that we have no gardens, fruits,

flowers or greenhouses in Maine. I can tell them

that we have all of these, and good gardeners to

take care of then\, and they must lie gardeners to

come in contact with our cold climate in raising

fruits and flowers in the winter. The first day of

last May I cut a bunch of ripe hothouse Grapes.

This was not very bad for Maine, aud on the .same day I

exhibited plants grown from cuttings in Julj', that

measured 30 feet in circumference. Those were Liui-

tanas and Fiicli.^ias, that stood from o 1o 8 feet hiilli,

with three stems to each plant of equal size, loaded

with llowers in every degree of expansion. This

was not bad for this cold climate. These were exhibi-

ted from the greenhouse of Capt. J. B. Coyle, Esq.,

of Portland, JIaine. My object was to come out

with a few words about Standard Roses. Now at

the time of writing this, there is standing before me
one which I thiiik should be noticed, standing 8

feet high, with its stock as green as holly, and its

cliarming head measuring 31 feet in circumference,

displaj'uig all the beaut }• of 02 full blooming dark dou-

ble large crimson fragrant flowers, aud an immense
quantity of buds in every degree of expansion.

Now I ask what greater beauty could the green-

house be possessed of? without talking of the beau-

tiful contrast its foliage makes with other plants.

This variety is the Giant of the Battles, one I think

of our best Rose.s, taking all its qualities into account,

espcciallj- on the stock. It surprises me muck in visit-

ing many gardens, that this Standard Rose is forgot-

ten, and at oue time no lawn or flower garden was
complete without it. However, for my love to see a

good Rose, I still cultivate them both in the lawn

and greenhouse, and shall do so while they continue

to display their beauty like the one here mentioned.

Perhaps ni}- way of treating them is different to the

manner I see described by others, though being so

simple. In the cultivation of all classes of Roses in

and out doors I feed very high. Some objections are

made to the Standiirds, that of throwing up suckers.

This I am not troubled with. Again, that of getting

winter-killed, or dyiug off soon. I have cultivated

the same Standard Rose for si.x or seven years, and

it looks better now than it did in the third year of its

grafting. I do not mean to say that it will live for

ever, but if it even died now, it has long since paid

nic for my labor. I cultivate all kinds of Roses on

the stock—any thing that is handsome. I plant

them out as every person does in a rich bed made

for the purpose ; at the approach of frost I take

them all up carefully, root-prune them, and then

bury them all up in sand in a cold cellar, or if that

is not convenient I bury them below the reach of

frost, out doors in some dry place ; when spring

comes, plant them out in their former situations,

pruning the heads some, and I am never disappointed

from seeing them display all the desired beauty in

.July and August. I treat tliem the same in the

greenhouse as regards their root pruning.

There is one thing apart in the historj- of Roses

I never saw much written on, that is the origin of

the Moss Roses, or -who first clothed them with

natiu'e's simplest weed,—having been asked the ques-

tion several times. I should like that some of my
brother gardeners who are better po.sted on the Rose

than I, would explain it.

!»
HEATING ECONOMT.

BY AN OLD IWCKEIl, ItOCIIKSTER, N. Y.

Attached to the end of my kitchen I have a shed,

the roof of which is span shaped, covered with hot-

bed lights ; through this shed I carrj' a stovepipe

from my kitchen chimney, and by pushing a damper

into the said chimney, the heat is made to pass

through the pipe in the .shed, thereby upon all ordi-

narj- occasions keeping out frost, and by covering

upon extraordinary occasions it does the same. So

much for this outer crust, if I may so call it. Under

this homely canopy I have a tank made of pine,

3 inches thick, and 28 feet long, and 12 inches deep,

with two divisions in its centre ; this tank is filled

with water, and heated from a common copper wash

boiler, placed on the back half of my cookery

stove, the use of which my wife has sun-endercd for

my gratification. From oue inch flow and return

pipes attached to this boiler and carried through the

wall of the house into this tank, I can keep up this

body of water to nearly 80°—loosing but little

through the night, although there is seldom any

coal put on the fire after^ ten o'clock. Over these

tanks I have six inches of earth, which earth is cov-

ered with an inner covering of glass ; the atmosphere

enclosed b}' this inner covering is maintained at

about 5.5' by day, losing about 5- thnnigh the

night.

This power, small as it is, fperhaps too small for

any practical puqiosej, is obtained at no additional

cost. Coming as it does from the house fire, and

not an average one at that, and still keeping the liv-

ing room at 70O or 75 J if required.

In this shed, (irrespective of the tank apparatus;,

I can grow a decent Grape in summer.

If a vision of Kew and its splendors should arise

in your mind's eye, you must humiliate yourself,

and weep over the poverty that should be constrained

to construct so humble a place.

Now what six shall I attempt to propagate or grow
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in such !i sbcd in winter? or must I abandon it as

of too little power.

[Accounts of such little matters we arc very glad

to receive. The greatest results at the smallest ex-

penditure, is ever a worthy object of horticultural

liursiiits. We should grow onl.v the Black llaiidnirg

in this case, as it is liardier, and will bear harder

treatment than others. It would do well for jirop-

agating bedding plants. Almost all soft wooded

bedding plants would root well over a tank with

such a bottom heat ; and we think where there is

sale for such stock, nutliing better could be propaga-

ted in it. If propagation were not an object, such

an arrangement would still be very useful as a kind

ofgreenhouse or conservatory.

—

Ed. ]

LANDSCAPE GARDENING—3KADING.
IIV (lEO. E. WOUDUAHI), :NKW VOKli.

KO. 3.

TriE mania for grading seems to be a prevalent

disease with many of those who commence the for-

mation of a country place, and it may be stated as a

remarkable fact, that it is the upijcrmost thought in

their minds as bemg the means of showing both

taste and improvement. That a certain amount of

grading requires to be done in almost any new

place, we do not deny, but we seldom meet with an

example where even so simple a matter as the re-

moval of earth, has been a study productive of any

very great degree of skill.

There is not in the whole range of Landscape

work any process of embellishment that produces so

little satisfaction; there is nothing that shows so

little for the money expended on it ; and there cannot

be any imitation of natural surfaces that shall fulfil

the same conditions of taste or pleasure. The pro-

pensity for levelling has been handed down to

us as one of the remaining features of the artificial

style of gardening, the right lines of which being

thoroughly inconsistent with any warped or natural

surfaces, and only appropriate to planes horizontal

or inclined. Levelling in such cases was a necessary

preparation, and ditlcrent levels were attained by

terraces, or by slight gradients, any change or break

in tlic grade being oUensivc to the eye—though

sometimes used.

The introduction of a straight line as an avenue

or walk over the uudulatmg surtace of natural

grounds, is decidedly bad taste, and entirely out of

kei^ping,—a plane surface being essential to the

beauty of a straight line : there being no straight

lines in nature, (unless we except rays of light as

pointed out by Mr. Replon) ; it must be evident

that the use of a straight line in natural scenery

windd be out of place.

There arc exceptional cases in grading grounds to

^>.

Uih^

which a general rule is not applicable, but those who

seek maximumof beauty at the minimum of expense

—should have carefully pri'pared in advance an ex-

hibit, that shall detail the etl'ect produced, and the

manner of producing it, as there is no process so

fal.se and costly as experimenting foreflccts in earth-

work; it is simply a downright wa.ste of labor and

money. There arc i)ossible cliances of success, and

to those who consider change to be improvement,

or inuigine they exhibit their taste in proportion to

the amount they exi)cnd,— such operations may

afford some pleasure, but for a truthful intention to

express the highest degree of beauty in the forma-

tion of surfaces, experiments long ago discarded,

must cease.

The intelligent removal of earth is matter of

skill, and the economical removal of it is a business

that requires to be studied, to practice it successfully
;

there is the same reason why one should be educa-

ted to this as to any business, for it is attended with

the same conditions of success or failure as marks

the progress of any pursuit.

There is just the same application of ait in grading

grounds that there is in building a house. AVe do

not, either as a principle of economy or taste, collect

our building materials, and .set men to work to put

up a house; take down, alter, remodel and recon-

struct, until by a series of expensive experiments,

we either get what suits or get fairly disgusted with

the whole undertaking ; but intelligence in that de-

partment of construction dictates the preparation

of a studied plan, by which wc work out the thou- hts

of convenience and beauty that suggest themselves.

That the architectural plan on paper can be fulfilled

by its perfect realization in brick, stone, oi any

other building material, is a known and admitted

fact, but that the arts of design are applicable to any

and every form of construction, is to some minds a

nutttcr of doubt ; to deny them, however, is to deny

unquestioned proofs of success, and to make the

profession of the Architect and Civil Engineer unre-

liable and false.

The lunidred men who commence to tunnel a

mountain may never see the other hundred who

work from the opposite end; they may be miles

apart, but the fact that they shall meet with absolute

exactness, both in line and grade, is as well known

when the plan is drawn as w hen the final blow is

struck.

If a few of the prominent parts relative to the

removal of earth were property considered, it might

lead to a dilferenl view of the subject.

In the first place, the soil is to be removed, and

then returned, not only returned, but more niu^l be

placed witli it, and a long time must elapse before it A.

: ^.^
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ac(niircs the same properties as belonged to it in its

uiitunU position.

Secondly, the underlying stratas of eartli must

eitlier be removed from sight, used in grading a

road—filling up a hole, or for some purpose not re-

quiring a finish of soil, or else a calculation must be

made for the soil to finish it. It must be evident

in all cases, that a system of operations nuiy be de-

vised \vhicli shall nuike a difference, not only in

present expense but in future annoyances.

Stating the facts known in Civil Engineering, that

earth can be graded to to any plan, and that a plan

will show the minimum amount of excavation or

filling necessary to developc anj- form of surface, and

that earth in any form can be measured as accurately

in its natural position as if the whole were passed

tlirough a half-bushel measure, we have the re-

quirements that will enable us to designate the

precise amount of cutting or filling in any spot, and

knowing the price of moving earth per yard, which

is governed by conditions of quality and distance,

we shall know the cost, and shall also have the

ability to contract the work if deemed desirable.

An estimate of this kind should be made in ad-

vance, as well as a plan to work by ; and one should

know cost as well as effects. The satisfaction

resulting from a system of improving where effects

are studied in advance, is far greater than from any
plans of the ordinary laborer, and no theory or

practice of Landscape Gardening or gardeners

teaches any system or process of execution by
which can be studied beforehand the desired results.

This lack of knowledge on their part, which they

willingl}" ascribe to the inability of genius to convey

to unfavored minds the means b}' which the}- attain

their end.s, is a lamentable fact in the history of

X-andscape Gardening.

@i

not only unnecessary but injurious, and this lot of

I

cuttings 1 planted in a box made after the manner
of Cornelins' crock, which I keep just where they

were calloused. That tank made after the model
' of j'ours, is an excellent thing for Grapes, &c., but it

will never do for Peaches.

I am now satisfied tliat all kinds of cuttings may,
as yon and your correspondents say, be made to

strike as readily as Grapes, but they require ditfer-

ent temperatures, and dilb-rent grades of moisture,

that a few carefully conducted experiments will

discover to us what is proper for the various tilings

we wish to multiply in this way.

To the Gardener's Monthly and its accomplished

Editor. I wish a long and prosperous course. Tihiy

they both live long enough to Edenize the earth.

[These little experiments are just what are wanted
to make "accomplished" propagators. Our friends'

note well illustrates what we have already writun

in another column.

—

Ed.]

ROOTING CUTTINGS.
BY DK. J. F. E., WALLACE, PA.

The writer of those excellent articles for your

truly excellent Journal, gave just one item too much.

We are told after the cutttings arc oilloused, to

plant them, and give them bottom-heat. Now I

tell you, and you may tell all creation, that this

is wrong, at least for Cherries, Pears, and Peaches.

I ruined every cutting, except a smgle pear, which
struck roots in spite of the treatment, m that way.

A box containing 37.5 slips of the R;iy Peach, packed

away in moist decomposed saw-dust under the stage

of the greenhouse to callous,—I concluded to let

it remain where it was a whole month. Daj- before

yesterday, the month being ended, I removed them,

and foimd my cuttings not only calloused most per-

fectly, but some of them had roots from one to two
inches long. Hence I conclude that bottom-heat is

NEW PANSIES.
I!T D. BAIlKElt, HARTFORD, CONN.

The following new imported English and French

varieties of pansy are a part of thirty' new kinds

selected in Europe during the last summer, and will,

I believe, be sent out during the ensuing spring. I

have had specimen flowers of those named sent me
at three different periods since August la.st, and con-

sider them decided improvements upon those pre-

viously imported.

Let me respectfully advise those who are admirers

of this beautiful flower, when thej' inspect the va-

rious collections which shall be exhibited at the

horticultural exhibitions during the ensuing summer,

to make notes upon the merits or demerits of each

as they consider desirable for future guidance in

forming a collection for their own culture. I have

no doubt but this year will outstrip all previous ones

in the production of imported varieties of this much-
admired flower.

13 P.^NsiE, vir., Madame Moreau.—Pure white

ground, with a distinct blue -purple eye ; effective

and beautiful.

23 LiNGOT d'Or.—fl do not consider this name
appropriate. J Light yellow ; upper petals sometimes

striped with rich violet-purjile ; eye a rich dark

brown.

29 Prince Osc.\e.— Bronzy-purple, with rich

yellow centre ; dark eye ; distinct and fine.

8 Robert Burns.—Upper petals violet-purple
;

centre brouzy-3-ellow, with large dark cinnamon

eye.

14 Garibaldi.—Rich violet -purjile, with golden-

yellow centre ; eye intensely dark and rich ; flower

very large, fine outline ; extra fine.
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PuiNCESs OK Prussia.—Creamy white, the lower

petals blotdied with ricli -Niolet-purplc, and ridi vt-1-

vily-puqjlo eye ; extra fine.

Tlie above descriptions arc taken from flowers

when in a high state of eultivation in this country,

("and not mere copies, as nine-tenths of the descrip-

tions given of new flowers imported from Europe

to this coimtry from European catalogues^, and for

which I am alone responsible.

[In this section the Pansy has almost ceased to he

a "thirist's" flower, throui^li the difficulty of keep-

ing them through our hot summer suns; and most

persons depend, as in the case of the Cineraria and

and Calceolaria, on the seed of the best prize flowers

for their annual stock. It is to be regretted, as no

one can imagine the beauty of these selected named

kinds. In sunk pits, or places not liable to get very

dry, however, they can be readily kept over, and we
hope Mr. Barker's notes may attract attention to the

subject.

—

Ed. ] !•
INTRODUCTION OP LOMBARD? POPLAR.

BY W. K. riUM i;, FLUSHING, N. Y.

I notice reference is made to the Cocculus CaroUnus,

in your two last numbers. It has been growing in

our grounds since 1819. I also notice the Lombardy

Vophir (Populus fusligiaia,) is referred to, as intro-

duced to our country by William Hamilton, but tlie

records of that tree will show that it was introduced

thus early by Wm. Prince, my grandfather, and that

he had 100,000 growing in his nurseries, which were

disseminated f;ir and wide before its propagation

was attempted by others. The Ailanthus was first

introduced by "\Vm. Prince, my father, and was sent

to him liy Jlr. Thompson, a nurseryman at Mile

End, near London, as the Sicilian Tanners' Sumach,

and was disseminated for several years under this

name, until some importations of Ailanthus from

France revealed its true title. The first Ailanthus

trees in Pennsylvania, I think, were sent by AVni.

Prince to Colonel Robert Carr, Bartram's Garden,

under the erroneous name of "Tanners' Sumach,"

and after the discovery of the true name, William

Prince repurchased from Colonel Carr all the young

trees he could spare of "Tanners' Sumach." As a

proof that arose, by any other name, not only smells

as sweet, but much sweeter, I may be permitted to

recount an amusing fact. For a course of years, this

tree was cultivated in Wm. Prince's Nurseries, under

the title by which it had been received by him, but

the name of "Sumach" was so repulsive that the

very aspect of the tree seemed hideous, and there were

so few pM.rchasers that thousands were thrown out,

perfectly unsaleable, but after the error in the name

was corrected, and " Chinese ^i/unWiw" was substitu-

ted for Sumach, a potent charm came over the entire

tree, and every one gazed on it with wonder and

admiration, and for many years it was impossible to

sujiply the demands at treble the former prices. It

also haiiiiened, fortunately, that the male variety was
the one originally introduced, and there was conse-

quently, no objection to the tree for the offensive

odor wliich the bloom of the female variety exhales.

It may here, perhaps, be permitted me to dejiart

from the subject for a moment, to say that Wm.
Prince was a thorough "American Sj-stcm" man,

even before the lime of Henry Clay, and that he there-

fore was desirous of superseding the importation of

Sicilian Sumach, as he was afterwards desirous of es-

tablisliing the silk and vine culture. I will continue

my reminiscences in future numbers of your paper.

CULTURE OF THE AURICULA.
i;y "seven o.uis," oiiange, n. j.

WhHjE on a visit to a friend of mine a few days

ago, and after examining his collection of plants, I

inquired for his Auriculas.

"Auriculas" s;iid he, "why I never think of grow-

ing such things." Well, I being of rather an in-

quisitive turn of mind, asked him the reason why.

When he very cooly informed me that they were too

troublesome; implying in his remark that the care

tlicy required during winter and mid-summer, was

more than they were really worth. I pitied him or

the man who thought more of liis care than his

Auriculas. Well, to the amateur who is familiar

with the appearance of the flower, but not with the

method of growing them ; I should say procure the

seed from some reliable Seedsman, and operate as

follows:

—

Sow the seed about llie beginning or middle of

March, on a mixture of leaf mould, loam, and a lit-

tle fine sand ; cover very lightly; place the seed pan

in a gentle hotbed or front shelf of a greenhouse,

—

covering Ihe pan or pot with a piece of glass. The

soil should be moist, but not wet, previous to sow-

ing, so that little or no water will be required until

the seedlings are u\^. Then set them in a cold frame,

and harden llieni gradually, and when large enougli

to be handled, prick them off into medium sized pots,

with soil of Ihe same deseri])ti(m as the seed was

sown in, returning Ihem to the cold frame for some

two or three weeks longer, aceordingto the weather.

I then remove them to some northern aspect, bury-

ing the pots to the rims in either sifted coal ashes,

sand, or some similar material. Now as our warm
rains are injurious to them, they will require a slmt-

ter or a few boards over them to protect them from

it. IJeiiot singly, about the first week in August, in

a compost of decomjiosed hotbed manure, rotted turf

loam and fine sand, returning them to their old po-

sition, until about the middle of October, who

^
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will 1)0 necessary to remove them to their winter

quarters CframesJ, giving them nir whenever possi-

ble without injury to the phmls ; reniovinpc tlieni

to the greenhouse about the lirsl week in February;

being particular in examining (he drainage ; after-

wards giving them a light surfacing or top dressing

of the same compost as that in which they wore

potted ; and it is nij' humble opinion that before the

first of April you will have some flowers which you

will Siiy are well worth their /rou6/*.

Xow friend Monthly, we are all creatures of habit,

and I imagine that I hear some of your numerous

readers s;iy "Seven Oaks" has forgotten to give us a

more detailed account of his manner of wintering,

but in reply 1 would sjiy that if the friendship wliieh

exists between the Monthly and myself haijpens'to

continue, perhaps some day or other the}- may find

in a corner of it a few hints on wintering the "Auri-

cula," &c.

[Nothing would please us better than to receive

the "details." Florists flowers are above all kinds

the class to offer the highest pleasure to the amateur,

and man}- things supposed to be difficult in "this

climate" to grow, are only so, because of ignorance

as how to suit them to the climate. The writer

keeps his Auricidas imder glass all summer, with

tolerable success.

—

Ed.]
»!

obsbuvations on taste, as applied
to landscape gardening &c., &c.
BY JOIIK OKABLE, (i.\l;DEN HILL, KANSAS.

YoUK remarks in the January number of the Gar-

deners Monthly, on Mr. Woodwards article on Land-

scape Gardening, have induced me to sa)' something

also, on the same subject. Taste, as I understand

it, is the exercise of the faculty of iicrceptiou in dis-

tinguishing the beauties of natural scenery, as the

basis of what is called landscape gardening, which

;s much talked about and admired, but indefinitely

understood, from the fact that each one sets up a

standiird of his own—all are different, from being

modified by surrounding circumstances.

It appears to me that much of what is called land-

scape gardening is nothing but jieurility, w heu car-

ried out in the limited space of a garden, in the too

artificial imitation of nature. Utility should

govern taste in this case. If so, there is no use or

propriety in making crooked paths where straight

ones would answer a better pui-pose. With some it

is deemed in good ta.ste to leave the bark on ever}'

rural structure they build. To this I would say, let

art appear—let it stick out in the natural, to which

it is always relapsing and falling back.

And for this reason, I would rather see a man
dressed in cloth, than in the skins of aninuds, and

a house covered with boards and shingles, than with

brush and bark, and so of other things. If order is

mcr

Ihc /oundation of taste, disorderly persons, in their

wearing ajiparel, in their houses, in their workshops,

in their stores, and on their farms, become vitiated

in their tastes by the eonlinueil perception of disor-

der. This ada|itabilily of ta.ste to disorder, is like

that of the inebriate for alcoholic liquors, corrupt and

unnatural, and no standard at all. Further, to show

the adiii)tal)ility of tiistc to surrounding circumstan-

ces, we will take an ugly num's face, whose rough

and repulsive countenance will seem to one lus a

combination of deformities ; while to his children

who have grown up under his ugly visage, it will

appear without a blemish.

Cliildren, adult ones, never perceive that their

parents are not beautiful. This is a fact that will

show how tastes may differ—cultivated or not.

Now let us turn our attention to the natural sce-

nery of the globe, which is considered the natural

foundation of taste, as ajiplied to Landscape Gar-

dening. We sec it diversified with plains and hills,

with winding valleys, abrupt mountains, and pre-

cipitous gorges, rippling streams, placid lakes,

and flowing rivers, to the briny ocean. This diver-

sified scenery in its amplitude, excites in the mind of

the cidtivated adniin.'r of nature, delightful observa-

tions of the sublime and lieaulit'ul; but to carry it

out in a miniature garden, is simply running it

into the ground, in a small artificial scale of puerility,

that is (/ardeniitic. The trench of mountain ranges;

the outline of sloping hills, and winding valleys; the

consequent meandering of great rivers through ex-

tensive plains to the ocean; has been caused by suc-

cessive upheavals of the laud from the bed of old

ocean, to mountain heights—giving great power to

running water in washing out valleys and river

courses. So the more or less friability of soil and

rocks with their upheaval has determined the range

and extent of our mountains, winding ridges and

sloping hills, with the tortuous TOlleys and water

courses, all according to nature.

Hence it is argued by some ijardtnhlic landscape

gardeners, that all ourroads CexceptrailroadsJ, paths

and fences should be any thing but straight— espe-

cially in a little bit of a garden, even if the plat

should be level. But a great portion of the eaith's

surface is made of beautiful plains; then here the

geometrical form of straight roads and fences, with

square fields and gardens, externally and internally,

will accord with nature without impropriety, and

to my perceptions it is in good ta'^te. But whether

level or undulating, rolling or broken, hilly or moun-

tainous, the "Landscaping" should correspond

with the natural outlines. As roads winding up and

down valleys and traversing ridges. Thus Farms,

Parks, and Pleasure-grounds, even gardens embrac-

ing hill and dale, can be "landscaped" with utility

—x^g;-
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and propriety, us it respects good taste—art beautify-

ing nature. I ailmirc anU am deliglitcd.yes cnclianted,

with views uf hills above hills, and mountains on

mountains, in the distant horizon, where sky and

earth seem to meet, in the blended blue.

I am even delighted with less distant scenery,

across a lake, to the well deiined shore on the oiiposite

side, with the approaching and receding hills bound-

ing the winding shore.

Where I live, Doniphan County, Kansas, I can

see every day 50 miles of a circuit of the Missouri

valley, .'5 miles wide, and the meandering course of

the river, with its broad level bottom, covered in

many places with cottonwood and sycamore, with

its precipitous bluffs on each side, in many places

2U0 feet high, embracing all sorts of varied scenery

delightful to behold.

I am even delighted with changing hill and dale, in

close proximity with successive groves of trees, anc"

copses of woods interspersed along hiUsides o!" val-

leys, with their slopes and terraces.

But 1 M\ to see any thing to admire as beautiful

in trying to crowd any, or all of them in a bit of a

level garden plat, but deem it pigmy mimicry.

[We are pleased to receive a communication em-

bracing what we regard as excellent ideas of the

subject, from so distant a portion of our Editorial

"parish."—Ed.]

new grape lately exhibited at Newburgh, N. Y.,

which is claimed to be equal iu size and flavor to the

Concord, and much superior to it iu carliness of

ripening.

Pk.\u I)r SoLis.—At the meeting of the Pomo-

lo-lical Society in Philadelphia, in our search amongst

the specimens of fruit on exhibition for rare kinds

that might possess decided merit, we found the fol-

lowing to be one of the very best, both in ajipear-

ancc and quality. We preserved a specimen till the

4th of October, when wc made the annexed drawing

and description.

IJpto anb fliarp yruifs.

RUTTER Pear.—This most excellent pear is a

seedling raised by John Rutter, Esq., of West Ches-

ter, Pa°, from a seed planted of the Van Mons Leon

le hurc. It has few e(iuals, and no superiors, of its

season, ripening from the first of lOlh to the middle

of nth month, and will keep much longer, so that

it may be called a late fall or eariy winter variety.

The size, quality, and season of ripening, when

there are but few good pears, will make it desirable

to all lovers of good fruit.

Tree vigorous, thorny when young, which it loses

as age inweases ; an eariy and good bearer, and the

fruit" sticks well to the tree ; fruit a large obovate

;

skin a little roughish, of a dull lemon-yellow color;

at nuiturity, numerous small russet spots or patches

of cinnamon russet; stalk about an inch long, stout,

planted in a small abrupt cavity ; calyx small, closed,

in a rather deep irregular basin ; llesh yellowish,

juicy, sweet, and melting, with a delicious flavor.

One thing very singular aboul this year is that I have

never met with a specimen that had any seed.—/. C.

Jlaldwiit, in Farmer and Gardener.

The Skonnymukk Guaimc.—This is the title of a

Fruit above medium, long, resembling in shape

Louise Bonne de Jersey. Color, greenish-yellow,

profusely sprinkled willi greenish-brown dots. Ca-

lyx, small, in a very shallow basin. Flesh, melting,

buttery. Quality, best. One of the best pears wc

have met with this season.

We were indebted to Messrs. Smith & Ilanchctt,

of Syracuse, N. Y., for the specimen from which

our cut and description were made. They have now-

one of the most extensive nurseries in the Union,

^^J^
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Wii.i.ow Apple. — Size, rallicr large
;

form, roundish, npi>roacliing conic, slightly

ohliquo; color, yellowish, somewhat nis-

scted, with light and dark red stripes on
the simny side, splashed with small dark
specks

;
stem, mcdiimi ; cavity, rather deep,

regular, marbled with grey on yellowish-
green ground; calyx, closed ; basin, shal-
low; flesh, yellowish, tender, mild, sub-
acid, good; core, small; seeds, round,
dark, plump, and small. December to
May. Late keeper; distinct from ir,7/ou,--

Iwig and Limbertwig; larger and better;
vigorous, stout, upright grower; shoots'
long, stout, dark brown; good, resiular
bearer; valuable.

J. Statjiax.
Lcavrnworlb City, Kansas.

A >EW Grape.-Mr. John Cook, of Philadel-
phia, sends us an account of a large grape exhibited
by hm, at the Agricultural Fair at West Philadel-
phia, and which, from its immense size, excited
some attention.

Tlie i)lant was found accidentallv on a side-walkm Philadelphia by a friend of 3Ir. Cook. Its habit
resembles Isabella, but the fruit is as large as Black
Hamburg, and the bunches weigh from one to one
and three-quarters pounds. Some judges have pro-
nounced it Christie's Isabella, and others Union
Village; but Mr. Cook gives some verv good rea-
sons lor considering that it is a verv difllMent grape
If found distinct from aU others, it mav prove ;;good
addition.

[

The Cunkhtgham Guape.—George Hus.sinann
a Missouri grape-grower, says of this, in the VaUey
Farmer:

"Although this grape has been cultivated here for
a number of years, it has been noticed but little ; less,

periiaps, than it deserves, as it certainly makes an
excellent wine. Bunch, medium, very compact;
berry, below medium, purple, with lilac ijloom, very
juicy, and of a spicy, agreeable flavor, without pulp.
Makes a wine of great body, and of a very rich bou-
quet, resembles good Madeira, but of a finer flavor

;

vine, a rampant grower, not subject to mildew and
rot, but variable in productiveness, producing some-
times very heavy crops, sometimes hardly any thing;
somewhat tender; ripe 10th of September."

Aew Mode of Gr.vftixg.- The French are
practicing a new method of grafting. It ean be
performed at any season of the year when sound
mature buds can be had, whether the sap is in a
flowing state or not. It is performed bv remonn-
a small piece of bark and wood, leaving a smooth
and flat surface, to whioJ, a similar piece, containing
the bud, which is to form the future tree, is fitted"
which IS sealed over immediately with collodion'
Ihis forms a strong, impervious cuticle, which se-
cures a free circulation of sap on the approach of
warm weather, and a perfect union of the parts

I

Simple mode of PROPAOATrxG n.\BDT Azaleas.
—In spring, before the leaves burst, M. Jager bends
down branches into the peat soil beneath, places on
them some stones, and covers the stones with moss,
watering copiously aftenvards, and again in hot
weather occasionally. He protects the stocks with
litter through the winter, uncovers the plants in the
.spring, and in the fall following, the whole surface
is matted with roots, when they are taken up and
divided. He thinks Rhododendrons, and other hard
striking plants would do as well.— Gorten Flora.
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Uj" All CunimuuicHtious for the Eilitor should be nddreitRcd

"Thumah Mkhha.v, Guriiiautowa, riiiliidellihi:i,"and Bu«iue»8 Let-

tern dllfcted lo "TllU riBl.lSHKB or tub GiBBEKER'u MOSTBLY

Box -106 Philadelphia."

Jl3^1*er»un8 sending two new Subscribers for IfiSl in addition

to their own, with 43.U0 Ciin receive ii copy of our First Volume,

(ISJO) free. All pclsonswlio have paid tlieir subscriptloua for 1H61

by sending two new Subscribers and 2.10 can receive a copy of

the same.

ICj- Our Subscription likt for Kathvon's Entomological Essay^

is l'a»t tilling up, and as we have only intended publishing a lim

ited number, we would desire all those who may wish tohavo the

work, to send their name and address as early as possible.

PROPAGATION.
Practical kiiowkdgc is of iiiiiuense value. It

cannot bo undcrrattd, though that is often attempted.

Gardening is essentially an art, and science is its

handmaid. Science may aid gardening, "but it can

never originate it.

We are led to these remarks because it is a pre-

vailing impression that one cannot be a good gar-

dener unless he is a scientific man. Under the

name of science the most absurd propositions are

being frequently presented to the practical horticul-

turist, and because, perchance, such propositions do

not accord with his experience, and he is unwilling

to adopt them as undisputed facts, he is denounced

as unprogressive, and belonging lo a past and fossil

age.

But we do not undervalue science by any means,

on the contrary, we believe that if every practical

gardener were to take in hand some one of the kin-

dred sciences, and master it thoroughly, both the

gardener and his profession woidd be inimensely

benefitted. All we would insist on is, that tliis should

be secondary to those habits of practice and observa-

tion that are essential to make a successful practical

horticulturist.

It is necessary to present this view strongly, be-

cause heavy disappointments arc daily occurring to

anmteurs, in their trial of hortieultm-al experiments
;

and their fsiilure to succeed where they think they

ought to, dampens their ardor, and leads them to

look upon horticulture and liorticulturisls, generally,

in a very suspicious light.

We will take, for instance, the .subject of propaga-

tion ; and, would say that no amount of scieuce,

reading, or study, will make anyone a successful

propagator. Amongst the very best propagators

the art has ever known, have been men utterly

ignorant of the first principles of vegetable physi-

ologv, and, perhaps, amongst the worst, some very

scientific men. The foundation of success in the

art must be the operator's personal experience.

—

After he has learned to succeed a little, tlie experi-

ence of others may lead him to greater aehievement.s.

lie may improve by study, but seldom begin to learn.

To show on how nice a point successful propaga-

tion hangs, we may mention the case of an eminent

fiorist whom we once knew, and who was considered

one of the best practical hands at rooting Azale;i3,

Ciimellias, New llcjlland plants, &c., there was in

the trade. lie was in this business for many years,

when it became necessary to remove bis establish-

ment to another part of the city. He re-constructed

his new propagating house as near as possible like

his old one, but it took him severtil years in the new

locality before he could get the same kind of plants

to root Willi anything like the same degree of suc-

cess that attended liim at the old stand.

Last fall we debated in our journal many plans for

expediting, and rendering more certain, the callous-

ing of cuttings. We believe few subjects ever at-

tracted more attention than these articles did. To

those who had already some success in propagation,

what appeared in our journal has proved of immense

advantage ; but it is a tiuestion whether lo those not

so well posted, more barm than good has not been

the result.

Amongst a great number of letters that have

reached us, on the subject, some detailing their suc-

cess, others recounting their losses—one amateur

friend writes us that at considerable expense he pro-

cured scions of many rare and valuable fruits fiom

all parts of the continent, and put them under the

Cornelius and Wtitson process. They " calloused

beautifully," but, subsequently "all rotted."

Poor Mr. Cornelius ! we fancy there arc no in-

considerable number who imagine his process to lie

in his pot, and not in his principles ; and thai they

have only to slip in a cutting and take out a plant,

just as ihey would put a block into a macliine, and

look to see it come out shoe pegs,—and failing in

the result, pass some rather shady complimenls, at

Ihe author's expense. Most of the errors the unitia-

ted foil into, arise from their mistaking callousing

for striking, two very diirereut processes; even good

gardeners often foil into the error. A nursery friend

of ours, who loves a joke, and whose affection for

llowers ami fruits has grown upon him to such an

extent, that he has become a model of joviality and

good nature, often quotes a .story of a "liist-rate

propagator" he once engaged. Seeing him once re-

potting Camellia cuttings, heasked, " Mr. 1). are they

rooted?" "No sir," was the reply, "but they are

well calloused." "Come to the office, Mr. I), and

get your wages," was the only response, and befoie

ni"hl the "first-rale propagator " was on hisw.ay to

^1?
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parts unknown. Oallonsing is only a part of tlio

process of propafration, and to treat a ciittinp merely

eallnused, as a rooted plant, is almost certain death

to it. Callousing is but tlie process of healing the

wound, and is rather an evidence that the vital

principle is healthy and active, than that roots are

coming, and it is quite probable that the very ctTort

made to callous, is, in a certain degree, exhaustive,

and den\anding far more care from the proiJagator,

from that time until it emits roots, than at any other

period of its cutting slate. The balance of heat and

light, and moisture, both in the atmosphere and

about the cuttings, necessivry to keep the e.vcited

cutting healthy till the roots protrude, has, at this

time, to be most carcfullj- studied. All this varies

with the kind of plant to be propagated, and the

maturitj' of the wood employed for the purpose ; no

rule can be given. The amateur must fall back on his

own experience, derived from carefully conducted

experiments.

The improvements that we have been enabled to

lay before our readers in callousing cuttings, has pre-

pared the way for much greater success with propa-

gation than was ever before supposed ! Many cut-

tings rot at once on putting in, from the contact of

the wounded cells with water, or temperature, es-

peciall}' if the vital principle in the cutting is already

at a low ebb. Galtin flrst sought to overcome this

by applying collodion, which formed a skin over the

wound, and, for a time, the success of his experi-

ments caused a great commotion in the horticultural

world. And yet, perhaps, he was not the original

discoverer, for many an old farmer has protested for

many years past, that he could make apples, peaches,

&c., root readily by putting the ends in a potato,

beeswax, &c., but to get them calloused at once, be-

fore putting in, is certainly the best of such modes
;

but, and we would have our amateur friends particu-

larly remember, it is necessary that the very best

conditions for successful cutting growth should be

at once applied, after that is effected, or the last

failure may be more disheartening than the first.

LESSONS ON LANDSCAPE-GARDENING.
Jin. Woodward's articles have stirred up a spirit

in our circle that is potent for much good. One
correspondent sends us the following suggestions,

which, we hope, will be followed up.

If our correspondents will furnish outlines of such

an enclosure as is described, with the nfcessarj points,

walks, roads, buildings, ifcc, traced, we will select

the one affording the greatest scope for improve-

ments, to engrave. After which we will select the

best offered improvements to it, and engrave them
also.

/. G., Garden Hill, Kansas.—Please divide a square

acre, it may be more or less, into six divisions, with

a dwelling-house on it. 1st. A front yard. 2d.

A Imek yard, both connected with the house. 3rd.

A vegetable-garden. Ith. A fruit-garden, the largest.

5th. A stable-yard. (ith. A cow or milking-yard

;

and all in a siiuare form, on a level inclining to the

south. After which, each lot or enclosure must have

grass, flowers, shrubs, trees, and out-houses; and
the vegetable-garden and fruit-garden must be laid

out internally, all in the st|Uare form. Aller we
have the live or six divisions |)lanned, we will go to

planning the internal use of each lot of the domestic

enclosures, I promise to be one in sending you a

plan of necessary domestic enclosures, with reasons

for the same, which I hope others will also do. I

have never seen any regular system for enclosures

;

so, with your permission, let us have a liberal dis-

cussion on the subject to make a move in the right

way.
!•»•*

BEN DAVIS AND NEW YORE PIPPIN
APPLES.

At the. Fruit-Growers' Society of Eastern Penn-

sylvania's meeting the Secretary read a note from

Dr. Warder, which, we were pleased to find, con-

firmed the views we have taken of their identity.

AV^e presume the name of Xew York Pippin will

now be dropped, and Ben Davis, as being the one

first described in any work of authority, be the one

generally adopted.

jSrrap mi <^nnm,
ln3="Comimiaicatious for this department must reach tho Editor

on or before the 10th of tlie month.

Propagating, &c.—E. M., Poughkee-psie, N. Y.—
In the July number of the Gardener's Monlhly, you

speak of putting grape vine eyes in damp moss for

two weeks before planting ; now I have a lot of grape

cuttings that have been laid away in soil in boxes,

in the cellar. The soil is moist, and the cuttings

come out of it moist and soft. Now, would you

cut them up and put the eyes in damp moss for two

weeks before putting them in the soil? as they have

been kept so moist, will it not be too much of a good

tiling to put them in moss,—will thej- not rot ?

Will it do to use building sand, taken from a gravel

pit this winter, to propagate them in, or, is common
white sand better? How can a callous be formed

on verbena cuttings, before planting? What degree

of hciit should a propagating house be kept at ? it

is one heated by a brick flue, and to be used for pro-

pagating only ; should not the bottom heat be kept

up, even in days when the sun shines, (and when

the sun heat alone would keep the house up,^ and

the house kept to a right degree of ventilation.

—
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When the tcmiicrature is rifrht, about how often will

eyes, in course of propagation, on a propagating

table, need watering ? is it best to water often and

lightly, or only when dry, and then more fteely ?

What depth of sand should be put on the shells,

on a propagating table, to strilve eyes in? Is pure

sand better than a mixture of sand and soil, to strike

eyes in ?

[We print these inquiries, more to show our dis-

position to oblige our correspondents, than in the

hope of being able to give any satisfactorj- answer.

Tliey are all questions of detail, calling for adai)lions

to special circumstances, whicli can only be learned

by tlie operator's individual ex)K'rience. All we can

say is, we would rather cut up our eyes first, and

put them in moss afterwar 's. They niaj' rot if kept

in moss too long. Color is of no consequence to

sand, for propagating ; the deleterious matter it con-

tains, is the evil. White is sometimes worse in this

respect than others, sometimes better— experience

is the only judge. Cuttings that have the vital princi-

ple so active, that they are in condition to root right

away, before the wound at the base of the cutting

has lime to rot, needs no callousing. For propaga-

ting most kinds of plants, a bottom heat of 603 Joes

well, which should be maintained without regard to

the weather outside ; regularity, in this respect, is

important.

Watering depends entirely on the structure of the

house. If it is one that keeps a naturally humid at-

mosphere, little water will be required. The only

rule we can give, is to water only when the cutting

is likely to lo.se more moisture than it can, in the

absence of roots, absorb from the sand. Depth of

sand has no effect on the cuttings in itself; in con-

nection with treatment it might. Shallow sand, b)'

neglect, may get too dry, and a thick layer by care-

lessness, get sodden and sour. Practice only can

decide, in each case, the best depth.]

SrnF.\CT!-MANTTnryG —

very much mistaken,

reader of horticultural

II., Cincinnati, O.—You are

We have been a constant

papers for many years.

and are well assured tlial the tirst article in any

purely horticultural journal on surface-manuring

that excited any attention in this country, was by

our correspondent Mr. Bright at page 51 of our first

volume. So far from "all sensible liorticulturists

adopting the practice for many years," we think

the majority have not yet "fell into line." Good
friend, we are tired of this everlasting cry ()l'"'Tis

nothing new." We do not pretend to olTer much
"new" in the sense in which you and ollicrs who
never tell us anything, either "new" or "old,"

understand it. Probably not a solitary idea now
agitating the public mind, but could be hunted up

somcwliere in some one of the millions of obscure

pages tliat have poured from the jiress the last half a

century. Even Darwin's curious theory of the

origin of species has been justly claimed by a Scotch-

man, who pulilished precisely the same ideas years

ago. Bui we do claim, that if not "new," at least

novel, ideas have been showered into our columns

;

and what witli flxcd-roof houses, economy of large

glass, hoe-forks, propagation, surface-manuring,

cheap hot-water tanks, evergreen management,
theories of pruning, and thousands of other matters

which our indexes do not half record, the Monthly

presents a record of which it feels proud.

Effects op Dew on uot .\nd Mildew rK the
Gr.\pf,.—Mr. W. Elder dissents from our views as

attached to Mr. Mullet's article. As we have not

space this month for a full discussion of the subject,

we give an abstract of Mr. Elder's remarks:

lie believes dry air to be the essence of success in

grape growing. 8 by 8 feet apart, he thinks best

for grapes, so that they may get the benefit of dry

air and sunshine. As mildew follows heavy rains

after droughts, it shows, he thinks, that it is the

damp weather that breeds it. He thinks further,

that an overdry atmosphere only injures when some
such process as the action of fire occurs about them,

lie does not believe that the well-known health and

exemption from disease of grape vines in trees, arises

from partial shade, but, "from there being seldom

dews and fogs up there." In short, Mr. Elder has

invariably noticed that "mildew and rot always fol-

lows a few days of wetness and cloudiness."

We agree with Mr. Elder in regard to the accuracy

of the facts he presents ; but need scarcely repeat

that we draw different conclusions from them.

Pritxing Apples ln Northern LATtTUDES.

—

R. W., Montreal, Canada, says : "I should like to see

an article on the effect of frost on apple trees, after

pruning
; you advise to prune in winter ; as far north

as this it would almost kill the trees."

[We can see no reason for any such bad result^

though we well know that "circumstances often

alter cases." We ask the attention of our Canadian
correspondents to the hint.]

Japax Ph-m.—Mrs. J. M., Delaware, Ohio,—"If

you can give me any information about the cultiva-

tion of the Japan Plinn, jjlease do so through the

Gardener.''''

[It is a species of Persimmon, and can be, doubt-

less, raised in the sjime way, viz. ; sow in a pot, and

keep it in a shad}- ]dace, till it sprouts, tlien remove

to the full light. Either in the greenhouse, or the

open air will do equally as well. As the seed is from

==1^^
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.T;ip;\n, nnd dry, it will not, ^crimps, sproiil for ;i

yiir. ]

LiQrrDAMTtF.it.— Lysimaciti A.
—"I liuYC iiLiciirul-

amlwr styracifliia about fifteen feet liigli, which

has not yet showed any sign of flowers, or seed.

What do you think is the re4\son? CI.

)

Will Lysiniachia nunimularia make a suitable

tmilinp plant for a va.se?" (2.)

[1. It is too young and too vigorous ; it will come

right, soon.

2. Excellent. But do not let it get in your gar-

den, where it will become a nuisance.]

Jackson Apple.— Correction.— In our last, the

tvjies read of the "herb," instead of thv flesh of the

apple. Such errors occasionally hapiien in the best

conducted magazines, where the authors do not cor-

rect their own proof, and arc usually left to the good

sense of the reader to correct. We prefer, however,

to direct attention to them.

Lemon Trees.— S. J. M., Laneaaler, Ohio.—"I
have a lemon tree that blooms freely, but docs not

fruit, can you give me any direction about it. (1.)

Also, relation to the culture of the Achimenes, when
planted, and at what price." (I.)

[1. Tour plant is probably a seedling that has not

been grafted. Like apples and other trees, they

must be grafted and budded from bearing trees, to

induce early fruitfulness.

3. It would take too long a paragraph in this col-

umn, to give their whole treatment. There are two

excellent chapters on the subject, at page 104, and

page 106, of our la St volume. Most ofthe principal

florists keep them. Price varies with kinds, and

sellers; usually, good kinds are Bold 13 kinds for

two or three dollars.

Oi.EAKBEUS

—

E. H. C, Shepherdttown, Pn.—The
best mode of propagating the Oleander; also, if

they can be grafted or budded successfully with

other varieties, and at what time? (1.)

I have an Oleander ("Oleander splendens) which

is eight feet high and uniformly well branched from

the root, the whole forming a trunk of over four

inches diameter. The box in which it now stands

is rotten. The inside measurement of said box is

seventeen inches square. It has always done well

in this. Xow, in constructing a new one, how
much larger should it be? (2.)

[1. Well-ripened wood of last year taken in .Vpril,

the leaves reduced and cut into six- inch lengths, and

set out iu a partially shaded situation in the garden,

root as readily as ctirrant bushes. Wo do not think

you can do much with budding or grafting, though

good propagators increase very rare kinds that way.

2. .\ few inches (say two) larger would be suflS-

cient.

GnEExnorsEARUANOKMKXTS.— ir. TI'. IV., Ober-

lin, O., asks:

1. If I should put a tin or copper boiler into the

top of my furnace, and a wooden tank such as you

have described for heating by water, would the

amount of heat required by the greenhouse plants

be sufticient for my bed of cuttings? or must the

water boil most of the time ? Most of the time now
I only need to build a fire in the evening.

2. Do large rose-cuttings succeed as well as

smaller twigs?

3. Can I strike cuttings of the .Taponica in water,

as the Oleander? or how can I multiply them?

4. How are Azaleas produced ?

5. My Japonica buds do not open. Will frequent

moistening forward them ?

[1. Tin would not answer. It is not durable

enough. The tank would not well heat the green-

house above. The flues should be led along one

side of the house in addition. The water must

never "boil" or reach 100^ at the return-point of

the tank. If the tank is large in proportion to the

size of the connecting boiler, no fear of its boiling.

Manj' parties complain of too mnch heat in these

tanks. The remedy is to make them hold more

water.

2. Medium-sized do best.

3. As well as the Oleander. The half-ripened

wood strikes readily in a bottom-heat of 00^ to 70.3

4. Just as the last.

5. The growth has been suddenly checked in some

way. It is difficult to direct a remedy without

knowing what checked them.

Some of our readers, we have no doubt, smile a'

the simplicity of some of the queries we receive;

but it is precisely what hundreds of amateurs and

novices feel the want of, and we are therefore glad

that they ask the iufuiniation which we feel it a

pleasure to give.

HoBBs' Early Peach— 0. T. Hobbf, Randolph,

Pa. writes:
—

' The new early peach about which inqui-

rj'hasbeen madeof you, originatedat the American

Garden of Experiments, and bore its first fruits the

past season. It is a seedling of Fay's Early Anne.

The fruit is not quite as large, but very fleshy, with

extremely small pit. Superior in qttality, and ripen-

ing from twenty to thirty days earlier than our

standard early peaches. The tree is perfect. It may
save inquiry to say that no trees have been propa-

gated."

^iM^^^
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Disease in Apple trees.—"Newton," Ml. Hope,

Va.—In my garden I have some very valuable a])i)Ie

trees ; I am losing some every year, some on account

of the hark dryhig up on tli(! south siile of the tree,

and fallinf; oll'a little at a time, milil it linall_v decays

and dies. Others seem to die from .some kind of a

disease in the roots. The small roots have lumps on

them like warts on a man's hand, and the soil about

the roots is of a whitish cast, .something like mush-

room spawn, in fact, my whole eardeu seems to be

inclined to this whitish stuff after it is dug \\\i, par-

ticularly where it has not been stirred up for a long

time.

Please tell me what is the cause of the above, and

the best mode to get rid of those two evils. (I.)

I send you a leaf of a small aromatic plant, as I

wish to know the name of it ; has a beautiful smell,

and is nice in soups, &c. ('i.)

I wish to know what remedy you will give me for

preventing mildew in roses; it is very injurious to

mine, and seems to be spreading throughout my
whole greenhou.se. ('6.)

[1. The lump-like warts on the roots of your ap-

ple trees, are caused by the larva of some sjiceies of

insect, and the bark is probably injured by the same
insect in one of its stages. Specimens would be ne-

cessary to say precisely what insect. The S])awuy

substance is a form of fungi, which feeds on the roots

rendered diseased by the action of the insects. Dig-

ging out the diseased roots and tumors, replacing

with pure fresh soil, cleaning the bark, pruning a

little to induce a vigorous growth, and attending to

producing healthy action generally, is the best advice

we can offer.

2. We do not know the leaf. Send us a flower

shoot, just before the time the seeds mature.

3. Syringing with clear lime water, in which sul-

phur has also been mi.xed, and exposing the plants

to a good, warm sun afterwards, is the best remedy.

A weak .sappy, unhealthy growth, cannot bear a

sudden change to dry air and sunshine
; the best pre-

ventive is therefore, robust health.]

Ino.\ Pui.cheuuim.v.— S. T. T., Minneola, L. J.—
This plant does not usually flower well, till it becomes

four or five years old. The best treatment is to grow
it freely and well, for two or three years, and then

suffer it to remain in its pot, pretty well filled with

roots, so that its rampant growth is gradually checked.

If your Banana has been in a high temperature, and

five years old, it ought to soon flower. Our corres-

pondent further says, he has had some success with

hot water for mealy bug and red spider, though not

complete. lie should make allowances for cooling,

when applied through a syringe, and learn by e.\-

licriment how great a heat the plant will bear.

Sl-GGESTIOHS KOK IIoUTlCULTUniSTS.—A N. Y.
correspondent rcnuirks : "I have another subject or

two on my mind, that I will mention.

Is all the present horticultural practice in accord-

ance with true scientific principles ? and are not many
of our practices doing, prospectively, great injui-y to

the future constitution, growth, and perfection of

our fruits and plants?

The first question is brought fresh to my mind
from the fact, that in the discussion of the subject

of the "Influence of the sun and moon u|)on vegeta-

ble growtli," in the meeting of our "Hural Art As-

sociation," this month, the many theories of the

moons's influence which are so popular among us,

and that have been handed down from generation to

generation, and which, many of u« knoto from close

obsercalion and practice to be true, (/) are by scientific

men, shown to be mere fallacies, and imtrue in fact,

such as putting seeds in the ground while the moon
is on its increase, and not in its wane. The effect

of the quartering of the moon at a particular time,

as influencing the weather during that particular

quarter; the souring of milk if placed where the

moon shines upon it. The shrinking of meats, if

killed at a particular stage of the moon, &c., &c. Is

it not time that these follies were banished from onr

practice, or, at least, that our horticultural and gar-

dening journals should discountenance them ?

As to the other subject, the mode of propagating

in its influence upon plants, I will attend only to the

grape. "We know that there are men who, with

some of our popular varieties, are making fortunes

by the rapid multiplication and sale of vines at ex-

travagant prices.

To make the most of the supply of woods they

have at their comnuind, they use each l)ud, and force

their growth under glass by steam, and other artifi-

cial heats, to a marvellous extent; then taking the

buds from this forced and immature growth, they

are [jut through the same process from year to year.

Is not the londcncv of this mode of propagation to

enervate and weaken the strength of this plant ? A
like practice in the animal kingilom would be con.

dcmned ; why not in the vegetable ? I merely allude

to these subjects, because I feel that if our practice

is correct, we ought to be able to sliow men ofscience

that they are wrong, and we are right. Otherwise,

we should change our practice so as to harmonize

with truth."

Names OF Plants.—Mrs. S.,lialei()h, N. C.—The
long leaf is Cuphea cminens ; the shorter, llabrotliam-

nus elegans. The brown tips show the leaves to

have been injured for want of water. Give them

more pot room,—they are .strong growers. Veronica

Anderson! shoidd have the .same treatment.
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TiiK Perfected Tomato.—"I wish to make an

iiii|iiin- in rcjrarU lo the " PorlVcted Tomato;" last

spring I procun-il some seed ol" .1. JI. Tliorburn. I

planted tlu-m ciiret'ully, anil luul good success in

raising plants, and there can tie no doubt that the

plants were from the seed so obtained ; but strange

to say, they produced two distinct kinds of tomato,

both dilferent from any that 1 had ever i-aiscd before.

Some of the plants produced a very large, smooth,

bright red tomato, and others, n tomato identical

in color to the "Fejee," but smoother, rounder,

thicker, and more llesliy, with fewer seeds than the

"Fejee;" both very tine, and so nearly equal in

quality that I could not decide which was the best,

but preferred the Fejee colored, because of its more
perfect shaiie.

Query—Which of these two is the genuine " Per-

fected Tomato." F. S. J., Liberhjville, Md.

[We have not seen this varietj'. Mr. Norris, of

Windsor, Ohio, in some notes of new vegetables

handed us, thus describes it

:

"The Perfected Tomato we deem as a valuable

acquisition to the tomato family. It far excels the

"Fejee," or any other variety we have grown.

—

They ripen early, and continue in bearing until the

frost kills the vines in the fall. Fruit large, smooth,

and the seed cavities very small, and but few seeds,

meat solid, and of the finest flavor."

We are not acquainted with its history. If raised

from what is called the "Fejee" variety, it is quite

likely to inherit a tendency to return to it occasion-

ally.]

PnoPAGATiNG GuAPE CUTTIXGS.

—

C. H. C, Peters-

burg, Va.—Remarks appended to other inquiries, and
articles in other columns, will, we think, explain all

you seek to know. E. C. H., Rushville, Indiana, and
other correspondents also.

YiLMonrx's new cprioht Tomato.—F. S., Easlon,

-Pa. — This new kind, said to need no stakes, will

probably be offered for sale by most of our seed im-

porter this spring. We doubt, however, whether it

will prove more than a curiositj'.

Ferttlizikg Strawberiiies— S. G., Kenoxha, Wis.

—For some time past, I have been cultivating straw-

berries. For markets I have tried several kinds, but

none have done so well as the "Hudson," but, as it

is a Pistillate variety, it will not do well, unless

mi.xed with a staminate. I have used the "early

scarlet" as a fertilizer, but il is a very poor bearer -whli

me; would not "Wilson's Albany," "Hooker," or

any other stamiuate variety that I find to be produc-

tive, do as well for a fertilizer as "early sc-arlct ?" an

answer through the ''Gardener's Monthly" will

much oblige one of your subscribers.

[Few kinds can beat the Albany as a fertili'/er.

We once saw two large beds of Albany and Hovey,

side by side. ITovey was rendered so enormously

productive, that in this respect it was little inferior

to the .Mbany, and the owner, who was a strong

".\ll)any" man, eame near hesitating about discard-

jng llovey, as he said it was his purjiose to do. ]

Forcing Peaches kor profit.—9. C. Boston,

Mass.—In what respect does a green-house, built on

the ridge and furrow principle, differ from tlie ordi-

naiy style? (I.)

Can you put me in the way of subscribing for the

Botanical Magazines mentioned in your journal? ('2.)

Can peaches and other fruit be cultivated under

glass with profit? f^.J

Do you know of any work which you can recom-

mend, that treats upon the cultivation of fruit under

the glass? (-1.)

Will you give me the name of the author of an

article in the last Monthly—title, "A new theory of

fruit forcing," bj- a Massachusetts gardener? I wish

to call upon him. (5.)

[1. Aneitr'aving only would clearly explain. A
quantity of span roofs set side by side, so as to form

one roof, making alternate "ridges and furrows,"

is the best brief description we can give. The princi-

pal is useful in making large or wide structures.

2. In all large cities there are "book importers,"

wiio get them when ordered by responsible parties.

3. Undoubtedly ; though we know no one who
has made a business of it.

4. River's Orchard House, published by Saxton,

Barker & Co., New York.

5. It is against our rules ; one of the reasons why
many writers withold their names, is to prevent par-

ties corresponding with, or calling on them, which

often proves inconvenient and troublesome.

Grape Treatise.—/. .4. B., Jiridgeport, Conn.—
Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide enjoys the widest

reputation for a guide in the matters you inquire

about. You will find the recommendations given in

it perfectly reliable, for "producing grapes for the

table," as j-ou wish.

Appi.es Identical.—The publisher hands us the

following extract from a business letter of Jlessrg.

Carey, Peter, & Carey, LouisviUo, Ky.
"But little new in horticulture with us; but we

think we liave ascertained, to a certainty, that the

Xickajack apple of the South, and the Carolina with

us, are identical; also, the New York Pii pin and
Ben Davis."

~=^
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Early Tomatoks.— R. F., Sandwich, Mats.—The

'ar^c ctirly smooth red is the hcst for oarlincss, and

there is nothing like a hot bed for forwarding tlicm

early. It is best to put them in three inch I>ots,

where only a few are desired, and very early. They
sulfer no check then, in transplanting.

H

Landscape Qardeninq.—We have a niimbcr of

excellent articles on Landscape Gardening on hand,

which shall appear from time to time, according as

space offers that we can alTord for the subject.

WiNTERrNG Verbenas— ir. W. Wright, Oberlin

O. , says :—I have found a grand method of winter-

ing Verbenas, &c., viz., by extending the eaves of

my greenhouse down to the ground and putting in

a return flue, to be used when needed, and i)lanting

my plants in the ground. They will not be need to

be watered all winter.

•Poolfes, (JehloguFS, %t.

Transactions op the AlAssAcnrsETTS Horti

cui.TUUAT, Society for 1860, we owe to the polite

attention of Mr. Eben AVright. It is the most val-

uable of this class of documents that we have re-

ceived this season, and, like some other matter on

our table, we hope to revert to it again.

American Pomolooical Society. Transactions

for 1860. By favor of President 'Wilder, an early

copy was forwarded us, which the mail failed to

deliver, and we are further indebted to the Treasurer,

Thomas P. James, Esq., for a copy as we go to

press. For correctness of matter and bcautj' of exe-

cution, it is far in advance of any former publication,

and does credit to the Society's reporter, Mr. Vick,

under whose superintendence it has been got up.

Garden Annuals and Directories.

Few men deser\'e better support from the public

than those who not only offer articles to sell, but go

to a heavy expense to get up works to direct the

purchaser how to grow and raise them, for gratuitous

circulation. It is the true interest of the trade. No
one is so liable to buy again as one who has been

successful in former purchases.

AVc liave alreadj' noticed some of these manuals,

and now have also on our table

:

Pasciiall Morris' Garden Manual, Phila<lelphia.

With directions for vegetable growing.

Dreeh's Garden Calendar for 1801, Philadelphia.

Flowers and Vegetables.

Descriptive Cataloguer.

A. n. WiirrNKY, Franklin Grove, Illinois. Fiiiit

and Ornamental Trees. 30 pages octavo.

GocLD, Beckwith it Co., Rochester, N. T.

—

Fruit and Ornamental. 32 pages. Illustrated.

John Perkins, Moorcstown, Jf. J. Fruit and

Ornamentals. 34 pages.

James Pentland, Baltimore, Md. Selected

Roses. 31 pages.

C. Reagles & Son, Schenectady, X. Y. Fruits,

&c. 34 iiages.

n. W. Wilson, Washington, Pa. Fruits, &c.

16 pages.

Peter Henderson, Jersey City. Roses, Dah-

ias, &c. 20 pages.

Andrew Bridgeman, New York. Gladiolus,

&c. 8 pages.

J. M. Thorburn & Co., New York. Gladiolus.

Sheet Catalogue.

Parsons & Co., Flushing, N. Y. Description

of Stuartia Pentagrynia, a rare shrub. Beautifully

illustrated.

J. McLaen, Roadstown, N. J. Fruits, &c.

J.VMEs Edgerton, Barnesville, O.

H. Collins, Auburn, N. Y.

L. TnDOB, Richmond, Va.

Joshua Pierce, Washington, D. C. Small

Fruits.

Smith & TlANcnETT, Syracuse, New York. De-

scriptive Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Greenhouse Plants, Vines, &c.

J. A. Bruce, Hamilton, C. W. The only Cana-

dian catalogue we have received this year, and have

pleasure in recommending it as one of the most

complete issued on the Continent. It is a large oc-

tavo of 50 pages. It embraces both seed and plants.

The Rur.al Minnesoti.vn. Tlie eiglith number

is now before us. It is a weekly agricultural journal,

published by Hyde, Williams & Co., at Wasioja.

Tlie second new journal of this class that has come

to our table within the past week. Minnesota agri-

culture must be most decidedly "looking up."

The HroHER Law, published weekly by Herbert

Reed, of Madison, Wisconsin, is (me of the many

new literary, agricultural, horticultural, and scientilic

journals that have made their appearance this season.

It is something in the style of the Rural Sew Yorker,

Southern Homestead, <fcc., and is replete with interest.

Hints on the Culture ok the Exotic Grape.

We have received from Mr. B. Donahoe, of Phila-

delphia, a clever production in rhynie, tinder the

above head, which we are sorrj- would occupy more

space than we could afford. We should be pleased

to have Mr. D.'s excellent experience on this and

other subjects in solid prose; it suits our space I

/^
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better, and " he is the man that would die " to good

advantage. Mr. B. says:
" Fip<t lit tbc KM on which Ihoj (Uio roota) lia

Bf alwnys nipllnw, rich nntl dry;

If Kri>wlli you sock in fn>«ly woalhcr

BInkc ivtotj* nnd (ilcmH work Iwlh together."

Of temperature, he says

:

" Cnmmenco your work with flfty.«ifflit,

And then per week incn-iwo vonr heat

I'nttI it riw to ninpty-firo,

And thus your Tines aro snro to thrive.*'

Of ventilation

:

"Some Tentil.ition they require.

But bottom air they ne'er dcairo."

Report of ttie Inauguration of the Botanical
Society of Canada, established at Montreal on
December Tlh, is highly satisfactory. 'We believe it

owes its origin to the exertions of Dr. Lawton.

In his address he gave a sketch of the past and

present state of Botanical Science in Oanadj, and the

objects the Society had in view. He said

:

"Botany is at a low ebb in Canada, at a lower ebb

than in most civilized or half ci^ilzcd countries on
the face of the earth. At the close of the eighteenth

century only five dissertations on botanical subjects

had been published by the whole medical graduates

of the great continent of America. Since then the

indefatigable labors of such men as ifichaux, Torrey,

Ilarvey, Curtis, Boott, Engelmann, Tuckermann,
SuUivant, Lesquereux, and especially of one whose
name and fame rise above all the rest, Asa Gray,

have brought our knowledge of the botany of the

United States on a level with that of the best botan-

ized countries of Europe. It is proposed that our
Society shall have for its object the advancement of

Botanical Science in all its departments—Structural,

Physiological, Systematic and Geographical ; and
the apphcation of Botany to the useful and orna-

mental arts of life. The means by which this object

may be accomplished are various, and wiU come be-

fore us for discussion from time to time. In the

meantime, it is proposed that tliere shall be monthly
evening meetings in Kingston during the winter for

the reading of papers, receiving botanical intelli-

gence, examining specimens, and discussing matters
of scientific interest in relation to the science

; also

that there shall be field meetings during the summer
in distant localities in Canada, as well as in the other
British Provinces ofNorth America, and occasionally

also in the adjoining States, whereby our members
may have an opportunity of investigating the botany
of di-stricts that have been imperfectly examined."
The Society commences its existence with about

one hundred members and cannot but have a foster-

ing influence on the successful prosecution of the

study. Communications should be addressed to

Prof Lawton, Kingston, Canada.

TQptD OP 35.arp fknh.
Fuchsia Mammoth.—This extraordinary double

Fuchsia was raised by Mr. George Smith, Tolling-

ton Nursery Iload, Islington, who lias for many

years been one of the most successful raisers of this

class of plants. Our figure will give the best idea of

the size and shape of the flower, the tube and sepals

of which are crimson, and the corolla violet-purple,

with a vermilion stripe half-way down each petal.

It is certainly a veiy fine flower.

—

Cottage Gardener.

Some of the Best New Roses.—N. America,

salmony fawn and cream, with fine habit. T. Due
Magenta, a splendid flower, large, double, and of

exquisite form ; color, delicate pale flesh, tinted with

fawn. B. Victor Emmanuel, deep plum. H. P.

Bunant, deep brilhant carmine rose, beautifully

tinted with violet. H. P. Le Royal Epoux, brilliant

rose, changing to lilac rose ; flowers large and well

formed. H. P. Louis XIV., a gem amongst gems;

the color of this variety, which is intense fiery crim-

son, with a blackish crimson centre, is rich and gor-

geous in the extreme. 11. P. Madame Boll, a flower

of unusually large size, very full and of exquisite
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form ; color delicate rosy pciich. 11. P. Madiimo

CImrlcs (Viipalet, rosy scarlet
;

jietals large, smooth,

and of tine quality. II. P. Madame Louise Ccrique,

dee)) brilliant crimson. II. P. Madame Pauline Vil-

lot, brilliant deep rose. II.P. Mademoiselle Eugenie

Verdicr, outer petals pearly white, centre delicate

pale llfsh. II. P. Scnatcur Vaissc ; a good .«vnonyme

for this superb variety would be " General .Jacque-

minot surpassed ;" the color is inten.se glowing

sc.irlet. 11. P. Triomphc de Lyons, a truly splendid

flower; color rich crimson purjile, with fiery crimson

and purple. H. P. Victor Verdier, a noble flower

in the way of Jules Jlargottin ; outer petals deep

rose, centre brilliant rose.

—

Florist.

New Ameuic.\n Trees.—A paper was recently

read before the Philadelphia Academy of Natural

Sciences, giving the following accoimt of some new
trees, with descriptions by Mr. S. B. Buckley. We
may observe that Le Conte has already named an-

other species of Carj-a, C. Texana, and we believe the

Academy liave, since the publication of the paper,

decided to change the napie to C. Buckleyana.

.^sculus arguta.—Fruit covered with prickles.

—

Stamens erect, or slightly curved, much longer than

the pale yellow corolla. Calyx campanulate, divis-

ions obtuse, pedicels short, whole panicle subpubes-

ccnt. Flowers dense. Leaflets 7, glabrous, ovate-

lanceolate, acute at both ends, sharplvanduncqiiallv

serrate. Shrub H-S feet high, with a smooth bark.

Flowers in JIarch. Panicles 4-6 inches long. Leaf-

lets 2,4 inches long.

Hills in the vicinity of Larissa, Texas.

Halesia re'iculata.—Leaves broad-ovate, pubes-

cent on the midribs, scabrous, obscurely dentate,

teeth, small, acute, under surface of leaves pale,

much reticulated. Fruit 4-winged, two lateral wings

doul)lc in width to the others. Style long, mucronate.

Leaves 4-.T inches long and 2-3J inches broad. Fruit

smooth, l-H inches long, and G-7 lines broad. Pedi-

cles 5-7 lines long. Small trees, branches smooth, bark

of trunk light gray, furrowed.

Banks of streams tributary to the Red River, above

Nachitoches, Louisiana.

Fraxinus NuUuHii.— Leaflets 5-7, lanceolate, ac-

ute at both ends, irregularly toothed, upper sur-

face smooth, under surface pale and subpubeseent

along the midribs, short-stalked, petioles long, glab-

rous, fruit ovate-lanceolate, three-winged, acute at

both ends, branches smooth, bark of trunk gray,

and furrowed. Fruit about 2 inches lon.sr, by 5 lines

broad. Leaflets :!-4 inches long by 1 inch broad,

sometimes une{|Ual at base.

In swamps, Wilcox County, Alabama. Small

trees about (J inches in diameter, and 20-25 feet high.

As Nuttall had not material for a complete descrip-

tion, none can tell what is meant by his Fraxinus

triptera ; but as possibly he may have intended the

tree now described, I call it Nuttall's Ash.

Ciirya Texana.—Leaflets 7-9, broad-ovate, or

ovate-lanceolate, sharply serrate, smooth on both

sides, paler beneath, acute at apex, subobtuse or

acute at base. Staminate and pistillate catkins sub-

pubescent. Fruit globular, slightly four-angled.

Shell thin, separating to the base. Trees three to

four feet in diameter, and forty to fifty feet high.

Bark of trunk very thick, deeply and irregularly

furrowed, not scaly. Leaflets 6-8 inches long, and

2-3 inches broad.

Dry soil. Common in Upper Louisiana, and in

Texas extending as far west as Atacosa County.

"Thick bark, hickory."

Quercm Shumardii.—Leaves oblong, or obovate

in outline, smooth, deeply sinuate-pinnatifid, sinuses

broad, convergent, 3-5 on each side, lobes many-

toothed, teeth sliari)ly and setaceously acute. Acorn

globular, or ovoid-oblong, subacute, cup shallow,

slightly turgid, scales acute. A large tree with

shining deep green leaves, those on the upper por-

tion of the tree being much and deeply lobed. The

lobes are generally deeper near the petiole than to-

wards the apex of the leaf. Acorn resembles Q.

rubra, but is more acute, 1-1 j inch long, and lines

to 1 inch broad. Limbs, trunk and branches much
like the water-oak, Q. aquatica. Wood yellowish-

white, fine-grained, and esteemed for rails, boards,

and the frame-work of buildings. I have measured

specimens which were six feet in diameter, with an

estimated height of 70-89 feet. Its leaves retain

their greenness long after the first frosts, when those

of the frost-oak, black-jack and scarlet oak are dead.

It occurs in Upper Louisiana, Eastern and Middle

Texas. Shumard's Oak. In honor of Dr. B. F.

Shumard, State Geologist of Texas.

Quercus Texana.—Leaves ovate-oblong in out-

line, smooth, both sides deeply sinuate-pinnatifid,

with broad, divergent sinuses, 3-5 on each side,

lobes 1-3 toothed, teeth acute setaceous. Nut ovoid,

oblong, acute, cup hemispherical, slightly turgid,

scales acute, closely ajiprc.ssed. Tree 3-5 feet in

diameter, and GO-70 feet high, branches smooth,

bark of trunk of a dark slate color, slightly furrowed,

very like Q. phellos and Q. aquatica, with which it

is often associated. Lower leaves of tliis tree with

lobes often truncate, while the upper leaves have

deep, broad, divergent sinuses, and the upper lobes

prolonged somewhat like those of Q. folcata. Like

the water and willow-oak, its leaves arc green during

the first of winter. Acorn about 1 inch long, and

.J-J
inch broad. Leaves 4-8 inches long by 3-5 wide.

A beautiful tree, with dense, deep green foliage,

Wood close-grained, white, or of a light red color,
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and iisvil for siuiilur purposes as the Sliuiiiard Oak.

QiiircKs Durandii.—hciwvs oliovale, enlire, or

sliglilly lliiee-lobeil al apex, with nuUiiKuts of ouc

or more lobes al the niarghis, U>l)es very obtuse,

^Yhell mature, smooth on both sides. Aeorn round,

or ovoid rotund. Cup very shallow, scales acute,

closely appressed. Leaves 3-4 inches long, 1-5

inches wide. Acorns J-j inch long, about ^ inch

wide, scarcely one-eighth of an inch being included

in the cup. Tree 2-3 Teet in diameter, and 20-10

feet high, bark of trunk and branches light gray,

scaly, like the white oak, (Q. albaj. The leaves aie

mostly entire, varying from obovate to oblong-ovate.

Wood white, close-grained, and very tough. It is

often worked into splints for baskets to hold the

picked cotton. Used for farming utensils, and sought

after to make screws for cotton gins. Called ' Basket

Oak," and "Bastard White Oak."

Wilcox County, Alabama, Upper Louisiana, and

Middle and Southern Texas. Durand's Oak. In

honor of E. Durand, of Philadelphia.

Quercus annulaia.— Leaves broad-ovate, entire

or irregularly and sparingly lohed, sinuses shallow,

divergent lobes very obtuse, upper surface smooth

and bright green, under surface pale, smooth, or

subpubescent, petioles short. Acorn oblong-ovoid,

with a depressed ring near the apex. Style cylin-

drical, long, tnmcate, cup shallow, one-tliird the

length of the acorn. Acorn 5-9 lines long, and 3-4

lines broad. Leaves 2-4 inches long, mostly lobed.

Bark of trunk and branches light gray, seal}'. Small

tree or shrub, bearing a great abundance of acorns.

Common on the rocky limestone hills in the vi-

cinity of Texas.

eight feet in height ; the finest are moved into a

conservatory during the winter, but olliers receive

no other protection than a m a. ing in the severest

winter months.

—

Hot. Ma<j.

Soi..\NUM UUNCINATUS ( liuncialc-Uavcd Solanum).

—It is a native of Chili, and was raised at Kew,
from seeds sent from Coquimbo. It is a really or-

namental species, and well desei-ving of cultivation

in a greenhouse, continuing a lung time in llowcr

during the summer months. The corollas are of a

briglit purple color, with five blood-red starry points

radiating from the base of the lobes, while the large

anthers are yellow, from between which the green

elavate sligiiia is iirotriHU'd.

—

Bui. Maij.

Guz-MANNIA TRICOLOB is a ncw plant of the Pine-

apple family, from the West India Islands. Of no
great merit.

Cii.\.MjiRors FoKTUXEi.^—This palm is now well

known as "ilr. Fortune's Cbusan Palm," and has

attracted considerable attention on account of its

comparative hardiness. It is, indeed, the most

hardy of all these princes of the vegetable kingdom
tiiat is as yet known to us, and the only one that

has been proved to stand almost unprotected through-

out the last ten winters in the latitude of London.

In the Isle of Wight, under the shelter of the royal

residence of Osborne, it has attained a height of ten

feet in the open air, six feet being the height of the

stem below the foliage, and its diameter fourteen

inches at one foot from the ground. It has blos-

somed for the last three years, with no jirotection

during the winter.* Our plants at Kew were intro-

duceil by Mr. Fortune, in 1S49, and have attained

* Chamterops Uuinilijt is also fluarisbing in the open air at Os-

borne, but requires a little protection in the severest weather.

^ompstir ZnfdIiqFnrp.

Native Gkafes neau Boston, by Mr. Daven-

port, in the Boston Culhvator. Mr. D.'s remarks

on Rebecca confirms the views expressed in our

last, that shade is of more imi)ortance to the

grape-grower ihan is usually supposed.

The Delaware ripened with me this season from

the 10th to the 15th of September. Vines two y-ears

out have this year made shoots twelve to fifteen feet

in length, of strong, short-jointed wood. It is the

most productive grape I propagate, and keeps long

after being gathered.

JJlood's Black Seedling.—A Very hardy vai'iety,

never mildews, a free grower, of dark color, cov-

ered with a thick bloom, good size, flesh sweet and

moderately juicy. It ripened with me this season

August 25th to September 1st. Keeps well after

being gathered.

Logan.—Ripened September lOlh. An early grape.

Hartford Ptolific.—Kipened with me this season

September 12th. The dropping of this grape, some-

times complained of, may be obviated b}- judicious

pruning and proper cultivation.

Marion.—Makes a dark-colored, rich, Port-flavored

wine. Ripened September 1st.

Rebecca.—I do not class this with the other varie-

ties spoken of, as to hardiness, f(jr in most situations

it should be covered in the winter. I find my vines of

the Rebecca, where the}' are shaded some part of the

day, are much more vigorous and productive in their

habits than others not shaded. Ripened September

I 15th, and will keep a long time after being gathered.

Tke Diana begins to ripen a few scattering berries

! the middle of September, which are sweet as soon

as colored ; keeps improving till the middle of Octo-

ber, if allowed to hang so late.

Concord.—Some of my vines ripened their fruit

this season September 25th, but that of others more

exposed was injured by the frost of September :jOlb.

@^^ -c-<JJ,^
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WELLrSOTONIA, OR SeQTTOIA GIGASTEA; ThE BiG TbEE, OR WASniKGTON- TrEE OF CAI.rFORNIA.—

We have not seen any thing tliat gives so good an idea nf the immense size of these trees as the accom-

panyinir sketches from a French magazine. The one at the top of the page is ninety-five feet m
circumference, and was, before the -wretclies—orfcoricirfcs in the first degree—cut it down, three hundred

feet high. The lower one sliows an old decaying trunk, blown over many years ago, amongst the

"roup in Calaveras County, near "Murphytuwn," through which parties ride on horseback.

TiiF. Red Spider.—The Michigan Farmer publishes the following reci|H\ discovered by Dr. .V. r.ush, of

g Detroit :—Twelve ounces common soft-soap, three ounces ("by measure; turi'entine or caniphine
;

nux

^ I well together. This is for six gallons of water, which must be stirred well together, and appliid with a

A^ common garden syringe, or the same proportion for any quantity.

^'S;^ == ^
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?oppign Infpnigpnrp.

GuAKTiNo xnE yVisTEHiA.—The Wisteria can be I

proiKigalciI by gmniug by cleft the sanu; us for the !

gi-aftiiig of fruit trcea. This method otTcrs the aU-
'

vantage of having several varieties on one stock.— '

Best choose fruteKem as stock, us it is a very vigor-

ous grower.

—

Revue Horticole.

Xew English RnuniKii.—BaUlry's Scarlet De-
fiance was awarded a First Prize, May 2nd, 1800, by
the PoiMologieal Society of London, when eighteen

varieties were exhibited
; a portion of each kind was

examined, baked, and also a portion examined green.

The Society report that it is unquestionably a First-

class Variety, very stout in habit, medium in length
;

pulp dcliq\iesccnt, high colored, and richly subacid.
Excellent for market as well as private growers.

Grafting Wax.—If many stocks are to be
grafted, take 27 oz. of common yellow rosin, melt
it gradually so as not to drive off the turijcntinc.

When reduced to the consistence of a syruji, add 10

oz. of alcohol, shake them thoroughly together, and
pour the mixture at once into a wclj stopijcd bottle.

When the graft is inserted and tied in its place with
a strand of matting in tlie usual way, cover the sur-

face of the whole with this varnish with a small

painter's brush. Such varnish maybe used in any
weather, and is neither affected by heat, cold, or

wet.

The AiLANxnrs Silk Worm.—At a recent ex-

hibition in London, 3Ir. Standish brought over
some specimen of the new "Bombyx," which is

just now making such a noise in France, as it feeds

on the Ailanthus glandulosa, a much hardier and
easier giown tree than the Mulberry; while the
worm itself is more robust than the common silk-

worm, breeds faster, and spins a large quantity of
silk. As the Ailanthus flourishes well in poor soil,

large quantities of it will be planted in France, and it is

hoped will become a valuable article in the economy
of the silk trade.

THE FEUIT GROWEES' SOCIETY OF
EASTERN PENKSYLVAUIA.

The Annual Meetins of the Society wa.s held al lleadin- andwas univereally considered one of the most interesting and vain-
able the Society has held. Our limits (orbid us to give more thana fa.nt abstract of the most interesting portions, made up from
the nctes of onr own reporter. The olHcial transactions of the
bociety can only do full justice to the session. The President DrEshleman, delivered the Annual Address. It was directed princi-
pally to suggestions for the more perfect working order of the So-
ciety. Tunctuality and promptness in the disdiario of their

'Sj-

dutlea by County and General Oommltlees w«r« shown to be essen-
tial to the prosp.Tlty of the body, and In this connection the hil,„r«
of the 1 hllsdi-lplilu County CoinniilK.e come in for a just .liara
ofpr.1.0. AlludiuK to the progress in the ait of nropugali,jn by
cutting., he .ugge.i,.d, a- well worthy of the Society's notlc. the
elfoct these and kindred matters might havi. on the loiigovliy of
trees, lie rogrelled the oversight which led to no report from
lennsylvaniiilothe .National l-omologlcal .«ociily at It. hist sfa-
sion; recominended caution In the S.K:lely'» recommendation of
doubtful vari.i.os; and In allusion to the partial lalluro of thegrape In the district the past year, recommended a greater rellancoon the culture of the sm,>ll ,ruUs. II,. »p„k,. of the importance ofsuiting the variety to the varying kind, of soil ; and chinicteriJdmany o the new candidates fur public faTor as likely to prove nobelter than the Massachusetts White. Yet he would encouniM
the conliuued rai^iig of seedlings In every legitimate way 'rhsDelaware and Bland were probably but accidental seedlings

-

Laio in the selection of breeders and hvhridiiation might produce
a race lus large auo as luscious as the Black Hamburg. The rest ofthe diiy was occupied in the routine business of the Society aud
as Iheamounl of business before the body was very heavy the
full tlloof reports of the various cnimiitees were referred to thetomniineo on Publication for preparation for their appearance inthe trnnsactioiis.

Mr. Harrison, however, al the special request of the meelinugave an extempore address on organic aud inorganic manures.He chanicterized general culture as u system of robbing withoo
restoring, and pointed out the necessity of a fair supply „r uot^,),soda and other minerals' existence in soils to render vegetablagrowth healthy. He g.ve various analyses of sollsand vege ableorganisins, pointing out their mineral and organic constituentsand their several relations to soils and manures. Ho regrettedthat chemical analysis was necessarily imperfect, and that inconseqiieuco of discrepancies in the results of dilTerenl tables lessconlidence was reposed in the matter than the subject really de-sened. He also read theanalysis of threeof the best Ln-lish andwo American fertilisers, and pointed out their great deflc'my inthe most Tiial inorganic elements,

".uciiniy in

Nevertheless, he had great conlidence in the general results.He ihen .showed the great waste of labor attendant on the em-ploymeut ot stable-manure in which near three-fourths of thomailer was mere water. Light per cent, of a ton alone consisedof the necessary inorganic matter. Plants required more organicmatter when growing, and more inorganic matter when ma°urtngSystems 01 mannnng ,h. uld be based on this fact. The w "its ofthe plant, as shown by tlie analysis of its elements, should bes udivd. and It, wants systematically or specially supplied Thlabsence of this produced defective sap, and he believed all diseasesof trei-s had their origin in this source.
uisease.s

Organic matter in the shape of stable-manure he valued vervlittle II the iiiechauical condition of the soil was rendered Per-fect be thought all the organic matter necessary would be'ab-sorbed from the atmosphere. Draining and subsomng effecfedthis. The atmosphere contained an inexhaustible suonW ofammonia in the best condition for the use of plants , ml if t?. ? „
ditl.mofthe^oil enabled waterto pass i-^^fdllhroiglifirronoT
ed the water, and. of course, amuionia withit Tie umu'ereneatrdreferences to orchards within his knowledge to suppoH hilJiew,Orchard, well cultivaleJ with stable-manure, r.,,,id"y and surelydying out,—others on the mimral-manure nriminl. ^
Without stimulating cultivation, and onlvt^p-S Sn^.'t'„7, Lfo,similar matters, exhibiting long years of he,.lthv 1. i

"shcs or

uselulues.,. Am..„s,,i othlrs, he al uded to the 1,1- ^'"{^"'i'",Mr^ Terry, of Hartford, which for the hree pa't «";, had I ee°„^laid down in sod, and only surface-manured and the ,rV:„marvels of beauty, modelsVif torm, and pictures ,'f ,ell,'l?"
'""

To show that it was es<eulial that all the snLiii ..
'

should be present, he alluded to he fact that ?heF>e„T"™""manured specially different when the g^.pe" vis'cquired n!r "bP
;;a^:ar;z;r;L:L^f^fn::''""'^'"^-"--^-^^^e

dr";C^^t:;;Sg:i:^^;i:J' ^^-d:J^°° -•'-, where. ..y

inatterwas obtained from ?ta a m'l^here ind hfCo'rf ' 'T"'"of mineral matter in the soil, to produce will mi ohl""'"'"'"
thirty-six bnshels of wheat .o.heLlf-acre, and whi'h'oir W^r','he commenced his system on it only produced fifteen Th -1
IS naturally rich in mineral plant tbod '"•™ ""een. Thissoil
He alluded to peach aud plum treeq »n,t ^^^ v . .

founded on careful observation thabTa'ckkn.fT.l ' "'''''?"•

disea,,e, arise from the bad cond ion of the
1" t'tZV"^""

'.n n?t':;;i;rarnlt:u?i'on"^"'"'-^'-''
-s^aVisoi:: ttX'Z

THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF PSUKINO
were then discussed.

V^,^'!^^r^:^^^^t^^^>^^l^>B^' enough .o

ur.hlt "b"-"'';f"r' "»" '•' '- Sf,cTi',',''io"n° wVvef hfadmu"ted that -hLs lUmbos and others had given ont," and tlo.Pnocks were the only ones that bore fruit Iny longer.
•""
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A. W. Corson cut onl only a" tl»e useless wood for the first

ieasoQ, so a» to gtvo uhape to the tree, but would pruue very liillo

David Miller, of Chester Couuly. wji-s th.' Herculfs of the even-

ing for uo prnning. lie lets hU kinds of iruit treen branch cIoro

to the ground, apiienriug like pyrHUiidn sei on ilie surface. Th-

y

,re sei cli»->ely iMgelher, so thiit they pri.ifCl each other from t«un

and storms, and are enriched by iheir own frtllen leaves. Only

cuts out ^Ulke^n. MiN nrchards uro tt-n years plaiit'-d. and apploa

produce about fourieeu buhhels per tn-e. Ky his nynlem, ban no

(oar of branches broakiiig by their own weight, or being blown
over by the wiud.

A. W. Harrison would never prune if he could have the muu-
agr-nient of his liee from iufanry. Would disbud huch sh-iou

with lingiir and thumb, as appeared where nut wanted. Even in

the raspberry, ho ouly let Buch uuckers grow as he wanted for

fruit next year.

F. K. Cook remarked that systems of pruning depended on lo-

cality and cliniaie. With him the Catawba Oiape always rolled

iu proportion to the soveriiy of the pruning it received.

W. Eiauiuleis viowed pruning iu auy case as a ne^'ative advan-

tage. It was sound tlieory to remove the bud instead of the

bnmch. Ua.s made perfect specimens of pears wlth.mt any use of

knife. Whether jiruuiog should be performed iu snmmer or win-

ter, depended on the object. If wood is wanted, prune iu winter;

If fruit, ptuno iu summer. Fruit-buds are formed in fall,—pinch-

ing at iiiat season, and producing now buds then, we therefore

add to the bearing system of the tree. The subject was almost

inexhaustible.

Mr. Baldwin, Dr. Eshlemau and olhorw fjave their views, corrob-

orative of what others had narrated. The last-named gentleman,

In agreeing with Alan W. Corson's plan of only iTuninj,' during

the hrst two or three years of the plant's existence, added that

he dul not cut close into the trunk the first year after tninsplant-

iug, but left a snai,' a few inches long to bear a few leaves, which
snags were, however, cut away next season.

CULTIVATION AND DISKASES OF THE APPLE.

David Miller, of Cliestcr County, repeated his experience iu low
trimming. His soil was limestoue. All his kiuds did well, ex-

cept Newtowu Pippin, which bore but shyly.

Mr. Harristiu, alluding to the last observation, remarked thai all

the most popular fruits gave out first. He thon^ihl this im evi-

dence that high and stimulative culture had much to do with the

fact, just as u pet child takes disease easier than more neglected

ones.
Mr. Miller, referring to the wearing out of fruits, stated, that in

his dislricl a variety of pear, called locally the Arpine. [vee under-

stood,) thirty years ago used to produce so abundantly, thai they

were sent to Philad-dphia by the wagon-load. These trees, and
trees grafted from them, now bear nothing but knotty, scrubby

fruit.

Mr. Heines remarked that soil exhausted of the re<|nired ele-

ments, rendered the trees coustitutioually diseased, and grafting

from such tre.'s lixed the habit to a ctrtain degree.

Mr. Baldwin, referring to the exhaustive theory, remarked, that

in some orchards where Newtown Pippins were diseased, he had
seen Baldwins thrive to perfection.

Mr. Saunders, referring to the scab on apples, spoke of it as a

fungus; and gave, as the result of exteusive observation, that

shi'Uercd orchardi were uot near as liable to disease as exposed

onen.
Dr. Eshleinan remarked that it was only of modern orchards

that failures wore reported ; and Mr.Saunders replied that agricul-

tural improvements had iuflueuced theclimate, and with its winds
and the amount of atmospheric moisture had changed.

Mr- S. Miller, of Lelianon, had seen the best crops in expoied

localities, and very bad ones in well protected spots. His remedy
was clean orchards and rich soil.

Dr. Kessler never crops his orchard; uses only the harrow to

keep the surface clean. Has flnecr-'ps.

Mr. (Jrider knew an orchard that was never cn.pped or hftd

any manure applied. He had seen apples in that orchard so

nbiindaul as to cover the ground unde.- the trees iu the autumn
several inches thick. Another party bought the orchard, ploughed

it up, and cultivated il. and has had no crop since.

Mr. Millhaner advocated ploughing, heavy pruning, and top-

dres'-lng, but his orchards did badly uow. One time to give n

iifighlinr a few apples meant a "rarkful."' but be liad quite a dif-

feri'ut mi'aniiig for the term now. 'I'lie IVnnock ouly did tolerably

well, Uambo and others did not. The situation was exposed.

Mr. Harrison remarked that if in the same soil P-'unocks did

well wheu utliers did not, he thought it could not he soil or expo-

sure alonf. but an Inherent weakne^ts of the variety giving out.

communicated, perhaps, by being propagated from a previou.sly

w.'iikened stock. Altcnlion to tlo- general laws of heulth, as in

treating a patient for consumption, was the only n*medy.

Mr Baldwin at;reed with .Mr. Sounders, that llie clearing away
of forests bad renden-d the rlim.ate more I'haugrable, which might

Account for more diseases than formerly.

ItlOST MODES OF CULTIVATION TO PKOMOTE FRriTFUL-
NKSS IN TREES.

S. .Miller would manure and cullivuto when young, put in sod

when older, and keep a circle clear around each tree by scntplng.

A. W. Harrison Instanced two old Virgaliea pearirees In Conoec-
ticul. st:indlug on either .-.ide a garden fenc, one in ** culture,"

one in sod,—the first now dead and gone.—the last bearing yet.

Mr. David Miller planted his liee.-t shallow,—iu fact, uu the
surface,—aud seeded down at once with wheat. He mulcbi'd the
fulloicing reason with a compost of stable-manure, soapy water,

iiog-p*^*n scrapinijs, c>*al-ashes, etc. In two yi'ai>.tbey had inadi' a
fine growth. It was then ploughed up and put down in corn, and
not cropped, we understood, since. His peach<'s bud been a great
success One yt-ar 17" trees produced cuongh fruit, at seventy-five

cents jier basket, to realize iii:H.'i. His whole system ho summed
up as follows;— Deep soil; I'huit shallow; biancli the trees low,

eVL*n to the surface of the ground, and apply a slight lop-dre.s.^iug

of manure every year.

Mr. Saunders remarked that the topic under di:"cussiou was
simply how to promote fruitfulness, and called attention to the
fact tliat tbeinienliun was to in juire Into modes of dwarfing, root-

pruuing, bending down of branches, summer pinching, etc.

TRENCHING, DKAINING, AND SUBSOILINO.

Mr. Millhauer had seen g 'od results follow draining iu clay

soils.

Mr. Harrison alluded to Mapes" grounds, to Mr. Keld's nursory,

and Ellwangcr & Barry's specimen orchard, illustrative of tbo

practical benefits that had been obtained from uuderdraiuing.

Trenching aatl subsoili'jg are not so beneficial as uuderdraiuing.

It was an error to suppose that only wet soil needed draiuing.

—

People were misled by the term. It was a bad one. The dryest

soils were renderi-<i moist in summei- by uuderdraining. At
Mapes" farm wan-r was delivcn d from i he drains during th<' longest

drouth. Aeration was a more characteristic term tlian draining.

—

Deep drains were best. Fifty feet apart and five b-ct dc.p weio
better thau twenty-five feet apart and but four feel deep. Where
there were no outlets, lirains could be run into wells. He had no-

ticed at Rochester that the benefits of draiuiug were In exact pro-

portion to llie depth aud frequency of the drains.

Mr. S. Miller, of Lebanon, bad drained into wells successfully.

His experience of draining so far had be»;n so beneficial, that if

he had the c ipital to command for the purpose, he would under-

drain even his hillsit!e>. satisfied that iu lime il would pn>ve the

best investment he could make. Tnerc were so many advantages,

— fiost. for instance, from the air in wcU-draiued soils, never pene-

trated deeply.
Mr. Baldwin stated Ibat he bad seen fine grapes on the prairies

where no drains were used.

Mr. S. Miller replied, that when »oH was filled with veg^'tablo

matter, as iu praiiie soil, it partook, in a measure, of the nature of

our underdr.iined soil. A soil naturally porous may be said to be

naturally drained.

Mr. Grider remarked that such Western Implements as the

Michig.in Plough and other subsoUing implements showed that

they, too, were alive lo the imporiancc of draining.

Jlr. Lukens Pierce and A. W. Corson also testified to the advau-

lages of the practice.

Mr. D- Miller did not believe nuich in underdaiuing. and it was,

besides, expensive. Ou the contrary, the most productive trees he

bad invariably found by ibe side of springs, streams, aud mill-

dams.
Mr. Grider called attention to the fart that Mr. M. had lost sight

of the real elfect of draining. Underdraining made grouud moist

in summer—not dry.

Mr. Saunders expbiined this more fully, and said Mr. I>. Miller's

observations confirmed the advantages of draining. He under-

drained a tract of clay land live years ago to the extent of ;iJ,<mo

feet of tile. The drains were only two and a half feet deep. The
ground was worthless bi-fore, producing nothing. No manure
has sii,ce been applied ; but last se.ison il produced, for the first

time, a superior crop of grass. In heavy clay soils his draius

seemed inoperative the first year. Il took a season or two for tho

air to decompose ihe minerals in the soil, and for tho water to find

regular chauueU to the drains.

Mr. Millhauer had aNo noticed that friiit trees have done well

alongside of spring courses led around hills; but always much
best on tho highest or hilly side.

Messrs. Grider, Harrison, luid S. Miller gave further observations

as to the good etfects of the principle.

Dr. Eslilem:in explained furttier the .Ti-atlng moisture deposit-

ing, aud spriULT earthwarming principles of the practice, and had

such good results from its <'mploymcut, that grapes would grow

five or six feet the first season in such ground, and has hati Dela-

wares to make a year's growth of sixteen feet, and Diana thirty-

eight feet In the same way.
Mr. Saunders knew a market-gardener in whose nndordrained

ground vegetables were produced two weeks earlier than in that

of bis neighbors,

Mr. Heines ihongbt thai might be a disadvantage to fruit iroea

esprci'*lly peach''8. in bringing forth their buds too early.

Mr. S. Miller thought weakness from deficient draining rendered

pesrh buds more susceptible lo injury from severe cold.

The conclusion of our notes of this interesting meeting wo shall,

give In our next.

^^^ ^^^•^
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FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASURE-
GROUND.

Transpi-axtixc. is the upiiermost idea at this

season,—deciduous trees at tlie North, and ever-

green at points more South. If tlic roots of tlic

deciduous trees or shrubs api)ear dry, puddle them
before planting. This is done by malting a hole in

a clayey or stitf piece of ground, tilling it with water,

mixing in a little coiv-dung or other decayed manure,
and stiring up together into a thin mortar, into which
plunge the roots, so as to coat them with the mix-
ture. If the tops appear shrivelled, prune in the

branches severely, the more in proportion to the

.
danger of losing the tree. It is well to prune all

trees a little at transplanting. Plant only when the

soil is dry and the weather calm. Pack soil well in

between the forks of the roots with a stick or the

fingers, and tramp in hard and firm. If the soil is

as dry as it should be, tramping well acts Uke a

roller, and crushes the soil into fine particles, which
does not dry up like soil tramped when wet, which
thereby becomes consohdated, rather than disinte-

grated.

Suiting soil to trees is an important element in

success. "\Thcre quick growth is desired, it "pays''
well to improve the soil. A tree that will grow but
one foot in a poor and tliin soil, will often grow five

in a deep and rich one. Subsoiling and manuring,
and then choosing young, thrifty, and vigorous trees,

is the way to get "big trees" in a very little lime.

"We measured a tree, a few days ago, which was a

seed five years since, that had been thus treated, and
fovmd it 2.5 feet high, 1 foot 8 inches in girth 3 feet

from the ground.

All trees do better in a deep, rich soil ; but for dry

places, some will not do at all well. Amongst ever-

greens, as a rule, most of the pines will do well in

dryer soils than others, the spruces in uUermediate
places, and the firs in more damp and sheltered

' spots. The fii-s will not, any of tliem, do in dry
soils. The Balsam Fir, particularly, is a miserable
object in a diy and exposed place, wliilc in moist
and sheltered spots it is one of the most happy look-
ing evergreens we have.

JIany evergreen shrubs supposed to be difficult of
culture, are easily grown in a deep and cool soil.

Rhododendrons, Kalmias, &c., do well where these

conditions of growth are attended to. The former
is supposed to do best in the shade ; but it does
better in the full sun in a good and proper soil, than
in the shade in a dry spot. The fact that they grow

j

amongst rocks on hillsides gives rise to the idea that

they like a dry soil ; but our experience in their

I

native localities proves that the coolest spots on a

;

hot summer's day is where these plants are found.
In all large gardens a small piece should be set

apart for a nurser}', where the commoner things can

!

be grown, both as a matter of interest to watch cut-

ting growth, and to supply occasional wants and
[ deficiencies about the premises. The only fear in

j

such practices is that the disinclination to throw

(
away or destroy what may not be wanted leads the

I owner gradually to view what should be liis pets as

I

objects of commercial interest ; and when that feel-

I

uig arises, half the pleasure of pure horticulture de-

I

parts. Cuttings of most kinds of flowering shrubs

root well iftaken off just before they begin to shoot,

and inserted lull two-thirds of their length in a bor-

der of rich, light soil, prciiared in a partially shaded
place for them.

Almost all kinds of hardy oniamental trees will

graft on kindred species, so that when any kind
' proves objectionable, others more favored may be
grafted on them, and a change thus be effected with-

out much labor and time. Several kinds may also be

I

grafted on one tree, and thus interesting combina-
tions be made on the same plant. In the latter case

the weakest growing kinds should be placed near
the top of the tree, and stronger kinds lower down,
so as to make the growth ultimately equal. Hardy
Perpetual Roses are often budded on the Manetti

^^
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stock, which rendere the bloom much stronger and

finer
'

and, many say, the plants more hardy "'"^

durable ;
but suckers from them are very fre(iucnt,

and i|- not taken olF, they ultimately destroy the rose

gnil'tedon them, looses should be examined now,

and any such suckers that may have before escaped

notice "be taken off. t^ome are not able to dislin-

•niixh Manetti IJose suckers from tlie "good" roses;

and others will be in doubt whether their roses were

budded or not, especially as some rose-growers

grow their roses by grafting scions on pieces of

roots, and sell them as "roses on their own roots."

But oven these at times jiroduce suckers, and the

safest plan for those who are not well acfpiainted

with the stock is to take off all suckers that spring

from their roses at or near the surface of the

ground.

Roses like new and fresh soil, and the ever-bloom-

in'' kinds, such as Tea, China, Bourbon, and Koi-

seue may be removed every other year to other

parts' of the tlower-garden without much injury to

their Ilowering the same season. They must be

pruned severely, however.

April is the month when every one visits his

neighboring florist's greenhouse in search of new or

choice bedding plants. A great many new intro-

ductions of last year are now getting cheap, and

will be fully tested on their merits this season. For

instance, the new Chinese Dianlhuses, Silenc rubella

alba Pyrethrums, Cuphea Danielsiana, Double '/.m-

nia,'Gazania splendens, &e. It is singular how long

it takes a plant to become new and popular. To the

father of the writer of this, the horticultural world is

probably indebted for the preservation of the Ga-

zmia splcndcns,or uniflora asa variety was called m his

time • and nearly twenty years ago the writer called

attention to its merits as a bedding plant in one of

tlie gardening periodicals of the day. But that was

in a moistcr and cooler climate, and our experience

then with it does not warrant us in believing rt

"will do well in hot, sunny places."

Climbing vines are great objects of interest in a

flower-garden. Very pretty conceits may be formed

out of them in connection with baskets, mounds,

pillars, trellises, arbors, &c. The following art

some -ood ones that can be raised from seeds sown

now Calampelis scaber, Loasa aurantiaca, Lophos-

nermuin erubeseens, Nasturtiums, Thunbergias,

Tropa-olums, J*Iorning Glorys (Ipomwas), and Fu-

maria or corydalis. Kinds that are best set out as

plants, some p<ip"l">- onc^ are Solanum jasminoides,

Maurandia, three kinds, red, white, and blue Pas-

sion Flowers, Ipom.Ta Learii, I. ficifoha, Cobca

M ;,nd,ens, Senecio scandens, Mannetta glabra, and

l'li\>iaiilhus alliens.

In choosing plants from a florists for bedding, se-

lect such as are dwarf and stocky and liave been, if

possible, a little hatdened by exposure to the air.

Hanging vases for arbors, piazzas, and rooms

have become an "institution," and demand recog-

nition in this regular column. A list of six good

kinds of plants for the purpose, that can be ob-

tained anywhere, is: Tradescantia zebrir.a, Linaria

cymbalaria ("Kenilworth Ivy), Lysimachia nummu-

liiria CMoneywort j, Saxifraga toiiientosa, Sibthorpia

EuropiP, Selaginella (any of the IraiUng speeiesj,

Vinca major variegata.

We would repeat what we have before advised,

that the amateur should pay more attention to the

cultivation of florists' flowers, as a source of refin-

ing amusement. The Carnation, Auricula, Pansy,

Polyanthus, Phlox, &c., afford those who have no

greenhouse a cliance to enjoy this gratification

cheaply, as they require but the protection of frames

in winter. Gladiolus have been much improved the

few past years, and "everybody" grows them, as

they seem much at home in our climate. Kow is

the" time to set them out. The same applies to

Tuberoses. Box-edging may now be cut, tender

annuals sown, and the whole jilaee speedily put in

order to receive summer company.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
In dry soils and very southern localities, garden-

ing has already commenced in this department; but

very little can be done generally till now, for, in

spite of all that has been said of the advantages of

underdraining for so many years pa.«t, not one gar^

den in a hundred is so improved, though it is a well-

ascertained fact that such ground can be worked

much eariicr in spring. It is a great mistake to crop

ground till it is so dry that it will not compress

when trodden upon. Ground worked wlien wet is

the first to dry out when dry weather sets in. Peas,

potatoes, eariy cabbage, spinage, salsify, lettuce,

radishes, and onions require the first attention

among seeds ; and for permanent root crojis, aspar-

agus, rhubarb, sea-kale, horse-radish, parsley, and

herbs such as thyme, sage, &c. After this come

beans, late cabbage, carrots, parsnips, beets, leeks,

&e. ;
and towards the end of the month or begin-

ning of Jlay, tomatoes, egg-plants, peppers, celery

for early crops, cucumbers, melons, and the more

tender varieties.

Every one makes it an object to have vegetables

as eariy as possible ; and through our last two vol-

umes many hints have been given to bring crops

fonvard. "We saw in an agricultural paper some-

where, recently, the recommendation to scoop out

J _
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turnips, and fill with rich soil, anil set an egg-plant,
loinalo, or other desiR-d plant, one in each tumip,
keepinjilhem in the hotbed till time to set out, when
the turnip and all was jilanled. The idea struck us
as any thing but a bad one.

(Jommunirafionx.

THE NEW ROSES.
BT JOHN 8AUT-, -WASmNGTON CITY, D. C.

As there is no other flower so popular or univer-
sally grown as the rose, neither is there one in which
a greater improvement has been elTected by florists.
They have recently given us classes of Autumnals
which rival or exceed in beauty their namesakes of
June. Among those are the beautiful class of Per-
petual Moss, fully equalling, or surpassing, that class
of summer. Again are the beautiful li3brid Per-
petuals, exceeding in brilliancy of colorin-; the Gal-
lacas or Damasks, and rivalling in fragrance the
Provence. Other classes may be cited with claims
equally great.

The number of seedlings sent out annually of
those various classes is considerable. They are
principally raised by French florists

; though of late
|some of our own have sent out several good flo^vers

Cultivating considerably all the newer sorts, I
thought some remarks made from flowering plants
in my collection might be interesting to your read-
ers. We will begin with the finest class of all.

Htbkid Pekpetcal.
No others stand so high in Europe or this coun-

tiy. Perfectly hardy, for the most part vigorous
growers, with finely-formed flowers of every liue—
deliciously i>agrant. Among these, Ambroise Vers-
chaff-elt is a fine pun)lisli ro.sc, dark lilac edges lam-e
double, and of good liabit, vigorous, free grower'
beautiful. Anna Ale.xiefi- is a luxuriant grower and
free bloomer, color a clear rose, and "fine form.
Anna de Diesbach has been figured in "Paul's Rose
Annual for 18o9-'60," and highly comu.ended •

with me It fully maintains its high character • flow-
ers are very large, of a fine, clear rose color
Adroisee de Lyon is a most robust grower pro-
ducing large bold flowers, veo" double, crimson and
slate color. Armide has flowers of a rosy salmon
very distmct and fine, vigorous habit. Beaute de
Royhem, a rose occasionally edged and striped with
white and carmine, growth moderate. Bouquet de
Marie-we have here a color wanted in this class-
a pure white

;
the flowers individuallv are small but

produced in clusters like a Koisctte verv double'and
pretty, a vigorous grower. Comtessc de ChabriUant

[

—this exquisite ro.se is figured in "Paul's Rose An-
,

nual" for the present season ; we only occasionally
get so fine a flower, one that is destined to be m
popular as Geant des Batlailes, La Reine, Souvenir
de la .Alalmaison, Devoniensis, &c.

; flowers are a
beautiful rosy jiink, finely cupped, large and double
very sweet and good. Delamothe has flowers of a
shaded rose, large and double, of vigorous gro^vth
Eugene Alary gives flowers of violet rose beauti-
fidly cupped, large and douljle, a vigorous grower
beautiful. Eveque de Nimes-this flower is now
pretty well known, but I cannot pass it by without
a notice-one so gorgeous, flowers in form like a
rosette, large, double, of a brilliant purplish crim-
son, glowing, superb. Empereur de Maroc ap-
proaches, or quite equals, the old Tuscany Rose in
color, rich velvety maroon, of fine form

; this will
prove one of our standard flowers. Imporatrice
Eugenie, an exquisite gem, habit rather dwarf
white, sometimes tinted with rose, double, distinct
and beautiful. L'Abbe Feytel is a robust grower

!

givmg large double, fragrant flowers of brilliant

I

rose. Louis d' Antriche has deep violet flowers, very
I

large and double, a vigorous grower, fine. Louise

j

Magnan, a white, tinged with flesh, large, full flower
habit very vigorous. Madame Bruni has a most
vigorous habit, a free bloomer, color a delicate peach,
large and double, Provence-scented. Madame de
St. Genet is a robust grower, flowers a bright crim-
son, shaded with violet, large and double, a superb
rose. Madame Varin—an exquisitclv-formed flower
of a delicate pink color, large and double, a vigorous
grower. Mademoiselle Auguste promises (o bo a
standard flower, color a bright glossy pink, large
and double, fine shape, vigorous grower, magnifi-
cent. Mademoiselle Boyer is a vigorous grower
flowers glossy pink, cupped, finely-shaped, large
and full. Mademoiselle Haiman—in this variety we
have a new and lovely color, brilliant cerese not
very double, finely cupped. Misnard is a bright
crimson rose, light edges, fine shape, vigorous
grower, a very beautiful rose. Oderic Vital, a verj'
robust-growing variety, flowers are very large
double, of a silvery rose. Queen of Denmark has
been figured in the "Rose Annual" for 185!)-'00-
color lilac flesh, transparent, very large and double,'
finely shaped, a magnificent flower. Triomphe
d'Avranches is a beautiful brUliant crimson very
large and double, a superb rose. Virginal, superia-
tively beautiful, pure white, large and double of
excellent shape, growth moderate, very distinct.'

BoiniBON Perpetcals.
This class, less numerous than the former has

given some pretty flowers. Lord Elgin is a v'igor
ous grower, of fine habit, flowers blackish-purple

IS)
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nearly intermediate between Elizc SauvagcandDe

vonicnsis, which it appears to be, large, full, and of

fine form. President—this fine new Tea has been
and erimson, a verj- beautiful and distinct new

flower Lord Pahnerston has flowers cherry red,

full, fine form, profuse bloomer,
^;1';';;»; ^°^;;,';: : j:;;,.;;,-;;;: p;;., ;„ ,us -Annual" for 18r,9--G0, and

-"^.r anf^r:>^vr;:o.r ^:.S;.
: more rccLuly by Moore in ,be ..r.....^. oolor

Thomas Kivers has fully con>c up to ,ts reputation

the past season, bright rose, with deep centre, large

and double, a vigorous grower and free bloomer.

BouuBON Roses.

In this class we have a few good novelties, though

of 1-itc years it has not increased in numbers as

the Hybrid Perpetuals. Cmtesse de Barbantanne

is of ciwarf habit, flowers flesh-color, large, ull and

finely shaped, a very beautiful flower Dr. B-th

is a brilliant cherry red, large and double, of f nc

form and vigorous growth. General Blanehard-

the habit of ijrowtli is nioderate, flowers transparent

rose good shape, double, a pretty flower. L Aven.r

rose, shaded with salmon, large, full and of hne

form, growth very vigorous, superb. Socrates,

deep rose, centre apricot, large and double, a vigor-

ous grower, fine.

!>>

THE CINERARIA.

BY W. KE.^TINC1, liAVOU S.VU.\, I..\.

It is not always that we see this nice and useful

flower i;r<iwn or bloomed as it can and ought to be

with but little expense and trouble if it is done in

season and properly. In a climate like our's, (in-

deed, in any,; the chief success depends on the first

efi-orts ; that is, get the plants well established ere

r;J^Tvb3n;:^o;^randf;e flower, a brilliant I ;V^-
i ,ow my seed the latter end of Augu.t

rose Hr.'e"full and of good form. Madame Mare-
;„ j,„„s ball-filled with broken pot-sherds, usmg a

chal! flowers L clear flesh, white edges, double, ' compost of ecjual parts of peat, leaf-mould,^ and

moderate growth, very good. Monsieur Jard ma>

be classed among the vigorous growers color a

cheny red, large and double, very beautiful. Oc-

tave Fontaine, white, tinted with flesh-color, fine

form, growth moderate, a very beautiful flower.

Omcr Pacini is of moderate growth, color brilliant

crimson, large and full, a superb rose. Souvenir dc

sand, well broken, mixed, and sifted. 1 put the

coarse siftings over the pot-sherds; fill with the fine;

press the whole nicely with the bottom of a flower-

pot; sow the seed; cover lightly, and then water

with a fine rose-pot. A close frame, set on coal-

ashes and facing the north is, by far, the best posi-

tion to i.lace them in at this warm season ;
for in

Sx;"m^t^^^-Ui of Ihis is moderate, color
;
..lis way the direct rays of the sun do not strike

liS^cZZ dazfling, lar.c and double, one of the ' tUe glass. And by sprinkling and shade, the atmos-

Sest ~'scs in J^ ch.s.
,

pherc is kept moist and humid,-.wo essential

.o™ko.s. ^,_j,>''^::^---;i':5™;rt?admitted;

^''^"^Sth '^:>: .>^:."5i - Hm.^'r :
I

bu;\;::r:i:e«Jren^ ^

Isabella Gray, but flowers said to expand 1 et e
,

|

-
,;;' ^

^^^ ^J ,.^,„,^,^ ,„ ,„eir former

which has proved to be the aise w. h me, riel jd-
, ^^^^^^^^^^^^ „ ,,., ,, „,ce days. This

low, large and very double, growth vigorous, olag
^

lU r

; , ^Veessarv to adhere to each time the

beautiful, a superb rose. Miulemoisele Anstide a ^ ';; " ^L^; ^, ^ „„ ,,,, „.ey cover the

careful to get them up with soil attached to llieir

large and double.
j
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^j^^y 1^^,^.^ fii,„i Oieir pots with

lE.v-scENTED.
, , i„,^^,^. 1 ,.„,„, shift into larger, arid continue to do so until

We have here many good nc^^ sort
. -y^' ™^''^;

1

'

.,, ^ ,„n.euient size, say eight or nine-inch

a rosy fawn, dark centre, large and lull, gunMh
) ""^ '

^^.^^ , ,,,^ ,^ ^.^ t,,„ ,,,,i,

moderate. Gcmrd Desbois is a vigorous grower,
,

"r^
J''^

;;'
, af-moukl, and one of well-rotted

flowers bright red, large and double, verj- showy, a

-JJ^^nZ w . a libeial upplv of sand. This to

fine new flower. Homer, flowers -e, cent- -1 «—^ ^^ ^ .^^.^^ .iu'i pots well drained will

mon and llesli, variable, large.,

^^;J^;^^^
'

s r';uc:;ess under any circumstances, climate, &c.

fiill and of flue'form, beautiful. Madame W illiam—

tills flower I have bloomed the past two summers,

maintained its character as one of

and remove decayed leaves, &c. ;
and as they pro-

gress in growth, more room must be giveu. N«

plant, perhaps, is more impatient of heat—artificialtlusnoweri Jm^e m..u...^.. ...^ r .- • , -
, is more impatient ot Heat—artinciai p
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frame -well protected. As the skill of the grower

may devise, the best place for them till coming into

flower, when, of course, they will be removed to

the stove-house or conser\atory, there to repay

with their beauty all the interest bestowed on them.

Some prefer pinching the flower-stems, but I do

not ; for by leaving them, they produce better and

more robust blooms. And again, if pinched, they

are too liable to become straggling or uneven, and

much of their beauty is diminished. If they are

wanted for exhibitions, cave must be bestowed on

forming tlie phmts and making even the heads of

bloom. This is done by pressing the young shoots

down, or by t^-ing a string under the rim of the pot,

and laying a few small sticks across, fasten them to

the string, and then tic as they advance, keeping

them both dwarf and even. I need hardly remark

that good named varieties must be grown for the

latter purpose ; and when done blooming, cut down
and planted out on a shady border in a rich sand}'

soil. Attend to them with water, and in August or

September take the young root-shoots and pot

singly into small pots, and follow the directions

given.

I promised success under all circmiistances. I did

so for two reasons. The first is, I never saw a fail-

ure, and I lived with a man for three 3-ears who took

the first prize at one of the first ^Metropolitan E.xhi-

bitions in Europe for a number of yeare. The other

reason is, when I came here to the South as

gardener last fall, Mrs. Fort, who is passionately

fond of flowers, told me it was ditficult, if not im-

possible, to grow them in this warm climate ; but

now she evinces the greatest pleasure and some sur-

prise in daily viewing their health and strengtli.

If it would interest any of the readers of your val-

uable journal, I will be but too pleased to inform

them of my future mishaps or success with the cine-

raria. [Please do.

—

Ed.]
»•»

A CHEAP HOT-WATER PROPAGATING-
TANE.
BY M.

The principle of heating by hot water flowing

through open tanks was first invented by Mr. Ren-
dle, a nurserj-man at Plymouth, England, about

twenty years ago. For a time it attracted great at-

tention. The simplicity of its principle and the

economy with which it distributed heat, together

with the moisture combined with it, seemed to '

foreshadow its universal application to all purjioses

where bottom-heat was required. Like many more
good principles, however, it was fotmd, in time, to

be expensive, through the difllculty of preventing

leakage, imless tanks very costl}- in the first

outlay were employed, and consequently the system
has fallen into disrejiute.

Believing that the principle was capable of a
cheaper application, the following tank was con-
structed tliree seasons ago, as an experiment ; but it

proved so efficient, tliat it has been suflered to re-
main as at first put up, without any alteration, modi-
fication, or repairs. In fact, matters, which from
their supposed weakness indicated but a temporary
use for the structure, proved its strong points, and
the acme of its perfection.

The tank is built on strong trussels, in and at the
place where it is to stand. It is formed of one-inch
white pine boards, with their side edges planed
quite true by a good workman, and not tongued or
grooved. Tongueing and grooving is au evil. The
end edges are cut quite square. Tlie end edges are,
in a manner, tongued and grooved

; but lio° p-iron
is used for the tongue, and a groove is made in each
of the two meeting edges of the boards by a saw,
and the iron forming the tongue driven tightly into
the groove thus made. The iron corrodes a little in
the wood, and a water-tight joint is effected.

-Fig. 2. Across the top of the tank, every four
or five feet apart, hoop-iron is stretclicd

and carried down the sides of the tank
Cwhieh arc six inches deepj, and is

(listened to the edges ofthe bottom boards
of the tank. This prevents any spread-
ing out by weight of water in, or pots
or soil on the top of the tank. As a
covermg to the tank, weather-boarding
is used. Slate was thought of; but on
a careful balancing of advantages and
disadvantages, profit and loss decided

on wood. Leaking was the only point

feared from a tank so cheaply con-
structed. To guard against this, the

tank was filled with water, and a hot
fij-e, on a sunny day, made in tlie house.

The water in the tank kept the joints

cIo.sed, while the external heat caused
tlie joints on the outside to open near an
eighth ofan inch, into this caulldng ("pitch

and tow^ was firmly plugged, the ope-

ration occupying one man two hours,

and it has kept perfectly tight to this day.

Fig. 3 is a "ground-plan" ofthctank,

the arrows showing the circulation of

the water, which enters the tank at n,

passes roimd the division-board b to the

return -pipe c.

The circulation is effected by the connection of a

small boiler and lead-pipes with the tank ("Fig. 1).

a is the cast-iron square boiler, bought in a second-

o
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liand iion store. It liolds about two or three quarts

of water, is about fifteen inches square, and forms

the hciul of tlie furnace below (b), of which c is the

rtuc. c is the return-pipe, placed near the end at the

Fi/T. 1.

by many enterprising nurserymen and amateurs in

different jiarts of our country, to the great satisfac-

tion of the writer of this chapter, who feels more

pride in the substantial advancement of the interests

of horticulture and horticulturists, than anxiety for

any i>articular credit his humble labors may be

worth.

Since writing the above, an article in the Country

Gentleman, by Mr. J. Salter, of Rochester, details a

very expensive affair erected bj- that gentleman, the

inside lined with lead, &c., and which contains the

astonishing announcement that the system of heat-

ing houses by shallow hot-water tanks, instead of

pipe.s, ori'jinnled with him! But the description of

misapplied jjower the article furnishes, shows that

Mr. Salter was not really acquainted with the history

of tauk-heatiug, and that in the originalitj- of his

idea he is, honesUy mistaken.

furnace-door, which is the coldest part of the boiler.

/ is the llow-pipe, at the warmest end of the boiler.

The pipes are of lead, soldered on to the cast-iron

nipples of the boiler at tj, the whole of which is im-

bedded in the brick and mortar work of the furnace,

the flue of which (c) runs along in the house under

the tank.

It was supposed that the circulation w_uld be

aided by making the return-pipe (e) larger than the

How (f), and by carrying the How two inches above

the bottom of the tank, where it curves a little (h);

i being the bottom, and k the end of the tank,

which, as represented in Fig. 2, is thirty feet long

by three wide. Leather washers are put around the

pipes at their connection with the tank, white-lead

put under them, and nailed closely down with tacks

to prevent leakage there. With Ijut two inches of

water in the tank, and a moderate li.e, the tempera-

ture of the water at the flow-pipes is 120\ at the

return 90o, having lost 30^ in its circuit of sixty

feet. "When there is necessity of a very strong tire

on cold nights, three or more inches of water is put

in the tank, which keeps it from getting too hot.

The whole of this structure, including tank, i)ipes,

and boiler, ("furuace and flue had been built before, J

labor and materials was under twenty-five dollars,

and is deemed as durable and substantial as if one

hundred dollars had been spent on it. "Nothing

new" is claimed for the principles, as "the critics"

may be informed in advance ; but for substantiality

and cheapness, it cannot be, perhaps, surpassed.

Hundreds have been since built on the same model

LANDSCAPE-GARDENING.
BY TIIOM.VS MCCI.UKIE, WESTEllI.Y, R. I.

It has been asked, Is landscape-gardenimj an at I or a

trade? I should saj' it is as much one as the other.

Mechanical arts are trades. The fine arts are more

scientific, and call forth a greater exercise of mind,

refinement, and natural good taste. Landscape-gar-

dening ma)' be defined as a science, practical in its

developments. It embraces good taste in arrange-

ment, combined with scientific and practical garden-

ing, ai)plied to beautify the land.scajie.

Simple gardening, or gardening without landscape

prefixed, is also a science, practical in its develop-

ments. It embraces botany and a knowledge of the

various kinds of care each plant requires. Chemistry

also aids it.

Landscape-gardening, like good taste, is a gift,

and every lover of the fine arts is supposed to pos-

sess the gift of good taste. The height of good

taste is tlie love of nature. But it is necessary first

to familiarize ourselves with nature's forms, before

we can form a model of taste.

It is the pursuit of every good gardener to know
the real character of the plants he is dealing with.

It is the gardener's business to assist nature and pro-

vide for the wants of the plant, that it may develope

itself in healthy beauty. So, on these grounds, wc
would claim that it takes a gardener to be a /anrfsrapi?-

gardencr.

I would not count a man not a landscape-gardener

because he was not born and brought up in a garden;

but he shoidd be a practical gardener. It is the study

of a lifetime to be a proficient in all the branches of

gardening, and too much time cannot be afforded to

mere extraneous branches.
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I would not blame the Frenchman, German, or

New Yorker with the faults 3Ir. Woodward pro-

poses. But too much of au_v thing is a hindrance,

—not more so to gardening, in particular, than to

any thing else.

I never meant to say that because a man may be

a proficient in any other business, that lie is unfitted

for the duties of a landscape-gardener; but he is

unqualified to beautify the landscape to an exalted

degree of porlection, unless he is or has been a prac-

tical gardener.

As illustrative of these views, I would further rc-

nnirk: First. Landscai)e-gardening is gardening/.—
The .MAKING UE.iUTiFUi. b}' the scientific and prac-

ticid application of planting, digging, levelling,

mounding, dressing, building, or removing unsightly

objects. Also manuring, draining, and general im-

provement of the soil, that grass, trees and flow-

ers, vegetables and fruit maj' grow to perfection

when planted. And it is of the utn\ost importance

that the designer should be able to direct the work,

or to do it. If he is not, his qualifications to design

are of the most limited nature. lie may sec the

castle or garden in the air, but he cannot command
the material to make it permanent. He may think

he can go to the nursery and get what trees suit

him, and so on ; but the trees will not remain as he

plants them. The big tree, costing five dollars, will

be outstripped in three or four years b}' the little one

at its side that you paid twenty-five cents fur ; and

that handsome little evergreen that he planted on

the walk, will probably have to be cut down or

trimmed out of shape in two years, because its

branches will extend twenty feet in diameter in a

very little while. Paint remains where the painter

puts it, but your trees mn awaj- and spoil the pic-

ture.

And so a gardener must know the proportions

that his trees will attain. He has this foreknow-

ledge to govern his taste in creation of landscape

scenery.

A farmer, to have healthy stock, must know how
to feed them. Chickens and horses do not feed

alike ; neither do plants, and a gardener knows their

necessities. Science is often lost without a know-
ledge of minute practical details. Even Bamum
has been humbugged by the lack of it. 'While on

his farm at Bridgeport he read in the New York

Herald, that to steep potatoes in copperas-water for

a given time, would prevent the rot. It is said he

did so, and planted them ; so they did neither rot

nor grow. And an inexperienced hand in tree-

planting, when attempting grace and ease in design,

may produce the reverse by injudicious combination.

A doctor sent an order to an apothecary for two

articles, to he applied separately to a patient ; but as

"separately" was not mentioned in tlic order, (1110

doctor thought it unnecessary, supposing the apotlie-

cary slioidd know,; the ai)othec;iry p\il up the arti-

cles in one bottle. The doctor coming in, inquired,

"What have you done? Don't you know that

these combined make a deadly poison?" The

aiJOthecjiry laughingly applied the bottle to his

mouth, and said, "Haven't I drank tliem repeated-

ly"?" then fell backwards and died.

So in gardening,—things well enough by them-

selves work badly togctlier. An injudicious appli-

cation of fcMtiliziTS will kill a tree or plant, and an

injudicious combination of trees, &c., will kill all

harmony.

Landscape-gardening is not absurdly inexcessable.

If you are a good gardener, you only want to add

the gift of good taste, and improve the combination.

JIark what has been done in the art, and excel it if

you can.

]\Iany a good horticulturist and florist arc not

skilled nor have the taste to lay out grounds ; but

from the gardeners we would select or make the

landscape-gardeners, as a captain woidd select a mate

from experienced navigators.

All the absurdity concerning architects, surveyors,

civil engineers, draughtsmen, and painters becoming

landscape-gardeners, is that they should, all at once,

become possessed of those acquirenients that take

professional men a lifetime to learn !

I never read Mr. Copelaud's work on the subject,

but am pleased to think my views agrefe with his.

NOTES ON THE LAWN GRASS SUBSTI-
TUTE-SPERGULA PILIFERA.

BY B. C. TOWXSEND, ESQ., BAY KIDGE, LONG ISL.\ND,

AND n. W. SARGENT, ESQ., WODENETHE, N. Y'.

The following is an extract of a note from Mr.

Townscnd, received too late for oiu' last number.

We enclosed it to Mr. Sargent in tlie interim, and

have been favored with further particulars from him,

and the two letters together will be read with great

interest by the whole public who have been watch-

ing for the earliest reliable information on the

subject.

"With regard to ^Ir. Townsend's obsen'ation on

the sand of Long Island we may remark, that the

English themselves have conceded its unfitness for

such soils, and recommend for this, instead, the

Spergula procumbens, which, they say, does well in

sandy places. The following are Mr. Townsend's

observations

:

" TiiE Spergula is greatly eulogized in England,

and, although there is even there some little hesita-

n(c)
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tion to entirfly endorse its use in sonie quarters, yet

the bulk of the testimony seems to be in favor of

introducing it in all gardens where high finish is re-

([uired, and for lawns even of considerable size, as

it saves the great labor with the scythe, and only

needs rolling say once a week. I am somewhat
discouraged in my own trials of it; but as I live in

a decidedly sandy district and did not prepare soil

especially for it, it may be that the trial is not a fair

one, and if it answers in localities where a loamy
soil abounds, and answers well or stands the intense

heat of summer, I should, on learning that it thus

succeeded, feel inclined to prepare soil especially

adapted to its culture. On my return from England

in Jul_v la^t, where I had seen it doing finely with

the heavy rains thej- had there, I was mucli pleased

to see mj-plot fwhich was planted early from young
plants pricked from pots from seed sown early, and,

by-the-bye, the seed germinates very readilj"J look-

ing of a fine healthy green, and completely covering

the soil, although single plants were pricked in at

about two inches apart. It thus spreads and
covers the surface close and evenly. But in the

months of August and September, what with the

intense heat and want of rain, it began to die out in

great brown patches, looking altogether in a very

wretched condition, showing it to be, in a sandy

soil, altliough well and deeply trenched, quite un-

suitable. The fall rains seemed to revive it, and
from the bare spots the roots began to start again

and throw a new growth thinl3-, but it never recov-

ered a decent appearance. It is now covered with

snow, and what its condition may be next spring

remains to be seen ; but unless I am encouraged by

trials in other quarters or soils which may seem
better adapted to its culture, I shall aliandon the at-

tempt to grow it.

"For those who know the labor connected with

the proper keeping of a lawn in this countrj', even

with the patent mowers, this grass promised a great

relief, and in my district much interest is felt in the

matter. If, therefore, you can, from other exjjeri-

ence, encourage us to persevere, I should be glad to

know it. If not, ]>erhaps the experience here nar-

rated may save much unnecessary labor of the same
kind ; fur there are, doubtless, many like myself

either in a quandarj- or possessing information which

we all want."

Under date of February 2."), 5Ir. Townsend writes

:

"Since I wrote last, the snow has disappeared,

and my plot of it looks wretched, indeed. I feel al-

most certain that it will not succeed on sandy soils.

The sun in the height of the season will destroy it."

Jlr. Sargent writes

:

"I cannot reallv sav anv thiuir definite about the

Sporgula. It certainly has not gone on progress-

ively improving, and yet it has not failed suiBciently

to warrant its rejection without further trial. I

should say, in a few words, that it certainly seems

to do l)elter in the winter than in the summer ; or

rather to stand the winter better than the summer.

Even this remark shoidd be qualified, because it has

not been tried fby me, at least, J in an open winter.

Under snow, and even under transparent ice, it

comes out beautifully green and fresh, and continues

to hold its color pcrfectl}- well uncovered since the

snow has disappeared, though every lawn tliat sur-

rounds it is quite brown.

"I think I could venture to say, from two win-

ters' experience, that I do not fear the cold. But I

am not so sure about the heat. The experience of

your correspondent from Bay Ridge is similar to

mine. In July and August it certainly does get

spotty and die back in brown patches, which would

destroy its Value for a lawn ; and yet I do not know
that it looks worse than many young; lawns do in se-

vere droughts.

"I have observed that when the sods get tliick

("some of mine are from two to three inches thickj

and form a deep, dense mat, like a piece of green

velvet three or four times doubled, that the sun does

not affect them, but they preserve their color and

elasticity through the hottest weather, but patches

of it, only one-quarter to one-half an inch thick,

scorch and wither irregularly.

"I cannot, therefore, help hoping that when the

sods get well establi-shed, thick and tough, that the

heavy, dense, closely -packed mat they form, aided

by the deeply-descending roots, may make it valua-

ble in the same way as an old sod resists drought

when a newly-laid-down lawn will not.

" I shall certainly act upon this impression for

another year before I abandon it ; for I am not with-

out belief that we may be able to establish it in this

country, though it will require longer lime and more

perseverance than in the moister climate of Eng-

land."

ToRREY-^ (iiiASDis is, in its native habitat, a noble

tree, rising to the height of 100 feet, and i)erfectly

hardy ; so much so, as to have stood the last winter

out of doors at Hamburgh.

C. D. Goodrich's Seepi.ixo Pot.\toes.—In the

Prairie Farmer of Dec. C, Oliver Taylor, of Loudon,

Virginia, who has thoroughly tested Mr. Goodrich's

seedling potatoes, among which are the "Early

Peruvian," sa\-sit has not its equal in all the charac-

teristics of a good potato, also the "Garnet Chili"

and "Xew Kidney," which have many good quali-

ties.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL ESSAY.
Bmd hf/on tht Ftruit-Orowtrt' AstoctatUm <>f Swttem P,-nn»ylrania at Us iUdiiig in Wat Cliater, on the 13<A day uf Junt, 1S60.

BV 9. S. KATHVON, ENTOMOLOGIST OF THE ASBOCIATIOK.

(^Continued from Page 71.)

INJURIOUS INSECTS.

As to the remedies to be employed for the dcstrui^tion of insects, much remains for development; and

therefore I would suggest to gardeners and fruit-growers, that they avail themselves of all the means that

may come to their knowledge, unless they have reason to believe that the remedy would be worse than the

disease, and would involve the injury of their vegetables and trees to a greater extent than if the insects

were not disturbed. Many of the remedies employed, however, for preventing the curculio from attacking

fruit, can do no harm, if they do no good; at the same time they betray a great ignorance of the capabilities

of the insect. Smearing the trunks of the trees with a band of tar or other sticky substance, or tying raw
cotton around them to prevent the insect from walking up the tree to get at the fruit, seems to be a very

simple contrivance to baffle such an enemy as Ihe cunnilio is. It must be borne in mind that this insect is

provided with an ample pair of wings, which lie folded up under its rough wing-covers, and that, when
occasion requires, it can also make ample use of them. Spreading a sheet under the tree and jarring it,

morning and evening,—when the insect mimics death and will drop into the sheet, and should be imme-

diately burned, for he does not long continue thus to "act the possum,"—seems to be the most practic.il

remedy. There are some insects, however, that may be prevented from ascending trees by the employment

of gum, or tar, or some other sticky substance, either smeared on the bark or on a rim of leather or paper

placed around the trunk of the trees. There are a number of destructive caterpillars, the female parents

of which are destitute of wings ; and as some of these undergo their transformations in the ground, when
they come out they cannot ascend into the tree to deposit their eggs, for their progress up its trunk will be

interrupted by the contrivance alluded to. But there must be frequent renewals of this smearing,

and it must be of such consistency as not soon to harden, in order to have the intended effect.

At the proper season the flowers of the ^ilanthus should be collected and dried and kept for such occasions

as they may be needed. A decoction of these flowers, or of tobacco, or of soap and salt, or of lime-water,

is often useful for the expulsion of aphides, rose-bugs, cucumber-beetles, and other insects, if assiduously

applied and at the proper time. With these remarks, [ conclude this part of the subject, and call the atten-

tion of the Society to the consideration of a few species of insects that are our most eSicient auxiliaries in

reducing the population of those insects that are hurtful to vegetation.

BENEFICIAL INSECTS.
In this concluding part of my remarks I propose to introduce a few of the insects beneficial to man, or not

his enemies, in order to contrast them with those described as noxious or hurtful.

1st. Cinindela sezguilata. Fab. " Green Tiger Beetle." Plate IV. fig. 1. Length, half an inch ;
color, a

bright green, sometimes a blueish green; three small white spots on each wing-cover, one at the end and

the other two on the outer margin, the upper one of which is about midway between the base and apex of

the wing-cover; in some specimens one or more of these white spots are wanting, and in others they

entirely disappear; legs and antenna, long and slender, and of the same green color; eyes and mandibles,

prominent. In its habit it is predaceous, and lives on other insects, of which it destroys immense numbers,

both in its larva and perfect state. The larva of this insect burrows in the ground, where it traps insect

prey. In the perfect state it is found above ground along beaten paths in warm days, on the constant look-

out for other insects. This species is not so common as some others, but wider diffused.

li. Cicindela genero'ia, Dc'y. "New York Tiger Beetle." Plate IV. fig. 2. Length, from five-eighths

to three-quarters of an inch ; color, dark bronze ; a wide margin of white around the outer edges of the

wing-covers, with three white marks running across them from the margin towards the middle, one of

which is longest, very nearly reaching to the suture, and is bent, at nearly a right angle, backwards, and

terminates in a round or recurved end ; the antennoe and the legs are a dark green metallic color, and not

so long and slender as in the immediately foregoing species. This is the largest species of Cicindela in the

United States of which I have specimens, and perhaps the very largest. It is more frequently found in

New York State, and in Northern Pennsylvania than in the southern districts of the State. Our common
species, C. cuh/aris, Say, resembles this species very much, only it is not quite so large. As their habits

are all very similar, therefore, for all practical purposes, a figure of one is as good as that of another, for

they cannot fail to impress the form of the insect upon the minds of those who once see them.

03'P^^( '̂^gHr
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2inl. Cicindda b!anda, Dcj. "Missouri Tiger Beetle." Plate IV. fig. 3. Length, three-eighths of an

inch; color, light brown, slightly metallic; outer margin of the wing-covers dull white, with two bent

streaks of white running in from the margin towards the centre ; underneath, a shiny metallic deep green

;

legs and antennrc, long and very delicate. Fig, 4 is the larva of a Cicindda, showing the general form, in

order that they may bo recognized by the amateur when they are seen. They are a yellowish or dusky

grub, with powerful jaws, and a hump upon the back of the eighth segment, with a pair of hooks or spines

bent forward upon it. It is by means of this instrument that this grub throws the earth up out of il«

burrow, which is a perpendicular hole, in which it secretes itself and watches for its prey. This species is

very abundant in Missouri and other Western States ; found also in Pennsylvania and elsewhere. The

same in liabils as the foregoing. In 1853 there were fifty-eight species of these insects catalogued and

described under the yenua Cicindda, as inhabiting the Liiited .States. The three species here exhibited will

be sullicient to form an idea of what the insect is. They must, however, not be confounded by the super-

ficial with the genus Donucea, to which they have some resemblance, and which are plant-feeders.

3rd. Galerita Americana, Fab. "Large Bomardier." Plate IV. fig. h. Length, about seven-eighths of

an inch ; color of the thorax, a light or reddish brown ; the head and under body, black ; the wing-covers,

black, with a blueish velvety tinge; antenna;, a darker brown than the thorax, especially the intermediate

joints; legs and antennae, long and formed for running. In the absence of a common name for this beetle,

I have called it the "large bombardier," to distinguish it from the true bombardiers, which are smaller in

size and belong to the genus Brachynus. When surprised, the true bombardiers are capable of making a

gaseous explosion, whence their common name. They are all predaceous in their habits, and are, there-

fore, insect friends to us. There are four or five species of Galerita and over thirty species of Brachynus

known to entomologists in the United States, and about fifty species belonging to genera intermediate

between them. Partial to low, moist grounds.

4th. Calosoma scrutator. Fab. "Green Calosoma." Pl.ite IV. fig. 6. Length, from an inch and a

quarter to an inch and a half; wing-covers, a briglit green color, finely lined lengthwise and with a narrow

bright coppery margin ; legs, steel blue ; underneath streaked crosswise with green and brassy or coppery

bands ; head, dark metallic green or bronze ; legs, long and amply fitted for running. This is a most beau-

tiful and useful insect, and is widely difl^used, although not so abundant as some other species. A smaller

species, very similar to this one (C Willcuxii Lee. J, is very abundant in Maryland, and perhaps, also, in

other Southern States. I have often found this insect, and also another species of nearl)- the same size, but

of a uniform black color, with a narrow blue margin fC externum, SayJ, mashed flat upon the ground;

no doubt intentionally trodden upon by persons who mistakenly supposed it to be an insect enemy, for the

insect is too active for this to occur so often accidentally.

5th. Calosoma calidum, Fab. or " Golden-spotted Calosoma." Plate IV. fig. 7. Length, about one inch;

color, black above and beneath; three rows of bright brassy or coppery spots upon ca.-h wing-cover; thorax,

short ; legs, long and formed for running ; antenna;, moderately long and slender. This is the most common
species of this genus we have out of the thirteen native ones that constitute it. These insects are genera'

favoiiles among European gardeners, by whom all their merits are thoroughly known. These are the

insects to which allusion has been made as having been colonized in gardens to protect vegetation from the

destructive insects which attack it both above and underground; and I have introduced them here in order

to familiarize with their appearance those who may feel an interest in them.

Fig. 8 is the larva of the genus Calosoma. They are usually a yellowish or dirty-white grub with six

legs ; the head and thorax or first segment black, sometimes glossy black, and a black scale or shield on

each segment, larger or smaller, according to the species. These scales do not quite cover the back, the

naked flesh of the segments, surmounted by little concretions or warts, extending beyond. They live in

the ground, and destroy the worms and grubs of otiier insects. They are said, also, to come above ground,

and even to ascend trees, in company with the mature insect, in quest of the various caterpillars that infest

them. I have found them under logs of wood and in stone-piles, but not very common. Like all darkling

or ground-beetles, neither the larvEE nor the mature insects are often seen, except when surprised under a

cover, and when they come abroad they quickly secrete themselves at the le.ist approach of danger.

Cth. Carabus carinatus, Dej., or " Keeled Carabus." Plato IV. fig. 9. Length, from seven-eighths to

(me inch; color, dull black; wing-eovers, finely lived with three rows of longish raised marks of unequa

lengths on each, like telegraphic writing; antenna;, about half the length of the insect, and legs long and
rmed for running. Fig. 10, the larva of the genus Carabus. Length, one inch, more or less, according

^^W^
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lo tho species ; color, dull or shining black; the segmcnU lapping each other on the baclc like scales
;
legs,

antenna; and palpi, prominent; tho terminal segment bicaudatc, or ending with two lobes or points. We

have some fifteen or twenty species of these insects in the United States, that have been already described,

and on the Continent of Europe the number of species is more than three times that number. They also

belong to the Carnivcrous Beetles, and, from tho fact of their being generally hid during the day under

stones or in dark places, they have received the common name of "Darkling Beetles '

"th. Plate IV. fig. 11. Chkcneus sericeus, Forster. " Green Musk Beetle." Length, about five-eighths of

an inch ; color, a rich, lustrous dark green above, and d.irk brown below ; legs, pale yellowish, or very light

brown; antennae, yellow at the base, and brown intermediately and at the ends. These insects are tolerably

abundant in low grounds and meadows, and are very pretty, but scamper off with the greatest alacrity when

surprised.

Sth. Chlancus nemoralit, Say, or " Musk Beetle." Plate IV. fig. 12. Length, about half an inch
;
color

of the thorax, green; the color of the wing-covers is a changeable velvety brown; legs and antenna;, a

light brown. Forty or fifty species of those are known to naturalists. They have a strone, pungent, and

musky smell. They are seldom found abroad during daylight, but they, nevertheless, do good service

under ground, or during tho night, when they go abroad in search of prey.

9th. Harpalks Pennsylvanicus, DeG. Haipalus faunus, Si^y. Plate IV. figs. 14 and 15. Length, about

halfan inch; the color of fig. 14 is black, and that of fig. 15 a light brown; legs and antenna;, a dirty white

or whitish-brown; wing-covers, finely lined lengthwise. These are two examples of one of our most

common "Ground Beetle," and are widely distributed throughout tho country. There are about fifty

species of the genus Harpalus, but there are at least four hundred species of allied genera between it and

Chlmieus. A few of these are suspected of feeding on vegetation, as well as on animal food. I think, on

the whole, we may regard them as our friends, until we can convict them of some overt act of infidelity.

10th. Pangus calijinosus, Fa.h. "Black Earth Beetle." Plate IV. fig. 13. Length, about one inch;

color, uniformly dull or shining black; wing-covers, marked longitudinally with numerous raised lines.

This is a very common insect, found in nearly all localities and nearly all seasons of the year. It is only

excelled in numbers by figs. 14 and 15. Sometimes found crossing a path, but generally hid among grass

or stones, or under wood or fences.

nth. Dicalus dilfUnlus, Sny. "Dilated Earth Beetle." Phile IV. fig. 1(5. Length, three-quarters of

an inch; color, shining black; body, thickened; wing-covers, with deep longitudinal raised lines; thorax,

indented behind, and united evenly with the base of the wing-covers. About thirty species ot these

insects are known to inhabit the United States. They are common as far north as the State of Maine and

as far south as Alabama, to my knowledge, having received them from both those States, as well as

intermediate localities.

GRAPES IN THE MOUNTAINS OP NEW YORE.
BT WILLI.VM A. -WOODWAED, MORTOKVILLE, N. Y.

JIu. Editor :—I am a subscriber to the Monthly, and, as in a recent number you request each subscriber

to consider himself a correspondent, Ecce procurator.' Surromidcd by mountains in latitude 41- 30 min.

north, -where the thermometer ranged, on the 13th of .January, 1861, in dilfcrent localities, at 20^, 240,

29AO, 33~ and 30^ below zero, I propose to indite an article on Grapes.

The wild varieties, including the barren and fruitful, arc very numerous, some of them producing fine

fruit and making delicious wine. On my farm, four hundred feet above the Hudson, they come up spon-

taneously. I liave destroyed many hundred vines, and there are large numbers remaining. I am happy

to say, too, that I have a fine vineyard of the cultivated varieties, which appear to be doing well in the

open air. Vineyards are quite numerous about here, containing from one to twelve and fourteen acres.

Until la.ct season, they have paid large profits. The season of 1800 was a peculiar one in the highlands

of the Hudson. The weather was unusually wet from the 20tli of .July till the close of the season ;
con-

sequently, grapes hitherto free from rot, suffered much. Diana, Catawba, Concord, and To-Kalon were

nearly destroyed by it. >Iy Catawbas ripened on the Gth, and Isabellas on the 11th of October, much

later than usual, and reversing the order of ripening. My last picking of Isabellas was on the 2.5th of

October. A neighbor finished picking November 12th. Large quantities did not ripen at all. Many had

their "teeth set on edge," and for the same reason that aiTected "our fathers." Some were discouraged,

Cthough, I think, without sufficient cause, J having rooted up their vines or sold them at nominal prices to

more confident cultivators. They forgot that " one swallow makes no summer." Heretofore this fniit

3
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has liberally compensated the cultivator for the New York market, having access every evening by barge

and Ptcamliout, which deliver the fruit picked in the afternoon in the city for sale the following morning-

Tlie dislanre is sixty miles. It does not appear that our severe winters destroy the native varieties, nor

the descendants of pure native species. Those of foreign origin, or of more southern latitudes, require

to he covered, and are yet to be tested. I am making yearly observations upon those I cultivate, and

propose, at some future time, to give the public the benefit of my experience.

While on this head, let me suggest to Fruit and Vine-growers' Societies and to individual grape-growers,

a mode of collecting a vast amount of the best kind of information for the benefit of each other, consisting

of facts. These arc what we need at the present time. Keep records, dates, and record facts, publish

them and gather enough from others who do likewise to compensate for the trouble each one takes.

Open an account— tli.it is the mercantile phrase—with your own vines, record each year the growth, culti-

vation, the date of flowering, fruiting, ripening of fruit and wood of e.-ich variety, the weather, attendant

circumstances, and every other fact that may strike the cidtivator as interesting or worthy of note. It is

not enougli to state tliat a new variety ripens, as is the hackneyed phrase, five or fifteen days "earlier than

the Isabella," which really means nothing at all. P^nd out what day they each ripen, and make it known-

Let the public judge of the facts. Note the latitude, temperature, exposure, and especially the greatest

degree of cold to which they are exposed in the open air. Note, also, the flavor and color of the fruit,

size and shape of the leaf, gener.al thriftincss and vigor of growth, as suggested by Mr. Ravenal, whose

example is worlhj' of imitation. 3Iuoh good will come of it.

Let the Fruit-Growers' Societies appoint intelligent and honorable men to classify all American varieties

as soon as may be, and e.speciallj' condemn all unu-orthy of culliration. On my table lay a large number of

catalogues, describing an infinitude of American grapes. One dealer offers many hundred varieties, a

considerable number of which, I venture to say, never had an existence, while others were obsolete and
worthlesss long ago. It is time to put an end to humbug in grape-growing. There is plenty that is

good and worthy of all praise.

This country has taken a lead in this business for many years, and is celebrated for its fruit and for its

pure, delicious wines, the several vintners having demands beyond their ability to supjily. Orange

Countj' wine is as well known in many localities as Burgundy, and is more certain to be pure.

STUARTIA PBNTAGTNIA.
BY THE EDITOK.

FnEQUF.XTi.T, when seeing the fine specimen of Sluarlia Vir^inica ("S. malachodendron of some authors,)

in full bloom at Bartram, we have heartily wished that this and its noble companion 5. pmtajynia, the

only two American species could be got into cultivation, and we have frecpiently urged Messrs. Parsons,

who possess tlic finest plant of the latter in the countr}-, to go into its propagation, and are pleased to find

from our advertising columns that they have done so.

TluHigh much valued in Europe, it is yet scarcely known here, though a shrub of much beauty. It is

found in.the mountains of Tennes.see and Virginia. Many have often looked with admiration on the fine

specimen standing in the grounds of Parsons & Co., at Flushing, from which our drawing ("fig. 1) is

taken. Its branches commence about a foot from the ground, and form a round, compact tree, or shrub,

ten feet in height, and about ten feet in diameter.

In August, when but few plants, comparatively, are in bloom, this bu.sh or tree is uniformly loaded

with large white flowers, 3J inches or more in diameter, saucer-shaped, with purple centre, and the edges

of the ]ietals crimped. A drawing of the blossom, reduced in size, is shown at fig. 2. It has a general

resemblance to the flower of the Magnolia, beside which we know c)f no hardy tree or shrub whose

flowers can compare with it in beauty.

When once known, it will be considered as indispensable as the Magnolia in every garden, where a/ew
good things only are wanted. It will grow in any good soil, is perfectly hardy, and is suitable for any
locality. In its native localities it reaches a height of fifteen feet. It is propagated by layers and offsets,

and will, doubtless, soon be found in all extensive nurseries. Kanking in size between the trees and

dwarf shrubs, the appropriate place of the Stuartia in the landscape will be somewhat near the dwelling,

or among the main avenues and walks of the lawn. Its well-proportioned head, fine foliage, and beautiful

bloom should secure it a prominent position. The other variety, Sluurlia Viiginica, does not bloom as

freely as this, and, though quite hardy at Bartram, is somewhat tenderer than the one under notice.
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THE DEW QUESTION AGAIN.
1!Y K. A. lUElII,, liOONVILLK, MO.

>Iu. Mullet (See February No. j thinks that the

absence of fog and dew is not the cause of the success

attained in growing tlie grape on Kelly's Island,

but attributes it all " to the mode of pruning, allow-

ing the vines more wood and leaf, giving the plants

more space, tlie preparation and drainage of the

soil." Now I shall not deny that these things have

a share in contributing to the success, attained on

Kelly's Island, but I do deny the position which the

writer takes tliat the absence of fog an<l dew makes

no ditference one way or another ; but that leaving

more wood and leaf will remedy the rot and mildew.

J[r. Mullet says "a large number of vineyards

around Cincinnati are comparatively as free from fogs

on account of their high elevation as Kelly's Island,

and yet they are subject to mildew." But I would

ask, does the elevation of those vineyards prevent

the dew ? which I think is a great deal more injuri-

ous than fog. 1 think not.

He considers "that the distance of planting; the

method of pruning ; the preparation and drainage of

the soil tlic real cause of the success attained on Kel-

ly's Island." I can show the gentleman vines here

in Missouri, that are planted nine feet each way,

some on a wire trellis ten feet high, and others on

stakes, and get no summer pruning, yet they rot as

badly as those planted closer, and are summer
pruned.

Mr. Mullet says "for a want of sufficient leaves to

evaporate the e.vccss of Siip, the tender cells of the

young berries become ruptured, thus producing the

miklew, which is entirely avoided on Kelly's Island

by the especial allowance of more wood and leaf."

Now if tlie excess of sap in the vine produces

rupture in the young berry and thus causes mildew,

Why is it that sulphur prevents the mildew, and

even cures it after it has made some progress ? But

the mildew is not confined to tlie berry, but attacks

the vine also; is that "ruptured" also? But let us

look into this rupture tlieory a little closer, I have

always been of the oi)inion that the sap which the

roots supplied to the plant had to be prepared by the

leaves before it could be lit for the formation of wood
or fruit, but from what Mr. JluUet says 1 must be

wrong, and the sap goes into the fruit without ever

having gone through any prejiaration by the leaves;

if that is so pray tell us what are the leaves for ?

And if this rupture is avoided on Kelly's Island

by leaving more wood and leaf, why is it that in

other places tlie grapes do rot although tliey are not

summer pruned and many not at all, I have seen

that the case in hundreds of instances, and I could

cite some that I saw^ not ten miles from Editor's

office, they were mostlj- Isabellas, and although they

had no summer pruning whatever, they did not

ripen a berry.

Mr. Mullet says that tlic mildew scarcely ever at-

tacks vines until after the fourth j"ear, ("fourth crop

I suppose. J Tliat may be the case in Ohio, but it

is not so hvfe for I have never found any dilference

between old and young vines, and I very well re-

member some Catawbas that fruited in the nursery

before they were taken out of the beds where they

had been grown from cuttings, had received no
pruning but did not ripen a sound beriy.

Mr. JIullet goes on and says "that he had proof

sufficient to convince him of the truth of his tlieory

in I808. He visited a vineyard of about si.\ acres,

the crop of which had been cntirel}- destroyed by
mildew, with the exception of a few vines that had
run up some cherry trees, these had a fair crop ; and

one row which had all the roots cut off on one side

of the row, for the jiurpose of making a drain for a

cellar and that row had a full crop of well matured

grapes. The owner had root-pruned that row,

hence the success." Now I think that those vines

that had run up the cherry trees were protected

from the dew by the fohage of the trees, and owed
their preservation as much to that, as to the fact of

tlicir not having been pruned, and the row along the

drain no doubt owed its success as much to the

thorough drainage thus afforded as to the root-jirun-

ing, which gets more credit than I think it is entitled

to.

Now I do not advance the position that close

pruning is beneficial, on the contrary I agree with
Mr. Mullet when he says the >'ine should receive less

summer and winter pruning than it is generally sub-

jected to, and be allowed more space ; but I cannot
go so far as to say that it is a sovereign remedy for

rot and miklew, and that dew has no influence in

producing the disease, for if such were the case then

a vine not pruned but left to itself would net Le af-

fected, but such is not the cjise.

And now, Mr. Editor, as you ask for additional

oI)servations confirmatory or otherwise of the views
you express in your note to the article referred to,

allow me to say that in}- observations do not con-

firm all that you say, for instance j-ou say that "an
over-dry or suddenly-dried atmosphere is the most
common cause of mildew and rot in grapes, causing

a greater evaporation tlian the plant can healthily

supply," now this may all be very fine in theory
but it is not supported liy the facts, for it is a well

known fact that it is in dry seasons that we have
good crops, and in wet seasons the grapes invariably

mildew and rot and no crop is obtained. I would
also remind you that vines grown in a cold jrrapery
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are protected from the direet niys of the sun in day

time, and from the dew at nisrht.

It is my opinion tliat miUliw and rot arc caused
\

l>y insnflieient drainage and the too great and sud-
I

den changes of temperature in daytime, the sun '

shines on the vines in an open field with notliing to

break the force of the rays, the tliermometer often

rising over 100 deg. in the shade, and at night the

dew falls on the leaves and chills them, thus produc-

ing disease. We should remember that the wild vine

is protected from these extremes by the foliage of

the forest trees, which break the hot rays of the sim

in daytime, and at night they protect the vine from

dew, while the more civilized anA feebler vines stand

in open tields, entirely without this protection Dame
Jsature supplies them in their native state.

I should like to s;iy more, but this article is already

too long therefore I shall close for the present.

[Very interesting observations. If other corres-

pondents would send us notes of their experience
;

we have no doubt a few links wanting in the chain

of evidence might be supplied, and much that now
seems conflicting be reconciled and joined together.

—Ed.]
ifH —

HORTICULTURE IN EASTERN NEW YORE.
BY W. TO.VirKINS, OER-M.VNTOWX, KEW TOKK.

As it is desirable to compare notes as to the suc-

cess of various fruits in different parts of our great

coimtrj-, I send you a few rough notes about the

crops of last season, fl800,^ hoping that it will be

interesting to some or your readers. From the 10th

of May to the middle of August we had but little

rain, nothing but light showers, and they were few

and fiir between ; and I think that during that period

there was nolliing that might be called a copious

rain, and the want of it was so great as seriouslj- to

affect the crop of corn, hay, and oats. From the

20th of August to the first of December we had a

copious rain,—almost ever}' week, indeed, we found

it almost impossible to dig the potatoes, and they

nearl}' all rotted in consequence. We expected that

the grapes would all rot or fail to ripen before hard

frost, but was agreeably disappointed, as the sequel

will show. We had a number of hot days in June,

July, and August, but the average temperature was

lower than usual in this section. The popular theory

of fruit-growers hereabouts has been tluit a verj' dry

season is unfavorable to the production and healthful

development of fruit ; such a season would cause it to

grow poorly, rusty, and the most of it to drop prema-

turely. Kow this theorj' appears to be decidedly

wroug, astheresiUthas, Ithink, satisfactorily proven.

A more abundant crop of Apples, Cherries, Pears,

Grapes. Plum?, Currants, Gooseberries and Straw-

berries, never was grown in Eastern New York.

Even those varieties of the Ai)ple and Pear, which

in former years were seldom seen in perfection, were

this season produced in all their pristine beauty and

excellence. Such magnificent specimens of the

Early Harvest, Kewtown Pippin, Swaar, Sweet

Harvest, and other sorts, it seldom has been my
good fortune to grow or eat. Did the dry weather

cause the fruit to drop ? No ; never since my earli-

est recollection have I seen apple trees so heavily

laden. Indeed, many trees were literally crushed

with the weight of the fruit, which, notwithstand-

ing, grew of full size and flavor. From some un-

known cause, insects injurious to fruit, were less

numerous and troublesome last season than any be-

fore, which probably accounts for the fruit growing

so large, fine, and not dropping prematurely. Some
persons attribute this to the untimelj- frost of the

10th of June, 1839, others to the 17 years locust,

(cicada, J which were very numerous in this part of

the state. Indeed, I heard some old fruit-growers

predict previous to the coming of the locust, that

after they come we should have a series of fruitful

seasons, which it is to be hoped may jirove true.

But some one will say that the fall rain is what

caused the Apples to grow so large and fine, and

that in the fore part of the season they could better

do without rain than the}' could in the latter. Now
this theory seems very plausible, aud I myself, should

be disposed to credit it were it not a fact to me well

known, that the early apples were uncommonly

large, excellent, and their skin as smooth as polished

wax, partly hidden with bloom, and apples were all

ripe and gone before the rainy season began. This

I think is pretty conclusive evidence that the apple

can perfect itself and attain full size even in a dry

season, providing that other things are auspicious.

It is a fact well known, that cherries are larger and

of superior qualit}' in a dry season than the}- are in

a wet season.

Kotwithstanding the immense quantity of apples

shipped to the New York market, from this and

other places daily, from the middle of July to the first

of December, they almost iuvariablj', when put up
in good order, sold for remunerating prices. The
early apples especially, sold quickly, aud the most of

them at a high price.

No early apple that we have in this section is so

reliable and profitable as the Red Astrachan
; the tree

is very hard}', a vigorous upright grower, and the

foliage of a deep rich green, surpassing that of all

other varieties of the apple. It comes into bearing

early, and it is not uncommon to get well developed

specimens the first year that the trees are planted.

It is a moderate bearer, but when well treated will

bear annually, and the fruit alwavs grows fair am
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of good size. TVlicn fiillj' ripe it is one of the most

bciuitil'ul iinil temiiting apples in America. The

color is II brilliant deep crimson, with a thick bloom

like a well ripened plum, and is always sure to attract

the attention of visitors sooner than any other apple

in the orchard. This variety has the peculiar habit

of ripening its fruit in succession, and good ripe

apjilcs can be got from the tree during a period of

from four to six weeks after the first ripe ones are

picked ;
and in order to have tliem of uniform ripeness

to send to market, the tree? should be overlooked, and

the ripest taken therefrom every three or four days.

This seems to be a good deal of trouble, yet it will

surely pay, as the writer can assure the reader from

experience, having sent a great many to market last

season, which were sold for as much per peach bas

ket as othergood apples brought per barrel. Although

this apjile has been highly receommended and dis-

seminated during the last fifteen year.s, by our most

eminent Pomologists, yet it is not plenty in market,

and in many sections of the country almost unknown.

It appears to have originated in Sweden, and to

liave been introduced into England in 1816, and

from there to America. It certainly is the greatest

acquisition we 3-et have received from Europe in the

apple department. Can you, Mr. Editor, inform me
if it is as highly esteemed and as excellent in Europe

as it is in this country ? [It is in German}', less so in

otlier parts.

—

Ed.]

In my next commnuication I will send you some

notes about the Grape Crop of 1860.

PROGRESS OF HORTICULTURE IN EGYPT.
11 Y .1. M. SMITH, UliKK.NVIl.I.E, ILL.

Mr. Editor, I have for some time intended giving

you a short historical sketch of the progress of Hor-

ticulture in Southern Illinois,— familiarly called

'Egypt," particularly the pomological department,

but being aware of its occupying considerable

space, and also of my prolixity in writing, I have

heretofore refrained from so doing. Nevertheless,

the subject is a good one, and whether it wUl admit

of publication or not, I will endeavor to give some

facts thereupon.

About the year 1683,—I believe Wi«/ the very date,

settlements were made by the French, at Kaskaskia,

Prairie du Hocher, and Caliokia, near the east bank

of the Mississippi river, in the present counties of

Kiindolph and St. Clair, and about the same time a

settlement was formed by the same kind of people

at Vincennes Indiana, and extending into Ilhnois.

At all these places the French planted seeds of vari-

ous plants, particularly of Pears and Peaches; and

even at this writing there are some pear trees at some
of the above named places, which arc at least one

hundred yeart old; and there may be 8omc among them
which were planted soon after the first settlement.

One tree in particular, in this State, near Vincennes,

I was informed, some ten years ago, was over one

hundred years old, anil had borne in one season near

one hundred and fifty bushels of ijcars, of "fair" qual-

ity. I do not vouch for the correctness of this

statement, but my informer is a man of veracity.

There is another pear tree of enormous size, and full

as great age, at Cahokia ; and the pears of which

it bears a very large crop, arc of prettj- fair quality.

I saw, myself, at Prairie du Kocher, tme year ago,

some cherry trees, fcommon Morello, J which were

so old that the descendants of the French settlers

knew nothing of the time of their being planted.

They were very old, and very large for the kind of

trees.

About the year 1790, some Americans settled be-

tween the French villages of Cahokia and Kaskas-

kia, in what is rtow Monroe county, and were prob-

ably the first who introduced the api>lcs into the

Territory, (Uu;n a part of the State of Virginia.)

Slost of the orchards planted at that date, were

seedlings ; but one gentleman—a Gen. Whiteside,

I think, grafted a number of seedling apple trees

with the best varieties he could obtain, and from

those trees some veiy good apples have been some-

what disseminated through the west ; and some of

these same old trees I am informed are yet stand-

ing, or at least were a few years since.

Peach trees from the seed have been in cultivation,

or I should perhaps say, have been allowed to plant

themselves in fence corners, &c., and produce

peaches, from the earliest settlement ; and some
superior varieties have been derived from those

chance seedhngs. Our climate, and especially the

region bordering upon the eastern shore of the Mis-

sissippi river, ajipears so well adajitcd to the growth

of the peach, that many really good varieties appear

almost to reproiluce themselves from seed ; and until

very lately—say twenty years, this constituted about

the only method of propagating varieties.

The first Nursery for the growth and sale of fruit

trees, as far as I have been able to ascertain, was
commenced in this county, (Bond,} in the year

181S, by my father, John Smith. He planted seeds

in the fall of that year, and I believe brought some

apple seedlings and scions from Kentucky, which

he grafted that winter. Re obtained the stock for

his nursery of one George Heikes, an emigrant from

Pennsylvania to Kentucky; and the varieties of

apples grown and planted for many years were some

twenty of the older Pennsylvania apples. Among
these stand prominent the Pennock—here called

"Big Romanite," Hambo, Xcwtown Pippin, Prior"s

Red, Old Winter Pcarmain, (called here "Hoops,")
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Pcnnsylvnnia Red Sircak, Rawlcs' Jiincf, Romanitc
Milam, Limber Twig, i!t:c., &e. Of Pears, the old

Winter Bell, and the "Philadelphia Butter" Pear;
the latter prolmbly the Virir.ilieu, were the varieties

mostly propagated ; but the blii;lil eaused probably
by our stronj; virgin soil, stopped the propagation
ot' pears many years ago. But by the way, pears
arc now being planted with success, upon the very
ground fnot the soilj wliere formerly they failed.

Of Cherries, the common Morello, and the Kent-
ish, or Englisli Pie Cherry, as it is called here, have
been planted upon nearly every farm in Iliis part of
the State, from its earliest settlement, and tlourish

without attention. In fact, most of our inhabitants

consider the cultivation of cherries and peaches en-

tirely unnecessary.

Since the j-ear 1818, nurseries have sprung up in

nearly every county in Southern Illinois, and great

advancements have been made, especially within the
last twenty.tive years. Orchards, the trees of which
were propagated by my father, arc scattered all over
the State

;
and some of them now about forty years

old, still bear heavy crops of fine fruit. This county for

a long time boasted the largest orchard in the State.

That within which I first "breathed the breath of
life," contained about fifteen hundred apple trees,

besides other fruits, at one time near two thousands
bearing fruit trees. But thai orchard is now in a
state of decay—having pas.sed into the hands of
a stock grower. There is one yet in this county,
owned by M. S. Wait, Esq., containing about
eighteen hundred apple trees in vigorous bearing.
>Iany other large orchards are scattered through the
country producing largo crops of superior fruit.

Apples constitute a considerable portion of the
revenue of Southern Illinois. ^Many thousand
bushels find a market through the medium of our
great nation's main artery, the Mississippi, and for
the last few years bringing on an average at least

fifty cents per bushel. At least fifty thousand bush-
els have been sold the past season, in this coimty
alone, at fr )m forty to seventy-five cents per bushel,
and nowhere are better apples produced than in

"Egypt."

Peaches have received a great deal of attention
during the last few years. Kot so much deiiendanco
is placed upon seedling fruit as formerly. Nurseries
devoted to the propagation of the iieach upon a large

scale, have recently been established, and many thou-
sand trees are annually planted. Peaches seldom fail

here entirely; and now that we can have "fresh
peachesall thejearround," hundredsareplantingfine
budded varieties, who formerly would not let a self-

planted tree remain in the fence comer.
Pears are being planted somewhat extensively.

and particularly in the villages. Here you will find

no garden of any pretensions without the Dwarf
Pear Trees—jiroducing fine specimens of that prince
of fruits.

Grape-growing is now becoming very popul r in

many parts of the State. At Highland, twenty
miles from this place, the Swiss have been very suc-
cessful in the cultivation of the grape. The Catawba
and Norton's Virginia, are the varieties mostly
planted. Many acres of vineyards are now produc-
ing the "blood of Bacchus" around that village in

great abiindanoe. At many other points, more or
less, grape-vines have been planted, and are doin"
well.

Even since the introduction of good fruit within
the State, the ball has continued to roll, and we
eagerly look forward to the time when "Egypt"
shall be as noted for its fruit as for its corn.

As my article has grown longer than I intended,
I reserve the continuation for another time, promis-
ing, if the present is received, to furnish the Monthly
with some matter of more value than the present.

ROSE PRUNING.
BY CIIAULES MILLER.

The season is now approaching when this impor-
tant operation should be performed,—I therefore

submit a few general remarks on the subject in ques-
tion. It is presumed that the practical ideas here
presented will be of such assi.slance to the aniatem-

rose grower, as to prevent the all but fatal operations
generally performed under the above title. I will

not trespass on your space to particidarize the treat-

ment necessary for the several families. Their
growth, to which I refer, will be readily comjirc-

hended by the terms, strong or short growing.
Roses are generally planted when young, and during
the first season the knife should be sparinglv used,
but after all chance of frost is past, the branches
should be cut back to four or five eyes, having pre-
viously cut all growth that interferes with the shape
of the plants, which should be that of a basin or ex-
panded inverted umbrella, which insures a free cir-

culation of air between the branches, and as a matter
of course, the consequent certainty of bloom.
Dining the following autumn, any shoots which

started in the centre of the plants or cross branches,

may be renewed ; but the shortening of the main
shoots should be left till spring, being especially

careful to prune to an outer bed.

Erect-growing kinds, such as Queen Victoria, Mrs.

Elliott, Geant des Battailcs, and the like, may be

much improved in shape by tying the branches in a

more outward direction when young. In prun
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ing the majority of the Hybrid Perpetuals, four or

five tyos ^.h<)ula only be loft ; but such as Louis Bo-

naimilc, I'ius IX., &c., half the length of the shoots,

only should be cut away—any thing like severe

jiruuing, on sueh subjects, being more productive of

abundant wood and scanty bloom. Moss, Provence,

and Bourbons, can scarcely be pruned to hard.

The Persijtn Yellow and Austrian Briars, too slight,

as these varieties bloom on wood one year old. Sum-

mer pruning is often desirable, and frequently saves

much trouble; this may be effected to some extent

by cutting the blooms for ornament, or when decay-

ing with long footstalks. The Hybrid Perpetuals

will, by reducing their branches to one half their

length, in July—be certain to give bloom in autumn,

a result much desired. Some of the Hybrid Per-

petuals make handsome beds on the lawn. The

following is especia.ly adapted for the purpose, owing

to their shoit compact habit, and sturdy growth;

and when hedged down or securely fastened to the

ground, and due attention paid to their summer

pruning, (which is important, J a succession ot bloom

may be had from June to September.

Autumnal flowering varieties, Auguste Mio, Ba-

ronne Hallcz, Dr. Amal, Baronne Prevost, Compte

de Paris, Compte de Eugene Sue, Jules Margottin,

"Wm. Jesse, Geant des Batailles, Wm. Griffith, Paul

Duprez, Queen Victoria, Madame Laffay, Prince

Leon, Kosine >Iargottin, iladame Rivers, JIadame

Domage, Duchess of Sutherland, Soliel d'Aus-

terlitz.

To tho-se that do not possess a bed of Roses, I

would advise them to repair the omission at once, for

gathering roses in early morning, with the dew still

on their fragrant petals, is one of the greatest plea-

sures of life.

LANDSCAPE-GARDENING.
BY GEORGE E. WOODW.VKD, SEW YOUK.

KO. 4.

The great advances made in the art of Landscape

Gardening during the last ten or even twenty years,

has created a demand for more general information

on the subject. Those works that have issued from

the English press, do not supply the directions wholly

applicable to this country. Tlie differences of asso-

ciations, habits, climate, Ac, &c., requiring a treat-

ment of another character. If we were to find faiilt

with nearly all the publications on Landscape Gar-

dening, it would be that they treat that subject in too

general a manner. We have essays on Taste, Color,

Trees, &c., &c., but nothing on practical operations,

nothing that details the necessary proceedings re-

quircil to carry out a plan of improvement. One is

obliged to ransack a scientific library, study drain-

age, ten or fifteen authors on road making ; several

on engineering and architecture, bridge construction,

lines, cement and mortars, soils, manners, geog-

raphy, chemistry, botany ; then drawing, painting,

survej-ing, taste, &c., &c. By the time all these

liave been waded through, the indefatigable amateur

will have come to the conclusion, that the more he

learns, the less he thinks he knows, or is beginning

to get an idea of the immense amoimt of informa-

tion yet to be acquired ; advancing from that sUge

of ignorance in which he did not know that he knew

nothing.

The labor of hunting up all these different sources

of information, is scarcely equalled by the amount

of study necessary to acquire or to make a practical

use of them ; and with many it is considered the

best to do a thing expensively wrong, than to either

obtain or pay for that knowledge by which it can be

done economically right.

Landscape-gardening, seriously considered, is an

art that occupies no mean position, drawing largely

on nearly all the cultivated arts and sciences, and

made up ofmost of their leading excellencies. It can-

not but be admitted, that to (lualify one for its pursuit,

must require a persevering course of study, both of a

theoretical and practical nature,—its pursuit being of

a constructive and tastefid character, have led many

to suppose that it, in common with other construc-

tive arts, is instinctively comprehended. There

are more of us that like to admit that we cannot

plan and superintend the erection of a house—lay

out and construct a common or ornamental road, or

design any system of improvement. Yet the prac-

tice of such pursuits belong to professions requiring

great skill and extensive learning. The professions

of the architect and civil engineer are not natural

gifts, nor can they be acquired by any medium

amount of application. What is true of them is

equally true of Landscape-gardening, which in its

higher developments, embracing a far more exten-

sive range of study, and thoroughly unites the prac-

tical and artistical.

Landscape-gardening, considered in its popular

sense, is supposed to be of easy attainment, and to

comprise a general knowledge of the manner of set-

ting out trees and shrubliery; constructing roads,

and the ability to graduate the earth's surface, gene-

rally speaking, to a level. There may be a sim-

plicity in such ajijiarently plain operations ; but if

we judge by results, what must be our opinions?

simjily these : there are few, very few who have an}-

idea of what is necessary to be done in planting or

transplanting a tree. Setting out trees properly, re-

quires a knowledge that must be obtained by both

study and practice ; and we will venture to say, that

out of the first hundred men you meet anywhere,
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not one of them can ilo it right. It is quite n mis-

taken notion to suppose you know liow to set out a

tree ; the fact is, unless you have nuule it a study,

you will fail, and the failure will cost you the price

of the tree,—the value of your own time, and loss

of time between the dying of one tree anil replacing

it with another, besides some considerable annoy-

ance.

The construction of roads is the next operation

that is thought to be easily mastered ; and yet not

one single author on Landscape-gardening in Europe,

or this country, has ventured to give any intelligible

instructions on this subject. Not one of them ven-

tures even an opinion as to the manner of laying out

a curve, or what variety of curve possesses in the

highest degree, a combination of the practical and

beautiful. The merest allusion to a few stakes,

whose positions are to be guessed at, until they look

right, constitutes all the information we have to

guide us in laying out an ornamental road.

The manner of constnicting such roads, is by no

means definitely stated. Certain authors have re-

commended plans of their own, but from them we
can produce no scientific reasoning, that shall insure

smoothness, hardness and permanence, and nothing

by which true economy is united with excellence, or

in other words, the manner of constnicting a first-

class roadway at the minimum of expenditure. It

seems a very absurb statement to make, that any-

body does not know how to lay out and build a

road. Tliis most difficult branch of civil engineer-

ing, every body understands, until they attempt to

illustrate their knowledge, and an absolute failure

has but little effect on their wisdom. If you want

a very unsatisfactory as well as a very expensive

road, build it yourself,—do the same thing with

your house. Paint your own pictures, tiy your own
lawsuits, doctor yourself, make your own clothes,

mend your own boots. If you have an unlimited

length of purse, vanity enough to rank yoiu- taste and

abilitj' as supreme,—the satisfaction of saying / did

il, may be some compensation. But such experience

wiU illustrate one fact, there are no successes in this

world of permanent value but what recpiire a life-

time of study and devotion to achieve them, and the

practice of the cultivated art of Landscai>e adorn-

ment is no exception to it.

If ones ambition does not carry him above the

pleasure of owning and managing a second or third-

rate place, then it would seem unnecessary to

thoroughly investigate the principles of the art ; but

if a tastefid expression of Landscape beauty is de-

sired, and the most rigid econom}- be an absolute

condition, then close study is indispensable. The work
of a finished expert, in any art or pursuit, is more

-^B3

beautiful and economical than the bimgling perform

ancc of a new hand.

[Mr. Ws articles invite criticism ; but we can par-

don minor weaknesses for the general facts they

teach, that mere "architecture" or mere "cuitiva-

tion" is not Landscape-gardening.]

THE GRAPE.
HY A. 8. MILLER, .\LTON, ILLrNOIS.

As spring is approaching, it would not be out of

the way for us to say a few things with reference to

the vine, its culture, varieties, &c.

For the "West the Concord stands pre-eminent as

a table-grape, on account of its hardiness and free-

dom from mildew, being an abundant bearer also.

Catawba still remains the finest light grape, al-

though hard to acclimate
;
yet when trained upon a

trellis and pnmed in winter and summer with mode-

ration, will succeed tolerabl}' well. In Southern

Illinois the Delaware will certainly become the lead-

ing wine-grape, being superior to any other grape of

that class ; it is a profuse liearer and veiy hardy.

Our opinion is that the Diana will uever become

popular in this region, it being but little better than

the Catawba, if it is any, which, verily, we doubt.

The vine is scarcelj- hardy, as the leaves are subject

to mildew some. Of course, the wood cannot ripen

well. The fruit is smaller than the last-named va-

riety, and the vine bears but moderately.

The Clinton is excellent, an account of its perfect

hardiness being more so than our native varieties

would be under the same treatment, but small and
very tart.

The Bland we have not fully tested. The Rebecca

mildews some. The Cassady summer-burns so

sadly as to be impossible to grow in this region.

The Clara and Hcrbcmont are liable to winter-kill.

Now, for the culture of the grape, what the soil

should be every one knows; and as to situation, any

point will do except extreme north. We do not

advocate the murderous prunmg that some do, nor

do we side with the let-alone plan, but would en-

deavor to go " in media res'" and prescribe a mode-
rate system of pruning. The vines should be

planted eight feet apart, quincunx style, and trained

upon a trellis. For plans of the same, see "Barry's

Fruit-Garden," page 248. This plan will do until

we become con^inced that others are superior.

The horizontal trellis is, in onr estimation, the

best, although we would not recommend it, on ac-

count of some objections. The arduous task of

pruning the vine on this trellis
;
the constant watch-

fulness required in order to keep the vines from

nmning rampant are every tlung. But the points

in favor of it arc : 1st. The roots of the vines ar
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in a cooler soil and atmosphere. That always should

be kept loose and Iriablu by the liorsc-lioe. The soil

thus treated does not become hard and dry. While

the Iruit is protected from the scorching inllucnce

of "Sol," by being drawn through tlic meshes of the

trellis, hang suspended under the leaves.

2nd. The birds are more easily watched,—these

being our greatest pests at the ripening of our grai)es.

The vines can be rid of insects more easily with

tobacco fumes, on account of their Ijcing overhead.

I will close by giving a slight description of this

plan. Set posts in the rows twenty feet apart, leav-

ing eight feet above ground and two and a half feet

under. Upon these nail slats twenty inches apart.

Then smaller slats or rods of iron should cross these

at right-auglcs. The whole should be firmly nailed

together, to prevent their breaking under the weight

of fruit and leaves. Permit the vines to have more

space as they grow older, by removing every alter-

nate vine.
. My word for it, they will go ahead and

prosper, if other dilliculties do not arrise than we
usually have to contend with.

HOUSE CAMELLIAS.CULTURE OF
BY MISS E.

For successful house culture of Camellias,—first

secure the proper kind of earth,—fiSIr. Editor can

best tell what that is). Then secure suHicient drain-

age, and when the plants arc brought into the house,

init them into a cool room, and keep the tempera-

ture about 45'-' or 50o. When the buds are Well

formed, keep the earth wet. The saucers of the

pots should never be without moisture. I keep mine

always with water in them ; as the buds open, they

may be brought into the parlor, and then, if kept

wet enough, they will bloom finely. When the

bloom is over, less water is necessary. I have gen-

erally a fine show of Camellias in February and

Jlarch, in the latitude of Philadelphia.

[Turfy, spongy, fibry surface soil from old woods
or bogs, suits the Camellia. We can testify to the

success of our correspondents treatment.

—

Ed.]

THE GREEN ROSE.
BY K. B.

I praj-, Mr. Editor, do not let the French take

from us the credit of the Green Rose
;
you must say

"it was first introduced to the world," by a Balti-

more florist about seventeen years ago, at $2. .50 jut

plant, and sent in 1802 to England and France,

by a Philadeli)hia florist. So you see Messrs. Pcre

and Clement did not first introduce it,—your memory
is good.

SORTS OF GRAPES TO GROW FOR A
VINERY.

1!Y A (:U.U'E-(iUO\VliU.

VouR article in the .January number, page 30, on

the best foreign grapes to grow is really valuable,

they are the essence of the grape. You have never

told your readers that you brought to this country

the Black Triiioli grape from the original plant at

Welbeck ; I consider it in every way superior to

Black Hamburg. What of the Golden Hamburg?
I see it somewhere represented by Decan's Sujierb

;

they are entirely distinct. Is this another mixture

like Black Barbarosa and Prince Albert, the latter

not worth a fraction ? We ("the nurserymen I

should say, ) have too manj- sorts and far too many
names.

[Glad to receive an endorsement from so respect-

able a source.

Knowing that the Black Tripoli of American col-

lections was spurious, the writer took pains to get

cuttings from the original vine, through the kindness

of Mr. TiUery, the Dukeof Portland's gardener, and

handed them to our friend some years ago. It is a

pleasure to hear that it proves so superior with him.

—Ed.]

BEN DAVIS AND NEW TORE FIFFIN
AGAIN.

r,Y CH.\RI.F.S DOWMXG, NEWBnUIO, N. Y.

In the February number of the Gardener's Monthly,

you give it as your opinion that Ben Davis and New
York Pippin arc identical, and copy the two descrip-

tions as my own to show their similarity ; but you

overlooked that the outline and description of Ben

Davis were from Mr. Downer (not having sc^en the

fruit myself), and although the descriptions are

somewhat similar, yet they maybe difli'rent varieties

for any proof that you have given to the contrary.

It is often the case among such a vast number of

sorts, that two similar descriptions may apply to one

or two distinct kinds, because soil and locality in

difiercnt sections change the character of fruits so

much in form and ajipearance that it is often very

diflicult to decide positively their true names. I do

not say that Ben Davis and New York Piii|)in are

two^istinct sor.s, neither have we the jiroof as yet

that they arc alike. The Ohio Pomological Society

at their January meeting decided CI quote from

memory^ them to lie identic al, yet it is best to wait

a little longer before giving a fin \\ decision.

You remark that all arc liable to err, myself not

excepted,—strange, jiassing, were it not so, among
such a multitudo of varieties and variations.

[Mr. Downing's note reached us after our last

issue had gone to press.

—

Ed.]
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OFnCIAL KEPORT OP THE AIWBRICAN
POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

BY COU WAI.TKK L. STKKI.E, ItOCKlSC.IIAM, K. C

Jill. Kditou, I notice that several gentleman who
paitici|mteil in the discussions at the late meeting of

the American Pomologiuil Society, have recently

correcleil, through the Gardener's Monthly, the erro-

neous reports of their remarks, as published in your

periodical. I ask the liberty of correcting some

errors in the olTicial report recently pubUshed. (\)

On jiage ii'i I am reported as having said that the

Limber Tu-ir/ Apple "will grow at a level of thirty

degrees above tide-water." I did not say so. I

said it did well north of the panUlel S-"), if at an eleva-

tion of several hundred /cc/ above tide-water. Docs

any body know how many yards it requires to

make thirty degrees of elevation ?

On page .'53 it is reported that I located the nativity

of a certain apple in the county of Slamiil. I have

often since the proceedings were published, been

asked in what part of the State this county was sit-

uated ; and have not been able to give my friends a

satisfactorj- answer. There is no such count}- known
to the laws of Korth Carolina, and as I pride myself

somewhat on a knowledge of the geography of the

State, I feel a little mortified at the ignorance wlrich

I am made to display.

This apple, ("a capital one too,J originated in

Richmond County, N. C. ; had attention first drawn

to its merits b\- Dr. P. Vi'. Stansill, and bj- me, has

been given his name, and that was what I said.

On page 94 I am made to indorse the character of

the Lodge Pear. I never saw but one specimen of

the fruit in my life, and, hence, I am sure, I did not

speak of its qualities at all.

And now a few words in regard to the character

of Xorthern winter apples, after being transferred to

the South. I make these remarks in response to an

inquiry from my old acquainUinee, Jlr. Langdon, of

Tennessee. Mr L's experience agrees with my own,
and 1 feel sure, with that of nearly every intelligent

cultivator in the Southern States. At my first plant-

ing of fruit trees, having no experience, I set out the

Yellow Bellflower, Roxbury Russet, I^ewark Pippin,

&c., whichall matured by the first ofNovember. Not
one proved a winter fruit. I dug up the whole of Uiem
and threw them over the fence. No apple which
keeps in New York throughout the winter, will la^t

longer in this climate than the middle of November,
except now and then a single specimen, our spring

coming too early for them. I have eaten Bloodgood
Pear in tliis village, on the 20th of June ; and the

same year, at the house of Jonathan C. Baldwin, of

Chester County, Pa., the same variety the 18th of

August.

[ 1. The corrections heretofore made, have been

of our own report, which, being the fullest ever pub-

lished, risked more errors. Mr. Steele's note shows

that even the brief oHlcial abstract published by the

Society is not exempt from errors ; and that it is

dangerous for any journal to announce prematurely,

that its report is "the most accurate."

—

Ed.]

M««*

GAS TAR AND HOT WATER FOR PEACH
TREES.

BY K., BEVEUI.Y, N. J.

Last spring I tried the plan recommended by you

as a preventive to the borer in the peach trees,

namely, by applying coal tar to the collars of the

trees. Previous to doing so, I examined them care-

fully—found only two worms, which I destroyed,

and then tarred them about three inches below and

three above ground. Within a week the leaves

of several began to luni yellow, curl and drop off,

and whole twigs drj- u]), particularly on the Morris'

Whites, Troth's Eariy, Old Mixon Free, the first

suffering most of all. In order to prevent the total

loss of the trees, I then resorted to a plan much
used in this neighborhood, and which most persons

might think would ensure their destruction, but

which completelj- restored mine. It is simply

to pour about half a gallon of boiling water .around

the collar of every tree injured. This, if done

two or three times a year, will effectually de-

stroy borers without wounding the trees, by cutting

into the roots to follow them. If at any time the

leaves turn yellow, or show signs of disease, the

same treatment will perfectly restore them, and

bring out j'oung healthy foliage within a week or

ten days, even though the tree may have been like

the patient of Dr. James, of Cannabis indica noto-

riety "at death's door."

[In 18.J0, '.51, and '52, we applied Gas Tar to

apples, peaches, and dwarf pears, without any in-

jury ; but the trees were healthy. So much has

been said of the risk by others, that in latter years

we have recommended it only with caution, as our

pages will show. We have heard others speak well

of hot water.

—

Ed. ]

THE ALLEN RASPBERR7.
BY A. LOYD, LAFAYETTE, IXD.

HAvrsG recently noticed commendatory articles

upon this fruit, we cannot refrain from giving our

experience, after giving it a three years trial. We
obtained one hundred plants directly from Mr. Allen,

and from the ten thousand plants wliich have sprung
from that hundred, there has never been a single

quart of berries gathered.

Others in this vicinity have also tried them, with
generous cultivation, in various soils and e.xposiu-e,

all with the same result, in this region.

^--^3/^
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in^ Our Subscription li.st for Kathvon's Entomological Essay

is fast filling up, and as we havo only intended pul)lishing a lim-

ited number, we would desire all those who may wish tobave the

work, to send their name and address as early as possible.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
AVe receive advertisements up to the 20tlx of the

montli ; l.mt as tlic licavy amount of advertising we
rceeive on that date renders it a great elfort on tlie

part of our printer to get the month's issue into the

hands of subscribers as punctually on the 1st as we
desire, we should be obliged by receiving advertise-

ments as early in the month as practic-4.ble.

GARDENING IS NOT AGRICULTURE.
\Vhile rcailing a report of a meeting of the Fruit-

Growers' Society of Western New Yoik, a jear or

so ago, we were forcibly struck with a remark of

Mr. Vick, to tlie etTect, that, judging by what we
hear at horticultural meetings, and read in liorticultu-

ral journals, one would supi)ose that all the evils that

attend pomological practices in every part of the

world, were concentrated and poured out over our

devoted land ; and yet it is a fact beyond controversy,

that we have the finest climate and soil for fruit-

culture, and perhaps the fewest and weakest enemies

to contend wilJi than any other country under the

sun possesses.

The fact is, with all our boasted activity, we are

in fruit-culture a lazy people. We hate to do any
thing for our trees ; in fact, wc do comparatively little.

"It won't pay." We stick in trees to-day, and
to-morrow we look for tlie fruit. We have not

learned to labor, and Iiave not learned to wait.

In the mechanic arts we have harnessed the light-

ning, and made steam our bond servant,—and
fresh from our victory, we enter our garden plot,

intent on similar conquests in the more immediate
domain of nature. But she will be victor here.

Wc must bend to her times and her seasons. Condi-
lions of vegctalile growtli must be studied, and nat-

ural laws obeyed, and it is only after the sweat of

our brows has watered our labors, that the sweet
fruits thereof will spring up to our hand.

We read of the fine and luscious fmits of Europe,
but we never think of the immense amount of labor

and skill spent on their production, nor dream of

the hundreds of enemies that have to be overcome
before the well ripened fruit rewards its possessor.

AVe allude not merely to the colder tind more inhos-

pitable countries of the north, but include even the

celebrated simny climes of Italy and the south, the

inhabitants of which we are accustomed to consider

as idle, as it is well possible to be. But if any class is

lazy there, it is not the one to which tlic Horticulturist

belongs. The Italian gardener is a model of per-

severing industrj-. AVith but a tithe of the science

which nations, blest with a free press and cheap liter-

ature possess, he is, nevertheless, in many respects,

the equal of men from the wisest of the others,

in sotmd practical knowledge of the gardening art,

derived entirely from steady and laborious experi-

ence. Even in England and other portions of Bri-

tania's home dominions, the amount of worry, care,

and toil, and trouble to bring fruit to perfection, is

astounding to one uninitiated in the mysteries of the

art, when they become in time revealed to him.

Not only does the soil and chmate oppose him at the

outset, but he has a multitude of outside enemies to

contend with. He has, in the first i>la(e, to surround
his orchard of choice fruits with a high wall, to ward
off the prcdations of those to whom hunger and
want inspire no law. Then wire worms, and the
grubs of cockchafers and bugs attack the roots,—
slugs, snails, and myriads of "creeping things"
devour the foliage before it is scarcely above ground.
Getting l.irger, red spider, aphides, scale, "American
blight," and Loudon only knows what not, attack

the top. Scalds, blisters, scales, cankers, mildews,

and every evil named in the encyclojicdias, fatten on
the shoots and leaves. Escapingall these, bullfinches,

"tom tits," sparrows, and a host of feathered

thieves, eat the buds before they burst ; what few are

left to flower, late frosts destroy, all but a very few
which bear fruit; of these few, the thrushes, black-

birds, "sweet robin red breast," and similar marau-
ders get the best part ; even after powder and shot,

at an awful expense, have made many of lliem jiay

the death penalty, and so many come to the funeral,

that the force seems in nowise diminished. After

all this, should a few stUl be left—honiets, wasps,

ants, and tlie "seiTant girls in the house," ("English

gardener's worst i)lagues,^ get the best of them, un-

til by the time the Lord of the Manor gets his share, the

gardener can tell you he has had notimcto be idle, no
inclination to leave iiuich to "nature," nor disjiosition

to tliink whellier the operation did or did not "pay."
And this last part of our sentence brings us to oiu-H
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real troubles. "It wan' t pay," is our great enemy. It

is more destructive than the eurculio,—burns jrrcater

holes in our pocliets, and tempers than tlie lire-blight,
|

is a great "borer" of the first class, and a bug of!

enormous magnitude. 5Iildew, and rot, and bugs,

and "blight," have destroyed their thousands; but

"it won't pay," has slain its ten thousands. Go

where we will, look at what we may, or read of

aught tlu\t we do m Horticulture, we find "it

wont pay" every where. Here it is clothed in a

large garden, where half paid laborei-s half do half

the work on the place, and the other half goes

undone for want of time. The lawn is a hay-field

—

the park has degenerated to a potato patch—the

greenhouse grins at you through a score of crevices

as you pass by it, and the poor over-worked "gar-

dener" who has probably just returned from market,

where he has been to sell cows, puts on, as he looks

at you, his best airs, lest you may chance to suppose he

is ignorant of the proper time to sow peas, or plant

potatoes. "It wont pay," rcignshere;aud there, where

no gardener is kept , no park, no lawn, no pretension to

deparlments of any kind, every thing is attempted,

and nothing succeeds ; an osage orange hedge on the

boundaries running up to seed,—apple trees moss-

barked from cold clay soil, and cherries hide-bound

from poverty and weakness. Plums toppling over

by action of the borer. Peaches eaten up by the

yellows,—in fact no labor, no fertilizing sweat

—

thonis and thistles rampant—verily "it does not

pay."
It is a pleasure to hear the expression from the

lips of an agriculturist. "Will it pay?" is the first

article in his constitution. Profit is the point of

honor with him. To make the "store" in the city,

meet the expenses of the farm in the country, is

placing the ass on the back of the animal that

should be its rider ; and where fruit-culture is

adopted as part of a system of agriculture, we
care not how often or how earnestly is asked the

question, "Will it pay?" But we protest against

its admission into the ethics of horticulture. Like

Caleb Cushing in another case, in this we set "our

face like flint against it." It debases horticulture,

—

ruins its professors,—and shears it ofmany of its most

delightful parts. Horticulture is solely and entirely

for pleasure and gratification, and wherever these

are achieved, "it pays well." If our means are

limited, instead of ten acres of a garden, have only

five. If we cannot command the means to grow

every kind of fruit, grow but one, and grow it

well ; and if we attempt to keep any thing of a gar-

den, employ only the best skill to attend to it, and

pay that skill well. The man who really loves his

garden for the pleasure it afibrds him, and has a gar-

dener who is really a gardener, one who has made

it a life-long study, and meets suflicient inducements

in its pursuits to warrant him in enteitaining no

lingering wish that he had years ago, "changed it

for a better one," never asks "docs it pay?" any

further than it brings in a rich harvest to the gra-

naries of his mental and moral nature.

When we look at frnil-cultme as it is with us, we

arc bound to confess that it has degenerated. Agri-

cultural views have become so incorporated with hor-

ticulture, that scientific skill, and taste, and talent,

have become cheapened, and seeks more remunera-

tive channels. "It must pay" has frightened us.

The trail of the serpent marks all that we do.

We hope for better days, and that too at no dis-

tant date,—when most of our gardens shall have

fruit m abundance, and to spare; and skill, labor and

talent, to that end, shall be appreciated as they de-

serve to be.

^rrap anb <^mm.
I13=Cnmraaii.cations for this dopartment mnst reach llio Editor

on or before the 10th of the month.

!t3=The Editor cannot answer letters for this derartmcnt pri'

vntely.

Jetiiro Tull's System.—B. inquires, "I have

seen a statement that TuU continued for twenty

years, to get first-rate crops from ground without

manure. If this is con-ect what becomes of your

modem theory of manuring?"

We have seen no such statement in any authori

tative work. On the conti-ary, Tull's system was

a failure. Like many at the present time, he thought

and wrote first, and practised afterwards, in a great

degree ; but his own experiments did not bear out

his theory. A few years before his death he ex-

pressed his want of faith in his own system as a cer-

tain rule of practice. Instead of twenty successive

crops, six were all that he is reported to have tried,

and these were "beautifully less" each year. If

you are seriously leaning to the idea that the soil

contains within itself an inexhaustible source of fer-

tility, we shall expect to hear of sundry patches over

your unmentionables, and a purse witli microscopic

contents, heading the next chapter in your history.

DooLiTTLE Black C.\r Raspberuy.—After our

last number went to press, we received a note from

Mr. CoUins, of Auburn, Xew York, giving an ac-

count of the discovery of this in 1853, or '54, by

Mr. Joslyn. In substance the same as already given

from the pen of Col. Hodge. 5Ir. C. will never-

theless please accept our best thanks for the infor-

mation.

Arms ON Apple Trees—J. L.
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Ohio.—"Is there any thing that will kill the aiiliis

on liirgo apple trees -nhile in the grouiut ?"

[They usnnlly attaek only the younger points of the

shoots. We shoiiUl syringe them with nauseating

eoni pounds, or cut otr the shoots, anil burn thcni.

l\rhaps our correspondents may, some of them

know a better way.]

Quince Stools—Pa rarfisc Sloc/^s.—A correspond-

ent, without (late or signature asks :

—

"Please inform a young nurseryman how to plant

Angers Quince stocks for stools. Also the Orange

(Juincc for stools,— also whether Paradise and

Doucain stocks can be grown profitablj' in thiscoun-

try, and if so, how ?

[Set out plants two feet apart ; cut them to the

ground in the spring, and about July, when the

sho(jts have become a little hardened, place a few

inches of soil about the bases of the shoots, which

will root, and may be taken off as plants the next

spring. Cuttings of Quince stocks are taken off and

planted in the fall, and protected bj' litter, leaves, o"-

shavings from severe frosts.

Paradise stocks are raised from cuttings of the

roots. For a full chapter on this subject, see our

first volume, page 24.

The T>^A^•sF.^ro^'D Swkkt Potato— Ai/ C. B. Mur-

ray^ Fosters Crok-si^fj Ohio:—
A small tract on the cultivation of this popular

esculent. We have no doubt by attending to the

rules given, roots of an enormous size may be

grown; but whether Mr. Murray can beat the fol-

lowing from the Houston Teleijrajih, we will let

himself say ;

—

Lari/est Potato in the IVurld

:

—Sweet Potatoes grow

to a tolerably large size in the United States, but in

the Republic of Texas they beat the world, espe-

cially in the Oyster Creek nation. Messrs. Kyle &
Teriy sent us one yesterday that weighed (ifcn/j-nine

pounds, and measuring thirty-nine inches in horizon-

tal, and thirty-three inches in verticid circumference.

Camki.i.ias—DwAUF Pkahs—A subscriber, Phila-

delphia.—An article by a lady in another column,

•will afford you good hints for managing your room

Camellias. They will not do well in winter, in a

dry cellar near a furnace ; but would do in a cool

one where tliej- could get sun sometimes.

Tf your four year old Dwarf Pears continue to

grow freely, you need not iirnne much now. That

operation is principally to encourage vigorous growth.

If tlii'y are well set with buds, they may over-bear

next year if too many set. 'When as large as Wal-

nuts, thin out all but a few dozen, which is enough

for the first vear of bearing.

Pkaks—Mui.nERiiiES—//. Worcester, Mass.—Your
proposed i)lan of setting Dwarf Pears in rows run-

ning north and south, ten feet apart, ami si.x feet

ai)art in the row, is rather close together, and unless

the soil is very well supjilied willi fertilizing materi-

als, and the deep, we should fear they would
dry out in hot seasons, and soon become stunted.

We have no experience in striking the Downing
Mulberry from cuttings ; but it will no doubt do as

well as other kinds, which taken off in spring, and
treated as simidy as Currant cuttings, usually grow
as well. They are often grafted on White Mulberry,

we believe.

Swamp Muck axd Saw-dust as a JIulch kou
Dwarf Peaks— C. M. D., Jamaica, L. Island.—Saw-
dust is injurious to most plants and to most soils.

We suppose your soil is sandy, in which case, swamp
muck will probably prove a beneficial mulch.

Metrosideros not Flowehino—X McK., West

Manchester, Pa.—Enclosed I send you a smalltwig

from a plant called Metrosideros. The i>lant has

been in my greenhouse eight years, fa fine, thrifty

plant, J but has never flowered. Can you tell me
the reason ? I have seen them in other greenhouses

covered with flowers. But a month or two ago I

cast my eyes on a poor, miserable, scrubby, half-

starved little thing all covered with flowers. I came

home so vexed at my barren ]>lant, that I took right

hold of it with the intention of throwing it out ; but,

after a moment's reflection, concluded to leave it

alone until 1 would ask you whether there was such

a thing as a barren Metrosideros. Therefore, on

your decision hangs his life, if a he it should prove

to be. (1.)

Also, another twig from a plant I call Akenia

mollis. Because I bought it under that name. Some
of our florists say it is not the name of the i)lant, but

fail to give me another. Can you give me the cor-

rect name." (2.)

[1. Metrosideros floribunda, and never flowers

freely till it has been first well grown, then half-

starved, when it is one of the handsomest plants

grown.

2. It is Akenia mollis, more usually, however,

called Malvaviscus mollis, sometimes Ilibiscus mol-

lis.]

Runt's I.ACINIATUS

—

M., Cincinnati, O.—This has

been for some time in cultivation around our large

cities, and notices of it are frequent in our first vol-

ume, particlilarly at page 184. 3Ir. Lawton, having i

called the particular attention of the Pomological I

Society to it, it has lately received marked attention, f S^^
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If is the cut-leaved variety of the common English

Blnckborry Rubus /rulieosus. It roccivcil its name,

fnilicosus or "shrubby," from the fact of its possess-

ing a more woody liabil. In tlie temperate parts of

Europe the writer lias seen stems of it as tliick as

his wrist, and several years old ; but in more northern

latitudes it dies down every year. Wlicre it retains

its woody eliaraeter, it throws up but few suckers

;

but where it dies down, it has the habits of all the

rest of the class. We certainly regard it as worthy

of attention.

Outc.rK OF TiTE Moss Rose.—A correspondent re-

cently inquired of us the origin of the Mo.ss Rose.

The following is all we know. The poet is a little

lame in the grammar of the second line, but this we
can forgive on accoimt of the beauty of the thoughts

that follow :

The Angol of the flowers one day

Bt'uealh a rose-bush sloepiuir lay,

—

That Spirit to whose care is given

To bathe youui; buds In dews from Heaven
;

.\waking from his slight repose,

Tlie Angel whis^pered to the Rose,

"Oh. fondest object of my care,

Still fairest found where all aro fair.

For the sweet 6hade thou'^t given to me.

Ask what thou wilt, 'lis gninted thee."

Then said the Kose, with deepened glow,

" On me another grace bestow."

The Spirit paused in silent thought,

—

What grace was there that (lower had not?

'Twas but a moment,—o'er the Rose

A veil of mo.ss the Angel throws,

And robed in nature's simplest weed,

Could there a flower that Rose exceed?

Brigut's System of Pruning Grapes. — We
have received from Mr. H. E. Chitty, of New Lon-

don, Conn., further remarks in reply. "We very

much regret that our space is so limited as to forbid

lengthy and prolonged controversies on any subject

introduced. When any party gives his views on

any question, our pages are open to the most liberal

criticism, and we cannot deny the criticised party

the right to reply. Mr. Chitty's article is an excel-

lent production, occupying six closely-written pages

of cap-paper, would take near three pages of the

Monthly, and on which he must have spent much
care. We are very sorrj- that the rules we have to

adopt for our guidance prevent its appearance. With
regard to the subject itself, we must be allowed to

say, that nothing but facts and figures as to the com-

parative merits of the two systems will satisfy us

and the pubUc. Science partially favors both views.

Experience must strike the balance. At present

Mr. Chitty and the permanent cane partj^ have the

best of the argument. Vines on the old system

have, as Mr. C. repeats in the article now before us,

'•borne satisfactorily for twenty, thirty, and fifty

years," and gardeners are justified in hesitating to

abandon what they know to be a good system, for one

that is possibly only better. Gentlemen, let us have a few

more experiments. Nothing like tliem for testing

knotty questions.

A few daj's ago we read in an exchange

—

The

Banner of Lit/hi, we believe—an accoimt of a meet-

ing of philosopliers at Boston, when one, a Dr.

Adams, a.sscrlod, as a fact, that a quart of water

could be got into a quart-measure already filled with

sand. Tlie subject was debated pro and con by the

savans present, and no conclusion seemed to be ar-

rived at by the distinguished body. Our offlce-boy

coming in at the time, we propounded to him the

question. "Dun know," says he; "but I'll try."

In a few moments he returned with the report that

the quart of sand took up one-third only of the

water in the otiier quart, demonstrating, at the same

time, the folly of the "philosophers," and the addi-

tional fact that a measure of fine bar-sand contains

within it one-third of space.

The hint is not intended for those exclusively who
wish to give us "a little more grape,"—all of us can

profit by it.

Hot-Water T.\j;k—Jl Subscriber, Bou-manville,

Canada.—In a propagating-pit sixtj' feet long I in-

tend building a tank three feet wide, to be heated by

an elbow of a four-inch iron pipe built in the fur-

nace. About two feet of the pipe will be exposed

to the fire. How long -will it be advisable to make

the tank? 00
What work on propagating and cultivating exotics

do you consider the best? (2.)

[1. It depends on the size of the furnace and the

amount of heat you can bring to bear on the pipe

boiler. With an ordinary strong fire and little

water in the tank, it would be safe to rim the tank

the whole sixty feet of length.

2. There is no complete work. "Buist's Flowcr-

Garden Directory" and "Breck's Flower-Garden"

are the best we know.]

Pn^uniE Flowers—Mr. R. 0. Thompson, of Ke-

braska City, sends us an account of the many beauti-

ful flowers of that region. Botanical collectors,

from Michaux and NuttaU downwards, have pretty

well explored the country, and it is more than prob-

able that eveiy thing beautiful has already been made
to pay tribute to our collections. The seeds which

Mr. Thompson encloses us, for instance, belongs to

Clematis Virginiana. If the gentleman wiU send us

dried pressed specimens of flowering shoots next
\

season, we can probably tell liim whether or

they have been already named or introduced.

i next '

ir not I
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the good services lie so very kindly oilers thus ren.
(Icred more certain of results.

Jlr. Thompson says

:

"Tlie Prairie Dwarf Seedling Rose, twenty kinds
of native grapes, eiglit of strawberries, six of wild
plums Cbettcr than many tame ones), twelve creep-
ers, two gooseberries, two raspberries, and many
fiower-roots I will send by mail or express to any
one, gratis, who wishes them. I have a desire to see
our rarities, beauties, and good things sent abroad
and tested in every locality in the States. I send
you enclosed seed of one variety of creepers,—

a

most beautiful tiling. Cuttings of the grapes, scions
of the plums, plants of the strawberry, and roots of
the rose and creepers will be mailed to all who apply
for them."

Strelitzia EEGtNA— G. If'., IVellington, Canada
West has had a plant four years that has not pro-
duced flowers. When well established, they flower
very freely here. The custom is to give them plenty
of pot-room, and set the pots in the summer in a
hot, sunny place in the open air, and in a warm
stove in winter. They bloom freely every summer.

R.USING Tree Seed.—F. IF. says:—"The dif-

ferent kinds of elm, birch, and linden seed I have
failed in raising from seed. What is the best time
and manner?

[Elm, if fresh, usually grows well sown early in

spring. The other kinds must either be planted in
fiill, or sufiered to lie over in the ground a year with-
out growing. ]

Azalea Flowers—.E. F. S.—We arc sorry to

say that the flowers were so completely crushed in

the letter, that it was impossible to name them for

you. They should be sent in a small bo.x with damp
moss around them.

TnujA W.UIEANA, OR PLicATA— fi. B. says:-This
is a seedhng variety of our American Arborvita;. We
have quantities of seedling plants from the former
that all prove the latter."

&

J^ODfe, (JafalnguFS, %t.

BuionT ON THE GuArE-YiSE.—We have been
favored with advanced sheets of the second Edition

of Mr. Bright's book, in which we find many new
positions advanced, that will attract considerable

attention. For some years past the best grape-

growers have been gradually abandoning the old

idea of animal carcases, and strong nitrogenous mat-
ters for borders. Wc find in this that Mr. B. takes

the ground, that all such, even stable manures, arc

not only no good, but positively injurious. Mr.

Bright's views we regard inmany points extreme

;

but his writings have had an immense influence in

introducing good practices into favor, and we are

glad to see that he has been encouraged to bring out

a new and improved edition.

The PRiNcrPLES and Practice of Land Dr.un-

AGE.—Embracing a brief Histoiy of Underdraining

;

a detailed examination of its Operation and Advan-

tages ; a Description of various kinds of Drains,

whli Practical Directions for their Construction, the

Manufiicture of Drain Tile, etc. Illustrated by

nearly 100 Engravings. By John H. Klippart.

Robert Clarke & Co., Cincinnati.

Every reader of the Gardener's Monthly is well

aw.are of the importance of underdraining. He who
practices it generally adds acres to his farm, without

the cost of new deeds. The present work seems to

be a collection of all the points in the history of un-

derdraining from the earliest period to the present

time. It came to hand only as we go to press,

and we have not as yet been able to read it care-

fully ; but a hasty examination warrants us in trust-

ing that it will have a wide circulation amongst all

interested in the improvement of the soil.

The American Slock Journal, devoted to the im-

provement of our domestic animals throughout the

United States. The first and second volumes bound,

have been sent us by the publisher. We believe it is

the onlj' Journal devoted to these .subjects exclu-

sivcl}', and deserves extensive support. The last

number contains minute details of Rarey's sys-

tem of Horse-taming, by which the most vicious

animal becomes an equine Katharine in the hands

of this modem Petruchio.

E. W.uiE Sylvester, Lyons, N. Y. Fruits and

General Stock.

John G. Barker, Hartford, Conn. Xew and

choice Bedding Plants.

Randolpu Peters, Newark, Del. General List.

B. K. Bliss, Springfield, Mass. Flower and

Vegetable Seed, Fruits, &c. TO pages.

George Nicnoi,, Providence, R. I. New Roses,

&c.

C. Beadle, St. Catharine's, Canada West. Trees

and Plants.

Viu Manly, Marshall, Ills. Fruits and Orna-

mentals.

Edoau S.\nders, Chicago, 111. Bedding Plants.

G. Goldsmith & Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Fruit

and Ornamentals.

J. H. B8.VRD.M.VN, Brighton, N. Y. Grape-vines,

&c.

W. T. & E. Smith, Geneva, N. Y. Fruits, Trees,

and Flowers. 3i pages.
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Neai.ly Bros. & Bock, Burlington, Iowa. Whole-

sale Catalogue.

R. LiNSLEY, West Meriaon, Conn. Roses, Bed-

ding-out Plants, &c.

J. Knox, Pittsburg, Pa. Small Fruits.

Tki-eblood & LirsEV, Salem, Ind. Fruits.

Joshua Pierce, Washington, D. C. Small

Fruits.

Full sots of Catalogues of the extensive depart,

mcnts of the following gentlemen have been re-

ceived :

Andrew Buidgeman, Broadway, New York.

R. BfiST & Son, Philadelphia.

The Catalogues of the following well-known firms

arc on our table, and, in addition to their usual

full lists of things cultivated, contain on their fly-

leaves advertisements of the Gardener's Monthly, for

which act of kindness the publisher returns his best

thanks.

Bateha-M, Haxford & Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Fruits, Trees and Flowers. 50 pages.

Barnes & Wasiiburne, Harrison Square, Mass.

Flower and Vegetable Seeds. 50 pages.

E. C. Frost, Havana, N. Y. Fruits and Flowers,

with sketch of Wagener Apple.

J. A. Brcce, Hamilton, C. W. Seeds and

Flowers.

HfId anb j^arF fvniis.

Gipson's Kentucky Seedleng Apple—Mr. C. P.

Hale, Calhoun, Ky., writes:

—

Enclosed I send you an outline of an excellent

winter apple which grows in this county. The out-

u
line was taken bj- drawing a pen around one half of

the apple. It gives the shape except the calyx, which

was injured. The tree grows on the farm of Mr.

A. Gipson. I propose to name it Gipson's Ken-

tucky Seedling. Mr. Gipson says the tree while

young was found growing by a path-way leading

from an orchard of the Prior's Red apple, to a

sehoul-house in the neighborhood, and he thinks it

sprang from the seed of that apple, dropped by the

children passing to or from the school-house. He

says it is more productive than the Prior's Red, or

R;iwle's Jannet, on his farm, and keeps better than

either of them ; that it produced twenty or thirty

bushels of apples this season ; and, that it has never

been pruned. There have been no trees propagated

from it yet.

Size rather below medium, round-ovate, one-

sided ; skin smooth, dark red on sunny side on green-

ish-yellow ground, blotched with dark brown,

dotted with small black dots in patches, and specked

with small gray specks in the skin. The brown

blotches and black dots may be rubbed off without in-

juring the skin ; stalk from ^ to i inch long ;
cavity

narrow, uneven ; basin shallow, slightly plaited

;

calyx partly closed ; flesh pale yellow, very fine

grained ; tender, juicy, sprightly, sub-acid ;
keeps all

winter, about equal to the best for this country.

New English Strawberry—Frog?norc Lale Pine.

This is not as large as a "cocoa nut," as friend

Hovey would say ; but is extolled by the English

growers for being larger and better than any late

kind in cultivation. Since the old notion, that foreign

strawberries w^illdo no good in our climate, has been

exploded as a general rule, some of our cultivators

will doubtless have this variety introduced, and

placed on the trial fist before theseason

wf^^ ^^^^
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Osage Okance Hedges.—I have made good
hedges in five years, as follows, for 100 rods:

;!000 plants $12 00

Ploughing and preparing strip of

land, half day 100
Sotting the plants 3 00

Cultivating three times a year, five

years 2 00

Cutting back with stuh-scythc,

about 3 00

Interest, about 5 00

$26 00

or about twenty-five cents a rod. By employing bun-

glers, hand-shears, picking out weeds with the fin-

gers, &c., the cost might have been greatly increased.

Ploughing and harrowing a strip five feet wide on

each side, which is cheaply done, is at least twentj'

times more useful than merely hoeing by hand a

narrow strip where the plants stand. Tlie roots rim

far, and care nothing for a few weeds in the row.

—

Country Gentleman.

Apples per Central New York.—Tlie report

of the Oneida community says: "These have been

unusually abundant and perfect. Sorts, heretofore

very imperfect, show what they are in these favored

localities.—The Red Aslracan, Primate and Sweet

Hough, among summer varieties ; the Porter, Graven-

stein, Norton's Melon, and Lowell, autumn sorts ; and

the R. I. Greening, Baldwin, Esopus Spitzenburgh,

Swaar, Wagener, English Russetl, and Northern Spy,

late keepers, have all proved well adapted to this

place. The Primate is the best summer apple we
know. Baldwin and Porter liable to overbear. Swaar

and Spitzenburgh pay for high culture, li'arjener, a

famous early bearer, and of superior quality. The
Northern Spy—"slow but sure,"—has this year

shown that it will produce great crops of large apples.

The next enlargement of our apple-orchards will be

of this sort. First full returns from young orchards

—one thousand bushels of choice fruit harvested."

Grape Eyes.—A correspondent of the German-

town Telegraph writes, that he prepares and plants

grape eyes in the usual way, and sets the boxes in

a warm closet where they sprout, and are gradually

inured to light and air, and that )ic has succeeded

well in this way.

The Ohio Beauty, Apples.—Dr. Warder read a

letter from Mr. William F. English, Khinehart,

Anglaise county, Ohio, referring to the " Ohio
•auty." Mr. English says: "One tree of this va-

riety, of about sixteen years' growth, charmed and

astonished everybody. Almost every approach to

the tnmk of the tree was cut off by the limbs bend-

ing to the ground ; in many places, apples matured

resting on the ground. Some of the limbs of this

tree extended twenty-two to twenty-four feet, hori-

zontal!)', from the trunk, and yielded the present

season thirty bushels of apples. The largest apple

we weighed this season weighed one pound. Full

as the trees were, one hundred and twenty to onC

hundred and twenty-five, taken on the average,

make a bushel. Every day still more and more

confirms me in the opinion I formed before I was so

well acquainted with other varieties ; that is, that

among the best ajiples in general cultivation, it has

no equal."

—

Cincinnaius.

IsrPRovTED HoLLYnocKs.—Radical shoots, taken

off as cuttings in the spring, no doubt give tlie

strongest spikes, but they may easily be i^ropagated

by single eyes in July and August. Plant out in

March; the former month is best for early flower-

ing, the latter for very late blooming. Never plant

on new ground, or in maiden earth, but choose a

soil that has been well worked, and if well trenched,

so much the better.

Drying RrruBARB.—Rhubarb dries verj- well, and

when well prepared, will keej) good for an indefinite

period. The stalks shoidd be broken off while they

are crisp and tender, and cut into pieces about an

inch in length. These pieces should then be strung

on a thin twine, and hung up to dry. Rhubarb

shrinks very much in drying—more so than any

plant I am acquainted with, and strongly resembling

pieces of soft wood. When wanted for use, it should

be soaked in water over night, and the next day

simmered over a slow fire. None of its iirojierties

appear to be lost in drying, and it is equally as good

in winter as any dried fruit. Very few varieties of

rhubarb are suitable for drying, as most of them con-

tain too much woody fibre. The best variet)- of

rhubarb for any purpose is the Victoria, when grown
in a suitable situation. The Jlammoth is worthless",

owing to its fibrous nature, as are also some other

kinds.

—

Prairie Farmer,

Mdsiiroom Growing.—The artificial cultivation

of mushrooms is now so well understood and prac-

ticed that perhaps little more can be advanced on the

subject. In my own case, I merely state a mode of

growing'them in the spring and summer months,

which I have found to answer better than auy way I

have yet tried. In a large ^'inery here, used for the

growth of the Black Damascus Grape, there is a long
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pit or Ijcd in tlie middle of the inside of the house.

Tliis bed is iilMiut 3 feet in depth, by tlie same in

width, and is tilled with well prepared horse drop-

pings, in Februtiry, or beginning of March, to heat

the roots of the Vines, and to make a moist ammonia-

cal atmospliere for the buds breaking. About the

beginning of April, when the bed is no longer wanted

forlhis purjjose, I add a little more fresh droppings

to Uie surface of the bed, and spawn it in the usual

way. Some good fresh tiufy soil of a loanij- nature

is then put on the surface, and the whole beaten as

hard as possible with a wooden mallet. Wooden
shutters, or boards, are then put over the bed, the

surface of which is at least inches below the boards.

The young JIushroom.s usually appear in the begin-

ning of May, and the beds continue in full bearing

all through that month, and June and July. The
Muslirooms from this bed are not like the half-starved

buttons grown in regular Mushroom houses, but

large dark brown fellows from 3 to 4 inches in dia-

meter, and as full of juice as field Mushrooms. At
one of the horticultural shows at Chiswick, I remem-
ber having seen a fine large dish of forced Jtlush-

roonis, sent by Mr. Ingram, from Frogniore, whicli

were of the same color and substance. They were

stuck into Moss in a shallow basket, which showed
them off better than the usual modes tried at exhibi-

tions. I attribute the large size and succulence of

the Mushrooms grown in this way, to the deepness

and ((Uantity of the fermenting materials in the bed,

and the additional moisture in the air of a large

Vinery ; for the boards are frequently taken off the

bed, when the vines are syringed or watered at the

roots. When there is room in the inside of Vineries,

or Peachliouscs, for a bed for using fermenting ma-
terials, no better plan can be devised for making Vines
and Peaches break readily, and the beds can after-

wards be used for growing Mushrooms. The only

precaution is when the fruit begins to ripen, to clear

all the beds of the fermenting materials, and cover

them up closely with the shutters or boards, to i)re-

vent dampness. In August, or September, I usually

clear the bed here clean out, and the Black Damas-
cus Grapes keep without damping or shrivelling till

the end of November.— William Tillery, Welbeck.

them in the flowering pots at once, in good holding

loam, with a little sand and very rotten eowdung,

and so dry as that it will sift like leaf mould, drain

particularly well, and let the bulb be one-third out

of the earth ; and if you could plunge the pots in a

cold frame, one watering would do till after Christ-

mas.

—

Collage Gardener.

Cyclamexs.—Never drj- them, as the "general

practice" does; but when the flower and the frost

are done with for the season, plant out the balls en-
'

tire in a warm border, whCre the roots will not be
!

disturbed the whole summer, let them take the rain
'

and the drought as they happen to come ; but do
nothing more on yourpart till the middle of August, !

then watch them, and the moment 3'ou perceive a
]

move for fresh leaves, up with them that day, shake
off every particle of soil from the roots, and po

|

Pelarooxiums— Beit show Varieties.— Aurelia,

BriUiant, Criterion, Eclipse, Etna, Evelyn, Fair

Ellen, Fairest of the Fair, Fire Queen, Lady Can-

ning, Leviathan, Miss Foster, Mr. White, Prince of

Wales, Rosj- Gem, Bosjilie, Ringleader, Rose Celes-

tial, Richard Benyon, Rose Leaf, The Bride, Viola,

Vestal, Wonderlul. Best new ones coming out

:

Autocrat, Hyperion, Lord Clyde, Hesperus, Bacchus,

Apollo, Cherub. Best Spotted—Arab, Chaiiner,

Charles Turner, Conspicuum, Fancy, Guillaume

SevjTen, Guido, Hero, JIazeppa, Mr. Bcck,Mr. lloyle,

Madame Pescatore, JIadame Lemichez, Peacock,

Pescatore, Sanspareil, Spotted Gem, Spotted Pet.

Best new ones coming out: Beadsman, Bracelet,

King of Purples. Best Fancy.—Acme, Bridesmaid,

Captivator, Clara Novello, Cloth of Silver, Circle,

Formosum, Madame Rougiere, Mrs. Turner, Mar-

chioness of Tweedale, Negro, Princess Royal. Best

new ones coming out: Lady Craven, Omega, Sarah

Turner.

—

Dobson §• Son, hkworth.

yorpign (Jopppsponbpnrp.

Letter from oar Occasional Paris
Correspondent.

Friend MEEnAX, you w ere very kind when jou
stated your five arguments why I should be Letter-

writer E.xtraordinary to His Excellency the Gardin-

er^s Monthly. Shall I hit you back with five argu-

ments against it? Let two suffice. lam not on a

gardening tour. I am not scientific enough even for

an "occasional." I will, nevertheless, write when
the spirit moves. Alas I the spirit moved me the

other day in a melaucholy way. Cemetery flowers

made nie think of you and the Monthly. I went to

seek the grave of a young man, an American, who
died just before mj' arrival here ; died, too, of —
Paris ; a schoolfellow of mine, whose li\ing eye and

hand and tongue I expected to enjoy here; who
cime over to ; but that sad tale hasno business

here. Well, the ccmetciy differs from those at home
in nothing more than in the abundance of wreaths

of Immortelle flower.s. The French love to visit

cemeteries. Their gay nature here, i)erhaps, finds

that reaction whicli everything in creation seems to

require. Even distant friends and relations are vis-

ited by them, when dead, with a feeling of kind re-

membrance, which these, when alive, uuhap])ily do

m§ -^^1
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not enjoy, and for all there is the wreath of Im-

mortals.

Busts and statues, on anniversaries of the death

of their originals, are wreathed in the same way.

Kapoleon I., cast in bronze, standing on a high col-

umn made of iron ordnance taken in battles and re-

cast, on every recurring day of his death, gets

profusely bewreathed, mostly by the few veterans

still livmg. Or if one of his old followers living in

the provinces happens to come to Paris, he will not

fail to hang up his wreath on the iron railing round

his idol's column in the Place Vendome. Of course,

the cultivation and sale of such wreaths has become

a distinct trade. Numbers of girls are employed to

make them, and they arc sent from Paris all over

France, selling by the dozen, the gross, and the

hundreds of gross.

Butaway with /cmoncAo/y,—let us turn to live fresh

nowers, even in winter. Let us go to the ball of

U-MUme Sccretarj- of State, here called Minister for

the interior. This is the night, here is the card of in-

vitation. You smile. You want to know what

business I have with the ball ? Incredulous, modest

man ! Do not all the gardeners belong to the world's

aristocracy? Am I not, further, a representative of

the American nation? Is not America "a great

country?" And, lastly, if gardeners were contra-

band articles for such balls, who knows me, in my

present position, as ever having handled spades any

more than clubs or diamonds or hearts ? But I will

not lead you into the ladies' saloons ;
I will but show

you the approaches ; how, when once your foot has

])assed the portecochere, you will forget season, cli-

mate, and our common notions of habitation ;
for

you will step into a bower or grove of e.xotic plants,

all so arranged that you see no pots and tubs. Rho-

dodendrons, Azaleas, Camellias of every (luarter of

the globe, and of the fifth, too. Musas of Etliiop,

Acacias of New Holland, Heathers of the Cape, all

the varieties of Palms of the I.slands, the natives of

Java, of the Brazils, of scorching Africa, of India

in the East, of Cuba and of Botany Bay, Ihcy all

meet here in brilliant gaslight, to strike your eye

with the dazzle of their blooms, to fill your brain

with their bewitcliing fragrance ;
in fact, to time

you to the ball and to gaiety, and to "nerve," if,

perchance, you arrive in the wrong mood. And

whence all these plants? Not from the greenhouses

of Monsieur Ic ^linistre, to be sure. Why should

he risk his plants, when for so much he can have so

many for tliis or that occasion ? Save mc from sta-

tistics, friend Jleelian. I hate figures. It is suffi-

cient to tell you that a good many establishments

cam ever)- winter a good deal of money by hiring

out the denizens oftheir plant-houses. The pay, how-

ever, is not for the bringing and fetching alone, nor
|

for the per centage of wear, tear, and risk ; but for

the art of placing thfm along the entrance, up the

stairs, etc., for making decorations, for hiding, by

their aid, unsightly nooks, for filling up with them

useless cornere, and for accomplishing really artistic

designs. Wlien the city of Paris gave a ball in the

City Hall, to Queen Victoria of England, when she

was here, the large spaces of roof intervening be-

tween the second floor of the principal sides of the

quadrangle and the different buildings rising from

it—the depressions or spaces being neccssarj" for

letting in the light—were roofed over in Crystal Pal-

ace manner ; connected with these buildings, the

floor, heretofore roof, boarded and gardens made of

them, in which birds sung and fountains played.

And as a contrast, turn now to those e.vhibitions

from which all classes to the humblest draw their

supply of plants and flowers, to the flower-marts of

Paris. Of this I will write to you on some future

occasion. M.

IJorHruIfural j3oriFtips,

THE FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA.

OF

ARE COLD GRAPERIKS WOKTHV THE ATTENTION OF THE
FARMER ?

Mr. S. Miller said it was a mistake to suppose these stractares
required very cluse atteution. A friend of his, who was aa engi-
neer, usually li-ft H cheap vinery he had erected go all day wlih*
out any attention, and he had perfect succejw.

Mr. B. Hartolelt, a farmer of Chester County, said, in 1S44 he
put np against his house a vinery twelve by sixtoen feet, at a cost of
about tliirty-tour dollar^i. lie had freiiuently giveu it uo alten-
tioQ for several weeks, aud year before last particularly. lias

very fine crops. lie had, he lliou^iit. as much as two hundred
ponudfi on some occasions from four vines.

Mr. A. W. Harrison, though only a horticnltaralBmatourao'l not
a farmer, thought that^ from his experience, there wa^ a profit to
be made well worthy of the farmer's attention. 5I"re care would
have to be exercised in havinn matters safe from contingencies, so
that, as in Mr. Bartoletfs case, the vinery might be left a long
lime without care, luside borders had such advantages. Besides
the money protlt, the reUuing iutlueuces of such operations on the
farmer's family was worth a good deal.

Mr. launders spoke of the increasing risk of failure in pear^
cherries, apples, Ac., and asked, What so certain as a crop of
vinery grapes? There was too much mystery made of grape-
growiug.—too much nonsense in usual rules uf management.

—

Hiirdei"s tliree feet deep were sutHoient, and cost but little. As for
so much talk about soils, any earth that would grow good cab-
ba;^es would grow good grapes. He favored inside bi-rdors, made
arrangements to keep the air moist as heat increased, which also
hud a good effect on restraininj; mildew. No crop produced so
much ^>r so little outlay, and he hoi>ed every farmer would profit
by Mr. Bartolett's experience.

Mr. Bartolett sai<l he hud both an oatstde and inside border.
Thought that ft border wholly inside would at time^ get loo dry.
He laid down and protected his vines In winter, uuttl the spring
opened aud the buds pushed. Kept the sashes shut, more or less,

till all danger of frost was over, when they were left open alto-
gether. He used soap-suds and sulphur about three times a year
over the leaves and about the vinery, and attributed to it his free-
dom from mildew.

Mr. Sauuders remarked, with regard to the drying of inside bor-
ders, that he had found one thorough watering a vear sutBcicnt.

CU.\CKINn OF THE VY.k\\ AND BLIGHT.
Mr. Baldwin thought electricity at or about the lime of thunder-

storms had an inSueuco on the production of blight, and thought
somr- application might ^uanl against it.

Mr. MilUiHuer observett that blight was quite a roodorn disease,
while we had thunder-storms years ago.

Dr. E.Hhleman thought locality had some reference to the cau.te

of cracking, in some localities Hosenshenk did welt ; in others it

cracked badly. At Now Holland, Lancaster County, the Diller
did finely, but was worthless with him lu Chester County. Fro-
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ottebtty only tloxlf Itinbn w*re Ktraclt with (lre-bl*irlit. nnd vrhra
tnere wor<> uo thnnder-«tnnn'<,

Mr. lltrrlsnn thought that when R li-*o ttsa iroakftied In it*

conrtliMtfnn hr ativ C'tnr»p of tr^-iitment. anr nnfhvoniblo clrrnm-

staQoe-^ to ^eri.^ml healili \v.>n!il bno^: »»«( iJl«<^«e. Hf» inslancf^l

two ln»csof th"» Itp" Nonu"*" Pf'ar tn hi* irardcn bearluc fmlt for ihe

llttt time. Ari>und otif of th*«»»» a thick dres^inir of ntnMc-maoure
had beea acrldoDtally placed thi* year b«'f'>re. Tho tree prow rig-

oronMy. mid last Tear th« fruit rrackod bndly. The other P<«
VToojim Pear, as wpH as the other peurs Id hi" piirden that bore, did

not craclc. An abuadance of nltrocent-oa* munnrog rendered wood
•oft asd !ipongT, ait It luiikea a cabbnjre tender and jotcy. and
when In that condition diseajiQ fastenn on the structure and oflr-n

T>Momc» hereditary and conntilotional. The knowledge of the

fffect of peculiar ftubfitunc*'* on the health of vetretable slrocturo
was only io tt* iutiincy. Mr Baxter, of Philndeljibia. famous for

line pe»r^, hnni;; Iron about hi« trees. The rain broacbt the oxido
to the pmund, and it was, in hi* (the spptikerV) view, bat a

' clnmsy way of applying oxide of iron lolhf soil. Sulphate of Irou

has been known to make leares of pear trees very large, and the
fmlt Tery fine. Experiments with sieel in trees hart re.'iulted in

no gofid. indicHiiog that It wa« the oxide of iron from the use of
the latter that was benefldal. When the tyndeucy to disease had
become a hub'U. m:inv things would hrinr It out. and many thlnt;s

would alKo produce the tendency to dlsea-'^e. Bearing young, in

regetublos a.« in animals, had an euervatlnp tendency. Aire him
well -ripened, close, compact, hard wood, a stock from a healthy
jjarent, and one that has not over-borne when young, and ho did
not fear disease.

EUwood Thomas, of Montaomery County, grafted a hedge pear
with NV. ijoyeane. Bore well for a fewyearj:. then cracked badly.

After that he gmftcd Jnlieonc. which has since done well. The
tree ha** always been .<!nrrounded by sod. He thought it could not
be deficient elements in the soil, or in fuich a case the Julienne
wonld crack as bad as W, Doyen ue.

Mr. Grlder thought there might be autflcieut of certain elements
for one variety, and not for another, for lie knew a friend who
had a pear, the ftolt of which cracked freely, and after a plentiful

application of salt to the ground about the tree, the disease disap-
peared.

Mr. Miller thought he had known beneficial results both from
Iron and salt. Had peen line While Doyennes in Lancaster
County in sheltered gardens.

Mr. Baldwin had seen scious taken from healthy White Doyenne
trees, and put en tree.s that bore cracked fruit, and for some time
»fter the fruit was healthy.

Mr. Harrison agreed In the view of Mr. Grider. It was well
known that one kind of soil wonld render a grape sweet . another
kind of soil would produce ihe same kind more sour. It was so
with the pear. High-flavored pears absorbed more of the ele-

ment! of perfection. Hedge pears would he sati&iied with rerr
Oltle.

A gentleman observed that gnano-water had been found by him
fcvorable to healthy fniit.

A. W. Corson had a Butter Peur to crack seven successive years.
XjLSt year drerised the surface about the tree with ashes and stable-
mannre, with a perceptible benefit to last year's crop.

Mr. Lukens Pierce made some remarks which our reporter did
aot hear, and

3[r. Saunders observed that be had given the subject much at-

tention, and was eatisfled that cracking was owing solely to at-
mospheric causes. Soil aualvf^is was so indefinite that no satis-
factory result could be bad. Two analyses on soil, taken but a
ftw feet from each other, would vary in elements and In their
proportions. This might be considered but a "practical" view; but
there were two classes of "practical"—those who "practiced" and
observed as they went, and those who " practiced" what they were
taught—mere machines, who never bestowed a thought on what
they were doing. Agreed with Mr. Harrison, that ripe wood was
Imp'ortant. Where wood was ntt well ripened, partial shelter
would mitigate or keep off crack and blight. The effect of frost on
Soft wood was much the same as heat In summer. The moisture
evaporated too rapidly, and disease or death ensued.

Mr. Miller enquired if summer-pinching would harden or ripen
wood, and

Mr. Saunders replied that it would, if done early in fall.

Mr. Vos, of Berks County, spoke highly of the Beading Pear,
which, he said, was as easy to get perfect as the Bartlett, and
bore nearly as well. He was not much of a reader, and got his
knowledge entirely from experience. His views, whatever they
might bo, were, therefore, hia own, and not suggested by other
parties; and he would say that ha had found great benefit from
Ught manures for the p*^ar. In fact, he considered wood-ashes,
.salt, and iron-filings Indispensable to get perfect fruit. His soil
was clay subsoil, and never had any sign of blight or crack
amongst his fruits. He grew many kinds, and all did equally
well. He manures entirely by top-dressing. There were soils
about Reading in which no pear could be made to grow.

General Keim said there was an extremely fine winter ptar cul-
tivated in the neighborhood bv the early German settlers, which
Ihey called the Och, and whicV for many years was entirely free
from crack and blight. Pears were less subject to disease in the
city of Reading, where they were protected, than in the environs.

He aald there were many very fine rarlctles of fValt aboDt Hnad-
Ing. named after i-uod cillzon^, that had ^prllng up from self-Hown
ftoed brought from Canada by the indiano, who had n regular
meotiog ur camplrii^-ground in the vicinity erory spring. The

I Keim .\ppl<', li*" thought, nnd"ubt<'dly origluuled In thi» wuy. He
paid a glvwlng inhule t>> the beiifvoleut purposes of bortlculture^

{
and closed l>y na Inviiaiion to the members of the ('ouveution tu

1
houur Uiin with a vi!«ii at his boutte on their adjonrument, which

' the mcDibern accepted, and felt tliemsolvea, Iti turn, honoted and
1 gratttled by thi< curdtaliiy and kinduawt with which the tionoral

I

received aud <>ntortaiued them.
I Dr. Eshlemaii said it was right years hince ho had first experl-

I

moDleU on the special manure theory on a Butter I'ear. He took
r out the soil liboui It thrue feet wide and three teet deep, and filled

j
In with a compost, in which were r^ulphato of Iron, oxide of iron,
wood-ashes, churcoat, kc, five cart-loads In all: but fruit cracked
a« bad as ever. Gmlted lill but one limb with Bartleils. which do

) not crack. Tho ougnxftcd fruit cracks uh bad a.s ever. The tiee ia
'< also well protected. He did uot bellevo that only the conslitution-

I

ally weak took disease. The healthiest man was often the ttrst In
! times of epidemics to take nick and die. Hc< inclined to th*- belief

1
that cracking and blight were the result'^ of a pai-usitic fungus.

Mr. Ilarrisou replied that it was, nevorthelesH, a fact that, as a
' rule, good healthy wood was more liable to bo exempt fnan dis-
eases arising from coustilullouil weakness. He iostanced two

' orchards, near each other, of about two hundred varieiies,—one
!
manured iu the usual way with strong stimulating and conrse

j
wood-producing muuures, in which oue-third of the fruit was

I

badly cracked : and the other, which had inorganic manure^ only,

[

and not a crack or sting was visible. He was assured by parties
f highly respectable, that this was a regularly marked chaiacter of

I

the two orchards. They had both been uuderdrained, and both

I

treated and managed alike, except in tho single point of the sys-

I

tern of manuring.

I

Mr. Saunders remarked that it was one of the most Interesting
I discussions he had ever listened to, and cle*rly showed to his mind
that it was essential to study tho general laws of vegetable health
above all; yet when trees were once weakened, he had no doubt
that position and shelter would be found very beneficial.

CAUSE OF THE FAILURE OF THE GR.VPE. AND THE BEST
VARIETIES FOR EASTERN PEKXSYLVANIA.

H. M. Thomas said that about Reading It was customary to dig
trenches one and a half ft. deep and one ft. wide, into which Rome

{

leather-parings and t^table-manure were put. They always bore,

I

never had rot, and but little blight or mildew.
I

Dv. Kes.sler said that, for the last thirty years, the Isabella had
;
been the great grape of Reading. Recently they had not done so

! well as formerly. The leaves becamf hurt usually after showers
which were followed by hot sun. When the leaves once got in-

I jured, he had noticed that the grapes never ripened. Tho only
1 remedy he knew was to encourage suckers to throw up a aew set

j

of leaves and canes, provided the Injury was prior to July or
!
August.

1 Mr. Grider has twenty acres of grapes. He and another nejgh-
bor had lost heavily by rot during the past four years. Rot and

j

mildew r-xtetided over the whole United Slates, and now, in the
Infancy, as it were, of our wine-making experiments, he wlio

]
would point out a remedy would be a national benefactor. In

j

early spring he had noilced a small insect preying on the

I

bark, which produced by Its puncture, as seen when exam-
i ined witha magnifyiog-glass, a small red spot, which successively
turned purple, brown, and ultimately black, the bark splitting

' open in time and exposing the wood by the time the latter rl-

1
pened. The insect appeared but a small midge. Tho rot appears

j

in spots in his vineyard, not evidently on "^ines more weakened
!

than others,—often, indeed, only on some branches of the vine,
while the other branches of the same vine produce perfect fruit.

j
In fact, the rot often seems to rise in a direct lino from the ground

i upward, as if it was smoke from a chimney.

j

Mr. Fehr led a branch of a vine into a house, and It bore good
1
fruit ; all on the outside vine rotted. Thought the house avoided

.
change of temperature about the fmit. Grapi^s he had always

I

found to do much better in tho shade than in the sun. His expe-
I rience with vineyards near Reading dates from 1S40. Had no
; doubt mildew was atmospheric, and that the gases of towns were
unfavorable to itsdevelo].meQi. Had imported Rislings from O^r-

I

many, bat they were a speedy and total failure. He had now for

I

some years grown only the Catawba and Isabella. His system of

j

pruning varied with the strength of the vine.—left plenty of wood
1 on strong vines. He thought mildew attacked grapes worst in

]
June. On dewy, hazy mornings, had noticed a pale hue on the

' berry, and by nine o'clock next morning the mildew would be
, plainly discernible. He calculated be had lost as much as %10,000
I in his vineyard by rot and mildew. He spoke of the winired thrip,
: also, as being very destructive to the health of the vine foliage.

Mr. Saunders, by permission of the Chairman, read his essay on
I
the subject in the last proceedings of the American Pomologlcal

: Society.

I

Mr. Grider hoped attention would be turned to find a certain

{
remedy. Had seen a solution of sulphur eat off mildew after it

;

had been badlv fastened on berries.
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Mr. MtUer, of Cheater Conntr, noticed, an a singnlar ootaeldenee,
that when rose bntp* were abuudant aboat vlnpn. there were
'plenty of emped.—and grapes orarce In oeason* when thpy w^re
ftbvpQt. It hart bocomo nometbiiig of a prorerb in bU motion

:

'* No rotp'hnfis. no (trapen."

Mr. Ftthr confirmed the observation. Tned to send men to kill

. off ropfl-biigR; found hift mlRtnke, and thf- flret year aft<*r di<>con-

tinning the war aeatn^t r«i«e-bnjtM inadt> twonty-four barrel* of
wine. He snbscribfd to the doctrine "No roHe-bngs. no ifrapes."

8. MUlor. of Chester County, noticed that. Invariably, grapen
on tree* wei«> h*>altliy in every respoct, while they rot in the vint--

yard.
It WBft here proponM to take a vote on the five b«>Hi kiudn the

members would recommend.
Mr. Rutter said there wa« so much difference of opinion «t the

last meethif; ab.iuf frulm for profit from their ea^e of culture or
prolificnt>xs. and fruits fo be grown for personal u«e for their su-
perior quiility alone, that he thoui^ht it would be well to vote
nnderstandinfjly on that subject.

Mr. -S. Miller, of Lebanon, thought the Diana with hlrn tlie safest
from mildew Had nrver seen any on Concord. Spoke well of
Clinton in that respect : but had not had good Catawba or Isabella
for ten yfar«,

Mr. Fehr had tried the Rebecca, but it failed ealircly in his lo-

cality.

Previous to a vote, the Chairman (Mr. Miller, //r« tfm 1 hop«nt
that only those would be recommended which the members had
thoroughly tested, and to mark on the ballots the names of the
kinds they had triod and selected their choice from ; but we did
not understand that this wa» attended to; and it wan ngreed after
the vote was taken, that the result .should not be considered the
authoritative sense of the Society. The following was the list, the
order of preference beinc given as the list runs-—Concord, Diana,
Delaware, Clinton, Isabella, "^ur reporter observe.s that these
roles do not amount to much, as probably those who had grown a
Concord mieht not have grown a Diana, as they only voted on
what they had grown Scattering votes were given for the fol-

lowing, and in con<iecuIive order: Catawba. Taylor'n Bullitt, Clo-
anthe, Ontario, Cassaday.

SMALL FRUITS.

Rev. Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg being present, was invited to favor
the meeting with his experience. For nispberrles he used a Double
Slichignn Plough to the depth of twenty inches. Preferred the
Brinckle's Orange for flavor, beauty, and productiveness, but it

was rathei soft for carrying to market well. It wa.s rather lender;
hut his faitli was in protectine all. even the hardiest. Franconia
he preferied as a red. Next the Improved Black Cap. He praised
It highly for profit Does not prefer it to others himself; hut for

market use one mu^t study the wants and wishes of hi-^ customera.
rather than his own taste. Improved Black Cup wiw far superior
to the common kinds. He planted them seven feet apart and
three feet from each other,—other kinds five feet, and three feet

from each other in the row. Used stable-manure. For marketing
raspberries, less than pint boxes were the b«st size. Objection has
been made to the color, but in hi.s market, where the Orange is

,

known, it sells well at good prices.
[

Mr. Heiues spoke favorably of mulching ra.^pberrles with ',

manure.
Mr. Harrison favored tan-bark. He allowed only those cane.s I

to grow that he wished to bear fruit next year, and found wood-
ashes and salt an excellent manure. Approved of the Orange and
Fmncoula. Thoucht Pilate and Hornet promised well. Would
Rend raspberries of the finer kinds to market with their «tems on.
Hudson River Antwerp was praised for its regular-^ized berries,

j

Col. Wilder was flrstrtte in the shade, but pi>or in the sun.

Mr. Knox prepared ground for strawberries as for raspberries,
j

Soil had remarkable effects on the results of strawberry culture, i

Has had profitable strawberry crops from cround only ten inches
I

deep. Orows them in rows two and a half feet apart, eight to I

fifteen inches apart in the row. Never lets any runners grow,
j

Keeps the cultivator goin^-- till fall,—cultivator made expre.ssly
|

for the purpose. Lays straw along to keep the fruit from the dirt.
|

Boys draw the straw apart for the operation*; of the cultivator
with a hay-rake, t'ses the labor of women and boys for pinching
runners and the lighter labor. Has beds expressly for propaga-
tion, where runners are allowed to run. Disrunnered beds last a
long time wittout renewal. His beds are five years old, and
thinks they may last five more. Spoke highly of a kind known
In Pittsburg as Baltimore Scarlet, as suiting their soil well: also
of Burr's Pine and Bnist's Prize. Many foreign varieties suited
his locality well. TroUope's Victoria had brought one dollar per
quart, and berries had measured two and a quarter Inches across.
Albany's defect was In having various sized berries. Sorted them
before marketing. Liked small boxes, holding about one pint.
Triomphe de Oand was Jiis favorite.—thought It hard to Improve
on It; berries regular, usually one and three-fourths inches in
diameter. His system had been objected to as expensive. Found,
by the returns. It was the cheapest. Two hundred dollars could
be realized with him, on his system, for every one hundred dol-
lars spent. The averat-e yield with him of tilomphe de Gand
was three hundred bushels to the acre; of Hovey's Seedling, one

hondred. He ncually set out twenty thounaod plaaU to ih« acre,
and one pint per plant was the minimum yield.

3Ir. Harri.Hon spoke of layering runners Into imall pou plunged
aboat the plants H^ au excellent plan for amateur* who wUh to be
quite successful with vulnable kiudk.

Mr. Horloch, of Heading, »pi>ke of the difficulty of raising supe-
rior seedlings. Had raised large quantities for ten years, hut had
only one worth any thing. Fruit for marketing was hid business,
and he had found it iTofltable Found the strawberry tv do best
in a loamy ^oil that had been In sod for iwu years prevloUM. Had
grown Hnvey and Large Early Scarlet for some year^. Found
keeping soil clean and the plants well thinned paid much better
than letting them run together. He dreased In the fall with two-
year old cow-manure, covering leaves entirely; raked it aside
somewhat in spring- Found taking off the ru..ners had a ten-
dency to make Urffe fruit. Thought old plants began to fail after

the third year; they then got "u calamus root," (woody stems or
rhizomes). The first season of setting oat grew onions and light

j

crops between the plants ; next two years they bear. Makes new
j

beds every year for regular succeasion. Mulching with manure
j

he approved of; and wliere water could be had to Irrigate the beds
I
while the fruit wa* in blos»iom, it paid well.

I

Dr. E>hleman on a small piece of ground had produced at the
rate of six hundred bushels lo the acre.

3Ir. Gay had seen strawberries near Reading frequently aver-
' aging from four to six inches in circumfert'nce.

Dr. Eshleman remarked that a New Vorker had grown them
eight inches round. In his cultivation uses a cast-steel rake. Hi*

' experience favored that of Mr. Harrison and Dr. Knox In other
, respect*.

Mr. Rutter inquired whether there wa.s any kind that would

I

beitr /to Ti-ell wiih fto litllt cultivation as the Albany Seedling?
;
He thought that to those who did not make a buslaess'of growing

I

strawberries for market, and whose other occupations rendered It

necessary to have a strAwl)erry that would take care of itself In a
measure or have no strawberries at all, it was an important ques-
tion.

Mr. Dingee said that with a farmer it was not always u 4ue^tlon,
whether labor would " pay" on his strawberry -bt-d ; but whether,
consistently with his regular farm duties, which called him lo

"make hay while the sun shines,"' he could often give It any
labor at all. He thoui;ht a strawberry that would not suffer

by a few days or weeks' neglect, had an advantage over others
that would.

*

At this stage of the proceedings, the Report of the General Fruit

Committee of the Society was called up and read by the Chair-

man. Mr. J.ihn Rutter, which at the conclusion was warmly ap-

plauded. It was, In the main, an elaborate essay on the Degene-
racy of Fruits.

GOOSEBERRIES.

Mr Etwood Thomas called attention to the fact that the Cluster

and Houghton s Seedling, two distinct kinds, were often con-

founded.
Mr. Harrison repeated his experience given at the June meet-

ing, and expressed his conviction, that with proper precautious,

mildew could be easily conquered, and that the gooseberry was
amongst the best of fruits.

CURRANTS.

Mr. David Miller classed them next to the grape In value, espe-

cially for wine. He preferred having a few Inches of stem above
ground.

Mr. Saunders had seen them trained to handsome pyramidal
forms.

Mr. Knox said high cultivation was particularly necessary for

the currant. The cherry was a shy bearer for two or three years.

Very profuse after that. He valued it highly.

BLACKBERRV.

Mr. Saunders had known forty-eight pUnts to produee twelve
bushels at Rahway, N. J.

Mr. Harrison observed that the fruit ripened well In the shade.

A gentleman remarked that some varieties had not proved hardy
with him.

3Ir. Saunders said it was owing to imperfect culture that did not

permit the wood lo ripen.

Dr. Knox pruned the canes a little; cut off about one-third the
length of both cane and laterals.

Some enquiry was made about Newman's Thoniless.

Mr. Harrison' said he had seen it the past season In the garden of

Mr. Thomas Meeban, at Germautowo, bearing very early and
abundantly.
Some few remarks were made on the cranberry, and after some

forlhcr routine, the Convention adjourned »ine die, to meet again
at the call of the Committee.
The meeting was one of the pleasantest the Society has held. It

was well attended by members. "Axes to grind," that will at

times exhibit their edges in all societies, were not discernible In

this. Fault-finding and bickerings about fine punctilios and dull

platitudes, that have mined some good societies, were absent

from its councils; and but one object seemed to actuate all who
participated, namely, a desire to give and to receive Information.

^^^1
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FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASCRE-
GROUND.

Aboct the first week in May, residents of the

Middle States commence to set out their bedding

plants. The modern style of planting in masses

affords great scope for a tasteful arrangement of

colors, cither in the same bed, or by arrangement

amongst a set of llower-bcds. The ribbon style of

flower-gardening beds in long, narrow, and winding

strips and coils, is also popular for the same pur-

pose. It requires, besides good taste in arranging

colors harmoniously, judgment to select those kinds

that will continue in bloom the whole season, with-

standing well the summer drouth, and that will har-

monize in habit and growth with one another.

Flower-gardening affords scope for many pretty

fancies, besides arrangement of color, which, in the

hands of a person of taste, render a garden a para-

dise ofenchantment. Borders and edgings ofivy, peri-

winkle or variegated plants, may be made to appear

as frames to the pictures of pretty flowers enclosed

by them. Waves and fringes of green may be led

along through a large flower-bed, and the various

divisions formed be filled with its own color, mak-

ing a natural and living bouquet
; different colored

gravels may be chosen for paths between beds ; dif-

ferent shades of green be made by the selection of

grasses of different hues, where grass walks are

employed. Old stumps or roots may be occasionally

introduced in the centre of beds, and covered with

green vines, or flowering chmbcrs, as taste may dic-

tate ; rustic baskets and vases, and even in many
instances where very artificial styles prevail, the

topiarj' art may be called in, and good ellects result

from the use of the knife or shears on certain plants.

Much may be done with wire. "We once saw a cir

cular bed, in the centre of which was a veiy fine

specimen of Lamartnie Hose, trained on a single

stem to the height of six feet, and then the head

trained on an umbrella-shaped wire frame. Around

the bed was a wire frame about nine inches high,

slightly inclining outward, on which was Tropa;olum

eanariense, and Iponiiva clamoclit ("cypress vine

crimson, white would do as well> From this frame

to the umbrella head rays of wire were fastened, and

the vines run up, but never allowed to get in amongst

the rose branches. The bed itself was filled with

Salvia patens, and when we saw it in September,

was a mass of blue. It was difficult to conceive

any thing more beautiful than the whole presented,

and it reflected great credit on the taste of the lady

who conceived the plan, and the skill of the gardener

who had so well executed it.

The system of bedding plants has called for a

new class of characters. Formerly viewed as a

"florist's" flower, a verbena, for instance, would re-

quire roundness of form in the individual flower as

a first requisite. The lobes of the edges of the bor-

der should seem so to overlap each other as to form

a perfect circle. Then there should always be an

"eye," and the colors of this eye and the margin

bej'ond be well defined, and not run gradually into

each other. But for bedding purjioses, a new and

striking sliade of color, a free blooming character,

neat habit of growth, and power to endure a hot,

dry sun, are of far more importance ; and the

energies of our improvers should be devoted to this

end. Seedfing raising with this view is very inter-

esting, and we would recommend all our amateur

friends to try their hands at it. It is a highly inter-

esting source of gratification even in itself. The

way to proceed is to note some variety that approaches

nearly to the desired sliade, and select seed from

these. The ne.xt season some flowers will be pro-

duced probably deeper, and in a few generations, by

cjireful annual selection each time, the desired shade

can be obtained. The old notion that "like pro-

duces like," is a fallacy. There is always more or

less of diflerence in the progeny from its progenitors,

though most generally so slight that we do not ob-

serv'c it ; but a little art added to nature's own pro-

^
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CPS8 lirinjrs out tlic variations very remnrkalily.

Wlieri- quite iliirercnt diaracters to the oripiual arc

ilosircd, li\l)ri<lizati()n may lie resorted to. For

instance, we may liave an excellent lial)it of growtli,

and free blooming ciualily, but a dull colored llowcr;

a kind as nearly allied to the good qualities as pos-

sible, but with better colors should be selected with

which to fertilize the other. Flowers should be se-

lected for fertilization soon after they have expanded,

and the one used as a fertilizer chosen when ma-

tured. The flower of the former may then have the

latter shaken over it, and fertilization will probably

ensue. This is a rough method. The passage of a

camel-hair pencil from one flower to another is bet-

ter; the pollen from the stamens of the one is more

certainly canied to the other. When hybridizing is

carried on with niiety, it is best entirely to remove

the anthers with a pair of scissors before applying

the pollen of the other kind. This lessens the

chances of self-fertilization, and renders the operation

either a certain failure to produce seed at all, or a

different race from its parents by the seed so produced.

Xew fruits may be produced in the same way. It

was at one time suiiposc-d all these productions were

mules, and though thuy might produce flowers in

their progeny, would not produce fruit, and so the

operation would not benefit the pomologist. But

this is uow found not to be the case. The progeny

is sometimes barren, but this is rather the exception

than the rule.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The most paramount question with the fruit gar-

dener is the destruction of insects. We have to con-

fess to a belief that all schemes for their wholesale

destruction have proved failures, and that our best

hope is in their individual destruction. The dilTer-

ent kinds of nu)ths and flies may be entrapped by the

thiiusand, in a persevering employment of wide

mouthed bottles of sweet liquids hung about the trees.

The curculio, wliose most tempting allurements do

not lie hke moths in the way of sweet food; but

in tinding a nice juicy nidus for the dei)osit of eggs

wherewith to peri)etuate its species, can be slain by

the hundred, by perseverance in the shaking process.

A snag, made by sawing olf a small branch a few

inches from the nuiin trunk of the tree, should be

secured on each, on the point of which to hammer,

or otherwise the bark of the tree would be irrrei)ara-

bly injured. AVith a sheet spread under the tree,

and a sharp, (piick jar with the hammer, all the pests

then on tlie tree may be secured and destroyed.

They are rather lazily inclined, but still a few will

conte from your neiglibor's trees ; but a few jarrings

occasionally will keep them down. Experience has

shown that this cour.se, which only demands a little

labor, is much more etfeclual than the thousand

schemes that have been devised for hanging various

charms about the branches, and then kneeling down

and crying on Hercules for assisUmce.

The black knot and mildew, next to insects, prove

the most troublesome opponents of lazj- fruit-growers.

We have no doubt that industry in exi)erimentingand

skill in scientifically arranging facts will ultimately

overcome these dificulties. There arc two general

principles that may serve as a starting-point. First,

we know that on mountain sides, where the atmos-

phere is damper than on plains, and the humidity

more uniform, fruit crops seldom or never fail, and

that in new countries where from the excess of vege-

tation the atmosphere is almost always saturated with

moisture, fruits do well. As agriculture renders the

air dryer, fruit-culture becomes more difficult ; cor-

rect principles of culture will, therefore, point to the

necessity of in some way providing for these de-

ficiencies before it will be as successful as formerly.

Last season we saw some heavy crops of plums

under trees that had been wrapped around with

mosquito netting, thus eflectually protecting the

fruit from curculios. If such gauze were steeped

in tan-bark before using, it would probably last a

great many years in good order for use. Trees

might be trained en e^alier, on purpose to be the

more readily protected in this way. It is a nice

plan in many respects, as should mildew or insects

attack the fruit tree, or a shade or shelter be required

for any purpose, the tree is in the most perfect shape

for operating on to the best advantage. This is the

season to commence with young trees to put them

in shape for this purpose.

Watch all young fruit trees against bearing too

abundantly while young, or the first season aflcrplant-

ing. There can be no objection to the ripening ofone

or two fruits on a tree the first si'ason of setting out,

in order to test the kind, or to administer to curiosity,

if the tree be otherwise growing freely. If little

growth is making, no fruit at all should be permitted.

It is a better practice to disbud or take out soon after

shooting all shoots that are needless to the jierfect

shape of the tree, than to wait till foil or winter.

The pruning knife need then cmly be used to shorten

a branch into where several branches arc desired to

push, or to induce a more vigorous growth from

the pruned parts. In the gooseberry, raspberry and

strawberry also, no more shoots should be sulfered to

grow than will be required to bear the next season.

Where water can be commanded, there is nothing

so profitable as to well soak the soil about small

fruits ; first al>out the

fruit. JIuch of the 1

well soak the soil about small

:he time that they have set their I
" value of this operation, however,

[
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will depend on the nature of the soil. The ndvnn-
tnjres are least in a tenneioiis, and greatest in porous
soil. It is said that an animal derives most benefit

from food when it is hungry before it begins to eat

;

il is certainly so with plants. Water applied to soil

already wet is an injury; and water never has so
telling an advantage on vegetation as when every
leaf is about to wither up for want of it. A plant that

never seems to want water is in a very doubtful
condition in regard to its health.

When the strawberry crop is about to ripen, mulch
with clean straw, to prevent rain soiling the fruit.

Short grassfrom thclawn is often used ; but it mildews
as it decays, and detracts from the flavor of the fruit.

Hot suns increase flavor, and strawberry tiles were
once in fashion to put around the hills, which, by ab-
sorbing heat, added greatly to the fruit's rich quality.
All that we have said of strawberries suppposcs them
to be fruited on the hill system, with the runners kept
off. Those who desire the best results, will grow
them no other way.

In summer pruning or disbudding, it is also worth
while to watch for shoots pushing stronger than
others, and always take them out. This is "the only
way that shoots of equal strength can be encouraged
in every part of the tree. This is particularly true
of grape-nnes. If a shoot once get the start of the
others in strength and vigor, the others will grad-
ually get weakerto the other's increasing luxuriance.

As to the best system of pruning grapes, there are
several "schools," all contending that their views
are "decidedly best." In such cases we have gene-
rally found there is much to admire in them all,—
situations and peculiar circumstances deciding the
point in each individual instance. There are a few-
points incontrovertable to insure success, and it

matters Uttlc what system of pruning is followed so
that they are secured. First, a healthy set of roots
of the previous year's growth is essential to produce
vigorous start of growth the year following. Se-
condly, after starting, these roots can only be kept
vigorous by encouraging an abundance of healthy
foliage, to be retained on the vine as long as possi-
ble. Thirdly, the leaves of tlie first growth are at
lea.st of double the value to the plant than those
from secondary or lateral shoots ; they should, there-
fore, be carefully guarded from injurj-. Fourthly,
checking the strong growing-shoots strengthens the
weaker jnes, equahzes the flow of sap to evcr3-part
of the vine, and insures regular and harmonious
action between all the parts. Any system that se-
cures this, does all that is necessary for the general
health and vigor of the vine ; and where some°special
objects are desirable, such as dwarfing, particularly
early bearing, productiveness at the expense of

longevity, special means must bo employed to

bring them about.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
CAnnAOE, Caulillowcr, and Brocoli, are now set out

for fall crops, and Endive sown for winter Salad.
Lettuce also for summer and fall use. Thi.s, how-
ever, must be sown in very rich soil, and in a
partially shaded situation, or it will go to seed. Peas,
Beans, and other crops, should be sowed every two
weeks. They do much belter than when a large
crop is sown at one time, and then have too many
on at one time to waste.

In the cultivation of garden crops, the hoe and
rake should be kept continually at work. Weeds
should be taken in hand before they are barely out
of the seed-leaf, and one-halfthe usual labor of vege-
table gardening will be avoided. Hoeing or earthing
up of most garden crops is of immense advantage
in nearly every case. One would suppose that in

our hot climate flat culture would be much more
beneficial

; but a fair trial, say on every other row of
a bed of cabbages, will show a great difl"ercnce in
favor of the carthed-up plants. It would be easy
to explain the reason of this, but in this column we
try to confine ourselves to "hints," and leave rea-
sons to our other departments.

(Jommuniraiions.

LINNiEUS AND HNN.iEA BOREALIS.
BY L., nADDOXFIELD, N. J.

Some of our readers have at times experienced diffi-

culty in mastering and retaining the seemingly
crabbed names employed by botanists to designate
plants, and it may truly be asserted that some of
them are, indeed, rough, uncouth, and harsher than
our

"Northern whistling, grunting gnlteral,
Which we're obliged to hiss and spit and sputter all."

Suehnamesas Schleicheria, Zauchneria, Esclioltzia,

Scheuchzeria, &c., m my humble oiiinion, should
not have been adopted. Xot that they are difficult

to retain in the memory, but because they arc harsh
and do not conform to the genius of the Greek and
Latin languages, from which scientific terms are
generally derived. Moreover, a name should con-
vey a meaning having some bearing upon the sub-
ject, descriptive of its qualities, thus becoming an
aid to the memory-, and readily recalled by asso-
ciation.

Exception may be made in favor of naming in
honor of those who have advanced the science of
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botany by explorations, special study, &c. ; but

in this case tbose only who have distinguished

themselves should be thus commemorated, and

harsh, uncouth names rejected. Liuna;us adopted

tills custom, and honored several of his patrons and
]iupils after this fashion.

Thus the Celsia was named after Celsius, one of

his earliest benefactors. Tlie Kalmia, abounding in

our woods, and so well known in English gardens,

but a stranger to our own, commemorated his friend-

ship for Professor Kalm, his pupil and fellow-laborer,

and who first presented this beautiful plant to his

teacher.

Linnicus well observes in his " Critica Botanica,"

concerning this practice of bestowing celebrated

names upon genera of plants, that a "proper con-

nection should be observed between the habits and
appearance of the plant and the name from which it

has its derivation."

The Andromeda,* a beautiful little gem, much re-

sembling the Heath of England, and belonging to

the order Erieacca, and one of the best representa-

tives of the Heath in America, maybe cited in illus-

tration. The buds are of a blood-red hue before they

expand, but when fully blown the jcoroUa is of a

flesh-color.

During his Lapland tour, Linna;us found this

plant in abundance, adorning the marshy ground

with its delicate blossoms ; and as he admired its

beauties, his imaginative mind was struck by a fan-

cied resemblance between the appearance and cir-

cumstances of this plant and the story of Andro-

meda as related by the Greek poets. "A maiden of

exquisite beauty chained to a rock amid the sea, and
exposed to monsters and venemous serpents. This

lovely little flower," he said, "is her vegetable pro-

totype. Scarcely anj- painter could so hajipily imi-

tate the beauty of a fine female complexion, still

less could any artificial color upon the face bear cotn-

* Aadromeda hypnioides fthe MosH-like Andromcdal, probably

the Hpecies known to Linn.'eus, as It ttbound.s in the elerateii re-

gions of I^apland, isalao found in tlie Alpine summits of tlie White
Monntainfi. It is one of the smallest and most delicate of shrubs,

a tree in miniature, and bearing a roaemblance to some of the

M08.SO8.

A species of Andromeda (the Mariana) is very common on the

sandy roadsides in New .lersey. near Philadelphia, and on similar

soils south to Florida, is a most beautiful object. It is a shrub

from two to three feet hiKb, much resembliop the Whortleberry

bush. In Juni! and .Tuly it hangs out its clusters of while waxcu
bells In profusi(»n. Its common uamo '-Staggerbush" will recall

it to many who do not recognize its Linnnan appellation.

The Linnnan genus Andromeda contained a large number of

species, but it has been broken up by David I>on and other botau-

ists ; and the genera Cassiope, CaKsaudra, Zonobia, Leucothoe,

Lyonia, I'ieris, &c., all named from ancient fables or history, not

one of which has been *o happily chosen as that first applied, and
under which they are attU described by some bolaniats and known
in gardens.

parison with this lovely bloom. I find it always

fixed upon some turfy hillock amid the swamps, and

its roots bathed by their waters. In these marshy

and solitary places toads and venemous reptiles

abound ; and just as in the case of Andromeda, Per-

seus comes to deliver her from her dangers, by

chasing away her foes, so does the summer, like

another Perseus, arrive, and, drying up the waters

that inundate the plant, chase away all her aquatic

enemies, and then she carries her head ("the capsule),

which before had drooped pensively, erect, and dis-

I)lays her beauties to the sun." Pleased witli the

idea, he chose for this flower, which is the type of a

new genus in the system he was arranging, the

name Andromeda.

Other illustrations of the application of this canon

of Linna:us may be found in the Scheuchzeria, a

grassy Alpine iilant, named from the two Scheuch-

zers, one of whom excelled in the knowledge of

Alpine plants, and the other in that of grasses. Also

in the Hernandia, an American plant, named alter

Hernandez, a naturalist sent out to Mexico by Philip

II. of Spain, and said to liave been given to the

plant, which has large leaves and small flowers, in

allusion to the great opportunities afforded to the

naturalist and the little use he made of them.

And, again, the Butfunia received its name in

honor of tlie celebrated Count de BulTon, while one

of its species was called the Slender-leaved Bulfonia

by Linnaeus on account of the slender pretensions

to botanical science which that naturalist possessed !

Linna;us selected, as an emblem of himself, the

Linna-a borealis, (^so named by Gronovius), which

he describes as "a little Korthem plant, flowering

early, depressed, abject, and long overlooked ;" and

then traces a resemblance between this flower and

his own early lot. Like it, unfolding in a remote

northern region, without the gifts of fortune or the

means of cultivating his natural powers, he was
long unknown and overlooked. Indigent and ob-

scure, he pursued in secret his scientific researches,

exploring tlie recesses of nature, tracking her foot-

steps to her remotest retreats. Mountain and glen,

forest and moor, alike yielded up their treasures to

the ardent inquirer, wlio came forth, after a season,

enriched by the spoils he had collected, and which,

arranged in a new aiul lieautcous order, he presented

to the surprise and delight of kindred minds inevery

region. Then, indeed, his resemblance to the hum-
ble flower of his choice ceased, and men of science

in every civilized country pressed forward to avail

themselves of his discoveries and share in liis pur-

suits, and the clouds that had gathered around his

youtli were dissipated, while for the last forty years

of his life he saw himself surrounded bv the honors
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and emoluments bis country ond his king had be-

stowed upon him, and enjoyed the chosen delights

[LrSTT^A BOREALIS.]

of his heart amid a host of pupils who honored and
loved him as their friend, the instructor and then
benefactor.

After he attained the Chair of Botany at Upsal,

he continued in an uninteri-uptcd career, teaching

his favorite science in the halls where he had himself

been a pupil, and which he had so often entered

with childish awe. Under his rule the fame of the

Universitj' extended over Europe, and even to

America, and at one time while Linnoeus was Rector,

in 17o9, it numbered fifteen hundred students !

[ To be continued.']

4

THE VERBENA DISEASE-"BI.ACS RUST."
BY PETER nEXDEKSON, JERSEY CITY, N. J.

I KNOW not whetheryou have this disease amongst
you to the extent we have it here or not; if not you
may congratulate yourselves, as with us it is one of

the least subduable of ills that plant-kind is heir to.

To our notion, it is a comparatively "new disease,"

as tlie doctors would say, never having observed it

before 1858, although it may have been in existence

much longer.

According to our present observations, it appears

to be a species of mildew, nffeoting the Verbena,

ricliotropc, Lantiina, and plants of similar kind.s,

and from probably the same cause as our ordinary

mildew—sudden change of temperature. We are led

to this belief from having observed, repeatedly, that

a bed of Verbenas in vigorous growth, after sustain-

ing a smart fro^^n October, in two or three days

after began to show signs of the " rust " on exposed

shoots, while shoots covered up by the foliage, and

thus slightly protected, were perfectly free for some

time longer.

If we are correct in this, prudence will teach us,

that instead of leaving the propagation of varieties

for the next year until the coming of frost, our stock

of cuttings should be secured in advance of that

time. I have pursued this method for the past two

seasons, and I may saj' here, scarcely had a diseased

subject in my collection of upwards of fifty thousand

Verbenas.

In corroboration of tliis theory, I maj' stale the

fact, that after I had secured all the cuttings I want-

ed from my own varieties last fall, I got six or eight

sorts from a neighbor nearly six weeks later, about

the middle of November,—they seemed to have no

indication of the disease at the time, but in a few

weeks it developed itself to such an extent that all

had to be thrown out ; while my own, struck about

the first of October, and grown under the same cir-

cumstances, were eutirelj' free from it. Moreover,

mj- friend, getting a lot of cuttings from me at the

same time I got his, lost every plant from the disease.

But it is not enough to secure the cuttings before

the approach of the disease; it is equally imperative,

we think, to maintain a uniformity of temperature

in the greenhouse to prevent its attacks there, and
this, we think, should be as low as possible—merely

above freezing—giving abundance of air in mild

weather. I doubt much if a great deal of this trouble

is not traceable to the keeping of too high a temper-

ature in the greenhouse, thus giving them a tendencj'

to draw, to counteract which air is given, which

harshly playing upon the tender succulent shoots,

impedes tlie flow of the sap and the "Black Mildew"

or " Rust" follows.

I do not advance these views, Mr. Editor, as en-

tirely correct, but they are such as my observations

have forced upon me. I should much like to see the

matter referred to bj' others of your readers. It is a

subject of more than ordinary importance, not only

to the admirers of this beautiful tribe, but to the

commercial florists, three-fourths of whom for the

last two seasons have had their stock more or less

injured.
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ENGLISH BLACK RASPBERRY.
HV L. S. MdTE, MILloX, OHIO.

I KIND in tlie Gardener's Monthly, vol. 2., No. 7,

|)aj;e 218, the following notice ofllie " Kniflish Black

Raspberry."—"This is a hybrid between the Bhuk-
berry and the l^ispberry, and is the parent of all the

black autumnal-bearing varieties, although itself a

summer bearer, etc." "As this notice appears to

have been taken from the Collage Gardener, it will

do to say it is the parent o(alllh^:uropean autumn-
bearing varieties, perhaps; but America has many
natives of her own which produce autumnal crops,

amongst whidi is the "Ohio Everbearing," and,

although closely resembling in many particulars the

"Common Black Cap" or thimble berry, is never-

theless superior to it. The berrj' is larger, softer,

and more luscious, and as I do not find any notice of

it in the Monthly, I will give Downing" s description.

"Ohio Everbearing."—This is a native of Ohio,

and was fir.st made known to Eastern cultivators by
Sir. Longworth, of Cincinnati, though we believe it

h:id been cultivated for some time previous, at a

Quaker settlement in Ohio. It is precisely like the

American Black Raspljerry or Black Cap, in all

respects, except that it has the valuable property of

bearing abundant crops of fine fruit till late in the

season. We have seen a quart gathered from a single

plant on the 11th day of Xovember, &c." I have
cultivated it for the past thirteen years, and think I

ought to know something of its merits, and that

Downing needs a little emendation as I have given

above, in regard to the aize and quality of the berry,

&c. I can fully endorse what he says of its autumn
production, and deserving to be in every lan/e gar-

den, ("and I would say in every small one too. J I

lune raised a good many scedlimjs from this kind,

nearly all of which show this peculiar trait of "au-
tumn bearing." Someof these I think are superior to

the parent. I had the curiosity to count the berries on
a small one that fruited last autumn for the first time,

which was as follows: ripe berries on it, 22 ; berries

not (|uitc ripe, 82 ;
part red, C(j

;
green berries, 3.j.

Total, 20.T
;
besides five other branches budding and

in bloom. I have one fa yearling, a cross with
" Rivers," j that bore red berries. If it proves hardy,

it will be a great acquisition. I also have a number
of other seedlings from various kinds, that will fruit

the coming summer, and if I get one good one from
them I shall feel |)aid. I think we need a hardy, (jood

flavored, autumn-bearing Red Rjispberry. Health
permitting, I projiosc to continue my efforts in the
production of such a one. At the same time, I am
not neglecting in the same line, the Apple, Pear,
Cherry, Peach, Grape, Gooseberry, Strawberry, &c.

[There arc a great many erroneous statements

flying about as facts, yet so apparently plausible that

that they cannot be contradicted. We generally strive

to work all these matters into our columns of " Do-
mestic and Foreign Intelligence," for the express

purpose of calling attention to them. In the pres-

ent instance we have long held the opinion that it is

altogether a mistake, that this English Black Rasp,

berry is a hybrid from the Blackberry, or that Mr.

Rivers found it in a hedge in Essex, England. Our
opinion is that it is a form of Rubus occidentalis, or

wild American Rispberrj-, that has got into cultiva-

tion in England, and all trace of its history lost.

—

Ed.]
«••»

PROPAGATING BOX.
BY T. II. IUNTKH, LANCASTER, OHIO.

I HAVE often heard it remarked by persons who
have propagated the Rose, that the Hybrid Perpetual

class could not be rooted from cuttings in the winter,

but that all the other classes could be. I think

this is a mistaken idea ; I have succeeded in propaga-

ting them equally as well as cither the Bourbon or

Bengal roses, which with me are the most certain to

root. I put in the first week of December last, one

hundred cuttings of the Sourenir de Leveson Gower,

and on examining them to day, I find that all but

six of them have rooted exceedingly -well. 3Iy

course of treatment is this :—I have a bed contain-

ing 4 inches of clean washed sand ; the bottom is

bored full of 2 inch holes, over which is spread

straw, to prevent the sand from falling through.

The pipe which conducts the hot water through my
greenhouse is completely boxed up, under the bed,

which affords a strong bottom-heat, and I have sash

over the cuttings which confines the heat that arises

from the sand. I keep the cuttings moist by water-

ing with clear rain water, at about 70o temperature.

The glass must be kept closely, only occasionally

raising them to give air.

I have not only succeeded in rooting Roses in this

way, but a great many varieties of hard-wooded

plants. It may, perhaps, be an old plan, but to me

it is entirely a new one,—I have never seen it used,

but only adopted it, after experimenting in various

ways, in rooting plants from cuttings.

[This plan is in successful use by some other prop-

agators, but will be new to We many for whom
we write. We are obliged to our correspond-

ent, and to all who furnish us with details of any-

practice new or old, that they find eminently suc-

cessful.

—

Ed. ]
•••»

WEATHER AT NEW LONDON.
BT H. K. CIIITTT, CONNECTICUT.

Febrfart 8th wc had the most sudden and severe

change of temperature that I ever fwith one excep-

^^'-
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tionj, extierienccd in America. The morning was

fine and mild, witli a gentle south-west breeze,

which increased to a gale, with ihreatfuing rain at

noon. At 1 P. M. the thermometer stood at 42-^,

about which time we had a heavy shower, which

lasted but a few minutes. At 3 P. M. it began to

rain again, but was immediately seconded Iiy a

heavy snow squall, which lasted about two hours,

up to 5 P. M. ; the rain had been from the south-

west, but when the snow began, it suddenl3- turned

from that point to south, north-west, north and

north-east; from the last point, however, it only

blew a short time, but went back to north-west, from

whence it blew all night—so hard that u man could

scarcely make headway against it. About '> P. 51.

it snowed harder I think for a short time than I had

ever saw it before, but at 5j the sky was perfectly

clear, and the thermometer at l-i^ ; at 10 P. M. it was

at zero. At about 5 this morning it was 203 below

zero. And at noon to diiy it stood at zero. The
decrease of temperature was 42 degrees in 9 liours,

or C2 degrees in IG hours. Uad so severe a change

with such a wind, taken place at night, the conse-

quences must have been disjistrous. The exception

I refer to, was, I think, about February 20th, 1850.

I was with Mr. Buist, of Philadelphia, at the time.

We then had a decrease of about 50 degrees in 8

hours ; it was a severe time, and 3"ou, doubtless re-

member something of it.

[We had a specimen of the same kind here in

Philadelphia. The thermometer, however, sinking

to but 6^ below zero. Ver}' great damage, however,

has been done to the tenderer evergreens. Euonj-mus

japonica. Deodars, Cedar of Lebanon, are more

injured than we have ever seen before. The win-

ter in England has been equally disastrous on ever-

greens.

—

Ed.]

SEMARKS ON THE CULTURE OF DEN-
DROBIUra NOBILE.

BY W. GREY, ALB.\SY., K. Y.

The cultivation of Orchids in a mi.\ed collection

of stove plants is not attended with as much diffi-

culty as many growers suppose. Where the house is

kept in the winter months at 63 ^ by night and 7')'-

by day, advancing the heat in the spring, almo.sl any

Orcliid may be grown. In the stove where I stand

the Orchids, the side shelf is covered with lead, and

filled with gravel, and the part over the boiler filled

with water to about the level of the gravel, on which

I place those plants that are in a growing stjite, and

the evaporation caused by the heat from the boiler

jiroduces a nice moist growing heat, which Dendro-

biums seem to delight in, and without the least injury

to other plants. Not to occupy more space with pre-

liminary i-eiuarks, I will try to explain in as few

words as possible, our mode of growing Uendrobium

nobile.

Season of Groiclh, ^c.—To grow the Dendrobium

with success, it is necessary to become acquainted

with its native climate. It is a native of India,

where it is found growing on trees over streams

and moist places, the streams drying up in the hot

season, when the plants cease growing and rest,

and as the season becomes cooler with occasional

showers, they produce their flowers, and as the sea-

son advances make their growth.

The house I rest the plants in I keep the thermom-

eter from 50 J to G5-\ and when I want a plant for

bloom in May, I keep the plant in the heath house.

I introduce plants into the stove as I wish a succes-

sion of bloom, and have nodifliculty in having plants

in bloom from November to Jlaj'. When I wish to

have as many flowers as possible on a plant at one

time, I keep it in the stove and do not rest it ; when
not rested, they seldom show nuiiiy flowers, and by

having the growth of a well-established plant fortwo

seasons, from three to five hundred may be had at

one time. Our largest specimen has had seven hun-

dred and twenty-two flowers the two last seasons.

The plants start into growth as the flowers

fade, which is a good time to propagate by dividing

the plants. The young shoots or bulbs that start

from the old bulbs I take off when well rooted. I

also cut the old flower-bulbs into lengths, and laj-

them on wet moss, in a pan or saucer, and cover

with glass, and place on the hot-water pipes, where

the}- break freely. As they grow, take them off and

pot, keep in a close frame until established. To get

an old plant to break freely, it is necessary to cut

with a thin sharp knife between the bulbs just as the

flowers fade. This causes many shoots to start that

would lie dormant if othcnvise left alone.

Polling.—This should be done as the plants start

growing. The material I use is fibrous peat, and

sphagnum moss,—potsherds, and charcoal, for drain-

age, and grow in pots or rustic baskets. I give pre-

ference to hard wood majile for baskets, which does

not produce fungus when decaying. When potting,

I place a small pot inverted over the hole of the large

one, and fill up with potsherds to the height of the

small one, cover the crocks with sphagnum, and fill

with pieces of fibrous peat, charcoal, and sphagnum,

having it as jiorous as possible. I raise the soil in

the centre about an inch above the rim of the pot,

on which I spread the roots carcfulh', and steady

the plant with a stick ; then cover the roots to about

an inch from the crown. In removing a large plant

into a basket, I place a small basket in the centre,
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filled with coarse pieces of charcoal. I have fouiul

the soil in liaskets, %vhen overliauling them, sour

when not filled with drainage in the centre. The
plant should have as imuh ot" the old .soil removed

as possible without injuring the roots, and raised a

few inches above the top of the basket, and avoid

placing soil around the crowns, as it often causes the

young growth to damp off. "When plants do not

require repotting, it assists their growth to remove

from the top the old soil, and give them a top-dress-

ing, adding a little coarse manure.

]f'atering.—When the plants are at rest, very little

water is required. I give water as the shoots begin

to shrink. Plants that are rested in the greenhouse

will want water about once in two weeks after the

plants are removed into the stove to expand the

flowers, I water about once a week, enough to wet

the whole of the compost, as the young growth be-

gins to show from the bottom of the bulbs. I take

great care not to weV the crowns, as when the young
shoots that start first damp otf, the next that start

seldom, if ever, make strong shoots, and when they

are not from two to three feet long, the bloom will

not be abundant. After the young growth have

commenced to root freely, I then draw the syringe

occasionally over the plants, and give abundance of

water at the root until the growth is matured, when
I remove the plants into the house, where I rest

them and gradually withhold it as the bulbs ripen.

After the growth is about half grown, I give weak
liquid-manure, which is a great assistance to plants

that have only been toi)-dressed.

In conclusion, the whole success of cultivation is

to get a strong growth and give a long season of rest

ex|)osed to the sun, and it is positively necessary to

look after insects that prey on the tender roots and

youug growth. Slugs, woodlice, and a small shell-

snail are the most troublesome, which I destroy by

candle-light, as they leave their places of conceal-

ment at night. Ulealy bug and scale I keep off by

constantlj' sponging the plants with cold water.

[We noticed in our March number remarkably

fine specimens of this plant, grown by Jit. Grcj-, to

which we would refer all who arc interested in the

above account of 3Ir. G.'s mode of uianaging it.

The ease with which our correspondent has achieved

success with a class of plants usually considered un

tractable under ordinary cultivation, will, doubtless,

stimulate many others to try their hands at the en-

joyment of such rare beauty.

—

Ed.]

NOIWENCLATnRB OP FRUITS-BEN DA-
VIS AND NEW TORE PIPPIN APPLE.

nv .\. M.\TTISON, rAI>fC.VIt, KY.

Os page 8.) of the March number of the Monthly

it is said that the Ben Davis and NewYork Pii>i)in

arc the same. I also believe them to be the same
;

but I object to the name being made Ben Davis.

—

The apple was known all along the Ohio river below

Louisville thirty years ago,—long before it had the

name of Ben Davis attached to it,—and it was
always known bj' the name of New York Pipi)in.

The name of Ben Davis was given to it by (it I do

not mistake,; Mr. J. S. Downer, of Todd County,

Ky., where, he says in his catalogue, it originated.

It was known in this region for years before

he ever saw it, and thousands upon thousands of

people know it by the name of Xew York Pippin,

who never did and never will hear of the name of

Ben Davis. Your "works of authority" will have

a hard time in changing the name of that apple in

this Western country. The New York Pippin is

one of the "institutions" of this part of the United

States.

[It is dear that there must be some fixed rule for

naming fruits, or we could never be sure when we
had the proper name. The rule adopted by the

great body of Pomologists and Pomological Socie-

ties, is to recognize a name as rightfully belonging

to any fruit only when it is described in any work
of admitted authority. A fruit may be a seedling,

but it does not follow that it is, therefore, essentially

new,—and it is the province of men learned in their

respective branches of Pomology to pronounce

whether it is or is not new, and rightfully claiming a

distinctive name. It is this adoption of "everybody's

name" that is the vice of Pomology, and is multi-

plying synonyms to an unbearable extent. No
matter what name, or how many names a fruit may
have before it is described by an acknowledged au-

thority, the one it is so described under will be the

one pomologists will adhere to. The describer will,

according to pomological rules, give it the name it

was popularly known by before description, "if not

objectionable " we think the rule has it,—but this is

but a recommendation, and not imperative on the

describer, who can give it an)- name he pleases, and

we can recognize no authority but actual description

in the way stated. For instance, some ten years

ago a grape was first described imder the name of

Delaware. It has since been shown that the grape

had been known for many years before as the Huff

Grape, Derr Gi-ape, Wine Grape, "Powell Grape,"

Heath Grape, French Grape, &c., but this priority

of popular names gives it no claim in the sight of

Pomologists to any other name than the described

name Delaware.

We have entered into this subject at length, as we
think it very im))ortant that it should be understood,

or the nomenclature of fruits will soon become a

mass of puzzling confusion.

With regard to the apples in question, we have

^^?^
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only to say that as J[r. Duwuiiig disclaims in our
last the responsibility of the ilescription of Ben Davis,

while he does assume the ilescription of New York
Pippin, it makes of course a ditfercncc in our view
of its proper name ; thougli v,c cannot refrain from

saying, it is unfortunate that loose descriptions from

irresponsible sources should be admitted into works
th:»t we wish to u|ihold as the standard of authority

in poraological nomenclature.

—

Ed.]

nia from the Western and Eastern States within the

last year. Chester County, alone, has imported

and consumed thousands of dollars worth. Why
should not our farmers put this money in their own
pockets f

APPLE ORCHARDS.
BY A. M.VUSKALL, WKST CIII->iTKR, PA.

If you will spare me a little space, I will give your
readers my views on the culture of Apple Orchards.

First subsoil the ground as deep as pos.sible. If

drained with drain tile in addition, it will be better.

Even high ground will be improved by under-drain-

ing ; and drain-tile is so cheap, that it costs but
little. I would say here, that farmers expect too

much from the ground of an apple orchard. If you
want to grow apples, you must devote a piece of
ground to that purpose, and grow nothing else on it.

Get trees two or three years old from the graft or

bud, branching out low
;
plant them twenty feet

apart each way, which will set one hundred and
nine trees to the acre. The ground should be pre-

pared and manured the previous summer. Plant
shallow. Seed down to clover with a very thin

scattering of oats for the purpose of mulch. This
oats crop is not to be taken otT. You must make up
your mind at first to take off nothing but apples, and
to wait a few years for these. 3Iow your ground
every year about the first of September and spread
the mown grass over the ground. This, with the
leaves from the trees, will not only keep up, but im-
prove the soil. Keep all animals out of the enclo-

sure. Do not permit the top branches of your trees

to run too liigh. Keep them down so that you can
hand pick the fruit from a step-ladder. The annual
mowing will keep the ground clean. Xo other cul-

ture will be needed except to loosen the ground a
little about the stem of the tree in the autiunn and
leave no harbor there for mice.

The next great question is—Will it pay ? I think

MILDEW ON THE GRAPE.
BY K. A. BAI-LER, KOCUESTEn, N. Y.

Havino noticed the very interesting articles of

Mr. 31. B. Biiteham and .V. A. Mullet on the Causes

of Mildew in the Grape-vine, I beg to offer my views

on the same subject.

In my opinion, there are two distinct species of

mildew that the grape is liable to,— one is, I think,

principally caused by stagnant water at the roots,

and shows itself in dirty-looking blotches on the

leaves and fruit. It has a peculiar smell, resembling

musty hay, and exhibiting, under the microscope,

very minute toadstools with purple caps. Others

forming in the substance of the leaf, knotting up

from innumerable little fibres, in the same way as

the common mushroom. This species I do not

think is half as trouUesome as the other, nor so

general, yet a misapprehension may exist in regard

to it that others may not think of.

In regard to the second species, it is, I think, too

well known to need a description. Sufficient for it

to say that it makes its appearance in a filmy sub-

stance, which rapidly spreads and destroys the ten-

der parts of the leaves, making them appear, after a

little time, as if sprinkled with hot water.

Having occasion, a season or two ago, to move a

few vitxes from a brisk growing heat to a cold frame

facing north, where they were shut up close and left

till the next day, what was my surprise to find them,

when taken out, all spotted and covered with mil-

dew. This set me to thinking, and subsequent ex-

periments and close observation have enabled me,

at least in my own mind, to form an opinion as to

the cause of mildew generally.

In the months of July and August, when the

growth of the vine is vigorous, the leaves throw off

or evaporate a great deal of moisture. The weather

is at the same time warm, and possibly dry. Sud-

denly we get a heavy fall of rain, followed, as rainit will, if these conditions are complied with. One
fact has been pretty well established in Eastern I

generally is, by a lowering of the temperature, ac-

Pennsylvania,—that land having been cropped with I

companied by a cold, moist atmosphere. This at

a

wheat, com, oats, &c., for thirty, forty or more
years, will not continue to produce these crops and
apples, too. If you want to grow apples, you must
devote a lot of ground to that purpose. With newly-
cleared ground, or in river bottoms full of vegetable
matter, the case will be different.

I believe that not less than half a million dollars
worth of apples have been imported into Pennsylva-

once checks evaporation from the leaves. The roots

being somewhat removed, do not feel the effects of

the sudden change for a time, but continue to take

up moisture, which the leaves cannot possibly get

rid of. This state of things is followed by a ruptur-

ing of the tender vessels of the leaves, when mildew

immediately sets in. Bright weather is apt to ag-

gravate the complaint,—at least for a few da3-s, till
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some of the moisture in tlie soil has passed away.

I eouUl cite a numhcr of instances in support of

these views, but am afraid to trespass on valuable

space. One instance I will give, however, that must

answer for all I have under my care,—a house built

almost entirely for growing hardy American grajie-

vincs. It is two hundred feet in length, and not

provided with anj' bottom ventilation, except from

doors at each end. Last season this house was
fl.led with vines in pots. The first week in August,

when they were growing vigorously, we had rain,

followed by cloudy weather ; and as previous treat-

ment of these vines had been for a continuance of

fine weather, fb.V flooding the house with water in

the morning, as well as copious syi'inging overhead,

often watering morning and evening,) I looked, not

without some anxiety, for the appearance of mildew,

and was not disappointed in examining some of the

plants which stood closest together. We imme-

diatelj' built a strong fire, raised all ventilators and

doors, besides raising the fumes of sulphur in every

part of the house, withholding water both at the

root and leaf, till all danger was past. By such

measures we overcame the difficulty, though not

without considerable trouble.

I cannot but fall in with man)- of the views ex-

pressed in the before-mentioned articles, such as

distance of planting, thorough drainage, circulation

of air and elevation, by which last 3'ou secure a

warmer, drier, a more even, and above all, a moving

atmosphere, as well as freedom from frosts for at

least two weeks longer than your valley neighbors,

by which means you secure riper and firmer wood.

ff

HINTS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF HOR-
TICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

TiiK Pennsylvania llorticultural Society has, in

common witli most of the older ones in the States,

declined in usefulness for some years back. The

more active members of this Society are, however,

desirous to re-elevate it to its former pinnacle of

popularity, and recently appointed a committee to

examine the subject, with the view of founding a new
era of success on the rejjort.

We are indebted to the kindness of the chairman,

Mr. W. Saunders, for the opportunity of publishing

it from the manuscript ; and as we deem the excel-

lent suggestions it contains likely to benefit other

societies situated as this is, our readers will thank us

for laying it before them.

To the President and Members of Ihe

Penisylvania Horticultural Society:

The committee appointed to investigate the history

of the Society, and discover, if possible, the cause

of its decline, as well as its inefticiency, and suggest

measures for its future improvement, beg to submit

the following report :

—

The objects of the Society, as set forth in the act

of its incorporation, are "for the purpose of pro-

moting and encouraging horticulture, by impro\iug

the growth of vegetables, plants, trees, fruits, and

flowers, and of introducing into our country new
varieties and species."

In pursuing their investigations into the early his-

tory of the Society, your committee have been highly

interested in tracing its rise and rapid progress of

usefulness and success. During the first eight or ten

years of its existence the records are rather meagre

;

but it is due to our late Secretary, Jlr. James, to men-

tion his name in connection with the fact, that for

the past twenty years the minutes of the society

contain a vast amount of horticultural information,

such as the introduction of new plants, vegetables

and fruits, which if collated and presented in a de-

tailed and comprehensive form, would be of much
value to those members who are not familiar with

its theory, as well as forming a useful reference for

the futtu-e management of the Society.

From the records it appears that one great oliject

has been to endeavor to enlist the attention of the

public, and in order to accomplish this very desirable

and necessaiy object, public exhibitions of the pro-

ducts of the greenhouse, garden, and orchard, were

early established ; and still further, to enhance at-

tractive displays, premiums were ofiered for the

encouragement of exhibitors, and as an incentive to

higher excellence in their productions. Towards

carrying out these views, the Society has disl)ur.-;ed

from twenty to twenty-five thousand dollars in pre-

miums, and the result has been, that for a period of

twenty j-ears these exhibitions annually gained in

notoriety, until they formed an attractive displavi

which for magnificence in the quantity, quality and

variety of the productions, has never been excelled,

indeed, never been equalled, by any similar institu-

tion in America.

These exhibitions, however, can only lie looked

upon as auxiliary to the fulfilment of the aims of the

Society. It is a well established fact, that in order

to ensure public attention, one of the most etfeclive

modes consists in making appeals of an attractive

character. If properly conducted, public exhibitions

with such attractions as horticulture, floriculture and

pomology can command, seldom fail in enlisting that

recognition and support comleniiilatctl by their origi-

nators, and u]) to a c<'rtain point, are of vast service in

popularizing and disseminating a taste for gardenini

But there must necessarily be a certain di

sameness in the general features of these di

I

1
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if
wliicli tires by repetition, and they grudimlly lose

the esteem of the mere sight-seer, and even those

who have become more or less enthusiastic in their

adminit ion of the purposes and objects of tlic Society,

become inditfcrent when they discover that it fails

to afford sufticicnt food for their increasing desires.

The means degenerate into tlie end, and, instead

of public exhibitions being considered simply as a

means of increasing the usefulness of the Society,

they become the sole aim of its existence, and tliey

are then placed on a level with other pulilic aniuso-

mcnls, and are left in the background wheu com-

peting with more sensual exhibitions.

Vour committee are of opinion that the culmina-

ting point of exhibitions has been reached ; and the

Society must direct its attention to other sources of

attraction, and in order to meet the improved taste

and keep pace with the progressive spirit of the

times, must offer inducements of a more intellectiml,

instructive, and scientific character.

Your committee have given prominence to the

exhibitions, as they have occupied so largely of the

attention and means of the Society ; and so long as

they are self-sustaining, we consider them highlj'

useful, but when they become a burden, it is at least

evidence that some degree of modification is required

in their management, and in the position they

occupy in tlie legitimate transactions of the Society.

It may be found that the main cause of the decline

of the Society has been owing to the prominence

given to public exhibitions, and the concomitant

e^Tls that invariablj' arise where money premiums
areallowedapromincntplacc;andwe, therefore, sug-

gest that the Society take this matter into considera-

tion, with a view to the modification of these exhi-

bitions, more in accordance with the puqjoses of its

organization and the unmistakable requirements of

improved cultivation.

Among the minor causes operating against the

Society, may be mentioned the indifference of its

members, and the want of strict adherence to its

by-laws.

The unsatisfactoiy mode of conducting the busi-

ness meetings simultaneous with public exhibitions,

has also had an injurious influence upon the proper

administration of the affairs of the Society.

In proceeding to suggest measures for the future

guidance of the Society, your committee would re-

mark that, in order to engage the co-operation of

the public, it is necessary to keep in view the fact,

that some equivalent should be rendered for the

present annnal contribution required for member-

ship. When a person becomes really interested in

horticultural pursuits, and attaches himself to a

Horticultural Society, it is with a view to some

degree of individual benefit, as well as to enjoy the

indirect advantages which such institutions are ex-

pected to confer on the community. He natumlly

turns to the Society for information on gardening

matters, and expects to find through its proceedings

a digested report of all recent improvements and

discoveries connected with these subjects. AVe need

not state that the Society has been somewhat

remiss in this respect, and we are of opinion that

one of the first considerations should be directed

towards the publication of an annual report, which

sliould be made as complete as the means of llie

Society will allow.

The Society has in its possession a valuable horti-

cidtural Ubrary, but owing to its location and other

circumstances, it is not so available as its merits

entitles it to be. Libraries of this kind are chiefly

useful for purposes of reference, and should, there-

fore, be placed within the reach of all who have

the privilege and desire to use them. Your commit-

tee would, therefore, in this connection, desire to

express their gratification of the action of the So-

ciety in appointing a committee to endeavor to pro-

cure a room in some favorable and convenient loca-

tion, in which to arrange the library, and provide

for its being thrown open as frequently as possible.

Connected with the Hbrary, a reading room

should be provided, where suitable periodicals might

be placed for the use of members.

Your committee would strenuously urge the great

advantages that would result from the introduction

of conversational meetings, where horticultural and

kindred subjects could be discussed, and much valua-

ble information elicited.

"VYe would also direct the Society's attention to

the work of anticipating horticultural progress, by

off'ering premiums with special reference to experi-

menting in improved modes of cultme, or in any

other manner to establish facts upon subjects on

which information is desired.

Encouragment far more than has hitherto been

extended, should be given to the production of

origin al communications on horticultural subjects.

And in order that the Society render itself instru-

mental to the benefit of all who depend upon the

products of the garden and orchard, we would sug-

gest that it consider the propriety of appointing

committees, and defraying their expenses, for the

purpose of making thorough investigation into the

maladies and diseases of vegetation, and other ques-

tions demanding close observations and collected facts

for their intelligent study and solution.

Above all, let the transactions of the Society first

be rendered worthy of itself, and the reasonable

expectations of its friends ; and secondly, let these

transactions be published under competent supervi- (q\

^^^
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sion, and a copy presented to cac-li member, thus

forming an inducement to membership superior to

any thing now offered by the Society.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

William SAtrsmERS,

W. L. SOHAFFEU,
J. E. Mitchell.

THE CULTURE OF TREES FOR SHELTER
TO BUILDIA7GS.
BY WALTEU ELDER.

The culture of trees for shelter, shade and orna-

ment, has been in practice from time immemorial.

The ancients worshipped trees as the great mon-
archs of vegetation ; and in "Holy Writ" we find

many records of the high estimation in which trees

were held. The Romans have always venerated

them. Indeed, civilization and arboriculture have

always travelled together. Great Britain, at the

present day, perhaps, holds the palm for fine culti-

vated trees, and large tracts of the country are shel-

tered by the belted parks and shady avenues. The
green turf, mild climate, picturesque scenery, ro-

bust people, and improved breeds of domestic ani-

mals, are all indebted to the shelter of trees. In the

fens of England and moors of Scotland, that arc de-

void of trees, their crops are a month later than those

grown near to the leafy domains of the nobility.

Indeed, the word noble was first prefixed to man for

the fine specimens of trees grown upon his estate.

In this country the wild animals that roam at large

know the value of trees, as they dwell in the open

plains during the growing season and retire to the

forests for shelter in winter. "We can readily imag-

ine the miseries of a coimtry destitute of trees, by

hearing the great velocity of the winds as they

sweep over the western prairies, and of the awful

simoon upon the great African desert. Could that

desert and those prairies but be clothed with trees,

how ditferent their climates and mild their changes of

weather would become. When a man of wealth

purchases land to make a rural home or summer re-

treat for himself and family, the first thing he should

do after determining upon the sites of the buildings

and staking them out, is to la}' the foundations for

leafy temples to shelter them from the north and

west, by draining the land fonly where it needs it_)

and deepening and enriching the soil by summer
fallow and green crops and dressings of guano, pou-

derettc, super-phosphate, &c., and i)lough them un-

der when a foot high ; the soil will be in good tilth

by fall for the trees, which should be all planted by

the middle of November. Belts sixty feet wide and

upwards, closely planted, with a tenth of them ever-

greens, and a few Lombard}' poplars, as they rise

high above the other trees, give beauty to the scene

and look like spires of a city in the distance. If they

are planted upon a level with the buildings, the}' will

give better shelter a hundred yards off than closer

;

yet a few ornamental ones should be planted around

the buildings, to improve the architectural beauty

and attract the lightniug from them in summer.

The working farmer, too, should plant trees to

shelter his buildings. If he grudges to grow forest

trees, then cherry and large growing apple trees, with

a few evergreens, will suit. By that children can

play out at all seasons, and grown people can go

out and in, attending to their daily avocations with-

out discomfort ; cattle and horses can be yarded

parts of the days more frequently and longer at a

time, to breathe the pure air, while their stables are

getting cleaned and well ventilated, which will

greatly promote their health and ward off disease.

But where there is no shelter from the north and the

west, the difference of temperature on windy days

between the in.side of the stables and out doors will

be too great to turn them out with safety. It is not

the degree of cold itself that hurts an animal so

much as the shifting winds, that carry off its heat

faster than it can restore it by motion or breathing.

If gentlemen and working farmers would consider

the value of the health of their families and stocks,

they will sec that the culture of trees for shelter

is the most profitable crop they can grow. The

plague among cattle of late, with its losses, call

loudly for shelter by trees.

One great drawback to the culture of trees, with

us, is that all the sjiare monies are expended upon

the buildings. The architect is lord and master of

all, and the gardener, poor man, with his head stored

with wisdom and knowledge, must stand back. Be-

cause he takes off his coat and toils with his hands,

his wisdom is folly and his counsel set at naught
;

yet he is patiently awaiting the march of civilization

and scientific improvement to restore him to his

proper place. If ten per centum were withheld from

the construction of the buildings and spent upon

trees, to shelter them, it would be both the most

judicious and most economical plan to give comfort

and pleasure to their inmates, as well as for beauti-

fying and enhancing the value of the whole. Who
that has lived beside a forest clump, but has listened

with awe, on tempestuous nights, at the fearful

warfare going on between the winds and the

woods? The moanings of the wild elements, as

they bounced against the dauntless sons of the for-

est ; and the creaking of their timber sounding like

the cries of the wounded on a field of strife; and

who that has looked on the contest in open day, but

has admired the awful grandeur of God's omuipo
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tcncc, as gust after gust struck against the trees

;

the hishing and twisting of their branches and crack-

ing of their trunks, as they tried to crouch beneath

the fUrious blasts ; and, again, their elasticity bring-

ing them back with renewed vigor to the charge.

A strong sentinel on the outposts gets a stroke and

it lays him low. Think how buildings would suffer

by such battering as that upon the trees and the

stroke that uprooted tliat great tree. Often have we,

when viewing the fierce strife, exclaimed: "Lord,

what is man, that thou art mindful of him !"

&

LANDSCAPE-GARDENING.
BY n., UICriMONl), IND.

I, TOO, am at a loss to comprehend the true mean-

ing of "landscape-gardening," notwithstanding the

numerous able articles which have appeared in the

" JI/onM/y," and am inclined to believe, from the

tenor of those articles, that it has but little relation

to gardening proper, and only an artificial repre-

sentation of nature, according to the taste of the

constructionist, whose success depends on culitva-

lion, not of the soil, but of the mind, which the

poet, the painter, the architect, and the sculptor is

presumed to possess,—yet at the same time enables

any one of ordinary taste and judgment to distin-

guish a good picture from a "daub," to tmitute it.

As it is not in our nature to admit total igno-

rance of a subject that so often presents itself

to the reader, we will premise that we know some-

thing of it, and take the position that a man can be

a landscape-gardener without being a landscape

painter, poet, architect, or mathematician. And if

we should assert that many sensible persons asso-

ciate this subject with garden vegetables only, we

trust we may not be esteemed unusually verdant,

when we refer to the difficulty attending it.

The immortal Bums was a gardener, and prided

himself on his ability to make straight com rows

;

but if I am not mistaken, straight lines must be

avoided in the /aniscapc-garden, in which none but

Ihc aristocratic "garden stuff" are allowed to show

their heads on the undulating acres of terra firma

that happen to be favored by nature with a "bubbling

fount" which can be converted into a jet d'eau,

thence diverted to an aquarium, where thefmny tribe

cang-amAoi and "the lowing herd slake their thirst"

in the shade of a rustic bridge, the abutments of which

is constructed of "rockwork" and surmounted with

a statute of Downing or Bartram, and gently curv-

ing walks and devices covered with clean gravel

connecting these objects with the house, the bam,

the grapery, the plum, the pear, cherry, apple, and

other plantations, all of which should be " grouped"

separably, interspersed at respective distances with

flower borders, ornamental trees, arbors and blue

grass.

Lest this view of the case should conflict with a

verj- ditferent opinion of others, or where the ground

will not admit of all of the objects Tufvrml to, it might

be proper to remark that good taste would e.velude

some of them and substitute others and include the

whole vegetable kingdom or any part of it, on the

principle that one class of artists selects bold

romantic subjects as only worthy of their jjencils,

while another paints quiet pastural scenes with

equal success ; the main requirements for a good

picture being ease, grace and a tasteful combination

of the objects introduced, all of which is available

to most men who will give their attention to it when
they once know the outlines. IIopc you will advise

us if they are contained herein.

HORTICULTURE ON THE MISSISSIPPI.
A LADY, writing from .lacksou, affords us the fol-

lowing items of interest

:

"Flowers are much cultivated in this place. "We

have some handsome greenhouses, some plain ones,

but a great variety of plants for so new a country.

We liave some fine nurseries. Hatch has quite an

extensive establishment near Jackson, and I think

makes very large sales, and keeps his greenhouses

well suppUed with new and attractive plants."

A FINE BLOOM OF ROSES.
I SEKD you a description of a rose, which I saw a

few days since, at the hot-house of Francis Putman,

florist, of this city, which I think must be oue*of the

finest plants in this portion of the country.

Mr. Putman tells me that about three j-ears since,

he inserted two buds of the Gloire de Dijon Rose

into a plant of La Marque, which he had growiugin

the border, each of which grew nearly twenty feet

the first year, and have continued to make the same

strong growth, flowering profusely at the same time,

until at the present time the plant covers a space of

twenty feet square, and is a perfect mass of buds and

flowers. I should think that there were now at

least four hundred in different stages of bloom, tho.se

fully expanded being from three to four inches in

diameter, perfect in form, and verj' fragrant, and,

what is greatly in its favor, continue a long time

without decaj'. It is certainly one of the finest

floral displays which I have ever seen, and every

admirer of flowers should see this plant if they wish

to know what a rose is.

[No name accompanied the above, but as it bears

the semblance of probability, we pass it. The wri-

ter's name, in matters of fact, should always be sent

for our own private satisfaction.

—

Ed.]
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GRAPES AND CATERPILLARS.
I)Y A. MAllSlIAl.l., \\i;sr CIIKSTLK, I'A.

Last spring, when my Catawba Grape-vines had

thrown out shoots to the length of eight or ten

inches, I observed that on several of the shoots the

tender leaves at the extreme end were curled, indi-

catins; a lodgment of some insect that would be no

advantage to a further develoiiment of the vine. I

pinched them all off with tlie thumb and finger, and

burned them. This I attended to for several (lays.

I usually pinched off the top of the shoot, so as to

get below the affected leaf or leaves.

In the summer when the leaves of my neighbor's

vines were eaten up with a little brown caterpillar,

mine were entirely tree from them. Some of your

readers may profit by this fact.

COLD PITS.

BY R. M. CONCKLIS, COLD SPRIXG nARBOR, N. T.

Last winter I built a small house, somewhat on

the plan suggested by Schuylkill, only it was sunk

five feet deep and walled on the sides with stone.

The front roofing of glass, on the fixed plan, and

back, or north side, of tongued and grooved boards,

made tight, with small moveable contrivances for

letting air circulate. Although left in a very imper-

fect state, when the cold came on, the thermometer

sometimes at five or six degrees below zero, without

any artificial heat, orange trees and plants of a simi-

lar character have wintered there withoiit material

damage from frost. This I attribute in a good

degree to the depth of the pit. Now, as it seems to

be conceded in some of your editorials on this sub-

ject that the effect of high fires in plant houses is

often very injurious, why may not this be obviated

bv sinking the house lower in the earth ? Would

there be any serious objection to that course ? In

rcard to heat, a double advantage would be derived

—exclusion of cold and accession of heat, from the

higher temperature of the earth beneath. To be

sure, it would cause some waste room by the shade

of the wall
;
yet, perhaps, that might be suitable for

some purposes.

The house I built was thirty feet long by eleven

wide, roofed so as to require sash bars about eight

feet long, composed of common soft pine, one inch

thick by three inches wide. The entire glazed front,

including work and materials, did not exceed twenty

dollars in cost. Now as the expense of roofing with

glass is so trifling, why not double the process, and

thus render it unneccssarj- to keep so much drving

heat in the flues? The intermediate space between

the roofing, it seems to me, would almost render the

building impervious to cold. If you could give some

light on the foregoing points, it would confer a favor

on one of your readers, if not many others.

The communication of AVilliani Bright on the

subject of renewing grape vines has been read with

deep interest. His theory of fruiting only half the

length of the rafter has for several years been a

growing conviction, until it has driven me to adopt

it, as much as possible, in open air cuUure of the

native varieties.

[Such pits arc excellent for preserving full-grown

plants,—or, as gardeners would say, sti)re-pils. For
plants required to be kept growing through the

winter, experience proves them unsuitable. Plants

do not grow as well in sunk pits as when in houses

built entirely on the surface of the ground.

—

Ed.]

HELIOTROPE FOR WINTER BLOOM.
BY AN AMATEUR, PHILADELPHIA.

I FREQrESTLY hcar persons complain that they

get but little bloom from their heliotrope during the

winter, and as I have had very fair success with

mine, I offer you my experience, although some of

your readers may be able to give you a better mode
of culture.

In the first place, I would remark that the older

and more woodj' the plants are the more bloom they

will generally afford, and, therefore, the plants kept

for winter bloom must be from three to four years old

liefore they arc of much service. I will, therefore,

commence with the cuttings. They should be

struck early in the spring, in the greenhouses, and

gradually iumed to the air, or "hardened off," as it

is technically called by gardeners, by planting out

time, which is after all fear of frost is over.

They should be planted out in a bed of deep rich

soil, and encouraged to grow by frequent waterings

in dry weather and occasionally with manure-water.

By fall they will be good stocky plants. Choose a

damp, cloudy day, the latter part of September, for

liftiugand potting them, and when potted place them
in a close, damp greenhouse, shaded from the sun.

If the shoots are long and " leggy," give the plants

a severe pruning. If you do not care for the bloom
the first winter, keep them cool and rather dr)-. )n

the spring, say the middle of May, turn them out of

the pots into a rich border and give them plenty of

water, as before directed. Continue the same treat-

ment for three years, in all, and your plants will by
the third fall have attained a large size, and of a

shrubby, woody liabit. Take them up very carefully

the last of August, and put them in large pots or in

wooden tubs or boxes
;
place them in the shade for

a few days to recover, and then pnme off the strag-

gling shoots and clean off the dead leaves. 'Water
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plcntifVilly, occasionally with manure-water, and

kiT]) them close anil warm lor a month or so, then

grailuallj" diminish the water and heat and by the

tirst to the middle ol" Decemlver they will eommenec
bloomingand furnish you with a profusion of flowers

during the whole winter. I have seen plants grown

in this way that completely tilled with their roots a

tub larger in diameter than a flour-barrel, with

lops four feet across and nearly five feet high. One
such plant will give you as much bloom as you will

probably want.

I have also grown plants, with the main stem

trimmed up to four or five feel high, and then allowed

to form an umbrella-shaped head, by training on a

wire hook. The stems of some of these plants were

three-fourths of an inch in diameter, and completely

hard and woody, and with plcntj- of bloom.

Bear in mind, that too much heat and moisture

keeps the plants growing, while a check will almost

invariablj- throw the jilant into bloom. Be careful

in fumigating the greenhouse always to put the

plants down on the floor or take them out entirely,

or the foliage will be very much injured. I have

thus given }'0U7ny experience, but hope some of our

commercial gardener.^, who grow flowers for bou-

quets, will give us their experience with tliis very

desirable plant. I will merely add, that I have sel-

dom seen the heliotrope do well in house or window
culture. To bloom it well a greenhouse Is almost

indispensable.

Ai,r, ABOXJT CooKiKG POTATOES.—AVc take the

following from the Home MotUhly:

Potatoes Fried with Fish.—Take cold fish and cold

potatoes. Pick all the bones from the former, and

masli the fish and the potatoes together. Form into

rolls, and fry with lard until the outsidcs are brown
and crisp. For this purpose, the drier kinds offish,

such as cod, hake, &c., are preferable. Turbot, soles,

eels, <fcc., are not so good. This is an economical

and excellent relish.

Potato Cheese- Calces.—One pound of mashed pota-

toes, quarter of a pound of -sugar and butter, and
four eggs, to be well mixed together; bake them in

patty-pans, having first lined them with puff paste.

Potato Colcanon.—Boil potatoes and greens and
spinach separately. >Iash the potatoes; squeeze

the greens dry, chop them ((uite fine, and mix them
with the potatoes, with a little butter, pepper, and
salt. Put into mould, buttering it well first ; let it

stand in a hot oven for ten minutes.

Potatoes Roasted under Meal.—Half boil large pota-

toes; drain the water; put them into an earthen

dish, or small tin pan, under meat roasting before

the fire ; baste them with the dripping. Turn them
to brown on all sides, send up in a separate dish.

Potato-Balls Ragout.—Add to a pound of potatoes

a quarter of a pound of grated ham, or some sweet

herbs, or choi)ped parslej', an onion or eschalot, salt,

pepper, and a little grated nutmeg and other spice,

with the yolk of a couple of eggs; then dress as /lo-

taloes escalloped

Potato Snow.—Pick out the whitest potatoes, put

them on in cold water ; when they begin to crack,

strain and jiut them in a clean stewpan before the

fire till they arc quite drj', and fall to i)ieccs ; rub

them througli a wire sieve on the dish tliey are to

be sent up in, and do not disturb them afterwards.

Potatoes Fried Whole.—Wlien nearly boiled enough,

put them tnto a stewpan with a bit of butler, or

some clean beef-dri|>pings ; shake them about often

to prevent liuming, till they are brown and crisp;

drain them from the fat. It will be an improvement

if they are floured and dipped into the yolk of an

egg, and then rolled in finely-sifted bread-crumbs.

Potatoes Escalloped.—JIash potatoes in the usual

way ; then butter some nice clean scallop shells,

patt3'-pans, or tea-cups or saucers
;
put in j-our pota-

toes ; make them smooth at the top ; cross a knife

over them ; strew a few fine bread-crumbs on them
;

sprinkle them with a paste-brush with a few drops

of melted butter, and set them in a Dutch oven.

When nicely browned on the top, take them care-

full)' out of the shells, and brown on the other side.

Cold potatoes may be warmed up this way.

Potato Scones.—Mash boiled potatoes till they are

quite smooth, adding a little salt ; then knead out

the flour or barleymeal to the thickness required

;

toast on the griddle, pricking them with a fork to

prevent them blistering. "When eaten with fresh or

salt butter, they are etiual to crumpets—even supe-

rior—and very nutritious.

New Apple— The Missouri Janet.—The follow-

ing is a correct description : Size above mediimi

;

yellowish white ; nearlj' covered and striped with

red, with bright red cheek on exposed side ; flesh

compact, tender, juicy, with a very rich sub-acid

flavor; tree verj- healthy; a fair grower, and most
abundant bearer, keeps until May and June.

As a market fruit it is said to be first-rate, not ex-

cepting the Home Beauty or Smith's Cider. It is

superior to either in quality of fruit, being much
richer and more highly flavored, and leaves them
very far behind as a long keeper. Its fruitfulncss

and hardiness of tree is also said to be good. M
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ItJ" AH Cuminanications fur the Eilitor should be addressed,
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to their own, with $3.00 ciin receive a copy of our First Voliiino,

(1S.*j9) free. All persons who have paid their subscriptions forIS61

by sending two new Subscribers and $2.U0 can receive a copy of

the same.

Si^" Our Subscription, list for Kathvon's Entomological Essay

is fast filling up, and as we have only intended publishing a lim-

ited number, we would desire all those who may wish to have the

work, to send their name and address as early as possible.
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BENEFITS OF DROCTH-UNDER-
DRAINING.

To cultivate a closeracquaintance between science

and practice, has been a cherished aim of the Gar-

dener's Monthly. The "mere plodder" and the

"book gardener" could aid each other materially if

they would but know each other better. We hope

this cxclusiveness has had its day, and as the sun of

progress warms Uf. our better natures, each class will

see how dependent it mutually is on the good offices

of the other.

For want of this disposition to travel closely to-

gether, we have been great losers. To-day we learn

as scientific truth, what to-morrow we are taught is

an error,—and which error it is obvious a very little

more acquaintance with practical nieu and practical

results, woidd have saved us the time lost, besides

the annoyance of unlearning. Time is too valuable

to be wasted unnecessarily.

"Could a man bo secure

That hi.s days would endure

As of old for a thousand years,

What things might he know!

What deeds might he do!

And aU without hurry or care."

But as we have but a brief tenure of existence, it

is wise that as little as possible of our three-score and

ten should be spent in this retrogade knowledge.

As an instance of this want of sympathy between

scientific teaching and iirartical observation, we quote

the following from the address of a di-stinguished

agrictdtural chemist to the students of his class. He
is dwelling on the many boons his bi anch of science

has conferred on the farmer. He says

:

" Agricultural chemistry has further revealed to

you, that the drouth, when the earth is parched and

vegetation dwarfed and withered by the heat, is only

an alUiction for the present, a blessing in disguise

^^

for the future,—that 'the early and the latter rain'

may produce at once abundant erojjs, but dry weather

is needed to bring to the surface from the depths of

the earth food for the future harvest
; that as the

drouth continues, the water from the subsoil ket^jis

bringing to the surface the salts of lime, or of mag-

nesia, or of potash, that it holds in solution. Thus

we are taught to sec in the drouth, one of nature's

ordinances for keeping up the fertility of the soil."

If this "revelation of agricultural chemistry" is not

apocryphal, underdraining is a great mistsike.

It is claimed for underdraining that it makes th.e

ground cool and moist in summer, and this is in-

sisted on as one of its greatest benefits,—and that it

does render the ground cool and moist under the

most trying heats, we all know. But according to

the quoted doctrine, this is an evil, rather than a bless-

ing, and we must believe that if we would add to the

fertility of our soil, we should favor the earth's be-

coming as drj- and as parched as possible. And then,

again, if drouth could "bring soluble salts to the

surface," underdraining would have the same power

to carry them away,—and the result would be that

the more perfectly a soil were underdrained, and the

passage of water facilitated through it, the more

easily would the soil be depleted of its valuable salts,

which, "held in solution" by each shower of rain,

would pass away through the drains to waste.

But those who have underdrained tell us they have

experienced no such losses. Though the operation

has rendered their grounds moist and cool in sum-

mer, it is highly productive ; and instead of the salts

disappearing "in solution" after each rain-storm

through the drains, the elements of fertility in the

soil is rather Increased, and we have no choice left

but to decide between infidelity to this so-called

"revelation," or a belief in the rationaUsm of facts

and figures.

"We choose the latter, and with all due respect for

high chemical authority, would make bold to inciuire

whether drouth reallj- brings " salts to the surface V"

"Whether even the mere presence of Siilts themselves

in the soil is any test of its fertilitj- ? and whether the

benefits known to follow the operation of drouth, is

not owing to very different laws than our "author-

ity" supposed"?

The laws of vegetable life play an important jiart

in all questions connected with the fertility of tlie

soil. As with science and practice, so with life and

death ; they mutually aid each other. Indeed, with-

out death there can be no life.

All vegetation is foimded on decay. The living

plant is but old matter in process of reconstruction,

—

matterset free bj- decay, and which decomposition has

resolved into its original elements. Out of the des-

3!^^
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olate ruins of the past, is the beautiful temple of life

built up. " That wliich thou sowcst is not nuiclicncd

unli'ss it die,"—even the seed must lie sacrificed to

atford life to its perm.

And all this is as true of the inorganic as of the

oriranie world. Decomposition must act on the

mineral, as well as the animal or vegetable, matters
in the soil, heforc they become available for the nu-

trition of a living plant, and the great agent in this

work of destruction is the oxygen of the atmos-

l)here.

The elements of fertility may abound in tlie soil,

but unless oxygen has free scope to cuter in and
amongst them on its disintegrating and destroying

duties, the soil will not be fertile, nor will the hus-

bandman rea]) his due reward.

And thus it is that drouth is followed by beneficial

results—not for the reason "revealed to us by agri-

cultural chemistry " according to our author, but

solely because it affords oxygen its only chance of

penetrating deeply iu underdrained soil. "Where
water escapes, air will enter, and of course the deep-

er drouth dries the soil, the deeper in the same pro-

portion does o.xygen descend to its destructive offices-

This is beautifully illustrated after every heavy
summer thunder-shower. If we go out immediately
after the rain is over, and before the little pools have
had time to soak away, we shall find air-bi.bl)les

rising through them in every direction, by the weight
of water pressing into the air spaces, and driving out

the gaseous contents of the soil. If the surface of

the ground has been rendered hard by traffic, the air

will often be forced from many small ducts into one
main channel, made, perhaps, by a worm or insect,

out of which it can be seen to jet like a mimic vol-

cano. When a boy, the writer has often amused him-
self by placing light feathers over these columns of
air, which in some cases would rise to an inch or
more in height. This is nature's method of ventila-

ting the soil,—the way she ellects a continuous cir-

culation. As the water enters, the air, deprived of
its oxygen in the service of plant life, is driven out

;

and then, as the water slowly evaporates, the pure
air of the atmosphere follows, becomes in time ex-

hausted, and is again driven out by the next summer
shower, and so continues a beautiful and perpetual
revolution and restoration.

If our TOW of the beneficial effects of drouth is the

true one, it affords "aid and comfort" to the advo-
cates of underdraining rather than to its opponents.
The thorough icration of the soil enters largely into

a correct definition of the term underdraining,—and
is claimed to be, as it undoubtedly is, the most use-

ful part of the operation. Nature a-rates by the slow
process of evaporation, and the crops arc olten sac-

rificed in thedrouthto nature'swants,—but nuui, by
underdraining, irrates l)y method and system, con-
tinually and without risk

; fears not the drouth, and
yet rcap.s all its advantages.

REVISION or THE AMERICAN POMOLO-
GICAL SOCIETY S CATALOGUE OF

FRUITS.
ITkdeii the head of "lloiticultural Societic.t," we

publish an address tliat has been issued by the spe-
cial committee in charge of the subject, to the nu-
merous State and local committees of the Pomolo-
gical Society.

We call attention to the mutter here because we
consider it one of the most imiiortant moves that the
Society has ever made,—a move in the right direc-
tion, and one that will require all the aid and co-
operation that the friends of Pomology, in every
part of the Continent, can extend, torender it as
perfect as we hope it will be.

The past efforts of the Socie.y have very properiy
been directed towards collecting facts bearing on
pomological knowledge. By its aid these have be-
come so numerous as to prove bewildering for prac-
tical purposes in their present disarranged slate.

We may get twenty men from Connecticut who have
grown a Diana and a Catawba grape, side by side,
and who will tell you unanimously that the former
is far superior to the latter in flavor; while twenty
men- in Maryland, speaking of the same grapes"
tested in the same way, will as positively assert that
the Catawba is certainly the best grape. Of course
these are facts,—but they are tacts of a limited na-
ture, and before fruit culture can be properly digni
fied with the name of Pomology, it owes it, as a d'uty
to itself, to classify and present such facts in a syste-
matized and scientific manner.
And if points respecting the adaptations of

varieties to various locaUties are in a state of bewil-
dering confusion, the character of the varieties them-
selves are still more so. We can take up scaicely a
single agricultural journal, from separate localities,
without finding some fruit recommended as "the
best of its class," many of which we never before
heard of. Fruits and descriptions of fruits are con-
tinually reaching us that we have never before seen,
and if we go to compare them with any published
descriptions, we find these in such a disarranged
condition, that it is next to impossible to identify
them. So utteriy useless have these masses of des-
criptions become, that they are scarcely ever con-
sulted by describers. Like lumber in a garret, they
might be useful, but are not. If a fruit is said to be
a seedlmg, and it is tolerably good, it cuts a fi-ure
in some publication, and thougli there may be b°ut a
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shadow of diirerence between it and a few score of

otliers already in existence, it goes to swell an

already unwieldly list. Why should we endure

these things ? Botany has its DecandoUes, Endli-

chers, andjussieus, who out of chaos have produced

system and harmony. Their millions of facts are

so classified, that once described, any one is known
for ever to all who take the trouble to possess them-

selves of the key. Cannot Pomology have as much
done for it ? It is a dilVicult task, we know, but its

accomplishment has become a necessity. Some one

will achieve it, and a field is oi)encd wherein to im-

mortalize oneself by conferring on pomologists so

great a boon.

From the eminent accomplishments of the gentle-

men who arc acting for the Society on this com-

mittee, we are certain that all will be done that the

present slate of pomological knowledge reudcrs pos-

sible; and we hope that they will meet with such

assistance and encouragement from all quarters as

will stimulate them to prosecute their good work
•with energy and spirit.

CHAPTER OF HINTS.
Dibbles.

We annex a drawing of a Dibble

much used in France. It makes two
holes at the same time, and prevents

the necessity of stretching tlie garden-

line so often w^hen planting in rows
;

the line need only be changed at every

second row.

Seed-Drii.i..

A very simple, and at the same time a very expe-

ditious and effective mode of planting small seeds, is

il
to put them in a -wine-bottle, with a quill inserted in

the cork, as shown in the cut. If the seeds are ex-

tremely small, and it is necessary to sow them thinly,

mix the seed with dry sand before it is put in the

bottle.

H.vnd-Barrow.

A Garden Hand-barrow of the kind represented

in the cut will be found verj' useful on a country

place for carrying leaves, weeds, &c.

Gl.\zi.vg.

Rivers, at Sawbridgeworth, England, has intro-

duced a new mode of glazing greenhouses. The

sash-bar is formed with a groove down the centre of

its upper surface, as shown in Fig. 1, and the glass

is laid so that its side is even with the edge of this

groove, and is secured by screws with strips of gum-

Fig. 3. Fi.^- 2.

elastic or leather placed under the heads of the

screws to prevent the glass from chipping or crack-

ing. The glass, before laying, has small triangular

notches cut in the side with a diamond, as .shown in

Fig. 2. These notches are first marked with the

diamond, and then broken out with a kej- or a

glazing-knife, with a groove cut in it, as shown in

Fig. 3.

This does not strike us as any great ;m;)rovcment

on the mode of glazing now much practiced by

commercial gardeners, of laying the glass in the

common-shaped sash-bars without putty, but well

bedded in white-lead and secured by sprigs, so that

they can neither be lifted up or slipped down, as shown
in Fig. 4. .-l A are the sash-bars ; B the lajis in the

panes of glass ; 7) D arc two sprigs, or small na'ls,

without heads, which prevent the upper pane from

being lifted up, and C C are two which prevent it

from slipping down. These sprigs should be five-

eights of an inch long for the smaller sized glass.

The glass should be well bedded in with lead ground
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in oil, and when nailed should again be well coated

along the sides with white-lead.

Tiles fob Pots.

A writer in the English Cottage Gardiner recom-

mends the use of the common liorse-shoc or U-shaped

earthen drain-tile for growing verbenas and other

bedding-out plants in, after they are struck from

cuttings. They are much cheaper, and the plants

can be easily turned out into the beds in vows, with

small intervals left between the rows. The tiles are

kept in an upright position in the greenhouse bj'

small stones or blocks under each end. Tile of this

kind can be purchased in this countr}' by the quan-

tity at about one and a half cents each for 3-inch

diameter, two cents for 4-inch, and six cents for

6-inch, each one thirteen inches long. The ends

can be filled up with sod, moss,'stones, or blocks of

wood, or they can be laid in rows side by side, and

a long strip of board on edge wUl close the ends of

the whole tier.

Hf&i anb Jiarp fpuifx.

TnKSciKxixEMCNKGnArB.—Mr. A. J. Caywood,

of Modenu, Ulster County, N. Y., writes:

In the March number of the Gardener't Monthly,

page 82, is a notice of an exhibition at Ncwburg, N.

y., of the "Skuniij-niunk" Grape. This is incor-

rectly sjiellcd, aud wrongly named. The grape in

question is a new variety of (he Labrusca, and w:is

discovered by Mr. W. A. Woodward, of Mortonville,

Orange County, N. Y., who resides near the base

of the Schoonemunk* Mount^iin, one of the high-

lands, about equi-distant from Newburg and West
Point. Mr. W. has given much attention to the ex-

amination of the native grapes of Orange County.

He pronounces this a native seedling. The vine is

very hardj-, produces abundantlj', many of the

branches weighing twenty ounces. Allow me to

suggest that the name j'ou have given to this grape

should be ignored, and that it be named in honor of

the discoverer, 2'he Woodward Grape.

In the present state of the grape question, the in-

troducer of a good new variety is a public bene-

factor.

[The name was not given by us, as we have never

seen the grape. The paragraph in question was

taken from some exchange, but from where, forgot-

ten, so that we could not credit the paragraph to its

original authority, as it is our usual practice to do

in all matters of fact.

&

RUSTIC ADORNMENTS.
[see frontispiece.]

We give, as a Frontispiece, sketches of rustic work
of a novel character, from the pencil of Mr. B. R.

Mitchell, Kingston, Mass. The work is formed out

of knots and burrs formed by the agency of insects,

and is what we maj' term making the best Cand

very good, too,J ofour insect troubles in a pecuhar

way.

Much may be done by rustic work, to make gar-

dens interesting. The only objection is, the rapidity

with which it often decays. Good material, and that

well varnished, will, however, remove much of this

fault.

Mead's Seedling Grape.—In our "Horticultu-

ral Societies" is a notice of a new grape exhibited

before the Missouri Fruit-Growers' Society. Mr.

Pcttingill obliging!}' furnishes us with cuttings and

the following account of it. If it really sprung

from a lot of raisin seed, we are sorry to say that

we have no faith in its permanent adaptation to our

climate. Of course all seedlings from the foreign

class of grapes are in flavor "superior to the Ca-

tawba;" but, although the first few years of their

seedling existence finds them with a vigorous con-

stitution, enabling them for the time being to resist

mildew,— thcj-all eventually succumb, and are aban-

doned. The Canadian Chief, Clara, Brinckle, and

and others, are familiar examples. 5Ir. P. says

:

It is an accidental seedling of 1848, found by a

Mr. Mead, Lowell, Mass., in his garden, at a place

where, the Christmas preceding, some refused layer

raisins had been thrown out. Cuttings, I find, do

not strike easily. It is a rampant grower, very hardy

*This word is derived from the iDdiaa word Miink Mountaic,

and Dutch word Sclioone bcautifu'.

l^
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and enormous bearer, never hasmilde-wed, and when my Isabella, Catawba and Clinton have entirely failed

from rot, Mead's Seedling lias escaped almost entirely. Bunches, large size, shouldered; berries, almost

round, large, pale red, covered with lilac bloom when fully matured ; flesh, slightly pulpy, very sweet and

juicy, with rich aromatic llavor; season, midtUe of September.

Nkw Pkars of Fine Qcality—By J. C. Ilanchell, Syracuse, .V. I".—The name De Solit, given to the

pear described in the March number of the Monthly, is erroneous, and was caused, probably, by the

imperfect manner in which the name w^as written upon the specimen which you examined. The proper

name is De Sorlus.

Tlie trees of this variety have been bearing at tlic Syracuse Nurseries for several years, and the fruit has

unifonnly been large and fair, and always a favorite. The drawing does not do full justice to it either in

form or size. It is larger and more regular. The deficiency in both points may be ascribed to the fact,

that the specimens taken to Philadelphia were neces.'iarily picked from the tree early in Sei)teniber, in

order to be placed upon the tables of the American Pomologica! Society on the 11th of that month. As
the fruit is a late one, this deprived those specimens of, at least, the best four weeks of their time for growth

and development. Much fine fruit is imperfectly represented at public exhibitions ever}* year from this

necessity ; not always, I regret to say, so successfnlly as De Sorlus, inasmuch as this last proves that to

jts other merits, may be added that of ripening to perfection even when plucked a month too soon.

I avail myself of the opportunity while making this correction, to olfer you the outlines and descriptions

of a few peal!* not yet much known, that have in quite recent years proved themselves at the Syracuse
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Nurecries. I sliall be mistaken if longer acquaintADCc docs not give tlicm a liigli place in popular estima-

tion ; for, while the poorest arc really of excellent i|iiality, all of llicin arc of fine size anil exceeding

beauty.

Ananas d'ete. Fig. I.—Fruit, large, obtnsc, pyriforra, irregular; skin, fine lomon yellow, somclimoS

with an orange blush; stalk, an inch long, ("often with an apjiarenl joint) inserted obliquely williou'

depression ; calyx, small, closed, in a basin ; tle^h, firm grained, buttery, melting, sweet, and sometimes

astringent, with peculiar and very agreeable flavor. In external appearance it has a very close resemblance

to the Bartlctt, so much so, indeed, ns sometimes to deceive the most critical judges. Tree grows well on
pear or quince ; makes a fine pyramid, and comes early into bearing. Season, September. Almost or

quite as early as the Bartlctt.

Cops Hkat, (Tan Mons.) Fiij. 2.—Fruit, large, obovate, inclining to pyriform ; skin, yellow, slightly

russetted around the stem; stem, half an inch long, in.serted upon a fleshy one-sided prominence; calvxi

open, with stilf segments, placed in a very shallow basin; llesh, white, tine grained, very juicy, butterv,

melting, suflieiently acidulous to gratefully relieve its almost otherwise cloying sweetness, and deliciitely

flavored with bcrgamot. I have never Uistcd any pear suiwrior in my judgment to the specimens of thi*

variety as they proved in the seasons of 1859 and 1860. Season, middle of October. I believe this to b^

the first descrplion ever given of the fruit in America.

Deuces de Jodoigne —Fig. 3.— Fruit, large, medium, obtuse, pyriform, one-sided-, skin, j'cllowish-

green, covered with brown specks, and frequently having a handsome colored cheek ; stem, about one

inch, merged in a lleshy protuberance ; calyx, large, open, in a shallow basin ; flesh, white, coar.se grained,

crisp, very juicy, melting, and sweet, and delicately flavored with bcrgamot. Tree, a stalwart grower,

both on pear and quince, and a prolific bearer. Its melting and sugary qualities render it an admirable

pear for the oven ; even as early as last of August. Season, October. Keeps welL

P

De Tonores. Fig. 4.—Fruit, large, pyramidal ; skin, covered with cinnamon dots, and somewhat

russetted in splashes, with a brilliant bronze cheek ; the surface usually embossed or knobby, like tli

^-v
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Bartlttt ; stem, slinrt, inserted oljliquely, with little

depression below tlie apex of tlie fruit ; calyx, rather

large, oi)eii, placed in a moderately broad basin

;

flesh, white, fine grained, abounding exceedingly in

a juice, the high vinous quality of which is scarcely

sufficiently modified by the saccharine, with a faint

flavor of bergamot. Quite similar in character to

Beurre Superfin. Tree, not a favorite with nursery-

men. Season, October.

Doyenne de Comice. Fig. .5.—Fruit, largo, ob-

tuse pyriform
;
skin, yellow, covered with cinnamon

dots, often with a broad dark red cheek; stem, short,

planted in a slight depression ; calyx, small, open,

deeply sunk in a broad corrugated basin ; flesh, white,

fine grained, very melting and rich, with an abun-

dance of saccharine, slightly acidulated juice, barely

suggesting the bergamot flavor. It is a pear of

most excellent quality. Tree, a handsome free

grower. Season, October, and keeps till November.
Downing ok Doyenne Downing. Fig. C.

—

Fruit, medium, irregulir, often inclining to turbi-

nate; skin, yellow, covered with cinnamon dots,

and russetted about the base ; stem, short, stout,

fleshy, inserted as though the fruit were wax, and

it had been deflected from a perpendicular by heat,

forming thick folds where it blends indefinitely with

the flesh ; calyx, small, placed in a deep basin

;

flesh, white, fine grained, rather firm, sweet, mode-

rately juicy, witli a fine verbena flavor. Though
there are many pears of a higher grade of excellence,

it is by no means a particularly desirable one to let

alone. Season, last of September. Tree, good on

pear or quince.

Apple Rbinette Diei, ( Van Mons) is described

in the French Horl. Prat., by Bivort, and is, in

many respects, a remarkable variety. The fruit is

of small size, roundish, strongly flattened at both

ends. Skin, orange yellow at maturity, covered

with grey red projecting points, which are some of

them triangular, some square, and some stellate, be-

coming smaller and most numerous towards the calyx.

Stem, short, thick, flesliy, set straight, in a deep

cavity, and of a dark grey green. Calyx, small,

open, in a deep and broad basin, with calyx-divisions

greenish. Flesh, fine, firm, yellowish-white, acidu-

lated sugary, and with an exquisite aroma. It is of

first quality, and in season in Belgium from Decem-
ber to March. The plate given with the description

is strongly suggestive of the old and famous English

Golden Pippin.

Evans' Rural Economist is the title of a new
monthly publication commenced at West Chester,

Pa., the initial number of which was issued on the

first instant. It is a handsome specimen, substantial

in appearance, and solid and valuable in its contents.

Baunes & Wasubuun's Spring Catalogue of New
Plants, Bedding Powers, &c., Harrison Square, Mass.

is one of the most interesting lists we have received

this season. SO pages, and well filled with novelties.

Sweet Potato Cui.tukist, by John W.Tenbrook,

New York. PubUshed by Saxton, Barker & Co.

—

A 25 cent pamphlet of 9.5 pages, detailing the practice

of the most cxpcrienc.d cultivators throughout the

Union.

Second ANNtiAt. Report of the Proceedings
OF the Fruit-Growers' Society op Eastern
Pennsylvania besides an Abstract of the Debates,

which have already appeared in full in the Gardener's

Monthly, it contains the Reports of the various

Committees, essays bj' Mr. John Rutter and Mr.

L. E. Berckmans of Georgia, on the degeneracy of

fruits, and by Mr. F. J. Cope on Fruit-culture.

—

These give the pamphlet great interest.

Annual Meeting of the Fuuit-Growers' So-

ciety OF Western New York. Another excellent

brochure confined entirely to the discussions, and

filled with matters of groat interest to all fruit cul-

turists.

TrANS.U'TIONS OF THE ILLINOIS StATE HORTI-

CULTURAL Society. We have given an abstract of

these transactions in our pages, and our readers will

be able to judge by it of the value to lUinoisians, and

Fruit-growers' of the West especially, of the reports

in full. Dr. Warder and Dr. J. A. Kennieot con-

tribute essays for the work, that add much to its

usefulness.

Catalogues.

The spring lists of the following firms are on our

table. They afibrd our readers a chance to learn

what are in their own vicinity, before going away
from home to buy. We are happy to say that since

we took occjision to note in one of our earliest vol-

umes, our regret at the inaccurate way in which

most of our catalogues were brought out, a marked
improvement has resulted ; till now a list of mis-

spelled names is quite an exception,—and we feel

proud in the fact, that no country in the world can

show so creditable an amount of intelligence amongst

the body of nurserymen, as a whole, as their cat-

alogues show our country to possess.

Trees, Fruits, and Ornamentals.

John Dick, Kingsessing, Pa. ; Plants. Uri Man-
ly, Marshall, Ills. D. R. Tyler, Warren, Mass. T.

L. Shields, Pittsburg, Pa. E. C. Worcester, Thet-

ford, Vt. Spooner & Co., Jamaica Plain, Mass. W.
Rcid, Elizabethtown, N. J. A. Maltison, PaducahH
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Ky. Riclmril Bliss, Spiinsfu-lil, Mass. Andrew

AViggin, Slrutliain, N. 11. J. W. Manning, Read-

ing, Mass. Miller, Swan & Layton, Springfield,

Ohio.

Special and Miscellaneous.

Arehibald Stone, Binglmmplon N. Y.; Wild Ev-

ergreens. D. R. Tyler, Warren, Mass.; Flower

Seeds. A. D. Merrill, Melrose, we suppose Mass.;

Grapes. Tho.s. G. Ward, Washington ; Roses.—

Lcnk, Hansen, & Co., Toledo, O.; Seeds. John

F. Weber, ITammondsport, X. Y.; Wine and Grapes,

H. A. Drecr, Phila.; Roses, &c. James. Edgerton,

Bamesville, O. J. L. Stelzig, & Co., Columhus, 0.;

Grapes. E. Jlarshall, Po'kecpsie, X. Y.; Small

Fruits. D. R. Good, Altoona, Pa. ; Wild Evergreens.

Dexter Snow, Chicopee, Mass. ; Verbenas.

Class Book of Botany. Being outlines of the

structure, physiology, and classifications of plants,

with a flora of the United States and Canada. By
Alphonso Wood, A. M. New York : Published by

A. S. Barnes & Burr, ISCl.

This is a new edition of a work first issued in 1845,

and now well known and appreciated.

Its distinguishing character lies im presenting a

treatise on all the branches of American Botany, in

one work. Such a plan must, of necessity, demand
brevity in the treatment of details,—but in an ele-

mentary work this is not a great objection; indeed,

it may be classed as a merit in such a work.

A clear conception of the mere "outlines" of the

sciences is more readily obtained, when considered

independently of minutia; that go to make up its

perfection.

The first part treats of Structural Botany, des-

cribing the nature and character of the various organs

of plants. The second enters into the Physiology

of vegetation, or plants in a state of growth. The

third part. Systematic Botany,—and the fourth Des-

criptive Botany, in which the Flora of the United

States east of the Rocky Mountains is fully des-

cribed.

It is a source of gratification to us as horticultu-

rists to feel that there is a growing taste for such

works, and that publishers feel warranted in so free

an issue of them from the press, as the past j-ear or

two has exhibited. There is no surer method of

heightening the pleasure which horticulture affords

when the taste for it is indulged for purely mental

and physical recreation, than to have a clear percep-

tion of the scientific principles, on which the varied

operations depend,—and to him who has merely a

commercial interest in in its pursuit, the allied scien-

ces, and especially Botanj', is of immense importance.

And to professional gardeners,—those who look for.

ward to the elevation of their class to distinguished

social position, as a body of intelligent and intellec-

tual men, and as men worthy of honor and of sub-

stantial reward for their services, the natural sciences

have strong claims on their regard.

Mr. Wood's work is accomplished in a verj' easy

and clear style, free, in a great measure, from the

technicalities that arc popularlj' supposed to render

science "dry," and calculated to lead the mind easily

and pleasantly to the desired accomplishment. We
cordially recommend it as an excellent work for be-

ginners.

There are some blemishes which we very much
regret. It is not up to the times in the physiologi-

cal department, and the old system of Endlioher, is

adopted without the modern improvements of Lind-

lej-, Gray, and others, by which to arrange the plants

described. Loose expressions and thoughtless max-

ims are taught which a slight consideration would

show to be erroneous, and which, in a work destined

to be placed in the hands of the young, is unfortunate.

We arc told for instance that the "witch " ftwitch ?J

grass can only be eradicated by being torn to pieces

"by the spade ofthe angry gardener, "thoughwe are

sure, if he would lay aside his "anger," and go at

the job with determined coolness and judgment, he

would get along much better. We are also told that

the leaf "is the type or idea from which the Divine

architect derived the form of every other appendage

of the plant," which seems strange to religious

minds. It certainly is a most original idea that Di-

vine intelligence should, like mortal beings, require

crude material out of which, to "derive an idea."

Mr. Wood further teaches that the insoluble coat of

resin on the buds of the English Horse Chestnut, is

an "illustration of designing wisdom," to preserve

the buds in wintrj' climates. But as the American

Horse Chestnut in a severer climate has no gum, or

very little, we may reasonably doubt whether this is

the real use of the gum, and object to such question-

able doctrines appearing in a strictly scientific

work.

Equally bad is the typographical execution of the

work. "Salanum," for Solanura ; Camillia, for

Camellia ; Gronvoii, for Gronovii ; Acetocella for

Acetosella ; Crotallaria, for Crotalaria ; Accaules-

cent," "Mallic acid," &c., all through the work.

Sometimes a plant is called Diclytra canadensis in

one place, and Diccntra canadensis in another, and

similar incongruities, that must tend to confuse the

beginners for whom the work is intended. We point

out these blemishes in all kindness, that, in another

edition, they may be removed and render perfect a

truly useful and valuable work.

\m§^
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!t3"Cominun.c»tlon» for this d(-partment must roach Iho Kdilor

on or before the 10th of the munlh.

!r3°^hc Kditor cnnnut nn»wcr Kttora for this department pri-

vately.

History of the Impro'\'ed Pakst—Mrs. C. B. S.

—Wc are unable to sive you a history of the Iiii-

l)roved Punsy, tliough you are riglil in supposing it

to date from quite a recent period. If our nuinury
serve us properly, wc were taught that the lii'st Pan-
sy, nuieU removed in biauty above the common wild

form, was introduced into England front Holland by
Lee, the Hammersmith nurseryman, fitmous for

bringing the Fuchsia and other popular plants into

notice, about the year 1812. This was a purple, and
considered the tir.st of its color, and had an "im-
mense run" of favor with the public. Prom then

IS-'iO the German florists

and for a wliile "bronze

Thomson, also. About
took hold of this class,

pansies" were pushed, until they had their " rise,

progress and decline" in public estimation. ]{e-

cenlly the French have tried their hand, and the

result is "mottled" pansies of ex<iuisite beauty.

The above is a cut of one we find in the London
Gardener's Cliroiiich, but it will give but a faint idea

of the rainbow-colored hues, which they present.

We have seen them in this country the two i)ast

seasons, particularly fine at Hoopes & Bros., of the
West Chester (Pa.J Nurseries, and at other places.

There is yet room for improvement in the I'orni and
texture of the petals, and we have no doubt they
will be more popular than either the German or
English improvements heretofore made.
"We have done the best we can for our fair corres-

pondent, from the unwritten history of the Pansy.
We are sure there must be heads that have

till mo most of the hnprovemetits were in fonn ^ul f™"'"
"'''^''' '" '''^' '''^'"' "^ ^''"" "'^" ''' ''='^"'

color. Coming down to our own day we can siieak • , , ,.-' ' receive sketches from them, not only of this, but of

could render a better account, and we hope to

more positively. In 1834, Thomson, of Edmonton, ,, , a , r.

, .., ,,,,,, other i)opular florists flowers,
raised one with a "cats eye, ' and at once tho.se

with a central eye became the types of good Pansies I

and "all the r.-Tge." Thomson, emboldened bv

Grape Mildejv.—Like the grape-pruning question,

we are getting too many articles on the mildew sub-
success, persevered, and in addition to peculiar ject, that we fear we shall have no room to pubUsh.
colors, produced varieties of immense size, one of Those which contain facts and observations, we sliall

them, we remember. Queen Victoria, was over two make room for from time to time, but we would
inches across—pretty good for that day.

There has not been much imiirovemcnt in size

and form since l!s.50, but new styles and colors are

being constantly introduced. In 1836 the first

bronze pansy, then called " Phosphorus," was raised,

we (1(1 not remember by whom, but, we think, by

' suggest to our friends to save us from the i)aiu of

j

rejecting long communications of ill-reasoned and

I

crude, hastily-formed opinions. There is no greater
I mistake to be avoided than to take coincidences for

causes. Thus, one writer "knows decidedly" that

' dry air prevents mildew, because he saw a few on a
hill-top that were quite healthy ; while another

I knows decidedly that moist air prevents it, because
he saw " some splendid wild vines, models of health

and vigor, in swamps in New Jersey." It seems to

' us much like the old Sultan's reasoning

" Who knew the world was square,

I
Because he'd journeycti fifly milcM and found

j

No sign lliut it was circular anywhere.**

The following, from "Life in the Backwoods,"
will help to explain our meaning :

—

" A few days ago I was called to a house, on a
profes.'sional visit, where the inmates have a holy

horror of ' calamy and laudamy.' While making
my way into the good graces of the mother, by

I

fondling upon my knee a certain brcechless brat, I

noticed a number of small bones attached to a string

and worn by the child as a necklace. Knowing the

strange belief in charms that such people sometimes

have, I immediately remarked :

" ' I see your child, madam, has had rbeumn-
tism.' "
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" ' No, sir,' says the worthy dame, ' them thar are

rattlesnake bones, put thar to make Pete have a easy

time a cuttin' his teeth. Last sprins, when the boya

was a plowin' down in tlic bottom, they plowed up

a powerful big rattlesnake, and I jest luck him and

biled him tliree days and nights, beginnin' on Fri-

day momin'. I tuck the bones then and put 'em on

n string, as you see thar, and made him wear 'em

till now. I recon, doctor, he was about as sick a

chile as you ever seed when them bones was put on

his neck, he begun to git better right ofT, and nuver

has bin sick from that daj- till now."

systems, but it is a more certain one for beginners,

and we would advise you to adopt it. After suc-

ceeding with the old plans well, try gradually the

newer improvements.

—

Ed.]

"NoTni>-G New Undeu the Srx."—A corres-

pondent writes:—" In a recent numberyou remarked

that even the views of Mr. Darwin, supposed to be

so audaciously novel, had been successfully claimed

by another English writer, as having been published

by him sonic years before. In looking over an early

number of the Gardener's Magazine, fVol. 4, j I find

the following, from the pen of Jlr. Loudon, which

throws back still further the originality of the views.

It is not at all impossible that old Gcrarde, the

"Herbalist," of three hundred years ago, may
have given expression to similar views, if one would
only take the the trouble to search for them. I

thought the reference might interest you in your

views about nolhing new, and as the correspondents

say, you ' can use it for what it is worth.' The fol-

lowing is the extract :

—

"'Nature is constantly producing new genera

and species, as is in a great raeasiu'c wananted by the

productions of our gardens.' "

Glt.^rE-PRr>;iXG

—

J. I. W., Jackson, Mich.—"I do
not, after all that is written, know at last what is the

most approved plan of grape-pruning—whether the

short cane, as Bright says, or otherwise—and I

would like something reliable from you, or some such

substantial source."

[It is our custom to give most of our views of the

practical questions of the day, under the head of our

"Monthly Hints." "With regard to the short cane

system of pruning, it should be remembered that it

has not yet been tried very extensively, and should

not be adopted without local experiment first, on a

small scale. Severe pruning, and especially summer
pruning, which the short cane system embraces as

a part of its practice, is indisputably injurious to the

grape plant—so much so, that it has also been

adopted, as part of the practice, to let the vines pro-

duce only every other year. The long cane system
requires less art to manage successfully, and its ope-

ration can be entrusted to less skilful hands. It

may not be as productive In the long run as other

AVn.\LK On, So.vp.—A correspondent asks for a

receipt. A friend hands us the following :

—

" Ilender common ley caustic, by boiling it at full

strength on quick lime, then take the ley, poured oil

from the lime, and boil with it as much whale oil foot

as it will saponify, ('this is readily seen,^ pour ofl' into

forms, and when cold it is tolerably hard. That

sold by the manufacturers is highly adulterated with

common rosin, which remains as a varnish on the

trees and is delriniental. M'haU oil foul is the sedi-

ment produced in the refining of whale oil and worth

$2 per barrel.

NunSERTMES'S CHARGES FOB PaCKIKO PlAXTS
—" Trade."—yVe have not space for your article on

this subject, which is one we have no inclination to

discuss. Besides, wh}- not scud your communication

to the Horlicullurisl, where wluit you object to first

appeared. Its editor is, we well know, at all times

ready to hear "both sides of any question."

As you ask our opinion, we will frankly say, that

a custom that has endured so long, and has become

so universal, as charging extra for packing when
plants are sold at a distance, must have had some

reason for its foundation, though, like all customs,

liable to abuse at times, and when it is understood

between buyer and seller, at the time of sale, we
do not see where the swindling charge comes in.

A florist, perhaps, sells verbenas in his own vicinity

for, say §4 per hundred, and delivers them within

ten miles of his place for the same price. They need

no packing. They are simply loaded in his wagon,

and unloaded at their destination. He sells hun-

dreds this way, and gains a reputation for selling

verbenas at $4 per hundred. But an exceptional

case occurs. Amongst the hundreds of home cus-

tomers comes one from a distance, and then boxes,

and labor, and skill of careful packing arc called for

in addition, that they may safely go a long way by

rail or express. Is there any extortion in the extra

charge ? On the other hand, it is evident that if he

found boxes and labor of packing, all for the iji4, and

could aflbrd it, the ninety-nine percent, who needed

no boxes and packing, would certainly and with

good reason think they were overcharged. The
nurse' yman would then reduce his rates to these to

perhaps §3.75, but would it still not make the other

charge an "extra 3o cents." ?

"U'e would thank our friends not to trouble us with

such simple questions. Competition and the laws of

trade regulate these matters better than we can.

^v6hr r<§.'
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There are other matters bearing on the science and
practice of horticulture, that we can advise you bet-

ter tlian we can on this.

or 90 cheap as seedling trees. Root -grafted trees are

little more than cuttings, and the great objection to

them is, tliat tliej- abound with small fibrous roots

and have few long and strong ones, thereby easily

blowing over in a wind, especially when loaded with
fruit. ]

Striking CnTTiNos—/. AT. JV., Memphis,'Tenn.—
"I observe some general hints in regard to striking

plants in sand, with bottom heat. Can you uot go
a little more inlo detail f There is nothing in nature

without a reason and a rule. ;\Iany succulent plants

strike without the smallest dinieully, but the hard-

wooded are more difficult. IIow do you strike Ca-

mellias ? Where can the seed be had ? Why not

strike pears, peaches and apples, instead of graft-

ing?"

["Many succulent plants strike without the

smallest difficulty, but the hard-wooded are more
dillicult," as our correspondent says, and it is this Ants.—"A subscriber" writes, "I planted some
difference in the nature of cuttings that renders it choice roses, and the ants inhabit the earth around
impossible to do more thun give general hints for the roots and climb the rose bushes. Are they inju-

general rules of propagation. " There is nothing in rious to the plants? and if so, how shall I get rid of

nature without a reason and a rule," but the same them?'

Slugs asd Snails—.Uiss S., Philadelphia.—The
insects sent are what gardeners call " slugs." The
best mode of destruction is to trap them. Turnips
cut in half, hollowed out a little, and placed in the

coolest and shadiest part of your garden, will attract

them by scores, from whence they may \>e collected

and destroyed and their numbers soon be so lessened

considerably.

rule and the same reason for it, that would enable

us to strike a currant, would fiiil when applied to the

apple or pear. When our correspondent asks to

know how to strike Camellias, the question is defi-

nite, and we can answer that if cuttings were taken

from healthy, vigorous shoots of the past season,

just before new growth commences, and made into

lengths of say three eyes, two-thirds of their lengths

in pots or boxes of sharp sand, said pots or boxes

plunged into tan, leaves, or other material that

contains a bottom heat of about 65^, and the atmos-

phere kept so moist by shading from the sun or

keeping sash close, that there is no evaporation from

the cutting till it has roots to draw moisture from the

soil to sustain itself, it will, in all probability, grow.

Or if the cutting be taken off just as the new growth

is about maturing, it will also probably grow. But
all this has been learned by experience by practical

propagators, and their success, in this instance,

would atTord them nothing but general hints—no
certain rule—for proceeding with any other class of

plants. The only general rule that we can offer is

to heal the cut at the base as soon as possible by cal-

lousing or otherwise, in all cases where time is usu-

ally required by the cutting to produce roots, in order

to aid it against decay, and to so keep the atmos-

phere about the cuttings that there shall be little or

no evaporation from the part of the cutting above

ground until time shall have been afforded for the

emission of roots. All other proceedings must de-

pend on each individual case.

Camellia seed is produced abundantly in the open
air of the Southern States—in the Northern spar-

ingly in greenhouses. Fruit trees could easily bo

raised from cuttings, but they would uot be ao good

[Hot water—say about 1603, in which flower of

sulphur is steeped and poured over, will cause a

speedy departure with no disposition, on their part,

to return. Lime-water has been said to be effectual,

but this we have not seen tried. ]

Egg-Plants—/. J.—Egg-plant seed should be

sown on a hot-bed, in March, and encouraged to

grow as strongly as possible till fin this latitudej

the first week in May, when thej' should be trans-

planted to a deep, rich soil, in a warm place in the

vegetable garden, set about two feet apart each way.
The fruit is the part used. It is usually cut into thin

strips and fried in lard, and to most tastes, is one of

the most delicious vegetables, when properly cooked.

Names of Plants—iubiy 4- Souchet.—Your spe-

cimen is Staphylea heterophylla. We have no

knowledge of its hardiness or habits, your speci-

mens being the first living ones we have seen, but

we believe it to be a Peruvian species, and so not

likely to be hardy.

New York and Ben Davis Apple— W. M. Allen,

Jeffersontoicn, Ky., writes .—As there has been much
said about the identity of the NewYork Pippin and

Ben Davis, I send you a drawing of the Ben Davis,

made from a section of the ai)ple, marked around

with a pencil. I ani growing the trees in the nur-

sery under both names, and their growth and gene-

ral appearance (which in both is very distinctj, are

precisely the same. I am also growing the Nicka-

jack and Carolina, with several synonyms of the

Nickajack, all of which are, undoubtedly, Carolina.

Ik
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Articles iteld o\'ek.—fhir ciitomoloijical nrticio,

an excellent one from Mr. Woodward, on curved

and straight lines in landscape-gnrdeMing, and

other interesting matters, are held over till next

month, to allow us to bring up articles of interest

that arc growing stale on oitr hands.

Ofiiluapg.

1

1

J. E. RAUCH. BROOKLYN. N. T.

PuOB.VBLY there were but few persons better

known in this country or in Europe, as a botanist

and horticulturist, than the subject of this memoir,

John E. Riuch, Esq. lie was born in Bremen in

the year 1818. His earliest studies were devoted to

the science of medicine, with the view of becoming

a practicing physician ; but it being dissimilar to the

taste he had acquired for the promotion of the science

of botany, he abandoned his original pursuit, and

made this his exclusive study and research. He came

to this country in 1839, intending to make horticul-

ture and botany his profession ; but as "there is a

divinity that shapes our ends," he, aftera short resi-

dence here, resolved to go on a trading voyage to

South America, connected with botanizing in that

country. It is to be presumed that it was the latter

which led him to the enterprise. He came to

Brooldyn with testimonials of character, directed

to some of the most distinguished persons in our

city, with whom he formed valuable friendships.

But notwithstanding, he could not resist the under-

taking of this most tinfortunate delusion, and with

several confederates sailed for Jlexico. While piir-

suing his travels in the way of trade and novelty, he

was taken dangerously sick, and in consequence of

his continued indisposition, his comrades left him,

but provided a Mexican to take charge of him, of

whom it was expected he would receive kind and

timely treatment. But in this they were mistaken
;

for he did not prove "the good Samaritan," for he

robbed him of all his money and clothes, and not

content with this, would have murdered him if it had

not been for the timely aid and friendship of an

Indian, who devoted his entire time to produce his

recovery to health, possessing some medical know-

ledge in the treatment of diseases that the unacclima-

ted were subject to in that peculiar climate. He was

in a short time sufficiently restored to meet his

friends ; but from this attack liis general health had

become so impaired, that he was compelled to leave

and return to the home of his adoption. In 1849

he returned to his native land ; but after a short

visit he resolved to return. The vessel in which he

sailed was shipwrecked, and he lost all the property

he had with him, including a valuable library. From
these untoward incidents, more or less atliMidant on
travellers, he concluded to commence the profession

of a botanist and florist. Finding a piece of property

of about four acres in this city, well suited for the

propagating of most every variety of plants, he made
the purchase, and occupied it until the lime of his

death. He had an extensive correspondence with
many of the best botanists on the continent and Eng-
land, and through these sources was constantly re-

ceiving the most rare and new varieties of plants.

With his extensive knowledge of the science of cul-

ture, they soon assumed an appearance which made
them sought after by all that desired rare and curious

plants; and it was proverbial, if you want a green-

house or stove-plant, 3-ou must go to Ranch. He
was one of the first engaged in the organization of

the Brooklyn Horticultural Society, and at its exhi-

bitions his tables were always sought for. This

Society has lost one of its best friends, and long

will he be missed at these periodical displays. In liis

intercourse with society he was a gentleman of the

most kind bearing, generous to a fault, and confiding

to a misfortune. But God, in his wisdom, has culled

him from his earthly labor in the prime of life, and

science has lost one of its most intelligent and dis-

tinguished advocates.

JIf&i op Plar? "JPHanh,

CuPHEA JouiLLENSis.—Under this name it now
appears, according to Sir W. Hooker, the plant

known as Cuphea eminens has been before described.

The last name wiU now, therefore, be dropped, and

our friends must be careful not to buy a new name
in a plant they have already got.

Chorizema.— Seedling raised by Jonathan French,

Esq., from C. Lawrenciana, which is well known as

one of the best. The seedling is superior to its

parent, free grower, and very free flowerer
;
growth,

slender ; flowers, large ; color, dark orange, con-

trasted with purplish. A splendid plant, and one

which will prove particularly valuable for bouquets.
—Mr. Rand, in The Homestead.

A New Winter-bloomixg Plaxt—Heterocenirum

roseum.—It produces thousands of beautiful rosy-

pink flowers on plants grown in six-inch pots ; will

keep in bloom three months. The plant is of the

easiest culture, and can be grown to any size in a

few months. If the white variet}' should prove

equal to the pink, they will give a new charm to

bouquets in winter.
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Lee's New White Sproutikg BiiocoLi.-Tliis new variety was brought to notice last year, as we
noticeil in our journal at the time.

"%

We hardly expected it would prove a permanent variety, as it is not uncommon for brocoli to sprout
more or less. But recent accounts in the foreign papers speak highly of it, and we have no doubt it

will become a standard kind.

Sedu.\i Fabaria, var. rubra.—A rosy lilac-flowered kind, nearly related to the British P. Tclepbiuni,

and a very useful autumn-flowering plant for greenhouse decoration, producing large heads of its star-

shaped flowers, emulating the sliowiness of the well-known Hydrangea.

Ca.mpti,obotry8 REGALI8.—The wondcrful plant spoken of by Linden, of Brussels, is in perfect

health at the-Rosedale Nurseries. It is a beauty in the way of variegated plants.

Nkw Ouxamentai, Foliaged Plant— Campylobotris refulgeiu is said to be a plant of the most ex-

quisitely ornamental character, vastly superior to any of the other kinds of Campylobotris. It was
iiwarded a First-Class Certificate of Merit when exhibited at the Koyal Botanic Gardens, Regent's
P.uk.

^^ s
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Soi.AxrM CABrLiENsis AnGESTUJf, a new variety,

1ms thrce-lobed silvery leaves, yellow fruit of the size

of a small ap]>Ie, and blooms the first year ; a very

handsome ornamental shrub.

New Varibgated BEonrso Phx'ST—AgatJuia

ealeslh fol. tarifgatis.—Its habit is neat and dwarf,

growing from four to six inches high ; it is also

very close and compact
;
quite a gem as a bedding

plant, or for the ribbon style of decoration. Its

foliage is thick and superbly variegated, somewhat

resembling in its marking Vinca elegantissima fva-

riegala major.,) Flowers bright sky blue, an inch

or more across, borne well above the leaves.

CaLOSYCTIOS DrVERSIFOLUJJI SULPHCREUJI is a

pretty yellow-flowered contohulaceow plant, with a

puri)le eye. The blossoms are represented of the

size of Convolvulus minor.

The seed was forwarded to 31- Van Iloutte, of

Ghent, by a cultivator of Ilyercs, but of its origin

we are not informed. The plants attain a height of

about four feet, flowering in the open air very freeli"

during the summer months. It will, no doubt,

prove very ornamental as a chmber, and appears to

possess only one fault, which is that it is found to

be diflicult to obtain seed from it.

.^LCHMEA Melixoxii.—An ornamental plant, of

tbe pine-apple family, from South America. It has

a bunch of rosy pink flowers, resembling, in general

form and appearance, at a distance, a spike of scarlet

flowered horse-chestnuts. It requires a moist hot-

house to grow well.

—

Bot. Mag.

sluuly spot, as the north aide of a thicket, or, what

we prefer, the interior of some evergreen wood, and

to prepare the holes »i.\ feet wide and three deep,

with loose but poor soil, well drained, with stones

for the lower eight or ten inches, with barely com-

post enough to assist the tree through the summer.

For the first two or three years, in winter, a little

mound of earth, eight or ten inches high, is put

around the neck of the plant to prevent the efl'ectsof

thawing and freezing in a most sensitive i)art, and

cedar or hemlock boughs are placed round its

branches, tliis covering diminishing year by year, as

the tree obtains size and vigor, until it is omitted

altogether. The plant, to insure s;ifety, is moved

once or twice within this wood, each time to a

more exposed situation, which has also the additional

advantage Clike root -pruning,) of checking all redun-

dancy of growth.

When it exhibits sufficient strength, it is trans-

planted to its final situation on the lawn^ts cedar

covering being renewed for a couple of wintcns—and

if it can be reconciled to the climate, it is now sup-

posed to be so.

Certadvlt an Idiot.—A writer in the Atlantic:

Monthly, says a friend's boy was one day asked by

his younger brother what the word idiot meant, for

somebody in the parlor had been saying that some-

body else was an idiot. " Don't j-ou know V quoth

I Ben, in his sweet voice : "an idiot is a person who
doesn't know an arborvita; from a pine—he doesn't

know any thing." When Ben grows up to matu-

j
rity, bearing such terrible tests in bis unshrinking

hands, who of us will be safe ?

Impatiexs Walker:.—A Balsam from Ceylon.

The flower, in shape and size, is Uke the wild species

of American woods, but the flower is of a bright

scarlet, and the plant but a foot high. Sir W.
Hooker does not say, but we suppose it to be a sub-

shrubby stove species.

New varieties of Pyrus, or Cydonia japonica,

have been raised in Belgium, one with fine rose-

color flowers, another pale citron-yellow flowers

and a border of rose, another red, with crimson

vein?.

AccLiMATizrSG EvERGREEXS

—

From H. W. Sar-

gent's Supplement to the Sixth Edition of Doicning's

Landscape- Gardening.—Our usual method of accli-

matizing a plant is to select some ver}- protected and

Action of Drouth on Soils.—In another

column we have thrown out some hints on this sub-

ject. It will, perhaps, aid an investigation of the

subject to give some accoimt of the origin of the

opinion that salts rise to the surface in dry weather.

We believe it was Professor Higgins who first sug-

gested the idea. It is sjjid he placed a solution of

chloride of barium in the bottom of a glass cylinder

and then filled it with dry soil. After long exposure

to the rays of the sun, the surface of the soil was
tested with sulphuric acid and gave a copious preci-

pitate of sulpliatc of baryta. Chloride of lime, sul-

phate of soda and carbonate of potash were experi-

mented upon in like manner, and upon the applica-

tion of proper tests the surface of the soil showed

their presence in large quantities, drawn up by the

rising of the water from imderneath, as in the case

of drouth.

0.\KS Hy-bridizing.—Some botanists doubfwhethcr

these really do hybridize. S. B. Bucklej' says, in the

,i«)
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Country Gentkman, " The oaks are so much inclined

to liyliriclily, that even hotanists have l)een deceived

in forming new species from mere liyhrids. Col.

Wade llan-.pden, of Cohinibia, told me that he

planted live oak acorns in Mississippi, wliich grew
and bore fruit, which was again planted. The trees

from this planting were hybrids between the live oak

and the otlier surrounding species. At first he thought

they might be young forms of Quercus virens, but,

altliough several years have elapsed, they still main-

tain their original hybrid form.

The Gauden City.—The Country Oentleman

says :

—

"Chicago will one day better deserve its name of

" Garden City," but it must take time. Apropos of

the derivation of this name, the Chicago Garden-

er's Society have appointed a visiting committee,

whose duty it is to collect historical facts of our city,

new plants, and so on ; and they have stumbled upon

the following version of its origin—thus: Mr.

Brooks, the oldest of greenhouse men here, many
years ago built a greenhouse ; a prominent man
visited it, was so struck with the beauties inside and

place generally, as compared to any thing else so far

west, that he said this was the " Garden City." Be-

ing pleasant, the news spread. If any one knows
any thing why this was not so, your correspondent

would be greatly interested to hear it."

Late Keeping Apples.—In 1850, the following

apples were on hand, in good condition, in the cellar

of Mr. Peters, of Atlanta, so late as April (ith

:

Shockley, East Point Greening, Nickajack, Green

Crank, Richardson's Winter Seei'ling of 1858, Meigs,

Yates, Faust, Stevenson's "Winter, Chattahoochee

Greening, Pulaski Seedling, Mangum fover ripe and
out of season J, Red Limbertwig, Tennessee Lim-
hertwig, Yellow English Crab, Collier Apple,

Pryor's Red.

Of these, he kept the Shockley, Yates, East Point

Greening and Yellow Crab, until the 10th of June.

—

Southern Field and Fireside.

PiCEA Konii.is is from the auriferous regions of

California, where it attains the height of two hun-

dred feet, hut has not yet been long enough in this

country to perform any such gigantic achievement.

Its ivy-colored dark shining green, with horizontal

outspreading branches, each tier forming complete
platforms round tlie tree, with a surf\icc almost as

level as Utrecht velvet, never fails to put the stranger

into a state of amazement to contemplate such won-
derful arrangement of beauty, elegance and perfec-

tion.

tni
^^'"^ Zealand Spinaoe— TVfnjjonta eTpansa.—

A correspondent'of the ITorlicultvrisI reminds those

fond of good summer vegetables, that this plant is

not as much cultivated as it deserves to be.

Salt for Tiirnips.—A correspondent of the

Farmer and Gardener finds salt greatly to aid the

turnip crop in dry weather.

yorpign Infpingpnrp.

The Pansy.—Let the ground be well drained and
well dressed with decomposed cow-dung; and if too

adhesive, fork in a little sand.

Plant nine inches apart, and close the earth well

about the roots.

Always take side shoots, springing from the bot-

tom, for propagating, if you can get them. They
always root freely, if not rooted when taken otf.

Avoid taking hollow, pi]>ey shoots for cuttings.

To ensure striking, the bottom of the shoots, when
cut up to the base of a leaf, should be solid.

Shade all cuttings, and cover close with a hand or

bell-glass, whether they are in frames, boxes, pots,

or the open ground.

Continue planting beds of struck cuttings, to suc-

ceed one another in flower. It is onlj- from young
plants we can get fine blooms.

Shade all blooms for exhibition. An hour's hot

sun would destroy the finest flowers in the bed.

Save seed from half-a-dozen of the finest varieties

you possess, jdantcd by themselves, awaj" from all

others.

Sow as soon as you save it : in Jlaj", June, July,

and August, as it nu\y happen.

Plant them out as soon as they have four rough

leaves ; but press the earth to the roots every time

the frost and thaw disturbs them.

In winter, if you have convenience, hoop and mat,

or otherwise cover the bed—if with nothing else,

with litter.

In spring, the beds of seedlings or established

plants may have half an inch thickness from an old

hot bed, or well decomposed cow-dung.

As fast as any seedlings bloom inferior to those

you have, pull them up and throw them away.

Never wait for any particular season for taking ofi"

side shoots; take them whenever you can get them

without distressing the plants.

Water seldom, but etfeelually ; soak the whole bed

to a consideralile deptli.

Towards October pot all cuttings that you do not

want to plant out, and keep them under glass in

thumb-pots.

If you bloom any in pots, use seven or eight inch

Ik
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pots, with a compost of two-thirtls lonm from rotted

turf, and one-third cow-dung, or dung from an
old melon-bed.

Never save a seedling that is not better than the

varieties we possess already. All novelties that arc

not improvements are useless.

Whenever the surface of the bed lias run together

solid, stir the top one or two inches, always closing

the earth to the roots.

Never allow a weed to grow in the bed. A little

neglect in this matter will give you a world of trou-

ble.

Never remove a good seedling till you have pro-

pagated it a little. When you have cuttings struck,

you can do as you like with it.

Never remove a plant from heavy soil to light,

without washing out all the old soil from the roots.
—Scottish Gardener.

Slugs and Snails.—The English Gardener's

Chronicle says :

—

" We are assured that if the strings used to tie up
vines in the borders are steeped in sulphate of cop-

per, no slugs will come near them. The writer

affirms that all such vermin have an incurable aver-

sion for whatever has had this salt applied to it.

Another writer, in the Revue Horticole, tells us that

he can trap snails and slugs to any amount by ano-

ther way. He left in his garden a jar containing

starch saturated with iodine, with a tile lousely put

over it ; there it remained all the summer, fullj' ex-

posed to the sun. 'What was his amazement at find-

ing at the end of the first three weeks that dozens of

snails had found their way into the jar from all parts

of his garden. What was not less curious, the snails

continued to travel to this jar all the summer long.

This is supposed to have been brought about by the

snails liking the smell of iodine
; and it is suggested

that if iodine is dissolved in water which is poured

upon sawdust, or even upon the earth itself, slugs

and snails will enjoy themselves in it, and thus be

trapped. Does iodine act then like valerian and dit-

tany of Crete on cats ?"

EvERLASxrsG Flowers.—In one of our back

numbers we gave an account of the way to dry

flowers so as to preserve them in their natural forms

and colors. A lady informs us that she has some
permanent bouquets, which she has made by follow-

ing our directions, that are the admiration of all who
see them.

For those, however, who like the artificial looking

"Immortelle" flowers, we anne.K the following list

of some annual kinds :—Acroclinium roseum, rosy
;

.\mmobium alatuni, white ; Gnaphalium foctidum.

light yellow
; Ilelichrysum bractcatum, yellow and

white
;
Ilelichrysum roseum, rose colored ; Ilelichry-

sum aurantiacum, orange ; Ilelichrysum hrunneo-
rubum, brownish red ; Ilelichrysum coccincum,
scarlet

; Ilelichrysum llavuin, yellow
; Ilelichrysum

purpurcum, purple
; Ilelichrysum macrantluim, large

flowered
; Iklicliiysura speciosissimum, most

showy
; Moma elegans, yellow

; Sta-helina dubia,
pink.

How TO Flower Calla ErniorrcA'nY CnnisT-
MAS.—Bring your plants to rest in midsummer, by
exposing them to the full sun in a place where they
are sheltered from rain. Don't water them. Jlid-

dle or end of August take them out of pots ; clean
the root-stock from all decayed matter and from
young accretions

; re-pot in good, fertile soil, rather
heavy, but part sandy ; water and expose them to

'.he sun in the open air. "Water freely till the season
compels you to house them. Take some to the warm-
house

;
put them in a sunny place very near the

glass, and they will remain compact. Getting
stalky .<;p()ils their beauty. The more they got isolated

in the summer, nay, the more they got wasted,
the sooner will they flower in the warmhouse. Now
take other plants which you housed in the green-
house to the warmhouse and you get a constant suc-

cession of flowering plants. Carry back to the
greenhouse those which have flowered, and they will

flower again at the general period of vegetation in

the spring. Often they will even flower a third

time.

The sun not only elicits plenty of flowers, but is

a most necessary agent in opening them. That
accounts for stillborn flowers in sunless places.

—

W. Schoenborn, in Deutsches Magazin.

Geotrermal Culture.—The warming of the
earth, to advance early vegetables, has long been
practised in limited instances. Many years ago at

the royal gardens of England, near Windsor, aspa-
ragus beds were heated in the open ground by hot
water. Some months ago we again introduced the

subject in the Gardener's Monthly, and 31. Naudin,
of Paris, has taken up the subject, as we find in

recent French papers, and proposes to reduce the
whole matter to a system, under the above name, for

the growth of many exotic plants that require green-
house protection, so that our gardens may present

a green tropical aspect at all seasons. His views, so
far, answer with the idea of warming the soil of
plant-houses, rather than the atmosphere.

London Nurserymen.—There are over three

hundred nurserymen, florists and seedsmen in the

neighborhood of London.

^MS—~5
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A FKEScn "Leaf" Plant.—Our garden rhu-

barb, in some parts of our country called pie-plant,

is not known, or not acknowledged as an eatable

dish in Europe, England excepted. On the Conti-

nent, however, it is oltcn found on the edge of a

lawn, as a specimen plant, and esteemed as a "leaf

plant." It looks queer when an American meets

with it there in this shape.

IIoLl-T Tea.—Mr. Forsyth, in the London Gar-

dener's Chronicle, says all of this tribe possess the

peculiar virtues and the properties of the true tea,

and cannot be well distinguished in flavor. The art

is in properly drying or roasting them.

j^orHruHural ^oriplifs.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTTJRAL
SOCIEIY.

The very severe and unexpected vrcuther spoiled the calcnla-

lons for & flue show at Ihe March meeting. Messrs. Peter Mac-
bovrerer, a flue show of Camellias, embracing

the following kind s, all of which were of first-class characters.

Six Camellias in Ford.

1. Camellia Maria Therese,

2.
" General Wayne,

3.
" Ileuri Favre,

4.
'* Miniata,

5. " Alba imbiicata,

6. " Lorreii.

Fifteen Cut Flowers.
1. Camellia Alba pleno,

2.
*' Mrs. Cope,

3. " Ochroleuca,

4.
*' Lawrenciana.

6.
'* Lady iliime's Blush,

6. " Maria Therese,

7. « Towne'H Blush,

8.
'* Landrethii,
" Alba iinbricata.

10. " Myrtilolia,

11.
'* Imbricata,

VL " Dunlapa White,
l.J.

" Alexina,

14. *' Miniata,

15. " Keioe Ue Fleurs.

—•»

MISSOURI FRUIT-GROWERS' ASSO-
CIATION.

Tho members of this AssocialioQ convened at Pomolos,'ical HaU,

on tho Fair Grouniia, yestenlay. at 1 o'cl.ck, P. iM., and were

called to order by Norman J. Colman, President of tho Society.

On motion. Dr. L. U. Morse, of .Yllentown, was elected Secreury.

Mr. lla>man. of Herman, exhibiti'd specimens of wine from the

Norton's Virginia S'-edliug, and Herbemont tinipes. A committee

was appointed to teat the wines exhibited, and repwted that the

Herbemont was a very delicions wine, and worthy of very high

c.immcndation ; and that the Norton's Virginia wine, combining

Ihe flavor of tlie I'ort and Buicnndy. being a red, sound, table

wine, and the grape being free from rot, ia likely to create an im-

portant extension in wine manufacture.

.Mr IVttlngill, of Bunker Hill, 111., exhibited a seedling itrnpe

called Mead s hcedliug, which was hi.ghly commcnJed by the

Society as a table grape—taking the preference over the Catawba

as a table grape. .

Mr. C H. Haven exhibited a delicious white grape received from

Lockport, N. v., said to be hardy. It was recoinmcndod ax being

worthy of trial, and the Secretary was instructed to obtain a llia-

torv of its oriKin, Ac.

A good deal of discussion was had upon the merits or the diirer-

cnt varieties of grapes. A number of distinguished horcicultnrista

were present and contributed to the interest of the meeting. The

Presidents of the Cincinnati Horticultural Society and the Illinois

llorliculiural Society were in attendance.

The Socioly will meet again today a 10 o'clock, A. M., when
tho subject of grape-growing will be again considered.

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
A NEW CtTALOat'E OF FRCITS.

A Special Committee was appointed, to whom tho various

Local Committees are to make their report during the year ISCl

;

and this Special Committee are charged with the duty of com|Ml-

Ing from the Local Catalogues, prepared by the various Local or

Slate C'ommitloes, aud front the present Catalogue of the Society,

full lists of all the fruits therein named, properly classiBed and
arranged, with due regard to nomeuclature aud terminology, and
are to submit the same at the next bieuniai s.-ssion "f the Society

for Its coDslderatlun and action. The Special Committee are as

follow.:

P. Barrv, f^«irmnn. J. A. Warder,
.1, S. Cabot, Chas. Downing,
L. E. Berckmans, William Keid,

Marshall P. Wilder, Pra. Ex-OlHi:io.

The Special Committee has just Issued a circular to the Local

Conimiltees, containing the following instruction :

"It Is our duty to re'iuest you, aa Chairman in your Stale, to

organize your Lkimmitee and enter upou the work of preparing

your Catalogue at ouce, so that it may be transmitted to us some-

time duriug the ensuing year, l^tll. as provided in the resolution.

In preparing your Kei)ort or Catalogue, you will please ob>«irve

that the arrangement of the present Catalogue of the Society is to

be followed as closely as possible, giving

—

Ut. .\ list of varieties suitable for general cultivation in your

State, or such other region or district of country oa your Committee
represents.

'.Id. A list of such new or newly-introduced varieties as promise

well.
3d. A list of such as are known to be valuable for special pur-

poses,—as for marketing, or for particular soils and localities

only.

It is the design and aim of the Society to make its Catalogue so

comprehensive and accurate that it may become the standard of

American Pomology; hence, it is important that Committees ex-

ercise the greatest 'care in preparing their lists, accepting such

information only as they know to be perfectly reliable. It will be

understood that no varieties are to bo classed for ' General Culiiva-

tion' within any Stale or locality, upon brief or partial exporiraeut,

but must be ye iieruf/i/ and »ii'-<i<-j«/i(/'.i/ cultivated for a considera-

ble period of tin-e. lu the case of those classed for particular

localities or purposes, tho nature of these particulars should in

all cases be giveu, if possible.''

ST. LOUIS VINE AND FRUIT-GROWERS-
ASSOCIATION.

The accompanying staleiuenl of the objects of tho St. Louis

Vine and Kruit-Orowers" Association may bo of interest to you,

partaking, as it does, as much of a public and geographical nature

Its of a private character. The locality selected is in .St L.uis

County, thirty mi Its west of the city, and between the Pacitic K.ul-

road and Missouri River, where they are but nine miles aparL The

plantations of the company all stretch from one to the other with

appropriate drives. These, as well as the hills and valleys through

which they pass, will, in duo season, bo hung with the purple aud

golden fruits of the latitude, and yourself, Mr. Editor, aud all like

yon. animated by a love for horticulture, whether as visitors or

seekers alter houiesin .Missouri—the future "Central Klowerland"

of II e Union, will ever be welcome to the grounds of the Associa-

tion, which you will And sacredly held as a fair specimen only of

teus of ih iusauds ..f other localities like II throughout the Stale.

Kespectfully yours, C. II. IIavk.'C.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA.
In vonr nnmlMT lor this moiilh, (March,) page !>1, you have

made a great ini-lake in reporting that Ihe Botanical Society of

Canada was established in Jfuii/r«i(, and owes its orlgiuto l)r.

Von should have said that the Inaugnralion of the Bolanical

Society was in A'i"<7«foii. C. \V.. {and nut Muntr-iil.l and owes lis

origin to Professor Lawson, Ph. I>. No d.>uht yon will cause this

correction to bo made in vour next issue. For lurlher particulars

as to lis formation and objecUs, 1 beg to refer you to a i.nnled

statement, which 1 forward by mail this day.

Since its form.iliou, very interesting and nnmeronsly attended

meetings have been held monthly, aud its progress is very satis-

factory. 1 bolievo tho members now number over ihreo hundred.

TiloHasBRWiis, Jr.
Kingston, C. W.

(We should bo ftivored by ricoiving reports of its proceedings

from time to lime.—En.j

im^
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FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASDRE-
GROUND.

The management and care of the lawn is of first

importanre. It is to the lawn more than to any
otiior part that we owe the highest pleasures of gar-
dening. It is the distinguisliing feature between
nature and art. With a lawn neglected, the finest

garden is little more than a beautiful natural scene
;

but when the grass is well cared for, it is stamped
with the highest refinement of art. Through our
past two volumes much has been written upon the
subject, and we refer to these articles now because
the season has arrived to put them in practice.
"Weeds should be constantly taken out by hand labor.
Any holes thus made filled up with soil ; but holes
need scarcely be made if weeds are taken out in a
proper manner. Mowing should be done as often
as the scythe or mowing-machine will "bite" the
grass, and frequent rollings after heavy showers,
are excellent.

Next to the lawn, the walks are the most striking
feature of a weU kept garden. Weeds should be
taken in time, and the labor of keeping them down
will be veiy slight. The edges or " verges" should
be trimmed at everymowingof the grass-borderir.g

;

for which purjiose a common sheep-shears, or grass-
edging shears, made specially for the jmrpose and
sold at most horticultural stores, should be kept on
hand. Washing by heavy rains should be guarded
against

; or when so injured, speedily repaired.

After the walks and lawns, the flower-beds should
be a constant source of attention. If the plants ap-
pear to suffer by drouth, there is no better remedy
than to place a fork around the plant and loosen up
the soil deeply, without disturbing the plant more

v^

than can be avoided. After being thus loosened, it

will not dr}- out near as much as before. Above all,

keep the surface continually broken by hoeing and
raking fine. Nothing is so sure a preventive of
soil drying as a loose, porous te.xture.

Another plan with trailing plants, such as ver-
benas and those usually cmplo}-ed in masses, is to
peg them over the surface as fast as they grow.
They thus shade the soil, and so far check evapora-
tion. The best pegs for this purpose are made of
any straight twigs about a quarter of an inch or less

j

in diameter, and split in two lengthwise. These

j

wiU not break when bent in the middle, as unsplit

I

pieces will. There is a little art required even in

j

splitting these twigs properly, so as to get them of

,

equal thickness throughout. The edge of the knife

J

should be watched, and when either half is splitting
thinner than the other half, the back of the blade

I

must be pressed against the thin section, which will

j

cause the grain of the wood to run in again toward
,

the pith. And so on, as the splitting progresses,

j

the alternate action of the back and edge of the

I

blade will keep the sht straight through the middle
:
at the pith.

I

The watering of flower-beds in a diy time should
not be done often

; but when necessary, done thor-
oughly.

i

Many herbaceous plants, such as phloxes, holly-

I

hocks, and similar plants that are scarce and valued,

j

may be propagated now very easily by taking por-

j

tions of their flower-stems before the flowers open,

I

and inserting them as cuttings in a half-shaded, cool]
and not dry situation. Layering of many things'
shrubs, half-shrubby perennials, &c., should be done
before the young wood becomes too hard, if good
plants are required the first year. Most plants °root
more quickly by having a notch cut in the layered
shoot. Tills should be done on the upper surface,
as we first published at page 86 of our first vol-
ume, in order to prevent breakage of succulent
shoots, as too often occurs by the methods recom-
mended in works prior to the publication of our
journal. Good, rich soil, put just about layers, is
very important. Good noil favors an abundance of
root*. One of the greatest mistakes in gardening is

^3hr
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tlic prevalent notion that plants in a poor soil have

a greater proportion of roots than in a rich one.

Herbaceous plants shoiikl he slaked, to keep from

wind-blowing. AVhite Pine stakes, with tfuir ends

eharred by being slightly burned in a furnace, will

last for many years,—as long, in fact, as the best

painted cedar,—a good hint for bean-poles, trellises,

&c.

Jlany parties have a diflieully in keeping trellises,

when covered with a weight of vines, from becom-

ing " top-heavy" and blowing over in a wind. This

can be remedied by nailuig a cross-piece to the trellis

a few inches long, just above the ground, or even

two i)ieces, nuiking four cross-shaped arms. This

will effectually prevent "swagging," no matter

from what part of the compass the rudest winds

may blow.

Dahlias must not be allowed to bloom too early.

Keep them growing well till fall, at any cost. If

they become stunted by early tlowering, a few mis-

erable sun-dried July flowers will be the poor

reward.

After bulbous roots have done flowering, they

should be at once taken up, carefully dried, and

placed away in paper-bags till wanted next fall. If

suflered to remain in the ground, the rains we get

through the fall keep their activity excited, and is

unfavorable to that state of rest necessary to make

them bloom finely next year.

The flowers of pcrjietual roses should be cut off at

the earliest moment after the petals wither. If suf-

fered to produce seed, they will flower but sparingly

in the fall. In liudded roses, carefully watch for

and take away the suckers.

i
.

FRUIT-GARDEN.
In the out-door department the directions and

hints we gave last month are stiU applicable, espe-

cially those relating to disbudding and pinching b.ick

of strong shoots, checking the flow of sap through

excessively luxuriant channels, and directing the

flow through weaker ones, equalizing and striking a

balance between all parts of the tree. As the wea-

ther becomes dryer, and the growth still continues,

young and free-growing trees of choice varieties

would be much benefitted by occasional syringings

from a powerful garden engine, which should be

found in all gardens with any pretension to com-

pleteness and excellence. Besides the cleanliness so

conducive to health this ablutory process achieves,

the moist atmosphere and check to excessive evapo-

ration that result from this practice is one of the

greatest safeguards against many bad diseases.

In the interior department, peaches that have

been slightly forced will be about maturing, and the

atmosphere must be allowed to become dryer by ad-

mitting more air and using the syringe less freely.

This is necessarj', not only to perfect the flavor of

the fruit, but to mature the wood properly for next

season's fruit. All of this has to be done with

caution, as a sudden change from a moist system of

culture to a dry one will be certain to injure the

tissue and breed disease.

Red spider and other insects closely follow on the

heels of a dry atmosphere. They must be watched,

and nothing suffered to injure the leaves till by na-

tural maturity the plant has no longer use for them.

Grapes in cold vineries will now be of a size fit

for thinning. In those cases where the bunches are

intended to hang long on the vines, they should be

thinned out more severely than those expected to

be cut early. A close, compact bunch favors mildew

and early decay.

Fine, rich color is always esteemed as one of the

criterions whereby to judge of the excellence of a

fruit. Sun-light is of first importance ; but it is not

generally known that this is injurious when in ex-

cess. In a dry atmosphere, with great sun-heat,

where the evaporating process goes on faster than

the secretive principle, what should become a rich

rosj- blush in a fruit is changed to a sickly j-ellow,

and the rich jet black of a grape becomes a foxy red.

Some grape -growers of eminence, in view of these

facts, shade their vineries during the coloring pro-

cess ; but others, instead, keep the atmosphere as

close and moist as possible. The latter course de-

tracts from the flavor of the fruit. The best plan is

that which combines both practices.

In summer-pruning gra|ies, care must be taken

that the leaves from the stopped laterals do not over-

crowd or smother the larger leaves of the original

cane, on which all your hopes of good sound wood
for next season depend. All the use for the leaves

on the laterals is to afford outlets for superabundant

sap, which otherwise would cause the next season's

fruiting-buds to burst now. Always carefully guard

the first leaves.

GREENHOUSE AND POT PLANTS.
The great diflicultv with many greenhouse and

frame plants is to keep them over our summers. It

is not the heat that so injuriously affects them, as

the dry air they are subjected to. Hence sunk pits,

canvass shades, and even glazed structures, are very

useful in such cases as maintaining a more humid
atmosphere about the jilants. Heaths, and most

Australian and New Holland plants, auriculas, pan-

sies, calceolarias, cinerarias, and similar things be-

long to this class.

Simk pits are the best, as under glass insects arc
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very troublesome, which trouble the hciivy mins in

the open air some^Ylmt rectilics. All greenhouse

plants do best set out in summer under partial shade,

—not under trees where drip in heavy rain-storms

injuriously hartlcn the soil, though this is better

than no shade at nil,—but a shade whore, with just

enough protection to keep off the hottest mid-day

suns, those of morning and evening can yet exert

some little influence. Canvns-covcrcd sheds, open

at the sides, are the best. We gave sketches of some

useful contrivances of this character in our last

year's volume.

Many summer-flowering plants should be cut

down soon after blooming, so as to make bushy

plant.s and be prepared for a renewal for the next

season's growtli, or they grow leggy and unsightly.

The pelargonium, in particular, is to be subjected to

this treatment. So beautiful a plant is worthy of all

the care and attention wc can bestow on it ; for, of

the easiest culture, it is yet capable of astonishing

improvement under superior management.

The following account of summer management,
from the London Journal of llorlienlturc, gives

such minute details, and can be applied to so many
other plants, that we adopt them here entire :

"As soon as the greenhouse becomes too warm
for these plants, they should be set out of doors on

a bed of coal-ashes, and a shelter contrived for them
to keep olT the heavy rains. Rather less water

should be given, and the syringe hung up in the

tool-house, so far as tliesc specimens are concerned
;

in fact, they do not need it now at all. The grand

point to aim at is to get the wood well ripened. It

should by the end of July be hard, firm, and woody,
and of a dark shining brown color. The leaves

should begin to turn j'ellow, and the older ones drop

off; in fact, it is the autumn with the pelargonium.

As soon as this state of rest is attained, then set the

plants out of doors fully exposed to the sun, and in

a short time they will be ready for the oi^eration of

Prcsiko.

This is an imp:rtant point, requiring considerable

thought and judgment. They should be pnmed at

two or three seasons. For blooming early, get the

plants into the proper condition of ripeness early in

August, prune a second lot a month later, and the

last the first week in October. As soon as the

plants are ready, cut them in according to their

strength, and the form you intend them to take the

following season. Weak plants should be cut in

pretty close to one bud, stronger may have three

buds, and very strong ones four or five buds each,

and let each shoot when cut be at equal distances

from the adjoining ones. When pmned, remove

the plants into a frame set on bricks, so as to admit

^»7-

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.—One year oM Peljirgonitini, prnnefl in autumn,

and five Bhoota left to branch out the foUowiug year.

Mg. 2.

Fig. 2.—Two year old Pelargoninm. pnined in autumn,

and fifteen shoots left to branch out the following year.

air amongst the pots. Keep the glass on day and

night ; but shade from hot sun, and give no water

till fresh shoots have made their appearance, and the

leaves have attained a little size. Then give a little

water just to moisten the soil. They are then ready

for the autumnal potting."

VEGETABLE-GARDEN.
At the end of June some celery may he set out

for early crops, though for the main crop a month

later will be quite time enough. It was once cus-

tomary to plant in trenches dug six or more inches

below the surface ; but the poverty of the soil

usually at this depth more than decreases the balance

of good points in its favor. Some of our best grow-

ers now plant entirely on the surface, and depend on

drawing up the soil, or the emploj'ment of boards

or other artificial methods of blanching.

Last j-car a correspondent described a mode of
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employing cliarcoal for thepuniose, which produces

fine, firm and crisp stalks. Sawdust, shavings, and

similar matters have also been used with beneficial

results. Very rich soil is essential to fine celery, and

well-rotted cow -dung is one of the best of manures

for this crop.

Cabbages and brocoli may still be set out for fall

crops, also requiring an abundance of manure to in-

sure much success. Lettuce, where salads are in

much request, may yet be sown. The Curled Indian

is a favorite summer kind ; but the varieties of Cos,

or Plain -leaved kinds, are as good. They take more

troubli', having to be tied up to blanch well. Many

should not be sown at a time, as they soon run to

seed in hot weather.

Beans produce enormous crops in deeply-trenched

soils, and are imi)rovcd as much as any crop by sur-

face-manuring. Wc hope this method of fertilizing

the soil will bo extensively adopted for garden crops

this season. Those who have not yet tried it will

be surprised at the economy and beneficial results of

the practice.

Peas for a fall crop may be sown. It is, however,

useless to try them, unless in a deeply-trenched soil,

and one that is comparatively cool in the hottest

weather overhead, or they will certainly mildew and

prove worthless. In England, where tlie atmos-

phere is so much more humid than ours, they, nev-

ertheless, have great dilRculty in getting fall peas to

get through free from mildew ; and to obviate these

drying and mildew-producing influences, tliey often

plant them in deep trenches, made as for celery, and

are then much more successful with them.

Cuciunbers for pickling may be sown this month,

and endive for fall salad set out. Parsley for winter

use may be sown now in boxes of rich soil, and set

in a cool, shady place till it germinates.

Tomatoes do best when suffered to grow flat on the

ground ; but in such cases the soil should be covered

with a mulch of straw or litter to keep the tomatoes

from getting soiled and rotten by dampness. Brush-

wood is an excellent material for them to lie on, and

they seem to thrive well with it about them.

Asparagus-beds should not be cut alter the stalks

seem to come up weak, or there will be but a poor

crop the next season, and the beds will "run out" in

a few years.

Herbs for drying for future use shoidd be cut just

about the time they are coming into flower. Dry

lh(m in the shadi', and after sullieiently dry to put

away, lie them in bunches and hang in a cool shed,

or place them loosely iK-tween paper, and stow away

in cupboards or drawers,— the last mode is by lar

lUe cleanest and most approved plan with the

best housi'keepcrs. Some, indeed, powderthe leaves

at once after drying, and put away in bags ready for

nse.

(Jommunirafions.

REVIEW.

BY AMATEUR, K. T.

It has always been my custom to review my
magazine at the end of the year, although I read

them carefully at first. "While reviewing the Monthly,

I was so forcibly struck with some of the passages,

that I was tempted to make notes of what was there.

The first that aroused my attention was a piece on

the Care of the Greenhouse, page 3, No. 1, Vol. II.,

where the writer piViVs the lover of flowers who has

not a greenhouse. I am one of that number,

although I have kept a plant-stand by a sitting-room

window these twenty years, and have some plants

that have been in my collection from the first, giving

me flowers every year, such as the CuUa, Cactus,

and others; the small kinds of Cactus arc well

adapted to rooms, as they bear the dry air and dust

of a room better than any thing I have, and seldom

require repotting, and but little water. "All the

gold in California" is not needed to build a green-

house ; but there are other hindrances more formid-

able than the cost, ("for I am a firm believer in the

adage, where there is "a wil there is a way,"; the

greatest of which is, opi)Osition from our husbands,

for it is well known, that there is but a small num-

ber of men among the rfoHovers of flowers ;
another

is the extra trouble in keeping them from freezing.

I was examining the plants in a commercial green-

house a few years ago, and in answer to the cjues-

tion, whether I had a greenhouse, I s:ud I should

not know how to take care of it, and was not able

to employ a gardener. The owner said, "I should

pity you if you had to depend on a gardener." So

it seems we get pity for not having the luxury of a

greenhouse, and pily if we are to depend upon u

hired gardener. But I am quite sure I could find

one that would mind my plants if opposition No 1

was not in the way. I would advise all the girls

who reiilly love flowers, to marry a real lover of

flowers, or keep themselves free to build a green-

house when they please. Of course, this latter clause

applies to such as have funds of their own. This

advice is rather foreign to our subject.

Page 9 somebody is taking a tour among the gar-

dens ; a man, I suppose, as he l«;ft the first establish-

ment "with a firm determination to make his own

little place look better next year." I have made

^^^^
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such (Icterminntions more than once, bvit yovi cnnTcners know but little about the inconvenience we
trt><'» have to contend with in the cultivation of (lowers.

Wc will not follow the traveller any further this time, for our sheet is full, and remembering, too, that

the editor likes short ])icces.

[It is a pleasure to welcome so many ladies amongst our e<iutributors tliis month. We hope for

their continued and increased iuvors.

—

Ed.]

ENTOMOLOGICAL ESSAY.
Read hifure Uis FruU-Orotoers' Aiaociaiinil qf /mmJit/i P.'unsi/lvaiiia al iU ilyiinj in Wrft (Vt-'Affr, on Vte 13/A da\j of June, 1860.

BY S. S. BATHVON, ENTOMOLOGIST OF THE ASSOCI ATIO.V.

{Continued from Page 107.)

BENEFICIAL INSECTS.

12lh. Dyliscus (Cyhistet) Jimbriolalus, Saj. " Large Water Beetle. Plate V. fig. 1. Length, about one

inch and a quarter ; color, above a dark olive green, benealli a glossy bl.ick ; thorax and wing-covers lat-

te rally margined with yellowish
;
posterior feet, long and oar-shapcd ; anterior and intcrniediate pairs, rather

short ; head and thorax, wide and short, and uniting with each other and the base of the wing-covers squarely.

Fig. 2 is the larva of a water beetle of this genus, and is introduced here to show the general form. I kept

alive one of these beetles eight months in an aquarium, during which time he did not disturb the fishes,

but assisted them to devour several tadpoles that were put in the tank at different times, and took his daily

meal of flies and worms. He seemed, however, to be partial to worms. This insect may be regarded as

the representative of about two hundred and fifty species of water beetles which inhabit the United States.

All of these are most voracious feeders, in both their larva and perfect states, upon the larva and matured

insects of other species. They prevent millions of gnats and other noxious insects coming from the water, in

which they pass Uieir larva state. After reaching the ma'.ure state their ample wings afford them the means

of rising from the water in pursuit of insect prey. They are also charged with destroying young fish, in

some instances depleting fish-ponds; but we ought to allow them these, in consequence of their services

otherwise rendered.

13th. Necrophortis AmeTicanas, Oliv. " Carrion Beetle." Plate V. fig. 3. Length, from an inch and a

half to an inch and three-quarters; some individuals of this species are also found less than this measure
;

a yellowish or light brown spot on the head ; and two spots or blotches of the same color on each wing-

eover, one near the base and one near the apex; a large yellowish spot on the thorax, nearly covering it,

leaving only a narrow margin of black around it; the abdomen extends two or three segments beyond the

wing-covers; the antenna are black, and terminate with a yellowish tuft or club; legs and under body,

black; the thoraic portion of the latter covered with yellowish hairs ; mandible, black, short and stout;

the outer margin of the wing-covers is yellowish when seen from beneath, so that they may be said to be

yellowish, with black blotches, as properly as otherwise. This is our largest American species of this

genus. There are some eighteen or twenty species belonging to this genus, but there are about one hun-

dred and fifty species allied to it in habits. And although some of them get into hams and flitches of bacon,

yet on the whole they render such eSi-ient service as scavengers, that we may well afTord them a little of

our superabundance. They assist materially in the decomposition of putrid animal and vegetable matter,

but do not attack living vegetation. They must not, however, be confounded with the "blow flies,"

which perform a similar service.

14th. Staphylinus villosus, Grv. " Maculated Rover Beetle." Plate V. fig. 4. Length, from half an

inch to three-quarters cf an inch ; head and thorax, a shining black ; wing-covers, dull black, and covered

with minute hairs, and short, not more than covering one-third of the abdomen ; abdomen, black above and

below, with two of the intermediate segments covered with short white hairs, giving the appearance of a

whitish band around the abdomen, more distinct below than above; antenns, thickened towards the end
;

legs, black, and of moderate length. This insect is the representative of about two hundred and fifty

species belonging to the family Staphtli.viad.e, which inhabit the United States. Tney assist greatly in

the decomposition of animal and vegetable matter. They are very active on fnot. and run with the abdo-

men turned upwards, giving them a rather formidable appearance. Found in decayed animal and vegetable

garbage, also under the bark of rotten wood, and sometimes in old bacon. Although their wing-covers are

very short, yet they have a very ample pair of wings folded up beneath them, which, when expanded, are

nearly as long as the body. Active from very early In the spring until late in autumn.

^S^'V3/
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1 jlh. Coccinella novemnotala, Hbat. " Nine-Spotted Liidy-Bird." Plate V. fig. 5. Length, about a

quarter of an inoh ; color of the wing-covers, red or rcdJish-ycUow ; four and a half spots on each wing-

covcr; thorax, black, marked with white, marginal and otherwise; form, hemispherical or tortoise-shaped;

legs and antenn;e, short. Sometimes also called the " Cow-bug." These insects are decidedly the best

friends we have, (aking them as a class, espeoially those which constitute the group called ^/i/iidifAcigti,

from their living upon the common aphides oc plant-lice. There are probably a hundred species or more of

the coccinellans, a few of which will also feed upon vegetation in the absence of aphid food, but these are

mainly confined to the pollen of flowers, especially the smaller species of them. One large species I have

detected cutting holes in the leaf of the cucumber, and I exhibit him in order that he may be distinguished

from others

—

Epilachna borealis, Pk. fig. Ga.

Itith. Hipodamia I'i-muciUala, hia. " Thirteen-spotted Lady-bird." Plate V. fig 6. About the same

in length as the preceding; color, redder; form, a little more long, and not so globose ; thirteen spots on

the two wing-covers and thorax ; found in company with the former. Fig. (ia Larva of a Lady-bird,

being a blackish grub, with six feet, marked with reddish or yellowish spots on the back ; like the cocci-

nella, it undergoes its transformations upon the leaf, where its larva feeds on aphids. This is one of those

that are not so strictly aphidiphagous as those last mentioned, but as they re :iain hid in clefts and chinks

during the winter and come forth in early spring, if they attack vegetation it is because of the absence of

their natural food.

17lh. Reduvius noi'inarius, Say. Plate V. fig. 8. Length, one inch and three-eighths ; color, brownish-

liver; antennK and hauslellum, dark rufous; thorax, crested, with eight or nine cylindrical teeth; feet,

rather long and simple, the anterior pair raptorial in their structure. Like all Hemipteroiis insects, the

Keduvians are active feeders from their exclusion from the egg until their allotted period—which sometimes

continues a whole year, even hybernating through a cold winter—is terminated by natural death or some

other contingency. The one here referred to is by far the largest species known to exist in this country,

and was described and figured by Mr. Thomas Say, many years ago, in his " Araericar. Entomology;" but

he does not appear to have been acquainted with its habits any more than that the genus is carniverous. It

is quite abundant in localities south of Pennsylvania, and is becoming of more frequent occurrence here

I have found them too rarely about Lancaster County to make any reliable observations upon their habits,

but Mr. Glover says they are abundant about Washington City, where, "during the summer and autumnal

months they are very useful in destroying the disgusting caterpillars which swarm the shade trees." A
small specimen experimented upon was placed in a box with ten caterpillars, all of which were destroyed

in the space of five hours. It approaches its prey stealthily, and when near enough, it suddenly springs

upon it and plunges its piercer into its unfortunate victim, and deliberately sucks out all its juice. Its

very organization evinces its raptorial habits.

l!^th. Rtditvius airala. Plate \'. fig. 7. Length, about five-eighths of an inch ; color, black ; thorax and

basal portion of the scutel, shining black ; a deep longitudinal indention in the middle of the thorax ; legs,

rather short and robust; female, apterous, or without wi: gs. I have never seen a description of this

insect, although one of such frequent occurrence must have been described long ago; therefore, I have

only named it airala approximately. This is a common species, found under logs and stones, and from

some observations which I have made upon it, I am satisfied that its habits are similar to fig. 8. Both of

these insects have the power of inflicting great pain by their puncture, as I, on one occasion, realized. It

produced no swelling, but at first, and for thirty minutes the pain was of considerable intensity, causing

sickness of the stomach and feverish prespiration, leaving the finger punctured in a semi-paralyzed state

for three or four hours afterwards.

lilth. Reduvius (mydochus.) Plate V. fig. 0. Length, three-quarters of an inch ; color, green or greenish-

yellow ; form, slender ; a tooth or spine projecting from each side of the thorax; antenns, long and

fiUiform, bending suddenly downward about the middle; legs, long and slender, the anterior pair longest

and thickest; exceedingly carniverous in its habits; and its facilities for flight enables it to capture its

prey with ease. It is represented destroying a Capricorn beetle (Tetraopes tomalor.) If it has not already

been named, I would suggest deulata. This insect I have often caught in the act of destioying various

species of moths and beetles. It is also a raptorial insect.

20th. Osmylus maculipennis. " Maculated Lace-wing." Plate V. fig. 10. Length of body, about three-

quarters of an inch; expansion of the wings, two inc'hes and a quarter; color, brown; thorax, hairy ;

wings, transparent and speckled with brown ; a row of alternate whitish and brown spots around the

entire margin of the anterior wings; two longitudinal veins extending the whole length along the costal

margin of both pair of wings; eyes, brown and polished; antennic, fiUiform and about ono-third the length

n
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of the body. This insect seems to be allied to the Hemtiohiant, and in the ftbsence of a specimen of that

genus from which to iniike a drawing (all of mine having been destroyed), I have caused lliis to be deline-

ated on account of its approximation to the form of the family aforenamed. I do not know any thing

positively about its habits, but reasoning from its analogies, I presume it to be a friend, but the following

remarks upon this family have more particular reference to the genera llemerobius and Cknjmpa. It is only

provisionally named. These insects arc well known by many observers to be among the greatest friends to

vegetation that are to be found in the insect world, and I have often witnessed their havoc among colonies

of Aphides with the greatest interest. It is not certainly known how the young subsist immediately after

Ihey arc excluded from the egg,* but from the fact that Ur. Filch says he has seen the young larva of the

" Lacc-wing" with its mandibles inserted in the newly-laid eggs of other insects; the inference is that it feeds

upon this kind of food, and also upon the young larva of some species, until it acquires sufficient strength

to manage a full-grown .Iphidc. Wo may also infer that this is the reason why the female I.ace-wing

deposits her eggs on the end of long foot-stalks, namely, in order to prevent their destruction by the young

subjects of her own family.

21st. Chrysopa Harrisii, Fitch, or " Golden-eyed Lace-wing." Plate V. fig. II. This insect is by far

the most common in this locality of any other member of the family Hemerobiada, and was formerly

included in the former genus. Dr. Fitch describes twenty-two species of the " Golden-eyes" and eleven

species of the Lace-wings as inhabiting the United States, and there are probably many more than these.

The genus Myrmclion or " Ant Lion," the " Woolly Weaver" of our boyhood, is allied to this family.

For a more extended notice of Chrysopa Harrisii see an article prepared by me, giving some account of the

insect in its larva, pupa, and perfect states, with illustrations of the same, to be published in a future

number of the Gardener's Monthly.

22nd. Panorpa maculata,ot "Scorpion Fly," from it striking with the end of its abdomen after the

manner of a scorpion. I have seen this fly attack much larger insects than itself, and despatch them in a

very short time. Plate V. fig. 12. Length of body, one-fourth of an inch ; wings expand about one inch
;

color, light brown ; legs and antennae, moderately long and slender; wings, transparent and numerously

maculated with light brown ; rostrum, prolonged into a snout pointing downwards. I have given this

insect the above name only provisionally, never having seen a description or figure of it anywhere, and

yet it is quite common, and the scorpion-like appendage at the end of the abdomen, which is usually carried

with an upward turn, renders it formidable in appearance, although it does not inflict a wound with it.

When it seizes an insect, it immediately penetrates it with its rostrum and sucks out its juices.

I bare sesQ inilo jroung larva-deslroyiog .\phides within the month of July.

STANDARD ROSES.

&.

BT MAPLE DELL, ALTON, ILLS.

Ix glancing over the pages of your valuable Monthly, my eyes fell upon the remarks made by J. C,
with reference to standard roses.

Being well aware that roses have, when budded, their merits, as well as demerits, I will endeavor to say a

few words in their favor, preferring budded roses to roses upon their own roots, simply because they suc-

ceed best with me. And my favorite stock is the Dog Rose, and the Cabbage Rose my ne.xt, as they grow
more free and sucker less upon these stocks than any other, the Manetli I have not tested sudiciently

to judge of its good or bad qualities as a stock.

>Iy reasons for preferring these stocks will be given in the following note, permitting others to judge

for themselves.

About nine years ago, when hybrid perpctuals were scarce in the west, uij' father h.ad a number of an-

nuals, perhaps twenty, budded with monthlies ; of this number at least ten remain to-day, looking as

healthy as any one could wish, bidding fair to produce another fine crop of roses.

Among the standards: Prince Albert budded 3 feet high upon the Dog Rose, is IJ inches in diameter,

G inches below the bud. 1 La Reine budded 4 feet high, is one inch in diameter. Another, Melina Carna

budded 18 inches from the ground, is 2 J inches through, about 6 inches high from the ground.

These roses are annually pnmed back to within C inches of the old bud, making an entirely new growth
every year, blooming profuselj- at stated periods during summer and fall. The soil of this garden is a fine

sandy loam, resting upon a strong Umc-clay sub-soil.

'^hy^
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Before closing, I will make a remark upon tUe

proper culture of standard roses, viz.: cut them

in severely every sprinj;, use decayed chips or straw

in preference to strong manures, and you will have

less rank growth and finer flowers.

LINNiEUS AND LINNiEA BOREALIS.
)!V I,., IIADDONFIELD, N. J.

(Continued from page 133.

J

LrNK-BUS appears to have enjoyed a happy faculty

of communicating liis ideas to his pupils, and to

have possessed great influence with them. It was

one of his customs to take summer excursions at the

head of the students, to the number of two hundred,

exploring the country, and whenever a remarkable

plant or other natural curiosity was discovered, a

signal was given by horn or trumpet, which gathered

the whole corps around their chief to hear his de-

monstration and remarks. In a few years the most

enthusiastic and persevering among these were dis-

tributed over the whole world, and their various

histories would alone form a volume of deep inte-

rest. Many of them fell victims to the elements and

pestilential climates, but many returned fully com-

pensated for the hardsliips they had endured, and

have had their names handed down to science in tri-

bute, bestowed upon them by their venerable pre-

ceptor, commemorated in the genera Osbeckia,

Kalmia, Solundca, Alstrromeria, Locflingia, Hussel-

quista, Sparmannia, Thimbergia, &c.

Every branch of natural history was revised or

rc-modelled by him, and his life was one of increas-

ing fame and prosperity. In 1757, he was raised to

the n'/bihty by tlic title of Von Linne, and purchased

estates with the proceeds of his incessant toil as a

physician and teacher. His closing years were
burdened with ill health and he ceased from his

labors in 1778, in his 71st year. His remains were

interred in the cathedral; a general mourning took

place on the occasion at Upsal. King Gustavus III.

caused a medal to be struck e-\'pressive of the public

loss, and in a speech from the throne, described the

death of Linntcus a public calamity.

And—for his own little flower—raised to eminence

by his name, it was adopted as a part of his crest

;

the helmet which surmounts the arms of his family

being adorned with a sprig of Ijinn;ca. One of his

pupils who visited China, sent to his mother a ser-

vice of porcelain, manufactured purposely for him,

having a representation of the plant as its only de-

coration, and the Cardinal de Noilles erected a ceno-

taph in his garden to the memory of the Naturalist,

and |ilanted the Liuna-a by its side as its most appro-

priate ornament.

Thompson, the author of "Life in Kussia," re-

marking on the love shown to this little flower by

the Swedes, says

:

"To have produced one man whose reputation

has become the property of the universe, is their

boast and pride to this day; and, as if to prove what

the force of example of one great mind can efli'ct,

the love of botany is among the Swedes a ruling

passion. The Linnan borcalin, a little creeping plant

of delicious fragrance, growing wild in the woods,

and first discovered by Linna-us, and with which

they crowned his bust, is perfectly venerated. In

one of my rambles in the country, some school-boys

who were following the same path, came running to

me, stranger as 1 was, exclaiming, ' See, sir, we have

found some of the Liniwa borealU!' "

"In Sweden," says Prof Smith, when recom-

mending Natural Science to the rising generation,

" Natural historj* is the study of the schools by which

men rise to preferments." And Dr. Clarke has

borne testimony to the zeal with which tliis branch

of science is pursued bj- men of various classes in

that country." lie relates a pleasing anecdote in

jioint which may perhaps be not inappropriate here

as illustrating also the influence of the Swedish sage.

"Arrived at Tornea, at the northern extremity of tlic

Gulf of Bothnia bordering the Arctic zone, Dr.

Clarke sent to the apothecary of the place for a few

jars of the Conserved Dwarf Arctic Rasi)berry.*

lie had observed this "rare plant" in the woods near

the shore where he had landed and found it bearing

fruit as large as the common raspberry, though so

diminutive tliat an entire tree with all its branches,

leaves and fruit was placed in a pliial holding about

six ounces of alcohol."

The fruit was brought to the Doctor by a boy

without shoes or stockings, who, having executed

"Kubus ArctlcTii, tho .\rctic tiramble or raspbprry, infty be thus

dpHcriboc! : It bus throe glabrouH ubtusely-BCrratrd lealli'l.s, ut) run"

ners, Btem bearing only one l!ower, and Trlthont prickles, the

petalH notched. It is a nallre of the mountainous and colder

regions of Europe, and has been found also in Labrador. Itw stem

never attains a greater height than six inches and i.s furnished

with from tlireo to four leaves, with asinglo large deep rose-colored

flower, which is succeeded by a purplish-red fTult, highly priied for

its tlavor among the Swedes.
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his errand, was obscrv'cd to rnst a longing eye to-

wards some books of spceinien plants which lay on

tlie table ready for arrangement. To their surjirise,

he named every one of tliem as fast as they were

shown him, giving to each its appropriate Linna-an

appellation. The doctor found, on inquiry, that this

extraordinary youth was the son of a poor widow
who had placed him as apprentice under the apotlie-

cary. llis master had himself a turn for natural

history; nevertheless he did not choose that his pupil

should leave the pestle and mortar to run after

botanical specimens. The lad had, however, carried

on his studies secretly, snatching every hour he could

spare to ramble barefooted in search of a new plant

or insect, which he carefully concealed from his

master, who at length discovered his bo.xcs of insects,

and unscrupulouslj- appropriated tliem to liis own
use, and exhibited tlicm in his shop window as of

his own collecting ! These facts interested Dr.

Clarke and his companions so much in behalf of poor

little Pyphon ("for that was liis namej, that they

showed him much kindness, procuring him some
hours of relaxation from his toils and giving him
some English needles for his insects and a few simi-

lar trifles, to him an invaluable treasure. Not un-

frcfiuenlly during their short stay they had recourse

to him for wliat they required, and on one occasion

told him that a rather rare plant was said to grow in

that neiglibOrhood, but that they had failed to dis-

cover it. Scarcely were the words uttered, when he

ran off, fast as his legs could carry him, and soon

returned, bringing in his hand two or three speci-

mens of the plant. But the hour of separation from
the kind strange friends came all too soon to the

little naturalist who, shedding abundance of tears,

bade them farewell—making this touching request at

parting: "If you should remember me when you
arrive in your own country, send me Drosera longi-

foUa; I am told it is a common plant in England 1"

RESTORING HEAT TO HOTBEDS.
BY 8., MONTMORENCI FALLS, CAKADA.

There are occasionally some instructions in your

periodical which are exceedingly valuable to an

amateur like myself. This spring, finding my first

hotbed show no symptoms of heating, the thermo-

meter therein standing at 30^ after it had been eight

days made, I gave it a dose of strong ley with lime

;

next morning, though still as frosty out of doors,

the thermometer showed 4.53 and gradually increased

to 802 after a few days. My next hotbed I heated

in the same way with similar success. My garden

roses have been very shy of flowering, but as I intend

to put in practice your hints about root-pruning, I

hope for a better result this season.

NOTES ON SOME NEWER GRAPES.
IIY W. TOMTKINS, (li;UM,\M OWN, N. V.

Concord Orape.

This new grape has fruited here for several years,

and aUhough it is not quite so early or good as its

originators claimed, yet, beyond doubt, it is a very

great acquisition, and is fast working into public

favor, and is destined to occupy an imiiorlant i)osi-

tion in the future vineyards of this country; vino

exceedingly hardy, vigorous and robust ;
foliage

large and thick ; fruit never mildews, or rots, or

drops off.

To the market-grower especially it is invaluable,

being so easy to propagate, and so quick to get in a

bearing condition, and will then bear more ill-treat-

ment and continue to thrive and produce fruit of fair

quality than any other grape that we are acquainted

with.

It is not quite so productive as the Isabella, or so

early a bearer
;
yet, when of proper age and size,

always sets just as much fruit as the vine has the

capacity to ripen well, and at the same time make

the requisite quantity of wood for the next season's

crop. Now, this is just what the market-grower

wants ; aftertying the vines to the trellis in the spring,

he need not bother about thinning the fruit, summer-

pruning or pinching laterals ; the vines having

just the right quantity of fruit, will ripen it with a

certainty and uniformity that is truly surprising.

All he need do is to work the ground enough to keep

down the grass and weeds, and perhaps tie a few

straggling shoots to the trellis. "When the vine is

tied to the trellis, (after it hasbeen properly pruned,;

the branches should be brought down to a horizontal

line as near as practicable, as that position holds the

natural vigor of the vine in check, and makes it the

more fruitful ; and the side shoots as they grow

should not be tied up to the trellis, but suffered to

.spend their strength by growing downwards ; the

clusters will not then be robbed of their share of the

fruit-producing principle, and will be larger and

sweeter for it.

Although last season was one of the most unfa-

vorable, probably, that we have in this latitude, yet,

notwithstanding, the Concord began to color early

in September, and by the middle of the month was

ripe enough to send to market, and samples sent at

that date sold quickly at 13 cts. per pound. But to

have this grape in its perfection, it should hang on

the vine until the latter end of the month, when it

will be found exceedingly sweet and luscious, having

much more saccharine matter than the Isabella or

Catawba In their best condition.

Some persons complain that it is apt to drop from

the bunch when fully ripe, but I have found no

J)
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trouble of that sort, and should think it must have
|
not 100 miles from Lebanon, Pa. ; it is a most luxu-

becn caused by bad pruning, or no pruning at all.

From tliL' report of the Masnar/iusetta llortictillural

Sucidy for 1800, it appears that it did not, as a gene-

ral thing, ripen that year, and what is true of the

Concord is true of all other varieties of good quality.

A few Diana, Delaware, Hartford Prolific, and other

grapes were shown of very satisfactory appearance.

But in the State of New York, I believe, it riiK'ned

riant grower, and the wood very firm, and short-

jointed
;
foliage resembles the Clinton.

It fruited last fall for the first time with mo, and
you may be sure that I felt no httle anxiety while

it was ripening.

Well, after waiting patiently until the 20th of

September I had the gratification of picking and
eating one of the vilest frost grapes in America. In

well, although some vineyards of Isiibella and Ca- the meantime I very industriouslj- propagated about

tawba on the banks of the Hudson River, which are 100 fine, vigorous plants, which I will distribute

planted as close as 3 or 4 feet in the row, failed to gratuitously to any one who desires a specimen.

mature their fruit, which I think pretty convincing Xow, Mr. Editor, I think this almost too bad to

proof that a vineyard should not be planted after the
[

be treated in this way, and I hold that when a rais-

Europcan method in America. Most of the grapes take of this kind occurs, the person sending out the

grown on the Hudson are planted 12 feet apart in spurious article should make restitution, no matter

the rows, and the rows about 12 feet from each other, whether it was done through mistake or otherwise,

and the mildew of the fruit and leaf is almost un-
[

The writer is not the only one who has suil'ered, but

known here, and the fruit in such vineyards, if well knows of others that are in the same fix.

managed, ripens with as much certainty as apples If there is a grape called the Emily that is worth
or pears.

Baabe Grape.

This grape has fruited here for the last three years,

and, in my humble opinion, it is destined to become
one of the most popular grapes for the garden or

vineyard that we are acquainted with.

The vine is a good grower, hardy, very productive,

cultivating, I hope that when this meets the notice

of the person I allude to, he will send a plant or two
hitherward.

[By reference to page 25 of the Gardener's Monthly

report of the Pomological Society, the following

notice of a " spurious Emily " reads :

"Mr. Miller—I am charged with sending out

never suifers from leaf blight or mildew ; always a spurious Emily extensively. I got it from head-

ripens its wood to the extremities of the branches, quarters, Mr. Raabe himself, from whom ethers also

and is short-jointed and firm, which is a sure indica- received it."

tion of fruitfulness. I Another gentleman of our acquaintance also says

Ripens about the middle of September, and like the he got his spurious Emily from Mr. Raabe. It is

Concord, ripens uniformly, and for excellence rivals but justice to Mr. Raabe to say that he denies

the Delaware, and the fruit, when well grown, is that he ever sent it out, and so the matter stands,

nearly or quite as large, and resembles the latter so Unquestionably the "counterfeit" is one of the

much that it will sell in the market for that variety,
\

^^lest kind.—Ed.]

and but few persons be able to tell the difference;

and what is of more importance, the foliage and fruit
]

has never been known to suffer from mildew, which
is so injurious to the Delaware in this locality.

It has been called a grape of foreign origin ; but 1

this, I think, is a mistake, as any one can soon see

by comparing the foliage, fruit, and general appear-

GARDENING IN LANDSCAPE.
BY J. W., OODENSBURO, N. T.

It is plain that they who would imitate nature in

gardens, must do so in an another way than by
copying her piecemeal. They ought, indeed, to be

ance of the vine with the Catawba, that it must be
"»""'"•*. •'" "»' pamters, transcribing her spirit,

in some way related to that variety, but will be found """^ °"' ''" mdiv.dual expressions, -her general

of much more value in all localities where the
countenance or aspect, and not her particular fea-

Catawba does not ripen, or is much subject to the
'"'"'''• '^° "'"*'• *° ^^ " P'""'*''' °' ^ landscape

II j.„j .1 artist, or an amateur in either branch, should go to

The fruit,when fully ripe, is so charged with saccha-
""'"'''^ '° *""'>' P"neip'«'9, gathering up snatches of

rine matter that it attracts more bees and other in I

'*c*^oery, and stonng them up m his memory or his

sects than any gra|>e that we grow, and it is not un-

common to find dried clusters on the vine late in

November that are as good as raisins.

Emily Grape.

We received this from a noted collector of grapes,

portfolio for future use. He should note all that

pleases him, and endeavor to understand how and

why it inlluences his mind. By thus filling his

brain with numberless beauliful little pictures or

images, and his intellect with the foundations and
sources of pleasure in his art, he will come from
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nature doubly primed to give ])ractical utterance to

Ijis imaginings, and pn^pured to embody in a com-
position tlie tine touches, and a more artistic and

spiritual element whicU he has collected from such a

variety of sources. All this is his "duly." Nature

is the great school of gardening in landscape. It is

in her broader teachings and general promptings,

that materials should be gathered for practical use.

And these, be it remembered, will be solely available

in idealizing and exalting art, in "landscape and
picturesque gardens." This he "acquires" by in-

dustry !

To regard a garden otherwise than as a work of

art, would tend to a radical perversion of its nature.

A garden is for comfort and convenience, luxury
and use, as well as for making a beautiful picture.

It is to express civilization, and care, and design,

and refinement. It is a blending of art with nature,

an attempt to interfuse the two, or to produce some-
thing intermediate between the pure state of either,

which shall combine the vagaries of the one with
the regularity of the other. That beauty should be
the ultimate aim of every operation in gardening in

landscape. There may be different opinions as to

what constitutes beauty, and of what ingredients it

is made up,—some affirming that its chief elements
are those of form ; others that it consists solely in

association. We may assume that it is to be found
in both. Beauty in gardens is not by cultivating

only a few particular species of plants, and not

merely harboring, but cherishing, a disUke to all

others. A garden denuded of half or three-fourths of

its proper ornaments is much in the same predicament
as an individual with only a portion of his ordinary

garments. It is imperfectly clothed—insufficiently
finished—weak in expression of the beautiful. And
should be pretty obviously expressed in that part of

every garden which is in the intermediate vicinity of

the house, terraces, straight lines of walks, avenues
of trees or shrubs, rows of flower-beds, and geomet-
rical figures, with all kinds of architectural orna-

ments. The artist's taste will be shown in his

"acquirements" in concealing all its manifestations

in the little arts, and ingenious contrivances, and
kindly cares, which embellish gardens, as they do
life, without ever revealing the machinery of their

action, and of which the effect is seen and felt in

their results, rather than their process,—in the whole,

rather than the detail. A beautiful, quiet-looking

garden, like a well educated individual, presents no
particular feature that can attract special notice ; all

is smooth, easy, agreeable. And perhaps this quiet-

ness of expression is the truest index of "duties,

acquirements, and abilities," refinement and taste.

The artist's "abilities" assist 1dm in the greatest

of practical difficulties, which an artist in land-

scape has to contend,—his "ac(iuirements" in deal-

ing with ihepicturesqc. Smoothness and regularity

of treatment are so thoroughly what an ordinary

gardener is accustomed to, that it requires no small

effort to enlighten him as to the mode of achieve-

ment, of any thing really beautiful in the way of

cur\Td lines and undulations. But when rugged-

ncss and the appearance of rude naturalness arc

sought, it is indeed hard to obtain a practical opera-

tor in either architect, surveyor, civil engineer, or

draughtsman, and "landscape-painter."

The practical gardener in landscape knows, noth-

ing imparts a greater air of refinement and gentility

to a garden than a certain amount of richness and

polish, nis "acquirements" teach him the first

of these may be attained by means of a tasteful

selection of plants and flowers, and by the sparing

use of appropriate architectural decorations. Every

thing straggling or ragged, all that produces confu-

sion, and, as a rule, all angularity and harshness, are

completely opposed to it.

Modem tendencies in gardening have been too

much away from its character as an art, and the

more it is restored to its legitimate position, the

more nearly will it be brought into kindred with

architecture. All architects endeavor to extend

their business ; for as a house and a garden are natu-

rally and intimately associated, and it is a law of

the universe, that boundaries of each domain in the

natural kingdom should insensibly mingle and be

lost in each other, so it is plain that an unvitiated

taste would be most gratified when the province of

architecture is extended so as to embrace fightly and

harmoniously such parts of the garden also, in these

parts, rises in character to meet the requirements of

architecture, until cither art is so refined and attenua-

ted, that it would be almost dififlcult to say what

belongs exclusively to each.

Still, there is that about gardening, which, in the

nature of things, and apart from the difference of

materials with which it has to deal with, constitutes

it a distinctive art. And garden architecture has

lineaments of its own decidedly removed from those

of house architecture, and so seldom studied, that the

ordinary architectural practitioner is at sea the mo-

ment he enters the region of the garden. It is less

a matter of rule and measurement. Its effects are

more to be judged of by the eye. It comprehends

a far greater variety of combinations. It requires a

man to be as much an artist fat least in feehngj as

an architect, and to be famiUar with natural group-

ings and tones,—to take in an entire landscape in the

range of his design, and not merelj' isolated or de-

tached objects. In fact, the garden architect has to
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make a genoral picture, and not simply ti> set aworli

of art, as it were, on a solitary jHilcstal.

Tlie proviuce of garden architecture is, primarily,

to supi)Iy fitting appendages and accompaniments

to a house, so that tlic latter may not appear naked,

alone, and unsupported. If judiciously applied, it

will be eiTective in helping to produce a good outline

or group ; to carry down the lines of the house to

connect it with other buildings, such as a conserva-

tory, arbor, &c. ; to jjrovide a ])roper basement for

the house ; to afford shelter and privacy to a flower-

garden ; to extend the facade or frontage of a house
;

to shut out back yards, offices, &c. ; to enrich, vary,

and enliven the garden ; to supply conveniences, such

as shelter, rcceptixcles for birds, plants, sculi)ture, &c.,

with museums for works of art or specimens of nat-

ural history, and supports for elimliing i)lants ; to

indicate refinement, wealth, and a love of art ; and

otherwise to blend the two by communicating a

more artistic tone to the garden.

But in addition to expatiating upon the political and

physical relations of gardening in landscape to man-

kind, it is not unusual for authors or editors, in

order to excite, on the part of gardeners and the

community in general, an increased interest in the

cause of gardening in landscape, as well as to com-

mend their own labors to public favor,—to indulge

in elaborate encomiums on the moral dignity of rural

pursuits, and their adaptedness to ennoble the lives

and characters of those who engage in them. Such

encomiums are just, and, in their proper place, useful

and gratifying. No reflective mind, however,

whether that of a gardener or a tradesman, needs to

be informed of the tendency of constant communi-

cation with the works and phenomena of nature to

purify the thoughts, and thus exert a largely restrain-

ing influence upon the dark passions of the human
soul. No man works more in the immediate presence

of his Creator than the gardener. He sees Ilim not

only "in the cool of the day," but in every waking

moment,—in the purity and fragrance of the circum-

ambiant atmosphere,—in the tmtamed grandeur of

nature's mountains, rocks, fields, forests, and gush-

ing waters,—in the germination of every seed,—in

the growth of every leaf and of every blade of grass
;

by these, and numberless objects besides, is he im-

pressed, not only with the power, wisdom and good-

ness of Him who "causcth the grass to grow for

the cattle, and herb for the sen'ice of man," but

with the gracious course of His providence, which

rewards every discovery of His laws, and every act

of obedience to them. It is uttering no harsh judg-

ment, then, when wesay, briefly, that the man who
can live and labor, surrounded by so many and so

palpable attestations of a bcneficient and controlling

Power above, without realizing the nearness of his

relations to that Power, or without hymning in his

heart devout ascriptions to praise and gratitude, is a

sad example of the derangement which sometimes

characterizes man's moral machinery. And if, with

the Book of Nature thus unfolded so luminously be-

fore him, his feelings fail to be voluntarily awakened

to a just sense of the honorablencss of his employ-

ment, and of his "duty" to improve every means

and facility that will enable him to become skilful

and thrifty in his calling, no words of rhetoric, how-

ever elocjueut, will be able to arouse them.

DROUTH. UNDERDRAINING, SCIENCE
AND PRACTICE.

BT J. N. 11., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

In the May number of the Gardener') Monthly,

you seem to set the "teachings of science" at war

with the "results of experience." You misappre-

hend the author quoted, or I misapprehend the point

in your article. The author quoted intended to teach

that, in an undraincd field, the rains which fall on

the surface and sink through the surface soil, filter

the soluble plant food down into the subsoil, and

that dry weather, in that it draws this water to the

surface again, compensates that evil.

The "scientific author" declares three facts:

. 1st. When it rains, the water filters through the

surface into the subsoil. 2d. The water in the soil

contains soluble mineral plant food in solution. 3d.

Soil water in very dry weather ascends by cajiillary

attraction from the subsoil to the surface, and is there

evaporated, and whatever it holds in solution is left

in the soil at that point where the water becomes

vapor. I understand these three facts to be esta-

blished, beyond all doubt, alike by science and

experience.

If in this the author has assumed that drouths

were really desirable, his position might be doubted

;

but it is still true that soil water is drawn from a

depth of five, six, and perhaps sometimes even ten

feet to supply the demands of a dry, hot air, and it

is mathenuitically certain that the quantity of mineral

plant food brought to the surface by evaporation

must correspond with the quantity of water evapo-

rated, the depth from whence it ascends, and the

supply of such minerals in the soil, in a soluble state.

It is better, in my opinion, that short "dry sindls"

should evai)orate the Avater of brief rains than that

protracted dry weather should ever occur.

But if it be true, as you s;iy, that a dtep drouth lets

the vital air deep in the ground, aud that insoluble

niineraU ure thus rendered sulubU and enpable of be-

eoming plant food, fa fact which I most heartily en-

dorse, j it is a "chemical fact" which "experience"

^^fiS
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cannot dcnj-, Unit the deepest drouth on undcrdraincd

soils is n real blessing. In this way, a severe drouth

is a " deep tiller, " running far below the rangeof sub-

soil ploughs.

If, then, I apprehend the matter correctly, the

scientific chemist says truthfully, that " whatever of

mineral plant food is dissolved in the soil water is

left on the surface by its evaporation in dry weather,"

whilst the practical gardener, with equal truth, says,

"when dry weather evaporates the water out of the

ground, the air enters into it, and by oxidizing its

minerals, renders them soluble, aud thus fit to become

plant food." The only fault I find with the agri-

cuHund chemist is that he confined himself to one

idea, when two bright jewels lay side by side. The

hot sun draws the water out of the ground and in-

cidentally conveys the dissolved mineral plant food

from below to the surface. As the water comes out

of the ground, the air rushes in, and the oxygen of

the air. In- combining with insoluble minerals, renders

them soluble, ready to be drawn up by the next

drouth. The agricultural chemist told half the truth,

and the practical gardener told the other half.

But what about draining? If I understand the

matter correctly, thorough drainage doubles the

quantity of water evaporated from the surface, be-

cause it keeps up an inexhaustible supply of water

in the soil. It is not generally known that in under-

drained and deeply tilled soils, the deposit of dew in

the subsoil at the depth of ten or twelve inches is

continued all day under the direct rays of the hottest

sun and the dryest air; and the more rapid the

evaporation from the surface, the more copious is the

deposit of dew in the subsoil. Thus we find that, in

an underdraincd and deeply tilled soil the water de-

scends only during and soon after a saturating rain,

but ascends at all other times. The surface soil and

vegetable foliage condense the vapor of the air during

the night, because they are colder than the air. Now,

the subsoil is always colder than the surface of the

earth in summer, and to continue the dew deposit

all day, it is only necessarj' to let the air freely into

the subsoil. From experiments which I have made,

by digging into the soil, smoothing up the south

wall of the pit, and placing a piece of glass against

it, and noting the quantity of water deposited upon

its outer surface, in a given space of time, I have no

doubt that drainage and deep tillage will supply more

water to a farm or garden, during summer, than the

entire rain fall. And then this dew-water never

descends, but always tends upwards to supply evapo-

ration. And by this means, too, air is always present

in the soU, ready to decompose minerals and manures,

thereby to sustain vitality in the soil.

But how does underdraining "cool the soil?"

The statement is onl)' true in reference to the furfaec;

the subsoil is rendered warmer. The following is a

true statement of the fact : If enough atmosi)lieric

vapor is condensed in the subsoil to make one ounce

of water, there is thereby heat enough set free in the

soil to heat three ounces of iron red hot. If, on the

other hand, an ouncd of water is evai)orated from

the surface, a corresponding amount of heat is

wrapped up or rendered insensible. During a hot

summer day the surface is cooled and the subsoil is

warmed. During the night, radiation eliminates

this heat from the subsoil to the surface, aud then

into space. Thus heat, as well as water, ascends

from the subsoil to the surface In all uaderdniintd,

dccjjly tilled soils.

There is one idea in this connection which de-

mands a separate paragraph. When the atmospheric

vapor is condensed in the cool subsoil, and its in-

sensible heat is thus rendered sensible, that heat is

just so much electric force, and it cannot reach the

surface to be rendered again insensible by evapora-

tion without traversing the root-fibresof the growing

crop; and this electric force feleetricity in motion,)

is vegetable vitaliti/, and consequently, the strongest

possible stimulant to growing crops. This is, in my
view, the richest field of agricultural chemistry, and

a point of inquiry destined to cast a clearer light

upon the m</de bj- which fertilizers act upon the soil

and its products than any other. It will teach that

alkalies operate as fertilizers, not so much by render-

ing mineral plant food soluble, as by setting electri-

city In motion by combining with and decomposing

other minerals, that the decomposition of vegetable

substances within the soil does more good bj' the de-

velopment of electric motion than by supplying plant

food in the soil. And if this position is correct, it

will follow that green manures are far better than

the best guano, as experience teaches us.

[Soil water is certainly drawn to the surface in a

drouth, and water, tinder certain circumstances, holds

"salts in solution." When water comes in contact

with alumina, the latter's absorbent power is greater

than the solvent power of water, and JUtratio/i com-
mences. AVaterno longer "holds salts in solution,"

and after passing through soils containing alumina

in good proportion, is as nearly pure of all extrane-

ous matters as it is possible to be, as water from the

mouths of underdrains abimdantly testifies.

As, then, soil, or rather, the alumina in the soil,

absorbs the salts which were held in solution by the

water passing through it, it is a question how far the

water possesses the power of abstracting Ihcni again

from the particles of soil, and bringing them to the

surface during evaporation. The probability is that

a given particle of soil can only absorb a certain

§f§^^'
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fiuantity of a soluI)lc sjilt, nnd that tlion water maj-

take up llie oveq)lus and carrj' it to a near i)artiele

that is defuii'nt in quantity, and thus equalize the

material through surrounding matter. In this way,

drouth might be a slight benefit in exceptional cases,

but would not support the rule. So far as we know,
no experiments but those of Prof. Iliggins have been

made with direct reference to solving the important

inquir}', and though we do not believe in the doc-

trine ourselves, our "point" was rather to question

than to controvert it.

We hope experiments will be tried. It is so easy.

Take a six-inch flower pot, for instance, fill in an

inch of soil, place a quantity of common salt on this,

and then fill with soil to the brim. Set the pot then

in a pan of water, and never, under any circum-

stances, let any water How through the surface, but

as fast as the water evaporates from the surface let

water be added to the saucer below.

"If water, by capillarj- attraction from the subsoil

to the surface, is there evaporate 1, and whatever it

holds in solution is left in the soil at the point where
the water becomes vapor"—if it really does h'lld any
thing in solution irhen it rearhes that point^lhe salt

ought to be brought entirelj'to the surface by a long-

continued evaporation. The other matters touched

on bj' our correspondent, especially those in connec-

tion with electric force, vegetable vitality, &c., are

highly interesting, and we trust will receive attention

from scientific and practical cultivators.

—

Ed.]

RUSTIC BASKETS.
BY B. R. MITCHELL, KINGSTON, MASS.

I SEKD you some drawings of my "rustic work"
for the Monthly, should you think them worthy of

of a place there.

Tlie "Table for Flowers" is made with small

baskets fastened on the small branches that grow
out from the trunk of tlie tree which forms the

standard, as you will see in the drawing. These

little baskets look much prettier than shelves, as the

"rustic" sides come up and Ixide the flower-pots.

The Flower Basket ("Fig. 1.^ is much the same,
with the addition of foot and handle.

Fis.2.

The Hanging Basket (Fig. 2. J is made of one
solid knarl or knot, made hollow to receive the

earth or pot, and is hung with cords or strings of

acorns.

The other stand is very pretty to set parlor orna-

ments on, such as flower-baskets, vases, statuary, &c.

This work is all made of the gnarls and peaks of the

oak, the bark being all taken off and the wood then

varnished, which makes it resemble the most unique
and ancient carved work. I will say I was awarded
a Diploma and Medal at the Massachusetts Chari-

table Mechanic Association in Boston, September,

18G0, for this work.

[In our last, we gave the two larger sketches by
Mr. Mitchell, as a frontispiece, and now the others

with Mr. M.'s own description of them.

—

Ed.]

FUNGUS AMONGST CUTTINGS.
BY .V G.MtllF.NKU, rillLADIiLPUIA.

L.\ST year I read in the Gardener' t Monthly several

articles on the cutting fungus, from which I have

always had much trouble in my striking. I tried most

of the things recommended, but did not find much
good from Iheni. One of your contributors spoke

of powdered charcoal, which I had heard of before,

but never tried ; but since reading, put up a box of

it ; but I thought if any better, it was not much,
as I lost a great many cuttings in it also.

When the sjjring was nearly over, and I was about

to throw out my sand-boxes, something brought to

^^ ^^^,
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my mintl Hint funguses of all kinds run out in time, as

we know with mushrooni-beils,—after the crop has

exhausted itself in the bed, the spawn seems to run

entirely out, and no more mushrooms come till new
spawn or a new bed is made, and even in the old

bed it is next to impossible to get new spawn to run

it. Thinking on this, I saved my sand till this year

in the boxes as they were, and used it again, and all

through winter and spring have seen no sign of

fungus. It is the first time that I have been quite

free from it for some years. Both in the sand and

in the charcoal there has been no sign of fungus.

My theorj- of fungus is, that there is something

in the sand that is just fit for fungus to grow on, and

that the seeds of the fungus are, perhaps, always in

the air ready to grow on this matter whenever it

finds it. As soon as it cats it all out and goes

through its course, it must then disappear.

I had a laugh at your story about rattlesnake-bones

giving Pete a good time in cutting his teeth, and

thought you might say the absence of fungus this

year in the old sand was only a chance, and that if

I had tried new sand I might chanced to have no

fungus this season in it either; but, on second thought,

it seems to me reasonable, and so I send it to you to

do what you please with it.

[It is reasonable—the best theory yet offered,and we
may add that thr experience of our own proi)agators

this season partially confirms your views.

—

Ed.]

&

PACEING PLANTS.
BY X. SAsnviLLE, te>;n.

Though you express a disinclination to go into

the subject, it has, I think, some aspects that you

would not object to my offering a few suggestions

on. In my experience of getting plants from a dis-

tance, I have learned to estimate at its full value

good packing, and I never object to a reasonable

charge for it. In fact, oftener than not, I append

as a P. S. to my orders, " am willing to pay double-

extra for extra good packing. In fact, I should be

sorry to see the rule established making packing a part

of the price, as I should fear it would lead to its

being too often carelessly done, as is now the case

with digging up of trees, when, according to my
experience, the roots are frequently badly cut.

But what I wish to say now more particularlj- is,

that you Eastern men often make us pay heavy

express charges for heavy packing cases. I have

just received a case from near your city which con-

tains by actual measurement three and one third feet

only, but which weighs forty pounds. In my freight

bill I am charged for sixty pounds at ten cents per

pound, so that for the six dollars I have paid,/o«r of

them icerefor the case. I have a case by me of the

same dimensions weighing but ten pounds, strong

and well made; if such an one had been employed,

I should liave been saved three dollars of express

charges.

I have often received things in heavy cases that

would have done just as well in light mats, saving

much thereby of useless lumber freight.

I hope you will not deem this idle "carjiing" at

the " cheats" of nur.sorymen. I know that there is

by far too much of this foolish creation of ill feeling

between buyers and sellers, whose real interests, I

am sure, arc identical ; but I think there is room for

a reasonable reformation of a bad practice, which
has, I am certain, its origin only in a want of

thought.

["Trade's" communication, referred to in our

last, was of a different stamp to the one above,

—

merely objecting in general terms to views ex-

pressed in anotherjournal. "X." presents something

tangible, and we cheerfully give his piece inser-

tion.

—

Ed.]
if ti

PRUNING HOTHOUSE GRAPES.
BY J. n., NATCHEZ, MISS.

JIr. Chitty's remarks arc verj- sensible, and come
to the point at once. Mr. Bright's system is very

good in some cases; if, for instance, the rafters arc

short and the vines not forced. But I would like to

ask how he could make these strong buds, that are

not ripe till October, break well and have a heavy

crop on next March and April ? I have had old grapes

myself, in Massachusetts, eleven months of the year,

and I have cut a Black Hamburg bunch off a twenty

year old vine, five pounds weight, highly colored.

Mr. B. talks about the rafters on trellises half

covered with grapes ; but a gardener that has a good

border, and knows how to use his knife, can keep

grapes from top to bottom, covering nearly every

square foot of space every year, have his vines

hcallh}' and keep them from getting unsightly with

spurs for twenty successive years or more. Tliis I

have seen done in splendid style at the late Sir Wm.
Engilby'n extensive forcing range of hothouses at

Ripley Castle, near Harrogate, Yorkshire, by Mr.

Henderson.

They talk about the grapes at some large places

near London. There are grapes in Yorkshire far

ahead of any thing I ever saw about there—earlier

and larger. About fifteen years ago, my brother ex-

hibited peaches in London, in March, from Eating-

ton Park, in Warwickshire. Dr. Lindley referred

to them in a leading article in the Chronicle. They

were sold for five shillings apiece the first time, and

sold again to the Royal Family for seven shillings

and sixpence apiece. I mention this to show you
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that tlie "crack" places around London, to whicli

reference is so often made, have long been behind

the times, as compared with more local places.

INDIGENOUS GKAPES.
BY WILLIAM A. WOODWARD, MOIITONVILLE, N. Y.

Is it not remarkable that while the desire to pro-

duce and introduce new and valuable varieties of

grapes suited to our soil and climate has increased

until it has become a mania ; that so little attention

has been given to the vines which the God of nature

has planted so profusely around us? and which

bring forth tVuit in abundance, so that we, like those

of the fabled golden age, have only to put forth our

hands and partake, as our wants require.

The truth is, we are too much led away in our

pursuit of the summum boitum, to seek for some-

thing that has its origin afar off. I will not say that

it has more merit for being "dear bought," though

with manj' that has its influence ; no one can intro-

duce a new American seedling grape without great

expense, although it can ultimately be cultivated and

propagated for mere nothing.

One reason for this unwillingness to believe that

a native grape has anj- good qualities is the too com-

mon offensive and repulsive application of the lerm

"Fox" to every one of the native species. An in-

cipient step in putting down "humbug in grape cul-

ture" is to define the terms we use, and I call upon
intelligent cultivators to unite in frowning down the

use of this term altogether, it has no meaning when
applied to the grape beyond that of .sour. The fox

who could not get the grapes he coveted, pretended

he did not want them, alleging that they were sour.

Hence, when we see a disappointed office-seeker,

who tells us that he would not accept the appoint-

ment if offered to him, we say "sour grapes." The
phnusc fox or foxy, then, applies only to unripe

grapes ; beer that is turned sour is said to be foxed.

The term has no reference to aroma or flavor, which

many of our wild vines possess in an eminent degree.

Among wine-makers it is desirable to obtain the

rich aromatic flavor of the wild grape to give that in-

describable taste to wine known as bouquet.* I know
tliat some persons pretend that all native grapes have

an aroma (stink) which reminds them of a fox ; this

is arrant hunibuggery. I am a cultivator of flowers,

and during the season my rooms are constantly de-

corated with the choicest from my garden, both for

their external beauty and for their delicious perfume.

Early in September I gather ripe grapes from a wild

vine growing on my farm, and place them in my
parlor for a similar rea.son. They perfume the house,

the odor is delicious—is this foxy ? is this the smell

of an offensive animal ? Bah ! if so, commend nie to

foxy grapes.t Acidity (all American grapes have

a larger proportion of acid than those of Europe, J

is the proper term to apply to unripe fruit. The
Vilis labrusca is called foxy when it makes the

mouth sore, and is caused by unripeness ; when
fully ripe it never produces that effect. I suffered

extremely from this cause last fall, by eating a single

bunch of unripe Concord, voted at the head of the

list by the Fruit-Growers' Society of Eastern Pa.,

and justly considered one of the best indigenous

grapes.

I will conclude this paper with an anecdote.

Having found, in my rambles about the mountains of

the Highland terrace, a wild grape, producing

bunches resembling in appearance the Blai k Ham-
burg, which were ripe and luscious the first week
in September, I showed them to several grape cul-

tivators, who admired them verj' much, they sup-

posing them to be from my grape-house, grown
under glass. One gentleman, who raises gnipe-

vines for sale, in particular, ate them with great

gusto, and remarked, that " ifwe could only get such

a grape to grow in the open air, it would be woith

millions of dollars to our country." Not wishing

to mortify him before other persons, I proposed to

show him something on the following day, which I

thought would suit his fancy, and he brought several

friends to examine the new native grape. They all

pronounced it good—very good, but, mj' friend of

the day before had only one objection, and that was,

he said, peculiar to all native grapes, viz.. Us J'oxi/

Jliivor.

I appeal to all sensible grape cultivators to abolish

the use of the word from henceforth.

LANDSCAPE-GARDENING.
No. 5.

BY GEORGE E. WOODWARD, NEW YORK.

To prevent any misapprehension of our meaning

in these articles, we may as well state that we do

not intend to advocate the superior claims of any
one profession to practice that of landscape-garden-

ing. "We have not said, nor do we intend to say,

that the artist, the architect, the civil engineer, sur-

•This is ttie Boitf/ufi OCnanthlqitf of tlio French. A ctiomist

could mrtke a forluayliy preserving the bouquet of ourearly n;itive

grapes. The ditliculty vtiih ui is that tUose hi^'lily t>(l<inferou3

grapes ripen five or six w..-el£s earlier than lUe wiuegcHpoHoi tbosa

numutams, aud we are iguotant of the process of preserving this

delicious fnigraiic*'.

fWo have one vine Itnown as the Vitis Odomlissima. which is

full of floivers, and emits n fragrance like the Mignionelte. 1 have

never observed any vine of this species which bears fruit; the

Howers are staminate.

'^ ^^.
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veyor, or draughtsman is any more capable of 8nc-

cessruUy pursiiinc; it, than the pirdcniT liiiDsclt'.

But wo draw a wide distinction Ix^tween gardening

and landscape-gardening, anil classify the latter

under two separate and distinct heads, one of which

has nothing more to do with vegetable physiology

than the practice of kw, while the other requires an

. intimate knowledge of all tliat comes within the

gardener's profession.

We propose to show that the finished practitioner

of a high order of landscape adornmeut requires a

thorough knowledge of art, architecture, civil engi-

neering and gardening ; that one is as essential as

the other; that landscape-gardening is not a gift,

but can be acquired by those who have the ambi-

tion, energy and determination to succeed ; that it

is one of the refined and cultivated arts, requiring

an educated taste and ability, and does not admit

of a medium amount of information of any of the

pursuits which it embraces. "Knowledge is easy

to him that understandeth." AVith this explanation

of our %iews, we solicit the most rigid criticism.

In treating the subject of landscape adornment in

this manner, we advance no new theories, nor as-

sume any new position ; we are simply investigating

and illustrating its theory and practice. But to our

subject.

It is by no means possible to introduce utility as

the one distinct and controlling feature in improving

a country place, and it is just as absurd to carry

utilitj' to an extreme as it is to carrj- the ornamen-

tal ; thus extreme utility in a road or carriage-drive in-

dicates a straight line and a regular ascending grade.

In the natural style of landscape adornment this

would be sacrificing both taste and economy, vio-

lating the principles of the beautiful, and destroying

the harmonj- of natunl lines and surfaces. If we
sacrifice utility to economy, wc should keep the

grade Hue near the surface, or undulate with it, pre-

senting a straight direction. Now, if we introduce

absolute economy and utilitj- in the location and con-

struction of drives and walks, wc have admitted an

increase of length by rising and falling with the un-

dulating surface of the ground, and this increase

will be more or less as we range between a plane

surface and one of a very rolling character. Two
points of location indicate the position of a straight

line, and whatever difficulties in grade, excavation,

removal of trees, &c., exist between or beyond those

points must be encountered; they cannot be avoided

without breaking up the line. Therefore, unless we
have a plane surface to deal with, neither utility nor

economy, nor both combined, are arguments in favor

I of the use of a straight line. Now, if the element of

2^
I

beauty be combined with those of economy and

utilitj', we shall have the principles of a thoroughly

practical road, as well as a thoroughly tasteful and
inviting one.

It would hardly be deemed advisable to build a

road without considering its cost, and if economy
be a condition, then the same required increase of

length would permit the use of the beautiful and
uuike a really better road, by suh.stituting a single

gradient for the undulating grades necessary in the

economical construction of a straight avenue. Prac-

tically considered, neither an undulating grade nor

a curved line adds to the Icnglli of a road,—any thing

that should enter into a coni|)Ulation lietween utility

and taste. Unless carried to an extreme, the entire

loss of distance over an air line need not exceed five

per cent., and may be, in long approaches, as low

as three per cent. ; this is compensated for in the

selection of the best ground that shall give uniform

grade with the least possible amount of excavation

or filling, and that shall avoid the necessity of des-

troying a tree or a single natural feature, and whose
alignment shall be strictly in keeping with the lines

of the beautiful. Considered as a matter of utility,

economy, or taste, a curved line of road, properly

located and adjusted, expresses each quality in a high

degree, and the most perfect combination of lliem

all.

Tlie arguments against curved roads arc based only

on theory, and without a due consideration of all

the facts that belong to the subject, and we are not

willing to ignore a disposition to express the beau-

tiful, nor in this intelligent and appreciative age do

we wish to spend money to express utility.

In the right line style of landscape-gardening, a

straight line and uniform grade would be in perfect

taste and keeping— it I)eiug a rigid demonstration of

architectural rules and forms, and utterly at variance

with all illustrations to be found in the teacliings of

nature, as there is nothing, not even a solitary ex-

ample in the whole range of the picturesque or the

beautiful, from which a single conclusion can be

drawn justifying the use of the right line or the right

angle in any department of landscape embellishment.

It is strictly an artificial form, and belongs to one

particular school of landscape art, i)Ossesses its own
rules of taste, beauty and utility, and is fast receding

from the position it once held in controlling the

entire design and arrangements of the grounds ; but

it must ever have a recognizable existence as the

graduating I'nk between the architectural lines of the

house and the high order of beautj- so successfully

illustrated in the natural school of landscape adorn-

ment.

The position is entirel}- false that presumes upon

a higher standard of beauty than that derived from

:^\^-^
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the study of natural forms, and this is just as appli-

cable to all}' of the arts of design as it is to landscape-

gardening. Any attempt to go beyond tlie limit of

natural beauty meets with a certain failure, and we
therefore conclude lliat any style or school of land-

scape adornment, founded upon a natural model,

must be eminently successful, and that all others

must take a secondary position.

AN OLD BOTANY AND
BOTANISTS.

OLDER

Feienii Editoi!, were you ever overcome with

the mania for collecting antiquarian treasures in the

shape of coins, autographs, manuscripts or books?

Did j'ou ever enter heartily into the spirit of a friend

who, when he discovered a dilapidated, rusty old

volume on the stallof a dealerin second-hand books,

clasped it to liis bosom with the suppressed exclama-

tion, "It's worth its weight in gold!" If you

sympathize with this venial weakness of poor human
nature thus longing to commit oneself with the past

and realize antiquity, you can appreciate my delight

on coming into possession of a tall old folio, in good

preservation, bearing the title of " Caspari Bavhini

Theatri Botanici Sive Historiaj Plantarum," etc.,

Basilea, IC.'JS. The work is in Latin, the first of

a series of volumes and the only one published, in

which the author intended to describe and delineate

all the plants at that time known, and to reduce them

to their natural order, i&c. It is esteemed a very

important work, and contains descriptions and nu-

merous well-execulcd wood-cuts of the grapes,

sedges and some liliaceous plants.

The Botanical Theatre, or a History of Plants, of

Casper or Gaspard Bauhin, exhibits unwearied in-

dustry, great zeal and learning, and in connection

with the other i)ul)lications of the author and his

brother John, largely contributed to the progress of

botany. In all the qualities that conduce to the

advancement of science and render the student of

nature the benefactor of his species, the brothers

Bauhin were surpassed by none, unless by Linnanis,

in their own department. They do not appear to

have been men of much originality of mind, and

can only be considered useful i)ioneers ; but as such

they are entitled to the gratitude of posterity, for as

De Candolle has well remarked: "If they did not

succeed in discovering any sullkiently methodical

manner of classifying their knowledge, Ihcy at least

rendered the want of some good classification more
app.arent than it had ever been before."

Tlie illustrations with which this work abounds

were designed and painted by Gcsner, a century be-

fore, and engraved under his supervision. This ex-

Id,

traordinary man prepared fifteen hundred figures for

his "History of Plants," and at his death they passed

into the hands of booksellers who appear to have

esteemed them the sine qua iwn for illustrating

botanical books. A large portion of them apjiear to

have done duty in an edition of the Epitome of

Mathiolus in ITiHO and l-TOO; again in the German
Herbal in IGOU and 1C78, and adorn the present

Theatrum Botanicum of lG.i8, to rc-appear finally in

a more recent edition of 1744. The pubhsher,

Joannes Konig, of Basle, true to the ruling desire

among the trade to present his works as novelties,

does not inform his readers that these pictures have

graced a half-dozen publications through two-thirds

of a century. Though his readers may not have

thanked him for palming old plates upon them, we
will ever prize them the more highly as the work of

that most eminent scholar and naturalist who was so

shining an example of the truth of the remark, that

those who have most to do and are willing to work,

find most time.

Conrad Gesner, one of the most learned and indus-

trious of men, projected a Historia Animalium, in

which he had for his object nothing less than a

general history of animated nature, concentrating

and critically revising all that had been done before

his time, enriched with his own knowledge. Four

well-filled folios of this work were published. This

might have been considered an evidence of the most

persevering and praise worthy industry if it had been

the production of a recluse whose whole life had been

entirely .spent in the task ; whereas, it was onlj- one

of many books written by a man wlio gained his

subsistence by perhaps the most harassing and time-

consuming of all professions, and who died in har-

ness when he was not forty-nine years (dd.

Zurich was the field of his practice, which enabled

him to cultivate his tastes for natural history. He
founded and supported a botanic garden, collected a

fine library, made numerous drawings, and gave

constant employment to a painter and an engraver

on wood. In the most of his laborious profession,

the astonishing industry of the man found time for

the principle works on which his fame rests. He
lived honored and respected for his talents and bene-

volence in his native town, until an attack of the

pestilence, which he had successfully combated in

others, carried him off in the prime of his strength

and usefulness. On the approach of death, he de-

sired to be carried to his mu-scum, where, amidst the

treasures he had collected, and surrounded by the

old familiar objects of his study, he breallud his

last in the arms of his affectionate wife, for whose

conjugal love and piety contagion and death had uo

terrors, with the calmness of a Christian philosopher.

The cuts in this old "Bauhin" are from the handm
^^m
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of this dcTOtcd student of nature. They will not,

however, compare favorably with a wood-cut of

Biiuhinia upon tlie page before me. This name was
applied by Linuwus, very happily, to conimemorutc

the merits of the two Bauhins, for the genus is re-

markable for its leaves, being gcnerallj- divided into

two twin lobes. The species are usually twining

plants, found in the woods of hot countries, often

stretching from tree to tree Uke living cables, forming

with other plants an almost insurmoimtable obstacle

to the traveller who would penetrate the recesses of

a tropical forest. The flowers are often very beau-

tiful, and the plant has long been cultivated in the

hothouses of Europe, but is too impatient of the treat-

ment received to flourish and produce its noble blos-

soms. Kor will these cutsofour old folio bear compar-

ison with a beautiful cut of the Gesnera grandis, now
before us. The Gesneracea; inhabit the damp, hot

parts of South America ; in many cases overrunning

trees with their rooting stems in the manner of the

ivy. The Gloxinias belong to this order.

Well deser\ing was Gesner, the Pliny of Germany,
of the honor of an order of botany higher than any
order of knighthood; he also first suggested that

there existed in the vegetable kingdom groups or

genera, each composed of many species, united bj'

similar characteristics of the flower and fruit.

Taught by him, botanists began to understand that

the difierent families of plants have among them-

selves natural relations, founded upon resemblances

and affinities, and that the most obvious are not

always the most important. The distinction of

species, the establishment of genera and of natural

families seemed to follow, of course, after these

principles were once established. Clusius was, how-
ever, the first to describe plants with precision and
accuracy, neither faulty from superfluous terms, nor

from omission of important circumstances.

The common tulip of our gardens, the Tulipa

Gesneriana, was named from Gesner, and the S.

Clusiana, an aUied species, from Clusius.

Carolus Clusius, or Charles del'Ecluse, was another
devoted botanist, most laborious and useful, and
ranks among the most celebrated of the IGth century.

He was born at Antwaht, 1520, resided and travel-

led in France, Germany, Spain and England, study-

ing the plants of these countries, and became curator

of the botanical garden at Vienna, by invitation of
the Emperor Ma.ximihan II. lie afterwards became
Professor of Botany at Leyden, and died in 1609.

Few men suflered more in following a favorite

pursuit than Clusius. He has on this account been
called "the martyr of botany." As early as his

twenty-fourth year, through excessive fatigue, he
contracted a dropsical complaint ; at thirty-nine, he
broke his right thigh during one of his botanical '

^^

rambles, and a short time thereafter, his right arm.
Whilst at Vienna, he dislocated his ankle, and eight

years afterward dislocated his right hip. For this

he was treated un.>.kilfully, and ever afterwards was
obliged to wear crutches. Want of exercise brought
on other diseases, and to crown all, througli over-

exertions in cariy life, he had contracted a hernia

which troubled him to the end of his daj-s. But his

bodily infirmities never diminished his mental ac-

tivity, and he continued teaching and writing to the

very last. Not a verj' encouraging experience for

the young botiinist, the reader may remark, but still

an example of the pursuit of science under adverse

circumstances, highly creditable.

Clusia, a genus of plants of the natural order Gut-

tifcra Cbidsam treesj was named after Clusius. They
are trees and shrubs, usually parasites, and yielding

a viscid juice of a balsamic flavor. The Clusia rosea

is a native of Guiana, St. Domingo, and other parts

of tropical America. The whole tree is very hand-

some, and but "few fruits ofler so beautiful apiece of

mechanism," says Loudon. It grows on rocks and
Irequeutly on the trunks of trees, where its glutinous

seeds, deposited by birds, take root as does the

miseltoe. If they do not find sufficient nourishment,

they spread on the surface of the tree till they find a

decayed hole or other lodgement wherein is deposited

a small portion of soil ; the fertility of this being ex-

hausted, a root is discharged from the hole till it

reaches the ground, where it fixes itself, and the stem

becomes a large tree. Why this genus was selected

to honor Clusius, we know not, unless in its reliance

upon others for assistance to aid its growth. It maj^

be thought to resemble the botanist, who, in his late

years became so infirm and dependent. Perhaps the

nomenclator tliought tliat a tree producing balsiim

should be selected to commemorale him wlio suffered

so much in the preservation of his favorite science,

and so often needed its healing aid.

CiJesalpinus, who was contemporary with Clusius

and Gesner, proposed to form species into classes,

though his method proved imperfect, having neither

simplicity nor unity. Ca;salpina brasiliensis, the

Brazil wood so largely used in dyeing, commemo-
rated this Florentine lover of nature.

John Bauhin, the elder brotlier of Gaspard, a

friend and pupil of Gesner, composed a history of

plants, evincing great learning and accurate investi-

gation. Clusius and John Bauliin had imagined

something like a genus of plants formed by the

grouping of similar species, but Gaspard Bauhin ex-

pressed tliis more decidedly in remarks upon generic

descriptions. His work, the old folio before me, tlie

result of forty years' labor, was thus of great import-

ance to Linna;us, in preparing his system of botany,
and leading the way to the vantage ground on whicli

we now stand. I prize this old volume.

ill
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INFLUENCE OP CLIMATIC CHANGES ON
FRUIT CULTURE.

It is a well-known t';ict that near all our older set-

tled towns, and in long cultivated districts, it is much

more dillicult to raise fruit tlian it was at a remoter

period. Not only is the crop annually more uncer-

tain, but many diseases alTect trees that were un

known years ago. This fact naturally suggests the

inquiry whether more favorable circumstances for

the general health of fruit trees formerly existed

than now do ;
am', if so, what were they ?

Tlie popularity that has been obtained for chemi-

cal studies, has led most students of Pomology to

look to the soil for a solution of our dirticulties, and

has led to a pretty general belief that in old and long

cultivated districts disease and unfruitfulness arise

from the exhaustion of some specific matters in the

soil ; but when we see, as we often do, tracts of land

which have till our time retained their virgin forests,

newly broken up and brought into ctdtivation in

those districts, and when planted with fruit, precisely

88 the successful orchards of the past age were, and

yet fail,—although we may admit that the absence of

some paiticular element may produce disease in some

instances, we cannot agree that the reason is sufii-

cient to cover the whole ground of inciuiry, and we

have to look lieyoiid this for some more wide-spread

and general principle of evil, and it proves, in most,

perhaps all cases, that no exiilanation is offered, but

sonic facts can be adduced to show it not univer-

sally applicable.

The most remarkable instance of freedom from

disease in fmits, is when they arc under orchard-

house ctdtivation. So far as general expcricucc goes,

the peach is free here from the yellows, the blister,

and the curl ; the plum produces no knots
;
the apri-

cot gum ; or the grape sulfer much from mildew or

rot ; and all of this results from the single fact of the

trees being enclosed in a glass house. If wc ask our-

selves what is the ditlerence lietwecn trees grown in

a house and others grown in llie open air, we can

only answer that the house necessitates a moist at-

mosphere, while the external air is much dryer.

Some might say the house is guarded against sudden

extremes of temperature, but it is not so. In true

orchard-houses, where no artificial heat is applied,

the mid-day temperature is often, in April, 80", and

the night temperature but a degree or so above

freezing point ; an extreme, and with greater rapidity

of change, that is seldom or never experienced by

trees in their natural season of leafing, as the instance

is supposed to be ; so that we have still no allerna-

tive but to refer to the moist atmosphere for their

preservation from disease. It has been recently

suggested by an experienced writer in the Gardener's

ilonthhj, that it was not so much the regularity of

moistun? in a grapery that enabled a grape lo resist

mildew, which would lie thus destroyed in the open

air, as it was the absence of dew under such circum-

stances ; but it amounts to the same thing, as those

who are acquanted with the theory of dews know

that there can be no such deposit, until a comparative

atmospheric dryness has previously existed. Look

at the subject in what manner we may, we can at

last attribute the superior health and freedom from

disease of orchard-house trees only to the fact that

they are grown in an atmosphere more saturated with

moisture than arc trees grown in the open air. Horti-

eidtural science supports the practical inferences.

It is scarcely credible what an amount of moisture

a plant exhales or perspires. If a healthy grape

vine, in a twelve-inch pot, be taken from a vinerj-

in July, rather dry, watered and weighed, then

set in the open air, and the pot surrounded by

non-conducting material, so that what moistui-e

evaporates shall be throngh the foliage, we shall find

on re-weighing at night that for every five htindred

square-inches of foliage-surlitce, there has been a

I

loss of about tiro pmimU of water, more or less, ac-

I cording to the state of the weather. All of this

I moisture passes through small pores, or stomala, on

the surface of the leaf, and as if nature herself would

teach us the importance of studying the effects of

evaporation, we find that those plants naturally

adapted to moist, shady places, have their leaves

with an abundance of small stomata, while plants

she has formed for hot, dry places of growth arc

furnished with thick leathery leaves, and few stomata

to admit of evaporation.

As in animals, so with plants, it is well known

that while a moderate perspiration is conducive to

health, and, in fact, neces.sary to the system, excess-
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ive and long-continued perspiration, though the sys-

tem lie continually and regularly supplied wit Illiquid

to make up the deflciency, is, neverllieless, exhaustive

of vital energy, and ultimately destructive to life;

and the perpetual object is rather "not to drink

too much," and to check evaporation by coolness and

shade.

In the vegetable family, where light and heat

are so essential to health, the moistcr the atmos-

phere, when plants are in active growth, the more

is evaporation checked, and the system loses no more

than is just necessary to keep the vital forces in pro-

per action ; but the moment exhaustion commences

from over-perspiration, fungi and the other destruc-

tive agencies of nature suiud ready to commence

their dissolving duties, and the diseases we lament

are the natural result.

On a large continent like ours, where most of our

fruit districts are removed from contiguity to large

bodies of water, agricultural progress must, neces-

sarily, render the atmosphere dryer in the covuse of

time, and fruit-growing be less successful in a cor-

responding ratio, unless precautions be taken to

adapt practice to the changed circumstances. The

most vigorous, luxuriant and healthy vegetation is

always in swamps and tropical countries, where rains

and a moist atmosphere are particularly charac-

teristic, and the climate it produces almost unfitted

for human life.

There is the same mutual action between heat and

moisture in the earth and atmosphere as in other

branches of creation ; the degree of one is regulated

b3' the condition of the other, and there is no doubt

that the failure to render meteorology a real science

—in other words, to find the fixed laws that regulate

the changes we experience, arises from the overlook-

ing of this fact. Records of atmospheric facts have

been carefully kept for years, but the condition of

the earth at the same time has been neglected.

The moisture in the atmosphere is regulated by

the heat of the latitude, but, on the other hand,

the heat of the atmosphere is in a great measure

tempered by the quantity of water evaporated from

the soil The drier the air the colder is the cli-

mate ; and, of course, the drier the soil, the drier

the air becomes. Records of many years show how
great is the difference between the moisture in the

air of cold climates and that of tropical ones. About

twentv-four inches of rain per annum is a fair

average for London. Approaching the tropics nearer,

say Algiers, about twenty-seven ; the middle of Ar-

kansas, fiflj' inches; until, reaching the equator, about

one-hundred inches per annum becomes the average

fall. Such a large amount of moisture could not

exist in the atmosphere without the aid of excessive

luxuriance in the vegetation of the equatorial region,

which by its millions of vegetable pores, fed by strong

and rapid-growing roots, brings up water from

many feet below the surface, and gives it out to the

atmosphere freely, under the iufluenceof the tropical

sun. If the trees were removed from such a region,

the surface of the soil would become strongly heated,

and all the moisture the air would receive would

have to come from the few inches beneath the sur-

face, drawn up by the slow process of attraction as

the surface dried ; and as evaporation is well known
to favor coolness, such a process would, necessarily,

soon show a marked clfect on the climate.

That it is really the moisture of the atmosphere

that regulates climate is also shown by a reference

to other countries ; London, though near 50^ north

latitude, seldom has the thermometer below 10",

while Philadelphia, iu 40°, at 10"^ nearer the equator,

ranges about zero. Surrounded by the sea and

other moistening influences, less evaporation, and

consequent loss of heat from the soil and its vegeta-

tion, takes place than with us. Even when the

thermometer does fall very low, such aid does the

moist atmosphere afford the vegetation of that re-

gion, that it is rendered capable of resisting the loss

of heat, that vegetation in our dry climate would

certainly suffer. The London Gardener's diroiu'cle

has recently stated, that although the thermometer

fell there, last year, to 4'= below zero, the Camellia

japonica stood out, unprotected, without injury.

In Philadelphia it is killed just below the freezing

point,—even the hardier Euonymus japonica cannot

struggle through.

We have said that a moist climate favors a vigor-

ous, luxuriant, and healthy vegetation ; and shown

that such a vegetation reciprocates by rendering a

climate moister, in turn, than it otherwise would

be ; and the inference is palpable that with the pro-

gress of draining, cleaning off of forests with its vast

amount of perspiring foliage, agricultural improve-

ment, and wise sanitary regulations, the growth and

vigor of such vegetation as prosper best in a moister

climate must, in some degree, decline,—and what

is the remedy ? We must endeavor to suit varieties

to the altered conditions, selecting such as have

fewer pores, harder leaves, a firmer texture of wood,

and are less liable to over-perspiration ; choose

shadier places, protect exposed spots by shelter,

either of fences, buildings, or trees ; keep soil deeply

stirred on which the trees are to grow, tliat a good

supply of moisture may be always in reserii-e
;
plant

near the sides of water-courses, dams, running

streams, springs, &c., which favor a moist atmos-

phere, for choice fruits ; and where the expense of

care is not so much an object, syringe freely, and

employ the garden engine about the trees, when drj-

weather is "the order of the day ;" look after kinds
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tlint ripen their wood early in the season, so that

thcj' liavc not a profusion of soft, succulent wood
and leaves when our summer season brings its dry

time ; mulch freely about trees, and occasionally

water the mulch, so that the sun, by drj-ing the

mulching surface, keeps a continual vapor arising

about and through the Ijranches of the tree above it.

These, and many other matters that will readily sug-

gest themselves to such reflecting minds as most

good gardeners possess, will do much towards

bringing fruit-culture back to the successful times of

our forefathers, and compare with the good times

all those of our present day enjoy in the newer soil

and diiiiatc of the far-west territories.

If any thing more were necessary to carry convic-

tion to the minds of our readers that the interrui)-

tion or obstruction of the imijier processes connec-

ted with the res]>iratiou of plants is the main cause

of most of our modern difliculty of raising fruit to

the perfection that our forefathers did, we could pro-

duce special illustrations in abundance, but we will

refer to one—the grape-vine. A cubic-foot of the

ripe wood of the fortir/n grape weighs about four

pounds ; but the same bulk of the wood of the

native grape weighs nearly aix pounds. With dif-

ferent varieties the results vary, but the average

relative proportion is about the same. One would

suppose from this, without anj' knowledge of the

fact, that the large, coarse cells of which such wood
must be coraiiosed, would perspire, or evaporate

moisture much more easily than the smaller-celled

and more compact wood of the native vine, and that

the liability to disease in a drj- atnio.'^phere would be

much greater in the foreign than in the native variety.

E.spcrience shows that it is just so. Side by side, the

tender-celled foreigner "wilts" on a drj- day, and

in an exhausted soil, before its hardier neighbor, and

mildew, rot, and other diseases follow with propor-

tionate speed. But remove the said vine to a vinery

where a moister atmosphere prevails, or suffer it to

run over a tree where the ten thousand pores of

neighboring friendly leaves perspire and make a sort

of artificial vapor about the vine that it never knows

on a trellis, stake, or frame ; and the extra vigor,

health, and luxuriance is striking and complete.

\Ve have occupied more space with the subject

than we usually devote to this department, from a

sense of its great importance, and hope the scienti-

fic pomologist will give it the attention we think it

well deserves.

THE OREGON STCAMORE MAPLE.
' t Of all trees for general purposes, the ma|>le class

d seems best adopted to our climate. As shade

r 1 trees, the Red, Silver, Sycamore, Norway and

^ J
Sugar arc deservedly popular, ^'ery few of the

newer ones are likely to interfere with their reptita-

tion, unless, perhaps, it lie the Oregon Maple, Acer

macrophyllum. In England it is merging out of

c«

the class of "new and rare plants," and becoming

well known and appreciated. For avenues it is

said to be very much esteemed, and extensively

planted.

In our own country it is not yet much known,

and has not been planted to any extent, principally

through its high price, and again from a mistaken

idea that it is not hard^'. Xewly introduced or

sickly plants of even the hardiest general character,

frequently get killed, and we have no doubt that

when plants of the Oregon Maple die, it is from

this cause. The tree from which we made the

above sketch last summer had been growing near

Philadelphia the past three seasons in an exposed

situation, and unprotected.

The leaves are very large,—our cut is but one

fourth the width of the leaf from which it was taken
;

but it will serve to show the general form sufficientlj' to

distinguish it. The whole habit and appearance, both

ofleaves and tree, give the appearance of a very luxuri-

ant form of the English Sycamore Maple, Acer

Pnciidii-plataniift.

It is a native of the whole Pacific Coast, from

upper California to Frazer's River. It is said

have been first described by Pursh, though Menzieses
I
P
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and the expedition of Lewis and Clark aru suid lo

have also discovered it.

In its native country it is Tound in the alluvial soil

of river bottoms, and ranges from fifty to ninety feet

high.

It grows readily by layers of the strong summer

shoots, and there is no reason why it should not

soon become plenty and cheap.

jSJrrap anb <&uprips.

It3"Cti[nmuD.c:itionii for this il<'partmont must reach tho Editor

on or bfforo the 10th of the month.
ity^he t'ditor auinot answer Icttora for this dopartmeiit prl-

Vfttely.

Dktino Specimens of Plant.s.—A "^i/isfri'Jtv"

sixys :
" Please inform me through the Mouihly, which

arc the best and most convenient magnifying-glassos

or microscopes to be used in botanical analysis, and

cost of same. Also if there is anj' cheap form of

press manufactured convenient for applj'ing pressure

to drying specimens."

[A pocket lens, magnifying four or six times, is

commonly used for field c.vamiuations, costing from

one to three dollars, and may be obtained in all large

towns where optical instruments are sold.

As we are sure in these days of revival of botanical

studies there must be many besides a "subscriber,"

who are interested in the subject, we extract details

in full from Balfour's Manual, an English work :

"The Tasculum is a japanned tin box, which

should be of such a length as to receive a plant the

full size of the herbarium paper ; it ought to be con-

vex on both sides ; its

capacity may vary ac-

cording to the fancy

of the collector, but

one about 20 inches

long, by 8 or 9 inches

wide, and 5 deep, will not be found too large ; it

should be furnished with a handle at one end, and a

couple of rings, through which a leather strap c^in

pass to attach it to the shoulders ; the lid should be

large and fasten with a little catch.

"The Trowel, or Digger, should be about 7 or 8

inches long ; the spud 2^ inches long, 2^ inches wide

at the top, narrowing gradually to 2

inches at the bottom. It should be pro-

vided with a leather sheath, fastened to

the waist by a strap, and the trowel also

attached by a long struig.

'' The Fi-cld-book is intended to press

such specunens as will not carry home
without undergoing injury. Its outer

cover may be formed of two very thin

boards, and secured by straps so as to

give pressure. It should

be inclosed in an oilskin

ease to protect from wet

;

and may be carried in the

pocket, or allaclied to the

neck by a string.

" Drying I'tiprr. —We
have found Bentliall's pa-

per to be excellent for

this purpose, and always employ it. A sufficient

stock should be provided, so as to have one set of

papers drying whilst the rest are in use. A con-

venient size for general purjioses is about 18 or 30

inches long, and 11 or 12 broad. It is as well, how-

ever, to be provided with more than one size.

" The Wvodt'n Buard.i sliould be the exact size of the

paper; twelve shoidd be three-eighths of an inch

thick, and two, which are to be employed on the

outside, three-fourths of an inch. Some prefer sheets

of tin to the use of boards on the inside, and they

are certainly lighter and more convenient for carry-

ing when on an excursion.

" The Collection should always be performed dur-

ing fine, dry weather, as plants never keep well when
collected wet with either rain or dew. "Wheu prac-

ticable the entire plant should be collected, and the

roots be carefully washed to remove any dirt that

may adhere to them, and then dried. In cases where

the entire plant is loo large for collection, such por-

tions as best illustrate its generic and upecific charac-

ters should be gathered. In most cases it is isncces-

sarj' to have specimens of both flowers and fruit,

particularly in the orders Leguminosa', Umbellifera?,

Composita?, and others. In cases where the flowers

appear before the leaves, it will be necessary to pre-

serve the young twigs bearing the fully-developed

leaves as well as the flowers ; and when the sexes

exist in separate flowers, both male and female flow-

ers should be collected. When bulbs or tubers

abound in mucilaginous matter, it will be found ad-

vantageous to enclose them in a little paper, so as to

keep the drying jiaper free from dirt. In the collec-

tion of Feras two fronds should be selected,—one

to exhibit the under surface with the re-productive

organs, and the other to show the upper surface ; a

portion of the rhizome should also be preseiTcd.

Grasses and sedges are generally easy of preserva-

tion ; the entire plant should be collected, and when
it exceeds the length of the paper it maj* be bent and

rebent without injury. If on returning from an

excursion, circumstances do not admit of immediate

pressing, avoid putting the plants in water, they will

keep much better in the tasculum; and should the

weather be dry and sultry, they may be sj>rin}dtd

with a small quantity of water. When portions of

shrubs or plants of woody texture are required to Ijc
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preserved, the bark should be slit up and the woody
porliou removed.

"Tlie Pixgting.—In reference to the best means of

cfTecting this branch of the process, the greatsst

difference of opinion exists. The pressure however
ouj;lit not to Ik; less than one luindrcd ])ounds, and
lieavy weights should be used to effect it. A
rope, tightened by a rack-pin, instead of leather

straps, attached to the boards used as a ])re.ss when on
excursions, will be found very serviceable, as in case

of an accident the straps may be difficult of replace-

ment. Withering considers the pressure should be

gradual, and this accords with our own experience.

Some make use of a press, and obtain the requisite

degree of pressure by the eniploymcnt of screws or

wedges
; others adopt the more simple contrivance of

a llat board and some books, which we have found to

answer very well. We have even heard of a gen-

tleman acting the part of a press himself, by re-

posing at night on the plants he had collected during

the day.

"In our oi)inion, one of the simplest and best

methods consists in the use of a box exactly the same
size as the paper and board employed

; the requisite

degree of pressure being obtained by the gradual ad-

dition of pebbles or sand, and of these we have
found the former to be the more convenient.

^^ Arranging and Drying.—First place a parcel of

four sheets of the drying paper upon one of the two
thicker boards ; then take a sheet of the drying
[lapcr and lay it evenly upon it ; and having selected

a plant for preservation, place it on the inside of tile

right-hand sheet, and arrange the different parts of

the plant so as to illustrate its principal generic and
specific characters, imitating as much as possible the

natural appearance of the plant ; as each part is ar-

ranged, retain it in its assigned position by means of

small pieces of i)aper about four inches square, upon
whieli a small weight may be placed. Having com-

I)leled the arrangement of the plant, remove the

weights one by one, and allow the fly-sheet to cover

it ;
upon this place anotlier parcel of four sheets,

and proceed as before to lay out another plant.

When as many as a dozen plants have been arranged

in this manner, place one of the thin pieces of wood
or tin upon them, and proceed as before until a suf-

ficient number have been prepared for pressure ; now
place upon this one of the thick outer boards and
the box containing the pebbles, which should be

added to from time to time that the pressure may
be gradual. Al'ler twelve hours' pressure, remove
each plant with the forceps to Avy paper, and pro-

ceed in exactly the same manner as before described,

taking care to open out all crumples and rectify

previous mistakes, arranging the plant as much as

practicable in imitation of nature. After intervals

of twelve hours, the same process should be rcpeatec".,

gradually increasing the pressure until the plants are

dry, which will generally be the case in a week or

ten days, but varies with different plants. Some
will dr}- with only one or two changings, whilst

others occupy a long time ; and some, as Orchids,

Sedums, and Sempervirum, are exceedingly difficult

to dry at all. To accomplish the drying of these,

beat is generally employed ; and they are submitted

to a iirocess of ironing with much success. Some
speak very highly of this mode of proceeding in

general, being of opinion that it preserves the

colors of the flowers better than the ordinary pro-

cess. From our own experience it seems highly

probable that different flowers require particular

temperatures to succeed well in preserving their

colors ; and the method of treatment peculiar to

each case is only to be acquired by practical experi-

ence. Some succeed in preserving the colors very

well by the use of heated sand.

Pre!>erration

.

—When the specimens have been

sufficiently dried, they should be carefully transferred

with the forceps to a sheet of good thick white

paper, in which they may cither be preserved loose,

or fastened to the right-hand sheet of the paper by
means of thread, glue, or gum. Of these we prefer

the former, as the two latter are apt to attract insects,

which will in a very short time completel}' destroy

an herbarium
; to guard against their attacks, it is

as well to brush the plants over with a spirituous

solution of bichloride of mercmy, consisting of ^ ij.

to the Oj. Some prefer keeping the plant loose in

the paper ; they are certainly easy of examination

under the.se circumstances. The botanical name,
natural order, habitat, and date of collection, to-

gether with any other note of interest, should be

written on the right-hand comer of the inner side

of the sheet."

To make the article complete, we subjoin the fol-

lowing from a recent number of Dr. Lindley's Oar-

dener's Chronicle

:

"The specimens are first placed between sheets of

paper fany will do, Benthall'sis best J, until all their

moisture is expelled. In this process they lose their

color, but retain their structure, and often the form
of even delicate parts. When they are thin they

dry quickly in u room, but when fleshy they are dif-

ficult. This diffuully is much diminished by steep-

ing them for an hour in a strong solution of corro-

sive sublimate before they are first pressed. The
same jirocess may be advantageously aUoiHed with
all plants in damp weather, when it is difllcult to

prevent specimens from rotting; it will also destroy

the disposition to throw off their leaves, which
isuniformly shown by some plants, especially conifers

and heaths. The drying process by shifting plants
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from sheet to sheet Inline tedious, a ventilating which some add that of the ""tural orde-- Tlie^u

apparatus, of which the following is a representation, P«t into e.uh pcneric cover all the hult-shcels Dcion -

ing to it, and the operation is complete. The right-

hand tickets or names on the Imlfsheets give the

species, and the left-hand names on the whole sheets

give the genera ; and either can be rapidly referred to

without the one interfering with the other. To receive

the covers of genera, wooden cabinets are cou-

structcd, with shelves, on which the covers can be

placed according to their natural orders.

j th

4';

is now very commonly used. You may make it

yourself, with a couple of boards ami a bundle of

laths ; and you can use a piece of rope instead of a

strap. At the time of drying, a plant should be

accompanied by a written label, stating its name,

when and where it was gathered, and any other par-

ticulars which arc not discoverable by an examina-

tion of it. A collection of dried plants, if carefully

formed, perfectly kept, and correctly named, is in-

valuable to a student. The mode of keeping a her-

barium is this : having formed a collection of species

thoroughly dried, let them be washed with a large

camel-hair pencil, dipped in spirits-of-wine, half sat-

urated with corrosive sublimate, unless they had

been dipped in a solution of it previous to drying.

When parts are fleshy, or flowers are collected in

heads, such parts should be soaked with the tincture.

Having glued down as many specimens as may
be convenient, take them carefully out of the waste

paper, and look them over to see that none of the

parts are loose ; if they are, fasten them down with

the slips above-mentioned, which are so adhesive

that it is merely necessary to moisten and apply

them. In all cases, too, strap down the main stem,

imless it is covered with hairs, in which case straps

are superfluous. The next operation is to write

near the lower right-hand comer of the half-sheet

the name of the plant, and in some convenient spot

near the specimen itself the place in which it was
gathered, or any other particulars connected with it.

In small local herbaria printed forms or tickets are

sometimes used, in which the name and all other

particulars are included ; such tickets should be

pasted ("not glued^ upon the lower right-hand comer.

The next point is to arrange the half-sheets in genera.

Sheets of stout brown paper, cut a little larger than

the half-sheets, must be provided as covers. At the

lower left-hand comer of each paste a slip of white

paper, and write upon it the name of the genus, to

Advertisements—a-nrj^ KoMy, GreennVe, III.

sprites:—"I feel callec'. upon to give you the particulars

of a very unpleasant thing that happened to me with

one of vour advertisers. I wiU state it as briefly as

possibleandleaveyoutodccidewhatisbesttobedone.

Induced by the cheapness ofgrape cuttings in the card

of J. B. Good, page 19 of the February number of the

Monthly, 18(;l, and besides, encouraged by his Essay

on the "Marion Port Grape," in the same issue,

where he kindly ofiered, free of charge, a few cut-

lings of the same to applicants, I concluded, from

the whole, that he was an honest man, and sent him,

the 11th of February, $2 in bills, one on a Canadian

bank, requesting him to send me for the same, cut-

tings of five or six of the varieties quoted in the

same card at ?2 per hundred, at the same time asking

for one of his catalogues, and prices of other articles

he might have for sale. Well, I waited for an

answer fwhich you will find enclosed;—to the

last part, but without any allusion to the cuttings

nor to the money sent. At first I did not notice it,

and expecting every day to receive the parcel, I

wrote hhn a letter mailed the 11th of March, enclos-

ing one dollar again for 1 Delaware, 1 Franklin, and

a few Delaware cuttmgs in accordance with his card

on page 3, January issue, requesting him to send

them along with the first order if not already sent.

I waited long and had no answer, and nothing came.

Now, I thought something was wrong somewhere,

and wrote to him on the 28th of JIarch for an ex-

planation—whether he bad received the money or

not ; or whether, if he had received it ("as I think he

did, since he received and answered my letter), he

intended to swindle me out of it, and requested an

immediate answer. To this again there was no

reply, though there has been time enough for it.

Now, Mr. Editor, I apply to you to see his answer

and handwriting; certainly you have some speci-

mens of his "genuine" in your possession. Com-

pare them. Ilas there been a forgery in the answer,

or is the man a swindler ? If such is the case, he

ought to be denoimced to the readers of your valu-

able paper. One dupe is enough, without letting

others fall into the same snare. But then, as is the

case with me, it has a tendency to weaken our
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Western liberality and confidence towards Eastern

nurserymen ; and for one swindler, many honest

and upright men will suffer from our want of con-

fidence.

By the way, I would just observe to yuu, tliat our

esteemed friend, J. Smith, when talking of Highland

("twenty miles from herej as of a "village," is rather

funny ; for, as compared with the place where he and

1 hail from ('Greenville^, though it is a county-seat

and incorporated as a town, might well be called a

hamlet. Highland being in wealth, population, com-

merce, industrj', about thrice as much as Greenville,

and more enterprising, to boot. But I fear my letter

is too long already, so I conclude to stop now and

present you my respects and well wishes as the

editor of a very useful paper, to all interested gene-

rally and to me in particular.

You will notice the date of my first letter was

February 11th, 1801, based on his February's card;

and his answer to my letter says, " Yours of January

30tli,"—an imi)ossible thing, as the card alluded to

did appear but in February's issue. This discord-

ance of dates might, perhaps, lead to a clue, as I never

wrote him—in fact never noticed his name before

that time."

[The following is the letter referred to, and ac-

companying the above communication

:

"Tork, Pa., February 16<A, 1861.

Mr. n. KoiTLY: Dear Sir.—Yours of January

30th was duly received. My circulars are all sent

out, and I have no new ones printed yet, but the

prices of grape-vines as per notice in Gardener's

Monthly, are the lowest that I can furnish them at.

Yours truly, John B. Good."

We have, as our readers know, hitherto declined

to interfere between advertisers and their customers,

principally because there are often faults on both sides,

or at least each party generally thinks the other in

fault, and it is impossible for a journal like ours,

without a knowledge of all the facts, to decide justh'.

Moreover, we think that in dealing with a stranger

who advertises in any paper, it is not necessary to

lay aside the ordinary rules of caution that we
certainly should employ in dealing with any other

stranger whose sign we might see in a public street.

Under no circumstances is it prudent to send money
to a party with whose general reputation we arc un-

acquainted. While thus placii\g our adveilising

columns on the freest basis, and denying the right of

complaint through the reading pages of our journal

when, disregarding proper caution, parties find them-

selves deceived, there is no reason why we should

continue to insert advertisements from parties who

p 1 do a general business on dishonest principles. It is

our duty thus far to protect our readers. We have

received many letters from parties all over the Union,

similar to this one, and we select it for publication

because it seems to tell a straight-forward story, and

to have just grounds for it. If Mr. Good has any

defence to make, brief and to the point, we shall do

him the justice to insert it. ]

VKnBEN.\9 TnnouGn Winter— <S., Montmorenci

Fall.''.—Verbenas are the most coquettish of garden

flowers. When in the right humor they will strike

roots into almost any soil with genuine affection
;

but many with yourself find them too oflen heart-

lessly unreliable. We believe the best way to bring

them to terms is to layer a few into pots of rich soil

in June or July. About the first of August, cut

them off and cut dottn the layered plants so as to

make them send out a new young growth, which will

usually strike root well and make plants that will

keep over the winter without much difficulty.

H.^KGiNG Baskets—J. S., Neoaha, Bodge Co., T17».

writes:—"I am a new subscriber to your valuable

paper. I would like to know the process of raising

and managing plants and vines in baskets in a green-

house, as I would like to practice on them but do

not understand the mode of treatment. If you

would give me the process through the columns of the

Gardener's Monthly, you would oblige me very much,

and perhaps some others that are as verdant as I

am."

[Hanging baskets, when made of open work,

should first have a layer of moss, with the green-

face outermost, placed as a lining all around on the

inside of the basket, and any light, porous soil filled

inside, in which to set the plants.

The only peculiar after-treatment in a room or

greenhouse is not to keep them in any very dry,

sunnj' place, but yet in a spot where they will have

all the light possible. They will generally require a

daily syringing, and about once a week should be

taken down, and for a few minutes entirely im-

mersed in water. Insects are troublesome at times,

and soon disfigure basket plants, especially the

minute red spider ; these .should be looked after on

their first appearance and destroyed at once.]

The We.vtiier and TnE Crops.—We owe our

thanks to many friends who have kept us posted on

the state of the crops ; but as most of these generally

favorable notes were before May 1st and 2d, we pre-

sume the frost of those dates will tell a different talc

in most localities. Here, strawberry, therr}' and all

fruit blossoms which expanded were totally destroyed.

^^ ^^1
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Nomenclature ok Fkuits.—A respected corres-

pondeut writes, inciuiring whether the Oardenrr't

ilonthly does not commit the same fault it objects

to in "works of standard authority," namely,

"admitting descriptions of fruits from irresponsible

sources" into its pages; and refers to our notice of

the Missouri Janet, at page 143, where the source is

not named, as an illustration.

The aims of a newspaper or magazine are different

from those of such a work as we had reference to.

It is the duty of a journal to give its readers every

bit of "rumor," "gossip," "stray waifs," or items

that may possibly have an influence oq horticulture.

An opportunity is then afforded to "compare notes,"

and in a few weeks the exact facts can be ascertained

and corrections made if necessary. But in such a

work of "standard authority" as we think pomology

ought to possess, if it now has not, nothing doubt-

ful should be admitted. Its duties should commence

where those of a magazine end. Certainly, if we

were editing a work on fruit.-*, two-thirds of what we

think perfectly right to publish in the Gardener's

Monthly would be excluded from its pages. It

should be emphatically a work of reference, not a

mere receptacle for stray news.

Our friend says, "while writing, I make the sug-

gestion, though not for publication;" but as others

may entertain the same idea as he has, it is but right

that we make allusion to it.

Since writing the above, we h.ive received a note

from Mr. Downer, intiuiring whether our regret that

"descriptions from Irresponsible sources should be

admitted into works of standard authority," was

intended for him. We never write by inuendoes,

and mean only what we say. Mr. Downer has no

cause of complaint, or we do not understand the

object of a descriptive book of fruits. A party may

be perfectly competent to describe a fruit, and his

honesty and credit in the matter of its being a seed-

ling, and, in his opinion, a distinct fruit, be of the

highest standing ; but that it is certainly distinct

from all others, and distinct enough to be embraced

in a standard work of reference on fruits, should,

we think, rest, in a great degree—some little at all

events—on the "responsibility" of the author, and

we consider all other parties "irresponsible."

The mere fact of a reference to the authority from

whence a description is taken, does not remove the

responsibility, unless we are to understand the writer

to be a mere "compiler" of the opinions of others,

and not the "author" of an original work. The

works we allude to are not viewed as "compila-

tions." At any rate, nine-tenths of the community

receive a fact as such in "Fruits of America," not

"because it was contributed by Mr. Downer," or

any other party, but "because it is in Downing."

This is as it should bo, and it is with the best in-

tentions of adding weight to such excellent authority

that we have thought it our duty to suggest to

pomological authors, that the public look to them for

a reasonable amount of responsibility, and very

little to their contributors, however excellent they

may be.

Git.\rE Trei.t.is— i?. F. B., Cleveland, 0.

—

"Being one of your subscribers, I take the liberty to

ask whether it is necessary, when a grape vine is

planted against a house, to have the trellis some

inches from it? Is six inches enough, or how
much?"

[Grape vines seem to thrive best when they are

growing between the wall and the trellis ; but they

arc seldom trained this way, as it is so of^cn desir-

able to take the whole vine down from the trellis for

various purposes, and the rule is to grow them on

the outside ; in which case, the trellis maybe as close

to the wall as convenient, to tie the shoots to.]

Gazaisia splendens—P. W. P.—Is the Gazania

splcndens half hardy ? Can any out-of-door pro-

tection keep it through the winter?
[The least frost destroys it, but it does not require

much heat above freezing point to keep it through

the winter.]

Insects—J.II.,Madison,Iowa.—Your insects from

an apple tree were crushed to a paste when they

reached us. Insects should never be sent loose in

a letter, but be enclosed in a pill-box.

Grapes — 'Wm. Young, HooJcstown. — Wni you
please to tell me, through your valuable journal,

what causes those specks on my grape-vine leaves ?

They done exceedingly well last j-ear. They are

four years old,—bore a few bunches last year.

[There is no trace of disease in your grape leaves.

The spots must originate from some external cause,

probably a hot burst of sun on a too dry atmosphere.

Keep the syringe going amongst them frequently.]

WrSE FROM THE HAMjrOXDSPORT ("N. Y.) WrsE
Company.—JProm Mr. Weber, the manager of this

prosperous concern, we have received a case of their

"Isabella," which, though only one year old, our

friends, who are good judges, pronounce excellent.

At many fairs, horticultural meetings, and other as-

semblages of parties interested in wine manufacture,

this season, we have been honored as an outside

member of many "tasting" committees, with oppor-

tunities ofjudging the state of the "latest offerings,"

which, to our taste, have so varied between vinegar,

cider and the fashionable summer syrups, that we
were getting "out of conceit" of the ability of

!>fro
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Eastern manufacturers to cope with Western wine.

But Sfr. Weber's superior samples of the genuine

article warms up our faith again.

Gr.\pe Houses— If! T. IT., Lexington, Ky.—We
will give an answer in detail to your inquiries next

month. They got in our wrong drawer, and we
did not observe them till the last moment.

Pi..\NTS

—

A. B. K, Roxbury, Mass.-

zebrina.

-Tradcscantia

|9tplD ani Plarp l^ruifs*

ArrLES FROM Bucks CorKTT, Pa.—Last De-

cember we received from Mr. Wilson Dennis, of

Applebackville, a set of apples little known in other

sections of the countrj', but which Mr. Dennis ad-

vises us are very popular in that district. The fol-

lowing notes were made of them at the time :

Winter Maiden''s Blush.—Fruit, medium, oblong-

conic, angular; skin, yellow, covered with large dis-

tinct carmine dots; stem, short Chalf an inchj
;

cavity, narrow, deep, irregular, and colored with

carmine ; caly.x, closed ; basin, shallow ; flesh,

white, crisp, tender, juicy, sub-acid, "very good;''

seed, large, brown, flat ; core, large. This varietj-

was the best of the lot, but "not of the apple famil}-."

Tll/J^r.—Fruit, medium, conical, irregular; skin,

smooth, greenish-yellow, covered with deep blush
;

stem, short (half an inch_), very slender, inserted in

a deep, regular russetted cavity ; caly.\, noarlj- closed

ui a shallow basin ; core, small ; seed, small, plump
and dark; llesh, white, tender, crisp, sub-acid, "very

good." This we have described before.

.*

Stticlyard.—yvTy like Rambo, but not as good.

Fruit, medium, oblate; skin, greenish yellow, cov-

ered and marbled with }-ellow and red, and speckled

with small spots and patches ofnisset ; stalk, three-

fourths of an inch in a deep, regular cavity ; calyx,

partly closed in a wide, deep, irregular basin ; flesh,

white, crisp, tender and juicy ; seed and core, small;

"very good."

Wtne Apple.—Not our Hays's, sometimes called

Wine. Fruit, large, oblate-conic ; skin, yellowish-

green, marked with streaks of pale red and blotrhe^

of russet ; stem, long ("one inchj in a deep, wide,

russetted cavity; calyx, closed in a wide, shallow

basin ; core, large ; seed, small and black.

JIp&i op fliarp JPIanh.

New Japan Trees.—Mr. Veitch, of London, as

our readers know, started some time ago for .lapan,

where he is now collecting for the English gardens.

The London Gardener's ChronieU describes the fol-

lowing novelties from specimens Mr. Yietch has

sent home

:

Sci.iDorrrYSVEUTtciLi.ATA. Zueearini. Kanagawa.

Tree, 120 to 140 feet. Habit, pyramidal, distinct

and fine. J. h. V.

This is, perhaps, the most remarkable coniferous

plant yet described. It is erroneously described by

Siebold as a mere busli, twelve to fifteen feet high.

It has stout ichorled, yellowish-green leaves, resem-

bling that of an ordinary cedar, related to Welling-

tonia as this is. Its name is derived from two

Greek words signifying a parasol and a fir tree ;
its

spreading whorled leaves looking like the ribs of a

tiny parasol. Judging from Mr. Veiteh's specimens,

it must be a plant of extraordinary beauty.

It assumes a pyramidal habit, and retains the same

form when a tree of one hundred to one hundred

and thirty feel, clothed to the bottom with branches.

This tree is certain to be appreciated at home, and

will, doubtless, prove hardy in Great Britain.

Abies microsperma. LindUy.—Leaves, ten lines

long, three-quarters of an inch wide ; cones, two

and a quarter inches long, pale cinnamon color, two

and a half inches round ; seeds, pale cinnamon, one

line ; wing, two inches long, nearly ovate, and

occasionally notched. Hakodadi. Tree, 40 to .50

feet high ; under side of the foliage very glaucous.

Its foliage resembles spnice in point of color, but

the leaves are as long as Picca amabilis, and per-

fectly silvered underneath.

A beautiful thing, quite unlike any other spruce,

with slender, delicately-toothed cones, as broad at

one end as the other, and the smallest seeds of the

genus.

AniES TsroA. Zuecarini. Mount Fusi Varna.

—Tree, 100 feet. Trees are much used by the Ja-

panese. 6000 feet. J. G. V.

A kind of Hemlock spruce, much like that plant,

and growing twenty-five feet high. Its wood is

described as excellent, yellowish-brown, and em-

ployed for the manufacture of various small wan-

art icles.

Tliis species was also found at an elevation nf

6000 feet, growing just below the larch, and in com-

pany with the oak, lime, beech, &c.

^^\
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Abies VEiTcnn. Lindley.—Loaves, varying in

length six to twelve lines, tbreo-quarters of ii line

broad
; cones, two and a quarter to two and three-

quarters inches in circumference ; seeds, testaceous,

two lines long ; wing, blackish, two lines long, with

a very narrow curved crest at the base of llie wing.

Mount Fusi Yama. Tree, 120 to 140 feet high,

between A. nobilis and A. Nordmaniana. J. O. V.

This most reniark:ible species looks like a snuill-

coned Silver Fir, and is wholly dilferent from any

thing previously described. It is named after Mr.

J. G. Vcitch, whose great merit, as a very energetic

explorer of the vegetation of Japan, it gracefully

records. As to the pine called by the same name by

Mr. Roczel, whether or not it is the same as P. Bo-

napartea, as the writer of the Pinctum surmises, is

unimportant, since names so published can have no

place in systematical botany.

^

Abies Alcoqul^na. /. O. Veitch in litt.—Leaves,

six inches long, half an inch wide ; cones, rather

more than two inches long, four inches in circumfer-

ence ; seeds, cinnamon-colored, two Unes ; ring, four

lines long.

Mount Fusi Yama. Tree 100 to 120 feet. Wood
used for light house-work. 6000 to 7000 feet.

A noble Spruce Fir, in some respects resembling

the Abies polita of Ziiccunni, from which it differs

in having much smaller cones, with scales of a dif-

ferent form, very small, leaves glaucous on the under

side, blunt or emarginatc, not mucronate, and flat,

not four-sided.

Abies xeptolepis? Zuccartni. Mount Fusi

Yama. Tree, 40 feet. The tree wliich grows at

the highest elevation on the mountain, 8500 feet.

J. G. V.

Tnu.iiorsis DOL^vrni-VTA. Zuccarini.—Hakodadi.

Tree, 40 to .50 feet. Habit, drooping
;
prefers shady

places. J. G. V.

A very few plants of this glorious evergreen tree

have already been raised in Europe from cuttings

taken from one or two imported specimens ; and

now we shall have seedlings, Mr. Veitch having been

so fortunate as to meet with the tree just when the

cones were ripened. The tree looks like a huge

arborsitce, with magnified leaves of a black-green

color, glaucous beneath. The wood is excellent,

the aspect of the plant superb.

All who have seen the beautiful Thujiopsis borealis

can appreciate the above description, though the T.

dolabrata is still more beautiful. That it will prove

hardy there can be Httle doubt ; and if so, what a

treasure to om- gardens. Mr. Veitch says it appears

to prefer shady situations, the foliage being more

luxuriant than when exposed to the sun. It grows
where snow covers the ground for five months to-

gether, and where the thermometer is often below

zero. At Mcssima, on the route to Mount Fusi

Yama, the woods were composed of this Thujiopsis,

which were among the finest trees.

ToRREYA NUcrFERA. Ziiccarini. — Kanagawa.
Tree, 20 feet ; foliage, sharp. J. G. V.

The specimens sent home are identical with those

in Lindley's herbarium from Zuccarini himself.

CEPnALOTAXcs DR.VPACEA. /SieioW.—Kanagawa.
Tree, 20 to 30 feet. J. G. V.

Mr. Veitch's specimens are verj' much more
glaucous on the under side of the leaves tlian the

plants now in cultivation.

JtJxiTERns RiGiDA. Siebold.—Atame. Tree, 12

to 15 feet. J. G. V.

The siK!cimens sent home have the leaves very

narrow, exactly like the figure in the Flora japonioa.

BoniFsHr Infpniqpnrp.

The Caufoknian MAimoTn Trees aoafn'.—
In a recent number, we gave sketches of two of the

most remarkable of the Sequoias or Wellingtonia
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gifinntca. In a. rtccnt file of California papers we
finil the following notice :

"The 'Miner's Cabin,' the name of one of the big

trees of Calaveras, was blown down in the gale of

Friday, the IGth inst. It was one of the largest of

the group, being some thirty feet in diameter, or

about ninety feet in circumference. Its age is sup-

posed to be three thousand years."

Having a sketch of this particular tree by us, we
cannot resist the temptation of giving it to our

readers, as with our views of the influence of agri-

cultural and human improvement, we do not expect

our posterity will see such large trees of these plants

as the present favored race does ; and they may turn

to back files of the Gardener's Monthly with great

interest for preserving for them these "shadows of

great names." The measurement taken with our cut

was 80 feet in crcumference.

Though a fne specimen, the "Miner's Cabin"

wasnot as large orstriking as the "Pioneer's" cabin

within a shcrt distance of it. This has been broken

off some years ago, at about one hundred and fifty

feet from the ground, and is supposed to have been

al ove 300 feet high !

It is gratifying to state that it appears likely to be

entirely hardy here. We have seen specimens out

and slightly injured during 1859 and '00, quite un-

injured in 1860 and '61, though plants set out last

year suffered terribly. They should be protected

with branches the first season of setting out.

TlIK JliNE-nKRUY AS A STOCK FOR DWABFING
Pkaus.—Mr. H\iidckoper says, in the Ilorticvlturht,

that pears grafted on this stock [the Amelanchicr

Bdtryapium, also called in our markets the Indian

Cherry] are free from " blight."

^orHruHupal jSoripfips,

PENNSYLVANIA HORTTCULTTTRAL
SOCIETY.

Official Report.
AlMtlL \'^.

The regular monthly meeting and display of Fraitu, Flowers
find Veg(.'iHblo.s was hi-ld un the e\-i>ning uf the IGih vf April at
Concert Hiill, Mr. Caleb Cupe presiding.
The folluwlug prcmiuins were awarded :

FOR PKriTS.

;-.To John Chambers, Mt. Holly, N. J., for Easter Bcurre Pears, ia
excellent coiuliiion and of fiac lluvor, a Speciiil Preiuium of 52.

To Wm. Joyce, gardener to M. W. Baldwin, for a diKh of fiuo

Bauanas, a Special rremium of $1.

FOR PLANTS AND FLOWERS.

To Robert Buist, for the best collection of ten plants, JiS.
" " for the second best collection ofbix plants, $1,
'* " a Special Premium for a roagaitlcent cutlcclion

of new plants, exhibited for the first time, $'>.

To Wm. Joyce, gardener to M. W. Buldwiu. for the best collec-
tion of hix plants, t--

*' " for the be.-^t Specimen I'lant, $2.
" '* fof the best Dwarf Aialea. !.

To Adam Graham, gardener to Gen. Patterson, for Becond best
Specimen Phuit, *1.

'I'o Henry A. Dreer, for best 12 varietifs of Roses, $2.
" " " for best ten Pansifs, $1.

To TliOR. Mechan, for New Pliinis shown for the first time, a Spe-
cial Premium of $2.

Tu Geo. Penn, gardener to Jos. II. Ilildcbnrn, fur six pluuts, a
Special Piemium of $1.

FOR VEGETABLES.

Tu Thomas Meehan, for best brace of Cucnmbers, $1.
" " for best twelve stalks of Rhubarb, !.
" '* fur best six bunches of Radishes, $1.

To John Cook, gardener to Rev. J. M. Kichards, fur a due dish
of Fejee Tomatoes, a Special Premium of $1.

Amuug the new rare and valuable plants exhibited were the fol-

lowing, I rum the collection of Mr. Bui&t ;—Tupidauiliu^scaiyptralus
lit spU'udid specimen), Centiinna Kyinnucaipa, Canipylobotris re-
^•lis.Caladiums UouUetii.Newmunu and HclIeymii.SaUx tricolor,
Klius succediiueum or Japan Wax Plant Oillet Mulmaisou or Tree
Ciirnatiou, Dickem'a auiurctica, Cereus Kiugii (a new seedling),
and (iesneria MieUezii.

Mr. Meeban exhibited, for the first time, Diantbuis Ileddewigli,
SotHuum hiciniatum, Sileua rubella alba, and the ue\r Azalea
Karnaid Andrjc.
A beautiful show of Camellias, by Mr. Mackenzie, attracted

mtich attention, as well as a choice specimen of the n<-w and mre
Ga/.;tni;i splendens, whose petals open only in ibe daytime and
with the sun. This is said to be a fine bedding plant.
The collection of Azaleas exhibited by Wm. Joyce attracted the

atlentiuu of uU for their beautiful training and rich and profuse
liloom.

Mr. Dreer's group of Roses compiiscd some of the choicest and
lale.vt acquisitions.

Mr. Dreer had also a fine show of Pansics of large size and raried
colors.

MAY 21.

Tlie Pennsylvania Horticultural Society held its regular monthly
meeting Tuesday evening. May 21, at Concert Hall. The attend-
ance both of members and visitors was quite numerous; a larger
number of ladies were present than usual, and the fine display of
plants attrnctod marked attention.

The large and noble collection of fifty plants from the con-scrva-
tory of D. Rodney King, Esq., including the best show ever mado
before the Society of ornamental foliage plants, was a disitn-
guihlitd feature of tlie evening; tlioy were all well grown and in

high health. Among the uovcltie«i were the Cyanophytlum mag-
uiUcum and 1Ieliotn.>pium varli-galum.

P. Mackenjio A Son contributed a very extensive and beautiful
assortment of Azaleas, fuchsias, auil otlior choice plants tu full
bloom, including the following new j)l.,nts: T.innni candidi.ssimuiu,
Marauta Porteaim, Gtizanta splendens, Verbenas Klectrn and Sal-
ladin, and several other interesting novelties.

Mr. Robert Buist, in ad<lttion to a fine liisplay of French sptit-

ted and fancy Pelargoniums, and a magnificent specimen of the
now Pteris argyrn'a, with fronds nearly \\\v feet in lotigih, exliib-
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Ited 801X10 D«ir ind Tory rare plants for tho first time, among
wtilch w«n> Act-r DCguntIo fot. Vcirtogntlii, Dlolytra oxlmta, llollis

macubaefulia uuil l)rucicu;i uiubrnculif^-ra<.

Mr. Thuinikn Muolmii contrlbtiloJ u flnu collccllon of Double
Zlu(ilii.t ; hUu Spiroa crliilia and CnprirulUim MngQCVilloro, a very
early »wcvl flunfVnucklo— nil now pluuis; tiUo a cbolco and
btiuutirul »hu\v of cut t>i>ucim<'ii ^ll^^bH.

The following coutrlbiitlons aI?o ^nicod iho Sucloty's tables:

Fruiu Williaiu Joyro. giirdiMn-r to M. W. Baldwin, Ks<t., a col-

lection of foliage plaatM, fuulirl.iworN and A^pll^lg^l«.

From A. FfUoii, K^rdonor to Homy Diibrlug, Ksq., fluo llliu-

barb, I'ubbH^e, Caulitluweis, Potatoes, Cucuiiibi-rs and Beein.

From U. G. Swift, Ylcti>ria iind Ilobson'o Sofditug lihubarb.
From Jotiu Cook, gardener lo Hov. J. M. KicbarJd. Calceolarias,

Grapes la Pots, Stmwbcrriep, Ampanvgus and specimen plauta.

From Thomas Meghrua. Cucuuibem.
From A. W. Harrisou, Sir Chaiics Napier Strawberry.
Premiums wore awarded as follows:
To Kubort Bui»t, for best pair of ^pycmien plants, $2; to do. for

collection of uew plault*. $2; lo do. for Pclargonlnms, $1.

To P. Mackenzie & Sou, for plant* in blo^m, $'2; to do. for new
plants, a special premium of SI ; to do. for specimen A74ilea, $1.

To Thomas Moehan, for cut speclraous of hardy shrubn, '$1 ; to
do. for new plautfi, a special premium uf $1.
To John Cook, for second best pair of specimen plants, $1 ; to

do. for best hIx Calceolarias, $1. ; to do. for best three buDches of
Grape.'*. $1; to do. for Forced Strawberries, $1; to do. for Grapes in
Pot», tl.

To William Joyce, for be»t six specimen plants, $2; to do. for

bo.**! specimen planln, ?2 ; to do. fi>r best .\spiiragus, Si.

To A. Fellon, for best Khubarb, *! ; for best Beets $1 ; for best
Cabbage, $1 ; fur b. st Potatoes. $1.

To Thomas Mcghrau, for best Cucumbers, a special premium
of $1.

Tho Committee on obtaining a now room made a report, action
upon which was deferred till next meeting.

A very interesting and instructive report, from a Special Com-
T"inee, .Messrs. Jliichell, James and SaunUer.s, on the rise, progress
and present condition of the Society, made in answer lo a letter of
imiuiry from the Patent OUice, was read and adoptod. It proves
this to be the oldest llortlculiuntl S*H.Mely in America.

Prof. J. Ennis and Adam Graham were elected members.

[We subjoin a Hst of tho 50 varieties of foliiige plants in Mr.
King's display, for the information of those who wish to add some
of these doNirabte plants to ihcir coHectlous. They are all very
beautiful :]

Sonerila margaritacea.
*' " superba.

Echitcs natans.
Acorus varieiTata.

Dractcna nobilis.
" fcrra.
" versicolor.

Begonia Victoria.
" RoHisonia.

Caladiuin h;emat03tyirma.
** bicolor.
" " picturatura.
" picti'm.
'* Chantini.
" marmoralum.

Tleliconia discolor.
Solanum atro|nirpurenm.

'' jasminoides variegatum.
Croton pictum.

' lati folia.

Aspidistra clatior foliis variegatis.
Hoya variegata.
Bilbergia acauHs zobrina.
Cypripedium vcuiiKtum.
AcoruK calamus variegulus.
Cyanopbyllum magnilicum.

Graplophyllum pictum.
Desmodium gyrans.
Pteris argyrita.
Aphelaudra squarrosa citrina.
Bertolouia marmorea.

" maculata.
Gesnera splendidissima.
Maranta faticiata.

*' Porte.ma.
" bicolor.
" pvilchella.
" vittala.
" micans.
*' regalia.
" alba lineata.

Tradescantia discolor lineata.
Farfogiuin grande,
Bfchnieria argeutea.
Diedeuliachia seguina picta.
Pothos argyrrea.
Eranthenium leuconervum.
Yucca aloefolia variegata.
Sansevieria Guyanensis.
Coleus Biumeii.
Uoliotroplum variogatam.

BROOKLYN HORTICTILTTJRAL SOCIETY.
List of preminms as awarded by the jndgcs at the Spring Exhi

bition held in tho Academy of Music, April 17ih, 1S61;

OotU^ion qf Plants—Isi Prize, Louis MenaDd.$l.^.
" " 2d Prize, George llamlyn, $10.

ColUction of Ferns—1st Prizo, Louis .Menand. $t>.
" " 2d Prize, Phillip Z^h. *4.

Collection of Cacti—IM Prize, Louis Menand. Vj.
OolUcfiono/ Verbenas—1st Prize, Poynter A Foddv, $.^
For 3 Plants, Stove—Ut Prize, George Itamlyu. $10." *' 2d Prize. Louis Menand, $G.
For 4 PlantSt Stove—Ist Prize, Robert Murray, $6." " 2d Prize, Louis Menand, :$!.

For 3 PlantSy Stove—\hi Prize, Louis Monand, $4.
2d Priio, Uobert .Murray,$3.

For SinffU Specimcnito— Irtt Prizu, Geo. IIainlyn,(3.
'* " 2d Prize, LouIh Mouaiid, ^2.

Fbr tJ Varifgatcd Plants'— \hi Prii**, Louis Menand, $.'i.

*' "
Isl PrliO, Uoorgo ilamlyn, $3.

Single Vurieyuttil Plants— lf>i Prl/o, Louih .Menand, $.1.
*' "

2d Prize, Goorgo Ilamlyu, $2.
Kw 6 Asaleas—Ul Prize, Kobort Murray, tS.

" " 2d I'rlzo, Thomas 'I'ompletun, $5.
-For 3 Azaleas—Ul Prlzw, Geoigo Ilamlyn, $>,

*' ** 2d Prize, Louis Slenand, $:!.

Sififfle Azaleas—Ut Prize, Hamlyn, ^i.

2d Prize, J. W. Do Grauw, $2.
For A Ericas—l»>t Prize, Louis Mouaud, ^ti.

" *' 2d I*rlzo, George Ilamlyn, ^i.
Phr 2 Ericas— Ist Pruo George Ilamlyn, $2.

'* " 2d Prize, Louis Mouaud, J4.

SinffU Erica— l»i Prize, Louis Slenaud, ifS.
" 2d Prize, George Hamlyn, ^2.

Fbr 3 Scarlet Ptlargvnmmjf—lHl Prize, Thomas TempIetOD, $3.
For 8 Ituses—Ut Prize, Poynter & Foddy, $tj.

'* " 2d Prize, JamcK Wier, $i.

For 6 Rosts— 1st Prize, Poynter A Foddy, $i.

F)r Trop€ohnn—'2d Prize, Kobort Murray, $2.
*' " 2d Prize, Jului Eagau, Long Island, $2.
For 3 Fiichsia»—lHl Prize, Philip Zoh, *3.

*' " 2d Prize, Henry Tanner, $2.
JicM Double C}iin4Uic Priutrust—Louis Menand, $1.
For beat Stuclijelhj, white.—Jolin Kagau, $1.

*' " colored—John Woods, $1.
For 4 Monthly Caruatious— I si Prize, Dailledowzo & Zellor, <l3.

L\jll€ction o/ Cut Ftf'Wtrs—1st Prize, John Humphreys, $1,
F*rr 6 CanuilUas— Ist Prize, John Humphreys, ^'j.

For I'l Rones—Ist Prize, Poynter & Fuddy, ^2.
" " 2d I'rize, M. Donadi, $1.

For 12 Pansies—1st Prize, M. Donadi, $1.

Parlor Bouquet—Jiimes Wier, jr., $4.

Hand Bouqutt—Ibt Prize, Johu Humjihreys, $3.
" " 2d Prize. H. Hudson, $2.

Bitskel of i^to«>ertf—Ist Prize, .lames Wier, $-1.
" '* 2d Prize, Johu Humphreys, $3.
" " 3d Prize, Philip Zoh, ij!2.

For 6 Lettuce—Ist Prize, Jonathan Saul, $1.

For 6 Wiuharb—1st Prize, Thoma? I'rosser, jr., $1.

For 25 lituiishts—1st Prize, Thomas Prosser, jr., $1.
Btst LabtJiiig—Louis Menaud,'i52.

Tho following are tho names of some of the principal plants

exhibited

:

George Ilamlyn, gardener to W. C. Langley, Esq., Bay Kidge,
of all the new variegated and ornamental luliiige plants, sucli as
Pavetla Borbonica, Maranta, ii of the newest Caladiums, 8 varie-

gated Begonias, Sonerila margaritacea, Krionema murmora, Bra-
cojua nobilis aud tenninalis, Tradescaulia, llhopala, Crowlos
liietfeubaLhia Variegata, New Pelaigonium, large plant of Choro-
zemu, Mu^euda froudosa, very singular and rare, choice collection

of Erica or Ileal hs, also Azaleas.

Robert Murray, gaidener to James Patrick, Esq., State Street, 6

choice Azaleas, 1 Xropeoium triculor,BasketCul Flowers, Chorozema
Heiichmanii, Erieosiomon intermedia, Boronia leirandra, Lechon-
aallea lormosa.

Thomas Temploton, gardener to Estate of Alfred Large, Brooklyn,
G choice Azaleas, Pelargoniums, 4 Cineraria, 1 Tree Mignioueiie,

in llower, 2 large Geraniums, 1 standard Geranium.

Philip Zeh, gardener to A. A. Low, E^iq ,
Brooklyn Heighls,

splendid collection of Ferns and Lycopodiums, 6 standard ! ucli-

sias, 4 Gloxinias, Basket Flowers.

John Eagan, gardener lo J. Koch, Esq., Staten Island, Stocks

and Tropeolum tricolor.

George Stein, gardener to John T. Martin, Esq., Brooklyn, choice

plant ol Azaleas, &c.

Henry Tanner, gardener to Hon. A. S. Stranahan, Brooklyn, col-

lection of Cineraria and Fuchsias, String Beans and Lettuce, very

fine.

President J. Be W. Orauw, some choice Azaleas and Miscella-

neous Plants.

B. C. Townsend, Esq., Bay Ridge, 6 new variegated Caladiuma,

rare.

John Woods, Esq., Washington Heights, splendid plant of

Stocks.

Lonis Menand, Albany, N. Y., largest and host collection of rare

and variegated leaved plants, consisting of the Fan Palm, Ma-
ranta-H, Bracoinas, Begonias, Crotons, Mew Golden Arborvii.-c,

variegated Yucca and Daisy Ferns of the Golden, Silver and Tree

varieties.

Also, the now and rare Tricolor Fern, Sago Palm, collection of

each, Erica, Pimclia, Aphelexis.
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Jolitt IIumphreyK, comer of DeKalb and Washtngtoo Arenues,
WolHngli'uia gi^'iiiitea, or Miimrnuth Pine of Califoruia, 2 Cii»l-

dec Arborvitie, iliiH aud the Pine arc hardy; Aucuba Japonica,
Vdric' alt»d UoUy, very bemitiful; variegated PUtoxpurum, Dra-

cenu spectablliH, 2 nt'w seedling Caniellias, very floe; 6 cut Ca-
lurllhiH, ti choice Azaleas, variegated Fuchiiia, IlogouiaA, S new
FiicliHias, 1 AmericjiD IMtcher l*lant In flower, 1 new Pehirgonium,
I luilia Itubber Tree, 2 Wardlan Ca.He.H, or Parlnr C<>Qservat<»ries, 1

biiHket of Cut Flowers, 2 Hand Bouiiuets, stand of Cut Flowern,
Htand of Punsies.

Pityatcr 4 Foddy, Smith Stroct, 20 choice Verbenas, very fine;

14 choice Koses, Kplendid.

Dailledowze, At Ziiller, Myrtle Avenue, corner of Yiite«.

—

i new
Monthly Caroatiiins. extra fine; 20 choice d'». di>. beauliful,—(alf

new imported seedlings;) 12 AuricuUi!*, double White Winlerla,
very scarce and rare; 4 Clematis, Cut Koses and Pausies.

James Wier, Bay Ridge—8 choice Koses, Basket Cut Flowers, 1

Table BoU'iucl.

Harry Hudson, Coniiress Street—2 Hand Bouquets.

John Friend. Fulton Street—CallaM, Roses and Verbenas.

1>. Saul, Booklyn—Collection of Rhubarb, Lettuce and Kadishos.

Thomas Prosser, Jr., Bedford—Collection of Rhubarb and Water
Cresses.

O. Eberhardt. 213 Grand Street, New York— New Style of
Flower Pots, Uangiug Basket^i, Fern and Wardiau Cases, Bomiuet
StaQd»«, all made of zinc by & patent process, and beautifully orna-
mented like china.

W. V. Bloom, 364 Atlantic Street, Brooklyn—Forcing Glasses,
with ventilators.

Persons not familiar with plants and flowers, have no idea of
their variety and beauty, except by visiting such a collection of
the chnicewt and rare-^t kinds iis are here brought together, and
there is no Society more worthy of eucuuragement than this, with
its eoftening and refining influences on the public taste.

CINCINNATI HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
APRIL 1,3.

At this meetini,' the subj-^ct of discussion was Rosos.

Mr. Wm. Heaver read the following paper:

THE ROSE AND ITS CULTIVATION.

or all the flowers in the garden, none excel, in universal admira-
tion, the rose. Ages ago regal honois were bestowed ou her, and
the title of Queen of Flowers universally jwcorded to this lovely

ornament of our gardens, aud this, loug bofore such truly n>yal
fl-iwers as La Reine. Geant des Battailcs, or the tenderly expressive
Souvenir de la Matmaison, had challenged the admiration of all

lovers of Nature's most beauteous works.

If in th'^ enrlier ages of floral gardening, the beauties of our
favorite should have called forth such rapturous expressions of

dt lii-ht and admiriition. what wond'er that in our day, when, by
the art aud skill of the florist, lho^e beauties have nut only been
so greatly enhanced, but the season for lujoyiug those beauties
so much extt-nded. that, in^tead of being resirictrd to a few short
weeks of the early summer, wo have now th" pleasure of their

beautiful presence mure than half the year. What wond'M-, we
Ray, then, that this universal favurito still retains her proud title

of Uueen of Flowers !;'

luHti-ad of being confined in our admiration, or divided in our
prefereufo-, by the Whito Roseof York, or the Ked liose of Lancas-
ter, wt; may gratify our tastes in the selection of every shade of

color, from the purest white to the darkest purple, through the in-

termediate lints of Blue, Pink. I'ale Ko>e. Deep Ro.^e, Rosy Crim-
son, i'urplish Crimsi>u, to Deep Purple ; and fr*>m Golden Velluw,
through all the intormpdiateshados of Apricot, Fawn, Bulf, Creamy
Whito, to spotless Purity itself.

To enable my felluw-members to enjoy those beauties in per-

fection is the object ».f the present communication.

PREPARING THE SOIL.

The character of the soil is one of the moat important particulars

for the perfect growth of plant aud full dovelopment of flower.

Decomposed turfy loam, mixed with one fourth part old rotted

subte manure, with a small portion of sharp sand, is the best

compost for Ro.ses.

When designed to be planted in bods, (which is decidedly the

best way of havinjj them in perfection.) the sub soil, if clay, should
be trenched to the depth of twenty ur twenty-four inches, of which
the lower six inches should be thrown out, and the compost of
turfy luam and manure bo iucorporat^-d into tlu' surface soil of the
bfd. Shouhl thi- lower strata bo of a very tenacious character,

and retentive of water, some drainage of briekbats, broken rock,

or brushwood to the depth of four or five inches, should be placed

at the bottom, and a drain to lead oflf the water, and thus prevent
the ill ettvcln resulting from stagnant water or excessive moUtare
at the roots.

The fall is the beat time for performing this work, and If the
roses are to be transplanted from the ground, it Is the best season
for planting, but if the work of preparing thf bud ha« be«>n left till

spring, and the intention Is to plant ont such as have been grown in
pots, it Mhould hf tlone as early in the spring as possible, after the
dangers from killing frosts has passed. In our climate It is a mat-
ter uf much importance for the future welfare and the vigorous
growth of the plants, that planting should be done before the great
heat and drought of summer sets In.

In planting, care should be taken not to set the plants too deep
in the ground

; much injury to the plants and disappointment fre-
quently results from this cause.

In planting in beds, they should be set from two to four feet
apart, varying according' to the habit and chanicter of the variety,
the stronger and more rampant growers requiring the most room.
On some future occasion I may present you information with

regard to summer management, pruning, winter protection for the
more tender kind-*, also the best modes of mai^sing and grouping,
with descriptive lists of the best varieties, their habits, die.

Respectfully submitted,
Wm. Heaver.

Ordered to be entered upon the minutes.

REPORT OF FKCIT COMMITTEE.
From Dr. H. J. Bower, Moore's Hill, Ind.—Apples for name

—

Committee call this apple the Bower's Seedling, an excellent long-
keeping apple, e<iual ami much resembling Newtown Pippin.
Fiamcn Ball's beedling; a small, sweet apple, not worthy of cul-

tivation.

By Geo. L. Frankenstein, from C. Cadwallader, near Springfield,
Ohio—apple for name: pronounced the Mich.i-1 Henry Pippin.
By A. A. Mullett, from Jos ('ooper—apples for name; probably

seedlings—not worthy of cultivation.

J. E. Mom BR,
"

S. MOSIIUE.

Report of Flower Committee laid over.

Oommiitee.

PniLALELPHIA PROGRESSIVE
DENER'S SOCIETY.

GAR-

A correspondent sends us a note, from which we extract tlie fol-
lowing;

" You have given offence to several members of the Proffrfssiw.
GartUner'/t iioriett/, Philadelphia, by publishing in this month's
number, that William Saundeis is President, and K. It. Scott, Sec-
retary. Not so. Joliii I'.illock is President, an<i W. Saunders is

Secretary, James Eadie is Vice President. You should acknowledge
the error, and make the correction in your June number."
To which we have to reply that though our experience with this

journal has tan>,'ht us particularly the art of offending, it is much
easier of accomplishment than we ever supposed, jud^ring by this
specimen. Fora whole year past we have liad it standing Ihii Mr.
Saunders was Tresident. and Mr. Scott was Secretary. If it was
not the fact, or if the otlicers have been changed cince, nctiflcation
thereof has never reached this ollico. The members of this society
know that we have offered ihein the use of our columns to advanro
their interests whenever they think fit. ; see page 12S of last v<d-
ume If they do not see proper to avail themselves of our oiler
as other societiee do, it can be no fault of ours.

KEOKUK HORTICULTURAI SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of this Society, held on the 7th ult., was

well alioutletl, and an interesting discossiun sprang up ou the
report of the Committee on .\pple Trees for Orchard Culture.
The Society has recently been obtaining the o)>iiiions of nursery-

men and fruit-growers as to the twelve most profitable varieties of
applet for orchard cultivation in this section of Iowa and the
Contiguous portions of Illinois and Missouri. Experience has
proved that a variety that bears well in one locality does uot suc-
ceed as welt in another locality even within the distance of a mite.
Some varieties do nut exhibit good bearing traits until the trees
hasage. The Society adopie»l the following as the list of twelve
varieties that have been proved to be the nio.st hardy sorts, tlie
best bearers, and as producing them-ist marketable fruit:

Winesap, Yellow BelUlower, Rawlos' Janet, Grimes' Golden
Pippin, Rome Beauty, Maiden's Blush, Red Pippin, Red June,
Small Romanite, Rambo, Willow Twig, and Early Harvest.
The following varieties are also known tosiicceed well.
Dominie (or Winter Rambo), Smith t.'ider. Northern Spy, Van-

devere, Spitienburg, and Summer Queen.
Subject for discusssoii at the next meeting, "Preparation of Soil

for Spring I'lauting.'

Adjourned to meet Thursday, April 4th, at 2^ P. M.
J. R. TEWKSBURY, S^crdfiriJ.
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DEVOTED TO

J^opHruIfurp, iSrlioriruBurp, iolang %- jjiural mims.
THOMAS MEEHAN, Editor. JULY, 1861. vol.. HI.—NO 7.

T$nh for SuKg.

FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASORE-
GRODND.

It is a houscLolil proverb, that a "woman's work
is never done," and the life of a gardener shares the
trutli of the same remark. And there is, after all, a
closer analogy between the life of women and a
gardener's profession than would strilve one at first

thought. Neither receive from the "rest of man-
kind" the full credit for refining influences which
is so justly their due ; and both have to fall back
on their work as labors of love, and in its own
pursuit derive pleasure and profit as a part of their

just reward.

And so if when we took up our pen to trace

out a few hints for our Monthly reader's benefit,

under this burning July sun, and a passing thought
tempted us to wish we had not the labor to per-
form,—that it was not, perhaps, appreciated as the
effort should be,—lliat it brought to us no pecuniary
reward,-and tliat we might as well persuade our-
selves and our readers that there was nothing worth
doing in a garden in July, and that the best advice
would be to hitch up our hammocks in llie branches of
the nearest linden, and languidly live in lazy contem-
plation of what we have done for Flora and Po-
mona the past eleven months, and ponder on the vic-

tory we have enabled them to achieve over nature,

and the rewards they have in store for us by the suc-

cess, — a moment's wandering of our mind's eye
through our garden grounds dispelled the illusion,

and convinced us that there was not only work to

be done and plenty of it, but that it was only in its

pursuit that out real pleasure lay ; and that, though
the idea of rest to the weary was a pleasant one

j

enough in its way, philosophy taught us that it was
|

only in order that we might gain renewed strength
i

for the cliase, and that in this activity alone all our
real gratiliealion lived.

The lawns, walks, and flower-beds will still re-
quire the constant care suggested in our last, antl
attention can be bestowed at this season on improv-
ing the form of trees and shrubs. In some parts of
a large garden, trees are in better keeping with sur-
rounding scenery when suITered to grow wild and
pretty much to tliemsclves ; but near buildings, or in
any part of a garden which is to denote high keep-
ing, .symmetry will ever be considered a chief ele-
ment in beauty, and the aim be, what after all is the
true object of gardening, an improvement, or a tri-

umph, in fact, over the prettiest natural scenes.
Trees and shrubs can be made as regular as we wish,
by training a shoot here and tying one there—now
using a stake, and at another time employing a string.

After a few weeks they will grow as you have placed
them, and e.\emi)lify the adage, that "as the twig is

bent the tree's inclined." The most malformed or
ugliest specimen of an evergreen may be made an
exquisite "thing of beauty" by such trifling care.

Ornamental flowering shrubs, too, are in the same
catagory. A few very strong, vigorous shoots will
sometimes push, to the extreme jealousy of weaker
members of the confederation. You will have to
play the emperor—maintain the balance of powei-,
and by a few vigorous attacks of the pruning-knife
at the base of such arrogant ))ietension, end tlio

causes of trouble by taking them completely away
from the scene of strife.

And the hedges—do not forget them. The tops
have Ijcen already trimmed, or ought to be, and the
shoots at the base beginning to push with great vigor.
If it is not done,—as from the many new subscribers
the Monthly is receiving daily, and who may not have
as yet received the back numljcrs of our i)ai)er, may
possiltly be the ease,—no time should be lost in the
operation. Remember to train your hedge conically

;

prune severely while growing towards the apc.v, and
veiy little at the base ; and in winter cut very vigor-
ously at the base, and but very little at the apex.
That is the rule of success.

The ladies cannot exercise themselves or better
aid their gardeners in keeping up a display of

1(9)
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flowers, than in consiiltiing it their task to go over

the flower-garden and shrubbery occasionally with

basket and scissors, taking off dead and fading flow-

ers. It strengthens the plants, prolongs the flowering

season, and favors order and neatness.

Plants set against walls and piazzas frequently

suffer from want of water at this season, when even

ground near them is quite wet. Draw away the

soil around each plant so as to form a basin ; fill in

with a bucket full of water, allowing it time to soak

gradually away, and w hen the surface has dried a

little draw in loosely the soil over it, and It will do

without water for some weeks. This applies to all

plants wanting water through the season. If water

is merely poured on the surface, it is made more com-

jiaet by the weight of water, and the harder the soil be-

comes, the easier it dries ; and the result is, the more

water you give the more is wanted.

Whenever the bark of any plants separates easily

from the wood, and plants have ripened their

wood enough to form prominent eyes in the axils of

the new growth of leaves—budding may commence,

and may continue with different things till Septem-

ber. It is an easy way to change trees we already

possess into others more desirable
;
choosing closely

allied species for the operation. Thus a common
ash might be transformed in one season to a fine

specimen of a Weeping Ash, or the new Oregon
Maple be budded into large trees of sycamore.

Sometimes advantage may be taken of working mere

bushes into the heads of large-growing trees,—trnns-

forming shrubs into nobles of the forest. Man_v

trailing and meagre-growing willows, cherries, ma-

ples, &c., arc rendered very vigorous growers by

being budded on strong growing kinds. Budding

also affords room for tasteful combinations. Trees

with different shades of foliage, hues of leaves, hab-

its of growth, or color of flowers, may be worked

on one common stock,—f^mcies of which kinds add

much to the interest of a place when judiciously

executed.

JIany things do not take well bj^ budding ; in

which case inarching may be employed. This is

done by bringing together two half-ripened shoots

of different varieties, just sliaving the bark at an

opposite point in each, making the two faces of the

shaved parts meet, and then t3'ing the two branches

together at the junction, lapping the tying material

fbast bark is the best, J so that the whole cut part

is encircled by it. Most parties who intend to in-

arch, keep some of the kinds they wish to use as

scions in pots, so as to bring them at the proper sea-

son in contact with the stock. Shelviugs and other

contrivances are resorted to to support such pots, in

and amongst the branches, when the operation is to

lie performed at a height from the ground. A plan,

however, which obviates all this trouble, and is gene-

rally successful, is to hang bottles of water near the

points to be inarched, and the scion is placed in this,

from which it derives enough water to caiTy on its vital

functions, until the union with the stock takes place.

The time is coming when transplanted trees of the

past fall and spring will suffer more than during any

other part of the season. If they show a vigorous

growth of young wood, no danger need be appre-

hended, as it indicates that the roots are active, and

can supply all the moisture the foliage calls for; but

if no growth has been made, no roots have been

formed, and the leaves are living for the most part on

the sap in the wood and bark, and hot, drying weather

will tell with mjurious effect on such trees. This is

generally first shown by the peeling off of the bark

on the south-western side of the tree,—the most

drying aspect ; and where such exhaustion appears

probable, much relief may be atforded by cutting

back some of the branches, syringing with water

occasionally, shading the trees where practicable, or

wrapping the trunk in haj'-bands, or shading the

south-west with boughs or boards.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Our hints for the last month will, in a great mea-

sure, bear are-perusal at the commencement of this.

Sow endive, and towards the end of the month

transplant in rows. They should be set oiu in

rows eighteen inches apart, and one foot from each

other. The soil can scarcely be too rich for them.

Seed may yet be sown for a later crop.

If brocoli is a desii'able vegetable, it may be had

all through the winter b}' being sown now. In about

four weeks plant out into rich garden soil. On the

approach of frost, take up the plants, with a portion

of soil adhering, and pack them closely in a warm
and somewhat damp cellar. The}- will continue to

grow, and produce nice heads.

Beans may be sown up to the end of the mouth.

For winter use, the 'White Kidney is very popular,

although other kinds are very extensively grown for

the same purpose.

In some families, large, full-grown carrots are ob-

jectionable. Seeds of the Long Orange sown now on

rich sandy soils, form neat and desir.ible roots before

winter. The same Hiay be said of beets.

Cucumbers for pickles arc also sown about this

time. They usually produce a greater number, and

consequently snudler fruit, than when sown earlier.

The Short Prickly is the kind to employ.

The main crop of winter cabbage is often planted

the first or second week in Jtdy. In planting, if the

weather be dry, it is a good plan to make the holes

before planting and fill up with water ; after soaking
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away, the plants may be set in, and they seldom

wither aftenvnrds, llioii>rh without rain for a month.

AnotluT ami iiuMi- cxpi'ditioiis jilim is to havi- the

]ilanls ready with their roots in a pan of water. Thi-y

arc then set into the hole at the time it is made. The
water adhering to the roots then gives to the set out

plants the advantages of puddling.

Celery we have spoken of last month. The re-

marks are yet applicable.

GREENHODSE.
An important point just now is lu prepare winter-

flowering plants. Cinerarias, Chinese Primrose, and

Calceolarias should be sown about the end of the

m<mth; and cuttings made of most kinds of plants that

are desirable. It is a great mistake, often made, to store

U|) and treasure year after year, old and even grown
specimens, when younger ones would bloom more

vigorouslj', and give better satisfaction. Propaga-

tion of plants will go on. It is one of the pleasures

of the gardening art ; and where old treasures are

prized, the greenhouse soon becomes a crowded

mass of ugliness, with credit to neither gardener

nor owner.

Most of the plants are set out for the summer, as

formerly recommended,—little care will be required

beyond seeing that they are not over or under wa-

tered. Some will be yet growing, and may be full

of roots. If growth will probablj' continue for

a while longer, pots a size larger may be furnished

such. Whenever a shoot appears to grow stronger

than the rest, so as to endanger compactness or any

desired shape, pinch it back, and any climbing

vines should receive due regulation as they grow
over the trellis, or they will speedily become naked

below. A good stiH' trellis is a desideratum hard to

be obtained by tlie uninitiated. In another column

is a simple way to make them, often used bj- good

gardeners.

In training vines, so manage that there shall be

a due proportion of branches hanging looselv aliout

the trellis,—as it is this Howing gracefulness that adds

half the charms to this tribe of plants which they so

profusely possess.

(Jomtnunirafions.

LANDSCAPE-GARDENING.
No. G.

BY GEORGE E. WOODWAKD, NEW TORK.

T.\STE, good taste, has generally been considered

the one all-important qualitication or gift that will

transform mechanical attainments into artistic skill,

and fit those of a low order of education and as.so-

ciations, to become practitioners of the elegant art

of landscape embellishment. That a refined and
educated taste is necessary to successfully pursue an
art, which by universal consent ranks high among
the cultivated arts, we do not deny ; that it is the

one thing needful to make an artist, is simply an
absurdity.

It can readily he shown that landscape-gardening

requires a knowledge of nuiny of the leading arts

and sciences,—that it is not only an art by itself, but

a combination of other arts, and that good taste is

no compensation for ignorance. Nature rarely be-

stows her gifts so freely, as to make any one master

of the resources of a simple art,—much less does she

confer such unlimited favors, as to make one master
of several. Thus we see a capital draughtsman, an
indifferent colorist, a good colorist with no eye for

form ; one excels in por'traits, another in animals,

and a third in ntariue views, and so on.

But we do not propose to discuss the subject of

natural gifts, or add another word to what has been
written about them. Tliose who think they can
accomi)lish nothing but what they arc naturally

(lUalilied to undertake, may think so; we take

an entirely different view of the subject, and our
experience has taught us that when we have fully

resolved to master any thing before us, we have been

successful.

Those who lack natural ability, must supply its

place by an educated ability, and where there is a

will to accpiire a proficiency in the whole or any part

of landscape-gardening, the way is broad and invit-

ing. There is no art but what can be attained in

a very great degree by a persistent course of study.

We have repeatedly seen an energetic, unconquerable

spirit of determination override and outstrip every

thing before it; and those who have reached a high
position in any pm-suit have done it by industry and
perseverence. As Ike ^Marvel says, "There is no
genius in life like the genius of energy and industrv

and there are no rivals so formidable as those eaniest,

determined minds which reckon the value of every

hour, and achieve eminence by persistent applica-

tion."

Landscape-gardening, in all its varied forms and
applications, is nothing more than a plain, practical,

straightforward possibility,—no man possesses it, nor

can possess it whhouta price, and that price is noth-

ing more nor less than years of hard study and hard

work; it is the same price that every successfid

professional man pays tor his profession. There is

no other way to accomplish it. No short cuts,—no
royal roads to learning.

Those who rely upon natural taste or natural

•WET
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gifts to supply a deficiont knowledge, will meet with

maii.v ilisiippoiiitments. You cannot discard the

established rules and principles of art, any more

than you can discard its mechanical details; and

UMtil they are actpiired, crude natural gifts are

scarcely available. Thus, one's natural taste woidd

lead him to embellish a place by constructing each

feature separately, and without an absolute know-

ledge of the result. The fancied idea of beauty held

in the brain at the beginning, would yield at eveiy

stage of progress to some new suggestion. It, in

fact, would be but little else than experimenting for

those forms or combinations productive of the most

beauty ; the same degree of taste that arranges a

bouquet by trying the harmony of form or color, is

inadmissable in landscape work. The expense and

annoyance attending every change is such as to re-

fiuire that all forms be beautiful in hannonj' with

each other, and that th y be thoroughly compre-

hended in every detail of combination and construc-

tion, before tlieir creation is commenced. An educa-

ted taste and ability adopts the same means of arriving

at positive results as arc sanctioned by all the arts

of design, embellishment and construction, and

without which, success is a mere matter of chance.

The folly that supposes there is is no step between

conception and execution, may practice landscape-

gardening under the belief that it is only a gift

united to a trade, and that pretends to hold in the

mind a [)eriect conception of an elaborate plan of

improvement that can be executed in its minutest

details with the most undeviating accuracy.

There is nothing so grossly false, or so inconsist-

enl with all experience in both the polite and me-

chanical arts, as the power to originate, elaborate,

harmonize and perfect in the train, a plan so fin-

ished in all its details, so complete in its princijilcs of

construetiou, and so impressive and effective in its

proportion, as to admit of no further improvements.

The observations made in all departments of art,

whether it be architecture, painting, sculpture, music,

poclrj', or any of the less important arts and scien-

ces, show no exception to this statement. The first

expression of a thought on paper, whether it be

^vritten, drawn or colored, is but the nucleus around

which the artist gathers and works up the elements

which compose the useful, the ornamental, or the

beautiful. Every consideration of success, and more

particularly of economy, dictates the studied plan in

the creation or embellishment of landscape scenery.

These can only be reached by systematic approaclus,

and by close and careful investigation. It is not in

real ground or real objects that combinations or ef-

fects should be worked out. Execution should not

begin until the design be perfected, and then with the

clear knowledge of what yon want ; with a positive as-

surance of an absolute result, the end is certain, and,

both artistically and financially, is precisely what
was contemplated. To state the contrary, is to pro-

nounce the established medium to excellence in any
artistieal or mechanical pursuit a sheer fiction.

[Mr. "Woodward's articles provoked an interest,

which, judging by the great number of communica-
tions we have received, was as wide-spread as any
subject that has been originated in our pages. Out
of respect to this sentiment, we selected a few of these

which to our mind presented the most divergant

views, and have published them. Had not the sub-

ject seemed to interest our readers so profoiradl}',

we should not have thought it worth while to ac-

cept them, as it has ever seemed so clear a proposi-

tion, as to be imworthy of an argument, that natural

taste and capacity, united with untiring zeal and

industrious study ofcollateral arts and sciences, would

alone enable a man to make his mark as a master in

the art of landscape-gardening. There are natu-

ral geniuses and natural fools in every profession,

and it is useless discussing where one class begins or

the other ends.

It seems necessary that Mr. Woodward should be

allowed a brief space for reply to the various sugges-

tions his remarks have brought forward, which he

has well filled,—and wc hope this will close the chap-

ter. We can afford little space for abstract discus-

sions, however valuable ; and hope the thousands of

practical matters which the wide field of landscape-

gardening affords will, in future, claim the attention

of our numerous correspondents' pens, which the

many articles alluded to, show that they can well

employ when they like, notwithstanding their

usual excuse, that they can "handle the spade and
pruning-knife better than the pen."

—

Ep. ]

PROTECTING ROSES IN WINTER.
BY BAUTHOI.D F. BOUMEB, C1.KVEL.\ND, O.

I WOULD like to communicate an experience I

have made these last two yi^ars to you, that is—how
to keep tender roses through the winter safe and in

a small jilaee. I take my roses up iu the fall, trim

them considerably back, anil hell them in a frame.

I kept over a hundred roses under one sasli and
found them all alive and in good order, even though
my ground is very wet. I found not only that I

kept them well, but they flowered very fine the

whole of last smnmcr. I found this idea staled in

the Ohio Fiiniii'i; some years ago, by Jlr. Elliott.

In speaking of it, ho says: "I liave yet to learn that

it is not the best way to keep them." If you feel

disposed and consider it worthy, you may make u.se

of it.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL ESSAY.
Rj^i't b^/ort the FruU-Oroutn* AaaocUUioii uf I^i-itcrn p.^itft^^yltyini't ni Us Mrdi>t(j in \Vf..it 0wMer, on the Wh day <>/ Jtinr, 1960.

BY S. S. RATHVON, ENTOMOLOGIST OF THE ASSOCIATION.

(^Continued from Page 1G7.)

BENEFICIAL INSECTS.

23d. JE^na grandis, commonly called " Drajon-fly," "Sii.ilce Doctor," and " Devil's D.arning-noedle."

Pl.itc VI. fig. 1. Length, from three to four inches; expansion of the wings, from four to five inches;

body, cylindrical, and terminated at the caudal extremity with flattened appendages, that open out like a

fan; wings, all transparent, and finely reticulated; color, dark brown, with black and green bands on

each segment; head, large, and almost entirely occupied by the eyes. The larva and the pupa are

both aquatic in their habits and economy. This insect belongs to a large class, the greater number

of which are entirely harmless, or are decidedly the friends of vegetation, and therefore of man.

—

This insect is so perfect in its general organization, that it is regarded by many entomologists as typical of

the class [nsecta. Its sight and flight .are remarkable, and also the organization of its mouth, which gives

it facilities for capturing its prey that no other insect possesses. It is active both in its larva and pupa

states, which are passed in the water, feeding in that element upon worms and grubs, or whatever else it

can lay hold of; and when it assumes the winged state, it is constantly on the alert from morning till

night, in pursuit of insect prey, and daily destroys an incredible number of moths and flies; and the only

objection to it is, that it is rather indiscriminate in its choice of insect food, destroying our friends as well

as our enemies.

The four preceding insects belong to the order Neuroptera, having four wings each, of a uniform texture,

in many species of which the posterior pair are as large as the anterior pair, and especially is this the case

with the dragon-flies. These are all that my limited time and space will permit me to submit in this

paper, although there are many other species that are either harmless or beneficial. Those will be followed

by a few examples from the order Hymenoptera in further illustrating the subject of lhc.=e remarks.

24th. Pimpla /Hno/or, " Long-tailed Pimpla." Plate VI. fig. 2. Length, from two and a quarter to

three inches; ovipositor, from three to four inches in length; expansion of the wings, from two and a half

to three inches; color, a glossy black, with yellowish legs and antenna; also yellow markings upon the

head, the thorax, and the abdomen. The male is someting less then the female, and is destitute of the

ovipositor. This insect is one of our largest species of parasitic insects, and deposits its eggs in the bodies

of woodworms, and is capable of reaching a grub ns far from the surface as their ovipositor will reach.

Some individuals can reach to the centre of a piece of wood at least eight inches in diameter. I have

frequently captured them in the act of depositing their eggs. It takes them some time to withdraw their

instrument from the wood, and in that way they become an easy prey to their enemies. Thej' are quite

abundant some seasons about Lancaster, and their long ovipositor is by the uninformed regarded as a sting,

or something with which the animal can inflict a painful wound. This is all imagination, however; for

the progress which the insect makes by sawing into the wood is slow, indeed, and the work of withdrawing

it again is almost as slow.

25th. Tragus fulrus, the " Fox-colored Ichneumon." Plate VI. fig. 3. Length of body, from three-

quarters to seven-eighths of an inch; expansion of the wings, one inch and a quarter; eyes and wings,

dark brown or blackish; all the remaining parts of the insect, a fulvus or fox-color. Very abundant in

Pennsylvania. Visits flowering plants in July and August. This insect confines its operations principally

to the larva of Pupilio aslerias, wliich is found on parsley and umbeliferous plants in general. Blanchard, a

French author, says that out of two hundred caterpillars which were taken to ascertain how many would

become butterflies, only three produced them ; the remaining one hundred and ninety-seven were destroyed

by parasitic Hymenoptera. This may convey some idea of their benefit to vegetation.

26th. Hogardia s/jcciosa, "Tiger Wasp." Plate VI. fig. 4. Lei^gth, from an inch and a quarter to an

inch and a half; expansion of the wings, from two inches and a half to three inches; color of the

abdomen, black, with three interrupted yellowish bands; color of the head and thorax, brown, with light

brown markings; wings, transparent yellowish-brown; antennse, somewhat thickened from the base to

the ends. The largest species of Hymenoptera known to me inhabiting the United States. This insect

builds its cell in the hard ground, and fills it with caterpillars, and also the common cicada or summer
locust. I saw one carry olT a large tobacco-worm (Sphex Carolina). These worms are in some manner

paralyzed and stowed away in their cells for food for their young.

^Okr
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27th. Sphex peimsylvanica? " Blue Mason-wasp." Plate VI. fig. 5. About the same in size and shape

as fig. 7, but of a uniform bluish color. It, however, must not be confouuded with the blue "mud wasp"

so common among us, which also docs us some service. This insect also builds its cell in the hard ground,

and fills it with caterpillars, cockroaches, and other insects.

28th. Sphex ulineuinonoides, Dej. " Yellow Mason-wasp." Plate VI. fig. G. Length, about three-quarters

of an inch ; expansion of the wings, about one inch and a quarter ; thorax, covered with yellowish hairs;

wings and body, light brown, except the terminal half of the abdomen, which is black ; eyes, black

;

abdomen, pedunculated. These are not, strictly speaking, the true mason-wasps, which build their nests in

old walls, out of a sort of ccn.ent, similar to the " mud-wasps." They may rather be regarded as " diggers,"

but at the same time their cells arc lined with a cement that is impervious to water, and the whole thing

may be dug out of the ground without breaking, in the form of a rough tube closed at the ends. These

tubes or cells are filled with caterpillars usually. I have seen this species have caterpillars in its possession

that it could scarcely bear off, but had to stop every ten yards or so and readjust its burden, moving along

in a series of short flights or bounds.

29th. Mantis carolbta, Lin. otherwise called "Camel Cricket," "Soothsayers," "Praj-ing Mantis," and "Rear

Horse," in different localities. Plate VI. fig. 7. Length, about two inches; color, from greenish to brownish,

mottled according to age; thorax, nearly half the length of the body; eyes, very prominent; antenna,

filiform ; the posterior and intermediate legs are long and rather slender, but the anterior pair are very

large and toothed along the outer margin of Ihe tibia; in sitting, the insect holds the thorax erected, and

folds the anterior legs up as if in a praying posture, hence a foreign species has been named Mantis religiosus.

In the absence of its real specific name, I have introduced it as the Northern Mantis, to distinguish it from

the Southern.* Doubtless it has been named before, and if so, this name must fall, but it is singular that so

common and so useful an insect should not have been aade more familiar to the people, both in regard to

its name and its general history. The species may be the same as those found in the south. This insect

belongs to the order Orlhoptera, and the species belonging to this genus are the only ones to my knowledge

that are raptorial in their habits. Although they abound in the Southern States, and are quite common in

Maryland and the Distriit of Columbia, yet in Pennsylvania they are comparatively strangers; and from

the fact that Dr. Harris and Dr. Fitch say nothing about them in their works, the inference is, that they

had never been found in New York or Massachusetts. It gives me pleasure, however, that I am able to

inform the Society that a number of them were found upon the banks of the Conestoga within the last year

or two. They are known to be most voracious feeders, destroying daily a large number of plant-lice,

moths, caterpillars, flies, or any thing living that may fall in their way when hungry. They are also

capable of domestication. Mr. Glover says that a lady in Washington City had (hem in her garden, and so

tame as to approach her and receive flies and other insects from her hands. Their development is the same

as that of the grasshoppers in general, there being no intermediate or quiescent state, but an activity that

begins soon after they are excluded from the eggs, and continues until their career is terminated by cold and

the absence of their natural food in the autumn. The females then lay from fifty to a hundred oblong eggs,

that are longitudinally cemented together and fastened to a branch, having the appearance of a miniature

honey-eomb. Those eggs are capable of bearing a considerable degree of cold, and are hatched the following

spring.

CONCLUSION.

Many more examples of useful, friendly and beneficial insects, and also many more of the noxious kinds,

might have been exhibited in addition to the foregoing, but these must suflice for the present. Although

nothing new may have been presented, yet there may be some persons who have not heretofore been

impressed with the necessity of discriminating between our friends and our foes in the insect world, and

who may not have been sufficiently acquainted with them in order to be able to make that discrimination.

Insect /;ic;i(/s have not occupied as much space in history as their importance entitles them to, and hence

15

* Not haviDf? a Sonthorn sporinion for comparison when this i>f;.sfty wft« written, I was nuiior the impression that my Lancwtor
Cuunty »ii«chnen was a diatinet specie!", and therofi>re I hail 8uggcstcd the trivial uamo of horealix, in contradistinction from the

former. I, hownvor, .snh<nTinently learned that a living male and female mantis had been brought Into this country fn»m tho

Southern part of Maryland by a gentleman fi-om this city, and that (piite a family had sprung from them In a snbsequent season, one
of which I nbtftinpd, Comparing them. I found thorn identical, and that it is the Muntis cnntlina of LinnxuR. This experiment
however, eviiicea the practicability of their localization and colouiiation in tlie suuthern counties of Pennsylvania.
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nearly all that is written upon entomology outside of the proceedings of scientific institutions or scientific

books, has reference to the noxious or hurtful kinds; wlicn it must become evident Hint both kinds ought to

gain the especial attention uf the husbandman.

Our motives for destroying noxious insects are only incidental ones, and come and go in spasms as wo

happen to be under the influence of favorable or adverse feelings, caused by insect injuries or depredations;

but parasitic and carniverous insects are guided and governed by no such transient or incidental motives
;

a single and ever-pervading instinct, which has for its object the preservation and perpetuation of their

species, and thus fulfilling the fiat of that power which brought them into being, seems to be the impulse

by which Wcy are moved; and under the conditions of this stale of being they go to work, as mechanically

as if they had been regularly educated to it, to carry into execution the behests of their creation. One

generation succeeds another in the same perfect order, performing the same amount of labor, in the

siime manner and with the same results ; nor is there a greater state of perfection attained now than there was

hundreds of years ago, or than there will be hundreds of years hence. I have watched insects through all

their stages of transformation, and when they have evolved from the pupa into perfect being, they seemed

to look at me with a knowing leer, as much as to say, "You need not trouble yourself about showing me
how to get along in this new world, for I know all about it myself." Under these circumstances it must

be apparent that some of them are performing a great work for the human family, with greater efficiency

than man himself can perform it ; and that .ilthough much of their labor is silent and unseen, and therefore

unappreciated and unknown, yet it is, nevertheless, constant and cflfectual ; and being based upon ever-

existing necessities, it is far more benefieial in its general results than any work which man has hitherto

been able to accomplish or conceive.
«<!

IMPOSSIBILITY.
BY JOSEPH AMRAM.

I iiA%'E cornered you, 3Ir. Eaitor. I hold you by the imaginary button. You must not budge, but

listen. It is impossible to paint the rose rosier,—it is impossible to raise wliciit on granite rock,— it is

impossible to make a horse cat. Granted? Vcrj- well ; I am coming to it. It is no less impossible to

learn landscaping. It is out now, and you can make the most of it. You say nothing to this proposition ?

Very well, I will explain.

Of the thousand and one topics yotir ten thousands of readers get treated with in the course of the

Monthly^ s year, none gets handled with less satisfaction to them than the noble art of landscape-gardening.

Every other number brings an article. I generally see a good name, or smell an able pen ; but when I

turn that article over,—when I sift it, boil it down, and prepare to use it practically,—it slips through mj'

mental fingers and wiU not get into shape. Finding .John, the other evening, poring over such an an

article, "Well, Jolin," said I, Cand he is an intelligent and practical boy,_) "what do 3-ou think of the

article?" " Sir," said he, "what's the use of all such. Nix kummcroum?" That was drastic criticism.

Now for a few generalities which I want to serve up by your leave. Like every other art,—say like poetry,

painting, sculpture, composition of music, and the hke,—landscaping cannot be taught. Creating exacts

two functions of the soul : conception and execution. None but genius conceives, none but talent

executes. Of course, I mean properly. It, therefore, takes a man of genius and inspiration to conceive

the design of a landscape, or of its concentrated form the lamUcnpe-f/ardcn, and it takes a man of talent

to practically execute that design. Now, can a real artist, combining both genius and talent, invention

and skill, be otherwise than a very rare bird ? Is it not a natural thing, under the circumstances, that

the bad and indifferent work must abound,—that gardens, as a general thing, are failures and eyesores?

But talent, you tell me, can get along without genius, and run its useful course. Talent can draw

inspiration and borrow the reflection of genius from the study of models ; talent can imitate and adapt

such models,—models which genius has created. So you saj-, Mr. Editor, and you say well.

The question, however, is. Can landscape-gardening for, short and sweet, landscaping^ be taught ? It,

plainly, cannot. See how this leads the direct wa}' to .Jansenism ! The limits are soon readied whore
our soul loses her will, keeping only her wishes. I may study hard, and trj' to awake and devclope
faculties which may be slumbering within one, I may get skilled to a certain point,—bj' Jupiter ! if the

real grit is not in me, that point I cannot pass, and there I stick.

That point, you kindly reason with me, Mr. Editor, that point may be a respectable one.
May be, I reply, it is a respectable one. And so much of it may be learned, that little of it is acquired

by seeing good models,—and lucky is the man who has good gardens near to study the art by,—and,
further, by getting schooled by a proficient master. In that way I may get to know the practical parts,

and make a "profession" of them. As to the di^nne region, though, I still, like Moses, stand and see

the Holy Land ; but never, never am I allowed to reach it.

^-T-
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GREENHOUSE BOILERS.

1)Y J. C. I!., MMKUKK, MAINE.

Some difficulties exist among gentlemen gardeners

and others, in tlic mana;;enient of boilers in green-

houses. Thinking that some of your correspondents,

like those of other journals, would like to know how
to rid themselves of such troubles, I write you the fol-

lowing. Tlierc are allusions made by various

writers, that all these troubles arise from the non-

experience of gardeners. I say no ; but it arises

from the non-expericucc of boiler manufacturers;

although I admit that in this country men are em-

ployed to take charge of greenhouses who had never

served one year in the garden. It would be likely

in this case to see those boilers exploding and fright-

ening the natives. Because those men can be em-
ployed for a few dollars less in a month, they will

take a gardener's situation. The last winter proved

these facts to me. Having advertised fthe first time

in twenty-one yearsj for a situation, I was otfered

by extensive firms twenty-five dollars per month,

—

not a working-man's pay. How can such firms be

without such difficulties, for they can hire none
other than second-rate workmen for this pay? I

do not here pretend to say that those gentlemen

who have had those dilTiciiltics are not gardeners in

all its arts, as gardeners are not boiler-munufacturers.

I say they are not all to blame.

Returning to my remedy on boilers, I will give

the whole in a few words ; but I know there will be

ditfcrences of opinion, and even objections to my
remedy ; so that I will state the whole particulars

of its discovery. In 1842 I succeeded a brother gar-

dener near Liverpool, England, who then had charge

of one of the first boilers in the heating of green-

houses in that vicinity. He told me the reason of

his leaving was that he could not get his boiler to

work, and that he had lost his whole crop of grapes

and pines through it. I asked him the cause. He
faid that whenever he would attempt to fire up the

water forced into the feed-tank and then flowed over,

and that he could not get his houses up to any de-

gree of heat. So before I would proceed any fur-

ther, I made a fire to sec what it would do, and

found it to be as represented. In ten minutes there

was not one drop of water in the boiler. We made
out to draw the fire, and through that stopped its

roaring. I proceeded to the vinery, then a desolate

house, handled all the flow-pipe, and found that be-

hind one of the elbows the pipe was as cold as if no

hot water had ever been in it. I perceived that the

pipes were stopped by some process or other, and

that the water did not circulate through the pipes.

At this time there was water in the feed-tank, while

r^Syr-

it was evident there could be none in the boiler. I

sent immediately for the manufacturer, and told him
the trouble. He looked in the feed-tank. Perceiving

nothing wrong, he ordered to fire up. Again very

soon the little water left began roaring in the feed-

tank.

Orders were given to pull down the boiler and re-

place it with another. I told him I thought I could

get rid of the difflciflties without taking the boiler

down. His answer was, what could I know about

it ? Still he asked my opinion. I a.sked him into

the vinerj-, and requested him to drill a small hole

in the pipe at the point where I perceived the pipe

was hot and cold. He said there could be no harm
in doing so. The hole was drilled, and it was two
minutes before an3- water had made its appearance.

Immediately the water left the feed-tank. I com-

menced putting water into the boiler, until I sup-

plied twent3'-six gallons. During this time no water

was coming through the hole made in the pipe.

Then boring two more the whole length, it was all

of five minutes before the water commenced flowing

freely through those holes ; and when it did so, the

water in the feedtank had again disappeared, which

took ten gallons more of water to raise it above the

valve. Now the discovery was made tluit air must

have got into the pipe and stopped the circulation of

the water. There was a small brass top added to

those holes in the pipes. Always, when water was
given, one or more of these were loosed for a few

minutes. "Neverwas there an}- thing worked better

than this boiler did afterwards," as Mr. Buist says.

A top in the boiler was also added, and found to be

good, so far as the cleansing out of the boiler is con-

cerned. It is also useful in drawing hot water when
needed ; but the tops in the pipes are what regulate

the whole affair. If those gentlemen will get tops

in their boilers and pipes, there will be no need of

shooting or guarding against being shot with those

straight or crooked guns around corners.

IslNNSlVli AND LINNiEA BCREALIS.
liV I.., IIADDONFIKI.I), N. J.

[Concluded from page 169.]

To return to the Tjundca. This I.apland flower

is a native of high latitudes and Alpine districts

lliroughout the Xorthcrn Ilomisplicre, though most

abundant in Lapland. It is fieciuent in Scotland,

but so rare in England, that but one habitat is

mentioned in the British floras. It is not uncom-

mon, I believe, in North America from Nova Scotia

to the Arctic regions. It is an interesting and ele-

gant plant, evergreen, with woody and creeping

u'v* Vi/
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stems, II little liranchcd, and the young shoots liniry.

Its small, drooping flowers nre sweetly fragrant, of

n rose lint witliout, and white or yellowish within.

It blooms in June and July, and its stalks arc two-

tlt)Wi'r('d, whence its common English name, Twin

Flower. It is found in moist, shady, rocky soils,

generally in evergreen woods. Its long stems, root-

ing and Iiranching their whole length, cover the

groimd in large patches.

A kindly writer, discoursing on this plant and

the origin of its name, exclaims, "Hail to thee, little

flower of the North! How highly art thou hon-

ored, and with what feelings of interest do we re-

g-ard thee as the renrcscnfativc of him whose name

thou Iicj.rcst, Linnipa borcalis !"

In conclusion, wc would remark that wc hope

some of our young readers will profit by the story

of poor little Pyphon, and at once enter upon a

career of study, collect plants and insects, examine,

prepare and preserve them, and make themselves

acquainted with their distinguishing characteristics,

uses, arrangement, ifcc. Boj-s nowadays have an

hundred-fold better opportunities for the study of

botany than this barefooted devotee. The facilities

abound, and he who runs may read. Every far-

mer's son and every gardener's apprentice ought to

blush at his ignorance of the names and positions

in the order of nature of the common plants around

him, when he considers what that poor, oppressed

little fellow did far away upon the border of the

Arctic Circle nearly a century ago. Every resident

in the country and everj' citizen who visits it, who
is ignorant of the "amiable science," loses half the

pleasure of association with nature from want of

acquaintance with her children. The study opens

to its admirer another sense. To such no longer

"A primrose by the rircr brim

A simpio primruse is to him,

Antl notliing more."

But the almost "brute, unconscious gaze" of ignor-

ance is replaced by the inquiring, intelligent and

appreciating inquiry, and each plant becomes a fa-

miliar acquaintance, and revealing to the willing ear

and eye the wisdom and power and the ever watch-

ful care of the gracious Creator.

Note.—The Drosera is the Sun-dew, an orna-

ment of grassy bogs and borders of ponds. Its

beauty consists in the form and appearance of the

leaves, which proceed immediately from the root,

and spread over the surface of the gi'ound, each

plant forming a little circular plot of green cup-

shaped leaves, thickly fringed and beset with gland-

ular hairs of a deep rose-color. These hairs are

usually tipped with small drops of a transparent

[DUOSEIiA ROTtJNDIFOLIA. ]

clammy fluid, appearing like dew, which continues

to adhere, even in the hottest part of the d.iy and in

the fullest exposure to the sun.

" By tlie I'lnc foantain's secret bed,

Where liumaa footsteps ruroly tread,

'Mid the wild moor, the silent glen,

The San-dew blooms, unseen of men,

Spreads there her loaf of rosy hue,

A chalice for the morning dew,

And ere the summer's sun can rise,

Drinks the pure waters from the skies."

There are four species of Drosera found in the

United States,—D. rotundifolia, D. longifolia, D.

filiformis, and D. linearis ; but about forty species

have been described. They have been found in

boggy places in all parts of the world, except in

extremes of heat and cold. They are singularly

beautiful, and worthy of cultivation. They thrive

v3;t-
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in small pots, which should be three pails filled

with pent earth, and sphagnum should be planted

thereon, the Droseras planted in the moss, and the

l)ots placed in pans of water. The Droseras are

allied to the Dioncea or Venus' Fly-trap, and bear

sonic resemblance to this singular plant. Insects

are often caught upon the hairs, wliich are not,

liowever, as irritable as those of the Diontea mus-

ciimla.

If any of our Northern friends have dried speci-

mens of the Linn.Ta liorcalis, IJubus arcticus, Drosera

longifolia, .Vndromcda liypnoides, and can spare us

some of llicm, we would be much obliged. They

could be placed between thin, stiff cards and envel-

oped and sent by mail to our address. We would

endeavor to make return in plants peculiar to our

locality.

"We give a cut of D. rotuudifolia, the more com-

mon species.

[In connection with Dronera lonyifoliii, we maj-

repeat an anecdote connected with David Don, the

famous gardener botanist, author of Ilortiis can-

tubri'jiensu, that came to our knowledge many years

ago. Don was at that time gardener to the Earl of

Hardwicke, at Wimpole Hall, Cambridgeshire, and

though alieady wedded to science, had enough of

the bigamist in him to promise himself to a lovely

specimen of the fair sex. It was the evening before

the happy day, when some wicked tempter of his told

him that in a swamp at some distance he could cer-

tainly find the Drosera longifolia, which up to that

time he had never found there. He was to be

married at noon of that day ; but he calculated that

by an early start he could go and secure the jirize,

and still be back in time for the great event of human
life. But, alas 1 on arriving at the spot, he could not

find the plant. He searched, and time passed,—even

the appointed time, and the bride grew anxious. It

was at length found out that he had been exercised

at the prospect of his botanical discover}-, and search

was made for him in the direction he had taken, till

found, when to his great mortification he k'arned that

he had utterly foryutlen hin proposed marriar/e.

Our young friends will ask what the lady said, and

whether they married after that. We have no doubt

they did, as young ladies can forgive much ; but

that part of the anecdote we have forgotten, if, in-

deed, we ever knew.

David Don died some years ago, and the other

Don, George, .also a botanist, and author of the

"Dictionary of Gardening,"" died in ISoC.

—

Ed.]

main.spring of its refinement. This facidty is natu-

rally greater in some than in others, but it may be

cultivated and developed in all to a greater degree.

Many are content to pass their lives, contracting

their faculties, energies and tastes to that which is

wholly practical, and fail to rise to that higher scale

of being where pm-e and elevating joys will make
life's pathway luminous with almost celestial light.

In tlie Creation God pronounced all things good.

Even now, when we have but the wreck of earth's

former glory, there are many things which to the

wholly practical person were created in vain.

Each particular object in creation bears its own
form of beauty, and these varied forms present to

the mind their own i>eculiar lessons. Some give the

mind stronger impressions than mere beauty can

produce. As we look upon the heavens, or upon

the natural wonders of the earth, a feeling of gran-

deur will fill the mind, to the exclusion of the im-

pressions that they would otherwise produce, and

the mind must turn to particular individual creations

for this lesson.

Of all objects belonging to inanimate nature, the

flowers give us the highest and most varied forms of

beauty. To any one who will learn, they give les-

sons of life, which, if heeded, will profit. Go forth

in early morn, while yet morning's pearly tear-drops

load the petals of varied hue, each uniting and re-

fleeting the colors of light, blended with the shades

of the flower, and as the early rays of the sun si-

lently kiss them away, enjoj' their sweetest incense

which rises to the end of day.

To the yomig thoy ajipeal while yet the heart is

susceptible to all the finer impressions. Their study

is calculated to elevate, purify and ennoble. They
teach sweet lessons of our Heavenly Father's care.

Let their silent breathings of tenderness take pos-

session of every soul. Learn of the flowers what

they teach. They will mirror the different elements

of moral character,—some of modesty and purity,

others of beauty, taste, loveliness, and many, also,

of their opposites. Learn, then, the first lessons of

Eden, and you will, if you iMofit by them, possess

a charm which cannot be dispelled. Many have

thus learned and ever enjoyed the rich blessings

which follow. This study will add new charms to

life,—new motives to kindness and deeds of virtue.

y
LESSONS FROM THE FLOWERS.

I BY G. D., SritlSOFIIil-D, M.\SS.

jC\ The mind's conception of the beautiful is the

EFFECTS OF THE WINTER ON FRUIT
TREES AT HUDSON. N. Y.

ItY \. S. ItOWLIiV.

Mn. Editoh—I see but few communicjitions in

the Gardener's ^fonthl)/ from this section of country.

We have the vanity to think that we arc not much
behind any part of our country in gardening and
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horticulture, especially the latter. This, however,

I say, without hoastiug. My chief object in writiog

at this time is to tell you how our fruit trees in this

vicinity have suffered during the past winter and

spring. The prospect witli us now is tliat almost

all kinds of tree fruits will be a failure the coming

season. Our chcrrj' trees refuse to put forth a single

blossom. Plum trees not only refuse to blossom,

but their leaf-buds appear to be, for the most part,

destroyed. Peaches and apricots, of course, are all

gone ; and in the nurseries I am told that all t'.ie

yovmg peach trees are killed to the ground, even be-

low the inoculations. Pears seem to have suffered

least. The Seckel, however, is destroyed, CI mean
its blossom-buds, J except in protected situations. I

find a few of the old Seckel trees standing in open

grounds have suffered severelj'. As to the effect of

the winter on apples, I cannot speak, having but

few myself, and not having examined those in this

vicinity. Besides, it is too early to determine satis-

factorily. Quince trees have, in many places, been

killed to the ground. The smaller fruits, such as

strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, &c., will

have to be our principal dependence, I fear, this

season.
j

Now, as to that very desirable and popular fiuil,

the grape. All my Isabella and Catawba vines iliat

were left up on the arbors and trellises ("which are

eight and nine ycais old) are killed to the ground.

Such as were thrown down on the ground, partially

escaped. The Rebecca fof which I liavc about thirty

vines from three to seven years oldj, loosed from the

trellis and thrown upon the ground, with no protec-

tion but the snow ("when deep enoughj, is putting

forth finely. Not a bud seems to have been killed.

Such as were left tied up, I think, are more or less

injured. This would indicate that the keen, cold

north and northwest winds have as much to do
with the destruction of our fruit as the low tempera-
ture. Undoubtedly the proximity of the earth to

the vine has the effect of drawing out the frost by
degrees, or of regulating the temperature so as to

prevent its othenvise injurious effects. With me,
and, as far as I can learn, in this vicinity, the Re-
becca has proved more hardy in similar situations or

exposures than the Isabella. My other varieties,

the Anna, To-Kalon, Diana, Delaware, and Early
Hudson were buried lightly with earth, and have, of
course, escaped injury. My Hartford Prolific and
Concord had no protection, and are doing well.

The autumn of 18G0 being wet and warm, caused
both vines and trees to grow too late for the wood
to ripen well ; and, consequently, they went into

the wmter fwhich for severity and suddenness of
change of temperature has not been equalled for a
period back of fifty years, according to the testimony

of all observers,^ more tender than usual. This

may account, in some measure, for the destruction

of the fruit-buds, which are always on the last

year's growth. But this does not explain why the

old grape-vines are rent and si)lit through and

through for several feet in many cases. Of course,

all young wood attached to these old canes must

perish with them.

I must close. 1 ani telling a longer story tlian I

intended when I began.

'^

GARDENING FOR LADIES.
EY miMUOSE, NEW HEDK0RD, MASSACHUSETTS.

Yorn Gardciicr'n Monthly, Sir. Editor, is a com-

plete success. We inhabit a seaport town in a re-

mote comer of Jlassacluisetts, and yet, even here,

your paper has become a necessity. Its arrival is

hailed with delight, not only by the frosty heads of

the house, but by three earnest children, who eagerly

seize upon it to see the pictures of flowers, rural

designs and decorations.

With all due respect for other excellent journals,

we think ynvr periodical well calculated for our

meridian, for ours is a Tcry prncticid community.

We have alway believed in flowers, as well as

fniit, and have tried various plans for window and

parlor culture of our favorites, but not with satisfying

results, and have decided that gas and coal-dust are

not favorable to the development of Camellias,

Primulas and Roses. Wardian cases answered par-

tially, Init our longing has been for a greenhouse or

stove, for culture and prr)pagation. Rejoice witli us,

then, in the possession of a well-arranged brick lean-

to, 85 by 12 feet, heated by a small furnace and hot

water pipes, and nearly filled, at this present writing,

with a moderate variety of, we flatter ourselves, well-

conditioned and thriving plants.

Our first paper of seeds, in especial preparation for

our greenhouse, was of Lophospermum scnndens,

which we sowed in a box about the middle of 3Iay,

which were in due time potted off, and are now
rambling about the rafters and rods of said house,

with their bright pink tubular blossoms, showy and

rich ; Maurandias and Cobea scandens share the room
with them, and our seedlings are doing well. Late

in the summer we wrote to our friend, B. K. Bliss,

of Springfield, for Cineraria mimulus, Rhodantho, and
Stock Gilly seeds, and it really seemed as if every

tiny grain had veget.ited ; so complete was our suc-

cess as quite to overwhelm us, and create a vei-y large

demand for very small pots. In a few weeks the

demand was renewed for a larger, and again a still

larger size, the transfers being all made by our

own hands ; and we are now stocked to our utmost

capacit}-, having in tliis simple way, and by the gifts I (ftN

^'^
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of a kind friend and nciglibor, collected some 500

plants, wliicli are now in diifiL'iont stages of forward-

ness. We have been most disappointed in our IM-

niiila sinensis, which grow so slowly tliat we begin to

think we have not treated thini as they best like.

Can j'ou tell us a little about their culture ? Our

special object in this experiment is to discover whether

tliere is any thing in the care of a greenhouse, or

stove, which a lady may not accomplish, and thus

plant-culture on a large scale may furnish profitable

and suitable employment for a few of the hundreds

of women who have nothing to do ! What is llien\

Mr. Editor, to prevent ladies going '"prentice" to

some really intelligent scientific gardener, and by
familiar lectures and practice at the "shelfside," be-

coming thoroughly familiar with the habits and

necessities of each species of these lovely, delicate

forms of life, so fit for woman's care.

So far, we have discovered nothing about their

tending which a woman may not do. In one corner of

the house is a brick tank for potting earth, and when
emptied it can be replenishe by any man who can

understand an order for on part well-rotted turf,

&c. Our friends, the gard ners in the neighbor-

hood, shook their heads and smiled knowingly

;

"Your house is too light,—you can never keep your

pots clean
;
you will be full of green flies

;
you must

have an old experienced gardener for tliis house."

But we built a cistern in one corner, put a copper

pump in, got a good large syringe, a water-pail, and

scrubbing-brush ; and hours which would be no bet-

ter emi)l()yed, we believe, are .spent in experimenting

with our i)ets. Our Mimidus are in a blaze of bloom
;

our Cinerai'ias in jiromising bud. We are cutting

ro.ses, stcvias, heliotropes, geraniums, feverfews, and

abutilons, for the breakfast table, or the sick room.

Our camellias are showing color, and we are con-

sulting your pages with high relish, and wishing our

greenhouse was twice as large.

[The above very suggestive note from our lady

friend is dated Dee. 8, and has thus been too long at

the bottom of our drawer, overlooked.

—

Ed.]

ff
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BALCONY GARDENING.
UY WALTKH KLUEK.

IIavino read much of the beauty and elegance

ini|)arted to Paris and other European cities by

balcony gardening, I have long wondered why
our citizens who are really fond of flowers, should

have BO long neglected this species of gardening

;

but of late years a taste for it has arisen, and is in the

increase. Last year I observed many creditable dis-

plays llirough this city, and the hanging pots with

creepers arc a prominent feature. The simple cul-

ture, small cost, profuse bloom, and delightful frag-

ra"nce of the falling plants, are inducements for bal-

cony gardening. Verbena, Petunia, Mignionette,

Heliotrope, Alyssum, Lobelia, Cuphea, Neirember-

gia, Kscheholtzia, Phlox Drinnmondii, and many
others ; and for climbers, Maurandia, Thunbergia,

Cobia, Jvasturlion, Cypress-vine, &c. There is no

amusement can be more agreeable and innocent

than the watering and care-taking of these gardens,

none so cheap and long continued. It creates a

homctiveness in the way-wanderer, and it aflords a

pleasure to show them, and name the different jilants

to our visitors, and impresses the minds of sli-jugers

of the virtuous habits, refined taste, and moral learn-

ing of the inhabitants of cities. By all means en-

courage balcony gardening.

DRAINING TILSS FOR POTS.

BY J. r., ROCHESTER, N. T.

In your issue for May it is stated that horse-shoe

draiuing-tiles have been used in England for bed-

ding-out plants. Some two or three years ago,

wishing to present a plant or two of a new vine to

some friends, I buried some good-si/.ed Oive-inchJ

horse-shoe tiles near the plant, and bending down
some shoots which had purposely been allowed to

spring from the base of the vine, I laj'ered them in

the tiles. In a short time they made good roots,

were transplanted in the height of the growing sea-

son, and did well.

I do not make this statement with any view to a

"reclamation of priority," but simply because the

extension of the application may prove of use to.

some of your readers. In layering vines, tiles are

decidedly better than flower-pots. But pray do not

class me with those who, whenever any thing good

is published, at once get out with, " Oh, that is no-

thing new ! I did that long ago !" The man who
first jmbltJtlieK is the man to whom the community is

indebted for a good idea. To those who knew it,

but did not give the benefit to Iheir neighbors, no

thanks are due. They have no business to come
yelping after a share of praise which does not be-

long to them.

IVY.

n. T. M., nitOOKI.YN, N. V.

TiiK following is the description of one of the

prettiest uses ivy can be put to. Its dark color, in

contrast to the comparatively light green of our

grass, renders it fit for the frame of a lawn. For

instance, a lawn is staked out, scpiarc, circular or

oval,—say offorty feet diameter. Sow one fool and a

half in grass,—plant three feet with ivy, and the bal-
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nncc of thirty-five niul n hnlf (vet again in grass.

AccoKling to till' tlfgiTO of nnlunil danipncss, more

or li'SH, ivy roots arc neci'ssary ; it inakis, however,

prodigious progress where once eslablislied. Care

must he taken to stake tlie ivy clown, so that it will

not run into the grass ; also, when once going, to

elip it for the same purpose. In winter, where it

miglit perl\:ips he frozen out, a few evergreen hushes

will protect it.

The tronhle bestowed on it for a couple of 3'ears

is auiiily repaid hy a liemitiful settii\g for your lawn.

Flower-beds introduced into the lawn will occasion-

ally heighten the eflect.

This device is prohahly not new to sorric of the

Monthly''s readers ; hut to the majority it may be a

welcome novelty.—' if i

ANOTHER CHAPTSS CP HSNTS.
BY S., l'Illl..\DKI.I*HIA.

Mr. Editor:—I was so much interested in read-

ing your Chapter of Hints in last month's number,

that it set mc to thinking whether I could not fur-

nish you with another, from my experience.

Plant TitiiLi.is.

Fig. 1 is a drawing of a trellis for pot plants, of

simple and easy construction. Fiist procure a roU of

iron wire ofabout an eighth ofan inch in diameter, and

cut it into lengths so that it will form rings of sev-

eral sizes to suit the sizes of the pots. Tlic ring A
Fig. 1.

in the cut must be from two to three inches more
in diameter than the pot, and the ring B from two
to three inches more m diameter than the ring A.

Allow half an inch at e.ich end of the wire for weld-

ing. Take these wires to the nearest blacksmith,

and get him to heat and weld them. You can get a

large number done for a trifle, and ihej' will lust for

years. Next procure some half-inch white ])ine

boards, free from knots, and have them ripped up

at a steam saw-mill into strips of about live-eighths

of an inch wide. These strips must be planed off

and painted green and cut into the required lengths.

When you wish to train a plant, insert these strips

into the soil until they reach the bottom of the i)ot,

and close to the side of the pot. Then place the

iron ring .V iiixide the strips, and about one-third of

the way up. Then coniprcss the upper ends of the

strips, and put on the ring 11 on tlic oviiiidc of the

strips. The pot and the two rings brace the trellis

so firmly, that neither wind nor jolting in a cart

will affect it. It can be put up or taken down in a

moment.

An Exte.mporaneous Hanging Basket.

The drawing ffig. 2) requires but little explana-

tion. A is an inverted flower-pot, surrounded by a

circle of pots of the same size. This circle of pots

is confined by the ring of wire B, which is just Ije-

low the projecting jini of the pots. The whole is

suspended by the wire or rod C, which passes

through the hole of the pot A, and is secured to a

circular block of wood inside
; or instead of the pot

A, a block of wood of the same shape may be sub-

stituted ; in that case, another pot can be placed on

top of the block, and the rod passed through the

hole in the bottom of the pot. The best sizes of

pots for the purpose are five and six-inch. The ad-

vantage of this plan is, that when you have a collec-

tion of plants in bloom in the same sized pots, you
can select such as you may wish, and without the

trouble of transplanting, form them into a pleasing

and graceful group. The engraver has put six jjots

in the outer circle, instead of /m, as it should have

been.

Commercial gardeners who arc limited in means
and time, are often compelled to resort to many ex-

pedients to accomplish their, ends. I have adopted

some in my practice which may be new to some.

i®
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but not, pcrliaps, to most of j'onr more experienced

readers.

Many varieties of plants require an oixn, fibrows,

peaty soil, anil others to have the pots well drained.

For want of something better, I use occasionally

for the first-named purpose, finely-chopped hay, cut

with a straw-cutter, and mi.\ed with the soil. Tliis,

with a little coarsely-powdered charcoal, answers

the purpose verj- well. For drainage of pots I some-

times use coarse ashes or cinders of anthracite coal

and oyster-shells. I find that oyster-shells that have

just been opened are much preferable to potsherds.

The plants derive much nourishment from them,

and I find the roots often clinging to them most

tenaciously.

A very neat mode of supporting tomato-plants,

much in vogue in the neighborhood, is the follow-

ing. See fig. 3.

F;y. 3.

il

Procure a bundle of four feet long pickets or pales

and a bundle of ordinary plasteriug-liiths. Xail the

pickets together in pairs, as shown in the drawing,

so as to form an angle of about eighty or ninety

degrees. Then nail the plastering-laths on them,

very much in the same way you would nuike an

ordinary hen-coop. In this way you can put up a

long row in a very short time. The tonuito-viues

are to be planted along each side of this trellis, and

will require but little tying, as their own weight will

almost be sufficient. The tomatoes should be planted

in rows running north and south, so that they will
i

get all the sun. These frames can also be made
j

single pitch. In that case, the rows must run east i

and west, so as to face the south.

In many gardens where the soil is wet and cold,

or during wet and cold springs, the seed of Lima
j

Beans are very apt to rot before they germinate,

thus causing a loss of time and seed. The practice
j

is becoming very general among truck-gardeners, to
|

plant the seed about two weeks before it is perfectly

safe to set them out, in the back part or corner of a I

hotbed. They can be planted very thickly, so that

the sm-face of the ground is closely covered. In

about two weeks they will have grown three or four

inches high, when they can be taken up carelully

and set out like cabbage-plants around the poles. I ,

liave tried it for two years past, and with perfect
j

success. Before I had often to replant.
|

RETARDING FRUITS.
BY M. 6. K., COLLMIilA, TKNNIiSSKE.

If this age of money and talent could discover

some mode by whicli we could hold back our trees

from early blooming, it would be worth as much as

a gold mine. Cannot some mode of general use be

adopted tluit can give us the control of the sap?

I have tried two modes this spring to accomplish

this much-desired object—one, to keep the ground

and roots cold, and the top warm ; the other, to keep

the ground warm and the tops cold. The result was,

those about which the ground and roots were kept

cold, bloomed first, and were the worse killed. This

may, however, have resulted from the fact that the

trees were dill'erent kinds of apricots.

[Ilcat applie 1 to the branches of a tree induces

action, whether the roots are cold or not. We
doubt whether keeping the roots cool would have

any effect. Shading the branches from the sun is

the only plan we know. Our strawberry crop on

the sunny side of a hill, is nearly destroyed by the

blossoms freezing by the frost of 2d of Jlay. A few

on a north side not in bloom have escaped. It would

be wise where large crops are grown for market, to

have two aspects with the same kind of fruit. If

the early crop is destroyed, the late one will then be

the earliest.

—

Ed.]

USEFUL EXTRACTS FOR AMATEURS.
BY C, r]IIL.\DEI.PIII.\.

Oun correspondent "C." sends us the following

selections, made up from English sources, which

will be found mostly of great value.

Peaks.—Dwarf bushes on quince stocks arc ad-

mirably adapted for gardens exposed to violent

winds; and they are also protected from spring

frosts by placing around them, so that they rest on

and cover the tree,— sticking their ends into the

soil,—branches of deciduous trees with their si)ray-

like shoots on, or young branches of evergreens, or

even a square piece of calico, which can be easily

thrown over the tree when in bloom. The fruit

on such trees ("dwarfbushes_) is generally of increased

size, and not liable to be blown off by autumnal

gales. If the garden l)c small, they may be i)lanted

four feet apart, aud-kejit in a compact, fruitful stale,

bj' being removed biennially early in November. If

large trees are desired, plant six to eight feet, and if

unremoved, they will soon form good sized prolific

bushes.

Biennial removal is the most simple of all methods

of root-pnming; it consists in merely digging a

trench aroimd the tree about fifteen inches from its

stem, early in Xovember, and lifting it carefully out

<3yz- ^^m
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of the ground with all the enrth possible attacjicd to

its roots,—shortening with a knife any that are

straggling. If the soil he rich, so Ihiit the trees

nnreniovcd are inelincd to grow too vigorously, no

fresh eonipost will he renuireil, and it will be merely

necessjiry before replacing the tree, to shovel into

the hole some of the earth from the surface around

it two or three inches in depth ; this will prevent the

tree settling down too deeply. If the soil be poor,

some rotten dung, at least six months old, and

loam, or anj- light earth, equal parts, or moor earth

may be placed at the bottom in the same manner,

and about a wheelbarrow of the sjime compost over

the roots when replanting. The only method to

cultivate successfully prj-nmidal pear on pear stocks,

is by biennial removal ; in this waj' they become

nearly as prolific as those on quince stocks.

For many years it has been common to hear some
gardeners, if lacking energy or enterprise, declaim

against pears on quince stocks, I believe only because

they require careful culture. I have no hesitation in

saying that in the most adverse soils, if the climate be

not too cool, they may be grown with advantage in a

garden. With biennial removal and fresh compost,

they would succeed ("as I can show j in solid clay, or in

hard, stony and gravelly soils. Give them a favora-

ble climate, and you may make them independent of

the natural soil of the garden.

An idea has also been broached, that as the spring

frosts are less severe at ten or twelve feet from the

surface of the earth, it may be advisable to cultivate

our choice pears as tall standards. From 184o to

I806 our spiings ("England^ were generally frosty

and destructive to the blossoms of fruit trees. Dur-

ing that period I have often had crops of fine pears

from my dwarf trees when the standard failed, but

nerer ante crops from the standards when the dwarf

failed to bear. My finest pears are grown on bushes

which are taken up and replanted bienniallj' in

November. In February, annually, about two quarts

of soot are strewn on the surface around each tree

in a circle two feet diameter ; this is left undisturbed

all the summer, owing, I presume, to the constant

radiation of heat from the earth. Pears grown on

these bushes are quite equal in size to those grown
on walls, and superior in flavor.

Plitms.—When cultivated as a pyramid, the plum

tree is a beautiful tree. I have five acres of the finest

piyamids ever seen ; they are objects of the greatest

beauty. In small gardens the pyramids should be

lifted biennially. This gives them a proper cheek,

and makes the trees abundantly fruitful ; but there is

for small gardens, or even for large gardens, much
exposed, no more interesting or profitable mode of

cultivating the plum than as a bush. The biennial

removal as recommended for pyramids should be

adopted, and they soon become pictures of fertility.

I have a Green Gage Plum ten years old, tliree feel

high and four feet diameter ; this in 18o.') was break-

ing down with its load of fruit. For pot-culture in

orchard-houses plums succeed admirably, and late

sorts will hang on the tree until November, and

shrivelling so as to become like a sweetmeat. CSec

his Orchard-house sixth edition.,) " Qucrc.
—'Would

not these orchard-houses give us a plentiful supply

of good i)lums, and escape the curculio ; also, apri-

cots,ncctarines? They can be constructed very cheap,

and really would give more amusement to our ladies

and male friends than the neglected and badly-man-

aged greenhouses, useless in suninicr and expensive

in winter. Grapes in pots, strawberries, and an

endless variety of fruits, might be daily on the table

and not cost one-half the expense of expensive

plants, and ever-dying exotics."

RAsrBEKRiES.—Rivcrs' report of the new Au-

tumnal kinds is as follows:

—

Ortnbcr Red, or Mcrveille des Quatre Saisons,

("only four dollars per do/,(^.) Large, bright-red;

bears even more abundantly in autumn than the

Large-fruited Monthly. Its spikes of fruit are often

from twelve to eighteen inches long.

October Yellow, Mcrveille des Quatre Saisons pent

Jaune, (six dollars per dozen, J has the same habit

as the preceding, but gives yellow fniit of a good

size and flavor, and bears abundantly.

Blackberry.—Laicton. He says :
—" This black-

berry is very popular in America. It has borne

fruit here, and proves to be a distinct variety, giving

fniit rather more conical in shape than our English

Blackberry, and, perhajis, a trifle larger. In flavor

there is liavdl}' any difference, but it ripens about

the middle of August, or a full month earlier than

our Ens-lish blackberries."

—

T. Rivers.

GAnDEXrxG rs Engi-akp.—At the sea side resi-

dence of Queen Victoria, in the Isle of Wight, a

large portion of the pleasure-grounds is appropriated

to the young Prince and Princesses, who have each

a flower and a vegetable garden, green-houses, hot-

beds, and forcing-frames, nurseries, tcol-houses, and

even a carpenter-shop. Here the royal children pass

hours of their time. Each is supplied with a set of

tools, marked with the name of the owner; and

here they work with the enthusiam of an amateur,

and the zeal of an Anglo-Saxon. There is no branch

of gardening in which the royal children are not an

fait. In fact, from the highest personage in the land

to the poorest Manchester weaver, gardening has be-

come such an essential part of education and refined

culture, that to all classes it is one of the "necessa-

ries of life."

M.
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RATHVON'S ENTOMOLOGICAL ESSAY.
This month's article completes the series of the

above, which we have been publishing for some

tiiiK'. We intend now putting the same in book-

form, with the plates colorei), which will be an

invaluable treasure, as it will enable fruit-growers

to distinguish at a glanceliis friend or foe from among

the nuvny forms of insect life, and will give to the

entomologist a cabinet, which he will be fortunate if

he should be able to obtain from nature.

The drawings and colorings may be relied upon as

correct, coming as they did from so well-known an

entomologist as Mr. Stauffer; and for the letter-press

descriptions, we need but allude to the reputation of

the author, whose pen the Fruit-Growers' Society of

Eastern Pennsylvania was so fortunate as to engage

on the subject.

The work will be published in octavo size, bound

in cloth, at the low price of 7.5 cents, or paper at 50

cents.

A STRAWBERRY VIEW.

Of all fruits, the advent of the strawberry season

is the most welcome. Epicures may cast tlicir

longing eyes at embryo bunches as they pass through

their grape-houses,—and the men of heavy means

and proportionate patience see all humbler fruits

eclipsed in the anticipated luxuries of their pear

orchards ; but to the mass of the people all these are

obscured by the strawberry. That is the fruit for

the million. It is very interesting to note the great

progress this strongly republican fruit has made in

its hold on the hearts of the masses. From forming

a dish that might only be set before a king, and

which, if hi.story tell truth, even a roy.il person-

age has been known to die surfeited ; it has suc-

cessively descended to do duty at the tables of

aristocracy, and at the humbler boards of American

sovereigns, till he who does not allord the family

he governs at least one good strawberr)' festival in

! season, is not worthy even of a reputation, and
'very poor indeed."

^ur strawberry crop is not rijie at the present time

of writing, and while our lips are moving in advance

of the coming enjoyment, we will suffer our pen to

note a few points in the modern history of the straw-

berry ; considering what has been done for it, and
what it has done for us, and what we yet expect it

to do. About thirty years ago most of the kinds of

any note in cultivation in this country were what we
should now consider small and very poor bearers,

and were mainly imported varieties of the Old Pine

and the Scarlet. Of the latter, the Methven, under

the name in some localities of Keen's Seedling, was
one of the most popular. The Philadeli>hia markets

could furnish little else but this variety, and, if tradi-

tion has correctly informed us, very few even of

these. About twenty-five years ago the first de-

cided impulse to strawberry-culture was given by
the Iloveys in the raising of Hovey's Seedling,

which was considered so far in advance of all exist-

ing varieties, as to be a wonder of its day, and afford-

ing nearly an argument against the doctrine of tlie

great botanist Ray, and which has almost passed into

one of the canons of natural history, " natura non

facit saltum,"—nature does not improve by jumps.

Certainly this w-is a leap of no mean extent, and
strawberry cultivation with it went on at a bound.

But Hovey's plant had imperfect flowers. The
stamens were wanting, and the plant in that state

could not fertilize itself, and was consequently bar-

ren. But it seemed that nature, in rendering the

stamens abortive, did so only in order to turn her

energies in another direction, namely, a greater

profusion of these imperfect flowers. The Cin-

cinnati cultivators were not long in turning these

facts to accoun;, and by introducing a few pollen-

hearing plants, — staminates amongst the imper-

fect pistillates, succeeded in fruiting the latter to

such an extent that prodigious crops were the result,

and while the fruit was thus brought within the

reach of all 1)3' the low prices, the culture became
so general, that for awhile it might seem doubtful

whether the Queen City was most famous for her

strawberries or her pork.

Our Western friends were proud, and justly so,

of their discovery, and with the enthusiasm which

history shows to be generally inseparable from really

useful inventions, undertook to give to their new
application of facts all the merit of novel botanical

principles, on which another party of poniologists

took issue, and a long " strawberry- war" was the

consequence, ended only by sheer exhaustion of the

combatants. The one

berry oncj pistillate or

party claimed that a straw- f
>r perfect, was alv.avs so, f PM
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through all its successive gcnemtion of runners.

The other asserted that under some circumstances

changes at times occurred. Tlic question miglit very

well have beeu left to tlie laws of the science of

vegetable morphology to decide, had not its discus-

sion a practical bearing on the character of nurser}--

men in regard to the accuracy and identity of the

varieties they sent out. History does not record

tliat either of the combating parties were convinced

of error, and the only certain fact is, that the

"hatchet" was bm'ied, and peace has since reigned

undisturbed.

About this tinte Myatt, of England, was revolu-

tionizing the strawberry-culture of that country with

his improved seedlings, and the many new kinds

of that country were extensive!}' imported to tliis, all

with more or less failure, and the impression becom-

ing general, that foreign kinds were not adapted to

our country, a stimulus was again given to rais-

ing American seedlings. Every 3-ear brought its

varieties,—Pha>nix, Burr's Pine, JIc'Avoy's Superior,

Genesee, Longworth's Prolific, Gushing, and scores

of others, none of which, however, attained any
very wide-spread popularity, except, perhaps, Burr's

Pine, which, with Hovey's Seedling, can scarcely

yet be said to have their glories entirely dimmed
by the best of the popular favorites of the present

time.

About the year 1S.j3 .James "Wilson, of Albany,

raised the Albanj- Seedling. He does not appear to

have thought vcrj" highly of it himself, for it was dis-

tributed without much noise or comment, and at a

low price, amongst his friends all over the Union.

It was found, however, that no strawberry ever

had so great a power of adapting itself to local varia-

tions as this. It bore well and abundantly, with

great regularity and certainty ercri/ where, and with

a small amount of trouble and care, which was a I

sure passport to the gardens of the masses, ignorant

ing of fruit cannot go on in the same plant at the

same time and do full justice to each. It is now
therefore a jiart of the science of .ttrawbcrry-culturc,

tliat the runners must be cut olf of fruiting i)lants;

and that to get strong plants, the fruit should be

denied the priviledge of perfecting. Besides the

superior strength of plants from unfrniting parents,

nurserymen of correct habits are likelj- to adojjt the

plan as insuring greater accuracy of stock, as with

the best care, seedlings will at times come up in fruit-

ing beds and mix the kinds, to the great bewilder-

ment of the purchaser, and edification of those who
believe in no change of sexual classification. The
profits of this mode of culture are also matters of

history. One cultivator, Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg, hav-

ing invested thousands of dollars in this plan, after

a careful testing of opposing ones,—and is reaping,

it is said, a rich harvest of golden grain as the result

of his judicious discrimination.

There is yet one great improvement wanted,

which in the name of the people we beg to suggest.

It is all very well for our Cincinnati friends to

profess, as our good friend Mr. Longworth once

told us they did, that no one wants to eat strawber-

ries without cream ; the observation was used, by-

the-way, as in favor of a reasonable amount or

acidity in some favorite, to which we objected. Wo
know that all the world and his wife, as well as the

dear little ones, would like to have strawberries so

presented to them, caring little for the cream, that

at any impromptu moment they could get and carry

away a box of the precious rubies, at pic-nics or

on excursions, without the inevitable " owner's box"

before their eyes. "We want, as they have in*

Europe, cheap boxes or baskets, to be made bj' the

million for a trifle, and for the sole ownership of the

million. The London pleasure-seeker buys his

"pottle" of strawberries at London Bridge, before

taking his excursion boat for Gravesend, which, after

of the greater value and profit of a better class of emptying its contents at his leisure, he commits to

strawberries, that only required more scientific know
ledge and greater practical skill than they possessed

to manage properly.

Let the comparative value of the Albany be what
it may, the historical fact may not be suppressed, that

its dissemination gave an impetus to strawberr)--cul-

ture with us not less in value to the introduction of

Hove}-, or the discovery of the sexual theory. "U'e

now want a strawberry with all its good qualities,

but of better flavor. We hope that amongst the

many varieties of last and previous years, such may
be found. Will not our coiTespondents report their

experience ?

In improved cidture, strawberry history is worthy

of quite a new volume. It is now pretty well un-

derstood, that rc-production of plants and the bear-

the surface of the "deep," and no loss to any one.

We believe some attention has already been given to

it by some of the advance guard of the strawberry-

growers' forces, and as they arc of that character

that knows no defeat, we expect to hear of their

successes at no remote period.

THE TARTARIAN MAPLE!,
ACER TATAHICl'M.

This is one of the most striking of all the maple

genus. The appearance of the tree suggests rather

a fine specimen of hawthorn than a maple

;

and, as it grows close and has a twiggy habit, is

very striking, and is eminently characteristic of re-

fined culture when introduced to garden scenery.
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When the tree is yomi^ and growing thriftily, the

berry is threc-lobcd, and nuicli resembling a young

Clinton Grape-leaf. Our sketch was taken from

such a form, grown on a free near Philadelphia, and

is one-half the natural size. When, however, the

tree grows further towards inalurit}- the leaves are

lieart-shaped, and undivided,—the lobes, as above

represented, becoming (juite obsolete. The flowers

grow in erect spikes, close together, and like our

Moosewood (Acrr uti-intum) in appearance. It is

a native of Russian Tartary, quite hardy in this

country, and well worthy the attention of culti-

vators.

EDITORIAL COMPENSATION.
No one not in the secret has any idea ol the innu-

merable annoyanrrs connected with the nuuiage-

mcnt of a journal of this kind. One reader cares

nothing for this subject,—another for that. Here

one man's interest is aflected,—there another's pn'-

judice assailed. Questions of a public nature em-

broil you with your best private friends, and to

your enemies you arc seldom able to offer a sufli-

cienl peacc-otf(!ring.

In ordinary cases, the knowledge that all this is

compensated for by the pecuniary success of one's

labors, renders the position of an editor or of a pro-

prietor not altogether intolerable. In our case,

where neitlier the proprietor nor editor went into

the cause with any idea of making money bj' it,

either directly, or indirectly as an aid to any other

business, the only compensation desired or expected

was that the cause of horticulture might, peradven-

turc, be advanced, and we receive, at least, the gra-

titude of our fellow -men for our eiTorts.

We are pleased to say that in this w-e have not

been disappointed. Most of our friends have been

animated by the same spirit as we have. They have

generously labored to make our little work known,

and have extended its circulation, until, with the ex-

ception, perhaps, of tlie London Gardener's Chronicle,

we believe we have a circulation greater than any pure-

ly horticultural journ.al in the world. Ignoring profit

by our labors, our friends have done their duty also,

and, by extending our circulation, have saved us

from loss,—all that we asked of them.

In addition to this, the many kind words in hun-

dreds of letters, and from the whole agricultural

and horticultural press, complimentary to the past

and encouraging for the future, have cheered us on

in our labors, and at no time have they been more

profuse or more earnestly expres.«ed than in the pre-

sent one of our national troubles. We sincerely say,

that at no period of the existence of our periodical

has its inllucnce for good been shown so unmistaka-

bly as now,—and that we believe, had we a wide

choice, we could serve our whole country no better

than by acting as its editor.

"Your periodical," wMitcs a distinguished divine

of New York, "is the only one that comes to my
table that makes me entirely forget war topics, and

I thank you heartily for so great a luxury." An-

other clergyman and valueil friend, from Pennsburg,

Pa., says, ">Iy mission is eminently one of peace.

Our jjapers are all on the war, and the advent of

your J/(>«(/i7^ is ever anxiously looked for." Simi-

lar letters from the North, East and WeSt pour in

in abundance. Gratifying as they are, our Southern

correspondence during the past few months is still

more pleasing, so far as the unfortunate condition of

things will admit of any pleas\ne at all.

Dr. Ravenal, the distinguished botanist and horti-

culturist of Aiken, S. C, in the tirsl and only letter

we ever had the pleasure to receive from him, writes :

" I presume post-oflice communicjition will soon be

no longer open to us ; in which case I wish you to

take any and every chance you can to send me the

Monthly. Whatever nniy be the merits of the con-

troversy between the dillVrent parties in our coun-

try, fund I hold my own opinion on this subject,^

I shall never forget the pleasure your journal has

given me, or relinquish my desire to receive it."

And thus up to the day of (inal mail suspension,

scores of letters have reached us, which wo relig-

iously cherish,—some recounting what their writers

consider the wrongs they have Buffered from the
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North, others expressing iilihorrencc at the course

of their own neighbors of tlic Soulli,—some for

Union, some for disunion, some for peace, some for

war,— but all wishing a long career of prosperity for

the Monthly; their wish that back files should be

saved for them ; and determination, shotdd Ihcy be

spared llirough the struggle, let the result be what it

may, to resume tlieir places in its refining circle.

AVhat greater subject can appeal to our individual

patriotism ? That in tlie midst of one of the most

heart-rending conflicts the world has ever seen,

—

when father and son, brother and friends, church

against church, and pulpit against pulpit arc divided

to a greater extent than any history can furnish a

parallel,—we should hold in our hands one of the

strongest, most pure and lasting bonds of union,

drawing togetlier hearts the more strongly as the

political and religions relations tend to sunder them,

is one of the proudest reflections of our lives,—one

overwhelming myriads of such annoyances as we
alluded to in the opening of our chapter, and afford-

ing us a stronger inducement than ever to persevere

in our course of horticultural propagandism, as one

of the wisest and best means of infusing love, har-

mony, peace and good-will amongst men.

jSrraps anb d^uprips,

23*Conimunications for this department must rcacli the Editor

OD or before the lOtli of tlie mouth.

23=^iie Editor c;uinot answer letters for this department pri-

vately.

Cold Yiseries.— W. F., II., Lexington, Ky.,

writes

:

" As I am about building a cold vinery for

foreign grapes, I want some information on the

subject. 1st. As to the best mode of construction.

2nd. The probable cost of the kiad of one you

would suggest. 3rd. The best time for planting the

vines. 4th. The best plan for preparing the borders.

5th. Which is the best, inside or outside borders

;

and, C6_) as I want them entirelj- for family use, and

not on an extensive scale, give mc your opinion as

to the best varieties. I wish to build one on a cheap

but yet durable plan.

[1. There are two general classes of graperies,

—

lean-to and span-roof,—and these again may be

either flat-roofed or curvilinear. The best mode of

construction will depend on the class chosen. For

general purposes, the flat-roofed, lean-to, or span is

employed. This may be either on tlie fixed-roof

principle or with sashes ; the former is now coming

into general use. How to construct on the fixed-

roof principle is described in detail at page 117 vol.

I. fAugust number.^ That strncttirc was intended

for plants ; but any one accu>tomed to greenhouse,

or even common hotbed frame building, can readily

adapt it to the purpose of a vinery.

2. Houses on this principle can usually be built at

ft-om two to five dollars per foot, according to the

size or dimensions,—a lean-to about ten feet back,

throe feet front, and sixteen feet wide, would cost

in this section about three dollars per lineal or run-

ning foot. A house on the sjisli priucii)le generally

costs more than double that of fixed roofs.

3. Just before the leaves burst in spring.

4. We cannot do better than refer 3'ou to an ex-

cellent article by a superior practical gardener at

Yonkers, Kew York, at page 139 vol. II. ("MayJ,

for those who grow on the old border system. It

is best to have the border entirely in the house, if

sufficient skill and care can be em|)loyed in the man-
agement of the vinery. They can be grown best

this way. Where but little time can be sjiared for

management, we prefer a border to extend both ir.-

side and outside the house. In Mr. Bright's hands,

the divided and detached borders produce wonderful

vines. When you have well managed the old sys-

tem, you may try your hand at his improv mcnt,

which you will find fully described at page 34, Vol.

II, ; or you might ti-y it on a small scale at first in a

part of the house, and if you found you understood

it well and could manage it, extend it to the whole

house ultimately.

6. Three-fourths of Black Hamburg, and divide the

balance between Royal JI scadine, White Prontig-

nac, Grizzly Frontignac, AVest St. Pet>rs, and, if

possible, some of the newer kinds, .. hicli may pos-

sibly prove to be real improvements, such as Golden

Hamburg, or Muscat Hamburg. We must add,

however, that we seldom recommend novices to go

into novelties on their first trials. It is best for them
to start with well-known and dependable kinds.

Diseased Rose-leaves.—JI V. F., Logansport,

Ind.—The leaves sent are not, in our opinion, in-

jured by the frost. The following are our reasons

for this opinion. The leaves are too far expanded

to suffer in that way. Frost will only injure a young
growth. When once a leaf is partially burdened,

frost will not injure it in the wa}' yours are. Again,

the tenderest portion of a leaf is its extreme margin.

When injured by frost, this portion suffers first.

—

Some of your specimens are so injured ; but many
of them are injured at the base of the leaf, and even

the footstalks are browned, while the outcrand more
exposed portions are not injured at all. We cannot

say w hat has caused the injury w ilhout seeing tlie

plants and judging from circumstances. You need

not have apologized for the simplicity of your ques

'—-^^
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tion. It is an okl and true saying, that a reasonable

amount of skepticism is nccessarj' to make a true

believer, and in no case is it so wise to doubt as in

those little circumstances that daily come under our

observation, in which pei'severing industry will cer-

tainly convince us of the reason and cause. Exten-

sive knowledge is but a series of small observations,

and for this reason, as our past pages show, we are

ever readj- to aid our friends in solvuig these "sim-

ple things."

ADVEnxisEMENTS

—

Kotcfrom J. B. Good.

York, Pa., June. \3lh, 1861.

Mr. Thnmn!< Meelian :—
Dear Sir—In the last number of the Gnrdcner^s

Monthly I notice a letter from Henry Kohly, of

Greenville, Ills., in respect to my Grape advertise-

ment, <ic. From what I can judge of his writing,

I come to the conclusion that the man must have

been insane or very absent-minded, as the enclosed

letter from him will show. This is the only letter

that I ever received from this Henry Kohly. If he

did send any money, (lehirJi I doubt very much,) it

never reached this place nor came into my hands, as

the enclosed is the only letter that I ever received of

him, and there was not a particle more in it than

what I send to you. He says that his lirst letter

was dated Februaiy 11th, ISOl ; whereas the en-

closed letter proves positively that he is wrong, as

this is dat(;d .January 30th, 18()1, and is, I think,

based upon my January card of Grape-vines, as he

makes no mention at all of cuttings. To this letter I

sent him tlie communication you published, and

dated "February IGlh, 1801," and with my signature.

You will know his handwriting, and can judge for

yourself who is the greatest swindler in this case.

Does this man mean to put a false charge against

me, and thereby defame me ? He says he never

noticed inj' card before the 11th of February;

whereas the enclosed letter from him shows quite to

the contrary.

In respect to others there may be who did not re-

ceive their vines, or were dissatisfied with them, I

am willing to make every thing right next fall.

Through the present crisis in the country and other

embarrassments, it was impossible for me to attend

to my orders as should have been done. I hope
that all will come right again.

Respectfully yours, John B. Good.

[This letter fully justifies us in the course we have
uniformly ad()|ited, not to interfere between nur-

serymen and their customers, for the reason that

we cannot know the exact facts, and are in no po-

sition to judge of the justice or injustice claimed.

In our last, Mr. Kohly says his first letter to Mr.
(!ood was written February 1 1 III. j\Ir. (Jood now

encloses one dated from " Greenville, January 30;h,"

as quoted in the letter of Mr. Good printed last

month, and the envelope, post-marked " Greenville,

January Slst," and the conclusion is inevitable that

Mr. Kohly is mistaken. So far, Mr. Good has en-

tirely the best of the controvcrsj'. And now, as to

the other, how shall we decide? Mr. Koldy says

he sent money to Mr. Good. !Mr. Good denies

receipt of it. First, as to the probabilities. We
know there are men who would receive money and

deny it, and then we also know that the mail is un-

reliable at times, and that letters will get lost. The
probabilities may be for or against Mr. Good ; but

to the actual facts, what have we whereon to

form a judgment ?

The last paragraph of Mr. Good's note demands

a word. We staled in our last that we had received

many letters similar to Mr. Kohly's, complaining of

Mr. Good. Mr. Good here seems to admit that

there is some ground of complaint, and excuses

himself on account of the "crisis" and "other em-

barrassments." If Mr. Good means that he has

received orders and money, as many parties write

to us they have sent, and, neglecting to acknow-

ledge or in any way notice their letters and remit-

tances, offers the above as a satisfactory apology,

we presume it is not likely to be successful. Wc
must, however, say, as wc have before said repeat-

edly, that w« cannot consent to stand between ad-

vertisers and their customers. We had scarcely

commenced our work before we thus cautioned our

readers, at page 73 of Vol. I., in answer to a cor-

respondent who supposed "simple-minded people"

take it lor granted that a paper endorses "an adver-

tisement," that we had no sympathy with those

who were "simple-minded," and declined to inter-

fere. Again, at page 121 of the same volume, we

expressed the same views. We advised our readers

not to buy of those who advertised in our paper,

without "previously satisfying themselves of their

character for honesty and fair dealing." At page

245, Vol. II., in rei)ly to a Canadian correspondent,

we again repeated the jirinciples we had adopted,

and declined to interfere in the ease.

Our rule is, to adn.it no advertisements of a busi-

ness into our columns when we know that such

business is essentially a swindle. Thus we have

uniformly refused to advertise for a so-called "nur-

sery" in Kentucky, and for other "quack" concerns.

But when the business is legitimate, we cannot in-

terfere with the man's manner of ctinducting it. Deal

with those you know to be prompt, honorable and

reliable. If you think you can get a better bargain

by trusting your purse and your confidence into the

hands of entire strangers, whose only recommenda-

tions may be flashy -written advertisements, "trc-

-xX^Wi
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niendous sacriflccs," "soiling regardless of cost,"

and other clap-trap, why slvould wc he called upon
to syiiipathizx- when the huycr fliuls his '' harguin

don't amount to much ?"

So far as Mr. Good is concerned, it is but justice

to add, that wc have just received two letters, one

from a respectable merchant in Baltimore, whom we
personally know. He says :

—" I gave Mr. Good a

heavy order for vines, and received them in good
order. They were very fine plants, and satisfac-

tory." Tlie other, whom we also personally know,
a Philadelphian, sa3-s:

—" I sent him five dollars for

Delaware vines, and received them. They were
small, but are doing well."

With this explanation of our "platform," we
hojic to have uo occasion again to refer to the

subject.]

GitEExnousE BorLERS—/. T. W., Jackson, Mich.,

wants to heat a house twenty-five by fift}- feet, and
and asks whether flues or hot water would be most
economic;!]. He says he can get a small tubular

boiler for sixteen dollars, and might want to divide

the house in o two sections, the one to be heated

when the other was not.

Generally the first cost of a boiler and pipes is ten

to one against them, a jd in favor of flues ; though

in an account of ten or twenty years, the former

comes out much the cheapest. If, however, our

friend can get three-inch pipes for about twenty-five

cents per runnir.g foot with a sixteen dollar boiler,

have hot water, by aU means, especially when it is

desired to have at times one house heated and the

other not, which can be regulated by a stop-cock.

In the latter case, all that is necessary is to see that

the boiler and fmnace are large enough to afford

sufficient heat for both in the coldest weather. What
that size should be, can only be told when the struc-

ture and uses of the house were known, and the

probable amount of heat required.

Lnrc, Leaves, &c—A Subscriber, Philadelphia,

writes :—" I have put around the roots of my peacli

and nectarine trees tobacco-leaves, previously soaked
in water, wrapping them around the stem about two
or three inches below the surface of the ground, and
three inches above. Tlien, after putting back the

earth, I heaped air-slacked lime around the collar of
the tree. The object was to protect the trees against

the ravages of the borer. It aftenvards occurred to

me that the combined action of the tobacco and
lime might be injuiious to the trees. Can you say
how this is? fl.)

In his work on the strawberry, Pardee recom-
mends watering the plants every ten days or two
weeka with a solution composed of a quarter of a

pound of su1])hatc of potash, of sulphate of soda, of

nitrate of soda, and an ounce and a half of sulphate

of ammonia, mixed with six gallons of water. But
he does not say to what surface this is to be applied

—whetlier half an acre or an acre. Will you be

good enough to inform me ? and also wliether it

may be applied while the plants are fruiting? (2).

Is tan a good mulch for pear and other fruit

trees? (Z.)

[1. We should apprehend no injury under such

circumstances.

2. Mr. Pardee, no doubt, means that the plants

should be watered with a watering-pot, and in such

manner as if the plants were dry and we were using

common water merely, and that the mixtiu'e should

thus go as far as it would in that way.

3. Tan has been found useful as a mulch for straw-

berries, but not better than any other material for

other trees or plants.

Patent-Office Pl.UvTS—U. B., Oalesburg, Ills.

—The Biota " sinensis" and Piuus pinea that you
have received from tlie Patent Office are very com-

mon things, and though they may probably live

through the winter in your section, are not very

desirable for your climate.

Black Knot ox the Peach—A Subscriber, Leo-

minster, Mass.—Some time in the autumn of 1859 I

noticed a singular cxcresence upon one of my young

peach trees, which appeared to be identical with the

black knot of the plum tree, and after cutting it off,

the wood beneath presented the same peculiar ap-

pearance as does the wood of the plum beneath a

a black knot.

Last summer another knot made its appearance

just below the spot where the first one grew, which

I have also removed, and enclose you a small por-

tion, in order that you may determine whether it

really is the same tiling as the black knot of plum

or not. I have understood that in some places the

cherry has become affected by the knot, but I have

never heard of their being found upon peach.

[The genuine black knot. We have never seen it

before on the peach.]

Ants aeout PyEONiEs—B". B., Gtilcsbiirr/, Ills.—
Hot water, in which sulphur has been mixed, poured

about the plant, is the best way to make ants leave.

If the ants "work on the bud," it is probable that

other insects have been there before them, and that

they are merely feeding on saccharine secretions

the insects have left behind them.

Mountain Asn Seed—J. E., Datenport, Iowa

^^^
^m^
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—If not sowed until spring, after the seed has been
somewlmt dried, it will not come up till the second

I

season. If put in sand, kept damp until sown in
' spring, it will usually grow that spring.

The Aii.ANTHus Sh.kwokm— i?! Berg, La Pen, Mo.
I —Wc have placed your specimens in the hands of a

distinguished entomological friend, who will report

on tliciu in our next.

TQpto or IBLarF JPIanh.

Pavitim Ei.ATfM, Called also ^faha clnhtm, is

described in Hooker as a Cuban tree of very hand-
some inflorescence. To us it possesses interest, from
the fact of its being the tree from the inner bark of

which the "Cuban bast" of commerce is obtained.

It has generally here been coufound<'d with the

"Lace Bark" Layctta Untearia, which Sir W. Ilooker

says it does much resemble.

TiiK Fkmai.e AfcUBA jAPomoA.—Mr. Fortune

has discovered this in Japan ; the male variety of

our gardens being the only one so far discovered.

He says it bears a profusion of magnificent red

berries.

Amono the last Japan plants from Mr. J. G. Veitch

are some most interesting and hitherto wholly un-

known in our gardens, and which, considering tlie

climate that produces them, maj' be expected to be

as perfectly hardy as Thujopsis dolabrata itself. Wc
add a few notes concerning them. — Gardener's

Chronicle:

PiNUS PENSIFLOKA, SkhaM .j- Zui-c., Flora Ju-

poniea, ii. p. 23, t. 1 12.—Of this Siebold gives the

following account. It is found all over Japan, grow-
ing along with P. Massoniana. Forty feet high or

more. It is more especially found on the slopes of

mountains to the height of one thousand to two
thousand feet. It, however, occurs at the bottoms of

valleys. The timber is of great excellence; its resin

is largely in recjucst for the plasters and s.ilves used

by the Japanese in healing wounds and sores. In

pulmonary complaints they hold it to be a specific.

Indian, or China, ink is made from the soot of both

P. den.sifloraaud Massoniana. So far Siebold. The
cones are smaller than those of a Scotch Fir, with

flat lozenge-shnped terminations to the scales, and
very small seeds, with a narrow curved wing. Mr.

Gordon tells his readers that this plant is the same
as the Stone Pine, imv .astounding assertion, enough
to ruin the credit of any book. fScc liis Pinctum,

p. ITD.J

PiNCS PARViFLOiiA, Siebold ^ Zuccarini, Flora

Japohica, ii. 27, t. 115.—This is one of the Cembra
tribe of Pines, with leaves five in a sheath, and great

wingless seeds. According to Siebold, it, although

found cultivated all over Ja])an, is a native exclu-

sively of north of the empire, extending from about

yS^ N. Lat. to the Kurile Islands. It forms a small

tree, not above twenty-five feet high, in the Japanese

l)romanades, but being taller on the north-eastern

slope of the Fakonc Mountains. The wood is much
used by cabinet-makers and turners. There is a

dwarf variety, and the species seems much inclined

to vary in stature and in the length of the leaves.

The cones are oblong, with great blunt thin-edged

concave rugged scales, when fnlly open.

Abies firma, Siebold^- Zuccarini, Flora Japonica,

ii. 15, t. 107.—Concerning this most beautiful species

we collect the following Irom Siebold. It is a large

tree, with the aspect of the European Silver Fir,

growing from IJinsu to the Kurile Islands. Its

timber holds a fifth-rate place among the Japanese,

and is principally used in fancy-work, or for making

the cases in which they pack their lactiuered goods.

It is white, soft, and fine-grained. The cones are

about four inches long, pendulous, straight or little

curved. Their scales are broad, dull, downy, a little

notched at the edge, and beyond them projects

somewhat the narrow sharp jioint of a stiff bractcal

scale.

Uetinispora obtusa, Siebahhj- Zuccarini, Flora Ja-

ponica, ii. 38, t. 121. (IIinoki</aj)._)—"A Japanese

author says that as a hero is the glory of men, so is

the Ilinoki that of the forest." So writes Siebold;

and certainly the account he gives of the tree would

seem to justify the assertion. We have before us a

branch of the plant with some cones. In its dried

state it looks like a small leaved state of Thujopsis

dolabrata without its glaucous underside and with a

more brilliant green color. It is an evergreen coni-

fer, belonging to the Arborvitfc race, and Siebold

assures us that it has a straight stiff bole from sixty

to eighty feet high, and five to six feet through at the

butt. Its branches spread like a fan, and its white

flne-grained solid wood shines like silk when worked

up. Because of these superior qualities the Japanese

consecrate the tree to the Goddess of the Sun, whose

chapels and little temples are built entirely of its

timber. Moreover, most of the wooden utensils

employed at the Court of Micado are formed from

it, and retain their natural color without the aid of

varnish. The tans of the jinnce and his women are

also made of little slips of Hinoki wood, held to-

gether by silken threads, and gleaming with the

colors of the rainbow. The country of Hinoki is

h:^-^^—
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chiefly the mountainous part of Nippon, where it

forms viist forests, anil on account of the high price

of its timber, is an important article of tra'Ic. Huge
piles of colossal bulks antl planks niaj- be seen col-

lected on the banks of Japanese rivers. The tree is

phtntcd for ornament and sliade all over the empire.

Sp. 1. V. Japonira, {Mi» Ilnornibo» obtuaU ntibtiu glnucls, pliy'"

lulia rhumliei", pulvliiln ilnnRnllBrigiilln InciirvlH, Ktnikillii aphrcricin

MX'Ctis pnbcwciitibus bniit.iii triiiiigiilnribu!) cbmgtilU IncunU.

Retinispoua PisrFER.\, Sieboldi- Zaeearini, Flora

Japiiiu'rii, ii. :!0, t. 122. fSawara Jap.)—A smaller

anil mole slender tree than the last, with sharp pointed

leaves, glaucous and concave on the under side.

According to Siebold, the leaves are also of a darker

green ; he saw individuals twenty-five to thirty feet

high near a temiile at Nagasaki ; and found it grow-

ing intermixed with 1{. obtusa. Its cones are much
smaller, and the oil cj'sts on its seeds more numer-

ous as well as larger.

4

Veitchia jAroNicA: Lindky, n. g.—Of this ex-

traordinary plant only two mutilated cones, a few

seeds, and a small branch have been received ; but

they suffice to show that it is a wholly new form in

the coniferous order, with the seeds of a Chama;-

cyparis, the leaves of an Abies, and cones which

become, when ripe, more like spherical honeycombs

than any thing else to which wc can compare them.

One would fancy the plant to represent an Abies,

permanently assuming m the cone the monstrous

form so often given to the common spruce by the

attack of insects, and then struggling onwards to

become a Sciadopitys or a Cryptomeria. The
branches are short and covered with spirally ar-

ranged projecting curved pulvines, resembling those

of Abies Menziesii. At the base of each branchlct

is a small cup formed of recurved scales from which

the branchlet emerged when young. The leaves

are half an inch long, linear, blunt, and glaucous

beneath. The cones are erect, downy, nearly spheri-

cal, about an inch in diameter, before ripening fur-

nished with incurved horn -like projecting bracteal

scjiles, which at maturity break and disclose as

man}- four-sided sockets or cavities, within which

lodge a ("to us uncertain,) number of small two-

winged seeds terminated by a pair of short, straight,

tooth-like processes. We cannot do otherwise than

associate with this extraordinary genus the name
of Mr. J. G. Veitch, its active and intelligent dis-

coverer, and the introducer of so many fine trees

previouslj' uuluiown in this country. For our sci-

entific readers we subjoin a brief technical descrip-

tion:

Vtitchia.—Genus Conlferarum Abictoanim. Strehili alveolatl:

i. e. OT.ariU convoliitid omaiao 00011.1119 dcmuni apico quadratim

dcUisccntibus, bractois coroatis clongatia incurvis maturitate, fra-

gilibus. S^mtna diptera, apice bicornia 8. bidoDtata (nutnero in-

dctcnninata.) FOKa Abietis.

NewFokeion Gwkvpa.—Ingram's Hardy Prolific

Grape is a fertile setter. The bunches are from

twelve to fourteen inches in length, having black

oval berries, with the peculiar vinous flavor of the

Hamburg, yet more pi<iuaut, and combined with a

slight spice of JIuscat. Tlic llavor is new. Owing

to its ripening in a niucli lower temperature than

the Black Hamburg, it is a good sort for a green-

house. The footstalk of the berry is stiff. It has

been exhibited before the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety's Fruit Committee, and obtained a first-class

certificate ; the fruit shown being cut from a vine

struck from a single eye that was only fourteen

months old from the time of putting in the single

eye till cutting the grapes.

Oro8 Maroc Grape.—This is likely to prove a

valuable new purple grape. Its berries are oval, and

verj' large; bunches, shouldered, and very large.

Its habit is most vigorous, with large woolly leaves.

It ripens with the Black Ilamliurg in a house with-

out tire-heat, and will hang a long time on the vine,

or be kept with great ease in bran, so as to form

English raisins, as its skin is thicker than the Black

Hamburg. Its flavor is remarkably rich.

Gros Colman Grape.—This is a round purple grape,

with verj' large berries and bunches. Its leaves

are large, and its habit coarse and most vigorous

;

skin thick, and flavor inferior. It is, however, a

very showy grape, and, like all thick-skinned grapes,

it wQl hang a long time on the vine.

Muscat Troveren Grape.—A variety of the White

Frontignan, with very large berries and bunches.

Though the flavor is less rich, it promises to be a

very desirable sort.

The Japan Grape, or " Yeddo Vine," produces a

fruit of great excellence. The bunches are medium-

sized. The berries are of a brownish color, thin-

skinned, and flavor excellent. This might prove of

immense value to our country, where .lapan plants

usually thrive so well ; and we commend the ques-

tion of its introduction lion to our "Patent Ollice,"

in place of "tea plants" and Red Strap-leaved

Turnips.

Pullen's Seedling Peach.—On looking over

some back files of the Pennsylvania Horticultural

^
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Society reports, we find a seedling peach, raised by Mr. Isaac Pullen, of Hightstown, New Jersey,

very liiglily spoken of, and a premium awarded it.

Not finding it in Downinjr, and liearing it frciiiicntly well spoken of by peach-growers, we give

the following cut and description from memorandums by us:

Leaves, with globose glands; fruit, very largo, and more compressed in shape than the Crawford's

Late ; skin, of a beautiful yellow color, with a dark red cheek ; flesli, yellow, and of most esccUent flavor.

Ripens between the 20th and 30th of September. Seedling from Crawford's Late.

BompsNr InfFlliqpnrp*

Woodruff's Patent PonTABi^E Barometer.
—This instrument, so useful to the farmer and gar-

dener, is constructed in a strong, compact manner,

and can be furnished at a price within the reach of

almost every one. See Advertisement.

Ox " SKELETONizrso. "—Tlierc seems an endless

diversity among the ornamental arts which serve to

occupy the leisure and exercise the taste and inge-

nuity of that large class of women, who are not

wholly engrossed with domestic cares,—for who is

there that Itas no time to embellish the daily routine

of van- with something of beauty and variety ?

There are unfailing sources of female employment

in the innumerable variations of crotcheting, knit-

ting, and zephyr w(jik, which, if indulged in to

excess, keep our wives and sisters in-doors, in a

sitting posture, during hours which might be profita-

bly siient in active and healthful exercise. These

employments are, however, being increasingly di-

versified by others, which, though kindred in their

motives, are widely ditl'erenl in their scope, involv-

ing the collection and study of natural objects, and

corresiionding rambles into the woods and fields.

In these both sexes may be appropriately associated,

uniting wholesome jihysical and mental recreation

with the cultivation of the most retiuing and elevating

tastes.

Several years have elapsed since the introduction

of the aquarium or water-garden among us, and a few

of these elegant and attractive ornaments are still to

be found in dwellings, notwithstanding the diflunilty

of keeping up the perfect equiUbrium of animal and

LI
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vcgeUible life so essential to their success; the

f,TiiLT3-, AViirdiiin case unci Imnging basket, nrc more

easily nuuiageJ, ami at lea^t one of these iiortabic

little conservatories furnishes a green spot in many

a parlor antl drawing-room during the dreary reign

of the frost king.

The latest novelty in the way of these ornamental

uses of natural objects is that for which the name

of "skeletonizing" has been coined; its object is

to produce permanent and beautifully white prepara-

tions of the frame work or skeleton of different

vegetable structures, and to mount these taslefiUly

under glass shades or otherwise.

The study of the intimate structure of all plants

discovers among the several kinds of tissue de-

veloped during their growth, innumerable membra-

neous vesicles of various shapes, containing starchy

and mucilaginous matters chiefly in the fluid state

and when developed in the light, a peculiar green

coloring matter, called cMorophyU. This cellular

structure predominates in the stem of the young

plant, in the leaf and the immature seed vessel;

its functions during the growth of the plant is to

assimilate from the air the elements of the plant's

food, which it is fitted for by its loose and porous

structure, and the free circulation of the sap and all'

through it.

In the growth of most vegetable structures, and

especially of perennial plants, trees and shi'ubs, the

cellular tissue gives place in the stems to woody

tissue, the fibres of which are drawn out into ex-

tremeh- fine and tough tubes, compacted together into

bundles, which, stretching through the plants length-

wise, afford the necessary strength, and, it is supposed,

serve to convey the sap from the roots to the di-
I

gestive organs, the leaves. This woody fibre extends

more or less in the leaf, and even into the flower,

and forms what are called the veins of the leaf.

To those who have studied this veining of leaves

in connection with their great variety of forms,

there will be no lack of interest in our new art, but

even to the most unobservant tyro it cannot fail to

acquire Interest as he pursues it in connection with

the new ornamental art of "skeletonizing."

The cellular structure from its loose le.xture, the

fermentable nature of its constituents, and its per-

meabilitj' by fluids decomposes very readily, when
removed from the plant ; all must have observed

how a heap of fallen leaves blown mto a moist

place quickly soften into a pulpj' mass, exhale foetid

odors, and furnish the matrix for a rank growth of

ferns, mosses and toadstools; it is thus that the

exhanstec" soil is constantly replenished by decaying

vegetation.

—

Friend's Intelligencer.

[To be Concluded in our 7i&rf.]

"WeLLESBT, TnE Se.\T of II. II. HUNSEWELL,
Esq.—Jlr. IltmncweH's place was made entirely by

the spade. So late as 1851, the present ornamented

l)orlion of tlie estate, about forty acres, presented

to view nothing more than a hideous sandy plain,

with scattered clumps of pitch-i)ine and scraggy

oaks. These were entirely removed before any

thing else was planted. Then an acre of ground or

more was thoroughly trenched and manured, and,

when iircpared for a nursery, planted with fine varie-

ties of evergreens, elms, maples, oaks, beeches, &c.

These were only about fifteen inches high, but were

set out where required as tlicy attained growth and

hardihood. The lawn was then graded, subsoiled,

and cultivated some years before grassing. All the

exposed parts of the estate toward the public road

were planted out of view ; and, until the trees

reached a good height, the border was yearlj' sown

with potatoes, the yield in some measure paying for

the work. When the situation of the house was

finallj' chosen, avenues from several points were

formed by alternating the Pinus excelsa and Magnolia

Iripctala with Norway Spruces and masses of rare

evergreen shrubs, such as rhododendrons, &c. , for one

approach, and by white pines and larches for another.

Willi admirable taste and judgment the formality

of the avenues is discontinued on approaching the

lawn, with its views of the lake, the Italian garden,

and the house and plantations are segregated into

groups and single specimens, chosen especially for

their beauty and rich effect. About eight acres are

here adorned with the finest trees that can be pro-

cured, many of them transplanted from a distance of

twenty miles, even when nearly thirty feel high, by

removing them during the winter, witli balls of

frozen earth about the roots, to holes already pre-

pared. The keeping of these grounds has minute

attention, and all the accompanying features of the

place,—the mansion, the teiTaces, the French and
Italian garden, the lake, are on a corresponding

scale of magnilicence.

—

Christian Examiner.

Kew Hakd-Glass.—We have been shown an in-

vention of Mr. O. S. Cadwell, jr., of this city, de-

signed for the earl}- starting and protection of vege-

tables in the Spring. It is simply an eartlieuwarc,

hollow cylinder, of about ten mches in diameter and

eight inches in height, with a sloping top, to which
is fitted a pane of glass. Holes are provided for ven-

tilation. It can be furnished cheaply, and seems in

many ways preferable to the hand-glass now in use.

—Homestead.

How THE EsGLISn RiPEX L.VTE Pe.ars.—Mr.

Powell, of the Royal Gardens, according to Mr.

Bright, in the Horticulturiat, says they allow all late
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pears to hang on the trees till the latest peroid of

gathering. Give light and air to the fruit store for

the first six weeks; after this close the house, and

keep the temperature at 45^ to 50-'. If not colored

or ripe at the proper season, put them into a close

box, in a warm room or vinery, where the tempera-

ture is from 00 J to 70°.

IIow TO Dissolve Bonks.—The following is a

copy of a private letter written by the editor of the

Southern Meld and Fireside to a friend who wanted

to dissolve a qunnlity of bones for raising root crops ;

"To make a good article of superphosphate from

bones, you should use about as many pounds of

sulphuric acid as of bones (dry weight) ; break the

bones as fine as you can with an old axe or sledge

hammer, ("they ought to be ground, if practicable

with you,) when they should be wet by the free use

of water boiling, adding half as many pounds as

there are of dry bones. The half of a molasses

hogshead will, perhaps, be as convenient and cheap

for operating in as any thing. To the bones and

boiling water in this vessel or some other, add slowly

the acid, and stir the mass constantly as the acid is

poured in. A powerful boiling takes place from

the escape of carbonic acid from the bones, which

gradually subsides by occasionally stirring ; the

bones in a week or ten days become like paste, when
the whole could be taken out and mixed with per-

fectly dry loam or charcoal dust, to fit it for drilling

with a machine. Where bones are larger, or the

acid weak, it may take a month to dissolve their

earthy matter ; and this end is promoted by cover-

ing the large tub or half-hog.shead holding the bones

and acid with several loads of fermenting loose dung

to increase the temperature, where heat is an im-

portant element of chemical action. I should not

use over one to three hundred pounds of dry bones.

Any bones or pieces not softened, I would compost

with fermenting stable-manure, whose heat and

carbonic acid will slowly dissolve them."

Quinces.—The Apple Quince, of which there are

several varieties, is the common old sort, of rather

weak bushy growth, leaves small, light green, oval,

sometimes ol)ovate or roundish at the end, and downy
on both surfaces.

The Portugal Quince is of much stronger growth

;

the leaf is large, broad, heart-shaped, glossy, smooth,

dark green on the upper surface, lighter colored and

downy on the under surface.

Anger's Quince, a hybrid raised from the Portugal,

which it resembles vciy much, but the leaves are a

little more pointed, and not quite so dark colored.

It has the advantage, that it grows more readily from

cuttings than the Portugal, at least in a Northern

climate. It also has the advantage, tliat it unites

well with the pear bud.

Paris or Fontenay resembles the Anger's very

much, perhaps its growth is a little more upright.

It grows very easily from cuttings, and is probably

in every respect equal to the Anger's as a stock
;

some French nurserymen even prefer it.

—

Calton

Planter.

A Fancy II.\nging Basket.—We saw a very

beautiful fancy lianging basket in the hands of a

lady on the cars. It was composed of a cocoa

shell and pine cones. Saw the cocoa in two parts for

the cup or frame of the basket, and with prepared

glue, attach the small cones of the i)ine or larch, be-

ginning at the bottom and forming them in rows to

the toj) of the shell. A large cone makes the knob

at the bottom. This one was made entirely of cones,

but I think one nearly as pretty might be made on

the shell of a squash or gourd, covered with acorns

and their cups, interspersed with pretty toosscs,

where coaco shells and pine cones are not to be

had.

—

Field Notes.

A New Canadi.vn Dye.—Professor Lawson has

exhibited specimens of a new dye of great richness,

prepared in the laboratory of Queen's College, from an

insect, a species of coccus, found for the first time last

summer on a tree of the common Black Spruce (Abies

nigra, Pair,) in the neighborhood of Kingston.

This new dye closely resembles true cochiueal, a

most expensive coloring matter, capable of being

produced in warm countries only, and which is used

to give a fine and perniancnt dye in red, crimson

and scarlets, to wool and silk. Unlike cochiueal,

the new dye, discovered at Kingston, is a native

Canadian product, and cajxible of being produced

in temperate countries. Having been but recently

observed, a sufficient quantity has not yet been ob-

tained for a complete series of experiments as to its

nature and uses ; but the habits of the insect, as well

as the i)roperties of the dye, seem to indicate that it

may become of practical importance. In color it

closely resembles ordinary cochineal, having rather

more the scarlet hue of the flowers of jidonis au-

lumnalis, and, no doubt, other shades will be ob-

tained.

Cheap Roofs.—A very simple and efTectivc roof-

ing for bams and other out-houses, is made in tho

following manner: First cover any description of

light rafters whh well-seasoned, three-fourths or inch

thick boards ; then cover with sheathing paper, giv-

ing suflicient lap—about two inches—and fasten with

small, flat-headed nails, and give this a coating of

asphaltum and flue sand mixed, and laid on hot.

asphaltum is not easily procuniblc, a good sybstitut

S of
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is made by mixing eight gallons of tar with four

pounds of rosin ; boil and spread on wliilo liot, and

sprinkle with dry sand—all it will take—before cool-

ing. A roof constructed of such niaterials can be

made almost flat, a run of one inch to the foot being

amply sunicient. With asphaltum, procurable in

any quantity in San Francisco, a durable and cheap

roof is obtained.

—

California Farmer.

Soi,.\xrM Fexbleui. — In Western Texas and

New Mexico a new species of the potato was dis-

covered some years acco, which, from its l)eiug so

closely allied to the common potato, groat expecta-

tions were formed that it might resist disease, and,

perhaps, supplant the common potato. As we be-

lieve Utr. Fendler, the distinguished botanical collec-

tor, who discovered it, and in whose honor it was

named, is now engaged in connection with the Bo-

tanical Garden of St. Louis, we call attention to the

matter, in the hope that he ma}' be able to put some

parties on the track of introducing it for experiment.

Pertilizek fou Cabbage.—Superphosphate of

lime, especially when mixed with some rotten wood
("not pine wood) and worked into the ground, has a

powerful effect on cabbages.

—

Cotton Planter.

Apples in Orec.ox.—Tliis is becoming a staple

crop in Oregon. The 0. Farmer says one lirm in

Portland have been " for a long time past bringing

over one thousand bushels per day."

Fabpugitm GRANDE has been found quite hardy

on the grounds of Hovey & Co., Boston, Mass.

To Stop Leakage in Hot-W.^teu Pipes.—Get

some iron borings or filings, and mix thera with

vinegar, forming it into a salve ; with this till up the

cracks where the lenkiuais ; and if the pipe has been

previously dried, and is kept dry until this has become

quite hard, it will never fail to effectually stop the

leakage, and will stand for a length of time. If an

iron pipe should burst, or there should be a hole

broke into it by accident, a piece of iron may be se-

curely fastened over it, by bedding it on, in a salve

made of iron borings and vinegar; but the pipe

should not be used until it has become pertectly firm.

each variety can be recommended for cultivation in

the Slate of Missouri ?

Answer: As known to be adapted to the central

and south-eastern portions of the State

:

First—For 100 trees, the best fix Virieties for

family use arc—Karly Harvest, 8 ; Maiden's Blush,

12; Fall Queen, 1.5; Ortley, l.j ; Wine Sap, 2.");

Newton Pippin, 2.).

Second—Tlie best twei.\i: varieties for family use

are— Early Harvest, 0; Red June, 4; Maiden's

Blush, 10; Fall Queen, 8; Kambo, G; Ortley, 10;

Yellow Bellflower, G ; Pryor's Red, C ; Newton
Pippin, l.S; Rawle's .Tanet f.Teneton), 13; Michael

Ilenry Pippin, 6 ; Wine Sap, 12.

Third—Tlie best twenty varieties for family use

are—Early ITarvcst, 5 ; Kixl .luue, 3 ; Red As'rachan,

3; Sweet Bough, 2; Maiden's Blush, 7; Rarabo, 5;

Fall Queen, 6; Newtown Spitzenberg, 4; Fameuse,

4; Ortley, 6; Yellow Bellflower, 5; Michael Ilenry

Pippin, .5 ; Pryor's Red, 5 ; Wine Sap, 8 ; Newtown
Pippin, 8 ; Swaar, 3 ; ^Esopus Spitzenberg, 3 ; White

Pippin, 5 ; Lemon Pippin ("Long Green_), 5; Rawle's

Janet CJeneton), 8.

Query ? For an orchard of one thousand trees,

what varieties, and how raanj- of each, can be re-

commended for market purposes ?

Answer : 100 Early Harvest ; oO Red June ; 30 Red
Astrachan ; 50 Fall Queen

; 75 Ortley ; 100 Wine
Sap ; 125 Jeneton ; 150 Newtown Pippin ; 50 Little

Romanite ; 50 Michael Henry Pippin ; 50 Pryor's

Red ; 50 Smith's Cider ; 50 White Winter Pearmain

;

50 Willow Twig.

<&fiifuflpg.

Report of the Missouri State Frcit-Grow-
ERs' Association in answer to the questions pro-

posed by the American Pomological Society :

On Apples.

Query ? In an orchard of one hundred trees for

family use, what six, what twelve, and what

twenty varieties of apples, and how many trees o
.'

BOTANICAL NECROLOGY FOR 1860.

BY PROFESSOR ASA GRAY, IN SILLI.MAN'S .JOURNAL.

Professor Hochstetter, of Esslingen, Wirt-

emburg, died on the 19th of February, at the age of

seventy-four years. The Rev. Prof. Hochstetler

produced no important botanical works ; but he and

his associate Steudel, whom he survived two or

three years, were active promoters of botany through

the Unio Itineraria, an association for furthering bo-

tanical collections—of which they were the man-

agers.

Professor J. G. C. Leiimann, of Hamburg,
who died on the 12th of February, in his sixty-

eighth year, was a botanist of note, and a volumi-

nous author. His earliest work, a monograph of

Primula, appeared in 1817, his monograph of the

Jlsperifolim the year after, that of Potenlilla in 1820.

He elaborated the Onosracem and his favorite genus

m^§^ -tr^
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Potcnlilla for Hooker's Flora ot British America

;

and Ills last publication of any magnitude and crown-

ing work was his Revisio Potentillarum, a fine quarto

volume with sixty-four plates, issued in the year

1850, an excellent monograph.

G. n. VON SciiUBEUT, a Bavarian botanist of a

former generation, to whom Jlirbel in 181!!, under

the name of Schubertia, dedicated the genus estab-

lished for our southern Cyi>ress, which Ricliard had

earlier called Tarodium— survived until Jul3' last,

having attained the age of eighty years. He is com-

memorated in an Asclepiadeous genus from Brazil,

established by his fellow-countrymen, JIartius and

Zuccarini.

Dk. J. F. Klotzscii, keeper of the Royal Her-

barium at Berlin for the last twenty-live years, died

on the uth of Novemljcr last, at the age of fifty-five

years. As a systematic botanist. Dr. Klot/.sch

worked industriously, observed discriminatingly,

but generalized badly, or rather—like others of the

same school—wanted that largeness of view which

enables the able naturalist to discover, almost in-

stinctively, the true characters and just subordina-

tion of natural groups, in the midst of the most

diversified details, and that gift of sound judgment

as to natural genera in which Linniinis and the other

great masters so much excelled most even of the

better botanists of the present age. Dr. Klotsch's

monograph of Beyonmcece, and his papers on Eu-

phorbiie ("one of the latter, which dismembers the

Linna^an genus Euphorbia into more than a dozen

genera, published during the past year,) are striking

ilhi?tral!ons of the opposite system. The distinc-

tions are, doubtless, for the most part, true and

good ; their valuation is open to serious objection.

TiOUis i)E ViL-MOUiN, of Paris, died on the 2'2d of

JIarcli, '18G", at the age of forty-four years. Al-

though his name and that of his venerable, still-sur-

viving father fto whom DeCandoUe dedicated the

genus VUmorinia,) hardly aiipears in the catalogue

of botanical authors, yet both have rendered import-

ant .service to botanical science, while contributing

most essentially to the advancement of agriculture

and horticulture by original observations, and by

experimental researches, devised and conducted

upou truly scientific principles, respecting the form-

ation of varieties and their fixation into races, and

the amelioration and augmentation of the useful

products of cidtivated plants. A notice of some of

the brief but most suggestive papers of the Vilmorins

upon this subject was given in the 27th volume

(new series; of this journal CSl.iy, 1820J. In de-

vising and conducting such experiments, oftea re-

quiring both physiological and chemical knowledge,

a delicate skill in manipulation, and a quick eye for

natural aflinitics, the younger Vilmorin w-as unri-

valled ; and his death in the midst of so useful and
so honorable a career, has left a serious void. It is

but just to his memory to acknowledge that we have

learned more from him respecting the laws and con-

ditions which govern both the production and the

jireservation of vegetable varieties and races than

from any other source. What with his character-

istic modesty he entitled an Esaai d'un Catalogue

Mdliodique el Synonym iijue des FromenU, arranging the

sorts of wheat known in cultivation under fifty-

three sections, reduced to seven botanical species, is

a woik which reiiuired the researches of years, al-

though only a pumiddet of fifty pages, aud is his

most extended publication. His several articles,

since collected under the title of Notice sur ramelior-

ation des plantes par le senis, el coniid^ratiom tur I'he-

redili des vegetam are characteristicallj- brief. But

are all the result of the ino.st conscientious, skillful,

and prolonged investigations, and all are real con-

tril)ulions to knowledge, the value of which is not

to be estimated by the bulk of the record.

J. B. Pater, one of the botanical members of the

Academy of Sciences, and Professor of Vegetable

Orgilnography and Anatomy of the Faculty of Sci-

ences, at Paris, died on the .'ith of September last,

aged only forty-two j'cars. The correspondence of 51.

Xickles has already- supplied a biographical notice of

Payer, in the preceding filarchj No. of this journal.

His speciality was organogeny ; his principal worli.

Train d' Organoginie Comparie de ta Fleur, in imperial

octavo, with 154 crowded plates, is a very handsome

and imposing production, but perhaps not of the

highest critical value. His seat at the Academy of

Sciences has recently been filled by another orgauo-

genist, of excellent promise, 5[. Duchartre.

Jonx E. Le Coxte, former Major of U. S. Topo-

graphical Engineers,—whose death, at Philadelphia,

in November last, aged seventy-seven,was announced

in our March No., Cp.303J—was almost the Nestor of

American botanists, although his principal contribu-

tions to science, except the earlier, relate to zoology,

chiefly to entomology and lierpetology. His first

botanical publication, a Catalogue of the Plants

growing spontaneously on the Island of New York,

appeared just half a century ago. Many of the

choicest botanical stations even seventeen years

later, when Dr. Torrcy issued his catalogue of the

same district, were as low as Canal Street, and

Peck's Slip. Even the earlier author lived to see

nearly his whole llorula extinguished, swept away

by denudation, or uncomfortably overlaid by roceut

M^
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'strata of stone, brick ami mortar. Major Le Conte

maile fxtcnsivc collci'tioiis in Georgia at a period

wlii'U that part of tlic country hail been little ex-

plored, and freel}' imimrted his materials and his

valuable observations to working botanists. He
j

also pulilislied several good botanical papers in the I

earlier volumes of the Annals of the Lj-ceum of
j

Natural History, New York, and more recentlj-, in

life Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Scien-

ces, Pliiladelphia, an Enumeration of the North

American Vines, and a pai)er on the species of To-

bacco, with which, unfortunately, we are not ac-

((Uainted. For tlie last ten or twelve years Major

Le Conte has resided in Philadelphia ; and we arc

to expect from one of his scientific associates there,

a lilting tribute to the memory of this venerable,

genial, and accomplished gentleman and naturalist.

ffiffi]?ps gyruih % "^pg?!afite.

Mode of Drttkg the Common Red CrnnAXT.
—The currants should be quite ripe wlien gathered,

with the stems attached, and washed or rinsed elfec-

tually and drained off. Tlien stem them and wash
them thoroughly, and to each pound of currants add

a (piarter of a pound of good Havana sugar; then

place them in a preserving-kettle over a fire until

they come to a scald heat, when they are turned out

into white earthen dishes, and exposed to the action

of the sun until, by evaporation, they become har-

dened on the upper side. Then they are turned

over, and there remain until they become so on the

otlier side, am', so alternate until they become a sort

of leathery texture, when they are put away in

earthen jars or boxes until wanted for use. Care

must be taken to keep them from the dews of niglit

and rains during the process of drying ; finally, tlie

utmost cleanliness should be observed from first to

last.

When used, enough hot water is required to dis-

solve them or render them to any consistency suit-

able for tarts, jelly, etc. At the same time, more
sugar is required to make them quite palateable,

which must, of course, be governed by taste. Cur-

rants in this way have kept well with us for three

years, and the presumption is, that they will keep

for a longer time if well cnrcd for.

—

IluilkuUurist.

Tojr.vTO CnowDEn.—To one bushel of green to-

matoes add one dozen green peppers, twelve com-

mon-sized onions, one quart of grated horse-radish,

one cup of ground mustard, one ounce of cinnamon,

one oimce of cloves, whole. The tomatoes, onions

and peppers chopped fine. Put the tomatoes and
onions in a vessel over niglit, sprinkle a little salt

over tlieni, and in tlie morning drain tlie water
olf; put all together and boil tlieni in clear water
until tender; tlien drain the water from tliem; pack
in a jar mixed with tlie above-named spices, and
pour scalded vinegar over them. — Rural New
Yorker.

B.MvED Tomatoes.—Pour boiling water over ripe

tomatoes, and remove tlic skins; cut them in two
and place them in a deej) l)akingdish, or tin

;
put

bits of butter over tlieni, and add salt, pepper, and
a little sugar. Hour and water, and bake an liour in

a quick oven.

—

Rural Nctv Yorker.

Stewed Tomatoes.—Peel and cut in pieces eight

large tomatoes
;
put them in a stew-pan, with a tea-

spoonful of salt, half as much pepper, and a piece

of butter the size of a large egg; cover and cook an
hour; tlien add a large tablespoonful of rolled

crackers or bread-crumbs, and stew half an hour
longer. Stir them often, that they may not burn.

—

Rural New Yorker.

Gkeen Corn PuDDrNO.—Grate the corn from
three ears of green sweet corn ; beat five eggs light,

and stu- them into •». quart of milk; add the corn,

with a large teaspoouful of salt, half a nutmeg,
grated, and a teaspoonful of lemon extract; add
sugar enough to make it sweet, aud Ijake an hour.—Rural Nero Yorker.

A New Vegetahle.—There has lately lieen ex-
hibited at several meetings of the Royal Horticultu-

ral Society a new vegetable which promises to be-
come a jiermanent institution among kitclicn-gardcn

crops. It is a cabbage in tlic furni of Brussels Sprouts.
The stem is about a foot high, liearing on its sunmiit
a good-si/e-hearted cabbage of the ordinaiy charac-
ter ; but the stem is covered with small cabbages
about the size of a small dessert apjile, and these
when cooked form an excellent di.sli, partaking of
the flavor of a nice summer cabbage, and without
the strong Savoy flavor which distinguislies the
Brussels Sprouts. The merit of producing this va-

riety is due to Mr. "Wm. Melville, Dalmeny Park
Gardens, near Edinburgh, and a very good name by
which to distinguish it would be to call it Dalmeny
Sp routs.— Codu'je Ga rdc n e r.

^%^
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Pinks axd Carkatioxs.—Never grow a pink in

poor soil. It is not like sonic flowers, wliicli merely

grow less ; but it iRtiially loses its character.

Prefer cow -dung to horse-dung ; but either should

be fairly rotted into mould.

Let the loam you use be that obtained by laying

common turves, cut as if for lawns, up to rot. It is

good at two years old.

Use two parts loam and one part dung ; and make
your bed cigliteen inches deep.

Plant nine inelies apart, as soon after July as you

can get your jjlunts.

Never let more than one stem go up to each plant,

nor more than two buds be letl on to bloom ; any

very crowded llowers excepted.

When in flower, take ofl" the bottom shoots for

pipings. The top three joints arc to be used.

Mix up some of tlie proper pink soil with a little

sand to strike your pipings in.

Stick the pipings half an inch in the compost, and

freely water; cover close with a .shallow ha id-glass,

and shade them.

As the bloom pods swell, tie them round the mid-

dle with a piece of matting, to prevent tlie calyx

from bursting.

As the petals developc tlicnisch es, assist them down
into tlieir places, and shade tlieni alwajs from the

hot sun.

Give them, from tlie time they swell their pods to

bursting, liquid manure fa gallon of decomposed

cow-dung to five gallons of water_) once to tliree

plain waterings.

Never leave in the bloom a self-colored petal ; take

it out when you first see it ; for one of these will

condemn a whole stand of flowers.

Never let your pipings under the glass get dry
;

for it is certain destruction.

Wlieu rooted, remove them into llieir permanent

beds, or into store beds, three inches apart in the

row, and the rows six inches.

Never delay planting till the spring if you can get

j-our plants in the aulnmn. The sooner tlicy are

settled down the finer tliey bloom.

—

/Scottish Gar-

dener.

Imi'uoved Gaudknehs.—A writer in the Scottish

Oardener says

:

Fifty years ago a gardener who wrote for the

press was a sort of prodigy. The horticultural socie-

ties publisliing transactions, without doubt contribu-

ted to the cidtivation of this habit in gardeners.

IJiil how elaborate and operose were theirfirst efTorts;

for with much to comnumieate, they had little skill

in the wsiy of telling it. It is believed that, at first,

most of the essays and contributions were re-written,

or at least carefully pruned and dressed by the

officials of the societies. London's Gardener's Maga-
zine set a good example of plain, direct, intelligible

writing in the papers of the conductor, and atforded

room and scope for the efforts of others who were
willing to follow his example. A great advance is

manifested, in the number of writers at least, in the

numerous horticultural periodicals of the day.

A Japan Dwahf Fin.—Mr. Fortune, in a recent

letter from Japan, speaks of an extraordinary speci-

men of a dwarfed Fir Tree. ' Its lower branches

were trained horizontally some twenty feet in length
;

all the leaves and branches were tied down and
clipped, so that the whole was as flat as a board.

The upper branches were trained to form circles one
above another like so many little tables, and the

whole plant had a most curious appearance. A man
was at work upon it at the time, and I believe it

keeps him constantly employed from day to day
throughout the year.

CuLTiA'ATioN OP TnE WATERCRESS.—The Water-

cress, Sfasturtiuin officinale, is a native of rills and
streamlets, not only in Great Britain, but in nearly

all parts of tlie world, having been met with in such

situations on the most distant jiarts of the earth's

surface. Its use as an esculent is no doubt as an-

cient as it is universal.

The most successful cultivators of the watercress

are sucli as can command a supplj- of running water

near the springs from which it issues, as in the l)eds

at Little JIarlow, in Buckinghamshire, and at Hick-

manswortli, in Hertfordshire. Wherever a flow of

water can be kept in command, either to let oil' or on

the beds, tliere in general the watercress may be

grown in considerable perfection.

—

London Journal.

yorpign (|orrps]ponbpnrp.

Letter from onr Occasional Paris
Correspondent.

ruris. itay Saih, 1861.

Friend Mekhan, heavy falls the hand which

pens these lines. Gloomier tlian ever seems to me
the news from my country which summer breezes

waft across the ocean. How shall I reconcile the

war with cheery gardening talk ? And still that is

what you want. Well, then, be it so. In your

paper, at least, all parlies will meet as on neutral

ground,—that is the prerogative of science, that it

elevates us all above terrestrial niiseiy.

And now to your question : wherein dilTers French

gaidening most from American gardening ?

^i^
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In a groat many things, to be sure. Prominently

so at the start that cverj' French suburbanist con-

siders it a matter do riguer to have his garden nice

and tidy and well kept ; consequently he spends

more money on it tlian your average man at home,

wlio is ashamed of a worn carpet, old paint, &c.,

inside of the house, but considers it extravagant lo

nm a bill with the nurscrj-man, to buy new gravel and

to keej) his garden sontething like as [jresentjible as his

parlor. That, you see, makes a vast difference at

the beginning.

The real ditfercnce is that which the climate works.

More tender things can stand the winter here than

in your latitudes ; whilst your fierce summer sun

brings colors gencrallj' to greater dcjjth than here.

As to style of gardening, the difference may be

best illustrated when I say, that in America art is

called in to correct and improve nature, and that is,

to my knowledge, the true style of gardening

;

whilst here in France we imagine an ideal sort of

nature, and use art and artifice both to bring it

about. Of course, we lose nature by it. Hence the

stiff, green screens, the immense green walls, the

circle-s pyramids, &c., trimmed out of emasculated

trees. Distasteful to me for ever ; and were I to

live in this countrj- for the rest of my life, I would
never relish that style. Sometimes advantages are

gained by it. For instance, a favorite way to-gct

shade of tlie densest kind is to plant horse-chestnuts

pretty close, and to behead them when they are

about ten or twelve feet high, leaving the lowest

branches only. These, trimmed up twice a year,

spread horizontally, and form a compact roof,

through which you cjm rarely spy the skj'.

Stiffness altogether characterizes French flower-

gardens. The flowers, plants and trees stand as if

on parade, trimmed up, and minding their behaviour.

As iin instance, all rose trees are high-grafted. No
rose whatever is allowed to show any thing but a

naked stem, on which a well-trimmed, round and
curled head is cultivated. The " single-stem" sys-

tem prevails.

Tills excessive trimming robs even the common
landscape of its ease and grace. Poplar trees are

cultivated by everybody. They grow quickly, and
are soon made into money, serving for tying the

vine, and other uses, p .cking-bo.xes and fences in-

cluded, incredible as the latter may seem to you.

Well, these poplar trees must be trimmed to be kept

alive. Here, however, every branch and limb is cut

off close to the tnmk every few years, and the eye
get.s shocked at the rows of skeletons which it con-

tinually passes.

It is fair now to mention some of the good points.

First, the care which characterizes even the hum-
blest garden. Self-esteem and the true love of the

beautiful are evidently elements of the soul of its

French owner. Next we notice the variety of flow-

ers, shrubs and trees, and their massing. As an in-

stance, it is common to find in our gardens groups

of your own native Rhododendron maximum, from

six to two hundred in a group. AVliere do j'ou find

your own shrub, than which nothing is more splen-

did, in that proportion in your own gardens? Per-

haps not a hundred of them in famous " Central

Park!" You cultivate verbenas on a large scale;

so do we in France. You cultivate, though, such a

worthless flower as petunias almost as much. >Iay

I be forgiven the sin of calling it worthless. To
my eye it looks weedy, has no shading in its color,

no luring perfume, nothing at all to recommend it.

Wliy not cultivate, above all other things, the rose

—the acknowledged Queen of Flowers—with the

same passion as the French ? Item the hollyliock,

of picturesque stature, stately and of immense va-

rieties. Item the pa;onies and their hundred varie-

ties,—a tribe of flowers which seems not to be known
with you, and still a flower which has the kindness

to light up your garden before the roses, fuchsias,

&.C., have come to bloom. Why, friend Jlechan,

this ignorance or neglect of the p;eonia ? Another

flower the French cultivate wijh fondness is the

daisy and the pansy. In these and in the massing

of showy flowers in single, double and triple belts

of various hues, the force of our gardens manifests

itself.

Your readers ma)- cry out about the expense of

such gardening. So I will wind up with saying that

carpets are considered luxuries, here verj- rarely in-

dulged in
;
you consider them and their unnatural

flowers a necessity. Again, Americans consider

flower-gardening in the French sense of the word a

luxurj', very rarely indulging in it; whilst liere it is

a necessity. De guslibus non est dinputaiidtim, but

there is no such a thing as good and bad taste.

Yours, etc., p. !M.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTITEAL
SOCIETY.

Official Report.
The regnlar monlh'y monling and display was held at Concert

IlaU on TueHdiiy evening, l.sth ulu

Although nol so largi^ uh on former occa-sion?, the exhibition
eompriscil fiomi' novelties and ohjects of interest,

Mr Hubert Hiiiet made a very attntctive show of Ro.-^es, includ-
ing homc of the latest ac({tii.titions from Europe, arranged in largo
maiises; they presented a very attractive appearance,

Sir. 11, A. Dreer presented a beautiful collection of Roses, com-
prising twi^nty varieties of Hybrid IVri>etualH, ten of Tea, and
ten ol Uourbous, for each of which wjus awardi-d a premium of $1,
Messrs 1*, Mackenzie k Son offered a choice assortment ol Roses,

and a charming groap of Sweet Williams, .\(iricula-tlowercd and
Crimson-belted, which attracted muiked attention.
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Mr Thoma'. Moohau'n collccllon of Ileil.ncfnn« riants and
^

Shrubs, each Iwlr.- in number, comrris.-il »..tne v.-ry choice spe-

cimens, anil received general coinnieadatlon, as well as the pre-

uiiuin in thi« depirlmentof «1. «,„„.
T.I -ix beanlifnl plants of Gloxinias, exhibited by John Stone,

eardenertoW. W. Keen, Ksq.,of Weit Philadelphia, waa awarded

III,, premium oftS. He also obtained the award for the best throe

bunches of Grapes, (Black Harohuri:".) ?-
The prize for Fuchsias—a beautiful show—was awarded to

Ad iiu fiiaham, gardener to General Kobeil I'atlerson, $2.

A "ioculur and bcaulifally-trained plant of the >uch«ia\enUB

dc Medici, in the form of a parasol, was shown by George 1 enn,

fardcnerto J. H. Hildeburn, Ksf^.
.

Tho variety of fruits displayed was not large, hot comprised

some noleworlhy specimens. Six beautiful aud fully ripe Queen

Pine Apples, from Wm. Joyce, gardener to M. %V. Baldwin, Esq., at-

tested the skill of Ihe grower, and received merited praise, and a

special premium of 111.
, „ „ . , .1,

John .McLaughlin, gardener to Mr. J. B. r)axier. presented three

flne dishes of early Cherries, to which was awarded the premium

Willie Dreer contributed some very handsome and delicious

Cherries of three varieties.

The only variety of Strawberry presented for competition was

Wilsons Albanv, of which a flne dish was shown by A. Jetton,

gardener to Heury Duhring, Ksq.. and received tho premium of »1.

Mr. Thomas M-ghran also exhibited a dish of the same, of large

siie and line flavor.
i , j i.» «

A collecti.m of eighteen kinds of Strawberries, exhibited by A.

W Harrison, comprised some new European and American

varieties, includiug the Wizard of the North, Oscar, Wonderful,

Crim.son Queen, and Excellentc among the former, and the till-

more Ladies' Pine. Chorlton, Golden Seed. Chilian Pyramidal, and

a large white Seedling. A special premium was awarded lor this

'lilV'Thomas Meghran contributed some Early Peas, and a fine

collection of Cucumbers of four varieties. Tho latter received a

special premium of !. „ , . r- >i,..~»

To Aiithouy Felton, gardener to Henry Duhnng, Esq., three

premiums were awarded, severally, of %1 each, for he.st Early 1
0-

tatoes. Peas, and Beels, and a special premium of «1 lor very line,

large, solid heads of India Lettuce. ,..-,•.
The Committee on procuring a new hall forthe nseof the Society

was continued. , . -rrr -nr tr-..-
C. n. Kogors, Esq., and John Stone, gardener to W. W. Keen,

Esq.. were nominated for membership.

John Gilkie, William G. P. Brinckloe, and John McGowen were

elected members of the Society.

rls Middlelon Sprigt'ins.Wnll. Nicholson. Horseman, Sairn, David-

son Carroll Co"per. Cinrk and Day. .Messrs. Davidson, Middle-

ton aud Archibold, were the three successful comi>etii.irB among

over two hu dred, for the larg.'st amount of mon. y prizes.

Your Hoard, Juring the past winter, made application to those

members who are proprietors of greenhouses to throw them open,

in rotation, during the winter. This request was most cheerfully

and cordially accepted, and you have had the opportunity of seeing

during our severe winter choice and varied collections of flowers.

Vour Hoard would here express their obligalions to .Messrs. J. »cr-

rier. Jr, John Torrance, Henry Thomas, and Harrison i-tephens,

Es.iuir.-s, for their consideration in kindly placing their conserva-

tories at the dispo-al of the Society. Vour Board would also

strongly lerommend monthly exhibitions to suit roses, strawber-

ries, and other smaller fruits.
, „. .

The next business of the Meeting was the election of Directors,

who, afler the ballot, were found to be as follows:

G. Desliaiats, Esq., Hon. Louis Kenaud, Messire \ erreau, Plincl-

pal Dawson. Mcs-rs. Henry Thomas. S. J. Lyman, J. Cooper, Mr.

H Sevinour. J. Horseman, J. Archibold. J. Torrance, J. Kerrier,

Jr., J.'sprigi;ins, L. A. H. Latour, J. Thayer, Jr_ J. E. Oilbault.

The followini; gentlemen were then elected to fill the dilTerent

olllcesduring the ensuing year:

Pr'sidf-nf—G. Desbarats, Esq.,

l.vt Vii:.' /'r-jn'iiOTt—S. J. Lyman, Esq.

Trr<u>iirn—L. A. H Latour. Esii.

Secrdary—i. Thayer, Jr., Esq.

HOETICTJLTURAL SOCIETY of MONTREAL-
The Annual Meeting of this Society w.is held on Thursday eve-

ning. 7lh .March, in tho .Mechanic's Hall. ,,.„..
The chair having been taken, in the absence of Ihe President, by
Desbarats, Es<i., Ihe Secretary read tlie following rep.irl

:

In presenting their Annual Keport. your Hoard take the oppor-

tunity of expressing their great gnititiuatiou in being able to con-

gratulate the members in the increasing success and progress, and

the continued interest taken by all classes in the prosperity ol the

Society, which now numbers over one hundred members.

Application was made through the Hon. John Uose to the Bx-

eculive (;ouncil, and a grant of *.iis w-^s promptly accorded, and

the whole of this amount was paid in premiums. Regarding the

formation of a library, as a means of in-trnclion highly desirable.

Tour Board would recommend that a portion of the muds received

from Government be set aside for that purpose, and they would

venture to hope that the ainouut would be lurther increased by do-

nations from members, and all works relating to Asrirultnro or

Horticulture would be thankfully received and acknowledged.

Your Board have not failed to notice with pleasure the large num-

ber of ornamenlal shade trees which have, during the past season,

been planted in our streets and public squares. This is the nMle

commendable as It has, in most cases, been solely duo to private

enterprise, and your Board hope that the excellent example set by

several of your members, may be more extensively loiiowed. as it

would tend to give additional attraction to tho streets of our lair

city, and add greatly to the comfort and pleasure of its inhabitants.

Your .-iociely were invited to assist in the pr.>cession at the reerp-

tlon of H. H. H the Prince of Wales, and it was gratifying to notice

Ihe aliicritv wilh which the members responded to this invitation.

The floral devices and emblems carried by the gardeners were ex-

ceedingly tasteful, and highly creditable to their skill, lo -Mr.

Carroll was awarded a prize for the best floral design representing

the Prince of Wales plume. The daughters of the gardeners, carry-

ing bHski is of flowers and fruits, formed one of the most pleasing

features of the procession. Two appropriate banners were pro-

cured for this important occasion, aud are now in possession of

the Society. t s.- • v
i-ast year silver medals were awarded to Messrs. .1. Aairn. 1.

Harris, I. Archbold, Thos. Horseman, J. iNicholson, Thomas Wall,

aud W. karris, whUe the following took bronio medals :
Messrs.Far-

MASSACETJSETTS HORTICULTTJRAL
SOCIETY.

.ll'.NE 1.

The Annual Spring Exhibition of this Society was held at kl-

morv Hall.
., ^ _

The display of plants in pots and of cut flowers was very fine.

The large r.e.m was well lilled ; and as a llor:il exUibilion. c.^usid-

ered in reference to its extent and the rarity and beauty of us spe-

cinens, it has probably never been surpassed in the couniry.

In "General Collections," Messrs. Hovey 4 Co.. of Cambnitge;

E S. Hand, of Dedhnm ; Evers .«• Comly, of Brighton ;
Jl. 1

.

Wilder of Dorchesler, were the Itading exhibitors, aud the prizes

wore awarded to them in the order here .diserved.

The specimens of Azalea.s, I'elargouiums, Ciueraiias, etc., were

truly splendid.
, ,, . .

One of the most interesting departments of the exhibition was

a large collection of American Kerus and Flowers, be,uili,ully pre-

pai-ed. presented bv Dennis Murray, of Roxbury.

Several handsome s).ecimens of Grapes were presented by Mr.

Brock, President of the Society; John Fisk AUeu, of Salem, and

Mr Allen also presented flne specimens of dilTerent varieties of

Cherries, grown in his hothouses. They were regarded with in-

terest as being, perhaps, the only representatives of the s^pecles

that will be produced in this vicinity the present year.—tf<i»foil

VuUiv<Uor. f «i

SUSaUEHANNA AND CHEMUNG VALLEY
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At a miHtin'of the Susquehanna an.l ClieniunR Valley n.>rlicnl-

tuval S..eietv. held at the of oftire the ,<eeletaiy .Ml the 17th lilt., the

f.illowiiig named persous were unanimonsly elected otlicei-s for tho

ensuing ye.ir:

Prtsiilrnl—CoV E. C. Frost, Havana.
.

ri<vsPre«Wenf»—David Derker, Klniira: C. H. Thomson. C.^niing;

Howard Elmer, Waverly; Wm. Smyth, Owego; Wm. Stuarl,

BinKhnmt.in. „ „ « , ,„ „
Viirraponding and Rfmnling Secretary—S. P. Brvioka, hlmirn.

7',-cn.vn;vr—.lohn M. Pexti'r.

Rrecittim (Vimioi«ee—Harvey Lore. Elmira; N. Winlon. Havana:

.lames Wright, Oweg.i; K. U. Baldwin, Waverly: S. «
.

Uaai,

Elmira: A. I Wvnkoop. Chemung. O. W. Pratt. Corning: C H.

Krwin. Painted IVst; Thos. D. Wright, Binghainton; B.C. W icfc-

liatn. Tioga.

The S.'Ciety propose to hold a summer exhibition, the time and

place to bo fixed at a future meeting of the executive commitlco.

BANGOR MAINE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Tlie Thirteenth Annual Exhibition will be held in Sepleinber

next The Society olfer a flne list of Premiums f,.r t runs. Flow-

ers Vegetables, Cone-woik, Canary-birds, Acquaria, Honey, etc

i-^
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Itinh for August

FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASURE-
GROUND.

TiTE latter end of An^'ust is one of the best seasons

of the year to transplant evergreens. The young

growth of the past season lias got pretty well har-

dened, so as to permit of but yery little evaporation,

—and the earth being warm, new roots push with

great rapidity, and the tree becomes established in

the ground before cold autumn winds begin. The

chief difficulty is that the soil is usually vciy dry,

which prevents much sjjecd with the operation
;
and

the weather being generally very warm, the trees have

to be planted in the ground almost as fast as they

are taken up ; so that it is not safe to bring them

from a distance. It is as well, therefore, to make all

read}' in anticipation of a rain, when no time may

be lost in having the work pushed through. Should

a spell of dry weather en.sue,—which in September

or October is verj- likely,—one good watering shoidd

be given, sufficient to soak well through the soil and

well about the roots. A basin should bo made to

keep tlie water from ninning away from the spot,

and to assist its soaking in. After being well watered,

the loose soil should be drawn in lightly over the

watered soil, which will then aid in preventing the

water from soon diying out again.

As soon in the TM as bulbs can be obtained, they

should be planted,—though this will not generally be

the case till October,—but it is as well to bear in

mind that the earlier they are planted, the finer they

flower.

Towards the end of the month, and in September,

evergreen hedges should receive their last pruning

till the next summer. Last spring, and in the sum-

mer when a strong growth required it, the hedge has

been severely pruned towards the apex of the cone-

like form in which it has been trained, and the base

has been sulfcred to grow any way it jileases. Now
that, in turn, has come under the shears, so far as

to get it into regular shape and form. It will not he

forgotten that, to be very successful with evergreen

hedges, they ought to have a growth at the base of at

least four feet in diameter.

FRUIT-GARDEN.
August and Sciilcmbcr are favirite months to

plant out strawberries, with those who desire a crop

of fruit the next season. In making a strawberry-

bod, a warm, dry spot of ground should be chosen,

with, if possible, a good loamy or clayey subsoil. A
moist, wet situation is very unfavorable. It is best

to subsoil at least two feet deep, and if the soil is

poor, let it be well enriched with well-decayed stable

manure. In setting out, take care that the plants do

not become dry from the time they are taken up till

they are replanted, and see that they do not wither

afterwards. Many persons cut off the leaves, if

they are afraid of their wilting under hot suns, but

a much better plan is to shade. Inverted 4-inch

flower-pots are excellent for this purpose ; they may
be taken off at night. The dews will so invigorate

them, that the shade will only be retjuired for a few

daj-s. Sometimes in Septembi'r they may need a

good watering ; but this should never be attempted

unless a thorough saturation of the bed is given ; and

in a few days after, the hoe and the rake should be

employed to loosen and level the surface, which the

hcavj' watering will, in all probability, have caused

to bake and become very ernsty. Where time c^n

be spared to layer a few plants into 3-inch pots, they

arc very successfully transplanted afterwards, and

much after labor in watering and shading avoided.

Strawberries are best grown in beds about four feet

wide for the convenience m gathering the fruit, and

giving them the best of cidtivalion. About three

rows in a bed, and the plants twelve inches apart in

the row, will be a good arrangement.

As soon as the fruit has been perfected on the

raspberry, the caucs that liave borne shoidd be at

fe*
3

—
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once cut out. Some kinds tlirow up suckers very

freely, and by this means rob one another and cause

a ver.v poor crop to be proihiccd tlie next season. No
time should hv lost in thinning out the weaker ones,

and only enough canes left that will be required to

produce a crop the next season. The nisplicrry

ought to be so treated in Ihe summer, that no pruning

will be reciuired in the spring but to slmrtun the ends

of the canes. In rare kinds, where it is of more

importance to get up a stock of young plants, than

to get a crop of fruit, this advice will not, of course,

apply.

Blackberries will, in the main, rcciuire very much

the same treatment as the rasjiberry. They are also

very linlile to sucker up mure than is desirable, and

much attention will be required to keep them within

due bounds. Neither of these two kinds of fruit

shoidd be planted near a lawn, as the roots, if they

once get iuto the grass, are very dilficult of eradica-

tion and as troublesome as the vilest weeds.

Most of the diseases the peach tree groans under

arise from the elTect of hard w'inters on the over-

vigorous and half-ripeued shoots. Root-pruning has

always the tendency, not only to throw a tree into

bearing early, but also to ripen the wood early in the

season, and before the frost can act much to injury.

HOT AND GREENHOUSE.
Phep.miations must now be made with a view to

stocking the houses for the next winter and spring's

us(^ Geraniums of all kinds may now be readily

struck. A frame in a shady place, set on some light

sandy soil in the open air, affords one of the best places

pos.sible for striking all kinds of half-ripened wood.

A partial shade is at all times best for cuttings at the

start, though the sooner they can be made to ac-

custom themselves safely to the full light, the better

do they usually do.

Seed of many things may also be sown Ibr winter

and spring blooming, particularly cineraria, calceo-

laria, pansy, daisy, Chinese Primrose, and some of

the annuals. Great care is necessiiry with the calceo-

laria. The seed is so small, that it rebels at the

smallest covering of soil. The best way is to sow it

on the snrfi\ce, water well, and then cover with a pane

of glass until fairly germinated ; this will prevent

evaporation and consequent drying of the seed. Al-

most all kind of seeds germinate most readily in

partial shade ;
but as soon as possible after germina-

tion, they should bo inured to as much light as they

will bear.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
TowAitns the end of the month, a sowing of spi-

nach may be made in rich soil, which will come in

for use before winter. That desiretl for winter and

early spring use, is usually .sown in Se])tember in

this region. A few turnips may be also sown for

an early crop, but will be hot and stringy unless the

soil is very rich.

As fast as endive is desired for salad, it should be

l)lanehed. Matting thrown over is the best for this

purpose, as the plants are not so liable to rot as when
pots or boards are employed. In cold or mountainous

regions, melons are hastened in the ripening process

and improved in flavor, b}- a piece of tile being placed

under the fruit.

Celery will require earthing up as it grows, to get

it to blanch well. It is not well, however, to com-

mence too early, as earthing up tends, in a slight de-

gree, to weaken the growth of llie i>lants. Take

care, also, not to let the soil get into the heart in

earthing, or the crown is apt to rot.

At this season of the j'car, more perhaps than at

any other, is it important to hoe and rake between

rows of growing crops. A loose surface soil not only

admits the various gases that the roots luxuriate in,

but it also prevents evaporation and cheeks a too

great absorption of heat, and then, bcsid(?s all this,

the weeds are kept down, and neatness and order

reigns. After ever}' heav}: shower, if the time can

at all be spared, the hoe and the rake should be

freely employed.

(Jommuniroiions.

NOTES OF EXPERIENCE WITH RARE
EVERGREENS.

BY OllCUIS.

The curious and unusual effects in some instances

on our hardy and uncertain evergreens, has been

suggestive of new ideas on the theory of soil and

climate, as regards the best situation to insure suc-

cess.

We notice by recent accounts received from Eng-
land, that where deodars, hollys, &c., have been

badly distigurcd, camellias and manj' other plants

that will not stand our climate with any chance of

success, were uninjured. To some extent this has

been the experience of many cultivators with us,

with the half-hardy trees and plants.

At this ])laee, about twenty-live miles north-west

from Pliila(l('lpbi;\, a different experience has been

observed in the ajiparent hardiness of our new and

rare plants, tVum those cultivators residing at Ger-

mantown and vicinity. To account for this change

in localities so near, I do not feel willing, or in (act

able to point out the true cause.

For the amusement and probable instruction of a^
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portion of your roadurs, I append a condensed list

of the newer species and marked varieties of coni-

feni' now cultivated with us, with a few remarks

on the success that has attended them during the

past changeable winter and spring.

Tlie Abies have generally proven successful. ^.

Menziesii, A. obovata, ("sometimes known as A. Witt-

inanniana^, and A. orientalis, I take great pleasure

in recommending as entirely hardy. A. Morinda,

altliougli somewhat browned, is now growing vig-

ourously. A splendid specimen of J. Dougtassi,

about tliirteen or twenty feet high, in the rare col-

lection of John Evans, at Rulnor, is entirely unin-

jured, and is, witliout doubt, the most magnificent

conifer in this section of country.

The Biotas are evidently doing as well as in former

seasons. The best amongst those not generally dis-

seminated are

—

B. orientalis gtauca, B. do. aurea, ("the

beautiful golden varietyj, B. do. variegala and B. do.

pendula. The latter variety is classed as a species by
Endliclier, Lambert and Gordon, but I believe that

Jacques is undoubtedly correct in placing it as a va-

riety. Young plants raised fronj the seed, invariably

resemble the B. orientalis, and I never saw one with

the pendulous habit of the parent.

The rich dark green color of the B. tarlarica is

worthy of notice, although the foliage is deficient in

density. li. (!) meldensis, of Lawson, is probably

the best recent addition to this faniih'. It is a very

doubtful looking arborvita; ; but time wiU determine

its identity after commencing to fruit.

Whilst the great majority of the Piceas are look-

ing remarkablj' well, some of the older, well known
kinds have been much injured. Large specimens

of P. balsamea and P.pectinaia have been greatly dis-

figured on the north side of the trees, and a Tuxm
baccata a few feet distant was badly browned on the

south side, but wholly untouched on the north. P.

cephalonica, P. Fraseri, Hudsonica, fa handsome little

dwarf^, P. nobitis. P. Nordmanniana and P. pichia,

have stood very well and are growing luxuriantly.

The latter species is indispensable in a collection,

combining as it does, a remarkable dark green color,

dense habit and extreme hardiness. P. Pindrow and

P. Webbiana arc not verj' satisfactory.

The Pinus family has been so greatly enriched of

latter years, by the constant and large additions of

collections, that to Lave a complete collection of

them, would require anoutlaj' of capiUil not readily

incurred by many arboriculturists in this country.

Many of tliese new candidates for public favor have

proven failures here, and others highly desirable.

During the past winter P. radiaia was killed root

and branch, both in sheltered and exposed situations.

P. Australis, fformerly P. palustris), with slight pro-

tection and in a retentive soil, is doing very well

,

also P. Benthamiana, P. Pallasiana, P. Pyrcnacica, P.

Jcffreyii, P. Ponderosa, P. Twda, P. cembra, P.

Lambcrtiana, tfc. P. Halapensis and P. Gerardiana,

dead. A large specimen of P. cxcelsa, the graceful

Bholan Pine that has been greatly admired, after

having attained tlie height of about fifteen feet,

gradually deciij-ed at the root, and broke off tliis

spring. I am strongly of the opinion that this desi-

rable tree in other respects, will never succeed with us.

Podocarpus coriacea appears entirely hardy here,

and may prove an acquisition. Having several new
and untried species of tliis handsome genus in pots,

I am strongly in hopes upon trial of having an ad-

dition to the solitary species that has so far proven

hard}'.

Retinispora ericoides is a charming little evergreen

shrub, and, with the exception of a change in the

foliage during winter, is faultless.

Sequoia giijanlea Clhe big tree of California^ is a

favorite here, althougli not quite as satisfactory m
point of hardiness as would be desirable. It is ex-

tremely impatient of transplanting, and the beauty

of tlie tree is often seriously damaged by the ope-

ration.

Cedrus deodara, which has always heretofore given

us great satisfaction, is this spring quite brown.

This specimen stands on a dry, sandy subsoil, with

a southern aspect, and is doubtless the best situation

for this variable tree. C Libani wintered beautifully.

Cehpaloiaxm drupacea and C. Forlunii with a slight

protection are doing very well.

Cryplomeria looks badly, not at all satisfactory.

Chamcecyparis spliceroidea variegata is very desirable
;

the young shoots are very handsomely spotted with

yellow.

Cunninghamia sinensis is apparently quite hardy in

a su table location ; our specimen was but httle

browned, and is now growing thriftily.

Cupressus Lawsoniana and C. Aoothacnsis ("errone-

ously Tliujopsisborealisj) are beautiful hard}- species,

and the only two out of a large genus that will suc-

ceed here. They arc destined, I trust, to be great

acquisitions.

The Junipers, as ornamental plants in landscape-

gardening, are unrivalled. Tlicy combine almost

every character of the conifera;, from the formal habit

of the Irish to the graceful, drooping varieties • f other

species. Much the larger portion are hardy, a part

half-hardy, and some entirely too tender lor us at

the North.

The newer kinds that have done well the past

season are— f. drupacea, I. hemispharica, I. oblonga,

I. orycedrus, I. rigida, I. excelsa, I. recurva, I. proslrata,

I. sabina cupressi/olia and variegata, I. squamata, I. chi-

nensis, male and female. I. telragona, I cypri, I. Stru-

liana, I. Scholii, I. fragrans, I. tripartita, and /. deal-

^^
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bata ; and those killed— /. Pkamcea, 1. macrocarpa,

I. spkarica, and /. alia. The Bermxidiana, I. Mexicana,

and 1. religiosa are grown in pots ; they will not stand

at all here.

There are several beautiful varieties well worthy

of a place in collections that are entirely hardy. 1.

Viri/inianfi pcTifhiIii, I. do argentea, I, do. Gusnainthemea,

I. do. varici/alOj and the graceful /. communis pcndula.

The rare /. hemisphttrica, or lledge-hog Juniper, is

a remarkably curious dwarf species, not attaining a

greater height than one or two feet. It forms a

globular head, with shaip, arrow-like leaves bristling

out in every direction.

Libocedrus chilensis obstinately refuses to live in anj-

situation. L. dccurrens rallier more satisfactory

;

stands pretty well.

Tlic Yews with us succeed admirably, by slightly

protecting the more tender kinds. T. adpressa the

most hardy and beautiful. T. baccata elegantissima

and aurea rank next; and the remainder of the

family are all handsome, and more or less hardy. T.

canadensis is very desirable.

There has probably been more confusion in the

Thuja genus than uU the others combined, owing

to the manifold and contlictiug opinions and names
sent to this country by foreign nurserymen. We
have received three or four distinct kinds for T.

giganlea ; and honest'.y I do not think there is a true

plant in the United States that will answer the de-

scription given by Nuttall. T. plicala has also been

confounded with others ; it is a very tine species.

T. macrocarpa has proven lo lie a Biota ; it is, never-

theless, very liandsome and entirely hardy. T. occiden-

iaiis asptenifolia is one of tlie handsomest of the

family. The j-oung branchlcts droop very grace-

fully. The dwarfs T. do. nana and T. do. pumila

(jlobosa are very desirable. T. do. Hoveyi is hardy,

but not so distinct as we had expected ; we trust it may
improve with age. T. Cducasica promises to be a

fine addition ; very hardy, rich dark green foliage,

rai)id growth and very dense.

The ni</e for conifcriC has not extended to this

country to any extent. In Europe the new species

are eagerly sought after at fabulous prices, and the

fine pinetums in many places bear evidence of the

high estimation in wliich this natural order is held.

We Sincerely hope that a greater interest may be

awakened with us, and tlie results in different sec-

tions of our country be made known.

GLAZING GREENHOUSES.
HV W. C. STRIPK, KKOKUK, IOW.\.

In return for the many iteni.s of information which

I have received from the Monthly, I beg to olfer my
mite.

I have been much troubled with drip in ni}- green-

house, and have from time to time cudgelled my
brnin to devise a remedy. I have at last accomplished

it. Instead of lapping the glass, I place between
each light a strip of lead sash, such as is used in the

old-fashioned diamond panes, just fillingthe opening

in tlie lead with putty. Then insert the glass, not

too tightly, i.nd press ('own the edge of the )cad

with a knife.

Please bear in mind that this is not mere theory.

fWe have too much of it now-a-days.J I have

given it a thorough trial, and no more trouble with

drip,— can now effectually keep out the cold, or

rather retain the heat, and liave not had a single

light broken by expansion.

TRIP TO WILMINGTON, DEL.
BY GIIAPTOLITE.

We have recently visited several fine country

seats at Wilmington, Del., wliich not only deserve

notice in the Gardencr'-i ifonthly, but will furnish

some useful hints to your readers.

The first place we visited is owned and managed
by Dr. George Pepper Norris, wliose name has

been rendered familiar to the horticultural public by

his essays, published in various journals. As the

Doctor has excited a little sharp criticism, by his

descriptions of other people's places, we went
prepared to give him the benefit of a little close in-

spection of his own operations. Tlie party consisted

of your correspondent, and a Philadclidiia "expert"

in grape culture. &e. On incjuiring in Wilmington

where Dr. Norris' country place was located, we
were informed that it was about one mile out of

town, near the Poor-house ; rather an unpromising

locality, we thought, for the most enterprising hor-

ticulturist in Wilmington, but still in a direction

much travelled by some amateurs. A short ride up

the hill west of the town soon brought us to the

gateway leading to the cottage, and here the fine

scenerj- which burst ui)on our view, over a pano-

rama of hills, valleys, and rivers, the well-kept

carriage-road, the handsome lawn, the fine specimen

trees, and the elegant buildings before us, dispelled

all fears which we had indulged, that we should

find material for criticism on the doctor's grounds.

Wc felt sure that we were ai>proaching the home of

taste and skill.

Dr. Norris has, in truth, one of the most beautiful

situations which it has been our Kt to examine for

a long time, and he has improved it in a very judi-

cious and tastefid manner. The Gothic cottage is

built of dark blue Brandywine granite, which blends

its hues in a manner peculiar to this stone, giving an

effect to the walls such as could only be obtained,

with other stone, by this most skilful painting and

T"
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shniling.orbynmixtiin'ofpaintnnd fine Colored sand.

The color is excoedinjriy rich and plcnsinsr to the

eye. Tlie stable and other bnildiniis arc all Imilt of

the same kind of stone, in semi-Gothic style, and

form a very handsome and comfortable looking

group.

In pear-culture the Doctor has made a good be-

ginning, and fortunately has a fair show of fruit this

year. The grape-houses, which, until lately, have

been entirely managed by the Doctor himself, are

constructed with tUe latest improvements in borders,

&c., and exhibit more than an average degree of

success.

Fruit trees in pots, for the orchanl-house, have

also been cultivated with very satislactory results,

by bringing them forward in the grapery and ripen-

ing them out of doors. The peaches and plums,

now in fruit, will rarely be excelled in apperarance

even with the aid of a separate house for the pui-pose.

Part of the farm, under the care of an experienced

vegetable-grower, is worked with great activity and

skill, and produces a liandsome return for the enter

places, where the development of the natural re-

sources of ground and trees, and the heightening

of natural beauties by a very little art in clearing up,

planting, opening vistas, &c., 'surpasses in real grati-

fication the most elaborate and costly works of art.

Without attempting any general description of if,

beyond what we have stated, we will sny that it is

the most splendid specimen of the English park-like

style of landscape work that we have ever seen. The
mansion is Iniilt of the Brandywine blue rock, before

mentioned, with light-colored granite ornaments
;

the style is that of an oblong Gothic villa, supported

by semi-Italian arcades for plants and flowers. The
lawn contains some of the rarest ornamental trees

that can be grown in this climate, and exhibits

specimens of rare size and beauty. The foi-ost work,

the lawn, the beltings and groupings of trees and
shrubs, and indeed the entire landscape, all appear

replete with natural and artificial effects in landscape-

gardening, on a large scale, unique, beautiful and

grand in the extreme. There is no littleness in an}' of

of the work. Whether the place could be still further

prise of the proprietor. We examined some acres i improved by art, we know not. It rwghihe altered

which could scarcely be excelled in neatness and

profitable growth by the veteran truckers of Philadel-

phia or Xew York.

The place is yet new, and although it offers no re-

markable points of instruction, or great novelties in

planting or management, it presents these excellent

distinctive features : it is magnificently located, it is

laid out and constructed with taste and skill, and is

fnished vp as far as its improvements have been at-

tempted, while the whole of it is managed in a judi-

cious and profitable manner. There is no foolish

waste, and no rubbish about it, which is a vast merit.

We think the Doctor may be permitted to hang up

his hat on a high peg in the horticultiual halls.

The magnificent place constructed and occupied

by Joseph Shipley, Esq., appropriately called Rocii-

wooD, situated about two miles north of Wilmington,

deserves a more extended notice than we can give it

at this time. Without the aid of photographs, an

artist, and an engraver, we could scared}' hope to

convey any just idea of it. The estate comprises

some five hundred acres of romantic hill and valley,

mostly covered with natural trees, and apparently

surrounded by forests. Few or no dwellings, except

those on the place, can be seen from the main lawn

within the limits of miles. Mr. Shipley is an Eng-

lish gentleman of fortune, whose name is well known

in the commercial world. He commenced this place

ten years ago, after plans made in England, and

under the direction of Jlr. Salisbury, a gardener

whom he brought out for that purpose. The entu-e

place is improved upon the plan of ni^wraHandscape-

gardeniug so much employed in English country

its aspects, certainly; but its grand and graceful natu-

ral beauties neitherinvite criticism nor suggest the ne-

cessity of change. To obtain any further idea of the

place it must be seen, or pictured by the hand of a true

artist. Your correspondent hopes that the publisher

of the Monthly may, if Mr. Shipley will consent, ere

long give us some photographic sketches of the most

striking features of the place. We feel quite sure

that there is nothing of the kind equal to it, in its

peculiar style, in Pennsylvania. It is seldom you
can catch Nature in just that beautiful half-wild,

wayward, gipsey mood, iu which you find her

among the rocks and hills on the banks of the old

Brandywine. We are surprised that this fine place

has existed so long without commanding extensive

public notice ; and we take real pleasMre in giving

our horticultural friends information of the rich treat

which they may enjoy ("under favor of Mr. Shipley^

by a visit to Wilmington. Whether he will thank

,
us for dragging his wild-wood and his rock-wood,

his fauns and dryads, into the public gaze, or not,

we cannot say ; but we gave him no opportimity to de-

cline ; nor can we believe that he would have the

heart not to gratify any true lover of Nature with a

view of the rich inheritance which it is his good

fortune to possess.

THE JUNE-BERRY AS A
THE FEAR.

STOCE FOR

BY nrnEiKOPF-n, meadville, vs.

In the last if'inthly, page 190, you report me as

saying, in the II'iriicultxtriM, that "pear trees when
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grown upon June-berry stocks are not suliject to

blight." What I there said was simply, that of

half a dozen kinds of stocks used as a foundation

for the pear, the June-berry alone was not itself the

subject of blight.

After paying a good deal of attention to pear

blight, I have come to the conclusion that frosts and

severe winter weather are responsible for it in

ninety-five cases out of the hundred. If this be so,

then no engrafting can remove the difliculty, though

it may modify it by inducing slow growth and wiU-

ripened wood, itc.

Experience wil' have to determine the worth of

tiie June-berry as a stock for it. I shall not be sur-

prised if it prove to have llio following good quali-

ties to recommend it, viz : that it is easy of pi'oduc-

tion,— bears transplanting well,—tree grows well

either in sod or under culture,—makes a smooth,

straight stem,—has a birk well adapted for grafting,

and is very hardy. It attains about the size of the

pear, but perhaps grows a little slower, which would

have a tendency to produce fruilfuluess. All which

I give for simply what it may prove to be worth. •

[The idea struck us as one likely to be very useful

when we first noticed it, and we are glad that Mr.

Iludeikoper is keeping the subject before the public.

—Ed.]

ROAD-niAEING ON PRIVATE ESTATES.
BY WALTER ELDER, PUILADELPHIA.

A PRorF.u system of road-making is not generally

practiced among us, and it seems but imperfectly

understood by those who direct their construction.

The metal beds are duir out four and six inches deep,

and large flat stones put in the bottom and broken

stones or gravel on top ; but the rocking and jerk-

ing of these large .stones by travel, aud splashing of

mud in wet weather, cause them to bo turned up

and broken fine ; thus making an extra expense be-

fore a solid road can be obtained. Every one who
owns a place wants to get in and out of it with

pleasure and ease, both to himself and beast ; and

these can only be secured b}' well-constructed roads.

The most economical plan is to make them right at

first, as the annoj-ance and cost of frequently rc[)air-

ing poorly-made roads far overgo the prudent outlay

of constructing them properly at once.

Both the making of roads and planting of trees

should precede the erection of the buildings. The
rubbish from the buildings will all be needed for

foot-paths before the place is finished. The location

of the entrance and route of the road are of the first

importance. Upon many estates it is best to have

the entrance near to one corner of the place ; and

the road, if possible, should run along the high

grounds. It should leave the highway on a direct

angle with it, and run straight for fifty feet ; and if

it is to be winding, it may bend outwards, if need

be, so as to give a graceful sweep from that to the

mansion.

Sudden bends and tortuous crooks should be

avoided. Where the house has two fronts, the road

may go round it ; if not, the road may pass it aud

turn round a circle, oval or heart-shaped figure be-

yond it, or any other way as the grounds may be

adapted for. On some places it will be best for the

road to be straight. Where that is the ease, it should

be lined on both sides by trees with spreading heads,

to form a long leafy arch, and a clump of trees

should cover the end of the house from view, and

the road should take a curve to one side and come

suddenly in front of the mansion.

Those who have seen roads upon such a plan can

toll of the beauty and grandeur of straight and well-

shaded avenues,—on some small places semi-circu-

lar roads, entering at one gate and out at another,

will be best.

After fully considering the above points, stake out

the road eighteen or twenty feet broad ; and after

grading and levelling, mark out the metal bed from

twelve to eighteen feet wide. Dig out the soil three

inches dooi), and put an inch of any of the follow-

ing materials ("where they can be got^ in the bot-

tom :—coal-dross, ashes and cinders from factories,

refuse of foundries and other iron works, tan-bark,

sand or gravel ; and if the soil is a clay, two inches

wiU be needed. To prevent weeds from growing

up among the stones, and the upheavel of frosts,

then put broken stones of a pound weight five

inches thick, and stones half their size three inches

above them, aud finish off with two inches of stony

gravel or finely-broken rotten rock. Next slope off

the earthy sides from the metal bed to the edges of

the road, and dig gutters six inches deep. If the

ascent of the road is great, it will be best to pave

the gutters. If the fall is slight, sod them aud the

sides of the metal bed. In filling up the metal bed,

put each layer thickest in the middle to raise it, and

make it convex to throw off the water.

Where there is a hollow in the road, and no way

for the water to run off, make tile-drains from the

gutters in upon the lawn thirty or filly feet, and dig

wells six feet deep and four feet wide, and fill them

with stones to within a foot of the surface. Cover

them with straw or shavings, and fill in the soil on

top. These will generally keep the road dry. After

the road is finished, go over it with a heavy two

horse roller backward and forward upon the same

place. After that, put heavy weights upon the

roller, (say six men, J and go over the road double

again, and after the two first heavy rains, double

roll each time, and also every spring after heavy
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frosts arc over. That will make it soliil, and it will

not neetl repairs for many ytars. The travel over a

newlj-niaik- roail should be slow at lirst, so as not

to displace the stones.

This road is intend d for all travel ; liiit a road for

a private carriage avenue can be made narrower and
lighter. Where water runs and marshes are to be

crossed, arched bridges of mason-work, if the foun-

dation is solid, are best, and the walls should bo cov-

ered with ivys to prevent injurious cITccts of frosts.

The ivys can be laced in the railinsis on top, and
clothe them also. In swamps, branches of trees

laid in the bottom prevent the earth, in filling up,

from absorbing much moisture until it gets hard by
travel. When its capillary attraction for water is

much destroj'ed, the sloping sides of the embank-
ments should at once be sodded to prevent washing
by rains. It will be seen that all is grass but the

metal bed ; but it should be cut often, so that it will

not seed and fill the stone-work with veeds. All

roads or avenues upon private or public establish-

ments should be shaded with trees. Those upon
straight lines should also be in lines twenty to thirty

feet apart, and r pon curved lines. The trees may
be from five to twenty feet from the edges of the

road, according to their size and habit of growth.

These trees are generally deciduous ; but where the

road is on a high and exiioscd place, evergreen trees

are generally alternated with deciduous on the north

sides for shelter.

Now, some inexperienced persons will think that

trees will keep the road moist. The case is not
BO. If the trees are pruned at the bottom, the cur-

rent of air will be greater than ujion an open
space, and will carry of!' the moisture faster than the

sun coidd. Let any one ride a number of miles

under a scorching sun, and then come under the

shaded avenue, how grateful he and his horse will

feel ! Or ride along a bare road under a cutting

frosty wind, and then enter his own avenue, shel-

tered with massive evergreen trees, and mark the

pleasant change. But that is not all. What a de-

lightful stroll for the heallhy and the sick is the

finely-shaded avenue at all hours of the day, with
dry feet, to admire the beauty and divcrsit}' of fo-

liage, and inhale the delightful fragrance of the trees,

and view the open, sunny glades through them.

On the other hand, what a forlorn sight is a horse,

or a couple of horses, with a carriage behind them,

travelling along a narrow path through a large grass

field without trees ! Good roads and trees are indis-

pensable for beauty, comfort and convenience. Make
the former substantial at first, and plant plenty of
the latter. Count not the first cost, but the gratifi-

cation and sa\ing of future expense.

EFFECTS OF THE WINTER AT MEAD-
VILLE.

BY A. IIUDICIKUfLll, ME.\UVII<I.E, PA.

The winter has been very destructlYc on our

peach trees, many of them being entirel}' destroyed.

Quince trees were fro/en to the snow-line, and

cherries so far alfected as to i)roduce no blossoms.

Apple orchards are bearing very moderately,

—

currants doing nothing, while strawberries will yield

a better crop than usual. Last summer was a very

cool one, and the wood of fruit trees did not ripen

sufllcienlly to produce a good crop ; and the same

may account for a good deal of frozen shrubbery.

Having laid down my vines as everybody ought to

do, I shall have a good crop of grapes both out of

doors and under glass if nothing unforseen should

prevent. Our agricultural prospects are good, and

our /armers are patiently awaiting the better times

about to come with the monetaiy distribution under

our present national affairs, pretty sure to take place.

INDIGENOUS GRAPES.
BY WrLLIAM -^. WOODWARD, MOUTONVILLE, OR.\NGE

COUNTY, N. Y.

Since the public attention has been directed to this

subject, many persons have informed me that desi-

rable wild grapes are to be found in varirus localities

about the mountains in this vicinity, and have prom-

ised to point them out when the fruit is foiined. I

propose to examine them curcfull}', make notes of

eac'.! on the spot, and communicate the result of my
observations for publication if you think it will in-

terest your readers, hoping that some valuable new
varieties may be found worthy of cultivation for

wine-making and for the table. There are, no doubt,

some valuable varieties of wild grapes that can be

introduced to the public with little or no expense,

and in much le.s time than other seedlings can be

produced and tested Ijy cu'tivation, while no efforts

should be spared to increase the latter.

The qualities to be desired in a new grape which

shall please the public and become a favorite are

:

thin skin, soft pulp, sweetness, juiciness, flavor and

size ; color is of less consequence, as I have never

seen a fully ripe grape that was not beautiful. With

many the color and bloom are exquisitely so ; add

to this hardiue.=s and carlj- fruiting, and we have

every desirable quafity. Cm such a grape be found ?

Wc are bound to believe so; with the facts before

us, that very desirable native grapes have been

brought into cultivation, and that seedlings from

them Cperhaps one in ten thousand^ are improve-

ments. W^itness the Concord, Delaware, Isabella,

Union Village, Catawba and Diana, all of them seed-

lings from native grapes. !May we not suppose that
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nature has produced seedlings equally as good, or

even better, which we have overlooked, eillier from

our prejudices against native varieties, or the dilKcully

of gatlieriug the fruit, or while waiting for tlieni to

ripen, we tind that the birds, more watclifiil than

ourselves, and possessing a delicate taste in such

matters, have appropriated the fruit, and perhaps

planted the seed in some new locality. New varie-

ties of trees and plants are thus propagated. The

Red Cedar is abundant in these highlands, but grow s

along the old stone walls, forming long lines of trees

with the appearance of having been planted by the

hand of man. The berries are eagerly sought for

by birds in the latter part of winter and earl}- .spring

for food. It is said the seed will not germi-

nate until it has passed through the stomach of

a bird ; they are thus planted at distances, which can

be accounted for in no other way. Under a heavy

stone wall and amidst rocks about a mile from my
house, is a seedling cedar which would make the

fortune of an English gardener; it is a beautiful

half diooping magnificent Red Cedar. I have often

desired to remove it to my grounds, but despair of

succe.ss. There are so-called Isabella Grapes under

cultivation, many of which are inferior to the origi-

nal. These are seedlings which have come up in

Isabella vineyards, and have been disseminated as

the true kinds. The tendency of seedlings is to go

back to the original wild varieties, and seedling

Isabellas are not to be trusted until fully tested.

Grapes produce infinite varieties from seed. Most of

the seedlings from American grapes are barren, pro-

ducing only staminate flowers, while the European

("Asiatic^ grape always produces bearing vines from

its seedlings. This distinguishing characteristic

should not be lost sight of; it will enable us ulti-

nnitely to distinguish one species from the other

without the shadow of a doubt. For example, the

contested question of the nativity of the Delaware

will be settled beyond dispute upon the production

of a single well authenticated Delaware seedling,

having staminate flowers only, that is when a barren

vine is produced from Delaware seed. Cultivators

of seedliugs are requested to observe and publish

when the fact becomes known. The ciuestion of

what number of American seedlings are barren,

seems to be as yet unknown
;
judging from the wild

vines of the mountains, I should say not over ten

in a hundred even bear fruit, and perhaps not half

that number. One acute observer thinks that not

ten in one hundred are barren ; while one writer

states that probably one half are so. I have en-

<iuired of a cultivator near me who states that of

folly-eight seedlings, only one bore fruit ; and of an-

other parcel of one hundred seedlings, not one ; but

some allowance must be made for time, for although

some grape seedlings -will fruit in three years, others

require six and even eight years before fruiting.

The nativity may be hastened Viy engrafting and

forcing under glass. Will cultivators please com-

municate their experience.

[Our correspondent's communication contains

much food for u.seful thought; but on one point he

is mis.aken, and to prevent the error becoming

widely disseminated, we call attention to it at once.

He refers to Dr. Ravenal's doctrine, that only

grapes of the American species will produce imper-

fect flowers, and suggests that this test be applied to

distinguish the native from the foreign breeds.

We have often been struck that a gentleman of

Dr. Itavenal's scientific standing should have started

such a theor}', as it is well known that the petals of

a flower and its stamens which are but transformed

petals, are the most easily aflected by e.xtcrnal causes

of an}' part of a plant,—and that they are so affected,

changed and altered, is a fact of every day experi-

ence. A character to be worth any thing as a sci-

entific distinction to mark a species, should be

above variations through surrounding influences.

Thus we see every day instances of flowers which

have their stamens transformed into petals, and

become what we call double flowers; sometimes

they are transformed into green leaves or bracts, as

in the Green Rose, or even into branches and leaves

as frequently seen in the larch ; and in hundreds of

other ways we see under cultivation (another name

for external influences^ stamens, petals, and other

parts of flowers varying,—sometimes parts becom-

ing abortive, at others excessively developed. So

when a plant is removed from one climate to the

diflerent conditions of another climate, the stamens

and petals are as Uable to be suppressed, excessively

produced, or otherwise transformed, as if under

cultivation. An instance of this is well afforded in

the case of the strawberry. In Europe, in the

moist regions bordering on perpetual snow, the

Alpine varieties have perfect flowers ; when removed

to the drier climates of lower cultivated regions,

pistillates and stamiuates are found amongst the

seedlings. But the wild strawberrj* of lowland

woods, CFragraria vesca_), and the American straw-

berry CF. VirginicaJ always there, as Dr. Lindley

recently assures, produce perfect flowers in their

seedlings. But here in our own climate the same

species produce seedlings, indifferently as is well

known, hermaphrodite, staminate and pistillate, with-

out any one ever suggesting that any different

species is characterized thereby. All this by way
of reasoning the matter ; but the best argument

is that foreign grape's seedlings do often luire imper-

fect flowers, when under hot and dry culture, as

every gardener who has bad occasion to dust the

^^^%
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stigmas of Cannon Hall Muscats with pollen of

other varieties, when its own stamens have failed to

develope perfectly, well knows. Showing then that

there is no reason why the foreign grape should

not produce barren flowers ; and further, that they

actually do produce them, we leave the balance of

Mr. W.'s suggestions to speak for themselves.

—

Ed.]

GROWING VERBENAS.
BY \. F. G.

WnES verbenas are planted out, instead of tying

them up to sticks, as is the custom with many people,

Cladies in particidarj, they should be trailed on the

ground and kept in that position by pegging them
down with small hooked sticks, or what is better

still, pieces of the steel hoops such as are worn by

the ladies, cut into lengths of six or eight inches long,

and bent in the middle thus p, putting both ends in

the ground with the branch between them.

As they throw out fresh branches, keep them all

pegged down until the ground allotted to them is

covered. By so doing the hot sun is kept from

drj-ing the soil around the roots. The result is finer

bloom and more of it. This is no new system, but

one, I think, not generally known among amateurs.

Ladies, save the pieces fof hoopsj and try it.

>rr. Editor, I do not recollect ever seeing the above

sj-stem in print ; if you think it worthj'of a comer in

our Monthly, make use of it.

[Pegs for layering, of the shape described by our

correspondent, can also be easily made by cutting

green switches and dividing them into lengths of

from four to six inches, bend them into the f\ shape

and stick them in the ground.

—

Ed. ]

FRUIT GROWERS' SCCIETT OF EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA.

SEC0>'r> .\xxrAT, kkport ox
STRAWBERRIES.

TirE Committee for Philadelphia County, in offer-

ing their Second Annual Report, would recall to the

attention of the Society the prefotory remarks of

their former Report, and herewith present the result

of their observations, during the present season, on
several new varieties, some of which arc quite

valuable.

AJfERICAN VARrETIES.

H.—Oormaphrodiie. P.—PlsliUato.

Albion. H. TVe have so named a large strawberry

which we suppose to be a seedling of Wilson's

Albany. The plant is a very strong grower, robust

and perfectly hardy; leaves large, dark green and
thick, and foot-stalks quite long; very productive.

Fruit large to very large, nearly round, pure white,

with a rosy blush around the base ; flesh white, not

very firm, but juicy and of a high vinous flavor.

Worthy of further attention. It somewhat re-

sembles Lennig's While, but is higher flavored and

distinct from it in foliage. The "Piue-ai)ple," a

seedling of Wilson's Albany, raised by P. R. Freas,

Es(i., of Gcrmantown, is of similar character. We
have learned of several very fine white seedlings of

the Albany.

AtMete. H. A supposed native from Easton, Pa.;

may prove to be Salter's ("English^ Seedling. Size

large to very large ; color bright scarlet ; flesh fiim,

j-et juicy; flavor sub-acid and pleasant
;
productive

and good, but not first-rate.

Aualiti's Seedling. II. This plant is of very large

size, the leaf-stalks and foliage very long, and the

habit quite loose and straggling, iloderately pro-

ductive ; berrj- round, of medium to large size

;

color pale scarlet ; seeds crimson, not prominent

;

flesh white and soft ; flavor sub-acid and good>

Downer^ s Prolific. H. This new Western vanety

does not prove as productive the first season as

man}' other kinds we have grown. The fruit is

small to medium in size, and somewhat acid in

flavor. It corresponds in other respects with the

description published in the Horticulturist. The
plants we tested, as also those of a friend who con-

firms our judgment of them, were grown in a strong

clayey loam, in the same bed with the other varieties

herein reported on. In a light, sandj' loam it might

do better. From present experience we can hardly

rank it first-rate.

Bartlett. II. From very weak runners set last

autumn, we obtained a small crop of berries of

medium size, rich crimson color, moderately firm

flesh, and very good flavor. It promises to be a

good and productive sort, superior to Hovey's Seed-

ling, which, we learn, is probably its parent.

Golden Seed. H. A seedling of Mr. Read, of

Port DaUiousie, Canada West. This is a very

vigorous and hardy plant, with rich and abundant

foliage, and verj' productive. Fruit medium to

large size, long conical form, rich crmison color,

bright yellow seeds; flesh rather firm; flavor mild

sub-acid
;
good, but not first-rate.

Je.m£ Bead. H. Another of Mr. Read's seedlings.

Plant not so vigorous or productive as the preceding.

Berry of medium size, variable form, pale scarlet

color ; flesh soft, sub-acid and deficient in flavor.

Not valuable.

Scarlet Magnate. P. Plant often of weak growth

;

berry of uniformly large size, roundish, somewhat

flattened ; color bright scarlet ; flesh rather dry and

mealy, of a mild, pleasant, but not rich flavor. If

:^^l'^
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well impregnated, it is productive after the first

year.
EUnOPKAN VARIETIES.

Ajnx. II. A large English sort, rather 'tender

and disposed to hurn in summer. A moderate

liearer. Berry large, bright scarlet ; flavor vinous

and good.

Crimson Queen. IT. ("Myatt's.J With good cul-

ture, in rich soil, promises to hv. moderately produc-

tive of fine, large fruit. B rry quite large, variable,

often wedge-shaped ; color bright crimson ; flesh

white, solid, juicy, of a high vinous or pine-apple

flavor. If it should prove hardy and prolific, it will

be a truly desirable sort.

Kitlc}fs Goliath. II. The habit of tliis English

variety is q\iite vigorous, and the foliage large and

abundant. The berry is of the largest size, rich

scarlet color, obtuse conical form ; flesh rosy wliite,

firm and solid, and of a high pine flavor. Valuable

for its lateness.

La Reine. H. An excellent late Belgian variety.

Plant robust, a strong grower and good bearer.

Fniit very large, variable in form, often coxcombed,

rosy scarlet color; seeds numerous, bright yellow

and prominent ; flesh white and melting ; flavor

good but not first-rate. Continues in bearing after

most other sorts are gone.

Oscar. II. To this new English seedling we must

accord the highest praise. Tlie plant is readily dis-

tinguished from all other kinds bj' its low compact

habit of growth, short foot-stalks, and round, daik-

green and leathery foliage, wliicli withstands our

hottest suns witlioul injury. Tlie fruit is of large

size, somewhat irregular form, and deep crimson

color; flesh scarlet to the core, which is white and

remarkably solid, yet melting and juicy. In flavor

it is hardly surpassed by any variety we are ac-

quainted with. If it should prove sufBciently pro-

ductive, we think it the best aetiuisition yet made,

and deserving the attention both of amateurs and

gardeners.

Wi-ard of the North. H. The public attention

has been much excited concerning this new Scottisli

variety by the illustration published in the Qardeners'

Monthly, July, 1800. It certainly has not reached,

with us, the colossal dimensions of the plate, which

must, we think, have been attained only by the

highest special culture in the peculiar soil and humid

climate of its native country. Yet it proves to be a

remarkably prolific i)lant and worthy of further

attention. Young runners planted last autumn pro-

duced from thirty to one hundred and thirty buds,

and from six up to as many as forty-one perfect ber-

ries per plant, very uniform in size, arieraying as

largo as the best plants of Wilson's Albany, wliich

it considerably resembles in the color and shape of

the berry, though more variable in form. The flesh,

which is crimson red, is somewhat softer than that

of the Albany, but quite as juicy and rather less acid

and of better though not high flavor. In a rich, fri-

able loam, with a mixture of good leaf moidd, and

the small berries well thinned out, the fruit would

doubtless attain a very large size.

M'onderful. 11. Plant vigorous and hardy. Berry

very long, conical, often wedge-shaped ; bright scar-

let color; large crimson seeds, quite prominent;

flesh white and very firm ; flavor vinous and good.

All of the European varieties above described, ex-

cept Kitlcy's Goliath and La Reine, were j'oung

runners planted last fall, as were also the Bartlett,

Athlete, Austin's Seedling and Downer's Prolific;

their productiveness cannot be fully known until

next year.

RETROSPECTIVE NOTES.

Among the kinds described in our last year's

report a few deserve further mention

:

Chilian Pyramidal. II. Has proved almost, if

not quite equal in productiveness to Wilson's Albany,

which it certainly surpasses in flavor. The plant is

one of the most vigorous growers known, and we
deem it worthy a place in every garden.

Fillmore. P. A very free bearer ; fruit uniformly

large, round and handsome, but this year is rather

soft and not high-flavored
;
yet its attractive appear-

ance and productiveness wdl render it quite a

favorite for private gardens.

Ladies Pine. P. Takes the same rank among
strawberries as the Seekel among pears. It is a

moderate bearer, and the fruit is of small size, but

tmsurpassed in honied sweetness and high musky
flavor.

Peabody. II. As productive this, the fourthycar

of bearing, as hitherto. The fruit is sweet, and by

many thouglit unrivaled, but is not suflicicutly juicy

and vinous for some tastes.

Dclices d' Autitmne. H. Pioves veiy tender in

the sun and diflicult to keep alive. Under glass, we
are informed, it bears for a long season ; fruit, of the

highest flavor.

Triomplu de Gand. 11. Fully maintains last

year's description, and increa.scs in productivene s

and the size of the fruit. Shoidd be in every collec-

tion, however small.

Vicomteme llcricart dc Thnry. This j-ear's ex-

perience confirms the high opinion expressed in our

former report; it will not average so large in size as

tlie Triomphe de Gand, nor is the plant quite as pro-

ductive, but suri)asses it in high flavor and solidity

of flesh. A most desirable variety.

We would, ,n conclusion, urge the importance of

good winter protection in the culture of the straw-

berry ; a hcacy coating of straw will well repay its
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cost in the nssurcd health and productiveness of the

vines, and the size and flavor of llie fruit.

Another ])oint we deem of great importance—the

cultivation of the plants in separate stools, and the

pinching otf of all runners—which will insure the

largest crop, largest size of fruit, and the greatest

longevity and health of vine. They should also be

well mulched during the bearing season, indeed

throughout the year, except during cultivation, with

hay, tan-bark, or straw, prefenibly the latter, which
is clcanlj- and cool and allows no weeds or fungus

growth to the injury of the plants. The young
vines should be planted in rows, two-and-a-half feet

equidistant, anci from ten to fifteen inches in the row.

The soil should be well forked up or horse-harrowed

in spring and again nt midsummer.
As a fertilizer, we have observed excellent effects

from the ai)plication, in the spring, of a mi.xture of

bone-dust, salt and lime, and wood-ashes. Heavy
dressings of rank stable or other ammoniaeal man-
ures often result in a large gi'owth of foliage and a

paucity of fruit.

If the soil, prior to planting the vines, be dug or

forked up two or three times, at intervals of a week,

the young plants will make a vigorous start and in

their rapid growth well repay the extra labor be-

stowed. Tines four years planted and treated as

above stated, have borne, with us, the present sea-

son, their maximum crop.

J. E. MnCTTElAj,

Robert CoRNELros,

A. W. Harrison.
PMJadtlphia, July, ISOl.

[Last year, we took the opportunity to observe

that the report we then had the privilege of publish-

ing, had not been before the society, and was there-

fore not viewed as an official document, but rather as a

contribution to our journal by our respected friends.

The above valuable document has, however, been

submitted to and approved b}' the appropriate exe-

cutive committee, and may, therefore, he received

as an official paper.

—

Ed.]

Japan Wax Tree has proved hardy in this conn-

try. It has also been found to retain the fine color

Mr. Fortune refers to in the following :

On tlie hill sides I observed the Japan Wax tree

(Uhus succedaneumj cultivated extensively. It

occupies the same position on these hills as the

Chinese Tallow tree CStillingia sebifera,) does in

Chekiang. It grows to about the same size, and,

curiously enough, it produces the snuie effect upon

the autumnal landscape by its leaves changing from

green into a deep blood-red color as tUcy ripen before

falling off.

GARDEN DECORATIONS.
BY D.

[We have often promised that we would incorpo-

rate, as occasion offered, many interesting articles con-

tributed by our kind friends for our specimen number

into our regular volumes, and have already so re-

published some of them for such preservation. The

following is another one entirely too good to be

lost:]

In compliance with your request, I send you a few

simple designs, of easy execution, of rustic work

garden decorations, which I hope will soon take llii^

place of the senseless, ungraceful and expensive

ornaments which too often disgrace the surburban

retreats of many of our retired cockneys.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 is a simple design for a garden-seat, which

requires but little explanation. It can be placed on

three sections of the trunk of a tree, as shown in

the design, or on four legs. Hickory or oak hoop

poles or saplings are the best materials for the back

and arms, and the seat should be of inch board,

planed, and painted to match the color of the other

wood.
Fir/. 3.

Fig. 2 is a design fora flower-bed or basket. Pro-

cure an inch board about six inches wide, and saw

it up into lengths of about two feet six inches.

Then dig a trench about a foot deep in the ground,

of an oval or any other shape thut m.ay be desired.

^
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Place these pieces of board upright, edgewise, and

slanting outwards in the trench, and then fill in the

earth, ramming it well to keep them firm. Nail a

good strong wood or iron lioo]) around the top, to

keep it from separating, and finish by pulling around

it a rope of twisted grape-vine. The handle is

formed of a hoop or sai)ling entwined with grape-

vine, as shown in the engraving. Cover the outside

of the boards with rough bark, and fill the basket to

the brim with good soil and plant your flowers in it,

taking care to have a few twining plants to grow up

over the handle.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 is a design for a summer-house in the Gre-

cian style. The roof is formed of rough boards,

and the gables or pediment and cornice are covered

with bark. The roof is supported by pillars formed

of the trunks of trees with the bark on. A house

built in this way, embowered in shade and overgrown

with ivy or creepers, jsroduces a charming effect.

ALL ABOUT STRAWBERRIES (AGAIN.)
liY SUBSeillliKR, I!.\LTI.MOIiE, MD.

Sometime in the month of December last, I sent

you, ]Mr. Editor, an article on the subject of a test,

which was then in pr< gress, of several of the newest

and finest strawberries, both foreign and domestic.

This article, you were kind enough to publish in the

Oardeners' Monthly of the same month in which

the article was sent. You very kindly and properly

warned mo not^o rei)ose too much confidence in the

recommendations of untried varieties lest I should

discover at the fruiting season that I had been de-

ceived.

It gives me great pleasure to say, that the result

of a very fair and unceasingly rigid tet^t has de-

veloped the fact, that I was not deceived in the

quality and size of any one or all of the varieties

which I si)oke of favorably in my communication to

you, with one excei>tion, and that was in the test of

what has been represented to be the largest and liest

ol all the strawberries known. I mean the Whard

of the North. Strange as it may appear, however, I

do not entirely condemn this variety so celebrated

for its almost incredible size of 9J inches in circum-

ference.

I am only an humV.e, inexperienced amateur, and

it would sound very like presumption if I were to

attemjit to inflict destruction on a berry so celebrated

as the " Wizjird." I only say, and say it positively,

however, that although I am but an amateur of a

few years existence, my etforts in the careful and

attentive cultivation of several other varieties of

great notoriety were blessed with signal success.

And first, as to the Austin : I gathered friut of this

variety Irom plants two j'cars old, which measured

fice inches in circumference. The fruit was beautiful

in form and color, and of delicious flavor, and the

plant is of a robust habit. A friend from New York

has informed me by letter to-day, that the Austin on

exhibition in his office at the time he wrote, was

measured bj' himself, and was five and seven-eights

inches in circumference. A friend at Ids side, at the

time of measurement, asserted that he hnew it to

have been six inches when first gathered from the

vines. I have mentioned the Austin first, onlj' be-

cause some one variety must necessarily be men-

tioned first. It is, indeed, a noble bcrr_v, and is said

to have been the largest fruit exhibited in New
York.

Next, the Triomphe de Gand. Of this variety

nothing more need be said but that it commends

itself to everyone who is at all capable of appreciating

splendid fruit, as distinctly among the very highest

as to excedence in every respect.

Next, Ixicers^ Eliza Seedling. I had great success

with this berry, and its size was very great and its

flavor most delicious.

Next, the Yicomptoae JTericart de Thury falls very

little, if at all, behind the Eliza.

Next, Trollope's Victoria, and I may (to save time

and space in your valuable journal) at once mention

all which passed the ordeal safely and most success-

fully.

Then there was Feaii's Fillmore; then, side by side

with its parent the Fillmore ajipeared seedling Gene-

rat Lovell ; this being the first season of the General's

appearance on any stage ; and, indeed, he did not

disgrace the stage nor his owner. (I will tell you

who the owner is one of these days. J The General

Lovell measured /our and three-fourth inches in circum-

ference, and that, loo, when only two years old; flesh very

firm ; form and color very fine ; taste, very sweet.

VC^
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with just a sufficient amount of acid to make its

flavor as fine as any berry I ever tasted. To tliis

testimony in behalf of tlicse varieties, I can add that

of a distinguislied horticulturist in tliis city, who,
when he entered my yard, exclaimed emphatically

and with admiration in his tone and manner, "I
have never seen such a sight as this since I have

been in America." A native of Scotland he is.

Then there was Bat/ne's Favorite. Truly a great

favorite in every re.spect. And "E.xccUcnte," not

di.^gracing its name ; very large and very fine.

Then Slansbury SeciUiny. Then Hookerand others
;

but I must now stop. Truly, I enjoyed myself in

this expciimental test, and was astonished at the

perfection to which the strawberry may, with God's

blessing on the cflbrt, be made to arrive, by constant

care and cultivation. I was enabled to gather from

my limited stock of plants in a vcnj smuti back yard,

a suflicient supply for my family for nine days.

I fully concur with my worthy friend, Mr. J. S.,

of Washington City, in saying, as he said to me, by
letter, that it is strange that the people should be

content to buj' the poor, trifling little berries which
are sold in our markets, when they can purchase

from the attentive and skilful horticulturist or ama-
teur such splendid fruit as can be produced, if due

encouragement were given to those who are disposed

to produce it, if properly remunerated.

I respectfully ask an insertion of this crude article

in yom: next number if you deem it worthy of it.

[We think almost all seedlings are "first-rate" for

the first season or so after raising. Unless it be
belter in some marked respect than others already

known, we would not preserve it. It takes time to

prove the stability of good characters in seedlings.

—Ed.]

INJURIOUS INSECTS.
BT S. S. RATnvoX.

THE GR^VPE Vi:!sE BEETLE. (Gastrophyta.)

At the meeting of this Asso-

ciation, some grape-leaves con-

taining insect larva were submit-

ted to my inspection, upon the

true nature of which I was then

not prepared to pronounce ; for

their appearance in that conntc.
^ tion was comparatively a new

thing to me, although I gave it

as ni}' opinion that they were

the larva of a coleopterous insect

;

and a member of the Associa-

tion subsequently bringing me a

small "steel-blue beetle" from

which, he alleged, -was eati g the

ends of them, I at once concluded

that this insect might have been the parent of the

larva in question, and stated such as my o])iiiion,

without intending that that opinion was to be re-

garded as authoritative.

Since that time, however, I have made some prac-

tical observations upon the insect in question ; for,

on my return home, I not only brought specimens

of the larva with me, but I fomul that they were

tolerably abundant upon some grape-vines in the

city of Lancaster, and also that a number of them

bad been sent from the vicinity of Rochester, New
York, to my friend, Mr. Jacob Stauffer, who exhib-

ited them to me. These insects appear to have had

a wide range the present season, and were very dis-

tinctive in various localities in several of the States,

if, indeed, they were not to be found throughout our

whole country.

Both Dr. Harris and Dr. Fitch refer to the "little

steel-blue beetle" in tlieir works, as being destruc-

tive to the tender buds of the grape-vine "from
early spring imtil the end of May ;" describing them
precisely under the same circmnstances as they were

found at West Chester on tlie 13th of June last ; but

neither of those eminent entomologists seem to

have been acquainted with the larva of the insect,

and Dr. Harris, in his work, acknowledges as much.

Those larva which I obtained at West Chester and

Lancaster produced the same beetle, and I am con-

vinced that those from New York State are precisely

the same. These insects produce two broods in one

year, the last brood hjbernating under stones and

the bark of trees, or in the ground or any other

suitable place in which tbcy can hide llicmselves,

during the winter season. AVlicn approached in the

perfect beetle state, they have a habit of letting go

and falling to the earth and hiding themselves, after

the manner of their relatives, the "cucumber beetle"

and the curculio, as well as some other species more

nearly allied to them. They, however, must not be

confounded with two closely-allied species that feed

upon the common sour (Xoc\i (Rumcx criqniii, Lin.J,

and which resemble them very much m color, size,

and general habits, excepting their transformations

and the appearance of their larva. The dock beetle

undergoes its transformations above ground on the

leaf where its larva feeds, similar to that of the

coccinellang ; whereas the larva of the grape-vine

steel beetle burrows into the ground and undergoes

its transformation there.

Oastrophysa cceruleipennis. Fig. 1. Length,

three-twentieths of an inch, female something larger;

head, wing-covers, and body, a dark blue ; thorax

and legs, a dull orange red ; upper side of the abdo-

men, also a dull orange red, but this is not seen ("be-

ing covered with the wings^, except in the females,

after impregnation and before they have laid their

St^/'"^W
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eggs, wlicn the abdomen is swelled out like a large

orange-colored ball ; antenna; and feet, black.

Oanlrophyaa cyanea, Aids. Fig. 2. Length, the

same as in the foregoing .species ; color, various

shades, from a dark steel-blue to a bright metallic

green ; head, legs and underneath, dark blue ; an-

tcnuic and feet, black; the swollen abdomen of tlie

female in this species is of a dusky or blackish color,

showing whitish segmental divisions. Fig. 3 is the

larva, which is about one-quarter of an inch or more

in lengtli, and of a dull velvety black color; head,

shining black ; the three last segments are of a dirly

whitish color beneath, and the whole body is lighter

beneath than it is above ; feet, black, and six in

numl)er ; the whole body, above and beneath, is

covered with regularly-arranged pyramidal tubercles.

Fig. 4 is the pupa, which is of a dull white or yel-

lowish-white color, and is scarcely as long as the

larva, distinctly showing the antennoe, the feet, and

the wings of the future insect. Fig. 5 is the an-

tcun.c.

Mr. Say remarks that "this is a beautiful and rare

species," in speaking of the caruhipennis^ "an in-

habitant of the Northwest Territory." I found

them so abundant in the month of .July of the

present year, that I really think I might have col-

lected a half-pint of them, and the cyanea, in an en-

closure of fifteen yards square. They had entirely

destroyed the leaves of the dock growing there

(Rumi:x crispvs), after which they attacked other

wild plants, leaving nothing remaining but the ner-

vuses of the leaves and the seed-stems. Tlie larva

feeds upon the same plant, and also imdergoes its

transformations there, similar to the coccinellans,

the pupa being only covered with the external in-

tegument of the larva, and fastened by the caudal

segment. The former .species is sujiposed to have

been introduced into this country from abroad, and,

to all appearance, seems to be identical witli Chry-

soiinta Fvlyyoni of Europe. I have a foreign .sjieei-

men in my cabinet, and, on a superficial comparison,

1 can distinguish no difference between them.

After having devoured all the dock, they next at-

tacked a species of "smart-weed" {Polygonum avicu-

lare), which they bid fair of finishing in a short

time. It is upon a species of tliis weed tliat the

insect is found in Europe, but our insect prefers the

dock, according to my observations of the past ten

years. In the absence of either of eitlier or botli of

these weeds, it would, doubtless, attack other allied

species of vegetation, and might possibly become
a great scourge.

BouvAUDiA IltrMBOLDTi.—Ncw whitc, with long

lube, and flower two inches in diameter.

manageihent of junipers.
BY A GARDENER, NEAR BROOKLYN, N. T.

WiiEREVEit I have seen the juniper grown, I have
noticed many ugly contrivances for keeping them
togellier ; for wlicn suffered to grow in tlie usual

way, tliey fall apart in heavy rains, and iiarticularly

in snow-.storm8, leaving a very ragged and unsiglitly

appearance. Sometimes hoops are used, and wire,

but usually they are tied together by rope and twine,

at the best, making but poor specimens.

Some years ago I thought to remedy this by al-

lowing only one leader to grow up, and having sev-

eral pretty large and troublesome S])eciniens with

the usual trouble of many dividing leaders. I cut

away all but one, and severcl_v jiruned-in the side

branches of tlic remaining one. They pushed out a

ncw growth the ne.\t si)ring, and are now beautiful

specimens. Since then I carefully cut out all but

one leader every season in these arboi-vita;s and
similar evergreens, besides taking out all very strong

side-slioots, and now have no trouble in even the

heaviest storms. Thinking the hint niiglit be useful

to others, I ofler it to you for the Monthly.

THE CIS£US DISCOLOR.
BY J. M.

This beautiful stove climber is an orn.iment that

no one should be witliout, as its splendid foliage of

dark purple and silver above, and still darker puri)le

on the under .side, cannot, I tliink, be excelled in

beauty bj' any other plant, even amongst tlie be-

gonia class, with its many varieties of handsome
leaves, there is no one tlial I prefer to tliis plant. It

is employed very usefully in suspending in baskets,

in other cases for covering trellis work, or even

when trailing along on the stage it looks well ; but

planted in a pot and trained to a trellis ("such as ap-

peared in the .July number of the Monl'ilij) would be

as good a way as any for it. I have found it to grow
well in soil composed of turfy loam, a little rotted

horse manure and river sand, sifted flue. Tlie ])ot

should have plenty of drainage to have the plant to

do well ; this last seems to be very essential to it.

Its propagation is best performed about July, by

layering when the young wood is about six inclies

or so in length. It roots readily in two or three

weeks, and should then be sejiarated from the parent

plant,—potted, and put in a cool shady place for a

few days. A small 3-inch pot of sand is tlie best

thing to layer it in ; as soon as rooted, pot into tlie

soil as recoin mended above. It can also be raised

from cuttings taken ofi at the same time, and placcil

under a bell glass ; they should be about two inches

in lengtli, taken from the young wood. B}' tliis

mode they are longer rooting than by the former,

^^^'
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and it is not so good on tlie whole, nlthough usually

ranked as a stove plant, it will keep in a warm
greenhouse throuj;h the winter, if kept rather dry,

and in summer it will thrive in a shaded place out

ot" doors, with no more care than greenhouse plants

usually require. f!

HOW TO R&ISE THE SEE OF THE
FEATHEK GRASS.
BY W., rilll.AUKI.l'HIA.

I FIND amongst my acquaintances some trouble is

experienced in raisiug seed from the Feather Grass,

(Slipa pennata.) I was for many years myself unable

to succeed with them, and as others of your readers

may have the same trouble with this higlily orna-

mental grass, I send )'ou the following memorandum
of u way by which 1 have been [jerfectly successful.

I have tried it several times, and every seed germi-

nates in a few weeks :

I get some muck soil, and when placed in the

seed-pots, pour in water till it is like mush, into

which I stir the seeds. I keep it afterwards well

saturated with water, and, indeed, to guard against

any possible drj'ncss, keep saucers of water under.

The ease with which they grow under this treat-

ment convinces nic that the usual way of sowing in

the border is too dry a plan for their desires.

RHODODENDRONS.
BY AnOI-Pn MIET.LEZ, FLUSniXG, N. T.

Will you allow me to pass a few remarks on the

Riiododcndrons? That most excellent tribe of

plants, which, for its grand beauty is so universally

admired in Europe ; and though there are a good
many valuable varieties to be found in this country,

there are nevertheless a great many amateurs, who,
seeing nothing but common lilac and purple flowers,

get tired of them, and I think would be much de-

lighted if they knew how easily their groups could

be converted into colors of the most brilliant scarlet,

carmine or crimson.

The mode I suggest is by way of grafting. Good,

strong and thrifty plants may be taken from the

ground, grafted, and put into a small pit or house

without any difficulty. They, under good manage-

ment, will easily take, and can be put out-doors again

after a month or six weeks, where they, if fairly

treated, will very soon resume their former close

growth and habit which render them so conspicuous

amongst our ornamental shrubs, (\t, of course, being

imderstood that there be more than one scion put to

the plant, in fact one on every branch.^ The best

mode of grafting is "saddle-grafting," they being

. not so much subject to be blown off by the wind.

The proper time for operation will be ("in summer,J

after the wood is fairly ripened, and fin winter_)

about February. High-colored sorts that are hardy,

of course, should he chosen for scions, and Ihrilly,

well-rooted ]>lanls be taken to be operated uimn. If

y(Ui think it worth the while, I will give some parti-

culars on the same subject in your next ; also, on
hybridizing this class of plants.

[Should be very glad to receive the articles. The
whole management of the Rhododendron in the

open air is [larliculariy worthy of attention. They
will not thrive in this or anj' other country under
the "lazy" and "ignorant system" adopted in mo.st

of our systems of culture, but when well managed
are the glory of English gardeners and deserve to be
of ours.

—

Ed.]
*•>

The DEscnn»TioNS of Flowehs, when associated

with the names they bear, often suggest the ludic-

rous. In looking over the lists of our florists, for

instance, we find " Lord Derby" described as having
an "orange crimson mouth;" "Lord Kaglan" has

"a tine eye, but rather loose habits;" "Earl of

Shaftesbury, a fine flower," but "shows the whites
of the eyes;" "Princess Matilda" has "a rosy

blush, and is verj' free ;" "Mrs. Church has great

constancy, and may he depended on ;" and so on
through the catalogue.

Tube Ivy.—Some years ago we saw in the gar-

den of John Jay Smith, Esq., of Gemiantown, a

pretty specimen of this nice work of floral art. The
following, from the Cottage Qardcner, reminds us of

the way to make them :

Procure some stout flowering branches,—fix on a

part of the branch as near the bottom as you can,

to give you the more length of the trunk after it is

rooted ; then to cause it to root, cut off a ring of two
inches in width of the bark, all but about the width
of the fourth of an inch, and leave that narrow shp

of bark to carry on the circulatiou ; then get some
sheets of gutta perclia, paper, or parchment, aud
form each of them into the shape in which grocers

make their soft sugar parcels—the pointed end tie

tightly' a Uttle below the ringed part, and let the

open part of your paper be nine or ten inches wide,

and deep enough to hold as much good, rich, sandy

loam as would fill a No. 24-pot, pack the soil tightly

around the ringed part, but not very tight above it,

water it well, and keep it well watered till next Oc-

tober, when it will be as fuU of roots as possible

:

and then cut it off from the old tree, and plant it

carefully in a sheltered place, and see it is well

staked. A layer of moss on the top of the soil in

the gutta percha paper, and a little of the moss all

around the wound will hasten the process of rooting.

If the stem of ivy is as thick as some we know, one

would need half a bushel of mould and two years to

root it properly.
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PUBLIC GARDENS-THE PATENT OFFICE.
NoT'mTnsTANDiXG the immense influence for

good which horticultural and agricultural pursuits ex-

ercise oyer a wliole community, no one has ever

expected or desired to see in tlris country sucli large

private establisliments as Europe boasts of. How-
ever much it niiglit gratify our professional pride as

gardeners to have sucli noble gardens to manage, we
well know that they can in very few instances be

maintained as they are, only Ijy an hereditary system

of property ownership—a sj-slem by which the rich

become richer and the poor i)oorer, at even,' succes-

sive generation ; and our love of the business in its re-

gal states of existence, cliccrfully gives place to a

pride as citizens, in the general material prosperity

and Iiai)piness which our national S3"stem alfords.

But tliat we might not altogether be deprived of

these advantages, it lias been a fondly cherished

hope with our leading minds, that agriculture and

horticulture should assume a more national shape

than Europe can boast of; and the most sanguine

amongst us have looked forward to a no distant date

W"hen all the stages of our Government, municipal,

state, and general, should sustain its public park,

garden, and liorticuUural establishment for the use

and instruction of tlie people.

With the establishment of the agricultural division

of tlie Patent Office, and tlie inauguration of a few

public squares and paiks in some of our larger cities,

it did seem that the good time was coming, and we
all prepared to rejoice at the near prospect of our

dreams.

Alas ! they have proved but dreams. From the

Patent Office down to the hundred feet public

squares, they have turned out to be mere jobs to

reward partisans, and millions of dollars have been

spent, to little other end. In most instances this

lias been the case, and very ])robably in all.

In our City of Philadelphia, we had two magni-

ficent Parks projected, the nimling Park and the

Fairmount Park. Tlicy were all started on correct

l)rinciples. The plans were put up to public compe-
tition, and in the first-named cjise, !Mr. W. Samulers'

plan was selected as the best, and in the last, ilr. J.

C. Sidney's, and the public applauded, that for once

justice bad been done. Merit had triumphed, and
party politics, for the time, laid aside. But now
comes the curious part of the business. Both of

these gentlemen drew up careluUy prepared estimates

of the cost of their several plans, and we believe both

of tlicm offered to contract for the wliole work at

the estiuiate-s made out. One of them certainly did,

for his report happens to be now before us. Imme-
diate payment would be no excuse, as the bonds of

tlie city extending over a number of years would be

accepted in settlement. Why are not such offers

accepted? Simply because they bring neither votes

nor patronage to whatever parly may be in power.
A few weeks before "election," crowds of voters

are employed who do little for their pay but what
they are employed for, namely, vote ; and the little

they do is neglected after the "election," and has to

be done over again when the next voting time comes
around. In the cases we have named, with the ex-

ception of the designers, Mr. Saunders and Mr.
Sidney, we doubt whellier any one jierson skilled in

Iiorlieidture has Ijecn employed in the works during
the years that have elapsed since their commence-
ment; and these gentlemen are probably retained

nominally at the head of the works to make them
appear, in the eyes of the public, no political affairs.

The estimates originally made out, judging from per-

sonal observation, are nearly or quite reached, or if

not, exceeding good management must have been
exercised by both Mr. Saunders and Mr. Sidney to

get so much done for the money, and the " Parks,"
instead of being near completed, are still little more
than wildernesses. No one can believe that they will

ever be finished for less than double, as the system
goes, and they bid fiiir to be the hospital for political

cripiilcs for many years yet to come.

If we turn from Phihulcl|>hia to Wa.«hington, the

same deplorable fiicts present themselves. The ag-

ricultural division of the Patent ofliee has proved a

perfect Augean stable of corruption aud shameless
ignorance, that ought to lead the first originator of
the idea to the same fate as the originator of
the guillotine, and his lie.art break at the perversion

of his patriotic intentions. Many a Ilcrculcs has at-

tempted the cleaning proces.s, but has signally failed.

Turned out by one hole the offensive matter enters

as fast by auothtr, and the labor is lost.

Near Uie close of Mr. Buchanan's administration,

the force of public opinion caused the removal of
the leading incompetent, the great D. J. B. of the

Patent Ollice reports, and it was fondly hoped that

some millions would be saved to the country by the
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cessation of imports "foreign wine-grapes," "Tea
Pliints," "Cliriht's Thorn seed," "Cork Trees,"

"Strap-leuved Turnips," and scores of other items,

useless rubbisli, which Imve not, nor ever will be of

one cent's worth of benefit to this comitry for all

the onllay. Well, this distinguished Bee CD- J- B.J

is again taken up to send abroad to gather more

honey Ibr us of the same sort. It is not his fault,

but that of the system. It is said that lie worked

hard to gel the present Commissioner of Patents

into office; why should he not have his reward?

Our postmasters and police, even down to the most

petty officer, mostly earn their places before they get

them. What they do after their appointment

should be considered gratuitous on their part, and

we should be thankful for any favors they may do

us, in the shape of what politeness terms their

"duties"! Certainly the Patent Ollice officials de-

serve no less, and we should be satislied.

Seriously we think it time that a determined effort

should be made to correct these abuses. The inter-

ests of agriculture and horticulture demand that Ihej'

shoidd no longer be thus trilled with. W'hen wc
see some effort made likely to he successful, we shall

again resume our advocacy of iniblic establishments.

Until then our pen will be better employed in the de-

velopmeut of the usual details of private practice.

THS SEEDLING NUISANCE.
Kow that the season of pomologicul gatherings is

approaching, we warn our friends against the

unnecessary introduction of "new seedlings."

JIauy fruit raisers seem to have well studied Gulli-

ver, and to have imbibed the maxim of one of his

heroes, that "he who makes two blades of grass to

grow where only one grew before, is a human bone-

factor." But our friends seem to forget that this

must have applied to the kingdom of Brobdignag,

and that the multiplication of fruit "blades" in the

shape of seedlings with Lilliputian qualities, is the

least desirable of all our wants.

When we look over our fruit catalogues of the

few past years, and note the magnitude of the

"seedling list" now discarded as worthless, it is

painful to reflect on how much money, time and labor

have been thrown away on them. It is not that we

have been swindled, or that in most cases there has

been any design to inflict worthless varieties on the

public, but the evil arises from the public not know-

ing the characteristics of a good fniit, or the raiser's

not knowing how much an accidental and local cir-

cumstance has to do with a local reputation.

Tlie foundation of a good character in a fruit should

be a good, hitrdy, vigorous conslitution—one that will

resist our heats and drouths, and come out scathlcss

from our severe wintry ordeals. Entirely too much

prominence has been given to nice shades of flavor,

—

shades freiiuently so delicate that a vote of a hun-

dred palates would .scarce indicate a majority of one
in favor of any two favorites.

A fruit is sent to the Gardener's Monthly, or to a

committee of some horticultural society; the flavor

nuiy be excellent, and we or the commillee be

honestly bound to say so; but as it is the only im-

portant (piality that is up f(jr judgment, it may have

many other defects that Wiiuld rei:der it worthless

notwithstjiuding, and we are desirous that the public

should receive the opinions in such cases given at

only their exact worth. On the other hand, a really

valuable fruit is often rejected or has to fight its way
through legions of enemies, merely because the first

decisions of good judges were that it was "not of

good flavor." The cases of the Concord Grape, and

Albany Seedling Strawberry are in point. Inferior

in mere flavor as they may be conceded to be, they

are the type of all that is valuable in the classes that

claim them, and the models on which wc may ex-

pect future improvements.

Nothing but experimental gardens in two or three

sections of the Union will ever save to the country

the immense sums now squandered on inferior

varieties. It is, of course, out of the question to

urge this matter now, but we hope our readers will

bear it in mind when peace and prosperit}- return.

In the mean time, our friends will understand that

when we or others pronounce a fruit "as the best

flavored wc have tasted this season," it may be very

far from being a valuable variety, and that there are

a great many other points to be considered before

we venture to encourage another risk of a "seedling

nuisance."

HORTICULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.
" CoMPARisoxs are odious," says Mrs. Malaprop

;

but sometimes Mrs. Partington's understanding that

they are "odorous," is the correct one, and they

shed a balmy influence for good on all who may
come within the charmed circle of the magic

fragrance.

Two papers come to hand by the same mail, one

from California, the other from England, and afford

a striking comparison of the status of horticultural

art in these comparative antipodes.

Our English paper gives an account of a collection

of variegated plants on exhibition in London, sent

for that purpose by Mr. Fortune from Japan! and
which arrived there the day before the exhibition,

in first-rate order, in a Wardian case. Certainly it

was a feat worth exulting over, not only as being

successful be3-ond record, but as showing how very

far horticultural skill has advanced there.

And now, what of California? The account

^nr 1
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Mated Hiat an association had been formed with a

veo" heavy caiiilal, tlic shares from |25 to f "lO each
;

the object being to import specimens of tlie best

fruits of Europe to California. The principal part

of the cjipital it was proposed to spend in the cm-

pU.ynienl of "competent hands," who were to be

"sent out to the various European countries" to

superintend the packing up the plants in such a

manner that "they could have daily water, air, light

and attendance" on the way. This sounded so pre-

cisely like one of our "Patent Otlice schemes," that

it was with difficulty we could bring ourselves to be-

lieve it to be apian emanating from intelligent gentle-

men. They have certainly never heard of Wardian

cases, and are full fifty years behind the times.

It is a source of profound regret to see such energy

and good intentions so expensively and uselessly

employed. Kothing shows more cleariy the national

value of a study of horticulture, and the immense

importance of its pursuit in an industrial point of

view. No greater mistake can be made than to con-

sider it a mere lady's accomplishment, like zephyr

or worsted work.

"Ilorticadture," says Dr. Lindley, in a recent address

to Prince Albert, as President of the London Horti-

cultural Society, "Horticulture, Sir, is the parent of

Agriculture. It determines, on a small scale, the

value of the principles on which an extended culti-

vation of the soil depends. It is associated with our

food, our wealth, and many of our social enjoy-

ments." IIow much more is this applicable to our

country, which is so peculiarly agricultural, than to

England ; and how well does the California example

of ill-directed energy show the want of it.

GRAPES.
Most horticulturists have heard of the grapes of

Fox Meadow gardens. We have repeatedly said,

in the discussion of the grape subject, that facts and

figures on the merits of the differing systems were

what we wanted, and here we have in black and

white, a weighty argument in favor of the Fox

Meadow system, which, after all, is but the old spur

system. The " weighty argument" consi.-<ts of six

bunches, weighing, collectively, seventeen pounds,

two ounces, expressed in "black" Hamburg, and

"white" Muscats, in all the various bearings of

which, color, tlavor, form, &c., we were compelled

to admit the "reasoning most cogent, clear and

logical ;" even the leaves which accompanied the

fruit measured twelve inches by eighteen, and were

models of healthy luxuriance.

In a "private" note which Mr. Ellis sends with

the fruit, are soine interesting facts, which we take

I the liberty of extracting, assured that Mr. Ellis will

object to the publication :

"I forward you a sample so that you could be

able to "record" something on our old spur .system

of vine growing. Six years ago, I planted a house,

three hundred feet long, with vines two (eet apart,

intending to cut down each alternate vine as it was

fruited ; (yon will liere bear in mind this was an

earlyforcing house.) The following season, I worked

part of the house on this plan of cutting down,

("which I had seen twenty years ago performed Ity

>tr. Seammell, nurseryman, Bath, England, J to

first see how it would answer, but I found that the

cutting down caused the vines to push much later

from their base than those which were for fruhing;

some a month and others six weeks later, and that

in their breaking together there was no dependence
;

and that if I had continued the system for two or

three years, my early forcing-house, at the end of

that time would have naturally grown into a cold

house, so I had to drop it. Well, sir, this result

caused me to spur-prune these vines instead of cut-

ting them down, as before stated, and to sum up, to-

day, on vine growing, mj* experience leads me to

believe that vines planted four feet apart are cai)able

of bearing double the qiianiily of much better fruit

than when planted at two feet ai>art without any re-

gard to anyone's system of pruning or growing."

It has been stated somewhere tliat Mr. Ellis had
found his vines "declining" under the old spur-prun-

ing S3-stem. Mr. E. states that he had noticed a slight

falling off in crop on a few vines, but so far from be-

lieving that it was caused by the system of ))runing

or the necessity of adopting another one, set about

to remedy it in his own way ; and if the samples
sent prove any thing, it is certainly some "other
thing" than a "decline."

lu due time, no doubt, "the other side" will fur-

nish similar "arguments," when we shall have much
pleasure in duly "weighing" them also.

ENTOMOLOGICAL ARTICLES.
We are indebted to the Publieation Committee of

the Eastern Pennsylvania Fruit-Growers' Society,

through Mr. Gustavus Ileins, the attentive Secretary

of the Association, for the highly interesting article

on the Grape-vine Beetle in auolher column. We
have several other articles on destructive insects,

also from the pen of Mr. Rathvon, which will api)ear

in forthcomuig numbers.

TRAVELLING AGENT.
OfR neighbor, Jlr. .Tames Glcasou, in connec-

tion with his business of laying-out grounds and

execution of ground work generally, makes a trip to

the East and Canada, and has kindly consented to

act as an agent of the Gardener's Montftly during the

^
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tour. The publisher will he oWised to the friends of

the joiirniil who may pliuc him in the way of being

most successful in obtuining new subscribers.

LARGE NURSERY ESTABLISHMENT
FOR SALE.

In another column appears an advertisement of

Messrs. G. 11. White it Co.'s Nurseries at Cold-

water, Jliehigan. A personal friend who has re-

cently returned from a business tour in that section,

informs us that he spent a day very delightfully over

the grounds, which he spoke very highly of, as well

as of theh' location. We allude to the subject here

because it is the first instance we have heard of any

of our large nurseries getting frightened at the

crisis; a rather surprising fact when we know how
many other businesses have failed, and how nursery-

men have sullered by debts withheld. We have no
doubt Jlessrs. White will soon find a successor, and
they themselves eventually regret their change. It

is at least our impression that the nursery interest

will be one of the first to recover from the general

depression, for it is an "ill wind that blows no one

any good," and they to whom it blows want the

luxuries of horticulture.

have leaves all alike ; Cuyahoga, Maxatawny and

UuUilt parlicularly, look like some one variety of

foreign grape. Shoulil these three varieties have

this one uniform and foreign look '!" Certainly not,

and if they are all thus alike, it is a bare faied fraud,

which should be prosecuted us such in a criminal

court. The letters of the other gentlenuin, though

we sympathize with parties in their troubles, we must

be excused from further noticing, for reasons stilted

in our last two numbers.

^rraps finb ilguprips.

§3*C"*>ni'"'iDications for this department must reacti tho Editor

OQ or before lift- lOtli of the moiuli.

II3"^'*'0 Editor ciinnut answer letters for this department pri-

vately.

Advertisements—J. B. Good. We hoped our

last would close this discussion, but two parties re-

ferred to seem to have a right to a postscript. Mr.

Kohly writes that he may have been uiistakcn in the

date of his letter, as he certainly was b}- the post-

mark ; but he now sends us facts and documents

proving clearly that he did send money to Mr. Good;

and he also sends us additional letters of Mr. Good's,

which proves that Mr. Good did, at least, get the

lellers. Whether the money did or did not reach

Mr. Good may be a good ground for suspicion, but

it is a matter better fitted for discussion in a court of

justice than in a horticultural journal. Another

letter is from the Baltimore gentleman alluded to.

Though we may, in truth, say scores of letters in our

possession, from as many parties, show that Mr.

Good must, to say the best, have been particularly

unfortunate in the non-receipt of his money letters,

we were particularly anxious that even the most

"unfortunate" should suffer no injustice at our

h.inds, and we gave Mr. Good the benefit of all the

praise of him that had come to hand. But tiiis

gentleman now writes, "1 have little doubt th.it mj'

Delawares are spurious, and many of the others

FllliITS KlviEIVED.

—

Strawberry Seeilling from

Jlr. Lanfestj', Philudeljihia. Fruit of large size, on

a long stem, similar in this respect to Austin Seed-

ling. The (luality was not first-rate, but it may pos-

sess other qualities that would render it a desirable

variety to peq)etuatc. Strairbcrry ScciUiny from

Wilmington, Del. ; so much spoiled in transit that

it could not even be tasted. Raspberry Seedling from

George Raphael, Burlington, N. J., of superior excel-

lence in flavor, but soft like Fastolf, with which we
think it possesses too much in ctmimon to merit a

separate preservation, unless it possess (lualities of

hardiness, Ac, which Fastolf does not. Francoiiia

U<i.K}iberricH from E. Satlerthwait, Jenkintown, Pa.

Quite as hard and firm as the Allen ; very large and

showy, of superior flavor ; indeed, we doubt whether

very many of the new introductions can approach

this old one in value in several qualities.

Straweerry GitowixG—i*. IF., Jamaica Plain,

Maga., writes: "I have never had a chance since I

came to this country, to learn much about the

American varieties. In Scotland, we used to grow

them, the British varieties, mostly on tlie hill system,

and they did well, but all around Boston they grow

the strawberiy in beds, so that I have had no chance

to see how they do in hills. I have been keeping a

look out in the Mdnlhly, liut I do not see any kind

mentioned but the Triomphe deGand grown in that

wa3'. I turned over a piece of ground with the

Michigan plough last spring, manured and planted

it about the beginning of May with Ilovcy's Seed-

ling, Virginia and Brighton Pine, two feet four in-

ches between the rows, eight to twelve inches be-

tween the plants. Now, should I keep them in hills

or let them run intobedsV I maymeiition tliatlwill

have to depend partly on -them for a living, so by

that you will understand that I want to make as

much off the ground as I can."

[Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg, finds it most profitable

to grow all varieties of strawberry in hills. It should

not be forgotten, however, that he is a vciy large

cultivator, the most extensive, perhaps, in the Union,

and a system .that proves the most profitable on a

large scale often docs not answer so well on a small
*:
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ono. Wc do not know any smnll market-grower

who aclopt.s llic plan, and as a mere question of pro-

fit with our correspondent, we cannot advise him,

Ihoiigli we are strongly of opinion that the hill

system, even in small places, would be found, in a

pecuniary sense, the most remunerative.

Books, IToTnocsES, &.v.— IF. li., Washington,

Wash. Co., Iowa, w^rites :
" Can you not go a little

more into details in answering correspondents? (\)

I am much interested in that department, especially

in relation to hothouses. Can you give me the name
of a work on the managing of hothouses ? I want to

propagate grapes from buds, and roses from cuttings.

I want something that will give me full details, ('i)

I tried it last winter and partially succeeded ; have a

few grapes from buds that look well. Can I graft

Dowuing's New JIulberry the same as apples ? C3J

Where can I get roots of the common Mulberry to

graft on ? Any information on the subject would

be thankfully received. (4J Also, 1 would like to

know what process the seed of the Buckthorn must

betaken through to make it germinate? Here in

the West, fencing material is scarce and costl}', and

we want something that will make a good hedge.

I tliink our native thorns arc just the thing if we can

get them to grow." (5J

[1. We should be glad to give fuller details, but

it must not be forgotten that the (piestions in this

department interest but a small portion of our

readers, however interesting they may be to a few,

and justice to the general reader denumds a limit to

the space the department should occupy.

3. Leuchars on Hothouses is a good guide to con-

struction and principles of management. There is

no work on details of hothouse management that

we know. JIcMuliou's Gardener's Calendar, Buist's

Flower Garden Directory, and Breck's Book of

Flowers are very useful to novices.

3. Yes.

4. For obvious reasons we never recommend
nurserymen ; most of the large nurseries that adver-

tise in our paper could furnish them.

5. When good it grows very readily ; when sown

in spring, as easily as cabbage seed. No process

but mere sowing is required.]

Pike Thee Insect.— Ml, Baltimore, writes:

"Can you enlighten me upon a disease I have found

this spring to affect my White Pines? Afler they

had made u growth of a foot or sixteen inches, 1

noticed that the leader ceased growing and turned

brown, and upon cutting into the bark, foiuid that

wliitc worms, somewhat similar to the Apple-tree

Borer, were eating it up. In one si>ccimen I found

several dozen worms, ranging in size from an eighth

to a half inch in length ; they completely e icircle

the wood and kill it as they descend. 1 did not ob-

serve any holes in the Imrk where they could enter,

as the borer shows in the apple tree, and I concluded

that the eggs of a moth had been laid in the little

tuft at the extreme end of last year's growth, which

were hatched by our warm vernal suns, and the

worms had eaten their way in at that point, and
thence descend, until, perhaps, the whole tree is de-

stroyed. I cut the leader off down to apparently

healthy wood and then tied up a lateral shoot to form

a new leader. I should like to know what would
prevent the ravages of this insect, for they have

done me much damage. (\) Will j'ou please give

me, also, through your excellent Monthly, the most

satisfactory rlimber for a locust tree, wliich I have

killed, and lopped otf its branches for a support ? It

is in front of ni}- dwelling, and I should like some-

thing ornamental. Is Ivy lueferable to a deciduous

vine for such a purpose ?" ('2)

[1. We know of no other remeH)' for this inflic-

tion but cutting otf and burning the insects with the

parts attacked, and print the inquiry in full, in the

hope that any of our frieuds who may have had ex-

peiience with the sjune trouble, will communicate.

2. The Iv}' would do well, but we should add

with it a Trumpet vine, and if the tree were large

enough, a Virginia Ivy—they would all do together.]

Wine GnAPES for Michigan—Sturgui, Michigan,

asks for the best hardy grapes for wine and market

in that region.

[In most regions where it has been tried, the

Delaware is found to make the best wine. In most

of om- Middle Slates, were we to plant for market

merely, we should plant largely of Concord ; but in

your latitude, for the combined purposes of wine and
market, we should try Diana and Concord, unless

we found that parties in that region had already

tried and found other kinds well adapted to the

pccidiar locality. Experiments in these matters rc-

(piire to be made with great caution in new localities.

We have seen, even in this part of the country,

thousands of dollars lost on implicitly following

advice as to varieties and management, that have

been found excellent in other places. In a quite

new locality, we should plant small quantites of

most of the better known im|>rnved kinds for experi-

ment, in addition to the larger quantities of the two

kinds named. ]

IIakdiness OF Farfuoiu.m OitAKPE

—

W., Phila-

delphia, saj's in reference to the notice in our last,

that this entirely disappeared from his border the

past winter; killed, as he supposes, by the frost.

.i)'^^̂
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Tritomas— W. C. S., Keokuk, Tmea.—It would be

best in your latitude to take up Tritomas late in the

fall, out back the foliape about two-thirds, pack them

in boxes of soil, and set in a cool cellar for the

winter. We have found them hardy here, but seem

somewhat injun-d and do not flower or grow near

as well as those we protect.

Jai".vx Limes—7?., Cincinnati, 0.—You need not

fear to risk your Japan Lilies out in the open air

;

they arc perfectly hardy, and, indeed, thrive much
better in the open border, when left out over winter,

than we ever knew them to do under greenhouse

culture. We would, however, replant them every

fall—advice that will apply to all the other species of

Lilium.

©oohx, (JflfflKoguFS, %'r.

i

I

Ox THE SonjCES OF THE NlTltOGEN OF VeGET.^-

TION ; with special reference to the Question

whether Plants Assimilate Free or L^ncombined

Xitrogen. By John Bennet Lawcs, Esq., F.R.

B., F.C.S. ; Joseph Henry Oilhcrl, Ph.D., F.R.S.,

F.C.S. ; and Evan Pugh, Ph.D., F.C.S.

After referring to the earlier history of the sub.

ject, and especially to the conclusion ofDe Saussure,

that plants derive their nitrogen from the nitroge-

nous compounds of the soil and the small amount of

ammonia which he found to exist in the atmosphere,

the Authors preface the discussion of their own ex-

periments on the sources of the nitrogen of plants,

by a consideration of the most prominent facts estab-

lished by their own investigations concerning the

amount of nitrogen yielded by different crops over

a given area of land, and of the relation of these to

certain measured, or known sources of it.

On growing the same crop year after year on the

same land, without any supply of nitrogen by ma-

nure, it was found that wheat, over a period of

fourteen years, had given rather more than thirty

pounds—barley, over a period of six j-eai-s, some-

what less—meadow -hay, over a period of three years,

nearly forty pounds,—and beans, over eleven j-ears,

rather more than fifty pounds of nitrogen per acre,

per annum. Clover, another Leguminous crop,

grown in thr<>e out of four consecutive years, had

given an average of one hundred and twenty pounds.

Turnips, over eight consecutive years, had yielded

about forty-five pounds.

The Graminaceous crops had not, during the

periods referred to, shown signs of diminution

of produce. The j-ield of the Leguminous crops

had fallen considerably. Turnips, again, appeared

greatl}' to have exhausted the immediulelj' available

nitrogen in the soil. The amount of nitrogen har-

vested in the Leguniinous and Uoot-crops was con-

.sidend)ly increased by the use of "mineral manures,"

whilst that in tlie Graminaceous crops was so in a

very limited degree.

Direct experiments further showed that pretty

nearly the sjime amount of nitrogen was taken from

a given area of land in irhf/il in eiglit years, whetlier

eight crops were grown consecutively, four in al-

ternation with fallow, or four in alternation with

beans.

Taking the results of six separate courses of rota-

tion, Boussingault obtained an avenige of between

one-third and one-half more nitrogen in the produce

than had been supplied in manure. Ilis largest

j'ields of nitrogen were iu Leguminous crops; and

Cereal crops were larger when tliej- next succeeded

the removal of the highly nitrogenous Leguminous
crops. In their own experiments upon an actual

course of rotation, without manure, the Authors

had obtained, over eight years, an average annual

yield of 57.7 pounds of nitrogen per acre; about

twice as mucli as was obtained in either wheat or

barley, when the crops were, respective!}-, grown

year after }-ear on the same land. The greatest

yield of nitrogen had been in a clover crop, grown
once during the eight ycare ; and the wheat crops

grown after this clover in the first course of four

years, and after beans in the second course, were

about double those obtained when wheat succeeded

wheat.

Thus, Cereal crops, grown year after year on the

same land, had given an average of about thirty

pounds of nitrogen, per acre, per annum ; and Le-

guminous crops much more. Nevertheless the

Cereal crop w-as nearly doubled when preceded by a

Leguminous one. It was also about doubled when
preceded b}' fallow. Lastly, an entirely uumanured

rotation had \ielded nearly twice as much nitrogen

as tlie continuously grown Cereals.

Leguminous crops were, however, little benefitted,

indeed frequently injured, by the use of the ordinary

direct nitrogenous manures. Cereal crops, on the

other hand, though their yield of nitrogen was com-
paratively small, were very much increased by direct

nitrogenous manures, as well as when they suc-

ceeded a highly nitrogenous Leguminous crop, or

falli'W. But when nitrogenous manures had been

employed for the increased growth of the Cereals,

the nitrogen in the immediate increase of produce

had amounted to little more tluin fortj- per cent, of that

supplied, and that in the increase of the second year

after the application, to little more than one-lonth of

the remainder. Estimated in the same way, there had

been in the case of the meadow grasses scarcely any

larger proportion of the supplied nitrogen recovered.

=^'IS
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In the Leguminous crops the proportion so rccov-

erft] appcarcil to be even less ; whilst in the root-crops

it was i)rol):ibly soniewlmt greater. Several possible

explanations of this real or apparent loss of the ni-

trogen supplied bj- manure are enumerated.

The question arises—what are the sources of all

the nitrogen of our crops beyond tlint which is di-

rectly supplied to the soil by artificial means? The
following actual orpossilile sources may be enumera-

ted :—the assimilaticm of free nitrogen by plants;

the nitrogen in certain constituent minerals of the

soil ; the combined nitrogen annually coming down
in the direct aqueous deposition from the atmosphere;

the accumulation of combined nitrogen from the at-

mosphere by the soil in other ways ; the formation of

ammonia in the soil from free nitrogen and nascent

hydrogen ; the formation of nitric acid from free ni-

trogen
;
the direct ab.isorption of combined nitrogen

from the atmosphere bj' plants themselves.

A consideration of these several sources of the

nitrogen of the vegetation which covers the earth's

•surface showed that those of them which have as

yet been quantitatively estimated are inade(|Uate to

account for the amount of nitrogen obtained in the

annual produce of a given area of land beyond that

which may be attributed to supplies by previous

manuring. Those, on the other hand, which have

not yet been even approximately estimated as to

quantity—if indeed fully established qualitatively

—

offer many practical difiiculties in the waj' of such

an investigation as would afford results applicable in

anj' such estimates as arc here supposed. It ap-

peared important, therefore, to endeavor to settle

the question whether or not that vast storehouse of

nitrogen, the atmosphere, affords to growing plants

any measurable amount of its free nitrogen. More-

over, this ([uestion had of late years been submitted

to very extended and laborious experimental re-

searches by M. Boussingault, and M. Villc, and also

to more limited investigation by MM. Jfene, Hoy,

Cloez, De Luca, Ilarting, Petzholdt, and others,

from the results of which diametrically opposite

conclusions had been arrived at. Before entering

on the discussion of their own experimental evi-

dence, the Authors give a review of the results and
inferences

; more especially those of M. Boussingault

who questions, and those of M. Georges Ville who
affirms the assimilation of free nitrogen in the pro-

cess of vegetation.

The general method of experiment instituted by

Boussingault, which has been followed, with more

or less modification, in most subsequent researches,

and by the Authors in the present inquiry was

—

to set seed or young plants, the amount of nitrogen

in which was estimated by the analysis of carefully

chosen similar specimens; to employ soils and water

containing either no combined nitrogen, or only

known quantities of it ; to allow the access either of

of free air Cthe plants being protected from rain and

dust^— of a current of air freed by washing from all

combined nitrogen—or of a limited quantity of air,

too sinall to be of any avail so far as any compounds
of nitrogen contained in it were concerned ; and

finally, to determine the amount of combined nitro-

g<'n in the plants jiroduced and in the soil, pot, &c.,

and so to provide the means of estimating the gain

or loss of nitrogen during the course of the experi-

ments.

The i)]an adopted by the Authors in discnssing

their own experimental results was:

To consider the conditions to be fulfilled in order

to affect the solution of the main question, and to

endeavor to eliminate all sources of error in the

investigation.

To examine a number of collateral questions bear-

ing upon the points at issue, and to endeavor so far

to solve them, as to .reduce the general solution to

that of a single question to be answered by the re-

sults of a final set of experiments.

To give the results of the final experiments, and

to discuss their bearings upon the question which it

is proposed to solve by them.

Accordingly, the following points are considered

:

1. The preparation of the soil, or matrix, for the

reception of the plants and of the nutriment to be

supplied to them.

2. The preparation of the nutriment, embracing

that of mineral constituents, of certain solutions,

and of water.

3. The conditions of atmosphere to be supplied to

the plants, and the means of securing them ; the

apparatus to be emi)loyed, &c.

4. The changes undergone by nitrogenous organic

matter during decomposition, affecting the quantity

of combined nitrogen present, in circumstances

more or less analogous to those in which the ex-

perimental plants are grown.

5. The action of agents, as ozone ;
and the in-

fluence of other circumstances which may affect the

quantity of combined nitrogen present in connexion

with the plants, independently of the direct action

of the growing process.

In most of the experiments a rather clayey soil,

ignited with free access of air, well wa.shed with

distilled water, and re-ignited, was used as the ma-

trix or soil. In a few cases washed and ignited

pumice-stone was used.

The mineral constituents were supplied in the form

of the ash of plants, of the description to be grown

if practicable, and if not, of some closely allied kind.

The distilled water used for the final rinsing of all

he important parts of the apparatus, and for the

t
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supply of water to the plants, was prepared by boil-
'

ing otrone-thiril from ordinary water, collecting the

seconJ-thiril as distillate, and re-distilling this, pre-

violl^Iy aiidulaled with pluisphoric acid.
|

JIosl of the pots used were specially made of

porous ware, with a great many holes at the bottom

and round the sides near to the bottom. These

were placed in glazed stone-ware pans with inward-
[

turned rims to lessen evaporation.
|

Before use, the red-hot matrix and the freshly

ignited ash were mixed in the red-hot pot, and the

whole allowed to cool over sulphuric acid. The
soil was then moistened with distilled water, and

after the lapse of a day or so the seeds or plants

were put in.

Very carefidly picked bulks of seed were chosen
;

specimens of the average weight were taken for the

experiment, and in similar specimens the nitrogen

was determined.
The atmosphere supplied to the plants was washed

free from ammonia by passing through sulphuric

acid, and then over pumice-stone saturated with

sulphuric acid. It then passed through a solution

of carbonate of soda before entering the apparatus

enclosing the plant, and it passed out again through

sulphuric acid.

Carbonic acid, evolved from marble by measured

quantities of hydrochloric acid, was passed daily

into the apparatus, after passing, with the air,

through the sulphuric acid and the carbonate of soda

solution.

The enclosing apparatus consisted of a large glass

shade, resting in a groove filled with mercury, in a

slate or glazed earthernware stand, upon which the

pan, with the pot of soil, &c., was placed. Tubes

passed under the shade, for the ingress and the egress

of air, for the supply of water to the plants, and, in

some cases, for the withdrawal of the water which

condensed within the shade. In other cases, the

condensed water wasremovedby means of a special

arrangement.

One advantage of the apparatus adopted was, that

the washed air was forced, instead of being aspira-

ted, through the enclosing vessel. The pressure upon

it was thus not only very small, and the danger from

breakage, therefore, also small, but it was exerted

upon the inside instead of the outside of the shade
;

hence, any leakage would be from the inside out-

wards, so that there was no danger of unwashed air

gaining access to the plants.

The conditions of atmospliere were proved to be

adapted for healthy growth, by growing plants

under exactly the same circumstance?, but in a gar-

den soil. The conditions of the artificial soil were

shown to be suitable for the purpose, by the fact

that i>lants grown in such soil, and in the artificial

conditions of atmosiihere, developed luxiu-iantly, if

only manured with substances supplying combined

nitrogen.
(Conclusion in our next.)

BuKiiTT O.N GuAPK-Ct'LTtritp;. Second Edition.

That a new edition of his work so soon after its first

ai>pearance should be called for must be peculiarly

gratifying to the author. Like most men of bold

and original views, ho has had "a hard road to

travel" over the rocks and hills along which the

practices or prejudices of his professional compeers

have led him.

It is, however, an unquestionable fact, that since

the first publication of Mr. Bright's views on grapes,

its culture has progressed with giant strides,— not,

perhaps, exactly in the channels Mr. Bright has

marked out for it,—but he has furnished the food

for thought, and the matter for reflection, that has

made grape-culture so well understood by the

masses. Men of long years of close and excellent

practical experience in grape management may feel

that they have learned nothing new from the labors

of the author ; but the thousands to whom the art

was almost a sealed book as of magic or necro-

manc}', have been taught to think, to experiment,

and to observe, until they have found supposed mys-
teries perfectly clear, and grape-growing to be an

art of easy accomplishment when the scientific

principles are mastered ; and grape-houses are everj'-

whcre going up.

In this edition Mr. Bright has incorporated some
new views, leading to modifications of practice

which will command the attention of those who
wish to have something to think about with the

view to improved grape-culture.

The REPOsiTonT of New London, Conn., has

been changed to a neat monthly magazine, entitled

Tlie Family Repository and Horlicullural Cabinet. It is

edited by Mr. W. H. Starr. It is filled with selec-

tions from the best sources, and illustrated with a

colored plate as a frontispiece. The one before us

has a handsome lithograph of an Easter Beurre

Pear.

Catalogue op the Officers akd Students
OF THE University of Michig.vn for 1861. AVe

are indebted to Alexander Winchell, Esq., the Bo-

tanical Professor of the Institution, for the copy
before us.

Catalogues.

Peter JIackenzie & Son, Philadelphia. Green-

house and Stove Plants. In the Camellia depart-

ment we notice descrijitions of over one hundred

varieties.

John Westtiial & Sons, Iowa City. Descrip-

tive Catalogue. 52 pages. Trees, Plants and
Flowers.

rf
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T. C. Maxwell & Bro., Geneva, N. Y. De-

scriptive Catalogue of Bcilding Plants, Bulbs, &c.

15 pages.

Geo. D. KiMBER, Flushing, Long Island, N. Y.

Fruits, Sbnibbcry, &c.

Cooks' Sri'Pi.KMKNT, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati.

Chiefly descriptive of Dahlias and Verbenas.

James N. Pkice, Media, Pa. Fruits.

H. E. IIooKEu & Co., Rochester, N. Y. Pre-

pared Bast matting.

F. Pkentice, Toledo, Ohio. Wholesale Trade

List.

J. SiiEPPAKD, ("successor to W. P. Slieppard,

deceased,) New York Citj'. Horticultural Agency,

A. F. CoNARD & Brc, West Grove, Pa. Fruits

and Flowers.
j

M. A. Walmslet, Bristol, Pa. Fruits and

Flowers.

color, and the light green spur is a foot in length.

It .seldom produces more than two or four flowers

from the a.\il of each of the upper leaves. It was
discovered and brought to England by the Rev.

William Ellis, in whose garden it also llowercd for

the tirst time.

—

Scoilish Gardener.

JQpto or lifirp "JPIenh.

Cereus Kingiaxa.—Some time last spring Mr.

Buist sent us a seedling Cactus, which has since

bloomed, and proves one of the handsomest of the

class. It appears to be a hybrid between Cereus

speciosissimus and Epiphyllum speciosum. The
habit of tlio plant approaches the former, but the

flowers are medium between the two in size, and

are clear white at the base, broadly edged with

purple shaded rose. There is no handsomer tribe of

plants than the free blooming and "tall cacti," as

the section in question is termed, and the present

addition will not fail to become popular.

k

New Dwakf Begokias.—A new race of minia-

ture or dwarf begonias has been produced by the

Belgian cultivators, which is attracting much at-

tention. It has already become apparent that, re-

markable as the begonias are, the plants occupy so

much space that amateurs with small greenhouses are

unable to possess but a limited number. These

dwarf sorts obviate this necessity, for while they are

etiually varied and rich in their leaf coloring, they

grow only six inches high, and form dense masses

of foliage as strikinglj' conspicuous as they are neat

and compact in growth. Begonia Frederic Sies-

mayer, raised by Van Iloutte, is the original of the

group. It is similar to Rex, but the zone of silver

is larger and far brighter colored.

—

Hocey's Magazine.

AKOR.KcrM srs(}rrrEDAT.E is one of the rarest,

as it is one of the finest ; no other Orchid can rival

it in the size of the individual flowers. They are

seven inches in diameter, of a clear ivory white

New Shrcubery Calceolarias.—This class of

caUcolarias thrive pretty well in our climate, and

make good summer bedding plants,—propagating

well from cuttings, and keeping well over the

winter. We insert the following list of new
English kinds in order to call attention to the merits

of the class

:

^f!tna.—Crimson, tinted with scarlet, habit lirst-

rate ; a most abundant late blooming variety, and

will be found admirably adapted for bedding pur-

poses.

Harlequin.—A most pleasing variety
;
yellow, dis-

tinctly spotted and blotched all over the flowers

with crimson, very dwarf in babit ; a most abundant

bloomer.

Liltle Dorrit.—A pleasing soft yellow, fine-shaped

flower, dwarf and good habit ; a most abundant

bloomer; first-rate for bedding.

Magenla.—Beautiful dark velvet crimson, tinted

with scarlet, of fine shape and good habit.

Princess Helena.—Yellow, with primrose shading,

very effective
;
good shape and habit.

The Hon. Mrs. Mams.—Primrose color, distinctly

spotted all over with crimson spots ; a finely shaped

flower, of good habit.

The Queen.—Pure yellow, beautifully marked all

over the flower with rich cinnabar red spots; a

great improvement on my Lady Palinerston.

Victor Emmanuel.—Fine reddish scarlet, distinctly

pitted with crimson dots ; first-rate habit, and will

prove a good bedding variety.

CisTt;s vaoinatus.—From Tencriffe. Has rose-

colored flowers, resembling in size and form a single

camellia. It is a greenhouse shrub of great beauty,

growing about three feet high, and flowering in

June.

Pelargonium EKOLicirERiANUM.—This is a her-

baceous perennial kind, with umbells of eight to ten

red carmine flowers, with a rich carmine vein.

Though a native of Caucasus, the German Garten

Flora says it has but recently met with a tardy re-

cognition of merit as a pretty garden plant.

QEatANiUM Hexdersoni NANirM.— This fine va-

riety is a decided improvement upon the well-known

O. IlENnERSoNi, which; for a considerable period,

was the most reliable self white-flowered bediling

geranium known. The present one is a dwarfer
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and sliortcr-jointed growth and more effective in

cUiiiactcr.

Co.NVOLVDi.rs 0CC1.ATA, a new and intcrostini:

hardy perennial herl)aceous pliuil from Cliina and

Japan ; of a neat scandent or trailing habit for a

wall or trellis, producing numerous blush-tinted

funnel-shaped blossoms, picturesque, sliaded -with

dark violet or purple crimson in the centre or throat.

AoATn.nA rfELKSTis FOLIA VAUiEGATA, a Very

elegant dwarf box-like plant, three to four inches

high, with picturesque silver-edged leaves ; for front

margins and belts. Once Cineraria amelIio<les.

riTTinAXGKA CTAKEA,' a new species from China,

forming a neat dwarf conservatory shrub, -with

clusters of blush pink sepals, and inner smaller blue

petals and stamens.

@i

®FtD enb Plflrp ypuifs.

Buckingham Apple. (See Ih-onti.*piece.) At the

last meeting of the Pomological Society, held in

Philadelphia, few fruits on exhibition attracted more

attention than this. It was exhibited by Col. Bain-

bridge, of South Pass, Illinois. A s will be seen from

the engraving, the fruit is very large, oblate-conical

in shape. It is deeply shaded with crimson, and has

large grayish dots. The Committee reported that

in their beliel the "Meigs," "Jackson Red," "Bim-

combe" of the South, and "Winter Queen" in

Virginia and Kentucky, were names often applied to

this variety.

TuiUMPn OF CtTiiBEKLAKD CHEKitT. We received

in the early part of July, a box of very large Cherries

of this variety from Mr. David Miller, Jr., Cumber-

land Nurseries, near Carlisle, Pa., and have en-

graved an average size specimen.

There are not many
cherries that Tvill reach

three and a quarter inches

in circumference as these

averaged. We do not re-

gard it as of the higke.ti

quality, but it is "very

good," and with its other

properties of d^rk black

beauty, vigor, and produc-

tivess, would no douljt be

one of the most valuable

to grow, and we are sur-

prised not to find it much
more frequently in collec-

tions.

Cockmn'9 Favorite CnEnnv.—Another from

Mr. Sliller, which came to hand some days after the

aliovc paragraph was written. We believe this to

be an undescribed kind and very distinct in many
respects from any we know. It is not of largest size

or of very striking superiority of flavor, liut the very

small stone in proportion to the amount of fksh

gives it an advantage to the amateur oviT many
popular kinds of larger size. To tliose who do not

care how large the stone is, so that they get a "big

cherry," this recommendation will, of course, have

light weight.

It is of a beautiful amber color, and ^Ir. !Miller

saj's is a vigorous and abundant bearer, ripening when
most of tlie best kinds are over. Mr. M. is imable

to trace its origin correctly, but though it has the

growth and fohage of the Hearts and Biggareaus,

thinks its general appearance indicates a connection

with the Duke class.

P.prijpFs lyruih i'^pgpfflWpx.

To Pkesekve Green Gages.—The following

receipt appears to be a good one :—Pick and prick

all the plums, jiut them into a preserving pan, with

cold water enough to cover them ; let them remain

on the fire until the water simmers well ; then take

off, and allow them to stand imtil half cold, putting

the plums to drain. To every pound of plums allow

one pound of sugar, which must be boiled in the wa-
ter from which the plums have been taken ; let it

boil very fast until the syrup drops short from the

spoon, skimming carefully all the time. When the

sugar is sufficiently boiled, put in the plums and al-

low them to boil until the sugar covers the ])an with

large bubliles
; then pour the whole into a pan, and

^''¥?
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let them remain until the following day ; drain the

synij) from the plums as dry as possible, boil it up
quiclvly and pour it over the iilums, then set them
by

;
do this a third and a fourlli time. On the fifth

day, when the syni)) is boiled, put tlie plums into if,

and let tliem lioil for a few minutes
; llien i)Ul them

into jars. Should the green gages be over-rijie, it

will be belter to make jam of them, using three-

fourths of a pound of sugar to one pound of fruit.—

Warm the jars before putting the sweetmeats in, and
be careful not to boil the sugar to a candy.

—

Ger-
mantown Telegraph.

PiNE-Arri.E Preserve.—Twist off llie top and
bottom, and pare off the rough outside of pine-ap-

ples ; then weigh them, and cut them in slices, chips

or quarters, or cut them in four or si.x, and shape
each piece like a whole pineai)i)le ; to each pound
of fruit put a teacup of water

;
put it in a preserving

kettle
;
cover it, and set it ovcrthe fire, and let them

boil gently until they are tender and clear ; then take

them from the water, by sticking a fork in the cen-

tre of each slice, or with a skimmer, into a dish. Put
to the water white sugar, a pound for each pound of

fruit
;

stir it until it is all dissolved ; then put in the

pinc-apple ; cover the kettle, and let them boil gen-

tly until transparent throughout
; when it is so, take

it out, let it cool, and put it in glass jars; as soon as

the syrup is a little cooled, pour it over them ; let

them remain in a cool place until the next day, then
secure the jars as directed previously. Pinc-apple

done in this way is a delicious preserve. The usual

manner of preserving it, by i)utting it into the syrup
without first boiling it, makes it little better than
sweetened \c-M\ov.—Qerinantincn Tclcrjraph.

^ompsHr InWIiqpnrp.

[Concluded from page 217.]

On "Skeletonizing."- The art of "skeletoni-

zing" consists in promoting the decomposition of

the cellular structure of leaves and certain other

parts of plants, without breaking or injuring their

woody fibre, which is done very easily and cheaply
by macerating them in water. For convenience of

illustration, let us select the seed-vessels or burs of
Stramonunn or .Tamestown weed, which are now just

in the right condition, being partially open, but not

at all, or very slightly, dried or faded in color
;
place

these in a basin or bucket, and pour on them suffi-

cient hot water to cover them completely, and set

them aside. CCold water will answer the purpose,

but not so quickly. J After about three weeks, du-
ring whicli time a little fresh water may be occasion-

ally added, tliese will be softened and ready for the

removal of the cellular portions. This is accom-
plished by scrubbing with an old tooth brush or

shaving-brush, allowing a stream of water to run

over them during the process ; the seeds are to be

taken out, and the water allowed to run through the

burr, but without removing the internal structure in

which the seeds are deposited ; in this way, a per-

fect skeleton may be produced, showing all the

woody portions, including the external prickles, and,

when bleached, having the api)earance of delicately

carved ivory.

A variety of seed-vessels ma}' be prepared in this

way, of whicli the pojipy-head is one of the prettiest;

it may be readily obtained in a suitable condition

from the druggists; the internal membraneous por-

tion containing the seed requires to be removed,

after the requisite maceration in water, by a small

opening in the side. An oU'ensive odor arising from

the decomposition of the cellular structure and itS

contents is one of the discomforts of this process,

but is amplv repaid by the beautiful residting skele-

tons. In English "bouquets" of these prepara-

tions, there are some seed-vessels not often met

with in this country, of which the Henbane (Hyos-

cyamus^ is beautiful.

The preparation of leaves affords a greater variety

of forms than of any other portion of the plant ; only

the leaves of trees and shrubs, as far as I know, will

furnish a skeleton ; those of annual and herbaceous

plants seems to loose their structure entirely by

maceration. Some of the most transparent and

delicate leaves and ferns may be bleached by putting

into the bleaching solution without previous macera-

tion, but must always be previously faded, so as to

have entirely lost their greenness. Among the best

leaves for skeletonizing are those of the ivy, the

linden, the elm, the ixiplar, the holly, the pear tree,

the chestnut, the sassafras, the magnolia, the althea,

and no doubt hundreds that have never been tried
;

the oak would furnish a beautiful skeleton, but re-

quires from eight to twelve months' maceration,

while most of the others named are sufliciently de-

cayed in from one to three months. The leaves

should be free from insect bites or other imper-

fections ; in cleaning them, it is best to lay them

upon a smooth board, turning them over, from tmie

to time, and very carefully removing the decayed

parts with a soft brush. It has been observed that

ivy leaves are best prepared after maceration, by

tearing off the two outer layers of skin, leaving little

else but the skeleton, which is then easily cleaned

by careful handling under water. After obtaining

the skeletons, the next step is to bleach them ;
this

is done by placing them for a term, varying from an

hour to a whole day, in a solution of chloride of

hme, made by dissolving about two ounces lu a pint

M^^ ^^^
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of water. Poppylii'iuls or .Imiiostown burs will liciir

(loublf that strength, soiue ilolicate leaves, hydran-

gea flowers, &e., will blesuU ailvanla!j;eously with a

still weaker solution. The preparation is to be

removcil from the bleaehing liquid as soon as it is

thoroughly and satisfaetorily bleached ; it is then to

be washed, dried and put away in a box, excluded

from the light, till the collection is ready for mount-

ing. This operation retiuires much skill and taste ; a

common way is to make a kind of pin-cushion into

which the bleached stems of petioles, or covered

wires glued to the base of the leaves and seed-vessels,

are to be stuck ; the whole may then be covered by a

glass shade, which protects "the bouquet" from the

dust, and renders it an exceedingly attractive house-

hold ornament.

—

Friends^ Intelligencer.

Fig. 1.

JlETnoDs OF Pkeserving Food.—One of the

most remarkable discoveries of modem times is

that of compressing vegetables for their preservation.

According to this process, the most bulky, soft and

succulent vegetables, are reduced to a fraction of

their volume, and arc preserved in a dry indestruc-

tible state. After boiling for a rather longer time

than usual, the}' are restored to something of their

original form and consistence, retaining all their nu-
[

tritious principles and much of their flavor. Accor-

ding to a statement published in the Cuinptea lienduii,

as read before tV.e Paris Academy, the vegetables

are reduced seven-eighths in weight, and propor-

tionally in bulk ; they require to be heated one hour

and a half to one and three-quarters, and on cooling

are found to have regained nearly all their evapo-

rated juices.

To Kill ScjiTiTirvELS, R.\ts, Mice akd GornERS

:

—Take white glass and beat it as fine as meal ; then

mix up one quart of com meal with milk till it is in

a proper state for baking. Add to that half a tea-

cupfuU of this fine pounded glass, stirring thorougly

through. Place ] ortions of this mixture in barns,

around gardens and in the mouth of their dens, and

then bid them farewell.— Oreyon Fannir.

PoMOLOGiCAL PpiRiT.—The Oregon Farmer says,

Mr. Calver, located on the Coquille River, rode on

horseback two years ago, three hundred miles to

Salem, to attend the Oregon Fruit Growers' Society,

carrying his specimen of fruit with him.

PuoTECTiON OF Tkees.—Tlie Rural iVet/) Tarher

gives an "English Plan ' o' protection, which seems

excellent, and we reproduce it as follows:

Procure poles of any straight-growing tree, six

feet or more in length, and two inches in diameter

at the thickest end ; they should have holes drilled

through them at the top and bottom about one foot

from each end. Get a similar hole drilled two or

three inches up the centre of a

stake, and then saw olfthe length

which has had the hole drilled

through it, and which will give a

piece that, when the string or

wire is drawn through it, will re-

semble b in fig. 1. Repeat the

operation till as niany pieces are drilled and sawn off"

as may be wanted. Pass a strong piece of wire, or

thick tarred string, through one stake l)y the hole at

the top, and then through one of the two-inch

pieces, then through another stake, and so on, sepa-

rating each stake at top and bottom by one of the

two-inch pieces of wood, until you have enough to

surround your tree loosely, leaving plenty of space

for growth. AVhen this is done, the appearance of

the guard, before being put on, will be as in fig. 2.

Place the guard thus formed round the tree and

fasten the ends of the wire or string. The guard is

much the same as the cradle put romid the neck of a

blistered horse, to prevent his gnawing the irritated

Fig.1.

r
J

^

^

Salt for Makure.—A paragraph, purporting to

be from the English Farmers' Maguzine, is going the

"rounds" of the press, that twelve hundred weight

to the acre is a good dressing, and has been found

useful. This must be a mistake. It would destroy

every thing. Two hundred-weight is enough even

for very light soils.

part. The ends of the stakes merely rest on the

ground, and the}- should be cut quite flat at the bot-

tom to prevent their slicking in it. At the upper

end they should have a shari) slanting cut with a

bill-hook, to throw off the rain. The motion of the

tree will not he in an}' degree impeded, and the bark

cannot be injured, let the wind blow as it may, for

the guard moves freely with the tree in every direc-

tion. If a tree is growing rapidly, it will want oom
before the guard requires renewing ; in which case

^^^ ^^'
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it i8 only necessary to untie the string or wire at

the top and bottom, lengthen the siring or wire by

tj'ing 11 piece to it, and introduce an extra rod, and

two extra separating pieces. As a principal feature
:

in this guard is, that the tree is left quite at liberty

to be blown about bj- the wi|id in every direction, of

course it does not obviate the necessity of staking a

newly planted tree until it becomes fairly rooted.

r

Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows, on a larger scale, the grouud-jilan,

or rather liorizontal section one foot from the

ground, and a portion of the elevation of a tree so

fenced. In this figure the wire or string is shown
passing thro\igh the upright rods and horizontal

short iiieces, from c by d to c, but from c by / to <,

the wires are only shown passing through the up-

right rods ; the short pieces being seen in vertical

profile, as they are in nature.

I I

I

IcE-UorsES.—We have recently made some ex-

periments with ventilating ice-houses, showing the

great advantage of admitting warm air to the saw-

dust which covers the ice at the top. A house,

with double walls filled with sawdust, received last

winter its usual supply of ice ; and the upper door,

through which the ice was passed, carefully closed.

It was found this summer to be rai)idly melting.

The door was opened, and the melting ceased. This

has been since repeated, and invariably with the

same results. When the door is closed, and the air

above the ice thus enclosed, becomes cold, the ico

sinks away ; when it is opened, and air admitted

freely from the outside, the melting ceases. This

will perhaps be accounted for in different ways by

different persons, but the true explanation is proba-

bly this : When the door is closed, the air above the

ice is reduced in temperature, and, as a necessary

consequence, becomes heavier and sinks or forces its

way downwards through the sawdust. Its tempera-

ture being abo^e freezing, falthough much below

that of the common air,^ it carries a constant stream

of warmth to the ice and melts it. When the door

is thrown open, and the air outside freely admitted

to I)low over it, this air cannot become cooled, and

does not sink, and the ice is unharmed.

We have many inquiries from our correspondents,

why their ice melts away so rapidly. As a general

answer, we might sjiy, j-outake too much pains in

building tight ice-houses. We nerer salt ice keep

better than in a hoard shanty. The air must blow

freely over the top of the sawdust, and this shanty

was open all around. A rough floor a<lmitted free

drainage ; about eight inches of sawdust was spread

evenly over this floor ; the ice then built up in square

blocks, leaving about eight inches around next to

the siding of the shanty, which was filled and
packed in as the structure of ice went up ; and lastly,

the top was covered with about eight inches of saw-

dust. This was the whole i)roeess. The ice kept

perfectly ; was used all last summer, and about two

tons, which was left over, was thrown out last win-

ter, when the building was refilled. A thickness of

eight inches of packed sawdust may be regarded as

a perfect non-conductor of heat, for all practical

jnu-poses,—perhaps six inches would do, if fine and

evenly packed. If not packed, it may have cavities

or orifices, and admit enough warm air to melt the

whole.

—

Country Gentleman.

P.icKiso Fruit.—In no art are we more deficient

than that of packing fruit so that it may be carried

a long distance without injur}-. Three-fourths of all

our summer fruits sent to market any considerable

distance is more or less injured. Indeed, much tliat

is brought to cities by growers only a few miles dis-

tant is scarcely fit for sale. Occasiouall}- fiuits are

sent us with a request to exhibit them at our Horti-

cultural Shows, but in most cases the speciniens are

so injured when received as to be entirely unfit to

show. Mr. Kidd, gardener to the Maniuis of

Broadalbane, who sends fruits and flowers from

the garden near Hampton Court, England, to the

llighlaud residence of the Marquis, subject to five

hundred miles carriage, is so successful in ]iacking,

that he can send fully ripe peaches "without loos-

ing a fruit," and bouquets that when received will

1)6 as fresh as when first picked,

method of packing fruit

no better method in all

icis luui » lieu iir^citcu » lit

first picked. He gives his k

as follows: "I have found F

my experience, which has
| ^
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exteiKUHl overa period of twenty years, willi uU kinds

of fruit, varying in distances from tirty to live Inindred

miles. It simply is—box, sulX paper and sweet bran.

A box is chosen, in size, according to the quantity

to be sent. A layer of bran is put at the bottom
;

then each bunch of gra|)es is held by the hand over

the centre of a sheet of ])aper; the four corners ol

the paper arc brought up to the stalk and nicely se-

cured ; then laid on its side in the box, and so on,

until the fnst layer is finished. Then fill the whole

over with bran, and give the box a gentle shake as

you proceed. Begin the second layer as the first,

and so on, until the box is completed. Thus,with neat

hands, the blooni is preserved, and may be sent to any

distance; but, with clumsy hands, f|uite the contrary,

and often an entire failure, as the putting in and

the taking out of the box are the most iniiiortant

points to be observed. I have, invariably, packed

sixty or eighty bunches of grai)es, and fifty or

sixt}' dozen of peaches or apricots in one box, and

reteived letters from emploj'ers, to say that they

liad arrived as safe as if they had been taken from

the trees that morninir."

—

Rural New Yorker.

I.MPOHT.\TION OF FOUEIGX ViNES AND FkUITS.—
Col. Ilaraszthy, one of three commissioners ap-

pointed in conformity to a resolution of the State of

California, to promote the culture and improvement

of the grape-vine in that State, is about to visit the

grape districts of Europe and collect all the best va-

rieties to be found. In a circular to grape-growers,

he says

:

"El Paso on the Rio Grande, frontier place

between the United States and Mexico. The

fruits chiefly produced are grapes, apples, pears,

qninccs, peaches and apricots. The quinces are as

good as those raised East, but the peaches do not

possess so fine a flavor as our own, whde the apples

and pears are decidedly inferior. The grape is

widely cultivated, and is of a large species brought

originally from Spain ; both the white and purjile

varieties are raised. In the spring the vines are irri-

gated, or rather inundated, being altogether under

water until the ground becomes completely saturated;

this is generally all the moisture thej'get. The fruit

ripens in July and lasts for three months. It is much
used for food ; and wine and brandy are made from

it, both, however, of inferior quality."

—

From Zadock

Pratt') California Tonr.

\
profession, a taste for Horticultural and Agricultural

])ursuils, displayed in the beautiful garden and
greenhouses adjoining his residence, as well as ia

his long patronage of domestic and foreign periodi-

cals devoted to these subjects. Mr. M. was suddenly

l)rostnited by an apoplectic attack while engaged in

arguing a case in court the day before; he was at

once taken home, and lingered lliere, unconsciously,

onl}' \mlil one o'clock llie following morniug, when
he breathed his last.

—

Country Gentleman.

Advicks from St. Petersburgh bring intelligence

of the death, on the Cth of last December, at the

age of 70, of Mr. V. II.\utwiss, the Superintendent

of the Botanical garden of Nikita in the Crimea.

OBITUART.
It is with deep pain that we place on record the

death, July 12th, at his residence in Rochester, of

Hon. Selaii MATTirEws,widel.v known throughout

Western New York as an eminent lawyer, and who
united, with an engrossing earnestness in his own

JForpign Inhnigpnrp,

Aktificiai, Ammonia.—It is said that two French

chemists have found out a process by which the li.v-

drogen of water can be made to unite with the ni-

trogen of the atmo.sphere.

TiiK Violet in tiik East.—Viola odorata is the

favorite flower of Greeks and Turks, and they culti-

vate them abundantly in their gardens. They begin

flowering, sometimes as ea'ly as January, and con-

tinue flowering till April, the scent being much moie
intense than that of the German or French violet.

Thousiinds of bouquets, five violets in a bunch, are

sold dail}' in the Grecian towns, the price being but

trifling and every one fond of them, the demand is

equal to the supply. The Greeks also make a syrup

of violets for coughs. More than even the Greeks,

do the Turks love the violet. They plant it in masses
;

make sherbet and candies of it ; spread the flowers

in the apartments, especially those of the harem,

where the eunuch hands every morning a fresh violet

to every lady. The color of the violet is the favo-

rite color of the Turkish ladies, and they call dresses •

of violet color nienenclicc, from the violet motej^es.

The Romans made a wine and cakes from the

violet, nor were they less fond of the color. There
seems to have been a great demand for it, or they

would not have had dyers, who dj-ed violet shades,

and none others. Such a dyer was styled violarius

infeclor.

With the ancient Greeks the violet was the sym-

bol of the early regeneration of the earth ; also of

death, on account of its drooping habit. There

being many violets around Athens, that citj' was
surnanied the Voilet-sceuted Flora.

—

German Flora

Begenihurg.
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now TO Destroy Plant Ltce.—M. Gcrold, an

eminent liorlicultnrist of Vienna, states tliat lice may
be destroyed by sqnirtinjr a decoelion of quassia,

mixed witli soap-suds, on the plants which may be

infested with tlicni. M. Oberdieck, another distin-

guished hoiticiiltinist, has followed up the experi-

ment of M. (Serold with jxieat success. For a simi-

lar purpose, and the destruction of insects generally,

M. Lemaire proposes coal-tar mixed with sapoiiine.

Garden soil, with which this preparation has been

tlioroughl}' intermingled, has been freed from the

snails and other insects which previously infested

the greens grown on it. This mixture should not be

applied to the plants themselves, because it dania.ges

the leaves and flowers. It may safelj' be apjilied,

however, to the wall behind espaliers. This same

compound, spread upon the wall and door of grana-

ries, will exterminate the weevil. As kindred to

this same subject, we may mention that train oil

rubbed on the legs and bellies of horses, cows and

oxen, will free them from the annoyance of flies and

the stings oF venomous insects. Unlike the Escpii-

maux, who feed on this disagreeable substance, in-

sects cannot even bear its smell.

rjiPENiKG Seed for Double Flowers.—One

gieat cause of all the ill-success in attempting to

grow double flowers is commencing the work too

late. It has been thought sullicicnt to begin with

the seed, but a great deal is to be done before that.

We know how early the buds for the succeeding

year's flowers are formed in iierennial plants.

Doubling of flowers from which the seed is to be

saved for the new progeny are about to be formed.

The foimdation is to be laid then, and the work must

be iierfectcd by the culture of the plants raised from

the seed thus produced. When the plants raised

from these seeds have acquired about a third of their

size, promote their free gro'wlh by all possible

means. This is the period at which the buds of

flowers take their final form. Allow only a few

(lowers upon eai-h plant to ripen, and do not lei the

roots be exhausted by opening more than are in-

tended to he set for seed. In the common way, the

flowers weaken each other, and part of the seed is

always bad. As the seed which follows the first

flowers is the best, let these alone stand, and take

the rest olf in the bud.

—

^[i<^l(lll(l Florint.

Beoonta inc.vrx.vta,—As a usefid plant for cut-

ting flowers from during winter, this species of Be-

gonia or Elephant's Ear has no superior, being one of

those plants tlie commercial florist grows in quanti-

ties, to supply cut flowers for bouquet making. Its

color is good hy artificial light,—a point of great

importance, and it produces flowers in great abund-

ance, which are graceful either on the plant, or cut

and placed in the bouquet, vase, or basket. It is a

native of Brazil, and luxuriates here in an artificial

temperature during winter, ranging between 50° and

(i")", the latter only from sun-heat, and it is advisable

to keep the night temperature somewhere near 50 '

;

much higher its beauty is of short duration, while if

occasionally as low as 45- it will cause no injury.

It will also flower well in the window, although

somewhat lighter in color, from absence of light.

A Noble Oak.—There is standing on the estate

of Lee Steere, Esq., Rusper, Sussex, England, an

oak (Qucrcusrobur), that has braved the storms of at

least a century and a half, and bids fair to stand as

much longer. Its height is thirty-seven feet ; circum-

ference, five feet ; fi( m the ground, ten feet ; from

the ground to the first branch, nine feet. The
branches cover an area of nineteen square perches.

Roses.—For a neat surface-dressing for autumnal

roses, wood ashes and guano have proved most ex-

cellent fertilizers, in the proportion of half a peck of

guano to a bushel of wood ashes. Apply a quarter

of a peck of the mixture to each tree in a circle of

three feet in diameter rou d the stem, and letting it

remain undisurbed on the surface. The ashes retain

the moisture from the dew and showers, and the

efl'ect in giving a more vigorous growth, with an

abundant crop of flowers in autumn, has been very

apparent. This dressing should he given in Febru-

ary. Soot in heavy, cold st)ils is also very good for

surface-dressing ; this should be applied in January

or February, about a quart to a tree in a three feet

circle, and lightly forked in in April.

December and January are the best months for

applying the strong licpiid manures such as solutions

of night-soil, soakings of a dunghill, iVc, poured on

the surface ; the}' need not be stirred until spring.

One to two gallons poured on the surface twice in

the winter and the surface nHr/Zilii/ forked two or

three inches deep, will give great satisfaction.

Hybrid Perpetual and Bourbon Roses bloom much
more abundantly in Autumn if they are removed

annually in Nurcmlier, particularly in poor, unfavor-

able soils. Replant in the same place, giving each a

good shovelful of rotten manure mixed with the soil,

and top-dress in January with ashes and guano.

The annual removal of roses on manetii stocks,

planted in poor, light soils, is absolutely necessary,

for imlcss they are removed they wil. not bloom

freely in autumn.— T. liicers.

^^ ît.
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New CiiuYSANTnEMUM8.—The London Gar- ! place a layer of turf nil over the bed, after which the

dfner'i Chronicle of June 15, thus notices three new ' frame is put on, and filled to about eighteen inches

Chrysanthemums just received in England from , of the glass, with good rich mould. "NVlien the

Japan

:

mould is settled hi a day or so, take the plants up

" Much as was expected whenever Japan became

accessible, we did not anticipate any new races of

Chrysanthemums. The semidoublc, full double,

daisy-flowered, anemone-flowered, and pompons,

seemed to represent all that this class of jilant was

likely t^' afford. But it is not so. Mr. Vcitch has

sent home two very distinct forms, evidently the

representatives of manj- a beautiful production yet

unborn. Two of them represent the same form, the

two varieties differing only in color and size. Their

peculiarity consists in tlie ligulate corollas being all,

or nearly all, drawn out into extrcnicly narrow shaip

terminations, now and then inclining to f(.rk. These

may be called Star Chrysanthemums. The third is

quite of another kind, close headed, incurved, with

all the corollas divided into two Irregular unequal

lips. It represents what may be called Dragon
Chrysanthemums, in allusion to their uglj' yawning
jaws. "\Ve have no fuilhcr information about them,

but as live plants have reached Messrs. Yeitch it Sou,

we may expect to see them at our next autumn
shows."

with a ball of earth allaclied to tliem, and plant

them in the frame, putting a little dry earth between

the plants, and giving them a good soaking of tepid

water ;
the frame is closed up for a day or two, until

they have taken frcsli root After the plants arc

established, put a lining of stable dung all round the

frame ; the heat of the dung affords a bottom-heat

to the violets, and by replacing the lining when re-

quired, a degree of heat sulliciently to force them to

a very high degree of perfection can always be

maintained.

—

FloricuHural Cabinet.

The Cherut fou OTicn.\RD-norsF.s.—This deli-

cious little fruit, probably the gift of Luculhis to the

Italians, requires very free ventilation if kept under

glasi. The very earliest is the Belle d'Orlcans, and,

as such, is suitable for orchard-houses. The Duke
tribe are splendid, and the jS'ew Koyal is highly

spoken of. Some late kinds are useful to keep, if

there is space for them in the house, and tliej' can be

kept in muslin bags. The treatment of the spm's is

like plums, and very easy, because the groups of

round flower-buds soon form at the base, and by
pinching freely in can be kept fruitful. It is a capi-

tal plan to break the shoots instead of culiing i\\c\n
;

and as cherry shoots grow very freely, they must
not he overlooked : if so, then it is best to break

WmwpartiaV.y (hronr/h, and let the broken ends shrivel

up before cutting them off. It grown as buslies in the

house, spur them in more closely, and shorten the

branches freely. A damp situation is quite unsuita-

ble for a good cherry tree, and they require cal-

careous matter in the soil.

—

London Journal.

SriuAi.s OF Plants.—It is a well known fact th.it

certain plants grow spirally, some tending to the

right and others to the left. Some new light has

lately been shed upon this subject by Professor

Wiedemau, who, in a communication to the Koyal

Society, London, attributes the phenomena to posi-

tive and negative electric currents. He states that

in some experiments made bj- liim with iron wire,

he found that when he twisted it in the manner of a

right-handed screw, after the jiassage of an electric

current through it, the i)oint at which the current

entered always became a positive pole ;
and when he

twisted it to the left hand, the point of entrance

became a negative pole, and the wire niagneti/cd.

Currents of electricity flow through all plants.

Os FoRcrNG Violets.—About the latter end of

September, or beginning of October, I commence
forcing violets. Commence by placing a layer of

faggots on the surface of the groimd, and so continue

to the height of three feet ; then put on a laj'er of

strawy litter on the top of the wood, so as to pre-

vent the soil falling through ; on the top of this

Premitms for Gardeners.—At a recent meet-

ing of the Imperial Horticultural Society of France,

at Paris, premiums were oflcied for tlie longest term

of service. The first-class silver medal was awarded

to a Mr. JIarginguon, for forty-six years' service,

and to eight others similar medals for terms ranging

from thirty to forty-six years. We note the name
of M. Xaudin, famed as a sound writer on horticul-

ture, for thirty-two years' service.

The Spawn of Fungi is proving quite a new dis-

ease to Britisli gardeners. Their journals arc filled

with accounts of its wide-spread and destructive

effects.

SeF-DTKO of WELLrNGTONIA GIOANTEA.

—

IJeVVC

HorticoU s;us a plant only seven years old lias borne

seed at Thetford, and it is hoped it will therefore

soon become common.

4'

PiNCS SiNCLAiRii, Lindley remarks, is the same
as P. Benthamiana ; is probably also sold for it.

Crtptomeria japonica is popular in Japan as a

hedge plant.
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PiNTJs Frieseana.—Called afler Mr. Fries, the

eminent botanist at the University of Upsala,

Sweden, is the Pine of Lajionia, whieh Linn.TUS

and Wahlenl)urg, without any further comment,

classified with Pinus Sylvestris. It, however, differs

fi-om the latter by standing higher on the mountains

than Norway Spruce — Abies excelsa—whilst P.

Sylvestris, as a general thing, grows at less altitude

than A. excelsa. Further, by its craiking bark,

which does not scale off like thai of P. Sjivestris.

Lastly, the leaves are more rigid than P. Sylvestris,

and their axis from the branches is a larger one.

—

liegcnsberger Flora.

PisTii.L.vrE SxRAwnEnniES.—Dr. Lindley says in

a recent Gardeners' Chronicle, that with the excep-

tion of the Hautbois variety, if any one has ever yet

discovered a sterile strawberry in England, he has

yet to hear of it. It is remarkable that climate

should so affect the reproductive organs, as the great

number of sterile seedlings our couutrv raises exhibit.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The regular monthly meeting was held on Wednosdiiy evening,

the t7th uU., ut Courert H:tll. As no competitivo displays are

mude at llie mulsummer meetings, the objects exhibited were lew
in number, yet «|iiiie noteworthy.

Mr. Kobvrt liuist presenti-d a ci^Uection of Phloxes, of great

rariety aud htauiy ; also, six Gloxinias, a truly choice and liand-

801110 display, and two new plants, exhibited lor the first time, the

Heteroceutruin album and Marania capitata. the latter an oru:i-

nieutal I'uliago plant uf cuiopact habit, robust gmwtb.and large,

rich, dark gieeu leaves, very pleasing in form aud character.

A. l-ellou, giiideaer to li Duhring, E--i.'i., displayed the finest

collection of vegetables we have seen this season, iucludiug seven
varieties of Potatoes, Peas, Carrots, Beets, Squashes. Cucumbers,
Tomatoes, Leliuce, C;ibbage and Kohl rabi ; also. Cherries, Cur-

rants, some very line and large Black CurrantM, and two dishes of

the fuinous lloiuet Ita^pberry, the largest and one of the highest
flavored aud most productive varieties known.

Mr. A. h. Feiion contributed ft large dish of Lawton Blackberries,

of flue »\w and <iu.ility, fully ripe, quite early for this variety.

Sir. Harritsou exhtbiied samples of Needham's White and Dor-

ch.ster IJlackberrie.-, aud of the AUcn Uaspbyrry. The first men-
tioned fruil is of a purple bronze color, of small size, growing in

clusierM like bunches of grapes; the flavor is sumewhai betxveen

the liliickbHrry aud Mulberry. The Dorchester is a larije. hand-
some, gb'st-y b'Lick fiuit, very sweet and about a week earlier than
the Li»wt«m.

The Trt-asurer presented his semi-annual repi»rt.

C. H. Kogers, Esq., and John Stoue, gardener to W.W. Keen, Esq.,

were elected moiiuors.
The Cumm.tiee on procurini; a new room was continued.

Mr. SJauuders pro::ented some leaves of exotic grapevines which
had been ]iuucturtd by an insect, live specimens of which were
pn.'duced und [iioved now to most of the members, lie first ob-

served iliein last year, and had found no effective means of des-

troying tlieni

Mr. Bui>t, whose vines bad suffered most from the same cause

some five ycais ago, staled, as an etfectual remedy, the syringing

tbiough the putir*' vine with a strung decoction uf one ptMuid of

quassia io five gallous of boiling water, applied cold. It does no

injury to the young fuliage.

Mr. Milehell brought to the notice of the Society the Aqiiarins

or Hydropult, a cheap, simple aud convenient combination of the

garden hose, enijuie .»ud syringe.

The Hul)Ject uf mildew was introduced by Mr. Saunders, and
many intorifsiiny lUcia us to culture, uiulchiug and shelter were
elicited. A desue wits expressed that kindred subjects be iritro

duced at fuluie meetin -s ibr discussion aud to elicit iuformaii
was beliovnd. witiild

<, aud very much

FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OF WESTERN
NEW YORK.

The Fruit Grower*' Suiii.i.v "f ^^ ost.rn New Vurk, held a moet-

liiS at Sj-racuxe, oQ the '2M\i tir lH.it m-uuli. »ml f'onl u report otila

piui'Ui d'Hifa which wo And ia Iho Jtunil Seu) I'urktr, we cuuduQue

the t'uiluwiiiK extr*ict«:

I. Whiit thret^ varletien of Strawberry aro the most deeirable for

atiiiilcur or iiiurkcl cultivutioD?

II. WImt varieties of Gooseberry can be Boccewfully grown Id

thtNcuuutiy?
Ill llie beat tnrlhod of preventing the ravngea of the gooae-

beny aud enrniut wurni?
IV. The be»t varieties of Currants, and the best method uf culti-

vation fur market T ..»,!.-.
V la it advisable to recommend the culture of the Black Cur-

rant exteuftively 7

VI. The best varieties of Raspberry, and the best method of

cuUivatioul'
VII Is it desirable to cultivate the Blackberry as a garden

Kcarly all who spoke concurred in placing the Wilson Straw-

beiryas one of the three desirable varieties. Tbe Wils in, Trl-

oni|ilie de Gaud, the llov. y. the Early Scarlet aoeiiied to be those

wtilch were most esteemed.
The ()Ue--tious discussed were as follows:

The llrst questiou called out cousiderablc discusai m, but it was
all summed up in what -Mr. Baiiy, of Rochester, aald:

"We cultivate over Blly sons, iind it is dillicult to select three.

Can lecoiniueud iwemy g.K.d strawberries fir ulnttl-urs. WiUon
is the moat pi..lllable market beriy. The Crimson Cone held sway
in the .New Voik inuket for tueuly years, hut its ui,u is now
disputed by the Viil-ou. Tiioinplie de Gand is cxcelleiil, ]>ruduc-

ti\e enough, and about as haidyiis most of .>ur native varieties.

Karty Seailet lelaius it- Jiopulaiiiy for an early variety, but .leuuy

Liud ripens at the sauii' lime, is iiper and larger, and cerl.iinly of

as good qii.ility. When it becomes generally cultivaied, e.'iiieri-

inte mav show that the Scarlet [lo-ssesses some su|ierioriiy ovei- it

lor seneial culture, but it is now very promising. I'eabody's

celebrated straw berry lias proved worthless
'"

The second <iuestion elicited the general opinion that the Ainen-

cau Seedling was superior to tbe Washingtuu : and that Iho latter

was att'ecleu wiih mildew sometimes, while the American was not,

Mr. Kllwaugersaid:
"J consider what is called the Amciican Seedling one of the

best of the American varieties It is cultivated in some nurseries

as Houghton's Siedliug, but it hasji slender, erect growth, while

lloughtou's Seedling is trailing It is very productive The fruit

is notsolargeas H.ugbtou's Seedling, but this sometimes mildeivu,

while Ihe American seedling never does. Of the Eu^lish valielics

the Whitesiniih is the best,"

Wr. S. .N. Holmes, of Syracuse, said:

"Whiit can I do to grow gooseberries free from mildew on a

heavy soil? Have had but poor aucccs-." Some suggested g.iod

drainage, but Mr. Holmes said his garden was pretty well drained.

^Ir. tliwanger recouiiuendea taking up the pliinls every second

year, pruning both roots aud tops, and setting them out again.

This would Usually prove elfectual. Croivii Bob was next to the

Whitesmith of the English sorts for freedom from mildew.

In answer to the third question: One member recommended

syringiui; tbe under side of the leaves with a decoction lu.ido of

one pound of whale oil soup dissolved in six gallons of water with

hall an ounce ol aloes. Hut another said that he had laid alo. s,

soil soap, nux vomicl^ lime, &e., and had seen the worm eat the

leaves with the sti.a on them. Diguing the ground in the fall,

aud leaving it rough seems to have the ell'ect of puigiug out the

iusecls.

The fourth question elicited the opinion that the while grape

currant Wds the best lor market and the table The white and led

Dutch were eacli pron.iunced good varieties. Mr. Barry said :

•• .Manure for iho currant is luUy as imporlaut :vs pruuiug. Few
persons have any idea how much manure a cm rant hush needs.

The currant has Hue roots growing iu a small compass, aud nnleas

these are suppli -d with plenty of food, the fruit will he small, no

matter what the variety may be. 'This often causes disappoint-

ment to those who expect large fruit." .,,,,. ,

The aftli question, as to Kaspheltics, elicited the following uolU-e

of a number of sorts, from .Mr. Sylvester, of Lyons:
" Doolittle's Black i:ap Is very good, hardy and productive.

Obtained a few years since a variety called American lied Cap, that

1 like A year or two ago obtained from the ucighboihood of

."iyracuse a variety called Southern Black. It is perleclly hardy,

aud uiipears to bo .nrger than DooUttle. The Orange nearly hardy,

and the b.st of tli« hall-hardy kinds. Bagleys I'eipclual is per-

jielual only In foriuin suckers. Ohio Ever-Bearing is very much

like Black Cap, but gives a crop iu the ordinary sea.s.in, aud then

llowers aud bears ng.iln in the tall. Mad seen fruil and llowers on

the phmts when winter sets in. For those who want a litile fruit

out of the oidinarv season, it is a good kind. The Aniweii's are

good when laid diwn for protection during the winter, which

should he done by ainateitrs,"elicitcit. A desue wasexpre-aseu inai ainureu suojecis oe nn...-
^|,^„i|j i,e done by amateurs, j

C duced at futuie nieetin -s ibr discussion and to elicit information
j^ re-pouso to the iuquiry relative to the Blackberry, there did

I and tlie experience of cultivatols. which, it was believed. wooM
| ^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^'^^ direct answer. All concurred that Iho Ilochelle f y

' T excite incioasing inte eat in horticultural topics aud very much uintkbeiry was liable to he injured by the Iroatis aud needed pro- Jil

/^ add to the usefulness ol tbe -ocioly. I

lecllon. It does best on a light soil. I (f))

^, ^^ . «--^>fe;
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FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASURE-
GROUND.

Tire present state of national affairs has a great

tendency to lead parties from the city to the country.

Fashion has lost much of its urbic charms ; and this,

with a wide-spread demand for economy, will lead

many to rural life, who would a year ago have not

even thouglit of it. Hence the flower-garden and
pleasure-ground department of our journal, and
every thing in connection with the laying out and
improvement of country homes, will, at this season,

possess more than usual interest.

Too often improvements are commenced without
an)- idea of what it will cost to maintain them after

completion. It is not unusual to tind places that

have been handsomely laid out, in a disgraceful

state of neglect, the owners finding that they cost

considerable more than they supposed. We should

proceed with such improvements precisely as we
would in getting a horse and ciirriagc. Every one
knows that the annual depreciation of these is about

ten per cent. ; and no one who wishes to keep them
up to the original standard, ever gets them without

preparing himself, or endeavoring to foresee how he
is to meet the additional drain. Our experience is,

that very nearly the same provision has to be made
for gardening and ground-work that horses and
carriages require. If we expect to keep up a

place to the standard of its first completion, it will

require an annual outlay of ten per cent, on its first

cost to maintain it.

Very much of one's original capital is also wasted
in gronnd-work, through having no pre-conceived

methods of arrangement. The architect prepares

his plans with great care ; and it can be seen before-

hand the position of every room, and the spot tliat

every stone will occupy in the building; but if

inquiry be made about the gardening affairs, "don't

know, havn't decided," is the usual reply. The
gardener and architect should be coni-ulted together,

and not a spadeful of earth be broken for the build-

ing till every garden an-angement has been forecast

and decided on. Tliis, of course, will cost a little

more for plans and specifications for gi'oundwork,

but it will save immensely in the end, especially if all

the heaviest part of the work ain be so clcarl)- speci-

fied as to provide for its execution by contract.

In providing for groundwork, much that is often

done is entirely useless. Soil from excavations is

often carted a long way at great expense, that could

in most cases be advantageously employed close by

in giving variety to the surface of the adjoining

ground. Eminences and rocks, unsightly in the

rough, are often removed only at great expense.

These, by adding to them in some respect, or by

judicious planting or covering with vines and

creepers, may be transformed from blemishes to beau-

ties at a trifling cost. So, small foot-paths are often

dug out as deep as carriage-roads, and stone enough

employed in the filling up to bear a weight of tons.

All of these costly errors may be avoided by an in-

telligent plan of operations, and by the emplojTnent

of honest experience at the head of affairs.

As the planting season arrives, it is as well to re-

peat what we have often remarked, tliat the relative

advantages of spring and fall planting are about

evenly balanced. Failures follow all seasons. How
to plant is of far more importance than w/ien to

plant, and the selection of stock to plant, of far more

importance than the time when it is done. A tree

that has been once or twice before transplanted, and

again carefully and intelligently taken ui), may be

successfully removed at either planting season, with

the o(Jds of perhaps one hundred to five in its favor.

But a tree never before transplanted—such, in fact,

as a tree from the woods, or left standing in the

nursery from the seed-bed, is very risky at any time,

and depends rather on the weather following trans-

planting for the first few weeks for any probability

of success. In selecting trees for planting, then, be

very iiarticular to ascertain that they have an abund-

^i^ -if
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ance of fibrous roots, and are carefully removed. In

Hiis region, we would plant evergreens at once, after

or in |)ros|icit of the first good rain. Deciduous

trees we wouI<l plant just licfore the final fall of the

leaf, shortening olf the ends of those shoots that were

not quite mature. After the 15th of October we
would not i>lant evergreens, nor deciduous trees

after the first of November. Early or not at all

should be the motto.

Propagation of stock for next year's budding,

should proceed vigorously. Tlie best way to proi)a-

gate all the common kinds of bedding plants is

to take a frame or liand-glass and set it on a bed of

very sandy soil made in a shady place in the o])en

air. The sand should be tine and sharp, and there

is, perhaps, nothing better than river sand for this

purpose. The glass may be whitewashed on the

inside, so as to allbrd additional security against

injiu-y from the sun's rays. Into this bed of sand

cuttings of half-ripened wood of the desirable plants

may be set, and after putting in, -slightly watered.

Even very rare plants often do better this way than

when under treatment in a regular propagating-

house. In making cuttings, it is best to cut the

shoot just under a bud,—they root better, and are

not so likely to rot off and decay. A cutting of

aliout three eyes is long enough for most strong-

growing things, such as geraniums, fuchsias, &c.

Small-growing things, of course, will take more

buds to the one cutting. From one to three inches

is, hi>wever, long enough for most cutting,?. They
should be inserted about one-third of their way
under the sand, wbieh latter should be pressed firmly

against the row of cuttings with a Hat jpieee of board,

—not, however, hard enough to force the particles of

sand into the j'oung and tender bark, which is often

Uie first step to decay. For a few cuttings, they may
be inserted with a dibble ; but where many are to be

put in, it saves time to mark a lino on the sand with

a rule or straight edge, and then cut down a face into

the sand, say one or two inches deep, when the

cuttings can be -set against the face like box-

edging.

All amateurs should practice the art of propagat-

ing plants. There is nothing connected with garden-

ing more interesting.

Many kinds of bedding plants of succulent or sub-

fleshy growth, can V)e taken up from the flower-beds

on the approach of frost, and cut in, say one-half,

and packed thickly in boxes of soil, and kept in a

rather dry and cool cellar tlirough the winter. Such

fine plants make a much Ijetlcr show in the beds the

next year than plants of the present season's strik-

ing. A cellar is one of the most useful ajipcndages

to a garden. Were we to have only one choice, we

should prefer a cellar to a greenhouse for its general

usefulness.

We have had many inquiries recently about cold

pits for the protection of half-hardy ]>lants through

the winter, and in reply reprint the following from

one of our back volumes:

Those who have no greenhouse, and 3'et are de-

sirous of preserving many half-hardy plants through

the winter, employ cold pits. Choose the dryest sit-

uation in the garden, and sink about five feet in depth.

It is important that uo water can be retained at

the bottom. The pit may be of any lengtli required,

and about five feet wide, so as to accomodate six feet

sash. The inside of the pit may be built up of boards,

or, if something more durable and substantial is re-

quired, brick or stone. The body of the frame may
be built up a few feet above the level of the surround-

ing soil, and the earth which comes from the pit be

emploj-ed in l)anking up to the upper level of the

frame. 81ielving should be made for the inside so

as to extend from the base of the front to nearly

the top of the back, on which to place the plants

in pots. In the space wliich will then be under the

staging, hard wooded and deciduous plants, as lemon

verbena, fuchsias, &c., may be safely stored, while

the more succulent kinds are shelved overhead. The

plants to Ije preserved in such a pit should be potted

early, and be well established and healthy bctbre

being pitted ; much of success depends on this. The

less water they can be made to live on without with-

ering through the winter the better will they keep.

Straw mats must be employed to cover the glass when
freezing time commences, and when the thermometer

is likelv to fall below 20-, straw or liter should be

thrown over. Board shutters are also excellent, as

it keeps the snow out from the straw and litter,

which sometimes makes the mats very awkward to

uncover when we would like to give air. Very little

light or air will be required through the winter when
the plants are not growing. If a good fall of snow
cover the pit, it may lie on undisturbed for two
weeks or more without injury. When a warm dry

day otfers, the sashes may be raised if convenient, to

dry up the damp. Many kinds of border plants can

be kept over winter this way with little trouble.

As soon as Dutch bulbs can be obtained, they

should be at once planted. Of all fertilizers, wcU-
rottcd cow-manure has been found best for them,

and especially if mixed with a portion of fine sand.

They should be set about four inches beneath the

surface of the ground, and a little s;ind i)Ut about the

root when being jjlanted. A vcr^' wet soil usually

rots the roots, and a dry one detracts from the size

of the blooms. A soil in which the generality of

garden vegetables do well, is one of the best for

these plants. Ik
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FRDIT-GARDEN.
TiiKES that linvo long stems exposed to hot suns

or tliying winds, become whiit gardeners ciill "hide-

bound." Thiit is the old bark becomes indurated,

—

cnnnot expand, and the tree sutfers much in con-

sequence. Such an evil is usually indicated by grey

lichens which feed on the decaying bark. In these

eases a washing of weak lye or of lime water is

very useful; indeed, where the bark is healthy, it is

beneficial thus to wash the trees, as many eggs of

insects are thercbj* destroyed.

Whitewash is frequently resorted to by farmers

;

but the great objection is itsmisightly appearance,

—

the result is otherwise good. The great opposition

to washes 'brmerly was, that the pores of the bark

were closed by them,—this was on the supposition

that the bark was alive ; but the external bark of

most trees has been dead years before the time of

applicittion; and the "breathing," if so the opera-

tions of the pores can be called, is through the

crevices formed in the old bark, by the expiuision of

the growing tree by which the living bark below has

a chance of contact with the air. No matter what
kind of a coating is applied to the bark of a tree, it

will soon crack sulliciently by the expansion of the

trunk to permit all the "breathing" necessary.

In preparing for planting trees, the soil should be

stirred up at least two feet in depth. Of course, the

trees should be planted in the holes only so deep as

they stood in the ground before, rather higher, if any

thing, as the soil will settle. Good, common soil

may be filled in the holes if the natural soil is very

bad ; but anything applied as manure ma3-be stirred

in the surface-soil after the trees are planted. Some
object to makmg deep holes for planting trees, as, if

the soil is stilT, they become wells, collecting water

from surrounding soil, and rotting the roots. It is

best to underdrain such soils before planting. If

this csinnot be done, it is best to plant such ground

in the spring. The water objection is a fatal one

for fall planting in such ground.

The preservation of fruits through winter is a

very important, but Ul understood subject. !Mc

Mahon's directions on this subject are pithy, and

little has been added to the general knowledge since

his day. He says

:

'

' Winter pears and apples should generally be gath-

ered in October ; some will be fit for pulling in the

early part, others not before the middle or latter end

thereof.

"To know when the fruits have had their full

growth, you should try several of them in different

parts of the trees, by turning them gently one way
or the other ; if they quit the tree easily, it is a sign

of maturity ind time to gather them.

"But none of the more delicate eating pears

should be suffered to remain on the trees till over-

taken by frost ; for if they are once touched with it,

it will occasion many of them to rot in a very short

time. Indeed, it would be needless, even wrong, to

suffer either apples or pears to remain on the trees

after the least appearance of ice upon the water, as

they would be subject to much injury, and receive

no possible kind of benefit afterwards.

"Observe in gathering the principal keeping fruits,

both pears and ajiplcs, to do it when the trees and
fruit are perfectly dry, otherwise they will not keep

so well; and that the sorts designed for lo7ig-kceping

be all carefully hand-pulled, one by one, and laid

gently into a basket, .so as not to bruise one another.

"According as the fruits are gathered carry them
into the f'ruiterj', or into some convenient dry, clean

apartment, and lay them carefully in heaps, each

sort separate, for about ten days or two weeks, in

order that the watery juices may transpire, which
wdl make them keep longer, and render them much
better for eating than if put up finally as soon as

pulled.

"When they have lain in heaps that time, wipe

each fruit, oneaf'tcr another, with a clean, dry cloth,

and if you have a very warm dry cellar where frost

is by no means likely to enter, nor the place subject

to much dampness, lay them singly upon shelves

coated with dry straw, and cover them with a layer

of the same.
" Or you may wrap some of the choice sorts, sepa-

rately, in white paper, and pack fhem up in barrels,

or in baskets, lined with the like material. Or, after

being wiped dry, lay layer aliout of fruit and per-

fectly dry sand in barrels, and head them up as tight

as possible. In default of sand you may use barley-

chaff, bran, or dry saw-dust.

"Another raelhod, and a very good one, is to be

provided with a number of large earthen jars, and
a quantity of moss, in a perfectly dr}- state ; and
when the fruits are wiped drv as before directed,

your jars being also dry, lay therein layer about of

fruit and moss till the jars are near full, then cover

with a layer of moss.

"Suffer them to remain in this state for eight or

ten days, then examine a stratum or two at the top

to see if the moss and fruits are perfectly dry ; and
if you find them in a good condition, stop the jars

up with good cork plugs, and cover them with some
melted rosin to keep out air. The pears and apples

to be used this way should be of the latest and best

keeping kinds, and such as are not generally fit for

use till February, !March or April.

"After the jars are sealed as above, place them in

a warm, dry cellar or room, on a bed oi perfectly dry
sand, at least one foot thick ; and about the middle

of November, or sooner if there is any danger to be
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apprelicnded from frost, fill up between the jars with

very dry sand, until it is a foot thick around and over

tli( m. Thus you may preserve pears in the greatest

perfection for eight or nine mouths, and apples

twelve.

"Be particularly careful to examine every fruit as

you wipe it, lest it is bruised, wliich would cause it

soon to rot and communicate the infection, so that

in a little time much injurj' might tie sustained in

consequence of a trilling neglect in the first instance
;

but, above all things place your fruit, whatever way
they are put up, completely out of the reach of

frost.

"The common kinds, for more immediate use,

after being sweated and wiped as before directed,

may be packed in hampers or barrels, layer about of

fruit and straw, and placed where they will neither

be exposed to damps nor frosts."

HOT AND GREENHOUSE.
In the greenhouse, repairing and thorough cleans-

ing must not be delayed. Painters say this is the

most adviuitageous month to paiut wood-work.

Whenever the night temperature falls to 40-', any
tender plants in pots should be housed, without wait-

ing for "the first week in October." Thiugsnearly

hardy, as azalea, rhododendrons, oranges, &c., do

best out "to the last." Any desirable plant for

forcing, that may be growing in the open border, if

potted early in the month, will do very well for that

purpose. Wcigcla rosea does excellently tliis waj'

;

as also does.Tasminum nudiflorum, Forsythia viridis-

sima, many Spirscas and Persian lilacs. Roses and

other things intended to be forced early, should have

as much air and be kept as dry as possible without

injury. Hyacinths and other bulbs should also be

potted as soon in the month as they are obtained ; the

former are best planted au inch deep. The earlier

bulbs are polled tlie finer they flower,—you may
get catalogues of any number of kinds or colors at

the auction marts. If you get ten per cent. , as repre-

sented, when they flower, you will be favored.

Miguionette, rhodanthe manglesii, and similar or-

namental annuals essential for winter blooming in

well-kept houses, should be sown at once. Many
things for next season's flowering, must not either

be forgotten. The pansy, calceolaria and cineraria,

are in this class. Plants of these that have been
kept over the summer, will require a re-division, and
kept in a close frame a few days afterwards, till they

get re-established. Propagation of all things will

still require constant attention. It should always
be an aim to possess one dui)Iicate plant, as a pro-

vision against accidents. In many cji.ses, young
[ilants are inefcrable to old ones ; so that the old

ones may Ijc destroyed when these are obtained.

In the hothouse, the rBsehynanthus will soon be

the chief ornament of this division. Their number
has increased so that they have become quite a fea-

ture. If the pots seem full of roots, they may still

have another shift. Tlicy prefer very fibrous peat

;

or, if tliat canniit be had, turfy loam, mixed with a

I)ortion of coarse moss. They will, however, do

pretty well in snuill pots. Achimenes and gloxinias,

as they go out of flower, should be kept dryer and
cooler. Look well after a good stock of penlus, ces-

trum and habrothamnus; thej' will go far towards

keeping up tlie interest of the department in winter.

Justicias and acanthaceous plants generally will prob-

ably rcipiire another sliil't if fine specimens are de-

sired. The atmosphere, if the house be light, can

scarcely be too moist for them. Pliunbago rosea is

one of the most valuable stove plants we know for

winter flowering ; it requires a strong heat. Clero-

dendrons, as they go out of flower, should be kept

in a veiy airy situation, and rather dry, preparatory

to being cut down and treated like a pelargonium lor

another year. JIany begonias will be past their best

flowering stage ; very little watering serves them
;

they are very liable to damp off by iucaution in this

respect. It is difficult to lay down rules for orchidea;,

so much depending on the circumstances under which

they are grown. Those which have finished their

growth,—as many dcndrobiums, oncidiunis, catase-

tums, &c., whose flowers apjKar just before new
growth,—should have their supplies of moisture

gradually lessened. The temperature, also, is better

gradually lowered a few degrees, and they should be

allowed more light than usual. The period when
they are about completing their growth is the most
critical, as any check at this time spoils the prospect

of much blossom for next season. Those which
flower from the young growth, as catleya, laelia,

brougbtonia, itc, will require their moisture and

heat rather increased than otherwise till after their

flowering. Yandas, angra-cums, saccolabiums, and
other strong-rooting lerial kinds, will require con-

stant humidity, until it is evident, from the points of

their roots, that they desire to stop growing. We are

often asked "how often orchids require to be

.syringed ?" If the situation in which they are grow-

ing be favorable,—that is, retains in its atmosphere a

regidar humiditv,—they will require very little at-

tention ; in many cases not requiring the syringe

once a week. Where this cannot be affected, the

syringe must be oflener apphed. As a rule, I think

no better one could be offered, than to syringe orchids

just so much as will barely keep moss attached to

their block and baskets green and growing. The
real terrestrial orchids will reiiuire no moisture at all

alter they have comiilctcd their growths, until they

show signs of jiushing again. Care against checks

m'^^^.iiM
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in tem|ierature aiul humiiUty, is one of the si-crots

of successful orcliiil growing. Those which are at

rest do well in a temperature of 603 ut the lowest.

Those which arc growing well sliould be kept at

about 803.

(JommunirBiions.

THE EMILY GRAFE AGAIN.
BY S. MILLER, LKll.VXOS, TA.

It is said that every man has sins enough of his

own to answer for, and should not be loaded with

those of others. On this principle I reply to Mr.

Tompkins, page ICO, present volume of your journal.

Yes, friend Tompkins, there is a true Emily Grape,

and is said to be very good, but I know it to be of

foreign parentage, aud therefore of but little value

out-doors. I will send j-ou one in the fall, or some

other good grape instead if you prefer, and inform

me. Since I have discovered the error, I have been

replacing true Emilys as last as I can propagate

them, and it is perfectly right for any one to demand

it.

You, 5Ir. Editor, quote a part of the controversy

at the Pomological Convention, and wind up by

saying that Mr. Raahe denies having sent it out.

Let Charles Downing, of Newburg, N. Y. , or J.

B. Garbcr, of Columbia, Pa., tell where they got

their Emilys. Let Thomas M. Harvey, of Jenner-

ville, Chester Co., Pa., tell us whether he did not

see that verj' same spnrious Emily, ("Black Virginia,

as Mr. Raabe called it, J in Jlr. Raabe's garden on

the same day that Mr. Raabe proclaimed in the dis-

cussion room, that he had put it away years before.

Here I have quoted good authority. These men,

than whom more honorable ones are not to be found

anywhere ; on these I call to let the public know
how this matter stands. It is high time that this

saddle gets put upon the right horse.

All the Emily ^^nes I sent out were propagated

hy Mr. Raabe, from whom I bought them when
small. It is only fit for stocks, to graft or inarch

others upon ; for which purpose it is well adapted, as

it is a very hardy vine and a vigorous grower.

HORTICULTURAL PROGRESS.
BY OLD P.\CKER, ROCHESTER, KEW YORK.

In your editorial on the Californians, you charge

them with being fifty years behind the times; but I

tliink they are not more than fifteen, in corrobora-

tion of which I will relate a fact. Fifteen j'ears

since, I wrote to a friend of mine in London to pur-

chase mc some Victoria Rhubarb plants, and after

waiting what I conceived due time for my plants, I

received in their stead a letter from my friend, stating

that he liad been to a tirm in the King's Road, Chel-

sea, (Messrs. Knight's, J and tliey informed him that

it could not be packed to send to America under a

great expense of glass cases and personal attention

on the voyage.

What would we now think of packing rhubarb in

glass cases to send to Kaniws or Ncbra.ska, which

occupies frequentl}' as long a period as the voyage

from Europe ?

Much I have seen imiiorled by being merely

pitched in, pell-mell, amongst dry moss in a bo.x,

and on its arrival here opened out in fine condition,

much of it not grown over an inch after its confine-

ment in darkness for weeks. After this, be easy with

the Californians.

While writing, I would be glad to be informed if

it is about correct to receive two hundred seeds of

Double Zinnia, and only half to grow, ahd that half

single, Willi the exception of five plants. This has

been my fortune with two hundred seeds from Euro-

pean head quarters.

Will the five plants I have, perpetuate their double

quality in their seeds ? For they are beautiful and I

do not wish to lose them. From ijrescnt appear-

ances, it looks to me as if the wet retained by the

dying corrollas will destroj- the seeds if any. Can
I hope for double plants saved from the single

flowers ? How is it ? Oblige by telling me how you

proceed to save seed, for I sec you exhibited at the

Pliiladelphia Exhibition.

[Good for the Californians. Still we had no in-

tention of bearing hard on them any further than

the simple circumstance we related went. In many
respects their progress in horticulture is marvellous,

while we could find much ignorance quite as repre-

hensible in older States. Our aim was to illustrate

a national neglect by the instance quoted.

The Zinnias exhibited from Mr. Meehan's i^ur-

series were also from "head quarters." About two-

thirds came single. This is to be expected from

this class of double flowers. Just as in tlie Dahlia

and the Gillyflower, ("we do not like the modern
name of " Stockgilly,"_) more of the seedlings will

prove single than double.

The only advice we can give is to save seeds from

the doublest and most lu.xuriant flowers, and ob-

serve the usual rules in these cases "made and pro-

vided."—Ed.]
*••»

BLACR APRICOT STOCE FOR THE PEACH.
BY P., DELAW.UtE CO., PA.

What fruit grower is a stranger to disappointment

and vexation ? Diseases among fruit trees appear

every year to become more prevalent, and often,

when I have been admiring a flourishing young
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tree, some little worm in secret was working its

destruction ;
and in a few daj'S, that wliicli was so

beaiitil'ul and green, becomes a withered stem with

blackened and unsightly leaves. I have long been

trying to discover stocks that were not liable to be

eaten up by worms, on which to graft the peach and

apple, and I flatter myself that I have at last found

one adapted to the peach. Others may have made

the discovery, but regarded it of too little importance

to be made public.

The black or purple Apricot, (Armeniaca dasy-

ca7'pa,) will grow from cuttings with about as much
certainty as the Quince ; but perhaps it will be found

preferable to raise it from layers, as the stools throw

out an abundance of long shoots, which strike root

readily on being laid down. On rich, mellow

ground it is scarcely less vigorous than the Peach,

but it is much more so than the pUun, and it is per-

haps the best foreign stock on which the peach can

be worked. It is entirely free from the peach worm
that destroys both the peach and common apricot,

and it has no special enemy. It is long lived, and

said to be perfectly hardy at Montreal in Canada.

As a stock it buds freely, but cannot be worked so

late as the peach, and will survive the mutilation of its

roots and careless transplanting better than the peach,

for the reason that it readily supplies itself with new

roots. I'„ never throws up suckers from the roots,

and, if girdled by mice or cut off below the collar, it

invariably dies.

The fruit of the dasycarpa ripens with some varie-

ties of the vulgaris; is quite inferior to them in

flavor and etpially shy in bearing, and valuable only

for its hardihood and strong growth, which makes it

suitable for stocks.

To raise these, or indeed any other kinds of trees,

from cuttings with success requires that the condi-

tions for developing roots should be favorable. They

do not, however, require bottom-heat and bell

glasses, but merely a bed or plot properly prepared,

and which may be used every year. I have been

very successful when I spread a few loads of sand

some si.K or eight inches deep on a low, flat piece of

ground by the side of a small brook, making a bed

that always keeps damp, but is never surcharged

w ith water.

I have not liad the peach growing on the dasy.

carpa for more than five years, but these look more

healthy than some worked on i)each stocks about

the same time, but I have the dasycarpa flourishing

on peach roots that have stood about twenty-five

years, and look as if they might stand for half a cen-

i tury to come, while peaches budded at the same

time on similar stocks have long since died.

The borer will sometimes attack the peach when
budded some distance from the ground, but the

higher it is worked the more likely it is to escape
;

I)esides, the worm is more easily discovered and

destroyed than when it is nearer or beneath the soil.

With black apricot stocks, I think, we might, in a

degree, master the Tellows as well as the worms,

but this remains to be tested. We propagate the

Yellows when we work healthy scions on sickly

slocks grown from seeds bom in diseased trees.

Nurserymen buy their seed in the market, which

have been carelessly collected fro-n all sources, and

then they distribute the trees in all directions, so

that we have little pro-spect of ever getting rid of the

disease until we use stocks unmistakably healthy.

The Apple-borer has annoyed me no less than the

Peach-worm. In order to protect my trees, I have

carefully lapped something around their trunks near

the earth, but then the rascals would get into the

trees above the lapping two feet from the ground.

I have tried soda-wash, but one application in a sea-

son is not sufficient to prevent the worms, though it

improves the appearance of the bark. One white-

washing is a better preventive, but not a sure one,

for the bark scaling off in patches leaves places for

the worm, and unless those who put on the wash

are careful, they arc apt to leave a circle around the

tree close to the ground untouched by the lime just

where the fly inclines to deposit her eggs.

Man}' hold the opinion that white washing is des-

tructive to trees, but my experience leads me to a

contrary belief. I know that if we grease the trunk

of a tree all over, we kill it ; and so, if we grease an

egg all over, we destroy its vitality, and it will never

hatch. But the egg-shell itself is porous enough to

admit a sufficiency of oxygen to the embryo chick.

Nor is a scale of whitewash less porous than an egg-

shell. Does the living part of the stem of a tree re-

quire a circulation of air or oxygen more than the

egg during incubation ? If it does, then lime would

benefit it by causing it to shed its moss and lichens

which obstruct circulation more than thin scales of

whitewash.

I prefer lime to soda because it adheres better, or

not so likely to l)e taken off by the rains, and jierhaps

we might add something that would make it still

more permanent. We might add something that

wovfld make it still more offensive to the worm.

Salt might benefit it, but as yet I have tried no more

certain way to get rid of the worms than going

around with the proper implements and digging

them out.

There is one thing, however, I have noticed, in

looking through the orchard, two American Crab

Cor Crap^ apple trees have stood for a number of

years without being touched by the borer, while

every other apple tree in their vicinity has been

attacked.
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Is this Crab tree (Malm tnronaria) proof against

this borer? and docs it make a pood stocl^ to graft

upon? If botli of tlicse questions can be answered

in tlie aflirmative, I would recommend crab stocl<s
;

but I would graft them higb, say three or four feet

from the groimd. If there is a diflicultj' in getting

these stocks from seed, we might resort to double-

working our trees, so as to have crab stems, while

the roots and tops were of common apple. This

would add something to the first cost of the trees,

but might be a great saving in the end.

The crab stock would have a tendency, no doubt,

to dwarf the trees, and perhaps render them more

prolific ; but crab apples appear to run into varieties,

some making much larger trees than others, and it

might be desiraVilc to choose the largest varieties for

stocks. Soil and situation must make some differ-

ence in size, but the largest crab tree I ever saw was

on thinnish clay land.

From a trial of one season only, I find that the

Chinese pear (Pyruit Chineni>i.'<) may eas ly be

grown from ciUtings of six or eight distinct species

of the pear that have been tried, this promises to be

the freest to strike root. It is a strong grower, hardy,

and is probably a large tree when fully grown ; it

would, I think, make stocks as cheap as the quince,

and fiir more congenial to the pear. It forms a per-

fect union on the pear much belter than the pear on

the quince, and as it takes root freely, it is possible it

would bear transplanting better than stocks of the

common pear. The fruit of this tree is large, coarse,

and unfit lor the dessert ; it may, however, have

some value for cocking.

THE INDIAN OR CHINESE AZALEA:
ITS IXTRODUCTIOX, CULTIVATION, PRO-
PAGATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BEST SORTS, NEW AND OLD.
BY AN OLD FLORIST, rniLADELPIIIA, PA.

Mr. Editor :—Permit me to take you and your

readers back to a period of nearly fifty years, when

the first Azalea indica was introduced from China

into Europe. It is of the same family with the

Wood Honeysuckle, and Mountain Laurel Rhodo-

dendron of this country. It received very little

attention, being considered by the best growers there

as a difficult plant to manage with any degree of

success, and frequently received a very conspicuous

part in an English hothouse. It must, however, be

admitted that the common Azalea indica, with a

flower of a brick-dust color, and a foliage, even in its

best state, of a questionable green, was unlike our

modem improvements.

Several dissertations appeared in the proceedings of

the London Horticultural Society, on the I)est method

of treatment, but no impetus was given till the intro-

duction of Azalea alba and phonicea, over thirty

years ago. Loudon^s Garitrncr's Magazine was

then the text book of European gardening and cul-

ture, as the Oar(lrncr''n Monltily is now that of the

United States. The collections about Philadelphia

were then in a very limited condition ; but even at

that period I saw several plants at Flushing, Bart-

ram's garden, Landrcth's and Hibhert's. None of

them, however, viewed the plant as the one to rival

all others for beauty of flower, profusion of bloom,

and variety of color, surpassing every tribe of plants

for winter decoration in the greenhouse or parlor, of

ISfil. From December till .Tune, these plants, with

very simple management, continue with a profusion

of flowers. The Wardian Case, got up liy Captain

Ward, of tlic Royal Navy, contributed greatly to

the introduction of all the known varieties from

Canton to England.

In about 1S24, the first white and double purple

Azalea reached Philadlphia, and I strongly believe

that the identical plant of the white is yet to be seen

in good health, in one of the private collections of

our city ; the original purple died some years ago.

The American climate suited their constitution much
better than the English climate.

Plants of Azalea indica, .six feet high, and clotiied

with flowers and foliage from bottom to top, were

frequently seen at our horticultural meetings in

1834-.5. Several seedlings made their appearance,

such as Nova blanc, elegans, &c. And in a few years

after another lot came, and such as Copeii, Hiretii,

&c. ; then in 1837came the new charms Varier/nta and

Laferitin, brought from London by a Scotchman.

From that period till now, the Azalea has bad one

continued progress, the English and Belgians, using

all their art to out-rival each other in the production

of novelties with names of Emperor and Empress,

Kings and Queens, Presidents, Generals and Stand-

ards. The foundation of all these varieties were

laid from the sorts introduced into England by Cap-

tain Ward, and more recently the Azalea vittata and

its varieties introduced by Mr. Fortune to the

London Horticultural Society's Garden, from wbence

they have been disseminated to all the plant-grow-

ing world, and such is the diffusion of knowledge

through the English, French and German periodi-

cals that every new article in the horticultural world

finds some purchaser, many of them arri\'ing in this

country as soon as offered in Europe.

The collections of Nurserymen and private grow-

ers in the United States, embrace every valuable ac-

quisition that has been offered in the Azalea way up

to .Tune, IRGl. Tou must not think it presumption

in me to say that there are growers and propagators

of this plant amongst your readers fully equal to any

in any other countrj- ; the climate being highly
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favorable to the development of growtli and profu-

sion of flowers.

(To be coTitinued in out next.')

iJ

ABOUT CUCUMBERS.
liv riiii.ocrci'sto.

Mu. Editor:— I have no garden, and I am no
botanist. I can not tell an umbrella-carrying plant,

umbelUfera, from one with legs and noses, leg-umi-

nosw. I can not raise cabbages nor dig iiotatocs.

Therefore it may sccui clear to you that I have no
business whatever with or in the Gardener's Monthly.

Excuse me if I correct you. If I cannot dissect

flowers or raise vegetables, I can admire the former

and eat the latter. Eating, Mr. Editor, is my strong

point. My taste for good things is a pretty respect-

able one. In proof, the tasting committee of the
'

horticultural society of the western portion of my
|

Slate generally claims mj' unoHicial services. I am i

ready and proud to give them, and I will add that
\

the judgments of my higldy discriminating palate i

have invariabl}- met the approval of the knowing,
alia^ scientific imblic. i

Consequently, 1 represent the eating class of your
readers. Or, are you not aware that there exists

such a class of subscribers, who, anxious to cat the

latest and the best novelties, take in and study your
liighly esteemed journal? And, by the way, don't

you think vegetables ought to take equal rank in

your journal with fruits? Strikes me they are a

little neglected, and yet I would hke to read a little

more about them. I would like, in fact, to invest

ray dollar equally m flowers, fruits, vegetables and
botany.

Now, as a representative reader I feel also called

upon to contribute my mite to the good work. To-
day I shall speak of cucuml)ers. I shall not touch

on tlie origin, rise and [n'ogiess of cucumbers, nor
quote Latin, Greek, and Hebrew to show what sort

of thing they were with those ancient and departed

nations, nor compute the age of the cucumbroua
plants, nor try to demonstrate why, as "coMJCum-

mer," it is allied to Zoology, nor get enraptured

over its flower so yellow and its runner so fast, nor
describe the monstrousand liideous insects who have

declared that the cucumber vine is their world. I

shall go direct to the eating part, concerning which,

I last night read a passage in an old and venerable

folio, called: "The Travels, Adventures and Obser-

vations of Baron Baldrian von Knyphausen, Ambas-
sador Extraordinary of His Serenuisime Highness,

the Margrave of Anspach, at the Courte of Uer
Brittanick Magestie Queene Anne, diu'ing his so-

journ in England. Translated from Ibe Original

Ocrman Text, by Doctor Hugli Browne, I.L.D.,

F. 11. S. London, 170G." Tlic Baron Baldrian,

after having several times declared himself a tho-

rough German in patriotism, still a " Kosmopolitan"

in matters of ta.stc, says: "CSeptember first. J Up
bj- boat to Hami)ton to meete the Courte. Saw the

Duke fMarlboro'J there, and many fine ladyes.

Tolerable dinner. Awfully bad Cou-combers. Bar-

barous way of treating the Cou-comber.

"The younge and greene thing was brought raw
on the table, and the ladyes, with tbeyr daintic

fingers, peeled them and cut them in thick slices."

^Precisely as American folks do now-a-daj'.J Our
Baron next proceeds to give his cosmopolitan recipe,

which we transcribe as follows

:

"Let your little woman fGod bless her^ peel your

cucumber, and slice it as fhinlj- as ever she can, by

six o'clock of a mom, and set in ice-water in a deep

plate, put salt liberally on the slices, mix them and

cover the plate with another inverted one. By eight

of the clock let her pour away the water, which the

salt has drawn out, and repeat the exact s;ime pro-

cess over again. By ten of the clock, pour away
again the water drawn by the new salt

;
put some

more salt on, equally a sharp dose of pepper, and

mix thoroughly. When the clock strikes eleven, your

little woman will again pour the water off, season

again with pepper and salt, add an onion or two,

finely cut up, likewise add her pretty handful of pars-

Icy, also cut very finely, inundate the whole with

good vinegar, and let stand an hour or so. By noon

you take your dinner, eat jour cucumber-salad, and

thank Providence for your wife."

To which your petitioner has only two things to

add : fir.st, thank your wife, as well as Providence,

and immediately after ; next, never use metal spoons

or forks, if you can help it, in numipulating cu-

cumbers.

My chemical friend and commentator, after having

read so far, adds senti'ntiously :—The jialatabilily of

the cucumber's fibrous substances is only obtainable

by the expulsion of its acqueous contents and the ad-

mixture of antagonistic condiments. All of which

is respectfully submitted and warranted to cat well.

NOTES ON ENGLISH SOURCES-GRAPES.
liV c.

A CHEAP lean-to vinery, thirty feet long and ten

feet wide, may be built for twelve pounds—about

sixty dollars. (Wl't> w-ould be without such even

for their amusement ?J On the vine-borders and in

the pots he (T. Rivers) uses a top-dressing of soot

with the greatest advantage ; it is applied over the

whole surface in March and allowed to remain un-

disturbed during the whole summer. lie has used

it for three years, and generally strews it at the rate

of a peck to ten scpiare yards. It acts as an absorb

ant of heat and as a manure. 'Would not charcoa
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(lust with a little wood-ashes and siiljih. of lime

ox. gypsum answer as well, for all cannot procure

Koot to any amount here.

Now grapes for vineries Without fire heat, and
prices sterlini;

:

Burkland Sweelmater. 21s. Berries large, round,

grceni.sh white, sweet and juicy and very good ; valu-

able for setting its fruit better than Sweetwater.

Champion Hamburg. 7s Gd. Berries round, pur-

ple, like Black Hamburg, but larger.

Chasselas Vibert. .5s. Berries round, large, pale

amber; verj- juicy and refreshing; ripens ten or

twelve days before the Royal Muscadine ; very hardy

and excellent. "This isa French seedling from the

Sweetwater ; its berries are veiy large, and when
ful'y ripe of a golden yellow co'or, with the flavor

of the Royal Jluscjidine ; its leaves are more deeply

serrated than those of its parent."

iluuat de Juliet, os. Berries round, purple,

medium size, rich, juicy and excellent. This grape

will ripen well on a wall in the South fEngland^,

and well adapted for pots.

Muscat de Sarbille. .'is. Berries round, purple,

medium size ;
of a peculiar rich Muscat flavor, and

like the Juliet will ripen on a wall ; is hard}- and

well adapted for pots.

Trenlham Blach. 7s Gd. Berries large, round, pur-

ple, juicy and rich, with a peculiar, refreshing flavor

like the May Duke Cherr3- ; a great bearer and will

be valuable.

Due de Malakoff i,n<l General Marmora. Two very

large white kinds, the largest white known.

For vineries with fire heat

:

Bowood Muscal. 10s 6d. Very large, the largest of

the Muscats. Berries pear-shaped, and when ripe of

a rich amber color, with a rich Muscat flavor.

PLAN OF BLOCEINQ-OUT FOR STOCE.
BY G. II. WHITE.

Not having seen any form for blocking-out and

staking stock published, allow me to give our modus

operandi; thinking, perhaps, it may be of service

to new beginners. Here you have it. Say

BLOCK No. 1. Section First.

Apples set 1860.

R. I. Greening 1

Baldwin 2

Golden Russett 3

Northern Spj-
|

4

E. Spitzenburg ' 5

"White Pippin i

Wagoner 7

20

10

11

4

2

39

104?

m
10!?

102

Section Secoj;b.

Pears on Quince, budded 1800.

(n) ) lu this way continue, having as many seetion3 as

there may be kind'< of stock in the block. Number
the/;'oH<of the stake having the name of the variety

on the opposite side. When a variety commences
down in a row, i)lace a stake at the commencement,

with a like number thereon, which tells us that in

that row the variety begins. Block books should be

paged and indexed for convenience.

INJUSIODS INSECTS.
BY S. 8. UATUVON.

(Continued trom page 239.)

i<;
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Graplodcra chalyben. Ulig. Fig. G. Length, about

three-twentieths of an inch ; form, obloug oval

;

color, variable above from a dark purple, violet,

Prussian-blue, greenish blue, and deep green to a

bright green. The hinder part of the thorax is

marked witli a deep, transverse furrow ; the under

side of the body is a deep greenish blue, and the

antennae and the feet are dull black. The principal

points of difference between this insect and Gasiro-

physa cyanea, which it so nearly resembles at an im-

perfect view, are these : its hind thighs are more de-

veloped, making it a leaper, rather than a flyer ("fig.

7^—the transverse furrow near the posterior margin
of the thorax ( fig. 8 a and b)—the less thickened

antenna; (fig. OJ—and its whole form being less oval.

The former insect, when surprised, leaps and falls to

the earth, where it hides, if it does not hide itself

beneath a leaf without leaping; whereas, the latter

lets go its hold and falls to the earth at the least

possible interruption. Graplodera belongs to the

"Flea-beetles," technically called the halticada;
whereas, Gu«/)o;)/ijsa belongs to the true chrynomelans.

Fig. 10 is the larva, which feeds upon the the grape

leaves, the present insect feeding upon the tender

buds from early in the s{)ring until midsummer, and

even later. The female commences laj'ing her eggs

about the middle of 5Ia3', and the larva; of the first

brood are matured about the middle of .Tune. This

may be advanced or retarded according as the

W^
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wpatlier is nivoraWe or the contrary. The laTJf

which I obtained at West Chester on tlie 13th of

June, were nearly matured, and tliese, together with

otiiers which I ol)tained at Lancaster, were put in a

wooden box with a jrlass lid, and ahout two inches

of earth at the bottom. Grape leaves were placed

in the bo.\ for them to feed upon, which were fiom

time to time replenished as they became dry. On
tlic 22d of June, some of these larvte commenced
going into the gronnd, and by the twenty-fifth they

all had disappeared beneath the earth. Upon subse-

quent examination, I found that they form a small,

oblong cavity of earth, which seems to be hardened

—no doubt hardened by a mucus voided by the in-

sect—and tolerably smooth on the inside, in which
it undergoes its transformation to the perfect state.

I could not discover that it formed a distinct pupa

case, but on the contrary, it seemed to be confined

in its cavity, like a young bee or wasp in its cell,

which, when brolien open reveals the naked insect.

In about two weeks iiXler tlu- larva; go into the

ground they are ready to come forth a perfect beetle

as described above, and go mechanically and instinc-

tively through the same course as their progenitors.

These larvEE do not eat holes throu!;h the leaves, or

commence at the margin and eat all as they go, they

only eat off the upper or lower surface—usually the

latter—causing it to wilt and turn inward, and where

they occur in great numbers they leave nothing but

the shrivelled nervures remaining. When we reflect

that the mature insect eats the buds and tender ends

of the grape vines and afterwards the larva eats the

leaves, we may form some idea of its destnictive

character. Dr. ITarris, in his work on "Injurious

Insects," page llo, says that Jlr. David Thomas
gave a description of these insects and their larva,

which was published in the sixth volume of Silli-

man's Journal. "Mr. Thomas found the vine leaves

invested by a small, smooth, chestnut-colored

worm, and suspecting this to be the larva of this

destructive beetle, he bred them in a tumbler with a

little earth in the bottom, and in a fortnight after

burying themselves in the earth he found some

beetles in the tumbler, and hence, there is no doubt

the former was the larva of these beetles." There

must be some mistake here—these must have been

the larva of some other species than the one under

consideration. The earth in which my insects under-

went their last transformations was gathered from

the street and could not have been impregnated with

other insect larva ; moreover, I anticipate,; mine,

and took most of them out of the earth myself

before they were quite ready to come forth them-

selves. There are, however, six species of these

insects catalogued besides fourteen species of (Enoy-

r/ii/s and eighteen species of DUonycha, all of which

are nearly allied in form and habits to the former,

and therefore Jlr. Thomas' insect may have been
one of these. The larva of Graptodem chalybea,

is not "a smooth, chestnut-colored worm." It

is, when mature, about a quarter or three-eighths

of an inch in length, and of a dull black or bister

brown color, except between the segments and
underneath, where it is a dusky whitish ; the whole
body is tubercular or rovigh, and from each tubercle

diverges two or three short, stiff hairs; it has six

short, lilackish feet, and two rows of tubercles or

warts on the abdomen below, which bear some
reseml)lance to the prolegs of Lepidopterous larvse,

and at a superficial view they would be taken for

such. I have thought it necessary to give these de-

tails of this insect, because there does not seem to

have been much published heretofore in reference to

it, but more especially because it seems to have been

very destructive at various periods in times past to

the grape vine, and from its redundancy in various

localities the present season, it may become so again.

[ To he onfinnnl.l

DISEASES IN THE BUTTER PEAR.
BY "FUIESD," PHILADELPHI.\.

I HA^TS in my garden a specimen of a \\niite

Doyenne or Butter Pear tree, which I have several

times tlireatcned to either cut down or re-graft. I

have kept it where it is principally in hopes that I

might discover some cause for the cracking that

every year attends it. I have tried, in former years,

lime-water on the foliage, and guano-water and soap-

suds at the roots, but beyond this I have done
nothing. But I have never got any good fruit from

it. Six years ago, the spot where it is growing, was
a vegetable garden, but since then tlie spot has been

included in ray ornamental grounds, and on one side

of it is now a lawn, and on the other side is a carriage

road. For the two past springs I intended to graft it

with Bartlett's, but it has been neglected both 3-ears,

until the season got too late. Judge of my surprise,

however, to have, this year, one of the best and hand-

somest crops I have ever seen of the kind. A few on
I he tree are knotty and scrubby, and yet a few cracked

and spotted willi tilack, but the luajority areas healthy

and clear in skin as a pear can well be. They are

not quite ripe yet, but when they are, I projwse to

send you a few, if they should chance to be a

rarity with you. I notice that the scrubby ones are

mostly confined to the north side of the tree, and
the good ones on the south and west, which is par-

tially shaded by trees that have grown up since the

pear tree was planted. Can this have any thing to

do with the returning health ? It is also worthy of

note that wherever the pears are healthy the growili

is more luxuriant than I have even noticed the tree
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to boar before. And I linvc oven noticed that a poor

weak growth is usuallj" associated with cracked and

knotty fruit.

You will excuse me for referring to an opinion

tluit I remember yon to have given in tlie Gardrncr's

Monthly, that tlie disea.'ie wai? caused liy a want of

potasli in tlic soil. As no application of any kind, pot-

asli or otherwise, has been given to the tree, its dis-

ease could scarcely have resulted from the want of it.

[Our friend can send along the pears. We shall

appreciate both them and the kindness that prompted

the gift. As to the potash, we have certainly said

that wc knew a cultivator wlio always had cracked

Butter Pears, and after applying a dressing of potash

to his orchard, always had healthy fruit. But we
have never attributed the potash application as a

direct, but only a secondary cause. To make our

meaning plain, we do not suppose that cracking is

the result of a want of potash, but the result of ill-

health. Cold winters, bad slocks, or a hundred things

may have produced this state of ill-health, and as

many things may produce a re-action. If the rela-

tion between diseases and their remedies were

always direct, there could be no failures in cures,

whether in the animal or vegetable worlds, but every

thing would act as with mathematical precision.

But as the relation is but secondary, and only act by

influencing healthy vital action, which is in turn to

act on the disea.sc, other things besides potash may
as easily cure the cracking, if it has any bearing on

general health.

Our correspondanl will know the old saj'ing that,

"what is one man's meat is another one's poison ;"

not that there is no essential difference between meat

and poison, but because the action of each depends

on the state of each person's system. So, with

trees.

—

Ed. ]

REMARSS ON THE GENUS CRINUM.
BY D. BARKER, n.VRTFORD, CONN.

The greater part of this beautiful genus being

natives of hot countries, require the temperature of

the stove to grow them with success, with a liberal

supply of water during the summer months; but

during winter the quantity of moisture should be

very much diminished, or many of the bulbs wMll

perish. We have found, however, those with

columnar stems require a good supply at all times,

as the habit of their foliage is decidedly perennial

;

but it is by far the safer plan during the winter

months to rather under-water than over-water, more
particularly those kinds of slender growth.

The compost we have foimd best for crinum is a

good loam from an old cow pasture, where it can

be found of a friable te.xture, without any other

mixture whatever. We consider peat, leaf-mould

nnd rotten manure, prejudicial to the growth of the

crinum than olherwise. Plenty of drainage in the

pot is very essential, in order, that the jilants may,

during their period of growth, receive the proper

amount of fresh water requisite to the proper de-

velopment of their foliage and flowers. The si/e

of the pot must depend on the habit of the bulbs,

which those acquainted with the habit of the

genus will under.stand. To those who arc not, wc
woidd advise for good bulbs of procenun, cruentum,

rigidum, erubcscens, and its several varieties, placed

in pots varying from ten to sixteen inches over,

more or less, according to the strength of the bulb.

For full sized bulbs of Americanum, Loddigesianum,

yeylaniciun and broussonetianum, we have used

pots from eighteen to twenty inches in diameter. It

is a fixed fact, that to bloom any of the genus well,

they must have plenty of pot room. Whenever it is

observed that the young leaves of any of the crinums

turn yellow, or commence to decay, they must be

allowed a short period of rest. Too much moi.sture

in too Iowa temperature are often the causes of such

an effect. In potting, the whole of the neck of the

bulb must be kept above the soil, and all tlie obsolete

covering, -which are the remains of the decayed

foliage, should be stripped off, lea\'ing the bulb and

stem clean and free from any decaying sul)stance.

We have found, with few exceptions, the whole

genus to succeed best when plunged up to the rims

of the pots in boxes of sand, placed over the hot-

water pipes, and during the hottest part of the year

it is very essential to inundate the boxes, but not to

keep them flooded. Some of the species at the

approach of winter will require the pots to be turned

on their sides, and be kept quite dry until they show
signs of growth,—when all the earth may be care-

fullj- shaken from the bulb, pulling olT all the de-

cayed coats, without injuiing the roots. Repot in

soil as above recommended, subjectmg them to

the same treatment.

A SUCCESSFUL PLANTING.
BY G. n. WHITE, COLDWATER, MICninAN.

Haying had excellent luck, as one would say, in

putting out maples and evergreens, I must relate it

by the way of encouragement to others :

The first week in A[)nl, 18G0, we set out in front

and on one side of our farm ("in the road) four hun-

dred and seventy-two maple trees. First plowed

the ground deep,—had men digging up trees while

others were setting out,— cut them all to ten feet

in height, covering the top with grafting wax

;

holes were dug large, that the trees might not only

live, but grow. JlTdehcd them with tan-bark,—then

all the suqilus stone,—so much in the way in the

road were put around them,—after which they were
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staked, and now we are rewarded by sceiug all but

four of them alive and doing well.

Tlie second week after we set four hundred and
fifty Norway Spruces, eight by sixteen feet, put up

through the centre of our grounds, from wliichalle3'S

lead each way, ten feet in widlli, dividing tlie farm

into fourteen blocks. Tliese trees were from the

well-known firm of Smith & Ilancliett, Syracuse,

N. Y. They average from three to seven feel in

height ; all but twelve are now alive and growing

finely.

&

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.
BY W. U. P., FLUSHING, N. Y.

I MAKE the following notes in response to queries

in various periodicals.

Double flowers are produced by nnture as well as by
art. Witness,—Double Thalictrum ancmonoidos.

Double ]{udl«(kiahirta, Double Rosa Pennsylvanica,

Double Trillium, and other species all found in a

state of naturc.flj.

Grape vines can begroum on level Missouri prairie land

,

provided the land be so underdraincd, that the satu-

ration of the soil during winter is thcrel)y prevented.

Tlic Concord, Holmes, Clinton, Hartford Prolific,

Ariadne, August Coral, Early Amber, Ohio Prolific,

Pond's Seedhng, Braddock, Ramsdell, Troy Ham-
burg, Venango, Warren's Seedling and Monticth

are some of the most hardy varieties, and doubtless

they would all succeed in Missouri and Illinois.

Strawberries—proportion of statninales to pistillates.

One row of the former to ten of the latter is all suffi-

cient, but there must be a judicious selection of a

staminatc that blooms at the same period as the pistil-

late, its companion. The Hovey cannot yield a full

crop when the Early Scarlet is its companion, as the

latter blossoms too early. Such injudicious selec-

tions are the cause of reduced crops.

[1. Mr. Prince's note will be interesting to the

young student of vegetable phj'siology and mor-

phology. Though double flowers are usually con-

sidered as the result of cultivation and the gardener's

art, it is questionable wlicthcr we have not rather to

thank unassisted nature for most of them. In addi-

tion to tliose named by Mr. Prince, the Double Con-

volvulus panduratus was found wild, we believe, in

Georgia, by William Bartraui, and 5Ir. IMcehau once

found a double Saxifraga Virginiensis on the hills of

the Wissahicon, in Penn.sylvania. Most of the

double flowers of our borders are not of such often

raised from seed, and it is therefore probable that they

were first found in a wild state. SpirnjH fllipendula,

Campnnula persicifolia, and others, for example.

All attempts to cuUicnle the common Zinnia into

double ones,Vilmorin tells us, failed ; but last season,

double varieties from their native country were

introduced.

—

Ed. ]

GRAPE CROP IN CENTRAL MISSOURI.
BY E. A. niElIL, nOONEVILLE, MO.

The gi'apc crop promises to be an entire failure

here this year. About two weeks ago the weather

was pretty h.o\ ; since it has rained much,—so much
that it is decidedly too moist for grapes, and nearly

one-half are already affected by the rot. There is

no use talking, we must adopt some different mode
of culture, if we would succeed in growing the

grape successfully in this country. I think the

grajie can be grown with uniform success, but not

when treated as now. I shall at some future time

furnish an article on this subject if it will be ac-

cepted. Other fruit is spleudid, and plenty of it

;

apples, pears, peaches, plums, apricots, &c., we
have as many as the trees can mature. This pro-

mises to be the best fruit year in the West that we
have had for many years.

[Shall bo glad to hear from you as proposed.—Ed. ]

PRESERVATION OF ICE.

BY J. C. B.

An article in your last number on ventilating ice-

houses, leads me to present my views of the princi-

ple on which the preservation of ice is based ; for,

although the writer of that article is undoubtedly

right in his facts, he omits, in my estimation, the

chief element of the utility of ventilation. I say

advisedly, its utility, for ample experience has shown

the absolute necessity of ventilation for the more

perfect preservation of ice. Experience has elicited

three points of the first importance in constructing

an ice-house : 1. An imperfect conductor of heat of

moderate thickness to surround the ice. 2. Provi-

sion for drawing off the water of the melted ice.

3. Ventilation. Can we refer these requsites to

the operation of a single principle?

When ice melts, it absorbs 140 J Fahr. of heat, and

this would tend to preserve the surrounding ice

from melting, were it not that the warmth of the

summer air, jjcnetrating a mass of ice, or even the

average summer temperature of the soil, more than

compensates for the cold produced, and the melting

continues. The heat of liquidity, therefore, although

retarding the melting of ice, is insufficient for its

preservation.

When water passes into the form of vapor, whether

vaporised by heat in the form of steam, or rising at

common temperature as an insensible vapor, it

absorbs 1000 Fahr. of heat from surrounding bodies.

In the latter case it passes off with the uir, and if the

supply of f^'csh air be constant or continuous, it is

^^ ==?#1
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easy to perceive Unit the cooling inlluence of eviipo-

nitiou will bo very great. That solid ice itself rises

in vapor below 82^ Fahr., may be observed in

winter by the gradual dissippcarance of thin layers

of ice on the pavement or steps in front of a dwell-

ing. Much more rapidly does ice or water evaporate

at :!3 \ and water still more readily above ;!2j in a

current of dry air, or air not already SiUuratcd with

moisture. Under such conditions, the amomit of

heat-absorption, or cooling inlhunce of evaporation,

is sutHcieut to retain ice in the solid form.

A few facts may serve to illustrate the cooling

effect of evaporation. At the temperature of 50^,

carbonic acid can only be maintained in the liquid

state, under a pressure of Jive hundred and twenty
pounds per square inch, or 34] atmospheres;

whereas, solid carbonic acid quietly fumes away in

the open air, the heat carried otf by the vapor suf-

ficing to keep the icmaining acid in its solid condi-

tion, even at summer temperatures.

The alcarazzas or porous earthen jars, employed
in the tropics for cooling the water they contain,

act on the same principle ; for the water transudes

through the pores to the outer surface of the jar,

and by its evaporation lowers the temperature of the

remaining water by many degrees.

If a piece of ice be wrapped in a single thickness

of flannel, and exposed to a current of air, not

surcharged with moisture, the flannel will freeze fast

to the ice, proving the surface to be below 320 Fahr.,

and little or no water will form. The flannel allows

the little water that first forms to enter into its

numberless pores, where it evaporates from an al-

most endless surface of woollen fibres. Cotton and
linen do not answer the purpose as well, because cap-

illarj- action fills the spaces between the fibres with

water, and evaporation only takes place from the

moderate surface of the water. The cooling influ-

ence of the flannel wrapping on the lump of ice, may
be inferred from the fact, that as a little ice liquifies the

liquid evaporates, so that the heat both of liquidity

and of vaporization are absorbed, amomiting to

1140^ Fahr.

Let us apply the principle of evaporation to an

ice-house, of which the lump of ice in flannel is a

perfect tj-pe. Experience has shown the advantage

of surroimding ice with an imperfect conductor of

heat, such as shavings, saw-dust, charcoal, and even

pine boards. It has likewise shown that only a

moderate thickness of these is necessary, just as a

single thickness will, in a favorable position, actually

keep a lump of ice dry. Now, if they were used

because of their non-conducting property, a con-

siderable thickness would be required ; in fact, many
feet, and the greater the thickness, the more complete

the preservation of ice. Since this condition of thick-

ness is proved b^- fact to be unnecessary, the non-

conducting property is not the cause of the preserva-

tion of ice, if, indeed, it be of any influence what-

ever. The same conclusion may be drawn from the

depth in earth to which the outer temperatures

gradually penetriite, whether winter or summer, and

yet eiirlh is a very poor conductor of heal.

All the substances emi)l()yed around iee are

porous, admitting the passage of ftir through them,

or into their pores, and these pores present an indcfl-

nitely extended surface. A portion of water enters

the pores without choking them, and thus an im-

mense surface is olTered for evaporation, which, be

it remembered, onlj- occurs from a surface. The
entrance of dry air into the moist pores and its exit,

charged with the vapor of water, carries off the

lOOOO Fahr. of latent vapor-heat:; and by thus

cooling the ice, prevents its rapid melting. Ilencc

the advantage of ventilation for preserving ice ; for

when the door of an ice-house is kept closed, the

confined air becomes saturated with moisture, and
cannot escaje, evaporation ceases, and the external

warmth, entering by radiation and conduction, is

expended in freely melting the ice, in spite, too, of

the non-conducting coverings and surroundings.

Hence, too, the excellent preservation of ice, alluded

to in your last number, in a board shanty, which was
open all around, and therefore admitted air all

around; it was a lump of ice from Brobdignng,

wrapped in pine boards for flannel.

Experience has shown the necessity of dra)lning off"

the water, which will be produced from the imper-

fections of the best ice-houses. Immerse our flan-

neled lump of ice in water, and it will soon melt,

because evaporation only takes place from the small

surface of the water ; but put it on slats, so that dry

air can pass around it, and the amount of evaporation

from an endless surface keeps the lump almost dry.

So, if the lower tier in an ice-house be in water,

we have only the cooling effect of melting ice, 140o

Fahr. and in addition evaporation from a surface of

water, equal only to the area of the house, both

which are far outweighed by the penetrating warmth
from without. The ice, therefore, continues to melt

towards the bottom of the house ; but when the

water is drained off, a circulation of air ("supposing

the house to be ventilated^ evaporates water from
the enormously extended porous surface of the

moist shavings, &c. The whole cooling effect then

becomes: 1. The verj- small amount of heat ab-

sorbed by the melting ice. 2. The large amount
removed in the continuous escape of moist air.

This heat being absorbed, rendered latent, is ab-

stracted from the ice and its adjacents, and melting

is greatly protracted.

We should, however, guard against the too free

a^K^^ —T^^^
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ndmission of air. If shavings, &c., were put very

loosely into tlic sides of an icc-Iiousc, tlie free circu-

lation of air would let in too much summer heat,

and really present less surface, because less pores.

On the other hand, if the sides were built of a non-

jiorous substance, evaporation could not take place

on tliem, and the exterior warmth not to be excluded,

would niell the ice freely. A porous, absorbent

material, tolerablj- well packed, offers the most

favorable condition for the sides of an ice-house, by

offering the largest evaporating surface. The top

covering cannot, of course, be packed ; the bottom

porous layers become so from the weight of super-

mcumbent ice. If the house is constructed with

stone walls, a layer of porous material must be put

between them and the ice, and provision made for

the air to pass to the bottom of the structure.

Having thus presented the results of my observa-

tion and rellection, I must l)ring my long article to

a conclusion, for which last result I may, doubtless,

presume upon the thanks of your readers, who
generally prefer hot-houses to ice-houses. I believe,

however, that I have reduced the three great results

of experience in the construction of an ice-house to

one principle—evaporation.

A CHAPTER ON GRAFE-OLOGT.
BY .7. B. 0.\KBEB.

Mn. Editou:—Any "news" on "Hardy Grapes"

is peculiarly attractive to me ; so, when our favorite

yjonlhly'oT August came to hand, I, as usual, turned

to the contents to see if there was a chapter on

Grape-ology ! and sure enough I was gratified to find

Mr. Woodward giving us valuable news on ."in-

digenous grapes." All right. Jlr. AV. will pro-

bably add some desirable varieties to our already ex-

tensive list. The more the better ; "try all and hold

fast to those that are good ;" the inferior varieties

will find their regular level soon enough. Strange,

though, that >Ir. W. should call the "Delaware a

seedling from our native grapes !" I would like to

know his reasons for that (to me strange^ opinion.

Can he tell us from what species of our natives it

originated? Is it a labrusca, cordifolia ^ ripuria, or

what ?

It is now clearly ascertained that the original

plant of Delaware is still alive and bearing fruit. It

is now in the garden of Mr. Provost, in Pottstown,

transplanted from Frenchtown in New Jersey,

by its present owner, a son of old Mr. Provost, and

who still has the original vine in good condition

—

now over sixty years old ! If it were a seedling

from a native grape, then the question naturally

arises, whence came that seed ? Was it brought by

birds from some distant locality ? Did it drop from

the clouds ?—or, or whence came it ? Is it not far

more likely that some German emigrant brought it

in his breeches-pocket from the " Fatherland?"

Mr. Woodward also refers to Professor Kiivenal's

theory, "That the seeds of our native grapes pro-

duce male and female plants, and that seedlings from

foreign or VUis vini/era are all female," or, per-

haps, more properly, hermaphrodite—male and fe-

male on the same plant.

Jly object, more particularly, in writing, is to

overhaul your own comments on Mr. W.'s article.

In your remarks, trying to rfis-prove a theory ("yet

to be proved,^ and "to prevent the error," as you

are pleased to call it
—"from becoming widely dis-

seminated." I was greatly amused at your "argu-

ing all round the bush" without once touching on

the main question—you signally failed in refuting

Prof. RavenaVs theory. You say, " it is well known
that the petals of a Hower, and its stamens, are the

most easily affected by external causes, of any part

of a plant, and that they are so affected, changed

and altered, is a fact of every-day occurrence.

Sometimes parts become abortive ; at others, exces-

sivelj- developed, '

' ice. You refer to double flowers

;

to the Green Rose, to the Strawberry, Ac, and to

the Cannon Hall Muscat Grape requiring " aitifieial

impregnation umler §/«««, as its own flower is de-

ficient in pollen." Granted, everj- word you say !

But, my dear sir, your arguments do not even touch

Prof Ravenal's theory. That the foreign grape pro-

duces barren or imperfect flowers, nobody, I presume,

will deny. All your prooj in the matter is " that

foreign grape seedlings i/oo/fcnAut-c imperfect (mind,

imperfect) flowers !" You don't say male floxeers.

Now, let me just here ask you a simple question,

friend Meehan :—Did you ever find a seedling of a

foreign grape have true bona fide male Jlowers? Not
abortive, barren, imperfect, &c. ; but real, genuine,

male flowers, without a stigma or vestige of an

embryo grape in the bottom of the tiny fiower, lack-

ing the female organ ?

I was called to examine a barren grape vine some

six or eight weeks since, by a mutual friend in Lan-

caster—a good botanist, entomologist, &c., indeed,

well informed on all subjects. He was frying all

manner of experiments to make it bear fruit. The
plant was in profuse flower at the time. On an ex-

amination of the flowci-s, I found there was no

stigma, no embryo grape in the flower. I told him

at once that the jtlant was a vtaJe, and all his

"experimenting," to the end of the world, would

not produce him a berr}- ! His only plan was to

graft it with some other variety, but I regret to say,

I could not convince him of his error.

Thus, you see, we " ignoramusses" can occasion-

ally have a good laugh at our "scientific savans,"

'i
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in return for like favors. Your "abortive,"

"imperfect," or excessively-dcvelopeil flowers, or

any otlier terms that can be "scareil-up," will not

correct the sitpposad error which you wish to guarii

the public against. So far as Prof. R. 's theory is

concerned—that our natives produce both male and
fenuile plants from the seed, aud the foreign all

female—no "dusting of pollen" ou one of these male

plants will bring fruit, and no "forcing," " starving,"

or other "artificial stimulus" either, " nix cum
rouse." As to the foreign grape producing all

bearing plants from seeds, I am not imfornied, as nij'

own experiments in that line have all resulted in

failure. I have raised seedlings from mauy foreign

varieties—raisius, Slalaga jar grape, Ilamburgs,

Jfuscats, Frontiguacs, Chasselas, Sweetwater, El

Paso, California Mission grape, &c. I could rarely

pet them to live beyond the first year. Occiisionally

one would survive, only to be cut down by mildew

the second or third year. I never could succeed in

getting a single foreit/n seedling to show flowers !

I have also raised seedlings of our native grapes

from almost eveiy section of our country. I have

always had a portion of males, or barren jjlauts

;

sometimes one-half, more or less. As soon as the

tiny blossom opens, I examine if there is an embryo
grape or stigma in the flower; if not, then I know
it to be a male, and the plant is at once cut down,

or grafted. Jly plan of raising seedlings is to plant

the seed in pots kept in the greeuhouse over winter,

then late in spring plant them out in the open

ground
;
protect by covering in winter while small,

&c. I have also, as a matter of course, raised many
seedlings of the wonderful Delaware. These act

very much like their foreign cousins. I have now
only five or six promising plants of this variety from

many hundreds of seedlings ; two or three may show
their inflorescence by another year. I have sent seeds

of Delaware to man}- friends in various sections, in-

cluding Utah, California and Oregon, and all from

whom I have heard on the subject, say "they can

do nothing with them." Even on Kelley's Island,

Ohio, that justly celebrated grape locality, Delaware

seedlings " mildew," and won't grow.

Last spring a year, I gave a pot full of Delaware

seedlings—over a hundred—to a friend in Columbia,

who is a careful gardener. A few weeks since, I

inquired of him, "How are the Delaware seedling

grapes coming on?" "Why, oh yes, I recollect.

Why I lost every one of them ; they would not grow,

and they would die!" Are not such facts pretty

conclusive evidence that the Delaware grape is not

"aboriginal" to America?

rt If "stamens are transformed into petals," then

1 petals may be transformed into leaves, leaves into

branches, &c. All is "transformation," and we

will not know where we stand.

Do tell me, frienil JI., if sligniat also may, imdcr

any circumstances, be traustbrmcd into stamens, or

males into females, and vice versa.

[Mr. Garber's questions are more easily asked than

answered. He is evidently ignorant of the dillicully

the botanist experiences the moment he comes with-

in the line of cultivation, lie might us well ask Mr.
Woodward what species the Fuchsia Venus de Me-
dici of our gardens belongs to. A gardener acquain-

ted with its origin might answer that it was interme-

diate betwen Fuchsia fulijens and F. lungijlora ; but

it would puzzle a botanist to know that fact by any

scientific rules. So with the Delaware Grape.

Science is equally at a loss to decide to which species

to refer it, though the balance of characters would
lead most of them to consider it as a variety of some
American species. Mr. Garberdoes not so consider

it, aud he is entitled to his own opinion—for it is

nothing more than an opinion—expressed in the

term he himself employs, that it is "far more likely"

to be of the foreign breeil. We do not see the

wisdom of discussing over and over again more
likeiics which depend for their force on the state of

each reader's judgment as to the value of evidence.

When Mr. Qarber can give us any facts respecting

the original seedling vine, we shall, with pleasure,

publish them.

The most valuable part of the article is Mr. Gar-

ber's account of his experiments with seedlings,

which we publish with pleasure. On these subjects

he is evidently more at homo than in the questions

of vegetable transformations; which, until he ex-

hibits a better acquaintance with what is now known
as the science of morphology, we would prefer not

to discuss with him.

As to laughing at " ignoramusses," the record of

the Gardener's Monthly shows that that is not our

sin. The true searcher after truth feels that he knows
too little himself to afl'ord to laugh at the ignorance

or blunders of others.

—

Ed.]

Disease op the Quikce Stock.—We have ob-

served what appears to be a new disease affecting

the dwarf pear.

The quince root of the dwarf pear dies of this

disease, and, as a necessary consequence, the trees

die also. The injury appears to have been done in

winter ; but in many instances the pear has opened
its leaves and made some growth before any obvious

indications have appeared. It is readilj' distinguished

from fire-blight, in afl'eciing the whole tree at once,

and not limb by limb as in the fire-blight, and the

leaves only wither and turn brown, instead of blaci;,

as in the last-named disease.

—

Country Gentleman.
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LAWNS-THEIR FIHST YEAR'S MAN-
AGEMENT.

SnoTTLD lavrns be mowed often the first season of

seeding down ? The question is often asked. Our

experience is against the practice, but so many good

gardeners recommend it, tliat it will serve a useful

purpose to bring the subject prominenll}' forward.

We need not here descant on the importance of

proper lawn management. The beauty of English

lawns is proverbial ; and the highest aim of our

gardening is to have lawns like them. Our hot and

dry climate is a difliculty of great magnitude, and

we have to pursue a dilferent course of practice from

that which thc}' follow if we would invite compari-

son with them. It docs not therefore follow that

what the}' do will, in all cases, serve us ; and so the

very common argument "the English mow their

new-sown lawns frequentlj' the first year," need not

be considered as a thing of course for us.

It is certain that they do mow frequently aiid get

good lawns, but we are inclined to think this result

owing rather to the favjoring conditions of climate.

They would probably get as good or better lawns

without mowing. AVe have reason, at any rate, to

assume that these good lawns are in spite of the

practice.

So far as our American climate is concerned, we
are, at any rate, bound to say, that we never saw a

good lawn follow close mowing the first season, and

that we firmly believe most failures arise from the

too frequent use of the scythe. It is very common
to see a lawn green before mowing in August, be-

come quite brown, and the grass die completely out

in patches after being cut. The usual remark is th.at

it was "cut too close." This answer grants half

our argument. We would go further, and saj- it

should not have been cut at all.

Not only does practice show close-cutting when

yoimg to be an injury, but science explains why it

should be so. In order that our lawns should remain

green through our long summer drouths^_it is essen-

tial that we do all in our power to induce the gra.'^s-

roots to descend deep beneath the surface. This is

not necessary in the moist English climate. Here

it is, and we do it by deeply trenching or subsoiling

the ground, and burying rich manure as far as pos-

sible beneath the surface. When the top dries out,

the subsoil thus can part with moisture from its

reserves, and besides this the roots are encouraged

to go as low as possible. But mowing the young
tops prevents not only the descent, but the actual

formation of roots.

The roots of the most stubborn weeds, even the

Canada thistle, can be totally destroyed bj' cutting

olf the foliage occasionally through the season.

The efieet is the same on grass. All taken from the

top when growing is so much detracted from the

roots. No vegetable species is an exception to this

law.

It should, therefore, be an object to allow the

roots of lawn grass to go as dceiily as possible the

first year, and this depth will be just in proportion

to the uufrequency of the mowing. After the sod

has once been well formed, mowing may be fre-

quent; but in all cases the first spring mowing
should be very early, so as to induce a young growth

near the surface, as if it be left long before the first

cutting, and the lower leaves yet yellow and sickly,

when the top is mowed ofl' the bottom will sciircely

recover, in hot weather not at all ; and when once

every bit of green foliage is lost, the grass root will

die as ccrtaiulj' as its blades have done.

We would let a lawn the first year after seeding

grow to its full length, cutting it only once, or even

suffering the crop to rot on the ground. The only

care we would give would be to carefully hand-

weed it of the coarser growths; and this on no ac-

count or at any cost would we neglect.

AMMONIA AND VEGETATION.
We have before us two essiiys which aff()rd much

food for throught to practical men. One is a sketch

from a French magazine, Annates des Sciences Ifatu-

j-elles, published in 1858, containing a l)aper by the

celebrated 51. Boussingault, on the influence which

ammonia and its nitrates exert upon the production

of vegetable matter, and the other a pamphlet

entitled—"On the Source of the Nitrogen of Vege-

tation." By Drs. Lawes, J. H. Gilbert, and Evan

Pugh. E.\tractcd from the Proceedings of the Royal

Society of London for 1800.

The relation of ammonia to vegetation and the

matters connected therewith, are ones of great iui-

poitancc to thecidtivator. In their bearing particu-

larly on the subject of surface manuring, and of

liinying manure in the soil, a clear understanding

I
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NvouUl give much more confidence to the pnrlies

engaged in the several practices and discussion

Hieieof. It is not enough to point to results and say,

" Behold, I get as good crops I'roin the manure I now
merely spread on the surface, as I did from double

the quantity I ploughed into the soil." The scien-

tific cultivator has the right to ask the reason why;
and until then to sjij^, " When we pass through a

field of newly spread manure, and smell the esciping

ammonia, liy so much as we know escapes, by so

much do we know the manure has lost in value."

As this reasoning is sound, how can the beneficial

results of surface manuring, accompanied, sis it must

1)6, by loss of ammonia, be accounted for? Such

works as these now before us, tend so far to explain

the apparent enigma.

It was at one time supposed by a class of scicntifio"

men, that plants had the power of feeding on the

nitrogen, of which the atmosphere is in part com-

posed, and that some of the oxygen the plant exhaled

from the surface of the leaf was part of this rejected

air, the balance being from decomposed carbonic

acid. Another class contends plants have no such

power ; but that all assimilable nitrogen must be

presented in the form of ammonia or some of its

nitrates.

We have never been able to understand why a

plant should not have the power to use the nitrogen

of the air, as it passes through its system, as well

as to have first to decompose ammonia in order to

get at the necessary element. If it has not the power,

it may be a wise provision of nature, that not only

man and animal beings generally, should have to

get their "bread by the sweat of their brow," but

that the same law pervades every atom of life, vege-

table or animal, so that even the vegetable cell

should be doomed to exercise its vital force on the

decomposition of ammonia in order to gain its

"bread," instead of being allowed lazily to lie with

Its mouth open, inertly absorbing nitrogen quietly

floating by it. However, be this as it may, Bous-

singault shows that free nitrogen is not used by the

plant, and that all found in its structure is derived

from compounds.

In one of his exiieriments, he employed the sun-

flower, and sowed the seed in powdered brick,

watering it with pure distilled water. In three

months, the plants had gained a vegetation of 0.392

grammes when dried, the carbon they had ac(iuired

from the decomposition of the caibouic acid of the !

air in that time was 0.114 grammes, and the nitrogen

only 0.002.'5, scarcely, in fact, perceptible. Though

in dire necessity, and suffering from the "pangs" of <

want for this essential element, and with the air

p.issing through its system composed of it, in a free

state, yet it could not or did not touch it. One
would think this simple experiment conclusive.

So snudl a mass of vegetable matter in such a

period of time showed that some other elements of

fertility were wanting. So he applied phosphates

of lime and other minerals, alkaline salts, carbonates,

and silicious matters, but with no better results than

if thoy were not there, for, from seeds weighing

0.11)7 grammes, the dried vegetable matter, after

three months' growth, resulted in only 0.4!)8 gram-

mes, of which, only 0.0027 grammes of nitrogen

were found, or about the same as in the other ex-

periment.

Failing, though, with the free nitrogen of the at-

mosphere, to derive benefit from all other fertilizers,

he added nitrogen in its compound form, and with

the most astoni.shing results. From seeds weighing

as above, 0.107, he obtained in the same time,

21.248 grammes by wciglit, of which l.KiCO were of

nitrogen. Thus, lie had proved lirsl, that nitrogen can

only be used by a plant when presented as a com-

pound ; and secontMy, that growth was unimportant

without, and very great with it.

The essay of the other three gentlemen takes up

the subject where Boussingault seems to leave it, and

goes to consider the amount of nitrogen yielded by

different crops over a given area of land, and of the

relation of these to certain measured or known
sources of it. As the pamphlet is not a long one,

and the subject Is concisely treated and clearly ex-

pressed, we have commenced re-printing it in our last,

and continued it in another column. It will be seen

that with the numerous natural sources of combined

or assimilable nitrogen at the command of vegetation,

a very small proportion of the ammonia contained

in stable manure is wanted by the plant, as a general

rule, and only in exceptional cases of great natural

poverty, and that the loss by evaporation is not one

that will be readily missed by the plant under such

circumstances. The oxidation of the other matters

in the manure, which surface-manuring affords so

superior a means of effecting, is evidently a much
greater gain to the cultivator.

PASTiZANS IN HORTICULTURE.
When w.'i hear parties assert that such or such a

variety is absolutely worthless, or of the highest

excellence, and when our own experience opposes

such assertions, we do not imagine that they are

ignorant, prejudiced, or actuated by motives of selfish

interest in what they say. In fact, we have usually

found, on inquiry, that they were perfectly honest

in their opinions, and that the facts warranted what

they said. In some instances of nurserjmen, we
have found jiartios with a large stock of a variety
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for sale, and yet honestly condemning it, and rccom-

Dicnding Ihcir own cuslonieis not to buy tlicm.

We make these remarks because it is not un-

common to see a sort of clanship, or party-feeling,

in favor of, or in opposition to some varieties of

fruits, and a disposition very prevalent to doubt the

honor of those whose experience may seem opposed

to that of others. We have been careful not to

admit such reflections in our columns. Tliougli we
pass freel}' the results of individual experience for or

against any variety whatever, we have frequently

taken the liberty of expunging from such valued

articles, any remarks undervaluing the experience of

others, which manj' writers arc inadvertantly liable

to make in hurried communications. Soil, locality,

and culture aie often more than sullicient to account

for the most diverse results, and should lead us all to

hesitate before we unreservcilly condemn any variety

on our own experience alone.

A particular case in point is the Allen Raspberry.

Our pages teem with the mo.st untiualified praise of

this fruit on the part of some growers, while others

as freely universally condemn it, and in our persona]

experience we know of cases where the warm
advocacy of and oppositiv.n to this fruit has en.

gendered bad feeling aud ill will.

Recently, we called on a party noted for his oppo-

sition to the Allen, at his request, to see his bed.

As he stated, it was with him totally unproductive.

Shoots came U]i and were allowed to grow by the

million, and thick as grain in a wheal field. The
soil in which they were growing was rather dry

and thin, and most of the flowers had "gone blind."

Occasionally a perfect berry might be seen, and here

and there a fruit comi)rising a single pip or so ; but

the whole was a comjilete failure, undoubtedly.

We were narrating our exi)erience to a neighbor,

fwe may as well name him, for we are sure he will

not object,^ Mr. James Gleason, of Mount Airy, and

he replied bj* inviting us up to see his Allen. We
went. lie had half a dozen popular kinds be-

sides, including the Hornet amongst them, but

the Allen beat them all,—a long way surjiassed

them,^not in one, but every quality. There was

double,—we use the word advisedly,— double the

quantity of fruit,—double the strength of stem, aud

the Tigor and general health of the plants superior

to all, and the quality in many respects beyond

any others. The soil was not wet, but it was heavj';

had been deeply trenched, and the situation was
low. Suckers were not Uiere in. legions, because

the plants were well cultivated between the rows,

Bud suckers not wanted were neceived as weeds,

wliioh they legitimately were, a»d treated accord-

ingly. An "inexpert" would probably have pro-

nounced the plants iH one of the cases spurious.

but we were not to be deceived in that way, and
could not help feeling that when treated as Gleason's

were, and as any other one might treat it, the

Allen was one of the best of I'aspberries, and its

introducer deserving the best thanks of the com-
uiuuity. We might point to other fruits, but this

one iustiince, so well known, and so ably handled

as it has been by other parlies, will serve our pur-

pose. We wish to guard horticulture from the

danger of partizanship, and to keep Ijefore the

reader's mind the fact, that soil, climate, culture

and local circumstances, have so much to do with

the character of fruits, that men may honestly difl'er

on the most opposite extremes, and be frequently

both right for all, and give the fruit every thing th:il

was claimed lor it. Truth may often come from an

ajiparent (ip|)osite, just as Baily makes his Lucifer

sa}', and apjiropriately to our subject:

"There is lets re.i! difTorence between things

Thnn men imagine. Tlioy overlook the ma«s.

But fiv*ten eacli on wtyie particular crumb,

BccnUKC Ihey feel tliat tliey c;in equal that,

Of doctrine, or belief, or party cauhe."'

VITAL FORCES IN PLANTS.
Under our regular "Horticultural Societies"

heading, we give the proceedings of a recent meet-

ing of the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, in which

a paper, by some unknown gentleman, appears

worthy of particular attention.

In some recent articles, and in others by some of

our correspondents, similar views have been ex-

pressed to those which the writer advances. There

cannot be a doubt Imt that in the close attention

that has been given to the question of vegetable

nutrition the past few years, the important one of

the action of the vital forces on the elements of fer-

tility has been considerably overlooked. Enough,

however, is now known to convince thinking minds

that for want of a better knowledge of the relation,

plausible theories of manuring are really worthless,

and much injury and loss to the cultivator have been

the result. Still much that the writer advances we
think untenable ; but reciiviug the paper only as we
were about to send to i)ress, we have thought proper

to refer to it, hoping to get time to return to the

subject some day.

TABLE DESIGNS AND DECORATIONS.

It is common for fa.shion to run in praiseworthy

directions, till it goes bej'ond good taste, when it

meets unqualified opposition in every respect. Thus,

designs of cut llowers became popular, aud horli-

cultural societies believed it as useful to olfer prizes

for them as for the best pot plants, or the most

-r(^
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superior bunch of grnpcs. Gmdually, these designs proved monstrosities—gardens, buildings, and natural

objects—birds, boasts and fislies beciinie subjifts of imitation, and llie most grossand misomliio caricnturcs

of such things, if they only made a "show," and excited the gaze of the populace, were sure to receive

handsome premiums.

Then It Ijocome a quesliDn whether horticuHnral societies were really eslnblished for tlie encouragement

of such perverted taste. Public opinion experienced a revulsion. The opp<isite extreme began,— till at

length ihe legitiniate claims of cut flowers for any other purposes than mere nosegays or baskets are

scarcely ix'cognized at any of our exhibitions.

Il is the same in Europe as here. Recently, however, a gentleman of taste, Mr. DilUe, in view of the

lack of encouragement given to this bnincli of decorative gardening by the liorticultui-ul societies, offered

41

handsome premiums at a recent London exhibition for the best table designs fonned of fruit and flowers.

It. is gratifying to note that this part of the exhibition proved the centre of interest. Ladies of the

nobility entered the arena a.s competitors, and the subj(H;t was considered worthy of the elftHts of the most

refined minds that England could produce.

That our readers may understand the style of taste in this matter that prevailed on the occasion, we have

engi-aved as a frontispiece the design that was awarded the first prize. The union of the delicate leaves

of the fern with the bolder outlines of the fruit, combines a strength and elegance of beauty that is a

fer^-^ -
•^^ ^^)
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happy lest of jterfect taste. In some respects the

dcHigu might be improved. The central columns

are not i)roportiouate in weight to the rest of the

design, but on the whole it is l)eautiful and cannot

fail to suggest a great improvement in our usual

mode of table decorations. Indeed, it is seldom that

our tables—even those set out will> the greatest pre-

tensions to beauty and taste of arrangement—have

more than the common bouquet of flowers for adorn-

ment. To our mind, the bouquet form does as much
violence to correct principles in such situations as

the most uncouth design. Its form and arrangement

is particularly fur the hand, and for motion. It has

to be of the most foinuil shape, and the flowers set

close and somewhat thick to enable them to be

carried well, and without soon drying up. As they

stick up in the glasses on the table before us, they

seem to appeal piteously to us to be taken in the

hand, and to be placed to their legitimate uses—nose-

gays as they are. We hope to see them banished

from our festal boards, and the "design" of flowers,

with its infinite scope for tasteful displays, and

natural beauty univers;illy substituted.

The simplest of all dinner table floral arrangements

is the vase. To illustrate its beauty for such a pur-

pose over the bouquet, we take the foregoing illus-

tration from our contemporary, the Enr/lish Cottage

Oardener. Of course, it would be out of the power

of any American collection to furnish the rare

orchidca necessaiy to fill it in the style represented,

but they seem to convey the idea. Stitf flowers are

required, of course, to arrange in the centre, and

slender racemes for hanging over the sides. Fresh

green moss is used for packing the stems of the

flowers into, and if this is pressed in tight, and the

flowers sprinkled occasionally with clean water,

they will retain their freshness and beauty nearly as

long as the cummon bouquet.

As it is all in connection with the subject, we re-

produce, from our first volume, a beautiful design

for a centre-table.

Since we first i)ublished it, we arc pleased to meet

with it occasionally in the drawing-rooms and parlors

of our friends. For the sake of new subscribers

who have not seen, or old ones who have forgotten,

we are sure that those who have alieadj' profited by
the first hint, will not object to the repetition.

As a table decoration, it is becoming very fashion-

able in France to employ fruit trees in pots. For
ourselves, we do not admire the taste. It savors too

much of the pretentious and afiected. Yet, being

in vogue in that country, it mu.st, of necessity, find

imitators in this, where it is only necessarj- to declare

a fashion to be the French style in order to obtain

for it general adoption. The following is a sketch

we made last season, of a peach, grown in pot, and

to them who have not seen examples of this mode
of cultivating fruits, it will give a fair idea of their

general appearance for decorative purposes.

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
Nf.\v York. .August .Til, ISSI.

"Isn't it very hot to day?" is the startling in-

quiry of every friend I meet. Of course, with the

thermometer amongst the nineties, I reply that it is

hot—very hot, and the inquirers seem much relieved

by my confirmation of their suspicions. You in

Philadelphia have no idea of the intensity of a New
York 90J. Talk of " iioeltering," but you must

come here to understand that terra in all its ex-

pressiveness. With your drier air, 963 or OS'S is

fai more Icelandish than this !)0-, surrounded, as we
are by the sea, with its necessarily moister atmos-

phere.

It is bad enough to have to attend to business

even with the aid of refreshing circumstances at the

best in these hard times ; but it is positively cruel

to force oneself to it such a day as this, so I deter-

mined to abandon this crucible which so sorely tried

niv flesh, and betake mvself somewhere into the

%y^
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country in search of some cool and sliatly nook
where I might Ibrget the sufferings of cit}- show, anJ
derive comfort truiu the cliarnis of nature.

To a New Yorker the Central Park is now the

Mecca of rural life, so far as a day's pleasure is con-

cerned ; but from all I could learn it is not yet

calculated to mitigate the horrors of a genuine hot

day. The large trees whicli tlie New York press

so Tauntingly styled a complete successa few montlis

after transplanting, arc now considered a failure,

and are not likely to atford a very delicious shade

for some years to come ; and the trees of medium
size, that under ordinary circumstances should, by
this time, have made a considerable advance, are

in a state of rest, and are kept from going back-

wards only \>y constant and copious applicjitions

of water, which it is supposed will eventually supply

the original deficiency of root. Jloreovcr, I was
told that the chief beauty of the park was the op-

portimity which it afforded to see and to be seen of

men. Here the latest style of bonnet, or the msst
fashionable cut of coat, was so interestingly blended

with the study of natural history and the beauties of

the landscape-art, as to be considered synonymous,
and occupied the almost exclusive attention of the

patrons of the park. As for the park itself, my
friends assured me, that independently of the above
considerations, it was positively tedious. Every
part is, in a great measure, a counterpart of the

other. The first impression on entering is, that it is

done to perfection. The faultless curves, — the

planely moulded and exquisitively niodulated sur-

faces,—the little clumps of bushy shrubs, on gentle

rises, just where correct taste would decide little

clumps should be, — rocks jutting out here and
there, just sufficiently to testify strongly to the sur-

rounding victory of art over them ; and the bod3- of

water here expanding to the magnitude of a lake,

there losing itself around some distant curvature of

surface—on this side reflecting the sun's smiles on
some overhanging bluff, on that wearing a dark brow
of sadness at the overshadowing beauties of a mass
of shrubs. In fact, j-ou cannot but enter the jiark to

beat once convinced that in managing the four great

elements of the landscape-gardener's art—earth, skj-,

wood and water—the designer of the Central Park
has managed to make the most of his materials.

But having passed the threshold to progress through

the work, you encounter the same style of road, the

same mounds, depressions and rocks. The little

clump you see is the same in outline and general

feature as the one you saw before, and set precisely

in the same manner, on a very similar mound, and
the whole planting arrangement, in the main, sug-

gests but a continued round of the same idea.

Thouih the walks are broad, and the execution of

all the details perfect, the mind feels shackled.

—

"Thus far canst thou go, and go no further," is

whii-percd at every step, until, panting for freedom,

the spirit bursts from its bonds, and relieves its

tedium by changing the study of the park for that of

the peculiarities of the park-goers. This I was told

by parties of taste ; but whether the criticism was
just or not, I was not in a proper fnime of body

or mind to test personally ; and, moreover, it is in

all probability, unfair to form a decided opinion on

the elfect of so great a work until the work itself

should be more nearly completed. So, passing the

Park idea, I concluded to take a quiet trip to Flushing,

to the NuRSEBiKs OK Paiisons & Co., whose well-

known and beautiful establishment I had not the

pleasure of seeing for some years.

Taking the boat from Fulton Street Wharf, a few

minutes brings us to Hunter's Point, from whence,

less than a half hour's ride carries us to Flushing ; a

quiet village, bearing the aspect of retired respect-

abilitj'. Five minutes' walk found me on the

higher ground of the village, by which the Nurseries

are situated. I have no note of the extent of the

grounds, but judge they comprise about seventy

acres. The offices are considerably in from the en-

trance, and the approach lined by man}' tine specimens

of rare shrulisand trees, which in tliemselves repaid

a visit to Flushing. Near the gateway, tliere is a

very large specimen of an upright Sugar Maple, as

perfectly fastigiate as the Lombardj' Poplar, and well

worthy of extensive introduction into landscape

scenery. I had no knowledge before that such a

variety of tlie Sugar JIaple was in existence. A very

large AVeeping Sophora is very striking through a

marked strength of beauty which it adds to the usual

elegance of "Weeping" trees. A large Kc'iitvcky

Coffee, one of my favorite trees, grew near by, re-

minding me how unfortunate for planters it was that

its great beauty, when of middle age, was not more

generally known. Its stiffness while young, no

doubt, is the cause why it is not better appreciated.

Amongst other good things near, the following were

particularly noted : Abies orientuliK, one of the best

specimens I have ever seen ; about 12 feet high. Its

reputation as a slow grower is, no doubt, gratuit-

ous. It certainly was not earned by this specimen.

A fine PinuH monupcliensis, one of the allied group

of Austrians, and of P. Pyrenaica, of the same group,

and one of the most valuable for hardiness of beauty

we have not seen excelled. Pinns nirea was also

very fine, and more nearlj' approaching the White

Pine in appearance than I had before supposed,

having hitherto seen but much smaller specimens.

Pinui horizontalis, a fine specimen. This is not a

distinct species, but a spreading form of the Scotch

Fir. Picea Frazerii was by far the best looking

TTK^-^,
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specimen I ever Siiw, and evidently suits our latitude

much better tlian its next brollier the ]?:ils:ini Fir.

Tlie Voiiffldss Spruce is quite hardy here. The
finest speeinien is about twenty feet high and very

beautiful. Some fine specimens o( Picea cephtilonica

are here—sonic few losing their leaders through birds

resting their weight on them, and Mr. Parsons sug-

gests tliat where there is such r;sk, the leader should

be protected by a small slick tied as a stitfener while

young. Probably tlie finest Mni/mdia Soutangeana

in the world is here ; tlie brunches sweep the ground,

and occupy over eight hundred sciuare feet of surface.

A very large and fine Magnolia maerophylla stands

near this, the jjarent no doubt of many a score

throughout the Union. The Wexping Beech is one of

the finest I know of. I inquired of Mr. Treunipy,

the foreman, how he succeeded in obtaining so large

a stock of young ones in face of the generally sup-

posed difficulty of propagating without the aid of

two year old wood '! But he says that with good,

healtliy and strong one year old wood he finds no

ditliculty. All these were grafted about an inch or

so from the ground. I noticed a great many dwarf

trees thai had originated on the establishmcnl, that

well deserve the attention of the proprietors
;
parti-

cularly a Dwarf White Pine and a Dicarf Ueinlvck.

Such plants are just the thing for small cit.y gardens,

and peculiar positions in larger ones. The firm seems

to have been fortunate in raising such new varieties,

for I also saw a very curious form of Norway Spruce,

superior, in mj' opinion, to the foreign variety'

nionstrosa, as also an erect and compact growing

variety of "White Pine. Slueh might be done for

landscape-gardening by attending to the selection

and separate propagation of tliese marked varieties,

which are often much more distinct in habit and

striking characters than genuine botanical species

are, and produce a decided effect in the laying-out a

place tastefully. The Taxus ercctu thrives well here;

it is decidedly liardier than any other variety of the

English Yew, and the only one tliat has stood out

here entirely uninjured by heat or cold.

Of the newer evergreens and |)Iants that have

proved here quite hardy, but of which I saw no very

large specimens so as to judge of the final etTect their

mature growth would give, I nol'icu Picea laiiiocar])a

var. Paraonsiana, which, if it retain as it grows its

present aiipearance, will be a mo.st beautiful Pine.

Picea Nurdmanniana, though not new now, yet one

of the scarcest and highest in inice. Picea pociinata

pendula, or Weeping Silver Fir. Picea amahilis,

P. nobili:!, and P. lludsonica. Amongst other hardy

and very desirable things we noted Torreya myristica;

Picea silixtrica, a golden variegated American Arbor-

\itaD ; Jiiniperu^ glauca, a very grey and striking

vartiety of the Ued Cedar ; and Thtijiopsis borfalin.

h
^^^

In the deciduous shrub line, Cercis Japonica, the new
Jai)an Judas Tree, has jiroved very hardy, and very

beautiful in flower. Andromeda arborea, a rare and

beautiful small tree, and an ill-used native at that, I

was pleased to see in considerable ipiantity. Also, a

curious dwarf Snowball, called Viburnum nanum.

The Siberian Jrborviltf seems the hardiest of all, and

is surpassed by none of the newer kinds in beauty.

The IJhododendron thrives liere to perfection, and

has no cause to join in the universal charge that

Americans neglect their own most beautiful of

plants.

P(^rhaps the most interesting part of the Messrs.

Parsons' establishment just now was their plant-

house department. The attention paid the past few

years to leaf plants has imparted a new order of

interest to greenhouses in summer, and has in no

small degree, lent their aid to make Parsons' houses

as beautiful as they are. Tliey have here three

houses devoted to those and other stove plants, all

heated by two of ITitcliing's ^ITiO boilers, both in one

stoke hole sunk at some distance from the houses. The
arrangements were very tasteful, quite tmusual for

a commercial establishment, and whoever has this

subject in charge for them deserves great credit.

Amongst those that more strikingly forced them-

selves on our attention for beauty of marking or

elegance of form in their foliage were Caladium

Belleymci, Begonia Hoi Leopold, a new seedling

Begonia of Van Voorst's, called Mrs. Stewart; Be-

gonia Sandersii semperflorens, an important improve-

ment on the original ; Solanunj quitoense ; Begonia

Grifiithii ; Dracoena ferro?, a splendid plant for associ-

ating with statuary in conservatories ; Caladium

Wightii ; Dioscorea variegata, which Mr. Treumjiy

finds to do very well in deep shade ; Draetvna tcrmi-

nalis; Allocasia metalica, more beautiful than I had

even anticipated it to be from the dcseriptions given

in the journals; Cyanoiihyllum magnificum, as mag-

nificent really as any one may choose to imagine it

;

and a new seedling Begonia with the dwarf habit of

rubro-veina, but much more beautiful in my opinion

that B. rex. There was also a new Cissus called

C. porphyro])hyllus, very distinct from C. discolor,

and will, no doubt, have as popular a run.

I must not omit to note the tropical and grand ap-

pearance which the dilTereut varieties of the Plantain

tribe give to the plant stove ; nothing grown CAn

excel them in this particular. I was not aware, till

informed by Mr. Parsons, that in the tropics the

bruised leaves are u.sed as a poultice for burns and

bli.stcrs, with the best results, and I could not help

tluuking it a strange coincidence that a very diirerent

plant, but with the same common name—plantain,

should have a similar reputation in Europe and other
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countries. Sliakspcaro nlludcs to this fact when he

says, in Romeo and Juliet,

—

Romfo—" Your Plnntnln lenr In cxcellont for that.*'

BenroUo—'*yoT wlint, I pray thooT'

Rumrii—'• For your brokoD ahiii."

It has often been a question with botanists, bow
a name of evidently Italian origin, and given by the

old Romans to another jilant, got to be so long ago

given to an English plant ; but it is quite possible

that tlie virtues mentioned by Jlr. Parsons were well

known to the aneients, and on their conquest of

England they gave the same name to a plant they

there found to possess the same medical properties

with the true plantain of their former homes.

Amongst the Ferns and Lycopodiums worthy of

special notice were Pteris tricolor, and P. argcntea,

Asplenium Ballangerii, Alsophila radies, Blechnum

Bra/.iliensis, Lycopodium apodum, Selaginella lepid-

ophylla, Polypodium apcudieulata, Lycopodium at-

rovirides, and the most beautiful thing of the Idnd

I ever saw in the shape of Lycopodium Cunning-

hamii. Along the border of the staging, as an edging,

Lycopodium apodum was cmploj-ed very success-

fully. Among the miscellaneous plants, well worthy

of the attention of the amateur, I noted Musstenda

frondosa, an old, but yet little appreciated plant. The
same may be said of Clerodendron fragrans and C.

fallax; Liliumgiganteum, just out of flower; Papyrus

antiquorum, very useful for imparting gracefulness

to bouquets ; Cypripedium venustum, not surpassed

by any newer plant ; Tydcea Eckhautii, and T. Mrs.

Lcfevre, and Impatiens Jerdonia;.

The Fuchsias were nearly out of bloom ; but of

those still lingering, Garibaldi, Fanny Douglass, and

the very double kind—Solferino—were the best.

In our walk through the nursery, we were pleased

with the very hcalthj' and vigorous look of the

Standard Pear quarter. Mr. Parsons attributes their

success to deep trenching and rather light dressing

of stable manure, as opposed to the heavy applica-

tions it is frequently thought necessary to stimulate

pears with. The soil in which they were growing

was a heavy loam, one we should call rather clayey.

On the opposite side of the road to the nursery is

the residence of one of the firm, Mr. S. B. Parsons,

and by his kind permission, I enjoyed the privilege

of a stroll through the grounds. The taste displayed

in the laying out afforded a striking contrast to the

pretentious failures so common in suburban resi-

dences. One of the commonest errors is to plant

close up to the house, by which all the beauties of

the planting or natural scenery of the grounds is

effectually shut out from the windows. The desire

of shade in summer usually prompts this ; but Mr.

P.'s house, while it boldly stands separate and inde-

pendent of all the planting arrangements, providoe

for luxurious coolness by a wide and airy piazza ex-

tending round the warm aspects of the building.

The view of the whole grounds and the di.stant views

from the piazzji arc, therefore, all that cjui be desired,

and the result comes up to our beau ideal of what
American landscape gardening should be—good
taste in arrangements—but all so "fixed;" ("pardon

the vulgarism—it is in the present case appropriate,)

that we can easily see and admire without having to

toil through a broiling sun to earn the enjoyment.

I returned to New York by the five o'clock train,

and in the cool of the evening, having spent one

of the most pleasant days I have had for some time,

and to hear with surprise from some of my Kew
York friends that it "had been a very hot day."

Poor things ! They know not the pleasures of

gardening, and its capacity of submerging our bodily

sufferings in the lethean stream. The day was
indeed hot for them, but I had lost all recollection of

this inconvenience in the many interesting things

the Parsons' establishment afforded me.

THEORY OF THE PRESERVATION OF ICE.

In another column we have an article from the

pen of one of our distinguished scientific men on

this subject, which we think, for the first time,

attempts an exposition of the scientific principles on

which the preservation of ice depends. It is re-

markable that in all treatises on the applied sciences,

this subject should have been overlooked
; and we

are sure that the paper will not only be read

with jnterest by all engaged in ice management,

but be received by the purely scientific community

as a valuable contribution to knowledge.

jSrrfljps anb <&uprips.

53=CommiiQic;Uions for this departmeut must roach tUo Editor

OD or before the 10th of the month.

53»The Editor ciianot auswer letters for this department pri-

Tately.

Insects—A "lingular SubKcriOer," West Grove, Pa.

—The insects you send that "has appeared on your

fruit trees in considerable numbers within the last

few days" have no business there. It is the Pine-

tree Beetle (Prionus unicolor. ) It is a decided enemy,

and you may give no quarter to any you find. The

smaller and gray beetle is a species of Saperda, wliich

one we do not know, but near enough to the Apple

Borer (S. bicillala) to warrant you in destroying all

you can find. The smaller musquito-looking insects

have been recently noted by entomologists, and little

seems to be known of them. They have been

observed to appear in quantity for the first this sea-



son. AVlien we can discover further about them we
M ill make u note for ymi

E. H., Monleroy, Pa.—Your specimens are Rose
bugs ( Meloloniha subspinosa. ) They come out of the

ground in June ; live on any kind of vegctiUion for

about a month, and then the female enters the earth

to deposit its eggs. The larvsc from these feed on
the roots of all kinds of vegetation, so that in every

stage they are injurious, i he only remedy we know
is to wage war against them in the beetle state.

Apphcations of hot water will readily destroj- them.

A good assistant to you in this warfare would be a

lot of ducks. Ton have to take them young, when
with a little attention they may be taught to catch

hundreds of insects a day. One httle fellow that we
have has become so expert at the buisness that few

of even the most active insects escape his dash at

them. Of the common house-fly, not one in ten

misses his stroke. Unlike others of feathered

domestics, the duck does little injuij- in a garden.

Names op Pl.\nts— G. H. li., Booneville, Mo.—
No. 1 is Rose Gloire des Rosamene. No. 2, called

with you "clematis," is Wistaria sinensis. No. 3,

called "Chinese Lilac," is Philadelphus Gordonianus.

Plakt from Pike's Fe.kk—H. A. Terry, Crescent

City, Iowa. I enclose a pressed flower and leaf of a

new plant that I received from Pike's Peak last sea-

son. It is a trailing plant, something like Convo-

vulus minor, and sends up hundreds of flowers,

which wlien fully expanded are as showy as the

Snowball and possess a delightful fragrance ; the

leaves are glabrous ; stem red, and smooth like Pur-

slane ; an annual ; a most lovely plant and exceed-

ingly desirable. If you can tell the name of it, please

do so through the Monthly. I will send you seeds

if you desire. I have Callirrhoe involucrata, also from

Pike's Peak.

[Your plant is Mironia vmbcHata, a very desirable

|)lant, but not before in cultivation that we know of.

Verj- glad you have succeeded in obtaining it, and

should be obliged by the seeds oflered. ]

PrOPAGATINO BT.ACKBEUlilES

—

H.,Galetburg, III.—
This is best performed by root cuttings. Early in

winter, cut up roots into lengths of about three

inches, and mix with an abundance of soil in boxes,

and place in a moderately damp cellar till spring

;

then plant the roots in the open ground in the same

way as cuttings, only keeping the tops of the roots

a little beneath the surface of the ground.

Pkopagating Tukks .\ku Snui:BS— //., GaUsburg,

111. , asks the iiuestiou, but it is one covering too much

ground to be replied to in this small space. So far

as trees and the larger shrubs are concerned,

Jleehan's Hand-book of Ornamental Trees, wotdd

give the necessary information. Of shrubs, there is

no work extant we can refer to.

W. W., Morritania, N. Y.—The white flower is

Gloxinea lubiflora. The red, too small a specimen

to name. Probably a Gesneria. The variegated leaf

is Ckimaphila maculala, or winter green.

J. B. Good for the Last Time.—The advice

given some time since to our private correspondents,

and in our last issue, that a criminal court, and not a

public paper, is the proper arena todi.«cuss swindling

transactions, seems to have had a due influence on

Mr. Good, for we learn that he has decamped in

disguise for parts unknown. His efi"ects have fallen

into the hands of third parties, and we are informed,

amongst other things, disclose the fact (hat Ac did

actually receive the letter and money alluded to by

Mr. Kohly in Ihe June number, in spite of his pro-

testation in the July number tliat he did not.

Cromwell's Seedling Peach—From jifr. Crom-

well, Baltimore, Md.—This is somewhat like the Earl3'

Newington, but larger, and we think better than

that we.l known and valuable variety. They com-

menced to decay so soon after receipt, that we coidd

not hand them to the Philadelphia County Committee

of the Fruit Grower's Society of Eastern Penn-

sylvania as reciuestcd, and for the same reason we
had no opportunity to compare them with other

kinds so as to get a definite idea of its distinctiveness

from other described varieties; but so far as we can

say from memory alone, we think it a good addition

to already known early iicaches ; ripe in Baltimore

last week of July.

Raising Seedlings.—A correspondent fears that

the remarks in our last may have a tendency to dis-

courage the raising of seedlings, and fruit improve-

ment sufier in consequeuce. We hope not. There

cannot be too many seedlings raised, and it is one of

the most interesting of horticidtural occupations.

All we hope to see is, their being named and dissemi-

nated as improvements on what we already liave,

discouraged until properly proved and tested, much

better than has been the rule hitherto.

LrsNyWA BOUEALis.—We have to thank a Canadian

friend J. G. P., for specimens which we have for-

warded to the author of the Liun.fa articles at

Iladdonlicld, N. J. H. would gladly reciprocate the

Wkrr
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l^vor by ^cDtliiig uny pliints or siiecinicns of hie Ji»-

Irict tlmt n-.ight bu of interesl lo him.

Bad Writiso.—We b;ivc a set (if what iip]K!irs

to be horticultural iiiiiuirics from a New Vorl< jiost

murk, but as we were utterly unable to read it, we
supposed it to be written in some foreign language,

but no jirofessor of any modern tonirue within our

circle of acquaintance is able to translate it for us.

We have come to the conclusion that the letter is

either in the ancient Sanscrit or modem Nipho-

nese, of which toncrues we must confess our pro-

found ignorance. Had we been able to understand

the manuscript, we would have gladly tried to

answer the inquiries for our correspondent.

Begonhs—A'., near West Chester, asks:—"Can
you inform me how to propagate Begonias? Also,

in what kind of soil they do best ? Are they better

shaded from the sun ?"

[The larger and fleshy leaved Begonias are raised

by leaves. These are cut into small pieces and set

edge-wise in sandy soil, with a moist heat of about
60C. Young plants shoot up from where the veins

are cut across.

Any coarse, spongy soil, moderately enriched with
partially decomposed vegetable matter, suits Begoni-

as, and the variegated ones are best grown in partial

shade. Some of the summer-blooming ones, how-
ever, do well as border plants, and do not mind a

Uttle sun.

Begonias can also be propagated easily by cuttings

put in at this season of the year.]

Bl..\CK CCKUAXT WrsE—./?. S., Montgomery Co. Pa.

asks:—"What kind or which kind of Black Cur-

rant do the French make their wine of? as you
published some time since tliat they made wine of it.

Can not you give a good recipe for making Black

Currant wine ? It is rather late now, it is true
; how-

ever, if not too much trouble, it would be good
another year."

[The kind used by the French is the Black Naples.

We should be glad to receive a good recipe from any
correspondent of experience. The gentleman named
in the other part of the letter is one of honor and
standing in our community. Some error, no doubt. ]

Lawn- Mowing Machixes.—A Canadian corres-

pondent made some inquiries about mowing ma-
chines in a letter which we have not now by us.

We believe the inquiiy was as to their real merits^

the best kinds, aad whether they could be had at

Buffalo.

We think so well of Ihcm that no lawn of any ex-

tent should be without them. The best we know
arc those ina<Ic by Swift, of Fishkill Landing, New
York. We are not sure that any are made at Buffalo.

With care, mowing machines do not often need

repairs. We saw a person recently using a Shank's

machine who said it had been in constant use for

five years.

IIlci.iANTnrsES— C. F., Cincinnati, Ohio, asks:

—

"Will you be good enough to tell me whether there

are any other colors except ye'low of the Ilelianthus

multitiora ("double Sunflower^? I prefer it to the

Dahlia, if a variety of colors is to be had of them.

[ There are no other colors. ]

DoiTBLE BROfPTON Stock—" Subscriber."—Any
fine variety of this can be readily increased by cut-

ting, and the variety thus preserved.

©oofes, (Jafalogups, %t.

[Continued from pa^o 247.
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On the Souhces op the Nitrogen of Vegeta-

tion ; with special reference to the Question

whether Plants Assimilate Free or Uncombincd

Nitrogen. By John Bennet Lawcs, Esq., F. R.

S., F. C. S.; .Joseph Henry Gilbert, Ph. D., F. U. S.

F. C. S. ; and Evan Pugh, PU. D., F. C. S.

Passing to the subjects of collateral inquiry, the

first question considered was, whether plants grow-

ing under the conditions stated would be likely lo

acc|uire nitrogen from the air through the medium of

ozone, either within or around the plant, or in the

soil; that body oxidatmg free nitrogen, and thus

rendering it assimilable by the plants.

Several series of experiments were made upon the

gases contained in plants or evolved from them,

under different circumstances of light, shade, supply

of carbonic acid, &c. When sought for, ozone was

in no case detected. The residts of the inquiry in

other respects, bearing upon the points at issue, may
be briefly summed up as follows :

—

1. Carbonic acid within growing vegetable cells

and intercellular passages suffers decomposition very

rapidly on the penetration of the sun's rays, oxygen

being involved.

2. Living vegetable cells, in the dark, or not pene-

trated by the direct rays of the sun, consume oxygen

very rapidly, carbonic acid being formed.

3. Hence, the proportion of oxvL'cn must vi-v

greatly according to the position of the cell, and to

"^
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lie external conditions of liplit, and it will oscillnte

under the intlue :ceor the leducin,!^ force of carhon-

niatler Clorniing carbonic acidj on tlie one hand, and

of that of the sun's rays ("Hl'eratinjr oxygen^ on the

other. Both actions may go on simultaneously ac-

cording to the depth of the cell ; and the once outer

cells may gradually pass from the state in which the

sunlight is the greater reducing agent to that in

which the carbon-matter becomes the greater.

4. The great reducing power operating in those

parts of the plant where ozone is most likel}', if at

all, to be evolved, seems unfavorable to the oxida-

tion of nitrogen ; that is under circumstances in

which carbon-matter is not oxidized, but on the con-

trary, carbonic acid reduced. And where beyond
the influence of the direct rays of the sun, the cells

seem to supply an abundance of more easily oxidized

carbon-matter, available for oxidation slioiild free

oxygen or ozone be present. On the assumption that

nitrates are available as a direct source of nitrogen

to plants, if it were admitted that nitrogen is oxi-

dated within the plant, it must be supjiosed fas in

the case of carbon ) that there are conditions under

which the oxygen compound of nitrogen may be

reduced within the organism, and that there are

others in which the reverse action, namel.v, the oxi-

dation of nitrogen, can take place.

5. So great is the reducing power of certain car-

bon-compounds of vcgetalile matter, that when the

growing process has ceased, and all the free oxvgen
in the cells has been consumed, water is for a time

decomposed, carbonic acid formed, and hydrogen
evolved.

The suggestion arises, whether ozone may not be

formed under the influence of the iiowerful reducing

action of the carl)ou-comi)ounds of the cell on the

oxygen eliminated from carbonic acid by sunlight,

rather than under the direct action of the sunlight

itself—in a manner analogous to that in which it is

ordinarilj- obtained under the influence of the active

reducing agency of Phosphorus ? But, even if it

were so, it may be questioned whether the ozone

would not be at once destroyed when in contact

with the carbon-compounds ])resent. I) is more
probable, however, that the ozone said to be ob.'^erved

in the vicinity of vegetation, is duo to the action of

the oxygen of the air upon minute quantities of vo-

la i e carbo-hydrogeus emitted by plants.

Supposing ozone to be present, it might, however,

be supposed to act in a more indirect manner as a

source of combined and assimilable nitrogen in the

autho'.-i' experiments, namely,—by oxidating the

nitrogen dissolved in the condensed water of the

apparatus—by forming nitrates in contact with the

moist, porous, and alkaline soil—or by oxidating the

free nitrogen in tlie cells of the older roots, or that

evolved in their decomposition.

Experiments were accordingly made to ascertain

tlie influence of ozone upon organic matter, and on
certain porous and alkaline bodies, under various

circinn.stjinces. A current of ozonous air was passed

over the substances for some time daily, for several

months, including the whole of the warm weather

of the summer, but in only one case out of eleven

was any trace of nitric acid detected, namely, that

of garden soil ; and this was proved to contain

nitrates before being submitted to the action of

ozone.

It is not, indeed, hence inferred that nitric acid

could under no circumstances be formed through

the influence of ozone on certain nitrogenous com-
pounds, on nascent nitrogen, on gaseous nitrogen in

contact with porous and alkaline substances, oreveii

in the atmosphere. But, considering the negative

result with large quantities of ozonous air, acting

upon organic matter, soil, &c., in a wide range of

circumstances, and for so long a period, it is believed

that no error will be introduced into the main inves-

tigation by the cjiusc referred to.

Numerous experiments were made to determine

whether free nitrogen was evolved during the de-

composition of nitrogenous organic compounds.

In the first scries of six experiments, wheat, barley,

and bean-meal were respectively mixed with ignited

pumice, and ignited soil, and submitted for some

months to decomposition in a current of air, in such

a manner that any ammonia evolved could be col-

lected and estimated. The result was, that, in five out

of the six cases, there was a greater or less evolution

of free nitrogen—amounting, in two of the cases, to

more than 12 per cent, of the original nitrogen of

the substance.

The second series consisted of nine experiments
;

wheat, barley, and beans beingagain employed, and,

as before, either ignited soil or pumice used as the

the matrix. In some cases the seeds were sul)mitted

to experiment whole, and allowed to grow, and the

vegetable matter produced permitted to die down
and decompose. In other cases, the ground seeds,

or "meals," were emjiloyed. The conditions of

moisture were also varied. The experiments were

continued through several months, when from CO to

70 per cent, of the carbon had disappeared.

In eight out of the nine experiments, a loss of nitro-

gen, evolved in the free state, was indicated. In most

eases, the loss amounted to about one-seventh or

one-eighth, but in one instance to 40 percent, of the

original nitrogen. In a'l these experiments the de-

composition of the organic substance was very com-

plete, and the amount of carbon lost was compara-

tively imiform.
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It thus appeared tliiit, under rare circumstances,
'

there mi^lit lie no loss of nitrogen in the decompo-
sition of nitrojrenous orRunie matter ; but tliat imder i

a wide range of circumstances, tlie loss was very '

considerable—a point, it may bo observed, of prac- .

tiuil importance in the management of the manures
of the farm and the stable.

I

Numerous direct experiments showed, that when
nitrogenous organic matter was submitted to decom-
position in water, over mercury, in the absence of

free oxygen, there was no free nitrogen evolved. In

fact, the evolution in question appeared to be the

result of an oxidating process.

Direct experiments also showed, that seeds may
be submitted to germination and growth, and that

nearly the whole of the nitrogen may be found in

the vegetable matter produced.

It is observed that, in the cases referred to in

which so large an evolution of free nitrogen took

place, the organic substances were submitted lo

decomposition for several months, during which

time they lost two-thirds of their carbon. In the

experiments on the question of assimilation, how-
ever, but a very small proportion of the total organic

matter is submitted to decomposing actions apart i

from those associated with growth, and this for a

comparatively short period of time, at the termina-

tion of which the organic form is retained, and
|

therefore, but very little carbon is lost. It would

appear, then, that in experiments on assimilation no

fear need be entertained of anj' serious error arising

from the evolution of free nitrogen in the decompo-
'

sition of the nitrogenous organic matter necessarily I

involved, so long as it is subjected to the ordinary

process of germination, and exhaustion to supply

materials for growth. On the other hand, the facts

adduced afford a probable explanation of any small

loss of nitrogen which may occur when seeds have

not grown, or when leaves, or other dead matters,

have suffered partial decomposition. They also

point out an objection to the ajiplication of nitroge-

nous organic manure in such experiments.

Although there can be no doubt of the evolution

of hydrogen during the decomi)osition of organic
}

matter under certain conditions, and although it has
,

long been admitted that nascent hydrogen may,under

certain circumstances, combine with gaseous nitro-

gen and form ammonia—nevertheless, from conside-

rations stated at length in the paper, the authors

infer that there need be little apprehension of error

in the results of their experiments, arising from an

unaccounted supply of ammonia, formed under the

influence of na.sceut hydrogen given off in the de-

composition of the organic matter involved.

[To bo Continood.]
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New Plants KxiiintTED at Tirr, recent London
Snows. — ;\Ir. Thompson, of Ipswich, exhibited

Nemophila alomaria maculuta ; also three varieties

of Rhodanthe, called atro-sanguinea, niacuUiln, and
marulala alba. The former was obtained among
the limestone rocks in the neighborhood of Champion
Bay, Western Australia. Maculata in appearance is

a robust form of Manglesi, which was discovered by
Captain Mangles, at Swan River. For this a First-

class Certificate was awarded. The white variety,

which promises to be exceedingly iiretty, received

a Label of Commendation ; but all, owing to the

wetness of the day and the consequent absence of

sunlight, did not display their charms to so much
advantiige as they would have done had the day been
brighter.

A very fine Delphinium was exhibited by Mr.

Wheeler, of Warminster, to which the appropriate

name of alopecuroidcs, or "like a foxtail," was
given, for it was as close and thickly set as any
Reynard's brush. The flowers being double, and
the habit of the plant dwarf, its very closeness

seemed to me to take off from the elegance of its

appearance. For this a First-class Ceitificate was
awarded.

From Messrs. Downie & Laird came a new
branching Intermediate crimson Stock, not better

than some out ; and from Mrs. Conway, Brompton,

some varieties of bedding Geraniums, Ac, much
behindhand ; and from 3Ir. Wood, of Bedford Nur-

sery, ELimpstead Road, some fancy Pelargoniums,

which we might have looked at fifteen years ago.

Mr. Dean, of Bradford, contributed a New Zealand

Fern, called Hypolepis distans, which will, from its

creeping and dump}- habit, be valuable as a pot

variety, as it will trail over and cover the sides of

the basket or whatever it may be in. For this a

Label of Commendation was awarded.

Messrs. Carter & Co., of Holbom, exhibited some
specimens of a new double Clarkia, very distinct

and beautiful, much brighter in color than any of the

older varieties, a rich rosy pink, and apparently

quite constant in its double properties. A figure of

this will appear in the Floral Magazine. For this a

First-class Certificate was awarded.

The same award was given to a very magnificent

scarlet Verbena, called Foxhunter, from .lohn Miller,

Esq., Upway, near Dorchester, brighter in color than

any out, apparently a good trusser, filhng up well in

the centre, and very large. I measured one pip, one

and an eighth inches across. Equal in size to Grand
Eastern, but, of courao, with a brilliancy of color it

does not possess.

=^^'^<M
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From >Ir. Bull came Plialfcnopsis Scliilleriana, an

excellent thin^', 1ml too mnall to be awarded any thing

as yet ; C'yanopliyllum sjieeiosum, not so good as

the oilier varietj- ; Begonia Xeraniis ; Calceolaria

Sparkle, &c.

Messrs. VeitcU & Son sent a very pretty Calen-

clriiui umbcllata major, a rock plant from CUili.

Fortius a Label of Commendation was awarded; as

was also a very pretty Primula from the snow line of

the Andes, and therefore quite hardy.

Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, of Covent Gar-

den, sent a verj' beautiful variety of Nemophila,

called Discoidalis elegans, with all the habit and ap-

pearance of its parent, but with the petals of a rich

mulberry, edged with white. It was considered very

strikinj;, and received a Label of Commendation.

Tliis will be figured also in the Floral Magazine.

Mr. G. Smith, of Hornsey Road, sent two new
Verbenas—"The Moor," verj' dark, and Fireball,

which might have been accepted had not Fo.\hunter

been before it. He also exhibited a very nice stand

of blooms of various kinds, including Grand Eastern,

Garibaldi, Madam Zindier, &c. For this collection

a Special Certificate was awarded. He also sent a

good plant of liis dwarf bedding Calceolaria

"Canary."

Mr. Jlclville, of Dalmeny Park, sent several

varieties of Tropajolums and Sweet Williams. Some
of the former were very promising as to shape and

substance, but more was required to be seen of them

before a judgment could be pronounced.

disseminating. The following is Mr. Hiller's

account :

—

"I to-day send you, by Adams & Co.'s Express,

,

a few specimens of an ai)ple which I have called

"All Summer." It is a variety that originated in

this locality. The original tree died a few years ago,

and was probably over si.xty years old. The speci-

mens I send are rather above the average size they

usually are this season of the year, but as the season

advances they become larger. AVe frequently had

them in use from early in July to the middle of Sep-

temljer. It is remarkable for its good bearing qualities

—it having failed but once in twelve years—tlmt

being the summer of 1860. That year the fruit was
the size of peas, when it was cut off bj- unfavomble

weather. This year, it and Ilubbardston Nonsuch
are the only kinds in an orchard of sixty varieties

that have a full crop of fruit. Habit of young trees

very upright, but slender branches, which by the

heavy crops become drooping."

Hrx>-F,M.\NNi.v FCJiAni^-Foi,iA.— Described by

the Horticultural Society as a fine half-hardy Peren-

nial, ("flowering the first year,_) allied to Esch-

scholtzia, having similar finely cut foliage, and pro-

ducing bright yellow poppy-like flowers, (with

robust and erect habitj; it is a desirable plant, with

the general habit of Eschscholtzia, and adapted for

similar purijoses.

CAMEI.I.IA SPIRALIS RUBRA.—A Seedling raised by

the late Noel G. Becar. The form of the flower re-

sembles a screw, and is very curious. The spirals

are remarkably symmetrical. The color and sub-

stance unexceptionable.

—

Horticulturist.

Apple fiiom Mk. Caspar Hiller.—A very hand-

some apple of the size, and much resembling Sine

Qua Non, but to our taste not quite equal in flavor to

that good kind. It may possess other qualities

superior to it that would render it worth naming and

JocELTS's Black Cxv KASPisEnuiEs.—Mr. Peck

has sent us some of this improved Black Cap, with

which we are much plea.scd. The beriy is fully

twice the size of the common Black Cap, is more

fleshy, very productive, and has the full flavor pecu-

liar to the w'ild plant. The fruit has brought a good

price, and it may prove a valuable kind for market.

—Horticulturist.

^omFsfir InfFlIigpnrp.

Strawberries.—Concluding our call at Mr.

Downing's with the trial of an excellent sample of

sparkling bottled cider, we proceeded perhajis two

miles farther along the Valley, passing through

Downingtown, to the farm of Dr. J. K. Eshleman,

President of the Fruit Grower's Society of Eastern

Penn.sylvania. And here we maj' take occasion to

say that of all tlie various localities in which the

Wilson's Mbany Slrau-bcrry has become a favorite

variety, we have never visited any where it seems

more completely to have cast all others into the

shade, than here in Chester County. Dr. E. could

raise five, if not ten times the quantity o fruit from

it, as from any other kind, with the same cjire and

on the same land ; he has tested sixty-two varie-

ties, so that he is qualified to speak, and out of then;

all had determined to retain but three

—

H«/A(t',«,

which he prefers for his own taste. Burr's New Pine,

and the Wilson's jJlbany. Of the AVilson's Albany,

he liad had twcntj- quarts from a bed cont dning

sixty and a half square feet ; the first year after

planting it produces well, the second year still belter,
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the third year abuut as much as the first, after which

new beds are formed. At the meeting of the Fruit

Grower's Association of Eastern Pennsylvania, in

June, ls(iO, there were twenty-tive votes given for

Wilson's Albany "for general culture," while the

highest received for any other sorts were eight votes

for Ilr)vey, and seven each for Trioniphe de Gand
and McAvoy's Superior. At the same session

Trioniphe de Gand stood highest "for special or

amateur culture," having eleven votes, while Vi-

comptcsse Ilericart de Thurj' ("can't some ingenious

pomologist propose an abridgment of this formidable

name ?—how would Hericarl answer alone, for ins-

tance ?) stood next, having ten votes.

—

Country

Gentleman,

Desciiiptiox of some Newer STH.\wuEniiiE9.

—Bonle tie SI. Julian. fCarrcJ Early, large, round,

very sweet, fine flavor, perfumed ; very productive.

Due de Malakoff, fGloede.^ Conical, very large,

often monstrous, deep scarlet, round or coxcomb,

firm, sweet, apricot flavor; plant, vigorous, produc-

tive, superior for forcing; has wciglied flounces.

Em/ircis Euyenie, ("Kuevett.J Afonstrous berry,

has weighed Ij- to 1^ ounces ; ovate or coxcomb,

deep glossy crimson, red fle. h, juicy, sweet, delight-

ful flavor, exquisitely perfumed ; vigorous, very

productive ; forces well.

Eiigliih tally's Fin(,er. Oblong form, orange

scarlet; white Ilesh, sweet, high flavor, vigorous,

productive.

Iinperatnce Eugenie, fGauthier.J I-iarge, conical,

bright glossy roseate, handsome, firm, sweet, per-

fumed.

La Cowiante, (3oug\ie.) Very perfect in all re-

spects; large, regular cone, brilliant scarlet, very

firm, sweet, perfumed, exquisite flavor; ripens late;

plant, dwarf, vigorous, verj' productive ; succeeds

in all soils and situations ; forces well.

La Dclicieuae, fLoue.^ Large, round or flattened,

apricot color, yellowish flesh, very sweet, perfumed

;

plant, vigorous, productive ; very late.

La Grosse Sucree, (De Jonghe._) Large, oblong,

crimson at maturity; flesh, white, solid, sweet,

highly perfumed ; vigorous, very productive
;
quite

late.

La Sultane, fJficaise.J Magnificent fruit, large,

conical, often too seemingly united, brilliant scarlet,

glazed ; flesh, white, solid, juicy, sweet, highly

perfumed; plant, verj' vigorous, productive.

Nay Queen, ("Nicholson. _) Very early, round,

rather large, pale scarlet, sweet, fine aroma, excel-

lent ; earliest of its class ; vigorous, productive

;

forces well.

ilrs. D. Neihan, (Stewart and Ncilson. J Large,

variable in form, orange scarlet, juicy, sweet, high

flavor; plant, Tigorous, productive; ripens very

late.

Najioleon III, fGloede.^ Large, round or flat-

tened, bright roseate; flesh, white, solid, sweet,

delicious flavor; plant, very vigorous and very

productive ; ripens late.

Otcar, ("Bradley). Large, often monstrous,

rounded, flattened, simietimes coxcomb ; deep scar-

let, firm, very sweet, aromatic, exciuisile flavor;

plant, extremely vigorous and productive ; ripens

early, forces admirably.

Prinre.<.s freileiick IVilliam, fXiven.) Earliest of

the pine family, rounded, coxcomb; large size,

brilliant scarlet, solid, sweet, high flavor; very

vigorous, productive ; forces admirably.

Wizard of the Aurlh. Verj' large, variable form,

bright red, firm, sweet, high flavor; vigorous pro-

ductive.

Wonderful, (".Jcyes.) Large, oblong, flattened,

bright roseate, solid, sweet, fine flavor
;
plant, vig-

orous, vijry productive ; ripens late.— (I'/h. A'. I'nucr,

Flushing, A". Y.

I^oppign InipnigpnrF.

V.'VBiETiES OF Peach for Orchakd-Hocse Cni.-

TCRE.—We should be much obliged to our friends if

they would report what varieties of fruit they find

best adapted to orchard-house culture ; very little

attention has been given to this subject in our coun-

try. "When engaged, some years ago, in their culture,

tlie writer had Early York, Eliza, Druid Hill, George

the IV., and Early Ncwiugtou amongst his most

successful kinds. A recent number of the Coltaye

Gardener saj's :—
A great deal of the success of the orchard-house

depends on getting the sorts adapted for that mode
of culture. For instance, those that make short

joints are prolific, such as the Grosse Miguonne, and

Galande peaches, Elruge, Violette Hative, Downton
and other nectarines ; but the Noblesse, George IV.,

and trees of that class, are too long in the joints and

of straggling growth. 5Iy best tree for this year is

a Downton nectarine on which there are a hundred

fruit well set, and most of them larger than a hazel

nut.

"White Bouquet Flowers.—The Gardener's

Chronicle says :

—

"We see by a communication of M. Duchartre to

the Botanical Society of Paris that there is a great

demand ior "While Lilacs for Ladies' Bouquets in

in Paris in winter, and that as the common White

Lilac will not force well and theflowers turn vellow,

x-^(C,te•^1
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M. Laurent Ainfc meets tlie (lem;in<1 by raiising the

jmrplc Lilacs de Marly to expand in perft( t darkness

at a hi^rli temperature. This variety Corees very

well, and thus treated produces flowers of a pure

white, which do not acqtiire any color if gathered

as soon as lirought into light.

FoHCixo CmroiiY and DANnEuoN. — Young
leaves of this are sometimes obtained in winter by

sowing thickly in pots in a hothouse, and cutting

the plants over as we do Mustard and Cress. A
nice blanched salad is obtained from roots either

stored or taken up as wanted in winter, the produce

of seeds sown in rows fifteen inches apart in Maj'.

These packed with their heads uppermost in earth in

pots or boxes will furnish a good produce in any

(lark place where the heat ranges fiom 40- to HO-.

AVlien much alujve the latter, the leaves get thin and

flaccid. When no dark jilace is accessible, fill a pot

or box, and put another of the same size over it,

clapping some moss or clay putty between the pots,

and slopping up the hole to exclude light. Dande-

lions make a good substitute. I have been glad to

dig them up in severe winters.

—

Cot. Gar.

orHruIfural ^m^fm,
PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.
Tlie stated mepting nf the I*pnD>ylvani:i Horticultural Society

for tho month of August was held itt Concert Hall, un Tuesday
evening, the 20lh uU.

AUIiough, uuiler llu^ regulations of the Society, no formal com-
petitive di:»plsiyH HFO made at the midsummer meetings, yet, ou this

occa!«iuu, some objects were exliibili-d id the higlie.si degree noie-

wofthy.
Jerome GraefT, gardener to George H. Stuart. Esq., preseuted tlie

Cyaiiophyllum niitgiiiticnm. iiri oui:iineuial foliai;!: plant of great

lM'':iuiy. The specimeo sliown, wh ch is only hix months ohl, was
in perfect health, highly colored, and of a. si/e unpjiralleled lu the

exh'liitiona of the Society. It was »bout four teei iu he.glit, aud
the leaves mea^ured thiee feet iu length aud itixteuu inches in

width. The Committee awanled .Mr. Graed' a ^pecial pieminni

of live dollars, fur the ^kilt manife.sted in the »ucce».iful culiure of

ThiM beiutiful plHut.

Me«-*rs. P. Mackenzie & Son contributed a great novelty, tho

r/i lliitr verbenii ' Welcome." The llower is clear lemon yellow in

iitlm-, and has a perceptible, Bprighily. yet delicnte fitt^ranc. It

li:ts never been in bloom bef-.re in thos city.

.Mr, Miuheson, gardener to F. f. Yaruall, E-^q,, exhibited a bunch
of exotic grar ea, the White Mio^cat of Alexandria, weigbm;; mue
and a ipiartc. pounds. This noble specimen, ubicli ha-, never
been i-quiilled ih any previou>* disiday. and which is pr hably iho

lavgest clusier of tliis v.triety rtv.-r iccorded iu ihe aiii>als of grjipe

culture, was perfect in every respect. The berne« w. re veiy laigo

and uniform in size, and of exc. Ileot il.ivoi. Ihis is only one not

of nine bunche-* on Ihe Hjmie vine, the a^firegate weight of which
is over fifty pounds, a product which hits perh.ips never before

been attained on a vine <if the same ape. .Specimens tif ihe foli;igo,

of largo Kize. indicated the high health of the vine The r-perial

i.reniinm «)f five dollars wa.s r.etily nieriied liy Mi*. MiitbertMn. who
was requested by the Society to iin-pare aTi es-»y on his method of

grape culture, to be read at the next meeting. .Mr. Alathe.-on has,

thi^ -eason crown berries of the Itluck Hamburg meaxunnt; four

and a half inches in eircumteieuee.

.) Mcl-au);hlin. gnrdenrr to .1 It Maxler. Esq . m^ub' a good dis-

play of pears and jilums, mainly td" the old liiv.iriie son-*, and

among them, a t^eedliiig pear, mucli le-ieinblin^' m -^hape and ap-

pi;iranee the Doyi-nih- Sieulle, iind a seedlini; plum -iimitar !.• the

r.luc Gage. Wc lemnrked, also, the Uwchlau IVar.a native Tenu-

nylvania peedl'ng. aald to b# of a very high quality. This collec-

tion received a premium of three dollars.

C. Ilarmar. I'Vq.. bronylit a t'pecim" n of the .TuHenoe and of the
Schuylkill J'ear, the laiier u ^eedlillg iHhembliug the Kegnler, of
excellent quality, rais.-il in Wo^t l*hiiad»'l}-hia.

C. V. Ha'-'uer, Esq pre-pnted a. branrh of a plum tree, profusely
laden wiili fruit, entirely free from Ihe puncture of Ihe cureulio,
whicli had receivid u > treatment or aiiention wliatever.

Ad interesitnt; couvor«atioDal discusHiou ensued upon tho new
grape vine beetle, the .\Iyechroiis viUoNiilus, the mildew od na;ive
and foreign t^'rape vines, the black knot on tho plum, the rurcniio
and other kindred tt^pics. Thedec'-ciion of quassia, recommeuded
at the last meeting as a remedy lor the myoclirous, has since been
tried by Mr. .<aunder« and found to be a most etfectual pi-eveutive
of Ihe thrip. preferable for it?, convenience aud ceitainty to any
otiier.

It was stated, tin the experience of Ihe vine growers present gen-
erally, that mildew seldom, if ever, occuned on the exotic grape,
unie>s currents of lioltom air were admitte<i to the vlneM.aud they
united in ricommt^udin^' that no bottom veutilation be allowed,
aud top air only be given to the vines.

An Increasing iniereel is niauifesied in lhe>:c informal aud in-

Btructive iutercbanges of opinion aud oxperieoce.

List of Roses,
Exhibited by Henry A. Ore. r, :it th^' dune meetiog of the Penn-
sylvania Horticultural Socieiy, June IS, l::i(>l

;

Hyhuio Prkpktl'al UO.SK.S ^Geant des Battailes, Madame Mais-
son, Oriflamme d' St. Louis, Dutchess d' Cambaceres, Thore-a
Appert, Pius I.\. Lord Raghiu, Paulino Lau^ezeur, Cardinal Pu-
trizzi, Auguste Mie. Caroline de San«al. I,.-nise Perroni-y, Li Heine,
Jacques Lafitte, Docteur Heuon, William Griltith, Maria Porlemer,
Queen Victoria, General Jacquimiii"t.
Tea Kosks.—Dovi>nicDRis, Madam Itravay, Vicomtesse des Cazes

Laurette, Eiigeue Desgaciies, .Mad. Barrilielt De^champis Mad.
Kaleot, Madame Willerinoz, Canari. Cels.

HoUKBON liosES,—.Maiqnisd' Balbiauo, George Peabody. Aurora
d' Guide. Julia d' Fontenelle, Keveil. Omar Pa>ha, Mad- Aerard,
Docteur Berlhet, Dupelit Thouars, Souvenir d' Malmaisou.

At the previous Meeting of May 20th, P. Mackenzie k Son
exhibited:—Azalea vaiiegata, A. Iveryaua, A. symmetry, A. Har-
clayana, A. Gladstane-ii, A. Juliana, A. Beauty of Kurope. A. Kho-
dodeiidr.'ides, A. Perryaua, A. Lateriiia, A. Conqueror, A. .Mait-

landi, A Eulalie Van Geeit. Coletis Blum>'ii, Esc^illonia macraniba,
Cytissns racemosus, Totraiheca Hugehi, T. verticillaia. Toreuia
Asialica, Double Crimsun Ptimrose, Allamaudaneriifolia, Draea'ua
nobilis, .Marauta pertianaiNewi. Fuch'.ia Guiding :^^ar, F. lHadem
of Flora, F. /"/. variegata, Lechenaulila formos;i, Geianium
Amazon, a. Painted Lady (ri^-w), Hibberiia Keidii, CHladtiiiu ar^^y-

rites. C. Chitntiui, C. bicolor pict'jraia, Campylabotiy.i d fculor,

Alyssum saxatile, Linnjn cundidis<-in(um White (ntw). Gardenia
rnd;CJns major (new), Verbeu.H eclectra (nrw), V. Salladin (ntiri.

Lychnis Haagoaua (nf?i«;, Cupheaminiata(fi/rfo),GHzauiu spleudeus
(uf^ic). Aralia pupyrifera {iicw} Uie Chinese Pitijer FUtnl, Gesueiia
den-id -ra {new).

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FARMERS' CLUB-
At liii- iiKMiii.^ of 111. Am. Ml.MO In^tihitr Farmer^' Club, Jun.?

24th. at New York, Andrew S. Faller. iSurseryinau, Brooklyn, ex-
hibited a numlerof his new -ecdiiug slra\^ beriies u^d the com-
mittee appointed at tho last meeiing. consisMng of Win S. Carpen-
ter, L- A. Koberts, aud i'eier B .Meatl. made the following n-pi-ri

;

" We have been much as-^ist-d in ioruiing a C"»rrect and roiiable
opinion, as Mr. Fuller has growing, beside his seedling'^, and re-

ceivinj* the same care and ciilUvaiion the following popular
varieties: Wllsitu, Hooker, l^^ston Pine, Jenny Llud, Triomphe
do Gaud. Oscar, La Couslaute, Wonderful, Wizuid of the Aorih,
and many others, enabling the committee to compare his ^et*dlings

with these. From the greiit number of seidlings, comprising
many tlnmsand plants, \W kind-i might be selected, none oi which
would be inferior to some of the varieties now propagated tor ihis
market; yet the Committee believe that the number now in culti-
vation should be reduced A >elertion of six varieties would be a
snttlcient number to furnish a ^ucce^sion of fruit. 'J his select list

of varieties ^houtd be adapied t.. general cultivation. With all

tlie boasted success with uew and improved seedlings, there ^eems
to have been little progie-*.- nude towaid completing such a list

;

the Comniiltei) can name but two varietie^. the Wilson and Tri-
omphe do Gaud, that they con id recommend for general cultivation,
and Ihe fii-si of thtjic is cons. tb red by some far Irom being (K-rfect.

The great effort now beiuj, mado to ameliorate the condition of
this fruit must result in ih»! production of greatly improved varie-
ties, and the committee hope .Mr Fuller will feel enconraged from
ills pa^l success to perso\eie until ho has accomplished his dexire,
Tiz: the production of a perie- t strawberry. The commiliee feel

the respon-iblliiy of loeonimending new varieties that have been
tried but one or two years. .Mimy of the new seedlings that have
lately been introduced h;tve been overrated, and they wituld «au- 3
tiou the public ugainsi purchusing any uew variety without its I
first having been tested by n spou»>ible parties, fur at b>aHt tbri-e [

^
years; forthe true characierof a strawleriy cannot heesuibli-^hed I /^S

^^> c-^'i'
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Id !•>•'< lime than this. Thoy tnmt Mr. Fullor wtll nnt Allow hio
sfMlinRH to be <H?<srmin»tp(t ihl« rour, but let iholr meriU be
fe^ittbliilu'U by anoilicr ycnr'n Irltil ; but thin Club HpiHiiat unotlier
fomniitiiH' who wll! toil tholrrnliu* :iii<| import nrtrr iiDotht^r year'M
frtiiiliiK. n-o shall then \mvv >ionii<thU)(; r^liahlt*. and public confl-

di'Dce win bt« o-HtablHhed In t<*j«iln« Mr. Fuller'!* ^<>e^Jlings, the
mmioiltre adopted the follnwini; r«H|ni.-itr lu entitle a variety to

cuni%ult>ration : Largo size, go%Ml lliivur. high rolor, (Inn and ffnltd,

great pro<iuctivfne««, fnot f*talks well \\p. and i;oi»d foHago. The
ct'innilttee beliere that the rollowing six varieties po»'<e««, la
A greater decree, the furepnUig pmiHTtiM than auy other klud»
they are acquainted with. Tl ey name tho following Need-
lingtt ID their order of excellence, usId^ tho nuiubers heretofore
a nixed.

No. 5 Is DADied by the cominitleo, Fiirmon*' Club, is of the
lar«."»t sire, flavor very go.id. color a bejiutiful gbwfy crimson,
flesh dark pink, solid, Hrm, foliage jrood, fmitstalkr* well up. very
productive, !«taininato or perfect tlower. Keeilling of tho Wilson,
fln*t year's fruiting, very promising of being well wtrthy of culli-
vatioD.
No. 'iS, named Bn->okWD Pcartet; siie lartre. flavor be*it, color

brilliani warlet, tthape long, pointed cone, solid, firm, very pro-
dueiive, foliage p>K>d, footsuitkK well up, perfect flower, fruited
Iw.i yearrt, and shows no ilrterioratlon.

No. 2i>. named at the sugge-^tiou of Solon Robinson, was Col.
Ellsworth ; size very large, oblong, irreirular coue, with neck.
Color d;irk crimson, flavor good, solid, flesh dark ptDk, ripens
early, foliag,? gt>od. footstalks well up. as productive as tho Wilson,
perfect flower, fruited two years, very promising, seedling of l*e.i-

body's seedlin:;. and remarkable flue berry.
>o. 42. named tJreat Ea-siern ; extra large, brilliant scarlet

flower, good, solid, tolerably firm, very productive, foliage good,
footstalks well up, perfect flower, fruited two years TJie com-
mittee believe thit. to be one of the largest berries in cultivation.

No. 7, named Ridgewood ; size lar^'e. fl.ivor best, color dark
crimson, solid, tolerably Ann, very productive, foU)u,'e fjooil. foot-
stalks well up. perfect flower, fruited two years, promises well.
No .34, named bycon)miHee Nero: very largo, color dark glossy

manton, seeds yellow and very prominent, solid, very firm, and
dark throngbout. very prolific, flavor very gmtd, foliage good,
footstalks medium, pistillate frniied tw<t years, promises well.
The following varieties, seedlings of ISiio, Nos 1, 12, 22, 46, 43,

and ."»»'», the committee consider very promising, and recommend
another year's trial. No. 14, thoni.'h this yeur not of the largest
siz<*. maintains its productive cliarncier, and for flavor is not
eiiualled by any berry in Mr. Fuller's culleclion. The variety re-

ported la«t year as the uni/olia, ha.s this year, in a great measure,
lost its specific character; aod it may be considered more curious
thnn useful.

.\fter considerable discussion, and a full examination of speci-
mens of the fruit, the report was heartily accepted by all tho mem-
bers of the Club, and at the suggestion of Mr. Pardee, the same
committee were requested tt> hvdd the snV>j'*ct in charge, and re-
port their opinion of the same sorts next y-'ar. It wasulsosug-
ge--t<'d to Mr. Fuller not to s«'nd out any plants of the«e new sons
until he has given them the test of time to prove them worthy of
cuItivalioD.

CINCINNATI HORTICTJLTUIIAL
SOCIETY.

Saturday, August 3, 1861.
Tlio Society met this ninruinf^. John il. Gerard. Esq., In the

Cb-Air. Minutes of the previoui^ meeting read and approved.
Upon motion of Mr Ad<lis, Mf>sr>. John V. Fi)sier. Kobert Bu-

chanan aud E. P. Cranch were appointed a committee to prepare
a suitable ]>aper npou the life and liorticnUural history of Peyton
S. Syuinies, Eitj., recently deceased.

P.\PER OX VIIAL FORCES IX PL.\NTS.

The Secretirv then read the following paper :

CixrisyATi. 0., March 7, 1861.

D. B. Peirson, E.SQ.—Dear Sir: Agreeable to your request for a
subject for the considoratitm of yourself and your horticultural
friends, I will sugirest that of Motion, or the Vital Force in Vegc-
taiioD. Much is said by '.ur writer? about prop>T ntUrttinn for

plants, white that which is e<iiia1ly as important \& bare!y hinted
at, as though to teach it would produce ridicule from those pro-
fessing to comprehend all that may i-ver be known on the subject.
Vital force, or nuitivit i»oio^r, is one thing, and /'*o// mnd^' nutri-
tious for plants by chemical action, is another tiling. However
ntitritioua the Toad may be of itself, it is in a static condition, and
cannot be transferred to the plant, or tree, apiinst graviiy. unlesi;

by some adequate force; mere heat can't move il. while heat may
cause fluidity and elasticity. Electricity is n^d lotranrfer metils
in g:ilvanizing, and as a motive power to machinery, and is doubt-
le-s our uerrepower, or viLitl physic.tl principle, deriv.'d by com-
bustion of our food and air in our luugs. in<t>'ad of oxygen, a.s we
are taught, which is merely the hffiiin// principle of our natures.
Instead of ritfil principle.

1 will refer you to Patent Office Reports fir 1?4I. page.*? ."IS?-^!,

for interesting experiments in elctMririty quickening growth uf

li^^^^W-

difl'erent vegclablefl. Rrowno'n American Muck Book, pawn l.'l,

briefly refers to them. Wo know that the electrical condition of
any matter In alfected by any rh.innc ofltn density or compoNiiion.
That chenjical action or decomiH>-ltlon «etj free latent electrlcHy

;

that the Ktlrrlng of the earth by plowing, giving the air and Nrm
accetH li> the ilecom|HtKable niatti-r of the noil, produroN Nom<>
change, and promotes electric rurreuts; tho earth and aliintspbero

being in dilVenMit electric conditions, and the sap being a good
ronduetor, ehttrlcity Hows and conveys the food prepared by
chemical action to when- it Is needed. Unless this in no, why, in
said experiments, did tho vegetables grow ho much faster? 'The
ground was not miido the richer by the electrical arruni^ement.
Was it not becaiuse there wuh additional labitr performed In sup-
plying the increa^40 nutriiuoui. as in Increasing the labor of carry*
ing the bricks for expediting the completion of a building ?

May not I^ibig nnronttcionnhj derive this motiiv. power by the
n-e of his inimrtil manures? May not there be greater cheinicil
action, theuce greater release of electricity in tho gr>Mind, when
mint^ral manures are used, e-^pecially if comported with animal
and vegetable manures? Will not the t"/ric^i/ of composition of
such a compo!*t intt^uJii/t/ chemical action, promoted by the raln-s
soil, sun aud air, and thus furnish to vegetation an intVf'tiHfd mo-
fiivf power, to coNivi/the iiicrea/ifd ntttrUiitn to plants, //fin,
then It is a question to consider in connection with greater produc-
tion and vitality of trees to resist diso;i«e.

It is a common thing to hear of peach trees living and bearing
forty or sixty years on the high iron lands of Ohio and Indiana.
l>oubiles?, elevation of position has something to do with bearing,
while the iron has much lo do with the health of the tree and their
age. Many will say new ground is the best, because of its greater
supply of nutrigkent. I will sjiy, because of the decay of that nu-
triment, creating greater vital activity, without which nutrimeut
would be of no use.

Field's Pear Culture refers to nse of iron fur pear trees.
Nails aud iron have been used to save peach trees,

GeoriTO Graham. Esq., has used iron on pear trees to cure blight.
Why ? unless because of tho electricity generated by the oxidation
of the iron, aud its being taken up by the sap—as in ca-ne of our
blood—as a tonic.

I, C. Ferris informs mo that he knew of two large pear trees
cured of the blight by being struck by lightning.

Electricity iiervades all matter, aud that mutter cannot be
changed and retain its latent electricity.

Read Cornhill Exntiange, London, of Robert Clarke, Cincinnati,
1&61, p 1(57, ic, ' U'A.v ics Grow." and you will find that life Is

given out by decaf/iuf/ matter to living matter, loss and gain con-
sunily goin <m, one e>iuivalent to the other.

P. lo7.—"Hut according to the view which I now propose, de-
composition is necessjiry to dcvelope tlie force by which organiza-
tion of fiwd or nutrition is olTected, and by which the various
purely animal functions are carried on; that decoinpo-dtlon not
only creates the necessity, hut at the same time furnishes the
force of recomposition^" What is this force? is the question.

Leibig's Complete W rks on Chemistry, last chapter, pp. 24-SS,

on chemical processes and cliauge of place as affected by electrici-

ty—se.;.

M'ithont being lengthy, many works on electricity may be re-

ferred to, showing it to be the silent mechanic at w.Tk for us
while we are asleep, building up for us our food, Ac, its power de-
pending on the inten.sily of chemical action going on in the soil,

arising from diversity of elements of soil, as acids, alkalies, animal,
Tegolable, mineral manures, naturo of the soil, its condition of
moisture aud porosity, air, ^un, heat a.ad /reqtifmri/ o/ xtirrinfj,

and the application of this power to what we wish to cultivate,
depending on the ground being free of weeds, &c., which will
equally api/rnpriatt this jn^.cfmnicnl pover

Ifin the above experiments referred to, there had been rr'rrdv

permitted to appropriate a portion of the power developed by the
decomposition of the metals used, there would have been' less

growth uf th.tt cultivated. A crtnin crtent of electricity devel-
oped naturally or artificially, is es-ential for a given growth, and
if that electricity is pnrtly appropriated to something else, the
pow^ being divfd*'.d. the itggygnff growth of the tiro is but fqwil
to what the one should he ; hence the necessity of fAt-nn gronnds,
%C€ll stirred, enriched with a T-tirviy of m/tnures to favor the
greateJit chemiral action, and development of the great-'si amount
of m^ianicfil power. If Iht-se crude, ill-digested, ha*ty ideas
should prove to be true, on being investigated by competent horti-

cultnrists and agriculturists, the}* should be prepared for the
press. yutrim*mt is one thing, aud the motive power to transfer

it another. A child might i^tarvo if its mother should refuse to

carry its food to it. The fi»od would spoil before conveyed, if the
child must come to it. The tree must be supplied; neither /rc^ nor
/VxK/can move of themselves. Nature has furnished in tho/owi
itfieJf, during its prfiparatinn. Us motive power.
You have scientific associates who would probably be glad to

make some experiments showing that the same soil may be made
to produce much more l^rgrly by increrunng the prfnifirlion of
the mfiiivfi piwer. It can "cdonc in a hothouseat a small outlay.
We have valuable manures thrown away in the city, \v<irth

more (ban would support ftur pjior and needy. Ashes, gypsum,
blO'd and tank refuse, if dried aud gronnd with bones, is ns go*td

as guaii'S hoofs, hair, lime, charcoal and annual black night soil.

^.>^
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Ac, &c., and (hoir U'-p nfferiive if above Biiggpslioun arc tnic—
Iron pyriifH •ttn be liu<l rhfup.

Kiituru lias hom utiilly sjpplied ns with all (tnrttt of iitUriincut

ax wi'U H.s ilie tcorkinj/ pnwer to combine aod re-arrtinyi- miHi>*i'.

Con/''/f/ iH eft-oiitial '(• pruniute cliomical actiun; lieiice, iiecen-'iiy

of/ft'/ Itfufhf MtiriinK ilip Hoi\, to allow new air. Dew ".un-tie.a uud
li^lii. pi-onititive or clh'iiiic.il action ia soil, from whicli tlif tnolive

power is dtiiiv'-d ; wliih- nittiire furuiitliei< cliciiiicul iictiuu iu the
lei'VPft of v'g-tiiii^iii, by ihe action of the sun on Ih<' ^ap in the
leaver, and the Ir.ctiou of the windM yiel ing eleclnciiy of he
air; the ainio^pliere in its electrical condition, difl'ehn^ imni ibai

of the eartli. begets t\ni nfigntive and posiUvt Bcium »nihcieul tj
overcome the g aviiy and transfer matter to where ncedtd.
We ^ce the wiiperior piogress and civilization of onr day arises

front the subjection ol phy-ical laws to mental ones, a-- lU ibe t-m-
piiiyinent ot sieaiii power tor Htationary and moveable niarbineiy,
chemistry, electriciiy, &c.

.Much haw h<en ^aid relative to the food of vegetation, while
but liitle is ihou:cht and said about these silent me«us, or ni-cbnni-
cut principle" (/nv:t{y at Wi»rk in Iurnis*hing us food. II rhiw mat-
ter is pui in the hand"* of reaUy comp(J(fiif acieutt/tc ni-ud-sdis-
jio^ed and ahle to giv<- it ihiit atientiou the subject de^erveM, )u;ood

may be derived. Ureal vitality promotes health and r«-sists dis-

ease in our animal sy-.renjs, and so may vitality in v. geiiiii<in

projiiot henlih. A-w iji.muds, having the unexhan«ied elements
as iron, mi is. &c., do make belter trees. There ate luciiiiie-*

where trees are long-lived and healthy, where the e-^entia!
elements may pertain to the -oU, and which may illu^tiate my
thoujL;hts. Decay of any mnnures. lu 8oiI. nece.ssarily releases elec-
triciiy, wiiile It 18 desimble that there shoald ho mineral manures
for greater piwer and continuance: hence, the neoes.-vity oi kutiw-
ing contents of the soil. The condition of the ground maieri-
ally aHecis the snpi>ly of vej^etation, with whatever the'e is of
nntriuieut in the soil ; if ihc ground is hard and weedy, it grassy,
but liitle rnutiot p')wer can be secured, and thai little ku suftdi'

vifttd with that which is useless, that that which is cultivated
cannot be f>uilt up.
Take a microscope and examine the operations of nature in

regard to nt'itinn during ehauge of properties of matteis; mash
seed and aciduated waier on i,, on a glaiis under a miciosc -pe, aud
observe the varied motions under the electrical di>inrhan'^es
going on; mere absorptou of that water could not heget such
action or recombinatiou. The experiment wiU be sug e-tive of
many others!. I liave ^ery hastily, of a night, and with >nt any
alleinpt to systematize idia.s or to do it creditable to my.-%elf, or the
8;.bjeet.jusi penned niy thoughts as presented as mene 'i'lygi-Mi'ms
to tliu:je more compeieia i nor have I time, nor ability, lo d" tho

I

subject justice, and 1 desire others should consider the matter on
itso'cn mt-riis without repaid to the source of these sugJfeJ^tions. i

Alany residents of the country could atTord to drain 100 feet
\

square, for garden grouud^.. wiih cheap iron pipes, and connect
iliem wiih a galvanu hutery, continually working durinji the
growing veiisoii. m iieiially atlecting the K''"^^t*' of vegetation; if

the experiments leferred to are reliable—the ground being drained,
bee-.mt)s more porous, tiir air and life pronioiing greater chem.cal
action, and hence, a greuet- supply of the motive power.

j

Lifw must be pieeeded ljy ihe dissolution of matter of various
'

kinds By mean- of teiegripliic machinery, operated by elt^cirici-

ty.as released irom the dectimposing metals, we are in union wiih
1

the World ; and was ii not for this power, it is doubtful if chemitral i

action could he secured, and it it could be, it isdoulitful if, with
j

air the nutriment of the soil. Vegetation would, wh.it we can
grow, for want <if a p.nvor lo br ng together tlie various elements '

composing our food. If tliese ideas are correct, we should seek a )

more /((/«//«/./ acqniunianee with so ingenious and .so i/nnd a me-
j

chanin^ unceasingly employed in supplying our wauts- 3ut few,
however, aie prepared lo think that a^xcV. & univHr,snl met hanic
exists, becauso but littlt kiwwii. Wo introduce the geoilemau,
as worthy of t)ur gratitude and highest esteem, and don\ doubt
but he will treat ihe nio-i humble, in seeking his acquaintance,
in accordance with his known liberality.
" Leibig" is ri;;ht in claming use of minerals and other vegetable

manures, hut neither have seen tho above jthilosopliy Siiuerals,
by creating greater vitality, economise what little nutriment there
may be in soil naturally.
Capillary attraciion in de/ul and living vegetatation may bo

vrry different. The simple a<//i('*iort of fluids lo vide.:* ot capilla-
ries in (ic«c/ matter, will overcome but a slight aiuou at of j/r'n-t'i/, the
eides of th" eapilluru's/«/-o'«(/;/f/ having lost their contractile organs
and tenac ty lor eleclriciiy or conducting power. TheliviugcapiHa-
riesare /.**oy(i'j/// endowed with i^light conlmctile organs and powei-s
of conducting electricity, there being a perfect connection t'ctweeu
the roots in ground and leaves in the air, by capilbu'ies, to hold and
Conduct the sap to the b'aves, where it is elaborated. The chemi-
cal action, during change, disturbing the electric condition of tho
ascending and de-ceuding capillariee, one being negative and the
other p.'>itivo, draws up the sap against gravity, and allows iho
elaborated sap to be operated on by gravity, and descends. k)\\

severing these capillaries, the sap flows down, because ihe capilla-
ries^ above the wound have tost the electrical condition resulting
from a perfect connection of the negative and posiiivo capillaries or
nerves attending each. Hence, a loss of the mechanical power of
drawing up the Bap; tlie jK>Mitive electricity adiiering to sides of

ascending cttplllaries, aitmcting each drop of the sap. and ovcrcom-
' tug gravity, opeititiug ua Ihtj aggregate weight of the uiinut4
column.

I

No ^Qch R column of fluid can ascend a drad capillary. The oil

ceases to a»ceud a wick m soon as the conibustiou eea>e«, and it ia

doubtful if the eleetticity coiiHiaiitly evolved during combu-tion
' doea not materially promote the ascent of the lluid. A fluid will

ri.-e to tiie ujiper end id" a short wick or tube, but will ii..i flow
tivt-r, unless the end be bent dowiiM'ard, forming a syphon, the
descending liquid diaiving up the liquid. Some otiier power must
be f-een to account for aM^ending s-ip in trees, ibm mere CJipillary

\
attrat^'tion, or mere adliosii>n to sides of capillaries I'heru is no

' analogy between the limited ascent of a fluid in a di-ad tube, and
the great height of ascent in tiring tubes. While fluids will rise

many feet in a living tree, let that tree be severed from the eaith
ami die, and tlu-n its dead roots plared in water, and a fluid Wi>uld

not rise in it the twentieth extent of its length, showing soiue living
or vital principle at work, attracting upward the wip. There is a
power ol attiaction as well as repulsion; heat nidiaies berau?-e

attnu^ted, and thus dilTuses and equalizes. So eleciricity, by vir-

tue of its release during chemical action in the soil, is active in tho
earth, and also in leaves of trees, Ihe two being connected by nerves,
or the conducting power of the capillaries. Thoscdisputiug the theory
of attractive power of electricity, thus generated, accounting lor

capillary attraction, should explain wliy Mip wiil spill out when
capillaries are cut, and eleotrie connection between earth and leiivea

severed. If mere capilhiry attraction must account for a^eent "f
sap, then deati pieces of trees, or fresh cut pans of tr'-fs. would
equally suck up the sap. My propouition is sustained by expo
rience.

Elongated cells, or tabes, or capillaries, have a mechanical form,
the same as our blood-vessels, to serve as canals toconv«-y fluida fn>m
which the plant is built up: and while they thus serve such a pur-
piwe. we must look elsewloTe forthewi«/iw-y>o(^-rto thenioveuh-nis
of the sap. As yet but little is known of this motict ji.iwer in

plants and animals. M'e do know that in every change of density
of matter, or chemical change, electricity is disUiibed and flows, or
is released, and seeks to be industrious in pr-uooting new nr-

rangemeut.s. by carrying matter subject to certain laws in rocom-
bining. It is not unlikely that the living tubes or capillaries,

formed of cells elongated, have a kind of valves, alternately con-
tracting by electric excitement, forcing upward the sap, whirh
valves, could they be laid open under microscope, could be feen ; if

not, then the ten-^ity of sap, adhering to sides of tubes, must arise
frum the perfect electric condition and connection between rootd
and leaves.

Motion presupposes something more than mere nievhanical
form. Our pliysical systems are powerful gnlvonic itaJftri^Jt,

manufacturing the life force, or vital physical piineiple. during
combustion of air and carbon in lungs and chemical aciion of food
in stomach; the heart between the two, positive and negative con-
ditions, derives its force of propulsion of blood through our arteries

and veins, from the attractive forces of the two olecirieities. 'Ihe

mecbanicil form of tubes may remain, and yet no aiiiou or motion
can go on within them ; there must be life derived fi-oiu dm/h: the
release of the boun<t up living principle In dead matter, by its

chemicil decomposition, and if there is no chemical change going
on. no life force can be secured; hence, the force of my projKsition,
that ground must be fieijueutly stirred up to let in light and beat,
and aiding contact nfvaritd mnnar's or earthy matter, prom-tivo
of chemical action, an essential pre-requisite, to secure life and
force, and when thus secured, not allowing that life f.uce to be
directed from that which is being cultivated to weeds, Ac. This
developed mechanical power mitat be directed only to that we cul-

tivate, and extent of crop depeu'ls on extent devehiped of this li^'e

force, and to secure it largely we must furnish the soil with diver.se

manures, especially mineml manures, as furnishing more of lifo

force, to work up the nutriment from animal and vegetable manures.
The greater tho diversity of nmnuros the greater Ihe chemic<il ac-
tion, provided contact is promoted by frequent stirring and letting
in light and heat of sun.
On motion, this paper was made the subject ol discussion next

Saturday.

FRUIT COMMITTEE'S REPORT, SATURDAY, AUGUSTS, 1S61.

PPAcnES—From George L. Smith, Warren county, Ohio; un-
known ; not ripe.

PLVMS—From P. BU'h, of Covington. Konlncky, with the follow-

ing notice: "We think them to bo the Diianc'.'i Ptir/dt:—he calls

them the Emperor. Your committee render this opinion with
hesitancy, having neither leaves nor shoots to aid in their iilentifl-

cation of the variety, but the stone reminds us of tlie Dunne."
"The tree from which these plums were pulled, grows over a

cistern, from which water is frequently drawn, and the limbs arc
so heavily loaded that 1 bad to relieve them of their burden, I

had one nie;isuring three-quarters of an inch In circumference.
" The curculio Imve not disturbed them, nor indeed any of mj

fruit, to any extent."
Pkaches from L. Oakley, Kentucky, Crawford's Early, and

Troth's Early, handsome specimens.
Report approved. J. A. Warder, Chairmn}.
On motion, the Society then adjourned.

Geo. L. Fbakeekstein, Sfcntari/.
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FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASURE-
GROCND.

A FRiEKD rcmarkcU to us alter tlic is.suc of our

last number, that it was very discouraging to be tokl

that ten per cent, on the original outlay should be

the estimated cost of maintaining a place after its

completion. He thought if that were generally

known, it would prevent many from entering on

countrj- life. "3Iy place," said he, "cost me about

§•20,000, and I should be sorry to believe that I had

to spend |:'2000 annually to maintain it in decent

order." As our friend's place embraces but five

acres, we were surpiised at the cost, but found he

included hi^ houne in the sum named. Allusion is

again made to the subject as other parties may
have misunderstood our remarks. We referred

simply to the garden and Us embellishments. Those

few places in the Union that have had $20,000 spent

on pure gardening, will not find ^2000 too high an

estimate for their annual maintenance, and never

ought to find, in that fact, any discouragement.

From remarks made by other friends, we learn

that the observations otFtred on this subject have

attracted considerable attention. We are pleased

that they have done so. Gardening suffers no

greater injury from any source than from parties

who go ignorantly into its pursuit ; and we can do

both it and the citizen proposing to go into the coim-

try, no greater favor than to show plainly what

gardening costs, as well as indicate the various ways

in which pleasure may be derived from it.

Planting of spring bulbs, tulips, liyacinths, crocus,

snowdrops, frittilarias, lillics, &c., and the trans-

planting of shrubs, and division of herbaceous

plants, will occupy chief attention in October. All

hcrbaoooiis plants are much better for being pro-

tected through winter by a covering of dry leaves,

on which a little soil is thrown to keep the leaves

from blowing away. Half-hardy roses and vines

may be protected in the same way. When they are

very long and slender, they are taken down from

their trellises, and coiled into circles as small as may
be, without risk of breaking them, and then the soil

put on. Those things that grow late, such as many
kinds of Noisette Roses, should have their inmalure

top shoots shortened a few weeks before the protect-

ing process is commenced. The wound will then

heal over, and not cause the decay ofthe upper portion

of the shoots, as is very often the case when they

are either cut at laying down, or not shortened at

all.

Of course, those roots that suffer by frost, should

be taken up before danger. Gladiolus, Madeira vines,

dahlias, tuberoses, itc, for instance.

Towards the end of the month almost all kinds of

tree seeds may be sown, except pines, unless there

is any danger from mice or other vermin. It is, on

the whole, best as soon as the seeds are at hand, to

place them in boxes with more than an equal bulk of

sand, and set them out to the weather to freeze. They
must be sown out in the spring as early as the ground

will work. Some seeds will not germinate till the

second year. If they do not appear early in the

season, they should be examined to see if the kernels

are sound, and if so, they should not be disturbed.

Many seeds that usuallj' come up the season after

sowing, will not do so if the shells are allowed to

dry and harden first. Cherries, peaches, and most

fruits, will often lie so, and halesias, roses and thorns,

occasionally stay three years. Seed-beds should be

selected in a deep, warm and rich soil ; and one

tolerably free from the seeds of weeds,— on any

other it will not pay to raise seedlings. In States

where the frosts are severe, sec Uings of all kinds that

have not attained a greater height than six inches,

should be taken up, "laid in" in a sheltered place

thickly, and covered with any thing that will keep

frozen through the winter. If left out, they are

liable to be drawn out and destroyed. Young seed-

ling slock received from a distance, should be also

=^a
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80 treated. In the more Southern States they may
be set out at once,—and as much planting as possi-

ble be accomplished that will save spring work.

Many cutthigs will not do well unless taken olT at

this season and laid in the ground under prulectiLU,

like seedlings,— the quince, sj'ringasor lilacs, spira'a

prunifolia, and some olliers. In the " mild winter

States," evergreen cuttings should be made now,

and set out thickly in rows. The leaves need not

be taken otf, but short, thickset branches laid in under

the soil. When rooted next fall they may be taken

up and divided into separate plants. In more North-

ern States, evergreens may not be so struck at this

season, unless protected by greenhouses and frames.

Where these are at hand, evergreens may be put in,

in boxes or pans all through the winter.

GRBENHOUSE.
We entered so fully into this department last

month, in anticipation of winter, that we can add

little now. As soon as the cold weather actually

arrives, it will be the most interesting of all the

branches of gardening. With but a single pane of

glass dividing the tropical from the arctic zone, and

j'ct so securely repressing the antagonism of each,

we hardly know how any one can forego a green-

house on some scale or other. If means can-

not be commanded for even a small greenhouse, in

these days, when improvements have enabled us to

so cheaply construct them, at least a glass case with

its ferns and leaf plants, will not be out of the

question.

We shall have more to s;»y on this head next

moMlli.
I«W I —

FORCING rnUITS AND VEGETABLES.
We have before took occasion to express surprize

that this department of gardening did not receive

more attention. The past volume of our journal

has contained many instructive articles from con-

tributors, and other valuable hints cm cheap and
easy modes of advancing crops, that will, doubtless,

be referred to at this season, and preparations be

nuide for adopting or testing them,—whether as a

source of pleasure or i)rofit, it is an equally delight-

ful occupation, and we should like to see a greater

enthusiasm exhibited in its behalf.

Potatoes, peas, beans, cauliflower, radishes, let-

tuces, tomatoes, asparagus, rhubarb and i)arsley, are

the chiefvegetables usuallj' forced ; and, among fruits,

the apricot, cherry, fig, grape, nectarine, peach, plum
and pine.

Orape) every one wishes to grow. For early

forcing, they are best grown in pots, that is, where
fire heat is used; when a "cold grapery" is em-

ployed to produce them, they are usually grown in

the open ground. This is a good season to prepare

for the latter mode of culture, so as to have every

thing ready to plant out the vines next spring.

Ilou.ses can now be constructed from one to three

dollars per running foot, and capable of growing

grapes to perfection, and, in many places, from lifty

cents to one dollar a pound can be very readily ob-

tained for the fruit. The borders for the vines need

not be expensive. A dry bottom is essential, which

must be obtained either by draining, or, what

i.s better, elevating the border above the surrounding

soil. A very durable and substantial border may be

made by taking out the soil two and a half feet deep,

and filling in with bones and broken stone, lumps of

charcoal, brickbats, or any coarse material, to the

depth of one foot, then filling in the remainder three

inches deep with sods from an old pasture, to which

about a third of well decomposed cow or horse

manure has been added. The border may extend

under the vinery, and some ten or fifteen feet beyond.

Pot vines are usually fruited the year following that

in which they are raised. Plants struck last spring,

and grown all summer, will now be ready, either to

put away till wanted in spring, or started at once,

where sufficient heat is at command. They should

be at once pruned to the desired length, usually

about six feet, the laterals taken off, the canes

painted with a mixture of sulphur and soap, to de-

stroy insects; and those not just now required

either put into a cellar or shed, secure from frost to

avoid danger to the pots. Those desired to fruit

early, should be at once i)laced in a tcmi)crature of

55 to GO degrees, and the canes bent down to aid in

causing all the buds to burst equally. This, however,

depends on the condition of the cane itself. A vine

with badl^- developed buds will not break well, no

nuitter how well mausgcd. The buds will only

swell under the above temperature ; but it is not

well to start with much heat.

In a house of this character, the fig may also be

started at the same time, and the pine grow very

well. The other fruits named will not do so well

started with these, unless in the hands of greatly ex-

perienced gardeners, as the heat neces.sary to ripen

the grapes so early, is too much for them. Dwarf
beans, tomatoes and cucumbers, would, however,

do very well. These may be sown at once for this

purpose. Peaches, nectarines and apricots, do prett}-

well planted at the back wall of vineiies, and es-

pecially do they do well in tubs and pots. For the

latter mode it is best to grow them one season

before forcing, as better and handsomer specimens

can be made from one year grafted plants. Now is

the time to select those that we may desire to force

the next spring. They should be lifted and potted

^f^?=:
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very carefully, ami nflcnvarils placed in a cool cellar

till February. Those that were potted last spring,

and have a good growth, and are established sulli-

cicnt to warrant an early Torciug, may at once be

started in a heat of from 4"i to 50 degrees, and tlie

heat increased to "lo deg. in the course of a few

weeks. They should be previously cleaned, as al-

ready recommended, forgrapes. Plums and cherries

do not do very well forced. The dillicully is in get-

ting them to ripen well. The writer has hud the

best success when started with peaches at this time.

Strawberries force easier than any fruit, and cer-

tainly, when gone into properly, \.ill pay even

bel'er than graiies. They may be had all the year

round when a lieat of GO deg. can be maintained,

simply by bringing forward a few every two weeks.

The pots of plants should be prepared in September,

si.\-ineh size being employed. They should be

started in a boat of 50 deg., till the flowers are set,

and ripened in one of 60 degrees. They must be

kept near the glass, and the red spider carefully

watched. Those who have not command of heat,

may have them very early by potting good plants,

keeping them in a moderately dry place till Feb-

ruary, and then setting them in frames. A house

fitted for strawberry forcing, is just the place to

force asparagus, rhubarb, radishes, peasanj potatoes,

which do not do well with much heat. Any of

these may be started now either in pits or boxes.

Peas are scarcely worth forcing, except as a luxury.

They will not bear freely unless very near the light.

A cauliflower pit should be in every garden, where

leaves or manure can be had. Radidics and lettuce

can be forced at the same time, and will be in use

before the cauliflower grows in their way. Pits of

stone or brick, about six feet under, and one to two

above the ground, are usually employed, with glass

sashes over. The leaves should be filled in as early

as possible, so as to get their most violent heating

over, before the plants arc set out. A watering as

they are fiUed in assists this, which may be known

to be eirected by the sinking it exhibits. It is im-

portant to have the plants set as near the glass as

possible ; a few more leaves should, therefore, be

added before the six inches of soil rec|uired is placed

on. The plants, sown in September, should be

planted fifteen inches apart, and lettuce und radishes

may be sown broad-east between. Asparagus, rhu-

barb and parsley, are prepared by taking up the old

roots at this season.
laMii

An Old Turtlk.—Paoli Latlirop, of South Had-

ley, has had the same marked turtle visit his garden

for tliirty successive years. The only trouble he

makes is to taste the cucumbers.

—

Country Oenlle-

man.

(JommunirBfions.

IWJDRIOUS INSECTS.
UY S. S. IIATUVON.

[Contlnuod from Pago 268.]

n~s
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Ltirm. Pupa. Imar/o.

11, 12, 12a, PROCEIB AMERICANA.
13, 14, 15, EPlLACirXA BOREALIS.

Pi ocris Americana. Fig. 11. Length, about three-

eighths of an inch ; expansion of the wings, a lilllc

more than three-quarters of an inch ; color, blue-

black, except the orange band around the anterior

margin of the thorax; wings, narrow; antennfe,

pectinated, and the abdomen terminated by a broad
downy tuft. Fig. 12 is the larva ; a yellowish eater-

pillar with sixteen feet, rather slender and cylindri-

cal, and with a transverse row of small black vel-

vety tufts on each segment. These insects are found
in colonies on the grape-vine, arranged side by side,

in the months o" July and August, and sometimes
do a great deal of injury to them, by despoiling

them of their leaves at the time when they, perhaps
are the most needed. The caterpillar, when mature,
is about three-quarters of an inch in length, and
then seeks some unexposed place, where it spins

itself into a sort of coarse coccoon previous to its

coming forth a perfect moth. The specimen now
before me was obtained on the first of August.
From one to three broods is llie produce of each
sca.son, according to the latitude of the locality.

When these larva; are touched, they all immediately
curl their bodies sidewise, and sometimes fiill to the

ground, if they do not suspend themselves by a
silken cord. All the former insects that I have been
treating of as injurious to the grape-vine, belong to

9(^).
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the order Coleoplcra, but this latter one hchings to

the order LepiJoptera. There is also a species of

Tenthredo, a Hymenoplerous insect that feeds upon the

grape-vine in the larva state, and which nearly ap-
;

proximates to the larva of the Procris in appearance
;

yet a little observation will be sufficient to distin-

guish them. "When the larva? of Lepidoptcrous insects

arc in a state of rest,— that is, the Icaf-cating kinds,

— they hold fast with the prolcgs and raise up the

front part of the body, to which the true or pectoral

legs are attached ; because the prologs are better I

instruments of prehension, being each one sur-

rounded with a little comet of hooks turning in-
|

ward. The contrarj' is the case with the leaf-eating

larv:e of the order Hymenoptern ; for their prolcgs

not being instruments of prehension, but only in-

struments of support, they therefore hold fast with

the pectoral legs and throw up the hind part of the

body when they are in a state of rest.

Besides one species of Lepidopiera that resembles

the peach-tree borer, and at least three species of

Homoplera, that attack the slem and trunk of the

grape-vine. Dr. Asa Fitch enumerates at least twenty

species of Himptcra and Homoplera that attack tlie

leaves, and also ten species o{ Lcpidoptera, seven spe-

cies of Coleop'era, and three or four sjjecies of Or-
'

ihoptera that attack the same parts of the vine. 1

cannot in this paper even mention the names of the

ditferent species of these, much less give their his-

tory. Amidst this host of enemies the grape-vine

would have to run a fearful gauntlet, if other con-

tingencies did not occasionally intervene, in order

to check their too rapid increase. Many of those

referred to by Dr. Fitch are inconspicuous, and

others infest particular localities. I have onlj- no-
!

ticcd a few of the most prominent ones. Before

concluding this appendix, I must present the de-

structive Coccinellan, or lady-bird, to which I alluded

in some former remarks, made at "West Chester in

June last. Cocrinella epilachna borcaUs, Thr. Fig.

IH. Length, from a quarter to three-eighths of an

inch ; tortoisc-sha|)ed ; color, ochrey -yellow ; seven

black spots on each wing-cover, three at the base,

three intermediate and one near the apex ; four black

spots on the thorax, one in the middle near the

scutum and one on the anterior margin immediately

opposite, and one on each side near the lateral mar-

gin ;
eyes, dark brown ; legs, yellow, underneath

the abdomen brown. This insect, w/ien taken,

discharges a globule of limpid yellow li((uid of a very

disagreeable vegetable odor.

Fig. 14, Larva. Length, three-eighths of an

inch ; color, a bright gamboge-yellow ; six yellow

licctoral legs, tipped with brown, and terminating

with a single black hook; no prolcgs ; body divided

into a head, eleven segments with bl.ck branching

spines standing erect, and a dark orange caudal seg-

ment, destitute of spines; the spines arc gamboge-
yellow at the base, and are arranged laterally and
transversely in rows, six rows longitudinally and
six spines in each row transversely ; on the first

segment from the head are only four spines, on the

second segment six, and on this and the third and

fourth they do not range with the remaining seg-

ments ; head, much drawn under the first segment

;

mandibles, brown at tip, robust and short ; eyes,

brown and projecting from the head; antcnnaj.yellow

and short. In eating, this larva reaches the head for-

ward, and then gradually draws it in under the first

segment, after the nuinner of Lepidoplerous larviP

;

but it does not seem to swallow the pulp, only

scraping it off and pressing it together and sucking

nut the juice, leaving the expressed pulp remain in

little ridges. 1 obtained this larva on the second

day of August on a pumpkin-vine, and after letting

it fast about a day, (during which time I had illus-

trations made of it,J I confined it, and placed part

of a pumpkin-vine in with it, when it immediately

commenced eating most voraciously. When first

taken, it exuded a yellow limpid licpiid, having rather

a disagreeable odor. This larva is not new to me,

but I have not heretofore been able to identify' it

with any particular species of mature insect. It

differs very materially in its form from the Coccinel-

lans, or at least from those that are ^iphidcpha^ous in

their habits, being larger in size, more gibbous, and

the head almost entirely concealed. On the 8th day

of August it had p.nssed into the pupa state CF'c-

l.">j, merely fastening itself by the caudal extremity,

with the head downward, and pushing its spiney

skin backward, just as if a person were to push his

breeches down to his heels and there let them re-

main in folds. The pupa was about a quarter of an

inch long, widest at the anterior part and narrow-

ing backward to the posterior, somewhat pear-

shaped ; the color was a gamboge or ochery-yellow,

and it was without the spines that the larva had,

but instead thereof, it was sparsely covered with

short black hairs. On the Kith of August the ma-

ture insect evolved from the pupa, leaving a thin

transparent pupa-case behind. This insect has often

been delected, in its mature state, eating the leaves

of cuctnnbers, eantelopes, and other melon vines,

and it is now also i emonstrated— if not previously

—that the larva; also feed upon those vines ; and

therefore it can no longer be classed with insect

friends, although it was tor a long tiuic thought to

be of that character. Seeing that the larva differs

so much in its form and habits from other species of

the genius Coccinella, the thought was doubtless sug-

gested, whether this insect ought not to be placed

into another genus or constitute a new one,—not-
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wilhstanding our aversion to the unnecessary niul-

tiplicntion of genera and species,—and accordingly

Redteubaclier constitutes it the sole individual of

the genus Epilachna.

GEORGE STEPHENSON AS
CULTORIST.

A HORTI-

I!Y I..

Is reading that wondrous story of genius, "The
Life of George Stephenson, the Founder of the

Present Railway System," I have been impressed

with the noble simplicity and energy, the indomit-

able tenacity and daring ingenuity, of the collier

boy,—virtues which raised him to one of the no-

blest positions in life : that of a great benefactor to

nianUind, and have given him fame which must

spread and incroase with time. No one can read,

unmoved, the story of his struggles and triumphs,

nor fail to be convinced that he was, indeed, a hero,

compared with whom many who have borne the

name were utterly unworthy. "Peace has its vic-

tories no less than war," and the achievements of

George Stephenson, the constructor of the first

practicable locomotive and founder of the present

railway system, deserves a higher place in the es-

teem and admiration of his fellow-men than the CK-

ploits of all the heroes of the sword, of ancient or

modern tiraes.

To young men faltering or struggling with op-

posing difliculties, his life gives lessons which

should supply fresh vigor. No beginning could

have been more humble than his ; but he persevered.

He had determined to learn, and he did learn. "To
such a resolu.ion as his, nothing really beneficial is

denied." The whole secret of his success in life

was his careful improvement of time, which is the

rock out of which fortunes are carved, and great

characters formed. He believed in genius to the

extent that BufTon did when he said that "Patience

is genius," or as some other thinker has expressed,

when he defined genius to be the power of making

efforts. But he never would acknowledge that he

was a genius, or that he had done any thing which

other men equally laborious and persevering as

himself could not have accomplished. He repeat-

edly said to the young men about him, "Do as I

have done,—persevere."

"Every step of advance which he made was con-

quered by patient labor.". . . "Whether work-

ing as a laborer or an engineer, his mind was al-

ways full of the work. He gave himself up thor-

oughly to it. Like the painter, he might have said,

that he had become great by neglecting nothing." .

. .
" He did all thoroughlj' and honestly. "When a

workman, he put his mind and energies into his

work ; and when u master, he put his conscience

and character into it. The battle which he fought

for the locomotive would have discouraged most

other men, but it only served to bring into promi-

nence that energy and determination which formed

the back-bone of his character. The leading engi-

neers of the da)' were against him, without excep-

tion
;
yet lie did not de.s|)air. He had laid hold of a

great idea, and he adhered to it ; his mind was
locked and bolted to the results. "I put up," he

sa3's, "with every rebulT, determined not to be put

down ;" and it was this determined purpose which

secured the triumph of the locomotive.

Towards the close of his life, George Stephenson

almost entirelj- withdrew from the active pursuit of

his profession as a railway engineer. At home he

lived the life of a country gcnlleuian, enjoying his

garden and his grounds, indulging his love of nature,

which through his busy life had never left him.

He took an active interest in horticultural pur-

suits, carrying into them the same inquiring and in-

ventive spirit and the same determined persistence

which formed so large an element of his character.

He was now as eager to excel all other growers of

exotic plants in the neighborhood as he had been to

surpass his native villagers in the production of gi-

gantic cabbages some thirty years before. He had

a fine house built, sixty-eight feet in length, and a

vinery one hundred and forty feet. The workmen
were never idle about the garden, and the additions

to the structures proceeded, until at length he had

no fewer than ten glass forcing-houses, heated with

hot water, which he was the first to introduce into

that neighborhood. At one of the County Agricul-

tural Jleetings he said that he intended yet to grow

pine-apples as big as puuipldns.

The onl)- man to whom he would "knock under"

was his friend Paxton, the gardener to the Duke of

Devonshire, and he was so old in the service and so

skilful, that he could scarcely hope to beat him.

! Yet his Queen Pines did take the first prize at a

competition with the Duke,—though this was not

until shortly after his death, when the plants had be-

come more fully grown. His grapes also recently

took the first prize in competition with all England.

He was extremely successful in producing melons,

havrag invented a method of suspending them in

baskets of wire gauze, which, by relieving the stalk

from tension, allowed nutrition to proceed more

easily, and enabled the fruit to grow more freely

and ripen thoroughly.

He took much pride in his growth of cucumbers.

He raised them very fine and large, but could not

make them grow straight. Place them as he would,

notwithstanding all his propping them and humor-

ing them by modifying the application of heat and

the admission of light for the purpose of elTeeting
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this object, they woukl insist on growing in their

own crooked way. At last he had a number of

glass cylinders made, into each of which a growing
cucumber was inserted. Thus restrained, the un-

willing fruit yielded to his guiding hand. Carrying

one of the new products into his house one day,

and exhibiting it to a party of visitors, he told them

of the expedient he had adopted, and added, glee-

fully, "I think I have bothered them nuo!"

He was unsuccessful in his attempts to keep bees.

The cause of failure was a puzzle ; but one day his

acute powers of observation enabled him to unravel

it. At the foot of the hill on wliich he resided he

saw some bee^ trying to rise from amongst the grass,

laden with honey and iioUen. They were already

exhausted, as if by long flying, and it then occurred

to him that the height at which the house stood

above the bees' feeding-ground rendered it difficult

for them to reach their hives when heavy laden, and
hence they sunk worn out with the effort. lie

stated the case to Jesse, the naturalist, who concur-

red in his view as to the cause of failure, and was
much imjiressed with the keenness of observation

which had led to its solution.

nis country home was the resort of many early

friends, who greatly enjoyed his hospitality. With
them he "fought his battles o'er again," reverting

often to his battle of the locomotive, and was never

tired of telling, nor were his auditory wearied in

listening to the lively anecdotes with which he was
accustomed to illustrate the struggles of his early

career. Whilst walking in the woods or through

the grounds, he woukl arrest his friends' attention

by allusion to some simple object, such as a leaf, a

blade of grass, a bit of bark, a nest of birds, or an

nnt carrying its eggs across the path, ar.d descant in

glowing terms upon the creative power of the Di-

vine Mechanism, whose contrivances were so ex-

haustless and so wonderful. This was a theme upon
which he was often accustomed to dwell in reveren-

tial admiration wlien in the society of his most inti-

mate friends.

In his deportment Gtcorge Stephenson was simple,

modest and unassuming, but always manly. He
was frank and social in siiiril. When an humble

workman, he had carefully jireserved his self-respect.

His devoted love of knowledge made his poverty

respectable, and adorned his humble calling. When
lie rose to a more elevated station and associated

with men of the highest position and influence in

Britain, he took his place amongst them with per-

fect self-possession. They wondered at the quiet

case and simple diguity of his deportment ; and
men in the best rank of life have said of him, that

"He was one of nature's gentlemen."

RHODODENDRONS.
[Continued.]

BY A. MtELI-EZ, FLtTSniNO, N. T.

Mn. Editok—Before I proceed with rhododen-

drons, allow me to make a few remarks as to flowers

and gardening in general, to serve as an excuse if I

should happen to get too much into the minutire of

them.

I presume a good many of your more scientific

readers, as well as practical business men, will

smile at m}' attempt to give such simple direc-

tions, while I think in doing so they may be of some
use to amateur cultivators. Moreover, (\ am sorry

to say, J there are a great number of so-called busi-

ness men, who, on being asked for some informa-

tion, have always got the ready reply at hand,

"Find it out yourselves; or, if not quite so impo-

lite to say so, at least think so, giving some avoiding

answer.

It is earnestly to be hoped that selfish short-sight-

edness shoidd soon cease, for the general benefit of

gardening and things connected therewith. The more
amateur gardeners and the public at large become
acquainted with flowers and their management,

the better it will be for both parties, gardeners

as well as amateurs. Yet there is still another great

question arising out of this. Any man, no matter

what stage of society he occupies, may learn and

profit by flowers. Tliey are a rich source of de-

light, bestowed by the kind Creator upon mankind.

Study them, and I am confident to say, that there

is hardly any thing that will give more real pleasure

than flowers. Flowers have always been, at all

times and ages and with all cultivated nations, (such

as Greeks, Romans, etc.,) highly esteemed. Look-

ing at the ornaments of their architectural works,

we discern them chiefij- to be composed of flowers,

studied from natural ones, and it is much to be la-

mented that in designs of the present time the form

of flowers is so utterly neglected. But now I have

myself rather more digressed from rhododendrons

than I anticipated. What I have to add in respect

to grafting large plants, is, firstly, that proper care

should be taken to disturb the roots of the plants as

little as possible when taken up. If done in sum-

mer, the ground around them shotild lie thoroughly

soaked previously. Then the ball cut round with

a spade and lifted out, not by the stem, but by the

ball itself. If large and heavj', pieces of canvas

may be drawn underneath, on which ropes with

poles are tied, and so be carried easily to the proper

place, «'. e., where they have to remain while uniting,

and there be grafted. It is difficult to handle fresb-

g'afted jilants of large size, without disturbing the

grafts. Smaller jilants may be taken to a shed en
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masse, grafted, and afterwards taken to a pit or

house. The balls have to be covered with soil, and
the whole to be we.l watered. This will keei) a

pretty damp air around the plant for some daj's,

during whieli time they should not be watered.

Afterward sprinkle the wliole—plants, grafts and

all—with a syringe or tine-rose watering-pot, taking

rare, however, that they get dry once in a day, by

giving some air in the morning. The other time

keep them pretty close and well shaded till they

unite, which will be in about a fortnight, when more

air and light is required. In about another fortnight

or three weeks they will be ready to be put out of

doors again. For inexperienced liands, however,

it may be more safe to let them make their first

growth where they are, especially if in a pit. It

has the advantage of giving more command over

them. Here they om be nicely syringed ("which

promotes the proper development of the leaves) and

hardened ofT in an easy way by giving more air by

degrees, and idtimately removing the lights alto-

gether. It will also be good to give them a slight

protection for tlie first winter, which may Tjc easilj'

accomplished if in the position mentioned.

Plants worked in tliis way should be set out in

spring as early as possible, on beds prepared for

them in the autumn.

Though rhododendrons, as found in their natural

state, more or loss grow in peat, experience shows

that they will thrive favorably in a more solid

ground. Na\-, they require this for garden culture,

being exposed to the rays of our hot summer sun,

which would quite burn them up and cause death

to them if planted in peat. The ground should be

prepared as follows : First well drained, and if the

natural soil should bo a sterile one, removed to the

depth of eighteen inches, (it is a great mistake for

rhododendrons, as well as for many other plants, to

fill deep holes with a rich soil,) then fresh, sweet

loam taken from an old pasture ("only the turf; in

moderately broken pieces and mixed with one-third

peat or well-decomposed leaves and a little sand.

With this the bed is to be filled to a little above the

level of the surrounding ground. If the soil is na-

turally good, it may do to dig in a good portion of

peat or leaf-mould.

[To be ConllDned.]

FRUIT IN CANADA.
Mr. CnsTEAD, Goderich, C. W., under date of

August 12th, writes

:

Our prospects/or /rM(7 in this section of the pro-

vince (and, I believe, in all sections^ arc not particu-

larly flattering. Plums, apples, pears and peaches

there will be a few of, most bearing trees producing

a/isw specimens. Currants and gooseberries, about

one-half a crop. Raspberries, an abundance. Straw-

berries, with the exception of Wilson's All)any,

have done nothing,—that variety (the Albany) suc-

ceeded admirably, and seems the only one of the

older varieties worth cultivating in this climate, be-

ing less affected by neglect, unfavorable soil or cli-

mate, than any other we cultivate, among which we
include most of the old popular varieties.

H7BRID SFIRJE&S.
BY r. r.\UKMAN, .lAM.MCA I'l.AIN', MASS.

TmiEE years ago, I fertilized the flowers of Spiraja

callosa with one of the numerous varieties of Spinca

salicifolia. In the crop of seedlings which resulted,

two proved to be perfect hybrids, combining the

characteristics of both plants. The individual flow-

ers are like those of S. c;illosa, but they are arranged

on the stalk in a conical, or rather oval, and not

flattened form ; or, in other words, the inflore.'cence

is not, as in the female parent, a corymb, but a

thyrse. Tlie foliage and habit resemble those of

S. callosa, though tlie bud is more compact. I am
propagating the plants,—I will scud you specimens

hereafter.

[Verj' glad to find that attention is being paid to

hybridizing our ornamental trees and shrubs, and

that ^I r. Parkman has been so successful. Much maj^,

no doubt, be done with spini^as. If we are not

mistaken, S. Ilitlardii, one of the best of the family,

is a hybrid between S. salicifolia and S. Douglassii.

—

Ed.]
^*m**

the: hemlock.
BY S. L. B., BUOOKDALE FAIIM, MAIXE.

The Hemlock, sometimes called Hemlock Spruce

(AbieH Canadensis), is the most beautiful tree of

the family to which it belongs—Pine family, and

is distinguished from other pines by the softness of

its delicate foliage, smoothness of limbs, and grace-

ful a.spect. It is said by Pursh to extend to the

most northern regions of Canada, and is so generally

ditfused throtighout North America, that it has, in

many instances, been chosen as an emblem of

America upon maps and works relating to the count ry.

Its height is from forty to seventy feet, and in dia-

meter it varies from one to three feet. The body of

the tree rises uniform until wit'.iin a short distance

from the top, when it tapers rapidly, forming a small,

round head.

Emerson, in his "Trees and Shrubs of Massachu-

setts," says, the branchlets are very small, light and

slender, and are set irregularly on the horizontal sides

of the small branches, forming with them a flat sur-

m^ ^m
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face. Tlie leaves are small and flat, from half an

inch to lliree-fourlhs of an inch long, arranged in

spirals around the brnnches, but disposing themselves

by the bending olllie foot-stallis in two rows on the

sides. The liiirk of tlie lieniloek is extensively used

throughout the Northern States, in tlie process of

tanning, being used as a substitute for oak, and it is

said, if the bark is ni.xed with oak it is superior for

this purpose to either alone.

The timber of the hemlock is wanting in strengtli,

the tree often being shcik-y, which cause, Michaux

says, is owing to the winds acting with great force

on tlie broad, compact summit of the tree. The

wood is not higlily esteemed as fuel. The trunk of

the tree sawed into boards and other timber, is highly

valued, but large specimens of the tree are rajiidly

disappearing from our northern forests.

As an ornamental evergreen tree, the merits of tlie

hemlock have not been sufficiently appreciated. It

is graceful in aspect, of fine-growing habits, while

its allowance of trimming and training make it

worthy the notice of tlio.se who need, in winter, the

shelter which it gives, or who admire tlie ornament

of its evergreen foliage. It is a tree of slow growth,

and it is very common in our pastures and upon the

borders of forests. These are almost the only objec-

tions against it, yet, with good treatment, and a good

soil, it will flourish well ; and surely, there is no tree

more beautiful tlian a Iiemlock growing in a natural

position in the situations just mentioned.

A FAILURE IN GRAPE GROWING.
nv COL. I). S. DEWIiY, IIAIiTFOUn, CONN.

Recouds of failure are so comparatively rare in the

well-filled columns ofyour Monthly, that I am induced

to send you one by way of variety. It relates to the

so-called Briglit's System of Grape-culture.

I had read with great interest all tliat had appeared

in the liorticultural periodicals with reference to this

method, and, also, in Jlr. B.'s own book, and with

a mind favorably predisposed towards it, I was re-

lieved of all doubts as to its practicability by an op-

portunity of personal inspection of the system as

carried out in tlie vicinity of Pliiladelphia, and jiarti-

cularly on Sir. U.'s own jiremises.

So, U))on mj' return home from the Pomological

Convention, last fall, I immediately made a com-

mencement of carrying out the plan for myself, by

setting out one hundred and fifty luird}- vines—Dela-

wares, Rebeccas, Dianas and Hartford Prolifics—in

two long rows, six feet apart, the roots being planted

two feet apart in each row.

(Mem.—I have, this Spring, added eight similar

rows, containing, principally, Hartford Prolifics, at

distances varying from two to four feet in the rows.J

The next move was to arrange one of my green-

houses, 48 by 15 in the clear, and of good height and

favorable slope of roof, so that I could employ my
leisure during tlie winter in assisting to construct,

and fill witli suitable material, a row of "detached,

divided, and suspended" grape-boxes, twenty-four

in number, along the inside front, according to

specific details in the book.

In process of time all this was duly accomplished,

and in March the vines (principally Black Hamburgs)

were set out in the boxes.

A number of vines were also planted in large pots

at about the same time, and were placed along,

Chalf-plunged,; in the vacant spots of prepared

grape-soil in the border, one or two in each com-

partment. TIius far "per order," and thus far all

right and very promising. But the vines did not

grow, and the vines haven't grown, although a part

did make a desperate etfort at first, and the result,

so far as the tender sorts are concerned, is, that the

experiment has proved with me a positive fiiilure !

Post jScr/ptum.—Perhaps I ought, in common

justice, to add that my stock of Black Hamburg

vines consisted of one-year-old layers, of only

medium quality; and these "happened" to get rather

too cold, and too dry, and too damp, at intervals

during the winter, before being planted. I should

have prefened good thrifty one and two year olds,

from eyes, but, at that time, it was "these or none,"

with me.

A'd/a TJinc—Owing to the interference of other

business arrangements, the vines were not properly

watered nor syringed, and may have suffered in con-

sequence. Besides, they were never mulched nor

shaded in the least, although directly under and near

the lower end of the roof-sashes, which were fixed.

The front was also fixed, being a brick wall, instead

of U]iriglit and movealile sash.

Addendum.—The house was neither sprinkled nor

medicated, nor systematically ventilated, and it may

be that nature rebelled against such neglect^ I am

the more inclined to this opinion from the fact that

the potted vines have performed no better than their

neighbors planted in the system border.

Et Cetera.—The hardy vines outside have done

somewhat belter, but they are by no means in a

proper condition to prove to a Connecticut commu-

nity the superior merits of a new Pennsylvania

system. To be sure, they have received but little

care, owing to the necessary C?J transfer of attention

to other matters. They have had no mulching, no

special fertilizing, no stakes, trellises or supports of

any kind, and but little hoeing and weeding.

Finali:.—" Poor Mr. Cornelius," says Mr. Median,

page 84; "we fancy there are no inconsiderable

number who imagine his process to lie in his pot,

i^^
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aad not in his principles, and tliut they have only to

slip in a cutting ami take out a plant." Poor Mr.

Brigi:t '. the !«aino imagination may exist in some
minds with regard to your "principles!" Now,
can't you accommudatc such, (if such there he,) hy

an amendment to your .•iystem ? Say thirty pages,

more or less, in your Ihird edition, so that, when an

amateur grape-grower is engaged in otheravocations

which call him imperativclj- from his favorite pursuit

of horticulture, his grapery and vineyard may he in

the condition of the boy's musical arrangement,

which " whistled itself?" " Slip in roots" and take

out fruited viues—that may be the reciuirement.

Suppose you entitle the new cliai>ler tints;

—

Dwarling Made Easy ; and Finchiug and Stopping

Dispensed with.

VEGETABLE TSANSPOHMATION.
BY J. J. STAUFFEH, LANCASTER, PA.

My worthy friend, J. B. Garber, Esq., "in his

article in the September number, on Grape-ology,"

compliments me as "a good botanist, entomologist,

&c., adding, "indeed, well-informed on all sub-

jects." For which I tip my beaver, taking it for

granted, that "mutual friends" will not talk ironi-

cally, though they may indulge in "a good laugh

occasionally at one another," to which I cannot

object.

With regard to that "barren grape-vine" on which
"all manner of experiments were made to make it

bear fruit." The facts are simply these

:

Seeds from a raisin were plauled in a pot, in the

summer of 18.j7. Whether the raisin was the dried

fruit from grapes that grew on the warm shores

about Malaga, Valentia, or some other raisin-grow-

ing country, is immaterial ; one of these seeds ger-

minated and put forth its tender branches. In the

spring of 1850 it was set out in rich soil, on tlie

south side of a shed, in an exposed or sunny posi-

tion, were it grew nitlier rankly, and stood through

the mild winter without any protection. No atten-

tion was paid to it in the spring of 18G0. It grew

luxuriantly and flowered freely, but yielded no fruit.

Dr. Wm. B. Fahnestock, a well-known chemist

and botanist, remarked on observing it, that he had

planted a vine, which for several years had nothing

but barren flowers. When he came to the conclu-

sion to try the virtue of blood applied to tlie roots,

in order to furnish the necessjiry nitrogen or stimu-

lent, to his surprise and satisfaction, the vine

commenced to bear fine grapes, and continued to

bear everj- year since.

On this, to me, good authority, bullocks blood was
applied to the roots in the spring of 1861, but no

As^ knife nor training, that being wholly neglected.

The vine threw out ntunerous slender branches, a

profusion of leaves and flowers. It was in this con-

dition when my friend, >lr. G. saw if,—who "told

me at once, it was a mule plant, and that all my
'experimenting' to the end of the worM, would

not produce me a berry." Adding, " lie regrets to

say," he could not convince me of my error.

What he means by a male plant I cannot devise,

unless he considers tJie grape fainilj- to belong to the

Dioecious class, that is, when the staminate or male

flowers are on one i)lant, and the pistillate or female

flowers on anotlier plant, This plant is evidently a

foreigner,—its parent yielded fruit, and tliis, its ofT-

spring, bore flowers, thougli they proved to be bar-

ren, lie says he " never could succeed in getting a

single foreign seedling to show flowers."

Ought we to call this barren plants in contradistinc-

tion to male flowering and female flowering plants ?

Truly tliat is the case ; but would it be the same under

favorable circumstances, in their native soil or cli-

mate? That is the (pi -i 'mi.

As a botanist, I believe in a certain classification

of plants, wliich is not disturbed by local or accidental

variation in certain individuals of the genus or spe-

cies. The T^jVi'.* ri'nt/cra and its varieties, the Sweet-

water, Black Hamburg, &c., all have perfect flowers;

while our native species, the V. labrusca, and also

its varieties, the Isabella and Catawba, are polyrja-

mous, that is, the three kinds of flmoers can be found

on the same vine, the male, the female and perfect,

or hermaphrodite flowers. For this there must be a

cause in the woody tissue or functions of the plant,

whether in the root, stem, leaves, or other of its

organs.

Suppose, for argument sake, we consider the stem

or peduncle, examine its central axis or pith, the

medullary tubular slieath around the iiith, itc. Now,
if it happens that, from some cause, wlicthcr it be the

proper nutriment or what else, the vital forces

of the central axis is effected, so that the central point

or pistil will not receive its share of nutriment, it

will become abortive ; and, though its surrounding

sheath be active, developing stamens, petals, &c.,

still the flowers will be barren.

Should this happen to all the flowers, as it often

does to some, we could not properly call it a male

plant.

I deem it unnecessary to enter upon an elaborate

di.tifiuisition to prove that plants are organized bodies,

requiring certain conditions, suited to the various

purjjoses of nutrition, and that matter held in solu-

tion by water or in the fomi of gas or air, aided by
the stimulants of heat, light and electricity, are es-

sential in certain proportions to their full develop-

ment.

And since carbon, silex, lime, soda, potash, the

m ^^2rr -ir^
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oxides of iron and some otlier metils, enter into the

vegetjil)le structure, through tlic medium of tlie moist

soil. Tlic air of the atniosiihere also affords oxygen,

both in its siniple state and combined with carbon,

forming Ciirboaic acid. Nitrogen, the otlier ingredi-

ent of the atmosphere, also enters into their eub-

stanee.

Is it, therefore, " laujfhable" to apply blood, or

other stimulating manure to plants ; or out of the

pale of experience, that certain conditions can be

supplied to aid vegetable growth or development ?

I admit that we may entirely fail in our attempt to

di.scover the precise matter or mode of applying it

to plants brought from a foreign clime, cxi)osed to

our variable climate, and in a ditTerent soil. lUit

time and trials have done much, and may accomplish

more ; and, to declare that certain things cannot be

accomplished, is assu ning the position of knowing
more than he that is conscious of how Uttle we
reallj' do know, and sijys "I'll try."

I confess I do not understand what my friend

desires to prove or disprove in his article, other-

wise I might shape my argument to show " why
I am not convinced of my error."

lie asks a question and draws an inference in

which I do not see the force, viz : If "stamens are

transformed into petals," these petals may be trans-

formed into leaves, leaves into branches, &c. "All

is 'transformation,' and we know not where we
stand."

I was almost tempted to put plough-handles case, by
way of an offset, but pr fer being serious. Mr. G.

certainly knows that transformations do take place
;

the water-lily along the river banks usually has its

stamens and petals so gradually mixed, that it would

puzzle Mr. G. to show where the stamens cud and

the petals begin.

He knows that the normal condition of the In-

dian Corn is to have a staminale top or ta.ssel ; while

the ear, with its silk, is the pistillate plant or spike
;

yet he has met with grains of corn mixed among
the male flowers of the tassel. Dr. Herbert, of this

city, brought me a tassel of male flowers with a full

ear of corn growing from their midst. This is an

exception to the law of growth, but corn is not the

less a tliieriotm phiiit, nor would a botanist convert

this freak of nature into the embellishment of a new
species, unless this would become a constant oc-

currence in that parlicidar kind by promulgation,

—

it would, however, still be only a variety. One
'

more fact and I have done. Some years ago I moved
to Mount Joy, where a grape-vine, called the Isa-

bella, grew in the lot, prostrate among the weeds,
!

supported by a few apple brauthes trimmed from the ,

trees. In this neglected condition the grapes ri-

I)ened and were so deliciously plump and juicy, thai

I concluded to remove it. Early in spring I did so,

to a place to shelter the cistern, near a rich, moist

gully. It grew luxuriantly and produced a grateful

wide-spreading shade ; untrimmed, it yielded a pro-

fusion of sweet-scented flowers, but bore no fruit.

Here, then, was another iiiaU plant, which I know
had borne fruit, and nian3' others beside myself

enjoyed their flavor.

Now don't tell me that it was not the same vine,

—

that somebody cheated me, by substituting another

;

for that is plainlj- out of the question, since I dug it

up and planted within an hour's time by my own
hands; nor were there two vines in the case. Such

is the fact, and proof can be produced, let the cause

lie where it may.

[Those who feel interested in morphology or the

science of the transformation of one organ of plants

into another, will find the flowers of the canna or

common Indian Shot of our gardens a beautiful

study.

It is said of a cockney showman exhibiting

"Daniel in the Lion's Den," that when the child

a,sked " Which was Daniel and which was the lion ?"

he replied, "Vich ever you please my boy; you

pays yer money, and you haves ycr choice." If

there should be any "ignoramus" disposed to

"laugh" at the "scientific savans," when speaking

of vegetable transformations, as Jlr. Garber tells us

there is, it would be well for sjvid "savan" to offer

him a canna flower and let him have his choice,

—

petal, stamen or pistil. He might call them all

petals or all pistils ; at any rate, he would have the

right to his choice, and find few able to contradict him

in either event.

—

Ed.]

MY ESPERIENCBS.
BY OLIVEU PEGUAM, OK rECilt.V.MIA.

Not a breath is stirring, not a leaf moves,—all is

as quiet as if the machinery of creation had come
to a stop. Silence is almost audible. The only

thing to break it is the noise of my pen as it moves

along o 1 the paper before me. A real summer after-

coon this is. The hot gol. en sunshine lies on the

ground. The air out there in the meadow is stifling,

—every thing and every body is at rest, waiting for

the hours to glide on and bring relief. The bees

alone—those busy workere—are pursuing their avo-

cation; but then they arc models— our good exam-

ples. And yet, as they swarm now in the garden

before me, I faucj' they are pursuing that avocation

with a drowsy head and heavy wings, and do the

thing altogether more from a sense of duty than

enjoyment. To be sure, such fancy of mine is

against all natural philosophy ; but do I care for

natural philcsoph}-? Science is a charming nymph

^*W ^^^
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in cool, early morn ; she lures me -when I have a

clear head and feel brijrlit and ros\'. On a hot after-

noon Comfort is the jroddess which I put foremost

oa the altar of my Penates. To her do I pay court,

and with so much a frreater relish when I have been

about since sunrise, and fas I did to-day) have suc-

ceeded in getting completely knocked up by work
in the open air. Comfortia—fat, lazy, rusty old

goddess—I adore thcc !

I have no reason to complain of the means I have
to worship her with. Here I sit on a cane-seat,

—

coolest, and yet an elastic seat for summer sitting.

That .seat belongs to an easy arm-chair, with a biick

to it, that fraternally receives my back-bone when I

recline, and mighty few chair-backs will do that

;

most of them, in fact, being, seemingly, made with-

out any reference to human backs. Tliis comfort-

able easy chair of mine stands behind my literary-

table (so called from being literally littered all over

with literature in its various shapes). Jly feet rest

on cool matting, made in distant Tauris. Around
the walls stand cases, crammed full of all manner of

books. Sciences, some of the arts, and a lot of

{Esthetics are bottled up in these books. As they

stand there, they smile at me, and seemingly -wait

their turn to be taken down and discussed. But,

O, Lord of the Mmd, thy heat is too great for mind
in general, and hardly my body will bear up against

it. So, after having thrown myse.f back in my
chair and reviewed the silent books in their cases,

the literary litter on my table, the vagrant bee, and
the landscape in the window-frame, I take to writing

my Erperiencen for the Gardener's ]Innthly. I do
so to keep a promise rashly made ; and if they par-

take of a heavy character, the blame might possibly

be fi.Kcd on the sultriness of the Aveathcr.

Of course, my Experiences relate to country and
horticulture only, and therefore the Gardener's

Montlily (chorus of readers, "Long may it wave !")

folds them in its bosom. The 'Monthly thinks the

experiences of an average man nia3' be told to ad-

vantage to its readers. I think so, too. To make
them has certainly been advantageous to me ; and
now that I have paid for them in hard cash, in time

and in vexation, will thej' not be acceptable to gar-

dening mankind ? Will not mankind condescend

to reap with me the benefits and the enjoymenls

derived from the above experiences, without shar-

ing in the expenditure of the above cash, time and
trouble ?

I have said that I am an average man. Because,

if I were an eccentric or an incentive being, a stupid

fellow or a highly intelligent, refined, etc., sort of a

gentleman, then my experiences would have no
value. So much, therefore, of my general life must

be told as to lead my readers into the country.

I was bom,—but no matter where,—and am now
several years old. I am also a self-made man, inas-

much as I have made myself, and for my own use,

all the money I own ; but I devoutly hope that I, at

the S!ime time, have been making something eciually

good, namely, developed what faculties Providence

has endowed me with, and made general improve-

ments in the domain of my soul. How I have

made the money, that problem I will leave to the

readers, if they choose to exercise their imagination

on such a poor problem. Money is made <m red

hei rings, as well as on white ones, on dry-goods

and on wet ones, on thimbles and on ships, and my
readers Avill little care about its origin. Wlien I had

made a modest pile, I, of course, thought the time

had come to carry out the best wish of my life. I

concluded to remove into the country.

THE GLADIOLUS.
BY WKST rn[I,.VDELPni.\, PA.

SixcF, that by seedlings so many fine v.aricties of

Gladiolus of large size, and flowers of almost every

shade of pink, scarlet, white, purple and yellow

have been obtained, especially among the hybrids of

GandavensM, great effects can be derived from the

cultivation of those handsome flowers in the deco-

rating and embellishment of parterres and for masses.

In order to obtain blossoms from .July to September,

it is necessary to ph'.nt in the latter part of March or

early in April, the smallest bulbs; a second portion

towards the end of April ; a third about the l.^lh of

May, and finally, the last at the end of that month.

During these various plantations, care must be taken

to graduate the size of the bulbs so as to commence
in March with the smallest ones and to reserve the

largest for the end of Slay.

The culture of these plants is of the simplest kind.

They ought to be planted in a good vegetable garden

ground ; very heavy soil does not suit them at all, but

they thrive very well in good ground, well manured
with well-rotted horse-dung. Thej- are plantc.i in

rows from twelve to fourteen inches distant of each

other. The bulbs should be set in the rows from six

to ten inches apart, according to the size of the bulb,

and at a depth of from two to two and three-fourths

inches. During growth, and in dry weather,

abundant watering is indispensable. In the fall,

when the stems of the Gladiolus are withered, they

should be cut down, the bulbs dug up and put on
shelves in a dry place, not li.ableto frost, where they

will keep until the following year, to be planted and
treated as above said.

The bulbs of the Gladiolus, when cut wMtfi the

stems, will blossom beautifully in water. They will

open easily and successively, and make the blossom-

fiM\S/-s- ^ '̂1
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ing last some time ; they maj', therefore, be used for

boutiucts and table vases, and by adding a few light-

grccu stems oftamarix, asparagus, or fine reed leaves,

great effect is given to their showy appearance.

LETTER FROM CALIFORNIA.
BY A MAllYSVILI.E COIiUESPOXDJiXT.

I HAVE seen here some of the fjnt'st grapes I ever

saw grown in the open ground. The ones I have

already seen fruited are much larger than the ones

grown under glass in the K ist. I saw in the Jlarys-

ville market very fine bunches of the Black Ham-
burg, Sweet Water, Muscat of Alexander, Heine de

Nice, Bowker, Bisliop and another varicly su^iposcd

to be the Black Morocco.

By your remarks, I suppose you have no idea what

a fine country this is for the foreign vine. You say a

warm, moist summer is what is needed. Now, that

is the very thing we have here at !Marysville ; too

much so to be comfortable. You will say, how can

it be moist without rain in the summer? You must

bear in mind that there is a great number of rivers

and streams in this countrv, wh'c i keep the ground

on each side very moist—tome places a mile or two

on each side. The ground on each side is divided

into three kinds : the first is called low bottom land
;

it is generalli' too wet for anj' thing but vegetables,

which grow to a very large size. It also seems to

be the best ground for apple trees, as apples on the

dry laud burn with the sun before they ripen.

The next, second— bottom. This kind keeps

moist near the surface all the summer, in the drycst

time. By digging down, you can find moisture one

foot from the surface, sometimes not so much. The

soil is composed of a rich sandy loam, which appears

to have been some time filled up with sediment bj'

tlie river. This land never gets too wet to work ; it

is fit to plo\ighin twelve hours after the longest rain.

Tliis kind of ground seems to suit almost all kinds

of fruit trees and vines ; the peach, apricot, nectarine

and Ilium every year are loaded down with fruit.

There is scarcely a tree but what some of the branches

break down ; and yet, for all this load of fruit, the

trees grow as strong and keep as healthy as if it had

never borne fruit. Pears do well, and dwarf jiears

seem to bear abundantly, but apples seem to want

moister ground than this; not but that they will

grow well enough, but the sun is so very warm in

the summer, unless the tree hasa great deal of mois-

ture at the roots to keep the tree growing vigorously,

the fruit is almost sure to bum with the sun ; but I

suppose, as the trees get older the fruit will be more

shaded, and they will do better. The early varieties

do well, such as the Red Astrachan, Early Harvest,

and Sweet Bough ; they ripen before the weather

gets too hot. Last year, I pulled the Early Harvest

about the 24th of .June, quite ripe. Now the grape-

vines: The ones mostly grown here have been the

Alicant or Black Spanish ; it is generally called the

Los Angelos. On this jilace, and on most places,

tlie.v are planted about seven feet or so each way
;

they are trained just the same way as a half-standard

rose-bush ; the}' are pruned, of co rse, on the spur

system : they arc generally staked for the first three

years, after that they will stand pretty well alone.

Vines trained in this wa.v, after the fourth year, will

always average, at the lowest calculation, from ten

to fifteen pounds each, and sometimes, in favorable

seasons, twenty-five pounds. They are tpiite as

good, in my opinion, in flavor and almost in size, as

the Black Hamburg, and I have often seen bunches

weigh over a pound. The only thing in favor of

Black Hamburg is two weeks earlier, which gives it

a better chance of ripening its wood in the fall. We
have now planted about one hundred dilTcrent varie-

ties; most of them will bear fruit this season enough
to judge of the qualities, as the vines of the foreign

varieties were only one 3Car old last summer. They
were propagated from summer layers put down in

July, which rooted well, which will give you an idea

that the ground must be very moist and warm to

root vines in about four months fit to plant out, and

the second year to bear a small crop of fruit.

The third kind of land, or upland, I have not

much to say about, as it is too dry for almost any
thing, unless grain, which I suppose would average

about twenty-five to thirty bushels per acre. But I

think, in time, the upland will be the land for grapes,

as the river fills up more every year in conse<iuence

of heavy mining operations in the mountains. As
all the mud goes into the river, which is filling up

fast, it will make the upland more moist anil the

second bottom too wet, in my opinion.

THE JUNE-BE12RY AND OTHER STOCES
FOR THE PEAR.

BY "tYUO," WOKCKSTKU, MASSAC IUSETTS.

Mr. Hcdkikopeu's article on the .luue-bcrry as

a stock for the pear, in the August number, reminds

me of several articles upon the same subject which

were published in the Xcic England Puriiur some
years since. If nu'mory serves me aright, several

correspondents stated that such trees did not succeed

permanently. I have little doubt, however, but that

a few varieties would do well on the June-berry, as

there are sorts which will do. well even upon the

thorn and apple stocks.

Some years since, I set scions of quite a number

of different varieties of pears into apple trees; one va-

riety, in particular, made a very great growth the first
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season. Next spring, I cut some scions from tliesc

shoots, and grattcil more branches of the same tree.

To my Burprise, these last scions would scnrcciy grow
at all, and soon died, while the first arc still living.

At the same time, I had taken scions from two old

pear branches, which were grafted into apple trees,

and these, too, made a feeble growth and soon died.

I had also obtained scions from an old pear tree on

a thorn stock, and more scions of the same variety

Cviz., the English Bell), from a tree on pear stock,

and set them all into a thorn tree ; those cut from

the tree on pear roots grew finely and arc yet living,

while those from the thorn tree grew feebly and soon

died.

Since then, I have often thought that perhaps the

vigor and constitution of many pear trees may have

been injured from having been propagated from trees

on (piince ; at least, I think, that if a pear be re-

peatedly grafted from one quince stock to another,

say a dozen times, the last scions will be found to

have lost much of their vigor.

If this be so, it is certainly worth the attention of

nurserymen, and it certainly would seem to be the

best course to jiropagate only from trees upon pear

stocks. I would also say that I have never known
any valuable variety to succeed long, either upon

thorn, apple, or Jlountain Ash. 1 have grown fine

specimens of the Flemish Beauty upon an apple tree,

but the scions were short lived. Some inferior sorts

have lasted thirty years, or perhaps longer.

[Propagation, no doubt, tends to fi.v a habit given

to a plant by the stock or an3- other cause. We
do not suppose, however, that it would so ma-
terially affect it as to act Injuriously in the way
our correspondent supposes, but it might be worth
looking after.

—

Ed.]

THE INDIAN OR CHINESE AZALEA:
Its Introdnction. Cultivation. Propa«^ation and

Description of the Best Sorts, New and Old.

[lA.nH.in.^jJ //'•III r'lyf in.)

BY A>; OLD FLORIST, PniL.\DELPniA.

I HAVE said that there are growers and propaga-

tors of the aziilea amongst your readers equal to

those of any other country, and, of course, it will

be presumijtion in me to point out to such the prac-

tice on which they are so well posted. It is, how-
ever, to the learner and those who wish to advance

that I offer the following hints

:

First procure healthy plants,—those of a firm

growth where they have been fully exposed to air

and a considerable degree of sun. Select them for

breadth, not height, unless for some special object

where standards may be reiiuired. Some growers
prefer to have them all standards, grafted on stems

from one to three feet high, with the head either

weeping, globular or of a parasol form. During

the season of rest (saj' from November to March)

the nzidea will bear almost any treatment, except a

heavy dose of water at the roots every day. Their

natural haliitat is on hilly declivities. Dry situations,

even to rocks and Chinese rock-work, and a cold

of ten degrees of frost, if the plants are in a dry

state, will not injure them. The plants must have

thorough drainage of from one to three inches in

the bottom of each pot, the pots being from five to

fifteen inches in width. When the plants are wanted

to bloom, they can be placed in a sitting-room,

forcing-house or hothouse. As soon as they are

placed into heat, thcj- must be regularly supplied

with water at the root and frequent syringings over-

head. If they are permitted to become repeatedly

dry when in the heat, the flower-buds will turn

brown and drop off quite inipcrceptibh', and the

failure of bloom will be attributed to some other

cause.

A fair attention will secure a very liberal show of

flowers, and the flowering season can be extended

from .Januarj' to .June. When in bloom, the plants

must be shaded from the sun, and observe that the

roots do not want for water. By good manage-

ment, a plant will remain attractive for fully four

weeks. As soon as done blooming, expose the

plants to the sun, giving frequent syringings Cthree

times a week) overhead with wafer, and keep the

roots moist, but not wet, to insure a free growth.

When the young shoots are about an inch long, and

offer to be very luxuriant, pinch out the tip of the

growth to make more branches. If, however, the

growth is slow and weak, the shoots do not lequire

topping.

Now is the time to form the head if it has been

irregular ; and when the blooming is over, cut it

freely to the required form. The knife will not in-

jure the success of the plants. Tie all growths into

proper shape, as previously observed, and that shape

can be just to the groirer's taste. No excuse in any

way will be accepted. With very simple attention,

gentle waterings, and free exposure to the sun, un-

less a few hours' at mid-day partial shading, will

give the foliage a better and brighter color.

I will here remark, that plants kept in a close,

dark, shaded situation will be sure to be attacked

by the thrip, a very minute insect that attacks the

surface of the leaves, and a very troublesome one

to get rid of, which we accomplish by dipping the

heads of the plants into tepid water, made to the

color of strong tea bj' a solution of tobacco, and re

peated till thej' arc entiiely destroyed. If the plants

are too large to invert, lay them on their sides and
syringe their heads freely with the preparation.
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Soil.— It has been our lot to hear niiicli stress put

upon the soil. "My soil is not good," is ii very

ficiHunl ejaeuliition, or rather apology. Good
jiulginent of the nature of the plant will grow

them in any free, sandy soil wherein there is a very

liberal portion of decayed leaves or soil from the

woods. So much iniporlauce is placed upon the

"soil," that I see some of the Philadelphia nursery-

men sending it to all pails Soiitli, West, North, and

even East. Wherever swan\p-muck and white sand

can be obtained, proper soil can be eoinpo.steU for

a/.akas, of one-third sand, one-third swamp-muck,

and one-third loam or decayed sod ; if such is not

" come-at-able," very sandy loam and decayed leaves

in equal proportions will suit.

The best season to repot is justw'hcn done bloom-

ing or in September. They do not, by any means,

iciiuire large pots. The rcveise is the best. The

roots are very fine, and do not object to a few wa-

terings with weak manure-water when in a growing-

state. Bad drainage and over-polling are great

sources of evil. The neatest grown azaleas that have

ever come uuder my eye are those of C. Van Vorst,

Esq., of Jersey City, and am rather inclined to

award his collection the first prize for beauty, per-

fection and rarity, and for an eye notes of some-

thing beanlil'ul and valuable, am indebted to that

gem of a connoisseur

An evil amongst growers in potting azaleas is in not

making the soil about the roots firm. All pot-plants

should have the soil well packed down. To show

the tenacity of life in a Chinese Azalea, allow me
to observe that I have a plant placed where it has

the sun alter twelve o'clock, and it has only been

watered Ihree times by the hand since May. I would

not treat my collection in tliis way ; but it has been

done to convince uie, and perhaps others, that these

I)Ianls siilfcr much by over-doses of the watering-

pot.

Pbopagation.—The pvimitive mode, and the

first that I saw adopted about Philadelphia, was

laying a branch in the pot ortying pots to branches of

the plants, wherein they rooted in about six monllis,

and that method was practised in nursery green-

houses. The first plant that I saw otVAzalea pho;-

nieea (above thirty years agoj had its head placed

in a shallow bo.x, with every branch layered. I

volunteered a negative on such barbarous treatment,

but only received an affirmative, that it was the only

sure plan. An old countryman, however, appeared,

who look cuttings of half-ripened wood in August

and i)laced them in pots of brown sand, covered

with a glass, and was quite successful with rooting

them in six weeks. This we all looked upon as a

notch in the right way, and azaleas from that date

became accessible. Now every person can multi-

ply their stock in this way : Fine sand in a small

l)ot, firmly pressed down and well watered, into

which insert cuttings of young shoots of half-ri-

pened wood about an inch and a half long. Take

the leaves from the base of the cutting; insert it

half an inch into the sand very firmly ; cover the

pot with a tumbler or any similar contrivance; keep

from the sun and water every day, and you will

have some degree of success.

The propagators' method now, however, is to

propagate from the young shoots when the}' have

made a growth of one or two inches. These are

taken ofT and placed in sand and kept in a moist

heat of from dO^ to 650; the cuttings covered

closely, or the house densclj' shaded and freely wa-

tered. Tens of thousands are rooted in this way in

a lew weeks, and sold olf to the trade within six

months.

The tip-top method for fancy culture is to graft

them when the wood is so young and tender that

you would think it could not be manipulated with.

Shoots half an inch long are taken off, their base

cut into a wedge-shai)e, ciiually from both sides, and

inserted into a stock of any required height, the top

of which has a young growth, merely inclining to

firmness, which cut and make an incision in its

crown ; into such insert the base of the cutting ; tie

with a woollen or cotton thread; place the plants

in a close frame, or house, or under a hand-glass,

where there is a moist heat. Take care that water

does not get into the junction, and the union will be

formed in forty-eight hours. After one week the

plants may be gradually exposed, the ties unloos-

ened, and the future i)rosperity of the plant a

triumph.

I have seen a boy slip tlie.>:c in at a very rapid

rate, and have now in my possession a plant grafted

last April, that has eleven shoots, forming a fine

round head six inches high and ten inches in diam-

eter. I have not a doubt but that many amateurs

and gardeners can far exceed this, as I have used no

extra appliances.

[To be Concluded ia our Next]

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
nv W.VI.TKK KI.nEW.

TnK kitchen-garden is one of the most important

and interesting departments upon the estate, and

beautifies or disfigures it according to its location

and enclosure. Where we find it almost close up

to the cottage and mansion, and in full view of the

windows, with its bare soil and IcaHcss trees and

bushes in winter, it is the most uncomely feature in

our system of gardening, and bespeaks a decided

want of refined taste. Two reasons are given for
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so locating it. "I want my fruits and vegctaltlcs

grown iinJer my own eyes, to previ-nl pillage ; and

when the cook needs an extra vegetable, she can call

for it."

After a long experience in this matter, and much
conversation with other gardeners, we think the

peelilaliou of vegetables is very rare ; but fruits

growing in an open garden so near to the house,

and a daily resort of all its inmates, are more sub-

ject to pillage than they would be any where else.

As well place a doorless safe full of gold in the open

hall for safety ! So very tcmjiting are ripening

fruits, that none but gardeners and owners, who
know the care and cost of producing them, can

resist the desire to pluck. If it were otherwise in

the best-regulated households, better grow a few

trees of choice fruits upon the lawn, than disfigure

the place with an ej'csore so near to the house. In-

stead of the cook calling for any vegetable, let her

take a smart race upon a hard gravel walk, say

three hundred yards to the garden and back,—the

best tlihig to preserve her health, good looks, good
temper and usefulness.

Upon small places the kitchen-garden should be

as far from the house as the grounds will admit, and

well fenced in. Upon large places il should be two
or three hundred yards from the mansion, and hid

fiom it by trees and shrubbery upon the intervening

lawn. A sheltered spot, but not near to large

trees, and sloping to the east or south, or a level

that can be drained will do. The soil can be im-

proved ; a light loam is best. A perfect square is

tlie best shape, but a qviadrangle oblong figiue is

good. The size will be in proportion to the extent

of the grounds and the number of the family. Where

.si)ace will admit, and choice fruits are to be grown,

one and a half acres is small enough. The best,

cheapest, most lasting and beautiful fence for it is

an osage-orange hedge. The plant is well suited to

our climate, and thrives upon a variety of soils and

exposures. If it gets the same care as a row of com
the first three jcars, and a semi-annual clipping, it

will be a substantial fence by that time, and will last

for ages and be in unison with the good -keeping of

the place. Seven feel high, four feet thick at bot-

tom, tapering to nothing at the top, it will be a good

shelter, and better than any dead fences. A "close

board" is good shelter in cold weather; but in hot

weather it keeps off the lower air current, and the

sun is too strong for manj' kinds of plants, unless

there is a constant circulation of air passing among
them. Wire fences neither give shelter in cold

weather, nor soften the arid air of summer, which

is so withering for newly-transplanted crops before

they make roots to supply the excessive evapora-

tion. A good hedge is best adapted for our climate

of extremes. Il ia like a riddle for the winds,—the

lefieiit goes through it, and the rhiijf' llics over.

A garden enclosed with such a hedge, and locked

gates, and the gardener and owner only having

keys, the best fruits of our climate can be grown
without molestation. First manure and trench the

.soil, and then lay out the garden ; if square and one

and a half acres, line oil" a strip along the north

side thirty-five feet wide. In the middle of it, and
facing the main cross-walk, may be erected a taste-

ful tool-house and seed-room, with a cellar beneath

and an ob.servatory above. On either side, and ten

feet off, ranges of forcing-pits, eight feet from the

hedge-roots and ten feet wide ; a gravel walk in

front, six feet broad, and gravelled behind ; a gutter

at the outer edge of the front walk to carry olf wa-
ter. Next a border for crop|)ing, ten feet wide.

Slake a walk along the front five or six feet broad
;

and in making this walk, all around the other sides

let it be fourteen feet from the hedge-roots, to give

a cropping border ten feet broad, two feet for the

hedge to branch, and two feet of a path to hoe and
clip the hedge. Next make two cross-walks through

the middle of the garden, so as to cross each other

in the centre. Here may be made a circular liower-

bcd, with an ornamental frame in the centre to train

vines upon. Instead of this, we have seen a sunk
cistern, and the drains emptied their waters into it

and supplied the garden with water all summer.
The walks should be all edged with boxwood, and
the soil dug out slopingly, a fool deep in the middle,

and filled up w.th stones or rubbish from buildings,

and covered with stony gravel. On the edges of

the four square beds plant snui 1 fruit trees, dwarf
pears, Crab Apples, quince, nectarine, peach, etc.,

with gooseberry and currant-bushes between them.

These trees may be eight feel from the edge of the

walks; and allowing them to branch out five feet,

there will be three feet for the culture of annual,

biennial and perennial flowers to enliven the walks.

Raspberry, asparagus, rhubarb and other tall crops

will be grown upon the beds, and dwarf croi)s upon
the ten feet borders all around. If the forcing-pits

do not run the whole length of the first lined otT

strip, then erect grape-vine arbors to fill up the

length. A proper system of rotating crops shviuld

be kept up. We may arrange them into fom- classes,

and no individual of the same class should follow

each other upon the same spot. 1. Beets, carrots,

parsnips, potatoes, radishes, turnips, &c. 2. Beans,

peas, okra, pepper, egg-plant, iStc. 3. Melons, cu-

cumbers, squash, tomatoes, &c. 4. Cabbage, let-

tuce, spinage, celery, leeks, onions, &c.

An annual exchange of seeds is of much import-

ance in successful cropping, as all kinds degenerate

when grown many }'ears upon the same garden. It

[^^ry-
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is folly for n gentleman's gardener to save seeds if

he has other work to do, as the lahor sjient upon
them is wortli double the price of a fresh supply.

Seeds can only be grown profitably in large quanti-

ties. Besides, ripening crops in a well-kept garden

are unsightly ; and they hold up the ground from

getting a second crop in, which, of itself, is worth

more than the price of fresh seeds. A crop ripening

its seeds reduces the soil more than two crops taken

off green.

Attached to a corner of the garden outside n-.ay

be a yard si.\ty or eighty feet square, eiTclosed with

lilacs, hydrangeas, altheas, and a shed to hold sashes,

covers, bean-poles, pea-stakes, tying-up sticks, &c.,

and clothed willi vines. Into this yard will be

brought all cleanings and refuse of the garden, ma-
nures to decompose, composts made up, >fcc., so

that the garden will look clean at all times.

TRUST HINTS.
BY n. C. VAN TVNE, CLI:VELAXD, O.

As I am indebted to the Oardcner^n Monthly for

many valuable "hints in horticulture," permit me
to give you the result of a few applications of same.

I have met with derided mecens in using tobacco-

stemsasapreventive forthe peach-borer. Frequent

examinations since early last spring, have revealed

but one borer. I renew the supply of stems as often

as I deem advisable, and find no injury to the roots

from them. I have also acted on Miss ^rorris' hint

relative to the a|)plication of saltpetre, alum or salt,

as special manures for the peach, and with most
promising results. I sprinkle them on the sttrface of

the soil to within about a foot of the trunk of the

tree.

My trees, which were inclined to be sickly and of

puny growth, are now in splendid condition, and

this season made very strong, healthy growth, and
from summer pruning are sending out strong, thick

branches, some sweeping nearly to the grouiul,

alfordiug complete protection to the trunk from I he

scorching stm.

Last season, I used Gishurst's Compound for sings

on my pear and cherry trees. This season, I have

used nothing but AVhale Oil Soap, which I find quite

as effectual and more beneficial, I think, to my trees

as it gives a healthy, bright color to the bark, and

keeps the leaves fresh looking and free from spots.

I apply it once a week or fortnight, as they may re-

quire, and the expense is Init little nuire than that of

common soap, costing here live to six and a quarter

cents per pound. Instead of a syringe, I use a

"hydropult," which has great forcing power, and
its flexible tube renders it far superior to the syringe

in application to tuider-sidc of foliage.

Why is not Whale Oil Soap more generally used

West ? I found liut one barrel in this city, and that

was considered unsaleable. There will, undoubtedly,

be another barrel purchased for this market as early

as this fall.

WINTER-BLOOMING PLANTS FOR
WINDOWS.

As the time is now approaching when plants in-

tended for winter-flowering should be attended to, I

propose to say a few words on the subject. If they

have been growing in the open border all the sum-

mer, they should be lifted about the latter end of

September or beginning of October, potted and placed

in a shad}' spot for a few days previous to their being

taken to their winter quarters. Those that have

been grown in pots and are still likely to grow much,

may be shifled into a larger-sized pot, the plants well

cleaned of all dead branches and leaves, and placed

with the others that have been lifted from the

border.

A few good kinds for the purpose named .are the

following : Aphelaiulra Ghiestbrechtii, Lojiezia rosea,

Cyrtanthera magnitica, Oldcnlandia Deppei, Justitia

carnca, Kondoletia anomale, Cupheas, Ilabrotham-

nus clegans. Begonia iucarnata, Oxalis floribunda,

Ageratum ccelestinum, Jasminum revolutum and

Bouvardia leiantha. These, together with a few

heliotropes, geraniums and fuchsias, would make a

good collection and give continuous bloom until

spring.

They may all be grown in a warm dwelling-room

where the temperature does not get below ."iO^ Fahr.

with perfect ease. The Cyrtanthera, Ageratum, Hab-

rothamnns and Lopezia being the tallest growing of

the number, should have the back row.

The Lopezia has innumerable small rose-colored

flowers, and will continue growing and blooming

till spring. It is a first-rate winter plant, although

it does not seem to be much known as such. The

Cyrtanthera is a rosy pink, and the Ageratum, gray-

ish blue. Almost all other colors will be found with

the remaining numbers. A few pots of Jlignonctte,

Cineraria and Chinese Primrose, should be sown at

once ; they will bloom towards March.

Cuttings of most of the kiuds taken off and rooted

now, will also bloom at the same time, and will make

the best plants for the succeeding winter.

If red spider should make their appearance, re-

moving them by hand as soon as discovered is best

where they are not numerous; if in too great num-

bers, washing them off with clear water is the ne.\t

best thing.
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NOTES ON PEARS AND GRAPES ABOUT
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

r.Y i;iiAiTi>i.n'E.

I SENn you a few notes of " thinjrs seen" on a trip

to \V'estern New York. Our principal cruising

ground was the vicinity of Syracuse. Wlmt in-

terested mc most were the nurseries of Smith &
Ilanehett, so well known in the propagation and

culture of fruit trees.

The specimen fruit grounds in the city, occupy

some fifty or sixty acres; while the nurseries, about

five miles out of town, cover upwards of three

hundred acres. The soil of the nursery grounds is

a strong, deep, clayey loam, ameliorated by deep

ploughing and underdraining, with liberal dressings

of rich muck and manure, and the fruit trees were

very healthy. The dwarf or <iuincc-rooted pear

trees succeed well in the strong, moist clay in which

they are grown. Indeed, Hr. W. B. Smilh, who
attends specially to this branch of the business, is of

opinion that the tine fibrous roots of trees budded on

the quince will fail to sustain the pear when planted

in a sandy or gravelly soil, or in any other than a

clayey loam or a deep, rich garden mould.

Jlr. Smith is a firm believer in the value of dwarf

pear culture, and jiroves his faith by his works, for

he has introduced them extensively into his speci-

men fruit grounds, where they are models of beauty

and perfection ; and he has also planted an orchard

of ten acres for a gentleman, near the city, largely

composed of dwarf trees, and undertaken the man-

agemont of it for four years, or until it comes into

full bearing. Tliis orchard, containing upwards of

four thousand trees, is one of the most admirable

specimens of successful pear-culture we have ever

seen. It is surrounded on all sides by a heavy stone

wall, and a Iloney Locust hedge, the best protection

against fruit thieves that can possibly be provided.

The lot was simply a good corn-field, with a south-

eastern exposure, protected on the north and west

by a hill. It was deeply ploughed, but not trenched

or manured before planting. A light top-dressing

of good barn-yard manure is given annually. The

field is kept constantly clean with the cultivator and

hoc, the entire season. A light, loose, well cultiva-

ted soil is thought to be the best mulching the trees

can have. No crops are, of course, grown on the

ground, but a few pear stocks and newly budded

trees are planted between the rows. The strong,

healthy growth-which the dwarf trees have made,

in two years, under this simple plan, is really re-

rnarkable. But little difference can be discerned be-

tween the dwarf and standard trees in respect to

luxuriance and vigor. The Duchesse d'AngouIeme

and others on the quince, grow quite as well as the

Bartlett on the pear stock ; while such trees as the

Bourre Oiffard, dwarf, equal the Seckel as a stand-

ard. The soil is a light clayey loam, with a porous
sub-soil, liberally supplied with shaly limestone
rock. This orchard may be considered a test experi-

ment in dwarf ])ear-culture, for market purposes, as
contrasted with common garden work. It has been
planted in a simple 'manner, just as we should plant

an apple orchard, with the best of stock, under the
direction of a i)ractical nurseryman, who has the
entire charge of the cultivation, pruning and fruit-

ing for four years, by contract. Now wc shall have
a chance to see what an orchard of dwarf pears
will do under the best management they can have
on a large scale, with a view to profit, air. Smith
has no fears of the result, and will, no doubt, take
pleasure in exhibiting the orchard to any pomologi-
cal friends from abroad who may wish to see it.

In Iheir nursery, Messrs. Smith & Ilanehett arc

now growing several pear trees, which are often un-
healthy on the quince, by double-working them,
thus : first, budding the Vicar of Winkfield (whicli

is probably the most vigorous and healthy of dwarf
trees; on the quince, and then cutting back one j'car's

growth within an inch or two of the stock, and then
budding the Vicar wood with the pear which is de-
sired. In this way they are producing, especially the

Beurre Clairgeau, Cwhieh is generally an imperfect
tree on the quince, ) in great perfection. The Beurre
Gilfard, Des Nonnes, Winter Nelis, Seckel, and
some others, which, as- dwarfs, are generally feeble

and unsatisfactory, may, no doubt, in this way, be
obtained in good vigor on (luincc roots. We were
much pleased with the results so far.

For orchard-houses and private gardens, these
nurserymen are budding the poach on the Black
Plum, with a view to dwarf the trees and to protect
the stem against the peach-borer and grub. They
think the trees will be much approved.

Messrs. Smith & Ilanehett practice the cutting-

back system on their pear trees. A "cut-back"
tree is one which has been grown vigorously for one
year from the bud, then cut back within five or
eight buds of the root, and after another years'

growth, when it has made five or six strong branches
all witliin eight or ten inches of the ground, short-
ened back in all its shoots, so as to become a strong,
bushy tree. Such trees, especially if budded very
low, "right down on the crown of the quince root,"
are worth double the tall, slender trees which we
often find budded with the quince roots more than a
foot iu length, and grown year after year without
any shortening of stem or branches. But many per-
sons prefer bean-poles to good trees, and so Messrs.
Smith it Ilanehett get up some of that kind to suit

the popular idea of a good pear tree.

Dr. Boynton, the well-known lecturer on geology.

^'^
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has a i)car orcliard of several thoivsand lUvaif trees,

near i^j-racuse, from which he last year ohluincd

some of tlie most beautiful fruit we have ever seen.

Those who were present at the Pomological Conven-

tion, in Philadelphia, Septcnibci^ 1800, will remem-

l)er the display of large, brilliantly-colored pears,

with very glossy, waxy skin, contributed liy Dr.

Boynton, and also the curious dissertation given by

the Doctor upon the supposed cause of the color

and gloss. This orcliiird we visited and examined.

It is situated on an eminence or Btccp hill, cov-

ering the north and south sides. The trees are all

planted on terraces, with excavations on the top of

each terrace, to prevent the water from flowing off

too suddenly in summer, while the soil is said to be

so naturally porous as to drain off superabundant

moisture freely. The manner of plantinjr we thought

bad, for several reasons, one of which is, that it

effectually prevents all culture with the horse-hoe,

or cultivator,—so essential to perfect success in this

kind of orcharding. As a consequence, the field was

allowed to run into wild grass, weeds and thistles,

all of which are unsightly and injurious. xVgain,

terraces witli basins for holding water, must be too

wet in cold wet weather, and too dry in a season of

drouth. We must state, however, that the Doctor,

in consetiuence of domestic afflictions, personal

illness, and losses occasioned by the Southern Re-

bellion, has been prevented from giving his usual

attention to this orchard for several months past,

and it was not seen liy us in its best or pro-

per condition. The trees, however, looked very

well, as a general thing, and apart from a vicious

system of pruning, called "forming pyramids,"

which is advocated in nearly all works on fiuit-cull ure,

and almost universally practiced in New York, fur-

nished good evidence that dwarf pear-culture was

by no means a failure. Neither here nor on the

fruit orchard at Smith i.t Hanchett's, was there any

thing like a crop of fruit, the blossoms having been

nearly all destroyed by the spring frost,—nor were

the specimens of fruit which escaped the frosts of

the ordinary size or beauty. As to the cause of the

brilliant coloring which has distinguished Dr. Boyn-

ton's fruit heretofore, and the remarkably polished

and waxy appearance of the skin, the Doctor at-

tributes it to the peculiar geological composition of

the soil, and the free use of potash, soda and super-

|)liosphate of lime in the composts which he has ap-

plied. The circumstances alluded to are remarkable,

and we hope the Doctor will investigate the probable

causes of his peculiar success with much care.

At Syracuse native grapes are cultivated pretty

extensively in small vineyards, on high trellises, in

the gardens about the city ; and albeit, we Irnve

little faith in the value or success of such cidturo, in

the gratification to be obtained from it, or in the

merit of the .system of culture generally i>ractised,

we consented to look at some specimens of these

vineyards. The result was by no means flatter-

ing to the reputation of the native grapes, or to the

skill of the cultivators. We feel well assured that

few or no well-rii>ened, palatcable or digestible

gra|)es can be produce<l from the varieties now cul-

tivated, or under the sj-stem of training and pruning

generally pursued. As a specimen of the culture

which is adopted, we were shown the vineyard of

one gentleman, who, we were told, had obt lined

from his vines the best native grapes ever seen in

Syracuse. The method of culture was as follows :

The vines were trained on trellises eight or ten feet

high, with numerous rods running up from the

roots (the rods, saj', six or eight inches ai)art) to

the height of the trellis, and then along the top of

the trellis, in a mass, an indefinite length, rarely, if

ever, stopped at the terminal point ; but all the main
laterals were carefully e^it out of tfi^ growing canes,

close to the main eyes, leaving onlj' the main leaf at

each eye ! We remarked that this was a noi^el me-
thod of culture, to say the least of it, and asked

why it was done. The gentleman said that he did

not know, but it was "a way they had" in Syra-

cuse, introduced by some German vine-dressers.

We inquired if he could give any physiological

reason for it, or quote any good authority which

prescribed such treatment. He replied that he could

not. lie pursued this plan because others did, and

all that he knew was, that he generally got a satis-

factory crop of grapes. So plain a violation of the

first ])rinciplcs of vegetable physiology and jirac-

tical grape-culture it is not worth while to argue

about. We only notice it to exhibit the deplorable

state of native grape-culture, after all the efforts

that have been made in this country to improve it.

GRAFTING ARBORVIT.£S.
BY "rUOlWOATOli."

In the last nursery in which I was engaged before

taking my present situation as a gentleman's gar-

dener, evergreen propagation was a distinctive fea-

ture, and thousands raised annually by different

modes, and as I left with the establishment a great

deal of information that I have collected in my life,

"free gratis and for nothing," there cannot be, I

presume, any objection to my handing you a few notes

occasionally for pulilication in your excellent jour-

nal, provided you think them worthy of acceptance.

In this letter I give you a mode of grafting arbor-

vitses, which I found very successful. In Englaiul

we used to work these when the kinds were scarce

on the Thuja orientalis, by cleft-grafting,—working
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them an inch or so above the ground, and using saw-dust between the ice and the walls of their
composition wax in the usual way. Many of these houses. This, I presume, is much too great a thick-
would, nevertheless, fail. When the Oolden Arbor
vitn? was first getting into popularity here, we wished
to increase it faster than we could by cuttings. So
I determined to operate on a lot of young American
Arborvita;3 we had in nursery rows. As early in
spring us the frost was out of the ground, and the
cold weather evidently passed away, the soil was
taken away about an inch and a half from tlie stem
of the young arborvitie plants, and the jilants them-
selves headed down to about a level with the surface
of the ground. The graft was then inserted in the
usual way of cleft-grafting, and after being tied with
bast matting, the soil was drawn in about them,
without any further coating of wa.v over the place
of grafting. They had no further care, and grew
beautifully. The great advantage of this mode was,
that not only little bits too small to make into cut-
tings were used, but the plants grew on these strong
stocks with such vigor, that they were as large in two
years as they would have been in four, on their own
roots, in tlie usual waj-.

[Certainly, we shall value highly a continuation
of such useful hints.

—

Ed.]

ness in the estimation of your correspondent. IIo

says, "A layer of porous material must be put be-
tween stone walls and the ice, and provision made
for the air to pass to the bottom of the structure."
I do not'quite understand this. Is other provision
than the jiorosity of the material to be iiiaili: forcon-

, ducting air to the bottom of the ice-house? Say
'.something on the shape of tubes. Does he advise
that the doors of the ice-house be left constantly
open ? How thick should the covering over the top
of the ice be ?

If it is not agreeable to your correspondent to
answer these inquiries, will you, Jlr. Editor, answer
them, or hand them to one of your correspondents,
who is practical on this subject, for replies V Other
persons beside the writer have encountered disap-
pointment from liuilding their ice-houses on a wrong
principle, and your journal will be doing good ser-

vice to the public if it becomes the medium of circu-

lating correct theory and practice on this subject.

To Make Straw Mats.—Straw mats are often
made for covering the hotbeds or cold frames, in-

stead of bast-mats, and are found to be much better
and cheaper. They can be made in the following

j

manner :—Drive two posts fA, A; into the ground,
eight or (en feet apart. The posts should be an

PRESERVATION OF ICE.
BY X. n. It., OI- SrUtKGFIET.n, II.I,.

Having recently built an ice-house which has
proved a failure, I have read with much interest the
article in your September number on the above sub-
ject. My recent experience seems to confirm "J. C.
B.'s" theory. My house is constructed on the idea,

that heat can be sufficiently excluded by surround-
ing the ice with thick walls, and making the house
as nearly air-tight as possible. It has 12-ineh brick
walls, with inside jjartitions six inches from the
brick walls, the interval between the two walls being
filled with pulverized charcoal. The roof is also

thickened by charcoal between the shingles and
sheathing. The drainage is well arranged and
works well. The house has closely-fitting double nail two boards fB, B), one on each side so as to
doors. It is ten feet square on the inside. It was

^

leave a space between them one and a half to two

inch and a half to two inches wide. To these posts

filled last winter with ice well packed. The ice

lasted only until the middle of August.
I now desire to adopt the course suggested by "J.

C. B.," and my present object is to ask of him ("if he
will be so kind as to answer my questions) some
practical information on the subject, as follows :

Of the different substances Cshavings, saw-dust, char-
coal,^ with which he proposes to surround the ice.

inches wide. Near each end of the boards, inside
the posts, cut a deep, straight notch (c, e), to allow
cutting the stniw olf straight at the ends. Notches
(d, d, d) should be cut at intervals of about nine
inches on the boards, say one inch deeji, to keep
the cords in their places. Tarred rope is best. Lay
the straw on the cords between the boards in haud-
fuls, and tie them tight with a single tie, reversing

which IS the best? How thick should the stratum the strings; then put on another handful aud pro":
be by which the ice is to be surrounded ? It is

I ceed as before, till the mat is made of the length de
the practice here with persons who pack ice jn large

j

sired. The last course should be tied with a doubl.
quantities for sale, to put eight to twelve inches of tie.-Ja»»«s Craib in Oenegee Farmer.

^®^^
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PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER 1, 1861.

ICv™ All C'tininuuiL-itiuuii fur tlie Eilitor shouttl be aJdre^Ht-d,

"TnoMArt Mbehah, Gorm;int<>wn,Pliilrtdelphia,"aiiJ Businens LeU

terH direclpd to "TuR Pt'pr.idilKR op tue Gardener's Monthly,

Box 40) I'hilsdellJhij."

Jr3*Perwins sending two new Subscribers for 1861 in addition

to their own, witl» ^i.Hi Ciia receive a copy of oor tirat Voiurae,

(lS.')n) free. All persons wUo Lare paid tlieir subscriptions for l&Ol

by sending two new Sul)scribers and $2.1.0 can receive a copy of

tlie i^ame.

THE VEGETABLE QOESTION-CELERY.

Studknts on a certain musical instrument are

u.sually (MUtioneil a.!raiiist playino ton iiurIi on one

string, llorlieiillurists neeil similar advice at times.

We hiive had tlie Strasvljerry Question, the Pear

Question, the Grape Question, the Kose Question,

antl the Verbena Question,—all very important anil

pertinent to horticultural pursuits ;
but we propose

a change just now, and introduce the Veyetable

Question.

Wo know that it has been a grave question with

more than one horticulturist, whether the vegetable-

garden should not be abandoned, and attention

exclusively devoted to the flower and fruit depart-

ments. "Every cabbage," say they, "costs us a

tiuarler. Our onions are always of the Silver-skin

variety, with the silver even more than skin deep;

and the egg fruit is evidently of no fabled goose, and

yet none the less golden on that account."

We sympathize with these complaints. Vegeta-

bles grown in private establishments often do cost

entirely too much. If the main object of a garden

be to raise our articles of food, the satisfaction of

having grown our own vcgolatiUs is a poor recom-

pense in face of the fact that they cost us double the

price they would have stood us in the market.

And yot, for all this, if we arc to look at the

question as one of mere produce and cost, all pri-

vate vegetable-growing may as well be abandoned,

as no gardener can raise them as cheaply as one who
makes it a special study and a business, and who
grows them in immense quantities. We need not

even stop with vegetables ; for it is as true of

our fruits and our flowers, that, cultivate them as

scientifically as we may, they will cost us more than

it will those whose peculiar calling it is to raise them
;

and we might argue furtlier against private car-

I ritiges and horses, and even against individual homes

yX. I thcniseives, as Ciimmunif.cs and large bearding-

houses, on mutual principles, are decidedly cash-

saving institutions.

But, keeping to the vegetable question, we arc

asked to tliink of the pleasure of raising them our-

selves, as if our hat or our coat would be more val-

ued by each man becoming his own tailor or hatter.

AVc think that the true source of pleasure in a pri-

vate vegetable-garden is sujierior excellence; and

tliat if, with increased cost of production, this is not

attained, the owner should either abandon his gar-

den, his system of gardening, or change his gar-

dener.

We make these remarks preparatory to describing

a process of raising celery, that is not cheap, but

.

excellent. Every stalk raised in the way described

will probably cost six cents; so that those who

would prefer to go in the market and buy one at

three or four, need read no further. But to those

who take pleasure in their gardens,—who arc ever

aimingat superiority,—who, in their experiments, arc

continually on the watch for new principles, that

may afterwards lie cheapened for the public good,

and applied to other crops and other practices,- we

make no apology on the score of the slightly in-

creased expensiveness of the process.

To understand the advantages of the new mode,

we will point out the disadvantages attendant on

all the old ones. Celery loves an abundance of

moisture, and it must be blanched. It is usual to

continually water it overiiead ; but every cultivator

knows tliat this tends to the baking and hardening

of the soil, and continued stirring with the hoe and

nike is necessary to counteract the evil, which, after

all, is never entirely remedied. Then the blanching

process usually employed, however varied in the

mode, is attended by two serious evils. Blanching,

to be elTective, requires only the exclusion of light
;

but when earth or material is closed up around the

celery plants, the air and all is excluded. The con-

sequence is, that celery becomes pithy, insipid, and

very dillicult of preservation.

The other evil is, that by the earthing process, the

rootlets arc buried up far beneath the surface, and

are dependent entirely '.n what little the soil contains

for its growth and nutrition.

The following process obviates all these objections.

See lig. 1. A level piece of ground is chosen, and

well manured all over. The usual trenches are dis-

carded, and the plants set right on the surface two

feet apart. Common pipe draining-tiles are then

procured, and after drawing si hoe through the loose

giDimd directly between each row, the tiles are set,

as in the sketch, nearly level with the surface.

When it is desired to water, it is poured through

the pipe, (one end being closed tight,; and the

water percolates througlt the tiles into the soil, and
f
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tliroiiirh and nmonjrst the roots, keeping the soil lhorou;^Uly moist, while the smfiiec nroiind the plant is

thus left porous and loose as ever. But these tiles perform another important function, which will

appear in the setiuel.

When the plants have grown quite Ions;, common horse-shne dmininii-tilcs are employed, as shown in

the plan for the blanching process. They are set edjie to edge on the opiwsitc sides of the row, a slight

earthing being employed to keep them in an upright ])Osition. Towards autumn, when the lean's liegin

to fall fiom the trees, they are collected and thrown in between the rows, and thus all light is entirely

excluded, while air will pass down Ihc tube and around the stems of the plants, rendering them firm and

solid in the midst of a perfect blanching process. Any litter will do as well as leaves.

Fig. 1.

It is now that the pipes serving as water-conduits prove of value. Wliile air is excluded by the su]icr-

incumbent mass of matter, it passes through the open pipes and completely rerates the roots, causing

them to grow in a surjirising manner. The Iricnd who gives us the plan as he pursued it in German)',

tells us that the roots often form so complete a mass inside the pipes by the time the celery is full-grown,

as to entirely choke them ; and the wliolc vigor of the plant and crispy sweetness of quality is such as

will enable tho.se of our readers who have followed our description to prepare a "surpriser" for those

who left olf reading at the point where we spoke of the increased expense of the plan.

To make the subject of celery improvement complete, another friend asks us to tell his fellow -readers of the

Gardener's Monthl}/ how he preserves celery fresh and plump till April, and time to sow celery seeds

again ; and as we think the plan founded on sound principles, and as, moreover, he has tried it in the balance

and not found it wanting, we cheerfully comply. Fig. 2 gives the idea.

An elevated piece of ground is chosen, where the

water can easily run off. A double row of celery is

then laid along on the ground, each row slightly

elevated to throw out any moisture that may chance

to get in. A thin layer of soil is llieu thrown over,

and another layer of celery, setting each layer a

little further in than the one below it, so that, when
finished, the whole stack will form a ridge. Soil is

then cast over the whole, and "banked" or smoothed

over. In order to guard still more against wet, a small gutter is dug around the ridge, to carry off the

water. A covering of corn-stalks or any waste litter will exclude frost, and on an occasional fine day

through the winter the "cairn" may be opened, and a supply for a week or so taken out.

\J-

SILMARNOCi: WEEPINe WILLOW.
[see frontispiece.]

"We give this month an engraving of what we consider, without exception, the handsomest weeping

tree in cultivation. It has been in the couatiy some years, but is so seldom seen in proportion to its real I ,;g\

^^^
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merits, tliut wc deem it a duty to place it promi-

nently before our renders as we do.

In our own neigliborhood we have recently seen

some very fine specimens, which tlie owner obtiiined

some years ago from tlicestalilislimeiit of Kllwaiiger

& Barry, ]?oclicslrr. New York, to the well-known

energy and enterprise of which tirni, wc believe, its

early introduction, and dissemination so far as it has

gone, have been mainly owing. The specimens al-

luded to we know the gentleman would not part

with at any price, and they are the admiration of all

who see them.

It appears to be a varietj- of the Sall.r caprea, or

Goat Willow, and was first discovered in a bed of

others by the Laings, of Kilmarnock, in Scotland.

THE NEZiUMSnTM LUTEUM. OR YELLOW
EGYPTIAN LOTUS.

A FKiF.ND sends us a spirited sketch from the

Philadcliihia Ecening BtiUelin, of what, to strangers,

is one of the "sights" of that city to tourists who
have a taste for natural history and associations

connected with ancient legends.

How or in what manner the plant first became na-

turalized near Philadelpliia, has hitherto been a

mystery. The first account of which we have any

record of its existence there, is that it was noticed

by Peter Kalm, the Swedish botanist, and after

whom the Kalmia is named, in 1748. It was not

known at that time to be found north of the Caro-

linas. If, therefore, it had been introduced from tlie

South by any of tlie while settlers, it could not have

had time to be so well established at Kalni's discovery

hut that that fact would have suggested itself to his

acute mind, or at least to some of his fellow -explorers,

Bartram, Marshall, &c.

That it does not exist nearer its southern locations

than this, is, we think, proof that it was introduced

by some one ; as all acpiatie plants, natural to our

water.s, have a verj' wide and regular distribution.

The probability is, that it was introduced bj' the

Indians, and if so, a curious inquiry might be

started as to what motives prompted the introduc-

tion ?

On the theory that the American Indians are of

Asiatic origin, might not the sacred character

given by these races, in that country, to the species

of that region,—dedicated, asit was, to Isisand Osiris,

have accompanied the emigrants to this country, and

be transferred to this so nearly allied species ? And if

proof could be found that the Indians of this con-

tinent reallj' had this supposed veneration for oiu-

Lotus, might it not prove a valuable fact in tracing

the exact history of the American Indians? Wc
throw out the hints for the benefit of ethnologists.

We may add, that tradition certainly fixes the neigh-

borhood of the Philadelphia Lotus as a famous In-

dian rendezvous. On a hill about two miles from

the spot the writer has often found flint arrow-heads,

and it was, therefore, undoubtedly a idace devoted

to this species of manufacture. With these matter-

of-fact remarks, we will introduce our writer's more

flowery production :

The Floral Wonder of the Pirst Ward.
.\ T.Or.M, rrl'.M, IIY A " NKCK"lii)M.VN(KU.

"IIe.^r the legend of the Lotus. It grows in the

lonely meadows that border the Old Point Road, and

spread, laced with languid creeks, their sheets of

summer green to the Delaware. Into this desolate

hatmt the plant has wandered from Florida lagoons

and the bayous of Indian islands, and here any year,

in the ecstacy and passion of midsummer, the visitor

may find it, as we did, holding its stately drawing-

rooms, its shields of malachite, and crowns of dewy
silver, all doubled in the polished pavement of the

water.

"The flower is of the storied Nelumbium family,

historic in Egypt and holy in India, reverenced by

the Pharoahs three thousand years ago, and by the

Buddhists in all Asia to-day. The vision of the

Nile would be less fair in our eyes, were this shining

lilly lost from its borders, and without it a hundred

delicate myths,—images of Brahma and Vi.shnu, and

figures of plumj), lazy-eyed goddesses of China and

Tapan, would topple over helplesslj- and be drowned
;

for the starry blossom is their float, and their boat,

and throne. It is the jnizzle of local boUinists to

discover how a tribe of this priestly family was ever

moved to abandon the ancestral waters, and lay its

exotic flowers upon the baptism of our Galilean font.

But here it grows, distinct from any water lilly

known to the Northern States, haughty and lonely

in the caress of an alien tide, and, waiting for our

summer's most tropic hour, bursts, and heaves a

fortnight's wonder on the waves.

"We had a friend at court, an habitue, who
knew well the habitat and etiquette of this fragile

nobility, and with that introductory advantage we
secured a presentation, on a day that seemed created

to cradle an oriental dream. The sky was a cup of

stagnant fire. The heat was equatorial, and the air

expanding and ascending left us hardly enough to

feed our jioor, ir.actical hmgs upon. The whole

material of dajlight seemed rising from us in imiial-

pable fumes. An exhalation, such as ascends from

the flats of Egypt in the time of their inundation,

painted the far-spreading level with touches of mcz-

zotiuto and uncertainty, and laid an attenuated veil

of mystery on all we saw, and, indeed, on all we
felt. In fact, as we found afterwards, it was raining
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not many miles to tlio north and to tlie south; but

over the teniler botnny ot" the hinils of rainless blue,

the cloiuls, sparini; for the lotus a focus of reeking

calm, withdrew in a mighty cordon, and watched
the moments of its culmination from afar. All

round the horizon their piles of moulded Carrara

lay motionless in statuesque quiet, and silently cor-

roding away in the devouring fervor of the air.

"Through the lazy hours of such a day, we waited

for the tempered relaxation of its heat, and then set

ourselves in lagging motion towards tlie South. The
road alluded to was once a capital artery, receiving

a populous current from the Gloucester Ferry, but

deserted now bj- all its ild patrons,—the long-waist-

coated yeoman and the coy equestriennes whose
buckles and heel-slippers we cherish,—it marches
disconsolately between a police of ditches, and turns

neither to the right nor left till it reaches, a little

funher on than we need to trace it, the end of its

downward career by a termination abrupt as any
felon's. Along this disgraced thoroughfare, not

without an accompanying society evoked from the

gray doors of velvet tombs, and the limbo Cwhere-

ever that may he) of those C-spring high-elbowed

gigs and wonderful one-horse shays of antiquity,

we and our fancies went musing, and so

" In the aftornooQ we came uoto the land

In which it seemed alwaya afternoon."

The lazy kine was cropping those delicate grasses

which dry into the fine packing hay. Each footfall,

as we crossed the meadows, splashed up a spray of

light-limbed grasshoppers. Then, winding awhile

by quiet creeks, whose pictured heavens were
pierced by the spearheads of sagittate leaves, we
went westward, till our guide suddenly lifted a hand
of warning, and pointed where, lo 1 how still they

slept

!

" The water was paved with round emerald tables,

from six to eighteen inches across, each bearing in

its central dimple a ball of brilliant water, neither

pearl nor diamond, but a new gem, crystalline silvery,

ineffable ; for the velvet texture of the leaf rejects

liquids, which roll about like mercury, in glancing

bullets, when the ripple stirs the broad palms in

which they are held. If the leaves were dainty,

what where the flowers ? Gathered sofllj- apart, all

together, away from the buxom spatterdocks and
the baser canaille of nameless water plants, the

pallid Circassians rose from their baths, each with

its delicate stem running down to link w ith a swaying

reflection. Some closed their milky lips,—the baby-

buds, who, "when the white, intense sun should feed a

little longer their tiny veins with cream, would reach

the privileges of maidenhood, and let their petals pout

further and further apart with the kiss of each lazy

breeze. And some had ripened so far already, and

allowed you, in a cool cell of tmnaliiccnt white, to

sec the flaming topaz they wore upon their hearts.

And a few had burst with i>aUid fury into mimic
suns, and lay relaxed upon the water, five ivory

inches over, nvying from their yellow reals a fliglit

of luminous petals.

" Certain venal sannfuloltcn had arrived before us,

and, plunged into uul'atliiimal)le Xilotic mud, were

pulling at tlu- pretty pipes, meaning to ravisli a few

, dozen of llie lilies for the slave-market. Tliis strange

fiowor, indeed, is not quite unknown, although most,111 1 R

,
of the quiet Pliiladeli>liians go on longing for a

I

sight of the haunted blossoms of the Nile, uncon-

scious how near it waits for them in its covert of

plated shields. A few of those noiseless students of

j

Flora, however, the practical botanists whom most

;

people consider bores because they go penetrating

I

everywhere, are in the secret, and have let it out to

us ; and, far more captivating than they, a race of

dreaming and expectant children, the truelotopluigi,

are hanging even now their hopes upon the

mellowing lotus fruit. AVhcn the golden October

comes, with its witching of hazy air that makes a

glamour for all things and any landscape, we shall

see these offspring of a poetic myth stretch ont be-

side the creeks, breaking the tender hvills for their

magical chincapius, and feeding on them and on the

dreams of which they are the talismans. We know
too well what will happen to these thoughtless youth,

and the shadow that will fall upon the homes whose

idea the enchanted food will obliterate from their

memories forever.

"For ourselves, we shall always be furnished with

a sj'mpathetic association for the lotus, in the

memory of the Japanese, whose figures have retired

far enough by this time for us to appreciate the pecu-

liar and delicate romance their pageant gave us.

These languid exotics, whom we all remember,

I

leaning all day from the stately windows of their

' great caravanseria, and, with the theatric lenses

j

that so took their fancy, making an opera of all our

earnest American life ; those hovering groups of

yellow phantoms, resting their taper fingers on the

sills, but never, even to the lowest of their servants
I

and porters, seeming to enter far enough into practi-

cal existance to make those fingers a degree less taper

and delicate ; no, but living right among us a life that

could not be ours, and opening every morning their

oriel eyes to a prospect we could never see,—they

would have comprehended the lotus. "We had fain

I

bent the season to our scheme, and so have seen in

I some dark alien eye the image of a silver star, an

appreciated reflection of the sacred flower of Buddha

;

so, to the most recondite study we have been granted

j
in ethnology, these nystcrions Flora would have

' been attached, and we should never again behold the
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fairj- flotillas of the lotus, without fancying before

tlicni an adoring shadow of a Mongolian, bowing to

impalpable divinities afloat upon the jeweled barges."

jSrrBjps enb <^\inm.

53"CommuDic:iitioDs for this d'^partnieDt must reacti tlie Editor

on or before ib«^ 10th of the mouth.

iCj^be Editjr cannot nunwer k-tters for tliie department pri-

Tately.

I

Figs.—A Subscriber, Philadelphia, asks:

Will you please inform me if it would be safe to

keep lig trees and oleanders ("planted in boxes^ in a

cold grapery during the winter. The thermometer

in the night sometimes falls to zero, and during the

daj- rises to 40' or 30 ",—on mild days to 70^ or 803.

If so kept, should they not be covered, so as to

exclude the liglit ? or would it be better to keep

them in a warm, dry cellar? (I.)

Are fig trees in this latitude ever grown in the

open ground ? If so, how are they protected during

the winter? (2.)

AVhich variety of the fig bears the largest fruit ? (3.)

Is the exudation of gum in peach trees an infalli-

ble sign of the existence of tlie borer ? (^.)

I have repeatedly examined my trees on seeing

gum issuing from the collar, but without finding any

insect. What can I do to protect them ?

[1. There is danger of injury. Cover them with

dry straw. The absence of light will be an advan-

tage.

2. Often. To protect llicm, they arc laid down
and iMuied with soil. Tlie plan followed here is to

dig away the soil a little on one side, bend the plant

down, and after pegging to keep them in place,

cover with soil.

The following short piece, however, from our first

volume, gives a neat German plan :

"protecting the fig.

" The fig tree, in many of our city gardens, stands

the winters perfectly well without protection ; and

with but very slight jirotection, could be grown
much further north. We annex a cut of the mode
ado])ted for this purpo.se in the north of Europe.

" The fig tree is kept by pruning rather dwarf and

encouraged to branch near the ground, and in the

fall the shoots or branches arc tied in four bundles of

e(|ual size. A circular mound of earth is then

thrown up around the base of the tree, and then

the four bundles of branches are bent carefully

down and covered about a foot or eighteen inches

deep, so that when completed, the earth will present

the appearance as shown in the engraving annexed."

3. The White Ischia is the largest and best grown

in this vicinit}-.

4. Any injury produces gum ; very often it occurs

where no borers exist. Small wire-worms or spe-

cies of centipedes often injure peach trees at the

collar sufficiently to cause gumming. Tar or grease

in small quantity, mixed with the soil near the stem

of the tree, would, doubtless, keep them away. ]

Peaches— From Mr. E. Tatnall, Wil>ningt/>n,

Del.—"Miller's Early," equal in size, flavor and

appearance to Crawford's Early, but, Mr. Tatiuill

says, earlier.

" Letitia" and "Tally-ho," good, but we could ob-

serve no quality in which they were superior to

others of the same season. One without a name,

with an uninviting appearance, seemed the best of

the lot.

Pe.vches—JVom Chamberubxtrg, Pa.—Mr. Jacob

Heyser sent us a box September nth. A tolerably

good peach, far superior to the old Melocoton, with

which we compared it on receipt. The flesh is firm,

and it carries well, having reached us by express,

after several days' journey, as fresh as when gath-

ered from the tree. It a|ipears distinct from any

kind we know of. The following note came with

the fruit

:

"I send to you this day half-a-dozen peaches of a

variety that has been cultivated in this town some

fifteen years. The original tree was completely

broken to pieces by over-bearing, and was a con-

stant bearer, always having fruit when there was

any other fruit in the vicinity. The fruit sent is

about medium size, at least the smallest. I have

taken some from the tree measuring from nine

%^^
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nine and a half inches in circumference, ami the

tree ([iiite full. The tree stands in the yard of Dr.

J. L. Suesserott, of this place, and is so situated as

to get all the afternoon sun, but none of the morn-

ing. The tree is six j-ears old from the bud, and

has borne fruit for the past three years in succession.

"SVc call it the George Forney Peach. The tree is a

good, strong grower, and has never known disease."

Coi.n VnR—N. T. C, Canada West, inquires:—

Can a pit for protecting plants through winter be

built to answer the purpose where the water for

several weeks in early spring stands within two feet

and a half of the surl\vce, and where drainage is im-

possible ? If so, what would be the best mode of

construction for the locality ? (1.)

Would there be any disadvantage in placing it

where it would be covered nearly the entire winter

by snow-drifts sufficient to prevent the admission of

fresh air, except at rare intervals? Is a double

thickness of glass indispensable ? (2.)

[1. We should build a pit, under such circum-

stances, above the ground, and bank it all around

with a few feet thickness of earth, sodding it all

over to keep the earth from washing away or be-

coming loosened by action of frost.

2. There would be no disadvantage in building it

where snow would likely drift, unless the pit was

not mouse-proof, in which case they would probably

cut np some high capers, under so long a time of

being undisturbed, and, perhaps, make nests of

your choicest verbenas.]

jEriai, Roots from the Nath-e Gb.atk—Dr.

Wheckr, Burlington, Vermont, writes:—"I passed

the months of March and April at Fayetteville, N. C,

and while there interested myself in examining the

Scuppemong Grape-vine. On some of the most per-

fect vines which I saw in the grounds of the United

States Arsenal I was greatly surprised to perceive

numerous filaments, or a;rial roots, dependent from

them. This, to my unpraeticed eye, was entirely

new and unaccountable. The gardener, in reply to

my inquiry, said that those filaments were of various

lengths, from eighteen inches to three feet, and on

reaching the groimd would lake root ; but he did

not know whether they would produce a bearing

Tine.

The appearance was so new and surjirising to me,

that I cut from the top a number of these atrial roots,

for the purpose of verifying their character, and on

my return, addressed a note on the subject to Prof.

Asa Gray, of Harvard University. From him I re-

ceived the following reply

:

CAXBRrooK, Jane 10th, 1S61.

3/>/ Dear Sir :

The "fiLiments" you sent are clearly, both from your account

ri-

,„d from their .troctnre, arinl nW», a. you .""rled. Such are

produced ou «..n« tropical -peclc. of Vile,, hnl were uuknowu

lome on the Scupperuong or any other North Antcrlcuu gn.,.e.

nor do 1 Hud any aUu-lon to tljein hy Chapman or Dr. Curtl..

no (he a-rlal mot. ever .trlko onl from branched of the v ne

only two or threo year, old? If «, the vine, might he W^ted
with more than ordinary fliclllly hy layering. I -honid ike lo

communlcato IhU fact to the Itov. Dr. M A. Curtl-, of H,ll.l.orn,

N. C. hut I »eo no pro.poct of doing »o JntU our armlea pouotralo

a« far .South an Raleigh.

I wl-h vou would write an account of the thing to the editor of

the Gardtner', ilonlldy. Tl.oma. Meehan, Ocrmantown. Pa.

Very truly youra. *" O"*^'

Rnv. Dr. Wiikei.f.b.

Dr. Gray's inquiry as to whether they appear on

young vines, I cannot answer.

I beg to add, that the existence of these (crial

roots has not been observed, so far as I have been

able to learn, by the cultivators of the vine. They

are regarded as filaments belonging to the bark, and

in the season of the grapes are torn off and thrown

aside, because in the way. Hence it would be dini-

cult without careful search, to find them more than

a few inches in length. They are probably consid-

ered of the nature of tendrils. I enclose you a spe-

cimen, and am, sir,

Yours, &c., John WnF.ET.ER.

[The root enclosed in the above communication

was about two feet in length. We have never be-

fore noticed them on any North American species,

though, when under cultivation, most of the Asiatic

species produce them under certain circumstances.

The common hothouse grapes, for instance, when

the roots of the vines are in the open ground en-

tirely outside the house, and the vines subjected \o

a high moist temperature inside, throw out a;nal

roots freelv, and in proportion to the ditference of

temperature between the vine-border and the atmos-

phere of the vinery, is, usually, the length of these

roots. Practised gardeners, therefore, usually in-

terpret this appearance to mean "something wrong

at the roots." The reason probably is, that the

organized sap, checked in its descent by the inac-

tivity of the lower vessels, is forced through the bark

in the shape of these terial roots.

AVe have observed a similar circumstance in the

common willow. Very old specimens are frequently

hollow, and in the interior, atrial roots several feet

in length to the ground, often occur from the sap,

checked in its descent, making for itself an outlet in

that form. It is quite possible, therefore, that in the

present case, the production is abnormous, and de-

pends on some peculiar state or condition of tne

vine rather than to regular rule, and we shall be

obliged by the further observations of correspondents

whomayliave opportunities of observing the growth

of the Scuppemong Grape, as to its frequency or

otherwise. ]
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Insects.—We received, last month, from DeU-
ware County, Ptnna., unknown insocts. Miss M.

11. Morris, the entomologist, very kindly funiishes

the following account of them :

"The small Hies which you left with me a few

clays since, belong to the order Ilemiptera, and of

that branch of the Aphididse, or Plant Lice family,

called Psylla, which have the power of leaping.

They are not so prolific as the other plant lice, as

they usually produce only one brood in a year. They
live in group.* upon the leaves and stems of trees on

which tliey feed, drawing llie juices from the plant

by means of a tubular sucker, situated on the breast,

between the front legs. They dilfer from the leaf

hoppers in their appearance and formation, having

their bodies veij' soft and more or less oval, with

large transparent wings which cover the sides of the

bod_v like a roof The antcnn;r are lung, thread-like,

and tijiped with two short bristles at the end. Both

se.ves have wings when they arrive at maturity. The
females are provided witli piercers, witli which they

pierce the leaves when about to deposit their eggs,

which sometimes produce little swellings resembling

galls. Dr. Harris speaks of a species in Massachu-

setts, that were very injurious to tlie pear trees a few

years since, but as yet they have not made their

appearance here."

Protecting Gkapes in Yineries—/. /., Cleve-

1(1 /id, 0., writes :

"This spring I planted a vinery of Black Ham-
burg grapes. Will you please inform me in your

October number of the Gardener's Monthly if they

will recpiire any more protection than the glass, in

case I do not have any fire in the house till I start

them in spring? Also, what protection they will

need, or what method is usually- adopted for them ?("! J

Also, what would be an average height for a vinery

back wall, as I intend to build another one in

spring?" ("2J

[1. They will require no more protection.

2. Twelve feet.]

Protection to DonM.\xT Rose-Bcds—F. P.,

Jamaica Plain, ^aas.—Where there are only a few

choice ones, a piece of cotton-wadding tied over the

bud is a simple and efTective protection. In larger

(juantities, the best plan is to take them all up and

heel them in thickly in some place where they can

be protected by brushwood or other litter. Failures

sometimes occur in plants laid in, by too damp a

place bein? chosen. The ground for healed-in

plants of all kinds should be "high and dry."

Aqu.^tic Plants—3f., ConneUburg, Pa., inquires

where he can buy aquatic plants for stocking an

aquarium ? Most nurserymen in almo.st all our large

cities could probably supply them, as, if they do not

liai)pen to have them them.-^elvcs, the}' usually know
where to get specialities when ordered. There are

many beautiful plants, in every one's neighborhood,

quite as rare to the general observer as if brought

from abroad ; an}- botanical friend of the vicinity

would probably indicate their whereabouts. Ileler-

anlhera reniformi«, Schollera r/raminca, Putamogelon

natiins, Anacharis Canadensit, ValUsneria tpiralii,

Charas, and others, for instance, are easily obtained

in this way.

PEAcnES FOR Orchard HotrsE—.4 "Subucriber."

—Will you please give a list of Peaches suitable for

pot-culture? L:kewise, the best twelve peaches for

planting in the peach-house, all on plum stock ? and

if all peaches and nectarines do alike well on plum

stock ?

[Tit Chancellor, Crawford's Early, Druid Hill,

Early York, Early Newington, Eliza, George IV.,

Grosse Mignonne, Morris White, Morris Red,

Noblesse, Old Mi.xon Free. There may be others

to do as well or even better than these, but these we
do know to be good for your purpose. We believe

all do equally wcU on the plum stock.]

d
Name of Pl.vnt--/. G. L., Mount Union, Pa.—

Datura CBrugmansh».) suaveoleus.

Pi.UM, Bowers' Gage.—Several friends have

called our attention to this variety, so named by the

parties who are growing it, through having received

it from its raiser, Mr. Bower, of Philadelphia. It

very closely resembles Lawrence's Favorite in every

respect, and we think scarcely worth a separate

name and distinction. Like that excellent kind, it is

probably a seedling from the Green Gage. Wherever

it has been grown the past few years it is remarkably

productive, and though the fruit is evidently as freely

"stung" by the curculio, shows no tendency to rot

in conseciucnce. However, we are forced to the

conclusion that any one variety when in a perfectly

healthy state, will as easily resist injury from the

curculio as another. A slight tendency to ill health

evidently adds to the injury the insect does.

Anr.oNiA umbei.lata.—^In our last, in answer to

a correspondent, we stated that this beautiful i)lant

was not yet iu cultivation. AVefind that it has been

grown by several parties in the Eastern Slates the

past season, from seeds imported from Europe, but

it had somehow escaped our observation.

TuoTn's

Jliglitsloten,

Earlv IJed

if. J. — "I
Peach — Isaac PuUen,

send two specimens of

^^ li>
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Troth's Early Red Poach, one of which has a sprig

wilh a tew leaves. It is the first that ripens, of value,

for market purposes. The sjinic fruit rii)ens in Caro-

line County, Maryland, about the first of August.

[The fruit was of nudiuni size, firm in flesh, and
excellent, but so niucli like wliat we have known as

Haines' Early Hcd, that we are either mistaken as to

the identity of the latter, or it is the same. We
believe there are several supposed varieties so nearly

or quite alike, but with different names, that we
make the suggestion in order that another season

the confusion may be cleared up. ]

The Fillmoue Stuaivbekky—A " Subucriber,"

Ballimftre, Md., saj-s he has been niisai)prehcnded

as having spoken disparagingly of this variety in

his article in the September number. He writes that

this is a great mistake, and that it gives him pleasure

to commend that variety as a very superior berry.

EuKATA.—In the past articles by our corres-

pondent "L," the following typographical errors

occur, which the reader will please correct in their

proper pages :

Page 1G8. 28th line from top, first column, for

Solundearead Solandra, and forHussel-

quista read Hussclquista.

do. 7th line from bottom, 1st column, for

mother read master.

Page 178. 21st line from top, 1st column, for commit
read connect.

do. 32dliue from top, 1st column, for grapes

read ffrasses.

Page 179. 12th line from bottom, 1st column, for

Antwaht read Anlim-p.

Xames of Pixes—'Tj/^'o."—There is no differ-

ence. Abies orientalis and A. TN hitmaniana are

one and the same. The former is the name it is

generally known by all over Europe, except England,

and is the one most general in this country.

I

Peach— From Wilminr/ton.—As we send this

chapter to press, September 10th, we receive a box
of fruit from Wilmington, Del., no letter to indicate

from wliom. It resimbles Grosge Jlignonne, but is

evidently later than that popular favorite, and we
think in general qualities would compare favorably

with it. Altogether, combining beauty and general

qualities of fniit, we consider it the best we have

received this year.

Sickness axb Death in the family of the Editor,

will explain to many correspondents and friends,

why their favors have been temporarily unnoticed,

or not privately acknowledged.

Poofes, (Jafalogupg, %*r.

[Cuncludcd from pngo 283.]

On the SonncEs ok the Nitrogen ok Vegeta-

tion ; with special reference to the Question

whether Plants Assimilate Free or Uncombined

Nitrogen. By .lohn IJcnnet Lawes, Esq., F. R.

S., F. C. S.;.Toscph Henry Gilbert, Ph. D., F. R. S.

F. C. S. ; and Evan Pugh, Ph. D., F. 0. S.

Turning to their direct experiments on the ques-

tion of the assimilation of free nitrogen, the Authors

first consider whether such assimilation would be

most likely to take place, when the plant had no

other supply of combined nitrogen than that con-

tained in the seed sown, or when supplied with a

limited amount of combined nitrogen, or with an

excess of combined nitrogen ? And again—whether

at an earlj' stage of growth, at the most active stage,

orwhen the plant was approaching maturity ':' Com-
binations of these several circumstances might give

a number of special conditions, in perhaps only one

of which assimilation of free nitrogen might take

place, in case it could in any.

It ishardlyto be supposed that free nitrogen would

be assimilated if an excess of combined nitrogen

were at the disposal of the plant. It is obvious,

however, that a wide range of conditions would be

experimentally provided, if in some instances plants

were supplied with no more combined nitrogen

than that contained in the seed, in others brought to

a given stage of growth by means of limited extra-

neous supplies of combined nitrogen, and in otiicrs

supplied with combined nitrogen in a more liberal

measure. It has been sought to provide these con-

ditions in the experiments under consideration.

In the selection of plants, it was sought to take

such as would be adapted to the artificial conditions

of temperature, moisture, &c., involved in the ex-

periment, and also such as were of importance in

an agricultural point of view,—to have representa-

tives, moreover, of the two great natural families,

the Graminacea; and the Leguminosa;, which seem
to differ so widely in their relations to the combined
nitrogen supplied within the soil; and finally, to have

some of the same descriptions as those experimented

upon by M. Boussingault and 31. G. Yille, wilh such

discordant results.

Thirteen experiments were made Cfour in 1857 and
nine in 185S) in which the plants were .--upplied with

no other combined nitrogen than that contained in

the original seed. In twelve of the cases prepared

soil was the matrix, and in the remaining one pre-

pared pumice.
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Of nine expcrhni'nts willi Gran\inaccous plants,

one with wheat and two witli barley were made in

IS.")?. Inoncof the experiments with barlcj' there was

a irain of 0.0010, and in the other 0.002G gramme of

iiitii)i;(n. In only two cases of the experiments

with cereals in ISoS, was there any gain of nitrogen

indicated ; and in both it amounted to only a small

fraction of a milligramme. Indeed, in no one of

the cases, in either 18.)7 or 1858, was there more ni-

trogen in the plants themxelve>!, than in the seed

sown. A gain was indicated oidy when the nitro-

gen in the soil and pot, which together weighed

about 1500 grammes, was brought into the calcula-

tion. Moreover, the gain only exceeded one milli-

gramme in the case of the experiments of 1857,

when slate, instead of glazed earthenware, stands

were used as the lute vessels ; and there was some

reason to believe that the gain indicated was due to

this circumstance. In none of the other cases was

the gain more than would be expected from error in

analysis.

The result was, then, that in no one case of t!iese

experiments was there any such gain of nitrogen as

could lead to the supposition that/rec nitrogen had

been assimilated. The plants had, however, vege-

tated for several months, had in most cases more

than trebled the carbon of the seed, and had ob-

viously been limited in their growth for want of a

supply of available nitrogen in some form. During

this long period they were surrounded by an at-

mosphere containing free nitrogen ; and their cells

were penetrated by lluid saturated with that element.

It maybe further mentioned, that many of the plants

formed glumes and paletc for seed.

It is to be observed that the results of these ex-

periments with cereals go to confirm those of M-

Boussingault.

The Leguminous plants experimented upon did

not grow so healthily luuler the artificial conditions

as did the cereals. Still, in all tliree of the cases of

tlie.se plants in which no combined nitrogen was

provided beyond that contained in the original seed,

the carbon in the vegetable matter produced was

much greater than that in the seed,—in one instance

more than three times greater. In no ease, however,

was there any indication of assimilation of free ni-

trogen, any more than there had been by the Gra-

minaceous plants grown under similar circum-

stances.

One experiment was made with buckwheat, sup-

plied with no other combined nitrogen than that

contained in the seed. The result gave no indication

of assimilation of free nitrogen.

In regard to the whole of the experiments in

which the plants were supplied with no combined

nitrogen beyond that contained in the seed, it may

be observed that, from the constancy of the amount
of combined nitrogen present in relation to thai

supplied, throughout the experiments, it may be

inferred, as well that there was no evolution of free

nitrogen by the growing plant, as that there was no
assimilation of it ; but it cannot hence be concluded

that there would be no such evolution if an excess

of combined nitrogen were supplied.

The results of a number of experiments, in whicU

the plants were supplied with more or less of com-

bined nitrogen, in the form of ammonia-salts, or of

nitrates, are recorded. Ten were with cereals ; four

in 1857 and six in 1858. Three were with Legumi-

nous plants; and there were also some with plants of

other deserijitions— all in 1858.

In the case of the cereals more particularly, the

growth was very greatly increased by the extraneous

supply of combined nitrogen ; in fact, the amount
of vegetable matter produced was eight, twelve, and

even thirty times greater than in parallel cases witli-

out such supply. The amount of nitrogen ai^pro-

priated was also, in all cases many times greater, and

in one ease more than thirty times as great, when a

supply of combined nitrogen was provided. The
evidence is, therefore, suHicientl}- dear that all the

conditions provided, apart from those which de-

pended upon a supply of combined nitrogen, were

adapted for vigorous growth ; and that the limita-

tion of growth where no combined nitrogen was
supplied was due to the want of such supply.

In two out of the four experiments with cereals

in 1857, there was a slight gain of nitrogen beyond

that which should occur from error in analysis ; but

in no one of the six in 1858, when glazed earthen-

ware, instead of slate, stands were used, was there

any such gain. It is concluded, therefore, that

there was no assimilation of free nitrogen. In some
cases the supply of combined nitrogen was not

given until the plants showed signs of decline;

when, on each addition, increased vigor was rapidly

manifested. In others the supply was given earlier

and was more liberal.

As in the case of the Leguminous plants grown
without extraneous supply of combined nitrogen,

those grown with it progressed much less healthily

than the Graminaceous plants. But the results under

these conditions, so far as they go, did not indicate

any assimilation of free nitrogen.

The results of experiments with plants of other

descriptions, in which an extraneous supply of com-

bined nitrogen was jirovided, also failed to show an

assimilation of free nitrogen.

Thus, nineteen experiments with Graminaceous

plants, nine without and ten with an extraneou.^

supply of comliined nitrogen,—six with Leguminous

plants, three without and three with an extraneous /ts

m̂j
^Yr
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supply of combined nitrogen, and also some with
otlitT plants, linve lieen made. In nunc oC the ex-

peiinieiits, with i)liint8 so widely ditrorenl as the

Graminaceous and Leguminous, and with a wide
range of conditions of growth, was there evidence

of an assimilation of free nitrogen.

The conclusions from the whole inquiry may be

briefly suinmeil uj) as follows:

The yield of nitrogen in the vegetation over a

given area, within u given time, especiall}' in the

case of Leguminous crojts, is not sjitisfaclorily ex-

plained by reference to the hiilierlo quantitatively

determined supplies of combiiud nitrogen.

The results and conclusions hitherto recorded by
diflere.t exiierimentcrs on the question whether

plants assimilate /)('« or «ncombiued nitrogen, arc

very col. dieting.

The conditions provided in the experiments of the

authors on this question were found to be quite

consistent with the healthy development of various

Graminaceous plants, but not so much so for tliat

of the Leguminous plants experimented upon.

It is not probab e that, under the circumstauces of

the experiments on assimilation, there would be any
supply to the plants of an unaccounted quantity of

combined nitrogen, due to the influence either of

ozone, or of nascent hydrogen.

It is not probable that there would be a loss of any

of the combined nitrogen involved in an exiieriment

on assimilation, due to the evolution of free nitrogen

in the decomposition of organic matter, excepting

in certain cases when it might be prc-supposed.

It is not probabh' that there would be any loss due

to the evolution of free nitrogen from the nitro-

genous constituents of the plants during growth.

In numerous experiments with Graminaceous
plants, under a wide range of conditions of growth,

in no case was there any evidences of an assimilation

of free nitrogen.

In experiments with Leguminous plants tlie growth

was less satisfactory, and the range of conditions

was, therefore, more limited. But the results with

these plants, so far as they go, do not indicate any

assimilation of free nitrogen. It is desirable that

the evidence of further experiments with such plants,

under conditions of more healthy growth, should be

obtained.

Results obtained with some other plants, are in

the same sense as those with Graminaceous and

Leguminous ones, in regard to the question of the

assimilation of free nitrogen.

If in view of the evidence afforded by the non-

assimilation of free nitrogen by plants, it is very

desirable that the several actual or possible sources

whence they may derive comfrined nitrogen should be4:

more flilly investigated, both qualitatively and quan-

titatively.

[

If it bo established that plants do not assimilate

free or uncombincd nitrogen, the source of the large

amount of coudiincd nitrogen known to exist on

I

the surface of the globe and in the atmosphere, still

awaits a satisfactory explanation.

Patekt Office Repoht for 1860 contains

chapters on the " Operations of llie Experimental

Gardcn.^^ If this were an institution for "experi-

menting," we should hail it as a national blessing;

hut from what we can gather from the "Report," it

has no such objects. The main idea seems to be to

"propagate for distribution." It says of the tea-

plant hobby : ";;'2,000 seedling plants were distrib-

uted in 18r)!)-Cn." "Little can be said of Iheni be-

yond the fact that they are alive and prospering,"

which, as everj' one knows the tea-plant has been

"alive and prospering" in the Southern States for

the last fifty years, must be supposed to be cheap

information. "In a number of instances, the plants

were placed in the ground as received from tlie

garden, with the moss and packing around them,

and have, of course, never exhibited life." "8000

plants have been propagated from cuttings, and a

like number will be raised to be distributed annually

to replace losses, until private interest shall discover

in the enterprise an effectual incentive to its effectual

prosecution." Yerily, it will be a long time before

" private interest" will prove any incentive to raising

and distributing gratuitoush' plants to parlies who
set plants, packing and all in the ground, and ex-

pect to raise therefrom chests of tea.

That the tea-plant will live and prosper in our

country south of Washington, is well known. The
only question never yet answered satisfactorily, but

which, so far, has been answered ncgativelj', is,

Can tea be prepared as cheaply here as it can be im-

ported? If the "Experimental" would answer lb;il

for us, it would soon find " private enterprise" ready

with the p'auts, and buyers for them.

We are utterly opposed to this scattering of thou-

sands of dollars annually over the land, on the hap-

hazard principle, that probably one dollar may some

day produce a return, and repeat what we have said

in former issues of our journal, that it is time an

end was put to this folly.

.A C/ia/ter on Fertilizers, by the ITon. Tlins.

Clcmson, of South Carolina, is one of the best ab-

stracts of what is known of the subject up to the

present time that we have seen, and is filled with

statistical tables that will be of great service to ex-

perimental agriculturists.

An original feature is a chapter entitled •iv-..,,^
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on the Proffrete of Agricultural StatititicSy'" liy

David A. Wells, Troy, New Yoik. In this those

who have had the picparntion ol' the report have,

for the first time, we tliink, approached the idea of

what such a production srhould be,— a sketch of the

real progress of the nation in practical agriculture.

Observations on English Husbandry, by 11. F.

French, will have a beneficial influence on those

of our farmers who will divest themselves of preju-

dice against "foreign" notions, and, prepared to

test all things and hold fast to that which is

good, contrast tlic superiority or inferiority of dif-

fering national practices, and profit by the result.

Irrigation, by E. G. Smith, is an epitome of

what is known in Europe on the subject.

Grasses for the South, by Kev. C Howard, is

mainly a defence against the charge that the well

kno.\n agricultural ruin of the South is caused by

negro slavery. "Land," he says, "does not com-

mand an average of five dollars an acre in Georgia,

and generally decreases in value, rather than rises by

agricultural operations on it." He contends, never-

theless, tliat intelligence is of little moment in the

agricultural laborer, so that the man who directs the

labor is enlightened ; and that the great cause of

their depression is the want of stock on their farms.

Dr. Emerson, of Philadelphia, gives a chapter on

the Cattle Disease. W. Buekisch, of Texas, on Bee

Culture. Fish Culture, translated from the German

of Dr. Fraas. Mr. P. H. I'hler, Baltimore, Insects

Injurious to Vegetation. Wiiic-Mutiiig, translated

from the German. Grape-Culture and Wine-Making,

by D. G. Goodloe, Washington, D. C, who acknow-

ledges to its being an abstract of the old treatise of

Henderson ; a rare sjiecimen of honesty when the

course of other writers in back volumes of the re-

ports is considered. It is a very useful chapter.

Culture of Grapes in Graperies, by Dr. Parker,

Utica, N. Y., is a well written chapter, full of de-

tails which will have the effect of drawing dose

attention to the advant^vges of graperies in the more

agricultural point of view. The theory of the

Doctor as to the causes that lead to the necessity

of graperies on this ctmtinent may be ojjcn to a little

criticism, but that is not of much moment so far as

the practical good likely to result from the article is

concerned.

The Forest Trees of America. By Dr. .1. G.

Cooper, of Iloboken, N. .J., is one of the most

original and valuable papers ever honoring a Patent

Ollice Report. It is accompanied by a map showing

the distribution of the species over the whole conti-

mnt as near as can be.

Tea, by S. Bonsall, of Philadelphia, goes into the

/K \\ hole culture and management of the article.

Chinese ..Agriculture. Agricultural jtalents and

donations to the "experimental" closes the volume.

Altogether, it is the best ever issued by the depart-

ment, and affords hopes of progress in that (|uarter.

Address on xnE Ei'izooty, lately phevalent
AMOKo SwiKE, by Edwin M. Snow, M. D., and G.

L. Collins, M. D., of Providence, R. I. Read be-

fore the Rhode Island Medical Society, June 10, 1861.

Annai.s of Tni'. Botanical Society ok Canada,
Vol. I., Part II. We should be much obliged by the

additional favor of the first part of this very interest-

ing serial. We are very glad to find by it that the

utility of the society is at least demonstrated, and it

has our best wishes for its permanent success.

tuade lists received.

Isaac Jackson & Co., Harmony Grove, Penna.

Daniel Engle, Marietta, Pa. Bailey & Bro., Wil-

mington, Del. E. J. Evans & Co., York, Pa. L.

Ellsworth & Co., Naperville, 111. H. Southwick

& Sons, Dansville, N. Y'. E. Moody & Son, Lock-

port, N. Y. A. F. Conard & Bro., West Grove, Pa.

J. L. Dariington it Co., West Chester, Pa. O. B.

Maxwell & Co., Dansville, N. Y'.

DESciirPTm; Catalogue of E. Y. Teas, Rich-

mond, Indiana.

The HonTicuLTrnisT.—Our contemporary has

changed owners, Jlr. George E. Woodward con-

jointly with the editor, Mr. P. B. Mead, having

purchased it of Mr. Saxton. Mr. Woodward is

known to our readers by his excellent articles on

landscape-gardening, and as he will be associated

with 3Ir. Mead in the editorship also, we are as-

siued tliat the reputation of the m gaziue will lose

nothing by the clitinge.

Jllpto or ^m ]Pl(anh.

Pentstemox spectabilis (Shoiri/ Pent-iternon).—
Kat. Ord., Scrophulariacea;. Linn., Didynainia

Augiospermia. "A lovely Californian species."

Flowers numerous, in a panicle, on a stem nearly two

feet high. Introduced by Jlessrs. Low, of Clapton,

where it flowered last May.

—

Botanical Mag., t. 5260.

Dendkobu.'.m Hii.i.ii (Mr. Ilill's Dendrobium).—
Nat. Ord., Orchidacese. Linn., Gynandria Mon-
andria. Named after Jlr. Walter Hill, Superintend-

ent of the Botanic Garden at Jloreton I?ay, who
sent it to the Kew Gardens. Flowers white.

—

Ibid,

t. oitil.

Ceiiinthe retorta ( Curved-floicered Cerinthe).—
Nit. Ord., BoragincfC. Linn., Penlandria Mono
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gynin. Hardy herbaceous plant eighteen inches

higli. Kacemes of flowers Icrniinal, recurved

;

bracts large, blue; corollas yellow, tipped with red-

disli-pur|)k' ; "leaves glaucous green, S|)olted like

those of a Puhnonaria. It is a native of Caria, in

the Peloponnesus, where it was found by Sibthorp

;

and in wooded places in Dalniatia, according to

Viviani. Lovers of hardy plants will do well to rear

this in the open borders of their gardens. It is [best

treated as an] annual, may be increased by seeds,

and should be planted in tufts. Our plant was raised

from seed sent to us by 3Ir. Thompson, of Ipswich."
— Il/id., I. 5204.

CllYsls AUUEA, var. Lemmikghei (Lemming^
Golden-Jluwered Chysis).—Nal. Ord., Orchidaeeiu.

Linn., Gynandria Monogynia. Named in honor of

Count Lcmminghc. Instead of the flowers being

golden colored, they are nearly white or cream

colored, the lip only being tinged with yellow
;

purple or lilac blotches are on the sepals and petals,

and dark purple streaks and spots inside the labellum.

Sent to Kew from Hamburg by Mr. Schiller.

—

Ibid.,

t. 02(1.-).

GoMPiiiA oi-n-yEFORMis (OUte-fruited Gomphia).

Nat. Orrf., Ochraceae. iiHH., PentandriaMonogynia.

It has also been called G. dccoran/<. Xativc of

Brazil, introduced by Messrs. Hendersons, Welling-

ton liiiad Nursery. "It produced its panicle of

bright yellow flowers in the Kew stove during May
of lyCl."—/did., t. 5262.

CaLADIOM BICOLOR, var. VEnSCHATFELXII ( Ycr-

ichiffelf » Two-nolorcd Culudium.— Xal. Ord., Aro-

ideie. ii/ui., Mona'cia Monandria. Sent to Kew by

M. Cliantin, of Paris. " Upon the deep green ground

of the blade of the leaf are numerous irregular

blotches of a rich blood [almost carmine] color, the

largest of which are ocellaled—that is, liavc little eye-

like spots of green in their centres.

—

Ibid., t. 5203.

Ceueus MacDonaldii has again flowered in our

collection, and much finer than last year. The
flower measured thirteen inches in diameter from tip to

lip of the sepals. It is certainly a very sliowj- and

desirable species, not so highlj' colored in the sepals

as C. grandiflorus, but in size very much larger. It

blooms at night like the latter.

—

Uocei/'s Magazine.

I^orpign InhHigpnrp.

To Presekve Sc.vrlet Kixxeu Beans Tiuioucn

THE Winter for an Early Crop.—Some few

years ago, in the month of November, when dig-

ging the ground where the crop of runners had

grown, I could not help noticing the large size of

the roots ; and it occurred to me that, if I took them

up, potted them, and kept Ihem in a cold pit during

the winter, tliey might furnish another crop the (bl-

lowing spring. I tried the e.xperiment on two of

the best roots, potted them, and kept them in a cold

pit until the Isl of February. At that time I placed

them in a hothouse, in which the average tempera-

ture was about (il) degrees. They soon began to

send up strong shoots, and lo show flower in abund-

ance from the grouinl upwards. In May they were
twelve feet high, and made a very good appearance; in

greenhouse, where they passed with many lor a new
species of plant.

If I had saved thirty or forty roots, and had put

them in heat in spring, in the manner done with

Dahlias, and if I had turned tliem out in the opi-u

air about the same time that these plants are turned

out, I certainly should have been alile to gather kid-

ney beans a month sooner than is done by the usual

practice of sowing in the open garden.

In cottage gardens, the roots might be taken up

every autumn, and preserved in the same way as

those of potatoes ; and, by being planted on a fresh

piece of ground in spring, they would not only pro-

duce a much earlier, but a much mure abundant crop

than one raised from seed.

[We give the above from an English journal in or-

der to suggest that the mode be treated with our

Lima Beans. Though cafled Lima, we believe it is

a native of the East Indies, and in its own country

a perennial. If they can be kept as above descrilied,

we have no doubt but more than a month's diirerence

would be experienced in the earliness of the crop.]

Carnations at Ciirist.mas.—Proceed thus :—If

3-ou have not such plants, obtain two or three dozen

from a nurserymen. The plants will generally be

small, and you would have had a better chance if

you had obtained them in April. However, better

late than never. These will gene: ally be in small

pots called GO's, and most likely showing a bloom.

Cut all blooming shoots ofT, and after gently disen-

tangling the roots reiiot into si.\ inch pots, using

light, ricl), sandy loam, and place in a shady position

until the roots begin lo work freely. A few of these

stronger plants may be placed in IG-pots or 24-pots,

and potted very firmly. If that can be done before

September all appearance of flowering-shoots until

then should be stopped. These plants thus stopped

and potted wifl generally throw up flower-shoots in

October, which will bloimi in the greenhouse in No-
vember and onwards.

—

London Cottage Gardener.

Shade Trees in Paris.—It has been calculated that

Paris, at present, covers a space of 78,080,000 j-ards.

It contains 148,000 trees, occupying a space equal

to 330,890 square yards. The trees consist of horse-

^a
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chestnuts, elms, acacins, lime trees, and others. It

is estimated that these treds cover, with their shade,

a space of 220,200,000 yards, sufficient to protect

1,580,000 individuals from the rays of the sun.

&

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTUKAL
SOCIETY.

The .September exhilrition. which was held at Concert Hall.

Tue.Mlay eveoiDg, the ITtli >ilt., was well atlouited. notwithstrtuil-

iliS (he Hturin. The di»pl;iy In the varicm* depanmeuK of plants,

flowers, fruits and vegetables wa« imusally flue, and cnmprised a

large variety ul ol>j-*cts ut iulerest. 'I'he deparlnieiu of itrnaineiilal

foliajjfe plant-s was uever bef-jre so large aud so rich. >Ir. .1. Tol-

l(«k, gardener to James UuadBs, Esq . exhibited a superb tollec-

lioii, coluprisiug many novelties, .\inong them would iiienlion

the (luvimndra feueiiralls or Madagiuicar Laie riant, growing

ondcr water, the Alocasia .Melalliea, aud the Caladiuiu lielleyiii. i,

as of the higliost beauty. Also a flne flower of the Victoria regia.

The Lace Plant was exiiibited in an en-prinous white china biiwl.

which showed iis siuk'ular black ift-like leaves to great advantage.

1 he AhsrasLa melallica is a most beautiful arquisiliou; the leaf re-

eembling a coiic.ive b;ou/.e, or r.Ulier, burnished shield.

Their splendid growth and flue condition merit the highest

praise, and received two special prenimins of S-i each, and one of

$1. Mr. l>ollock exhibited lor the tiist time before this S..ciety.

in fruit, the rare Piulodendr.in peituosnm. Also the following

new plants ^howu for the lirst lime : Caladiuni I!ar.li|uiiiii, Maranta

ar;.yrffia, M'.rauta metallica. Ciladiuni lia.stiitum.Caladinm Bclley-

mei l.'ampTlob.)trin argyroneuni. lyanoidiylluni As..i<iuicum,

Ouviniiidra'feue.stralis. Alocasia m.-tallica. Brouielia pniicep.s.

To Charles H. .Miller, Hardener to D. Kodney King, wa.s

awarded a special premium of »> lor his varied and beautiful

collection of feiua. vaneu'aled plants, and new plauts shown for

the lirst lime; also for the best six fern,s, the regular premium of

I, and the =ain.^for the best variegated plants and de-igns. The
latter was worthy of special attention, as one of the mo.st graceful

aud novel combiimtions entirely of ornameutal foliage ever ex-

hibited before the Society.
. „ _ „

The new plants exiiihled, for the first time, by Mr. D. K. King,

couijirisert the Aisyrwa arg^ntea, Micauia speciosa, Dracmiia

liumphii and Canipv'lobolris Smaragdina, to which was awarded

a special premium o'l ii. Mr lleuiy A. Dreer's collection of Roses.

Gladioluses and Dahlias obtained the premium of *1 aud *3, respec-

tively. They were all of the very choicest varieties, aud elicited

high'praisc The Uladioluses were all vanotiesof ihe Gandavcnsis.

Sle-srs P. Mackenzie * Son contributed fifty-two specimens of

assorted flowering and foliage plauUs, twenty-five dilfeieutdahlias.

and as many verbenas, and a choice group of pinks. ro,es and

petuniaii. Among their c.illeclion were eight new plants of note,

including Lautaua fulgeus inutabilis. Ipoinca tricolor. I. linibata

elegauti.-sima, Caladiuins Houlletii, Van Vorstii, liroenartii and

Belleymeii, and the I'entsieinon Victory. The verbenas com-

prised many entirely new ones, whose names we did not learn.

.Mr. llobeit Buist brought a number of variegated plants. Kerns,

six new Begonias, aud the same number of new plants. Among
Ihe latter was a Conifer, the Araucaria excelsa, of delicate

and beautiful foliage, and very symmetrical growth. The others

were the I'teris discolor, Sphn>ro-temma marmoiata. Panax fruti-

cosum.Gastonia Palmaiaand lleterocentruni album ; to these were

awarded ii for best Conifer, and a special premium of »2 for best

three new plants. The Ferns were especially admired, and were

favorably noticed by the Committee. ... ^ , »„
James Eadie, gardener to Ur. Hush, received the award of M

for the best collection of ten plants, lu pots, and *2 for the best

gpecimeu plant; also $i for the best collection of Peaches, the

large size iiaudsome bloom, and graceful and Kkilful tr,iiiiing of

these plants, made them a distinguishing feature of the exbibmon,

and his Melac Hon Peaches, for average size and beauty of color,

have rarely been is|Ualled in the Society's displays.

Adam Graham, gardener to Gen. K obcrt Patterson, carried off

the prize for the best collection of six plants, iu pots, »2. He also

exhibited a fine specimen plant, Ihe Criuum ainabllis.

Wm Jovce, gardenerto M W. Baldwin, brought both firoits and

flowcrs.and obtained pieminma in both dei>artmeuts. For the best

four Orchids, he took the prize of tl, and for the best three Pine

Apples in pots, also *1. His beautiful collection of terns, many

of them new, received special mention in the rep.ul of the Com-

mittee The new ones were Oon iplielebium (p., Gymni^ranima

Marteusl. Gvmnogr.unma argyrophylla. X.vthoclana chiysophylla.

A dish ,,f luscious Guava fruit, fr,.ni which the well-known jelly is

made met due appreciation from the "f<i.«/inff" Committee.

Samuel Mason received the award of «i for the best pair of

plants.

Thomas Meehan presented the flnest collection of hardy herba-

ceous cut flowem.and received the premium therefor of tl. Among
his other contributions we noticed also some very One dahlias, s.x

blooms of assorted Phlox decusi.ata,Bnd a new annual jdaut ahowo

for the flrst time, I allirrhoe p-'data nana.

Jlr Call Muller exhibited a very pntty (.eedling V erbena, quite

di-tincl in color from nnv ever before shown. ... ,

It.Mr. liohert Kilvington s basket of cut flowers was the obj.-ct of

"inch atlenlion and pniise. from its beautiful arrangemeol and

contrast of colors nod its delicacy of design. Il received the

premium of *2. lie was also awarded the premium of «l for the

best peck of t.imatoes. j j ..

In the department of frails the display wa. varied and attrac-

tive. IncluJine some remarkable specimens. In .Mr. Baxters

collection there were ov.r flfiy varieties of native and foreign

pears, of a size and quality rarely eqnalle.1 in these exhibitions.

The White PoTenne or Butler Pear was pilrticularly large and One,

free fr..m spot'orbleraish. Mr. B.ixters premiums wore as follows:

f..r second best peaches, $1; best three citr..n melons it ;
beat

twelve varieties of native pears. »-2; bc-t six varieties of natives,

$2; best twenlv-flve foreign pears, »i; best six var.eiies of foreign

peaiT.. »2. Mr'BaXlers uniform success in (he cultur.' of the pear,

and the large and handsome samples he contributes are woithy of

J £' Mitchell, of Chestnut Hill, had some fine foreign grapes

highly Ci.hrred aud well grown, of five varieties; Black H nihorf.

Black Prince. White Fr .ntignan, Chasselas de Fontaiubleau. and

Black Frontieuao. Thi- collection received the first peiiiinm for

grilles under glass, of *2. The Black Prince was especially large

and fine. Mr. .Mitchell also had on exhibition some good pears, of

sixteen varieties. . . , , , , .

Mr. S. W. Noble presented twelve varieties of apples, which

gained the first premium of *2. ,-., , .-

Mr Charles llarmar took the second premium of »1 for his pears,

among which were some delicious Bartram Pears seedlings grown

ne r .|,e old Bartram Botauic Garden, in W est Phlladelplila.

rou olhercolleciionsof pear-, from Mrs. Liggett, I. » Bunting,

anu ur. James W. Thomson, in behalf of G. K. Riddle, bs.! ,
of

Wilmington. Del .received due commendation.

Au iniere-ting feature of the evening was the collection of native

grapes. Mr. Peter Itaabe, whose twelve varieties obtained the

first premium of «2. presented the Maxalawney gra,« a native

seedling of Camp Hill. Montgomery County, Pa_ Ju flavor It is

uneqmilM bv any native graiw ever before exhibited. It is a

verv strong c'rower. perfectly hardy, and if it shou'd prove to

ripen early and well in exposed situations in the country, will be

the best acqiiisilioii we have .vet made.
,, , ,. ,

Mr. Raabes v lie is growing in his city yard, well sheltered.

Mr A. W. Harrison received the second premnim of *1 for uall\e

grapes, including the To-Kalon. Brinckle and Louisa. exhibited for

the fl.st time. .Mr. Ilurris,.u also had the Ues Nounes pear and a

di-h of ripe Catawissa raspberries. In Ihe depariiiieul of vege.

tiibles he was awardisl Ihe first premium of »l f.ir the lie>. tgi;-

plants, aud showed a flne specimen of the Honolulu squash. A

cane of the Black Hamburg grape, planted one ye.. r ago. and cn-

laiuii.g eighteen good-sized bunches of fruit, fully ripe, though

wanting ii color, gave evidence of Ihe remarkable precocity of

the grape. vine. , . . * , . .

Mr Thomas T. Firth brought an ingenious and tasteful design

composed of five varieties of native grapes. Concord. Diana. l!,a-

bella, Itebecca and Delaware, all of large .-ize aud highly colored.

Mr. A. L Felloii had on exhibition some very large and high-

colored Isabella grapes. , *v « . .- t»
Mr. Flickwehr otfered his seedling grape for the first time. 11

promises to be a good wine grape
, , , . ^ .t ^

.Mr. Andrew J. Catherw.s.d al,-o had a branch of his Catherwood

grape, profusely covered with large clusters, twenty-six in number,

dark blue frua. of very good quality, and thonugbly ripened.

This was pronounced bv the Committee to be the Isabella.

Peter Bohlen. gardener to B. Gerhard, exhibited a large oblong

cantelope. similar to the Dix. aud some .ood potatoes.

Mr L. Chamberlain showed some Isabella and Bland grapes.

Jeremiah Flynn, gardener to Henry Taylor, ha s one stauwick

nectarines of verv large size, which obtained the premium of tl.

Miss Titus exhibited a fine cluster of her scedliug peach.

The very large and attractive displayof vegelahles, by Anthony

Felton, gardener I.. Mr. II Duh ring, occupied one entire side of the

Hall, and comprised alm.ist every garden vegetable o1 the sea.son.

With two exceplions.hetook.i'/thepremiumsinthisdeparlmenl,

amounting to *7. We remarked good specimens ol the new white

and red ligg-plants. The premium of $1 for the best China Asters

was also awarded to him.
At the business meeting held after the awards of premiums, the

reports of the Treasurer and Finance Commilteo were read and

adopted. , . . ,»

.

Mr James Malheson. who exh'lited. at the last meeiing, Uio

mammoth bunch of White Muscat of Alexandria graiies weighing

nine pounds and four ounces, presented an Essay ou the (. ulture or

the Exotic Grape under Gla,s«. prepared at the request of the

Society. It was re:i.l, and ordered to be printed, and the thanks

of the Society presented to biro.
.

A more valuable contribution to practical horticulture has never

been presented to Ihe Society. hk
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FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASURE-
GROUND.

As soon as the first white frost has Wackened
dahlia leaves^ the stems shouUl be cut back to a few

mchcs of llie ground, the label securely fastened,

and the root placed away in a cool place secure from

frost till next March, when it should be "sprouted,"

divided and again set out. iladeira vines, tigridias,

gladiolus, tuberoses, &e., rcciuirethe same attention.

As soon as the ground gets caked with the first

real frost, herbaceous plants should he protected.

Though hardy, they well rei)ay this extra care,

—

mostly natives of woods or grassy places in their

native State, they expect a covering of leaves or

dry grass. "We find dry leaves the best material for

the puqiose, a few inches is a sufficient depth,—

a

little soil being thrown on to prevent the leaves

blowing away. Where such material is not at

band, the common garden soil may be drawn over

them, as before recommended in these pages.

Most of the tender plants that we desire to pre-

serve over the season, have now been lifted from

the borders, and removed to winter quarters,—and

in a few weeks the beds will present a rough and

forsaken appearance. It is too often the practice to

leave the borders just in this neglected condition

till spring-time returns. But the person of true

taste finishes up the beds, and makes all tidy. In

the absence of summer flowers, even order pleases.

PLANT-HOUSES, PITS, AND FRAMES.

J Pl.vxts stored away for the winter in cold pits,

i require more care for the first month or so than at

/^ I
any other lime through the winter season. Many

^^

of them have unripened shoots, or shed many of

their leaves, and unless these he cut off and re-

moved, gangrene and decay commit distressing

havoc. Air should be given at every opportunity,

and nothing omitted that will, in any way, tend to

harden the plants, and send vegetation to rest. No
more water should be given than just suflicient to

prevent withering, and the temperature should be

kept as near 40 J as possible, and every chance

taken to render the air about the plants dry. When
frost actually does come, no further care than pro-

tection from its embraces will then be required.

Plants so hardened, may stay covered up for weeks,

without any light or air, and secure from the

slightest injurj-. Mice constitute the most trouble-

some enemy in a pit closed for any length of time
;

but we have, as yet, found nothing better than the

recommendation given in back volumes, namely,

to take peas and soak them twentj^-four hours in

water, then roll in arsenic and sow in a pot, as if

in the regular way of seed-sowing. A few pots so

prepared, should be placed in the pit before perma-

nently closing up. The mice usuallj' make for these

pots at their first entrance to the pits. If placed on.

the soil, they seem to guessyour secret, and will not

"bite."

Plants in cellars need much the same care as those

in pits. Avoid heat and dampness ; fretiuently, how-

ever, plants suffer in cellars through getting too dry.

They should be looked over, at any rate, once a

month, and a little water given, if hkelj- to become

entirely dry.

Plants in windows and rooms usually suffer from

excessive waterings,—very dry air about them,—too

great a heat, or too much shade. As much as pos-

sible, room plants should be selected for their in-

difference to these requirements. Succulents, such

as cactuses, mesembryanthemums, rocheas, crassu-

las, aloes, &c., care not how dry the room, but they

demand all the sunlight possible. Camellias, Chi-

nese Primroses, Azaleas, Dicentra spectabilis. Poly-

anthuses, violets, hyacinths, <S:c., do not mind a little

shade ; but they abhor a high temperature. Others

again, while disliking heat, want hght ; of these,

are calceolarias, cinerarias, geraniums, pelargoniums,

pansies, daisies, tree carnations, perpetual blooming
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pinks, roses, and the like. "Leaf plants," for the

most part, like a close, moist atmosphere, and a

nioilcratc degree of heat to do well. For these,

jrliiss partitions and elosely-ghi/.ed eases are usually

employed. A great error in the growth of plants

in these cases, is to suppose they require no air.

Tlie closeness is to secure a moist atmosphere, not

to exclude I lie ;ur. Whenever, therefore, the tem-

perature is low, and lillle evaporation going on, the

opportunity should be seized to air the cases; a few

moments are sufficient. A very pretty plant arrange-

ment m;iy he maile in i)arl()rs that have l)ay windows;

the whole window may lie closed olf from llic

main part of the room by a sash, and filled with

plants. Some on the lloor,^some on shelves, and

some pendant from the roof A common oil lamp

will be quite sufficient, with the usual window shut-

ters, to keep out frost during the night or extra

severe w'cather, while the regular day temperature

of the room will suffice for that time. When the

lam]) is burning, provision slioidd be made for the

admission of fresh air from the room al tlie bottom

of the case, and for the exit of consumed air at the

top of the case. This is best accomplished by a

tube to and from the lamp.

To those who have larger plant cabinets or small

conservatories, connections with heaters or hot water

from kitchen ranges will suggest themselves. This

is often done. The great error we have often no-

ticed is, that the heat is led to the back only, when

it should be continued right to the front or coldest

part of the house. When heaters are employed, the

oxygen of the air is usually defective, and besides

the air is very dry and ungenial to hcalth3' vegetation.

Evaporating pans around the mouth of the air flues

should be used in such cases,—syringing done al

frequent intervals, and pure fresh air given whenever

a warm out-door spell fi.rnishes the opportunity.

In tlie greenhous such jdants as are in a growing

condition, and aredesired to continue growth, if filled

with roots, may be rejiotted into pots a size laiger.

No advantage is gained in any case in e nploying

pots for shifting much larger than those in which

the plants are growing. Coarse, spongy soil should,

in all cases, be used for pot plants. The advantage

claimed for peat over other soils for many pot

plants, is as mucli owing to its fibrous condition as

to its peculiar nature. Insects should be carefully

looked after, and the various remedies best ap-

proved of emplo^-ed for their destruction before

they become very numerous. We must still repeat

that wc find nothing so simple or so certainly

effective as hot water for all kinds of insects, from

the minute red spider to the mealy bug and scale.

We get a common hand furnace, and set a large

washing boiler on the top, heating the water to

about 130'^; in this we put about a tcaspoonful of

grease, and the .same quantity of flower of sulphur.

All the plants that exhibit the si gbtest trace of in-

sects are then collected together and dipped in for a

moment. Specimens too large to dip in are held over

and syringed, so as to save the hot water as much as

possible. These large ones we do last. Occision-

ally a few leaves or verj' tender green tops get

scalded, but this is but a temporary evil for a per-

manent cure. A few syringings within a few days

subsecpunt to the operations, clears the plants from

the greasincss left on them ; but the sulphur leaves

a sliglit smell for some time, and seems to exercise

a beiicticial inlluence in keeping olf fresh attacks of

the puny, but by no means contemptible, invaders.

We know of numerous instances where parties have

tried the process and thanked us for the information
;

and though our hints in this resjiect have been

received with far less general notkc tlian many
others that our pages have been the means of circu-

lating, we consider the idea the nm.st invaluable one
to horticulturists we have ever offered.

(Jomnmnifflfions.

TKEES AND SHRUBBERY.
BY WALTER EI.TIER, PHII.AnKI.rHIA.

One of the most noble and jileasing features in

landscape-gardening, coiiiitiy-seal gardening, su-

burban and cottage-gardening, is a choice selection

of trees and shrubbery properly arranged. The
skillful gardener knows the sizes they attain, their

habits of growth, the sizes and colors of foliage and
blocm, and their time of blooming, the soils and
exposures most suitable for them. He will make
his selections according to circumstances ; and by a

graceful arrangement, the beauty of the whole will

be enhanced. In ti^e suburban and cottage gardens

they will be planted closer than upon a large place,

and the arrangement will be promiscuous, without

incongruity. Evergreen trees will be planted a

distance from the house and off the walks, so that

their horizontal branches will not darken the win-

dows in winter, nor interrupt the passage on the

paths.

Deciduous trees, with long, clean stems and

blanching heads, will be placed nearer to the house,

as they do not confuse the way, but give shade

when it is most desired, and drop their leaves when
sunshine is needed. Shrubs of neat dwarf habits,

handsome bloom, and mild fragrance will be jilanled

near to the cottage ; and those of .strong odors and
shaggy growths will be placed at a distance ; and

their blossoms and fruits will show to sreater advaii-

#^ r<gj^
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tn^, and tlic.v will be so arningcd as to give a Imr-

monious contrast of flower ami foliage. Trees of

(lark leaves and lieavy shade will be mated with

those of lively foliage and light shade. A colljige

nestled ill a plantation of trees and shrubbery lias

nu air of riehness, refnienieut, and comfort, which
nothing else could give il. Tlie beauty of the

plants and the elegance of arrangement, with a rich,

lively green sod, complete a picture whieli the pencil

of the painter can never lully imitate.

But it is upon large places where the master mind
of the real gardener isliows itself advantageously in

the display of a combined knowledge of ait and

science in the arrangement of trees and shrubs,

which will be ditferent upon dilTereut places. He
will tirst inspect the soil, and observe the locjition,

and make his selection of plants t.' suit, and make
prei)aralions for a speedy i)lanting in advance of

their arrival. There may be an unsightly object to

be hid from view ; and a clump of trees fone-third

of them evergreens) are pla :ted to shut it out iii

winter, as well as in summer. The same will be

done where the mansion and all who move around

it are exposed to the inquisitive stare of idle and

unmannerly neighbors, and also where chilling and

cutting winds enter. In places mucli inland, torna-

does are from the noith-west ; whereas on the sea-

coast the winds off the water are most chilling and

blasting for blossoms ; while along some navigable

rivers, fruits are blown olT the trees before they are

fidl-grown. The gardener will perceive all these,

and will plant Icafj- screens where needed.

Where 15ne perspective views are, openings will

be left ; but the chief aim will be to make line views

and attractive objects upon the place. Flowering

trees and shrubs will be arranged near to the man-
sion or along main walks, where they will display

their beauties and diffuse their fragrance most ad-

vantageously to our pleasure. Trees of fine form

and gigantic stature will be set further out upon the

open lawn, and avenues maj- be clothed on either

side for shade and shelter. [Il really is strange that

shady avenues are so rare with us, as there is no

country where shade and shelter are more needed.]

A. great variety of trees could be planted along the

avenues, and the contrast of their sizes, habits and

foliage would be a tieat for the arborist as he rides

or walks along. Openings will be left to allow a

load of hay to pass through without rubbing upon

the branches, and to view the sunny glades and the

noble specimens of trees that are singly scattered

over them.

A good arrangement of shnibs and trees is that

wbich diversifies the estate and makes it an admira-

ble object in the landscape, and in walking over it,

a fresh scene opens at every sliort distance. Every

single plant, group and row will show that they

were pla ted for a puriHisc, and the whole will be a

combination of nature and design. The skillf\il gar-

dener, like an expert general, stations his forces

where they will be most cfficlire ; and every enemy

in the shape of an eye-sore is placed in \.\k guard-

house of shrubs and trees.

All architect und adornments upon mansions, cot-

tages, arbors, pavilions, itc, in the country are

bald without arborial emlKillisliments ; so are foun-

tains, fish-ponds, ice. Even unsightly farm build-

ings, draw-well.s, old pumps, stagnant water-pools,

&c., are converted into beauties b\' shrub and tree

surroundings. See the rustic :pring-house reposing

under tlie .shade of a willow tree ! AVho will not

plant plenty of shrubs and trees? or who cannot

admire those that adorn the early spring and jier-

fume the air with their fragrance and expand gor-

geous blooms of various hues,—those that deck the

verdant lawn, their grateful shade during sultry

summer days, and the matchless grandeur imparted

to winter scenery' by clustering evergreens? Does

any one say that they are " costly things?" We
a.sk, what pleasure can be got without cost? Let

us draw a comiiarison. Three hundred dollars are

spent for an evening family party. That would

purchase and plant three hundred shrubs and trees.

A lady's jewelled set costs |8!),000. One year's in-

terest of that sum will purchase and plant over five

thousand shrubs and trees. If all the fine men en-

listed for the war and all the monies ai)proprialed

for it had been employed upon horticultural im-

provements, wliat a l)les.sing it would have been to

the nalinu ! Alter this, let no one grudge the pur-

chase aud planting of shrubs and trees.

AN ESSAY ON GHAP3-GSOWING.
BY JAS. MATHESON, GAIIDENERTO P. C. YAItKALI., liSQ.

To Ike Prmidenl and Members

Hi the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society:

In accordance with a resolution pa.s.sed at )'Our

last niei'ting, I would respectfully oiler the follow-

ing brief essjiy upon the culture of e.xotic grapes

under glass

:

THE VINERY.

The best form of house is the lean-to, and the

best aspect is a few degrees east of south. The
ground should slope gently frcm the house, so as to

allow of easy drainage. Where practicable it is

desirable to construct tlie house at the base of a bill,

excavating the body of the house out of the hill-

side, thus affording entire shelter from the north

winds and abundant warmth during the early and

late stages of vine growth.

When it is requisite to grow a great variety or a
^^
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large nnmber of vines witliin a limited space tl>c

span roof may be adopted, inasmuch as tlic back or

wall border of a lean-to vineiy is not so advanta-

geons as the front.

The roof should be a fixed one, and slope at an

angle of about 31P with the horizon.

The rafter should be not less than twenty-five

feet in length. This is a very important point, and

one not sufficiently considered in the constrnetion

of vineries. A long leader and abundant foliage,

and a plenty of light arc thus secured.

There is no neces.sity for, but rather a considerable

disadvantage in the employment of the heavy rafters

commonly in use. Tliey obstruct the light too

much. A single sash bar four inches deep and one

inch t'lick is all that is retiuisite. The two upper

edges should be ploughed J inch deep and ^ inch

wide to receive the glass. This bar is supported, at

intervals of eight to ten feet, or one-third the length

of the rafter, by cross bars, six inches deep and three

inches wide, which rest on uprights or posts, prefera-

bly slender casl-iron columns, placed atioul ten feel

apart, and standing on stone blocks sunk in the

ground.

The glass should be about fifteen by twelve inches,

and well bedded in a thin mixture of white lead,

linseed oil and whiting, in consistency about mid-

way between paint and putty. If i)roperl}' done

there is no necessity for external putty. The glass

should be heavy, and free from flaws, nicely matched,

and laiiped as little as possible. A wide lap often

admits, by capillary attraction, so much water, as,

if suddenly frozen, to cause the glass to break.

The ventilating sashes, at the top of the house,

should be from three to four feet in width and

continuous from end to end, so as to allow the

whole length to be ventilated at once. They may
be so arranged as to open separately, by cord and

pulley, or simultaneously, by means of a crank and

shaft. Xo bottom ventilation need be provided Ijor,

as it is not advisable to admit bottom air at any

stage of vine growth.

The front, back, and end walls of the house should

be substantially built of stone. In the front wall

openings must be left, opposite t' e intended posi-

tion of each vine, to allow the roots to penetrate the

open border. The front, if low, may be entirely

of stone ; if, for appearance-.sake, as well as con-

venience in working, the front be made three to

four feet high above the foundation, it should be of

fixed sash, glazed like the roof. External braces

will be required, to support the thnist of the rafters.

The highest results cannot be attained in a strictly

cold vinery. The capricious weather, and sudden

frosts late in spring, the raw', blustering winds and
long spells of cloudy weather sometimes oceuniug

in early summer, and the sharp, nipping fro* of

mid-autumn, all conspire to render a cold vinery

uncertain in its action, and make a Hue desirable, and

even indispensable, if we wish to grow very early

grapes or to ripen and keep the Muscats and other

late sorts. Moreover, the length of season and the

prolonged degree of heat necessary for the full ri-

pening of the wood, cannot, with certainty, be at-

tained in a cold house.

A plain brick flue, about ten inches square inter-

nally, is all suflicient ; it should be placed at lea.st

ten feet from the front of the hi use ; in a span roof

hou.se it should run along the centre, sunk a little

below the surface, to allow a latticed foot-walk, made

in moveable sections, to be placed over it. Thus

placed, should any gas escape from its crevices it

will rise directly to the ventilators and be dissipated

without injury to the foliage. If the flue be properly

constructed, leaks will not occur.

. Artificial heat is required for a few weeks only, in

the spring and autumn, and occasionally during cold,

cloud}' weather in summer. In cold vineries the

early growth is often checked by frosts or unseason-

ably Cf.ld weather; and again, in autumn, the foliage

is not unfrequently destroyed in a single night.

Unless the leaves ripen thoroughly and fall naturally

the wood cannot be fully matured, and the next

year's growth and fr\iit will be uncertain or much
diminished. A well-ripened leaf is easily distin-

guished from an immature, frosted one; the former

is soft and pliant, the latter brittle and readily

crumbling to jjowder.

But a small quantity of fuel is required for the

half-cold or fined vinery, two tons of coal being

ample for a house fifty feet in length, for the entire

season. One or two extra bunches of large size

will cover the cost of heating the house, which

secures, beyond contingency, healthy \ines and the

largest possible crop.

An early forcing-house has but three to four weeks

advantage in time, over a well-managed half-cold

vinery, in which early grapes can be ripened by the

25th of June. In large size of bunch, productive-

ness of vine, and high flavor of fruit, the latter

would certainly be superior to the former, besides

requiring much less skill and attention.

The vines, which must be sufticientlj- strong to sup-

port the heavy weight they will be required to

sustain, should be at least fifteen to eighteen inches

from the glass and one foot apart.

BORDER.

Dig out about two feet deep, and twenty feet wide,

and slope the bottom gently from the house.

Along the front of the house, and at the outer edge

of the border, and also at right angles across the

border, at intervals of ten feet, dig drains one foot
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wide and six inclics doep ; at tlio two outer cornel's

connect tliesc drains with covered dry wells. Fill the

drains and cover the whole border, six inches deep,

with broken stone, about the si/.e of one's fist, not

larger. Cover the whole with good sod from an old

pa.sture, the roots upixjruiost. Fill in with compost
prepared as follows: one third of fine, friable, yel-

low sjindy loam, ono-lliird garden soil if rich, if not

use sods from an old pa.'ilure, and the remaining

third of old, well-rotted slaughter-house and barn-

j-ard manure, half of each, to which add, for every

ten feet in length of the border, one barrel of line

ground bones and one barrel of slaked lime in fine

powder. This compost must be prepared in autumn,

under cover, exposed to the frost, and turned

several times during winter and thoroughly mixed
and pulverized to a tine, even texture. Wlicn com-
pleted and well settled, the surface of the border

should be at least six inches above the level of the

adjacent soil, so as to ensure goi d surface-drainage,

which is especially desirable to give an early start to

the roots in spring.

The inside border, both front and liack, will be of

the same composition and drained in the same man-
ner as the outer border, and the drains must be

continued through the wall and connected with

those of the outer one. The surface of the inner

borders should descend slightlj' towards the centre

of the house. Although the roots of the vine

naturally seek the external soil, there is yet this ad-

vantage in an inside border, that when the vines

start in spring there is a sufficiency of active healthy

roots, growing in the warm soil witliin the house, to

nourish the earl_v growth, and feed the 3-oung foliage,

until the natural heat of the sun has excited vigor-

ous action in the external roots. Furthermore, the

evaporation from a ricli inside border, kept con-

stantly stirred fas it should be daily with the hoe

and rakeJ contributes much to the health of the

foliage and the color of the fruit.

FIRST TEAE.

Planting and training the vines. "Well-grown

one year's old vines are to be preferred ; older

vines, unless skillfullj' propagated, are apt to become
pot-bound, and when transplanted the ends of their

roots die.

About the first week in March dig a trench, the

entire length of the house, and close to the front

wall, inside, two feet wide and one foot deep. Fill

in with a compost (prepared the previous autumn

and turned and mixed as described above j of old

hot-bed manure and sand washings from the turn-

pike, and a little slaked lime in fine powder. Plant

the vines four feet asunder, in the middle of thetrcneh,

spreading the roots out equallj-in all directions, on the

surface, cutting away all weak, decaying and bmken
ones, and strew a light coating of the compost over

them. Water lightly, only sulllcient tosettle the soil

about the roots. Cut the vines down to two buds,

and let them rest a week before starting the flue-s,

otherwise the buds might begin to shoot too soon

for the roots and lasting injury result to the plant.

Fire ma3' now be started and maintained until

warm and genial weather arrivcis, commencing at

about GO
, and increasing gradually, day by day,

until ilO- is attained beyond which it is unnecessary

to go although the temperature of the house may
often rise, naturally, to 100-^ or upwards. As soon

as the buds are fairly developed rub olf the weaker
one.

No stopping of the vine is advised the first year,

but as long a cane should be grown as it is possible

to ripen, so as to secure a correspondingly strong root

growth. The young cane makes but fV-w laterals,

and these sho ild be allowed to grow unchecked.

Ventilate moderately on fine days, and about 3

P.M. shut oir one-half the air and syringe the vines

and the whole house, through a fine rose, using, if

possible, a hand engine, to give force and body to the

stream. This should be done three times a week in

the early part of the season and diminishing in fre-

quency till autumn. Sj-ringe at evening onlj'. If

the vines are sprinkled in the morning globules of

water lodge on the leaves and a sudden burst of

sunshine, acting upon the drops, as lenses, burns holes

in the foliage, an elTect often erroneously attributed

to defects or air bubbles in the glass.

Every day throughout the season, until the ripen-

ing process commences, close the ventilators about

an hour before sunset, within an inch, leaving a

crevice of air on during the night. This condenses

the moisture, and, in imitation of nature's process,

supplies the plant with abundant and grateful dew.

A shallow trough of water, extending the entire

length of the house, will assist in maintaining an

equable humidity in the atmosphere of the vinery.

Keep the house and the border always moist, but

never wet. The soil within the house should be

kept in good tilth by a daily use of the hoe and
rake, and the outside border likewise whenever the

weather and its condition permit, taking care to

return the midch to the surface after raking it. Top
dress the inside border, early in spring, with a little

well-rotted manure and fork it in about JIaj'.

Continue the general treatment above stated

until the foliage and wood are nearly ripe, gradually

diminishing, without entirely discontinuing the

syringing and watering. Give also a little more air

except on raw, cloudy daj-s and cool nights, when
the flue should be used and a moilerale heat main-

tained until the foliage ripens, and the plant goes to
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ifsl, usmiUy from Novfinber 15th to December 1st.

Now cut down the vines to about two feet, if

well grown,— if weak, still closer,— cover each one

with a wisp of good dry straw, and leave until

spring. At the same time cover the outer border,

for a space of four to five feet from the front wall,

with eighteen inches of rough stable manure, as a

protection to the young roots from frost.

RKCOND TK.\R.

In Spring, remove from the outside border all the

top-dressing, except six inches, and fork this in, cul-

tivating an 1 rakng frequently, until June, when the

whole border should be thoroughly soaked with

water and mulched with four inches of gooil, old

manure, to remain till September ; then repeat the cul-

tivation given in the spring, so as to drj' off the

border, and prepare it for the winter covering.

—

Never allow either weeds or any crops to grow in

the border.

The vine should receive the same treatment, except

as to the old wood, as the previous year. One bunch

of fruit may be allowed to set on each vine. The
laterals should be pinched off as soon as the third or

fourth leaf appears, and the pinching repeated, six

or seven times, at the appearance of each new leaf,

leaving one fresh leaf at each stopping. The lead-

ing cane should be allowed to run to the top of the

house without stopping.

As soon as the vines commence to grow, early in

spring, give all the borders a light top dressing of

slaked lime, in powder, and repeat the same in June

and September. Also whitewash the wood-work
and walls once or twice each season ; if this he

objectionable on account of appearance distribute

lumps of caustic lime on boards or dishes at intervals

through the house.

About the first of May sprinkle all the borders

with a solution of one pound of potash in five

gallons of water.

The vines should be fumigated every year, be-

ginning about three weeks after growth com-

mences and repeating every three weeks until the

fruit begins to color, by means of the smoke of

tobacco-stems thrown upon a pan of charcoal, which

must be ignited, and the gas allowed to pass off, be-

fore using in the house. The tobacco should bo

slightly damped so as to make a smudge and burn

slowly. During the fumigation the ventilators

should be closed.

Ke<'p the flue always sprinkled with sulphur, and

in case of starting a fire, in dull weather, in May or

June, leave enough air on to allow the ftnucs to

escape readily. In cold vineries strew the sulphur

on heated bricks.

At the first approach of severe weather put abouti

two feet in depth of rough stable manure on the

outside border, next the house, and diminish the

quantity, sloping gradmdly to six inches in depth

at the outside of the border. When the vine is

entirely ripe cut it down to seven feet in length, if

robust and stocky, but if rather weak re .uce it to

five feet. Fill in between the gla.ss and the wires,

up to about three feet above the eaves, with dry

straw or corn fodder, preferably the former. Lay
down the vines, without any covering, along the

front of the house, where they will be protected

from the sun's rays by the straw packing. If the

wintei prove unusually severe an old mat, blanket

or the like, may be loosely thrown over them. If

wisped with straw they are sometimes injured by

mice and make premature growth in spring.

THIUD YE.\R.

The general treameut of the vines will henceforth

be the same as above stated for the second year.

Let six to eight bunches set, according to the

strength of the vine, one onl}- on every other

lateral on each side. Never disbud a lateral eye but

allow every lateral to grow. In order to encourage

a continuous bearing of fruit, low down, leave the

spurs at the base rather longer than those above.

Keep the spurs as short as possible ; if the vine

be well grown there is always an abundance of dor-

mant eyes around the base of each lateral from

which to force a good plump bud to form strong

spurs for next year's fruiting.

In the autumn of this year cut down to about

ten feet of cane, and continue, year by year, in-

creasing its length, but diminishing the rale of

increase, imtil the vine reaches the top of the house,

where about eighteen inches of last year's cane

may be left.

If well managed, the vine should continue to

bear good crops for a generation, but if, from any
cause, one or more, or all of the vims should begin

to fail a young cane should be started, at the base of

the vine, and brought up grudually, as above de-

scribed, until it reaches half the length of the raf-

ter. Meanwhile fruit the old cane only on its upper

half, observing in spring to ring its bark, about

half way round, near the base, so as to send the sap

into the young cane. In the autumn cut out the

old canes entirely.

oenehai, onsj;«v.\TioN8.

As a rule never allow any fruit to set on the

leading cane.

Cracking, moulding and rotting of the fruit, may

be prevented by having a tight roof, by a judicious

use of the flue and by avoiding excessive watering

and syringing. Be careful however not to let the

border at any time get entirely dry.

"^^^
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In trimming the bunrlics, which should he done
as soon ns the iK-iry is formcil, rcj;anl sliouUl he liad

to the variety iu hand. Free-setting kinds should

be thinned out one half or more, leaving only so

many berries ns will when developed to their full

size form a handsome and not too compact bunch.

Some varieties, wliich do not set freely, may be left

until the berries have attained sullicienl size to

allow a choice and then the smaller and weaker

ones shoidd be cut out.

Each autumn, before the vines are laid down they

should be washed with the following mi.xture : J
pound of whale oil soap, | pound of tobacco-stems,

four pounds of flour of sulphur and one ounce of

nux vomica ground, on which pour two gallons

boiling water, and let stand till cool. Stir constantlj'

while in use and give the vines a slight coating.

In March rub the old wood over with a little whale

oil, to soften the bark, and then peel it off before

tying up the vine to the wires.

Vines thus treated are entirely free from mildew

and the attacks of insect.s. One of the vines under

my charge managed upon the method above given,

which was planted five years since, measures nine

inches in circumference at two feet from the ground,

and at twenty-four feet in height the young wood of

this year girths four inches. This vine has now^

fifty pounds of perfect fruit and is a model of health

and beauty.

[In our last year's volume we noticed the great

success of Mr. Mathcson as a grape-grower, and are

glad to have so full an account of the way he man-

ages his vines. It is often said in cases of this kind

that such results are to be attributed more to acciden-

tal circumstances than to any regular system of

management ; but Jlr. >I.'s continuous and improv-

ing success shows weU the excellence of his mode
of treatment.

A Committee of the Pennsylvania Horticultural

Society visited Mr. 51. 's vines this season, and

found everj- thing as described. The bunch before

reported in our journal as weighing nine and a qviarter

pounds, on exhibition, was weighed by one of our

friends, and found to be over nine pounds, after

passing the ordeal of the "Tasting Committee."

—Ed ] «••«»

GRAPES.
BY DR. EVANS, W.\I,I,ACE, PA.

I AM truly sorry that the little that is left of me
will not be able to attend the Convention of Grape-

growers. A month ago, dysentery took the lion's

share of me ; acute rheumatism immediately fol-

lowed, and has not yet abandoned its prey. It is

taking the leopard's share ; and unless it leaves me
soon, there will bo nothing left for the jackal.

I had a fine crop of grapes this season, but regret

to say that there is little or nothing left of that. Had

the meeting been called two weeks earlier, I could

have sent you such clusters of Delaware grapes as

are rarely e(iualled, and perhaps never surpassed

;

but of my Delawares every berrj' is gone.

In the winter of IHli) a lilijiulian plant was sent

to mt by a friend, in a three-inch pot, for want of a

smaller one. By autumn it made a growth of fifteen

feet. Xe.xt season it yielded a dozen fine bunches

of fruit, and this year—let me describe it. I fruited

but a single cane some six feet long. Every eye

made its shoot, and of these shoots ten of them

supported four bunches each, and nearly all tlie rest

three bunches apiece. There was i.ot a shoot with-

out at least one large bunch, and there were not

half-a-dozen small bunches on the vine. Dr. Eshle-

man saw tlie vine in its full glory, and as he will

probably V)e with you, I will commit its reputation

to his keeping. My border is three feet deep, ten

feet wide, and contains a large admixture of bone-

manure and leather scraps. The Catawissa will, I

think, prove a valuable variety. It ripens with

Hartford Prolific and Northern Muscadine. In

tiuality it is, iu the opinion of all who have tasted

it here, better than Isabella, and its .arge berries and

very large bunches give it a beautiful ajipearance. I

think it w.U be found perfectly hardy, and as well

worthy of general cultivation as any other hardy

black grape we have.

I am also much pleased with Taylor's Bullitt,

which fruited here this season. It is a most beauti-

ful little grape, without pulp and almost witliout

skin,—more perfectly transparent than any other

native grape I have seen. In quality, about equal

to Elsinboro', which is not bad. If its rambling

propensities can be restrained, I think it will be

quite an acquisition.

As an early grape of good quality, I would re-

commend the North America. It is a seedling of

Franklin, and a very much better grape, of the size

of Isabella, without pulji, sweet and good, but lacks

flavor. It ripened here before Hartford Prolific,

and is a much better grape. I think well, too, of

Alvey. It is, indeed, a most excellent grajjc, re-

sembling Taylor and Elsinboro' in flavor, and seems

to be quite prolific, though I cannot agree with my
friend, Mr. S. Miller, in considering it but little infe-

rior to Delaware in quality. Alas ! we have no

native grapes of which that may be truly said by

me. The Diana is next to it, in my ojiinion, but

between the two there is room for many others.

Anna proves to be a most excellent grape, but a

shy bearer. Perhaps she will yet mend her ways.

I fruited twenty varieties this season, and I must

*ay that I have no ten varieties in collection ("so far I /i

^^M
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as testedj wliicli I would not rather part with than
Delaware. It would afford mc pleasure to write out

my views at length on the interesting topic of grape-
eullurc for the henefit(?) of the meeting ; hut, "weuk
and weary, sick and sore," I can i)Uisue tlie subject

no further.

[The above, addressed to one of the oflieers of
the Lancaster Grape-growers' Meeting, has been
handed us to do with it as should seem good unto
us, and our decision is to publish the whole. As
the views of an observing and intelligent amateur,

they derive additional force, if possible, wlicn written

in an ofT-band way, without tliought of publication

in the MunUily.—Ed.]

1^

MV EXPERIENCES.
BY OT.IVEIl I'ECllAM, OF I'EGUAMI.\.

No. II.

I HATE said that the time had come when T should

carry out that lifelong wish of mine, and retire to

the country. Such a wish is but a natural one
with every man. In my case it was all the more so,

as I had been bred, born and educated in a large

place, where the cartli seemed a wilderness of houses,

and vegetation had but few and feeble exponents,

such as the wormy linden trees on the sidewalks

and the grass in the quiet streets. The country

around my native place was as flat as a pancake,

and much less interesting tlian a pancake. My des-

tiny willed it that I should live in none but the

largest cities of our country, and, gifted with a

lively imagination and an innate love for the coun-

try, I, from tlie contrast between necessity and
wish, clung all the more to my ideal. I had not

even the leisure of those folks who, partly from the

love of home and jiartly from a love of country, go
a riding. Hard at work from morn till night, I was
essentially a stay-at-liomer.

Here comes the daily i)henoincnon of the strange

workings of the native bent, illustrating the adage
of "what's bred in the hone," &c. To gratify my
love for country, I read late at nights in bed faecom-
panied bj- a cigar, or may be three or four of them,)
books of travels in distant countries, especially such
in which I fancied tliat Nature appeared in lier most
cliamiing forms, such as the West Indies, the Bra-

zils, &c. Having, also, a practical turn,—and who
has not in this great country of ours ?—I read (don't

smile, kind reader,) i)rice-currcnts in the newspa-
pers, thus getting a knowledge of what the country
produces, and what it "fetched." Later in life,

wlien the dollars began to grow with me, and when
I had married, I read in the papers the advertise-

ments of farms or country residences for sale or to

let. My imagination easily made me proprietor of

each of them in turn, and each of them had its pe-

culiar fascination, no doubt because its best points

were made the most of in the paper. Now, this

sort of thing is very well,—just as the dream

will always sulTice to the soul so long as the

reality is not sought for. But I dearly i>aid up

for this continued play of the imagination ; for

when we ("that is Mr. and Mrs. Pegram) one winter

night fl think it was in Februarj'J had resolved

that we not only could, but would, move into the

country, then began with me a series of vexations,

the narration of which, I hope, will do some good

to such of the Ganhnt'r'K Monthly'R readers as are

still in the incipient stage of "moving into the

country."

I wanted to find my ideal. Where was I to find

it? First I took to the advertisements. Perhaps 1

went to see fifty different places. Seeing them, and

that, too, in the month of March and with an unac-

quainted eye, they, one and all, fell vastly short of

my ideal. They were either too flat, or too rugged,

or too cramped, or too oddly shaped, or the build-

ings were distasteful, or the soil was too poor, or

there was too much or too little timber on them.

Let alone the fear in my mind of such things as

take a man very unjileasantly by surprise, and must

be made the best of when once unhappily found
;

for instance, unpleasant neighbors, or may be chills

and fever and similar miseries of life,—for who ever,

when he inquired of people on or near the spot,

was not informed that tliis spot was "remarkably

health}'," and "most respectable people all around ?"

Besides, there floated in my brain an unshaiied

thing of an ideal, some few points of which I found

in reality in each of the fifty places, but, unhappily,

not in one of them together. I dreamt of a dwell-

ing standing half-way over a green hill, looking east

with a little southing; white pines crowning the

top of that hill, and coming down it a little way,

just enough to shelter us from the north and north-

west in a way both useful and ornamental. Then I

wanted the ground apt to be terraced in front, and

to be nicely laid out as a flower-garden. At the foot

of the hill I wanted to make a pond, with a green

isle in it, on which I was to plant a "native" wil-

derness of shrubs and trees. The ]iond was a fix-

ture in my mind, as well as in my wife's, both of us

having an unusual predilection for roast duck, cold.

There was, likewise, to be a diversity of ground all

over the farm, although the whole was not to exceed

one hundred acres. Monotony I could never bear;

so I wanted hill and dale, rocks and rich soil,

meadow and woods, and a little of every thing that

makes the component parts of creation.

\Vns I unrcasonab'eV By the beard of the Pro-

phet, I believe I was. But as this is a sort of con-
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ft'ssion, I will be honest and slate even, that, in ad-

dition to the grand IVaturcs ol' the place, I stiii-k

quite as tenaciously to the smaller ones. I was to

liave a sun-dial on u large scale, n rustic bridge

8i)annin,;; the indispensable streamlet (I hoped the

gods would throw in a little cascade^, an ivy-clad

grotio, a Newfoundland dog of a prodigimis size,

(black, of course, J my "own" horse, beaiaiful ere4i-

ture ! and siiuaslics of n size and flavor hitherto un-

known to the inhabitants of this continent.

Feeling how much I claimed of Xaturc to satisfj'

my exacting mind, I was ready to move into any

part of these United States where I could find my
ideal, excepting the northernmost and the southern-

most ones. Not so with Mrs. Pegram. " What,

to go and leave our friends and relations at ever

such a distance, and, strangers as we arc, go and

seek new friends amongst strangers ? Take the

children and go and live Heaven knows how far

from any place where they can get a good school-

ing? Go and live in an out-of-the-way place, out

of sight of all the world, where nothing ever hap-

pens, and where you never get to know what is

going on in the world ? Preposterous ! Tou might

as well bury alive j'our wife and your children, Mr.

Pegram !"

AVas ever man as perplexed as I ?

THE CRAB APPLE AND ALMOND
DWARF AS STOCKS.

BY "maple dell," ILLINOIS.

Ix reply to "S.'s" remarks in the last Monthly, I

would state what little I know about these stocks.

Tlie Crab Apple (Malus coronaria) grows in great

abundance in this neighborhood, and has been re-

peatedly used as a stock to graft upon, with success
;

and if they were worked near the ground, low

heads being formed, the}' would, with some varie-

ties, form dwarf trees equal to those worked upon

Doucain stocks, perhaps superior.

Our attempts at dwarfing the Peach and Almond
have proved quite successful. Two years ago we
budded some Peach and Almond varieties upon the

Double Dwarf-flowering Almond (umygdalis, fL pl._)

Last year they grew vigorously, making pretty little

shrub-like trees before fall, and were well furnished

with fruit-buds. This year we shortened the new
growth two-thirds, leaving sufficient fruit for the

bushes to mature well, but they were stung by the

eurculio and dropped ofi" before maturity.

AVe may, perhaps, be more successful with them
next year ; and as they have not overgrown the root

much, they may last for one year, their natures

being dwarfed.

INJURIOUS INSECTS.
nv s. s. UATiivoN.

[CuullDuril from I'ugo 2!)3.]

18 I

Jnomala marginala. Fab. Fig. IG. Length,

three-eighths of an inch ; color, a light brown or dirty

yellow
;
legs and underneath, dark brown ; the pos-

terior portion of the head and the middle of the

thorax irregularly marked with chestnut-brown, and
the central and lateral margin of the wing-covers
the same color

; wing-covers, punctured in lines

lengthwise.

jlnomala lucicola. Fab. Fig. IT. Length, the

same as fig. Ifi ; color, uniformly a dirty yellow,

and only the tarsi and the eyes, and a very narrow
margining of the wing-covers a chestnut-brown,

with a brownish marginal spot on each side of the

thorax- ; wing-covers, punctured in longitudinal

lines the same as fig. IG.

These insects I found very .abundant on the grape-

vines of Messrs. Englc & Windolph, on the ."jth of

.Tuly, and they had been destroying the leaves for

some days previously, and continued to do so for

some days subsequently. They belong to the Mt-
lolonlhans, a family of destructive Zamellicornice, a j

prominent member of which is, the "spotted

^^'
i^

^^^
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Pelidnotn ;"* (Peli'lnotii punrlala,) and arc riilly as

injurious to tlie srape-vincs us tliu latter wcll-kuowu
species, but occunin-,' in vastly gieater numbers.
a is an anterior leg, * a posterior leg, and r an
antenna, which are alike in both these species.

Indeed, it is not unlikely, on further investigation,

tliey may both be found yet to be only varieties of
the same species The genus Jnomala contains

many species, and among tliem such a great variety
as to make it much of an anomaly. Ten or twelve
American species of this genus are known to entomol-
ogists, besides as many more that are very nearly
allied to them, and dillering very little in size from
those here represented. Fig. 18 is a grub, which is

a form common to the family of the Mclolontlmns

rather than that of a jiarticular species. This larva

is well known as the " colute grub worm," and is

often made use of in the early i)art of the season as

a choice bait for fish. These grubs remain in the

earth from two to three years, and are very destruc-

tive to the roots of vegetation when their numbers
are large. In this state of their being, they are more
injurious than in their perfect state, and there may
be a great many injuries done to vegetation by the

destruction of their roots by these insects, that we
are not aware of. During the winter season they

burrow down deep in the earth, and conic nearer

the surface in the spring when the frost is out of the

ground, and in this waj' they are sometimes ploughed
up, or dug up and devoured by domestic fowls and
birds, long before they arc ready to undergo their

transformation to the perfect state.

Some terrible records have been made of them in

England and Ireland, such as stripping the foliage

off large tracts of ground, in conseciuence of its roots

being devoured by the larv* of these insects. An-
derson, in his Rccreulions in Jli/riculture, says that there

were fourteen thousand of these insects caj)tured in

a few days near Blois, in France, by some children,

and that in Hungary they boil them and extract the

oil from them, which is used for greasing carriages.

They make iheir appearance in the Ixetlc state in

June, and continue till August and September.

Ichneumon serratipennis. Fig. 19. Length, three

lines ; expansion of the wings, five lines ; an-

tenna}, as long as the body ; wings, transparent

;

color, fuscous or light brown ; ej'cs, shining, dark

chestnut brown, and iiromiucut. a, natural size of

the perfect state ; A, natural size of the cocoon,

containing the pupa spun down to a portion of a

leaf; r, natural size of the larva; d, a moderately

magnified view of the insect and pupa on a leaf; f,

a greatly magnified view of the perfect insect
; /, a

• PrumfnoDt in tho ortler not Iho family—Pelidnota Is a Ru-

tll rtD, [R'^filUltr.) and is a wood-barer.

gi-eatly magnified view of a wing, showingthe veines;

a, a greatly magnified view of the larva. It will be
seen that the costal margin of the wing is serrated or

saw-toothed, and upon this characteristic I propose,

at present, to name it. When it is discovered that it

has been jireviously named, or that another would
be more ai)proi)riate, then, of course, this one must
fall. This desci'iptiou and naming is, therefore, only

provisional.

On the l.")th of last June I fonnd some leaf-rolling

Lejjido/jleious larvte upon a quince tree, and upon
opening one of the leaves rolled up, I found in it a

light green caterpillar with a brown head and faintly

banded with whitish-green, of about three-quarters

of an inch in length. It was i)robabIy the larva of

a species of Torlrix. I found that it was inactive,

and that it had not iiu-losed itself as perfectly and
securely as leaf-rollers usually do, and that some-

thing seemed to to be the matter with it. Soon two
small greenish-white worms, with a small black head

and without any perceptible feet, came forth from its

body and remained on its back. I then broke olf

the bud and leaves and put them in a small bo.\, and

on examining it five days thereafter I fouud that

thirteen of these worms had come forth and si)ua

themselves down in flat cocoons, parallel to each

other, on another leaf, and that the caterpillar was

dead. On the 27th of June they evolved from the

pupa, by cutting a round, smooth hole through the

one end of the cocoon, as shown in b and </, and
came forth a brisk and knowiug little "cuccoo-tl)',"

as represented in the illustrations. This is then a

lively and ciHcieut little insect friend, and as about

half of them escaped out through an open w indow,

they, no doubt, went forth again to seek some luck-

less caterpillar upon whom to deposit their eggs for

another brood, before the season ends. The insect

is small, and is not likely to jostle other aninuited

beings much in the world, nor is it likelj' to be often

seen and recognized, but it is, nevertheless, doing

right valiant service to man in the s|)here in which

it is called to operate. Close habits of observation

might daily produce instances like this in the

economy of insects, and would also reveal to us

that thi'oughout the "live-long day," and during

the entire continuance of the summer season, in-

sects, both friends and enemies, are incessantly at

work carrying out the behests of their creation.

Their persevcrsince is truly astonishing. It was

only a few days ago I witnessed a little cuccoo-fiy

making attempts to deposit its eggs upon a hairy

caterpillar, and the latter flourishing the fore part of

his body, like an expert fencer would his broad-

sword, in order to ward otF his enemj' ; but it was

of no USD ; the fly persevered until he succeeded, be-

fore he relinquished tho contest. If it were asked

^^^
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me wliat rcmedios I wouKl iiitorpnsc to llie cnciDndi-

moiit-i of tlic'sc cncniii's of the gnipe-vine, I i^liouKl

be eoiiipelleil to answer, that I tlo not know a sinjtle

one that wouUi be entirely elVectiuil. Smoking
them out with a torch oi' sulphur, would involve a

great (leal of labor, and unless great aux> were
taken, might seoreli the vine. In an extensive

gmpery syringing them with soap-suds or tobacco-

brine would also be very laborious. The best seJl-

operaling remedy, iierhaps, would be putting up
bird-bo.\es, and the encouraging of bluebirds and
wrens to build their nests in them. I have a small

box erected about four feet above ni}' grape-vines on

a pole, in which a jiair of wrens have reared two
broods every season for a number of years. From
eighteen to twentj- is the nundier of their progeny

reared in a single season, all of which are fed upon
insects. I purposely planted two or three small

colonies of insect larvic on my vines the i)resent

season, immediately below the box, in order to

make some observations upon their transformations

;

but in every instance, my colonics, every time I ex-

amined them, had suffered depletion, and then en-

tirely disapiicared. I did not sm the wrens do the

work, but I have seen them frequently bring insects,

and especially small larvie, in their bills from else-

where, to feed their young, and I have not the least

doubt that it was them t.iat destroyed mine. These

little feathered friends are occupied at least twelve

hours in the day in feeding their young, and calcu-

lating eight insects an hour, captured for them,

—

which is only a moderate estimate,—would make
ninety-six insects a day carried to their brood, with-

out counting those they might be supposed to eat
j

themselves. Seven hundred insects, in round num-
bers, in one week, for a family of wrens, is nolJiing

more than what may bo ordinarily calculated. Al-
j

lowing three months to the feeding season of their :

young, would foot up twenty-one hundiet'. insects

consumed by these little indefatigable insect traps

alone, without the other contingencies that also

assist in destroying great numbers of them. Ileavj-,

drenching rains are often of vast benelit in lessening

the number of noxious insects, and if finely pulver-

izcd air-slacked lime was thrown upon those that

the rain failed to wash off, I believe it would de-

stroy or remove them, as I have been very credibly

informed. With these few remarks at this time, I
,

must bring this paper to a close, hoping that it may
i be of some use in throwing a little additional light

upon the subject of practical entomology ; and I

again admonish the Association, that when they

I find any insect attacking their vegetation of any
H kind, they secure a specimen or si)ocimens and send

^ them to me by mail or otherwise, together with the

circumstances under which it was taken, and the

ff
tree or plant upon which it was feeding, and I shall

cheerl\dly give such light upon the subject as I nuiy

be able to diffuse.
i««»t

THE ALLKN nAEPBERRY.
iiY FOX .Mi:.\niiw.

It is said, Mr Editor, "that open confession is

good for the soul." It always does me good to

acknowledge the superior excellence of fruits when

they are found to be so ; and I must honestly say,

that I feel a pleasure, and also consider it a duly to

make known what appears to me to be worthless.

In reading over the September number of the

Monthly, I was much surjirised to find the success

of Mr. James Gleason, of Jlount Airy, in the cul-

tivation of the Allen Kasplicrry. The writer first

illustrates the "Allen" under a system of bad culti-

vation, and then gives us its opposite, terminating

with a plentiful crop of superb fruit. But bad

cultivation, we are all aware, must terminate finally

in bad results, but with me this does not solve the

mystery of the Allen Raspberry. I have it growing

at the present time on a made soil four feet deep.

The canes are lied up to cedar stakes, four canes to

a stake. The canes grow seven and eight feet high.

The ground is kept perfectly clean, and no suckers

are allowed to grow but the /'/«;• for the following

season. Tlie ground is never dry nor wet, but it is

strong and rich. I have grown them now four

years, and got with them such a character that

really made my mouth water, and long for the time

to come when we ^houUl be able to pick an abund-

ance of raspberries from canes capable of standing

"without stakes," and stand the frost "without

being buried." I was not going to risk the frost,

iiowever, on such a "wouderlul cropper." So we

buried them as we did the Brinckle's Orange,

which were growing on the same ground by their

side ; but, Mr. Editor, the leaves came with

genial summer sun, and the blossoms smiled to the

cultivator, whilst his bu.sy hand pulled the absorbing

suckers from its root, but alas 1 nofruit. Afevr "pips"

were shown of a transparently beautiful crimson,

dangling here and there on the bushes,— JcaeoH.'t, we
thought, of a plentiful perfection yet to come ; so

the fostering hand protected them another year, and

3'et another year, and this summer the ungrateful

"Allen" laughed right out at us, and said, it was

not a raspberry, but an "Ignis Fatuus" destined to

try our temper and the natural strength of our brain.

".Stand 1" we exclaimed, "for these war times will

not permit you to proceed further without an exami-

nation of your ' pass.' " "Allen" halted with all the

dignity of a warrior, apd said, "Examine my pass,

and you will perceive in what you ovght to have

examined long enough before, that my pass is im
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perfect." Had welooki'd at liis pass three years ago,

we shoiikl have sent him to the guarU-housc then
;

for botanicalb', his sexual arrangement was in

error, filament*, but no anthem, consequently no

pollen. "Allow me," said Allen, "to march by the

side of 'Brinckle' or the 'Antwerp' brigade, and

you will find mc more suitable to your wants. I am
only a lady in, your soil, but in the companj" of

gentlemen,—very much changed for your better."

"Allen, this don't pay, so you must co7ne up out

of it and accomjiany all the other things which re-

quire purifying, to the flames."

[The success in the particular instance we named,

may probably have been as much owing to the neigh-

borhood of other varieties, as to the system of

culture, and it is a pertinent (luestion, as Fo.\

Meadow well puts it, whether it is worth while to

raise a variety that needs fertilization, if we can get

a kind that will bear as well without. In this case,

none of the other kinds did bear as well, or anj-

thing like as well. No more ground was occupied

than any other kind would have occupied. Mr.

Gleason's raspberry garden is in a low piece of

ground, and no variety is, we believe, even pro-

tected there. His success is equal to any raspberry-

grower we know, and we should like to have

his experience ; but as he has now exchanged

the pruning knife for the sword at the head of a

company in the service of his country in Virginia,

we must lay aside the desire for the present.

—

Ed.]

MANETTI nOSE STOCK.

BT I'. PAKKMAN, I'OND GAllDEN, JAMAICA

PLAIN, MA8S.

As the true merits of thcManetti Rose Stock have

been much discussed on both sides of the ocean, (I

began a year ago last spring to experiment on H,)

I now send you a few res Its of my experience, in

the hope of gaining, as well as giving, information.

Of several hundred strong stocks planted in April,

1800, and containing dormant buds of some thirty

varieties of perpetuals, the greater part bursted with

surprising vigor. Several before autumn made

shoots more than six feet long. One Triomphe de

I'Exposition measured six and a half feet. Others,

such as Mrs. Elliott and Pa!ony, made compact

bu.shes of four feet, loaded with bloom. Others,

again, were weak and dwarf in growth. Among
these was La Reinc, while the Muscadine Geaut

did not exceed his ordinary slight proportion. In

short, some found the stock congenial, others not.

The soil, I should say, was trenched two feet, and

enriched to the hightest point.

Thus far, the results were, on the whole, very

satisfactory ; but theprcscnt summer has cast a shade

of suspicion over the character which entered ui>on

its career under such hopeful auspices. The plants

were carefully taken ui) and re-set a little dee|)er, in-

order to give protection to the point of junction of

the scion and stock. This was easy, as all were

budded close to the ground. A few grew and

blossomed with all their former vigor, but in general

thej- have shown a diminished vitality as compared

with last year, and in some instances this deteriora-

tion has been very marked.

I am by no means |)repared, however, to give my
voice against this promising stock, and write ehietty

to draw forth the results of others' experience. I

am continuing to experiment, and will give results

hereafter. The only question is that of the perma-

nent value of the stock. Of its immediate influence

on those varieties adapted to it, there can be no

possible question.

RHODODENDRONS.
[Conliuued.]

BT A. MIELLEZ, FLUSIIINO, N. T.

The best mode of grafting rhododendrons, as be-

fore staled, is that of saddle-grafting. It is done by

cutting a wedge of about an inch and a half in

length on the stock, and a "saddle," as it may
be called, of the same length on the scion,

so as to fit the one into the other. The latter cut

requires a little skill, but after some iiractiee will

soon become handy. I here maj' mention a litt e

contrivance that will be of some service: it consists

of a tube made of stiff paper, about an inch wide

and four inches long ; through this the scion is

drawn, and by keeping the leaves erect, will facili-

tate the cutting and tieing. Very large leaves may
be half cut oil'.

If stock and scion are of the same size, it will

form a very neat junction at once ; if the stock be

stronger, the scion has to be set on one side of the

saddle, so as to cover bark by bark; after a season's

growth the difference will soon disappear, pro-

vided it be not too great a one, in which latter case

I should advise wedge-grafting; grafting on a large

stock should, however, if possible be avoided.

After having fitted stock and scion nicely to-

gether, use worsted or bast matting, cut into the

required lengths, for tieing in this way : Hold stock

and scion together whh the left hand, at the same

time catching hold of one end of the tie, ('twine,J

then with the right hand twist the matting, and

begin tieing from the top to the bottom of the

cuts, leaving little spaces between every encircling

tie, so as not to restrain the ascending circulation of

the sap. No coating of wax or clay need be ap-

tt)
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plied ; the usage of this is rather reverse to most

in-door operations. The atinusphere of the place

has to be kept in a condition to prevent the plants

from slirivellinn; and dryini; np; this, however, will

he easily iiccoinplislied in (he way before stated.

In regard to the age of the wood, it matters luil

little whether it is one, two or three years old, as

long as it is in vigorous health, and therefore

old plants that have grown irregular at the same

time maybe formed into "shape" by grafting. For

scions, however, the tops or one year's growth

should be used for their more prominent eyes,

healthier leaves and greater vitality, which qualify

them better for a "tip-top" start and ultimate suc-

cess. About a fortnight or three weeks after gr.fl-

ing, the stock will have issued numerous shoots,

which have to be removed gradually as the issues of

the scions develop, leaving the upper ones till last,

to aid in carrying the sap to the latter. At the

sjime time look after the lyings, and if they are

seen to make a rather deep impression, caused by

the growth and callus of the junction, remove

them and tie again with untwisted bast matting.

This will keep till the grafts are thoroughly united,

and then be lorccd to break by the increasing

strength of the plant. This is all that is needed,

although a little attention should still be paid for the

first three months or so, looking over them now
and then, lest some ties might undo themselves too

soon. If so, it must be removed to prevent the

graft from dropping off by swagging about. By
grafting small plants the same has to be observed

that has been said about large ones, with the only

dill'erencc that these should be grafted as near to the

roots as possible for the reason, that, though only

hardy Catawbiense varieties Clruc Catawbiense are

objectionable, because they do not form so Inne a

ball of tibrous roots as Hybrids of Catawbiense

maximum and ponticum, &c.) are used. There may
be one or the other not prove quite hardy, and it is

vexatious to loose any afterwards by a severe trial

of .Tack Frost, but which will be secure if grafted

low, so as to come into the ground. Another

reason for grafting near to the roots i.s, that a great

many of the grafts will subsequently take roots

when coming in contact with the soil, and so stand

partly at least on their own roots.

By the way, it may be said that rhododendrons

can also be propagated by layering, and pretty good

plants they will make. Proceed in the usual way
of layering shrubs. It, however, is a pretty slow-

way, and not at all advisable where large ([uantities

are wanted. The raising of stocks and hybrids

from seeds, of which I shall give a plan of treatment

hereafter, is a tiling of imperative necessity. For

the present I will add, that seedling stocks which

have been grown in the nursery, will be fit for

grafting when of an average size of an inch in

circumference, and may be taken uj) and potted for

that purpose; but where there is a large ([uaiitily to

be accommodated, it will be foimd to advantage to

plant ihem i . a pot or house as described for large

plants. Plant in rows about si.\ inches apart and

four inches between, so as to give suflloient room

for the development of their growth.

A very good method of operation is the follow-

ing, viz; Early in spring when the severest frost

has passed away, ("about the beginning of jMarch in

this section,^ put a good layer of fresh stable-

manure into a pit or frame, some light sofl, saw-

dust or tan on the top. After the first strong heat

is gone ("say four or five days J put your grafied

plants in ; they w ill do beautifully.

(To bu CunliuUL'il.]

A VISIT TO THE ENOX FRUIT rARM.
HY .\. THOMSON, DEI.AWAIIE, OHIO.

The horticultural reader has heard of the cele-

brated fruit fiirm owned and cultivated by Rev. J.

Knox, in the vicinity of Pittsburg, Pa. It is

undeniably the most extensive establishment of the

kind in the United States ; and notwithstanding its

large size, is as thoroughly and systematically culti-

vated as any other to be found in the country, how-
ever limited in extent. From the central position

occupied by the family mansion, the eye takes in at

a glance over one hundred acres, within a single

enclosure, almost every rod of which is occupied

with fruit trees, vines and plants, apples, peaches,

grapes, strawberries, blackberries, raspberries, goose-

berries, currants, Ac., all in the highest .state of lux-

uriant growth, and all receiving as clean and
thorough culture as is bestowed upon a good gar-

den. The place has already been described in

detail, and I do not propose going over the sjime

ground again, but simply design noticing a few of

the prominent features, which, during a recent visit,

especially attracted my attention and elicited my
admiration.

Jlr. Knox makes the culture of the .strawberry

for market and raising plants for sale, a speciality.

He has been called the " Strawberry King;" and
if unquestionable pre-eminence in this branch of

fruit-culture can entitle a person to the appellation,

it is justly bestowed. The statement that he h-.xAji/ty

acres in strawberries seems almost incredible ; but a

walk over the place, and an examination of the extent

of the plantation, cannot fail to satisfy the most skepti-

cal, that the amount of ground above indicated is

thus occupied. During the last season the hands em-
ployed in picking and sending fruit to maiktt num-
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Iw-icd at times ns h\g\\ ns three hundred per day,

and tlie lierries were sent in larj:e <|iianlities to New
York, Pliiladelpliia, I?iitr«lo, Cliieai'), Detroit, and

most of tlie oilier cities of the North and West,

—

some going even into Canada. In consequence of

the size and liandsonie appearance of the fruit (the

effect of tliorou;:h cuhure and the scleetion of choice

varieties) it brou;^ht in most cases t\illy double tlie

price obtained for such as is ordinarily to be found

in our city markets. Mr. Knox purchases and tests

every new variety that apjiears, anil the luiniber of

sorts comprised in his specimen bed, each occupying

a distinct row, consi erably exceeds one hundred.

Some of them are, of course, of but little value,

—

many of them are found desirable for a general

cullectiini, and a few are esteemed worthy of univer-

sal culture. First on his list of favorites stands

Triom/ihe ile Ganii, which, the [last season, has fully

maintained its high reputation as a tirslelass berry

in all respects, and the extent of his plantations of

this variety, the preparations to still further extend

them, and production of millions of plants, clearly

evince the high estimation in which he holds it.

Next to Triomphe de Gaud I believe lie now ranks

Killey's Goliath and Trollo/ie's Victoria; while Wil-

son's Albany, Jenny Lind, Baltimore Scarlet, and

several other standard varieties, are still largely cul-

tivated. Several of the newer varieties, as Fillmore,

Downing, »S:c., promise well, but have not been

sufticiently tested to establish their merit. For
fruiting, all the vines are cultivated in rows two

and a half feet ajiart, and some of llu in mure llian

a thousand feet in length. The vines arc kept free

froin runners, which are removed as they appear

by hand, the elTect of which is extraordinary vigor

of growth, and the formation of numerous and

prominent crowns, which will throw up an abund-

ance of strong fruit stalks next season. The ground

betwecu the rows is kept perfectly clear of weeds

by hoc and hand-cidture ; and the latter part of

November the entire beds are covered with a layer

of straw, which protects the plants during the

winter,— is removed from the rows in the spring,

and suffered to remain lietwecn them during the

summer, acting as a mulch, keeping the ground

moist, protecting the fruit from dirt, checking the

growth of weeds, and eventually by decaying, af-

fording nourishment to the soil. The beds for

raising plants are entirely distinct from those for

fruiting ; all the runners arc permitted to grow and

root, and the beds so icmote from each other as to

render admixture impossible; and those purchasing

plants of Mr. Knox can do so with full confidence

that they are true to name and unmixed. The mode
ofctdture pursued on this ])laceis ncessarily expen-

^ive, but experience has demonstrated that it pays

liettcr than a less expensive system ; its policy even

in an economic point of view is fully established.

Next to Strawberries comes Grapes; and from

the extent of his preparations for planting vines, and

the thorough manner in which he prepares the soil

for their reception, it is evident that this will shortly

become the leading branch of culture ; and those who
now regard themselves as occuiiying the front rank

as grape-growers, would do well to look to their

laurels, lest, ere they are aware of it, they be trans-

ferred to the brow of the "Strawberry King."

The soil and locality of this fine farm seem to

be admirably adapted to the growth of the vine, and

the thorough culture given them, the judicious selec-

tion of varieties, and the systematic and scientific

priming and training, have already produced the

mo.st flattering results, and promise still better for

the future. The assortment embraces all the older

varieties and most of the new
; but oiilj' a few of

those that have proved valuable are largely planted.

The three favorite varieties are Delaware, Concorrfand

Hartford Prolific,—the first valued on account of its

universally conceded good qualities both as a table

and wine grape ; the other two for their hardiness,

productiveness, early maturity, and consequent value

as market fruits. Of Dclmnires there are a hundred

or more vines on the jilace, that have each a few

clusters for the first time this season,—the iKaltliy

growth of the vines and the exquisite beauty and

I

unsurpassed quality of the fruit, captivating all be-

holders
;
also several hundred vines (good one year

old laycis_) set out last spring, w-hich arc a sight

' worth looking at, having made a growth of from

five to twelve feet each,—Ihc wood stout and short-

jointed, and such as would, if permitted next sea-

son, produce a tair crop of fruit. They will, after

' another season's growth, chiUenge comparison with

any lot of vines of hke age in the country, and will

' richly repaj' the investment made at what might

appear a somewhat extravagant price in procuring

ijood vines at the start. Those who are troubled

with the idea that the Delaware is a feeble grower,

would be effectually cured by a glance at this lot of

vines.

I am one of those who, when it first appeared,

I

formed a decidedly unfavorable opinion of the Con-

I

cord ; and from seeing it growing in several localities

in the East, and tasting the fruit from such vines, my
unfavoral-.le impressions of it were confirmed, rather

than weakened. But, after witnessing its vigorous

and healthy growth in the West, and fruiting it on

my own grounds, my views have very much modi-

fied, and 1 have come to regard it as a most valuable

grape for general culture ; and the show it made till

;
fall on the farm of Mr. Knox was sue

not speak in terms of too high comnie

^
h, that I can- f

ndation of it. [ J\
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The vines of bU ages were a perfect picture of health.

A large miniber tliat hatl been two years planted,

were bearing their tirsl crop of fruit— the elusters

large, the berries perfect and thoroughly ripened,

and the tlnvor, in my estimation, if not as good as

that of a few other varieties, at least superior to Isa-

bella. These vines averaged one dollar each from

the sale of fruit, which readily commanded from

twenty to twenty-five cents per i)ound in the Pitts-

burg market, while Isjibelhis and C'alawbas Cuiripe

of course,) were a drug at six to eight cents. The
great point of attraction, however, was a row of

eleven vines, four \'ears iilanled, occupying a trellis

about one hundred and thirty feet long, and seven

feet high, which from bottom to top, and from one

end to the other, was covered with such magnificent

clusters as I had never before seen. The bunches

were large and compact, generally heavily shoul-

dered, the berries very large and iicrfect in every

resjiect, reminding one of well-grown Black Ham-
burgs, though from their jet black color, and cover-

ing of rich bloom, Ihey eclipsed that celel)ratcd va-

riety in beauty of appearance. This, too, was simply

the result of good culture and proper training and

pruning. The estimate of Mr. Knox, that an acre

of such vines, fruiting as those were, would yield a

profit of one thousand dollars in a single season,

was not an extravagant one ; for I fancy he would

find but little trouble in realizing one hundred dol-

lars in any market for the product of those eleven

vines.

Of the Hartford Prnlifc he has bnt a few vines,

and when I was at his place (Sept. 2;')lh,J the fruit

had all been picked and marketed, bringing, in con-

sctpience of its earliness and attractive appearance,

twenty-five cents per pound. Though not claimed

to be a fruit of superior flavor, the vine is hardy and

productive, and being earlier than any other yet

tested by Sir. K., he thinks highly of it as a market

fruit, and designs planting it largely.

The great advantage possessed by the three varie-

ties .ibove named, consists especially in their earli-

ness, to say nothing of other qualities, a'- they all riiicn

their fruit before there Is any danger of frost, which

the Isabella, Catawba, and most other varieties I'ail

to do in open exposed culture at Pittsburg and most

ot.icr localities as far North.

Another fruit that Mr. Knox is devoting especial

attention to, is the Improred jlmerican Blai:k Cap

Raspberry. Of this he has now very large planta-

tions, and is preparing to greatly enlarge them,

finding it one of the most profitable of his small

fruits. It is both hardy and prolific, the fruit attrac-

tive in appearance and of good quality.

THE INDIAN OR CHINESE AZALEA:
Its Introduction. Cultivation, Propagfation and

Ecscription of the Bcdt Sorts, New and Old.

[Otntiiiiird /rtnn /*«yc Gti'i.J

BY AN OLD FLOUI8T, rilrLADELnilA.

If I were to be confined to the culture of only

one family of plants for winter blooming, I would

unhesilatingly adopt the .\7.alea. This choice cer-

tainly would not have been made a quarter of a cen-

tury ago ; but now, with tlie great beauty of growth,

the cleanliness of the plant, its now neat and com-

pact habit, with a very general prospect of reward

for services rendered, and the great improvements

in the plant of the present day, will cause many to

approve of my choice. The only dillicully in the

way of an amateur is, "'What shall I select?" This

dillicully is very apjiarenl from the hundred and

one names in nurserymen's catalogues, and all of

an equal degree of merit. They will pardon me, I

hope, if my feeble opinion should Ignore one-half

of llieir olferings, for which they arc not to blame.

They know that many require somethiny neir, and,

of course, the propagator is considered behind the

age if he is not in possession of all the trash offered

at home or abroad. It now takes a very superior

sort to hold any rank in the present collections.

The characters should be, first, form of flower, as

near the circle as possible, with a smooth, waxy
petal ; color, distinct, of whatever shade, with size

and profusion of bloom ; habit, of medium growth
;

foliage, green and shining. Those with a dull,

rusty, deciduous foliage, such as the Old 'White and

the Old Purple, are objectionable ; so are sorts that

make a growth before blooming, such as Dul.e of

Wellington and Xovie Blanc. With these outlines

before us, we now give the names and colors of I he

best that have come under our cultural observation.

Selfs, those that aue mostly of One Coloii.

Bride—Pure transparent white, of medium to dwarf
growth.

Crinpijlora—Rosy^ purple, with a creuulated edge, of

medium growth, very distinct.

Bcleclu—fherry rose color, very profuse, medium
growth.

Due dc Kassau—Crimson, with dark upper petals

and darker spots, flowers large, strong growth.

&?!p.«c—Bright scarlet, very profuse, strong growth.

E-ctrana—Brilliant rosy pink, [in color and form

this excels our old favorite Copeii,] free growth
and not overloaded with foliage.

Giganlifora — Rosy salmon, spotted with violet,

flowers from three to four inches in diameter,

free growth.
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Zff/criViVj— Bright salmon color, very profuse of

bloom, dwarf growth, ami is liest when grafted

from six to twelve incliLS high. This variety,

imported from China over thirty years ago, is

not yet improved upon as a dwarf sort in either

form or color.

Laleritta alba awprema— Similar to the former, ex-

cept in color, being pure white.

Louis Napoleon—Dark vermilion color, with darker

spots, very bold flower, of large size, plant of

strong growth. Several of the new sorts ap-

proach this variety, but I do not yet sec any to

excel it.

Pelvnitpflora—Pecidiar for its uniform rosy violet

color; a very abundant bloomer, neat, medium

growth; produced quite a sensation wlien it

appeared in Belgium and England.

Pride of DorkinR—A. very old English sort, of a

cherry purple ; nothing like it ; strong growth
;

if tlie (lowers had the symmetry of Rosy Circle,

it would rank high.

Ferryana—Bright rosy Scarlet flower, of medium

size, free growing.

Princess Royal— Kosy pink, profuse bloomer, of

strong growth.

Reine de Blanc, or Queen of Whites—Pure white,

flowers from three and a half to four inches in

diameter, foliage green and persistent, growth

medium.

Poi Leopold—Bright salmon red, ujjper petals flamed

with violet, stout, firm petals, and nearly a

complete circle, growth medium.

Rosa i//ws(ra((t— Bright rose color ; a large flower,

with an occasional double petal, growtli and

foliage good. A highly complimented Belgian

variety, though we think it under tlie standard
;

of fine form.

Rosy Circle—\ery brilliant rose color, shaiie very

unexceptionable, a profuse bloomer, of medium

growth.

Speciosa—X very old sort, with a bright cherry red

flower of the largest size, strongly spotted with

dark crimson, growth free, very large, very

showy, but deflcient in sliapc.

Standard of Pcr/eclion—(Said to be.; Flowers of a

waxy rose color, firm petal, circiflar form, me-

dium growth, and is altogether a very elegant

plant.

6/«H/.i/(;n«— Salmon-red color, perfect formation,

fine, clean foliage, free growth.

Vc6ta—Pure waxy frosty white, anabumlatil bloomer,

foliage shining green, growtli medium.

AZALE.4S WITH StKIPED, MaUGINED AND SPOTTKD

Flowers.

./«(/mt>a<ion—Color white, rose and pink stripes; fo-

liage green and persistent ; a free bloomer.

Jurelia—Uoac white, salmon striped with cherry

spots, foliage and growth good.

Baron de rWeK— Delicate salmon color, edged with

pure white, a large flower, plant of free growth.

Beauty of £Hro/>c— Striped distinctly red and white,

flower not first-rate in form, very profuse, does

occasionally run to a self-color of a rosy salmon.

Eulalie von Geirt— Rosy salmon, margined with

white and spotted with crimson; very large

bloom, and produces occasionally centre jictals;

growth free, plant of very excellent habit.

—

There is a variety of this, with the foliage very

distinctly margined with white.

/fcrj/ana—Pure white, very beautifully striped and

spotted with rosy violet, medium growth.

Madam Miellez—Veiy large, i)ure white flower, very

distinctly striped with violet and like w hat the

English call a fine flake carnation.

ilnrie Louise, or as some have it, Louise Marie—Pure

while, with a delicate stripe of violet
;
produces

a dense mass of bloom; growth medium.

Mnithmdii—Xa American variety in the way of va-

riegata, with the flowers, however, pure while,

with stripes and spots of bright rose ; weak

growth; should be grafted.

Queen of the Jlelyians—Pure white flowers, striped

with violet ; the margin of the flower, however,

is wavy or undulated, and admired by many
;

growth medium.

Magnijlora— Salmon-pink flowers, margined with

white, spotted and striped with crimson, good

growth, very attractive.

Variegata—This is a Chinese production with Later-

itia, and both may be seen sporting into each

other. Many sorts identical, or nearly so, have

been reproduced from seed, such as Caieus picta

and others. It is of weak growth, and shoidd

be grafted. Flowers salmon-color, darker

spots, margined with pure white; form nearly

perfect.

Vittata rosea punctata—Flowers creamy-white, pro-

fusely spotted and striped with rose. A very

profuse bloomer; growth weak to medium;

improved by grafting.

Azaleas with Double Flowers.

Due de 3/a/a/,q/r—Bright red, large, double flower,

very showy, growth medium.

Glory of Sunning Kii/— Salmon color, very double,

large flower, free growth, with exuberant fo-

liage.

—t<£i/^)^
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Louise Margotlin— Liirgc, jnirc wliito, with fninl

grcenisli spots; foliage full, gix'cii ami per-

sistent.

Roi des Doubles—Bright rosy crimson color, very full

of petals ; flower large, with excellent foliage.

Rubra plena—Jlcdivnii sized llower ; color brick-diist

red
;
growth free ; the shoots must be fre-

quently stopped to bring the plant into shape.

The above gives you, as far as I have observed,

the cream of the azaleas. In doing so, I fear that

many admirers of the plant will be in arms point-

blank against me for ostracising their collection,

and will hurl the questions at my ears—"What
have you made of my fine whites. Alba ma-
culata and Alexander the Second, for which I have

just paid one dollar for a small item ?" I say, the

former has a flower of flimsy form and petal,—the

hitter, though very fine, is not superior to Queen of

Whites. "Well, then, what do you say of my
splendid Phoonicea and my new Imperatrice Eu-
genie":"' The color of Phronicea is good, but de-

fective in all its parts; and as for Imperatrice, it is

inferior in color and form to Louis Xapoleon.

—

"Well, what have you against mj- fine new sorts,

such as Criterion, President Clacys and Queen of

the Belgians?" Only, the former is not more than

equal to Madam Miellez. President Clacys is infe-

rior in form, and the Queen o' the Belgians very

pretty, but not superior to Marie Louise. "Well,

that is one way to get over them. How will you
make an excuse for the fine double wliite Xarcissi-

tlora?" I object, most expressly, to its foliage, al-

ways sickly looking. Louise Margottin leads it in

ever)' feature. The old Double Purple or Lilac, that

was very mysteriously spirited from Clapton, Lon-
don, forty years ago, and as mysteriousl}- appeared

on the banks of the Schuylkill, has the same fault,

—bad foliage, bad color, rough flower. Both it and

Narcissiflora are, however, excellent for forcing

with those who make bouquets a business.

Allow me another item, and I wiU, for the pres-

ent, close the Azalea subject. A few months ago

I spent a verj- pleasant hour in the company of the

leading amateur on the culture of this plant, and a

gentleman that marks high in whatever he under-

takes. I requested impromptu his best twelve

sorts embracing all distinct colors. They, are in his

estimation, Alexander the Second, Criterion, Dilecta,

Iveryana, Napoleon fEmperorJ, .Juliana, Marginata

(English), Marie Louise, Roi Leopold, Rosy Circle,

Stanleyaua and Standard of Perfection. To most

of growers many of these are new, but I believe

can aU be obtained in New York or Philadelphia.

There are what I believe to be distinct species of

the Chinese Azalea, such as Amrena, Obtusa, and

3.7 {I

others, which I have not contpared with any of the

above, deeming it aside from the puri)Ose intended.

PRESERVING QUINCES AND FEARS
TOGETHER.
BY SCHUYLKILL.

As many of your readers will probably have
more pears than they know what to do with, allow
me to recommend them to preserve them in sugar
in the usual way, mixed with an equal quantity of
(juiuces. Pears alone are rather tasteless, Ijut by
mixing them with an equal quantity of quinces, I

will defy any one to delect any diflerence in them.
I have pursued this plan for some time past, and
speak from experience.

[An excellent hint. We have had tliem at our
table the past few years, — the pear known as
" Pound" being the variety "made" into quinces.

—

Ed.] !
CATERPiLL.\ns ON Trees.—I noticc several cor-

respondents in different papers of the city complain-
ing of the worms on trees, and asking for a remedy.
Several years since my shade trees were filled with
worms, so much so that the female portion of my
family and my children would not go near them for

shade. I took a i)an, of a large size and flat shape,

placing in it charcoal well burning, setting it under
the tree ; then took about a pint of rosin and two
ounces of brimstone, putting them on the burning
coals. Tlie fumes and gas of the coal, I found, scat-

tered the worms ; and I tried each tree, with like

results in all cases, and I was no longer troubled.

—

PliiladelpMa Dispatch.

Cost op Beauty.—There are persons who think
that a home cannot be beautiful without a consider-

a'lle outlay of money. Such people are in error. It

costs bttle to have a neat flower-garden, and to sur-

round your dwelling with those simple beauties

which delight the eye far more than expensive ob-
jects. Kature delights in beauty. She loves to
brighten the landscape and make it agreeable to the

eye. She hangs ivy around the ruin, and over a
slimip of the withered tree twines the graceful vine.

A thousand arts she practices to animate the sense
and please the mind. Follow her example, and do
for yourself what she is always laboring to do for

you.

Public P.ujk es Kansas.—The City Council of
Lawrence has made arrangements with Norman
Allen, Esq., of that city, fo- a Public Park. He
is to enter into bonds to gi\e it up complete to the

city in ten )-ears.

-^=^
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WINTER GARDENS WITHOUT GLASS.
AVk art' (it'ti'ii tolil to "niakf hay wliik' thf sun

sliines," but most of us would rather Itam how to

make it when the sun does not shine. And so with

winter gardens. It is easy enough wlien wc can

dip our hands into the lap of wealth, or gather to

ourselves a given quantity of building material
;
but

to have a winter garden without glass, is quite an-

other thing, and, seemingly, much more ditlicult of

accomplishment. Still wc can do something, and,

for the bcnctit of those who have no greenhouses,

and yet would like a winter garden, we will say

what we wmld do.

In a recent notice in our columns of Parsons' col-

lections, allusion was made to the great variety of

dwarf evergreens now in cultivation. Our flower-

beds in winter are usually the most forlorn looking

objects conceivable. Why not fill them in winter

with these dwarf trees? Such a winter garden

would not, perhaps, possess the power to please

that the flowering little Edens of our well-kept

pleasure-grounds afford us in the summer season,

but the change itself would be pleasant, for

" Since o'er the four rivers of Paradise

The first roses blew,'*

man's inconstant nature loves change, and the

change in the manner we propose is well suited to

the time ; for the winter season is, above all others,

the one in which evergreens draw us nearer to

them. Though destitute of gaiety, they shed about

an air of warmth and cheerfulness when all else is

cold and dreary, that a garden in winter is the mean-

est of things without them, and we can scarcely

have too many in those parts of our grounds in

daily view.

Our plan would be to have all these low-growing

evergreens planted in boxes in spring, and jilunged

in a " reserve garden" in some obscure part of the

grounds till October or November, when they may
1)1- brought to the advance post of honor and plunged.

(like the tea-plants from the Patent Office,) boxes

and all, in the positions that taste or convenience

may designate. When the spring return.', and the

plants are taken out to make way for summer flow-

ers, they .should be re-potted, or rather re-tubbed,

the balls reduced somewhat, and the i)lants judi-

ciously pruned and cut back, which will keep kinds

within due bounds, that otherwise might become
too large for our purpose.

Many parties in small places in the suburbs of

large cities could not well practise this plan, because

they would have no reserve ground to spare, and
further, because they mostly keep no regular man,

j

who could water occasionally in summer, and pot,

shift, replace, and do all the little duties which the

I

j)lants demand. But here a good opportunity offers

to citj" florists to make something handsome. They

i
could prepare and grow the plants and Aire tfiem out

I

for the winter season. A few places once "fixed

up" in the manner we suggest, the "fashion," we
1 are convinced, would set in, and quite a living

j

might be made by attending to hiring out such

plants and fixing up winter beds, and this business

alone.

Our Paris correspondent told us, in a recent Gar-

dener's Monthly, that in that city there are florists

who make a handsome livelihood by merely hiring

out plants for room decorations at balls and parties
;

and surely, where permanent home enjoyment is in

question, as it usually is with us, such a cheap mode
of gratifying it as we propose in our winter-garden-

ing system, would not fail to attract extensive popu-

lar support to those florists who entered heartily into

PISTILLATE STRAWBERRIES IN
ENGLAND.

While the strawberry sexual discussion was go-

ing on some years ago, Mr. Longworth wrote to

inquire of Dr. Lindley whether the observatitms

made here had been rei)eated there. The Doctor

replied, that they knew nothing but hermaphrodites.

Recently the Doctor has reiterated his belief, by as-

serting that if pist.llates are produced in England,

he has yet to hear of them. In an English journal

a Mr. Wraj-, in an article entitled "Scientific Cul-

ture of the Strawberry," gives some facts that he

collected in America, showing that by judiciously

noting the dilTercnces in the character of the flowers,

American strawberry-growing had reached a degree

of perfection unknown in England. This seems to

have fallen like a bombshell into the camp of the

Doctor's intellectual exclusiveness. He copies the

article entire, and asks, "What ssiy our great .straw-

berry-growers to these si>eculalions and statements

drawn from the other side of the Atlantic ?"
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Tlie Rev. Jlr. Radycline first rcpponds, but lie

touflii's not the siibjoct. lie has, however, tried a

few Ameriean sorts, aiul "does not like thcni. If

tlie Americans want strawlierries hardy and good

eroppers, lliey shonM try Alice Maud," i&c. Advice

all very kindly meant, no doubt, but, UDtbrtunalely,

not up to our requirements.

Mr. N. J. Nicholson, a well-known raiser of good

seedlings, then tries his hand at the task of battcr-

inir the American notion. lie don't understand tlie

"trouble" the Americans "seem" to give them-

selves about staminates and pislillatcs. He is sure

"practice and common-sense" is all that he wants

to grow strawberries out ol doors. In-doors he

thinks a little "science" assists him. He names

thirty American varieties he grows, but says nothing

of wliat he thinks of them.

M. Ferdinand Gloede, a French correspondent of

the Chronicle, next ap])ears in tlie field, and he pro-

nounces the American "science" of Mr. Wray mere

"theory" and "assertion." "He has tried Ameri-

can pistillates under glass by tliemselves, and always

got a good crop," without the possibility of fcrtili-

ziition.

It may seem to Americans a matter of indiffer-

ence whether Europeans treat what they know to

be facts, as absurdities or "mere theories;" but we
cannot avoid expressing regret, for the sake of horti-

cultural science itself, that so great a disposition to

slight American observations and American ex-

perience shoidd exist in Britisli periodicals. At the

same time, it is pleasant to say that an improvement

in some of the best of the journals is visible, and we
hope some day to see the prejudice removed entirel3'.

The skillful British gardener honestly believes that

if he understands the principles of his art, he can

apply them successfully to the varying circum-

stances of any part of the world,—and yet he no

sooner has a year's experience in this climate, than

he finds there is something wrong with many of

said "principles," and that the results do not come

out "according to Lindley" and other British writ-

ers on scientific gardening. Of course, tlie reason-

able inference is, that these so-called principles have

been deduced from limited experience or imperfect

observation, and one would suppose that our friends

in England would be glad to know the results of

American practice, if only as a test of the sound-

ness of their doctrines when tried by skillful men
under widely differing circumstances. They seem

to forget that a great part of our observing garden-

ers are emigrants from their own country, bringing

with them all the knowledge those left behind pos-

sess, and therefore much better capable of knowing

whel her what they assert as facts reallj' are such,or are

"mere theories," as they who write as above would

have us believe.

No one knows better than the writer, that a pis-

tillate .strawberry in a moist atmosphere and conge-

nial eircumslanee.-;, will produce frcfiuenlly eatable

fruit without fertilization,— or that kinds usually

pistillate will often, when circums^lances favor, be-

come hermaphrodite ; and some years ago he even

met with severe opposition for attempting to de-

monstrate the utter worthlessness of these charac-

acters as an infallible means of judging of the accu-

racy of disputed varieties; but of the great value of

the principle in the ncienlijic culliralioii of the straw-

berry to an American, and in an American climate,

we need no Mr. Gloede to dispute with us, as the

experience of thousands have for years testified to

that, and which has fully justified Mr. Longworth

in the persistent praise of his "ignorant market

woman."
That the distinction is not of much importance

in England, from what we know of its climate, we
readily believe,—and that our strawberries do not,

and probably never will, equal theirs in size and

flavorwhen grown on their own soil, we are eciually

ready to grant. Climatic inlluences, which, from

circumstances before explained, we ought to under-

stand better than they, teach us the reason, and we
are resigned. But we do know how to make use of

our facts and experiences to the best advantage, and

we can afford to read their sneers at our "mere
theories," without reflecting on any "practice" or

"common-sense" that the English may think neees-

saiy to (heir culture, only for the sake of horticul-

tural science, regretting their narrow views.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

It is a remarkable fact, that while our country lies

bleeding at the edge of the sword, and prostrate at

at the point of the bayonet. Horticultural Societies

all over the Union ha\e been more patronized and,

in a beneficial point of view, more succes.sful than

they have been known to be for some years past.

We believe they have none of them " made money ;"

but we mean that exhibitors have been more numer-

ous, and that the spirit and determination to keep

up and render them useful to the community have

never been more forcibly made manifest. And }-et

it is natural. The first effort of the child, weak and

dependent upon us, is to stray awaj' and gather

flowers, and as it grows up, to the grave, every

epoch of its existence is marked by them. Even
amidst the calmest pleasures, or in periods of the

most passionate excitements, either of joj- or grief,

flowers seem to be, as it were, the medicine of life,

—repressins extremes of passion, and affording a I /\
'J
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pleasant rctrcut, in their admiration and study, from

tlie niiiri- laboriims occupations of life.

Botanists tell us that all the beautiful corollas with

which the garland of Flora is bedecked niijiht not

have been, so far as they exercise any known intlu-

ence in the nourishment or perpetuity of the indi-

vidual species of plant ; and, indeed, we iind, that

in proportion as a flower becomes filled with beauti-

ful [letals, fas in "'c t-ise of the rose, carnation, &c.,)

is the dilliculty of raisini; seed from it found,—and

thai the coarsest and vilest weeds, that usually bear

seeds in an abundance the most distressing for us, as

well as those grains on which we subsist and which

reproduce themselves a thousandfold in a short

time, are usua ly from plants that are very insignifi-

cant in all that relates to a showy or ornamental

appearance.

And why, then, were flowers made, and the innu-

merable graceful forms and bcaiUiful outlines of ve-

getable structures called into existence, but for the

especial use of man,—for his instruction and amuse-

ment, and as a particular anodyne for the mental ills

he is, from his very nature, bound to sulfer ? We
take a flower to witness the happiest moments of

our lives. A flower departs with them as we take a

final leave of those we love, ere they go to their last

resting-places; and when no more is left to us, in

flowers over their graves do we give expression to

all that we would like to say, and all that we can do

for them.

Of the links in the vast chain of animal beings

that binds us to the earth, no one but the human

species appreciates floral beauty. To the horse and

the ox—from the highest in the scale down to the

simplest caterpillar—the handsomest flowers are but

as grass. They were made for man, and for his

wants alone ; and unfortunate is he who, by defi-

cient education or perverted symjiathies, is doomed

to trudge through life shut out from the path that

winds along by the stream of their sweet influences !

We are amongst those who believe that national

trouliles, as in the woes of individuals, are the moral

consequences of national delinquencies,-and as in

this the innocent must sutler with the guilty, each

owes it to himself and his own happiness to culti-

vate for himself and in all around him such moral

Influences as he can get to bear upon human char-

acter. Each may use his own engine powerful for

good. To us, as horticulturists, we ask and need

no stronger force than the ctfllivation in the breasts

of afl of that love of floral beauty so wisely im-

planted within us for the purpose.

It is thus that we account for the sudd<'n advance

in popular favor of our whilom decaying horticidlu-

ral societies,—and we would have all interested in

their success to well note the fact, for now is the

acceptable time, if they would profit by events and

shape their course accordingly. They have never

yet done for society what they should do or are

capable of doing. No faiflt this, however ; for every

beneficial idea, to be lastingly useful, must have a

gradual progress from its first inception to its vig-

orous growth and fruitful old age.

We have given recently more space to "horticul-

tural societies" than we should have done but for

this view, and we conclude this note by a pleasant

little sketch from an English paper, which will

aff'ord some uscfid hints to us over here

:

HORTICULTURE IN ST. GILKS'.

It may at flnit create a sroile if wo inform tho reader tliat lliere

liiui been a floral and h.irliciilniral eliow in Bloomshnry. ami Ihat

the exhibitors comprised some of tlie poorest of tie working

classed and children of the ragged schools. But it is qaile true.

The Uiv. Emilius Bayli-y iss 'ed a schedule of prizes oflV-red for

competition among the various cla.««e», separated in siich manner

that persons in the most conDued situations should compete by

themselves, and those residini: in more open streets in another

class; and, independently of these, the various parochinl schools

divided from the boys and girls of tlio ragged—so that no class of

exhibitors should have to show against persons who had any ad-

vantages over them. The following priios were offered for cunipc-

titiou

—

PRIZES FOR AI>U1.TS.

1. Persons living in tho Little Coram Street District, viz., Lillle

Coram Street, Abbey Place, Chapel Place, Russell Place, Coram

Place, Marchmont I'lace, Tavistock Mews, Colonnade. Litlle Ouild-

ord Street.—For Fuchsias: 1st. 2d, 3d and 4th prizes; for Gera-

niums, similar prizes; for Annuals, ditto.

2. Pei-souB living in the Jlews,—Similar prizes.

3. Persons living elsewhere in the parish.—Similar prize.*.

PRIZES FOR C11II.»RF.X OF WORKINO CLASSES I.IVINO IX THE PARISH.

1. Parochial, KiUional, Sunday and Infant Schools.—Boys: for

Fuchsias, 1st, 2d, M and 4th pvi/j--': for Geraniums, ditto; for An-

nuals, ditto. Girls: similar prizes.

2. Ragged Schools.—Boys and Girls: similar prizes.

PRIZES FOR POMEi'TIC SERVANTS.

For any plants—1st. 2d, 3d and 4tli prizes.

We, who have for sonielhini like thirly years b-en incessanlly

recommending I he institu;i..n of .-hows among the workins classes,

and have seen in the Puke of Xorlhimiberlands school at Alnwick

the beneflcial etlVcts of extending it to children, hail (his as the

foundation of immense good in cl.ise towns, esp''cially in London

;

and wo heartily congratulate the minister on the success which

has attended his endeavors. The show brought out plants grown

in wiudows in the most miserable portions of St. Giles', and al-

though there was not. and could not be, the heallhy growth of

open air in tho country, the worthy patron of the movement bad

provided that the competitors were all upon equal terms. Tl.o«e

in dark, narrow streets had only to show against people similarly

cirrums^anceJ. Of the show it may bo said that it was by far

more interesting than the llnesl exhibition of plants by gardeners.

It brought out tho ingenuily of tho young aspirants to horlicuUu-

ral honors. Imagine one pro.lucinga young chestnut tree, another

an oak, a third a walnut tree, another an orange tree, all from

their several nuts, pips, or seeds; for prizes are given for things

not in bloom, and therefore nothing was excluded. Tho mixlure

dettosall description. It was crediwhle to .-lU the parlies, and the

reverend genllemau wh.. inaugurated it hiis set an example thai

should lie followed hv every iwslor. as the best possible m.-ans ,.f

humanizing tho infantile rudiani.m which disgraces many metro-

politan localities and manufacturing towns.

V^/T-
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MAKATAWNET 6RAPB.
[sKic i-itoNrisriKit;.]

At page 85 of our voIuiul' for 18C0, Dr. W. D.

Briiickle gave a histoi-y ami Ui-scription of this

grapo, in which he speaks of it as a grape of the

higlicst excellence. Tlie owners of the original

vine are rather diHicult of access, through, we
believe, a dread of having their privacy de-

stroyed by imjiortunnte grape-propngators ; but

through the kindness of Jlr. Cnins, a friend of the

family, we have several times had opiiort unities of

tasting fruit from the original vine, without, how-

ever, being struck with its superior excellence, and

we have, therefore, refrained from sharing in our

columns the enthusiasm of its friends in its praise.

However, plants from the original are coming into

bearing around us, and we are bound lo .siy, they

do exhibit qualities tendingto "great expectations."

We have not tasted Jlr. IJaalie's, wliiih were before

the Lancaster Meeting, and from whicli our litlio-

graph was taken ; but some we ate, from the vine

of an amateur at Chestnut Hill, were of high excel-

lence. We cannot say, with the Committee, that it

is the best white native grape "we know," for recol-

lections of the Elizabeth and Cuvahoga threaten us

if we do ; it has, however, larger bunches than

these, and may probably, in a fair contest, all grown
together, prove a sturdy competitor in all other

qualities.

^rrap enb <!^upriFS.

53^Communications for this department must reach the Editor

on or before the 10th of the mouth.

jniF'The Editor cnnuot auswer letters for ihU department pri-

vately.

U

Apple—From Mr. U. Long, Kenneli Square, Pa.,

who writes:

I send you by Adams Express a few apples of a

seedling that is entirely new to me, and if so to you,

I wish to know whether you would think it worth

general culture. They are otf a tree that is at

least forty years old, and the man that owns the

property that it grows on assures me that it has

missed but one crop for thirty-one years, and that

was last season ; it had between forty and fifty bush-

els on this season, and is a good baking and cider

apple, and much better flavored than you will find

these, for I had to take them off before they were

ripe, as the tree grew close to the village, and the

boys bad great relish for them. When perfectly

ripe thcj' are a light yellow, with a reddish tinted

cheek, and ripe about the 1.5th of October.

[We print this account in full, as we are highly

pleased with the fruit. It lias the great merit of

disiinclness; for, however good a fruit may lie, it in

an annoyance to be able .scarcely to distingnisli it

frcmi other kind.s as good. It may be characterized

OS being in shape like Porter, but with the color and

(pialities of Kliode Island Greening. Frr)m appear-

ances we think it better than Rhode Island Greening,

and well worthy of further attention.]

Head's Reedi.tng Gii.\pe— Mr. J. Jl. Prllingill,

Bunker Hill, under date of September 17th WTitcs:

I send a few bunches of Mead's Seedling Grape,

also two bunches of Catawbas, that you may test

the two together. The Mead's Seedling was free

from rot, while Catawba, Isabella, Clinton, &c.,

one-third rotted.

[Last year it was slated in our journal that iVcacCs

Seedling sprung from a lot of raisin seed,—a fact that

materially damaged its prospects, as no grape of

foreign parentage will proljalily jirove iiermanently

valuable. It is pleasant to find from tliese speci-

mens, however, that it is not of foreign parentage, but

e^^dently a pure seedling from the Catawba, to

which it is certainly superior in earliness, size and

beauty of bunch and flavor. In shape and color,

the individual berry is precisely like Catawba, but it

is readily distinguished from this, or any grape we
linow, by very long pedicels. These in the Catawba

are rather short, usually not more than one-fourth

the length of the berry, giving the bunch a compact

character ; but in Mead's Seedling they are usually

half the length of the berry, and frecjuentl}' more,

inducing a loose form. AA'e regard it as one of the

best improvements on the Catawba that has yet

appeared, and will, we think, have a good share of

popularity.]

CkAHBEIIKIES. — "A Subscriber," Birmingham,

.Allegheny County, Pa., writes;

"Please inform a subscriber of the best plan for

heating a propagating house? (1.)

How is the cranberry cultivated ? How jiropaga-

ted ? How many quarts will an acre bring ?

Which kind will thrive best in Penns3-lvauia?" (2.)

[1. One of the best plans, in our estimation, is to

employ the cheap hot-water tanks, described in

several back numbers. A great deal will, however,

depend on other arrangements in and about yoiu:

house, and we can only advise you in this general

way.

2. An excellent article, with full details and draw-

ings, appeared in our Ma}- number, 18G0, ("page 138,

Vol. II._), and which we can do no better than by

referring you. We think either kind will thrive

equallj- well in Pennsylvania, more depending on

locality than latitude.]

^^ ^^^T^^
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Peau—From Saratoga Count]/, jV. 1'.—A "Sub-

scriber" writes

:

" I send you n sample of what we, in this vicinity,

Ciill the Orange Pear. As near as tlic pedigree of the

pear can be traced, it is this : Tlie scions were

brought from Rhode Island about the year 1800. I

wish to know whether they are known by any

other name in other localities than this. The tree

is hardy and productive. The present season, when
all other kinds liavc failed, these hare borne well

;

in fact, I know of no oilier pears hi Saratoga

County this season but the Orange. Wc call them

equal to any raised.

[The pear is quite unknown to us. Wc have

not eaten a pear superior to it for some time. It is

superior to the Bartlett in quality, nearly or quite as

large, and with the other good i)ropcrties our corres-

pondent states, must be one ol the most valuable kinds

to grow.]

PltOTECTlNG W.VI.I.I'-I.OWF.US. — "^ Subscriber,"

New />V(//brrf, writes:

"The Wallflower is a favorite flower of mine,

which has led me to seek information from the works

on horticulture which have fallen in ray way, as to the

l)roper management of it in this country. This

information I liave not yet found. I slu)uld, therefore,

be mucli gratified to see a few hints thrown into the

Gartlener's Monthly, if the thing seems to be worth

attention. I do not even know whether or not it

will bear winter exposure."

[A friend who has fine Wallflowers, bonds them
to the surface, and covers with soil, removing it

early in spring. It will not bear entire exposure.]

Honey Locust.—J. U. B., Rochester, If. Y.,

asks

:

"Does Honey Locust Seed grow the most readily

by freezing ar scalding '<

If by scalding, how many times would you apply

the water?

If by freezing, would you keep the boxes under

an open shed, or expose them to the weather?

Freezing i;i sand is preferable to scalding, but

tliere is no necessity for either. A few weeks of

mere soaking in wet sand will cause nearly all the

seed to swell well. A friend of ours had great

success last year by sowing his seed in a one-light

hotbed, and when s|)routcd, dibbling them out like

peaches arc often done in well-kept nurseries. He
says it "paid well." A cold or wet .spell after

sowing any scalded seed, usually rots many.]

Ventilation of Ghai'euies.— A'. B., Taunton,

Mass., asks:

" Can you send me some paper that contains a

full report of the discussion at tlie late meeting of the '

Pennsylvania Horticultural Exhibition, or meeting

upon the sulycct of "Mildew on Grapes" under

glass? a synopsis of which I see reported in the

September number of the Montldy. While I have

been cautious in giving bottom air, I have been

obliged to give it to keep down the temperature,

—

I do not see how it can be kept down to the safe point

w ithout a draught to circulate it, unless you remove

the entire top, which I have not facilities for doing.

I should be glad to see what experienced men in the

matter would have to say about it."

[There has been no fuller rcpoit published than

the one we gave.

Our exi)erience coincides with that of the gentle-

men engaged in that discussion, that a free admis-

sion of air from side ventilators induces mildew.

It is natural that it should do so, because the dry

air of our climate is what encourages mildew in

foreign vines. Graperies are useful in this, that

the}' enclose and ensure a moist atmosphere ; but if

the bottom and top of a vinery admit a through cur-

rent, the air becomes nearlj' as dry as though

grown in the oi)en air, and the first object of a

vinery is violated.

If you have plenty of moisture in your vinery,

you need not fear great heal. If any of our good

gardeners have otherviews to offer, we shall be glad

to publish them.]

Blood's Seedlino GiiArE—i''/'o;n Mr. Ordtray,

Neichuryport, Mas-i.—This is a grape with a full

sized dark black berry, and medium sized bunch.

In the climate of the Middle States so favorable

to the success of finer varieties of grapes, this

would be esteemed little above the Fox Grape in

general qualities. It is not as rank,— is much
sweeter,—has thinner skin, and not so hard a pulp,

however. But it ripens very early, and is of a

hardy, vigorous stock, which is a great advantage

in the far Eastern and Northern States. We
valued the Concord when we had Northern speci-

mens onl}' to taste quite as little as we might do

this, but for our experience with that. When
grown in this section it rapidly rose in general

qualities towards the top of the list, and so m.'iy

Blood's Black, and we should like to see it have a

fair trial.

The other seedlings sent by IMr. Ordway were

fully equal to Blood's.

Ontario and Union Village Grapes.—".1

SubucriJicr^' asks:

"Have you seen the Ontario and Union Village

growing near each other so j'ou could detect any iJ

^^<Sj'
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(liffiTcncc ? The opinion is gaining ground hero

thiit tlioy lire the stime. (10
Can you inform mc if tlie EI Paso Gnipe promises

to be of any value in lliis climate?" (2.)

[1. We have not compared them at the same

time together, but our recolluctiou of each seen ut

ditferent times is, that they are not the same.

2. It fruited at AVashinglon last year, and is

Uighlj- praised by our friends there.]

GnAT»E FOB DisTitiBCTioN.—A Correspondent at

Manchester, Pa., has a seedling grape which he

thinks a great improvement ; but he wishes it tested

in other localities, lias about fifty plants, which

he would distribute gratuitouslj- to experienced

grape-growei'S for experiment. In this case we
will willingly forward to our correspondent the

names of any parties wishing to make the experi-

ment. But we must add, that we frequently

receive communications in which the writers pro-

pose for tiie public good to give things away gratu-

itously. Some of these are offered in good faith,

but many of them are really intended for free

advertisements of parties and their private business.

As it is impossible for us to distinguish between

these cases, all such offers must, in future, be made

through our regular advertising columns. If the

article is really worth having gratuitously, the

recipients will not object to their proportion of the

cost of advertising.

Peat fok Str.\wbekries. — "Jl Subscriber,"

Camden County, A'. /., asks:

" Please inform me through the columns of the

Monthly in what wa}' I can treat "swamp muck"
or "peat," to make it valuable as a manure for

strawberries, on light sandy lands, and how should

it be applied V"

[We are not informed on any experiment for

this especial use. Have any correspondents had

expeiieuce ?]

Muscat Hambckg Grape. — Bunch from Mr.

Bright, weighing two pounds, cut from a plant

fifteen months old, from the eye. It is not so good

in quality as the old 3Iuscat of Alexandria, but is

such a line setter, and of so large a size and beautiful

appearance, that we expect it to become a standard

variety for cold vineries.

Yeget^vble Transformations—Barren Grape-

vines. — Mr. Garber sends us another chapter for

publication ; but as it simply records the fact, that

he is not satisfied with the reasoning of Mr. Stauffer,

it is not necessarj- to publisli the whole article.

The object of all science is to a.<icertain such rules

or "general laws" that will guide us in aises where

we cannot get at the exact facts. Mr. Garber wants

to know whether any one in this country has raised

and flowered seedlings of the foreign grape VUis

vinifera; and if so, whether any of them have pro-

duced staiuinate i>lants, or plants with flowers bear-

ing stamens, but no pistils, as the varieties of

American species do. As we knew of no such

experiments, we referred to the science of the mat-

ter, and Jlr. Stauffer kindly followed. Mr. Garber

says he does not want to know any thing about the

science, but does want to know about the Seedling

grapes. • In this case we have no alternative but to

close up the subject until some one can inform our

friend from direct observation. In the meantime we
CJin say, as we have said before, that science is op-

posed to Dr. IJavenal's hypothesis, for it is not

even a theory.

Grape Le.wes— 0. T. Hobbs.—"I enclose you six

varieties of grape leaves, and request your opinion

as to species."

[No botanist can decide on a species of grape by

the leaves alone. Panicles and berries with leaves

are essential.

However, your small-leaved form appears to be-

long to Vitis cordifolia ; the large round one V.

labrunca, and the other four perhaps all varieties

of V. astioalis.'\

Frcits for Maine.—H. .i. Y., Littleton, Maine,

inquires

:

" Can you give me the names of any varieties of

the peach, apricot and quince, which, if set where

they would be sheltered from cold winds, and

dwarfed so that the snow wiU cover them in winter,

would succeed so far Xorth as latitude 4G3 ?

Will the Black Eagle and May Duke Cherries

succeed if grafted upon the common AVild Ked

Cherry?"

[Perhaps Col. Little, Mr. Goodale, or some other

of our experienced horticultural friends in JIaine

can furnish the desired information. We have

found the few varieties we have tried unite on the

Wild Cherry, (Ccrasus serolina,) called here Wild

Black or Choke Cherrj",—the variety we suppose

our correspondent alludes to; but wherefore want

any thing better for a hardy stock than the Ma-

haleb?]

Seedling Peach—From Mr. Griffilh, of Philadel-

phia.—The best late peach ("October 5thJ we know
;

large, handsome, and wUl prove a valuable acquisi-

tion.

?%^ z^M
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Rome vnUrable contriliutions on ice-liouscs and
otlier subjects, that reached us late, arc held over

for next month.

Poofts, (|atafogups, %'r.

Fourth Anxuai. Repout of the Board of Com-
missioners OF THE CeNTRAI. PaKK, NeW YoilK.

1801.

Tlie Board report that the lower portion of the

Park has liein prepared for luiblic use, and that it is

well appreciated by the public at larffe.

Tlic system of arehwajs— a peculiar feature of

the Park—is again referred to. Their great utiliij'

in a crowded park, as a means of safety to foot-

passengers against vehicles, has been fully demon-
strated. We give a sketch of one of these arches,

that has been taken for our jouriial by a friend.

York. Bulbs and

Vines and Small

Dracut Amber

the extra wealth which is consequently drawn there,

it is evident that this expenditure is actually a pay-

ing investment to the citj-, and is a proof of the far-

seeing sagacity of the men who, headed hx Mayor
Kingsland, projected and embodied the gigantic

idea.

DESnilPTIVE CATALOOtTES.

S. Moulson, Hochester, X.Y. List of leading items.

George D. Kimber, Flushing, N.Y. Fruits, Orna-

mentals, &c.

J. Ruttcr, West Chester, Pa. Grape-vines.

J. Sf J. Taylor, Newport, Ky. Grape-vines.

U'enlz & Sclilegel, Rochester, N.Y. Fruit and Or-

namentals.

J. M. Thorburn §• Co., Ni'W

Flowering Roots.

Heffron ^ Sest, Utica, N. Y.
Fruits.

Dr. Grant, lona, N. Y. Grapes.

/. W. 3Innninrf, Reading, Mass.
Grape.

Wholesale Lists.

If". Mann, Bangor, Maine. Native

F.vergrcens. Catalogue for 1863 is "go-

ing ahead" considerably.

Henry J. Dreer, Philadelphia. Roses,

Dahlias, &c. Also of Fruit and Orna-

mentals, and of Bulbous Roots.

T. IV. 4- E. £,. ism nil, Geneva, N. Y.

Wholesale List of Fruits, &c.

C. F. Eriiard, Ravenswood, L.I., N.Y.

Fruits, (fee.

/•>os/ Si Co., Rocl-.ester, N. Y.

T. C. Mai'xell ^ l!ro., Geneva, N. Y.

Cijwles, Roberts ^ Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Wdliams, JtamsJen S; Co., Dansvillc,

N. Y.

J. Rutler, West Chester, Pa.

J. W. .Adams, Portland, JIaine.

O. T. Hobbs, Crawford, Pa.

Hoojies !f
lira , West Chester, Pa.

Danghaday ^ Co., Newburg, N. Y.

J. Sheppard, New York. Dutch

Bulbs.

3579 nun have been employed ou the Park during

18G0, and 10,200 trees and shrubs planted. The

total cobt and maintenance of the Park up to De-

cember 31st, 18G0, was ^G,447,9G4 80. This money

is raised from the securities of the city, payable in

about forty years. The interest of this sum for the

past year is §380,877 88. It is foimd that property

has so iucieased in value around the Park, that the

increa.'ied la.\es from this source amount to a sum

nearly sullicient to pay this interest. If we add to

Ibis the increased attractions which this splendid

work offers to strangers to visit New York city, and

Pear Nouveau Poiteai:—fCi'rort.J—We have

no sympathy, as our readers know, with new intro-

ductions that arc even "very good," or of "first

qu-ality," unless they arc in some decided point dif-

ferent from other "very good" kinds in cultivation.

It is not because they are "worthless," but they are

needless.



The Nntiteau PoUt'aii i8 not of this clnss. It has a peculiar flavor, that many will not like, and others

esteem, but which is, nevertheless, peruliarly its own. In these (lays of distinctions without ditTerences,

we rcnird this as no slight recommendation. The nearest resenililancc in this respect is to Louise Bonne

de Jersey, l)iit in those we have tasted the very common nslrinjrency of Louise Bonne is wanting. It

ripens a month or more later than Louise Bonne, and is growing in favor with cultivators, in many of

whose collections it has fruited the few past seasons.

Our outline was taken from one presented to us by Jlr. Klhvanger, at the Pomolngical fleeting in

Philadelphia in September last. It was not then quite ripe, but, notwithslanding, kept four weeks, and then

ripened perfectly. Fruit, rather large, obovate-pyriform ; skin, with numerous russet dots ; stem, niedimn,

thickish, set obliquely on a small protuberance ; calyx, large, in a narrow basin ; flesh, white, buttery,

and with a brisk vinous flavor.

In a letter from a distinguished pomologist, received last winter, he saj'S of it :
—"The Nouveau Poiteau

I have fruited for the first time this season, and it is certainly one of great promise. I find it to grow
equally well on either the pear or quince."

The Bcxce Strawberkt.—Mr. EtUtor—According to your desire, we send you a slight history and

description of the Bunce Strawberry'. Tlte plants were first brought to this countrj' from the East Indies

by the late Captain Hooper, of Marblehead, and by the way of friends, we received a few plants for trial,

and if thought worthy, for dissemination.

It is a very vigorous grower, often having ten or twelve, and sometimes more fruit-stalks on a plant.

The stalks are high and strong, keeping the berries from the grotind, and witli the heav}- foliage breaking

^^ i®
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the force of the rains, render it unnecessary to mulch

them to lieop the berries clean. The foliage is sufli-

cient protection in winter ; the plants being better

nilliout, than with any thing additional.

The berries are not very dark colored, but bright

and lively. Seeds small, and sunk deep; flesh

white, fine and firm, with excellent flavor and very

sweet. Parts from the hull easily. Continues long

in bearing, the latest berries filling jjerfectly, and

growing to a good size. Flowers perfect. This

summer we picked eight hundred bo.xes of berries

from a bed containing thirty square-rods of ground,

set last year in June.

Yours truly, Bunce & Co.

Remarks.—We visited the piece of ground upon

which these gentlemen say they '^picked eiyht hun-

dred boxes of berries from a bed containing thirty

square-rods of gtonnA." AVe did not measure the

land, but should judge that they had done so cor-

rectly. It is a strong, granite soil, moist, and con-

siderably shaded by young apple trees, perhaps six

or eight years old. At this rate, they got more than

four thousand boxes to the acre, which, if we re-

member correctly, rather beats the great success of

our Belmont friends. The two finest boxes of

strawberries we saw in their season were from this

bed. There is so close a resemblance between them
and the Cutter Seedling, that we are not sufliciently

skillful to tell one from the other.

—

New Kiiyland

Farmer.

Boin?sfir InfpfligpnrF.

Gr-VFTIXG-wax.—A good and cheap grafting-wax

is made bj' melting together and mixing well, fo\ir

pounds rosin, two pounds tallow, one pound bees-

wax. These three ingredients are used in various

proportions by different propagators,—sometimes in

equal quantities,—sometimes eight parts rosin, and

three each of tallow and beeswax, or eight parts

rosin, five of beeswax, three of tallow, &c. By
using lard instead of tallow, as it is softer, more

rosin may be employed. A mixture of equal parts

of clover and timothy, at the rate of a peck or more

per acre, will furnish a good seeding.

Lauge Plums.—Seth Luelling, of "Milwaukie

Nursery," placed on our table specimens of Peach

Plums grown on a tree two years from the graft.

Three of the plums weighed a small fraction less

than half a pound, the largest being seven inches in

circumference.

—

Oregon Farmer.

A Cemest fob STOPPiNa the Fissures of Iron

Vessels.—Take two ounces of muriate of ammonia,

one ounce of flour of sulphur, and sixteen ounces

of cjist-iron filings or turnings. Mix them well in

a mortar, and keep the powder dry. When the ce-

ment is wanted, take one part of this and twenty parts

of clean iron filings or borings
;
grind them together

in a mortar, mix them with water in a proper con-

sistence, and apply them between the joints. This

cement answers for flanges of pipes about steam-

engines.

—

Canadian Journal of .Arts and Manufacture.

English Pistillate Strawbeiiuies. — Jlorcy's

Marjazine, noticing Dr. Lindley's remark that he had

not yet heard of an}' sterile strawberries but Haut-

bois in England, remarks that the Doctor has not,

probably, noticed the Methven Scarlet in flower.

^orfiruIfurBl Hofirps.

GRAPE-GROWERS' CONVENTION AT
LANCASTER, PA.

A Convention of Grape-growers of Ea'tern
Pennsylvania assembled at Lancaster, Pa., on Thurs-
day, September 2Cith, at Cooper's Hotel.

jlr. Lukens Peirce, of Chester County, was
called to the chair, and Mr. F. F. Merceron, of

Catawissn, and Jlr. WilUam P. Burton were aj)-

pointed Secretaries.

The following gentlemen were ai>pointed a Com-
mittee for testing the qualitj" of the grapes exhib-
ited, and to report thereon : J. B. Garber, Colum-
bia, Pa. ; T. >r. Harvey, Chester County, Pa. ; E.
Tatnall, Wilmington, Del. ; S. -Miller, Lebanon, Pa.

;

C. lliller, Lancaster, fConestocaJ ; Dr. Keller, do.
;

J. E. Mitchell, Philadelphia.

The display of Grapes was very large and inter-

esting, and exclusively from out-ol'-door culture.

There were 38 contributors, and comprised 100 native
varieties and 13 of foreign.

Mr. D. S. Wagner, of York, Pa., exhibited some
fine bunches of Foreign Grapes fgrown out of
doorsj), comprising the Black Hamburg, White
Nice, Bl;Kk Prince, Sweetwater, Chasselas de Flor-

ence and Cluisselas de Fontainbleau.
Mr. Samuel Miller hoped the mode of culture

would be stated.

Messrs. Evans and Chajiin, of York, saidthe.v

were grown on an open trellis, but protected in the

winter. The white grapes were shaded from the

sun in hot weather. No special manuring. The
vines were sulphured in the spring.

Mr. Alexander Blissnor, of York Valley, showed
a fine bunch of Bhuk Damascus, and stated that he
had put sulphur around the roots of the vine in the

spring.

Mr. S. Keller showed a bunch of Grapes of a
green color, ("evidently a foreign grape,J and stated

that he had known the vine for thirty years, and
never knew it to mildew.
On motion of F. F. Merceron, it was
Resolved, That the discussion for this evcnmg be

the " Culture and Pruning of the Grape."

W^^ ^^M>
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Evening' Session.

^Ir. Peiici' iu tin- chair.

Mr. Mt'rccron lo]i-ilros.-;cil his hiinl with linu" and
niiinure, and had it well ploufrhcd ;

)>lanlod the vines

in rows eiirlit Teet apart, and the vines tivc feet apart
iu the rows.

3Ir. Miller prepared a deep border for his vines;

found mildew on young Concord vines, and thinks
they were not tied up early enough in the spring;
did not suffer from drousrht.

Jlr. Gray dug holes from three to four feet ; ma-
nured with bone-dust; ploughed away from the

vinos, and afterwards towards them ; attempted
spur-pruning, but found it failed, and is now trying
the long-cane system ; never troubled with mildew

;

has lost fruit by rotting of the berries.

Mr. Keller's vinej'ard is planted on a hill-side
;

ground terraced six feet wide, and well ploughed

;

holes two feet in diameter; a warm, sandy soil, not
trenched nor highly manured ; no mildew, although
many of his vines lie on the ground ; adopts the
spur and renewal systems, by training up a new-
shoot from the base of the vine, and cutting out the
old spurred Tvood when necessjiry

;
young shoots

frozen last spring, and vines started a second growth
and ripened some of the fruit.

Mr. Harvey was in favor of cultivating the groirad
well; grape-vines in his locality have lost their

foliase; thinks the vines should be jirotected in

winter and sumnior from north-east winils ; in favor
of trenching, and spoke of the value of draining

;

the Diana has failed with him this season.

Jlr. Mitchell said that some of the best grapes he
had seen were grown iu a city yard, where the soil

was not visible, being paved over with bricks.

i.

Morning' Session.

Mr. Peirce in the chair.

Mr. Crans offered a sample of grapes from Illinois,

called Mead's Seedling, a bunch of To-l£alon, from
the garden of A. W. Harrison, and fine specimens
from the garden of T. T. Firth, of Germantown,
consisting of Delaware, Anna, Diana, Ilerbemont;
no speciil attention was given to their culture ; holes

dug two feet, and no manure, except what the vines
received in ordinarj' garden culture ; fine specimens
of the Maxatawncy were shown, from the original

vine, which has had no protection.

Mr. Mitchell had visited the original Maxatawney
'Vine, and found it growing close to the north comer
of a farmhouse, and rambling, un pruned, over a

plum tree; the fruit was exposed to view, most of
the foliage having been blown off; it ivas planted
alongside a fence, half the roots being covered with
sod, the other half running into the border of a

vegetable-garden. Owing to the want of proper
culture, this grape has not yet been shown in per-

fection ; a bimch on the table, from the garden of
Peter Raabe, -svill give some idea of its beautiful

amber color. This fine fruit is the result of a seed
taken from a bimch of white grapes brought from
Berks County and sown by the present owner of
the vine many years ago, and offers the strongest

encouragement to plant seeds of any fine grape we
may meet with, such seedlings often proving to be
of a su|)crior character. It is barely possible, that

at some former period the seed of a white foreign

variety may have been jdanted, and its product hy-

bridized with a native sort, the seed a^ain planted,

and by a sueeessinn of such chanses it miirhl lose

I
its foreign characteristics of wood and foliage, luit

I

retain it in the fruit ; such may be the early Iiislory

j

of the Maxatawney.

Mr. Crans introduced a seedling from the gardi'n

of .1. AV. Flii'Uwir, in Philadelphia,—a dark purple

grape, compact bunch, a high, vinous flavor, and
intense purple color ; believed to be a very superior

wine grai)e.

Mr. Mitchell has some twenty or thirty varieties

growing ; vines young, and not much fruit ; found
the Creveling to be an early bearer and free srrower;

the Concord was the best grower and the liebeeca

the worst in his collection ;
prefers vines grown

from eyes, but recommends inanhing on strong-

growing slocks ; a Delaware thus treated, grew
finely and bore early.

>rr. 'Miller grafts his vines above ground by the

usual mode of tongue-grafling, after the sap has
flowed in the spring ; it cannot be done successfully

otherwise; recommends well-rotted tan-bark for

propagating beds.

On Keeping Grapes.

JiIt. stiller ties the bunches in soft paper, and
packs them in bran ; has sent them in perfect con-
dition to Jlissouri ; was informed of some one who
packed alternate layers of grapes and green leaves

in n box, and burying it three feet under ground
;

dry oak sawdust and perfectly dry sand were also

recommended.
Report.

Tour Committee congratulate this Convention on
having before them the largest di.splay of native

grapes probably ever collected together in tliisStnte,

covering about two liimdred dishes, and comprisin.nr

one hundred varieties, and regret that our limited

time will not permit us to do justice to all the speci-

mens shown, many of them being worthy of more
extended notice. Wc report

:

Cassiday, Arrott and Matilda ("green grapes -with

white bloom) to be similar in character.

Wilmiugton—specimen fine, but not fully ripe.

Roger's Hybrid, No. 1—large, oval berries, above
medium, of a brownish amber color, tender pulp,

and very promising.

^laxatawney— bunch slightly shouldered, berry
oval, color amber, with an amber bloom when fully

ripe, highly aronuttic odor and delicious flavor

;

taking into consideration the hardiness of the vine,

we pronounce it to be the best white native grajie.

Taylor— small size in berry and bunch, color
greenish white, and quality excellent.

Rebecca—of its usual superior quality.

Anna—sweet white grape of good size ; speci-

mens not fidly ripe ; shoidd hang late on the vines.

Carpenter—a fine foreign grape.

Jfary Ann—similar to Isabella, and foxy.
Concord—continues to keep up its high reputation.
Cloanthc—similar to Isidjella.

Elsinburg—keeps up its well-known good char-

acter.

Clinton—a good vinous grape.

Lancaster County Wilding—sweet and foxy, but
promising.

-c\Ci/V>
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Franklin—a promisinr; wine grape, of a liijrh color.

lI<;rlH-pni>nt—^.juicy and vinous, tifc from pulp.
r)ian:i—keeps up its well-known repulalion.

Bland—a true native, and a jrood juicy ^rape.
(;anl)y's August and York Madeira are similar.

Baldwin—similar to Canliy's August, but later.

Delaware Burgundy—a tine foreign seedling.
Ohio—as usually described.

Kaccoon—the common summer grape.

G-iiTi-'ue.s (
**'"'"'"' ''ut not equal to Isabella.

To-Kalon—an admirable grape, similar, but supe-
rior to the Catawba, and ten days eailier.

Herbemout Madeira—a good wiue grape.
Hanover— similar to Isabella.

Lenoir, Lincoln, and Devereux are the same.
Vermont Seedling— similar, but not equal, to

Clinton.

Cyntliiana—pulpy and inferior.

Long—a promising wine grape, from the South.
Union Village—fully equal to Isabella in quality,

larger and earlier.

Kilvinglon and Kingsessing—good copper-colored
grapes, and believed to be the same.

Blood's Black—a good, early, sweet, black grape.

Williumsport—above medium size ; a good and
promising early grape

;
perfectly hardy.

Seedling from Dr. Keller—as good as Isabella,

and ten days earlier.

Keller—similar to Catawba, but hardier.

Diller—pulpy, and inferior to Isabella.

Seedling from R. Fanes—inferior to Isabella.

French Grape—similar to Miller's Burgundy.
Seedling from Mr. McMinn—inferior to Catawba.
Karly Amber and Northern Muscadine are the

same ; sweet and foxy.
Graham—a good jiurple grape, of medium size,

juicy, and tender pulp.

Baxter's Seedling—a very large bunch; seedling
of the Frost.

>Varren—not true to name.
Kiiiil}'—not ripe.

Chiisty's Isabella—same as Isabella.

Alvcy— a good vinous grajjc, black color and me-
dium size.

Haabe—small berry and compact bunch ; dark red
color and first-rate quality ; a true cross between the
Elsinboro and Bland.

Seedling from J. W. Flickwir—compact bunch,
berry medium size ; a very high colored and prom-
ising wine grape

;
purple.

Merceron's Seedling—a decided improvement on
the Catawba, having a more tender pulp and being
two weeks earlier.

German Grape—a very large bunch, of a greenish
color and delicious flavor; foreign.

Mead's Seedling—similar, but superior, to the

Catawba.
nydi'"s Eliza—similar to the Isabella, but one

week earlier.

Beside the above, there were exhibited the follow-

ing varieties

:

Isabella, Catawba, Kreamer for Montgomery}—

a

seedling of Royal ^luscadinc, Baldwin, New Hope,
Frost, Hartford Prolific, Pelaware, Perkins, Wins-
low, Swatani, JlcOwen, Missouri, Grion, Beansville,

Wright's Isabella, Weber, Cope, Spangler's Isabella,

Xorlh America, Carpenter, .'5 Seedlings from Dr.
Keller, Black jtadeira. Black Damascas, Frankin-

dale, Tokay, Black ITamburg, Seedling of Frost,
Seedling from J. B. Garber, McLean (Tenn. ), North
Carolina Seedling, Seedling of Louisa, Black Prince,
Sweetwater, Muscat of Alexandria, Chasselas de
Fontainrbleau, Chasselas de Florence, White Nice,
Alliino (Seedling of Catawbaj, Newport, Seedling
of llerbemont, Marion, Sage, Martinburg, Perkins,
Peru, Edwards, Mountain, Logan.

Many of the above arc of excellent quality, and
we again regret our inability to do them justice, but
congratulate the Convention on the decided im-
provement shown in some of the new varieties,

whilst the well-known older sorts keep uji their

reputation. We regret, however, to notice the in-

crease of seedlings, so nearly identical with well-

known sorts, as to possess no merit of their own.
All of which is respectfully submitted bj' the Com-
mittee.

The Report having been read and adopted, the

Convention resolved itself into a Committee ol^ the
Whole, and proceeded to taste and discuss the va-

rious sorts of grapes on the tables as their names
were called out by the Secretary, and in general
confirmed the decision of the Committee. The
Chairman then announced that the merits of any
grape named might be discussed, when a call was
made for them.
Brandywine—Tatnall—a foreign failure; he had

tried, but in vain, to get some of the fruit to firing

here.

Concord—universally approved of.

Ontario— Miller— needs protection; similar to

Union Village, but coarse and watery.
Union Village—Miller—as good as the Isabella.

Rebecca—Mitchell—a weak grower, owing, proba-
bly, to over-propagation. Others stated that it grew
very well with them, and all agreed that .the fruit

was first-rate.

Diana—Harvey—does not do well at West Ches-
ter; mildews badly; thinks it needs n very light

soil. Gray made the same objections ; whilst others

say it does very well with them,
Franklin—Miller—a dark colored wine grape, and

a free grower. Keller—does not succeed with him.
Garber thought well of it at first; does not approve
of close priming; thinks it should be allowed to

run; it does lietter on a norlbern exposure. Jack-
son has a vine three years old, and no fruit.

Raabe—Miller— a first-rate fruit, equal to Dela-

ware, but a poor grower. Mitchell believed it to be

a perfect cross between the Elsinl)oro and Bland,
the original vine having sprung up between Ibcsi-

two sorts; has the general reputation of being a

good grower and a hardy vine ; the fruit is similar

to the Delaware, but it lias an astriugeuc}' in the

skin not possessed by the former.

A resolution was passed to take a vote on the six

best grapes for the table, and the three best for wine,

and resulted as follows:

Concord 21 votes'

Delaware 20
Isabella 10
Diana 15
Rebecca 11

Maxatawney 8

Clinton 8 votes
Catawba 7 "

J- For wine-making
Delaware 4 " )

For table use.

I Ff
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Alter H lii^rlily interesting: eonversjitinnal disriis-

sioii on other ninlters relating to griipecullnre,
Tbomns Harvey ollereii the followinj;:

li'-Kutral, Tliat tlie tlianl\s of tliis Convention are
temlereil to Mrs. Cooper, our landlady, for the coni-
fortahle aecommodalion? furnished us, and ask her
acceptance of all the fruit remaining on the tables.

Which was passed, and the Convention adjourned.

P. F. Mercekon, Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTUEAL
SOCIETY.

The October meeting was held on Tuesday even-
ing, loth ult., at Concert Hall. The special pre-

mium list comprised fruits only, together with the
standing prizes for collections of flowers. Of the
latter there was a large and choice display of Orna-
mental Foliage Plants, fron\ .James Eadie, gardener
to Dr. James Rush. These specimens were all in

admirable condition, and received the first prize of
$3.

A number of American Seedling Dahlias, from
Gerhard Schmitz, received the commendation of
the Commiltce, and the award of a special premium
of $1.

Thomas Meelian contributed a collection of forty-

two named varieties of Dahlias, comprising some
novel and beautiful tlowers of every variety of color,

and generally well shaped, to which ^1 was awarded.

Robert Kilvington brought a large Bouquet of
over twenty varieties of flowers, cut from the gar-

den, and very tastefully made up. It is rare at this

season to see so many fine hardy flowers in bloom.
The regular premium of $1 was awarded to it.

In the department of Fruits were two collections

of Pears, by .John McLaughlin, gardener to J. B.
Baxter ; also Isabella and Catawba Grapes. The
Pears received the two premiums, §2 and §1 each.

Dr. Thomas P. .James presented a dish of twelve
superb Duchesse d'Angoulemc Pears, weighing from
ten and a half to sixteen ounces each, all perfect

fr\iit, and the product of one dwarf tree, which
contained thirty-four pears, none of which weighed
less than nine ounces. The total weight of these

pears was nine pounds ten and a half ounces, being
an average of about thirteen ounces each.

Adam Graham, gardener to General Robert Pat-
terson, showed a dish of Quinces of large size, re-

markably fine appearance, and excellent ([Uality.

Mr. S. W. Xoble, for his collection of Apples,
took the two regular premiums of ^1 each.

Of Exotic Grapes, there were excellent samples
from Wm. Joyce, gardener to M. W. Baldwin,
who received the first premium of ^2. With these

we remarked three large Pine Apples in Pots,

a dish of Figs and one of Belle dc Fontenay Rasp-
berries. The two second premiums for Exotic
Grapes were given to two collections of equal
merit. Black Hamburgs, White Bucl, and White
Syrian, from Jas. Astle}-, gardener to Hon. Owen
Jones, and Black Hamburg, White Nice, and AA'hite

Syrian, from Jeremiah Flynn, gardener to Henrj-
Taylor. Catawba Grapes were contributed by John
Cook, gardener to Rev. J. M. Richards, P. S. Bunt-

ing and Wm. Joyce. Isabellas, by A. L. Felton,
and also Wm. Joyce, who took the two premiums
of ^1 each.

A dish of Concord Grapes, from Mr. J. JCnox, of
Pittsburg, received the special eonimendation of
the Committee, and were certainly the finest ever
shown here. This grape is fast making the repu-
tation of the best grape for general out-of-door
culture.

Mr. L. Chamberlin showed a large and hand-
some bunch of cultivated Chicken Grapes.

Jlr. Robert Buist exhibited, for the first lime,
the new round scarlet Egg Plant, a very showy
ornamental fruit, said to be of excellent quality as
an edible, to which a special premium of ^I was
awarded. Also, l)unelies of the Black Barbarosa
and Prince Albert Grapes, supposed bj' most culti-

vators to be identical, but which were quite different
in every respect.

Mr. Buist addressed the following communication
to the Society upon the subject

:

5 ROSEDAIE NCHSERIES, rililn(ll.lpllia,

i Octiibcr 16tli,lS61.

To llie Presitl'-nl nnd Fniil CnmmlHef n/Ihe
Pennsylvania I/orticu'ttural Society :

Gentlemen,! l>cg to call yuiir attention to llie flceonipnnyinp upe-
cimcns of tlie I'riiice .\Utert ftnti the I!l:u-k B:irliiin>:^i ^nipiH \T)iirli

Ii.ivo l>eon pnt>Iijiheit in tlie horlii-iiltiiml periodicals, iiu»I even
Btnnilnrd works, of this country us the same grajie.

Blacli Barharona I intrn-lMe-'d fr.im Enf^land ahoiit five yeirs
npo. Frniu large, oval, of .i reililisli blacli. with a fine hloom

;

huDclK'S. larpo. shoutdere'l and tajjering. not yet fully ripe. It is

our Inte-it foreign grape, and keeps very well till December. Wood,
foliage, and eyes, smooth. A great hearer.

Prince AUtcrt I introduced about twenty years ago. Fruit,
round, jet lilack, with a fine bloom, medium size ; bnuches, slionld-
ered nud short. Does not set very freely, and is also a shy bearer.
Has been ripe four weeks. The sample before yon is only a part of
a bunch, yoliage, young shoota and the mature eyes have a white
down, tho eyes parlicuiarly so. Any person who cultivates eitlier
of these grapes can decide on the genuine by the appearance of the
eyes on the wood, without fruit. Tho Prince Albert is not worth
culture ; whereas, the Barbarosa h:i8 not an equ.-U for bile keeping.

Very respectfully, R. Btisi.

This was rcfen-ed to the Committee on Fruits,
who reported that they agreed with 3Ir. Buist so lar
as the fruit exhibited was named.

A communication from P. JIackenzie & Son, con-
cerning the abstraction of some plants, was referred
to the Committee on Plants and Flowers, to report
at the next meeting.

THE EXHIBITION OF THE MASSACHU-
SETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Thirty-second Annual Exhibition of the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society opened on
Tuesday, the 17th. Although the season had been
pre-eminently dry, and the winter a most severe
one, yet the Societj- of the Old Bay State sustained
its reputation for luxurious and well-attended fes-

tivals.

The show of Flowers was as good as usual,
which, for this jear, was remarkable; large contri-
butions being made from all the promirent florists.

Among them the collection of Gladiolus was espe-
cially attractive. The interest manifes-ted in this

beautiful family within the last few years has been
very great among all classes of cultivators, all striv-

.(akr
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inc; ti) rival each other in their progression by ini-

pciitation and liy raising seedlings witli such zeal as

has never been eriualled, except, perhai)s, by the

Dahlia. Five years ago, tlie Oandavensis and Ua-
nuisus were almost the sole representatives of im-
portance ; but now the C'onite de Morney, La
Poussin, Ceres, l{aphael, I'erth, Itabouidin, and an
endless variety udoru the stand with their sevei-.il

tints.

Conspicuous, also, were the Pot Plants, tastefully

arranged uj)on an elevated stand in the centre of the
hall. The Kerns and the Variegated plants (which
are now the delight of the HoristJ wore the most
prominent. Rearing itself loftily above the rest,

arose a noble siieciinen of the Cyanoiihyllum niag-

nificum, and by its side stood fine plants of the tol-

lowing: Caladinm argyrites; Begonias RoiLeopoldii,
]\lnrsliallii, nivosa and hyjiargyrea, Pteris tricolor,

Croton pictum, Pavetta Borbonica. Also, Pan-
danns javanicus variegata, from the establishment
of Ilovey & Co., and a beautiful representative of
Cattleya'Forbesii, from E. S. ftmd. Mr. liind has
one of the most extensive and well-assorted orchid-
houses in this part of the country, and the rooms
of the Society are often embellished by his speci-

mens. Then- was a good display of our native
Howers from the Botanical Gardens of Cambridge

;

among them was a very double-flowered Datura.
In the department of Pomona we noticed that

the fruit was not so large nor so cle .n as that of last

year, owing to the drought, but very good for so
unfavorable a season.

Mr. H. IT. Hunncwell, the proprietor of Welles-
ley, exhibited some line Peaches, from the orchard-
house, measuring twelve and a half inches in cir-

eunifcrence, and G. G. Hubbard several varieties of
Plums, raised in the same way.
The Applis were very few, though good. The

crop is almost totally lost by the severity of the
winter.
The largest collectiona of Pears were from the

gardens of the President of the American Pomo-
logical Society, Colonel Wilder, and from Messrs.
Ilovey & Co.

William Bacon, among other varieties, presented
a remarkable disliof the Merriam Pear, which origi-

nated near Boston, and is promising to become a
profitable market sort.

Pears were shown, also, from Josiah Stickney, H.
Vandine, and others. The Seedling Pear Clapp's
Favorite, which was exhibited at the session of the
American Pomological Society, and tigured and de-
scribed in its transactions, was among the rest. I

am informed that it is a seedling from the Bartlctt,

being entirely free from the disagreeable musky
aroma of its parent ; that it is fully equal to it in

size, and precedes it in maturity ; also, which is of
great iiiipoitance, that it has stood the winter with-
out being injured in wood or bud, and has borne a
good crop this season. Cultivators in this vicinity

have high anticipations in regard to it.

The vegetables were very good, yet not extensive.
The most notable were six Squashes from A. D.
Webber, weighing six huiulred and ninet3'-fivc and
a half pounds, raised from a single vine; and some
fine Celiny from J. C. Potter.

But superior to every thing was the disjjlay of
Grapes. The foreij'n varieties were principally from
the graperies of Hovey & Co., II. S. Mansfield,

'

.1. C. Potter, MiB. F. B. Durfee, R. S. Rogers, Mrs.

T. W. Ward, E. S. ItiUul, and others. Although
the continued dry weather had been untiivorable lor

other fruits, yet it had been exceedingly propitious

fo: out-door grapes, and there was, therefore, an
unusual amount. Several natives were of large size,

and tilled the room with an insufferably deliciousf?)

fragrance. Those most worthy of notice were
Delaware, Diana, Rebecca and Hartford Prolific.

The Delawares were small, appearing to have been
grown on young vines. The Rebecca was good,
and seems to be rising a little in popular favor. The
seedlings of Mr. Rogers sur]>assed all in appear-

ance. Four kinds were shown. The berries were
as large as good Black Ilaniburgs, with fine, com-
pact bimches. They were raised by cross-feitiliza-

tion, the native Mammoth acting as the female,

with the Black Hamburg and Sweetwater as males.

The progeny of the Black Hamburg inherit its color

and bunch, and those of the Sweetwater the amber
color and bunch. Mr. Rogers has not only proved
a i)roblcm in natural science, but has immortalized
himself in giving to the world a number of excellent

varieties of hardy and earlj- grapes.

The exhibition was one of almost unexpected
siicces-s, and compared with the tirst which the So-

ciety ever held, exhibits the brilliant progress which
has been made in horticulture, and shows with
what rich laurels have Flora and Pomona been
crowned by the creative power of man.

BROOKLYN HOETICTJLTITRAL SOCIETY.

TiiK Bruoklvii Horticultural Society held their

regular Fall Kxhibition on the 18th, 19th and 2mh
of Se|)tember, at the new Academy of JIusic,

Brooklyn.
Notwithstanding the severe storm for a day or two

previous, and the hard times, the display of really

rare and choice Plants, Fruits and Flowers sur-

passed any previous exhibition of the Society. The
room is tlie largest that could be procured, yet it

was not half large enough to show the plants to ad-

vantage.
Louis Menand, of Albany, who has always been

the mainstay of the Society, was on hand with his

choicest specimens—two fine Musa Cavendishii, one
in full fruit ; beautiful specimen of Pandanus, large

and well grown ; Tree Ferns ;
Variegated do.; Cala-

diums. Begonias and Cactus of every varietj'. His
collection embraced one hundred and eighty plants,

every one a specimen.
Andrew Bridgeman, of New York, had two hun-

dred and twelve i)lants of all the new variegated-leaf

kinds, rivalling in beauty any that were exhibited.

Mr. Bridgeman is making this a feature of his busi-

ness. He also had a splendid display of Gladiolus,

embracing lUO kinds of all forms and shades of
color ; also, the finest Basket of Flowers and Table
Boui|uet.

Isaac Buchanan it Son, of Seventeenth St., New
York, had their choice collection of Orchids, consist-

ing of the newest and latest varieties, in full flower.

He also hail a large collection of the Varicgated-leaf

Plants, numbering KiO varieties

Parsons A Co., of Flushing, had an immense col-

lection of Caladiums, Begonia.s, Ferns, and the new
Alocasia motallica, very beautiful. Cyanophyllum

I<^
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niapnificum wns rcnlly magnificent. ILs collection

t'liilirnccd 240 plants.

John lliiinplirit'9, of Brooklyn, hail the licst dis-

play from Ihr (.'ily, all in line health and vigor; and
in a iVw years will have a splendid collection, that

will eompete with older cstalilishnients.

There were many small collections which were
very deserving of notice, but would take too much
space.

Messrs. Dailledonze & Zeller, Cut Roses and col-

lection of Flowers.
A. G. Buri;css, Dahlias, &c.
C. S. I'eli; Dahlias, &c.
From llcnry >I. Barnes, Esq., of Williamsburg,

a choice collection of Flowers.
Besides an immense quantity of Bouquets, Bas-

kets, and Desisns of Flowers.
The Fruit from Messrs. EUwangcr & Barry, of

Rochester, was very fine—105 varieties of Pears and
07 of Apples.
Also from Mr. James Wier, of Bay Ridge, some

fine Pears, &c.
A Basket of Fruit, from Mrs. Packer, was uni-

versally admired.
Grapes from Mr. Cowan, of Glen Cove, were very

choice, and exhibited high culture. Also an endless
profusion of all of the native and hardy varieties

from a number of growers.
,

The Vcgetalile department was largely repre-

sented, and contained a full assortment of all the

newest and best kinds that are worthy of attention.

In addition to the Exhibition, there was a course

of Lectures, by the best horticulturists, on the Best
Varieties of Plants, Fruits, and Flowers, and their

Mode of Culture.

This only shows to the Society, that with proper
efforts, they can fill any place with the choicest col-

lection, and place themselves at the head of our
Horticultural Societies.

[Since the last came to hand, we have received

the following notice of a subsequent meeting :]

This Society met on Tuesday evening at their

rooms at the Atheneum. There was a large at-

tendance of members and those interested in hor-
ticulture, many of whom were ladies, and who are

generally the most successful cultivators of flowers

or fruit wlicn they give it their attention.

On the talile for exhibition were some fine Vines,

grown in Pots, by Andrew Bridgeman, of New
York; "Daphne Cneorum," a new hardy ever-

green, profuse Ijloomcr, and very fragrant; Seed-

ling Dahlia called "Mrs. Burgess," large and fine

color; also, a new Seedling Rose named President

Lincoln, which attracted much notice for its fine

form and beautiful color, were from A. G. Burgess,

East New York. Tritomas and Pelargoniums,
from James Wier, Bay Ridge. Bilbergia, from
Geo. Hamlyn, gardener to W. C. Langley, Esq., ot

Bay Ridge. One dozen Pears of the largest size

and most beautiful form that have ever been exhibi-

ted, were sent to the meeting by Wni. Chorlton, of

Staten Island ; copies of these will be taken in wax
for preservation and reference. On the table was a

most magnificent photograph of some choice plants

that were at the last exhibition, which are designed to

be given as premiums instead of money, as it will

represent what was displayed,—the Society to keep

a duplicate copy in their rooms, and to sell to mem-
bers as many as they wish. This was taken l)y

Messrs. Murand & Co., of Fulton Street, Brooklyn,
who make such things a sjieeiality. The prizes

awarded at the last exhibition weie the great at-

traction. The worthy President, J. Vi'. Degraw,
Es(i., to whoso untiring energy and perKeverance
the n\embers and exhibitors of the Society are under
so numy obligations, had prepared a numlier of very
elegant Silver Goblets, Cups, Ac, whicli were pre-

sented by P. B. Jlcad, Esq., editor of the IL-rli-

ciilttiri'l, in behalf of the Society, with ai)pro|)riate

renuirks. The largest piece was a Silver Goblet
some fifteen inches high, of a new and beautiful

pattern, richly ornamented and engraved, to Messrs.
Ellwanger & Bariy, of lioelusti r, N. Y., for their

displ .ys of fruit at the late exhiliition. The next
was to Andrew Bridgeman, of New York, a very
handsome Goblet some twelve inches high, for his

disjilay of choice, new and rare Variegated Leaved
Plants. The next, an elegant Silver Goblet and
Salver, of exquisite workmansliiii and design, beau-
tifully ornamented and appropriately engraved, was
presented tu Miss J. E. Degraw, daughter of the
President, for the best Floral Design, at the last

New York Horticultural Society's E.\hil)ition, and
also at the Brooklyn Exhiliition. A handsome
Silver Cup was also ijrescnted to A. G. Burgess, of
East iScw York, John Humphries, of Brooklyn, G.
Messenbcrg, gardener to Henry M. Barnes, of
Williamsburg, and Messrs. Dailledonze it Zeller, of
Brooklyn, for Special Premiums for the Collection
of choice Cut Flowers and Plants exhibited at the
semi-monthly meetings. Mr. Bridgeman madc^ a
few remarks on the Culture of Grapes in City
Yards, but was compelled to stop by a sudden at-

tack ol illness. Dr. Grant, of lona Island, was in-

troduced and spoke for an hour in favor of the hardy
out-door grapes, over those grown under glass,

both for general use and profit. lie considered the
Delaware the best grape that was known for table
use or for wine-making. He gave a comparison of
the expense and profits of Out-door Culture and
Under Glass, and at the next meeting he will give a
full account of how lo Plant, Train and Prune the
Vine for Culture in City Yards. At the close of
his remarks a vote of thanks of the meeting was
proposed and carried unanimously.
A large number of the best horticulturists were

present ; Hon. Jno. G. Bergen
; Dr. Grant ; Mr. Quin,

of Newark ; Messrs. Mead & Woodward, editors of
the nortiruUnrist ; John Williamson, the artist ; A.
S. Fuller, and others.

The Society will meet again on the l-5th. The
same subject will be continued.

TORONTO HORTICULTTJEAL SOCIETY.

Third Exhibition.

The third exhibition of the season, under the au-
spices of the Toronto Horticultural Society, was
held in the Botanical Gardens, Gerrard Street, and
attracted a very large and fashionable attemlance of
visitors.

The flowers, fruits and vegetables were exhibited
in a mammoth tent erected at the head of the
gardens, and every one was of opinion that the
Fall Exhibition this year was superior to that of
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any previous jcar. Evtrj' season new and rare

jiluuls and llowers arc introduced, and tlie Exliilii-

tions of the Society, as they deserve to be, are de-

cidedlj' |)oiJular.

The centre tables were appropriated for flowers,

and presented a most brilliant appearance, llie colors
harmonizing beautifully.

There was a line display of Phloxes, and Mr.
John Gray, Lake View Nurseries, carried off the
first prize, and Mr. George Leslie the second.
One of the great attractions for the visitors, how-

ever, was the large assortment of beautiful Dahlias,

In this department, Mr. George Leslie, Mr. Flem-
ing, and Mr. Eccles were the princii)al exhibitors.

The tiist-named gentleman carried olf the first and
second prizes.

Mr. John Gray exhibited some very fine double
Petunias, new varieties, and newly imported into

Canada. Tluy were universally adniiied, but the

judges awarded the first prize to Mr. Gzowski for

single varieties, Mr. Gray obtaining the second
prize.

In Verbenas, Mr. Forsyth, Normal School, Mr.
S. Howard, Mr. T. Tilman, and Mr. Gray were the
principal exliibitors. The latter gentleman had on
view twenty-four varieties (named), all newly im-
ported.

Mr. W. n. Boulton showed a few good Foliage
Plants, and also some fine Cockscombs.

In Acliimeues, Mr. Gzowski and Mr. W. H. Boul-
ton were competitors, the specimens shown by each
being verj- fine.

The display of Greenhouse Plants was not large,

and there were few competitors in this department.
Judge Harrison carried oti' the first prize, and Hon.
J. C. Morrison the second prize. Mr. Morrison also

exhibited a vcrj' pretty stove Orchis, growing in

moss, which was highly commended.
Mr. J. Fleming had on view three varieties of the

Gladiolus, a very showy and handsome plant, which
attracted much attention.

In Annuals, Mr. Forsyth, of the Kormal School,
bore away the palm.
There was a good display of beautifully-arranged

Hand and Table Bouquets.

FKUIT.

In this department the fine display of Grapes re-

quires to be first mentioned, and certainly rtuer-

grown Grapes were never shown in Canada than
those on exhibition. Crowds of i)ersons lingered

near them for hours, and all saw somethmg to praise.

The clusters were large and luscious. Three bunches,
belonging to ^Ir. II. Eccles, weighed, in the aggre-
gate, not less than 121 ounces.
Hon. Jlr. Cayley exhibited five varieties grown

in a cold grapery, the clusters weighing from 32^
to 47j ounces.

Mr. G. S. Gzowski earned olT the Vice-President's
medal for eleven varieties, while .Judge Harrison and
>Ir. \V. II. Boulton exhibited specimens which were
greatly admired.

JJcar the middle of the centre table was a verj' fine

Grape-vine in a pot, with six large clusters, and was
from the nursery of Mr. .John Uniy.

Hon. .1. C. Morrison also exhibited a handsome
Grape-vine in a pot.

The disi)liiy on the tables gave ample proof that

all kinds of grapes am be profitably cultivated in

Canada.

The number of Peaches was not very large, and
those exhibited by Judge Harrison and Mr. D. L.

Maci)herson presented a tine appearance and gained
the i)rizes.

Mr. W. H. Boulton and Judge Harrison were the

principal exhibitors of Nectarines, wliile some beau-

tiful |)lanls were shown by the Rev. Edmund Bald-

win and Mr. H. Eccles.

There w ere many varieties of Apples on the tables,

but none of them calling for special mention.

The Pears were fullv up to those ol last year.

Mr. John Gray, Hon. Mr. Allan, and Mr. R Stib-

bard excelled in this department.

VEGETABLES.

While great attention appeared to have been paid

to Fruits and Flowers, the tables gave ample evi-

dence that the kitchen-garden had not been ne-

glected ; and, although a pretty young lady asked

her mamma, "Who would be so vulgar as to look

at onions?" the visitors gave much attention to the

Vegetable department. "Un the tables were a very

fine collection of mammoth Cabbages, Turnips,

Onions, Potatoes, Beets, Cauliflowers, Tomatoes,
Sweet Corn, Vegetable 3Iarrow, Celery, I'arsnips,

and Salsify, and, as usual, there was a large number
of exhibitors.

In Potatoes, Mr. C. S. Gzowski gained the first

prize, and Mr. Tattle the second.

In Cabbages, Mr. William Burgess was the suc-

cessful competitor, wliile Mr. T. Tillman gained

the prizes for Red Cabbages.
Mr. Eilward Lewis and ^Mr. Tattle showed some

fine Cauliflowers, and the last-named gentleman also

exhibited a few large specimens of Beets and To-
matoes.
The Onions belonging to Mr. George Vear were

awarded the first prize, as was also the Sweet Corn
belonging to Mr. E. Lewis, and the large Vegetable

Marrowsexhibited by Jlr. H. Eccles.

The Judges in almost every department appeared

to have considerable ditficuky in giving their de-

cisions, owing, no doubt, to the excellence of the

various specimens exhibited.

KEOKTJK (IOWA' HOETICULTUEAL
SOCIETY.

The exhibition held on the .5th of September was

considered the best ever held in that section of the

country. The successful exhibitors were:

Mr. Stripe,

Mr. Gillespie,

E. II. Wickcrsham
II. Weyand,
Mrs. Bccbe,
Mr. Belknap,
Mr. Fletcher,

Dr. Knowles,
Mrs. Furman,
Mr. Hublu'll,

Mr. Bridseman,
Mr. H. Tucker,
Mr. Sella rs.

Mr. Woodward,
Mrs. Morrison,
Dr. Shaw,
S. A. Duke,
Mr. Barclay,

Mr. Chittenden,

Mr. Bauer, Nauvoo,
Mrs. Miller,

S. S. Vail,

Mr. Voorhies,

Rev. I. Brown,
Mr. J. B. Billings,

Mr. J. L. Zwart,

Mr. Wesserzicher, Nauvoo.

Amongst whom we are pleased to find so many of

our friends.
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FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASDRE-
CROUND.

Beyond preparing for alterations and improve-

ments to be made next spring,—getting ready stakes,

labels, and other necessarj' items that will certainly

be wanted, and preparing things in advance, so that

when the busy time shall come, all things will be in

readiness,—there is little tliat can be done in this

department at this season.

There are some things, however, that should be

done, and for which preparations should be made

now, that are not often done, but are very essential

to a well-kept place, particularly the thinning out

of trees and shrubbery, and the preparing of compouls

for plants and flowers. The great fault in most

places is the neglect of timely thinning out. We
cannot call to mind one place that is exempt entirely

from this criticism. Grounds have to be planted

thickly when they are first formed to avoid a hungry

and neglected appearance. Cheap and common
trees may be interspersed with more valuable ones,

and when the place is pretty well overgrown, have

these indifferent trees taken out. But most places

have been thickly planted without any view to

ulterior fitness ; still, the least desirable should be

taken away. One fat, luxuriant, robust tree, perfect

in shape from collar to the apex, will give more real

pleasure than a clump of a dozen half-slars'ed speci-

mens, struggling with each other for a mere exist-

ence.

In thinning-out trees, the best plan is to open the

soil away from the stem a few inches imder the

ground, and cut it away with an axe. Often, the

regret to lose a fine tree induces an attempt to trans-

'7^

plant
;
generally, such trees fail from the usual diftl-

culties of removing large trees. When they succeed,

they seldom grow with a healthy vigor, and when
they have escaped all these, an ugly spot is left on

the lawn where the tree came out ; for the grass will

grow stronger there for years to come, and the lawn

have the irregular aiipearance of a cattle pasture.

This is the best season to mark such trees and shrubs

as it will be desirable to thin-out, and early in spring

the axe may be allowed to do its dut}'.

Soil for flowers may also be looked up during the

winter season. Very few understand that an occa-

sional change of soil is very beneficial to flowers ia

beds, though all know how important it is to flowers

ia pots. There is nothing better than surface-soil

from an old pasture, taken ofl" about two inches deep,

and thrown into a heap with about one-sixth part old

hotbed dung, to partially decay. In addition to this

"staple" item, smaller quantity of different aiatters

should be gathered together for peculiar cases, or

particular plants. Peat, for instance, will be found

very useful for many kinds of plants. This is not,

as is often supposed, mere black sand; but a spongy,

fibrous substance from the surface of bogs and boggy

wastes. Sand should be collected sharp and clean
;

the washings from turnpike ditches are as good as

any thing. Leaf mould is best got already' weU de-

cayed from the woods. That one makes for himself

from rotten leaves is seldom good for anything; it is

always sour and seems "indigestible" to vegetation.

A load or so of well-decayed cow-manure is a good

thing for the gardener to have by him, as all those

plants that dislike our hot summers, and want a cool

soil to grow in, prefer it to any other manure. A
small pile of hotbed manure is almost indispensable

to a garden.

Many kinds of trees that do not seem to thrive

well, will be greatlj- improved next year by having

a surface dressing of manure or rich soil thrown

about them. Evergreens are no exception. A
singular notion used to prevail, that manure of any

kind was injurious to evergreens, probably through

noticing that they were usually foimd in poor, barren

soil. Our best American conifera growers, however,
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liavc long practifed manuring them, and ivith the

bi'Hl rosuUs. Guano has been found i)artkularly

binctk-ial to the Spruce family, and it will i)robably

be found us good for the whole family of evergreens.

^\

FRUIT GARDEN.
Now, when "the summer tresses of the trees

are gone, and the autumn woods have put their

glory on," the fruit grower will have to inquire what

he can do to save his treasures from the rapacities of

the winter's frosts that will soon be upon him. It

is not a generally recognized fact that fro.st seriously

injures vegetation without any immediate efl'cet being

visible. Cherries and other fruits will often be fa-

tally injured, and yet no sign of it be discernible

until after the plant is in leaf or flower, when it

suddenly droops and dies. Yellows, curl, mildew,

and other failings, no doubt, frequently owe their

remote origin to the efl'ecis of frost in times past.

We could give an explanation why this is so, and

may do so at another time, in another part of our

journal. Here we confine ourselves to hints and

advice, and in this case it is to protect all fruit trees

possible, no matter how hardy they may be. "We

would have some few trees trained on espaliers so

that they might be protected by mats—others so that

they might be bent over, and entirely covered with

soil, which is one of the very best plant protectors.

Where large orchards are planted, we would surround

the whole, if practicable, with a belt of evergreens

as the best thing we could do. Evergreens not only

protect from cold, but they add to the heat by their

own exhalations. Let any one hang a thermometer

in winter in a clump of evergreens, and another in

a near mass of deciduous trees, and he will be sur-

prised at the difference. The hardiest fruits arc also

benefitted by having a cover of litter over the roots,

that will prevent the frost penetrating deeply.

Plants suffer severely during hard frost from

evaporation, and when the roots are prevented from

being frozen, they can better supply the waste. Old

tan bark is often used to protect strawberries, which

is very well, but old manure or other litter is nearly

or quite as good. If an examination in ap|ilcs,

dwarf pears, (luinccs, peaches, and plums for liorers

has not yet been made, go at it at once ;
they make

fearful havoc during winter.

GREENHOUSES AND PLANT CABINETS.

Tnic most interesting tribe of plants at this season

of the year is undoubtedly the CayiieUiii. The buds

frequently drop olf before flowering ;
this may spring

from three causes—from the plants being kept too

dry, or from the drainage being bad, whereby the

soil becomes sodden ; or from the house being kept

too warm by insuflicient ventilation. As the leaf

buds burst, the plants are benefitted by occasional

syringings, and indeed an increased supply of water

allogetlier, in order to accommodate the demands of

the young growth.

AuHralian and Cop«P/an tit are the chief ornaments

of the greenhouse at this time. The Acacia,

amongst the principal, will, like the Camellia, re-

quire more water while flowering ; indeed, most

plants which produce flowers before they make a

new growth, require more water as they flower. On
the other hand, most plants which flower on the

joung wood at or near the complition of its growth,

take less. The Correa is another beautiful tribe, but

does not do well in most collections ; it is generally

grown in a peaty soil ; we obse^^•ed that where it

seems to succeed well, the growers use a consi er-

ablc portion of loam in their compost for it. This

is consistent with our own experience, and we are

inclined to the opinion that more loam should be

used with the peat for hard-wooded plants than is

generally done in this country. As soon as anj-

Cape or hard-wooded plant has ceased to flower, it

should be repotted, if it require it ; many prefer

waiting till the plants are placed in summer quarters

before this is done, and some in the fall. AVe prefer

before they commence to grow, wh.tever the season

may be, as the roots being then in their most active

state immediately penetrate the new soil, and before

it becomes sour or sodden bj- frequent watering.',

reap whatever advantages the air it contains when
fresh may afford them. Some greenhouses are

rendered very gay in February and March by having

young plants of Verbeiian, Peluuian, and other bed-

ding-out plants potted at this time into large pots,

and encouraged to grow.

ITi/acini/is that have been out of doors, or in any

reserve place for protection, may be brought in a few

weeks before wanted ; they should not have much
heat, light or moisture for a few days, and then

only gradually. Carnations and Pinkii are much
admired when grown in i>ots and flowered there

early ; they do not force well if much warmth be

given, but the usual temperature of the grecnhcusc

will bring them forward a month before they can be

had out of doors; whenever the roots make their

appearance through the bottom of the pots, they

should be shifted into a size larger. They require

very little water and love the light, and whatever

manures are used to enrich the soil should be

thoroughly rotten. The Pansy, on the other hand,

delights in half-rotten, strawy manure and turfy

loam. If a quantity of seedhngs have been raised in

the fall, they will recpiire potting this month; they

do not flower well here when the weather beeonies

«^,Wm r<g,
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warm; but when grown in pots biuI forwiinlctl tion. Wlirro tlicrc onn l>c a Iirat of fiO ci mini an (ltd

slighlly by tht- ukl of u cool I'riuiu', Uicy ilo very Jitm/i lini n n run Xn' oasily ;j;i<)wn in imts, and can lie

well. gatlii'rod in two months from the time of sowing.
Cinerari't.1 will bo soon tlie I'hicf attraction

; If there is an abiirulaiiccot'lcavis or niannrc nt coni-

the least frost kills them, yet they will not do well if ninnd, and small frames, beds may be put up for

kept in a high tenii>eniture. They love moisture, early sjiring salads ul the end of the nioutli. Had-
yet are very inipulient of damp. No plant is more itfift and I^lluce are, however, very impatient of
improved by llie use of charcoal in potting than this, too much heat ; they will come on well if the tem-
This plant bids fair to become moiv pojiular than Jieratuix' be kept at 4.5 A When it goes above that

ever, as supp ying a very early spring want. The the sashes should be lifted entirely olf. The same
Calceulariu will require the same conditions as the remarks apply to the PutaUi and the Enrly ILtrn.

Ciner5»ria. j
Carrot. CimUJliiunrn in frames reiiuire all the air

Pelargoniums become "drawn," spindly, and possible. Never allow them to become diy, this is

worthless, if they arc not allowed to occupy the thecauseof many failures by way of "buttoning off."

lightest and most airy part of the house. If fine .^
specimens are desired, the shoots should now be tied

down to the surface of the pots and pinched off so

as to induce them to shoot fR'ely ; but avoid a too

frequent use of the "Jinger and thumb"— nothing

renders a Pelargonium weaker; rather encourage

Ihem to grow bush}', by the free use of light air and

manure-water. A good supplj- of young Fuchiian

.should be coming on now—repot as their roots (ill attempts to grow the e.xotic grape in the ojien air in

each pot, let them not want for moisture or light, do ^^^^ country, the writer was tempted to try an ex-

not i)inch otf their tops, but let them grow rajjidly. periment this year upon some foreign vines, all of

Qommunirfiiions.

EXOTIC GRAPES OUT OF DOORS.
liV NOVICE.

KOTWITHSTANDINO the traditional failures of all

The temperature in which they are grown should

not exceed 5.53. ^\ turfy loam, moderately enriched

with well-decayed manure and well drained with

charcoal suits them aduiirably. The Mimvlus is re-

ceiving more attention than it has been—where they

which, since they were planted, Ctluce years ago,J
have failed to ripen either their fruit or their wood,
on account of mildew.

The varieties grown are the Fiankindale, Hun-
stretto, Malaga, Clajiier, Brinckle, and, until this

are grown they are much improved by having pans y^^^y the Black Hamburg, Secord's Sweet "Water,

of water kept under their pots. Oranges and lemons a"<l Canadian Chief. The latter, after three years

will require the coolest part of the house, and to re-
j

of discouraging failure, were removed this spring,

ceive no more water than will just keep them fresh.
|

^° "lake room for native vines. The Clapicr and
Epiphyllvins, as they continue to flower, will require Brinckle were selected for experiment. The former

the warmest end of the house, and a fair supply of 's a French variety, imported by Mr. Claiiier, a

moisture. Cac^t and succulent plants generally will former resident of Gerniantown, Pa. Its name be-

scarcely require water at all, unless in very dry situa-

tions, and then receive but a slight sprinkling with a

syringe. The rule "when 3-ou water a plant at all,

let it soak right through," does not by any means

ing lost, it was re-nmued after him. The Brinckle
is a seedling rai.sed by Mr. Peter Raalie from im-
ported German seed.

When the Brinckle was in bloom, the top soil

hold good with these plants, if there be not some ^as removed to the depth of about two inches, so

other good exceptions.

tmmmt—

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Vert little can be done now in this department

as to lay bare its surface roots ; flour of siiliihurwafl

then evenly and thinly sprinkled over the soil and
the top soil restored. The Clapier was sen-ed in

the same manner, but some weeks I.-iter, about the
period of the second swelling of the fruit. The

except by way of preparation for another year, after-treatment of these two vines was precisely the
Manure can be placed on the ground wherever re- s;ime as that of all the other native and foreign
quired, and asparagus beds, if not already done,

]
vines in the garden.

should luive a slight covering of it. Bean poles, pea
j

The Brinckle ripened five good bunches, and the
brush, and stakes of all kinds should be got now, Clapier, which was an old vine cut down to two
the tool house gone over, and put in order, and eyes, set and ripened one bunch of lar^e while ber-

every thing kept in good order and studiously in its ries, equal in flavor to the White Frontignan and
place. When the season of operations commences, much larger. Having been sulphured quite late in

there will then be nothing to hold back our atten- the season, it suffered somewhat from mililew

^^
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though less than ever before. Tlie Brinckle was
scarcely alfecled by niiUlew,—far less than other

Briiuklcs, Dianas and Rebeccas growing beside it.

All the other fjreign sorts set their fruit freely, but

did not ripen a berry, ami have lost their foliage by

mildew.

Better results would, doubtless, have been ob-

tained had the sulphur been applied early in the

spring, before growth commenced.

"One swallow does not make a summer," nor

docs u single experiment, however successt'ul, estab-

lish a i)rinciple
;
yet the result here stated may serve

as an incentive, if not u guide, to further trial and

iuvestigation. If we can, by any inexpensive me-

thod, attain to jierfect foreign grapes in open-air cul-

ture, it is surely worth persevering eflort to accom-

plish so desirable a result. Trials, however, should

always be made on a amaU scale. Investigations

extensively and expensively conducted, too often

dishearten the investigator, and defeat or postpone

a favorable result.

This experiment was fii-st induced by the follow-

ing facts and reflections :—Sulphur has been found an

ell'ectua! remedy for the mildiJw on foreign vines

when applied to the foliage or mildly dilfused in

vapor through the atmosphere of the vinery. If

thus, topically a])i)lied, it jirove a remedy, why may
it not, administered to the soil, and so taken up by

the roots, and entering into the circulation, of the

plant, prove a preventive f The vine flourishes best

in trojHcal volcanic countries, as Asia Minor, Greece,

Italy, Sp.in, Mexico and California, whi.se soils are

more or less impregnated with sulphur.

Sulphur is insoluble in water ; in the air, under

certain cimditions, it slowly, almost imperceptibly,

oxidises and is diffused in vapor. When heated,

suljihurous acid gas is rapidly evolved, and, if con-

lined, is very destructive of animal and vegetable

life. In the earth it is decomposed, more or less ra-

pidly, depending upon the constituents, condition,

temperature and moisture of the soil.

In the case above related, the soil was dug \\\>

deeply in October, and no trace of the sulphur ap-

lilied in the spring could be found, except one or

two snuiU nia.-<.ses that had not been well sifted. The
rest was apparently entirely decomposed, without

even changing the color of the soil.

Sulphur is no panacea for vine disease. The plant

can neither grow in nor feed on it exclusively. The
result of this exiieriment would .seem to be, simply,

that the foreign vine needs more suli>hur than tlw

native and than is usually present in our soils, and

that it should be given in such form or manner as to

be assimilable by the vital action of the vine. Per-

haps very dilute sulphuric acid, or superphosphate of

lime, which always contains free sulphuric acid,

may prove a better medium of supply than the

crude suli)hur.

Of course, exotic grapes can only be grown when
the season is long enough to thoroughly ripen their

wood. The beautiful siiecimens of Black Hamburg,

Chasselas, Black Morocco (a very late grape, seldom

ripened, even in a cold vinery), and other foreign

varieties, grown in the open air, by means of sul-

phur applied to the soil, which were exhibited at

the Grape-growers' Convention held at Lancaster,

Pa., October 27th, prove, at least, that our Central

Pennsylvania season is hng enough, and confirm

the views held on this subject by a Novice.

A SIMPLE METHOD OF
CELERY.

GROWING

BY .< NEW JERSEY M.\RKET OABDENER.

Mr. Editor—I have often before given my expe-

rience in celery culture in diflercnt horticultural

journals, but never before, that I recollect of, in the

columns of the Monthly; and if not repeating a

twice-told talc to your readers, I will briefly describe

a very simple method, and one which I have not

before described, whereby any one who can grow a

plot of cabbages may grow a i)lot of celery, and

that, too, pretty much in the same manner as in the

culture of the cabbage.

The ground necessary for the growth of celery

need not be damp, as is generally supposed. Any
good, rich vegetable soil, if level, is all suflicicnt.

Although the plant luxuriates in moisture, if pro-

perly applied, j'et it is as quickly impatient of stag-

nant water at the roots as almost any other vege-

table.

One of the best varieties for private c Iture is the

Incomparable Dwarf, a solid, stocky, white variety,

never attaining more than two feet in length, but of

the most delicious flavor. This variety is ])aiticu-

larly well adapted to this simple mode of cultiva-

tion, which consists in jilanting the plants on the

surface, one foot apart each vay, so as to form a

square bed. The object in having the plot thus

square or oblong is, that when the celery is so

planted, the plants crowd each other when full-

grown, so that in the struggle for light, the hearts

are drawn upwards—one of the most import.int ob-

jects to be obtained ; which, when the celery is

planted in single or double rows, cannot be attained,

without the processes of what we call " handling"

and "hoeing up." The time of planting is

usuall}' the month of July; but if good strong

plants can be had, fine celery may be grown by

planting in August. Nothing further whatever is

ncce.'isary in its cultivation but simply hoeing to en-

courage growth and keep down the weeds, as is I ^s.

OYj- -~^<^^
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done in a cabbngp or onion bcil. This, then, is tlip

whole process from tlie lime of plunlin^ In July

until November. Thus far, il is, of course, fjreen

—

unbliincheil ; the hlanehing process being done when
stored in winter quarters.

The time of digging up, of course, varies some-

what in difTerent localities. In this district we
usually have all put away tiy the n\iddle of Novem-
ber ; and alter some ten years' experience, we tind

no plan so simple or so safe as the French or drain

system for blanching or preservation.

The process consists in digging a trench or drain

ten or twelve inches wide, and of the ilepth of the

length of the celery. The celery is then packed

perpendicularly in the' trench, moderately tight,

until the whole is tilled up. It will be understood

that there is no soil thrown in about the roots—none
being necessary. The roots, being at the bottom

of the trench, quickly absorb suflicient moisture to

encourage new roots, which, as soon as formed, the

lilancbing process is begun, and the celery will be

fit for use in four or six weeks from the time of be-

ing put in the trench. It is indispensable to cover

the trench with leaves or stable litter to the depth of

si.\ or eight inches ; but this must be done gradually

—two or three inches at a time—as the season ad-

vances. If put on all at once, it stops the evapora-

tion from the mass of celery packed in the trench,

and the blanching being pivmaturely hastened, it
j

would not keep so well as if covered gradually.

A great advantage we find in this way of preserv-

ing winter celery, is in the easy access we get to it

in all weathers,—nothing more being necessary than

to remove the litter and take out what is wanted,
and cover in carefidly again.

I have been induced to offer these remarks on
seeing your article on the subject in last month's
number, which, although it is, no doubt, all claimed

for it, is expensive and troublesome ; and in locali-

ties where drain-tiles are not to be had, impractica-

ble ; while by the plan above narrated, you can have
as fine an eating celery as can be produced by any
other method, and that, too, .it the cost of not more
than one cent per head. In tield-culture its cost is

less than half a cent per head, although the elaborate

system of "bunching" it for the New York market

costs at least half a cent more.

TH5 DELPHINIDM.
I3T FRANCIS P.\KK«A>", .;aM.A.IO.\ TLAIX,

MABSACIICSETTS.

The Delphiniums form a tribe of plants fast rising

in esteem, and promising soon to take a con.spieuous

rank among florists' tiowers. Their culture is easy,

—nearly all are perfectly hardy,—their (lowers are

often of the greatest Iwaiity, and they supply, in

their rich ami varied shades of blue, the color most

dc'licienl in the llowergarden. Some in Ix^ds, or

others in the garden or on the lawn ; others rearing

their tall spikes amid the shrublwry ; and others,

again, standing singly, as decorations of the border;

they form, when rightly managed, a neat, brilliant

and effective ornament.

The annual varieties are well known. There are

also a few biennials in the genus, but they are not

equal in beauty to the perennial sjjccies. Tiie.se

latter may be separated into groups, of which the

Chinese Larkspur fUelphinium sinensis) may stand

as the tyiie of the first, and the common Bee
Larkspur CD. elatumj of the second. In the

first group the number of varieties is limited ; in

the second it is almost without boimds. The former

is of a somewhat diffuse growth, with leaves very

deeply cut ; the latter is erect and straight, and

though infinitely diverse in the character of its

bloom, has the unfailing characteristic of a notch

in the two lower petals, which form, what is called

the eye of the flower.

The Chinese or Siberian Larkspui-s vary a good

deal in habit, some being more compact and dwarf

than others. These are preferable for most .situa-

tions. Plant them in a light soil, well eurichcd

with leaf-mould, six inches apart cveiy way, and

they will support each other. In June they will

burst into a brilliant mass of bloom, long-continued,

and renewed later in the season, provided the plants

are cut down to the ground as soon as the first

bloom is past. Their expanded flowers often gleam

in the sun with a peculiar metallic lustre. Some are

of the deepest blue,—some of a softened tint, pre-

cisely like that of the sky on a clear summer day,

—

while others arc jjure white. These varieties should

be separated, and separate beds or circles in the

grass made of each. The dark blue varieties are

often marked with a red or purple spot on each of

the extended wings of the calyx. A few ai* seen

of a lilac tint. Double varieties of all occur, usually

much superior in beauty to the single. In a bed of

seedlings we sometimes find individuals bearing

flowers twice as large as those of its companions ; but

this pecularity will not peqiefuate itself with any
certainty by .seed. The beautiful Delphinium known
as "Breck's No. 1," may be referred to the Chinese

division of the tribe.

A species, which may be called intermediate be-

tween the Chinese and the Bee Larkspur, is well

worthy of mention here, not so much for its own
sake, as for that of the beautiful varieties which
have cither sprung from il or are closely assimilated

t<) it. This is the Delphinum cheilaulhum, a native,

like the former, of Northern Asia. It is the parent

-c^^
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of two fine sc'c-dliiigs, D. majjnifioiim and D. ITen-

deisouii ; and is, if not the parent, at least the

near kin, of the splendid 1). forrno.suui. Tlie name
of tlie first of the tlirec, by tlie way, is soinelimcs,

in this nei;;;I>!)orhood, eiToneously applied to a tall

and pallid variety of D. clatuin. The trio resemble

each other closely, the first being the least desirable.

D. riendersonii is a shy seed-bearer, and with me
has never bonie seed at all ; but I once procured

seed of it, expressly c;uaranteed as "true," from one

of tlie best and most trusty of the Encrlish seedsmen.

Of the jilants wliieli resulted, a few bore the features

of the reputed parent, while the greater jjart showed
the broader sepals and golden coloring of the unmis-

takable D. formosum. Granted the good faith of

the seedsman, the experiment may be held to i)rove

that the two are mere varieties of the same species.

D. formosum is one of the finest of the genus. The
freedom of its growth, the ease of its culture, the

size, metallic brilliancy and rich profusion of its

dee]) blue flow-el's make it, to borioiv the hackneyed

phrase, indispensable to every garden. Last May I

planted several hundred young seedlings, raised under

glass, about the end of March, in a carefully pre-

pared bed. The soil, a strong loam, was trenched

two feet deep, dressed with peat, a little sand and

old manure, and the whole well incorporated with

the spade. Into this the seedlings were turned out

of llieir jjots at intervals of eight inches. In June

the whole burst into flower. The lustrous mass of

bloom, seen from a distance, lay beneath the foliage

beyond, like a stream of water, preternaturally blue.

The flowers were of unusual size, the largest measur-

ing two inches acros.s.

Tliis variety is a good seed-bearer, and always
" comes true;" that is to say, without any essential

variation. Very rarely in a seedling the ej-e of the

flower will be pure white ;
whereas, it is commonly

shaded with Itlue or puri)lo. The flowers vary also

in the eo'oring of the sepals, and in their degree of

symmetry. Among the seedlings just mentioned,

was one very striking, from the almost perfect

roundness of its form, and its deep and vivid blue.

Being thought worthy of the superlative degree,

it was christened Dcljihinium I'ormosissimum.

The culture is the same for all the members of this

group. They like a rich, light soil, and an open,

sunny exposure. A little peat or leaf-mould is very

beneficial, iiiul tluy will bear in this climate a good
projiortion of animal maunre, ])rovided it is well

rotted. Cut them down after their first liloom, and

they will rewaid you with a second. Indeed, with

1 a little management, they may be kept in llower

' throughout the season.

I

Of the Bee Larkspurs and tlicir inntiwcrabic kin-

dred, I shall speak in the next number.

THE
NORTHERN

OF THE MOST
PLANTS.

nV W. K. ritlNCE, FI.fSIIINO, N. Y.

IIavino noticed in your columns some very ap-

propriate comments on the splendor of the numerous

species and varieties of the Pii'ony, which appear to

have attracted so much attention at a Parisian exhi-

bition, I have thought it would be a matter of

interest to jour readers to present a summary of the

different species and of the gorgeous varieties which

the (so-called I barbaric China and Japan presented

to the world w hilst Europe was actually in a state

of utter barbarism, and long antecedent to the period

when any of the nations we call civilized had ever

blended the pollen of flowers, or produced any new
variety by artificial means.

The most important and splendid of this family is

the Montnn or Tree P<mny <if China, a very hardy

shrub, growing to the height of three to four feet,

and expanding its roots and shoots so as to often

cover a space of six to eight feet in diameter. Of

this species there were introduced from China, in

1789, three varieties—the Banksii, rosea, and papa-

veracea.

It is related that Lord Macartney's embassy to

China in 1T1».5 saw a collection comprising two hun-

dred and forty varieties of the Moulan, and yet it

was not until the recent ex|)editions of Robert For-

tune to that countrj- that any new varieties were

obtained. Of these, twenty-two have been named

and described, and are now to be found in many
collections. Sly father made frequent attempts to

import new varieties from China from IStO to ISJiO,

and finally succeeded in obtaining a dozen living

plants in large and peculiar green glazed pots, every

one of which proved to be the rosea. The three

varieties existing in Europe he imjiorted at the price

of one guinea for Banksii, three guineas for rosea,

and five guineas for papaveracea.

As it takes from four to five years for a seedling

plant to produce flowers, we may form some idea of

the immense period that must have elapsed during

which the Chinese amateius were producing the

seedlings from which they made their selection of

two hundred and forty varieties. I wish here to

premonish your readers, that this species is a native

of Northern China and Tartary, where the ther-

mometer falls as low as in the most northern limits

of our country.

The next species in point of importance is the

alhafiira of Siberia and Tartaiy, a tuberous, herba-

ceous si)eeies, growing to the height of two and a

half feet, with large single white flowers, which was

obtained from China in 1784, and of which three

double varieties were imported from there in 17!Mi,

the Whitleyii, Humei, and fragrant It is of this
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THE NATURE OF MANURES.
BY BKOOKLTN.

DrFFEKEXT manures act so differcnfly, that a

classification of tlicm might be acceptable to your

readers. What I state here is my own experience,

gathered in cultivating the farm and the garden, and

is noted with the hope and wish that it may
draw out the experience of other and better gifted

readers.

Horse-rlung.—Dry, hot, and soon consumed, be-

cause it heats rapidly and strongl)^; good for cold,

wet, and tough clay ; bad on warm and sandy soil

;

be?t thing for pits. jVccording to purpose desired,

very excellent if mixed with more or less spent tan,

lime, and rotten leaves.

Cow-dung.—Very mild and very "pleasant;" acts

slowly, but all the more surely
;
good for any kind

of soil, especially for warm and sandj' soils.

Pit)-dung.—Cool, watery, mild, fermenting very

slowly ; of much benetit to meadows and nurseries,

otherwise little useful if not mixed with other

manures.

Sheep-duns;—in its action and nature resembling

horse-dung, only "more so;" kills plauts pretty

effectually, if not used with great discretion ; excel-

lent, of course, for your stilf and heavy clays, to

which it will impart warmth and life.

Goat-dung I know little about, but I hear it is

similar to sheep-dung.

i^oie/s.—Their excrement is generally ofthe sharpest

species that very numerous varieties exist in China

and Japan, and fVom which the French and Bel-

gians have produced above two hundred most admi-

rable varieties, and ourselves about fifty varieties.

It is an amazement to wli.-.t an extent the varieties

of this species have been multiplied, combining every

hue, seveml of which have jxllowand straw-colored

tlowers. They arc so rustic and easy of culture,

that no one can fail in having fir.e tlowers, and the

plants will become so enlarged as to afford hundreds

of tlowers from one stool.

PcTonia oJHrinalis—this old tenant of our gardens

is a native of Switzerland ; and the common crim-

son variety has been grown since liUH. We can

boa.st of but ten varieties to contrast with the hun-

dreds which the Chinese produced.

Pifonia paradura is a native of the Levant, rather

more dwarf than the preceding, and the foliage

more downy. Of this the French have produced

about twenty-five double varieties, many of which
are very neat and beautiful, and mostly of crimson,

violet, and purple hues.

[To be coQtinaed.]

kind ofaction. Likcall snch potent agents, tliey may
prove both poison and meat, accortling to the hand
that applies them. They can be rarely applied in a

"neat" .state, but must be diluted with water or

urine matter, or they will consume the vegetable

material in almost no time. Best mode is to apply

them on the ground just before a nice Ajiril shower,

and let the rain dissolve the matter. Jliraenlous

will be the effect therefrom. In regard to potencj',

this seems to me the classification : 1. Pigeim.

2. Chicken. 3. Qcesc and ducks. 4. Tvirkeys.

Pigeon manure is praised for grapes, giving them
color and flavor.

Human excreinenljs are too caustic to be used by

themselves, but all the more fit to be mixed with

cool substances, as sods, leaves, or with lime, etc.

In return, I wisli to know if manure has ever been

known materially to effect the color of flowers, or

the taste and flavor of fruits and vegetables.

Also the results of experiments, made with differ-

ent manures, on a given object.

BARREN SEEDLING FROM FOREIGN
GRAPES.

BY PROF. C. O. PAGIi. WASUINGTOX, D. C.

Just two years ago I discovered a bunch o'' grapes

on a seedling vine growing near an oak tree on mj-

grounds, into which it had climbed by means of

uuderbrush to the height of fifteen feet. The fruit

was superior in flavor, about the size of Catawba,

and the color of Black Hamburg. The foliage is

decidedly foreign, and the growth very distinct. I

removed the vine to a congenial place in the garden,

where it has proved to be an enormous grower, and

hardier than any other vine in the garden. This

spring it set an immense bloom, but every flower was
abortive or purely staminate. As this was a chance

seedling, I cannot vouch for its parentage, though I

presume every one would infer from its growth and

foliage that it was foreign. But I can vouch for the

following fticts, that two years ago it bore fruit, and

this year all the blooms were males. I have usually

permitted all the chance seedling grapes about my
groimds to grow, and have transplanted many to

good soils, and thus far every vino ("five in num-
ber) has proved to be abortive or male. For the

sake of trial, I have suffered one huge vine to bloom

for eight years in succession, and it has always been

obstinately and entirely male.

INFORMATION GIVEN AND DESIRED.
BY A DELAWABIAN.

I AM induced to write a line to thank, through you, I

Fox Meadow, for having prevented me making am
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permanent investment in the Allen Raspberry. It

is exactly such statements as his last that benefit the

horticultural public. We hear too much of the

sooil,—the worthless is too rarely condemned.

Now, although 1 have not the a((|uaintance of Mr.

Fox Meadow, yet I intend to ask a favor of him,

and that is, what are his opinions, if he has made hia

mind up, on three new foreign grapes, viz. : Black

Barbarosa, Trentham Black, and Buckland Sweet-

water? And can you inform me when the book on

Grape Culture, that was announced from the same
source will appear ? I have been anxiou.sl)' awaiting,

as a book from such an experienced cultivator will

be looked to by many as a guide.

If Mr. Bright, of Germantown, would also give

his views on the same subject, we would then have

two independent and not easily biased opinions to

guide us. We know that Mr. Bright brought with

him from Europe a number of the latest novelties in

the grape line ; as he may have tested some of them,

will he be good enough to let us hear from him
through the Monthly?

A word about the native grapes. Delaware still

maintains its high position, although pressed hard by

Maxatawny—a new grape brought before the public

by Mr. Crans, who liberally distributed the wood,

and who, from present appearances, deserves the

thanks of the entire horticultural world for having

introduced the highest flavored native known. The
berries are larger than Delaware, light flesh color,

and tlic vine a vigorous grower ; may be safelj' put

down, promising very well.

If a man wants a vine for shade, Taylor's Bullitt

is decidedly that vine ; it is the most rampant of a

large collection ; about the fruit I know nothing.

El Paso, from the patent ofllce, is a foreigner and

worthless, as most every thing that comes from that

source is.

Brandywine, although brought out with some

noise, is also foreign and worthless for out-door

culture.

Of Pears, the only two that bore fruit new to me
were Ananas d' Etc, which was eaten August 24th,

and very good, and Brandywine, a russety-coated,

liigh flavored pear, witli skin a trifle too astringent,

but very well worthy of general cultivation.

Please remember, Brandywine Pear— good;

Brandywine Grape—good for nothing !

Duchess d' Angouleme and Louise Bonne de Jer-

sey produced fine crops, and are varieties worthy of

general cultivation on the quince.

Bartlett was, as usual, unsurpassed in its season,

but is ripe amid such a variety of good things that

it is hardly appreciated. Wlmt would such a sized

pear, as good a bearer, and in every other respect as

desirable a pear be worth if it woulil ri])en in Novem-

ber and keep until February ? We have too much
fruit at one time and too soon over with. Late autumn
and winter varieties should receive more attention.

Winter Nelis and Lawrence stand very high among
the winter pears, although the former has a bad

name as a poor straggling grower ; with me although

not so vigorous as some, it is thrifty. I shall, with-

out hesitation, recommend it. Winter Nelis is said

to be in flavor among winter pears what Seckel is in

autumn. Say a good word for it.

[We should like to inquire whether Winti'r Nelis

does not crack badly in most localities, whether it is

ever any thing but a poor bearer, and whether the

Lawrence is not as poor a grower as the Winter

Nelis? S'.ich has been the experience of some

growers. There are a great many excellent winter

pears, but so little attention has been given to c/teap

and handy plans for preserving and rijiening them,

that tliey are unpopular, and thus there seems to be

but few kinds. "Pity 'tis, 'tis true," forthose who
have only eaten pears as they come from the tree,

have no idea of the delicious tasle of a well-ripened

winter pear. The Brandywine is considered by

many Eastern pomologists the best Pennsylvania

pear. We have not heard of the progress of "Fox
Meadow's Grape Book." Should be obliged by his

and Mr. Bright's response to our correspondent's

grape inquiries.

—

Ed.]

A SUCCESSFUL ICE HOUSE.
BY C. B., CHESTER CO., PA.

Ten years since, I built an ice house. After inquiry

and reflection, I adopted the following details of

construction, which has ])roved a complete success,

the supply rarely failing until ice forms again.

I chose as location, a north-laying bank, of sandy

formation, made the excavation a cube of thirteen

feet, or so that the earth removed woifld bank uj) to

that height, put in an eighteen inch dry leall, except

the top foot, which was mortared ; inserted on each

side three pieces of 3 by 4 inch scantling, to which

perpendicular 1-ineh i)ine boards were nailed as

lining
;
put on a light .shingle roof of double pitch,

left the spaces at the caves between the rafters open

for a draft of air to enter, and iilaced a small Venitian

window near the top of the north gable for itsescajie.

Before putting on the shingles, and after nailing

lath on the underside of the rafters, the intervening

space was tightly packed with straight straw ; the

roof is kept whitewashed. The south gable consists

of two doors, one of which answers for general

use, but when filling, the ground being level on that

siile, both are opened, n small platform placed in

front of them, and the ice is shot directly in from

the cart. The bottom was made about one fiot
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deeper in the middle than at the sides, and 8 to 10-

iuch chestnut logs laid across it close together ; the

ice is thrown on tAcM.

I fill only to the square with ice, and the remain-

ing space with wheat straw, which I aui careful

"it Won't pay," is inapplicable in this respect.

In order to secure good slocks, collect seeds from

such plants that have the type of Catawbicnse,

maximum, Californicum, and a little ponticum in

them ; or, if iu want of these, cross the latter spe-

always to keep covered over the ice and packed down
[

(••„.« v,\\h ladi other, and select such plants forseed-

the sides a foot or two, as it melts, leaving a space bearing as have the reiiuisite qualities of the parents,

of about one foot between the ice and the lining. ,-. ^.^ the hardiness of C'atawbiense and maximum.
The bank was well sodded up to the wall, so as to

|
ihc fine and robust growth and leaves of Califor-

throw otr rain-water falling on the roof and prevent nicum, with the facility of forming an abundance of

its ingress to the house. Free daily use is made of fibrotis roots of ponticum. The raising of standard

the ice during all the warm season, for a family of varieties reciuires some little judgment, in order to

nine, and there is usually about a load or two over.
|

keep all the desirable points in view, viz : hardiness.

The capacity of the house is about twenty well-filled
I clean and robust growth and foliage; large, erect

ox-cart loads, with side-boards. My practice ap-
' truss of flowers; clear, distinct cidors, the single

pears to accord whh the theory and principle of flowers of good substance ; and with round petals;

'J. C. B.

THE DWAKF JONE-BEHRT.
BY J. STOncn, oEj;Esr:o, denut cotnty, ill.

Remarks in some of the late Monthlies, about the

Jime-berry as a stock for the pear, reminds me to

inquire if you have the dirarf June-berry ? I never

see it meutioued in any nursery catalogues.

We got it some thirty years ago. Ours were

found growing wild on the top of the Allegheny

to which may be added a good, distinct blotch of

spots. The first consideration should be given as to

the hardiness and robust growth of the sort to be

fertilized, to insure the same qualities for the breed.

Next in view should be a stiff, erect truss of good
substantial flowers. Where these qualities are com-

bined in a varietj', any desired shade of color may
be brought upon it, from pure white, through the

diflerent shades of rose, cerise and crimson, to

blood red and scarlet ; and again from white

through lilac, claret, violet, plum-color, etc., to deepMountains. It grows from three to five feet high.

For a stock for dwarfing pears, I do not know its
puip'e. Though all these diflisrent colors have been

equal. Hardy, sound, healthy and long-lived. Not obtained by skillful cross breediugbctween the Amer

as large as the quince. But for their own fruit they

are much superior to the large kind; they bear with

certainty and profusely every season. I think the

fruit a little better and larger than on the large trees.

When I have not more than fiftj' bushes on my
farm of five roods, I have none to sell or make pear

trees of. They might be easily increased, and a good selection, both for breeding and propagating

rapidly from seed or layers ; not readily from cut- ^i' grafting

:

tings. Have a large increase from seed and layers

this season.

ican and Indian species, it is not advisable to use

K. arboreum for breeding, as the first crosses of it

are, in a great measuie, liable to get their flowers

cut by spring frost, on account of their early flow-

ering.

The following list of hardy varieties will furnish

[The plant alluded to is probably Pyrus arbuti-

folia.—Ed.]
IIMII

RHODODENDRONS.
BY A MIELLEZ, FLUSHING, N. Y.

[CoQtiDued.]

Having tried to show how to improve rhododen-

AVhites and blushes, or light colors, viz: Album
elegans, Candidissimum, Delicatissimum, Athens,

Chancellor, Californicum, Columbus, Coilestinum

novum, Cunninghamii, Diadem, Exquisite, Faust,

Invincible, Leda, Minnie, Mr. Otto Forster, Mrs.

Mangles, Star of England, Queen of the Fairies,

Standish's Perfection.

Diflerent shades of pink and rose color, viz:

Amazon, Aurora, Briarcus, Broughtouii, Ceux,

drons by grafting, I now proceed to what may Ci-iterion, Concessum, Eclipse, Etoile de Flanders,

properly be called the first part of the work, viz: to
Esperance, Flora Macdonakl, Lady E. Cathcart,

raise stocks of standard varieties.
JIaculosissimum, The Gem, Mrs. .lohn Waterer,

Very little has been done in this line, and I think ^^^ Needling, Paxlonii, Pythagoras, Queen of Por-

you well may call it a "lazy" and "ignorant sys- '"£*'• Roseum elegans.

tem" under which it h»s been done.
J

Shades of red, cerise and crimson., viz : Aurelian,

The little extra attention that has to be paid ,

Blandyanum, Brayanum, Chloe, Erectum, Gencral-

to seedling rhododendrons, will be amply repaid issimo, General Wilson, Giganteum, Jago, John
by their subsequent success, and the common phrase, i

Gair, JIajcslicum, Mr. J. C. Stevens, Neilsonii, I (W\

^^
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Prince Imperial, Rcediannm, Rifleman, Robert

Barns, Tlio Colonel.

DiflVrent shades of blood rod and scarlet, viz

:

Alarm, Brilliant, Brebneri, Garibaldi, Mars, ^fr.

John Waterer, I.ord Clyde, Sunset, Vesuvius, The
Major.

Purple, claret, lilac, etc., viz : Amilcar, Beadsman,

Everestianum, Fastuosum, fl. pi., Lucy Neal, Macu-

latum grandiflora, Maculatum nigrum superbum,

Marion, Magnoliflorum superbum, Mnnstrosum,

Oberon, Orlando, Prince Arthur, Schiller, Shak-

spcare. Young Seidel.

Rose and crimson, villi white throat or margin,

etc., viz: Bylsianum, Linilniluiii, Fleur de Marie,

Nobleanum bicolor.

The best tinic to ai>ply the pollen to the pistil of

the (lowers to be impregnated ("the stamina of

which have to be cut out as soon as the flowers

open) is about nine or ten o'clock in the morning,

when the whole plant has fully revived from the

invigorating slumber of night. The puberty of

pistil and stamina will be easily recognized by

the careful observer. The passillary part of the I

pistil appears viscous, while the stamina i.ssue

pollen from their cells, especiallj' when brought

in contact with the jjistil. As it ma_v hapjien that

there be a delay of a couple of days in waiting for

pollen of a desired variety, the to-be impregnated

truss of flowers has to be enclosed with gauze, lest
;

bees or other insects should happen to carry pollen

to them ; whereas, there is but little fear from that

(piarter after they have been once properly impreg-

nated. More convenient, however, it will be, if

those sorts to be used for impregnating come into

flower first, as the pollen may be preserved for at least

a month, ready for use when wanted, though it, of

course, be best if they come into flower together

;

and where there is a good collection there will be

very little trouble in this way ; moreover, some of

,

them may be easily retarded, while others arc for-

warded.

TREATMENT OF SEEDI.INOS.

On the beginning of February take earthen pans or

wooden boxes, provided with holes in the bottom,
[

anil six inches high, of any desirable sh ipe and size,

and till them half wilh broken pots for a drainage
;

then mix peat with one-third of white sand,— sift it

and i>ul tlic rough part of the peat Ct'iiit which re- I

mains in the seivej over the crocks, (a layer of about

an inch,_) and fill up the pans or boxes with the fine
|

soil ; shake gently, so as to settle the whole evenly, I

and smooth olf the surface with a i)icco of board, at

the same time giving a sli^^lit pressure.

Having the required quantity of boxes prepared

in the way proscribed, sow the seed moderately

thick on the surface ; take some fine drj' peat and
sand of the same proportion as before, and strew

over, but so as to barely cover the seeds, ("some

prefer leaving them wholly uncovered,^ and sprinkle

whh a very fine-rosed watering-|iot. The seed-

boxes maj- be put into a propagating-house, stove

or forcing-honse, of about T-T*. They need no light

till the seed germinate, about ten days or a fort-

night, when they should be put near to the glass.

Protect them a little from very bright sunshine, and

be careful not to let them get dry, although an

excess of watering should be equally avoided. Par-

ticularly beware of dripping places in the house;

they will incur often great loss, as the seedlings in

this young state are liable to get damped off.

[To he Concluded in our Ifcxt.]

PISTILLATE STRAWBERRIES
BY C, 15ri!I,IN«T0X, S. J.

It has always appeared to me very surprising that

so much paper, ink, time and good nature should

have been wasted in the discussion of a subject so

apparently easy of solution as that of the sexual

difTerences of strawberry plants, wliich has produced

so much wrangling among growers and fanciers,

and which would seem only to require a good pair

of eyes, to say nothing of a small microscope, to

settle, as far as the main facts are concerned, upon

which the different theories are based in regard to

the comparative merits of the Cso-called) staminate

and pistillate varieties. The whole matter, it seems

to me, can be presented in a nut-shell. In the first

place, there is no such thing as an cj-c/u.siiWi/ pistillate

strawberry flower fat least, I have yet to see one)
;

all possess stamens, though with filaments of greater

or less lengths ; some being so short, it is true, as to

render the anther scarcely visible ; but if a flower of

the varieties called pistillate, is closely examined, a ring

of stamina will be seen, in the same position as those

in the most perfectlj' staminate flowers, but so much

depressed and concealed as to be, nnder some cir-

cumstances, of very little or no service in impregna-

ting cither their own flowers or those of other

plants; yet under other and more favorable circum-

stances, these same i^tamina may answer all retiuiroti

purposes. Thus the climate of England may favor

the general development and distribution of tlie pollen

of their apparently defective stamina, so as to pro-

duce fair, or even largo crops, without the propin-

quity of more decidedly male plants ; hence the

belief of Dr. I,indley, that "pistillate" plants have

never appeared in England, may be perfectly ortho-

dox ; and hence Mr. Glcede's success in producing

crops under glass, may be owing to some peculi-

arity of treatment or atmospheric influence tending

^^ :^=^^
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to the same development. I presume we have, nil

of us who have tried the experiment, found IVuit, to

a greater or less extent, upon "pistillate" plants

under glass,—the extent of which, will always de-

pend upon wlu'lher the house is much visited hy bers

durinjc the llowering season ; which fact must he

taken into consideration in regard to the same

plants growing out of doors. Those plants having

their anthers elevated above their pistils, retpiire no

foreign aid in their impregnation ; and those even in

which the stamina are oVmos/ wanting, may, by the

aid of the bees, in countries where they are very

numerous, produce good crops. One thing I have

noticed in my little experience, that the fruit of

pistillate iilants under glass, even when helped by

artificial impregnation, was inferior, and of entirely

diffvrcnt shape from the same variety out of doors

;

which was not the case with the perfect varieties.

[Some varieties throw up hermaiihroditc and pistil-

late spikes of llowei-s from the same crown. In such

cases, the fruit on the hermaphrodite spikes have

been observed to be very ditferent in shape from

those on the pistillate ones.

—

Ed.]

11̂

A CHAPTER ON CACTUS.
BY R.

" Wn.\T a whim of Dame Nature ! Did the good

old lady want to show us what she can do in the

way of ugliness?"

"It would not be a bad idea to have a few our-

selves, would it ? Let them be the frightfLd exam-

ples, they will show otF the beauty of our collec-

tion."

Thus spoke my good friends, Mr. and Sirs. W
,

when they happened to see my little set of cactus

plants. Thus spoke, before and after them, a good

many folks. And not a few of them have their

own collection now. Nothing like 3Ir. and Mrs.

W 's cacticum, tiiough, Cif I be allowed the

making of that word, J for their's is quite an affair,

and not every body can atford it. But whatever the

number of plants,—be they six or be they six hun-

dred,—the owner takes no less pleasure in them,

and cherishes the possession of these deformities

about in the same ratio as a mother makes a pet just

of that one of her children that's got crippled. Can

I help smiling when I see these cactarians fondle

their nurselings now, after their having smiled on

me with a smile full of generous l^ity, yet superior-

ity, when they saw me fondle my own ?

Whence this fascination ?

It won't be difficult to explain it, kind reader of

the Gardener's Monthly. Does not the very first 8i",ht

of the cactus give us already a pleasurable shock ?

Suppose that, roaming over the bottoms of the

Nile, wo stumble on n nest of hippopotami, young

and old, large and small. Surely the sight would

fascinate us. The gambols of these awkward mon-

sters would delight us; their anatomy would inter-

est us ; and, perchance, wc would poke one of Ihem

in the ribs n\erely to judge of tlic melal of bis voice.

.\'.rain, sonu' people tame bears, others fancy ravens,

still others think there is no dog like the Scotch ter-

rier. And we are but right when we don't impugn

their ta-ste. The fact is, that uncommon ugliness gives

us as pleasant a shock as uncommon beauty. Nor
is Ibis tniit confined to a sense of right alone, but

extends to that of feeling,—rough towels, for in-

stance, a positive dchght to the skin ; and farther, to

that of taste—say bitters, pickles, cigars, and who
will deny Iheir charms? And, in conseipicnce of

ta.ste, it cjtn't help reaching the sense of smell at the

same time,—in proof, these same cigars, Russian

leather, cow-stables, &c.

Getting, however, to nearer acquaintance, our

cactus begin so show us their own charms, and re-

mind us of some plain friend of ours,—male or fe-

male, kind reader, as you please or have experience

of,—who, decidedly plain, yet interested us at first

sight ; but when she began to speak, positively fas-

cinated us till we forgot that there was such a thing

as face at all.

But I believe I have jumped too high in compari-

sons. That angel of a woman, with her heart and

her mind, is as much above my plants as the hippo-

potamus is too low. Let my cactus kec]) the middle

between them, and let me here discuss their merits.

Granted their ugliness. What interests us so much
in it ? Probably the absence of leaves, that distin-

guishing feature of most plants. Next their form, if

not di$linr/ue, as milliners would talk, still imique.

Next the diversity of their form—from the tall opun-

tia to the low, winding, creeping, seriicnt-like cereus,

and agaiu to tlie Jlamillaria, that look so much like

balled-up hedge-hogs.

And now come other features, prominently their

own, by which they claim our interest. Their twigs

and thorns, odd waj- ofbranching, their tenacitj' oflife,

the impunity with which they may be neglected, the

dark comers they niaj' be stowed away in when
they are not wanted, and their being all over so

much the same that the smalle.-t thund)-pot specimen

(of its kindj, is as perfect as the biggest, and that

you can't help thinkingof the worm which, cut into

pieces, seems each piece a woiTa.

When you have had any cactus in your window

or your greenhouse for a little while, minor details

will begin to court your eye. Such as the peculiar

green, green-gniy or gray-green, lustreless, boding

the desert ; again, the leather-like skin, evidently

against the tropical blaze preventing the evapo-
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ration of the saj),— tliat sap which clicers both

man and liis beast when the tongue cleaves to the

palate and the brain reels for thirst ! You know
at once why these cactus have been made at home
only within the tropics ; also why Ihey grow where

nothing else will grow, and so accompany the poor

traveller across uninliabitable stretches of land. It

is on the score of this succulency, also, that botan-

ists have chosen them as objects of tlieir observa-

tion ; the structure of their cells and their anatomy
in general being of the most interesting kind.

Enough now of Iheir ugliness, and let us turn to

their beauty. Raise a cactus till it flowers, and you

will be repaid ; for their flowers have been given the

intensest and most splendid hues, dazzling and at-

tractive; and, that a cavilling spirit may have nothing

to fasten its hooks in, perfume has been given them

also ; to some, at least such as the Cereus grandi-

florus, the flower of which, exparding over night,

emits a vanilla-like scent of the sweetest kind.

What more shall I say in Itehalf of my clients ?

Those people who live in the lands of the cacti will

praise them for the fruit—aye, fruit—which they

yield
;
particularlj' the genus Opuntia : apjiroaching

in taste our cun-ants, to which they are also botani-

call}" allied. They will praise them for the imiiene-

trablc hedges and enclosures which they make,—for

the "timber" and the fuel which the large kinds j'ield

them ; and, fiuallj', for the jileasant acidulated be-

verage which flows from most of them when they

are tapped.

HI3T0RV OF THE NSLUMBIUM,
NEAR PHILADELPHIA.

BY COL. K. CAUH, WEST PHILADELPniA.

I HAD flattered myself with having the jileasurc of

seeing j-ou ere this, liut have been disapi)ointed in

getting the papers which I wanted to refer to re-

specting the introduction of the Aelumbium.

I will merely now state a few of the facts of which

I have knowledge.

The elder John Bartram Ct'ic botanist) had a

brother named William, who settled in North Caro-

lina, near Cape Fear river, about the year 1723. On
his property there was a large pond or cove of the

river, in which the AV/um6ium, then called Xymiihiea,

since named Cyamusflaiicoinux^ grew in abundance.

Knowing his brother's fondness for plants, and this

being new to him, he sent a box of the roots and a

quantity of the seeds, which arrived safely and were

planted in several places in which Jlr. Bartram hoped

they might thrive. ("This was Mr. Bartram's prac-

tice with many plants.^

I have seen the copy of the letter which Mr. Bar-

tram wrote to his brother, acknonlcdging receipt of

the plants and seeds in good condition, and that he

had planted |)art in his new garden and part in other

places, in hopes of being able to naturalize tlicni.*

We had them many years in a small pond in the

garden, and when we wanted a number of roots or

some seeds for our botanical correspondents, we went

to the pond, or large ditch, below the city, in the

meadows, then called " Brogdens," where they

flourished in great abundance.!

Mr. U'itliani Barlram informed me that his father

had planted them there on the property of an old

friend ; and about the year lb22, the venerable Timo-

thy Slatlack, of Philadelphia,} was in the Bartram

Garden, when some of the plants were in flower,

and, on my mentioning the quantity growing in

BrogdenU Creek, he told me "that they were abund-

ant in Old Man's Creek, New Jersey, and that Mr.

John Bartram had planted them in both places

;

that he had been down to Old Man's Creek on one

occasion with Mr. John Bartram, to procure various

seeds and plants, and that then Mr. B. informed

him that he had planted the Nelumbium there and

near Gloucester, as well as in Brogden's Creek, and

other places." I have written this note in haste, but

you can make use of it if j-ou think projwr.

[We are much indebted to our kind friend for this

new chapter in our horticultural history, and yet we

cannot reconcile the statements with others that

have become part of the record of the times. For

instance, the inference is very clear, from a letter of

Peter ColUnson to John Bartram, dated February

22, 17.50, Csee Darlington's Memorials, page 181,)

that Bartram had written to CoUinson, describing a

"curious plant" which his " ingenious friend Kalm

had found near Philadelphia ;" to which CoUinson

replied, that he "knew the jilant full well;" it was

the Nelumbium, and he was surprised that it had

been found aboriginal so far north of Carolina. It

is hard to believe that Bartram, whose straight-for-

wardness and honest simplicity were proverbial,

should have pretended to CoUinson that it was ab-

original, and a new discovery to him in 1748, if he

had liim.self planted it there between 1725 and 1731
;

and yet we can put no other construction on the cir-

cumstances, if all were as stated by our friend in the

present note. AVe are still further puzzled when we

turn to another letter of P. CoUinson to John Bart-

ram, dated February 2d, 1760, in which CoUinson

taunts' John Bartram with an astonishing lack of

"industry," that with this [ilant near him wild "in

*Thifl mu"t hftvo bcCD previoui* lo 1T;U, im lie niontioni* the builil-

ing of hii* new utouo hou^e, wliicb wiw limit in lli;it ycjir.

tWhenmvluxil boy. in 1784—17(11, 1 wn« in the practice ererj

euiumerjOfgningilownMlbispiioii uigalluir the ' chtnquapin»."

J Then ProthonoUry of the Supreme Court.

{Ik
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the Jerseys," he had not yet got it growing iu his

gartku. CSw Dur. Mem., p. 222.

J

Arc we to believe now tliat Bartrani had it grow-

ing in liis garden all the time, and for thirty years

before? AVe are disposed to believe that the

" Nymphffa" referred to in our friend's note could

not have been llie Nehiuibium in ((uestion, liut sunie

otlier plant, and that our tlieory, that tlie NelumlVium

owes its existence north to the Indians, is in all pro-

bability the true one.— Ed.]

£RIAL ROOTS ON THE SCUPPERNONG
GRAPE.

BY J. THOM.^S. .M.^DISOX, IKDIANA.

As you ask for information in regard to fcrial

roots on page ;U3 of the Monthly, I will offer my
store of knowledge, ("which is limited, to a memo-
randum five j'cars old, J with some later observa-

tions. The Vitis vulpina is the vine referred to, I

believe.

JIuscadine of the Mississippi Vallej- and Scnppcr-

nong of Nortlt Carolina are, I believe, identical. One
is s;iid tobea variety of the other. On the Mississippi

and Forked-deer bottoms, I have seen those roots

from two to ten or twelve feet long, hanging like

hairs from a horse's tail, for twentj' or thirlj- feet

along the stem, thclowerextreniitiesof the roots nc t

being within twenty feet of the earth. Vines growing

erect seldom have any but those growing somewhat
horiz ntal, or having a crooked stem, emitted roots in

abundance on the underside of the vine near the

point where the vine assumed an upright direction.

The rootlets have the appearance of clean washed
roots, about one sixteenth of an inch thick, and
look fresh and plump, aud having a tender whitish

spongiole.

At first I supposed the emission of roots was

caused by water standing around the stem in the

growing season, but fouud they were far above high

water ; however, it is deep shade in the bottom.

I did not observe any, to my recollection at pre-

sent, on the liigh ground where the vines were not so

shaded. The bark of the vine is smooth as that of

Beech or Hornbeam, and said to be hard to grow
from cuttings. I did not observe any roots except

on the main stem of tlie vine.

The fruit is larger and more of an oblong oval

than the Isabella Grape, and from one to three or

four berries in a cluster, and drop very easy when
ripe. A light jar of the tree they grow upon, and

the berries drop. They are prized very highly by

those who never tasted a grape like the Catawba.

They are more strong of the peculiar musky flavor

than any Fo\ Grape I ever tasted, and consequently

unlit for the palate.

[Very much obliged for the information.—Eu.]

Fni IT Fou Kastern Nkw Youk.—The Farmers'

Club of the American Inslitulc adopted tlie fallow-

ing list at a recent meeting, best adapted to that

region, from last year's experienci;

:

Summer Apples—Early Bough, Early Harvest,

American Summer Pearniain, Summer Hose.

Autumn—Autumn Bough, Gravenslein, Ilawley,

Fall Pippin, Purler, Jersey Sweeting.

Winlei— Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening, Jona-

than, Monmouth Pijjpin, Spitzenburg f.Esopus^,
Talhnan's Sweeting, King of Tompkins County,
Boston Russet.

Summer Pears—Doj'cnne d'Etc, Dearborn's Seed-

ling, Beurre Gilfard, Rostiezer, Tyson.

Aulumn—Baillett, Seckel, Beurre d'Anjou, Beurre
Supertin, Beurre Boussock, Duchesse d' AngouUme,
(on Quince,; Flemish Beauty, Fondanted'Automue,
Sheldon, Urbaniste.

Winter—Beurre Gris d' Ilivcr Nouveau, Beurre
Did, Lawrence, Vicar of Winkfield.

Cherries—Belle de Choisy, Bigarreau or Yellow
Spanish, Black Eagle, Downer's Late Red, Early

Purple Guigne, Elton, Black Tartarian, Governor
Wood.
Plums—Green Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, Imperial

Gage, Washington or Bolmar, Smith's Orleans, Jef-

ferson.

Peaches— Crawford's Early, Crawford's Late,

Early York, ("large, J Bergen's Yellow, George IV.,

Old Jlixon Free, Morris' White.

Clings—Heath, Large White, Old Mixon.
Nectarines—Downton, Stanwick, Early Xcwing-

ton.

Apricots—Dubois' Golden, ("American variety,^

Peach or Moorpark.

Grapes—Delaware, Diana, Concord, Union Vil-

lage, Hartford Prolific, Isabella.

Quinces—Orange, Rae's Seedling, Portugal.

Currants—Large Red Dutch, Versailles, Victoria,

Large White Province, White Dutch, Black Naples,

White Grape Currant.

Gooseberries—Downing's Seedling, Houghton's
Seedling, ("hardy American varieties, and free from
mildew^.

Raspberries—Fastolf, Honiet, Franoonia, Orange,
Belle de Fontenay, Catawissa.

Strawberries—Triomphe de Gand, Bartlett, Wil-
son's Seedling, ("acid,; Hooker's Seedling, (sweet,;

Jennj' Lind.

Blackbeiries—New Rochelle or Lawton, Dorches-
ter, Newman's Thomless.

i|.
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OUR NEXT VOLUIWE.

The ])Ublic look lor an Annual Address from us

as regularly as they expect the Presid iit's Message

to Congress. A magazine, too, stands in pretty

niueh the same relation to its readers as the Presi-

dent does to the people. Both owe their positions

lo popular I'avor, and it is but righl to expect a full ac-

count of their stewardship.

Of the past we need scarcely speak. We are now en-

tering on our fourth year. Our talent, whatever it

may be worth, has not been wrajjped in a napkin.

On the part of the Editor, a life-time of experience

—twenty -five years of daily study and labor in hor-

ticultural i>uisuils—has been freely, and, in a great

measure, gratuitously, olfered for the public good

;

and the Publisher has as freely advanced his time

and means lo bring the Monthly up to its present

jiosition, without a thought of pecuniary profit. The

great fear of its friends was, that cheapness and e.r-

cellencc could not be united. " You may," said

(hey, "by scissors and paste, spend half an hour a

month in copying from better papers than your own;

or you may employ a clever clerk to steal other peo-

l)le's ideas, and re-write them up new, so as to avoid

a trial for literary piracy, and yet get the credit of

getting out an "original thing" with those who
know no better; but there are not enough horticul-

turists of advanced taste in the country to enable

you to make a standard work at that price." I5ut

we neither copied, nor stole, nor served up to our

readers aught of literary "shoddy." While we
have activelj' watched over a sea of exchanges for

any original views on horticultural pn-ctices Boating

on its surface, in transferring them to our columns

we have carefully given all credit to the originators,

doing justice alike to friends and foes. Our pages

arc a clear reflex of the minds of our excellent con

tribulors, and will, we honestly think, bear a favor-

iilile comparison with any horticultural journal in

ibe w orld, at whatever price published.

We have assumed the position of a director of

horticultural lasle, in addition to tlic office of a re-

corder < f its i)rogress ; and we can say boldly, with

the great orator, that "Our errors, if any, arc our own;

we have taken no man's proxy." The result has

been, that in spite of the times, the MonlMy has

now reached a point that will, for the first time in

its existence, admit of its being placed in a business

position that will insure its perpetuity for all time to

come.

Mr. W. G. P. Brinckloe, who has had the actual

business management since the commencement, will

continue his labors, Mid l>e the ntsponsible Pub-

lisher and Proprietor; while Mr. Meehan will con-

tinue, as heretofore, hi- Editorial services.

We offer no premiums, and make no promises.

All we ask of our friends is, that they measure the

future by the past. As then, so now they will tind

that every new subscriljer they obtain for us, every

new or inteiesting fact they contribute to our pages,

or any favor in connection they may do us, is so

much added to our power to serve them in return by

adding to the value and interest of the magazine.

irarROVEMENTS IN PROPAGATING.

In our second volume the subject of striking cut-

tings occupied considerable attention, and many new
modes of managing them were suggested, that have

had considerable influence in making a very simple

operation out of what has been one of the most in-

tricate matters appertaining to the gardener's art.

Still, it must be remembered that there r.ever can

be rules for striking cuttings so clearly developed as

to apply to all individual instances. Every plant lias

a nature peculiarly its own, and its mode of treat-

ment as to conditions of growth and method of

propagation will be as peculiar as its nature. We
can, for instance, propagate plants by budding ; but

a plum must here be budded in June or July, an

apple in July or August, and a peach in August or

September; and as to the manner of budding, in

England the wood must be taken out of the bud be-

fore insertion, while in tliis climate it is unneces-

sary. In fact, as it is said of learning, that there is

no "roj-al road to it," so neither in propagation of

plants will regal science do a great deal to abridge

the labors common mortals must take to master the

art. It is a knot that must not be cut, but be care-

fully untied, even at the exi>ense of years of careful

study.

There arc, however, a few jirinciples that arc very

clear; and by understanding and acting on them,

the most verdant tyro maj" soon get on the high

road to success.

For instance, cuttings die from two causes,

—
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cither from dryinR up, or from rotting before roots

an- produceil. The olyci-l of tlic propiigalor is to

Imstcn the produi-tiim of roots, niul nlso arrest

cviiponitiDii or ilfinv until tliis happy event occurs.

Itdltin;; iVifiucntly arises frmii llie ruptured cells,

made so by the act of cultins; the shoot in suitable

lenirths. The modes of cnllousini; heretofore de-

siribed in our journal have done nuuh to aid the

propagator on this point. To hasten the pniduelion

of roots requires, in the first place, practical know-

ledge of the nature of the plant, as to whether old

wood or young wood roots easiest,—or whether it

does best taken olT in summer or spring, winter or

fall. AVhen the right season is discovered, bottom-

heat assists rooting, as it hastens decay when an

iinprojier tin\e is attempted. As a rule, cuttings in

a state of rest re<iuire time, and those in a growing

state pushing on. Bottom-heal would soon destroy

the first, and the latter do badly without it.

The render will thus sec that no inodc of striking

cuttings can be perfect. All will possess advantages

and disadvantages, and all and any mode that has

been found successful is worthy of attention.

\Vc have recently read an explanation of an idea

of Mr. Beaton, that must be of service to amateurs

who wish to propagate in a small way,—and the

principle may be applied by those who are not satis-

lied with less than wholesale practices. We have

made the following .sketch of the plan proposed.

A common flower-iiot ''say four-inch^ is taken

and prepared with drainage and sand for the cut-

tings in the usual way. This is set in another four-

inch pot, which we have shown cut in halves, and

will only go down about three-fourths of the way,

resting on the lower one, as shown at a a. When
being set in, putty or cement of any kind is set

around at the junction a a, which will make the

passage air-tight. This double pot is then set in a

saucer of water, so that the water shall only reach

to the bottom of the upper pot. A .section of the

saucer only is given, to show the water-line. The
autage of this plan is, that when the pot is ex-

posed to the sun, it becomes warm—vapor is gene-

rated, and circulates around the inside pot, which

makes as |)erfect a warm water tank on a small

scale as one can have. On this plan, water will

seldom or never be required on the sand,— all being

applied to the saucer below. The cuttings, unless

very delicate, indeed, will not require any bell-glass

over them to check evaporation, whi(>h glass, alter

all, is useful, in any case, only at the expense of

rapid growth.

There is also another idea in propagating, of

which we have been recently reminded by .Mr. Bea-
ton, and wflich we know by experience to be a very
valuable one. It is called culling layers, and this

sketch will explain it.

r Miuc

\ adva

It is excellent for cuttings that will take their own
time to root. The dillicidty witli such cuttings is,

that if you take the lower end, it will not break

well ; if you take the toj) end, it rots
; and if you

take the whole shoot, the soft part exhales all the

moisture before the slow hard end will hurry itself

to put out roots. The cutting layers meet all these

objections. The hard, firm end is put in the ground
firmly, and the softer end, towards the apex, cut as

for layering, always cutting on the upppr surface, as

we have hitherto taught in the Ganlener's Hfonlhly,

and as shown in the sketch. Boots will soon come
from the .slit pirt, whUe snITieirnt vitality will be
drawn from the kwerpart to prevent aiy prema-
ture decay in the upper end. After rootin" the

lower part may be cut away.

We have some more useful hints for special modes
of propagation, which we shall give from time to

time, as the almost infinite subjects that occur to us
monthly requiring attention will permit us.

PARLOR POTS.

Mr. BnmoEMAX sends us a .sample of some flower-
pots intended for rooms and places where taste and
elegance may reasonably be looked for.

Attempts of this kind have been before made, but
the employment of crockery-ware for the purpose,
in which plants do not generally grow as well, lias

been against their general introduction. Mr. Bridge-
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man's pots are of the same porous material as tlic

common flower pot, and we tliink so well of them,

that we have made the aliove cut from one sent us.

JE^rraps enb <^uprips.

5:^Comrauiiic;ition8 for this ilrpiirtmeut must reach the Editor

on or before the 10th of the month.

Jt3=rhe Editor cannot answer letters for this department pri-

vately.

Names of Plants.—A Baltimore Subscriber in-

quires :

1st. Arc the Populus nngulata, P. Carolina, and

P. macrophylla distinct species of the Poplar f

Which of these is the Cottonwood of the West ?

2d. Is there such a species of the A-ih as the

Frai-iiuis longifolin? What is the botanical name

of the '^Variegated AghV
3d. Is there such a species of the Linden as the

TiUa macrophylla ?

4th. Is the Poplar-leaved the same as the Come-

well Willow; and if so, what is its botanical name ?

5th. Is the Prickly Ash the Xanthoxylon fraxi-

neiim, or the Aralia npinonaf

6th. What work can j'ou recommend as best

adapted for an amateur to consult in seeknig infor-

mation as to the technical names and general

character of ornamental trees, shrubs, &c. ?

[1. There is no Populus Carolina, or P. macro-

phylla recognized by botanists. They are nursery

names given to P.angutulu of Jlichaux. It is called

often tlie Carolina Poplar, and is the Cottonwood of

tlie West. Poputufi inonili/cra of Alton or Virginian

Poplar, called in Europe "Swiss" Poplar, is almost

universally grown in our nurseries as the " Cotton-

wood," and sold for the true angulala, which we

liavc not as yet found in any nursery. There is,

hnwever, a large specimen of the true kind near tlie

old Marshall Nursery at West Chester.

2. Fraxinus longi/olia is also but a nursery name.

We believe it to be a variety of F. excelsior. The

Variegated Ash is a variety of F. acuminata, though

called in nursery catalogues " Aucubwfolia," from

its leaves being spotted like the Aucuba.

3. Tilia " macrophylla" is but a garden name for

a large-leaved variety of Tilia Europiea.

4. The same. We have never examined what

species this variety belongs to, and have no specimen

by us just now to refer to in order to ascertain.

5th. The Xanthorylon fraxiTuum is knov;Q in the

North as the Prickly Ash. In the South A'. Caroli-

nianum, another species, goes by the same. The

common name of .Sralia spinota is "Angelica tree."

6th. Median's Ornamenttil Trees, is the only

work we know of, giving tlie technical names, botani-

cal descriptions, and popular characters of the trees

and larger shrubs cultivated in our country. 311

chaux and Nuttall's Sylva is the best work devoted

exclusively to American trees. Of shrubs, there is

uo work that we can name.— Ed.]

I

Nativity of Dei.awaue Grape—X S., Ccncseo,

III., says

:

"I have Delaware Seedlings growing one, two,

and three years old, healthy ; none have shown

signs of mildew. Are not such facts pretty conclu-

sive evidence that the Delaware grape i^ ' aboriginal'

to America? See page 271, Monthly."

[In our tirst volume we stated that we had, years

ago, seen in the upper regions of country liordering

on the Delaware Hiver, forms of grai)es similar to

what we in later years knew as the Delaware.

There was at that remote period little talk of grape

improvement, and no particular peculiarities in them

arrested our attention. The past summer we had

the opportunity of again botanizing in tliat direction,

and found tlie same forms of grapes rather abundant.

They proved to be varieties of FiVis JCsltvalis, our

well-known summer grape. They are jiulpless and

of chocolate color just as the Delaware grape.

Entirely worthless as eating grapes— of course, as

most wild grapes are; but with all the necessary

cliaraeterislics requisite to satisfy us at least that the

Delaware grape is desceiuled from that species, as an

examination of its own characters sufliciently shows

it to be.—Eu.]

Wai.keu's Mockt Vernon Pear.—In the Oc-

tober number of Hovey's Magazine, the editor objects

to this name, saying "we do not know whether

that name was authorized or not by the Gardener's

Monthly/' and so he proceeds to describe it under

another one. Waiving all other principles of au-

^^^^^W
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thorily, we might suppose Mr. Wiilkcr's own letter,

giving this name iis liis clioice, and his reiisons

therefor, (see our February number, page 02, J would

be satisfactory to our eoutemporary. In a recent

case, wlicn he iuiagincd the llnrtkulturinl had ovcr-

loolicd what he cimsidiTcd a fact, he remarked tlial

he knew its "editor was dcjif, but he did not sup-

pose he was blind also." AVe .shall not follow such

a questionable example of the eourtebus gentleman,

but in charity express our belief that the editor of

the Magazine overlooked Mr. Walker's letter aliovo

referred to. Wc must, however, say that it was

very easy to inquire of us, or of his neighbors,

Walker & Co., for some explanation if he really de-

sired it, before rushing into prim with another name.

Every pomologist deplores tlie needless multiplica-

tion of synonyms, and takes every reasonable pre-

caution to guard against the evil ; but judging by

this case, that of Boston or Pinneo Pear, and other

instances, we are sorry to believe Mr. Ilovey does

not con.sider it an evil that it is worth any research

or inquiry to avoid.

FmsT Tkak Vinery—K. P. asks:—"I planted

forty-three vines in a new cold grapery on the 17lh

of April last ; the vines were just commencing to

push when I planted them. They are now twelve

feet long, having been stopped three times since the

1st of September. The kinds are Black Hamburg,

Black Lombardy, Sweetwater, Muscat of Alexandria,

and Koyal Muscadine. Tlie canes are stout, and

finelj- rii)cned. How should they be managed
through the coming winter and spring ?"

[If the vines are "very stout," a couple of

bunches of grapes may be permitted to be borne by

each next j'car, in order to test the accuracy of the

kiiuls. The chief object next year, however, should

be the production of good strong canes to bear

well the season following. Therefore, cut down
your vines to about three good eyes this winter.

When they break next year, train up the strong

terminal shoot and stop back the side one.s left for

fruit when three or four eyes in length.]

GRAFTrxG Laroe Plum Stocks—/. S. H., Lan-

sing, Mich., asks:

"I wish to know through the Gardener''s Monthly,

if Plum Stocks can be succes.sfully whip-grafted ?

I have some that are large, though only one year

seedlings ; tbey are a quarter to a half-inch in dia-

meter. I fear they will be large to transplant and

bud next season."

[They may be whip-grafted successfully, but we
should cleft-graft them when so large. The space

not covered by the scion heals quicker this way in

such cases.]

Moi.F. Traps— If. C. D., Lomsrilh, A'!/.-We will

place in o>ir engraver's hands sketches of the various

mole traps in use in this countrj' and Europe, and

have them ready for our next number.

Union Vii.i.age and Ontario flR.^rKS.—

A

pomological friend on the Hudson, writes:

" I wu pretty well satisfied that these two are the

same, but not quite positive. Another sca.son will

determine."

Back VoiXMES—"^ Subscriber," Piltsburg, Pa.,

who sends no name, writes :

" Plea.-ie inform a subscriber whether he can get all

of the numbers of the Gardener''s Monlkly ot the years

185!) and 1860, and for what price ?"

[The publisher replies, that full sets may l>c had

boiuid, ^1.50; unbound, i?l.nn per voliunc.]

Ilpto OP |S.arp JPlflnh.

At the September Exhibition of the Pennsylvania

Horticultural Society a number of plants were ex-

hibited for the first time. We made a few notes of

some varieties that wc thought desirable in the way
of ornamental foliage plants :

Mocasia melallica.—Decidedly the most singular,

striking and most beautiful of foliage jilants. Imagine

an oval, shallow bowl, or a concave, corrugated or

ribbed shield of burnished copper of about; a foot

and a half in diameter, supported at the centre by a

foot-stalk of about two feet in height.

Micania speciosa.—A stove climber, or rather trailer.

Leaves, when fully developed, nine inches long, of

an acute cordate shape, of a rich dark velvety green,

veined with white somewhat in the style of Cyano-

phyllum maifnificum; raid-rib and underside of leaf a

dark crimson. Since the introduction of Cixstu liis-

color, we have seen no stove climber that we have

been so much pleased with.

Argyresa argenlea.—Also a stove trailer. The
underside of the leaves are like burnished silver. It

was shown trained on a flat, [lorpendicular wire

trellis, and had been grown where the light was ad-

mitted to but one side of the trellis. This treatment

causes all the upi>er side of the leaves to turn to the

light; leaving the silveiy .side next to the spectator.

A curious, as well as licautiful, plant.

Caladium Bdkymci.—This fully sustains the rcpu-

air—--
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tntion given it by tlic foreijrn perio<1iral» and by tbe

description and eugraring furnished in this maga-

zine.

Cyanaphyllum ^tsamicum.—Hardly equal to il»

magnificent relative. Color a licrlit, lively green.

Campylubolrys argyroneura and C. Smaraijdina.—
Very beautiful addition* to this very beautiful genus

of plant.'). The latter has very large light-green

leaves, of a very curious shade, and of a metallic

lustre.

Caladium BTo^nartii.—Leares quite sagittate, dark

green like bicolor pirturala, witli a deep red stripe

down the centre, with two or three red stripes or

rays diverging from each side of it at the broad part

of the leaf.

Spharostemma marmorata.—A stove climber, with
large leathery leaves, dark, mottled with light green.

Quite a striking plant.

Heterocentron album.— We have already noticed

the II. roseum as being a valuable addition to our

winter-blooming plants. The II. album furnishes

us with what we greatly need in winter,—a graceful

and persistent or durable white flower for bouquets.

L.\Rix MicRosPEUMA. (Lindley.)— Small-seeded

Larch. Lambert calls our Larch Larix microcarpa.

As the similarity of the names may cause some con-

fusion, we give a cut of the new spedes, and the

accompanying description from the English Journal

of Hor.icuiture ; so that when introduced here, our

cultivators may readily distinguish them.

"Among the conifers sent home by Mr. J. G.

Veitch is one which, on account of the unu»nal sniall-

ness of it.i seeds, Dr.Lindlej'has named microtperma.

Mr. Veitch characterizes it as a tree from forty to

fifty feet high, with foliage resembling the Spruce

Fir in point of color, snd very glaucous on the under

surface. The leaves are as long as those of Picea

aniabilis, and perfectly silvery imdemeath. It was
found at Hakoiladi, in Japan.

New Beoonia "Pnn.AOEl.PHiA."—We were

shown a few days since a Seedling Begonia from Ji.

rei, which is quite an acquisition. In most of the

seedlings from this parent, the green is generally of

a dull sombre olive, imparting a gloomy effect to

the foliage. In the seedling referred to, this olive-

green is replaced by a bright and intense emerald,

which adds greatly to the beauty and cheerfulness

of the foliage. We understand it was raised by Mr.

Sutherland, gardener to Mr. Fahnestock, of this

city, who named it "Philadelphia."

IIfId eni Plarp ^Fruils.

The Cahveu Apple. ( See Frontispiece.)—As there

are two very distinct apples known by this name, the

one comparatively local, little known, and little more

than second-rate ; and the other pretty well dissemi-

nated, and of superior qualities, we have thought

it would serio a useful purjiose to figure the latter

for identification in disputed cases.

The illustration was taken from a specimen

grown by Mr. Lukens Peirce, of Ereildoun, Pa.,

whom we have asked to give us a description and

history, to which he replies as follows

:

"In regard to the Carver Apple, I regret not

being able to furnish you with a complete history of

its origin. After some inquiry, I learn that it has

been cultivated in Lancaster County. One of the

oldest trees grows in Burt Township by the side of

Smith's Cider. My informant was led to conjecture,

from their age, that they might have come from

Bucks County together. The trees from which

grafts were furnished us fifteen jears ago, I am in-

formed, were obtained in York County.

The specimens I furnished you were of average

size, from a young tree which has borne abundantly

during the last fom- unfavorable years. It is most

higldy esteemed where known for its abundant

bearing. It is of large size
;
greenish white, and

when fully ripe, yellowish white. In quality

sprightly, acid, with (piite an agreeable flavor when
fully matured. Hipens middle of August, and keeps

well without decay. On old trees is said to be

much alTected with transparent watery spots."

^J'|H^
li)

^"^mm
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[the ouakoe peai!. ]

The Orange Pear again.—We stated in our
last that we failed to recognize this fruit under any
name known to us. An.xious to ascertain, if at all

possible, the real name of so desirable a variety, we
sent a sample to Dr. W. D. Brinckle, New Jersey,
but did not hear from him until after we went to

press. In the hope that some of our friends may
recognize it, we give the annexed outlines of two
varying specimens.

Dr. Brinckle remarks, under date of October 29th:

" I received a pear from Mr. Allen, of White Hill,

("Chief Engineer of the Camden and Amboy Rail
Road Company, ; which has brought the subject back
to my recollection, from its bearing some resem-
blance, especially at the base, to the one you sent.

The peculiarity to which I refer is the insertion of
the stem, without depression, in a plain, flat surface,

sometimes by a fleshy ring. I know but three or
four pears—such as the Kingsessing, Hosenschenck,
some specimens of the Signeur d' Esperen, &c.,
that possess this peculiarity, with a roundish form
and good size. The one you sent was " very good"
in quality, and so was the one sent to me yesterday
by Mr. Allen, but I can recognize neither of them
as any known variety. Mr. Bennet, a neighbor, in-

forms me, in a note to-day, that the variety which
both he and Mr. Allen have, came from Ireland."

New White Strawbeuries.—Last season seems
to have been prolific in either seedlings or sports

—

for we are not sure which—of a light color, from
the Albany Seedling. Some of these have been al-

ready "named and described" in the papers,-in
our opinion, much too hastily, as some, perhaps all,

will prove so near alike as to be unworthy of even a
separate preservation and existence.

The Mbion has already been described by compe-
tent authority in our pages. Lem.ig's While, Freas'

While Pine jlpple, Hein's Large White, Hein's Cherry-

colored, and Welcome are the names of the others re-

ferred to.

The Luct Winton Gr.VPE, the Havana Journal

isays, originated with Dr. Winton, of that place, and
is equal in quality to the Isabella, but three or four

weeks earlier.

The Adirondac Grape, the Montreal Herald
says, was raised by Mr. Bailey, of Plattsburg, New
York, and is fifteen days earlier than any other, and
equal to a hothouse grape in flavor. The "others"
named are Concord, Diana, and Delaware.
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The Oregon Sycamore Maple.—It is remarka-

ble that 80 many trees tlo better when removed into

otlior climates than their own. Most English and

Japan trees do better here than in their own country.

We never saw, for instance, the Cerasus padus any

thing more than a low, ser\ibby shrub in its own

native country, and without beauty or interest.

Here, near Philadiliiliia, it becomes a small tree of

twenty-five or thirty leet, and is one of the most orna-

mental small trees we have. So with our weeds ; at

least one-fourth of agricultural pests are of foreign

introduction, and emidating the example of the whites

and the Indians, have driven the aboriginal tenants of

the soil to sheltering corners. We tliought of these

facts while reading in the Oregon Furmer a notice

of the Oregon Sycamore Maple, which does so well

here. After quoting what we said of it some months

ago, it remarks

:

"It grows upon the bottoms of Oregon ; sometimes

in the forests ;
attains a height of sixty feet or more

;

has large leaves, and apparently is something of the

English Sycamore Maple. Its true name is^ccr vmcro-

phyllum.

"We do not believe it will make a good shade tree.

It only grows in damp or wet soil. We have seen

many young trees of this variety of maple set out

for .«hade trees, but we have never seen a fully de-

veloped tree either in the timber or thus planted.

What it would become wliere might be found all the

circumstances favorable for its development, we can-

not say."

HALF-iiAiiDY Cotton Plant.—A Peruvian plant,

erroneously called Gossypium urboreum, and which

grows near the region of perpetual snow, is creating

attention with the view to culture in the North.

That "America has no Heaths," is a botanical

ajdiorism. It is understood, however, that an Eng-

lish surveyor nearly tliiny years ago found CuUuna

vulgaris in the interior of Newfoundland. Also,

that De la Pylaie, still earlier, enumerates it as an

inhabitant of that island. But this summer, Mr.

i Jackson Dawson, a young gardener, has brought us

specimens and living plants ("both flowering slocks

^ and young seedlings^ from Tewksbury, Massachu-

setts, where the plant occurs rather abundantly over
'

about half an acre of rather boggy ground, along

' with Andromtdii calyculata. Azalea vUcona, Knlmia

angiistifolm, Gratiola avrca, &c., apparently as

' much at home as any of these. The station i.s

' about half a mile from the State Almshouse. Cer-

tainly this is as unlikely a plant, and as unlikely a

place for it to have been introduced by man, either

designedly or accidentally, as can well be imagined.

From the age of the i)lants, it must have been there

for at least a dozen years ; indeed, it must have been

j
noticed and recognized, two years ago, by a Scotch

' farmer of the vicinity, well pleased to place his foot

, once more upon his native heather. So that even

! in New England he may say, if he will, as a friend

of ours botanically renders the lines, that

*' CnUuna vulgnrtJt this niglit shalt be my bed.

Aod Pterisaquilina the curtain ruund my head."

Larokst Apple Tkke in Amkkica. —Lewis

Kohler writes us, that on the (arm of Peter Kohler,

Lehigh County, Pa., there is an apple tree which,

by actual measurement just made, is ITj feet in cir-

cumference, one foot above the ground. At nearly

seven feet high it is \h\ feet around. It forks at the

height of seven feet, one branch measuring eleven

feet two inches, and the other six feet seven inches

in circumference. The tree is lifty-four feet high, and

the branches extend thirty-six feet each way from the

trunk.

—

American JtgricuUurut.

Scotch Heath in the United States.

Grav says, in Sitliman's Journal:

-Dr.

New and Valuable Flower-Seeds.— Such is

the taking title of a notice, emanating from the Pa-

tent Office, in the daily papers, of seeds now ready

for distribution. What do our readers think this

list is composed of,—this new and valcable hst ?

The common Yellow Keening Primrose—one of the

vilest weeds of our cultivated grounds—strikes us

prominently. The rest is made up of common
Wallflowers, Snapdragons, Yellow Mimulus, Sweet

Violet, Ten-week Slocks, White Egg-plant, Venus'

Looking-glass, Indian Shot, &c. To be sure, they

are sent out as (Knolhera biennis, .inlirrhinum varie-

ties, Cheiranlhus cheiri, Mimulus aureus, Viola odora-

tus, Malhiola annul, Solanum ovigera ('.) alba. Campan-

ula speculum, Canna indica, &c., and there is some-

thing in a Latin name ! About one hundred are

named, and the above is a. fair sample of these "new

and valuable seeds." Thirty thousand dollars of

the people's money has been voted to be spent in

this way, and the deficiency in the mail service we

arc taxed to supply, is owing, in a great measure, to

these "free government parcels." We again ask,

what is the object of this scandalous waste of public

monev V

Taylor's

the

a sample

.ylor's Bullitt Grape. — At a meetmg of
j

Cincinnati llorliculinral Society last week, i ^

iiple of this grape was exhibited by Mr. Stcrrelt, A,

^
'=^^\
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of (Jlfndalo, and on motion of Mr. Ilcnvcr, it was

airreotl llml from this spfciinen and that of others

previously exhibited before the Soeiety, they deem

it unworthy of general cultivation.

—

Field AvUs.

ITicnoiNC. IN T.\ZEWKi.l, CocNTT. — Below we
give the statement of Mr. Clark Barton, of Taze-

well County, Illinois, of the cost, culture, etc., of

an Osage Orange hedge, entered by hint for a pre-

mium at their recent county fair. It is brief, yet

plain and comprehensive

:

In the year 1858 I purchased hedge plants to the

amount of ten dollars, which I set out, making one

hundred rods of hedge. The first year the setting

and cultivating cost me six dollars. The second

year, cultivating and trimming cost two dollars.

The third j'car, trimming, two dollars.

Prejiarinij Ground and Selling.— I ploughed a large

land on the side of the lield on which I set my
hedge, so I had neither tlie ridge nor the dead

furrow for my hedge row, but level ground; then

with a common plough I made a furrow in which I

set my hedge, placing the plants about four inches

apart, and covered them. so as to leave the ground

perfcf tlj' level. *

CuUivating.—I took a double shovel-plough, and

as often as the weeds sprang up, or the ground

became baked, I ploughed it up, keeping the ground

level.

Trimming.—I did no trimming the first year.

The second year I trimmed once, which I did

about the first of xVpril, cutting the hedge about

three inches above the ground. Tlie third jear I

trimmed twice ; first, about the first of April, cut-

ting the hedge about one foot from the ground.

Second, the first of July, cutting about three feet

above ground ; after which, my hedge has been

completely adequate to turn all my stock.

Of the hedge, the committee says: We do
hereby certify that the above-named hedge has been

well cultivated, that it is a good, substantial fence,

and tliat it is worthy of a premium from our County
Agricultural Society.

—

Prairie Farmer.

Wo carried a branch from this vine containing two
of these excrescences, to the Fanners' Club, and,

although many experienced horticulturists were

present, none had ever sei-n a similar phenomenon.

Tlie vine was well charged wiih grapes, and the

excrescences were numerous.— Wording Farmer.

Lima Bkans and Bean Poles. — In place of

the sharpening process, punching holes in the

ground, inserting jiolcs deep enough to withstand

the force of summer gusts and siutunin blasts; and

having them rot off eVciy year, a simple block of

hard wood, four inches square and two thick,—hav-

ing four one inch holes bored' right through it,

receives the smaller ends of tour poles six feet long,

which being spread apart at the bottom, form a

qnadrupcd standing like a huge spider, firmly upon

the surface, and receive the vines from fimr hills,

leading them per necessity to a union at llie apex.

Whenever the vines attain the summit of their sup-

port, a clip from the garden shears admonishes

them to keep down, and api)ly their sappy vigor in

perfecting a more stocky growth and uniform crop

of perfected fruit, instead of exhausting tlicir beany

energy in skj'ward ambition.

When the crop is harvested the spider is readily

lifted from its position, the dead vines stripped off,

the legs closed like a surveyor's tripod, and the

thing housed for service another year.— H'o/Aini/

Furrner. •»

OBITUARY.
Dr. E. J.vmes, the BoUniist, attached to Long's

Exploring Expedition, and tlie first to make us ac-

quainted with the plants of the Rocky Mountains,

died, from an accident, at his residence, in Mon-
moulli, Illinois, on the 29th of October.

yorpign InfpIKigpnrp.

Excrescences ox GR.vrE-viNES. — We lately

visited the residence of H. X. Fryatt, Esq., of I

Belleville, New Jersey, for the purpose of exam-
j

ining a grape-vine which was supposed to lie bear- 1

ing fruit differing widely from the grape. AVe found '

excrescences upon the vine resembling a green fig in
|

appearance, and of a texture on the surface not I

unlike that of a fig. Upon cutting them open, I

however, they showed indications of cells, as if

nature were making cfTorts to produce seeds, and
these arranged with great regularity and method.

ITow TO JcDGE Celery. — Solid, close, clean;

stems not burst ; size of the Close Heart is the

great point, all others being equal. No outside

burst or open or damaged stalks to be shown.

White first, red second, any other color last. If

shown for weight, they must be properly trimmed
of their green leaves, and no cracked or dam-
aged stems to be passed ; and if not perfectly solid,

must be rejected.

—

Glenny.

Peach from a NiccTARniE. — The nectarine

originally was a sport found on a [leaeh tree.

—

Rectntly, Mr. Uivcrs has raised a fine seedling peach

from the stone of a Pitmaston Nectarine.
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Grafting rnr. PELABOOmuu.—In the culture

of the pi'largoniiini, prafting is occasionally had re-

course to, as a means of i)roi)agating kinds that arc

sliy of culture by other means, or for the sake of

increasing the extent of collections where space is

limited, and for the obtaining of fine specimen

plants. They are grafted by cutting off the top of

the stock, and splitting the top of it into halves, and
wedging the cn<l of the graft down into the slit.

This is an operation easily performed
; indeed, any

one who has ever grafted an apple on a crab stock,

or who has ever seen the process, may soon become
an adapt in grafting geraniums. The stocks should

first be secured, and the best for the purpose are

summer-struck cuttings, taken from old, woody,
strong plants, two years old at least. Grow these

stocks into strong, bushy, dwarf plant.s,—promoting
their vigor by the means already pointed out for the

free from grit and semi-liquid. Paint the graft over

with this, and shake over it as much dry sand as

will dry it immeiiiately. Then apply another coat,

and another, drying each with sand as soon as ap-

])lied.

To secure the graft against damp, it will be ad-

visable to surround it witli an inch of silver sand,—

not only around the grafted part, but an inch above

and an inch below ; and the best way to do this is to

make a paper funnel, similar to a grocer's sugar paper,

tying the close bottom of the funnel around the

stock below the graft, filling it in with dusty peat

and silver sand, and then closing the top over into a

barrel shape. This will be the best security against

the failure of the graft. The scion will need sup-

port for a time.

Three weeks after grafting, «top the top parts of the

[The Gran lied op]

culture of specimens. In the ensuing summer pot

them into large pots, about a month before j'ou in'

tend to graft them ; for to make the graft '

' take' ' there

must be a brisk How of sap in the stock. In

the grafting, first cut ha<kthe stock to a place where

the wood is just half ripe
; it must be sound and

hard, but neither green nor brown. Let the scion

be in the same half-ripe state. After cutting back

the stock, split it down an inch and a half; and if

you can choose a part where the stock breaks into

two l)ranches, the fork will be just the place for

letting in the graft. Cut the graft into a clean

wedge, and insert it to fit neatlj- bark to bark ; if

this lie not ])Ossilile, let one side at least be united,

80 that when the graft "takes" the bark will close

over and complete the union. Tic up moderately

tight with worsted thread, and paint over with a

thick coat of clay paint, to be made thus : Take
some soft clay and knead it with a little water till it

is of a pasty consisteni y, then |>ul it into a clean

vessel with a little more water, and work it about

with an old lirush till it is of the thickness of cream.

[Grafting Geraniam.]

Stock, and loosen the bandage slightly ; but there

must be no haste, for geranium wood does not

unite very quickly. Any exhausting influences will,

of course, check the union ; hence it is advisable to

sj'ringe the leaves of the scion occasionally, and to

keep the stock in a state of robust health. When
they show that they have fairly united, and the

scion begins to grow, the bandage may be removed,

and a little soft moss applied in its stead, and in

time this may come away altogether. When they

make a fair stait, grow them as directed for sjieci-

men plants, and their appearance, when blooming

time comes, will l)e quite superb. Geraniums may

be side or whip-grafted, but the wedge plan is the

liest, because of the soft nature of the wood we

have to deal with.

—

London Gardener's Weekly.

TiiK Largest Gaudenb in the Would are

those of Versailles, in France. They comprise

three thousand acres.

X^C^
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Packpcq FRnrrs for Long Distancks.—I mny
here state, tlial I liuve found no better method in all

my ex|ierioncc, which has extended over a |icriod of

twenty years, with all kinds of fruitA, varying in

distances from filly to five hundred miles. It simply

is : box, sofl paper and sweet bran. A l)Ox is chosen

in sire accordius to the quantity to \k sent. A laj'cr

of bran is put on the bottom ; then each bunch of

grapes is held by the hand over a sheet of paper

;

the four corners of the [laix-r arc brought up to the

stalk and nicely secured ; llieii laid on its side in the

box, and so on until the first layer is finished. Then

fill the whole over with bran, and give the box a

gentle shake as you proceed. Begin the second

layer as the first, and so on until the box is com-

pleted. Thus with neat liand.s, the bloom is pre-

served, and may be sent to any distjince ; but with

clun\sy hands, quite the contrary, and often an

entire failure, as the putting in and taking out of

the box are the most important points to be ob-

served. I have invariably packed sixty or eighty

bunches of grapes and fifty or sixty dozen of

peaches or apricots in one box, and received letters

from employers to say that they had arrived as safe

as if they had been taken from the trees that morn-

ing.

—

Collage Gardener.

Lists of Selected CiiRvs.'iNTirEMtrMS.—I have

very much pleasure in forwarding your Christmiis

box. May it meet your every wish and expecta-

tion.

I have made some additions, so that you will

please consider I have also included a New Year's

gift.— fV. Holmes, Frampton Pa.k Nursery, Hack-

ney.

Ttcelvt Late-hlooming Large f^arielies.

Orion, white, yellowish base. Perfection, blush

white. Chrysippe, rosy purple. Eole, ro.sy white.

King, creamy white. L'Erair, red. Nonpareil,

rosy lilac. Plutus, golden yellow. Racine, yellow,

gold tipped. Cassy, orange. Madame Andre,

pinky white.

Tuxlce Best Varieties for Pot Sperimen or for

Decorative Purposes.

Alcibiade, orange. Chevalier Dumage, yellow.

Defiance, white. Vesuvius, crimson. 3Iount ^tna,
red. Prince Albert, crimson. Plutus, j^ellow.

Pilot, rose. Dr. McLean, rose. Vesta, white.

Auguste Mie, red, tipped gold. Annie Salter,

yellow.

Ttcelve Best Incurved Varieties.

Novelty, white. Beauty, blush. Cassandra,

white, rosy tip. Yellow Fomosum, yellow. Non-
pareil, rosy lilac. Pio Nono, red, tipped gold.

Plutus, yellow. Queen of England, blush. Themis,

rosy pink. Vesta, French white Uisa Kate, lilac

DujKjnt dc I'Eure, carmine.

Ticeloe Best Pompones for Spnimen Plants, and

for General Decorelire Purpofes.

Bob, chestnut bmwn. Drin Drin, yellow. An-
dromeda, CR-amy white. Ccdo Nulli, white. Can-
robert, yellow. La Vogue, yellow and orange.

Ilelenc, purplish rose. L'Escarbouclc, yellow.

Sainte Thais, chestnut. Nelly, creamy white.

Mrs. Dix, white, purple lip. Duruflet, rosy lilac.

—

Collaye Gardener,

ToMn OF Kepton, the Landscape-gardekeh.
—lie himself selected the small enclosure on the

south side of the picturesque church of Aylsham,
in Norfolk. A simple Gothic monument records his

name and age, followed by some lines written

by himself:

*^Tus Tomb op HimpiTRF.T Reptox, wno Died MiRcn 21th, 1S18.

•Not HVe tltc Egyptian tyrants—conFtecrate,

tJurailt witti otherB shall ray duHt rrniain:

Rnt m'laMering, blended, melting into earth,

Miue shall give form and color to the rose;

And while ita vivid blossoms cheer mankind,

Its perfumed odor shall ascend to heaven.'

"

The Lilt of the Valley is popular for winter

forcing in some countries. Its sweet white flowers

give a gi"<Mit charm to a winter bouquet or mantel

vase.

Variation in Seedlings.—In 1688 the lady of

Ribston Hall, Yorkshire, England, raised two seed-

lings from the old Nonpariel Apple. One tree pro-

duced large, sour Crabs,— the other the famous

Ribston Pippin, the most popular apple in England.

The Jardin des Plantes, one of the most fa-

mous in Europe, was founded in ICS.!. Buffon,

Cuvier, and other eminent uatualLsts first gave it a

name and consequence.

TnE Chinese Primrose was introduced into

England from China in 1820. It was purple, as we
liave them now in ourgreenhouses. Since then, the

white has been introduced, and a double white and

double purple hav^e been produced. Recently, in

England, a new race of doable ones has been pro-

duced, with large fringed (lowers, anJ, we believe,

of a character that will reproduce themselves from

seeds.

The Newtown Pippin Apple is so popular in

England, that when the re I American article is

scarce, it is not unusual to t'nd other kinds in Co
vent Garden colored up to imitate them.

^^^
H

^^
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Spiuko Flowkus Bloomino Tinioufiii the Sea-

son.—At Hampton Court, hi Eiij;li»nd, they cut off

the flower Bhoots of Laiiiiuuis, Alyssums, Iberis,

nml other sprinij-bloomiiig jilauls, before they are

(liiitc out of bloom. They then shoot up again new
tlowers, aud are thus made to couliuue a succcssiou

through the scasou,.aud make good bedding plants.

MvRTACEocs Plants.— It is said by the Revue

Hurlicole, that the atmosphere of Australia is filled

with the odors of balsam and camphor, from the

myrtaccou.s trees that abound there; and that fevers

never exist in even the most malarious of swamps,

where these plants grow.

Gazanias.—The Oazauia rigens ("not ringens_) of

.ffardens, whidi is, perliaps, the G. specio.'^ of books,

li;is smoother leaves than (Jazania l-'avonia, in which

they are regularly pinnatitid with elliptic lobes, and
sprinkled with rigid hairs above and on the ribs be-

neath. The flowers of the latter are deeper colored,

but not so freely produced. In G. rigens the leaves

are either simple or furnished with three or four long
\

narrow lobes, smooth above, but with a few distinct
i

marginal spine-like hairs. The genus Gortcria, as

now restricted, does not inLlude any of these plants.

— Gardener's Chron.cle.

Prizk Fuchsias at the i.ate London Horti-

cui/ruKAL Society's Show.—The varieties were

Senator, Prince Imperial, Prince of Orange, Flower
of France, Guiding Star, and Onier Pasha. It will

be seen that half of these are new varieties. A
good group was also shown by Mr. Page, whose
sorts were Souvenir de Chiswiek, British Sailor,

Venus dc Jledici, Pearl of England, Crinoline, and

C. Hayes. We also noticed a kind with white co-

rolla, called Princess of Prussia.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTUIIAL
SOCIETY.

Tiri! regular monthly meeting for November was
held at Concert Hall.

The display of Plants and Fruits was not as largo

as usMal, the principal interest of thi^ evening beiug
ttic annua! eTcctiou for <i!flcers and the discussion of
llic report.s of the Committees.
Some very fine Chrysantheinums were shown by

Jlr. Robert Buist ; by James Kadie, gardener to Dr.
"ush ; and by Adam Graham, gardener to Geueial
Patti'r.son.

The awards of premiums were as follows :

For the best six Chrj-santhemums, to Robert
Bnist.

For the best Large Specimen and bent Dwarf
Specimen, to James Eadie.
For the best Pair of Plants and best Specimen

Plant, to James Eadie.
For the second best, to Adam Graham.
A special premium was given to Mr. Buisl for a

iine large plant of Heteruceutrum roseuui, shown
for the first time in bloom.

William Joyce, gardener to M. W. Baldwin, Esq.,
exhibited eiglit tine specimens of the Queen Piue
A)iple, of large size, fully ripe, and of the highest
flavor, which were duly appreciated by the Coui-
miltec and the ladies present. To these a special

premium of !j ' was awarded.
Tlie two premiums for best six varieties of Pears,

and six largest of any variety, were taken by John
McLaughlin, gardener to Mr. I. B. Baxter.

Siieeimens of the Ontario Grape were shown, a
large showy fruit, but deficient in flavor.

jlr. William Saunders presented two large dishes

of the Black Lombardy and West's St." Peter's

Grapes. These two varittiits are generally consid-

ered synonyms, and so laid down in horticultural

works generally ; but the samples presented, while
quite similar in size and flavor, show some difference

in the form of the bunch and color of the berry,

and Mr. Saunders states that the diversity in lohage

and wood is still more marked. They certainly

apiiear to be distinct varieties.

The Committee appointed at a previous meeting
to obtain suitable quailers forthe Library aud weekly
meetings of the Society, made their report, aud
were empowered to negotiate for a convenient
room.

The following gentlemen were elected as the ofl5-

cers of the Society for the ensuing year :

Premlf.nt— 'ill. W. Baldwin.
Viff-Presidi'iil.i— James Dundas, B. A. Fahne-

stock, D. R. King, Caleb Cope.
Jiccordintj Secretur!/—A. W. Harrison.

Corrc-tpnudinf! Sccrclttry—W. Saimdcrs.

Trenimrer—Robert Buist.

ProfcK/tor of Enlnmolofl!/—S. S. Rathvon.
ProfcsDor of Botany— \>T. W. Darlington.

Professor of Horticultural Chemistry—James C.

Booth.

BROOKLYN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

We have received the following :

"Dear Sir:—At the regular business meeting of

the Brooklyn Horticultural Society, held on Tues-

day evening, November 5th, at their rooms, it was
unanimouslv

"/iV-sc/fcrf", Thai the thanks of this Society be pre-

sented to the Editor of the Gardiner's Moi(h!ii for

the very handsome manner he had published the

Reports" of the Exhibitions and Conversational

Meetings, and that the Corresi>nnding Secretajy be

directed to send a copy of the Miuules.

"Respectfully yours, &c.,

•'C. B. Mii.LEK, Cor. Secretary."

AVe would take the opportunity to s.iy, that we

could render good service to other Horticultural So-

cieties were we favored with such a.ssislanee as the

energetic Secretary of this Society kindly affords us.
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